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Tadayoshi Kohno, University of Washington
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driven by competition between criminal organizations),
a broad corpus of ground truth data has become available. In particular, in this paper we analyze the content
and implications of low-level databases and transactional
metadata describing years of activity at the GlavMed,
SpamIt and RX-Promotion pharmaceutical affiliate programs. By examining hundreds of thousands of orders,
comprising a settled revenue totaling over US$185M,
we are able to provide comprehensive documentation on
three key aspects of underground advertising activity:
Customers. We provide detailed analysis on the consumer demand for Internet-advertised counterfeit pharmaceuticals, covering customer demographics, product
selection (including an examination of drug abuse as a
driver), reorder rates and market saturation.
Advertisers. We quantitatively detail the role of thirdparty affiliate advertisers (both email/forum spammers
and SEO-based advertisers), the dynamics of their labor
market, their ability to drive revenue and the distribution
of their commission income. This analysis includes the
operators of many of the best-known botnets including
MegaD, Grum, Rustock and Storm, and we document individual advertisers generating over $10M in sales.
Sponsors. We derive an empirical revenue and cost
model, including both direct costs (sales commissions,
supply, payment processing) and indirect costs (hosting,
domain registration, program advertisements). We also
provide insight and validation about the most significant
overheads for the operators of such programs.
This is an unusual research paper. We introduce no
new artifact, we develop no new inference technique,
we deploy no new measurement infrastructure. We do
none of these things because we don’t need to; we
have the actual data sets that we would otherwise try
to measure, infer or estimate. Thus, while there are significant methodological challenges that we must overcome (mainly around the forensic reverse engineering
of database schemas and their semantics), ultimately the
contribution of this paper is in its results. However, we
believe these are both unique and significant, with implications for best addressing this variety of Internet abuse.

Online sales of counterfeit or unauthorized products
drive a robust underground advertising industry that includes email spam, “black hat” search engine optimization, forum abuse and so on. Virtually everyone has encountered enticements to purchase drugs, prescriptionfree, from an online “Canadian Pharmacy.” However,
even though such sites are clearly economically motivated, the shape of the underlying business enterprise
is not well understood precisely because it is “underground.” In this paper we exploit a rare opportunity to
view three such organizations—the GlavMed, SpamIt
and RX-Promotion pharmaceutical affiliate programs—
from the inside. Using “ground truth” data sets including four years of raw transaction logs covering over $185
million in sales, we provide an in-depth empirical analysis of worldwide consumer demand, the key role of independent third-party advertisers, and a detailed cost accounting of the overall business model.

1

‡

Introduction

Much like the legitimate Internet economy, advertising
is a major driver for the “underground” criminal economy as well. For all their variety, spam, search-engine
abuse, forum spam and social spam—as well as the botnets, fast-flux networks and other technical infrastructure that enable these activities—are all simply low-cost
advertising platforms that monetize latent consumer demand. Consequently, an emerging research agenda has
developed around understanding the economic structure
of these businesses, both to understand the scope and
drivers for the problem [8, 9, 13], as well as to help prioritize interventions [14, 15]. Unfortunately, while clever
inference and estimation techniques can illuminate a few
of the key questions, much remains unclear. This is because, as a rule, there is little “ground truth” data in the
field for either validating such results or to provide finergrained analytics that can be obtained via inference.
This paper provides a rare counter-point to this rule.
Under a variety of serendipitous circumstances (largely
1
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Background

wail, Storm, Waledac and others). The second advantage
of this model, mobility, is that the loosely coupled nature
of their relationship with affiliate programs allows an advertiser to switch programs at will (or even support multiple programs at once). This low “switching cost” provides bargaining power for the effective advertiser (indeed, we witness high-sales advertisers able to use this
threat to drive higher commissions). More importantly,
it reduces an advertiser’s exposure to business continuity
risk. If a particular affiliate program should shut down,
advertisers can still monetize their investments (e.g., in a
botnet) by advertising for a different sponsor.
However, the benefits of this separation are strong for
the sponsoring affiliate program as well. By outsourcing
advertising they free themselves from direct exposure to
the criminal risks associated with large-scale advertising
enterprises (e.g., mass compromise of computers and online accounts). Second, because advertisers are paid on a
commission basis, they also outsource “innovation risk”.
Program sponsors need not predict the best way to attract customer traffic at a given point in time. Instead
hundreds of advertisers innovate independently; if many
of them fail, so be it. Since advertisers are only paid commissions on successful sales, a sponsor will only end up
paying for effective advertising strategies and need not
distinguish among strategies a priori.
Against this background, online pharmaceutical sales
is one of the oldest and largest affiliate program markets.
This market supports tens of affiliate programs and, as
we will see, thousands of independent advertisers (affiliates) and hundreds of thousands of customers. However,
while the mechanics of this business model are welldescribed in recent work [2, 14, 18], the dynamics of
the actors and the underlying constants that define the
cost structure (and hence the vulnerabilities in the business) are not well understood at all. Indeed, even simple
questions such as “How big is sales turnover?” are imperfectly understood. For example, Kanich et al. used one
method to estimate that the combined turnover across
seven leading pharmacy programs (constituting twothirds of affiliate brands advertised in spam) is roughly
86,000 orders per month [9]. However, Leontiadis et al.
use a different technique to arrive at a much larger estimate suggesting over 640,000 orders per month [13].
In this paper, we answer this and many other such
questions precisely by focusing in depth on three pharmaceutical affiliate programs: GlavMed, SpamIt and
RX-Promotion. These organizations have been in business for five years or more. Together, they represent
many tens of storefront “brands” (including the ubiquitous “Canadian Pharmacy”) and, according to the data
from our prior measurement studies, these programs
have been advertised in over a third of all spam email
messages [14].

Abusive Internet advertising has existed virtually as long
as the Internet itself. In addition to well-defined advertising channels such as sponsored search [11, 12], rogue
advertisers make use of a broad range of vectors to attract customer traffic including email spam [1, 6, 14, 17],
search engine manipulation [7, 13, 23], forums and blog
spam [19, 24] as well as online social networks [4, 22].
Due to pressure against these tactics, few legitimate merchants will engage such advertisers and thus rogue advertising and rogue products tend to go hand in hand. For
example, in one recent report on email spam, Symantec estimated that 80% of all such messages shilled for
“prescription-free” pharmaceuticals [21].
However, the structure of this activity has changed significantly over the last decade. In particular, market specialization has largely eliminated the independent “soupto-nuts” advertiser who previously handled the entirety
of the sale process [16]. Instead the rise of the affiliate program, or “partnerka”, model has separated the
role of the advertiser, paid on commission to attract customer traffic, from the sponsor who in turn handles Web
site design, payment processing, customer service and
fulfillment [18]. This evolution is not unique to abusive advertising; indeed, large legitimate merchants such
as Amazon also sponsor affiliate programs as a means
of advertising. However, it has been deeply internalized
within the underground ecosystem including the pay-perinstall [3], FakeAV [20], pornography [25], pharmaceuticals [2], herbal supplements [14], replica [14] and counterfeit software markets [9], among others.
Counterfeit pharmaceuticals represent a typical example. Here a range of sponsoring affiliate programs
provide drugstore storefronts, drug fulfillment (typically
via drop shipping from India), payment processing, customer service and so on. Independent advertisers, or affiliates, in turn promote the program (e.g., by using botnets to send spam email or manipulating search engine
results) and are paid a commission on each sale that results from a click on one of their ads. Commissions range
from 30%–40% of gross revenue, typically paid via a
quasi-anonymous online money transfer service such as
WebMoney or Liberty Reserve.
This business model has two key advantages for the
advertiser: focus and mobility. Without needing to attend to issues such as Web site design, payment processing, customer service, fulfillment and so on, the advertiser is free to focus single-mindedly on the task of
attracting customer traffic to these sites. Indeed, this
functional specialization has supported the creation of
ever more sophisticated botnets for email delivery or
“black hat” search engine optimization, and many of the
largest botnets are directly involved in advertising the
programs in this paper (Rustock, MegaD, Grum, Cut2
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Authenticity and Ethics

transactions per order, commissions to advertisers, subsequent payouts, and so on) and we find direct concordances between the different elements (e.g., if we sum
the settled sales for a particular affiliate it typically relates directly to the size of the payout to that affiliate).
We also find concordances between the transactional data
and the metadata. For example, we found multiple chat
logs directing a GlavMed/SpamIt employee to make a
payment to a particular affiliate that is then matched by
an identical payout record in the associated transactional
database. Similarly, the monthly revenue for shipped
products for RX-Promotion is consistent with the settled revenue from its payment processor in the same period. Finally, during the period covered by all three transactional data sets we had placed multiple product orders from each of the associated programs [9, 14]. We
find each and every one of our orders in the appropriate
database with the correct data.
While this evidence cannot comprehensively prove the
absence of fraud,1 given the strong concordances and the
absence of any evidence supporting the forgery hypothesis, we believe the greater likelihood is that these data
sets are authentic and accurate. We proceed with this assumption going forward.

Our use of “found data” creates two new concerns that
we address here: authenticity and ethics.
First, it is useful to provide some rough context concerning the circumstances leading to the release of these
data sets. As explained in the previous section, GlavMed
and RX-Promotion are both long-operating pharmaceutical affiliate programs based in Russia. However, for a
variety of reasons, enmity developed between owners in
each program, revealed anecdotally through “sniping” on
underground forums, claims of denial-of-service attacks
and ultimately to the hacking of each other’s infrastructure sites. Perhaps inspired by the “online leak” meme,
popularized recently by Wikileaks and others, elements
of these two organizations (or parties sympathetic to
their positions) gained access to information about each
other’s operations and then made portions of this data
available: sometimes publishing very broadly on underground forums and file-sharing sites, and other times distributing to a variety of journalists, e-crime researchers,
law enforcement agencies as well as a broad range of underground actors.
Through these channels we obtained access to three
transactional data sets: the complete dump, covering four
years, of the GlavMed and SpamIt back-end database
(comprising transactions, payments and so on) and
a year of more restricted transactional data for the
RX-Promotion program. We also received two metadata
corpuses: detailed archived chat logs from the program
operator for sites operated by GlavMed and SpamIt, as
well as financial data concerning the revenue and cost
structure for the RX-Promotion program. For further
context and back-story about this data, we refer readers
to the “Pharma Wars” series by Brian Krebs [10].

3.1

3.2

Ethics

The other fundamental issue concerns the ethics of using data that was, in all likelihood, gathered via illegal
means. Here there are two kinds of questions. The first
is a high-level question concerning whether the nature of
how the data was originally gathered should prima facie
proscribe all subsequent uses of it. This question is not
new and it manifests in a range of fields. For example,
should a political scientist be proscribed from analyzing
the contents of the Pentagon papers (or the more contemporary Wikileaks data) in reasoning about U.S. foreign
policy? Similarly, should researchers avoid using widely
publicized stolen password data (e.g., from the Anonymous/Lulzsec leaks) when studying the strength of userselected passwords? We justify our own choice to take
such steps by reasoning about harm.
We observe that this data is already broadly available
and the knowledge of its existence, its association with
the GlavMed, SpamIt and RX-Promotion organizations,
and some of the over-arching contents (e.g., total revenue, etc.) have already been widely and publicly documented. Consequently, we cannot create any new harm
simply through association with these entities or repeating these findings.
To manage any remaining harms we institute a number

Authenticity

Given that we did not gather the information ourselves
and the adversarial nature by which the data became
available, an obvious question is how to evaluate its accuracy and authenticity: how do we know that our sources
did not fake the data?
While we cannot establish clear provenance beyond
all possible doubt, we observe a range of strong supporting evidence. First, we observe that the data sets are
large and detailed (over 2M sales records, with over 140
linked tables, coupled with several GB of related metadata). These attributes do not entirely discount the possibility that they could be grossly fraudulent, but it suggests that the costs of creating such a forgery would be
significant.
Second, we consider questions of internal and crossconsistency. The transactional data sets have complex
schemas (covering orders, potentially many payment

1 For example, while we believe comprehensive forgery would have
been cost prohibitive given the size and richness of these data sets, a
forger might have selectively altered only certain records and updated
dependent schemas to be consistent.
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Program
GlavMed
SpamIt
RX-Promotion

Period
Jan 2007 – Apr 2010
Jun 2007 – Apr 2010
Oct 2009 – Dec 2010

Affiliates

Customers

Billed orders

Revenue

1,759
484
415

584,199
535,365
59,769 – 69,446

699,516
704,169
71,294

$81M
$92M
$12M

Table 1: Summary of the affiliate program data used in the analysis. Orders are rounded to the nearest thousand, revenue to the
nearest million U.S. Dollars. Affiliates and customers are listed after de-duplication and billed orders and revenue reflect only those
orders whose payment transactions completed (both processes are described in Section 4.1).

of controls in our work focused on the individual stakeholders. First and foremost, and in accordance with our
institution’s human subjects review process, we protect
customer confidentiality since, of all parties described in
the data, they are most vulnerable. To this end, we committed to modify the raw data sets to anonymize personally identifiable customer data such as their name, address and the PAN component of their credit card information (though in a way that we are able to associate multiple orders from the same customer). For the
remaining stakeholders, program employees, affiliates,
suppliers and payment processors, we use a similar standard in publishing our work. In each of these cases the
persons or organizations operate using handles or code
names that are not clearly identifiable (e.g., “brainstorm”
or “gl”) without the use of additional data sources. In
some cases (e.g., payment processors, suppliers) we have
become aware of the likely true names of these organizations (typically through reading the metadata) but
we restrict ourselves to using these non-identifiable code
names since the true names do not enhance our analysis.
We do not name program employees and we typically
discuss affiliates in aggregate, with an exception being
the top affiliates whom we distinguish in this paper using
only their online handles.

4

GlavMed and SpamIt are sister programs run by the same
organization and, indeed, both use the same database
schema. In fact, it appears that SpamIt was “forked”
from the GlavMed database on June 19, 2007: all records
before that date are identical in both databases, while
records after that date are distinct. Leaked chat logs
of the program operators suggest that this split was
related to the owner’s contemporaneous acquisition of
Spamdot.biz, a popular closed spammer forum of that
period. In part through this forum, the SpamIt program
nominally catered to a select group of affiliates relying on
email and other forms of spam, while GlavMed remained
open to a broader range of advertisers who primarily advertised via search engine optimization techniques.3
A detailed description of the data and its associated
schema, consisting of over 140 tables in each database,
is outside the scope of this paper. However, we perform
most of our analysis using five tables: shop sales describing each order, shop transactions recording attempts to bill (or refund) the order via a payment service
provider, shop customers recording customer information, shop affiliates recording information about
each affiliate, and shop affiliates income 2 recording affiliate commissions for each sale. We also relied on
instant message chat logs of the operators of GlavMed
and SpamIt to aid our understanding and validate our hypotheses about the meaning and use of various tables.
However, the GlavMed and SpamIt databases are fundamentally operational in nature, and not naturally designed for the kind of broad analysis that are the goal
of this paper. Thus, we now describe the additional data
processing required to produce necessary relations (e.g.,
such as identifying unique customers).

Derived Data

Using “found data” also introduces a range of methodological challenges, ranging from reverse engineering
schemas to resolving ambiguities in the data. In this section we describe the data sets (summarized in Table 1)
and explain how we derived the additional contextual relations used in our analysis.

4.1

4.1.1

GlavMed and SpamIt

Customers

In an ideal world, each customer record would represent
a unique customer and include accurate demographic information for our analysis (age, sex, and either country
or U.S. ZIP code). The reality, hardly unique to our data
set, is less obliging: In addition to many test accounts

The first two data sets are PostgresSQL database dumps
of the operational databases for the GlavMed and SpamIt
programs, including all schemas, data, and trigger functions, but no other code external to the database. The
GlavMed database begins November 2005 and ends
early May 2010, of which we use the period spanning
all of 2007–2009 and the first four months of 2010.2

with transactions for other kinds of products, including $500K in
counterfeit software sales, and makes inconsistent use of the database
schemas that become standard in the later portion of the date range.
3 This distinction is not absolute, however; domains advertised by
GlavMed affiliates have appeared in email spam.

2 Since our goal is accuracy and not completeness, we purposely exclude the first 14 months of the data set because it is both “poisoned”
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used by the store operators, a large number of customer
records are generated by irate users venting their frustration with the deluge of spam advertising the program.4
Thus, for the purpose of this study, we consider only
customers who have successfully placed an order (more
specifically, those whose credit card or other payment
mechanism was successfully billed, as described later),
which reduces the number of customer records by 21%
in the GlavMed data set (from 875,457 to 690,590) and
39% in the SpamIt data set (from 1,145,521 to 693,319),
the latter clearly attracting more abuse.

access to additional referral commissions that are provided on sales generated by new affiliates referred into
the program.5 To address these issues, we de-duplicate
affiliates as follows. For all affiliates with over $200 in
revenue we link those who share an email address, ICQ
number6 or “identified commission payments”. We considered a commission payment to be identified if it represents over 75% of an affiliate’s revenue and includes
unique payment account information (such as a WebMoney, Fethard Finance, or ePassporte account or an
identified GlavMed payment card). The notion of identified payments was necessary to avoid incorrectly associating affiliates who use the commission payments system
to pay third parties (e.g., by asking for small payouts to
a third-party WebMoney purse).

De-duplication. An additional problem is that, unless
the customer uses a previously assigned customer number to explicitly log in, each repeat order would result in
a new customer record. To identify repeat customers, we
de-duplicate the remaining customer records by coalescing those whose name, billing address and email address
are identical, reducing the number of unique customers
to 584,199 in GlavMed and 535,365 in SpamIt. For address matching, we used the common Visa/MasterCard
Address Verification System (AVS) predicate, which relies on street number and ZIP code only. Both names and
email address matches were case insensitive, and we allowed first and last names to be transposed.

4.1.3

In the GlavMed and SpamIt data sets, each customer
sales record in turn drives the creation of one or more
transaction records which reflect an attempt to transfer
money to or from a customer (as identified by a credit
card or Automated Clearing House (ACH) identifier) via
a third-party payment service provider. When a transaction is successful the response status field in this
record is zero (we validated these semantics by examining both raw payment processing error messages and
associated SQL triggers in the databases).
However, for a host of reasons transactions are frequently declined. Indeed, over 25% of all transaction attempts decline in both the GlavMed and SpamIt data sets.
In these cases, new transactions may be generated, possibly using different payment service providers. In some
cases, large order amounts are billed into two smaller
transactions. Overall, 91% of sales are able to complete
a payment transaction.
Finally, a transaction may be refunded, either partially or fully. An additional complexity arises from currency conversion because customer payments are internally valued in U.S. Dollars, but can arrive in Euros,
Pounds and several other currencies. When refunds arrive in native currency, we locate the original transaction
and calculate the dollar refund value on a pro-rated basis against the original value in the native currency. All
revenue numbers reported in the analysis refer to the total
amount billed, before any refunds against the transaction.
Refunds are shown separately in Table 3.
Note that having this ground truth data allows us to
calibrate biases in previous methods for estimating revenue. In particular, we revisit our “purchase pair” tech-

Demographics. Our analysis relies on customer demographic data consisting of the customer’s country or U.S.
ZIP code, as well as their self-reported age and sex. The
country and ZIP code are necessary for proper order fulfillment, and therefore are generally reliable. However,
customers optionally provide age and sex data when ordering, so it is not always present and it is subject to
misreporting. Only 41% of GlavMed orders and 38% of
SpamIt orders included this information, and we cannot
validate it since customers could easily dissemble. Indeed, we found that a larger than expected number of
users reported birth dates of January 1, February 2, and
so on (these being some of the easiest dates to report via
the interface). However, these anomalies are a small minority and we proceed under the assumption that the data
is generally correct (eliminating these cases does not substantively change the results reported in Section 5.1.3).
4.1.2

Transaction Outcomes

Affiliates

As with customers, affiliate records also require deduplication. However, here the duplication is not a mere
artifact of the interface, but is frequently an intentional
action. Affiliates frequently register under multiple identities, either to modulate their perceived earnings (affiliate programs commonly provide “top” lists showing the
affiliates with the highest earned commissions) or to gain

5 As an incentive to attract affiliates, program sponsors will typically

offer their affiliates a 5% commission on the future sales of any new
affiliate they bring into the program.
6 ICQ is one of the oldest widely-deployed IM chat systems, and is
very popular in Russia and CIS states.

4 This

frustration was well captured by the many regular expressions in the operators’ customer blacklist, e.g., (.*)SP(A+)M(.*) and
(.*)F(U+)CK(.*).
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nique that infers order turnover via customer order number advancement and then conservatively estimates the
average order size to gauge overall revenue [9]. Across
four years, we find that a significant number of order
numbers never appear in the database due to either filtering for customer fraud or shopping cart abandonment
(between 13–28% for SpamIt and 7–17% for GlavMed).
The lower number of absent orders for GlavMed is likely
because the search engine vector used by its affiliates
generates less antipathy among consumers. In both cases,
8–12% of the orders that do appear in the database are
ultimately declined and do not ship. Consequently, true
turnover is between 8% (low of GlavMed) and 35% (high
of SpamIt) less than predicted by the “purchase pair”
technique. However, since the average successful order
size is between $115 (GlavMed) and $135 (SpamIt),
revenue estimates basd on an average sale of $100 are
roughly in-line with true revenue (within 6% overall for
GlavMed and 13% overall for SpamIt).

4.2

GlavMed
SpamIt
RX−Promotion

Orders per week (thousands)

9
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7
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Figure 1: Weekly sales volume for each of the programs.

capitalization), resulting in 59,769 customers. This approach will accurately capture multiple orders from the
same user, but at the expense of potentially aliasing users
who happen to share the same first and last names. Thus,
the true number of unique customers is likely between
the two estimates, but to avoid aliasing issues we use the
larger conservative estimate in our analyses.
Finally, we also make use of seven months of overlapping metadata that includes detailed spreadsheets accounting for month-by-month costs and cash flow. This
data does not have any of the previous limitations and
captures the financial performance of the program precisely and in its entirety.

RX-Promotion

Our third data set concerning transactions from the
RX-Promotion program is far more limited. It only covers a single year of data from January to December of
2010, consisting of a single extracted view summarizing
each sale during the period made by U.S. customers. In
addition, roughly one week of data is missing (around
the last week of April 2010). Consequently, this transactional data will strictly understate the turnover from
RX-Promotion.7
Each sales record includes information about the customer (name only), the status of the order, its contents,
the total price as well the amount paid to the supplier,
shipper and the affiliate who generated the sale. Our analysis includes only orders with the status value “shipped”,
which make up 77% of all sales records (“declined” was
the next largest category at 14%).
Since the RX-Promotion data set does not include
crisp customer identifiers, we use two approximations for
identifying multiple orders belonging to the same customer. The conservative approximation of 69,446 customers only links sales records together if a customer
explicitly logs into the site using a previously assigned
customer ID. However, we note that this measure strictly
overestimates the number of customers since many users
prefer to place subsequent orders by entering in their information again. Alternatively, one can group customers
that share the same first and last name (normalized for

5

Analysis

Using these data sets, we now provide a detailed assessment of the affiliate program business model. From the
standpoint of the program sponsor, we consider four key
aspects of the business enterprise in turn: customers, affiliate advertisers, costs and payment processing.

5.1

Customers

Neither online pharmacies nor their advertisers generate
capital on their own. These activities thrive only because
they exploit latent customer demand for the products on
offer. It is this customer purchasing that drives the entire
ecosystem and thus this is where we begin: how many
purchases, for what, by whom and, perhaps, why?
Overall, as shown in Table 1, 584,199 unique customers placed orders via GlavMed during the measurement period and 535,365 placed orders via SpamIt; of
these approximately 130K appear in both. RX-Promotion
is a smaller program and covers a shorter time period,
with somewhere between 59,769 and 69,446 distinct customers placing orders. In turn these customers generated almost 1.5M orders, varying from week to week as
shown in Figure 1. Note that the spike in May 2007 for
GlavMed is an artifact corresponding to the short period
after GlavMed had purchased SpamIt, but before they

7 Based on our measurements of both the GlavMed and SpamIt data
sets, our own previous study of the Eva Pharmacy program [9], and inference from the RX-Promotion metadata, we are confident that U.S.
customers represent between 75% and 85% of total turnover. In addition, the missing week of data from April should cause our data to
underestimate annual orders by an additional 2%.
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5.1.2

GlavMed
SpamIt
RX−Promotion

7
6

New customers, however, are not the whole story. The
graphs in Figure 3 show total program revenue per week
broken down into two components: revenues from firsttime customers and revenue from repeat orders from existing customers. What we see is that repeat orders are an
important part of the business, constituting 27% and 38%
of average program revenue for GlavMed and SpamIt,
respectively. For RX-Promotion revenue from repeat orders is between 9% and 23% of overall revenue.
Overall, revenue from repeat customers steadily increases over the years for GlavMed and SpamIt, and
holds steady even when orders and overall revenue decline in mid-2009. The situation is more dynamic for
RX-Promotion with a pronounced dip in program revenue in the middle of 2010 that impacts new and repeat
customers both. This dip corresponds to the period when
RX-Promotion lost its payment processing services for
scheduled drugs.9 Indeed, if we only consider the period
after August 2nd, repeat order revenue averages between
12% and 32%.
This data highlights a counterpoint to the conventional
wisdom that online pharmacies are pure scams: simply
taking credit cards and either never providing goods or
providing goods of no quality. Were this hypothesis true,
we would not expect to see repeat purchases—clear signs
of customer satisfaction—in such numbers. Anecdotally,
we have placed several hundred such orders ourselves
and, while we cannot speak to the quality of the products
we received, we have almost always received a product
in return for our payment [9, 14].
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Figure 2: Cumulative number of new customers.

had forked the databases in June 2007 (Section 4.1). After the fork, GlavMed has very steady growth in orders
until mid-2009, even surpassing SpamIt, and then starts
to decline. Orders to SpamIt plateau for 2008–2009, similarly declining in mid-2009.8 RX-Promotion order volumes are considerably more dynamic, for reasons we
will explain later, with totals varying between 1–2 thousand per week across the year of data.
5.1.1

Repeat Customers

First-time Customers

However, these million plus customers and their purchases do not necessarily constitute the entirety of this
market, but only the portion that has been serviced to
date by these particular programs. This raises the question: How saturated is the market for counterfeit pharmaceuticals? To evaluate this, Figure 2 shows the cumulative number of unique customers seen in each program
per week over the measurement period. Thus, changes in
slope indicate changes in the rate of new customer acquisition. From these trends it is clear that that the affiliate programs are attracting new customers at a steady
rate over time, and that the market does not appear
to be saturating at all. In particular, sister programs
GlavMed and SpamIt attract new customers at nearly the
same rate (3,367/week and 3,569/week on average) while
RX-Promotion, a smaller program, attracts customers at
a slower, but still constant rate (1,429/week on average).
The stability of this growth over time provides some explanation for why spammers continue to blast email indiscriminately to all Internet users over time: they are
still mining a rich vein of latent customer demand.

5.1.3

Product Demand

Beyond measuring overall demand, we are particularly
interested in determining what makes up this demand:
which drugs are being purchased, and does this provide
clues about why this market is preferred.
In an effort to reach all customer niches, each of the
programs carries thousands of products. To reason about
this multitude of drugs, we classified the bulk of the
products into broad categories based on our best assessment (necessarily subjective) of the drug’s use: erectile
dysfunction, pain/inflammation, male enhancement (not
ED), mental health, sleep, obesity and other.
Using this classification, customer demand for specific kinds of drugs in the different programs is striking.
As with the previous time series graphs, Figure 4 shows
weekly revenue for the three affiliate programs over time,

8 This decline undoubtedly has many roots including increasing
pressure that mounted on SpamIt due to its high visibility (e.g., the
principal owner of SpamIt was identified by Russian Newsweek as the
World’s Biggest Spammer), shutdowns of large botnets operating as affiliates (e.g., the MegaD botnet, which we observed spamming for sites
associated with SpamIt affiliate “docent”, ceased operating in November of 2009), and inter-program competition (e.g., starting in 2010,
we see a roughly 15% reduction in the number of active affiliates in
the SpamIt program and we witness one large affiliate, “anonymouse”,
leaving SpamIt and moving to RX-Promotion during this period).

9 Associated

metadata suggests that RX-Promotion’s payment service provider (PSP) had arranged for merchant accounts at an Icelandic
bank to be used for RX-Promotion controlled drug payments. However,
on May 10th 2010, a complaint by Visa caused the bank to shut down
these accounts and thus processing for controlled substances was curtailed until August 2nd when the PSP established new accounts for this
purpose with Azeri banks.
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Figure 3: Weekly order revenue shown by customer class.
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Figure 4: Weekly order revenue shown by drug type.

but here each of the top five revenue-earning drug categories is colored distinctly. For GlavMed and SpamIt,
the jokes about spam are spot on: “erectile dysfunction”
(ED) purchases dominate their revenue. Customers do
purchase other notable drugs, but they represent a small
fraction of revenue over time for these programs.
In contrast, revenue from pain/inflammation orders matches revenue from ED in RX-Promotion.
RX-Promotion has a markedly different formulary from
GlavMed and SpamIt, prominently offering products
that GlavMed and SpamIt do not sell. Specifically,
these include scheduled drugs for pain (Oxycodone, Hydrocodone, Vicodin, etc.), mental health (Adderal, Ritalin, etc.), and sleep (Valium, etc.), all of which have
high abuse potential.10
These examples suggest that there may in fact be a
range of distinct reasons why different drugs are popular via this medium. Table 2 summarizes order volume
and program revenue for different groups of drugs sold to
customers by the three affiliate programs. Here we merge
our original set of categories into three groups that correspond to different customer motivations for purchasing drugs. The first group includes erectile dysfunction
(ED), male enhancement, and related products (including fakes such as “Herbal Viagra”). These drugs, some-

times called “lifestyle” drugs, do not address chronic or
acute illness. While they are relatively easy to obtain
under prescription, seekers may prefer the online channel for reasons of embarrassment or price.11 The second group includes drugs that have the potential to be
seriously abused, and includes addictive drugs such as
opiates, depressants, stimulants, etc. For many of these
drugs, customers run substantial legal risk in purchasing
them without prescription, and presumably run this risk
because of a strong desire or need. The third group includes drugs for treating chronic or acute illnesses. Since
these drugs carry no strong abuse risk, nor represent a
clear cause for social discomfort, we presume that their
purchase is motivated by economics: lower direct drug
costs (which can be substantial) and the absence of indirect costs (for a doctor’s visit). In each category, the table
also lists the top categories or specific products.
Reflecting Figure 4, the ED group dominates items
ordered and revenue to the program, particularly for
GlavMed and SpamIt. For RX-Promotion, though, drugs
with the potential for abuse are high-revenue orders. Although they comprise just 14% of orders for
11 The per-item drug price offered by such programs is frequently
less than 20% of that offered by legitimate retailers. For example, the
median price for 10 tablets of 100mg Sildenafil Citrate was $42.57 on
GlavMed and $23.40 at RX-Promotion. By contrast, according to data
at drugs.com, legitimate brand Viagra in the same amount sells for
$193.99. Note that these prices do not account for shipping, which can
add $15 to $30 per order.

10 The Controlled Substances Act in the U.S. defines five drug
“schedules”, or classifications, according to various criteria such as potential for abuse. Scheduled drugs require prescriptions and have heavy
financial and/or criminal penalties for illegal sale.
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GlavMed
Product
ED and Related
Viagra
Cialis
Combo Packs
Levitra
Abuse Potential
Painkillers
Opiates
Soma/Ultram/Tramadol
Chronic Conditions
Mental Health
Antibiotics
Heart and Related
Uncategorized

Orders
580K (73%)
300K (38%)
180K (23%)
49K (6.1%)
32K (4.1%)
48K (6.1%)
29K (3.7%)
—
20K (2.5%)
120K (15%)
23K (2.9%)
25K (3.2%)
12K (1.5%)
48K (6.0%)

SpamIt

Revenue
$55M
$28M
$19M
$3.9M
$3.2M
$4.5M
$2.4M

(75%)
(38%)
(26%)
(5.4%)
(4.4%)
(6.1%)
(3.3%)
—
$1.8M (2.4%)
$9.5M (13%)
$2.1M (2.9%)
$2.1M (2.9%)
$770K (1.1%)
$4.0M (5.5%)

Orders
670K
290K
190K
110K
35K
64K
53K

(79%)
(34%)
(22%)
(14%)
(4.2%)
(7.6%)
(6.3%)
—
46K (5.5%)
64K (7.6%)
16K (1.9%)
16K (1.9%)
9700 (1.2%)
47K (5.6%)

RX-Promotion

Revenue
$70M
$31M
$23M
$8.4M
$3.9M
$6.2M
$4.7M

(82%)
(36%)
(27%)
(9.8%)
(4.5%)
(7.3%)
(5.5%)
—
$4.1M (4.8%)
$5.2M (6.1%)
$1.4M (1.7%)
$1.4M (1.6%)
$630K (0.7%)
$3.9M (4.6%)

Orders
58K
33K
18K
5100
1200
11K
10K
8000
1000
8500
6000
1300
390
2400

(72%)
(41%)
(22%)
(6.4%)
(1.5%)
(14%)
(13%)
(10%)
(1.3%)
(11%)
(7.4%)
(1.6%)
(0.5%)
(3.0%)

Revenue
$5.3M
$2.7M
$1.9M
$350K
$150K
$3.3M
$3.0M
$2.7M
$150K
$1.3M
$1.1M
$97K
$35K
$430K

(51%)
(27%)
(19%)
(3.4%)
(1.5%)
(32%)
(29%)
(26%)
(1.5%)
(13%)
(11%)
(0.9%)
(0.3%)
(4.2%)

Table 2: Product popularity in each of the three programs. Product groupings and categories are in italics; individual brands are
without italics. Opiates are a further subcategory of Painkillers, and include Oxycodone, Hydrocodone, Vicodin, and Percocet.
Note, this table only describes revenue from drugs and does not capture shipping charges, which are orthogonal to drug popularity.

tive health products (peak 25–30).12 Mental health and
pain/inflammation products are roughly equally popular
for men and women, with an older age bias for men.
In contrast to GlavMed, just a few categories predominate for SpamIt in Figure 5(b): pain/inflammation, infection, and mental health for both men and women, male
enhancement for men. Other categories more popular in
GlavMed, such as acne and male pattern baldness, are
smaller. One explanation is that the differences in product popularity correlates with the vector used to advertise the different affiliate programs. Since GlavMed is
more likely to be involved in search engine optimization (SEO) oriented advertising, they have an opportunity to target narrower markets (e.g., by manipulating
search results for keywords correlated with specific product categories). By contrast, spam is an indiscriminate
advertising medium and customers clicking on spamadvertised links are predominantly taken to storefronts
advertising ED products. Thus, for these customers to
buy other products would require additional initiative to
search within the site.

RX-Promotion, they account for nearly a third of program revenue, with the Schedule-II opiates—only available at RX-Promotion—accounting for a quarter of revenue. Indeed, during the period when RX-Promotion had
working credit card processing for controlled meds, sales
of Schedule II, III and IV drugs produced 48% of all revenue! The fact that such drugs are over-represented in repeat orders as well (roughly 50% more prevalent in both
RX-Promotion and, for drugs like Soma and Tramdol, in
SpamIt) reinforces the hypothesis that abuse may be a
substantial driver for this component of demand.
5.1.4

Demographics

Although ED drugs account for the majority of business
for affiliate programs, focusing on the remaining products reveals remarkably pronounced age and sex trends
among customers.
Focusing on customers reporting age and sex information, Figure 5 shows the percentage of all items ordered as a function of age, sex, and detailed product category for GlavMed and SpamIt (excluding ED products,
as they would overwhelm the graph). The left half of
each graph shows results for women, and the right half
shows results for men. The y-axis is the self-reported age
of customers, and the x-axis is the percent of all items
these customers ordered. For each age the graphs show
stacked horizontal bars, with segments for the top ten
non-ED product categories.
Both age and sex purchasing patterns emerge from
this visualization. For example, male GlavMed customers in Figure 5(a) purchase male pattern baldness
products (peaking between ages 20–30) and male enhancement products (peak 45–50), while women predominantly purchase obesity (peak 40–45) and reproduc-

5.1.5

Geography

While both affiliate programs are located in Russia, most
of their customers are not. Based on customer shipping addresses, we can determine that, across GlavMed
and SpamIt programs, customers from the United States
dominate at 75% of orders, with Canada, Australia, and
populous countries in Western Europe following in single digits. Emphatically, Western money fuels these af12 Interestingly, male customers also purchase the estrogen drug Clomid, which we have come to understand may be explained by body
builders who commonly abuse the drug to counter some of the sideeffects of steroids.
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Figure 5: Items purchased separated into product category and customer age. The left half of each graph show orders from women,
and the right half shows orders from men. Customers restricted to those who self-report age and sex.

filiate programs with the U.S., Europe, Canada and Australia constituting 97% of all orders, consistent with the
breakdown previously observed in [9].13

5.2

GlavMed
SpamIt
RX Promotion

Affiliates

While customer purchasing drives the online pharmaceutical ecosystem, affiliates are the ones who attract and
deliver the customers—and their money—to the online
pharmacies. Affiliates operate by commission, receiving
a significant fraction (typically 30–40%) of each customer purchase that reflects the substantial risk they assume in their aggressive advertising activities. Next we
analyze the role affiliates play in making online pharmaceutical programs successful as a business.
As discussed in Section 4.1.1, we merge separate accounts in the GlavMed and SpamIt databases that belong
to the same affiliate. After account merging, during the
2007–2010 measurement period 1,037 affiliates were active in GlavMed and 305 in SpamIt. Lacking detailed account profile information in RX-Promotion, we consider
each account a separate affiliate. With this assumption,
during the smaller one-year period for RX-Promotion
415 affiliates were active.
5.2.1

Figure 6: Distribution of affiliate contributions to total program
revenue for each program.

the other hand, is a closed program—focused specifically
on email spam—where affiliates join by invitation (Section 4.1). These models influence the kinds of affiliates
in a program, the impact they have on generating revenue
for a program, as well as the commissions they earn.
Although the programs contain hundreds to thousands
of affiliates, most affiliates contribute little to the overall revenue of the programs. Figure 6 shows the CDFs
of affiliate contributions to total program revenue for the
three affiliate programs. The x-axis is the percent of affiliates, sorted from highest to lowest revenue they generate for the program, and the y-axis is the percent of
total program revenue. The graph shows that just 10% of
the highest-revenue affiliates account for 75–90% of total
program revenue across the three affiliate programs; for
GlavMed and RX-Promotion in particular, the remaining
90% of affiliates bring in just 10–15% of total revenue.
In the end, the most important affiliates for a program
are just a small fraction of all affiliates. From a business
perspective, programs can focus their attention and en-

Program Revenue

GlavMed and RX-Promotion are open affiliate programs,
and as such they actively advertise and recruit new affiliates to join their programs (with the public advertising
focused on SEO-based advertising vectors). SpamIt, on
13 This previous study also identified substantive differences in the
make-up of drugs purchased in the U.S. vs. other Western countries
(with U.S. customers driving a disproportionate fraction of demand for
non-ED meds). While we still observe this pattern in the SpamIt data
(with the fraction of non-ED meds in U.S. customer orders being 3.8×
larger than for Europe and Canada), it is absent in GlavMed customers,
suggesting that the advertising vector plays a key role in this effect.
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Figure 7: Cumulative contribution of new affiliates over time to
the three-year total program revenue. Each week adds the contribution to total program revenue made by the new affiliates
that appear that week.

Figure 8: Distribution of affiliate commissions in each program.

to earn over $1M for themselves in a twelve-month period (and a dozen exceeded $500K).14 Virtually all of
these earnings result from sales commissions with only
a minor share deriving from referral commissions (i.e.,
referral commissions are not a major source of income).
Figure 8 reveals a more nuanced picture of affiliate
commissions. For each program, the graph shows a PDF
of annualized commissions across all affiliates: the x-axis
is the annualized commission earned by an affiliate, and
the y-axis is the fraction of all affiliates that earned a
given commission. We calculate the commission for an
affiliate using the total customer sales linked to the affiliate multiplied by the commission rate of the affiliate,
plus any referral commissions. Sales commission rates
range from 15–45%, with 30–40% being the most common (generally high-revenue affiliates receive the highest commission rates).15 The “dots” on the PDFs denote
the median annualized commissions for that program.
For the open programs GlavMed and RX-Promotion,
the majority of affiliates earn very low annualized commissions. The peaks of the PDFs range between $20–
$200 a year for GlavMed, and $20–$2,000 a year for
RX-Promotion. The closed program SpamIt, however,
shows a bimodal distribution, with a mass of “poor” affiliates earning small commissions (mode around $500)
and another mass of “rich” affiliates earning large commissions (mode around $30,000), but still with many affiliates earning over $100,000 a year.
As another perspective, on an ongoing basis the active affiliates in SpamIt, a closed program, each generate three times more revenue than active affiliates in
GlavMed and RX-Promotion, both open programs. Fig-

ergy on the top performing affiliates. Alternatively, from
an intervention perspective, undermining the activities of
just a handful of affiliates would have a considerable affect on a program’s bottom line: undermining the top 3–
10 affiliates would impact 25–40% of program revenue.
Moreover, there is evidence that these high-revenue
affiliates are not simply lucky, but represent the bestestablished and experienced advertisers. Figure 7 shows
that it is the oldest affiliates who contribute most to
weekly program revenue on an ongoing basis. For both
programs, the curves show the cumulative contribution
to total program revenue over time for new affiliates.
For the new affiliates that appear each week, we increment a running sum with the total revenue those affiliates generate for the program—revenue generated from
the moment they join until the end of the measurement
period. For instance, the affiliates that generate revenue
in the first week account for nearly 10% of all revenue for the entire three years of business. The dashed
lines show the contributions to total revenue by affiliates
that have joined on year intervals, emphasizing that the
older affiliates are important for generating revenue over
time. Affiliates that joined before 2008 contributed 69%
GlavMed and 54% of SpamIt total program revenue as
of April 2010. In contrast, affiliates that joined in 2009
and 2010 contributed less than 10% of that total.
5.2.2

Affiliate Commissions

Since only a small fraction of affiliates account for much
of the business, many affiliates earn small commissions.
Indeed, the median annualized affiliate commissions for
GlavMed, SpamIt, and RX-Promotion are just $292,
$3,320, and $428, respectively. This skew dovetails with
suggestions that spam-based advertising may be a labor
“lemon market” [5]. On the other hand, the most successful affiliates are able to derive substantial income through
their advertising. Indeed, the top five affiliates were able

14 Note

that Figure 8 does not involve extrapolating, but is based on
taking the best four consecutive quarter’s earnings for each affiliate and
thus gains accuracy at the potential expense of right-censoring.
15 Note that not all programs reward commissions uniformly over all
drugs. For example, RX-Promotion typically discounts commissions
by 10% on controlled drugs, so an affiliate receiving 40% on the sale
of Viagra may only receive 30% on the sale of Oxycodone.
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Weekly revenue per affiliate (thousands of dollars)

2007

parties. For example, the second most profitable affiliate, scorrp2, earned close to $3M while advertising domains that we witnessed emerging from a range of botnets including MegaD, Cutwail and Xarvester. Adding to
the confusion, in a number of cases botnet code is sold
between parties and, thus, what some researchers may
identify as a single botnet may in fact reflect multiple
distinct infrastructures. Finally, we also note spamming
is not the only profitable advertising vector. Indeed, the
largest overall earner, webplanet, appears to have earned
$4.6M using Web-based advertising instead. Fully unraveling the complexities of these relationships and why certain affiliates are more successful than others remains an
open question.
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Figure 9: Average revenue per active affiliate each week.

5.3

ure 9 shows the average weekly revenue generated by
active affiliates. For each week, we total the revenue
generated by the affiliates that were active in attracting
customers that week, and divide by the number of active affiliates. This metric is surprisingly stable over time
and strongly correlates with the nature of the affiliate
program. In both GlavMed and RX-Promotion, the average weekly revenue per affiliate is around $2,000. In
SpamIt, though, the average weekly revenue per affiliate ranges between $5,000–$7,000. Open programs focus on increasing the total number of affiliates, but the
vast majority have little impact on total revenue. Instead,
by focusing on quality affiliates, the closed nature of the
SpamIt program is much more effective at attracting productive affiliates and avoiding unproductive ones.
Focusing only on these most productive affiliates, we
would intuitively expect them to also be the operators of
the largest spamming botnets. However, even a cursory
examination of the data shows that there is considerable
more complexity at work. For example, while the operators of the prodigious Rustock botnet (cosma2k, bird,
and adv1) indeed receive large commission payments
(over $1.9M), botnet operators do not appear to dominate
the top earners. Indeed, two of the largest botnet operators, docent (operator of MegaD) and severa (operator of
Storm and Waledac) only received modest payments of
$308K and $169K, respectively, for directly advertising
SpamIt sites.16
There are a number of potential reasons for these results. First, we are only privy to sales for these particular affiliate programs and thus, if a botnet devotes
much of its resources to another program, those earnings
are outside our analysis. Moreover, while some botnets
are largely monopolized by their owners, in many other
cases the botnets are rented to provide service for third

Costs

Affiliate programs operate a complex business. As such,
they have a range of costs and overheads to cover and
only a fraction of their revenue translates to profit. Using
a combination of transactional and metadata, we next reconstruct both direct and indirect costs for the programs.
We also explore in more detail the cost structure of fulfillment (drug markup and shipping).
5.3.1

Direct Costs and Gross Margin

Direct costs are costs attributable to individual sales.
While advertising is normally considered an indirect
cost, affiliate programs pay for advertising as a direct
cost of a sale, so we consider affiliate commissions to
be a direct cost in this context. In addition, direct costs
include the supplier costs for the products themselves,
shipping them to customers, the fees charged by banks
and credit card processors for processing customer credit
card transactions, and customer refunds.
However, of these quantities only commissions are
completely unambiguously encoded across all transactional data sets; RX-Promotion also includes a measure
of the supplier cost and a field indicating the type of shipping (from which the shipping cost can be reverse engineered). The situation with GlavMed and SpamIt is more
complex. Starting on August 8, 2008 both databases include fine-grained information about shipping and supply cost for each order. For periods before this, we are
forced to extrapolate. Refunds can be calculated directly
in the SpamIt and GlavMed data sets; for RX-Promotion,
we infer refunds based on orders with a cancelled status. Finally, processing charges can vary among payment processors, currencies, card brands and over time.
However, in examining a large number of recorded fees
(found in the chatlogs) over the full period these fees
range between 7–12% in practice, so as an approximation we use 10%.
Putting this data together, Table 3 itemizes the gross
revenue and direct cost breakdown for GlavMed and

16 We identify botnet operators through metadata, documented more
fully in the many articles in the “PharmaWars” series [10], and corroborated based on which affiliates receive money for domains known to
be advertised via particular botnets.
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GlavMed & SpamIt
2008
2009

2007
Gross revenue
Direct costs
Commissions
Suppliers (goods)a
Suppliers (shipping)b
Processingc
Refunds
Gross margin
a
b
c

$27.3M
$17.2M
$7.9M
$1.9M
$3.1M
$2.7M
$1.6M
$10.1M

(63.1%)
(28.9%)
(7%)
(11.4%)
(10%)
(5.9%)
(36.9%)

$60.1M
$42.9M
$23.0M
$4.3M
$7.6M
$6.0M
$2.0M
$17.2M

$67.7M
$45.6M
$24.9M
$4.2M
$7.8M
$6.8M
$1.9M
$22.1M

(71.4%)
(38.3%)
(7.2%)
(12.6%)
(10%)
(3.3%)
(28.6%)

(67.3%)
(36.8%)
(6.2%)
(11.5%)
(10%)
(2.8%)
(32.7%)

2010
$18.0M
$12.1M
$6.6M
$1.1M
$2.1M
$1.8M
$0.5M
$5.9M

(67.1%)
(36.7%)
(6.1%)
(11.7%)
(10%)
(2.6%)
(32.9%)

RX-Promotion
2010
$12.8M
$9.9M
$3.9M
$1.0M
$1.5M
$1.3M
$1.0M
$2.9M

(77.1%)
(30.2%)
(7.6%)
(11.5%)
(10%)
(7.8%)
(22.9%)

Average supplier costs used to estimate missing supplier costs for 35% of goods.
Average shipping costs used to estimate missing shipping costs for 60% of orders.
Processor costs range between 7% and 11% of sales revenue.

Table 3: Gross revenue, direct costs and resulting gross margin for the GlavMed and SpamIt programs combined.

SpamIt (combined) and RX-Promotion on a yearly basis. Not surprisingly (given average affiliate commissions
of 30–40%) direct costs consume the majority of revenue. Note that, due to holdback charges, the gross margin number likely overstates cash flow by around 10%,
and may in fact overstate revenue as well (if holdback
charges are not released). Payment processors comporting with “high risk” merchants such as these universally hold back a portion of net proceeds to handle future chargebacks and fines. From examining the logs,
a 10% holdback of up to 180 days is common and, in
reviewing discussions about holdbacks, the operators of
GlavMed/SpamIt routinely operate under the assumption
that this money may never be made available.
5.3.2

RX-Promotion
March – September 2010
Gross revenue
Direct costs
Commissions
Suppliersa
Processing
Other direct
Indirect costs
Administrative
Customer service
Fines
IT expenses
Domains
Servers, hosting
Selling expenses
Marketing
Lobbying
Other indirect
Net revenue

Indirect Costs and Net Revenue

Indirect costs are costs that are not generally attributable
to individual sales. For online pharmacies, indirect costs
are incurred for marketing (i.e., advertising the affiliate
program on popular blogs and forums to attract new affiliates), for IT (i.e., registering domains for affiliates to use
in URLs that link to storefront pages, as well as server
and hosting costs), for administrative costs (i.e., staff
salaries), customer service, bank fines and “lobbying”.
By also calculating indirect costs, we can then estimate a
program’s net profit—its proverbial “bottom line.”
However, indirect costs are difficult to extract from
transaction data since they are necessarily indirect. Thus,
for this analysis we focus in particular on RX-Promotion
for which we have highly detailed metadata comprising
the raw monthly balance sheets (in spreadsheet form)
for seven months of revenue. The full spreadsheet is too
large to reproduce here, but we have extracted the equivalent direct costs that we calculated from transactional
data in Table 3, and aggregated indirect costs in key areas. We summarize the resulting balance sheet in Table 4,
reflecting seven months of revenue between March and
September in 2010.
The direct costs taken from the balance sheet data
are highly similar to the transactional equivalents, dif-

$7.8M
$5.5M
$3M
$1.4M
$1M
$148.3K
$1004K
$197K
$124K
$107K
$202K
$114K
$66K
$315K
$105K
$157K
$134K
$1.3M

(70.8%)
(38.1%)
(17.6%)
(13.2%)
(1.9%)
(12.8%)
(2.5%)
(1.6%)
(1.4%)
(2.6%)
(1.5%)
(0.8%)
(4%)
(1.3%)
(2%)
(1.7%)
(16.3%)

a Costs of goods and shipping are combined.

Table 4: Balance sheet for RX-Promotion detailing
indirect costs.

fering primarily due to differences in the make-up of
commission tiers during this seven-month period and the
greater precision available for payment processing overheads. Overall indirect costs represent almost 13% of
gross, split among a range of different overheads. Note
that the $157K lobbying charge is concentrated in two
large payments which may be related to conflict between
RX-Promotion and GlavMed/SpamIt. Overall, the net
revenue for this period—the profit returned to the affiliate program owners—is just 16.3% of gross revenue.
This value is not uniform from month to month, however. For example, during the period when processing
for controlled drugs was lost, RX-Promotion simultaneously lost revenue, incurred large fines, and had to pay
greater average commissions (since the commissions for
controlled drugs were discounted 10%) leading to a net
13
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loss for at least one month. By contrast, during the very
best month (September) net revenue exceeds 30%.
We do not have equivalent indirect cost data for
GlavMed or SpamIt, but we are able to infer a subset
of these overheads. The operators used a special affiliate
(affiliate id value 20) to manage the working capital
of each. The Affiliate 20 account received referral commissions from all affiliates who did not have a referring
affiliate designated explicitly. During the measurement
period, Affiliate 20 earned $2.7M. Operating expenditures, as well as some affiliate payouts, were deducted
from this account.
Starting May 2009, the comment field of each payout began including a short description of the payment.
A payment for a banner advertisement (recruiting affiliates), for example, would be listed as described as “banner GM - gofuckbiz.com”. Although free-form, the comment text typically used a small number of phrases. Using a manually generated list of regular expressions, we
identified several indirect costs during the period from
May 2009 to April 2010. These costs include marketing
($153K, 0.2% of revenue), domain purchasing ($511K,
0.8% of revenue) and servers/hosting ($247K, 0.4% of
revenue). Interestingly, it appears that marketing and
servers/hosting are similar costs between the two programs (suggesting they are largely fixed costs) but domain purchasing appears to track revenue (presumably
since greater advertising volume requires more domain
turnover due to blacklisting).
Finally, we also have anecdotal data in the form of
chat logs between the lead operator and the owner of
GlavMed/SpamIt. These logs state that overall net revenue fluctuated between 10% and 20%, agreeing structurally with the RX-Promotion data.
Thus, we believe that 10–20% is likely to reflect a typical net revenue for successful pharmaceutical programs.
While this is smaller on an earnings-per-sale basis than
the commissions awarded to individual affiliates, it is
a more profitable enterprise when the affiliate program
is successful. For example, the largest SpamIt affiliate
might make $2M in a year, but in that same year the program itself is likely to clear over $10M in profit.
5.3.3

charge a flat fee per order (orders with more than one
item result in supplier shipping costs higher than collected shipping fees) and offer free shipping for orders
over $200. In fact, for the orders for which we have finegrained product and shipping cost data, the supplier costs
of delivering the drugs (8.5M) actually exceeded the costs
of the drugs delivered.

5.4

Payment Processing

Finally, affiliate programs must arrange for reliable processing of customer payments. In a sense, obtaining reliable payment processing services may be the most important function of the affiliate program, since it is the
only mechanism by which all other efforts can be monetized. Previously, our group identified that a small number of banks were critical to virtually all online pharmaceutical sales [14]. However, the means by which those
banks were accessed has never been well documented.
In fact, in the “high-risk” payment market, merchant
processing is frequently handled by independent Payment Service Providers (PSPs) who manage the relationships with acquiring banks and provide Web-based
payment gateway services to clients.17 While users of
these services may have a contractual relationship with
the bank, in other cases PSPs may “front” their own
merchant accounts on behalf of their clients (a form of
identity laundering called “factoring” and typically disallowed by card association rules). Merchants in turn can
mitigate some of their own risk by working with multiple providers; this strategy not only provides redundancy,
but each provider may place limits on transaction volumes (e.g., to fit within the underwriting risk limits on
their overall merchant portfolio) and may have different
services they are willing to offer (e.g., MC, Visa, Amex,
eCheck, etc.) for different product categories (e.g., herbal
vs. prescription vs. controlled drugs).
In the case of RX-Promotion the affiliate program enjoyed a partnership with a large ISO/PSP and thus this
entity handled virtually all of their processing needs.
GlavMed and SpamIt, by contrast, did not work with
any single provider, but no less that twenty-one distinct
providers over the lifetime of our data sets. However,
these providers differ considerably in what services they
are used for, the volume of transactions they are able to
handle and how long-lived they are. In fact, almost half
of these providers are never used to process significant
transaction volumes (mostly likely due to risk controls).
Illustrating this point, Figure 10 graphs the transaction
volume of GlavMed/SpamIt handled by different payment service providers over time. The y-axis identifies

Markup

After commissions, supply costs for the programs are
one of the largest expenses. Using the categories from
Figure 2, ED contains by far the most popular products
purchased, and also has the highest markups of more than
15 to 20 times the supply cost. The average markup of
Viagra in GlavMed and SpamIt, for instance, translates
to a customer price 25 times cost. Markups in the Abuse
and Chronic categories are considerably smaller, ranging
between 5–8 times supply cost. Interestingly, the shipping cost is a loss leader for GlavMed/SpamIt since they

17 We use the term “payment service provider” here in a generic
sense, and the organizations involved may be some combination of
proper PSPs, account brokers, merchant servicers, ISO/MSPs with
third-party servicers, etc.
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we find that during periods in which MasterCard processing was available, Visa/MasterCard revenue percentages stabilized at around 63%/30%, respectively, for both
GlavMed and SpamIt.
Second, a relatively small number of payment service
providers dominate the transaction volume (in particular GL, LT and LV). Together these three providers are
responsible for 84% of all revenue for GlavMed and
SpamIt. Many of the other providers are active for very
short lifetimes, and with very low volumes, before they
are either abandoned or, more typically, they are unwilling to continue business with the program operators.
Finally, there are also clear patterns indicative of problems with particular providers over time. For example,
for each terminal a sudden drop in volume and rise in declines (not shown) is typically a precursor to that terminal being abandoned. Some of these cases clearly reflect
changes in long-term business relationships: in March
of 2008, for instance, there is a clear transition moving the largest volume of Visa processing between LV
and LT; similarly, American Express processing moves
from AFF to SN during the same period. In the last five
months of 2010 it appears that GlavMed/SpamIt experienced significant setbacks in processing capability, with
LT processing only minor volumes (forcing them to push
a higher volume of transactions through GL). These findings provide additional support and context for our previous findings that the financial aspect of the counterfeit pharmaceutical ecosystem is among the most fragile
components [14].

Figure 10: Payment transactions over time by payment service provider. The colored volume of each circle corresponds
to the transaction volume in a month for a particular terminal
(color indicating payment method), with terminals grouped by
providers.

the top nine providers (using a designator taken directly
from the database or an abbreviation thereof) while the
remaining providers are aggregated together under the
ellipsis. Each circle in the graph represents the number
of transactions processed via a particular terminal in a
month, with terminals belonging to a particular provider
grouped together based on time of first use.18 In any
given circle, the color red indicates MasterCard transactions, blue is for Visa, yellow for other credit cards (primarily Amex), and green for eCheck.
There are a number of striking observations one can
draw from this figure. First is the clear dominance of
Visa processing. Aggregating across both GlavMed and
SpamIt, Visa transactions represent almost 67% of all
revenue, followed by MasterCard with 23% and American Express with 6% (with the remainder concentrated
in eCheck transactions through the ACH system). While
part of this discrepancy is likely due to demand—Visa
is the most popular payment card brand—this difference
also reflects a supply issue as well. For reasons not entirely clear, it has traditionally been far easier for online
pharmaceutical programs to obtain payment processing
services for Visa than for MasterCard or Amex. Indeed,

6

Conclusion

This paper provides an unprecedented view inside the
economics of modern pharmaceutical affiliate programs:
an enterprise that ultimately capitalizes a wide array
of infrastructure services including botnets, malware,
bullet-proof hosting and so on. Among the results of
this work, we have shown that the customer market
is large and far from fully tapped, with repeat orders
playing a key role in mature programs. We have also
seen that a small number of big affiliates can dominate
the revenue equation and that disrupting these particular affiliates would have disproportionate damage on
the whole program. Finally, even very large programs
such as GlavMed/SpamIt depend on a handful of payment service providers to reliably monetize their activities, reinforcing the observation that financial services
are a “weak point” in the value chain. Surprisingly, while
affiliate programs can drive substantial sales, their costs
are significant and ultimately net revenues are modest,
typically under just 20% of sales. This finding again suggests that such organizations are fragile to economic disruptions of even a modest scale.

18 A terminal is effectively an interface point for sending payment
transactions, corresponding to a particular merchant account. Note that
while some terminals are for general purpose use, others service a particular function such as providing a compatible base currency (e.g., the
terminal named “lt-euro-visa” provides European Visa transactions) or
handling rebills (e.g., “gl-rebill-m”).
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Abstract
Traditional spam detection systems either rely on content analysis to detect spam emails, or attempt to detect
spammers before they send a message, (i.e., they rely
on the origin of the message). In this paper, we introduce a third approach: we present a system for filtering
spam that takes into account how messages are sent by
spammers. More precisely, we focus on the email delivery mechanism, and analyze the communication at the
SMTP protocol level.
We introduce two complementary techniques as concrete instances of our new approach. First, we leverage
the insight that different mail clients (and bots) implement the SMTP protocol in slightly different ways. We
automatically learn these SMTP dialects and use them
to detect bots during an SMTP transaction. Empirical results demonstrate that this technique is successful
in identifying (and rejecting) bots that attempt to send
emails. Second, we observe that spammers also take into
account server feedback (for example to detect and remove non-existent recipients from email address lists).
We can take advantage of this observation by returning
fake information, thereby poisoning the server feedback
on which the spammers rely. The results of our experiments show that by sending misleading information to a
spammer, it is possible to prevent recipients from receiving subsequent spam emails from that same spammer.

1

Introduction

Email spam, or unsolicited bulk email, is one of the major open security problems of the Internet. Accounting
for more than 77% of the overall world-wide email traffic [21], spam is annoying for users who receive emails
they did not request, and it is damaging for users who
fall for scams and other attacks. Also, spam wastes resources on SMTP servers, which have to process a significant amount of unwanted emails [41].
A lucrative business has emerged around email spam,
and recent studies estimate that large affiliate cam-
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paigns generate between $400K and $1M revenue per
month [20].
Nowadays, about 85% of world-wide spam traffic is
sent by botnets [40]. Botnets are networks of compromised computers that act under the control of a single
entity, known as the botmaster. During recent years, a
wealth of research has been performed to mitigate both
spam and botnets [18, 22, 29, 31, 33, 34, 50].
Existing spam detection systems fall into two main
categories. The first category focuses on the content of
an email. By identifying features of an email’s content,
one can classify it as spam or ham (i.e., a benign email
message) [16, 27, 35]. The second category focuses on
the origin of an email [17, 43]. By analyzing distinctive
features about the sender of an email (e.g., the IP address
or autonomous system from which the email is sent, or
the geographical distance between the sender and the recipient), one can assess whether an email is likely spam,
without looking at the email content.
While existing approaches reduce spam, they also suffer from limitations. For instance, running content analysis on every received email is not always feasible for
high-volume servers [41]. In addition, such content analysis systems can be evaded [25, 28]. Similarly, originbased techniques have coverage problems in practice.
Previous work showed how IP blacklisting, a popular
origin-based technique [3], misses a large fraction of the
IP addresses that are actually sending spam [32, 37].
In this paper, we propose a novel, third approach to
fight spam. Instead of looking at the content of messages (what) or their origins (who), we analyze the way
in which emails are sent (how). More precisely, we focus
on the email delivery mechanism. That is, we look at the
communication between the sender of an email and the
receiving mail server at the SMTP protocol level. Our
approach can be used in addition to traditional spam defense mechanisms. We introduce two complementary
techniques as concrete instances of our new approach:
SMTP dialects and Server feedback manipulation.
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SMTP dialects. This technique leverages the observation that different email clients (and bots) implement the
SMTP protocol in slightly different ways. These deviations occur at various levels, and range from differences in the case of protocol keywords, to differences in
the syntax of individual messages, to the way in which
messages are parsed. We refer to deviations from the
strict SMTP specification (as defined in the corresponding RFCs) as SMTP dialects. As with human language
dialects, the listener (the server) typically understands
what the speaker (a legitimate email client or a bot) is
saying. This is because SMTP servers, similar to many
other Internet services, follow Postel’s law, which states:
“Be liberal in what you accept, and conservative in what
you send.”
We introduce a model that represents SMTP dialects
as state machines, and we present an algorithm that
learns dialects for different email clients (and their respective email engines). Our algorithm uses both passive observation and active probing to efficiently generate models that can distinguish between different email
engines. Unlike previous work on service and protocol
fingerprinting, our models are stateful. This is important, because it is almost never enough to inspect a single
message to be able to identify a specific dialect.
Leveraging our models, we implement a decision procedure that can, based on the observation of an SMTP
transaction, determine the sender’s dialect. This is useful, as it allows an email server to terminate the connection with a client when this client is recognized as a
spambot. The connection can be dropped before any content is transmitted, which saves computational resources
at the server. Moreover, the identification of a sender’s
dialect allows analysts to group bots of the same family,
or track the evolution of spam engines within a single
malware family.
Server feedback manipulation. The SMTP protocol
is used by a client to send a message to the server. During this transaction, the client receives from the server
information related to the delivery process. One important piece of information is whether the intended recipient exists or not. The performance of a spam campaign
can improve significantly when a botmaster takes into
account server feedback. In particular, it is beneficial
for spammers to remove non-existent recipient addresses
from their email lists. This prevents a spammer from
sending useless messages during subsequent campaigns.
Indeed, previous research has shown that certain bots report the error codes received from email servers back to
their command and control nodes [22, 38].
To exploit the way in which botnets currently leverage server feedback, it is possible to manipulate the responses from the mail server to a bot. In particular, when
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a mail server identifies the sender as a bot, instead of
dropping the connection, the server could simply reply
that the recipient address does not exist. To identify a bot,
one can either use traditional origin-based approaches or
leverage the SMTP dialects proposed in this paper. When
the server feedback is poisoned in this fashion, spammers
have to decide between two options. One possibility is to
continue to consider server feedback and, as a result, remove valid email addresses from their email list. This
reduces the spam emails that these users will receive in
the future. Alternatively, spammers can decide to distrust
and discard any server feedback. This reduces the effectiveness of future campaigns since emails will be sent to
non-existent users.
Our experimental results demonstrate that our techniques are successful in identifying (and rejecting) bots
that attempt to send unwanted emails. Moreover, we
show that we can successfully poison spam campaigns
and prevent recipients from receiving subsequent emails
from certain spammers. However, we recognize that
spam is an adversarial activity and an arms race. Thus,
a successful deployment of our approach might prompt
spammers to adapt. We discuss possible paths for spammers to evolve, and we argue that such evolution comes
at a cost in terms of performance and flexibility.
To summarize, the paper makes the following main contributions:
• We introduce a novel approach to detect and mitigate spam emails. This approach focuses on the
email delivery mechanism — the SMTP communication between the email client and the email server.
It is complementary to traditional techniques that
operate either on the message origin or on the message content.
• We introduce the concept of SMTP dialects as one
concrete instance of our approach. Dialects capture
small variations in the ways in which clients implement the SMTP protocol. This allows us to distinguish between legitimate email clients and spambots. We designed and implemented a technique to
automatically learn the SMTP dialects of both legitimate email clients and spambots.
• We implemented our approach in a tool, called
B@bel. Our experimental results demonstrate that
B@bel is able to correctly identify spambots in a
real-world scenario.
• We study how the feedback provided by email
servers to bots is used by their botmasters. As a second instance of our approach, we show how providing incorrect feedback to bots can have a negative
impact on the spamming effectiveness of a botnet.
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2

Background: The SMTP Protocol

The Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), as defined
in RFC 821 [1], is a text-based protocol that is used
to send email messages originating from Mail User
Agents (MUAs — e.g., Outlook, Thunderbird, or Mutt),
through intermediate Mail Transfer Agents (MTAs —
e.g., Sendmail, Postfix, or Exchange) to the recipients’
mailboxes. The protocol is defined as an alternating dialogue where the sender and the receiver take turns transmitting their messages. Messages sent by the sender
are called commands, and they instruct the receiver to
perform an action on behalf of the sender. The SMTP
RFC defines 14 commands. Each command consists
of four case-insensitive, alphabetic-character command
codes (e.g., MAIL) and additional, optional arguments
(e.g., FROM:<me@example.com>). One or more
space characters separate command codes and argument
fields. All commands are terminated by a line terminator, which we denote as <CR><LF>. An exception is
the DATA command, which instructs the receiver to accept the subsequent lines as the email’s content, until the
sender transmits a dot character as the only character on
a line (i.e., <CR><LF>.<CR><LF>).
SMTP replies are sent by the receiver to inform the
sender about the progress of the email transfer process.
Replies consist of a three-digit status code, followed by
a space separator, followed by a short textual description. For example, the reply 250 Ok indicates to the
sender that the last command was executed successfully.
Commonly, replies are one line long and terminated
by <CR><LF>1 . The RFC defines 21 different reply
codes. These codes inform the sender about the specific
state that the receiver has advanced to in its protocol state
machine and, thus, allows the sender to synchronize its
state with the state of the receiver. A plethora of additional RFCs have been introduced to extend and modify
the original SMTP protocol. For example, RFC 1869
introduced SMTP Service Extensions. These extensions
define how an SMTP receiver can inform a client about
the extensions it supports. More precisely, if a client
wants to indicate that it supports SMTP Service Extensions, it will greet the server with EHLO instead of the
regular HELO command. The server then replies with
a list of available service extensions as a multi-line reply. For example, a server capable of handling encryption can announce this capability by responding with a
250-STARTTLS reply to the client’s EHLO command.
MTAs, mail clients, and spambots implement different sets of these extensions. As we will discuss in de1 The protocol allows the server to answer with multi-line replies. In
a multi-line reply, all lines but the last must begin with the status code
followed by a dash character. The last line of a multi-line reply must
be formatted like a regular one-line reply
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220 d e b i a n
HELO e x a m p l e . com
250 OK
MAIL FROM:<me@example . com>
250 2 . 1 . 0 OK
RCPT TO:<you@example . com>
250 2 . 1 . 5 OK
DATA

Figure 1: A typical SMTP conversation

tail later, we leverage these differences to determine the
SMTP dialect spoken in a specific SMTP conversation.
In this paper, we consider an SMTP conversation the
sequence of commands and replies that leads to a DATA
command, to a QUIT command, or to an abrupt termination of the connection. This means that we do not consider any reply or command that is sent after the client
starts transmitting the actual content of an email. An example of an SMTP conversation is listed in Figure 1.

3

SMTP Dialects

The RFCs that define SMTP specify the protocol that
a client has to speak to properly communicate with a
server. However, different clients might implement the
SMTP protocol in slightly different ways, for three main
reasons:
1. The SMTP RFCs do not always provide a single
possible format when specifying the commands a
client must send. For example, command identifiers are case insensitive, which means that EHLO
and ehlo are both valid command codes.
2. By using different SMTP extensions, clients might
add different parameters to the commands they
send.
3. Servers typically accept commands that do not comply with the strict SMTP definitions. Therefore,
a client might implement the protocol in slightly
wrong ways while still succeeding in sending email
messages.
We call different implementations of the SMTP protocol SMTP dialects. A dialect D is defined as a state
machine
D =< Σ, S, s0 , T, Fg , Fb >,
where Σ is the input alphabet (composed of server
replies), S is a set of states, s0 is the initial state, and
T is a set of transitions. Each state s in S is labeled with
a client command, and each transition t in T is labeled
with a server reply. Fg ⊆ S is a set of good states, which
represent successful SMTP conversations, while Fb ⊆ S
is a set of bad states, which represent failed SMTP conversations.
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Figure 2: Simplified state machines for Outlook Express (left) and Bagle (right).


The state machine D captures the order in which comE m a i l a d d r e s s : <?[\w\. −]+@[\w\.−]+>?
I P a d d r e s s : \[?\ d {1 ,3}\.\ d {1 ,3}\.\ d {1 ,3}\.\ d { 1 , 3 } \ ] ?
mands are sent in relation to server replies by that particF u l l y q u a l i f i e d domain name : [\w−]+\.[\w−]+\.\w[\w−]+
ular dialect.
Domain name : [\w−]+\.[\w−]+
Number : [0 −9]{3}[0 −9]+
Since SMTP messages are not always constant, but
Hostname : [\w−]{5}[\w−]+
contain variable fields (e.g., the recipient email address 

in an RCPT command), we abstract commands and
Figure 3: Regular expressions used in message temreplies as templates, and label states and transitions with
plates.
such templates.
We do not require D to be deterministic. The reason
command after the HELO, while Outlook Express sends
for this is that some clients show a non-deterministic
a MAIL command directly. Also, the format of the combehavior in the messages they exchange with SMTP
mands of the two dialects differs: Outlook Express puts
servers. For example, bots belonging to the Lethic mala space between MAIL FROM: and the sender email adware family use EHLO and HELO interchangeably when
dress, while Bagle does not.
responding to a server 220 reply. Figure 2 shows two
In Section 4, we show how we can learn the dialect
example dialect state machines (Outlook Express and
spoken by an SMTP client. In Section 5, we show how
Bagle, a spambot).
these learned dialects can be matched against an SMTP
3.1 Message Templates
conversation, which is crucial for performing spam mitiAs explained previously, we label states and transitions
gation, as we will show in Section 7.
with message templates. We define the templates of the
4 Learning Dialects
messages that belong to a dialect as regular expressions.
Each message is composed of a sequence of tokens. We
To distinguish between different SMTP speakers, we redefine a token as any sequence of characters separated by
quire a mechanism that learns which dialect is spoken by
delimiters. We define spaces, colons, and equality syma particular client. To do this, we need a set of SMTP
bols as delimiters. We leverage domain knowledge to
conversations C generated by the client. Each converdevelop a number of regular expressions for the variable
sation is a sequence of <reply, command> pairs, where
elements in an SMTP conversation. In particular, we decommand can be empty if the client did not send anyfine regular expressions for email addresses, fully qualthing after receiving a reply from the server.
ified domain names, domain names, IP addresses, numIt is important to note that the state machine learned
bers, and hostnames (see Figure 3 for details). Every tofor the dialect is affected by the type of conversations in
ken that does not match any of these regular expressions
C. For example, if C only contains successful SMTP
is treated as a keyword.
conversations, the portion of the dialect state machine
An example of a message template is
that we can learn from it is very small. In the typical SMTP conversation listed in Figure 1, the client
MAIL From: <email-addr>,
first connects to the SMTP server, then announces itself
where email-addr is a regular expression that
(i.e., sends a HELO command), states who the sender of
matches email addresses.
the email is (i.e., sends a MAIL command), lists recipiGiven two dialects D and D’, we consider them differents (by using one or more RCPT commands), and starts
ent if their state machines are different. For example, the
sending the actual email content (by sending a DATA
two dialects in Figure 2 differ in the sequence of comcommand). Observing this type of communication gives
mands that the two clients send: Bagle sends a RSET
no information on what a client would do upon receiv-
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ing a particular error, or a specific SMTP reply from the
server. To mitigate this problem, we collect a diverse
set of SMTP conversations. We do this by directing the
client to an SMTP server under our control, and sending
specific SMTP replies to it (see Section 4.2).
Even though sending specific replies allows us to explore more states than the ones we could explore otherwise, we still cannot be sure that the dialects we learn are
complete. In Section 7, we show how the inferred state
machines are usually good enough for discriminating between different SMTP dialects. However, in some cases,
we might not be able to distinguish two different dialects
because the learned state machines are identical.
4.1

Learning Algorithm

Analyzing the set C allows us to learn part of the dialect
spoken by the client. Our learning algorithm processes
one SMTP conversation from C at a time, and iteratively
builds the dialect state machine.
4.1.1

Learning the Message Templates

For each message observed in a conversation Con in
C, our algorithm generates a regular expression that
matches it. The regular expression generation algorithm
works in three steps:
Step 1: First, we split the message into tokens. As mentioned in Section 3.1, we consider the space, colon, and
equality characters as delimiters.
Step 2: For each token, we check if it matches a known
regular expression. More precisely, we check it against
all the regular expressions defined in Figure 3, from the
most specific to the least specific, until one matches (this
means that we check the regular expressions in the following order: email address, IP address, fully qualified
domain name, domain name, number, hostname).
If a token matches a regular expression, we substitute
the token with the matched regular expression’s identifier
(e.g., <email-addr>). If none of the regular expressions are matched, we consider the token a keyword, and
we include it verbatim in the template.
Step 3: We build the message template, by concatenating
the template tokens (which can be keywords or regular
expressions) and the delimiters, in the order in which we
encountered them in the original message.
Consider, for example, the command:
MAIL FROM:<evil@example.com>
First, we break the command into tokens:
[MAIL, FROM, <evil@example.com>]
The only token that matches one of the known regular
expressions is the email address. Therefore, we consider
the other tokens as keywords. The final template for this
command will therefore be:
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MAIL FROM:<email-addr>
Notice that, by defining message format templates as we
described, we can be more precise than the SMTP standard specification and detect the (often subtle) differences between two dialects even though both might comply with the SMTP RFC. For example, we would build
two different message format templates (and, therefore,
have two dialects) for two clients that use different case
for the EHLO keyword (e.g., one uses EHLO as a keyword, while the other uses Ehlo).
4.1.2

Learning the State Machine

We incrementally build the dialect state machine by starting from an empty initial state s0 and adding new transitions and states as we observe more SMTP conversations
from C. For each conversation Con in C, the algorithm
executes the following steps:
Step 1: We set the current state s to s0 .
Step 2: We examine all tuples <ri , ci > in Con.
An example of a tuple is <220 server, HELO
evil.com>.
Step 3: We apply the algorithm described in 4.1.1 to ri
and ci , and build the corresponding templates tr and tc .
In the example, tr is 220 hostname and tc is HELO
domain. Note that ci could be empty, because the client
might not have sent any command after a reply from the
server. In this case tc will be an empty string.
Step 4: If the state machine has a state sj labeled with tc ,
we check if there is a transition t labeled with tr going
from s to sj . (i) If there is one, we set the current state s
to sj , and go to Step 6. (ii) If there is no such transition,
we connect s and sj with a transition labeled with tr , set
the current state s to sj , and go to Step 6. (iii) If none of
the previous conditions hold, we go to Step 5.
Step 5: If there is no state labeled with tc , we create a
new state sn , label it with tc , and connect s and sn with
a transition labeled tr . We then set the current state s to
sn . Following the previous example, if we have no state
labeled with HELO domain, we create a new state with
that label, and connect it to the current state s (in this
case the initial state) with a transition labeled with 220
hostname. If there are no tuples left in Con, and tc is
empty, we set the current state as a failure state for the
current dialect, and add it to Fb . We then move to the
next conversation in C, and go back to Step 2 2 . Otherwise, we go to Step 6.
Step 6: If s is labeled with DATA, we mark the state as
a good final state for this dialect, and add it to Fg . Else,
if s is labeled with QUIT, we mark s as a bad final state
and add it to Fb . We then move to the next conversation
in C, and we go back to Step 2.
2 By doing this, we handle cases in which the client abruptly terminates the connection
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4.2

Collecting SMTP Conversations

To be able to model as much of a dialect as possible, we
need a comprehensive set of SMTP conversations generated by a client.
As previously discussed, the straightforward approach
to collect SMTP conversations is to passively observe the
messages exchanged between a client and a server. In
practice, this is often enough to uniquely determine the
dialect spoken by a client (see Section 7 for experimental results). However, there are cases in which passive
observation is not enough to uniquely identify a dialect.
In such cases, it would be beneficial to be able to send
specifically-crafted replies to a client (e.g., malformed
replies), and observe its responses.
To perform this exploration, we set up a testing environment in which we direct clients to a mail server we
control, and we instrument the server to be able to craft
specific responses to the commands the client sends.
The SMTP RFCs define how a client should respond
to unexpected SMTP replies, such as errors and malformed messages. However, both legitimate clients and
spam engines either exhibit small differences in the implementation of these guidelines, or they do not implement them correctly. The reason for this is that implementing a subset of the SMTP guidelines is enough to
be able to perform a correct conversation with a server
and successfully send an email, in most cases. Therefore, there is no need for a client to implement the full
SMTP protocol. Of course, for legitimate clients, we expect the SMTP implementation to be mature, robust, and
complete — that is, corner cases are handled correctly.
In contrast, spambots have a very focused purpose when
using SMTP: send emails as fast as possible. For spammers, taking into account every possible corner case of
the SMTP protocol is unnecessary; even more problematic, it could impact the performance of the spam engine
(see Section 7.4 for more details).
In summary, we want to achieve two goals when actively learning an SMTP dialect. First, we want to learn
how a client reacts to replies that belong to the language
defined in the SMTP RFCs, but are not exposed during
passive observation. Second, we want to learn how a
client reacts to messages that are invalid according to the
SMTP RFCs.
We aim to systematically explore the message structure as well as the state machine of the dialect spoken by
a client. To this end, the variations to the SMTP protocol
we use for active probing are of two types: (i) variations
to the protocol state machine, which modify the sequence
or the number of the replies that are sent by the server;
and (ii) variations to the replies, which modify the structure of the reply messages that are sent by the server.
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In the following, we discuss how we generate variations of both the protocol state machine and the replies.
Protocol state machine variations. We use four types
of protocol variation techniques:
Standard SMTP replies: These variations aim at exposing responses to replies that comply with the RFCs, but
are not observable during a standard, successful SMTP
conversation, like the one in Figure 1. An example is
sending SMTP errors to the commands a client sends.
Some dialects continue the conversation with the server
even after receiving a critical error.
Additional SMTP replies: These variations add replies to
the SMTP conversation. More precisely, this technique
replies with more than one message to the commands the
client sends. Some dialects ignore the additional replies,
while others will only consider one of the replies.
Out-of-order SMTP replies: These variations are used to
analyze how a client reacts when it receives a reply that
should not be sent at that point in the protocol (i.e., a state
transition that is not defined by the standard SMTP state
machine). For example, some senders might start sending the email content as soon as they receive a 354 reply,
even if they did not specify the sender and recipients of
the email yet.
Missing replies: These variations aim at exposing the behavior of a dialect when the server never sends a reply to
a command.
Message format variations. These variations represent changes in the format of the replies that the server
sends back to a client. As described in Section 2,
SMTP server replies to a client’s command have the
format CODE TEXT<CR><LF>, where CODE represents the actual response to the client’s command, TEXT
provides human-readable information to the user, and
<CR><LF> is the line terminator. According to the
SMTP specification, a client should read the data from
the server until it receives a line terminator, parse the
code to check the response, and pass the text of the reply
to the user if necessary (e.g., in case an error occurred).
Given the specification, we craft reply variations in
four distinct ways to systematically study how a client
reacts to them:
Compliant replies: These reply variations comply with
the SMTP standard, but are seldom observed in a common conversation. For example, this technique might
vary the capitalization of the reply (uppercase/lowercase/mixed case). The SMTP specification states that reply text should be case-insensitive.
Incorrect replies: The SMTP specification states that reply codes should always start with one of the digits 2, 3,
4, or 5 (according to the class of the status code), and
be three-digits long. These variations are replies that do
not comply with the protocol (e.g., a message with a re-
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ply code that is four digits long). A client is expected
to respond with a QUIT command to these malformed
replies, but certain dialects behave differently.
Truncated replies: As discussed previously, the SMTP
specification dictates how a client is supposed to handle
the replies it receives from the server. Of course, it is
not guaranteed that clients will follow the specification
and process the entire reply. The reason is that the only
important information the client needs to analyze to determine the server’s response is the status code. Some
dialects might only check for the status code, discarding
the rest of the message. For these reasons, we generate
variations as follows: For each reply, we first separate it
into tokens as described in Section 3.1. Then, for each
token, we generate N different variations, where N is
the number of tokens in each reply. We obtain such variations by truncating the reply with a line terminator after
each token.
Incorrectly-terminated replies: From a practical point of
view, there is no need for a client to parse the full reply until it reaches the line terminator. To assess whether
a dialect checks for the line terminator when receiving
a reply, we terminate the replies with incorrect terminators. In particular, we use the sequences <CR>, <LF>,
<CR><CR>, and <LF><LF> as line terminators. For
each terminator, similar to what we did for truncated
replies, we generate 4N different variations of each reply, by truncating the reply after every token.
We developed 228 variations to use for our active
probing. More precisely, we extracted the set of replies
that are contained in the Postfix 3 source code. Then, we
applied to them the variations described in this section,
and we injected them into a reference SMTP conversation. To this end, we used the sequence of server replies
from the conversation in Figure 1.

5

Matching Conversations to Dialects

After having learned the SMTP dialects for different
clients, we obtain a different state machine for each
client. Given a conversation between a client and a
server, we want to assess which dialect the client is
speaking. To do this, we merge all inferred dialect state
machines together into a single Decision State Machine
MD .
5.1

Building the Decision State Machine

We use the approach proposed by Wolf [46] to merge the
dialect state machines into a single state machine. Given
two dialects D1 and D2 , the approach works as follows:
Step 1: We build the Cartesian product D1 × D2 . That is,
for each combination of states < s1 , s2 >, where s1 is a
3A
popular
open-source
http://www.postfix.org/
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Figure 4: An example of decision state machine
state in D1 and s2 is a state in D2 , we build a new state
sD in the decision state machine MD .
The label of sD is a table with two columns. The first
column contains the identifier of one of the dialects sD
was built from (e.g., D1 ), and the second column contains the label that dialect had in the original state (either
s1 or s2 ). Note that we add one row for each of the two
states that sD was built from. For example, the second
state of the state machine in Figure 4 is labeled with a
table containing the two possible message templates that
the clients C1 and C2 would send in that state (i.e., HELO
hostname and HELO domain).
We then check all the incoming transitions to s1 and s2
in the original state machines D1 and D2 . For each combination of transitions <t1 , t2 >, where t1 is an incoming
transition for s1 and t2 is an incoming transition for s2 ,
we check if t1 and t2 have the same label. If they do, we
generate a new transition td , and add it to MD . The label
of td is the label of t1 and t2 . The start state of td is the
Cartesian product of the start states of t1 and t2 , respectively, while the end state is sD . If the labels of s1 and
s2 do not match, we discard td . For example, a transition
t1 labeled as 250 OK and a transition t2 labeled as 553
Relaying Denied would not generate a transition in
MD . At the end of this process, if sD is not connected
to any other state, it will be not part of the decision state
machines MD , since that state would not be reachable if
added to MD .
Step 2: We reduce the number of states in MD by merging together states that are equivalent. To evaluate if two
states s1 and s2 are equivalent, we first extract the set of
incoming transitions to s1 and s2 . We name these sets
I1 and I2 . Then, we extract the set of outgoing transitions from s1 and s2 , and name these sets O1 and O2 .
We consider s1 and s2 as equivalent if |I1 | = |I2 | and
|O1 | = |O2 |, and if the edges in the sets I1 and I2 , and
in O1 and O2 have the exact same labels.
If s1 and s2 are equivalent, we remove them from MD ,
and we add a state sd to MD . The label for sd is a table
composed of the combined rows of the label tables of
s1 and s2 . We then adjust all the transitions in MD that
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had s1 or s2 as start states to start from sd , and all the
transitions that had s1 or s2 as end states to end at sd .
We iteratively run this algorithm on all the dialects we
learned, and we build the final decision state machine
MD . As an example, Figure 4 shows the decision state
machine built from the two dialects in Figure 2. Wolf
shows how this algorithm produces nearly-minimal resulting state machines [46]. Empirical results indicate
that this works well in practice and is enough for our
purposes. Also, as for the dialect state machines, the decision state machine is non-deterministic. This is not a
problem, since we analyze different states in parallel to
make a decision as we explain in the next section.
5.2

Making a Decision

Given an SMTP conversation Con, we assign it to an
SMTP dialect by traversing the decision state machine
MD in the following way:
Step 1: We keep a list A of active states, and a list CD of
dialect candidates. At the beginning of the algorithm, A
only contains the initial state of MD , while CD contains
all the learned dialects.
Step 2: Every time we see a server reply r in Con, we
check each state sa in A for outgoing transitions labeled
with r. If such transition exists, we follow each of them
and add the end states to a list A . Then, we set A as the
new active state list A.
Step 3: Every time we see a client command c in Con,
we check each state sa in A. If sa ’s table has an entry
that matches c, and the identifier for that entry is in the
dialect candidate list CD , we copy sa to a list A . We
then remove from CD all dialect candidates whose table
entry in sa did not match c. We set A as the new active
state list A.
The dialects that are still in CD at the end of the process are the possible candidates the conversation belongs
to. If CD contains a single candidate, we can make a
decision and assign the conversation to a unique dialect.
5.3

Applying the Decision

The decision approach explained in the previous section
can be used in different ways, and for different purposes.
In particular, we can use it to assess to which client a
server is talking. Furthermore, we can use it for spam
mitigation, and close connections whenever a conversation matches a dialect spoken by a bot.
Similarly to what we discussed in Section 4, the decision process can happen passively, or actively, by having a server decide which replies to send to the client.
In the first case, we traverse the decision state machine
for each reply, as described in Section 5.2, and end up
with a dialect candidate set at the end of the conversation. Consider, for example, the decision state machine
in Figure 4. By passively observing the SMTP conver-
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sation, our approach is able to discard one of the two
dialects from the candidate set as soon as the client sends
the HELO message. If the commands of the remaining
candidate match the ones in the decision state machine
for that client until we observe the DATA command, we
can attribute the conversation to that dialect. Otherwise,
the conversation does not belong to any learned dialect.
As discussed in Section 4, passive observation gives
no guarantee to uniquely identify a dialect. In this context, a less problematic use case is to deploy this approach for spam detection: once the candidate set CD
contains only bots, we can close the connection and classify this conversation as related to spam. As we will
show in Section 7, this approach works well in practice
on a real-world data set. If passive observation is not
enough to identify a dialect, one can use active probing.
Gain heuristic. To perform active detection, we need
to identify “good” replies that we can send to achieve
our purpose (dialect classification or spam mitigation).
More specifically, we need to find out which replies can
be used to expose the deviations in different implementations. To achieve this goal, we use the following heuristic: For each state ci in which a dialect i reaches the end
of a conversation (i.e., sends a DATA or QUIT command,
or just closes the connection), we assign a gain value gi
to the dialect i in that state. The gain value represents
how much it would help achieve our detection goal if
we reached that state during our decision process. Then,
we propagate the gain values backwards along the transitions of the decision state machine. For each state s,
we set the gain for i in that state as the maximum of the
gain values for i that have been propagated to that state.
To correctly handle loops, we continue propagating the
gain values until we reach a fixed point. We then calculate the gain for s as the minimum of the gains for any
dialect j in s. We do this to ensure that our decision is
safe in the worst-case scenario (i.e., for the client with
the minimal gain for that state). We calculate the initial
gain for a state in different ways, depending on the goal
of our decision process.
When performing spam mitigation, we want to avoid
a legitimate client from failing to send an email. For this
reason, we strongly penalize failure states for legitimate
clients, while we want to have high gains for states in
which spambots would fail. For each state in which a dialect reaches a final state, we calculate the gain for that
state as follows: First, we assign a score to each client
with a final label for that state (i.e., a QUIT, a DATA, or
a connection closed label). We want to give more importance to states that make bots fail, while we never want
to visit states that make legitimate clients fail. Also, we
want to give a neutral gain to states that make legitimate
clients succeed, and a slightly lower gain to states that
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make bots succeed. To achieve this, we assign a score of
1 for bot failure states, a score of 0 for legitimate clients
failure states, a score of 0.5 for legitimate-client success
states, and a score of 0.2 for bot success states. Notice
that what we need here is a lattice of values that respect
the stated precedence; therefore, any set of numbers that
maintain this relationship would work.
When performing classification, we want to be as aggressive as possible in reducing the number of possible
dialect candidates. In other words, we want to have high
gains for states that allow us to make a decision on which
dialect is spoken by a given client. Such states are those
with a single possible client in them, or with different
clients, each one with a different command label. To
achieve this property, we set the gain for each state that
includes a final label as G = nd , where n is the total number of labels in that state, and d is the number of unique
labels.
Reply selection. At each iteration of the algorithm explained in Section 5.2, we decide which reply to send
by evaluating the gain for every possible reply from the
states in A. For all the states reachable in one transition from the states in A, we first select the states Sa that
still have at least an active client in their label table. We
group together those states in Sa that are connected to
the active states by transitions with the same label. For
each label group, we pick the minimum gain among the
states in that group. We consider this number as the gain
we would get by sending that reply. After calculating the
gain for all possible replies, we send the reply that has
the highest gain associated to it. In case more than one
reply yields the same gain we pick one randomly.

6

The Botnet Feedback Mechanism

Modern spamming botnets typically use template-based
spamming to send out emails [22, 31, 38]. With this technique, the botnet C&C infrastructure tells the bots what
kind of emails to send out, and the bots relay back information about the delivery as they received it from the
SMTP server. This server feedback is an important piece
of information to the botmaster, since it enables him to
monitor if his botnet is working correctly.
Of course, a legitimate sender is also interested in information about the delivery process. However, she is
interested in different information compared to the botmaster. In particular, a legitimate user wants to know
whether the delivery of her emails failed (e.g., due to a
typo in the email address). In such a case, the user wants
to correct the mistake and send the message again. In
contrast, a spammer usually sends emails in batches, and
typically does not care about sending an email again in
case of failure.
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Nonetheless, there are three main pieces of information related to server feedback that a rational spammer
is interested in: (i) whether the delivery failed because
the IP address of the bot is blacklisted; (ii) whether the
delivery failed because of specific policies in place at the
receiving end (e.g., greylisting); (iii) whether the delivery failed because the recipient address does not exist. In
all three cases, the spammer can leverage the information
obtained from the mail server to make his operation more
effective and profitable. In the case of a blacklisted bot,
he can stop sending spam using that IP address, and wait
for it to be whitelisted again after several hours or days.
Empirical evidence suggests that spammers already collect this information and act accordingly [38]. If the recipient server replied with an SMTP non-critical error
(i.e., the ones used in greylisting), the spammer can send
the email again after some minutes to comply with the
recipient’s policy.
The third case, in which the recipient address does
not exist, is the most interesting, because it implies that
the spammer can permanently remove that email address
from his email lists, and avoid using it during subsequent
campaigns. Recent research suggests that bot feedback
is an important part of a spamming botnet operation. For
example, Stone-Gross et al. [38] showed that about 35%
of the email addresses used by the Cutwail botnet were
in fact non-existent. By leveraging the server feedback
received by the bots, a rational botmaster can get rid
of those non-existing addresses, and optimize his spamming performance significantly.
Breaking the Loop: Providing False Responses to
Spam Emails. Based on these insights, we want to
study how we can manipulate the SMTP delivery process of bots to influence their sending behavior. We want
to investigate what would happen if mail servers started
giving erroneous feedback to bots. In particular, we are
interested in the third case, since influencing the first two
pieces of information has only a limited, short-term impact on a spammer. However, if we provide false information about the status of a recipient’s address, this
leads to a double bind for the spammer: on the one hand,
if a spammer considers server feedback, he will remove
a valid recipient address from his email list. Effectively,
this leads to a reduced number of spam emails received at
this particular address. On the other hand, if the spammer
does not consider server feedback, this reduces the effectiveness of his spam campaigns since emails are sent to
non-existent addresses. In the long run, this will significantly degrade the freshness of his email lists and reduce
the number of successfully sent emails. In the following,
we discuss how we can take advantage of this situation.
As a first step, we need to identify that a given SMTP
conversation belongs to a bot. To this end, a mail server
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can either use traditional, IP-based blacklists or leverage the analysis of SMTP dialects introduced previously.
Once we have identified a bot, a mail server can (instead
of closing the connection) start sending erroneous feedback to the bot, which will relay this information to the
C&C infrastructure. Specifically, the mail server could,
for example, report that the recipient of that email does
not exist. By doing this, the email server would lead
the botmaster to the lose-lose situation discussed before.
For a rational botmaster, we expect that this technique
would reduce the amount of spam the email address receives. We have implemented this approach as a second
instance of our technique to leverage the email delivery
for spam mitigation and report on the empirical results in
Section 7.3.

7

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. First, we describe our analysis environment.
Then, we evaluate both the dialects and the feedback manipulation techniques. Finally, we analyze the limitations
and the possible evasion techniques against our system.
7.1

Analysis Environment

We implemented our approach in a tool, called B@bel.
B@bel runs email clients (legitimate or malicious) in
virtual machines, and applies the learning techniques explained in Section 4 to learn the SMTP dialect of each
client. Then, it leverages the learned dialects to build a
decision machine MD , and uses it to perform malware
classification or spam mitigation.
The first component of B@bel is a virtual machine
zoo. Each of the virtual machines in the zoo runs a different email client 4 . Clients can be legitimate email programs, mail transfer agents, or spambots.
The second component of B@bel is a gateway, used to
confine suspicious network traffic. Since the clients that
we run in the virtual machines are potentially malicious,
we need to make sure that they do not harm the outside
world. To this end, while still allowing the clients to
connect to the Internet, we use restricting firewall rules,
and we throttle their bandwidth, to make sure that they
will not be able to launch denial of service attacks. Furthermore, we sinkhole all SMTP connections, redirecting
them to local mail servers under our control.
We use three different mail servers in B@bel. The
first email server is a regular server that speaks plain
SMTP, and will perform passive observation of the
client’s SMTP conversation. The second server is instru4 We used VirtualBox as our virtualization environment, and Windows XP SP3, Windows Server 2008, Windows 7, Ubuntu Linux 11.10,
or Mac OS X Lion as operating systems on the virtual machines, depending on the operating system needed to run each of the legitimate
clients or MTAs. We used Windows XP SP3 to run the malware samples
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mented to perform active probing, as described in Section 4.2. Finally, the third server is configured to always
report to the client that the recipient of an email does not
exist, and is used to study how spammers use the feedback they receive from their bots.
The third component of B@bel is the learner. This
component analyzes the active or passive observations
generated between the clients in the zoo and the mail
servers, learns an SMTP dialect for each client, and generates the decision state machine using the various dialects as input, as explained in Section 5. According
to the task we want to perform (dialect classification or
spam mitigation), B@bel tags the states in the decision
state machine with the appropriate gain.
The last component of B@bel is the decision maker.
This component analyzes an SMTP conversation, by
either passively observing it or by impersonating the
server, and makes a decision about which dialect is spoken by the client, using the process described in Section 5.2.
7.2

Evaluating the Dialects

Evaluating Dialects for Classification We trained
B@bel by running active probing on a variety of popular Mail User Agents, Mail Transfer Agents, and bot
samples. Table 1 lists the clients we used for dialect
learning. Since we are extracting dialects by looking
at the SMTP conversations only, B@bel is agnostic to
the family a bot belongs to. However, for legibility purposes, Table 1 groups bots according to the most frequent label assigned by the anti-virus products deployed
by VirusTotal [44]. Our dataset contained 13 legitimate
MUAs and MTAs, and 91 distinct malware samples5 . We
picked the spambot samples to be representative of the
largest active spamming botnets according to a recent report [26] (the report lists Lethic, Cutwail, Mazben, Cutwail, Tedroo, Bagle). We also picked worm samples that
spread through email, such as Mydoom. In total, the malware samples we selected belonged to 11 families. The
dialect learning phase resulted in a total of 60 dialects.
We explain the reason for the high number of discovered
dialects later in this section.
We then wanted to assess whether a dialect (i.e., a
state machine) is unique or not. For each combination
of dialects <d1 , d2 >, we merged their state machines together as explained in Section 5.1. We consider two dialects as distinct if any state of the merged state machine
has two different labels in the label table for the dialects
d1 and d2 , or if any state has a single possible dialect in
it.
The results show that the dialects spoken by the legitimate MUAs and MTAs are distinct from the ones spo5 The MD5 checksums of the malware samples are available at
http://cs.ucsb.edu/~gianluca/files/babel.txt
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Mail User Agents
Eudora, Opera, Outlook 2010,
Outlook Express, Pegasus,
The Bat!, Thunderbird, Windows Live Mail

Mail Transfer Agents
Exchange 2010,
Exim, Postfix, Qmail,
Sendmail

Bots (by AV labels)
Waledac, Donbot, Grum, Klez
Buzus, Bagle, Lethic, Cutwail,
Mydoom, Mazben, Tedroo

Table 1: MTAs, MUAs, and bots used to learn dialects.
ken by the bots. By analyzing the set of dialects spoken
by legitimate MUAs and MTAs, we found that they all
speak distinct dialects, except for Outlook Express and
Windows Live Mail. We believe that Microsoft used the
same email engine for these two products.
The 91 malware samples resulted in 48 unique dialects. We manually analyzed the spambots that use the
same dialect, and we found that they always belong to the
same family, with the exception of six samples. These
samples were either not flagged by any anti-virus at the
time of our analysis, or match a dropper that downloaded
the spambot at a later time [8]. This shows that B@bel
is able to classify spambot samples by looking at their
email behavior, and label them more accurately than antivirus products.
We then wanted to understand the reason for the high
number of dialects we discovered. To this end, we considered clusters of malware samples that were talking the
same dialect. For each cluster, we assigned a label to it,
based on the most common anti-virus label among the
samples in the cluster. All the clusters were unique, with
the exception of eleven clusters marked as Lethic and two
clusters marked as Mydoom. By manual inspection, we
found that Lethic randomly closes the connection after
sending the EHLO message. Since our dialect state machines are nondeterministic, our approach handles this
case, in principle. However, in some cases, this nondeterministic behavior made it impossible to record a reply for a particular test case during our active probing.
We found that each cluster labeled as Lethic differs for at
most five non-recorded test cases with every other Lethic
cluster. This gives us confidence to say that the dialect
spoken by Lethic is indeed unique. For the two clusters
labeled as Mydoom, we believe this is a common label
assigned to unknown worms. In fact, the two dialects
spoken by the samples in the clusters are very different.
This is another indicator that B@bel can be used to classify spamming malware in a more precise fashion than is
possible by relying on anti-virus labels only.
Evaluating Dialects for Spam Detection To evaluate
how the learned dialects can be used for spam detection,
we collected the SMTP conversations for 621,919 email
messages on four mail servers in our department, spanning 40 days of activity.
For each email received by the department servers, we
extracted the SMTP conversation associated with it, and
then ran B@bel on it to perform spam detection. To this
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end, we used the conversations logged by the Anubis system [4] during a period of one year (corresponding to
7,114 samples) to build the bot dialects, and the dialects
learned in Section 7.2 for MUAs and MTAs as legitimate
clients. In addition, we manually extracted the dialects
spoken by popular web mail services from the conversations logged by our department mail servers, and added
them to the legitimate MTAs dialects. Note that, since
the goal of this experiment is to perform passive spam
detection, learning the dialects by passively observing
SMTP conversations is sufficient.
During our experiment, B@bel marked any conversation as spam if, at the end of the conversation, the dialects in CD were all associated with bots. Furthermore,
if the dialects in CD were all associated with MUAs
or MTAs, B@bel marked the conversation as legitimate
(ham). If there were both good and malicious clients in
CD , B@bel did not make a decision. Finally, if the decision state machine did not recognize the SMTP conversation at all, B@bel considered that conversation as spam.
This could happen when we observe a conversation from
a client that was not in our training set. As we will show
later, considering it as spam is a reasonable assumption,
and is not a major source of false positives.
In total, B@bel flagged 260,074 conversations as
spam, and 218,675 as ham. For 143,170 emails, B@bel
could not make a decision, because the decision process ended up in a state where there were both legitimate
clients and bots in CD .
To verify how accurate our decisions were, we used
a number of techniques. First, we checked whether the
email was blocked by the department mail servers in
the first place. These servers have a common configuration, where incoming emails are first checked against
an IP blacklist, and then against more expensive contentanalysis techniques. In particular, these servers used a
commercial blacklist for discarding emails coming from
known spamming IP addresses, and SpamAssassin and
ClamAV for content analysis. Any time one of these
techniques and B@bel agreed on flagging a conversation as spam, we consider this as a true positive of our
system. We also consider as a true positive those conversations B@bel marked as spam, and that lead to an
NXDOMAIN or to a timeout when we tried to resolve the
domain associated to the sender email address. In addition, we checked the sender IP address against 30 addi-
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tional IP blacklists6 , and considered any match as a true
positive. According to this ground truth, the true positive
rate for the emails B@bel flagged as being sent by bots is
99.32%. Surprisingly, 98% of the 24,757 conversations
that were not recognized by our decision state machine
were flagged as spam by existing methods. This shows
that, even if the set of clients from which B@bel learned
the dialects from is not complete, there are no widelyused legitimate clients we missed, and that it is safe to
consider any conversation generated by a non-observed
dialect as spam. For the remaining 2,074 emails that
B@bel flagged as spam, we could not assess if they were
spam or not. They might have been a false positive of
B@bel, or a false negative of the existing methods. To
remain on the safe side, we consider them as false positives. This results in B@bel having a precision of 99.3%.
We then looked at our false negatives. We consider as
false negatives those conversations that B@bel classified
as belonging to a legitimate client dialect, but that have
been flagged as spam by any of the previously mentioned
techniques. In total, the other spam detection mechanisms flagged 71,342 emails as spam, among the ones
that B@bel flagged as legitimate. Considering these
emails as false negatives, this results in B@bel having a
false negative rate of 21%. The number of false negatives
might appear large at first. However, we need to consider the sources of these spam messages. While the vast
majority of spam comes from botnets, spam can also be
sent by dedicated MTAs, as well as through misused web
mail accounts. Since B@bel is designed to detect email
clients, we are able to detect which MTA or web mail
application the email comes from, but we cannot assess
whether that email is ham or spam. To show that this is
the case, we investigated these 71,342 messages, which
originated from 7,041 unique IP addresses. Assuming
these are legitimate MTAs, we connected to each IP address on TCP port 25 and observed greeting messages
for popular MTAs. For 3,183 IP addresses, one of the
MTAs that we used to learn the dialects responded. The
remaining 3,858 IP addresses did not respond within a 10
second timeout. We performed reverse DNS lookups on
these IP addresses and assessed whether their assigned
DNS names contained indicative names such as smtp or
mail. 1,654 DNS names were in this group. We could
not find any conclusive proof that the remaining 2,204
addresses belong to legitimate MTAs.
For those dialects for which B@bel could not make a
decision (because the conversation lead to a state where
both one or more legitimate clients and bots were active),
6 The blacklists we leveraged come from these services: Barracuda,
CBL, Spamhaus, Atma, Spamcop, Manitu, AHBL, DroneBL, DShield,
Emerging Threats, malc0de, McAfee, mdl, OpenBL, SORBS, Sucuri
Security, TrendMicro, UCEPROTECT, and ZeusTracker. Note that
some services provide multiple blacklists
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we investigated if we could have assessed whether the
client was a bot or not by using active probing. Since the
spambot and legitimate client dialects that we observed
are disjoint, this is always possible. In particular, B@bel
found that it is always possible to distinguish between the
dialects spoken by a spambot and by a legitimate email
client that look identical from passive analysis by sending a single SMTP reply. For example, the SMTP RFC
specifies that multi-line replies are allowed, in the case
all the lines in the reply have the same code, and all the
reply codes but the last one are followed by a dash character. Therefore, multi-line replies that use different reply codes are not allowed by the standard. We can leverage different handling of this corner case to disambiguate
between Qmail and Mydoom. More precisely, if we send
the reply 250-OK<CR><LF>550 Error, Qmail will
take the first reply code as the right one, and continue
the SMTP transaction, while Mydoom will take the second reply code as the right one, and close the connection. Based on these observations, we can say that if we
ran B@bel in active mode, we could distinguish between
these ambiguous cases, and make the right decision. Unfortunately, we could run B@bel only in passive mode
on our department mail servers.
Our results show that B@bel can detect (and possibly block) spam emails sent by bots with high accuracy.
However, B@bel is unable to detect those spam emails
sent by dedicated MTAs or by compromised webmail accounts. For this reason, similar to the other state-of-theart mitigation techniques, B@bel is not a silver bullet,
but should be used in combination with other anti-spam
mechanisms. To show what would be the advantage of
deploying B@bel on a mail server, we studied how much
spam would have been blocked on our department server
if B@bel was used in addition to or in substitution to
the commercial blacklist and the content analysis systems that are currently in use on those servers.
Similarly to IP blacklists, B@bel is a lightweight
technique. Such techniques are typically used as a first
spam-mitigation step to make quick decisions, as they
avoid having to apply resource-intensive content analysis techniques to most emails. For this reason, the
first configuration we studied is substituting the commercial blacklist with B@bel. In this case, 259,974 emails
would have been dropped as spam, instead of the 219,726
that were blocked by the IP blacklist. This would have
resulted in 15.5% less emails being sent to the content
analysis system, reducing the load on the servers. Moreover, the emails detected as spam by B@bel and the IP
blacklist do not overlap completely. For example, the
IP blacklist flags as spam emails sent by known misused
MTAs. Therefore, we analyzed the amount of spam that
the two techniques could have caught if used together. In
this scenario, 278,664 emails would have been blocked,
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resulting in 26.8% less emails being forwarded to the
content analysis system compared to using the blacklist
alone. As a last experiment, we studied how much spam
would have been blocked on our servers by using B@bel
in combination with both the commercial blacklist and
the content analysis systems. In this scenario, 297,595
emails would have been flagged as spam, which constitutes an improvement of 3.9% compared to the servers’
original configuration.
7.3

Evaluating the Feedback Manipulation

To investigate the effects of wrong server feedback to
bots, we set up the following experiment. We ran 32 malware samples from four large spamming botnet families
(Cutwail, Lethic, Grum, and Bagle) in a controlled environment, and redirected all of their SMTP activity to the
third mail server in the B@bel architecture. We configured this server to report that any recipient of the emails
the bots were sending to was non-existent, as described
in Section 7.1.
To assess whether the different botnets stopped sending emails to those addresses, we leveraged a spamtrap
under our control. A spamtrap is a set of email addresses
that do not belong to real users, and, therefore, collect
only spam mails. To evaluate our approach, we leverage
the following idea: if an email address is successfully
removed from an email list used by a spam campaign,
we will not observe the same campaign targeting that address again. We define as a spam campaign the set of
emails that share the same URL templates in their links,
similar to the work of Xie et al. [48]. While there are
more advanced methods to detect spam campaigns [31],
the chosen approach leads to sufficiently good results for
our purposes.
We ran our experiment for 73 days, from June 18 to
August 30, 2011. During this period, our mail server
replied with false server feedback for 3,632 destination
email addresses covered by our spamtrap, which were
targeted by 29 distinct spam campaigns. We call the set
of campaigns Cf and the set of email addresses Sf . Of
these, five campaigns never targeted the addresses for
which we gave erroneous feedback again. To estimate
the probability Pc that the spammer running campaign c
in Cf actually removed the addresses from his list, and
that our observation is not random, we use the following
formula:
Pc = 1 − (1 −

n
te −tf
,
tf −tb )

where n is the total number of emails received by Sf
for c, tf is the time at which we first gave a negative
feedback for an email address targeted by c, tb is the first
email for c which we ever observed targeting our spam
trap, and te is the last email we observed for c. This
formula calculates the probability that, given a certain
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number n of emails observed for a certain campaign c,
no email was sent to the email addresses in Sf after we
sent a poisoned feedback for them. We calculate Pc for
the five campaigns mentioned above. For three of them,
the confidence was above 0.99. For the remaining two,
we did not observe enough emails in our spamtrap to be
able to make a final estimate.
To assess the impact we would have had when sending erroneous feedback to all the addresses in the spamtrap, we look at how many emails the whole spamtrap
received from the campaigns in Cf . In total, 2,864,474
emails belonged to campaigns in Cf . Of these, 550,776
belonged to the three campaigns for which we are confident that our technique works and reduced the amount
of spam emails received at these addresses. Surprisingly,
this accounts for 19% of the total number of emails received, indicating that this approach could have impact
in practice.
We acknowledge that these results are preliminary and
provide only a first insight into the large-scale application of server feedback poisoning. Nevertheless, we are
confident that this approach is reasonable since it leads
to a lose-lose situation for the botmaster, as discussed in
Section 6. We argue that the uncertainty about server
feedback introduced by our method is beneficial since it
reduces the amount of information a spammer can obtain
when sending spam.
7.4

Limitations and Evasion

Our results demonstrate that B@bel is successful in detecting current spambots. However, spam detection is an
adversarial game. Thus, once B@bel is deployed, we
have to expect that spammers will evolve and try to bypass our systems. In this section, we discuss potential
paths for evasion.
Evading dialects detection. The most immediate path
to avoid detection by dialects is to implement an SMTP
engine that precisely follows the specification. Alternatively, a bot author could make use of an existing (open
source) SMTP engine that is used by legitimate email
clients. We argue that this has a negative impact on the
effectiveness and flexibility of spamming botnets.
Many spambots are built for performance; their aim
is to distribute as many messages as possible. In some
cases, spambots even send multiple messages without
waiting for any server response. Clearly, any additional
checks and parsing of server replies incurs overhead that
might slow down the sender. We performed a simple experiment to measure the speed difference between a malware program sending spam (Bagle) and a legitimate
email library on Windows (Collaboration Data
Objects - CDO). We found that Bagle can send an
email every 20 ms to a local mail server. When trying to
send emails as fast as possible using the Windows library
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(in a tight loop), we measured that a single email required
200 ms, an order of magnitude longer. Thus, when bots
are forced to faithfully implement large portions of the
SMTP specification (because otherwise, active probing
will detect differences), spammers suffer a performance
penalty.
Spammers could still decide to adopt a well-known
SMTP implementation for their bots, run a full, parallelized, SMTP implementation, or revert to a well-known
SMTP library when they detect that the recipient server
is using B@bel for detection. In this case, another aspect of spamming botnets has to be taken into account.
Typically, cyber criminals who infect machines with bots
are not the same as the spammers who rent botnets to distribute their messages. Modern spamming botnets allow
their customers to customize the email headers to mimic
legitimate clients. In this scenario, B@bel could exploit
possible discrepancies between the email client identified
by the SMTP dialect and the one announced in the body
of an email (for example, via the X-Mailer header).
When these two dialects do not match (and the SMTP
dialect does not indicate an MTA), we can detect that
the sender pretends to speak a dialect that is inconsistent with the content of the (spam) message. Of course,
the botmasters could take away the possibility for their
customers to customize the headers of their emails, and
force them to match the ones typical of a certain legitimate client (e.g., Outlook Express). However, while this
would make spam detection harder for B@bel, it would
make it easier for other systems that rely on email-header
analysis, such as Botnet Judo [31], because spammers
would be less flexible in the way they vary their templates.
Mitigating feedback manipulation. As we discussed
in Section 6, spammers can decide to either discard any
feedback they receive from the bots, or trust this feedback. To avoid this, attackers could guess whether the
receiving mail server is performing feedback manipulation. For example, when all emails to a particular domain
are rejected because no recipient exists, maybe all feedback from this server can be discarded. In this case, we
would need to update our feedback mechanism to return
invalid feedback only in a fraction of the cases.
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Related Work

Email spam is a well-known problem that has attracted a
substantial amount of research over the past years. In the
following, we briefly discuss how our approach is related
to previous work in this area and elaborate on the novel
aspects of our proposed methods.
Spam Filtering: Existing work on spam filtering can
be broadly classified in two categories: post-acceptance
methods and pre-acceptance methods. Post-acceptance
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methods receive the full message and then rely on content analysis to detect spam emails. There are many approaches that allow one to differentiate between spam
and legitimate emails: popular methods include Naive
Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), or similar
methods from the field of machine learning [16, 27, 35,
36]. Other approaches for content-based filtering rely on
identifying the URLs used in spam emails [2,48]. A third
method is DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM), a system
that verifies that an email has been sent by a certain domain by using cryptographic signatures [23]. In practice,
performing content analysis or computing cryptographic
checksums on every incoming email can be expensive
and might lead to high load on busy servers [41]. Furthermore, an attacker might attempt to bypass the content analysis system by crafting spam messages in specific ways [25, 28]. In general, the drawback of postacceptance methods is that an email has to be received
before it can be analyzed.
Pre-acceptance methods attempt to detect spam before
actually receiving the full message. Some analysis techniques take the origin of an email into account and analyze distinctive features about the sender of an email
(e.g., the IP address or autonomous system the email
is sent from, or the geographical distance between the
sender and the receiver) [17,34,39,43]. In practice, these
sender-based techniques have coverage problems: previous work showed how IP blacklists miss detecting a
large fraction of the IP addresses that are actually sending
spam, especially due to the highly dynamic nature of the
machines that send spam (typically botnets) [32, 37, 38].
Our method is a novel, third approach that focuses on
how messages are sent. This avoids costly content analysis, and does not require the design and implementation of a reputation metric or blacklist. In contrast, we
attempt to recognize the SMTP dialect during the actual SMTP transaction, and our empirical results show
that this approach can successfully discriminate between
spam and ham emails. This complements both preacceptance and post-acceptance approaches. Another
work that went in this direction was done by Beverly et
al. [5] and Kakavelakis et al. [19]. The authors of these
two papers leveraged the fact that spambots have often
bad connections to the Internet, and perform spam detection by looking at TCP-level features such as retransmissions and connection resets. Our system is more robust,
because it does not rely on assumptions based on the network connectivity of a mail client.
Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to study the effects of manipulating server feedback
to poison the information sent by a bot to the botmaster.
Protocol Analysis: The core idea behind our approach
is to learn the SMTP dialect spoken by a particular
client. This problem is closely related to the problem of
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automated protocol reverse-engineering, where an (unknown) protocol is analyzed to determine the individual
records/elements and the protocol’s structure [6,13]. Initial work in this area focused on clustering of network
traces to group similar messages [14], while later methods extracted protocol information by analyzing the execution of a program while it performs network communication [10, 15, 24, 45, 47]. Sophisticated methods can
also handle multiple messages and recover the protocol’s
state machine. For example, Dispatcher is a tool capable of extracting the format of protocol messages when
having access to only one endpoint, namely the bot binary [9]. Cho et al. leverage the information extracted
by Dispatcher to learn C&C protocols [11]. Brumley et
al. studied how deviations in the implementation of a
given protocol specification can be used to detect errors
or generate fingerprints [7]. The differences in how a
given program checks and processes inputs are identified
with the help of binary analysis (more specifically, symbolic execution).
Our problem is related to previous work on protocol
analysis, in the sense that we extract different SMTP protocol variations, and use these variations to build fingerprints. However, in this work, we treat the speaker of the
protocol (the bot) as a blackbox, and we do not perform
any code analysis or instrumentation to find protocol formats or deviations. This is important because (i) malware is notoriously difficult to analyze and (ii) we might
not always have a malware sample available. Instead,
our technique allows us to build SMTP dialect state machines even when interacting with a previously-unknown
spambot.
There is also a line of research on fingerprinting protocols [12, 30, 49]. Initial work in this area leveraged
manual analysis. Nonetheless, there are methods, such
as FiG, that automatically generate fingerprints for DNS
servers [42]. The main difference between our work and
FiG is that our dialects are stateful while FiG operates
on individual messages. This entirely avoids the need to
merge and explore protocol state machines. However, as
discussed previously, individual messages are typically
not sufficient to distinguish between SMTP engines.

9

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a novel way to detect and
mitigate spam emails that complements content- and
sender-based analysis methods. We focus on how email
messages are sent and derive methods to influence the
spam delivery mechanism during SMTP transactions.
On the one hand, we show how small deviations in
the SMTP implementation of different email agents (so
called SMTP dialects) allow us to detect spambots during the actual SMTP communication. On the other hand,
we study how the feedback mechanism used by botnets
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can be poisoned, which can be used to have a negative
impact on the effectiveness of botnets.
Empirical results confirm that both aspects of our approach can be used to detect and mitigate spam emails.
While spammers might adapt their spam-sending practices as a result of our findings, we argue that this reduces
their performance and flexibility.
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Abstract

to the users.
This has led to major efforts both in the industry
and the research community to develop better spam ﬁlters [5, 12, 13, 39, 40]. However, spammers are known
to quickly adapt their email messages in order to circumvent these ﬁlters [16]. This has resulted in an adversarial game of “cat-and-mouse” between email service
providers (ESPs) and spammers: (1) Spammers send out
bulk emails designed to bypass the spam ﬁlters of major
email service providers; (2) In time, spam ﬁlters adapt
using machine learning and crowdsourcing techniques
and block the offending emails; (3) Spammers re-tune
message content, change the sending locations and so
forth, and the cycle continues. This results in email-spam
reaching user inboxes for the duration between the bulk
mails being sent and the spam-ﬁlters adapting. Unfortunately, even though ﬁlters have improved dramatically,
spam is so cheap to send that the required conversation
rates for proﬁtability, which are below 1 in 5 million, can
still be sustained [22].
Barring some fundamental change in the spam market (such as legal or technological solutions), the chief
way to combat spam is to invest more resources to make
the spammers’ response cycle less economically viable,
which would force some spammers out of the market.
Characterizing this ecosystem is thus essential not just
for making both policy decisions but also in making decisions that on the surface seem to be purely machine
learning in nature—e.g. how to design spam ﬁlters that
exploit signatures that are the hardest to game.
Although qualitative arguments about spam being a
negative social externality have been often made, it is
much harder to quantify the intuited numbers [1, 21, 27].
Since botnets form the main spam-delivery infrastructure, researchers interested in understanding the economics of spam have made signiﬁcant efforts in understanding the market behind the creation and renting of
botnets [32, 41, 3]. Kanich et al. [23] measure how successful product-oriented spam ultimately is in marketing

In this paper we quantify the effect of unsolicited emails
(spam) on behavior and engagement of email users.
Since performing randomized experiments in this setting is rife with practical and moral issues, we seek to
determine causal relationships using observational data,
something that is difﬁcult in many cases. Using a novel
modiﬁcation of a user matching method combined with
a time series regression on matched user pairs, we develop a framework for such causal inference that is particularly suited for the spam exposure use case. Using
our matching technique, we objectively quantify the effect that continued exposure to spam has on user engagement in Yahoo! Mail. We ﬁnd that indeed spam exposure
leads to signiﬁcantly, both statistically and economically,
lower user engagement. The impact is non-linear; large
changes impact users in a progressively more negative
fashion. The impact is the strongest on “voluntary” categories of engagement such as composed emails and lowest on “responsive” engagement metrics. Our estimation
technique and results not only quantify the negative impact of abuse, but also allow decision makers to estimate
potential engagement gains from proposed investments
in abuse mitigation.

1

Introduction

Over the last several years, as email has steadily become
the dominant mode of text-based online communication,
unsolicited bulk email, generally referred to as “emailspam” or simply “spam”, has increased in lockstep [33].
By some estimates the total fraction of all emails that can
be considered spam is higher than 90% [33, 10]. Moreover, while email-spam began as a way for unscrupulous
marketers to advertise their products, it has now become
the main vector for phishing [4, 14], installing malware,
and stealing information [22]. In short, email-spam has
morphed from being a mild irritant to an outright danger
1
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and selling the corresponding products. Similar studies
have provided quantitative estimates on the economics
of account phishing [17], the market behind “humanfarms” [31] and malware distributions [6]. Rao and Reiley [34] review a large fraction of this literature from
an economic perspective. Such quantitative studies have
collectively thrown valuable light on various aspects of
the underground economy, thereby providing guidance to
both the policy-designers and designers of spam-ﬁlters.
Given this extensive literature, it is perhaps surprising
that seemingly little attention has been paid to the interplay between email users and email service providers
and the associated responses to problems of email-spam.
For example, we are not aware of any work that quantiﬁes the long-term effects of spam reaching the inbox on
user engagement. In terms of the interplay, changes in
user engagement have a direct impact on ESP revenue
and are thus an important decision metric for anti-spam
investment. Economic theory tells us that a proﬁt maximizing ﬁrm will invest in anti-spam technology only if
there is a compensating return in terms of increased user
engagement or retention. For instance, simply because
we all think spam is a bad thing does not mean service
providers will go broke ﬁghting it! Being able to provide a quantitative estimate on how the long-term user
engagement is affected as a result of spam would provide
an added concrete incentive for the ESP to ﬁght spam.
Some econometric studies [7, 42] have approached
the problem from the ﬁrm perspective (the client of the
email provider) and have shown that spam has a signiﬁcant cost in terms of the working time spent by users in
dealing with email. In particular, Caliendo et al. [7] use
a survey approach and ﬁnd that the average employee
in their sample spent 1200 minutes per year in dealing
with spam. However, these small-scale studies cannot
quantify the effect of spam on longer-term user engagement. Does getting more spam cause a user to stop
using the email service? It seems intuitive to assume
“yes”. However, it has never been established whether
this causal effect exists, how strong the effect is if it exists, what types of engagement would it affect, and how
to measure this in a statistically robust manner. More
explicitly, answering these questions is useful for multiple reasons—it helps our broad understanding of the total negative externality of spam, which could potentially
have implications in deciding how to deal with spam at
the policy-level. Also, as spam ﬁlters get better, making additional improvements in spam catch-rate becomes
harder and hence more expensive, and often involves difﬁcult trade-offs either regarding total investment or about
false-positive rates (i.e. in deciding the operating point
of the spam classiﬁers). In terms of social efﬁciency
spam is clearly a negative [34]—the consensus view is
that spam should be mitigated far below current levels in

order to raise social welfare because the social costs of
spam clearly outweigh the monetary returns from spamming. However, since the government cannot compel
ESPs to invest more heavily in anti-spam technology, obtaining estimates of the negative impact of spam, such
as ones in this paper, is important. Accurately quantifying the impact of spam allows ﬁrms to make informed,
well-targeted investments. In turn, these investments can
potentially lead to improvements in service quality for
the end-users. While our study does not provide authoritative answers to all these questions, it certainly builds
many of the tools and the necessary formalizations for it.
The gold standard for estimating causal effects is randomized experimentation, also referred to as “A/B testing” [24]. If we can expose users to spam completely
at random, then we can safely assume that any effect we
observe is due to spam. In the real world, however, performing such experimentation is difﬁcult because exposing users to spam is problematic for both user experience
and the ESP’s reputation. Estimating causal effects is
typically difﬁcult in the absence of randomized experiments because most actions reﬂect something about the
user in terms of their type or future intentions. These circumstances lead to the classic problem of correlation in
the absence of causation. For example, since users tend
to get spam when they give out their emails to third party
services and active users tend to do so more often than
less active users, a naive plot of engagement-vs-spam
would show activity and spam exposure being positively
correlated.
An alternate method of estimating such effects is to
conduct in-depth surveys or in-lab tests of a smaller set
of users. In-lab methods are inadequate for our problem as we are looking to estimate potentially small, but
long-term effects. The size of the surveys or lab studies is necessarily limited by cost, which makes it hard
to estimate small and long-term effects. More importantly, what users report in a survey may not be reﬂected
in their actual behavior. In particular, rounding error can
severely bias estimates. For example, answering in a survey that one spends 5 minutes a day dealing with spam
might seem like a “small” amount, but over the course
of a year, that is 1250 minutes, or about 20 hours. For a
$30 an hour employee, this means it is a $600 per year
problem. If the true value was 1.5 minutes, but the user
rounded up, the resulting estimate could be off by a wide
margin.
An extensive literature in econometrics has focused
on developing techniques such covariate matching,
regression-coefﬁcient methods, bias reduction, neighbor
matching, propensity score matching (PSM) etc. [35,
20, 9, 29] to deal with selection bias in observational
data. Among these, PSM and neighbor matching techniques are considered more robust in estimating effects
2
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of a categorical treatment variable [29] than regressioncoefﬁcient methods—in both of these the intuition is to
be able to match a untreated user with a treated one
based on a set of pre-deﬁned user attributes. PSM creates the matching using only a single propensity score
that is obtained by a weighted combination of the user
attributes—the weights are learnt by modeling the exposure treatment as a categorical variable directly using
a ﬁrst stage logistic (or similar) regression. For nearest
neighbor methods user matching is done by treating them
as points in a high dimensional space. It is commonly
believed that PSM is more robust than nearest neighbor
matching methods when the number of user attributes is
large since ﬁnding nearest neighbors in high dimensions
is not robust (see e.g. [29] for detailed discussion). Yet,
for PSM one has to assume that the ﬁrst stage regression is correctly speciﬁed. The non-parametric nature of
nearest neighbor matching methods makes them more reliable with respect to the fact that one does not have to
correctly specify a ﬁrst stage regression—in small samples and with high data dimensionality, the beneﬁts of
PSM outweigh the drawbacks.
In our setting, the popularity of Yahoo! Mail gives us a
huge set of users to match over, compared to the number
of user attributes. Also, existing PSM methods typically
assume the ability to model the probability that a particular user falls into the categorical “treatment” group.
However, in our application, spam exposure is a continuous variable, leaving the treatment group ill-deﬁned, and
hence this assumption fails. For both reasons, the nearest
neighbor matching is more appropriate in this setting.
In this paper we describe a large-scale nearest neighbor matching method to infer causal relationship from
observational data for which the exposure is a continuous variable. We apply this technique to the spamengagement setting. Overall the results provide strong
empirical support for the commonsense notion that spam
has a negative impact on user engagement. We provide
quantitative estimates that show that the impact of spam
in the inbox can have serious revenue implications and
can contribute to a large percentage drop in user engagement. The effect is largest for more “volitional” user
activities such as composing and sending emails. The
function mapping spam changes to engagement appears
to be convex, with the marginal impact increasing with
the size of the exposure change. User characteristics are
not particularly informative in predicting the response to
spam — notably light users are equally affected in absolute terms by a piece of spam in the inbox, meaning that
percentage-wise the impact is far greater for these users.
Thus, although the intuition that spam causes decreased
user engagement is commonplace, the main insight supplied by this study is to extend and formalize this intuition in a quantitative way.

• We conduct a principled and thorough study of
the causal relationship between spam exposure and
long-term user engagement. We ﬁnd that, indeed,
exposure to spam results in long-term reduction in
user engagement in terms of logins, page views, and
emails sent. As far as we know, this is the ﬁrst such
study to quantitatively establish this link between
spam exposure and user engagement.
• We propose the use of a variant of propensity score
matching, namely nearest neighbor matching, in
combination with regression based techniques in establishing causal relationships in large-scale observational data settings when the exposure metric is
continuous. This contribution of our paper is of
interest independent of its particular application in
this study. Our simulations (described in the Appendix) indicate that this method is indeed superior
to (variants of) propensity score matching for continuous exposure metrics.
Organization. In Section 2 we present our approach
for estimating causal relationships in large-scale observational data settings. Then in Section 3 we instantiate
our proposed approach to the case study of estimating
the effect of spam exposure on long-term user engagement. The results of this case study are given in Section 4. In Section 5 we review prior work in causality estimation and spam exposure studies. In Section 6
we conclude. Finally, in the Appendix we compare our
proposed methodology with variants of propensity score
matching and on simulated data show that our approach
performs better at estimating a hidden relationship between variables.

2

Measuring the Effect of Spam on User
Engagement

In this section, we ﬁrst deﬁne the problem of estimating the effect of spam exposure on user engagement. We
start with a description of the aspects of the problem that
make it unique from other works in measuring effects.
We then present a formalization of the continuous exposure setting and describe how to map our problem to this
formalization.

2.1

Aspects of the Problem Setting

Our problem of measuring engagement as a function
of spam exposure has the following characteristics that
make it unique, and hence requiring modiﬁcations to established methodology.
3
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Continuous Exposure: In our problem, the exposure
variable is continuous—there is no clear deﬁnition of a
“treatment” vs. “control” group. We cannot identify a
set of users and consider them as “treated,” i.e. having
been sufﬁciently exposed to spam because nearly everyone is exposed to some degree. One solution would be
using an arbitrary threshold to deﬁne a treatment class.
But in some sense this is just asking the same question
back again: what is a critical level of spam such that a
person receiving that amount can be considered to be
sufﬁciently exposed? Thus, the continuous exposure is
not just an artifact of the data, incorporating that into the
modeling and estimating process is absolutely essential.
Engagement as a function of Exposure: Having deﬁned exposure to be a continuous variable, computing a
single number as the expected size of the effect is not
meaningful any more. Instead we want to answer the
following question: what is the expected effect if the
amount of exposure is increased by an amount ∆s. We intend to approximate the function that captures the change
in the effect as a result of the change in the exposure for
an average user.
Infeasibility of Randomized Testing: Randomized experiments are clearly the gold standard for measuring effects. Suppose we intend to estimate the effect on a user
receiving ∆s more spam messages in a month. Ideally,
we would be able to select a small random set of users,
and then tune their spam ﬁlters such that they receive ∆s
more spam for this month. We could then measure the
resulting effect against a randomized control group.
For the spam-setting, however, performing such experimentation is difﬁcult on many levels: (1) exposing users
to spam is problematic from both a user experience and
Yahoo!’s reputation point of view. The negative effects
of spam does in fact often extend beyond a minor nuisance, since a majority of these messages contain URLs
that tempt users to either conduct commercial transactions or to give out their personal information; (2) even if
we could ﬁlter out the most pernicious types of spam, the
revenue risk associated with user defection would cause
the size of the study to be limited, both in terms of the
amount of exposure and the number of users; 3) spam
that does leak into inbox is, by deﬁnition, currently undetectable before the user has interacted with it. Thus,
any randomized experiments would have to account for
exposure of this kind anyway.

2.2

Note that si is continuous. If we want to study the impact
of spam on the user, then the exposure variable would
be the amount of spam received by the user in a particular time period, the same for all users — we call this
the exposure period. Abusing notation, we write y(x, s)
to denote that the response is a function of the user features and the exposure. Let ∆s denote a certain amount of
change in the exposure variable, and ∆y(∆s) denote the
function that measures the average change in y due to an
increase ∆s in the exposure. Formally, we deﬁne ∆y(∆s)
as follows. Let E[·] denote the expectation operator.
∆y(∆s) = E(x,s) [y(x, s + ∆s) − y(x, s)].

(1)

The expectation in the above expression is taken over all
the user features and all the previous value of exposure.
This of course is not an observable quantity, since one
user has only one value of s. Thus, a more feasible quantity to measure is the following – difference over pairs
who differ only in exposure, but have the same feature
vector.
∆y(∆s) = Ei,i′ [yi − yi′ |∃(x, si , yi ), (x, si′ , yi′ ), si − si′ = ∆s]
(2)
Note how this quantity generalizes the effect measurement for binary treatment variables. If s ∈ {0, 1}, then
the standard question of measuring the average treatment
effect would be
y(s = 1) − y(s = 0)
= Ex [yi − yi′ |∃(x, s = 1, yi ), (x, s = 0, yi′ )]
In our case, we are thus interested in the function ∆y(∆s)
instead of a single value that measures the treatment vs.
non-treatment. This makes the application of the standard propensity score matching techniques [35] impossible: we can no longer deﬁne a treatment class.
One naive way of creating the estimate would be to
compute the following difference—essentially just take
the differences in the effect levels of users whose exposure is s and those whose exposure is s + ∆s.
f (∆s) = Ei [yi | si = s] − Ei [yi | si = s + ∆s]
But this would be the wrong quantity, since conditioning
on the fact si = s + ∆s is different from conditioning on
si = s (the corresponding distributions of x and hence
y(x, s) are different), and thus the above difference does
not measure what would happen to the average person if
the exposure suffered by that person increased by ∆s.
Nearest Neighbor Matching. The essence of nearest
neighbor matching is that we can approximate the equation 2 by the following one.

Formal Problem Deﬁnition

We now deﬁne the problem formally and point out the
empirical quantities for which we would like to create
unbiased estimators. Suppose for each user i, xi denotes
the set of features we observe. Let si denote her exposure
variable and yi denote the response (or effect) variable.

∆y(∆s) =Ei,i′ [yi − yi′ |si − si′ = ∆s, x ≈ x′ ]

(3)
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where x ≈ x′ denotes that x and x′ are approximately similar, instead of being exactly same. The variants of this
deﬁnition of approximate similarity deﬁne the different
variants of the nearest neighbor matching algorithm.
Suppose we have a particular matching function, in
which, for each given user i = (xi , si , yi ), we can ﬁnd
out a set of users Ni such that for each j ∈ N(i) satisﬁes
x j ≈ xi . Further deﬁne 1(X) to be the indicator vector for
the event X, in particular let 1(s, s′ ) denote the indicator
vector such that |s − s′ | = ∆s. If there are n users overall,
our empirical estimator for the quantity in equation 3 is
then given by
n(i, ∆s) = ∑

∑

i j∈N(i)

∆y(∆s) =

The attribution of causality depends on the assumption
that within each pair of users, month 3 spam exposure is
random. This is known as the “selection on observables”
assumption. In general, spam exposure is correlated with
user activity. Using your account more actively tends to
get the email address “out there” more, making exposure
to spam non-random. For example, in a cross-section of
users, light users tend to get less spam than heavy users.
This is precisely the reason we need to use the matching
methodology to estimate causal effects (and overcome
spurious correlation). In our case, we match on both the
level and linear trend of usage. So the identifying assumption stated more precisely is: conditional upon the
level and trend of usage (on all 14 matching criteria) over
two months, the spam exposure difference between users
within a pair in the following month is related to future
usage in only the following ways (a) the direct impact of
past spam exposure; (b) the indirect impact of past spam
exposure (higher spam today, might mean higher spam
tomorrow, which we must control for).

1(si , s j )

1
1
n∑
n(i,
∆s)
i

∑

1(si , s j )(yi − y j )

j∈N(i)

Essentially, in each neighborhood N(i), we compute the
average effect due to an increase of ∆s exposure and then
average these effects over all the points to get the average
effect.

3

3.2

Data, Features and Matching for Spam

Our data comes from the Yahoo! Mail logs of user activity.1 To ensure accurate results, we ﬁrst cleaned the data
of accounts that were potentially corrupted by phishing
attempts or spambots. We dropped any user who showed
a change in more than 4 sent messages a day (in average)
between the matching months (months 1-2) and the target months. This number was chosen based on an analysis of the distribution to determine what qualiﬁed as an
improbable outlier. We also dropped a pair of users that
had a Euclidean match distance of greater than 0.1 to ensure that we were always very close matches. Finally, we
dropped all users that showed near zero mail page views
in the matching month(s) and outliers (+3 standard deviations). The former is to increase the strength of our
estimator, as it is unreasonable to assume spam impacted
a user that never logged in, the latter to reduce the inﬂuence of high leverage anomalies.
After performing all the cleaning operations, we took
a large random sample of 500,000 users for 6 months,
and generated the following features per user per day:
all inbound mail, classiﬁed spam, total sent mail, composed mail, replies, forwards, mail time spent, all page
views on Yahoo! site, all time spent on Yahoo! site, delete
without reading (messages that are removed from the inbox without reading), deletes, spam votes and non-spam

In this section we describe how to apply the above matching technique for the spam exposure case study. We start
with a summary of our overall method. In order to measure how engagement is affected by spam exposure we
ﬁrst need to specify how to measure user engagement
and spam exposure for a user. We then describe how to
create matchings between users based on user behavior
features.

3.1

Data Description and Matching Attributes

Technique Summary

In order to measure the effect of spam exposure on user
engagement we ﬁrst create a set of behavioral features
per user for a 2 month period, called the “matching period.” These features are then used to create matchings
between users. We then observe the spam exposure of
these users on the exposure month (month 3) immediately following the matching period. Due to random variation in spam, the two users in a match are often exposed
to different amounts of spam (∆s). We then examine how
∆s impacts behavior in the observation period immediately following the exposure month. We look at difference in engagement for both the short-run (only month
4) and long-run (months 5-6), while controlling for how
these differences persisted within the pair (e.g. higher
month 3 spam likely means higher month 4 spam; in estimating month 4 engagement, we will control for this
difference).

1 Note

that this is purely observational data, no active experimentation or bucket-testing was involved. Furthermore, we use only behavioral statistics aggregated at the anonymized user level. Thus there
are no privacy issues related to email content, or the graph of user-user
communication.
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and bot accounts give spam-votes, aiming to subvert the
machine-learned ﬁlters by providing false examples.
The strategy available to us is to use the number of
inbound emails classiﬁed by the Yahoo! ﬁlter as a measure of the spam targeted towards the user and infer “inbox exposure” from this classiﬁed spam. Of all delivered mail (not blocked before connection), more than
half is classiﬁed as spam and sent to the spambox. The
false negative rate relates the spambox quantity to implied inbox-exposure. For example, if the false negative
rate is 0.10, then for every 9 messages in the spambox,
we expect 1 piece of spam to slip into the inbox. For
the empirical analysis, we estimate the false negative rate
and use it to infer inbox-exposure, which we will use in
all our analysis. Due to conﬁdentiality concerns of Yahoo Inc., we cannot report the exact estimates of the false
negative rate, but will describe the process through which
we model and infer it.
Estimating the False Negative Rate: We estimate the
false negative rate in two ways. First, we utilize daily
usage logs of users over a 6 month period. Note that if
the false negative rate were 0, then conditional on past
behavior, daily spam box quantity should be unrelated to
inbox quantity, because there is no slippage. In contrast
if the rate is non-zero, increases in the spambox will be
positively correlated with increases in the inbox. We estimate this relationship using a regression of inbox quantity on spambox quantity and lagged values of both quantities, all on the daily level. This gives us an estimate, lets
call it FN.
To conﬁrm this estimate, we examine how spambox
levels correlate with “delete without reading” in the inbox. “Delete without reading” is a strong sign of spam,
but many legitimate mails are deleted without reading as
well. In fact 53% of all inbox messages are deleted in this
fashion. If the false negative rate was 0, then there should
not be a relationship between spambox and delete without reading, conditional on inbox volume (inbox volume
and spambox volume could be related, so we control
for this). We estimate the empirical relationship using
a time-series regression and ﬁnd that 1 message in the
spam box leads to .8FN deletes without reading. That is,
very close to our initial estimate of the false negative rate
using the other methodology and consistent with the idea
that not all users simply delete spam, but most do. Given
the mutual consistency of both approaches, we proceed
with our estimate of the false negative rate in all analysis.
Maintained Assumptions on the False Negative Rate:
The assumption of a constant false negative rate might
seem too strong when we consider the fact that users
have different propensities to sign-up for email mailing
lists. In our analysis, however, the individual variations
are less important for following reasons. First, we only
use this estimate to normalize in the aggregate sense —

votes.
To ensure that the matching generated very similar
users, we used all the 14 features over 2 months to compute nearest neighbors. In addition, we also ensured that
the matched user accounts were registered in the same
year. We performed the matching process over the entire mail sample, thus enabling a small enough distance
threshold. As a result of the matching, we end up with
486,102 matched pairs (one user could be considered in
multiple pairs, and not user-user pairs qualify for matching, as we see below). Using the ﬁrst two months of data
for the matching period ensures that each pair of users
had the same level of usage and the same (ﬁrst order linear) trend.

3.3

Metrics for User Engagement

Yahoo! Mail users interact with the web user interface
in a variety of ways. Users can login into the interface
and just glance at the list of emails in the various folders
(“boxes”), can click on individual emails to open them
in a separate panel for reading or delete it without reading. Other email related actions that are instrumented include replying to individual emails, or forwarding them,
composing new emails and marking emails as spam or
non-spam. Each of these actions represents a different
kind of engagement, and naturally certain forms of engagement are more signiﬁcant than the others. From a
short-run revenue calculation perspective, the page view
is the primary quantity of interest, as page views can be
easily converted to a dollar ﬁgure based on the advertising monetization rate. But not all page views are created
equal. For example, we have found that the number of
sent mails (and resulting pageviews) is a more reliable
predictor of future engagement than the pageviews resulting from simply reading mail or reloading one’s inbox. The reason is likely that sending mail both leads
to more mail in response and signals that the user is using the account as her primary email. We thus look at a
variety of such metrics to measure engagement.

3.4

Quantifying Spam Exposure

Yet another critical point in our study is how to quantify
the spam exposure of a user. Typically, the spam that a
user has been exposed to lands in her inbox does so precisely because the ﬁlters have been unable to recognize
it as spam. Consequently, this number is hard to measure for a user. We could rely on the “spam votes” of a
user a proxy for this quantity, but it is well known that
very few users give any votes. In fact, the average Yahoo! Mail user gives less than one vote in an entire year,
whereas some users are extremely proactive in marking
emails as spam. To complicate matters, even spammers
6
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obtaining the aggregate inbox-spam in terms of the classiﬁed spam. Thus, in our case, all we require is that
within a pair of users, there are no systematic differences in false negative rate; this is essentially assured by
our bi-directional matching procedure. When examining
the differential impact of large increases in exposure vs.
small increases (non-linearities), the assumption requires
that when a user experiences a large increase in spam,
the classiﬁcation rate stays the same. Indeed, given how
machine classiﬁcation beneﬁts from large quantities, one
might think that large quantities of spam are classiﬁed
with less error. We will see that we actually ﬁnd an increasing marginal impact of exposure, meaning that either this is not an issue, or the real pattern is even more
convex.
The area that is most hampered by the constant false
negative rate assumption is the analysis of user characteristics. For instance, if Yahoo! does a better job of
classifying spam for older users, then we will overstate
the inbox-exposure for these users. In the results section,
we note these concerns where applicable.

3.5

the pair to differences in engagement, knowing that there
is no other reasons for a systematic difference.
An additional reason is that it naturally eliminates a
known issue with matching or propensity score estimators that occurs when relatively few users are the “unexposed match” to relatively many exposed users. For instance, consider a job training analysis in which we predict the probability (propensity score) of receiving training. PSM matches a pair in which one person actually received training and one did not, but had similar predicted
probabilities of receiving training. By construction, there
are relatively few individuals who have a high predicted
probability of receiving training but in reality do not receive it. This means that these people are the “controls”
for a relatively large number of treated individuals, thus
increasing the impact of their behavior on observed estimates. In our routine, we get around this problem by
only using bi-directional matches. In our case, the problem that would arise is that some users in the less dense
portion of the kNN graph match to users in a denser portion. These users in the less dense portion might be different in ways that induce bias (for instance if they are
always slightly more engaged).

Creating the Matching

Using Locality Sensitive Hashing: Computing the
matching efﬁciently for a large number of data points and
a moderately large number of dimensions is a non-trivial
task. In order to compute this, we utilize the locality sensitive hashing technique [2]. Essentially, the idea is to
compute a hash function h such that the probability of
two points falling into the same hash bucket is inversely
proportional to the distance between them.

In this section, we describe the method of nearest neighbor matching that we used. The basic framework is to
match users who are very similar to each other in the
matching period, and then analyze how their behaviors
differ in subsequent time periods. We ﬁrst discuss how
to create the neighborhood set N(i) for each user.
Using kNN for Matching: In order to deﬁne the matching, we use two criteria to deﬁne the neighborhoods N(i)
— a distance based threshold and a k-nearest neighbor
based threshold. The distance between the vectors is
measured in ℓ2 norm. We have a distance threshold d
that we use to ﬁlter our pairs that do not lie within d distance of each other. On top of this, we apply a k-nearest
neighbor based threshold – each point i contains no more
than k of its nearest neighbors in N(i). This ensures that
a dense region of the x manifold is not over-represented
in our estimate.
Using Bi-directional Matching: To avoid bias, we only
use bi-directional matches. What this means is that dyad
i– j is only included in the analysis if i is j’s nearest
neighbor and j is also i’s nearest neighbor. The nearest neighbor property is not generally bi-directional (i’s
nearest neighbor might be j, but there is a node closer
to j, say r, that is further from i). The most important
reason we include only bi-directional pairs is that it ensures that in the exposure period, the average difference
within a pair of users is 0 for all attributes we match on,
by construction, because the labeling of users within the
pair is purely nominal. In our estimation, this means that
we can reliably link differences in spam exposure within

Pr[h(i) �= h( j)] ∝ �xi − x j �
We ﬁrst bucket all points using this hash function and
then do an exhaustive search inside each bucket to ﬁnd
the k-nearest neighbors for each point that fall within
the distance threshold. We tune our LSH construction
such that with high probability we get all neighbors for
all points within the distance threshold.

4

Empirical Results

In this section we present the results of our empirical application. We start by linearly modeling the short-run (1month in the future) impact of spam exposure on the various metrics of webmail engagement. We then examine
the effect more closely using a ﬂexible non-linear model.
Next, we examine how mail spam impacts non-mail usage of properties on the Yahoo! network of sites (contagion effects). We then proceed to estimate the mediumrun (2–3 months) impact of spam exposure on future engagement. Finally we examine how user characteristics
modulate the impact of spam.
7
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Short-run Impact of Spam on Mail Engagement

Engagement Impact as % of Monthly Average
2.5

Estimating Equation: In this subsection, we look at the
impact of month 3 spam on month 4 engagement. Recall
month 3 is our ﬁrst post-match month, and thus the ﬁrst
time spam exposure will meaningfully vary within a pair
of users. In our baseline speciﬁcation, for each pair of
users i, we estimate the following equation with robust
ordinary least squares. Let y equal the engagement metric we are interested in (page views, sent mail, etc) and
s the number of spam messages that reach an user’s inbox. Let the months be denoted by 1, 2.. etc. Let ∆yit ,
∆sit denote the differences in the engagement and the exposure metric for the ith user-pair for the t th month. Recall that months 1 and 2 were used to ﬁnd matching users
(thus, the average ∆yit , ∆sit values are essentially zero for
t = 1, 2). We run the following regression to estimate the
relation between ∆yi,4 and ∆si,3 .

2
1.5
1

% Impact

4.1

.5

Views

Time

Reads

Sent Compose Reply

Mail Engagement Metric

Fwds

Logins

0

Figure 1: Differential impact of spam exposure magnitude on sent mail and mail page views.
users send much less mail than they receive or read,
as mass/automated emails are a large fraction of legitimate email trafﬁc as well. The impact on sent mail is
negative with most of the impact coming through composed messages. This makes sense from a disengagement/frustration perspective. One still replies to emails,
but perhaps looks for other communication outlets to
send new messages if the account is inundated with
spam. In Column 8, we see that spam leads to fewer
session logins as well.

∆yi,4 = β ∆si,3 + ρ yi,4 + γ1 ∆yi,3 + γ2 ∆si,4

+ γ3 ∆s2i,4 + γ4 ∆s3i,4 + εi

This speciﬁcation controls for month 4 spam exposure
using a cubic polynomial and includes a lagged value of
the dependent variable, to control for the contemporaneous impact of spam last month and activity bias (see
[25]). β is the quantity of interest, as it gives the ﬁrst
order impact of spam exposure on engagement 1 month
in the future. Table 1 gives the estimates of β for the our
key engagement metrics.

Impact as Percentage of Baseline Usage: In Figure 1,
we show the relative size of the impact on each of the
engagement metrics. We create this by converting the
impact of 1 spam message in the inbox last month, estimated in Table 1, to percentages as a function of the averages for each metric in the matching months. The largest
percentage impact occurs for composed messages, consistent with the story that this sort voluntary user engagement is the most susceptible to a negative experience.
The percentage impact on composed emails is more than
twice as large as the impact on replies and forwards.
Monthly “consumption” metrics, views, time spent and
reads, show between a 0.5–1% decline as a result of a
spam message in the inbox. Logins show the lowest relative impact — although users engage less heavily after
spam exposure, in general they still login to the webmail
client with close to the same frequency.

Absolute Impact: As the results in Table 1 show, across
all metrics, the relationship between exposure and engagement is consistent with the hypothesis that spam exposure discourages usage. That spam has a negative impact is perhaps obvious; however Table 1 gives a quantitative estimates for all metrics, not just the sign of the
effect. In Column (1), we see that the impact of one
spam message in the inbox reduces mail page views next
month by 0.472 pageviews. For a webmail provider,
page views are the primary metric to gage the revenue
impact, as they can be converted to dollars based on the
ad revenue from each page view. The R-squared numbers
show that these regressors account typically account for
10% of the variation in the dependent variable.
However page views do not tell the whole story, as
other metrics, such as sent mail, are thought to be better long-term predictors of engagement. In column (2),
we estimate that a spam message in the inbox reduces
webmail time spent next month by 24 seconds. Column
3 shows that about 1/4 of the page view impact comes
through reading fewer messages. Column (4) shows
sent mail impact. Sent mail includes composed emails
(written from scratch), replies and forwards. Overall,

4.2

Differential Impact
Change Size

by

Exposure

In the previous section we modeled the impact of spam
exposure as a linear function. This was mainly to facilitate interpretation and comparisons across engagement
8
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∆st−1 (β )
∆yt−1
R-squared

(1)
Page Views

(2)
Time

(3)
Reads

-0.472***
(0.0236)
0.414***
(0.00703)
0.162

-24.20***
(1.614)
0.483***
(0.0185)
0.177

-0.108***
(0.0250)
0.113***
(0.0263)
0.10

Exposure Metric
(4)
(5)
Sent
Composed
-0.0305***
(0.00289)
0.402***
(0.0741)
0.089

-0.0251***
(0.00234)
0.335***
0.0923)
0.065

(6)
Reply

(7)
Fwd

(8)
Login

-0.00326***
(0.000912)
0.509***
(0.0341)
0.123

-0.00104***
(0.000228)
0.261***
(0.0140)
0.048

-0.0572***
(0.010)
0.74***
(.0001)

Table 1: Impact of spam exposure on engagement 1-month in the future. Robust standard errors are in parentheses
and *** means p-value < 0.01.
metrics. In this subsection we examine how the impact
of the change in spam exposure depends on the magnitude of the change. To do so, we make use of the FrischWaugh theorem from linear regression [15]. We ﬁrst
regress the exposure metric on the control variables (the
variables other than past spam difference) and then take
the residual. We then regress the independent variable of
interest, last month’s spam exposure, on the control variables, and take the residual. The relationship between the
residuals of the dependent variable (engagement metrics)
and the residuals of the independent variable (last month
spam exposure) gives the relationship between these two
variables, net of the impact of the control variables.

Differential Impact by Exposure Level

Sent Emails/Logins

0

0

−.2

−2

−.4

−4

−.6

−6

−.8

−8

−1

Non-linear Impact on Sent Mail, Logins and Mail
Page Views: In Figure 2 we plot the relationship using a
local polynomial smoother (Epanechnikov kernel, bandwidth=10) for three key engagement metrics: sent mail
(left axis), mail logins (left axis) and mail page views
(right axis). All three metrics display the same pattern.
The y-intercept at zero is almost exactly zero for all metrics, which is comforting, because it means that we (correctly) estimate that if a pair has no exposure difference,
there is not an engagement difference. This can be seen
as a conﬁrmation of the validity of our matching procedure (we also do this via simulation runs in the following section). The slope close to zero is negative, but
signiﬁcantly less than the slope for large differences in
exposure — relatively small changes in exposure tend to
discourage engagement, but the impact is muted. For all
metrics, at about 15 spam messages in the inbox in a onemonth period, the negative impact shows a sharp increase
(gets more negative). For sent emails and logins, this
slope increase levels off near 25 spam messages, but for
mail page views, the steep slope persists over all ranges
of values for which we have sufﬁcient data.

Sent Emails (left axis)

Login (left axis)

0

10
20
30
Difference in Spam Exposure

Y! Mail Page Views

Email Page Views (right axis)

−10
40

Figure 2: Differential impact of spam exposure magnitude on sent mail and mail page views.
exposure has a muted impact on the user, whereas large
changes have a much more pronounced effect. When the
increase in spam exposure reaches the level of once every other day, the marginal impact ticks up considerably.
This disengagement is likely the result of a disruption of
the user experience. Since small changes are less disruptive, the marginal effect is lower. One possible conclusion to draw from this nonlinear trend is the following:
it is likely more worthwhile to make a relatively large
investment for a big increase in ﬁltration accuracy (and
thus obtain a super-linear improvement in engagement),
rather than pay a relatively modest sum for an incremental improvement.

4.3

Contagion effects

So far we have documented a negative impact of mail
spam on many facets of webmail engagement provided
a quantitative estimates the magnitudes. The next natural question is “Does exposure to online abuse in
one domain carry over to engagement in a ﬁrm’s other
web properties?” These so-called “contagion effects” or

Key Takeaways: The differential impact in Figure 2
gives insight into how spam negatively impacts the user
experience. Note that the x-axis in Figure 2 is the absolute difference in number of spam received by the two
users in a pair over 1 month. Small changes in spam
9
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R-squared

0.639***
(0.028)
0.253

0.640***
(0.027)
0.214

ative impact. Our careful analysis allows us to separate
these subtle differences.

Controlling for Mail
(3)
(4)
Non-mail
Non-mail
Page Views Time Spent
-0.0176
-1.470
(1.72)
(1.71)
0.117***
(0.003)
0.136***
(0.006)
0.711***
0.703***
(0.055)
(0.056)
0.265
0.226

4.4

Medium-run impact
Medium Term Impact of Spam
Sent (right axis)
Read Messages (left)
0

Table 2: Contagion effects of mail spam on other network activities. p<0.01: ***, p<0.05: **.
“brand damage effects” are often used as justiﬁcation
for investment in anti-abuse technology. Our empirical
framework allows us to examine this question by looking at engagement across the Yahoo! network of sites.

Composed (right)

0

Sent/Composed

Contagion
effect, ∆st−1
∆ Mail
page views t
∆ Mail
time spent t
∆yt−1

Aggregate Effect
(1)
(2)
Non-mail
Non-mail
Page Views Time Spent
-0.064**
-4.33***
(0.03)
(0.03)

−.01

Read

−.05

−.02
−.1

Contagion Estimates: In Table 2 we estimate the impact of Yahoo! Mail spam on page views and time spent
occurring on other parts of Yahoo!. In columns (1) and
(2), we do not control for the contemporaneous impact
on mail activity – this is why there are empty spaces
for these regressors. The estimated contagion effects in
this case are negative and statistically signiﬁcant coming
in around 17% (13%) of the direct effect magnitude for
time-spent (resp. pageviews), as given in Table 1. In
evaluating the revenue impact of a proposed change in
the spam ﬁlter, these spillover effects should indeed be
taken into account. However, to qualify as a pure contagion effect, we would want to be sure they are not mechanically due to lower Yahoo! Mail engagement. The
reason is that Yahoo! Mail uses various techniques to get
the user to engage with the rest of the Yahoo! network.
For example, news stories are shown in the “welcome
screen” and there is a web search bar. In column (3) and
(4), we control for contemporanous Yahoo! mail usage.
Controlling for mail usage reduces the estimated impact
of spam exposure by 80% – the remaining ﬁgures are
no longer statistically signiﬁcant. The conclusion is that
while there measurable spillover effects, the direct cause
seems to be lower mail engagement itself. Since mail use
creates positive spillovers on the rest of the site, lowering
mail engagement has a more than 1:1 effect on engagement. Once we control for this effect, nearly all of the
supposed contagion effects go away.

1

2

Months before Present

3

Figure 3: Direct impact of spam on future behavior 1–3
months post-exposure.
In this subsection we examine the impact of spam exposure on engagement up to 3 months in the future. In
Figure 3 we plot the impact coefﬁcient of spam exposure
on sent mail, composed messages and read messages for
the range of 1 to 3 months in the past. The estimates
use the same speciﬁcation as Table 1. The regressions
control for any short-run impacts that have already occurred. For instance, in estimating the 3-month impact
(impact of spam 3 months ago), we control for the immediate change in behavior this had (the short-run effect) by including lagged dependent variables in the regression. What this means is we are estimating the direct
impact. For example, if the 2-month effect is estimated
to be zero, say, this does not mean the effect goes away, it
only means that there is no additional effect as compared
to the 1-month impact.

Engagement Estimates: Examining Figure 3 a few
trends are immediately clear. The ﬁrst is that the effect decays over time. For sent mail and composed mail,
the negative impact occurs entirely in the ﬁrst month following exposure. Recall that percentage-wise, these two
metrics saw the largest short-run declines. Evidently part
of the reason for this is that the total impact is felt in
the ﬁrst month following exposure. The graph also conﬁrms the analysis of the previous section that the impact
on sent mail occurs primarily through composed messages, not replies or forwards. For reading messages, the
decline is less steep as there is still signiﬁcant impact 3months out. We thus conclude that while spam can have a

Key Takeaways: Our conclusion is thus that while in the
short term there are economically meaningful spillovers
of mail spam on the non-mail network activity, the
spillovers do not seem to be driven purely by contagion
or brand-damage reasons. Rather, they seems to be more
mechanically linked to the decreased mail engagement.
This is not to say that contagion effects to do not exist,
just that in this case they are swamped by the direct neg10
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1{Male}=1
1{New user}=1
1{Light}=1
1{Heavy}=1
1{User <30}=1
1{User >50}=1
1{High baseline
exposure}=1
R-squared

(1)
Page Views
-0.0037
(0.0029)
-0.0107
(0.0076)
0.0036
(0.0029)
-0.0027
(0.0038)
-0.00194
(0.0030)
-0.0090*
(0.0051)
-0.0568
(0.0410)
0.162

(2)
Sent Mail
-0.00015
(0.0003)
-9.63e-06
(0.0006)
-0.0006**
(0.0003)
-0.0005
(0.0003)
0.00123***
(0.0003)
0.0009*
(0.0005)
-0.0007
(0.00369)
0.089

the impact is signiﬁcantly larger for males (more negative) and smaller for young (in calendar age) users. Users
with higher baseline spam exposure respond slightly less
to changes in spam exposure, however as we noted, this
analysis is tenuous because we assume that spam classiﬁcation accuracy is not a function of past exposure, when
in reality it might be, due to user votes, for instance.

(3)
Reads
-0.0065***
(0.0020)
-0.0014
(0.0053)
0.0011
(0.0020)
-0.0013
(0.0027)
0.0106***
(0.0020)
-0.0043
(0.0035)
0.0605**
(0.0286)
0.010

Takeaways: Overall we do not see major difference in
the impact of spam based on user characteristics. The
most notable result is that the percentage impact is highest for light users.

5

There are two broad classes of existing works related to
our research. On the methodology side, our work is related to the traditional causality methods literature. On
the application side, our work is related to those quantifying the impact of spam. While we cannot cover every
work here, we will mention some key works from each
side in order to put our paper in context.

Table 3: Differential impact of spam exposure by user
characteristics. p<0.01: ***, p<0.05: **, p<0.1: *.
direct impact on behavior up to 3-months down the road,
this is not the case for “volitional” categories in which
the initial impact is large, such as sent/composed mail.

4.5

Related Work

Estimating Causality: The study of causality has been
an active area for many years. In particular, our work
is developed within the framework of causal models developed by Rubin in early 1970s [36]. Our method
of matching users by covariates or features is based
on the theory developed in [36, 37]. The major steps
that distinguish us from this work are the combined use
of the matching and the regression to adapt this technique to the continuous setting, the use of criterion such
as nearest neighbor matching, bi-directional matching,
and locality sensitive hashing to speed up the computation. The propensity score matching method (PSM)
uses the propensity score (predicted probability of exposure) to match users instead of actual covariates, and
was ﬁrst proposed in [35] and many follow-up works,
nicely surveyed in [8], have proposed different reﬁnements under the framework of the PSM. Besides PSM,
other alternative ways to do such matching such as inverse propensity weighting [19, 20] and doubly robust
estimation [18, 26] are also popular. As we mentioned
earlier, all these works usually require that treatment and
untreated/unexposed (control) groups be clearly identiﬁed. Thus, it is not directly applicable in our spam study
as discussed earlier in Section 2.
Causal effects have been studied in many application
scenarios, especially on the Web [9, 38]. For example,
[9] applied several PSM to study the effect of online ads.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous study
on the causality effect of email spam on user engagement.

Breakdown by user characteristics

In this subsection we augment the regression speciﬁcation used in Table 1 by interacting dummy variables for
user characteristics with spam exposure. The interaction
terms give the differential impact of spam based on the
characteristic in question. The results are summarized in
Table 3. All of the characteristics except gender and user
age (self-reported age of the user) were used in matching.
For the two measures that were not used in matching, the
indicator variable only equals 1 if both users fall under
the designation. For example, the variable 1{User <30}
is deﬁned as 1 if both users are under the age of 30. High
baseline exposure is deﬁned as being in the top 1/3 of
spam exposure in the matching months. Light users are
those that had page views in the bottom third during the
matching months, heavy is top third. All other variables
are self-explanatory.

Sent Mail and Page Views: We see that for sent mail
and page views, user characteristics do not appear to predict the response to spam. However, the fact that heavy
users do not show a higher absolute impact of spam exposure, means that percentage-wise, light users are the
most adversely affected. Spam exposure is likely an important feature in retention, as it is known that decreased
usage among light users is an important predictor of quitting.

Impact of Email Spam: As discussed before, email
spam has become a critical problem, being also related to

Reading Messages: For reading messages, we ﬁnd that
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various online nefarious activities [28] such as phishing,
scamming and spreading malware. Our paper is related
to recent works that try to quantify the impact of spam
from the economic side. For example, [22] conducted a
study to quantify the conversion rate of the spam in order
to understand how much spammers earned off bulk email
distribution. The focus was thus the economics of the
spam campaigns, rather than the user level metrics. [42]
studied how much inconvenience of users is caused by
the spam mails, by measuring the user’s “willingness to
pay” to remain unaffected by spam. [7] studied the cost
of spam and the cost saved by spam ﬁltering. The goal
of all these papers is to quantify the cost from an organization’s point of view, and their main metric is amount
of working time spent in dealing with spam. Our aim
was instead to measure the effect on the user engagement
metrics from the economic perspective of the email service provider. Since the email service provider is the the
key entity that invests in anti-spam technology, we feel
this is a useful perspective to adopt.
Studying the impact of spam on users is part of a
broader trend trying to characterize the economic incentives each of the stakeholders has in combating spam.
Understanding the underground economy is the counterpart of what we are doing here. As mentioned before, researchers have concentrated on individual parts of
this economy—the supply chain [22, 23], the labor market [31, 30] and malware distribution [6]. We consider
our work as complementary to this thread, shedding light
onto the ESP-centric part of the economic cycle.

6

in user engagement. The effect is largest for more voluntary user activities such as sending and especially composing emails. The function mapping spam changes to
engagement appears to be convex, with the marginal impact increasing with the size of the exposure change.
We carefully looked for contagion effects and found that
while there are meaningful spillovers (reduced engagement across the Yahoo! site) the spillovers can be mechanically linked to decreased webmail activity so are
thus not pure “brand-loss” effects, even though they are
still relevant in evaluating the revenue impact. User characteristics are not particularly informative in predicting
the response to spam; the most notable result is that light
users are equally affected in absolute terms by a piece
of spam in the inbox, meaning that percentage-wise the
impact is far greater for these users.
Our result shows why it is important to quantitatively
estimate a behavior even when the sign of the impact is
“obvious.” Merely documenting that mail spam has negative impact on engagement would not be particularly informative, but pinning the magnitude of the impact and
the channels through which it operates can help the ﬁrm
make investment decisions in ﬁltration technology and
optimize the user-interface to mitigate the effects. We believe the method can be fruitfully applied to other forms
of abuse, such as abusive user-generated content, and
other online experiences, such as pop-up ads.
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we have the following estimator
∆y = E[yu (s = 1)|u ∈ U1 ] − Ez∈U1 [yu (s = 0)|u ∈ U0 , xu = z],

Appendix: Comparison to Propensity
Score Matching via Simulations

where z ∈ U1 means z is a feature vector of a treated
user. To avoid matching on the whole feature vector xu ,
we can match on the one-dimensional propensity score
p(xu ) which is the probability that a user with vector xu
belongs to the treatment group. Then we have

There has also been much research into developing techniques, e.g., covariate matching, bias reduction, propensity score matching (PSM) [35, 20, 9], etc, which have
shown promising results in removing this bias in observational studies. In this section, we outline the basic
framework of propensity score matching and then discuss why the basic framework is unsuitable for us. We
then compare our proposed method, nearest neighbor
matching, with two variants of propensity score matching model based on a simulation data set with ground
truth. Although our use of nearest neighbor matching
method was prompted by concerns e.g. continuous exposure variable that make the naive PSM inapplicable,
nevertheless we want to test whether there exist variants
of PSM that are more adapted for our purposes. In order to do such a test, we needed to simulate the actual
ground truth measure so that we can compare the effects
unearthed by each method to the ground truth. In what
follows, we ﬁrst give an outline of PSM and then describe a variant we develop, stratiﬁed-PSM, that we compare with the nearest neighbor matching technique that
we use. We then describe how we created the simulation
dataset and compared the different algorithms.

7.1

∆y = E[yu (s = 1)|u ∈ U1 ]−Ev∈p(U1 ) [yu (s = 0)|u ∈ U0 , p(xu ) = v],

where v ∈ p(U1 ) means that v is a propensity score of a
treated user.

7.2

Unsuitability of PSM

As described above, the main aim in PSM is to try to
learn a consistent estimator of p(x), the probability the
user has been exposed to a certain amount of spam, based
on the all the feature we have constructed. In our case,
we proceed differently due to a couple of reasons as
pointed out – the basic underpinning of propensity score
matching methods is being able to model the probability that a particular user falls into the treatment group.
If the exposure variable is continuous, this assumption,
and hence the modeling falls apart. We instead have to
have a variant where we would have to create separate
models for each value of the exposure. Secondly, the
primary reason for propensity score matching is because
matching users becomes difﬁcult if the activity vector is
high dimensional and the number of users is small – this
is not the case for us: we have tens of features and we
have over a million users; and we are able to ﬁnd close
matches. Lastly, being able to create a model that is a
consistent estimator of p(x) is very important, else we
could be subject to un-intended biases that arise from this
modeling.
In the presence of these issues, the commonly used
ways of applying propensity score matching (PSM) does
not apply to us. In the next subsection we describe a variant of PSM, where we stratify the dataset into multiple
exposure levels and solve a PSM for each level.

Propensity Score Matching

In this section, we ﬁrst brieﬂy explain the PSM method
of estimating effects before describing the modiﬁcations.
In the classical PSM model, we have clearly deﬁned
treated and untreated (unexposed) groups—denote them
by U1 and U0 respectively. The goal is to study the effect
or outcome y on the treated users. For each user u, we
use yu (s = 1) or yu (s = 0) to represent the effect on user
u depending on whether the user is treated or remains untreated. Thus, we are interested in measuring the effect
of treatment as ∆y = E[yu (s = 1) − yu (s = 0)|u ∈ U1 ].
However, a single user u can either be in the treated or
the untreated group, but not both. A naive estimator of
14
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Table 4: The L1 difference from the ground-truth. The
smaller the value the better.

Variants of PSM for continuous exposure
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Figure 4: Comparison of our method PAIR and the variants of PSM methods.

• Equal-depth grouping. In this method, we order
all the users based on their spam fraction values increasingly. We then split the order list equally into
m segments. In this method, each group has the
same number of users.

spam, the outgoing mails for two months. The spamfraction in exposure month is the exposure variable, and
the mail page-views in the post-exposure month is the
effect variable. Because we want to generate the ground
truth effect as close to the real effect as possible, we then
learnt a gradient boosted decision tree model that tries to
ﬁt the effect variable in terms of the matching features
and the exposure variable. This model that we learnt
of user behavior was then used to create the new values of the effect variable for each user – as the user-set
was sub-sampled, we strengthened the impact of exposure on the mail-pageviews by adding in another component to the model – this was a log-normally distributed
random variable whose expectation depends on the logarithm of the difference of the spam exposure of this user
from the mean spam exposure of all users: this changed
each predicted effect value by around 10%. This aggregated model was then used to generate the new data, and
also to create the ground truth curve for each value of ∆s
by predicting the new effect and then averaging over all
user with the same matching features.

• Equal-width grouping. In this method, we cut the
spam fraction [a, b] equally into m segments, each
with a width of (b − a)/m. Users are grouped accordingly. In this method, each group can have different number of users.
Given a grouping method, for each pair of user segments,
we use the segment with the lower spam fraction as the
treated group and the one with the higher spam fraction
as the control group – we compute ∆s, the difference of
the spam fraction between these two groups, as the difference of the average over the users in the two groups.
We can then use a PSM model to compute the effect ∆y.
At the end, we will have a set of (∆s, ∆y) pairs.
To get the estimation function between the effect difference and spam fraction difference, we use the local regression method [11] to ﬁt a curve on the set of (∆s, ∆y)
pairs. We use PSM1 to denote Equal-depth grouping and
PSM2 to denote Equal-width grouping. Please note that
we have the same number of users for each (∆s, ∆y) in
PSM1 but we have different numbers of users for PSM2.
Thus for PSM2, we have a weighed version PSM2-W by
weighing each point proportional the number of users in
the treatment group before ﬁtting the curve.

7.4

ground−truth
PAIR
PSM1
PSM2
PSM2−W

−20

In our problem, we care about the effect on engagement
difference ∆y if the spam fraction increases by ∆s. To
adapt PSM in our setting, we start out by ﬁrst grouping
users by discretizing their spam fraction values. Given
a set of user U and their spam fraction range [a, b], we
have the following two ways of grouping users:

−10

PSM1
3.376

−15

PAIR
1.579

We show the comparison results in Figure 4. For PSM
methods, we set the number of user groups m = 20. (We
tried different values for m and found the results are
not very sensitive.) For our method, we obtain 1.17M
pairs after our nearest neighbor matching and ﬁltering
steps. Each pair gives us a (∆y, ∆s) point and we use
the same local regression method [11] to get a ﬁtted
curve. In Figure 4, we show the ground truth curve
for ∆y(∆s), as well as the estimated curves for every
method. Each of the estimates does capture the negative
correlation between ∆s and ∆y. But, the estimates produced by the PSM methods are certainly worse than the
one created by the nearest neighbor matching method.
This is measured quantitatively by the L1 difference between the each estimated curve with the ground truth
one – which we compute using 20 sampled points of

Simulation Results

To test the validity of our method by comparing it against
ground truth, as well as to compare different variants of
PSM with our method, we generate a simulation data
with ground truth by the following procedure: we subsample 50K users from the mail-spam data that described
in Section 4. For each user, we only kept 8 matching features – the mail pageviews, the incoming mail, incoming
15
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∆s = {0.005, 0.01, · · · , 0.095, 0.1}. The L1 differences
are shown in Table 4. One of the reasons of PSM performing worse is that when ∆s becomes large, the resulting buckets have small number of users, and hence the
variance is high. This simulation provides evidence that
the matching method provides a reasonable set of estimates to ground truth, and that it performs better than
some obvious variants of PSM, when dealing with continuous treatment values.
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Abstract
We explore the robustness and usability of movingimage object recognition (video) captchas, designing and
implementing automated attacks based on computer vision techniques. Our approach is suitable for broad
classes of moving-image captchas involving rigid objects. We first present an attack that defeats instances
of such a captcha (NuCaptcha) representing the state-ofthe-art, involving dynamic text strings called codewords.
We then consider design modifications to mitigate the attacks (e.g., overlapping characters more closely). We implement the modified captchas and test if designs modified for greater robustness maintain usability. Our labbased studies show that the modified captchas fail to offer viable usability, even when the captcha strength is reduced below acceptable targets—signaling that the modified designs are not viable. We also implement and test
another variant of moving text strings using the known
emerging images idea. This variant is resilient to our attacks and also offers similar usability to commercially
available approaches. We explain why fundamental elements of the emerging images concept resist our current
attack where others fails.

1

Introduction

Humans can recognize a wide variety of objects at a
glance, with no apparent effort, despite tremendous variations in the appearance of visual objects; and we can
answer a variety of questions regarding shape properties
and spatial relationships of what we see. The apparent
ease with which we recognize objects belies the magnitude of this feat. We can also do so with astonishing
speed (e.g., in a fraction of a second) [41]. Indeed, the
Cognitive Science literature abounds with studies on visual perception showing that, for the most part, people
do not require noticeably more processing time for object categorization (e.g., deciding whether the object is
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a bird, a flower, a car) than for more fine grained object
classification (e.g., an eagle, a rose) [13]. Grill et al. [20]
showed that by the time subjects knew that a picture contained an object at all, they already knew its class. If such
easy-for-human tasks are, in contrast, difficult for computers, then they are strong candidates for distinguishing
humans from machines.
Since understanding what we see requires cognitive
ability, it is unsurprising that the decoding of motionbased challenges has been adopted as a security mechanism: various forms of motion-based object recognition
tasks have been suggested as reverse Turing tests, or what
are called Completely Automated Public Turing tests to
tell Computers and Humans Apart (captchas). Among
the key properties of captchas are: they must be easily
solved by humans; they should be usable; correct solutions should only be attainable by solving the underlying AI problem they are based on; they should be robust
(i.e., resist automated attacks); and the cost of answering
challenges with automated programs should exceed that
of soliciting humans to do the same task [1, 46]. To date,
a myriad of text, audio, and video-based captchas have
been suggested [22], many of which have succumbed to
different attacks [6, 7, 19, 32, 47, 48, 53].
While text-based captchas that prompt users to recognize distorted characters have been the most popular
form to date, motion-based or video captchas that provide some form of moving challenge have recently been
proposed as the successor to static captchas. One prominent and contemporary example of this new breed of
captchas is NuCaptcha [35], which asserts to be “the
most secure and usable captcha,” and serves millions
of video captchas per day. The general idea embodied in these approaches is to exploit the remarkable perceptual abilities of humans to unravel structure-frommotion [30]. For example, users are shown a video with a
series of characters (so-called random codewords) moving across a dynamic scene, and solve the captcha by entering the correct codeword. For enhanced security, the
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codewords are presented among adversarial clutter [32]
(e.g., moving backgrounds and other objects with different trajectories), and consecutive characters may even
overlap significantly. The underlying assumption is that
attacks based on state-of-the-art computer vision techniques are likely to fail at uncovering these challenges
within video sequences, whereas real users will be able
to solve the challenges with little effort.
However, unlike in humans, it turns out that object
classification, not recognition of known objects, is the
more challenging problem in Computer Vision [43].
That is, it is considerably more difficult to capture in
a computer recognition system the essence of a dog, a
horse, or a tree—i.e., the kind of classification that is
natural and immediate for the human visual system [29].
To this day, classification of objects in real-world scenes
remains an open and difficult problem. Recognizing
known objects, on the other hand, is more tractable, especially where it involves specific shapes undergoing transformations that are easy to compensate for. As we show
later, many of these well-defined transformations hold in
current motion-based captcha designs, due in part to design choices that increase usability.
In what follows, we present an automated attack to
defeat the current state-of-the-art in moving-image object recognition captchas. Through extensive evaluation
of several thousand real-world captchas, our attack can
completely undermine the security of the most prominent
examples of these, namely those currently generated by
NuCaptcha. After examining properties that enable our
attack, we explore a series of security countermeasures
designed to reduce the success of our attacks, including
natural extensions to the scheme under examination, as
well as an implementation of a recently proposed idea
(called Emerging Images [31]) for which attacks do not
appear as readily available. Rather than idle conjecture
about the efficacy of countermeasures, we implement
captchas embedding them and evaluate these strengthened variations of moving-image captchas by carrying
out and reporting on a usability study with subjects asked
to solve such captchas.
Our findings highlight the well-known tension between security and usability, which often have subtle influences on each other. In particular, we show that the
design of robust and usable moving-image captchas is
much harder than it looks. For example, while such
captchas may be more usable than their still-based counterparts, they provide an attacker with a significant number of views of the target, each providing opportunities to
increase the confidence of guesses. Thus the challenge is
limiting the volume of visual cues available to automated
attacks, without adversely impacting usability.
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2

Captcha Taxonomy and Related Work

Most captchas in commercial use today are characterrecognition (CR) captchas involving still images of distorted characters; attacks essentially involve building on
optical character recognition advances. Audio captchas
(AUD) are a distinct second category, though unrelated to our present work. A third major category,
image-recognition (IR) captchas, involves classification
or recognition, of images or objects other than characters. A well-known example, proposed and then broken, is the Asirra captcha [16, 19] which involves object classification (e.g., distinguishing cats from other
animals such as dogs). CR and IR schemes may involve still images (CR-still, IR-still), or various types of
dynamic images (CR-dynamic, IR-dynamic). Dynamic
text and objects are of main interest in the present paper,
and contribute to a cross-class category: moving-image
object recognition (MIOR) captchas, involving objects
in motion through animations, emergent-image schemes,
and video [10–12, 26, 31, 35, 38]. A fourth category,
cognitive-based captchas (COG), include puzzles, questions, and other challenges related to the semantics of
images or language constructs. We include here contentbased video-labeling of YouTube videos [24].
The most comprehensive surveys of captchas to date
are those by Hidalgo and Maranon [22] and Basso and
Bergadano [2]. We also recommend other comprehensive summaries: for defeating classes of AUD captchas,
Soupionis [40] and Bursztein et al. [4, 6]; for defeating
CR captchas, Yan et al. [47, 50] and Bursztein [7]; for a
systematic treatment of IR captchas and attacks, Zhu et
al. [53], as well as for robustness guidelines.
Usability has also been a central focus, for example,
including a large user study of CR and AUD captchas
involving Amazon Mechanical Turk users [5], a user
study of video-tagging [24], usability guidelines and
frameworks related to CR captchas [49]. Chellapilla et
al. [8, 9] also address robustness. Hidalgo et al. [22]
and Bursztein et al. [7] also review evaluation guidelines
including usability. Lastly, research on underground
markets for solving captchas [33], and malware-based
captcha farms [15], raise interesting questions about the
long-term viability of captchas.
Lastly, concurrent to our own work, Bursztein [3]
presents an approach to break the video captchas used by
NuCaptcha. The technique exploits the video by treating it as a series of independent frames, and then applies
a frame-based background removal process [7] to discard the video background. Next, frame characteristics
(e.g., spatial salient feature density and text aspect ratio
of the overlapping letters) are used to detect the codeword, after which a clustering technique is used to help
segment the characters of the codeword. As a final step,
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traditional CR-still based attacks are used to recognize
the characters in each of the segmented frames. The approach taken by Bursztein is closely related to our baseline method (§4.1) as it only uses single frame segmentation and recognition. In contrast, our subsequent techniques inherently use temporal information contained in
the video to identify the codeword, to improve the segmentation, and to enhance the recognition step during the
codeword recovery process.

3

Background

In the human brain, it is generally assumed that an image
is represented by the activity of “units” tuned to local
features (e.g., small line and edge fragments). It is also
widely believed that objects appearing in a consistent or
familiar background are detected more accurately, and
processed more quickly, than objects appearing in an inconsistent scene [36]. In either case, we must somehow
separate as much as possible of the image once we see
it. This feat is believed to be done via a segmentation
process that attempts to find the different objects in the
image that “go together” [43].
As with other aspects of our visual system, segmentation involves different processes using a multitude of
sources of information (e.g., texture and color), which
makes it difficult to establish which spatial properties and
relations are important for different visual tasks. While
there is evidence that human vision contains processes
that perform grouping and segmentation prior to, and independent of, subsequent recognition processes, the exact processes involved are still being debated [36].
Given the complexity of the visual system, it is not
surprising that this feat remains unmatched by computer
vision algorithms. One of the many reasons why this
task remains elusive is that perception of seemingly simple spatial relations often requires complex computations
that are difficult to unravel. This is due, in part, to the fact
that object classification (that is, the ability to accurately
discriminate each object of an object class from all other
possible objects in the scene) is computationally difficult
because even a single individual object can already produce an infinite set of different images (on the retina)
due to variations in position, scale, pose, illumination,
etc. Discriminating objects of a certain class is further
complicated by the often very large inner class variability, which significantly changes the appearance beyond
the factors encountered for a single object. Hence, vision
operates in a high-dimensional space, making it difficult
to build useful forms of visual representation.
In computer vision, the somewhat simpler process of
recognizing known objects is simulated by first analyzing an image locally to produce an edge map composed
of a large collection of local edge elements, from which
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we proceed to identify larger structures. In this paper, we
are primarily interested in techniques for object segmentation and tracking. In its simplest form, object tracking
can be defined as the problem of estimating the trajectory of an object in the image plane as it moves around
a scene. Tracking makes use of temporal information
computed from a sequence of frames. This task can be
difficult for computer vision algorithms because of issues
related to noise in the image, complex object motion, the
nonrigid nature of objects, etc. However, the tracking
problem can be simplified if one can assume that object motion is smooth, the motion is of constant velocity,
knowledge of the number and the size of the objects, or
even appearance and shape information. In NuCaptcha,
for example, many of these simplifications hold and so
several features (e.g., edges, optical flow) can be used to
help track objects. The correspondence search from one
frame to the next is performed by using tracking.
In video, this correspondence can be achieved by
building a representation of the scene (called the background model) and then finding deviations from the
model for each incoming frame. Intuitively, any significant change in the image region from the background
model signifies a moving object. The pixels constituting the regions undergoing change are marked for further processing, and a connected component algorithm
is applied to obtain connected regions. This process is
typically referred to as background subtraction. At this
point, all that is needed is a way to partition the image into perceptually similar regions, and then infer what
each of those regions represent. In §4, we discuss the approach we take for tackling the problems of background
subtraction, object tracking, segmentation, and classification of the extracted regions.

4

Our Automated Approach

The aforementioned processes of segmentation, object
tracking, and region identification are possible in today’s
MIOR captchas because of several design decisions that
promote rapid visual identification [14]. NuCaptcha, for
instance, presents a streaming video containing moving
text against a dynamic background. The videos have four
noticeable characteristics, namely: (1) the letters are presented as rigid objects in order to improve a user’s ability to recognize the characters; (2) the background video
and the foreground character color are nearly constant in
color and always maintain a high contrast—we posit that
this is done to ease cognitive burden on users; (3) the
random “codewords” each have independent (but overlapping trajectories) which better enable users to distinguish adjacent characters; (4) lastly, the codewords are
chosen from a reduced alphabet where easily confused
characters are omitted. Some examples of a state-of-the-
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work well at defeating CR-still captchas (e.g., [32, 47]).
More specifically, choose k frames at random, and identify the foreground pixels of the codeword by comparing
their color with a given reference color; notice the attacker would likely know this value since the users are
asked to, for example, “type the RED moving characters”. Next, the length of the codeword can be inferred
by finding the leftmost and rightmost pixels on the foreground. This in essence defines a line spanning over the
foreground pixels (see Figure 2). The positions of the
characters along the line can be determined by dividing
the line into n equidistant segments, where n denotes the
desired number of characters in the codeword. For each
of the segments, compute the center of gravity of the
foreground pixels in the vertical area of the image belonging to the segment. Lastly, select an image patch (of
the expected size of the characters) around the centers of
gravity of the segments, and feed each patch to a classifier. In our work, we use a neural network approach [39]
because it is known to perform well at this object identification task. The neural network is trained in a manner
similar to what we discuss in §4.3.

Figure 1: Example moving-image object recognition (MIOR)
captchas from NuCaptcha (see http://nucaptcha.com/demo).

art MIOR captcha are given in Figure 1.
Before delving into the specifics of our most successful attack, we first present a naïve approach for automatically decoding the challenges shown in MIOR captchas.
To see how this attack would work, we remind the reader
that a video can be seen as a stream of single pictures that
simply provides multiple views of a temporally evolving
scene. It is well known that human observers perceive a
naturally moving scene at a level of about thirty frames
per second, and for this reason, video captchas tend to
use a comparable frame rate to provide a natural video
experience that is not too jerky. Similarly, the challenge
shown in the captcha is rendered in multiple frames to
allow users to perceive and decode the codewords in an
effortless manner. In the NuCaptcha scheme, for example, a single frame may contain the full codeword.

4.1

A Naïve Attack

Given this observation, one way to attack such schemes
is to simply apply traditional OCR-based techniques that
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Figure 2: Naïve attack: Based on the foreground pixels, we
find the longest horizontal distance (white line) and the mean
value of vertical area (the respective bounding boxes above).

The above process yields a guess for each of the characters of the codeword in the chosen frames of the video.
Let i denote the number of possible answers for each
character. By transforming the score from the neural network into the probability pi jk where the j-th character
of the codeword corresponds to the i-th character in the
k-th frame, we calculate the probability Pi j for each character j = 1, . . . , n of the codeword over all k frames as
Pi j = s1p ∑k pi jk with s p = ∑i, j,k pi jk . The choice that has
the highest probability is selected as the corresponding
character. With k = 10, this naïve attack resulted in a
success rate of approximately 36% accuracy in correctly
deducing all three characters in the codewords of 4000
captchas from NuCaptcha. While this relatively simple
attack already raises doubts about the robustness of this
new MIOR captcha, we now present a significantly improved attack that makes fewer assumptions about pixel
invariants [50] in the videos.
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4.2

Exploiting Temporal Information

A clear limitation of the naïve attack is the fact that it
is not easily generalizable and it is not robust to slight
changes in the videos. In what follows, we make no assumption about a priori knowledge of the color of the
codewords, nor do we assume that the centers of gravity for each patch are equidistant. To do so, we apply a
robust segmentation method that utilizes temporal information to improve our ability to recognize the characters
in the video.

segments as in the naïve attack (stage ). We select each
image patch containing a candidate character and evaluate the patch using a neural network based classifier [39]
(stage ). The classifier outputs a likelihood score that
the patch contains a character. As a final enhancement,
we incorporate a feedback mechanism in which we use
high confidence inferences to improve low confidence
detections of other patches. The net effect is that we
reduce the distractions caused by mutually overlapping
characters. Once all segments have been classified, we
output our guess for all characters of the codeword. We
now discuss the stages of our approach in more detail.

video stream

Decoding Process

❶
tracking

❷

❺

Figure 4: The circles depict salient features. These salient
features are usually corners of an object or texture areas.

foreground extraction
feedback

❸
segmentation

❹
classification

Figure 3: High-level overview of our attack. (This, and other
figures, are best viewed in color.)

A basic overview of our attack is shown in Figure 3.
Given a MIOR captcha we extract the motion contained
in the video using the concept of salient features. Salient
features are characteristic areas of an image that can be
reliably detected in several frames. To infer the motion of
the salient feature points, we apply object tracking techniques (stage ). With a set of salient features at hand,
we then use these features to estimate the color statistics of the background. Specifically, we use a Gaussian
mixture model [18], which represents the color statistics
of the background through a limited set of Gaussian distributions. We use the color model of the background
to measure, for all pixels in each frame, their likelihood
of belonging to the background. Pixels with low likelihoods are then extracted as foreground pixels (stage ).
The trajectories of the foreground pixels are then refined
using information inferred about the color of these pixels, and a foreground color model is built. Next, to account for the fact that all characters of the codewords
move independently, we segment the foreground into n
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Detecting Salient Features and Their
Motion (Stage )
A well-known class of salient features in the computer
vision community is gray value corners in images. In
this paper, we use the Harris corner detector [21] for
computing salient features, which uses the image gradient to identify points in the image with two orthogonal
gradients of significant magnitude. An example of the
detected corners is shown in Figure 4.
After identifying salient features in one frame of the
video we now need to identify their respective position
in the subsequent frames of the video. In general, there
are two choices for identifying the corresponding salient
features in the subsequent frames of the video. The
first choice is to independently detect salient features in
all frames and then compare them by using their image
neighborhoods (patches) to identify correlating patches
through an image based correlation (commonly called
matching). The second class of methods leverages the
small motion occurring in between two frames for an iterative search (commonly called tracking).
We opt for a tracking method given that tracking results for video are superior in accuracy and precision
to matching results. Specifically, we deploy the well
known KLT-tracking method [28], which is based on the
assumption that the image of a scene object has a constant appearance in the different frames capturing the
object (brightness constancy). The MIOR captchas by
NuCaptcha use constant colors on the characters of the
codewords. This implies that the NuCaptcha frames are
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well suited for our method. Note that no assumption
about the specific color is made; only constant appearance of each of the salient features is assumed. We return
to this assumption later in Section 5.2.

Motion Trajectory Clustering (Stage )
In a typical video, the detected salient features will be
spread throughout the image. In the case of NuCaptcha,
the detected features are either on the background, the
plain (i.e., non-codeword) characters or the codeword
characters. We are foremost interested in obtaining the
information of the codeword characters. To identify the
codeword characters we use their distinctive motion patterns as their motion is the most irregular motion in the
video captcha. In the case of NuCaptcha, we take advantage of the fact that the motion trajectories of the background are significantly less stable (i.e., across consecutive frames) than the trajectories of the features on the
characters. Hence we can identify background features
by finding motion trajectories covering only a fraction of
the sequence; specifically we assume presence for less
than l = 20 frames. In our analysis, we observed little
sensitivity with respect to l.
Additionally, given that all characters (plain and codeword) move along a common trajectory, we can further
identify this common component by linearly fitting a trajectory to their path. Note that the centers of the rotating
codeword characters still move along this trajectory. Accordingly, we use the distinctive rotation of the codeword
characters to identify any of their associated patterns by
simply searching for the trajectories with the largest deviation from the more common motion trajectory. This
identifies the pixels belonging to the codeword characters as well as the plain characters. Additionally, the
features on the identified codeword characters allow us
to obtain the specific color of the codeword characters
without knowing the color a priori (see Figure 5).
Knowing the position of the codeword characters allows us to learn a foreground color model. We use
a Gaussian mixture model for the foreground learning,
which in our case has a single moment corresponding
to the foreground color.1 Additionally, given the above
identified salient features on the background, we also
learn a Gaussian mixture for the background, thereby
further separating the characters from the background.
At this point, we have isolated the trajectories of codeword characters, and separated the codewords from the
background (see Figure 6). However, to decide which
salient features on the codeword characters belong together, we required additional trajectories. To acquire
these, we simply relax the constraint on the sharpness
of corners we care about (i.e., we lower the threshold
for the Harris corner detection algorithm) and rerun the
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Figure 5: (Top): Initial optical flow. (Middle): salient points
with short trajectories in background are discarded. (Lower):
Trajectories on non-codeword characters are also discarded.

KLT-tracking on the new salient features. This yields
significantly more trajectories for use by our segmentation algorithm. Notice how dense the salient features are
in Figure 7. Note also that since the foreground extraction step provides patches that are not related to the background, we can automatically generate training samples
for our classifier, irrespective of the various backgrounds
the characters are contained in.

Figure 6: Example foreground extraction.

Figure 7: re-running tracking with a lower threshold on corner
quality: Left: before modification. Right: after modification.

Segmentation (Stage )
To segment the derived trajectories into groups, we use kmeans clustering [23]. We chose this approach over other
considerations (e.g., mean-shift [37] based clustering, or
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RANSAC [17] based clustering [51]) because of its simplicity, coupled with the fact that we can take advantage
of our knowledge of the desired number of characters
(i.e., k), and use that to help guide the clustering procedure. We cannot, however, apply the standard k-means
approach directly since it relies on Euclidean distances,
where each sample is a point. In our case, we need to take
the relationship between frames of the video sequence
into consideration, and so we must instead use each trajectory as an observation. That is, we cluster the different trajectories. However, this results in a non-Euclidean
space because different trajectories have different beginning and ending frames. To address this problem, we
utilize the rigidity assumption [42] and define a distance
metric for trajectories that takes into consideration their
spatial distance, as well as the variation of their spatial
distance. The result is a robust technique that typically
converges within 5 iterations when k = 3, and 20 interations (on average) when k = 23. A sample output of this
stage is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Left: before segmentation. Right: trajectories are
marked with different colors and bounding boxes are calculated
based on the center of the trajectories and the orientation of the
points. The red points denote areas with no trajectories.

4.3

Codeword Extraction and
Classification (Stage )

Given the center and orientation of each codeword character, the goal is to figure out exactly what that character
is. For this task, we extract a fixed-sized area around
each character (as in Figure 8), and supply that to our
classification stage. Before doing so, however, we refine
the patches by deleting pixels that are too close to the
trajectories of adjacent characters.
As mentioned earlier, we use a neural network for classifying the refined patches. A neural network is a mathematical model or computational model that is inspired by
the structure of a biological neural network. The training
of a neural network is based on the notion of the possibility of learning. Given a specific task to solve, and a
class of functions, learning in this context means using
a set of observations to find a function which solves the
task in some optimal sense.
Optimization: While the process outlined in stages  works surprisingly well, there are several opportuni-
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ties for improvement. Perhaps one of the most natural
extensions is to utilize a feedback mechanism to boost
recognition accuracy. The idea we pursue is based on
the observation that an adversary can leverage her confidence about what particular patches represent to improve
her overall ability to break the captcha. Specifically, we
find and block the character that we are most confident
about. The basic idea is that although we may not be able
to infer all the characters at once, it is very likely that we
can infer some of the characters. By masking the character that we are most confident about, we can simplify
the problem into one of decoding a codeword with fewer
characters; which is easier to segment and recognize.

Figure 9: Iterative decoding of a captcha.

The most confident character can be found using the
probability score provided by the classifier, although it
is non-trivial to do so without masking out too much of
the other characters. We solve this problem as follows.
In order to block a character, we try to match it with
templates of each character that can be gained by learning. One way to do that is to match scale-invariant feature transforms (SIFT) between the patch and a reference
template. While SIFT features can deal with scaling, rotation and translation of characters, there are times when
some frames have insufficient SIFT features. Our solution is to find a frame with enough features to apply SIFT,
and then warp the template to mask the target character
in that frame. Once found, this frame is used as the initial position in an incremental alignment approach based
on KLT tracking. Essentially, we combine the benefits
of SIFT and KLT to provide a video sequence where the
character we are most confident about is omitted. At that
point, we rerun our attack, but with one fewer character.
This process is repeated until we have no characters left
to decode. This process is illustrated in Figure 9.

Runtime: Our implementation is based on a collection
of modules written in a mix of C++ and Matlab code.
We make extensive use of the Open Source Computer
Vision library (OpenCV). Our un-optimized code takes
approximately 30s to decode the three characters in a
MIOR captcha when the feedback loop optimization (in
stage ) is disabled. With feedback enabled, processing
time increases to 250s. The bottleneck is in the incremental alignment procedure (written in Matlab).
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5

Evaluation

We now discuss the results of experiments we performed
on MIOR captchas. Specifically, the first set of experiments are based on video sequences downloaded off the
demo page of NuCaptcha’s website. On each visit to the
demo page, a captcha with a random 3-character codeword is displayed for 6 seconds before the video loops.
The displayed captchas were saved locally using a Firefox plugin called NetVideoHunter. We downloaded 4500
captchas during November and December of 2011.
The collected videos contain captchas with all 19
backgrounds in use by NuCaptcha as of December 2011.
In each of these videos, the backgrounds are of moving
scenes (e.g., waves on a beach, kids playing baseball,
etc.) and the text in the foreground either moves across
the field of view or in-place. We painstakingly labeled
each of the videos by hand to obtain the ground truth.
We note that while NuCaptcha provides an API for obtaining captchas, we opted not to use that service as we
did not want to interfere with their service in any way. In
addition, our second set of experiments examine several
countermeasures against our attacks, and so for ethical
reasons, we opted to perform such experiments in a controlled manner rather than with any in-the-wild experimentation. These countermeasures are also evaluated in
our user study (§6).

5.1

Results

The naïve attack was analyzed on 4000 captchas. Due
to time constraints, the extended attack (with and without the feedback optimization) were each analyzed on a
random sample of 500 captchas. To determine an appropriate training set size, we varied the number of videos as
well as the number of extracted frames and examined the
recognition rate. The results (not shown) show that while
accuracy steadily increased with more training videos
(e.g., 50 versus 100 videos), we only observed marginal
improvement when the number of training patches taken
from each video exceeded 1500. In the subsequent analyses, we use 300 video sequences for training (i.e., 900
codeword characters) and for each detected character, we
select 2 frames containing that character (yielding 1800
training patches in total). We use dense SIFT descriptors [44] as the features for each patch (i.e., a SIFT descriptor is extracted for each pixel in the patch, and concatenated to form a feature vector). The feature vectors
are used to train the neural network. For testing, we
choose a different set of 200 captchas, almost evenly distributed among the 19 backgrounds. The accuracy of the
attacks (in §4) are given in Table 1.
The result indicate that the robustness of these MIOR
captchas are far weaker than one would hope. In par-
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ticular, our automated attacks can completely decode the
captchas more than three quarters of the time. In fact,
our success rates are even higher than some of the OCRbased attacks on CR-still captchas [7, 19, 32, 47]. There
are, however, some obvious countermeasures that designers of MIOR captchas might employ.

5.2

Mitigation

To highlight some of the tensions that exists between
the security and usability of MIOR captchas, we explore
a series of possible mitigations to our attacks. In order to do so, we generate video captchas that closely
mimic those from NuCaptcha. In particular, we built
a framework for generating videos with characters that
move across a background scene with constant velocity
in the horizontal direction, and move up and down harmonically. Similar to NuCaptcha, the characters of the
codeword also rotate. Our framework is tunable, and all
the parameters are set to the defaults calculated from the
original videos from NuCaptcha (denoted Standard). We
refer the interested reader to Appendix A for more details
on how we set the parameters. Given this framework, we
explore the following defenses:
• Extended: the codeword consists of m > 3 random
characters moving across a dynamic scene.
• Overlapping: same as the Standard case (i.e., m =
3), except characters are more closely overlapped.
• Semi-Transparent: identical to the Standard case,
except that the characters are semi-transparent.
• Emerging objects: a different MIOR captcha where
the codewords are 3 characters but created using an
“Emerging Images” [31] concept (see below).

Figure 10: Extended case. Top: scrolling; bottom: in-place.

Increasing the number of random characters shown in
the captcha would be a natural way to mitigate our attack.
Hence, the Extended characters case is meant to investigate the point at which the success rate of our attacks fall
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Attack
Strategy
Naïve
Enhanced (no feedback)
Enhanced (with feedback)

Single Character
Accuracy
68.5% (8216/12000)
90.0% (540/600)
90.3% (542/600)

3-Character
Accuracy
36.3% (1450/4000)
75.5% (151/200)
77.0% (154/200)

Table 1: Reconstruction accuracy for various attacks.

automated tracking by computers, while simultaneously
allowing for high recognition rates in humans because of
our remarkable visual system. We apply the concepts
outlined by Mitra et al. [31] to generate captchas that
are resilient to our attacks. The key differences between
our implementation and the original paper is that our input is 2D characters instead of 3D objects, and we do
not have the luxury of incorporating shadow information.
Our Emerging captchas are constructed as follows:
frame i
frame i+1

creation of a frame

below a predefined threshold. An example is shown in
Figure 10. Similarly, we initially thought that increasing the overlap between consecutive characters (i.e., the
Overlapping defense, Fig. 11) might be a viable alternative. We estimate the degree that two characters overlap
by the ratio of the horizontal distance of their centers and
their average width. That is, suppose that one character
is 20 pixels wide, and the other is 30 pixels wide. If the
horizontal distance of their centers is 20, then their over= 0.8. The smaller
lap ratio is computed as 20/ 20+30
2
this overlap ratio, the more the characters overlap. A ratio of 0.5 means that the middle character is completely
overlapped in the horizontal direction. In both the original captchas from NuCaptcha and our Standard case, the
overlap ratio is 0.95 for any two adjacent characters.

frame i+2

(a)

Figure 11: Overlapping characters (with ratio = 0.49).

The Semi-Transparent defense is an attempt to break
the assumption that the foreground is of constant color.
In this case, foreground extraction (stage ) will be difficult. To mimic this defense strategy, we adjust the
background-to-foreground pixel ratio. An example is
shown in figure 12.

(b)

Figure 13: Emerging captcha. (a) Top: noisy background
frame. Middle: derivative of foreground image. Bottom: single
frame for an Emerging captcha. (b) Successive frames.

1. We build a noisy frame Ibg by creating an image
with each pixel following a Gaussian distribution.
We blur the image such that the value of each pixel
is related to nearby pixels. We also include time correspondence by filtering in the time domain. That is,
each frame is a mixture of a new noisy image and
the last frame.
2. We generate an image I f g similar to that in NuCaptcha. We then find the edges in the image by
calculating the norm of derivatives of the image.

Figure 12: Semi-transparent: 80% background to 20% foreground pixel ratio. (Best viewed in color.)

The final countermeasure is based on the notion of
Emerging Images proposed by Mitra et al. [31]. Emergence refers to “the unique human ability to aggregate
information from seemingly meaningless pieces, and to
perceive a whole that is meaningful” [31].2 The concept has been exploited in Computer Graphics to prevent
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3. We combine Ibg and I f g by creating a new image I where each pixel in I is defined as I(x, y) :=
Ifg
Ibg (x, y) ∗ exp( const
), where exp(x) is the exponential function. In this way, the pixels near the boundary of characters in I are made more noisy than
other pixels.
4. We define a constant threshold t < 0. All pixel values in I that are larger than t are made white. All
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the other pixels in I are made black.
The above procedure results in a series of frames
where no single frame contains the codeword in a way
that is easy to segment. The pixels near the boundaries
of the characters are also more likely to be blacker than
other pixels, which the human visual system somehow
uses to identify the structure from motion. This feat remains challenging for computers since the points near the
boundaries change color randomly, making it difficult, if
not impossible, to track, using existing techniques. An
illustration is shown in Figure 13. To the best of our
knowledge, we provide the first concrete instantiation of
the notion of Emerging Images applied to captchas, as
well as a corresponding lab-based usability study (§6).
We refer interested readers to http://www.cs.
unc.edu/videocaptcha/ for examples of the mitigation strategies we explored.
5.2.1

more than 50% of the time.3 Our success rate is still relatively high (at 5%) even when the overlap ratio is as low
as 0.49. Recall that, at that point, the middle character is
100% overlapped, and others are 51% overlapped.
Figure 15 also shows the results for the SemiTransparent experiment. In that case, we varied the
transparency of the foreground pixel from 100% down
to 20%. Even when the codewords are barely visible (to
the human eye), we are still able to break the captchas
5% of the time. An example of one such captcha (with a
background to foreground ratio of 80 to 20 percent) was
shown earlier in Figure 12.

Results

We now report on the results of running attacks on
captchas employing the aforementioned defenses. Figure 14 depicts the results for the Extended defense strategy. In these experiments, we generated 100 random
captchas for each m ∈ [3, 23]. Our results clearly show
that simply increasing the codeword length is not necessarily a viable defense. In fact, even at 23 characters, our
success rate is still 5%, on average.

Figure 15: Attack success rate against Overlapping and SemiTransparent defenses. Sensitivity refers to the overlap ratio
(circles) or the background-to-foreground ratio (squares).

Lastly, we generated 100 captchas based on our implementation of the Emerging Images concept. It comes as
no surprise that the attacks in this paper were not able to
decode a single one of these challenges — precisely because these captchas were specifically designed to make
optical flow tracking and object segmentation difficult.
From a security perspective, these MIOR captchas are
more robust than the other defenses we examined. We
return to that discussion in §7.
5.2.2
Figure 14: Attack success as a function of codeword length.

Figure 15 shows the results for the Overlapping defense strategy. As before, the results are averaged over
100 sequences per point. The graph shows that the success rate drops steadily as the overlap ratio decreases (denoted as “sensitivity” level in that plot). Interestingly,
NuCaptcha mentions that this defense strategy is in fact
one of the security features enabled by its behavioral
analysis engine. The images provided on their website
for the “very secure” mode, however, have an overlap ratio of 0.78, which our attacks would still be able to break
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Discussion

The question remains, however, whether for any of the
defenses, parameters could be tuned to increase the robustness and still retain usablility. We explore precisely
that question next. That said, the forthcoming analysis
raises interesting questions, especially as it relates to the
robustness of captchas. In particular, there is presently
no consensus on the required adversarial effort a captcha
should present, or the security threshold in terms of success rate that adversaries should be held below. For example, Chellapilla et al. [8] state: “automated attacks
should not be more than 0.01% successful but the human
success rate should be at least 90%”. Others argue that
“if it is at least as expensive for an attacker to break the
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challenge by machine than it would be to pay a human to
take the captcha, the test can be considered secure” [22].
Zhu et al. [53] use the metric that the bot success rate
should not exceed 0.6%.
In the course of our pilot studies, it became clear
that if the parameters for the Extended, Overlapping,
and Semi-Transparent countermeasures are set too stringently (e.g., to defeat automated attacks 99% of the
time), then the resulting MIOR captchas would be exceedingly difficult for humans to solve. Therefore, to
better measure the tension between usability and security, we set the parameters for the videos (in §6) to values
where our attacks have a 5% success rate, despite that being intolerably high for practical security. Any captcha
at this parametrization, which is found to be unusable, is
thus entirely unviable.

6

User study

We now report on an IRB-approved user study with 25
participants that we conducted to assess the usability of
the aforementioned countermeasures. If the challenges
produced by the countermeasures prove too difficult for
both computers and humans to solve, then they are not
viable as captcha challenges. We chose a controlled
lab study because besides collecting quantitative performance data, it gave us the opportunity to collect participants’ impromptu reactions and comments, and allowed
us to interview participants about their experience. This
type of information is invaluable in learning why certain mitigation strategies are unacceptable or difficult for
users and learning which strategies are deemed most acceptable. Additionally, while web-based or Mechanical
Turk studies may have allowed us to collect data from
more participants, such approaches lack the richness of
data available when the experimenter has the opportunity
to interact with the participants one-on-one. Mechanical Turk studies have previously been used in captcha
research [5] when the goal of the studies are entirely
performance-based. However, since we are studying new
mitigation strategies, we felt that it was important to
gather both qualitative and quantitative data for a more
holistic perspective.

6.1

Methodology

We compared the defenses in §5.2 to a Standard approach which mimics NuCaptcha’s design. In these
captchas the video contains scrolling text with 2-3 words
in white font, followed by 3 random red characters that
move along the same trajectory as the white words. Similar to NuCaptcha, the red characters (i.e., the codewords)
also independently rotate as they move. For the Extended
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strategy, we set m = 23. All 23 characters are continuously visible on the screen. During pilot testing, we also
tried a scrolling 23-character variation of the Extended
scheme. However, this proved extremely difficult for
users to solve and they voiced strong dislike (and outrage) for the variation. For the Overlapping strategy, we
set the ratio to be 0.49. Recall that at this ratio, the middle character is overlapped 100% of the time, and the
others are 51% overlapped. For the Semi-Transparent
strategy, we set the ratio to be 80% background and 20%
foreground. For all experiments, we use the same alphabet (of 20 characters) in NuCaptcha’s original videos.
A challenge refers to a single captcha puzzle to be
solved by the user. Each challenge was displayed on a
6-second video clip that used a canvas of size 300 × 126
and looped continuously. This is the same specification
used in NuCaptcha’s videos. Three different HD video
backgrounds (of a forest, a beach, and a sky) were used.
Some examples are shown in Figure 16. Sixty challenges were generated for each variation (20 for each
background, as applicable).
We also tested the Emerging strategy. The threecharacter codeword was represented by black and white
pixel-based noise as described in §5.2. Sixty challenges
were generated using the same video parameters as the
other conditions.
The twenty-five participants were undergraduate,
graduate students, staff and faculty (15 males, 10 females, mean age 26) from a variety of disciplines. A
within-subjects experimental design was used, where
each participant had a chance to complete a set of 10
captchas for each strategy. The order of presentation for
the variations was counterbalanced according to a 5 × 5
Latin Square to eliminate biases from learning effects;
Latin Squares are preferred over random ordering of conditions because randomization could lead to a situation
where one condition is favored (e.g., appearing in the
last position more frequently than other conditions, giving participants more chance to practice). Within each
variation, challenges were randomly selected.
A simple web-based user interface was designed
where users could enter their response in the textbox and
press submit, could request a new challenge, or could
access the help file. Indication of correctness was provided when users submitted their responses, and users
were randomly shown the next challenge in the set. Immediately after completing the 10 challenges for a variation, users were asked to complete a paper-based questionnaire collecting their perception and opinion of that
variation. At the end of the session, a brief interview was
conducted to gather any overall comments. Each participant completed their session one-on-one with the experimenter. A session lasted at most 45 minutes and users
were compensated $15 for their time.
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(a) Forest background

(b) Beach background

(c) Sky background

Figure 16: Three backgrounds used for the challenges, shown for the Semi-Transparent variant.

6.2

Data Collection

The user interface was instrumented to log each user’s
interactions with the system. For each challenge, the
user’s textual response, the timing information, and the
outcome was recorded. A challenge could result in three
possible outcomes: success, error, or skipped. Questionnaire and interview data was also collected.

6.3

ton and was presented with a different challenge. We
observe differences in the outcomes, with the Standard
variant being most successful and the Semi-Transparent
variant resulting in the most skipped outcomes.

Analysis

Our analysis focused on the effects of five different
captcha variants on outcomes and solving times. We also
analyzed and reviewed questionnaire data representing
participant perceptions of the five variants. We used several statistical tests and the within-subjects design of our
study impacted our choice of statistical tests; in each case
the chosen test accounted for the fact that we had multiple data points from each participant. In all of our tests,
we chose p < 0.05 as the threshold for determining statistical significance.
One-way repeated-measures ANOVAs [25] were used
to evaluate aggregate differences between the means for
success rates and times. When the ANOVA revealed
a significant difference, we used post-hoc Tukey HSD
tests [27] to determine between which pairs the differences occurred. Here, we were interested only in whether
the four proposed mitigation strategies differed from the
Standard variant, so we report only on these four cases.
Our questionnaires used Likert-scale responses to assess agreement with particular statements (1 - Strongly
Disagree, 10 - Strongly Agree). To compare this ordinal
data, we used the non-parametric Friedman’s Test [27].
When overall significant differences were found, we
used post-hoc Pairwise Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni
correction to see which of the four proposed variants differed from the Standard variant.
Outcomes: Participants were presented with 10 challenges of each variant. Figure 17 shows a stacked bar
graph representing the mean number of success, error,
and skipped outcomes. To be identified as a Success,
the user’s response had to be entirely correct. An Error occurred when the user’s response did not match the
challenge’s solution. A Skipped outcome occurred when
the participant pressed the “Get A New Challenge” but-
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Figure 17: Mean number of success, error, and skipped outcomes for Standard, Extended, Overlapping, Semi-Transparent
and Emerging variants, respectively.

For the purposes of our statistical tests, errors and
skipped outcomes were grouped since in both cases the
user was unable to solve the challenge. Each participant
was given a score comprising the number of successful
outcomes for each variant (out of 10 challenges).4
A one-way repeated-measure ANOVA showed significant differences between the five variants (F(4, 120) =
29.12, p < 0.001). We used post-hoc Tukey HSD tests
to see whether any of the differences occurred between
the Standard variant and any of the other four variants.
The tests showed a statistically significant difference between all pairs except for the Standard⇔Emerging pair.
This means that the Extended, Overlapping, and SemiTransparent variants had a significantly lower number
of successes than the Standard variant, while Emerging
variant showed no difference.
Time to Solve: The time to solve was measured as the
time between when the challenge was displayed to when
the response was received. This included the time to type
the answer (correctly or incorrectly), as well as the time it
took the system to receive the reply (since the challenges
were served from our local server, transmission time was
negligible). Times for skipped challenges were not included since users made “skip” decisions very quickly
and this may unfairly skew the results towards shorter
mean times. We include challenges that resulted in errors because in these cases participants actively tried to
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the other half involved either missing letters or including
extra ones. For the other variants, nearly all errors were
due to confusing pairs of characters.

Figure 18: Time taken to solve the MBOR captchas.

solve the challenge. The time distributions are depicted
in Figure 18 using boxplots. Notice that the Extended
variant took considerably longer to solve than the others.
We examined the differences in mean times using
a one-way repeated-measure ANOVA. The ANOVA
showed overall significant differences between the five
variants (F(4, 120) = 112.95, p < 0.001). Once again,
we compared the Standard variant to the others in
our post-hoc tests. Tukey HSD tests showed no significant differences between the Standard⇔Emerging
or Standard⇔Overlapping pairs. However, significant differences were found for the Standard⇔SemiTransparent and Standard⇔Extended pairs. This means
that the Semi-Transparent and Extended variants took
significantly longer to solve than the Standard variant,
but the others showed no differences.
Skipped outcomes: The choice of background appears to have especially impacted the usability of the
Semi-Transparent variant. Participants most frequently
skipped challenges for the Semi-Transparent variant and
found the Forest background especially difficult to use.
Many users would immediately skip any challenge that
appeared with the Forest background because the transparent letters were simply too difficult to see. For the
Semi-Transparent variant, 35% of challenges presented
on the Forest background were skipped, compared 1718% of challenges using the other two backgrounds. Participants’ verbal and written comments confirm that they
found the Forest background very difficult, with some
users mentioning that they could not even find the letters
as they scrolled over some parts of the image.
Errors: Figure 19 shows the distribution of errors.
It shows that the majority of errors were made on the
middle characters of the challenge. We also examined
the types of errors, and found that most were mistakes
between characters that have similar appearances. The
most commonly confused pairs were: S/5, P/R, E/F, V/N,
C/G, and 7/T. About half of the errors for the Extended
variant were due to confusing pairs of characters, while
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Figure 19: Location of errors within the codewords.

User perception: Immediately after completing the
set of challenges for each variant, participants completed
a Likert-scale questionnaire to collect their opinion and
perception of that variant. For each variant, participants
were asked to rate their agreement with the following
statements:
1. It was easy to accurately solve the challenge
2. The challenges were easy to understand
3. This captcha mechanism was pleasant to use
4. This captcha mechanism is more prone to mistakes
than traditional text-based captchas
Figure 20 shows boxplots representing users’ responses. Since Q.4 was negatively worded, responses
were inverted for easier comparisons. In all cases, higher
values on the y-axis indicate a more favorable response.
The results show that users clearly preferred the Standard variant and rated the others considerably lower
on all subjective measures. Friedman’s Tests showed
overall significant differences for each question (p <
0.001). Pairwise Wilcoxon Tests with Bonferroni correction were used to assess differences between the Standard variant and each of the other variants. Significant
differences were found between each pair compared.
The only exceptions are that users felt that the Extended
and Emerging variants were no more difficult to understand (Question 2) than the Standard variant. This result
appears to contradict the results observed in Figure 20
and we believe that this is because the Wilcoxon test
compares ranks rather than means or medians.
Comments: Participants had the opportunity to provide free-form comments about each variant and offer
verbal comments to the experimenter. Samples are included in Appendix B. Participants clearly preferred the
Standard variant, and most disliked the Extended variant.
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(a) Accuracy

(b) Easy to understand

(c) Pleasant to use

(d) More error-prone (responses
inverted)

Figure 20: Likert-scale responses: 1 is most negative, 10 is most positive.

Of the remaining schemes, the Emerging variant seemed
most acceptable although it also had its share of negative
reactions (e.g., one subject found it to be hideous).

7

Summary and Concluding Remarks

Our attack inherently leverages the temporal information in the moving-image object recognition (MIOR)
captchas, and also exploits the fact that only object
recognition of known objects is needed. Our methods
also rely on a reasonably consistent appearance or slowly
varying appearance over time. That said, they can be
applied to any set of known objects or narrowly defined objects under affine transformations that are known
to work well with detection methods in computer vision [45]. For the specific case of NuCaptcha, we showed
that not only are there inherent weaknesses in the current
MIOR captcha design, but that several obvious countermeasures (e.g., extending the length of the codeword)
are not viable attack countermeasures. More importantly,
our work highlights the fact that the choice of underlying
hard problem by NuCaptcha’s designers was misguided;
its particular implementation falls into a solvable subclass of computer vision problems.
In the case of emergent captchas, our attacks fail
for two main reasons. First, in each frame there are
not enough visual cues that help distinguish the characters from the background. Second, the codewords have
no temporally consistent appearance. Combined, these
two facts pose significant challenges to existing computer vision methods, which typically assume reasonably consistent appearance and visually distinctive foregrounds [52]. Nevertheless, our user study showed that
people had little trouble solving these captchas. This
bodes well for emergent captchas—per today’s attacks.
Looking towards the future, greater robustness would
result if MIOR captchas required automated attacks to
perform classification, categorization of classes with
large inner class variance, or to identify higher level semantics to understand the presented challenge. Consider,
for example, the case where the user is presented with
two objects (a person and a truck) at the same scale, and
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asked to identify which one is larger. To succeed, the
automated attack would need to determine the objects
(without prior knowledge of what the objects are of) and
then understand the relationship. Humans can perform
this task because of the inherent priors learned in daily
life, but this feat remains a daunting problem in computer vision. Therefore, this combination seems to offer the right balance and underscores the ideas put forth
by Naor [34] and von Ahn et al. [1]—i.e., it is prudent
to employ hard (and useful) underlying AI problems in
captchas since it leads to a win-win situation: either the
captcha is not broken and there is a way to distinguish
between humans and computers, or it is broken and a
useful problem is solved.
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Notes
1 In the case where the foreground characters have varying appearance, we simply use multiple modes.
2 Readers can view videos of the Emerging Images concept [31]
at http://graphics.stanford.edu/~niloy/research/
emergence/emergence_image_siga_09.html.
3 See the Security Features discussed at http://www.
nucaptcha.com/features/security-features, 2012.
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4 One participant opted to view only six challenges in each of the
Extended and Emerging variants. We count the remaining four as skips.
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Abstract
To help users create stronger text-based passwords, many
web sites have deployed password meters that provide
visual feedback on password strength. Although these
meters are in wide use, their effects on the security and
usability of passwords have not been well studied.
We present a 2,931-subject study of password creation
in the presence of 14 password meters. We found that
meters with a variety of visual appearances led users to
create longer passwords. However, significant increases
in resistance to a password-cracking algorithm were only
achieved using meters that scored passwords stringently.
These stringent meters also led participants to include
more digits, symbols, and uppercase letters.
Password meters also affected the act of password creation. Participants who saw stringent meters spent longer
creating their password and were more likely to change
their password while entering it, yet they were also more
likely to find the password meter annoying. However,
the most stringent meter and those without visual bars
caused participants to place less importance on satisfying the meter. Participants who saw more lenient meters
tried to fill the meter and were averse to choosing passwords a meter deemed “bad” or “poor.” Our findings can
serve as guidelines for administrators seeking to nudge
users towards stronger passwords.

1

Introduction

While the premature obituary of passwords has been
written time and again [22, 25], text passwords remain
ubiquitous [15]. Unfortunately, users often create passwords that are memorable but easy to guess [2, 25, 26].
To combat this behavior, system administrators employ a number of measures, including system-assigned
passwords and stringent password-composition policies.
System-assigned passwords can easily be made difficult
to guess, but users often struggle to remember them [13]
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or write them down [28]. Password-composition policies, sets of requirements that every password on a system must meet, can also make passwords more difficult
to guess [6, 38]. However, strict policies can lead to user
frustration [29], and users may fulfill requirements in
ways that are simple and predictable [6].
Another measure for encouraging users to create
stronger passwords is the use of password meters. A
password meter is a visual representation of password
strength, often presented as a colored bar on screen.
Password meters employ suggestions to assist users in
creating stronger passwords. Many popular websites,
from Google to Twitter, employ password meters.
Despite their widespread use, password meters have
not been well studied. This paper contributes what we
believe to be the first large-scale study of what effect, if
any, password meters with different scoring algorithms
and visual components, such as color and size, have on
the security and usability of passwords users create.
We begin by surveying password meters in use on popular websites. Drawing from our observations, we create
a control condition without a meter and 14 conditions
with meters varying in visual features or scoring algorithm. The only policy enforced is that passwords contain at least eight characters. However, the meter nudges
the user toward more complex or longer passwords.
We found that using any of the tested password meters
led users to create passwords that were statistically significantly longer than those created without a meter. Meters that scored passwords more stringently led to even
longer passwords than a baseline password meter. These
stringent meters also led participants to include a greater
number of digits, symbols, and uppercase letters.
We also simulated a state-of-the-art passwordcracking algorithm [38] and compared the percentage of
passwords cracked in each condition by adversaries making 500 million, 50 billion, and 5 trillion guesses. Passwords created without a meter were cracked at a higher
rate than passwords in any of the 14 conditions with me-
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2.2

ters, although most differences were not statistically significant. Only passwords created in the presence of the
two stringent meters with visual bars were cracked at a
significantly lower rate than those created without a meter. None of the conditions approximating meters we
observed in the wild significantly increased cracking resistance, suggesting that currently deployed meters are
not sufficiently aggressive. However, we also found that
users have expectations about good passwords and can
only be pushed so far before aggressive meters seem to
annoy users rather than improve security.
We next review related work and provide background
in Section 2. We then survey popular websites’ password meters in Section 3 and present our methodology
in Section 4. Section 5 contains results related to password composition, cracking, and creation, while Section 6 summarizes participants’ attitudes. We discuss
these findings in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

2

While the literature on visual design for password meters
is sparse, there is a large corpus of work in information
design generally. For instance, researchers have studied
progress indicators in online questionnaires, finding that
indicators can improve user experience if the indicator
shows faster progress than a user anticipated. However,
progress that lags behind a user’s own expectations can
cause the user to abandon the task at hand [8].
Much of the past work on small meters has focused on
physical and virtual dashboards [11]. Information design
has also been studied in consumer-choice situations, such
as nutrition labels [19] and over-the-counter drug labels,
focusing on whitespace, font size, and format [40].

2.3

Password-Composition Policies

In this paper, we examine security and usability tradeoffs
related to nudging users with password meters, rather
than imposing strict requirements. Significant work has
been done evaluating tradeoffs for enforced passwordcomposition policies.
Without intervention, users tend to create simple
passwords [12, 23, 33, 41]. Many organizations use
password-composition policies that force users to select
more complex passwords to increase password strength.
However, users are expected to conform to these policies in predictable ways, potentially reducing password
strength [6]. Although prior work has shown that
password-composition policies requiring more characters or more character classes can improve resistance to
automated guessing attacks, many passwords that meet
common policies remain vulnerable [18, 26, 37, 38]. Furthermore, strict policies can frustrate users, inhibit their
productivity, and lead users to write their passwords
down [1, 14, 16, 21, 32].

Related Work

Prior work related to password meters has focused on
password scoring rather than how meters affect the security and usability of passwords users create. We summarize this prior work on password scoring, and we then
discuss more general work on the visual display of indicators. In addition, we review work analyzing security
and usability tradeoffs in password-composition policies.
Finally, we discuss the “guessability” metric we use to
evaluate password strength.

2.1

Visual Display of Indicators

Password Meters

Algorithms for estimating password strength have been
the focus of prior work. Sotirakopoulos et al. investigated a password meter that compares the strength of a
user’s password with those of other users [31]. Castelluccia et al. argued that traditional rule-based password meters lack sufficient complexity to guide users to diverse
passwords, and proposed an adaptive Markov algorithm
that considers n-gram probabilities in training data [7].
In contrast, we use simple rule-based algorithms to estimate strength, focusing on how meters affect the usability and security of the passwords users create. To our
knowledge, there has been no formal large-scale study of
interface design for password meters.
Many password meters guide users toward, but do not
strictly require, complex passwords. This approach reflects the behavioral economics concept of nudging or
soft paternalism [24, 34]. By helping users make better
decisions through known behavioral patterns and biases,
corporations, governments, and other entities have induced a range of behavioral changes from investing more
toward retirement to eating more fruit.

2.4

Measuring Guessability

In this work, we use “guessability,” or resistance to
automated password-cracking attacks, to evaluate the
strength of passwords. Guessability cannot be measured
as a single statistic for a set of passwords; instead, a given
algorithm, with a given set of parameters and training,
will crack some percentage of the passwords after a given
number of guesses. Weir et al. argue that guessability is
a more accurate measure of password strength than the
more commonly used entropy metric [38]. Dell’Amico
et al. [9], Bonneau [3], and Castelluccia et al. [7] have
also used guessability as a metric. We measure guessability using a guess-number calculator, which computes
how many guesses a given cracking algorithm will require to crack a specific password without running the
algorithm itself [18].
2
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Figure 1: A categorized assortment of the 46 unique indicators we found across Alexa’s 100 most visited global sites.

3

Password Meters “In the Wild”

meters, general scoring categories included password
length, the use of numbers, uppercase letters, and special characters, and the use of blacklisted words. Most
meters updated dynamically as characters were typed.
Some meters had unique visual characteristics. Twitter’s bar was always green, while the warning text
changed from red to green. Twitter offered phrases such
as “Password could be more secure” and “Password is
Perfect.” The site mail.ru had a three-segment bar with
key-shaped segments, while rakuten.co.jp had a meter with a spring-like animation.
We found some inconsistencies across domains. Both
yahoo.com and yahoo.co.jp used a meter with four
segments; however, the scoring algorithm differed, as
shown in Figure 1. Google used the same meter across
all affiliated sites, yet its meter on blogger.com scored
passwords more stringently.

To understand how password meters are currently used,
we examined Alexa’s 100 most visited global sites (collected January 2012). Among these 100 sites, 96 allowed
users to register and create a password. Of these 96, 70
sites (73%) gave feedback on a user’s password based either on its length or using a set of heuristics. The remaining 26 sites (27%) provided no feedback. In some cases,
all sites owned by the same company used the same meter; for example, Google used the same meter on all 27 of
its affiliates that we examined. In other cases, the meters
varied; for example, ebay.de used a different mechanism than ebay.com. Removing duplicate indicators and
sites without feedback, there were 46 unique indicators.
Examples of these indicators are shown in Figure 1.
Indicators included bar-like meters that displayed strength (23, 50%); checkmark-or-x systems
(19, 41.3%); and text, often in red, indicating invalid
characters and too-short passwords (10, 21.2%). Sites
with bar-like meters used either a progress-bar metaphor
(13, 56.5%) or a segmented-box metaphor (8, 34.8%).
Two sites presented a bar that was always completely
filled but changed color (from red to green or blue)
as password complexity increased. Three other sites
used meters colored with a continuous gradient that was
revealed as users typed. Sites commonly warned about
insecure passwords using the words “weak” and “bad.”
We examined scoring mechanisms both by reading
the Javascript source of the page, when available, and
by testing sample passwords in each meter. Across all

4

Methodology

We conducted a two-part online study of passwordstrength meters, recruiting participants through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing service (MTurk).
Participants, who were paid 55 cents, needed to indicate that they were at least 18 years old and use a web
browser with JavaScript enabled. Participants were assigned round-robin to one of 15 conditions, detailed in
Section 4.2. We asked each participant to imagine that
his or her main email provider had changed its password
requirements, and that he or she needed to create a new
password. We then asked the participant to create a pass3
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word using the interface shown in Figure 2.
Passwords needed to contain at least eight characters,
but there were no other requirements. The participant
was told he or she would be asked to return in a few days
to log in with the password. He or she then completed a
survey about the password-creation experience and was
asked to reenter his or her password at the end.
Two days later, participants received an email through
MTurk inviting them to return for a bonus payment of
70 cents. Participants were asked to log in again with
their password and to take another survey about how they
handled their password.

4.1

Figure 2: An example of the password creation page. The
password meter’s appearance and scoring varied by condition.

Password-Scoring Algorithms

Password-strength meters utilize a scoring function to
judge the strength of a password, displaying this score
through visual elements. We assigned passwords a score
using heuristics including the password’s length and the
character classes it contained. While alternative approaches to scoring have been proposed, as discussed in
Section 2, judging a password only on heuristics obviates
the need for a large, existing dataset of passwords and
can be implemented quickly in Javascript. These heuristics were based on those we observed in the wild.
In our scoring system, a score of 0 points represented
a blank password field, while a score of 100 points filled
the meter and displayed the text “excellent.” We announced our only password-composition policy in bold
text to the participant as an “8-character minimum” requirement. However, we designed our scoring algorithm
to assign passwords containing eight lowercase letters a
score of 32, displaying “bad.” To receive a score of 100
in most conditions, participants needed to meet one of
two policies identified as stronger in the literature [6,21],
which we term Basic16 and Comprehensive8. Unless
otherwise specified by the condition, passwords were assigned the larger of their Basic16 and Comprehensive8
scores. Thus, a password meeting either policy would
fill the meter. Each keystroke resulted in a recalculation
of the score and update of the meter.
The Basic16 policy specifies that a password contain
at least 16 characters, with no further restrictions. In
our scoring system, the first 8 characters entered each received 4 points, while all subsequent characters received
8 points. Thus, passwords such as aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa,
WdH5$87T5c#hgfd&, and passwordpassword would all
fill the meter with scores of exactly 100 points.
The second policy, Comprehensive8, specifies that a
password contain at least eight characters, including an
uppercase letter, a lowercase letter, a digit, and a symbol.
Furthermore, this password must not be in the OpenWall
Mangled Wordlists, which is a cracking dictionary.1 In

our scoring system, 4 points were awarded for each character in the password, and an additional 17 points were
awarded each for the inclusion of an uppercase character, a digit, and a symbol; 17 points were deducted if
the password contained no lowercase letters. A second
unique digit, symbol, or uppercase character would add
an additional 8 points, while a third would add an additional 4 points. Passing the dictionary check conferred
17 points. Therefore, passwords such as P4$sword,
gT7fas#g, and N!ck1ebk would fill the meter with a score
of exactly 100. In addition, passwords that were hybrids of the two policies, such as a 13-character password
meeting Comprehensive8 except containing no symbols,
could also fill the meter.

4.2

Conditions

Our 15 conditions fall into four main categories. The first
category contains the two conditions to which we compared the others: having no password meter and having
a baseline password meter. Conditions in the next category differ from the baseline meter in only one aspect of
visual presentation, but the scoring remains the same. In
contrast, conditions in the third category have the same
visual presentation as the baseline meter, but are scored
differently. Finally, we group together three conditions
that differ in multiple dimensions from the baseline meter. In addition, we collectively refer to half-score, onethird-score, text-only half-score, and text-only half-score
as the stringent conditions throughout the paper. Each
participant was assigned round-robin to one condition.
4.2.1

Control Conditions

No meter. This condition, our control, uses no visual
feedback mechanism. 26 of the Alexa Top 100 websites provided no feedback on password strength, and
this condition allows us to isolate the effect of the visual
feedback in our other conditions.

1 http://www.openwall.com/wordlists/
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Baseline meter. This condition represents our default
password meter. The score is the higher of the scores derived from comparing the password to the Basic16 and
Comprehensive8 policies, where a password meeting either policy fills the bar. The color changes from red to
yellow to green as the score increases. We also provide
a suggestion, such as “Consider adding a digit or making
your password longer.” This condition is a synthesis of
meters we observed in the wild.
4.2.2

4.2.4

Text-only half-score. As with text-only, this condition
contains all of the text of baseline meter, yet has no bar.
Furthermore, like half-score, the password’s strength is
displayed as if it had received only half the score.
Bold text-only half-score. This condition mirrors textonly half-score, except the text is displayed in bold.
Bunny. In place of a bar, the password score is reflected in the speed at which an animated Bugs Bunny
dances. When the score is 0, he stands still. His speed increases with the score; at a score of 100, he dances at 20
frames per second; at a score of 200, he reaches his maximum of 50 frames per second. This condition explores
a visual feedback mechanism other than a traditional bar.

Conditions Differing in Appearance

Three-segment. This condition is similar to baseline
meter, except the continuously increasing bar is replaced
with a bar with three distinct segments, similar to meters
from Google and Mediafire.
Green. This condition is similar to baseline meter,
except instead of changing color as the password score
increases, the bar is always green, like Twitter’s meter.
Tiny. This condition is similar to baseline meter, but
with the meter’s size decreased by 50% horizontally and
60% vertically, similar to the size of Google’s meter.
Huge. This condition is similar to baseline meter, but
with the size of the meter increased by 50% horizontally
and 120% vertically.
No suggestions. This condition is similar to baseline
meter, but does not offer suggestions for improvement.
Text-only. This condition contains all of the text of
baseline meter, but has no visual bar graphic.
4.2.3

Conditions Differing in Multiple Ways

4.3

Mechanical Turk

Many researchers have examined using MTurk workers
for human-subjects research and found it to be a convenient source of high-quality data [5, 10, 20, 35]. MTurk
enables us to have a high volume of participants create passwords, on a web site we control, with better
population diversity than would be available in an oncampus laboratory environment [5]. MTurk workers are
also more educated, more technical, and younger than
the general population [17].

4.4

Statistical Tests

All statistical tests use a significance level of α = .05.
For each variable, we ran an omnibus test across all conditions. We ran pairwise contrasts comparing each condition to our two control conditions, no meter and baseline meter. In addition, to investigate hypotheses about
the ways in which conditions varied, we ran planned contrasts comparing tiny to huge, nudge-16 to nudge-comp8,
half-score to one-third-score, text-only to text-only halfscore, half-score to text-only half-score, and text-only
half-score to bold text-only half-score. If a pairwise contrast is not noted as significant in the results section, it
was not found to be statistically significant. To control
for Type I error, we ran contrasts only where the omnibus
test was significant. Further, we corrected contrasts for
multiple testing, accounting for the previous contrasts.
We applied multiple testing correction to the p-values of
the omnibus tests when multiple tests were run on similar
variables, such as the Likert response variables measuring user attitudes.
We analyzed quantitative data using Kruskal-Wallis
for the omnibus cases and Mann-Whitney U for the pairwise cases. These tests, identified in our results as K-W
and MWU, respectively, are analogues of the ANOVA
and t-tests without the assumption of normality. We analyze categorical data for equality of proportions with χ 2

Conditions Differing in Scoring

Half-score. This condition is similar to baseline meter, except that the password’s strength is displayed as if
it had received half the rating. A password that would fill
the baseline meter meter only fills this condition’s meter half way, allowing us to study nudging the participant
toward a stronger password. A password with 28 characters, or one with 21 characters that included five different
uppercase letters, five different digits, and five different
symbols, would fill this meter.
One-third-score. This condition is similar to halfscore, except that the password’s strength is displayed
as if it had received one-third the rating. A password that
would fill the baseline meter meter only fills one-third of
this condition’s meter. A password containing 40 characters would fill this meter.
Nudge-16. This condition is similar to baseline meter, except that only the password score for the Basic16
policy is calculated, allowing us to examine nudging the
user toward a specific password policy.
Nudge-comp8. As with nudge-16, this condition is
similar to baseline meter, except that only the password
score for Comprehensive8 is calculated.
5
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tests for both the omnibus and pairwise cases. All multiple testing correction used the Holm-Bonferroni method,
indicated as HC throughout the paper.

4.5

then examine the usability of these passwords, followed
by data about the process of password creation. Finally,
we discuss participant demographics and potential interaction effects. In Section 6, we provide additional results
on participants’ attitudes and reactions.

Calculating Guess Numbers

We evaluated the strength of passwords created in each
condition using a guess-number calculator (see Section 2.4), allowing us to approximate passwords’ resistance to automated cracking. Using a password guess
calculator similar to that used by Kelley et al. [18], we
calculate the guessability of passwords in three different
attack scenarios. This calculator simulates the passwordcracking algorithm devised by Weir et al. [39], which
makes guesses based on the structures, digits, symbols,
and alphabetic strings in its training data. The calculator
was set to only consider guesses with minimum length 8.
For training, we used several “public” datasets, including leaked sets of cracked passwords. In Section 7.2, we
discuss ethical issues of using leaked data.
Training data included 40 million passwords from the
OpenWall Mangled Wordlist,2 32 million leaked passwords from the website RockYou [36], and about 47,000
passwords leaked from MySpace [27]. We augmented
the training data with all strings harvested from the
Google Web Corpus,3 resulting in a dictionary of 14 million alphabetic strings.
In the weak attacker scenario, we consider an attacker
with limited computational resources who can make 500
million (5 × 108 ) guesses. In the medium attacker scenario, we consider an attacker with greater resources who
can make 50 billion (5 × 1010 ) guesses. Finally, in the
strong attacker scenario, we examine what percentage
of passwords would have been guessed within the first
5 trillion (5 × 1012 ) guesses. John the Ripper4 , a popular password cracker, can crack 500 million hashed passwords in about an hour on a modern desktop machine.
Five trillion guesses would require a botnet of several
hundred machines working for several days.

5

5.1

Password Characteristics

The presence of almost any password meter significantly
increased password length. In conditions that scored
passwords stringently, the meter also increased the use of
digits, uppercase letters, and symbols. The length of the
passwords varied significantly across conditions, as did
the number of digits, uppercase characters, and symbols
contained in each password (HC K-W, p<.001). Table 1
displays the characteristics of passwords created.
Length The presence of any password meter except text-only resulted in significantly longer passwords.
Passwords created with no meter had a mean length of
10.4, and passwords created in the text-only condition
had a mean length of 10.9, which was not significantly
different. Passwords created in the thirteen other conditions with meters, with mean length ranging from 11.3
to 14.9 characters, were significantly longer than in no
meter (HC MWU, p≤.014).
Furthermore, passwords created in half-score, with
mean length 14.9, and in nudge-16, with mean length
13.0, were significantly longer than those created in
baseline meter, which had mean length 12.0 (HC MWU,
p≤.017). On the other hand, passwords created in textonly, with mean length 10.9, were significantly shorter
than in baseline meter (HC MWU, p=.015). Although
passwords created in one-third-score had mean length
14.3, they had a high standard deviation (8.1) and did
not differ significantly from baseline meter.
Digits, Uppercase Characters, and Symbols Compared to no meter, passwords in five conditions contained
significantly more digits: half-score, one-third-score,
nudge-comp8, bold text-only half-score, and bunny (HC
MWU, p<.028). In each of these five conditions, passwords contained a mean of 3.2 to 3.4 digits, compared to
2.4 digits in no meter. The mean number of digits in all
other conditions ranged from 2.5 to 3.1.
In three of these conditions, half-score, one-thirdscore, and bold text-only half-score, passwords on average contained both more uppercase letters and more
symbols (HC MWU, p<.019) than in no meter. In these
three conditions, the mean number of uppercase characters ranged from 1.4 to 1.5 and the mean number of symbols ranged from 0.8 to 1.0, whereas passwords created
in no meter contained a mean of 0.8 uppercase characters and 0.3 symbols. Furthermore, passwords created in

Results

From January to April 2012, 2, 931 people completed
the initial task, and 2, 016 of these subjects returned
for the second part of the study. We begin our evaluation by comparing characteristics of passwords created in
each condition, including their length and the character
classes used. Next, we simulate a cracking algorithm to
evaluate what proportion of passwords in each condition
would be cracked by adversaries of varying strength. We
2 http://www.openwall.com/wordlists/

3 http://googleresearch.blogspot.com/2006/08/
all-our-n-gram-are-belong-to-you.html
4 http://www.openwall.com/john/
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Metric

no meter (*)

baseline meter (†)

three-segment

green

tiny

huge

no suggestion

text-only

half-score

one-third-score

nudge-16

nudge-comp8

text-only half

bold text-only half

bunny

Table 1: A comparison across conditions of the characteristics of passwords created: the length, number of digits,
number of uppercase letters, and number of symbols. For each metric, we present the mean, the standard deviation
(SD), and the median. Conditions that differ significantly from no meter are indicated with an asterisk (*). Conditions
that differ significantly from baseline meter are indicated with a dagger (†).

Length
Mean
SD
Median

10.4
2.9
9

*
12.0
3.7
11

*
11.5
3.8
10

*
11.3
3.6
10

*
11.4
3.2
11

*
11.6
3.3
11

*
11.4
3.5
11

†
10.9
3.2
10

*,†
14.9
7.3
12.5

*
14.3
8.1
12

*,†
13.0
3.7
12

*
11.6
3.5
11

*
12.3
6.1
10.5

*
13.0
5.5
11

*
11.2
3.1
10

Digits
Mean
SD
Median

2.4
2.8
2

2.7
2.6
2

2.8
2.6
2

2.6
2.5
2

2.7
2.3
3

2.5
2.2
2

3.0
2.8
2

2.5
2.3
2

*
3.3
3.0
3

*
3.4
3.2
3

3.2
3.4
3

*
3.3
2.8
3

3.1
3.5
2

*
3.2
3.0
3

*
3.3
3.0
3

Uppercase
Mean
SD
Median

0.8
2.0
0

0.8
1.8
0

0.9
1.7
0

0.8
2.0
0

0.6
1.4
0

1.0
2.3
0

0.7
1.5
0

0.9
1.7
0

*
1.5
3.4
0

*
1.4
3.2
0

0.5
1.3
0

0.8
1.5
0

1.2
2.2
0

*,†
1.5
2.5
0

0.8
1.5
0.5

Symbols
Mean
SD
Median

0.3
0.7
0

0.4
1.0
0

0.4
0.8
0

0.4
1.1
0

0.4
0.7
0

0.4
0.8
0

0.4
0.8
0

0.4
0.7
0

*
0.8
1.6
0

*
1.0
2.7
0

0.5
1.3
0

0.5
1.0
0

*
0.6
1.2
0

*
0.9
1.7
0

0.4
0.7
0

significant. The only substantial increases in resistance
to cracking were provided by the two stringent meters
with visual bars, half-score and one-third-score.
A weak adversary cracked 21.0% of passwords in the
no meter condition, which was significantly larger than
the 5.8% of passwords cracked in the half-score condition and the 4.7% of passwords cracked in one-thirdscore (HC χ 2 , p<0.001). Furthermore, only 7.8% of
passwords were cracked in bunny, which was also significantly less than in no meter (HC χ 2 , p=0.008). Between
9.5% and 15.3% of passwords were cracked in all other
conditions with meters, none of which were statistically
significantly different than no meter.
In the medium adversary scenario, significantly more
passwords were cracked in the no meter condition than
in the half-score and one-third-score conditions (HC χ 2 ,
p≤0.017). 35.4% of the passwords in the no meter condition were cracked, compared with 19.5% of passwords
in half-score and 16.8% of passwords in one-third-score.
None of the other conditions differed significantly from
no meter; between 23.7% and 34.4% of passwords were
cracked in these conditions.
The half-score and one-third-score meters were again
significantly better than no meter against a strong adversary. In no meter, 46.7% of passwords were cracked,
compared with 26.3% in half-score and 27.9% in onethird-score (HC χ 2 , p≤0.005). Between 33.7% and

text-only half-score had significantly more symbols, 0.6
on average, than no meter, although the mean number of
digits did not differ significantly.
While most participants used digits in their passwords,
uppercase characters and symbols were not as common.
In nearly all conditions, the majority of participants did
not use any uppercase characters in their password despite the meter’s prompts to do so. In addition, fewer
than half of participants in any condition used symbols.

5.2

Password Guessability

We evaluated the strength of passwords based on their
“guessability,” which is the number of guesses an adversary would need to guess that password, as detailed in
Section 2.4. We considered three adversaries: a weak
attacker with limited resources who makes 500 million
(5 × 108 ) guesses, a medium attacker who makes 50 billion (5 × 1010 ) guesses, and a strong attacker who makes
5 trillion (5 × 1012 ) guesses. Table 2 and Figure 3 present
the proportion of passwords cracked by condition.
We found that all conditions with password meters appeared to provide a small advantage against attackers of
all three strengths. In all fourteen conditions with meters, the percentage of passwords cracked by all three
adversaries was always smaller than in no meter, although most of these differences were not statistically
7
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46.2% of passwords in all other conditions were cracked.
After the completion of the experiment, we ran additional conditions to explore how meters consisting of
only a visual bar, without accompanying text, would
compare to text-only conditions and conditions containing both text and visual features. Since this data was
collected two months after the rest of our data, we do
not include it in our main analyses. However, passwords
created in these conditions performed similarly to equivalent text-only conditions and strictly worse than equivalent conditions containing both a bar and text. For instance, a strong adversary cracked 48.3% of passwords
created with the baseline meter bar without its accompanying text and 33.0% of passwords created with the
half-score bar without its accompanying text.

5.3

later to return and log in with their password, between
77% and 89% of the subjects in each condition were able
to log in successfully within the first three attempts.
As an additional test of password memorability, we
asked participants if they had written their password
down, either electronically or on paper, or if they had
stored their password in their browser. Furthermore, we
captured keystroke data as they entered their password,
which we examined for evidence of pasting in the password. If a participant answered affirmatively to either
question or pasted the password into the password field,
he or she was considered as having stored the password.
Overall, 767 participants (38.0% of those who returned)
reported that they had stored or written down their password. 78 of these 767 participants were also observed
to have pasted in their password. An additional 32 participants (1.6%) were observed pasting in their password
even thought they had said they had not stored it.
The proportion of participants storing their passwords
did not differ across conditions (χ 2 , p=0.364). In each
condition, between 33% and 44% of participants were
observed pasting in a password or reported writing down
or storing their password.

Password Memorability and Storage

To gauge the memorability of the passwords subjects created, we considered the proportion of subjects who returned for the second day of our study, the ability of participants to enter their password both minutes after creation and a few days after creation, and the number of
participants who either reported or were observed storing or writing down their password.
2, 016 of our participants, 68.8%, returned and completed the second part of the study. The proportion
of participants who returned did not differ significantly
across conditions (χ 2 , p=0.241).
Between the 68.8% of participants who returned for
the second part of the study and the 31.2% of participants who did not, there were no significant differences
in the length of the passwords created, the number of digits their password contained, or the percentage of passwords cracked by a medium or strong attacker. However,
the weak attacker cracked a significantly higher percentage of passwords created by subjects who did not return
for the second part of the study than passwords created
by participants who did return (HC χ 2 , p<.001). 14.5%
of passwords created by subjects who did not return and
9.5% of passwords created by subjects who did return
were cracked. Participants who returned for the second
part of the study also had more uppercase letters and
more symbols in their passwords (K-W, p<.001). Participants who returned had a mean of 1.0 uppercase letters
and 0.6 symbols in their passwords, while those who did
not had a mean of 0.8 uppercase letters and 0.5 symbols.
Participants’ ability to recall their password also did
not differ significantly between conditions, either minutes after creating their password (χ 2 , p=0.236) or at
least two days later (χ 2 , p=0.250). In each condition,
93% or more of participants were able to enter their password correctly within three attempts minutes after creating the password. When they received an email two days

5.4

Password Creation Process

Based on analysis of participants’ keystrokes during
password creation, we found that participants behaved
differently in the presence of different password meters.
Password meters seemed to encourage participants to
reach milestones, such as filling the meter or no longer
having a “bad” or “poor” password. The majority of
participants who saw the most stringent meters changed
their mind partway into password creation, erasing what
they had typed and creating a different password. Table 3
presents this numerical data about password creation.
Most participants created a new password for this
study, although some participants reused or modified an
existing password. Between 57% and 71% of subjects
in each condition (63% overall) reported creating an entirely new password, between 15% and 26% (21% overall) reported modifying an existing password, between
9% and 19% (14% overall) reported reusing an existing
password, and fewer than 4% (2% overall) used some
other strategy. The proportion of participants reporting
each behavior did not vary significantly across conditions (χ 2 , p=.876).
Participants in nudge-16, bunny, and all four stringent conditions took longer to create their password than
those in no meter (HC χ 2 , p<.001). The mean password creation time, measured from the first to the last
keystroke in the password box, was 19.9 seconds in
the no meter condition. It was 60.8 seconds for halfscore, 59.8 seconds for one-third-score, 57.1 seconds
8
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Adversary

no meter (*)

baseline meter (†)

three-segment

green

tiny

huge

no suggestion

text-only

half-score

one-third-score

nudge-16

nudge-comp8

text-only half

bold text-only half

bunny

Table 2: A comparison of the percentage of passwords in each condition cracked by weak (5 × 108 guesses), medium
(5 × 1010 guesses), and strong adversaries (5 × 1012 guesses). Each cell contains the percentage of passwords cracked
in that threat model. Conditions that differ significantly from no meter are indicated with an asterisk (*).

Weak
% Cracked

21.0

11.1

10.3

12.0

10.7

9.6

11.0

15.1

*
5.8

*
4.7

15.3

10.3

9.5

11.4

*
7.8

Medium
% Cracked

35.4

27.2

26.6

30.0

30.0

31.0

25.9

34.4

*
19.5

*
16.8

25.0

23.7

24.2

25.7

28.1

46.2

*
26.3

*
27.9

33.7

39.2

34.7

35.6

40.1

Strong
% Cracked

46.7

39.4

39.4

45.5

41.6

39.3

Weak
5E+8

50%

Percentage of Passwords Cracked

42.1

Medium
5E+10

Strong
5E+12

40%

30%

20%

no meter – 46.7%
text-only – 46.2%
green – 45.5%
tiny – 42.1%
huge – 41.6%
bunny – 40.1%
baseline meter – 39.4%
three-segment – 39.4%
no suggestions – 39.3%
nudge-comp8 – 39.2%
bold text-only half – 35.6%
text-only half – 34.7%
nudge-16 – 33.7%
one-third-score – 27.9%
half-score – 26.3%

10%

0%
1E+04

1E+05

1E+06

1E+07

1E+08

1E+09

1E+10

1E+11

1E+12

1E+13

Number of Guesses

Figure 3: This graph contrasts the percentage of passwords that were cracked in each condition. The x-axis, which is
logarithmically scaled, indicates the number of guesses made by an adversary, as described in Section 2.4. The y-axis
indicates the percentage of passwords in that condition cracked by that particular guess number.
to create passwords that filled the meter. Had there been a
password meter, 24.1% of passwords created in no meter
would have scored “bad” or “poor,” which was significantly higher than the 12.0% or fewer of passwords in all
non-stringent conditions other than no suggestions and
nudge-16 rated “bad” or “poor” (HC χ 2 , p≤0.035). Had
no meter contained a password meter, 25.1% of passwords created would have filled the meter. A larger proportion of passwords in all non-stringent conditions other
than no suggestions and nudge-16 filled the meter (HC

for bold text-only half-score, 38.5 seconds for text-only
half-score, 33.1 seconds for nudge-16, and 30.4 seconds
for bunny. Compared also to the baseline meter meter,
where mean password creation time was 23.5 seconds,
participants took significantly longer in the half-score,
one-third-score, and bold text-only half-score conditions
(HC χ 2 , p<.008). The mean time of password creation
ranged from 21.0 to 26.6 seconds in all other conditions.
Password meters encouraged participants both to
avoid passwords that the meter rated “bad” or “poor” and
9
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Metric

no meter (*)

baseline meter (†)

three-segment

green

tiny

huge

no suggestion

text-only

half-score

one-third-score

nudge-16

nudge-comp8

text-only half

bold text-only half

bunny

Table 3: A comparison across conditions of password creation: the percentage of participants who completely filled
the password meter or equivalently scored “excellent” in text-only conditions, the percentage of participants whose
password received a score of “bad” or “poor”, the time of password creation (first to last keystroke), the number of
deletions (characters deleted after being entered) in the password creation process, the percentage of participants who
changed their password (initially entering a valid password containing at least 8 characters before completely deleting
it and entering a different password), and the edit distance between the initial password entered and the final password
saved, normalized by the length of the final password. Conditions differing significantly from no meter are indicated
with an asterisk (*), while those differing significantly from baseline meter are marked with a dagger (†).

Filled Meter
% of participants

(25.1)

*
48.5

*
53.2

*
42.5

*
48.2

*
52.8

37.3

*
46.2

*,†
9.0

*,†
1.6

†
24.5

*
46.9

*,†
3.2

*,†
5.0

*
48.4

“Bad” or “Poor”
% of participants

(24.1)

*
9.1

*
10.3

*
12.0

*
9.6

*
8.1

*
7.5

13.4

*,†
58.4

*,†
93.7

†
37.2

*
9.8

*,†
76.3

*,†
67.8

*
8.3

Time (seconds)
Mean
SD
Median

19.9
28.4
10.6

23.5
22.7
15.6

22.7
23.6
14.0

21.0
22.2
13.7

21.5
23.2
13.1

25.8
28.9
14.7

24.7
36.6
13.0

24.8
29.4
14.0

*,†
60.8
75.7
39.1

*,†
59.8
84.9
34.2

*
33.1
33.2
23.2

26.6
30.2
13.8

*
38.5
49.8
23.5

*,†
57.1
150.0
32.8

*
30.4
36.9
19.8

Deletions
Mean
SD
Median

5.3
10.7
0

6.2
10.2
0

7.5
13.7
0

5.8
12.4
0

6.2
10.8
1

7.8
11.3
2

5.5
8.4
0

7.8
11.9
0

*,†
23.8
29.0
13.5

*,†
22.9
26.6
13

*,†
12.1
16.2
8

8.1
13.3
1

*,†
14.6
19.3
8

*,†
23.1
26.9
13.5

*
10.7
17.2
5

Changed PW
% of participants

14.4

18.7

25.6

16.5

23.9

23.4

25.9

25.8

*,†
52.6

*,†
52.6

*,†
40.3

24.7

*,†
35.8

*,†
51.0

*,†
34.9

Norm. Edit Dist.
Mean
SD
Median

0.10
0.29
0

0.09
0.23
0

0.47
4.84
0

0.09
0.28
0

0.14
0.30
0

0.12
0.31
0

0.15
0.37
0

0.17
0.36
0

*,†
0.37
0.42
0.15

*,†
0.45
1.22
0.11

*,†
0.27
0.38
0

0.15
0.36
0

*,†
0.27
0.43
0

*,†
0.35
0.47
0.08

*,†
0.28
0.70
0

χ 2 , p≤0.006). In each of these conditions, 42.5% or
more of the passwords filled the meter. While the proportion of passwords in nudge-16 and the four stringent conditions reaching these thresholds was significantly lower
than baseline meter, the proportions would have been
higher than baseline meter were the baseline meter scoring algorithm used in those conditions.
During the password creation process, participants in
all four stringent conditions, as well as in nudge-16,
made more changes to their password than in no meter
or baseline meter. We considered the number of deletions a participant made, which we defined as the number of characters that were inserted into the password and
then later deleted. In the four stringent conditions and in
nudge-16, the mean number of deletions by each participant ranged from 12.1 to 23.8 characters. In contrast, significantly fewer deletions were made in no meter, with a
mean of 5.3 deletions, and baseline meter, with a mean
of 6.2 deletions (HC MWU, p<0.001). The bunny condition, with a mean of 10.7, also had significantly more
deletions than no meter (HC MWU, p=0.004).

We further analyzed the proportion of participants
who changed their password, finding significantly more
changes occurring in the stringent conditions, as well
as in nudge-16 and bunny. Some participants entered a
password containing eight or more characters, meeting
the stated requirements, and then completely erased the
password creation box to start over. We define the initial password to be the longest such password containing
eight or more characters that a participant created before
starting over. Similarly, we define the final password to
be the password the participant eventually saved. We
considered participants to have changed their password
if they created an initial password, completely erased the
password field, and saved a final password that differed
by one edit or more from their initial password.
More than half of the participants in half-score, onethird-score, and bold text-only half-score changed their
password during creation. Similarly, between 34.9% and
40.3% of nudge-16, text-only half-score, and bunny participants changed their password. The proportion of participants in these six conditions who changed their pass10
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word was greater than the 14.4% of no meter participants
and 18.7% of baseline meter participants who did so (HC
χ 2 , p≤.010). Across all conditions, only 7.7% of final
passwords consisted of the initial password with additional characters added to the end; in a particular condition, this percentage never exceeded 16%.
These changes in the password participants were creating resulted in final passwords that differed considerably from the initial password. We assigned an edit distance of 0 to all participants who did not change their
password. For all other participants, we computed the
Levenshtein distance between the initial and final password, normalized by the length of the final password.
The mean normalized edit distance between initial and
final passwords ranged from 0.27 to 0.45 in the six aforementioned conditions, significantly greater than no meter, with a mean of 0.10, and baseline meter, with a mean
of 0.09 (HC MWU, p<.003).
We also compared the guessability of the initial and
final passwords for participants whose initial password,
final password, or both were guessed by the strong adversary. 86.1% of the 43 such changes in half-score resulted in a password that would take longer to guess, as
did 83.8% of 37 such changes in text-only half-score. In
contrast, 50% of 18 such changes in baseline meter and
between 56.7% and 76.7% such changes in all other conditions resulted in passwords that would take longer to
guess. However, these differences were not statistically
significant.

5.5

ticipants into three groups based on location: United
States, India, and “the rest of the world.” Indian subjects’
passwords had mean length 12.2, U.S. subjects’ passwords had mean length 11.9, and all other subjects’ passwords had mean length 12.1 (HC K-W, p=0.002). Furthermore, Indian subjects’ passwords had a mean of 0.9
uppercase letters, and both U.S. subjects’ and all other
subjects’ passwords had a mean of 1.0 uppercase letters
(HC K-W, p<0.001). While the percentage of passwords
cracked by a weak or medium attacker did not differ
significantly between the three groups, a lower percentage of the passwords created by Indian participants than
those created by American participants was cracked by a
strong adversary (HC χ 2 , p=.032). 42.3% of passwords
created by subjects from the U.S., 35.5% of passwords
created by subjects from India, and 38.8% of passwords
created by subjects from neither country were cracked
by a strong adversary. However, the guessing algorithm
was trained on sets of leaked passwords from sites based
in the U.S., which may have biased its guesses.

6

Participants’ Attitudes and Perceptions

We asked participants to rate their agreement on a Likert
scale with fourteen statements about the password creation process, such as whether it was fun or annoying,
as well as their beliefs about the password meter they
saw. We also asked participants to respond to an openended prompt about how the password meter did or did
not help. We begin by reporting participants’ survey
responses, which reveal annoyance among participants
in the stringent conditions. The one-third-score condition and text-only stringent conditions also led participants to believe the meter gave an incorrect score and to
place less importance on the meter’s rating. The distribution of responses to select survey questions is shown
in Figure 4. We then present participants’ open-ended
responses, which illuminate strategies for receiving high
scores from the meter.

Participant Demographics

Participants ranged in age from 18 to 74 years old, and
63% percent reported being male and 37% female.5 40%
percent reported majoring in or having a degree or job
in computer science, computer engineering, information
technology, or a related field; 55% said they did not. Participants lived in 96 different countries, with most from
India (42%) and the United States (32%). Because many
of our password meters used a color scheme that includes
red and green, we asked about color-blindness; 3% of
participants reported being red-green color-blind, while
92% said they were not, consistent with the general population [30].
The number of subjects in each condition ranged from
184 to 202, since conditions were not reassigned if a participant did not complete the study. There were no statistically significant differences in the distribution of participants’ gender, age, technology background, or country
of residence across experimental conditions.
However, participants who lived in different countries
created different types of passwords. We separated par-

6.1

Attitudes Toward Password Meters

In a survey immediately following password creation, a
higher percentage of participants in the stringent conditions found password creation to be annoying or difficult
than those in baseline meter. A larger proportion of subjects in the four stringent conditions than in either the
no meter or baseline meter conditions agreed that creating a password in this study was annoying (HC χ 2 ,
p≤.022). Similarly, a higher percentage of subjects in the
half-score and bold text-only half-score found creating a
password difficult than in either the no meter or baseline
meter conditions (HC χ 2 , p≤.012). Creating a password
was also considered difficult by a higher percentage of

5 We

offered the option not to answer demographic questions; when
percentages sum to less than 100, non-answers make up the remainder.
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6.2.1

subjects in one-third-score and text-only half-score than
in baseline meter (HC χ 2 , p≤.003), although these conditions did not differ significantly from no meter.
Participants in the stringent conditions also found the
password meter itself to be annoying at a higher rate. A
higher percentage of subjects in all four stringent conditions than in baseline meter agreed that the passwordstrength meter was annoying (HC χ 2 , p≤.007). Between
27% and 40% of participants in the four stringent conditions, compared with 13% of baseline meter participants,
found the meter annoying.
Participants in the two stringent conditions without a
visual bar felt that they did not understand how the meter rated their password. 38% of text-only half-score
and 39% of bold text-only half-score participants agreed
with the statement, “I do not understand how the password strength meter rates my password,” which was significantly greater than the 22% of participants in baseline meter who felt similarly (HC χ 2 , p≤.015). 32% of
half-score participants and 34% of one-third-score participants also agreed, although these conditions were not
statistically significantly different than baseline meter.
The one-third-score condition and both text-only stringent conditions led participants to place less importance
on the meter. A smaller proportion of one-third-score,
text-only half-score, and bold text-only half-score participants than baseline meter subjects agreed, “It’s important to me that the password-strength meter gives
my password a high score” (HC χ 2 , p≤.021). 72% of
baseline meter participants, yet only between 49% and
56% of participants in those three conditions, agreed. In
all other conditions, between 64% and 78% of participants agreed. Among these conditions was half-score,
in which 68% of participants agreed, significantly more
than in one-third-score (HC χ 2 , p=.005).
More participants in those same three conditions felt
the meter’s score was incorrect. 42-47% of one-thirdscore, text-only half-score, and bold text-only half-score
participants felt the meter gave their password an incorrect score, significantly more than the 21% of baseline
meter participants who felt similarly (HC χ 2 , p≤.001).
Between 12% and 33% of participants in all other conditions, including half-score, agreed; these conditions did
not differ significantly from baseline meter.

Some participants noted that they changed their behavior
in response to the meter, most commonly adding a different character class to the end of the password. One participant said the meter “motivated [him] to use symbols,”
while another “just started adding numbers and letters to
the end of it until the high score was reached.” Participants also said that the meter encouraged or reminded
them to use a more secure password. One representative
participant explained, “It kept me from being lazy when
creating my password. [I] probably would not have capitalized any letters if not for the meter.”
Other participants chose a password before seeing the
meter, yet expressed comfort in receiving validation. For
instance, one representative participant noted, “The password I ultimately used was decided on before hand.
However, whilst I was typing and I saw the strength of
my password increase and in turn felt reassured.”
However, a substantial minority of participants explained that they ignore password meters, often because
they believe these meters discourage passwords they can
remember. One representative participant said, “No matter what the meter says, I will just use the password I
chose because it’s the password I can remember. I do
not want to get a high score for the meter and in the end
have to lose or change my password.” Some participants
expressed frustration with meters for not understanding
this behavior. For instance, one participant explained, “I
have certain passwords that I use because I can remember them easily. I hate when the meter says my password
is not good enough– it’s good enough for me!”
Participants also reported embarrassment at poor
scores, fear of the consequences of having a weak password, or simply a desire to succeed at all tasks. One
participant who exemplifies the final approach said, “I
wanted to make my password better than just ‘fair,’ so I
began to add more numbers until the password-strength
meter displayed that my password was ‘good.’ I wanted
to create a strong password because I’m a highly competitive perfectionist who enjoys positive feedback.” In
contrast, another participant stated, “Seeing a password
strength meter telling me my password is weak is scary.”
6.2.2

6.2

Reactions to the Password Meter

Impressions of Password Strength

Participants noted impressions of password strength that
were often based on past experiences. However, the
stringent conditions seemed to violate their expectations.
Most commonly, subjects identified a password containing different character classes as strong. One representative participant said, “I am pretty familiar with password strength meters, so I knew that creating a password
with at least 1 number/symbol and a mixture of upper

Participant Motivations

Participants’ open-ended responses to the prompt,
“Please explain how the password strength meter helped
you create a better password, or explain why it was
not helpful,” allowed some participants to explain their
thought process in reaction to the meter, while others discussed their impressions of what makes a good password.
12
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Creating a password that meets
the requirements given in this
study was difficult.

It's important to me that the
password strength meter gives
my password a high score.

I think the password strength
meter gave an incorrect score
of my password's strength.

The password strength
meter was annoying.

(*) no meter
(†) baseline meter
three-segment

green
tiny

huge

no suggestions
text-only

half-score

one-third-score

nudge-16

*†
†

†

†

†

†

†

†
†

nudge-comp8
text-only half

bold text-only half

*†

bunny

0

20%

40%

60%

Strongly Disagree

80%

100%

Disagree

†
0

20%

Neutral

40%

60%

Agree

80%

100%

†

†
0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

†
0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Strongly Agree

Figure 4: These charts depict participants’ agreement or disagreement with the statement above each chart. Each
color represents the proportion of participants in that condition who expressed a particular level of agreement of
disagreement with the statement. Conditions in which the proportion of participants agreeing with a statement differed
significantly from no meter are indicated with an asterisk (*), while those that differed significantly from baseline
meter are marked with a dagger (†). Participants in no meter did not respond to questions about password meters.
and lower case letters would be considered strong.” Participants also had expectations for the detailed algorithm
with which passwords were scored, as exemplified by a
participant who thought the meter “includes only English
words as predictable; I could have used the Croatian for
‘password123’ if I wanted.”
The stringent conditions elicited complaints from participants who disagreed with the meter. For example, one
participant was unsure how to receive a good score, saying, “No matter what I typed, i.e. how long or what characters, it still told me it was poor or fair.” Another participant lamented, “Nothing was good enough for it!” Some
participants questioned the veracity of the stringent meters. For instance, a one-third-score participant said, “I
have numbers, upper/lower case, and several symbols.
It’s 13 characters long. It still said it was poor. No way
that it’s poor.” Other participants reused passwords that
had received high scores from meters in the wild, noting surprise at the stringent meters’ low scores. Some
participants became frustrated, including one who said
the one-third-score meter “was extremely annoying and
made me want to punch my computer.”
The bunny received mixed feedback from participants.
Some respondents thought that it sufficed as a feedback
mechanism for passwords. For instance, one subject
said, “I think it was just as helpful as any other method
I have seen for judging a password’s strength...I do think
the dancing bunny is much more light-hearted and fun.”
However, other participants found the more traditional

bar to be more appropriate, including one who said bunny
“was annoying, I am not five [years old].”
6.2.3

Goals for the Password Meter

Participants stated two primary goals they adopted while
using the password meter. Some participants aimed to
fill the bar, while others hoped simply to reach a point
the meter considered not to be poor. Those participants
who aimed to fill the bar noted that they continued to
modify their password until the bar was full, citing as
motivation the validation of having completed their goal
or their belief that a full bar indicated high security.
Participants employing the latter strategy increased the
complexity of their password until the text “poor” disappeared. One participant noted, “It gave me a fair score,
so I went ahead with the password, but if it would have
given me a low score I would not have used this password.” A number of participants noted that they didn’t
want to receive a poor rating. One representative participant said, “I didn’t want to have poor strength, while I
didn’t feel I needed something crazy.”
Some participants also identified the bar’s color as a
factor in determining when a password was good enough.
Some participants hoped to reach a green color, while
others simply wanted the display not to be red. One participant aiming towards a green color said, “I already
chose a fairly long password, but I changed a letter in
it to an uppercase one to make it turn green.” Another
13
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participant expressed, “I knew that I didn’t want to be in
the red, but being in the yellow I thought was ok.”

7

here, were cracked at a higher rate and led to less favorable user sentiment than conditions containing a combination of text and a visual indicator.
In the presence of password-strength meters, participants changed the way they created a password. For instance, the majority of participants in the stringent conditions changed their password during creation. Meters
seemed to encourage participants to create a password
that filled the meter. If that goal seemed impossible, participants seemed content to avoid passwords that were
rated “bad” or “poor.” In essence, the password meter functions as a progress meter, and participants’ behavior echoed prior results on the effects progress meters had on survey completion [8]. Meters whose estimates of password strength mirrored participants’ expectations seemed to encourage the creation of secure passwords, whereas very stringent meters whose scores diverged from expectations led to less favorable user sentiment and an increased likelihood that a participant would
abandon the task of creating a strong password.
We also found many users to have beliefs regarding
how to compose a strong password, such as including
different character classes. Because users’ understanding of password strength appears at least partially based
on experience with real-world password-strength meters and password-composition policies, our results suggest that wide-scale deployment of more stringent meters
may train users to create stronger passwords routinely.

Discussion

We discuss our major findings relating to the design of
effective password meters. We also address our study’s
ethical considerations, limitations, and future work.

7.1

Effective Password Meters

At a high level, we found that users do change their behavior in the presence of a password-strength meter. Seeing a password meter, even one consisting of a dancing
bunny, led users to create passwords that were longer.
Although the differences were generally not statistically
significant, passwords created in all 14 conditions with
password meters were cracked at a lower rate by adversarial models of different strengths.
However, the most substantial changes in user behavior were elicited by stringent meters. These meters led
users to add additional character classes and make their
password longer, leading to significantly increased resistance to a guessing attack. Furthermore, more users who
saw stringent meters changed the password they were
creating, erasing a valid password they had typed and
replacing it with one that was usually harder to crack.
Unfortunately, the scoring systems of meters we observed in the wild were most similar to our non-stringent
meters. This result suggests that meters currently in use
on popular websites are not aggressive enough in encouraging users to create strong passwords. However, if all
meters a user encountered were stringent, he or she might
habituate to receiving low scores and ignore the meter,
negating any potential security benefits.
There seems to be a limit to the stringency that a
user will tolerate. In particular, the one-third-score meter seemed to push users too hard; one-third-score participants found the meter important at a lower rate and
thought the meter to be incorrect at a higher rate, yet their
passwords were comparable in complexity and crackingresistance to those made by half-score participants. Were
meters too stringent, users might just give up.
Tweaks to the password meter’s visual display did
not lead to significant differences in password composition or user sentiment. Whether the meter was tiny,
monochromatic, or a dancing bunny did not seem to matter. However, an important factor seemed to be the combination of text and a visual indicator, rather than only
having text or only having a visual bar. Conditions containing text without visual indicators, run as part of our
experiment, and conditions containing a visual bar without text, run subsequently to the experiment we focus on

7.2

Ethical Considerations

We calculated our guessability results by training a
guess-number calculator on sets of passwords that are
publicly and widely available, but that were originally
gathered through illegal cracking and phishing attacks. It
can be argued that data acquired illegally should not be
used at all by researchers, and so we want to address the
ethical implications of our work. We use the passwords
alone, excluding usernames and email addresses. We
neither further propagate the data, nor does our work call
significantly greater attention to the data sets, which have
been used in several scientific studies [4, 9, 18, 38, 39].
As a result, we believe our work causes no additional
harm to the victims, while offering potential benefits to
researchers and system administrators.

7.3

Limitations

One potential limitation of our study is its ecological validity. Subjects created passwords for an online study,
and they were not actually protecting anything valuable
with those passwords. Furthermore, one of the primary
motivations for part of the MTurk population is financial
compensation [17], which differs from real-world moti14
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vations for password creation. Outside of a study, users
would create passwords on web pages with the logos and
insignia of companies they might trust, perhaps making
them more likely to heed a password meter’s suggestions.
On the other hand, subjects who realize they are participating in a password study may be more likely to think
carefully about their passwords and pay closer attention
to the password meter than they otherwise would. We did
ask participants to imagine that they were creating passwords for their real email accounts, which prior work has
shown to result in stronger passwords [21]. Because our
results are based on comparing passwords between conditions, we believe our findings about how meters compare to one another can be applied outside our study.
Our study used a password-cracking algorithm developed by Weir et al. [39] in a guess-number calculator implemented by Kelley et al. [18] to determine a password’s
guessability. We did not experiment with a wide variety of cracking algorithms since prior work [18, 38, 42]
has found that this algorithm outperformed alternatives
including John the Ripper. Nevertheless, the relative resistance to cracking of the passwords we collected may
differ depending on the choice of cracking algorithm.
Furthermore, the data we used to train our cracking algorithm was not optimized to crack passwords of particular provenance. For instance, passwords created by participants from India were the most difficult to crack. The
data with which we trained our guessing algorithm was
not optimized for participants creating passwords in languages other than English, which may have led to fewer
of these passwords being cracked; prior work by Kelley
et al. [18] found that the training set has a substantial effect on the success of the guessing algorithm we used.

the usability and security of the resulting passwords. Furthermore, there seems to be a limit to how stringent a
meter can be. Alternate scoring algorithms, improved
text feedback, and the degree of stringency that leads to
the best tradeoff between usability and security for passwords thus appear to be fertile ground for future work.

7.4

9

8

Conclusion

We have conducted the first large-scale study of
password-strength meters, finding that meters did affect
user behavior and security. Meters led users to create
longer passwords. However, unless the meter scored
passwords stringently, the resulting passwords were only
marginally more resistant to password cracking attacks.
Meters that rated passwords stringently led users to
make significantly longer passwords that included more
digits, symbols, and uppercase letters. These passwords
were not observed to be less memorable or usable, yet
they were cracked at a lower rate by simulated adversaries making 500 million, 50 billion, and 5 trillion
guesses. The most stringent meter annoyed users, yet did
not provide security benefits beyond those provided by
slightly less stringent meters. The combination of a visual indicator and text outperformed either in isolation.
However, the visual indicator’s appearance did not appear to have a substantial impact.
Despite the added strength that these more stringent
meters convey, we observed many more lenient meters
deployed in practice. Our findings suggest that, so long
as they are not overly onerous, employing more rigorous
meters would increase security.

Future Work

Further research in password-strength meters may involve continued examination of the structure and composition of passwords created with meters. The presence
of a meter caused changes in users’ behavior, with over
50% of participants in three of the four stringent meter
conditions erasing a valid 8-character password they had
already entered and entering a new, different password.
The strategies users employed both initially and after this
shift deserve further investigation, both to suggest directions for user feedback and to uncover patterns that can
improve techniques for cracking passwords.
In addition, we have certainly not exhausted the space
of possible password-strength meters. Although we have
found that the score conveyed to the user is a more important factor than the visual display, it is possible that
either subtle or substantial variations to the scoring algorithm (e.g., representing a password’s likelihood [7])
or to the textual feedback provided to users may increase
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Abstract

PHP for example lacks a built-in cryptographically secure PRNG in its core and until recently, version 5.3, it
tottaly lacked a cryptographically secure randomness
generation function.
This left PHP programmers with two options: They
will either implement their own PRNG from scratch
or they will employ whatever functions are offered by
the API in a “homebrew” and ad-hoc fashion. In addition, backwards compatibility and other issues (cf.
section 2), often push the developers away even from
the newly added randomness functions, making their
use very limited. As we will demonstrate and heavily
exploit in this work, this approach does not produce
secure web applications.
Observe that using a low entropy source or a cryptographically weak PRNG to produce randomness does
not necessarily imply that an attack is feasible against
a system. Indeed, so far there have been a very limited
number of published attacks based on the insecure usage of PRNG functions in PHP, while popular exploit
databases1 contain nearly zero exploits for such vulnerabilities (and this may partially explain the delay in
the PHP community adopting secure randomness generation functions). Showing that such attacks are in
fact very practical is the objective of our work.
In this paper we develop generic techniques and algorithms to exploit randomness vulnerabilities in PHP
applications. We describe implementation issues that
allow one to either predict or completely recover the
initial seed of the PRNGs used in most web applications. We also give algorithms for recovering the internal state of the PRNGs used by the PHP system, including the Mersenne twister generator and the glibc
LFSR based generator, even when their output is truncated. These algorithms could be used in order to
attack hardened PHP installations even when strong
seeding is employed, as it is done by the Suhosin extension for PHP and they may be of independent interest.
We also conducted an extensive audit of several popular PHP applications. We focused on the security
of password reset implementations. Using our attack

We provide a number of practical techniques and
algorithms for exploiting randomness vulnerabilities
in PHP applications.We focus on the predictability of
password reset tokens and demonstrate how an attacker
can take over user accounts in a web application via
predicting or algorithmically derandomizing the PHP
core randomness generators. While our techniques are
designed for the PHP language, the principles behind
our techniques and our algorithms are independent of
PHP and can readily apply to any system that utilizes
weak randomness generators or low entropy sources.
Our results include: algorithms that reduce the entropy
of time variables, identifying and exploiting vulnerabilities of the PHP system that enable the recovery or
reconstruction of PRNG seeds, an experimental analysis of the Håstad-Shamir framework for breaking truncated linear variables, an optimized online Gaussian
solver for large sparse linear systems, and an algorithm
for recovering the state of the Mersenne twister generator from any level of truncation. We demonstrate
the gravity of our attacks via a number of case studies.
Specifically, we show that a number of current widely
used web applications can be broken using our techniques including Mediawiki, Joomla, Gallery, osCommerce and others.

1

Introduction

Modern web applications employ a number of ways
for generating randomness, a feature which is critical
for their security. From session identifiers and password reset tokens, to random filenames and password
salts, almost every web application is relying on the
unpredictability of these values for ensuring secure operation. However, usually programmers fail to understand the importance of using cryptographically secure
pseudorandom number generators (PRNG) something
that opens the potential for attacks. Even worse, the
same trend holds for whole programming languages;
∗ Research
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35K(≈ 215 ) requests. Sample benchmarks that we performed in various applications and server installations
show that on average one can perform up to 222 requests in the course of a day.

framework we were able to mount attacks that take
over arbitrary user accounts with practical complexity. A number of widely used PHP applications are
affected (see Figure 7), while we believe that the impact is even larger in less known applications.
Our results suggest that randomness attacks should
be considered practical for PHP applications and existing systems should be audited for these vulnerabilities. Weak randomness is a grave vulnerability in any
secure system as it was also recently demonstrated in
the widely publicized discovery of common primes in
RSA public-keys by Lenstra et al. [14]. We finally
stress that our techniques apply in any setting beyond
PHP, whenever the same PRNG functions are used and
the attack vector relies on predicting a system defined
random object.
This is only an extended abstract, a full version can
be found in [1].

1.1

2

We will now describe functionalities of the PHP system that are relevant to our attacks. We first describe
the different modes in which PHP might be running,
and then we will do a description of the randomness
generation functions in PHP. We focus our analysis in
the Apache web server, the most popular web server at
the time of this writing, however our attacks are easily
ported to any webserver that meets the configuration
requirements that we describe for each attack.

2.1

Proccess management

There are different ways in which a PHP script is executed. These ways affect its internal states, and thus
the state of its PRNGs. We will focus on the case when
PHP is running as an Apache module, which is the default installation in most Linux distributions and is also
very popular in Windows installations.

Attack model

In Figure 1 we present our general attack template. An
attacker is trying to predict the password reset token in
order to gain another user’s privileges (say an administrator’s). Each time the attacker makes a request to
the web server, his request is handled by a web application instance, usually represented by a specific operating system process, which contains some process
specific state. The web application uses a number of
application objects with values depending on its internal state, with some of these objects leaking to the
attacker through the web server responses. Examples
of such objects are session identifiers and outputs of
PRNG functions. Although our focus is in password
reset functions, the principles that we use and the techniques that we develop can be readily applied in other
contexts when the application relies on the generation
of random values for security applications. Examples
of such applications are CAPTCHA’s and the production of random filenames.

mod php: Under this installation the Apache web
server is responsible for the process management.
When the server is started a number of child proccesses
are created and each time the number of occupied processes passes a certain threshold a new process is created. Conversely, if the idle proccesses are too many,
some processes are killed. One can specify a maximum number of requests for each process although this
is not enabled by default. Under this setting each PHP
script runs in the context of one of the child processes,
so its state is preserved under multiple connections unless the process is killed by the web server process
manager. The configuration is similar in the case the
web server uses threads instead of processes.

Attack complexity. Since we present explicit practical attacks, we define next the complexity under which
an attack should be consider practical. There are two
measure of complexity of interest. The first is the time
complexity and the second is the query or communication complexity. For some of our attacks the main
compuational operation is the calculation of an MD5
hash. With current GPU technologies an attacker can
perform up to 230 MD5 calculations per second with
a $250 GPU, while with an additional $500 can reach
up to 232 calculations [9]. These figures suggest that
attacks that require up to 240 MD5 calculations can
be easilty mounted. In terms of communication complexity, most of our attacks have a query complexity
of a few thousand requests at most, while some have
as little as a few tens of requests. Our most communication intensive attacks (section 5) require less than
82 21st USENIX Security Symposium
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Keep-Alive requests. The HTTP protocol offers a
request header, called Keep-Alive. When this header
is set in an HTTP request, the web server is instructed
to keep the connection alive after the request is served.
Under mod php installations this means that any subsequent request will be handled from the same process.
This is a very important fact, that we will use in our
attacks. However in order to avoid having a process
hang from one connection for infinite time, most web
servers specify an upper bound on the number of consequent keep-alive requests. The default value for this
bound in the Apache web server is 100.

2.2

Randomness Generation

In order to satisfy the need for generating randomness
in a web application, PHP offers a number of different
2
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Figure 1: Attack template.
ditive feedback generator (resembling a Linear
Feedback Shift Register (LFSR)), while in Windows it is an LCG. The numbers generated by
rand() are in the range [0, 231 − 1] but like before
the two optional arguments give the ability to map
the random number to the range [min, max]. Like
before the srand() function seeds the generator
similarly to the mt srand() function.
openssl random pseudo bytes(length,
strong): This function is the only function
available in order to obtain cryptographically
secure random bytes. It was introduced in version
5.3 of PHP and its availability depends on the
availability of the openssl library in the system.
In addition, until version 5.3.4 of PHP this
function had performance problems [2] running
in Windows operating systems. The strong
parameter, if provided, is set to true if the
function returned cryptographically strong bytes
and false otherwise. For these reasons, and
for backward compatibility, its use is still very
limited in PHP applications.
In addition the application can utilize an operating system PRNG (such as /dev/urandom). However, this
does not produce portable code since /dev/urandom
is unavailable in Windows OS.

randomness functions. We briefly describe each function below.
php combined lcg()/lcg value():
the
php combined lcg() function is used internally
by the PHP system, while lcg value() is its
public interface. This function is used in order to
create sessions, as well as in the uniqid function
described below to add extra entropy. It uses two
linear congruential generators (LCGs) which it
combines in order to get better quality numbers.
The output of this function is 64 bits.
uniqid(prefix, extra entropy):
This
function returns a string concatenation of the
seconds and microseconds of the server time converted in hexadecimal. When given an additional
argument it will prefix the output string with the
prefix given. If the second argument is set to true,
the function will suffix the output string with an
output from the php combined lcg() function.
This makes the total output to have length up to
15 bytes without the prefix.
microtime(),
time():
The function
microtime() returns a string concatenation
of the current microseconds divided by 106 with
the seconds obtained from the server clock. The
time() function returns the number of seconds
since Unix Epoch.
mt srand(seed)/mt rand(min, max):
mt rand is the interface for the Mersenne
Twister (MT) generator [15] in the PHP system.
In order to be compatible with the 31 bit output of
rand(), the LSB of the MT function is discarded.
The function takes two optional arguments which
map the 31 bit number to the [min, max] range.
The mt srand() function is used to seed the MT
generator with the 32 bit value seed; if no seed
is provided then the seed is provided by the PHP
system.
srand(seed)/rand(min, max): rand is the interface function of the PHP system to the rand()
function provided by libc. In unix, rand() ad-
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The entropy of time measurements

Although ill-advised (e.g., [5]) many web applications use time measurements as an entropy source.
In PHP, time is accessed through the time() and
microtime() functions. Consider the following problem. At some point a script executing a request made
by the attacker makes a time measurement and use the
results to, say, generate a password reset token. The
attacker’s goal it to predict the output of the measurement made by the PHP script. The time() function
has no entropy at all from an attacker point of view,
since the server reveals its time in the HTTP response
header as dictated by the HTTP protocol. On the other
3
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hand, microtime ranges from 0 to 106 giving a maximum entropy of about 20 bits. We develop two distinct attacks to reduce the entropy of microtime()
that have different advantages and mostly target two
different scenarios. The first one, Adversial Time Synchronization, aims to predict the output of a specific
time measurement when there is no access to other
such measurements. The second, Request Twins, exploits the fact that the script may enable the attacker to
generate a correlated leak to the target measurement.

succession two password reset requests, one for his account and one for the target user’s account, then these
requests will be processed by the application with a
very small time difference and thus the conditional entropy of the target user’s password reset token given
the attacker’s token will be small. Thus, the attacker
can generate a token for an account he owns and in
fast succession a token for the target account. Then
the microtime() used for generating the token of his
account can be used to approximate the microtime()
output that was used for the token of the target account.

Adversarial Time Synchronization (ATS). As we
mentioned above, in each HTTP response the web
server includes a header containing the full date of the
server including hour, minutes and seconds. The basic
observation is that although we get no leak regarding
the microseconds from the HTTP date header we know
that when a second changes the microseconds are zeroed. We use this observation to narrow down their
value.
The algorithm proceeds as follows: We connect to
the web server and issue pairs of HTTP requests R1
and R2 in corresponding times T 1 and T 2 until a pair
is found in which the date HTTP header of the corresponding responses is different. At that point we
know that between the processing of the two HTTP
requests the microseconds of the server were zeroed.
We proceed to approximate the time of this event S in
localtime, denoted by the timestamp D, by calculating
the average RTT of the two requests and offsetting the
middle point between T 2 and T 1 by this value divided
by two.
In the Apache web server the date HTTP header is
set after processing the request of the user. If the attacker requests a non existent file, then the point the
header is set is approximatelly the point that a valid
request will start executing the PHP script. It follows that if the attacker uses ATS with HTTP requests
to not existent files then he will synchronize approximately with the beggining of the script’s execution.
Given a steady network where each request takes RT2 T
time to reach the target server, our algorithm deviation depends only on the rate that the attacker can send
HTTP requests. In practice, we find that the algorithm’s main source of error is the network distance
between the attacker’s system and the server cf. Figure 3. The above implementation we described is a
proof-of-concept and various optimizations can be applied to improve its accuracy.

Experiments. We conducted a series of experiments
for both our algorithms using the following setup. We
created a PHP “time” script that prints out the current
seconds and microseconds of the server. To evaluate
the ATS algorithm we first performed synchronization
between a client and the server and afterwards we sent
a request to the time script and tried to predict the value
it would return. To evaluate the Request Twins algorithm we submitted two requests to the time script in
fast succession and measured the difference between
the output of the two responses.
In Figure 3 we show the time difference between
the server’s time and our client’s calculation for four
servers with different CPU’s and RTT parameters. Our
experiments suggest that both algorithms significantly
reduce the entropy of microseconds (up to an average
of 11 bits with ATS and 14 bits with Request Twins)
having different advantages each. Specifically, the
ATS algorithm seems to be affected by large RTT values while it is less affected by differences in the CPU
speed. The situation is reversed for Request Twins
where the algorithm is immune to changes in the RTT
however, it is less effective in old systems with low
processing speed.

4

In this section we describe attacks that allow either the
recovery or the reconstruction of the seeds used for the
PHP system’s PRNGs. This allows the attacker to predict all future iterations of these functions and hence
reduces the entropy of functions rand(),mt rand(),
lcg value() as well as the extra entropy argument
of uniqid() to zero bits. We exploit two properties
of the seeds used in these functions. The first one is
the reusage of entropy sources between different seeds.
This enables us to reconstruct a seed without any access to outputs of the respective PRNG. The second is
the small entropy of certain seeds that allows one to
recover its value by bruteforce.
We present three distinct attacks. The first attack allows one to recover the seed of the internal LCG seed
used by the PHP system using a session identifier. Using that seed our second attack reconstructs the seed of
rand() and mt rand() functions from the elements
of the LCG seed without any access to outputs of these

Request Twins. Consider the following setting: an
application uses microtime() to generate a password
token for any user of the system. The attacker has access to a user account of the application and tries to
take over the account of another user. This allows the
attacker to obtain password reset tokens for his account
and thus outputs of the microtime() function. The
key observation is that if the attacker performs in rapid
84 21st USENIX Security Symposium
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Configuration
CPU(GHz) RTT(ms)
1 × 3.2
1.1
4 × 2.3
8.2
1 × 0.3
9
2 × 2.6
135
Figure 2: ATS.

avg
410
4135
2724
83573

min
0
565
1420
2

Req. Twins
max
avg
1485
47
1669 1153
23022 4849
1890
299

actly most of the values. Specifically, the client IP address is the attacker’s IP address and the Unix Epoch
can be determined through the date HTTP header. In
addition, if php combined lcg() is not initialized at
the time the session is created, as it happens when a
fresh process is spawned, then it is seeded. The state
of the php combined lcg() is two registers s1 , s2 of
size 32 bits each, which are initialized as follows. Let
T1 and T2 be two subsequent time measurements. Then
we have that

Generating fresh processes. Our attacks on this section rely on the ability of the attacker to connect to a
process with a newly initialized state. We describe a
generic technique against mod php in order to achieve
a connection to a fresh process. Recall that in mod php
when the number of occupied processes passes a certain threshold new processes are created to handle the
new connections. This gives the attacker a way to force
the creation of fresh processes: The attacker creates a
large number of connections to the target server with
the keep-alive HTTP header set. Having occupied a
large number of processes the web server will create
a number of new processes to handle subsequent requests. The attacker, keeping the previous connections
open, makes a new one which, given that the attacker
created enough connections, will be handled by a fresh
process.

s1 = T1 .sec ⊕ (T1 .usec  11) and s2 = pid ⊕ (T2 .usec  11)

where pid denotes the current process id, or if threads
are used the current thread id 2 .
Process id’s have a range of 215 values in Linux
systems In Windows systems the process id’s (resp.
threads) are also at most 215 unless there are more
than 215 active processes (resp. threads) in the system
which is a very unlikely occurence.
Observe now that the session calculation involves
three time measurements T0 , T1 and T2 . Given that
these three measurements are conducted succesivelly
it is advantageous to estimate their entropy by examining the random variables T0 , ∆1 = T1 −T0 , ∆2 = T2 −T1 .
We conducted experiments in different systems to estimate the range of values for ∆1 and ∆2 . Our experiments suggest that ∆1 ∈ [1, 4] while ∆2 ∈ [0, 3]. We
also found a positive linear correlation in the values of
the two pairs. This enables a cutdown of the possible
valid pairs. These results suggest that the additionally
entropy introduced by the two ∆ variables is at most 5
bits.
To summarize, the total remaining entropy of the
session identifier hash is the sum of the microseconds
entropy from T0 (≈ 20 bits) the two ∆ variables (≈
5 bits) and the process identifier(15 bits). These give
a total of 40 bits which is tractable cf. section 1.1.
Furthermore the following improvements can be made:
(1) Using the ATS algorithm the microseconds entropy
can be reduced as much as 11 bits on average. (2) The
attacker can make several connections to fresh processes instead of one, in rapid succession, obtaining

Recovering the LCG seed from Session ID’s

In this section we present a technique to recover the
php combined lcg() seed using a PHP session identifier. In PHP, when a new session is created using the
respective PHP function (session start()), a pseudorandom string is returned to the user in a cookie, in
order to identify that particular session. That string is
generated using a conjuction of user specific and process specific information, and then is hashed using a
hash function which is by default MD5, however there
is an option to use other hash functions such as SHA-1.
The values contained in the hash are:
Client IP address (32 bits).
A time measurement: Unix epoch and microseconds (32 + 20 bits).
A value generated by php combined lcg() (64
bits).
Notice now that in the context of our attack model
the attacker controls each request thus he knows exUSENIX Association

ATS
max
4300
76693
39266
140886

Figure 3: Effectiveness of our time entropy lowering techniques against four servers
of different computational power and RTT. Time measurements are in microseconds.

functions. Finally, we exploit the fact that the seed
used in these functions is small enough for someone
with access to the output of these functions to recover
its value by bruteforce.

4.1

min
0
5
53
73

2 In PHP versions before 5.3.2 the seed used only one time measurement which made it even weaker.
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the PRNG functions rand() and mt rand() when the
attacker has access to the output of these functions. We
exploit the fact that the seed used by the PHP system is
only 32 bits. Thus, an attacker who connects to a fresh
process and obtains a number of outputs from these
functions can bruteforce the 32 bit seed that produces
the same output.
We emphasize that this attack works even if the outputs are truncated or passed through transformations
like hash functions. The requirements of the attack is
that the attacker can define a function from the set of
all seeds to a sufficiently large range and can obtain a
sample of this function evaluated on the seed that the
attacker tries to recover. Additionally for the attack to
work this function should behave as a random map.
Consider the following example. The attacker has
access to a user account of an application which generates a password reset token as 6 symbols where each
symbol is defined as g(mt rand()) where g is a table lookup function for a table with 60 entries containing alphanumeric characters. The attacker defines the
function f to be the concatenation of two password reset tokens generated just after the PRNG is initialized.
The attacker samples the function by connecting to a
fresh process and resetting his password two times.
Since the table of function g contains 60 entries, the
attacker obtains 6 bits per token symbol, giving a total
range to the function f of 72 bits.
The time complexity of the attack is 232 calculations
of f however, we can reduce the online complexity
of the attack using a time-space tradeoff. In this case
the online complexity of the attack can be as little as
216 . The query complexity of the attack depends on
the number of requests needed to obtain a sample of
f . In the example given above the query complexity is
two requests.

session identifiers from each of the processes. Because
the requests were made in a small time interval the
preimages of the hashes obtained belong into the same
search space, thus improving the probability of inverting one of the preimages proportionally to the number
of session identifiers identifiers obtained. Our experiments with the request twins technique suggest that at
least 4 session identifiers can be obtained from within
the same search space thus offering a reduction of at
least two bits. Adding these improvements reduces the
search time up to 227 MD5 computations.

4.2

Reconstructing the PRNG Seed from
Session ID’s

In this section we exploit the fact that the PHP system
reuses entropy sources between different generators, in
order to reconstruct the PRNG seed used by rand()
and mt rand() functions from a PHP session identifier. In order to predict the seed we only need to find
a preimage for the session id, using the methods described in the previous section. One advantage of this
attack is that it requires no outputs from the affected
functions.
When a new process is created the internal state of
the functions rand() and mt rand() is uninitialized.
Thus, when these functions are called for the first time
within the script a seed is constructed as follows:
seed = (epoch × pid) ⊕ (106 × php combined lcg())
where epoch denotes the seconds since epoch and pid
denotes the process id of the process handling the request. It it easy to notice, that an attacker with access to
a session id preimage has all the information needed in
order to calculate the seed used to initialize the PRNGs
since:
epoch is obtained through the HTTP Date header.
pid is known from the seed of the
php combined lcg() obtained through the
preimage of the session id from section 4.1.
php combined lcg() is also known, since the attacker has access to its seed, he can easily predict
the next iteration after the initial value.
In summary the technique of this section allows the reconstruction of the seed of the mt rand() and rand()
functions given access to a PHP session id of a fresh
process. The time complexity of the attack is the
same as the one described in section 4.1 while the
query complexity is one request, given that the attacker
spawned a fresh process (which itself requires only a
handful of requests).

4.3

5

One can argue that randomness attacks can be easily
thwarted by increasing the entropy of the seeding for
the PRNG functions used by the PHP system. For example, the suhosin PHP hardening extension replaces
the rand() function with a Mersene Twister generator
with separate state from mt rand() and offers a larger
seed for both generators getting entropy from the operating system3 .
We show that this is not the case. We exploit the
algebraic structure of the PRNGs used in order to recover their internal state after a sufficient number of
past outputs (leaks) have been observed by the attacker.
Any such attack has to overcome two challenges. First,
web applications usually need only a small range of

Recovering the Seed from Application leaks

3 The suhosin patch installed in some Unix operating systems
by default does not include the randomness patches, rather than it
mainly offers protection from memory corruption attacks. The full
extension is usually installed separately from the PHP packages.

In contrast to the technique presented in the previous
section, the attack presented here recovers the seed of
86 21st USENIX Security Symposium
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lowing range for possible values for n:


Therefore, given a bucket number l we are able to
find an upper and lower bound for the original number
denoted respectively by Ll and Ul . In order to recover
a part of the original number n one can simply find the
number of most significant bits of Ll and Ul that are
equal and observe that these bits would be the same
also in the number n. Therefore, given a bucket l we
can compare the MSBs of both numbers and set the
MSBs of n to the largest sequence of common most
significant bits of Ll ,Ul .
Notice that in some cases even the most significant bit of the two numbers are different, thus we
are be unable to infer any bit of the original number
n with absolute certainty. For example, in Figure 4
given that a number falls in bucket 3 we have that
920350134 ≤ n ≤ 1227133512. Because 920350134 <
230 and 1227133512 > 230 we are unable to infer any
bit of the original number n.
Another important observation is that this specific
truncation algorithm allows the recovery of a fragment
of the MSBs of the original number. Therefore, in the
following sections we will assume that the truncation
occurs in the MSBs and we will describe our algorithms based on MSB truncated numbers. However, all
algorithms described work for any kind of truncation.

Figure 4: Mapping a random number n ∈ [M] to 7
buckets and the respective bits of n that are revealed
given each bucket.

random numbers, for example to sample a random entry from an array. To achieve that, the PHP system
maps the output of the PRNG to the given range, an
action that may break the linearity of the generators.
Second, in order to collect the necessary leaks the attacker may need to reconnect to the same process many
times to collect the leaks from the same generator instance. Since, there could be many PHP processes running in the system, this poses another challenge for the
attacker.
In this section we present state recovery algorithms for the truncated PRNG functions rand() and
mt rand(). The algorithm for the latter function
is novel, while regarding the former we implement
and evaluate the Håstad-Shamir cryptanalytic framework [8] for truncated linearly related variables. We
begin by discussing the way truncation takes place in
the PHP system. Afterwards, we tackle the problem of
reconnecting into the same server process. Finally we
present the two algorithms against the generators.

5.1

5.2

As mentioned in section 2.2 the rand() and
mt rand() functions can map their output to a user
defined range. This has the effect of truncating the
functions’ output. Here we discuss the process of truncating the output and its implications for the attacker.
Let n ∈ [M] = {0, . . . , M − 1} be a random number
generated by rand() or mt rand(), where M = 231
in the PHP system. In order to map that number in the
range [a, b] where a < b the PHP system maps n to a
number l ∈ [a, b] in the following way:
n · (b − a + 1)
M

We can view the process above as a mapping from
the set of numbers in the range [M] to b − a + 1 “buckets.” Our goal is to recover as many bits as possible
of the original number n. Observe that given l it is
possible to recover immediately up to log(b − a + 1)
most significant bits (MSB) of the original number n
as follows:
Given that n belongs to bucket l we obtain the folUSENIX Association

Process distinguisher

As we mentioned in section 2.1, if one wants to receive
a number of leaks from the same PHP process one can
use keep-alive requests. However, there is an upper
bound that limits the number of such requests (by default 100). Therefore, if the attacker needs to observe
more outputs beyond the keep-alive limit the connection will drop and when the attacker connects back to
the server he may be served from a different process
with a different internal state. Therefore, in order to
apply state recovery attacks (which typically require
more than 100 requests), we must be able to submit
all the necessary requests to the same process. In this
section, we will describe a generic technique that finds
the same process over and over using the PHP session
leaks described in section 4.1.
While we cannot avoid disconnecting from a process after we have submitted the maximum number of
keep-alive requests, we can start reconnecting back to
the server until we hit the process we were connected
before and continue to submit requests. The problem
in applying this approach is that it is not apparent to
distinguish whether the process we are currently connected to is the one that was serving us in the previous connection. To distinguish between different processes, we can use the preimage from a session identifier. Recall that the session id contains a value from

Truncating PRNG sequences in the
PHP system

l = a+

(l − a + 1) · M
(l − a) · M
≤n≤
−1
b−a+1
b−a+1

7
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the first place. Nevertheless, techniques exist [16] to
remotely determine the traffic of a server and thus allow the attacker to find an appropriate time window
within which he will attempt this attack.
Based on the above, in the following sections we
will assume that the attacker is able to collect the necessary number of leaks from the targeted function.

the php combined lcg() function, which in turn uses
process specific state variables. Thus, if the session
is produced from the same process as before then the
php combined lcg() will contain the next state from
the one it was before. This gives us a way to find the
correct process among all the server processes running
in the server. In summary the algorithm will proceed
as follows:

5.3

1. The attacker obtains a session identifier and a
preimage for that id using the techniques discussed in section 4.1.

The mt rand() function uses the Mersenne Twister
generator in order to produce its output. In this section
we give a description of the Mersenne Twister generator and present an algorithm that allows the recovery of
the internal state of the generator even when the output
is truncated. Our algorithm also works in the presence
of non consecutive outputs as in the case resulting from
the buckets truncation algorithm of the PHP system (cf.
section 5.1).

2. The attacker submits the necessary requests to obtain leaks from the PRNG, using the keep-alive
HTTP header until the maximum number of requests is reached.
3. The attacker initiates connections to the server requesting session identifiers. He attempts to obtain a preimage for every session identifier using
the next value of the php combined lcg() from
the one used before or, if the server has high traffic, the next few iterations. If a preimage is obtained the attacker repeats step 2, until all necessary leaks are obtained.

Mersenne Twister. Mersenne Twister, and specifically the widely used MT19937 variant, is a linear
PRNG with a 624 32-bit word state. The MT algorithm is based on the following recursion: for all k,
xk+n = xk+m ⊕((xk ∧0x80000000)|(xk+1 ∧0x7fffffff))A

Notice that obtaining a preimage after disconnecting requires to bruteforce a maximum number of 20
bits (the microseconds), and thus testing for the correct session id is an efficient procedure. Even if the
application is not using PHP sessions, or if a preimage
cannot be obtained, there are other, application specific, techniques in order to find the correct process.

where n = 624 and m = 397. The logical AND operation with 0x80000000 discards all but the most significant bit of xk while the logical AND with 0x7fffffff
discards only the MSB of xk+1 . A is a 32 × 32 matrix for which multiplication by a vector x is defined as
follows:

(x  1)
if x31 = 0
xA =
(x  1) ⊕ a if x31 = 1

A generic technique for Windows. In the case of
Windows systems the attacker can employ another
technique to collect the necessary leaks from the same
process in case the server has low traffic. In unix
servers with apache preforked server + mod php all
idle processes are in a queue waiting to handle an incoming client. The first process in the queue handles
a client and then the process goes to the back of the
queue. Thus, if an attacker wants to reconnect to the
same process without using some process distinguisher
he will need to know exactly the number of processes
in the system and if there are any intermediate requests
by other clients while the attacker tries to reconnect to
the same process. However, in Windows prethreaded
server with mod php things are slightly better for an
attacker. Threads are in a priority queue and when a
thread in the first place of the queue handles a request
from a client it returns again in that first place and handles the first subsequent incoming request. Thus, an
attacker which manages to connect to that first thread
of the server, can rapidly close and reopen the connections thus leaving a very small window in which that
thread could be occupied by another client. Of course,
in high traffic servers the attacker would have a difficulty connecting in a time when the server is idle in
88 21st USENIX Security Symposium

State recovery for mt rand()

Here a = (a0 , a1 , ..., a31 ) = 0x9908B0DF is a constant
32-bit vector (note that we use x31 to denote the LSB
of a vector x). The output of this recurrence is finally
multiplied by a 32 × 32 non singular matrix T , called
the tempering matrix, in order to produce the final output z = xT .
State recovery. Since the tempering matrix T is non
singular, given 624 outputs of the MT generator one
can easily compute the original state by multiplying
the output z with the inverse matrix T −1 thus obtaining the state variable used as xi = zi T −1 . After recovering 624 state variables one can predict all future iterations. However, when the output of the generator is
truncated, predicting future iterations is not as straightforward as before because it is not possible to locally
recover all needed bits of the state variables given the
truncated output.
The key observation in recovering the internal state
is that due to the fact that the generator is in GF(2) the
truncation does not introduce non linearity even though
there are missing bits from the respective equations.
8
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Thus, we can express the output of the generator as a
set of linear equations in GF(2) which, when solved,
yield the initial state that produced the observed sequence. From the basic recurrence of MT we can derive the following equations for each individual bit:

or application behavior, linear dependencies may arise
between the resulting equations and therefore we may
need a larger number of observed outputs.
Because we cannot know in advance when the system will become solvable or the equations that will be
included, we employ an online version of Gaussian
elimination in order to form and solve the resulting
system. In this way, the attacker can begin collecting
leaks and gradually feed them to our Gaussian solver
until he is notified that a sufficient number of independent equations have been collected. Note that regular
Gaussian elimination uses both elementary row and elementary column operations. However, because we do
not have in advance the entire linear system we cannot
use elementary column operations. Instead we make
Gaussian elimination using only elementary row operations and utilize a bookkeeping system to enter equations in their place as they are produced by the leaks
supplied to the solver. Our solver employs a sparse
vector representation and is capable of solving overdetermined sparse systems of tens of thousands of equations in a few minutes.
We ran a sequence of experiments to determine the
solvability of the system when a different number of
bits is truncated from the output. In addition we ran
experiments when the outputs of the MT generator is
passed through the PHP truncation algorithm, with different user defined ranges. All experiments were conducted in a 4 × 2.3 GHz machine with 4 GB of RAM.
In Figure 5 we present the number of equations
needed when the PHP truncation algorithm is used.
In the x-axis we have the logarithm of the number
of buckets. We also show the standard deviation appearing as vertical bars. It can be seen that the number of equations needed is much higher than the theoretical lower bound of 19937 and fluctuates between
27000 and 33000. Neverthless, the number of leaks required is decreasing linearly to the number of buckets
we have. The reason is that although we have more linearly dependend equations, the total number of equations we obtain due to the larger number of buckets is
bigger.

Lemma 5.1. Let x0 , x1 , . . . be an MT sequence and j >
0. Then the following equations hold for any k ≥ 0:
1. x0jn+k = x(0j−1)n+k+m ⊕ (x(31j−1)n+k+1 ∧ a0 )
2. x1jn+k = x(1j−1)n+k+m ⊕ x(0j−1)n+k ⊕ (x(31j−1)n+k+1 ∧
a1 )

3. ∀i, 2 ≤ i ≤ 31 : xijn+k = x(i j−1)n+k+m ⊕
⊕ (x(31j−1)n+k+1 ∧ ai )
x(i−1
j−1)n+k+1

Proof. The equations follow directly from the basic recurrence.
In addition since the tempering matrix is only a linear transformation of the bits of the state variable xi ,
we can similarly express each bit of the final output of
MT as a linear equation of the bits of the respective
state variable.
To recover the initial state of MT, we generate all
equations over the state bit variables x0 , x1 , . . . , x19936 .
To map any position in the MT sequence in an equation
over this set of variables, we apply the equations of the
lemma above recursively until all variables in the right
hand side have index below 19937.
Depending on the positions observed in the MT sequence the resulting linear system will be different.
The question that remains is whether that system is
solvable. Regarding the case of the 31-bit truncation,
i.e. only the MSB of the output word is revealed, we
can use known properties of the generator in order to
easily prove the following:
Lemma 5.2. Suppose we obtain the MSB of 19937
consecutive words from the MT generator. Then the
resulting linear system is uniquely solvable.
Proof. It is known that the MT sequence is 19937distributed to 1-bit accuracy4 . The linear system is
uniquely solvable iff the rows are linearly independent.
Suppose that a set k ≤ 19937 of rows are lineary dependent. Then the last row of the set k obtained is
computable from the other members of the k-set something that contradicts the order of equidistribution of
MT.

Implementation error in the PHP system. The
PHP system up to current version, 5.3.10, has an error
in the implementation of the Mersenne Twister generator (we discovered this during the testing of our
solver). Specifically the following basic recurrence is
effectively used in the PHP system due to a programming error:

The above result is optimal in the sense that this is
the minimum number of observed outputs needed for
the system to become fully determined. In the case
we obtain non consecutive outputs due to truncation

xk+n = xk+m ⊕ ((xk ∧ 0x80000000)|(xk+1 ∧ 0x7ffffffe)|(xk ∧ 0x1))A

As a result the PHP system uses a different generator
which, as it turns out, has slightly more linear dependencies than the MT generator. This means that probably the randomness properties of the PHP generator
are poorer compared to the original MT generator.

4 Suppose

that a sequence is k-distributed to u-bit accuracy. Then
knowledge of the u most significant bits of l words does not allow
one to make any prediction for the u bits of the next word when l < k.
This is the cryptographic interpretation of the “order of equidistribution” whose exact definition can be found in [15].
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Figure 5: Solving MT; y-axis:number of equations; x-axis: number of buckets (logarithm). Standard deviation
shown as vertical bars.

5.4

State recovery for rand()

is a non-linear generator. Nevertheless, the non linearity introduced by the truncation of the LSB is negligible and one can easily recover the initial values given
enough outputs of the generator.

We turn now to the problem of recovering the state
of rand() given a sequence of leaks from this generator. While mt rand() is implemented within the
PHP source code and thus is unchanged across different enviroments, the rand() function uses the respective function defined from the standard library of the
operating system. This results in different implementations across different operating systems. There are
mainly two different implementations of rand() one
from the glibc and one from the Windows library.

State recovery. Notice that if the generators used
have a small state such as the Windows LCGs then
state recovery is easy, by applying the attack from section 4 to bruteforce the entire state of the generator.
However, on the Glibc generator, which has a state of
992 bits, these attacks are infeasible assuming that the
state is random. Although LCGs and the Glibc generators are different, they both fall into the same cryptanalytic framework introduced by Håstad and Shamir
in 1985 for recovering values of truncated linear variables. This framework allows one to uniquely solve
an underdefined system of linear equations when the
values of the variables are partially known. In this section we will discuss our experiences with applying this
technique in the two aforementioned generators: The
LCG and the additive-feedback generator of glibc. We
will briefly describe the algorithm for recovering the
truncated variables in order to discuss our experiments
and results. The interested reader can find more information about the algorithm in the original paper [8].
Suppose we are given a system with l linear equations on k variables modulo m denoted by x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ,

Windows rand(). The rand() function defined in
Windows is a Linear Congruential Generator (LCG).
An LCG is defined by a recurrence of the form
Xn+1 = (aXn + c) mod m
Although LCGs are fast and require a small memory
footprint there are many problems which make them
insufficient for many uses, including of course cryptographic purposes. The parameters used by the Windows LCG are a = 214013, c = 2531011, m = 232 . In
addition, the output is truncated by default and only
the top 15 bits are returned. If PHP is running in a
threaded server in Windows then the parameters of the
LCG used are a = 1103515245, c = 12345, m = 215 .

a11 x1 + a12 x2 + · · · + a1k xk = 0 mod m

Glibc rand(). In the past, glibc also used an LCG for
the rand() function. Subsequently an LFSR-like “additive feedback” design was adopted. The generator
has a state of 31 words (of 32 bits each), over which it
is defined by the following recurrence:

a21 x1 + a22 x2 + · · · + a2k xk = 0 mod m
...
al1 x1 + al2 x2 + · · · + alk xk

where l < k and each variable xi is partially known.
We want to solve the system uniquely by utilizing the
partial information of the k variables xi .
We use the coefficients of the l equations to create a
set of l vectors, where each vector is of the form vi =

ri = (ri−3 + ri−31 ) mod 232
In addition the LSB of each word is discarded and the
output returned to the user is oi = ri  1. An interesting note is that the man page of rand() states that rand
90 21st USENIX Security Symposium
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(a1 , . . . , ak ). In addition we add to this set the k vectors
m · ei , 0 < i ≤ k. The cryptanalytic framework exploits
properties of the lattice L that is defined as the linear
span of these vectors. Observe that the dimension of L
is k and in addition for every vector v ∈ L we have that
∑ki=1 vi xi = 0 mod m.
Given the above the attack works as follows: first a
lattice is defined using the recurrence that defines the
linear generator; then, a lattice basis reduction algorithm is employed to create a set of linearly independent equations modulo m with small coefficients; finally, using the partially known values for each variable, we convert this set of equations to equations over
the integers which can be solved uniquely. Specifically, we use the LLL [13] algorithm in order to obtain
a reduced basis B for the lattice L. Now because B =
{w j } is a basis, the vectors of B are linearly independent. The key observation is that the lattice definition
implies that w j ·x = w j ·(xunknown +xknown ) = d j ·m for
some unknown d j . Now as long as xunknown · w j < m/2
(this is the critical condition for solvability) we can
solve for d j and hence recover k equations for xunknown
which will uniquely determine it.
The original paper provided a relation between the
size of xknown and the number of leaks required from
the generator so that the upper bound of m/2 is ensured
given the level of basis reduction achieved by LLL. In
the case of LCGs the paper demanded the modulo m to
be squarefree. However, as shown above, in the generators used it holds that m = 232 and thus their arguments do not apply. In addition, the lattice of the additive generator of glibc is different than the one generated by an LCG and thus needs a different analysis.
We conducted a thorough experimental analysis of
the framework focusing on the two types of generators
above. In each case we tested the maximum possible
value of xknown to see if the m/2 bound holds for the
reduced LLL basis. In the following paragraphs we
will briefly discuss the results of these experiments for
these types of generators.
In Figure 6 we show the relationship between the
number of leaks required for recovering the state with
the lattice-attack and the number of leaks that are truncated for four LCGs: the Windows LCG, the glibc
LCG (which are both 32 bits), the Visual Basic LCG
(which is 24 bits) and an LCG used in the MMIX of
Knuth (which is 64 bits). It is seen that the number
of leaks required is very small but increases sharply as
more bits are truncated. In all cases the attack stops
being useful once the number of truncated bits leaves
none but the log w − 1 most significant bits where w is
the size of the LCG state. The logarithm barrier seems
to be uniformly present and hints that the MSB’s of
a truncated LCG sequence may be hard to predict (at
least using the techniques considered here). A similar
logarithmic barrier was also found in the experimental
analysis that was conducted by Contini and Shparlinski [3] when they were investigating Stern’s attack [17]
USENIX Association

against truncated LCG’s with secret parameters.
Applying the attack in the glibc additive feedback
generator we found that the LLL algorithm became a
bottleneck in the algorithm running time; due to its
large state the algorithm required a large number of
leaks to recover even small truncation levels therefore increasing the lattice dimension that was given
to the LLL algorithm. Our testing system (a 3.2GHz
cpu with 2GB memory) ran out of memory when 7
bits were truncated. The version of LLL we employed (SageMath 4.8) has time complexity O(k5 )
where k is the dimension of the lattice (which represents roughly the number of leaks). The best timecomplexity known is O(k3 log k) derived from [12];
this may enable much higher truncation levels to be recovered for the glibc generator, however we were not
able to test this experimentally as no implementation
of this algorithm is publicly available.
We conclude that truncated LCG type of generators
can be broken (in the sense of entirely recovering their
internal state) for all but extremely high levels of truncation (e.g. in the case of 32-bit state LCG’s modulo 232 when they are truncated to 16 buckets or less).
For additive feedback type of generators, such as the
one in glibc, the situation is similar, however higher
recursion depths require more leaks (with a linear relationship) that in turn affect the lattice dimension resulting in longer running times. Comparing the results
between the LCGs and the additive feedback generators one may find some justification for the adoption
of the latter in recent versions of glibc : it appears that
- at least as far as lattice-based attacks are concerned it is harder to predict truncated glibc sequences (compared to say, Windows LCG’s) due to the higher running times of LLL reduction (note though that this does
not mean that these are cryptographically secure).

6

Experimental results and Case studies

In order to evaluate the impact of our attacks on real
applications we conducted an audit to the password
reset function implementations of popular PHP applications. Figure 7 shows the results from our audit.
In each case succesfully exploiting the application resulted in takeover of arbitrary user accounts5 and in
some cases, when the administrator interface was affected, of the entire application. In addition to identifiying these vulnerabilities we wrote sample exploits
for some types of attack we presented, each on one affected application.
5 The only exception to that is the HotCRP application where
passwords were stored in cleartext thus there was no password reset
functionality. However, in this case we were able to spoof registrations for arbitrary email accounts.
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Figure 6: Solving LCGs with LLL; y-axis:number of leaks; x-axis: number of bits truncated.
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Figure 7: Summary of audit results. The c superscript denotes that the attack need to be used in combination with
other attacks with the same superscript. The • denotes a full attack while ◦ denotes a weakness for which the
practical exploitation is either unverified or requires very specific configurations. The number denotes the section
in which the applied attack is described in the paper.

6.1

Selected Audit Results

namely a time measurement from uniqid(), an output from the MT generator and an output from the
php combined lcg() through the extra argument in
the uniqid() function. In addition the output is
passed through the MD5 hash function so its infeasible to recover the initial values given the output of this
function. Since we do not have access to the output
of the function, the state reconstruction attack seems
an appropriate choice for attacking this token generation algorithm. Indeed, the Gallery application uses
PHP sessions thus an attacker can use them to predict
the php combined lcg() and mt rand() outputs. In
addition by utilizing the request twins technique from
section 3 the attacker can further reduce the search
space he has to cover to a few thousand requests.

Many applications we audited where trivially vulnerable to our attacks since they used the affected PRNG
functions in a straightforward manner, thus making it
pretty easy for an attacker to apply our techniques and
exploit them. However some applications attempted
to defend against randomness attacks by creating custom token generators. We will describe some attacks
that resulted from using our framework against custom
generators.
Gallery. PHP Gallery is a very popular web based
photo album organizer. In order for a user to reset his
password he has to click to a link, which contains the
security token. The function that generates the token is
the following:

Joomla. Joomla is one of the most popular CMS apfunction hash($entropy="") {
return md5($entropy . uniqid(mt_rand(), true)); plications, and it also have a long history of weaknesses in its generation of password reset tokens [4,
}

11]. Until recently, the code for the random token generation was the following:

The token is generated using three entropy sources,
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function genRandomPassword( $length=8 ) {
$salt = abc...xyzABC...XYZ0123456789 ;
$len = strlen ( $salt );
$makepass = ‘‘’’;
- $stat = @stat ( FILE ) ;
- if (empty($stat) || !isarray($stat))
$stat=array(phpuname());
- mt_srand(crc32(microtime().implode(|,$stat)));
for($i=0;$i<$length;$i++){
$makepass .= $salt[mt_rand(0,$len1)];
}
return $makepass;
}

In addition the output of this function is
hashed using MD5 along a secret, 16 bytes, key
(config.secret) which is created at installation
using the function above. The config.secret value
was also used to create a “remember me” cookie in the
following way:
cookie = md5(config.secret+’JLOGIN REMEMBER’)

Since the second part of the string is constant
and the config.secret is generated through the genRandomPassword function which has only 232 possible values for each length, one could bruteforce all
possible values and recover config.secret. All
that was left was the prediction of the output of the
genRandomPassword() function in order to predict
the security token used to reset a password. One then
observes that although the contents of the $stat variable in the genRandomPassword() function are sufficiently random, the fact that crc is used to convert
this value to a 4 byte seed allows one to predict the
seed generated and thus the token. This attack was
reported in 2010 in [11] and a year after, Joomla released a patch for this vulnerability which removed the
custom seeding (dashed lines) from the token generation function. The idea was that because the generator is rolling constantly without reseeding one will
be unable to recover the config.secret and thus the
generator will be secure due to its secret state. Unfortunately, this may not be the case. If at the installation time the process handling the installation script
is fresh, a fact quite probable if we consider dedicated
servers that do not run other PHP applications, then
the search space of the config.secret will be again
232 and thus an attacker can use the same technique
as before to recover it. After the config.secret is
recovered, exploitation of the password reset implementation is straightforward using our seed recovery
attack from section 4.3. A similar attack also holds
when mod cgi is used for script execution as each request will be handled by a fresh process again reducing
the search space for config.secret in 232 values.
However, the low entropy of the config.secret
key is not the only problem of this implementation.
Even if the key had enough entropy to be totally unpredictable, the generator would still be vulnerable. Notice that in case the genRandomPassword() is called
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with a newly initialized MT generator then there at
most 232 possible tokens, independently of the entropy
of config.secret. This gives an interesting attack
vector: We generate two tokens from a fresh process
sequentially for a user account that we control. Then
we start to connect to a fresh process and request a token for our account. If the token matches the token
generated before then we can submit a second request
for the target user’s account which, since the first token matched the token we own, will match the second
token that we requested before (recall that the tokens
are not bound to users). Observe that if we generate only one pair of tokens this attack is expected to
succeed after 232 requests, assuming that the seed is
random. Nevertheless, we can request more than one
pair of tokens thus increasing our success probability.
Specifically, if we have n pairs of tokens then at the
second phase the attack is expected to succeed after
232 /n requests. Therefore, if we denote by r(n) the expected requests that the attack needs to hit a “good”
token given n initial token pairs, then we have that
r(n) = 2n + 232 /n. Our goal is to minimize the function r(n); this function obtains a positive minimum at
n = 231/2 , for which we have that r(231/2 ) ≈ 185000.
A simple bruteforcing framework that we wrote was
able to achieve around 2500 requests per minute, a rate
at which an attacker can compromise the application
in a little more than one hour. To be fair, we have to
add the requests that are required to spawn new processes but even if we go as far as to double the needed
requests (and this is grossly overestimating) we still
have a higly practical attack.
Gazelle. Gazelle is a torrent tracker application,
which includes a frontend for building torrent sharing communities. It’s been under active development
for the last couple of years and its gaining increasing
popularity. The interesting characteristic of the application’s password reset implementation is that it uses
two generators of the PHP system (namely rand() and
mt rand(). The code that generates a token is this:
function make_secret($Length = 32) {
$Secret = ’’;
$Chars=’abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789’;
for($i=0; $i<$Length; $i++) {
Rand = mt_rand(0, strlen($Chars)-1);
$Secret .= substr($Chars, $Rand, 1);
}
return str_shuffle($Secret);
}

The code generates a random string using
mt rand() and then shuffles the string using the
str shuffle() function which internally uses the
rand() function. If we try to apply directly the seed
recovery attack, i.e. try to ask a question of the form
“which seed produces this token” then we will run
into problems because we have to take into account
two seeds, and a total search space of 64 bits which
13
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is infeasible. The normal action would be to follow
the same path as we did in the Gallery application
where we had a similar problem and utilize the seed
reconstruction attack which does not require an output
of the PRNGs. However, the Gazelle application uses
custom sessions (which are generated using the same
function), and thus we cannot apply that attack either.
The solution lies into slightly mofiying the seed recovery attack. Instead of asking the question “which seed
produces this mt rand() sequence”, which is shuffled
and thus affected by the second PRNG, we instead ask
which seed produces the unsorted set which contains
the characters of our string. This set is not affected by
the shuffling and thus we can effectively bruteforce
the mt rand() seed independently. After recovering
the mt rand() seed we know the initial sequence that
was produced and we can subsequently recover the
seed of rand() using the same attack.

6.2

zen-cart first seeds the mt rand() generator with the
microtime() function and then uses the mt rand()
function to produce a new password for the user. Thus,
there at most 106 possible passwords which could be
produced. Our exploit used the request twins technique to reset both our password and the target user’s
password. Afterwards, we bruteforced the generated
password for our account to recover the microtime()
value that produced it. This takes at most a few seconds on any modern laptop. Then, our exploit bruteforces the passwords generated by microtime() values close to the one that generated our own new password. We ran our exploit in a network with RTT
around 9 ms, and Zen-Cart was installed in a 4 × 2.3
GHz server. The average difference of the two passwords was about 3600 microseconds, and the exploit
needed at most two times that requests since we don’t
know which password was produced first. With the
rate of 2500 requests per minute that our implementation achieves, the attack is completed in a few minutes.
Phorum. Phorum is a classic bulletin board application. It was used, among others, by the eStream competition as an online discussion platform. In order for
a user to reset his password the following function is
used:

Attacks Implementation

In addition to auditing the applications, we implemented a number of our attacks targeting selected applications. In particular, we implemented a seed recovery attack against Mediawiki, a state reconstruction
attack against the Phorum application and the request
twins technique against Zen-cart. In the following sections we will briefly describe each vulnerability and
the results of our attacks implementation.
Mediawiki. Mediawiki is a very popular wiki application used, among others, by Wikipedia. Mediawiki
uses mt rand() in order to generate a new password
when the user requests a password reset. In order to
predict the generated password we use the seed recovery attack of section 4.3. The function f that we sample is the one used to generate a CSRF token which is
the following:

function phorum_gen_password($charpart=4, $numpart=3)
{
$vowels = ... //[char array];
$cons = ... //[char array];
$num_vowels = count($vowels);
$num_cons = count($cons);
$password="";
for($i = 0; $i < $charpart; $i++){
$password .= $cons[mt_rand(0, $num_cons - 1)]
. $vowels[mt_rand(0, $num_vowels - 1)];
}
$password = substr($password, 0, $charpart);
if($numpart){
$max=(int)str_pad("", $numpart, "9");
$min=(int)str_pad("1", $numpart, "0");
$num=(string)mt_rand($min, $max);
}
return strtolower($password.$num);

function generateToken( $salt = ’’ ) {
$token = dechex(mt_rand()).dechex(mt_rand());
return md5( $token . $salt );
}

Our function f given a seed s first seeds the
mt rand() generator and then uses that generator to
produce a token as the function above. To fully evaluate the practicality of the attack we implemented the
attack online, without any time-space tradeoff. Our implementation was able to cover around 1300000 seed
evaluations of f per second in a dual-core laptop with
two 2.3 GHz processors. This allowed us to cover the
full 232 range in about 70 minutes. Of course, using
a time-space tradeoff the search time could be further
reduced to a few minutes.

}

What makes this function interesting in the context
of state recovery is that at if called with no arguments
(as it is in the application), at least four mt rand()
leaks are discarded in each call. We implemented
the attack having the application installed in a Windows server with the Apache web server and we used
our generic technique for Windows in order to reconnect to the same process. On average, the attack required around 1100 requests and 11 reconnections of
our client. The running time was about 30 minutes, and
the main source of overhead was the system solving.
This fact is mainly explained from the small number
of buckets and the lost leaks of each iteration. Neverthless, the attack remained highly practical, as we

Zen cart. Zen-Cart is a popular eCommerce application. At the time of this writing, a sample database
which shops enter volunterily numbers about 2500 active e-shops 6 . In order to reset a user’s password
6 www.zen-cart.com/index.php?main_page=showcase
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fore, such measures should be employed by the PHP
system as safeguards for applications that misuse the
PHP core PRNGs.
Our session preimage attack (section 4.1) can be
mitigated by utilizing an option (disabled by default)
of PHP to add extra entropy, from a file, in the session identifier. By specifying /dev/urandom as the
entropy file, a user can increase the entropy of a
session arbitrarily thus making it infeasible for an
attacker to obtain a preimage. In Windows, because /dev/urandom is not available this option
gathers entropy using the same algorithm as in the
openssl random pseudo bytes() function. The
PHP developement team informed us that the above
option will be enabled by default in the upcoming version, PHP 5.4.
The above workarounds, if employed, will kill our
seed attacks and the generic process distinguisher we
devised. However, state recovery attacks would still be
possible either through some application specific leak,
or using the generic technique described for Windows
operating systems (section 5.2). In addition, we find
the possibility of the existence of other process distinguishers very probable; after all, the process identifier
is not considered a cryptographic secret and could be
leaked either through the application or the web server
or even the operating system itself. Therefore, we feel
that even using these workarounds, one should consider state recovery attacks practical.
With the present state of the PHP system, developers
should avoid using directly the PRNGs of the PHP core
for security purposes. Any application that requires
a security token should employ a custom generator,
that will either use the functions from the PHP extensions such as the openssl random pseudo bytes(),
if available, or it will use other entropy sources. We
give an example of one such function in [1].

were able to compormise any user account (including
the administrator) within half an hour.

7

Defending against the Attacks

We believe that a major shortcoming of the PHP core
is that it does not provide a native cryptographically
secure PRNG and token generator. In fact, a pseudorandom function (PRF) would be the most suitable
cryptographic primitive for generating random tokens
based on program defined labels; PRF’s can be constructed by PRNG’s [7]. We feel that this is a shortcoming since developers tend to prefer functions from
the core as they are compatible with every different
enviroment PHP is running in. A possible solution
would be to introduce a secure PRNG in the PHP
core (as a new function). We proposed this solution to the PHP development team which informed us
that the development overhead would be too big for
supporting such a function and the solution of using
openssl random pseudo bytes() (which requires
OpenSSL) is their recommendation.
On the other hand, administrators can take a number of precautions to defend against randomness attacks using current PHP versions. The Suhosin extension provides a secure seed in the mt rand() and
rand() functions. The seed exploits the fact that the
Mersenne Twister has a large state and fills that state
using a hash function. Because rand() may have a
small state and is dependent from the operating system, the Suhosin extension replaces rand() with a
Mersenne twister generator with a different state from
mt rand(). The hashed values of the seed used are
a concatenation of predictable values such as process
identifiers and timestamps, along with, potentially, unpredictable ones such as memory addresses of variables and input from /dev/urandom. Because the
addresses in any modern operating system are randomized through ASLR, as a security precaution, using them as a seed should provide enough additional
entropy to make the two seed attacks (sections 4.2,
4.3) infeasible (assuming ASLR addresses are unpredictable). In addition, the suhosin extension ignores the calls to the seeding functions mt srand(),
srand() in order to defend against weak seeding from
the application. Although this may introduce a state recovery vulnerability, in the majority of our case studies, custom seeding was pretty weak and this measure (of securely seeding once and ignoring application based reseeding) increases security. We strongly
believe that securely seeding the generators, when possible, is a very useful exploit mitigation for the attacks
we presented. Although state recovery attacks would
still be possible, these attacks are more complex than
the seed attacks which require a handful of requests
and commodity hardware to compromise the applications. Furthermore, creating a secure seed from such
sources has a negligible performance overhead. ThereUSENIX Association

8

Related Work

The first randomness attack in PHP that we are aware
of appeared in a blog post by Stefan Esser [5, 6], where
he described basic system properties such as keepalive connection handling by web server processes,
and described how misusing mt srand() could result in security vulnerabilities that he demonstrated in
some popular applications. Shortly after, the same
author released an update of the Suhosin extension
which included the randomness features for strong
seeding mentioned above. Our preimage attack on
PHP sessions was insipired by an attack introduced by
Samy Kamkar [10], in which he described some cases
where an adversary would be able to guess a PHP session. However these attacks assumed a side-channel
of server information. Finally Gregor Kopf [11] described, along other attacks, the vulnerability in the
password reset implementation of Joomla. This work
describes some type of seed recovery attacks but only
15
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for the case that a fresh seeding occurs within the PHP
script executed.

[4] Stefan Esser. Joomla weak random password reset token vulnerability. SektionEins GmbH, Security Advisory 2008/09/11, 2008.

9

[5] Stefan Esser. Lesser known security problems in
php applications. In Zend Conference, 2008.

Conclusions

We find the fact that the most popular programming
language in a domain that has a clear need for cryptographically strong randomness does not have such a
generator within its core system to be a security hazard.
Still, even if such a generator existed in the language,
the misuse of other functions would not disappear immediately as API misusage is a very common security
problem in modern systems. Therefore, we believe
that research in the practical exploitation of such insecure functions should be continued and extended to
other environments even if they do offer better security features in their API than PHP. In this paper we
explored the case of PHP installed in the Apache web
server along with mod php. We also showed the applicability of some of our attacks in cgi mode where
each request is handled by a new process. However,
the case of fast cgi needs further investigation as its
behavior depends highly on its configuration. In addition, it would be interesting to check other languages
and web servers, such as PHP on an IIS web server, or
Python and Ruby on Rails web applications in Apache.
A problem that is also of theoretical interest is the
development of faster algorithms for recovering truncated linear variables and finding an explanation for
the logarithmic barrier we encountered when experimenting with the Håstad-Shamir framework. To conclude, despite the fact that linear generators are cryptographically insecure, the fact that developers misuse
them for security critical features makes the analysis
of their practical security within a certain application
context an interesting research question which we believe needs further attention and awareness.
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Abstract
Vulnerabilities in browser extensions put users at risk by
providing a way for website and network attackers to
gain access to users’ private data and credentials. Extensions can also introduce vulnerabilities into the websites
that they modify. In 2009, Google Chrome introduced
a new extension platform with several features intended
to prevent and mitigate extension vulnerabilities: strong
isolation between websites and extensions, privilege separation within an extension, and an extension permission
system. We performed a security review of 100 Chrome
extensions and found 70 vulnerabilities across 40 extensions. Given these vulnerabilities, we evaluate how well
each of the security mechanisms defends against extension vulnerabilities. We find that the mechanisms mostly
succeed at preventing direct web attacks on extensions,
but new security mechanisms are needed to protect users
from network attacks on extensions, website metadata attacks on extensions, and vulnerabilities that extensions
add to websites. We propose and evaluate additional defenses, and we conclude that banning HTTP scripts and
inline scripts would prevent 47 of the 50 most severe vulnerabilities with only modest impact on developers.

1

Introduction

Browser extensions can introduce serious security vulnerabilities into users’ browsers or the websites that extensions interact with [20, 32]. In 2009, Google Chrome
introduced a new extension platform with several security mechanisms intended to prevent and mitigate extension vulnerabilities. Safari and Mozilla Firefox have
since adopted some of these mechanisms for their own
extension platforms. In this paper, we evaluate the security of the widely-deployed Google Chrome extension
platform with the goal of understanding the practical successes and failures of its security mechanisms.
Most extensions are written by well-meaning developers who are not security experts. These non-expert
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developers need to build extensions that are robust to attacks originating from malicious websites and the network. Extensions can read and manipulate content from
websites, make unfettered network requests, and access
browser userdata like bookmarks and geolocation. In the
hands of a web or network attacker, these privileges can
be abused to collect users’ private information and authentication credentials.
Google Chrome employs three mechanisms to prevent
and mitigate extension vulnerabilities:
• Privilege separation. Chrome extensions adhere to
a privilege-separated architecture [23]. Extensions
are built from two types of components, which are
isolated from each other: content scripts and core
extensions. Content scripts interact with websites
and execute with no privileges. Core extensions do
not directly interact with websites and execute with
the extension’s full privileges.
• Isolated worlds. Content scripts can read and modify website content, but content scripts and websites
have separate program heaps so that websites cannot access content scripts’ functions or variables.
• Permissions. Each extension comes packaged with
a list of permissions, which govern access to the
browser APIs and web domains. If an extension has
a core extension vulnerability, the attacker will only
gain access to the permissions that the vulnerable
extension already has.
In this work, we provide an empirical analysis of
these security mechanisms, which together comprise a
state-of-the-art least privilege system. We analyze 100
Chrome extensions, including the 50 most popular extensions, to determine whether Chrome’s security mechanisms successfully prevent or mitigate extension vulnerabilities. We find that 40 extensions contain at least one
type of vulnerability. Twenty-seven extensions contain
core extension vulnerabilities, which give an attacker full
control over the extension.
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Based on this set of vulnerabilities, we evaluate the
effectiveness of each of the three security mechanisms.
Our primary findings are:
• The isolated worlds mechanism is highly successful
at preventing content script vulnerabilities.
• The success of the isolated worlds mechanism renders privilege separation unnecessary. However,
privilege separation would protect 62% of extensions if isolated worlds were to fail. In the remaining 38% of extensions, developers either intentionally or accidentally negate the benefits of privilege
separation. This highlights that forcing developers
to divide their software into components does not
automatically achieve security on its own.
• Permissions significantly reduce the severity of half
of the core extension vulnerabilities, which demonstrates that permissions are effective at mitigating
vulnerabilities in practice. Additionally, dangerous
permissions do not correlate with vulnerabilities:
developers who write vulnerable extensions use permissions the same way as other developers.
Although these mechanisms reduce the rate and scope
of several classes of attacks, a large number of highprivilege vulnerabilities remain.
We propose and evaluate four additional defenses. Our
extension review demonstrates that many developers do
not follow security best practices if they are optional, so
we propose four mandatory bans on unsafe coding practices. We quantify the security benefits and functionality costs of these restrictions on extension behavior. Our
evaluation shows that banning inline scripts and HTTP
scripts would prevent 67% of the overall vulnerabilities
and 94% of the most dangerous vulnerabilities at a relatively low cost for most extensions. In concurrent work,
Google Chrome implemented Content Security Policy
(CSP) for extensions to optionally restrict their own behavior. Motivated in part by our study [5], future versions
of Chrome will use CSP to enforce some of the mandatory bans that we proposed and evaluated.
Contributions. We contribute the following:
• We establish the rate at which extensions contain
different types of vulnerabilities, which should direct future extension security research efforts.
• We perform the first large-scale study of the effectiveness of privilege separation when developers
who are not security experts are required to use it.
• Although it has been assumed that permissions mitigate vulnerabilities [12, 14, 10], we are the first to
evaluate the extent to which this is true in practice.
• We propose and evaluate new defenses. This study
partially motivated Chrome’s adoption of a new
mandatory security mechanism.
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2

Extension Security Background

2.1

Threat Model

In this paper, we focus on non-malicious extensions that
are vulnerable to external attacks. Most extensions are
written by well-meaning developers who are not security experts. We do not consider malicious extensions;
preventing malicious extensions requires completely different tactics, such as warnings, user education, security
scans of the market, and feedback and rating systems.
Benign-but-buggy extensions face two types of attacks:
• Network attackers. People who use insecure networks (e.g., public WiFi hotspots) may encounter
network attackers [26, 21]. A network attacker’s
goal is to obtain personal information or credentials
from a target user. To achieve this goal, a network
attacker will read and alter HTTP traffic to mount
man-in-the-middle attacks. (Assuming that TLS
works as intended, a network attacker cannot compromise HTTPS traffic.) Consequently, data and
scripts loaded over HTTP may be compromised.
If an extension adds an HTTP script – a JavaScript
file loaded over HTTP – to itself, a network attacker
can run arbitrary JavaScript within the extension’s
context. If an extension adds an HTTP script to
an HTTPS website, then the website will no longer
benefit from the confidentiality, integrity, and authentication guarantees of HTTPS. Similarly, inserting HTTP data into an HTTPS website or extension
can lead to vulnerabilities if the untrusted data is allowed to execute as code.
• Web attackers. Users may visit websites that host
malicious content (e.g., advertisements or user comments). A website can launch a cross-site scripting attack on an extension if the extension treats the
website’s data or functions as trusted. The goal of
a web attacker is to gain access to browser userdata
(e.g., history) or violate website isolation (e.g., read
another site’s password).
Extensions are primarily written in JavaScript and
HTML, and JavaScript provides several methods for converting strings to code, such as eval and setTimeout.
If used improperly, these methods can introduce code
injection vulnerabilities that compromise the extension.
Data can also execute if it is written to a page as
HTML instead of as text, e.g., through the use of
document.write or document.body.innerHTML. Extension developers need to be careful to avoid passing
unsanitized, untrusted data to these execution sinks.
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Figure 1: The architecture of a Google Chrome extension.

2.2

Chrome Extension Security Model

Many Firefox extensions have publicly suffered from
vulnerabilities [20, 32]. To prevent this, the Google
Chrome extension platform was designed to protect users
from vulnerabilities in benign-but-buggy extensions [4].
It features three primary security mechanisms:
• Privilege separation. Every Chrome extension is
composed of two types of components: zero or
more content scripts and zero or one core extension.
Content scripts read and modify websites as needed.
The core extension implements features that do not
directly involve websites, including browser UI elements, long-running background jobs, an options
page, etc. Content scripts and core extensions run in
separate processes, and they communicate by sending structured clones over an authenticated channel.
Each website receives its own separate, isolated instance of a given content script. Core extensions can
access Chrome’s extension API, but content scripts
cannot. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between
components in a Chrome extension.
The purpose of this architecture is to shield the privileged part of an extension (i.e., the core extension)
from attackers. Content scripts are at the highest
risk of attack because they directly interact with
websites, so they are low-privilege. The sheltered
core extension is higher-privilege. As such, an attack that only compromises a content script does
not pose a significant threat to the user unless the
attack can be extended across the message-passing
channel to the higher-privilege core extension.
1.4% of extensions also include binary plugins in
addition to content scripts and core extensions [12].
Binary plugins are native executables and are not
protected by any of these security mechanisms. We
do not discuss the security of binary plugins in this
paper because they are infrequently used and must
undergo a manual security review before they can
be posted in the Chrome Web Store.
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• Isolated worlds. The isolated worlds mechanism is
intended to protect content scripts from web attackers. A content script can read or modify a website’s
DOM, but the content script and website have separate JavaScript heaps with their own DOM objects.
Consequently, content scripts and websites never
exchange pointers. This should make it more difficult for websites to tamper with content scripts.1
• Permissions. By default, extensions cannot use
parts of the browser API that impact users’ privacy
or security. In order to gain access to these APIs, a
developer must specify the desired permissions in a
file that is packaged with the extension. For example, an extension must request the bookmarks permission to read or alter the user’s bookmarks. Permissions also restrict extensions’ use of cross-origin
XMLHttpRequests; an extension needs to specify
the domains that it wants to interact with. Only the
core extension can use permissions. Content scripts
cannot invoke browser APIs or make cross-origin
XHRs.2 A content script has only two privileges:
it can access the website it is running on, and send
messages to its core extension.
Permissions are intended to mitigate core extension
vulnerabilities.3 An extension is limited to the permissions that its developer requested, so an attacker
cannot request new permissions for a compromised
extension. Consequently, the severity of a vulnerability in an extension is limited to the API calls and
domains that the permissions allow.

1 Although isolated worlds separates websites from content scripts,
it not a form of privilege separation; privilege separation refers to techniques that isolate parts of the same application from each other.
2 In newer versions of Chrome, content scripts can make crossorigin XHRs. However, this was not permitted at the time of our study.
3 Extension permissions are shown to users during installation, so
they may also have a role in helping users avoid malicious extensions;
however, we focus on benign-but-buggy extensions in this work.
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Google Chrome was the first browser to implement
privilege separation, isolated worlds, and permissions for
an extension system. These security mechanisms were
intended to make Google Chrome extensions safer than
Mozilla Firefox extensions or Internet Explorer browser
helper objects [4]. Subsequently, Safari adopted an identical extension platform, and Mozilla Firefox’s new Addon SDK (Jetpack) privilege-separates extension modules. All of our study findings are directly applicable to
Safari’s extension platform, and the privilege separation
evaluation likely translates to Firefox’s Add-on SDK.
Contemporaneously with our extension review, the
Google Chrome extension team began to implement
a fourth security mechanism: Content Security Policy
(CSP) for extensions. CSP is a client-side HTML policy system that allows website developers to restrict what
types of scripts can run on a page [29]. It is intended to
prevent cross-site scripting attacks by blocking the execution of scripts that have been inserted into pages. By
default, CSP disables inline scripts: JavaScript will not
run if it is in a link, between <script> tags, or in an
event handler. The page’s policy can specify a set of
trusted servers, and only scripts from these servers will
execute. Consequently, any attacker that were to gain
control of a page would only be able to add code from
the trusted servers (which should not lead to harm). CSP
can also restrict the use of eval, XHR, and iframes. In
Chrome, CSP applies to extensions’ HTML pages [28].

3

Extension Security Review

We reviewed 100 Google Chrome extensions from the
official directory. This set is comprised of the 50 most
popular extensions and 50 randomly-selected extensions
from June 2011.4 Section 3.1 presents our extension review methodology. Our security review found that 40%
of the extensions contain vulnerabilities, and Section 3.2
describes the vulnerabilities. Section 3.3 presents our observation that 31% of developers do not follow even the
simplest security best practices. We notified most of the
authors of vulnerable extensions (Section 3.4).

3.1

Methodology

We manually reviewed the 100 selected extensions, using
a three-step security review process:
1. Black-box testing. We exercised each extension’s
user interface and monitored its network traffic to
observe inputs and behavior. We looked for instances of network data being inserted into the

DOM of a page. After observing an extension, we
inserted malicious data into its network traffic (including the websites it interacts with) to test potential vulnerabilities.
2. Source code analysis. We examined extensions’
source code to determine whether data from an
untrusted source could flow to an execution sink.
After manually reviewing the source code, we
used grep to search for any additional sources or
sinks that we might have missed. For sources,
we looked for static and dynamic script insertion, XMLHttpRequests, cookies, bookmarks, and
reading websites’ DOMs. For sinks, we looked
for uses of eval, setTimeout, document.write,
innerHTML, etc. We then manually traced the call
graph to find additional vulnerabilities.
3. Holistic testing. We matched extensions’ source
code to behaviors we identified during black-box
testing. With our combined knowledge of an extension’s source code, network traffic, and user interface, we attempted to identify any additional behavior that we had previously missed.
We then verified that all of the vulnerabilities could occur
in practice by building attacks. Our goal was to find all
vulnerabilities in every extension.
During our review, we looked for three types of vulnerabilities: vulnerabilities that extensions add to websites (e.g., HTTP scripts on HTTPS websites), vulnerabilities in content scripts, and vulnerabilities in core extensions. Some content script vulnerabilities may also
be core extension vulnerabilities, depending on the extensions’ architectures. Core extension vulnerabilities
are the most severe because the core is the most privileged extension component. We do not report vulnerabilities if the potential attacker is a trusted website (e.g.,
https://mail.google.com) and the potentially malicious data is not user-generated; we do not believe that
well-known websites are likely to launch web attacks.
After our manual review, we applied a well-known
commercial static analysis tool to six extensions, with
custom rules. However, our manual review identified
significantly more vulnerabilities, and the static analysis
tool did not find any additional vulnerabilities because of
limitations in its ability to track strings. Prior research
has similarly found that a manual review by experts uncovers more bugs than static analysis tools [30]. Our
other alternative, VEX [3], was not built to handle several
of the types of attacks that we reviewed. Consequently,
we did not pursue static analysis further.

4 We excluded four extensions because they included binary plugins;
they were replaced with the next popular or random extensions. The
directory’s popularity metric is primarily based on the number of users.
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Vulnerable Component

Web
Attacker

Network
Attacker

5
3
6

50
1
14

Core extension
Content script
Website

Table 1: 70 vulnerabilities, by location and threat model.
Vulnerable Component

Popular

Random

Total

Core extension
Content script
Website

12
1
11

15
2
6

27
3
17

Any

22

18

40

Table 2: The number of extensions with vulnerabilities,
of 50 popular and 50 randomly-selected extensions.

3.2

Vulnerabilities

We found 70 vulnerabilities across 40 extensions. The
appendix identifies the vulnerable extensions. Table 1
categorizes the vulnerabilities by the location of the vulnerability and the type of attacker that could exploit it.
More of the vulnerabilities can be leveraged by a network attacker than by a web attacker, which reflects the
fact that two of the Chrome extension platform’s security measures were primarily designed to prevent web attacks. A bug may be vulnerable to both web and network
attacks; we count it as a single vulnerability but list it in
both categories in Table 1 for illustrative purposes.
The vulnerabilities are evenly distributed between
popular and randomly-selected extensions. Table 2
shows the distribution. Although popular extensions are
more likely to be professionally written, this does not
result in a lower vulnerability rate in the set of popular
extensions that we examined. We hypothesize that popular extensions have more complex communication with
websites and servers, which increases their attack surface and neutralizes the security benefits of having been
professionally developed. The most popular vulnerable
extension had 768, 154 users in June 2011.

3.3

Developer Security Effort

Most extension developers are not security experts.
However, there are two best practices that a securityconscious extension developer can follow without any
expertise. First, developers can use HTTPS instead of
HTTP when it is available, to prevent a network attacker
from inserting data or code into an extension. Second,
developers can use innerText instead of innerHTML
when adding untrusted, non-HTML data to a page;
innerText does not allow inline scripts to execute. We
evaluate developers’ use of these best practices in order
to determine how security-conscious they are.
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We find that 31 extensions contain at least one vulnerability that was caused by not following these two simple best practices. This demonstrates that a substantial
fraction of developers do not make use of optional security mechanisms, even if the security mechanisms are
very simple to understand and use. As such, we advocate
mandatory security mechanisms that force developers to
follow best security practices (Section 7).

3.4

Author Notification

We disclosed the extensions’ vulnerabilities to all of the
developers that we were able to contact. We found contact information for 80% of the vulnerable extensions.5
Developers were contacted between June and September
2011, depending on when we completed each review. We
sent developers follow-up e-mails if they did not respond
to our initial vulnerability disclosure within a month.
Of the 32 developers that we contacted, 19 acknowledged and fixed the vulnerabilities in their extensions,
and 7 acknowledged the vulnerabilities but have not
completely fixed them as of February 7, 2012. Two of
the un-patched extensions are official Google extensions.
As requested, we provided guidance on how the security
bugs could be fixed. None of the developers disputed the
legitimacy of the vulnerabilities, although one developer
argued that a vulnerability was too difficult to fix.
The appendix identifies the extensions that have been
fixed. However, the “fixed” extensions are not necessarily secure despite our review. While checking on the status of vulnerabilities, we discovered that developers of
several extensions have introduced new security vulnerabilities that were not present during our initial review.
We do not discuss the new vulnerabilities in this paper.

4

Evaluation of Isolated Worlds

The isolated worlds mechanism is intended to protect content scripts from malicious websites, including otherwise-benign websites that have been altered by
a network attacker. We evaluate whether the isolated
worlds mechanism is sufficient to protect content scripts
from websites. Our security review indicates that isolated worlds largely succeeds: only 3 of the 100 extensions have content script vulnerabilities, and only 2 of
the vulnerabilities allow arbitrary code execution.
Developers face four main security challenges when
writing extensions that interact with websites. We discuss whether and how well the isolated worlds mechanism helps prevent these vulnerability classes.
5 For the remaining 20%, contact information was unavailable, the
extension had been removed from the directory, or we were unable to
contact the developer in a language spoken by the developer.
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Data as HTML. One potential web development mistake is to insert untrusted data as HTML into a page,
thereby allowing untrusted data to run as code. The isolated worlds mechanism mitigates this type of error in
content scripts. When a content script inserts data as
HTML into a website, any scripts in the data are executed
within the website’s isolated world instead of the extension’s. This means that an extension can read data from a
website’s DOM, edit it, and then re-insert it into the page
without introducing a content script vulnerability. Alternately, an extension can copy data from one website into
another website. In this case, the extension will have introduced a vulnerability into the edited website, but the
content script itself will be unaffected.
We expect that content scripts would exhibit a higher
vulnerability rate if the isolated worlds mechanism did
not mitigate data-as-HTML bugs. Six extensions’ content scripts contained data-as-HTML errors that resulted
in web site vulnerabilities, instead of the more-dangerous
content script vulnerabilities. Furthermore, we found
that 20 of the 50 (40%) core extension vulnerabilities are
caused by inserting untrusted data into HTML; core extensions do not have the benefit of the isolated worlds
mechanism to ameliorate this class of error. Since it is
unlikely that developers exercise greater caution when
writing content scripts than when writing core extensions, we conclude that the isolated worlds mechanism
reduces the rate of content script vulnerabilities by mitigating data-as-HTML errors.
Eval. Developers can introduce vulnerabilities into their
extensions by using eval to execute untrusted data. If an
extension reads data from a website’s DOM and evals
the data in a content script, the resulting code will run in
the content script’s isolated world. As such, the isolated
worlds mechanism does not prevent or mitigate vulnerabilities due to the use of eval in a content script.
We find that relatively few developers use eval, possibly because its use has been responsible for well-known
security problems in the past [8, 27]. Only 14 extensions
use eval or equivalent constructs to convert strings to
code in their content scripts, and most of those use it
only once in a library function. However, we did find
two content script vulnerabilities that arise because of an
extension’s use of eval in its content script. For example, the Blank Canvas Script Handler extension can be
customized with supplemental scripts, which the extension downloads from a website and evals in a content
script. Although the developer is intentionally running
data from the website as code, the integrity of the HTTP
website that hosts the supplemental scripts could be compromised by a network attacker.
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Click Injection. Extensions can register event handlers
for DOM elements on websites. For example, an extension might register a handler for a button’s onClick
event. However, extensions cannot differentiate between
events that are triggered by the user and events that are
generated by a malicious web site. A website can launch
a click injection attack by invoking an extension’s event
handler, thereby tricking the extension into performing
an action that was not requested by the user. Although
this attack does not allow the attacker to run arbitrary
code in the vulnerable content script, it does allow the
website to control the content script’s behavior.
The isolated worlds mechanism does not prevent or
mitigate click injection attacks at all. However, the attack surface is small because relatively few extensions
register event handlers for websites’ DOM elements. Of
the 17 extensions that register event handlers, most are
for simple buttons that toggle UI state. We observed only
one click injection vulnerability, in the Google Voice extension. The extension changes phone numbers on websites into links. When a user clicks a phone number
link, Google Voice inserts a confirmation dialog onto the
DOM of the website to ensure that the user wants to place
a phone call. Google Voice will place the call following
the user’s confirmation. However, a malicious website
could fire the extension’s event handlers on the link and
confirmation dialog, thereby placing a phone call from
the user’s Google Voice account without user consent.
Prototypes and Capabilities. In the past, many vulnerabilities due to prototype poisoning and capability leaks
have been observed in bookmarklets and Firefox extensions [20, 32, 2]. The isolated worlds mechanism provides heap separation, which prevents both of these types
of attacks. Regardless of developer behavior, these attacks are not possible in Chrome extensions as long as
the isolation mechanism works correctly.
Based on our security review, the isolated worlds
mechanism is highly effective at shielding content scripts
from malicious websites. It mitigates data-as-HTML errors, which we found were very common in the Chrome
extensions that we reviewed. Heap separation also prevents prototype poisoning and capability leaks, which are
common errors in bookmarklets and Firefox extensions.
Although the isolated worlds mechanism does not prevent click injection or eval-based attacks, we find that
developers rarely make these mistakes. We acknowledge
that our manual review could have missed some content
script vulnerabilities. However, we find it unlikely that
we could have missed many, given our success at finding the same types of vulnerabilities in core extensions.
We therefore conclude that the isolated worlds mechanism is effective, and other extension platforms should
implement it if they have not yet done so.
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5

Evaluation of Privilege Separation

Privilege separation is intended to shield the privileged
core extension from attacks. The isolated worlds mechanism serves as the first line of defense against malicious
websites, and privilege separation is supposed to protect
the core extension when isolated worlds fails. We evaluate the effectiveness of extension privilege separation
and find that, although it is unneeded, it would be partially successful at accomplishing its purpose if the isolated worlds mechanism were to fail.

5.1

Cross-Component Vulnerabilities

Some developers give content scripts access to core
extension permissions, which removes the defense-indepth benefits of privilege separation. We evaluate the
impact of developer behavior on the effectiveness of extension privilege separation.
Vulnerable Content Scripts. The purpose of privilege
separation is to limit the impact of content script vulnerabilities. Even if a content script is vulnerable, privilege separation should prevent an attacker from executing code with the extension’s permissions. We identified two extensions with content script vulnerabilities
that permit arbitrary code execution; these two extensions could benefit from privilege separation.
Despite privilege separation, both of the vulnerabilities yield access to some core extension privileges. The
vulnerable content scripts can send messages to their
respective core extensions, requesting that the core extensions exercise their privileges. In both extensions,
the core extension makes arbitrary XHRs on behalf of
the content script and returns the result to the content
script. This means that the two vulnerable content scripts
could trigger arbitrary HTTP XHRs even though content scripts should not have access to a cross-origin
XMLHttpRequest object. These vulnerable extensions
represent a partial success for privilege separation because the attacker cannot gain full privileges, but also
a partial failure because the attacker can gain the ability
to make cross-origin XHRs.
Hypothetical Vulnerabilities. Due to the success of
the isolated worlds mechanism, our set of vulnerabilities
only includes two extensions that need privilege separation as a second line of defense. To expand the scope of
our evaluation of privilege separation, we explore a hypothetical scenario: if the currently-secure extensions’
content scripts had vulnerabilities, would privilege separation mitigate these vulnerabilities?
Of the 98 extensions that do not have content script
vulnerabilities, 61 have content scripts. We reviewed the
message passing boundary between these content scripts
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Permissions

Number of Scripts

All of the extension’s permissions
Partial: Cross-origin XHRs2
Partial: Tab control
Partial: Other

4
9
5
5

Table 3: 61 extensions have content scripts that do not
have code injection vulnerabilities. If an attacker were
hypothetically able to compromise the content scripts,
these are the permissions that the attacker could gain access to via the message-passing channel with the cores.
and their core extensions. We determined that 38% of
content scripts can leverage communication with their
core extensions to abuse some core extension privileges:
4 extensions’ content scripts can use all of their cores’
permissions, and 19 can use some of their cores’ permissions. Table 3 shows which permissions attackers would
be able to obtain via messages if they were able to compromise the content scripts. This demonstrates that privilege separation could be a relatively effective layer of defense, if needed: we can expect that privilege separation
would be effective at limiting the damage of a content
script vulnerability 62% of the time.
Example. The AdBlock extension allows its content
script to execute a set of pre-defined functions in the core
extension. To do this, the content script sends a message to the core extension. A string in the message is
used to index the window object, allowing the content
script to select a pre-defined function to run. Unfortunately, this also permits arbitrary code execution because
the window object provides access to eval. As such,
a compromised content script would have unfettered access to the core extension’s permissions.
Example. A bug in the Web Developer extension unintentionally grants its content script full privileges. Its
content script can post small notices to the popup page,
which is part of the core extension. The notices are inserted using innerHTML. The notices are supposed to be
text, but a compromised content script could send a notice with an inline script that would execute in the popup
page with full core extension permissions.

5.2

Web Site Metadata Vulnerabilities

The Chrome extension platform applies privilege separation with the expectation that malicious website data will
first enter an extension via a vulnerable content script.
However, it is possible for a website to attack a core extension without crossing the privilege separation boundary. Website-controlled metadata such as titles and URLs
can be accessed by the core extension through browser
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Type

Vulnerabilities

Website content
Website metadata
HTTP XHR
HTTP script

2
5
16
28

Total

50

Table 4: The types of core extension vulnerabilities.
managers (e.g., the history, bookmark, and tab managers). This metadata may include inline scripts, and
mishandled metadata can lead to a core extension vulnerability. Website metadata does not flow through content
scripts, so privilege separation does not impede it. We
identified five vulnerabilities from metadata that would
allow an attacker to circumvent privilege separation.
Example. The Speeddial extension replicates Chrome’s
built-in list of recently closed pages. Speeddial keeps
track of the tabs opened using the tabs manager and does
not sanitize the titles of these pages before adding them
to the HTML of one of its core extension pages. If a title
were to contain an inline script, it would execute with the
core extension’s permissions.

5.3

Direct Network Attacks

Privilege separation is intended to protect the core extension from web attackers and HTTP websites that have
been compromised by network attackers. However, the
core extension may also be subject to direct network attacks. Nothing separates a core extension from code
in HTTP scripts or data in HTTP XMLHttpRequests.
HTTP scripts in the core extension give a network attacker the ability to execute code with the extension’s
full permissions, and HTTP XHRs cause vulnerabilities
when extensions allow the HTTP data to execute.
Direct network attacks comprise the largest class
of core extension vulnerabilities, as Table 4 illustrates. Of the 50 core extension vulnerabilities, 44 vulnerabilities (88%) stem from HTTP scripts or HTTP
XMLHttpRequests, as opposed to website data. For example, many extensions put the HTTP version of the
Google Analytics script in the core extension to track
which of the extensions’ features are used.
Example. Google Dictionary allows a user to look up
definitions of words by double clicking on a word. The
desired definition is fetched by making a HTTP request
to google.com servers. The response is inserted into
one of the core extension’s pages using innerHTML. A
network attacker could modify the response to contain
malicious inline scripts, which would then execute as
part of the privileged core extension page.
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5.4

Implications

The isolated worlds mechanism is so effective at protecting content scripts from websites that privilege separation is rarely needed. As such, privilege separation is
used to address a threat that almost does not exist, at
the cost of increasing the complexity and performance
overhead of extensions. (Privilege separation requires an
extra process for each extension, and communication between content scripts and core extensions is IPC.) We
find that network attackers are the real threat to core extension security, but privilege separation does not mitigate or prevent these attacks. This shows that although
privilege separation can be a powerful security mechanism [23], its placement within an overall system is an
important determining factor of its usefulness.
Our study also has implications for the use of privilege separation in other contexts. All Chrome extension
developers are required to privilege separate their extensions, which allows us to evaluate how well developers
who are not security experts use privilege separation. We
find that privilege separation would be fairly effective at
preventing web attacks in the absence of isolated worlds:
privilege separation would fully protect 62% of core extensions. However, in more than a third of extensions,
developers created message passing channels that allow
low-privilege code to exploit high-privilege code. This
demonstrates that forcing developers to privilege separate their software will improve security in most cases,
but a significant fraction of developers will accidentally
or intentionally negate the benefits of privilege separation. Mandatory privilege separation could be a valuable
line of defense for another platform, but it should not be
relied on as the only security mechanism; it should be
coupled with other lines of defense.

6

Evaluation of the Permission System

The Chrome permission system is intended to reduce
the severity of core extension vulnerabilities. If a website or network attacker were to successfully inject malicious code into a core extension, the severity of the attack would be limited by the extension’s permissions.
However, permissions will not mitigate vulnerabilities
in extensions that request many dangerous permissions.
We evaluate the extent to which permissions mitigate the
core extension vulnerabilities that we found.
Table 5 lists the permissions that the vulnerable extensions request. Ideally, each permission should be requested infrequently. We find that 70% of vulnerable extensions request the tabs permission; an attacker with
access to the tabs API can collect a user’s browsing history or redirect pages that a user views. Fewer than half
of extensions request each of the other permissions.
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Permissions

Times Requested

Percentage

19
12
12
10
5
4
4
3
1
1
1

70%
44%
44%
37%
19%
15%
15%
11%
4%
4%
4%

tabs (browsing history)
all HTTP domains
all HTTPS domains
specific domains
notifications
bookmarks
no permissions
cookies
geolocation
context menus
unlimited storage

Table 5: The permissions that are requested by the 27
extensions with core extension vulnerabilities.
None
15%
Low
11%

High
44%

Medium
30%

Figure 2: The 27 extensions with core vulnerabilities,
categorized by the severity of their worst vulnerabilities.
To summarize the impact of permissions on extension
vulnerabilities, we categorized all of the vulnerabilities
by attack severity. We based our categorization on the
Firefox Security Severity Ratings [1], which has been
previously used to classify extension privileges [4]:
• Critical: Leaks the permission to run arbitrary code
on the user’s system
• High: Leaks permissions for the DOM of all
HTTP(S) websites
• Medium: Leaks permissions for private user data
(e.g., history) or the DOM of specific websites that
contain financial or important personal data (e.g.,
https://*.google.com/*)
• Low: Leaks permissions for the DOM of specific websites that do not contain sensitive data
(e.g., http://*.espncricinfo.com) or permissions that can be used to annoy the user (e.g., fill up
storage or make notifications)
• None: Does not leak any permissions
We did not find any critically-vulnerable extensions.
This is a consequence of our extension selection methodology: we did not review any extensions with binary plugins, which are needed to obtain critical privileges.
Figure 2 categorizes the 27 vulnerable extensions by
their most severe vulnerabilities. In the absence of a permission system, all of the vulnerabilities would give an
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attacker access to all of the browser’s privileges (i.e., critical privileges). With the permission system, less than
half of the vulnerable extensions yield access to highseverity permissions. As such, our study demonstrates
that the permission system successfully limits the severity of most vulnerabilities.
We hypothesized that permissions would positively
correlate with vulnerabilities. Past work has shown that
many extensions are over-permissioned [12, 14], and we
thought that developers who are unwilling to follow security best practices (e.g., use HTTPS) would be unwilling to take the time to specify the correct set of permissions. This would result in vulnerable extensions requesting dangerous permissions at a higher rate. However, we do not find any evidence of a positive correlation
between vulnerabilities and permissions. The 27 extensions with core vulnerabilities requested permissions at
a lower rate than the other 73 extensions, although the
difference was not statistically significant. Our results
show that developers of vulnerable extensions can use
permissions well enough to reduce the privileges of their
insecure extensions, even though they lack the expertise
or motivation required to secure their extensions.
Permissions are not only used by the Google Chrome
extension system. Android implements a similar permission system, and future HTML5 device APIs will likely
be guarded with permissions. Although it has been assumed that permissions mitigate vulnerabilities [10, 12,
14], our study is the first to evaluate whether this is true
for real-world vulnerabilities or measure quantitatively
how much it helps mitigate these vulnerabilities in practice. Our findings indicate that permissions can have a
significant positive impact on system security and are
worth including in a new platform as a second line of
defense against attacks. However, they are not effective
enough to be relied on as the only defense mechanism.

7

Defenses

Despite Google Chrome’s security architecture, our security review identified 70 vulnerabilities in 40 extensions. Based on the nature of these vulnerabilities, we
propose and evaluate four additional defenses. The defenses are bans on unsafe coding practices that lead to
vulnerabilities. We advocate mandatory bans on unsafe
coding practices because many developers do not follow security best practices when they are optional (Section 3.3). We quantify the security benefits and compatibility costs of each of these defenses to determine
whether they should be adopted. Our main finding is that
a combination of banning HTTP scripts and banning inline scripts would prevent 94% of the core extension vulnerabilities, with only a small amount of developer effort
to maintain full functionality in most cases.
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In concurrent work, Google Chrome implemented
Content Security Policy (CSP) for extensions. CSP can
be used to enforce all four of these defenses. Initially,
the use of CSP was wholly optional for developers. As
of Chrome 18, extensions that take advantage of new features will be subject to a mandatory policy; this change
was partially motivated by our study [5].

7.1

Banning HTTP Scripts

Scripts fetched over HTTP are responsible for half of the
vulnerabilities that we found. All of these vulnerabilities could be prevented by not allowing extensions to add
HTTP scripts to their core extensions [15] or to HTTPS
websites. Extensions that currently violate this restriction could be easily modified to comply by packaging the
script with the extension or using a HTTPS URL. Only
vulnerable extensions would be affected by the ban because any extension that uses HTTP scripts will be vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks.
Core Extension Vulnerabilities. Banning HTTP scripts
from core extensions would remove 28 core extension
vulnerabilities (56% of the total core extension vulnerabilities) from 15 extensions. These 15 extensions load
HTTP scripts from 13 domains, 10 of which already offer
the same script over HTTPS. The remaining 3 scripts are
static files that could be downloaded once and packaged
with the extensions.
Website Vulnerabilities. Preventing extensions from
adding HTTP scripts to HTTPS websites would remove 8 website vulnerabilities from 8 extensions (46%
of the total website vulnerabilities). These vulnerabilities allow a network attacker to circumvent the protection that HTTPS provides for websites. The extensions
load HTTP scripts from 7 domains, 3 of which offer an
HTTPS option. The remaining 4 scripts are static scripts
that could be packaged with the extensions.

7.2

Banning Inline Scripts

Untrusted data should not be added to pages as
HTML because it can contain inline scripts (e.g., inline event handlers, links with embedded JavaScript, and
<script> tags). For example, untrusted data could
contain an image tag with an inline event handler:
<img onload="doEvil();" ...>. We find that 40%
of the core extension vulnerabilities are caused by adding
untrusted data to pages as HTML. These vulnerabilities
could be prevented by not allowing any inline scripts to
execute: the untrusted data will still be present as HTML,
but it would be static. JavaScript will only run on a page
if it is in a separate .js file that is stored locally or loaded
from a trusted server that the developer has whitelisted.
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Banning inline scripts from extension HTML would
eliminate 20 vulnerabilities from 15 extensions. All of
these vulnerabilities are core extension vulnerabilities.
Content script vulnerabilities cannot be caused by inline
scripts, and we cannot prevent extensions from adding
inline scripts to HTTPS websites because existing enforcement mechanisms cannot differentiate between a
website’s own inline scripts and extension-added scripts.
However, banning inline scripts has costs. Developers
use legitimate inline scripts for several reasons, such as
to define event handlers. In order to maintain functionality despite the ban, all extensions would need to delete
their inline scripts from HTML and move them to separate .js files. Inline event handlers (e.g., onclick) cannot simply be copied and pasted; they need to be rewritten as programmatically using the DOM API.
We reviewed the 100 extensions to determine what
changes would be needed to comply with a ban on inline scripts. Applying this ban breaks 79% of the extensions. However, all of the extensions could be retrofitted
to work without inline scripts without significant changes
to the extension. Most of the compatibility costs pertain
to moving the extensions’ inline event handlers. The extensions contain an average of 7 event handlers, with a
maximum of 98 and a minimum of 0 event handlers.

7.3

Banning Eval

Dynamic code generation converts strings to code, and
its use can lead to vulnerabilities if the strings are untrusted data. Disallowing the use of dynamic code generation (e.g., eval and setTimeout) would eliminate
three vulnerabilities: one core extension vulnerability,
and two vulnerabilities that are both content script and
core extension vulnerabilities.
We reviewed the 100 extensions and find that dynamic
code generation is primarily used in three ways:
1. Developers sometimes pass static strings to
setTimeout instead of functions. This coding pattern cannot be exploited. It would be easy to alter
instances of this coding pattern to comply with a
ban on dynamic code generation; the strings simply
need to be replaced with equivalent functions.
2. Some developers use eval on data instead of
JSON.parse. We identified one vulnerability that
was caused by this practice. In the absence of dynamic code generation, developers could simply use
the recommended JSON.parse.
3. Two extensions use eval to run user-specified
scripts that extend the extensions. In both cases,
their error is that they fetch the extra scripts over
HTTP instead of HTTPS. For these two extensions,
a ban on eval would prevent the vulnerabilities but
irreparably break core features of the extensions.
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Security
Benefit

Broken,
But Fixable

Broken And
Unfixable

No HTTP scripts in core
No HTTP scripts on HTTPS websites
No inline scripts
No eval
No HTTP XHRs

15%
8%
15%
3%
17%

15%
8%
79%
30%
29%

0%
0%
0%
2%
14%

All of the above
No HTTP scripts and no inline scripts
Chrome 18 policy

35%
32%
27%

86%
80%
85%

16%
0%
2%

Restriction

Table 6: The percentage of the 100 extensions that would be affected by the restrictions. The “Security Benefit”
column shows the number of extensions that would be fixed by the corresponding restriction.
Richards et al. present additional uses of eval in a largescale study of web applications [24].
We find that 32 extensions would be broken by a ban
on dynamic code generation. Most instances can easily
be replaced, but 2 extensions would be permanently broken. Overall, a ban on eval would fix three vulnerabilities at the cost of fundamentally breaking two extensions.

7.4

Banning HTTP XHR

Network attacks can occur if untrusted data from
an HTTP XMLHttpRequest is allowed to flow to a
JavaScript execution sink. 30% of the 70 vulnerabilities
are caused by allowing data from HTTP XHRs to execute. One potential defense is to disallow HTTP XHRs;
all XHRs would have to use HTTPS. This ban would remove vulnerabilities from 17 extensions.
However, banning HTTP XHRs would have a high
compatibility cost. The only way to comply with an
HTTPS-only XHR policy is to ensure that the server supports HTTPS; unlike scripts, remote data cannot be packaged with extensions. Developers who do not control
the servers that their extensions interact with will not be
able to adapt their extensions. Extension developers who
also control the domains may be able to add support for
HTTPS, although this can be a prohibitively expensive
and difficult process for a novice developer.
We reviewed the 100 extensions and found that 29%
currently make HTTP XHRs. All of these would need
to be changed to use HTTPS XHRs. However, not all of
the domains offer HTTPS. Ten extensions request data
from at least one HTTP-only domain. Additionally, four
extensions make HTTP XHRs to an unlimited number of
domains based on URLs provided by the user; these extensions would have permanently reduced functionality.
For example, Web Developer lets users check whether a
website is valid HTML. It fetches the user-specified website with an XHR and then validates it. Under a ban on
HTTP XHRs, the extension would not be able to validate
HTTP websites. In total, 14% of extensions would have
some functionality permanently disabled by the ban.
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7.5

Recommendations

Table 6 summarizes the benefits and costs of the defenses. If the set of 100 extensions were subject to all
four bans, only 5 vulnerable extensions would remain,
and 16 extensions would be permanently broken. Based
on this evaluation, we conclude:
• We strongly recommend banning HTTP scripts and
inline scripts; together, they would prevent 47 of the
50 core extension vulnerabilities, and no extension
would be permanently broken. The developer effort
required to comply with these restrictions is modest.
• Banning eval would have a neutral effect: neither
the security benefits nor the costs are large. Consequently, we advise against banning eval.
• We do not recommend banning HTTP XHRs, given
the number of extensions that would be permanently
disabled by the ban. Of the 20 vulnerabilities that
the ban on HTTP XHRs would prevent, 70% could
also be prevented by banning inline scripts. We do
not feel that the ban on HTTP XHRs adds enough
value to justify breaking 14% of extensions.
Starting with Chrome 18, extensions will be subject to
a CSP that enforces some of these bans [13]. Our study
partially motivated their decision to adopt the bans [5],
although the policy that they adopted is slightly stricter
than our recommendations. The mandatory policy in
Chrome 18 will ban HTTP scripts in core extensions, inline scripts, and dynamic code generation. Due to technical limitations, they are not adopting a ban on adding
HTTP scripts to HTTPS websites. The policy will remove all of the core extension vulnerabilities that we
found. The only extensions that the policy will permanently break are the two extensions that rely on eval.
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8

Related Work

Extension vulnerabilities. To our knowledge, our work
is the first to evaluate the efficacy of the Google Chrome
extension platform, which is widely deployed and explicitly designed to prevent and mitigate extension vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities in other extension platforms,
such as Firefox, have been investigated by previous researchers [20, 3]. We found that 40% of Google Chrome
extensions are vulnerable, which is in contrast to a previous study that found that 0.24% of Firefox extensions
contain vulnerabilities [3]. This does not necessarily imply that Firefox extensions are more secure; rather, our
scopes and methodologies differ. Unlike the previous
study, we considered network attackers as well as web
attackers. We find that 5% of Google Chrome extensions have the types of web vulnerabilities that the previous study covered. The remaining discrepancy could
be accounted for by our methodology: we employed expert human reviewers whereas previous work relied on
a static analysis tool that does not model dynamic code
evaluation, data flow through the extension API, data
flow through DOM APIs, or click injection attacks.
Privilege separation. Privilege separation is a fundamental software engineering principle proposed by Saltzer
and Schroeder [25]. Numerous works have applied this
concept to security, such as OpenSSH [23] and qmail [6].
Recently, researchers have built several tools and frameworks to help developers privilege separate their applications [7, 11, 17, 18, 22]. Studies have established that
privilege separation has value in software projects that
employ security experts (e.g., browsers [9]). However,
we focus on the effectiveness of privilege separation in
applications that are not written by security experts.
In concurrent and independent work, Karim et al. studied the effectiveness of privilege separation in Mozilla
Jetpack extensions [16]. Like Chrome extensions, Jetpack extensions are split into multiple components with
different permissions. They statically analyzed Jetpack
extensions and found several capability leaks in modules. Although none of these capability leaks are tied to
known vulnerabilities, the capability leaks demonstrate
that developers can make errors in a privilege-separated
environment. Their findings support the results of our
analysis of privilege separation in Chrome extensions.
Extension permissions. Previous researchers have established that permissions can reduce the privileges of
extensions without negatively impacting the extensions’
functionality [4, 12]. Studies have also shown that some
extensions request unnecessary permissions, which is
undesirable because it unnecessarily increases the scope
of a potential vulnerability [12, 14]. All of these past
studies asserted that the correct usage of permissions
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could reduce the severity of attacks on extensions. However, they did not study whether this is true in practice
or quantify the benefit for deployed applications. To our
knowledge, we are the first to test whether permissions
mitigate vulnerabilities in practice.
CSP compatibility. Adapting websites to work with CSP
can be a challenging undertaking for developers, primarily due to the complexities associated with server-side
templating languages [31]. However, extensions do not
use templating languages. Consequently, applying CSP
to extensions is easier than applying it to websites in
most cases. We expect that our CSP compatibility findings for extensions will translate to packaged JavaScript
and packaged web applications.
Malicious extensions. Extension platforms can be
used to build malware (e.g., FFsniFF and Infostealer.Snifula [33]). Mozilla and Google employ several
strategies to prevent malicious extensions, such as domain verification, fees, and security reviews. Liu et al.
propose changes to Chrome to make malware easier to
identify [19]. Research on extension malware is orthogonal to our work, which focuses on external attackers that
leverage vulnerabilities in benign-but-buggy extensions.

9

Conclusion

We performed a security review on a set of 100 Google
Chrome extensions, including the 50 most popular, and
found that 40% have at least one vulnerability. Based
on this set of vulnerabilities, we evaluated the effectiveness of Chrome’s three extension security mechanisms:
isolated worlds, privilege separation, and permissions.
We found that the isolated worlds mechanism is highly
effective because it prevents common developer errors
(i.e., data-as-HTML errors). The effectiveness of isolated worlds means that privilege separation is rarely
needed. Privilege separation’s infrequent usefulness may
not justify the complexity and communication overhead
that it adds to extensions. However, our study shows that
privilege separation would improve security in the absence of isolated worlds. We also found that permissions
can have a significant positive impact on system security;
developers of vulnerable extensions can use permissions
well enough to reduce the scope of their vulnerabilities.
Although we demonstrated that privilege separation
and permissions can mitigate vulnerabilities, developers
do not always use them optimally. We identified several instances in which developers accidentally negated
the benefits of privilege separation or intentionally circumvented the privilege separation boundary to implement features. Similarly, extensions sometimes ask for
more permissions than they need [12]. Automated tools
for privilege separation and permission assignment could
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help developers better use these security mechanisms,
thereby rendering them even more effective.
Despite the successes of these security mechanisms,
extensions are widely vulnerable. The vulnerabilities occur because the system was designed to address only one
threat: websites that attack extensions through direct interaction. There are no security mechanisms to prevent
direct network attacks on core extensions, website metadata attacks, or attacks on websites that have been altered
by extensions. This finding should serve as a reminder
that multiple threats should be considered when initially
designing a system. We propose to prevent these additional threats by banning insecure coding practices that
commonly lead to vulnerabilities; bans on HTTP scripts
and inline scripts would remove 94% of the most serious
attacks with a tractable developer cost.
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A. List of Extensions
We selected 100 extensions from the official Chrome extension directory. We have coded extensions as follows:
vulnerable and fixed († ), vulnerable but not fixed (‡ ), and
created by Google (*). We last checked whether extensions are still vulnerable on February 7, 2012.

Most Popular Extensions
The 50 most popular extensions (and versions) that we
reviewed are as follows: AdBlock 2.4.6, FB Photo Zoom
1.1105.7.2, FastestChrome - Browse Faster 4.0.6† , Adblock Plus for Google Chrome? (Beta) 1.1.3† , Google
Translate 1.2.3.1*‡ , Google Dictionary (by Google)
3.0.0*† , Downloads 1, Turn Off the Lights 2.0.0.7,
Google Chrome to Phone Extension 2.3.0*, Firebug Lite
for Google Chrome 1.3.2.9761† , Docs PDF/PowerPoint
Viewer (by Google) 3.5*, RSS Subscription Extension (by Google) 2.1.3*‡ , Webpage Screenshot 5.2† ,
Mail Checker Plus for Google Mail 1.2.3.3, Awesome
Screenshot: Capture & Annotate 3.0.4‡ , Google Voice
(by Google) 2.2.3.4*† , Speed Dial 2.1‡ , Smooth Gestures 0.15.2, Xmarks Bookmark Sync 1.0.14, Send from
Gmail (by Google) 1.12*, SocialPlus! 2.5.4‡ , FlashBlock 0.9.31, AddThis - Share & Bookmark (new) 2.1† ,
WOT 1.1, Add to Amazon Wish List 1.0.0.4† , StumbleUpon 3.5.18.1† , Google Calendar Checker (by Google)
1.2.1*, Clip to Evernote 5.0.14.9248, Google Quick
Scroll 1.8*, Stylish 0.7, Silver Bird 1.9.7.9† , SmoothScroll 1.0.1, Browser Button for AdBlock 0.0.13, TV
2.0.5, Fast YouTube Search 1.2‡ , Slideshow 1.2.9† , bit.ly
— a simple URL shortener 1.2.1.9, Web Developer
0.3.1, LastPass 1.73.2, SmileyCentral 1.0.0.3‡ , Select
To Get Maps 1.1.1‡ , TooManyTabs for Chrome 1.6.5,
Blog This! (by Google) 0.1.1*, TinEye Reverse Image Search 1.1, ESPN Cricinfo 1.8.3† , MegaUpload
DownloadHelper 1.2, Forecastfox 2.0.10‡ , PanicButton
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0.13.1† , AutoPager Chrome 0.6.2.12, RapidShare DownloadHelper 1.1.1.

Randomly Selected Extensions
The 50 randomly selected extensions (and versions) that
we reviewed are as follows: The Independent 1.7.0.3† ,
Deposit Files Download Helper 1.2, The Huffington Post
1.0.5‡ , Bookmarks Menu 3.4.6, X-notifier (Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo, AOL ...) 0.8.2‡ , SmartVideo For YouTube
0.94, PostRank Extension 0.1.7, Bookmark Sentry
1.6.5† , Print Plus 1.0.5.0‡ , 4chan 4chrome 9001.47‡ ,
HootSuite Hootlet 1.5, Cortex 1.8.3, ScribeFire 1.7‡ ,
Chrome Dictionary Lite 0.2.6† , Taberareloo 2.0.17, SEO
Status Pagerank/Alexa Toolbar 1.6, ChatVibes Facebook
Video Chat! 1.0.7† , PHP Console 2.1.4, Blank Canvas Script Handler 0.0.17‡ , Reddit Reveal 0.2, Greplin
1.7.3, DropBox 1.1.5, Speedtest.or.th 1, Happy Status
1.0.1‡ , New Tab Favorites 0.1, Ricks Domain Cleaner for
Chrome 1.1.1, Fazedr 1.6† , LL Bonus Comics First! 2.2,
Better Reddit 0.0.4, (non-English characters) 1, turl.im
url shortener 1.1, Wooword Bounce 1.2, ntust Library
0.7, me2Mini 0.0.81‡ , Back to Top 1.1, Favstar Tally by
@paul shinn 1.0.0.0, ChronoMovie 0.1.0, AutoPagerize
0.3.1, Rlweb’s Bitcoin Generator 0.1, Nooooo button 1‡ ,
The Bass Buttons 1.95, Buttons 1.4, OpenAttribute 0.6† ,
Nu.nl TV gids 1.1.3‡ , Hide Sponsored Links in Gmail?
1.4, Short URL 4, Smart Photo Viewer on Facebook
1.3.0.1‡ , Airline Checkin (mobile) 1.2102, Democracy
Now! 1.1‡ , Coworkr.net Chrome 0.9.
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Abstract
Web browsers mediate access to valuable private data in
domains ranging from health care to banking. Despite
this critical role, attackers routinely exploit browser vulnerabilities to exfiltrate private data and take over the underlying system. We present Q UARK, a browser whose
kernel has been implemented and verified in Coq. We
give a specification of our kernel, show that the implementation satisfies the specification, and finally show
that the specification implies several security properties,
including tab non-interference, cookie integrity and confidentiality, and address bar integrity.

1

Introduction

Web browsers increasingly dominate computer use as
people turn to Web applications for everything from business productivity suites and educational software to social networking and personal banking. Consequently,
browsers mediate access to highly valuable, private data.
Given the browser’s sensitive, essential role, it should be
highly secure and robust in the face of adversarial attack.
Unfortunately, security experts consistently discover
vulnerabilities in all popular browsers, leading to data
loss and remote exploitation. In the annual Pwn2Own
competition, part of the CanSecWest security conference [4], security experts demonstrate new attacks on upto-date browsers, allowing them to subvert a user’s machine through the click of a single link. These vulnerabilities represent realistic, zero-day exploits and thus are
quickly patched by browser vendors. Exploits are also
regularly found in the wild; Google maintains a Vulnerability Reward Program, publishing its most notorious
bugs and rewarding the cash to their reporters [2].
Researchers have responded to the problems of
browser security with a diverse range of techniques, from
novel browser architectures [10, 42, 17, 41, 31] and defenses against specific attacks [26, 20, 22, 8, 36] to al-
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ternative security policies [25, 40, 21, 8, 39, 5] and improved JavaScript safety [14, 23, 38, 6, 44]. While all
these techniques improve browser security, the intricate
subtleties of Web security make it very difficult to know
with full certainty whether a given technique works as intended. Often, a solution only “works” until an attacker
finds a bug in the technique or its implementation. Even
in work that attempts to provide strong guarantees (for
example [17, 13, 41, 12]) the guarantees come from analyzing a model of the browser, not the actual implementation. Reasoning about such a simplified model eases
the verification burden by omitting the gritty details and
corner cases present in real systems. Unfortunately, attackers exploit precisely such corner cases. Thus, these
approaches still leave a formality gap between the theory
and implementation of a technique.
There is one promising technique that could minimize this formality gap: fully formal verification of the
browser implementation, carried out in the demanding
and foundational context of a mechanical proof assistant.
This severe discipline forces the programmer to specify
precisely how their code should behave and then provides the tools to formally guarantee that it does, all in
fully formal logic, building from basic axioms up. For
their trouble, the programmer is rewarded with a machine checkable proof that the implementation satisfies
the specification. With this proof in hand, we can avoid
further reasoning about the large, complex implementation, and instead consider only the substantially smaller,
simpler specification. In order to believe that such a
browser truly satisfies its specification, one needs only
trust a very small, extensively tested proof checker. By
reasoning about the actual implementation directly, we
can guarantee that any security properties implied by the
specification will hold in every case, on every run of the
actual browser.
Unfortunately, formal verification in a proof assistant
is tremendously difficult. Often, those systems which we
can formally verify are severely restricted, “toy” versions
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of the programs we actually have in mind. Thus, many
researchers still consider full formal verification of realistic, browser-scale systems an unrealistic fantasy. Fortunately, recent advances in fully formal verification allow
us to begin challenging this pessimistic outlook.
In this paper we demonstrate how formal shim verification radically reduces the verification burden for large
systems to the degree that we were able to formally
verify the implementation of a modern Web browser,
Q UARK, within the demanding and foundational context
of the mechanical proof assistant Coq.
At its core, formal shim verification addresses the
challenge of formally verifying a large system by cleverly reducing the amount of code that must be considered; instead of formalizing and reasoning about gigantic system components, all components communicate through a small, lightweight shim which ensures the
components are restricted to only exhibit allowed behaviors. Formal shim verification only requires one to reason about the shim, thus eliminating the tremendously
expensive or infeasible task of verifying large, complex
components in a proof assistant.
Our Web browser, Q UARK, exploits formal shim verification and enables us to verify security properties for
a million lines of code while reasoning about only a few
hundred. To achieve this goal, Q UARK is structured similarly to Google Chrome [10] or OP [17]. It consists
of a small browser kernel which mediates access to system resources for all other browser components. These
other components run in sandboxes which only allow the
component to communicate with the kernel. In this way,
Q UARK is able to make strong guarantees about a million
lines of code (e.g., the renderer, JavaScript implementation, JPEG decoders, etc.) while only using a proof assistant to reason about a few hundred lines of code (the
kernel). Because the underlying system is protected from
Q UARK’s untrusted components (i.e., everything other
than the kernel) we were free to adopt state-of-the-art
implementations and thus Q UARK is able to run popular, complex Web sites like Facebook and GMail.
By applying formal shim verification to only reason
about a small core of the browser, we formally establish
the following security properties in Q UARK, all within a
proof assistant:

user being involved, and always displays the correct
address bar.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
• We demonstrate how formal shim verification enabled us to formally verify the implementation of
a modern Web browser. We discuss the techniques,
tools, and design decisions required to formally verify Q UARK in detail.
• We identify and formally prove key security properties for a realistic Web browser.
• We provide a framework that can be used to further
investigate and prove more complex policies within
a working, formally verified browser.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides background on browser security techniques and
formal verification. Section 3 presents an overview of
the Q UARK browser. Section 4 details the design of the
Q UARK kernel and its implementation. Section 5 explains the tools and techniques we used to formally verify the implementation of the Q UARK kernel. Section 6
evaluates Q UARK along several dimensions while Section 7 discusses lessons learned from our endeavor.

2

Background and Related Work

This section briefly discusses both previous efforts to improve browser security and verification techniques to ensure programs behave as specified.
Browser Security As mentioned in the Introduction,
there is a rich literature on techniques to improve browser
security [10, 42, 17, 41, 31, 13, 12]. We distinguish ourselves from all previous techniques by verifying the actual implementation of a modern Web browser and formally proving that it satisfies our security properties, all
in the context of a mechanical proof assistant. Below, we
survey the most closely related work.
Previous browsers like Google Chrome [10],
Gazelle [42], and OP [17] have been designed using
privilege separation [35], where the browser is divided
into components which are then limited to only those
privileges they absolutely require, thus minimizing the
damage an attacker can cause by exploiting any one
component. We follow this design strategy.
Chrome’s design compromises the principles of privilege separation for the sake of performance and compatibility. Unfortunately, its design does not protect the
user’s data from a compromised tab which is free to
leak all cookies for every domain. Gazelle [42] adopts
a more principled approach, implementing the browser

1. Tab Non-Interference: no tab can ever affect how
the kernel interacts with another tab
2. Cookie Confidentiality and Integrity: cookies for
a domain can only be accessed/modified by tabs of
that domain
3. Address Bar Integrity and Correctness: the address bar cannot be modified by a tab without the
2
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as a multi-principal OS, where the kernel has exclusive
control over resource management across various Web
principals. This allows Gazelle to enforce richer policies
than those found in Chrome. However, neither Chrome
nor Gazelle apply any formal methods to make guarantees about their browser.
The OP [17] browser goes beyond privilege separation. Its authors additionally construct a model of their
browser kernel and apply the Maude model checker to
ensure that this model satisfies important security properties such as the same origin policy and address bar correctness. As such, the OP browser applies insight similar
to our work, in that OP focuses its formal reasoning on
a small kernel. However, unlike our work, OP does not
make any formal guarantees about the actual browser implementation, which means there is still a formality gap
between the model and the code that runs. Our formal
shim verification closes this formality gap by conducting
all proofs in full formal detail using a proof assistant.

sand
b
box

Input

Tab
Proc

Quark
Kernel

Network

Output

Cookie sand
box
Proc

Figure 1: Q UARK Architecture. This diagram shows how Q UARK

factors a modern browser into distinct components which run in separate processes; arrows indicate information flow. We guarantee our
security properties by formally verifying the Q UARK Kernel in the Coq
proof assistant, which allows us to avoid reasoning about the intricate
details of other components.

features which allow us to verify Q UARK in a familiar
style: invariants expressed as pre- and post-conditions
over program states, essentially a variant of Hoare Type
Theory [33]. Specifically, Ynot enables trace-based verification, used extensively in [30] to prove properties of
servers. This technique entails reasoning about the sequence of externally visible actions a program may perform on any input, also known as traces. Essentially,
our specification delineates which sequences of system
calls the Q UARK kernel can make and our verification
consists of proving that the implementation is restricted
to only making such sequences of system calls. We go
on to formally prove that satisfying this specification implies higher level security properties like tab isolation,
cookie integrity and confidentiality, and address bar integrity and correctness. Building Q UARK with a different
proof assistant like Isabelle/HOL would have required
essentially the same approach for encoding imperative
programming features, but we chose Coq since Ynot is
available and has been well vetted.
Our approach is fundamentally different from previous verification tools like ESP [16], SLAM [7],
BLAST [18] and Terminator [15], which work on existing code bases. In our approach, instead of trying
to prove properties about a large existing code base expressed in difficult-to-reason-about languages like C or
C++, we rewrite the browser inside of a theorem prover.
This provides much stronger reasoning capabilities.

Formal Verification Recently, researchers have begun
using proof assistants to fully formally verify implementations for foundational software including Operating Systems [27], Compilers [28, 1], Database Management Systems [29], Web Servers [30], and Sandboxes [32]. Some of these results have even experimentally been shown to to drastically improve software reliability: Yang et al. [43] show through random testing that
the CompCert verified C compiler is substantially more
robust and reliable than its non-verified competitors like
GCC and LLVM.
As researchers verify more of the software stack, the
frontier is being pushed toward higher level platforms
like the browser. Unfortunately, previous verification results have only been achieved at staggering cost; in the
case of seL4, verification took over 13 person years of
effort. Based on these results, verifying a browser-scale
platform seemed truly infeasible.
Our formal verification of Q UARK was radically
cheaper than previous efforts. Previous efforts were
tremendously expensive because researchers proved
nearly every line of code correct. We avoid these costs in
Q UARK by applying formal shim verification: we structure our browser so that all our target security properties
can be ensured by a very small browser kernel and then
reason only about that single, tiny component. Leveraging this technique enabled us to make strong guarantees
about the behavior of a million of lines of code while reasoning about only a few hundred in the mechanical proof
assistant Coq.
We use the Ynot library [34] extensively to reason
about imperative programming features, e.g., impure
functions like fopen, which are otherwise unavailable in
Coq’s pure implementation language. Ynot also provides

3

Q UARK Architecture and Design

Figure 1 diagrams Q UARK’s architecture. Similar to
Chrome [10] and OP [17], Q UARK isolates complex and
vulnerability-ridden components in sandboxes, forcing
3
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them to access all sensitive resources through a small,
simple browser kernel. Our kernel, written in Coq, runs
in its own process and mediates access to resources including the keyboard, disk, and network. Each tab runs a
modified version of WebKit in its own process. WebKit
is the open source browser engine used in Chrome and
Safari. It provides various callbacks for clients as Python
bindings which we use to implement tabs. Since tab processes cannot directly access any system resources, we
hook into these callbacks to re-route WebKit’s network,
screen, and cookie access through our kernel written in
Coq. Q UARK also uses separate processes for displaying to the screen, storing and accessing cookies, as well
reading input from the user.
Throughout the paper, we assume that an attacker can
compromise any Q UARK component which is exposed to
content from the Internet, except for the kernel which we
formally verified. This includes all tab processes, cookie
processes, and the graphical output process. Thus, we
provide strong formal guarantees about tab and cookie
isolation, even when some processes have been completely taken over (e.g., by a buffer overflow attack in
the rendering or JavaScript engine of WebKit).

3.1

Figure 2: Q UARK Screenshot. This screenshot shows Q UARK running a Google search, including an interactive drop-down suggesting
query completions and an initial set of search results from a JavaScript
event handler dispatching an “instant search” as well as a page preview
from a search result link. (Location blurred for double-blind review.)
cal/text output as shown in Figure 2 where the kernel has
complete control over the address bar. With this design,
the graphical output process is never able to spoof the
address bar.
Q UARK also uses a separate input process to support
richer inputs, e.g., the mouse. The input process is a
simple Python script which grabs keyboard and mouse
events from the user, encodes them as user input messages, and forwards them on to the kernel’s stdin. For
keystrokes, the input process simply writes characters in
ASCII format to the kernel’s stdin. We use several “unprintable” ASCII values (all smaller than 60 and all untypeable from the keyboard) to pass special information
from the input process to the kernel. For example, the input process maps keys F1-F12 to such un-printable characters, which allows the kernel to use F11 for “new tab”,
and F1-F10 for selecting tabs 1-10. Mouse clicks are also
sent to the kernel through un-printable ASCII values. Because the input process only reads from the keyboard and
mouse, and never from the kernel or any other Q UARK
components, it cannot be exposed any attacks originating
from the network.

Graphical User Interface

The traditional GUI for Web browsers manages several
key responsibilities: reading mouse and keyboard input,
showing rendered graphical output, and displaying the
current URL. Unfortunately, such a monolithic component cannot be made to satisfy our security goals. If
compromised, such a GUI component could spoof the
current URL or send arbitrary user inputs to the kernel,
which, if coordinated with a compromised tab, would violate tab isolation. Thus Q UARK must carefully separate
GUI responsibilities to preserve our security guarantees
while still providing a realistic browser.
Q UARK divides GUI responsibilities into several components which the kernel orchestrates to provide a traditional GUI for the user. The most complex component
displays rendered bitmaps on the screen. Q UARK puts
this component in a separate process to which the kernel
directs rendered bitmaps from the currently selected tab.
Because the kernel never reads input from this graphical output process, any vulnerabilities it may have cannot subvert the kernel or impact any other component
in Q UARK. Furthermore, treating the graphical output
component as a separate process simplifies the kernel and
proofs because it allows the kernel to employ a uniform
mechanism for interacting with the outside world: messages over channels.
To formally reason about the address bar, we designed
our kernel so that the current URL is written directly to
the kernel’s stdout. This gives rise to a hybrid graphi-

3.2

Example of Message Exchanges

To illustrate how the kernel orchestrates all the components in Q UARK, we detail the steps from startup
to a tab loading http://www.google.com. The user
opens Q UARK by starting the kernel which in turn
starts three processes: the input process, the graphical output process, and a tab process. The kernel establishes a two-way communication channel with
each process it starts. Next, the kernel then sends a
4
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(Go "http://www.google.com") message to the tab
indicating it should load the given URL (for now, assume
this is normal behavior for all new tabs).
The tab process comprises our modified version of
WebKit wrapped by a thin layer of Python to handle
messaging with the kernel. After recieving the Go message, the Python wrapper tells WebKit to start processing http://www.google.com. Since the tab process is
running in a sandbox, WebKit cannot directly access the
network. When it attempts to, our Python wrapper intervenes and sends a GetURL request to the kernel. As
long as the request is valid, the kernel responds with a
ResDoc message containing the HTML document the tab
requested.
Once the tab process has received the necessary resources from the kernel and rendered the Web pages, it
sends a Display message to the kernel which contains a
bitmap to display. When the kernel receives a Display
message from the current tab, it forwards the message on
to the graphical output process, which in turn displays
the bitmap on the screen.
When the kernel reads a printable character c from
standard input, it sends a (KeyPress c) message to the
currently selected tab. Upon receiving such a message,
the tab calls the appropriate input handler in WebKit. For
example, if a user types “a” on Google, the “a” character
is read by the kernel, passed to the tab, and then passed
to WebKit, at which point WebKit adds the “a” character to Google’s search box. This in turn causes WebKit’s
JavaScript engine to run an event handler that Google has
installed on their search box. The event handler performs
an “instant search”, which initiates further communication with the Q UARK kernel to access additional network
resources, followed by another Display message to repaint the screen. Note that to ease verification, Q UARK
currently handles all requests synchronously.

3.3

the tab process determines which part of the display has
changed, and sends bitmaps only for the rectangular regions that need to be updated. This drastically reduces
the size of the bitmaps being transferred, and the amount
of redrawing on the screen.
For I/O performance, the original Ynot library used
single-character read/write routines, imposing significant
overhead. We defined a new I/O library which uses size
n reads/writes. This reduced reading an n byte message
from n I/O calls to just three: reading a 1 byte tag, followed by a 4 byte payload size, and then a single read for
the entire payload.
We also optimized socket connections in Q UARK. Our
original prototype opened a new TCP connection for each
HTTP GET request, imposing significant overhead. Modern Web servers and browsers use persistent connections
to improve the efficiency of page loading and the responsiveness of Web 2.0 applications. These connections are
maintained anywhere from a few seconds to several minutes, allowing the client and server can exchange multiple request/responses on a single connection. Services
like Google Chat make use of very long-lived HTTP connections to support responsive interaction with the user.
We support such persistent HTTP connections via
Unix domain sockets which allow processes to send open
file descriptors over channels using the sendmsg and
recvmsg system calls. When a tab needs to open a
socket, it sends a GetSoc message to the kernel with the
host and port. If the request is valid, the kernel opens
and connects the socket, and then sends an open socket
file descriptor to the tab. Once the tab gets the socket file
descriptor, it can read/write on the socket, but it cannot
re-connect the socket to another host/port. In this way,
the kernel controls all socket connections.
Even though we formally verify our browser kernel in
a proof assistant, we were still able to implement and
reason about these low-level optimizations.

Efficiency

3.4

With a few simple optimizations, we achieve performance comparable to WebKit on average (see Section 6
for measurements). Following Chrome, we adopt two
optimizations critical for good graphics performance.
First, Q UARK uses shared memory to pass bitmaps from
the tab process through the kernel to the output process,
so that the Display message only passes a shared memory ID instead of a bitmap. This drastically reduces the
communication cost of sending bitmaps. To prevent a
malicious tab from accessing another tab’s shared memory, we run each tab as a different user, and set access
controls so that a tab’s shared memory can only be accessed by the output process. Second, Q UARK uses
rectangle-based rendering: instead of sending a large
bitmap of the entire screen each time the display changes,

Socket Security Policy

The GetSoc message brings up an interesting security
issue. If the kernel satisfied all GetSoc requests, then a
compromised tab could open sockets to any server and
exchange arbitrary amounts of information. The kernel
must prevent this scenario by restricting socket connections.
To implement this restriction, we introduce the idea
of a domain suffix for a tab which the user enters when
the tab starts. A tab’s domain suffix controls several security features in Q UARK, including which socket connections are allowed and how cookies are handled (see
Section 3.5). In fact, our address bar, located at the very
top of the browser (see Figure 2), displays the domain
suffix, not just the tab’s URL. We therefore refer to it as
5
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the “domain bar”.
For simplicity, our current domain suffixes build on
the notion of a public suffix, which is a top-level domain
under which Internet users can directly register names,
for example .com, .co.uk, or .edu – Mozilla maintains an exhaustive list of such suffixes [3]. In particular, we require the domain suffix for a tab to be exactly
one level down from a public suffix, e.g., google.com,
amazon.com, etc. In the current Q UARK prototype the
user provides a tab’s domain suffix separately from its
initial URL, but one could easily compute the former
from the later. Note that, once set, a tab’s domain suffix never changes. In particular, any frames a tab loads
do not affect its domain suffix.
We considered using the tab’s origin (which includes
the URL, scheme, and port) to restrict socket creation,
but such a policy is too restrictive for many useful
sites. For example, a single GMail tab uses frames
from domains such as static.google.com and mail.
google.com. However, our actual domain suffix checks
are modularized within Q UARK, which will allow us to
experiment with finer grained policies in future work.
To enforce our current socket creation policy, we first
define a subdomain relation ≤ as follows: given domain
d1 and domain suffix d2 , we use d1 ≤ d2 to denote that
d1 is a subdomain of d2 . For example www.google.com
≤ google.com. If a tab with domain suffix t requests
to open a connection to a host h, then the kernel allows
the connection if h ≤ t. To load URLs that are not a
subdomain of the tab suffix, the tab must send a GetURL
message to the kernel – in response, the kernel does not
open a socket but, if the request is valid, may provide the
content of the URL. Since the kernel does not attach any
cookies to the HTTP request for a GetURL message, a
tab can only access publicly available data using GetURL.
In addition, GetURL requests only provide the response
body, not HTTP headers.
Note that an exploited tab could leak cookies by encoding information within the URL parameter of GetURL
requests, but only cookies for that tab’s domain could be
leaked. Because we do not provide any access to HTTP
headers with GetURL, we consider this use of GetURL
to leak cookies analogous to leaking cookie data over
timing channels.
Although we elide details in the current work, we also
slightly enhanced our socket policy to improve performance. Sites with large data sets often use content distribution networks whose domains will not satisfy our
domain suffix checks. For example facebook.com uses
fbcdn.net to load much of its data. Unfortunately, the
simple socket policy described above will force all this
data to be loaded using slow GetURL requests through
the kernel. To address this issue, we associate whitelists
with the most popular sites so that tabs for those do-

mains can open sockets to the associated content distribution network. The tab domain suffix remains a single string, e.g. facebook.com, but behind the scenes, it
gets expanded into a list depending on the domain, e.g.,
[facebook.com, fbcdn.net]. When deciding whether
to satisfy a given socket request, Q UARK considers this
list as a disjunction of allowed domain suffixes. Currently, we provide these whitelists manually.

3.5

Cookies and Cookie Policy

Q UARK maintains a set of cookie processes to handle
cookie accesses from tabs. This set of cookie processes
will contain a cookie process for domain suffix S if S is
the domain suffix of a running tab. By restricting messages to and from cookie processes, the Q UARK kernel
guarantees that browser components will only be able to
access cookies appropriate for their domain.
The kernel receives cookie store/retrieve requests from
tabs and directs the requests to the appropriate cookie
process. If a tab with domain suffix t asks to store a
cookie with domain c, then our kernel allows the operation if c ≤ t, in which case it sends the store request to
the cookie process for domain t. Similarly, if a tab with
domain suffix t wants to retrieve a cookie for domain c,
then our kernel allows the operation if c ≤ t, in which
case it sends the request to the cookie process for domain
t and forwards any response to the requesting tab.
The above policy prevents cross-domain cookie reads
from a compromised tab, and it prevents a compromised cookie process from leaking information about
its cookies to another domain; yet it also allows different tabs with the same domain suffix (but different
URLs) to communicate through cookies (for example,
mail.google.com and calendar.google.com).

3.6

Security Properties of Q UARK

We provide intuitive descriptions of the security properties we proved for Q UARK’s kernel; formal definitions appear later in Section 4. A tab in the kernel is a
pair, containing the tab’s domain suffix as a string and
the tab’s communication channel as a file descriptor. A
cookie process is also a pair, containing the domain suffix
that this cookie process manages and its communication
channel. We define the state of the kernel as the currently selected tab, the list of tabs, and the list of cookie
processes. Note that the kernel state only contains strings
and file descriptors.
We prove the following main theorems in Coq:
1. Response Integrity: The way the kernel responds
to any request only depends on past user “control
keys” (namely keys F1-F12). This ensures that one
6
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Definition kstep(ctab, ctabs) :=
chan <- iselect(stdin, tabs);
match chan with
| Stdin =>
c <- read(stdin);
match c with
| "+" =>
t <- mktab();
write_msg(t, Render);
return (t, t::tabs)
| ...
end
| Tab t =>
msg <- read_msg(t);
match msg with
| GetSoc(host, port) =>
if(safe_soc(host, domain_suffix(t)) then
send_soc(t, host, port);
return (ctab, tabs)
else
write_msg(t, Error);
return (ctab, tabs)
| ...
end
end

browser component (e.g., a tab or cookie process)
can never influence how the kernel responds to another component, and that the kernel never allows
untrusted input (e.g., data from the web) to influence how the kernel responds to a request.
2. Tab Non-Interference: The kernel’s response to a
tab’s request is the same no matter how other tabs
interact with the kernel. This ensures that the kernel
never provides a direct way for one tab to attack another tab or steal private information from another
tab.
3. No Cross-domain Socket Creation: The kernel
disallows any cross-domain socket creation (as described in Section 3.4).
4. Cookie Integrity/Confidentiality: The kernel disallows any cross-domain cookie stores or retrieves
(as described in Section 3.5).
5. Domain Bar Integrity and Correctness: The domain bar cannot be compromised by a tab, and is
always equal to the domain suffix of the currently
selected tab.

4

Figure 3: Body for Main Kernel Loop. This Coq code shows how our

Q UARK kernel receives and responds to requests from other browser
components. It first uses a Unix-style select to choose a ready input
channel, reads a request from that channel, and responds to the message
appropriately. For example, if the user enters “+”, the kernel creates
a new tab and sends it the Render message. In each case, the code
returns the new kernel state resulting from handling this request.

Kernel Implementation in Coq

Q UARK’s most distinguishing feature is its kernel, which
is implemented and proved correct in Coq. In this section
we present the implementation of the main kernel loop.
In the next section we explain how we formally verified
the kernel.
Coq enables users to write programs in a small, simple
functional language and then reason formally about them
using a powerful logic, the Calculus of Constructions.
This language is essentially an effect-free (pure) subset
of popular functional languages like ML or Haskell with
the additional restriction that programs must always terminate. Unfortunately, these limitations make Coq’s default implementation language ill-suited for writing system programs like servers or browsers which must be effectful to perform I/O and by design may not terminate.
To address the limitations of Coq’s implementation
language, we use Ynot [34]. Ynot is a Coq library
which provides monadic types that allow us to write effectful, non-terminating programs in Coq while retaining the strong guarantees and reasoning capabilities Coq
normally provides. Equipped with Ynot, we can write
our browser kernel in a fairly straightforward style whose
essence is shown in Figure 3.
Single Step of Kernel. Q UARK’s kernel is essentially
a loop that continuously responds to requests from the
user or tabs. In each iteration, the kernel calls kstep

which takes the current kernel state, handles a single request, and returns the new kernel state as shown in Figure 3. The kernel state is a tuple of the current tab (ctab),
the list of tabs (tabs), and a few other components which
we omit here (e.g., the list of cookie processes). For
details regarding the loop and kernel initialization code
please see [24].
kstep starts by calling iselect (the “i” stands for
input) which performs a Unix-style select over stdin
and all tab input channels, returning Stdin if stdin is
ready for reading or Tab t if the input channel of tab
t is ready. iselect is implemented in Coq using a
select primitive which is ultimately just a thin wrapper over the Unix select system call. The Coq extraction
process, which converts Coq into OCaml for execution,
can be customized to link our Coq code with OCaml implementations of primitives like select. Thus select
is exposed to Coq essentially as a primitive of the appropriate monadic type. We have similar primitives for
reading/writing on channels, and opening sockets.
Request from User. If stdin is ready for reading,
the kernel reads one character c using the read primitive, and then responds based on the value of c. If c is
“+”, the kernel adds a new tab to the browser. To achieve
this, it first calls mktab to start a tab process (another
7
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primitive implemented in OCaml). mktab returns a tab
object, which contains an input and output channels to
communicate with the tab process. Once the tab t is
created, the kernel sends it a Render message using the
write_msg function – this tells t to render itself, which
will later cause the tab to send a Display message to
the kernel. Finally, we return an updated kernel state
(t, t::tabs), which sets the newly created tab t as
the current tab, and adds t to the list of tabs.
In addition to “+” the kernel handles several other
cases for user input, which we omit in Figure 3. For
example, when the kernel reads keys F1 through F10,
it switches to tabs 1 through 10, respectively, if the tab
exists. To switch tabs, the kernel updates the currently
selected tab and sends it a Render message. The kernel also processes mouse events delivered by the input
process to the kernel’s stdin. For now, we only handle mouse clicks, which are delivered by the input process using a single un-printable ASCII character (adding
richer mouse events would not fundamentally change our
kernel or proofs). The kernel in this case calls a primitive implemented in OCaml which gets the location of
the mouse, and it sends a MouseClick message using
the returned coordinates to the currently selected tab. We
use this two-step approach for mouse clicks (un-printable
character from the input process, followed by primitive
in OCaml), so that the kernel only needs to processes a
single character at a time from stdin, which simplifies
the kernel and proofs.
Request from Tab. If a tab t is ready for reading, the
kernel reads a message m from the tab using read_msg,
and then sends a response which depends on the message. If the message is GetSoc(host, port), then the
tab is requesting that a socket be opened to the given
host/port. We apply the socket policy described in Section 3.4, where domain_suffix t returns the domain
suffix of a tab t, and safe_soc(host, domsuf) applies the policy (which basically checks that host is a
sub-domain of domsuf). If the policy allows the socket
to be opened, the kernel uses the send_socket to open
a socket to the host, and send the socket over the channel to the tab (recall that we use Unix domain sockets to
send open file descriptors from one process to another).
Otherwise, it returns an Error message.
In addition to GetSoc the kernel handles several other
cases for tab requests, which we omit in Figure 3. For
example, the kernel responds to GetURL by retrieving a
URL and returning the result. It responds to cookie store
and retrieve messages by checking the security policy
from Section 3.5 and forwarding the message to the appropriate cookie process (note that for simplicity, we did
not show the cookie processes in Figure 3). The kernel
also responds to cookie processes that are sending cookie
results back to a tab, by forwarding the cookie results

to the appropriate tab. The kernel responds to Display
messages by forwarding them to the output process.
Monads in Ynot. The code in Figure 3 shows how
Ynot supports an imperative programming style in Coq.
This is achieved via monads which allow one to encode effectful, non-terminating computations in pure
languages like Haskell or Coq. Here we briefly show
how monads enable this encoding. In the next section we
extend our discussion to show how Ynot’s monads also
enable reasoning about the kernel using pre- and postconditions as in Hoare logic.
We use Ynot’s ST monad which is a parameterized
type where ST T denotes computations which may perform some I/O and then return a value of type T. To use
ST, Ynot provides a bind primitive which has the following dependent type:
bind : forall T1 T2,
ST T1 -> (T1 -> ST T2) -> ST T2

This type indicates that, for any types T1 and T2, bind
will take two parameters: (1) a monad of type ST T1 and
(2) a function that takes a value of type T1 and returns a
monad of type ST T2; then bind will produce a value
in the ST T2 monad. The type parameters T1 and T2
are inferred automatically by Coq. Thus, the expression
bind X Y returns a monad which represents the computation: run X to get a value v; run (Y v) to get a value
v’; return v’.
To make using bind more convenient, Ynot
also defines Haskell-style “do” syntactic sugar using Coq’s Notation mechanism, so that x <- a;b
is translated to bind a (fun x => b), and a;b is
translated to bind a (fun _ => b). Finally, the
Ynot library provides a return primitive of type
forall T (v: T), ST T (where again T is inferred by
Coq). Given a value v, the monad return v represents
the computation that does no I/O and simply returns v.

5

Kernel Verification

In this section we explain how we verified Q UARK’s kernel. First, we specify correct behavior of the kernel in
terms of traces. Second, we prove the kernel satisfies this
specification using the full power of Ynot’s monads. Finally, we prove that our kernel specification implies our
target security properties.

5.1

Actions and Traces

We verify our kernel by reasoning about the sequences of
calls to primitives (i.e., system calls) it can make. We call
such a sequence a trace; our kernel specification (henceforth “spec”) defines which traces are allowed for a correct implementation as in [30].
8
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Definition Trace := list Action.
Inductive Action :=
| ReadN
: chan -> positive -> list ascii -> Action
| WriteN : chan -> positive -> list ascii -> Action
| MkTab
: tab -> Action
| SentSoc : tab -> list ascii -> list ascii -> Action
| ...

Inductive step_correct :
Trace -> Trace -> Trace -> Prop :=
| step_correct_add_tab: forall tr t,
step_correct tr
(MkTab t :: Read stdin "+" :: nil)
(WroteMsg t Render)
| step_correct_socket_true: forall tr t host port,
is_safe_soc host (domain_suffix t) = true ->
step_correct tr
(ReadMsg t (GetSoc host port))
(SentSoc t host port)
| step_correct_socket_false: forall tr t host port,
is_safe_soc host (domain_suffix t) <> true ->
step_correct tr
(ReadMsg t (GetSoc host port) ++ tr)
(WroteMsg t Error ++ tr)
| ...

Definition Read c b :=
ReadN c 1 [c]

Figure 4: Traces and Actions. This Coq code defines the type of

externally visible actions our kernel can take. A trace is simply a list
of such actions. We reason about our kernel by proving properties of
the traces it can have. Traces are like other Coq values; in particular,
we can write functions that return traces. Read is a helper function to
construct a trace fragment corresponding to reading a single byte.

We use a list of actions to represent the trace the
kernel produces by calling primitives. Each action in
a trace corresponds to the kernel invoking a particular
primitive. Figure 4 shows a partial definition of the
Action datatype. For example: ReadN f n l is an
Action indicating that the n bytes in list l were read
from input channel f; MkTab t indicates that tab t was
created; SentSoc t host port indicates a socket was
connected to host/port and passed to tab t.
We can manipulate traces and Actions like any other
values in Coq. For example, we can define a function
Read c b to encode the special case that a single byte
b was read on input channel c. Though not shown here,
we also define similar helper functions to build up trace
fragments which correspond to having read or written
a particular message to a given component. For example, ReadMsg t (GetSoc host port) corresponds to
the trace fragment that results from reading a GetSoc request from tab t.

5.2

Inductive tcorrect : Trace -> Prop :=
| tcorrect_nil:
tcorrect nil
| tcorrect_step: forall tr req rsp,
tcorrect tr ->
step_correct tr req rsp ->
tcorrect (rsp ++ req ++ tr).

Figure 5: Kernel Specification. step correct is a predicate over

triples containing a past trace, a request trace, and a response trace; it
holds when the response is valid for the given request in the context of
the past trace. tcorrect defines a correct trace for our kernel to be a
sequence of correct steps, i.e., the concatenation of valid request and
response trace fragments.

step_correct can be established.
For example,
step_correct_add_tab states that typing “+” on
stdin leads to the creation of a tab and sending the
Render message. The step_correct_socket_true
case captures the successful socket creation case,
whereas step_correct_socket_false captures the
error case.

5.3

Kernel Specification

Monads in Ynot Revisited

In the previous section, we explained Ynot’s ST monad
as being parameterized over a single type T. In reality, ST takes two additional parameters representing
pre- and post-conditions for the computation encoded by
the monad. Thus, ST T P Q represents a computation
which, if started in a state where P holds, may perform
some I/O and then return a value of type T in a state
where Q holds. For technical reasons, these pre- and postconditions are expressed using separation logic, but we
defer details to a tech report [24].
Following the approach of Malecha et al. [30], we define an opaque predicate (traced tr) to represent the
fact that at a given point during execution, tr captures
all the past activities; and (open f) to represent the fact
that channel f is currently open. An opaque predicate
cannot be proven directly. This property allows us to
ensure that no part of the kernel can forge a proof of
(traced tr) for any trace it independently constructs.

Figure 5 shows a simplified snippet of our kernel spec.
The spec is a predicate tcorrect over traces with two
constructors, stating the two ways in which tcorrect
can be established: (1) tcorrect_nil states that the
empty trace satisfies tcorrect (2) tcorrect_step
states that if tr satisfies tcorrect and the kernel
takes a single step, meaning that after tr it gets a
request req, and responds with rsp, then the trace
rsp ++ req ++ tr (where ++ is list concatenation)
also satisfies tcorrect. By convention the first action
in a trace is the most recent.
The predicate step_correct defines correctness
for a single iteration of the kernel’s main loop:
step_correct tr req rsp holds if given the past
trace tr and a request req, the response of the
kernel should be rsp. The predicate has several
constructors (not all shown) enumerating the ways
9
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Axiom readn:
forall (f: chan) (n: positive) {tr: Trace},
ST (list ascii)
{traced tr * open f}
{fun l =>
traced (ReadN f n l :: tr) *
[len l = n] * open f }.

Ynot for this trace, the tr field is not realized at runtime, it is only used for proof purposes.
We define the kcorrect predicate as follows (s.tr
projects the current trace out of kernel state s):

Definition read_msg:
forall (t: tab) {tr: Trace},
ST msg
{traced tr * open (tchan t)}
{fun m =>
traced (ReadMsg t m ++ tr) * open (tchan t)} :=
...

Now we want to show that kcorrect is an invariant that
holds throughout execution of the kernel. Essentially we
must show that (kcorrect s) is a loop invariant on the
kernel state s for the main kernel loop, which boils down
to showing that (kcorrect s) is valid as both the preand post-condition for the loop body, kstep as shown in
Figure 3.
As mentioned previously, Coq will ask us to prove implications between the post-condition of one monad and
the pre-condition of the next. While these proofs are ultimately spelled out in full formal detail, Coq provides
facilities to automate a substantial portion of the proof
process. Ynot further provides a handful of sophisticated
tactics which helped automatically dispatch tedious, repeatedly occurring proof obligations. We had to manually prove the cases which were not handled automatically. While we have only shown the key kernel invariant here, in the full implementation there are many additional Hoare predicates for the intermediate goals between program points. We defer details of these predicates and the manual proof process to [24], but discuss
proof effort in Section 6.

Definition kcorrect (s: kstate) :=
traced s.tr * [tcorrect s.tr]

Figure 6: Example Monadic Types. This Coq code shows the
monadic types for the readn primitive and for the read msg function which is implemented in terms of readn. In both cases, the first
expression between curly braces represents a pre-condition and the second represents a post-condition. The asterisk (*) may be read as normal
conjunction in this context.
Thus (traced tr) can only be true for the current trace
tr.
Figure 6 shows the full monadic type for the readn
primitive, which reads n bytes of data and returns it.
The * connective represents the separating conjunction from separation logic. For our purposes, consider it as a regular conjunction. The precondition of
(readn f n tr) states that tr is the current trace and
that f is open. The post-condition states that the trace
after readn will be the same as the original, but with
an additional (ReadN f n l) action at the beginning,
where the length of l is equal to n (len l = n is a regular predicate, which is lifted using square brackets into
a separation logic predicate). After the call, the channel
f is still open.
The full type of the Ynot bind operation makes sure
that when two monads are sequenced, the post-condition
of the first monad implies the pre-condition of the second. This is achieved by having bind take an additional
third argument, which is a proof of this implication. The
syntactic sugar for x <- a;b is updated to pass the wildcard “_” for the additional argument. When processing
the definition of our kernel, Coq will enter into an interactive mode that allows the user to construct proofs to
fill in these wildcards. This allows us to prove that the
post-condition of each monad implies the pre-condition
of the immediately following monad in Coq’s interactive
proof environment.

5.4

5.5

Security Properties

Our security properties are phrased as theorems about the
spec. We now prove that our spec implies these key security properties, which we intend to hold in Q UARK. Figure 7 shows these key theorems, which correspond precisely to the security properties outlined in Section 3.6.
State Integrity.
The first security property,
kstate dep user, ensures that the kernel state only
changes in response to the user pressing a “control key”
(e.g. switching to the third tab by pressing F3). The
theorem establishes this property by showing its contrapositive: if the kernel steps by responding with rsp to request req after trace tr and no “control keys” were read
from the user, then the kernel state remains unchanged
by this step. The function proj_user_control, not
shown here, simply projects from the trace all actions
of the form (Read c stdin) where c is a control key.
The function kernel_state, not shown here, just computes the kernel state from a trace. We also prove that at
the beginning of any invocation to kloop in Figure 3, all
fields of s aside from tr are equal to the corresponding
field in (kernel_state s.tr).
Response Integrity. The second security property,
kresponse dep kstate, ensures that every kernel re-

Back to the Kernel

We now return to our kernel from Figure 3 and show how
we prove that it satisfies the spec from Figure 5. We
augment the kernel state to additionally include the trace
of the kernel so far, and we update our kernel code to
maintain this tr field. By using a special encoding in
10
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is consistent with our notion of requests as inputs and
responses as outputs.
Tab Non-Interference. The second security property,
tab NI, states that the kernel’s response to a tab is not
affected by any other tab. In particular, tab NI shows
that if in the context of a valid trace, tr1, the kernel
Theorem kresponse_dep_kstate:
responds to a request req from tab t with rsp1, then
forall tr1 tr2 req rsp,
the kernel will respond to the same request req with an
kernel_state tr1 = kernel_state tr2 ->
step_correct tr1 req rsp ->
equivalent response in the context of any other valid trace
step_correct tr2 req rsp.
tr2 which also contains tab t, irrespective of what other
tabs are present in tr2 or what actions they take. Note
Theorem tab_NI:
forall tr1 tr2 t req rsp1 rsp2,
that this property holds in particular for the case where
tcorrect tr1 -> tcorrect tr2 ->
trace tr2 contains only tab t, which leads to the followfrom_tab t req ->
ing
corollary: the kernel’s response to a tab will be the
(cur_tab tr1 = Some t <-> cur_tab tr2 = Some t) ->
same even if all other tabs did not exist
step_correct tr1 req rsp1 ->
step_correct tr2 req rsp2 ->
The formal statement of the theorem in Figure 7 is
rsp1 = rsp2 \/
made slightly more complicated because of two issues.
(exists m, rsp1 = WroteCMsg (cproc_for t tr1) m /\
First, we must assume that the focused tab at the end of
rsp2 = WroteCMsg (cproc_for t tr2) m).
tr1 (denoted by cur tab tr1) is t if and only if the
Theorem no_xdom_sockets: forall tr t,
focused tab at the end of tr2 is also t. This additional
tcorrect tr ->
assumption
is needed because the kernel responds differIn (SendSocket t host s) tr ->
ently
based
on
whether a tab is focused or not. For examis_safe_soc host (domain_suffic t).
ple, when the kernel receives a Display message from a
Theorem no_xdom_cookie_set: forall tr1 tr2 cproc,
tab (indicating that the tab wants to display its rendered
tcorrect (tr1 ++ SetCookie key value cproc :: tr2) ->
page to the user), the kernel only forwards the message
exists tr t,
to the output process if the tab is currently focused.
(tr2 = (SetCookieRequest t key value :: tr) /\
is_safe_cook (domain cproc) (domain_suffix t))
The second complication is that the communication
channel underlying the cookie process for t’s domain
Theorem dom_bar_correct: forall tr,
tcorrect tr -> dom_bar tr = domain_suffix (cur_tab tr). may not be the same between tr1 and tr2. Thus, in
the case that kernel responds by forwarding a valid reFigure 7: Kernel Security Properties. This Coq code shows how
quest from t to its cookie process, we guarantee that the
traces allow us to formalize Q UARK’s security properties.
kernel sends the same payload to the cookie process corresponding to t’s domain.
sponse depends solely on the request and the kernel state.
Note that, unlike kresponse dep kstate, tab NI
This delineates which parts of a trace can affect the kerdoes not require tr1 and tr2 to induce the same kernel’s behavior: for a given request req, the kernel will
nel state. Instead, it merely requires the request req to
produce the same response rsp, for any two traces that
be from a tab t, and tr1 and tr2 to be valid traces that
induce the same kernel state, even if the two traces have
both contain t (indeed, t must be on both traces othercompletely different sets of requests/responses (recall
wise the step correct assumptions would not hold).
that the kernel state only includes the current tab and
Other than these restrictions, tr1 and tr2 may be arbithe set of tabs, and most request responses don’t change
trarily different. They could contain different tabs from
these). Since the kernel state depends only the user’s
different domains, have different tabs focused, different
control key inputs, this theorem immediately establishes
cookie processes, etc.
the fact that our browser will never allow one component
Response Integrity and Tab Non-Interference provide
to influence how the kernel treats another component undifferent, complimentary guarantees. Response Integrity
less the user intervenes.
ensures the response to any request req is only affected
Note that kresponse dep kstate shows that the kerby control keys and req, while Tab Non-Interference
nel will produce the same response given the same reguarantees that the response to a tab request does not leak
quest after any two traces that induce the same kernel
information to another tab. Note that Response Integrity
state. This may seem surprising since many of the kercould still hold for a kernel which mistakenly sends renel’s operations produce nondeterministic results, e.g.,
sponses to the wrong tab, but Tab Non-Interference prethere is no way to guarantee that two web fetches of the
vents this. Similarly, Tab Non-Interference could hold
same URL will produce the same document. However,
for a kernel which allows a tab to affect how the kernel
such nondeterminism is captured in the request, which
responds to a cookie process, but Response Integrity preTheorem kstate_dep_user:
forall tr req rsp,
step_correct tr req rsp ->
proj_user_control tr
= proj_user_control (rsp ++ req ++ tr) ->
kernel_state tr = kernel_state (rsp ++ req ++ tr).
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cludes such behavior.
It is also important to understand that tab NI proves
the absence of interference as caused by the kernel, not
by other components, such as the network or cookie processes. In particular, it is still possible for two websites to
communicate with each other through the network, causing one tab to affect another tab’s view of the web. Similarly, it is possible for one tab to set a cookie which is
read by another tab, which again causes a tab to affect another one. For the cookie case, however, we have a separate theorem about cookie integrity and confidentiality
which states that cookie access control is done correctly.
Note that this property is an adaptation of the traditional non-interference property. In traditional noninterference, the program has ”high” and ”low” inputs
and outputs; a program is non-interfering if high inputs
never affect low outputs. Intuitively, this constrains the
program to never reveal secret information to untrusted
principles.
We found that this traditional approach to noninterference fits poorly with our trace-based verification
approach. In particular, because the browser is a nonterminating, reactive program, the ”inputs” and ”outputs” are infinite streams of data.
Previous research [11] has adapted the notion of noninterference to the setting of reactive programs like
browsers. They provide a formal definition of noninterference in terms of possibly infinite input and output streams. A program at a particular state is noninterfering if it produces similar outputs from similar inputs. The notion of similarity is parameterized in their
definition; they explore several options and examine the
consequences of each definition for similarity.
Our tab non-interference theorem can be viewed in
terms of the definition from [11], where requests are “inputs” and responses are “outputs”; essentially, our theorem shows the inductive case for potentially infinite
streams. Adapting our definition to fit directly in the
framework from [11] is complicated by the fact that we
deal with a unified trace of input and output events in the
sequence they occur instead of having one trace of input
events and a separate trace of output events. In future
work, we hope to refine our notion of non-interference
to be between domains instead of tabs, and we believe
that applying the formalism from [11] will be useful in
achieving this goal. Unlike [11], we prove a version of
non-interference for a particular program, the Q UARK
browser kernel, directly in Coq.
No Cross-domain Socket Creation. The third security property, no xdom sockets, ensures that the kernel never delivers a socket bound to domain d to a tab
whose domain does not match d. This involves checking URL suffixes in a style very similar to the cookie
policy as discussed earlier. This property forces a tab to

Component
Kernel Code
Kernel Security Properties
Kernel Proofs
Kernel Primitive Specification
Kernel Primitives
Tab Process
Input Process
Output Process
Cookie Process
Python Message Lib
WebKit Modifications
WebKit

Language
Coq
Coq
Coq
Coq
Ocaml/C
Python
Python
Python
Python
Python
C
C/C++

Lines of code
859
142
4,383
143
538
229
60
83
135
334
250
969,109

Figure 8: Q UARK Components by Language and Size.
use GetURL when accessing websites that do not match
its domain suffix, thus restricting the tab to only access
publicly available data from other domains.
Cookie Integrity/Confidentiality. The fourth security property states cookie integrity and confidentiality.
As an example of how cookies are processed, consider
the following trace when a cookie is set:
SetCookie key value cproc ::
SetCookieRequest tab key value :: ...

First, the SetCookieRequest action occurs, stating that a given tab just requested a cookie (in
fact, SetCookieRequest is just defined in terms of a
ReadMsg action of the appropriate message). The kernel responds with a SetCookie action (defined in terms
of WroteMsg), which represents the fact that the kernel
sent the cookie to the cookie process cproc. The kernel implementation is meant to find a cproc whose domain suffix corresponds to the tab. This requirement is
given in the theorem no xdom cookie set, which encodes cookie integrity. It requires that, within a correct
trace, if a cookie process is ever asked to set a cookie,
then it is in immediate response to a cookie set request
for the same exact cookie from a tab whose domain
matches that of the cookie process. There is a similar
theorem no xdom cookie get, not shown here, which
encodes cookie confidentiality.
Domain Bar Integrity and Correctness. The fifth
property states that the domain bar is equal to the domain
suffix of the currently selected tab, which encodes the
correctness of the address bar.

6

Evaluation

In this section we evaluate Q UARK in terms of proof effort, trusted computing base, performance, and security.
Proof Effort and Component Sizes. Q UARK comprises several components written in various languages;
we summarize their sizes in Figure 8. All Python components share the “Python Message Lib” for messaging
12
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•
•
•
•
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+ socket (same origin)

+ socket (whitelist)

+ cookie cache

Load Time (Normalized to WebKit)

with the kernel. Implementing Q UARK took about 6 person months, which includes several iterations redesigning the kernel, proofs, and interfaces between components. Formal shim verification saved substantial effort:
we guaranteed our security properties for a million lines
of code by reasoning just 859.
Trusted Computing Base. The trusted computing
base (TCB) consists of all system components we assume to be correct. A bug in the TCB could invalidate
our security guarantees. Q UARK’s TCB includes:

4
3
2
1
0

Coq’s core calculus and type checker
Our formal statement of the security properties
Several primitives used in Ynot
Several primitives unique to Q UARK
The Ocaml compiler and runtime
The underlying Operating System kernel
Our chroot sandbox

Figure 9: Q UARK Performance. This graph shows Q UARK load
times for the Alexa Top 10 Web sites, normalized to stock WebKit’s
load times. In each group, the leftmost bar shows the unoptimized load
time, the rightmost bar shows the load time in the final, optimized version of Q UARK, and intermediate bars show how additional optimizations improve performance. Smaller is better.
Performance. We evaluate our approach’s performance impact by comparing Q UARK’s load times to
stock WebKit. Figure 9 shows Q UARK load times for
the top 10 Alexa Web sites, normalized to stock WebKit. Q UARK’s overhead is due to factoring the browser
into distinct components which run in separate processes
and explicitly communicate through a formally verified
browser kernel.
By performing a few simple optimizations, the final
version of Q UARK loads large, sophisticated websites
with only 24% overhead. This is a substantial improvement over a naı̈ve implementation of our architecture,
shown by the left-most “not-optimized” bars in Figure 9.
Passing bound sockets to tabs, whitelisting content distribution networks for major websites, and caching cookie
accesses, improves performance by 62% on average.
The WebKit baseline in Figure 9 is a full-featured
browser based on the Python bindings to WebKit. These
bindings are simply a thin layer around WebKit’s C/C++
implementation which provide easy access to key callbacks. We measure 10 loads of each page and take the
average. Over all 10 sites, the average slowdown in loadtime is 24% (with a minimum of 5% for blogger and a
maximum of 42% for yahoo).
We also measured load-time for the previous version
of Q UARK, just before rectangle-based rendering was
added. In this previous version, the average load-time
was only 12% versus 24% for the current version. The
increase in overhead is due to additional communication with the kernel during incremental rendering. Despite this additional overhead in load time, incremental
rendering is preferable because it allows Q UARK to display content to the user as it becomes available instead
of waiting until an entire page is loaded.
Security Analysis. Q UARK provides strong, formal
guarantees for security policies which are not fully compatible with traditional web security policies, but still

Because Coq exploits the Curry-Howard Isomorphism, its type checker is actually the “proof checker” we
have mentioned throughout the paper. We assume that
our formal statement of the security properties correctly
reflects how we understand them intuitively. We also assume that the primitives from Ynot and those we added in
Q UARK correctly implement the monadic type they are
axiomatically assigned. We trust the OCaml compiler
and runtime since our kernel is extracted from Coq and
run as an OCaml program. We also trust the operating
system kernel and our traditional chroot sandbox to provide process isolation, specifically, our design assumes
the sandboxing mechanism restricts tabs to only access
resources provided by the kernel, thus preventing compromised tabs from commuting over covert channels.
Our TCB does not include WebKit’s large code base or
the Python implementation. This is because a compromised tab or cookie process can not affect the security
guarantees provided by kernel. Furthermore, the TCB
does not include the browser kernel code, since it has
been proved correct.
Ideally, Q UARK will take advantage of previous formally verified infrastructure to minimize its TCB. For
example, by running Q UARK in seL4 [27], compiling
Q UARK’s ML-like browser kernel with the MLCompCert compiler [1], and sandboxing other Q UARK components with RockSalt [32], we could drastically reduce
our TCB by eliminating its largest components. In this
light, our work shows how to build yet another piece of
the puzzle (namely a verified browser) needed to for a
fully verified software stack. However, these other verified building blocks are themselves research prototypes
which, for now, makes them very difficult to stitch together as a foundation for a realistic browser.
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actions on the server side. This guarantee prohibits a
large class of attacks, e.g., cross-site request forgery attacks against Amazon domains from non-Amazon domains. However, this policy cannot prevent cross-site
request forgery attacks against sites sharing the same
domain suffix with the tab, e.g., attacks from a tab on
www.ucsd.edu against cse.ucsd.edu since the tab on
www.ucsd.edu can directly connect to cse.ucsd.edu
using a socket and cookies on cse.ucsd.edu are also
available to the tab.
Compatibility Issues. Q UARK enforces non-standard
security policies which break compatibility with some
web applications. For example, Mashups do not work
properly because a tab can only access cookies for its
domain and subdomains, e.g., a subframe in a tab cannot properly access any page that needs user credentials identified by cookies if the subframe’s domain suffix does not match with the tab’s one. This limitation
arises because tabs are the principles of Quark as opposed to subframes inside tabs. Unfortunately, tabs are
too coarse grained to properly support mashups and retain our strong guarantees.
For the same reason as above, Quark cannot currently
support third-party cookies. It is worth noting that thirdparty cookies have been considered a privacy-violating
feature of the web, and there are even popular browser
extensions to suppress them. However, many websites
depend on third party cookies for full functionality, and
our current Quark browser does not allow such cookies
since they would violate our non-interference guarantees.
Finally, Quark does not support communications like
“postMessage” between tabs; again, this would violate
our tab non-interference guarantees.
Despite these incompatibilities, Quark works well on a
variety of important sites such as Google Maps, Amazon,
and Facebook since they mostly comply with Quarks’
security policies. More importantly, our hope is that in
the future Quark will provide a foundation to explore all
of the above features within a formally verified setting.
In particular, adding the above features will require future work in two broad directions. First, frames need
to become the principles in Quark instead of tabs. This
change will require the kernel to support parent frames
delegating resources like screen region to child frames.
Second, finer grained policies will be required to retain
appropriate non-interference results in the face of these
new features, e.g. to support interaction between tabs
via ”postMessage”. Together, these changes would provide a form of ”controlled” interference, where frames
are allowed to communicate directly, but only in a sanctioned manner. Even more aggressively, one may attempt
to re-implement other research prototypes like MashupOS [19] within Quark, going beyond the web standards
of today, and prove properties of its implementation.

provide some of the assurances popular web browsers
seek to provide.
For the policies we have not formally verified, Q UARK
offers exactly the same level of traditional, unverified
enforcement WebKit provides. Thus, Q UARK actually
provides security far beyond the handful policies we formally verified. Below we discuss the gap between the
subset of policies we verified and the full set of common
browser security policies.
The same origin policy [37] (SOP) dictates which resources a tab may access. For example, a tab is allowed
to load cross-domain images using an img tag, but not
using an XMLHttpRequest.
Unfortunately, we cannot easily verify this policy
since restricting how a resource may be used after it has
been loaded (e.g., in an img tag vs. as a JavaScript value)
requires reasoning across abstraction boundaries, i.e., analyzing the large, complex tab implementation instead of
treating it as a black box.
The SOP also restricts how JavaScript running in different frames on the same page may access the DOM. We
could formally reason about this aspect of the SOP by
making frames the basic protection domains in Q UARK
instead of tabs. To support this refined architecture,
frames would own a rectangle of screen real estate which
they could subdivide and delegate to sub-frames. Communication between frames would be coordinated by the
kernel, which would allow us to formally guarantee that
all frame access to the DOM conforms with the SOP.
We only formally prove inter-domain cookie isolation.
Even this coarse guarantee prohibits a broad class of attacks, e.g., it protects all Google cookies from any nonGoogle tab. Q UARK does enforce restrictions on cookie
access between subdomains; it just does so using WebKit
as unverified cookie handling code within our cookie
processes. Formally proving finer-grained cookie policies in Coq would be possible and would not require significant changes to the kernel or proofs.
Unfortunately, Quark does not prevent all cookie exfiltration attacks. If a subframe is able to exploit the entire
tab, then it could steal the cookies of its top-level parent
tab, and leak the stolen cookies by encoding the information within the URL parameter of GetURL requests. This
limitation arises because tabs are principles in Quark instead of frames. This problem can be prevented by refining Quark so that frames themselves are the principles.
Our socket security policy prevents an important subset of cross-site request forgery attacks [9]. Quark guarantees that a tab uses a GetURL message when requesting a resource from sites whose domain suffix doesn’t
match with the tab’s one. Because our implementation of GetURL does not send cookies, the resources requested by a GetURL message are guaranteed to be publicly available ones which do not trigger any privileged
14
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There are also several other features that Quark does
not currently support, and would be useful to add, including local storage, file upload, browser cache, browser history, etc. However, we believe that these are not fundamental limitations of our approach or Quark’s current design. Indeed, most of these features don’t involve intertab communication. For the cases where they do (for example history information is passed between tabs if visited links are to be correctly rendered), one would again
have to refine the non-interference definition and theorems to allow for controlled flow of information.

7

ify the browser in a single shot, we found that an iterative approach was much more effective. We started with
a text-based browser, where the tab used lynx to generate a text-based version of Q UARK. We then evolved this
browser into a GUI-based version based on WebKit, but
with no sockets or cookies. Then we added sockets and
finally cookies. When combined with our philosophy of
“write the non-verified version first”, this meant that we
kept a working version of the kernel written in Python
throughout the various iterations. Just for comparison,
the Python kernel which is equivalent to the Coq version
listed in Figure 8 is 305 lines of code.
Favor Ease of Reasoning. When forced to choose between adding complexity to the browser kernel or to the
untrusted tab implementation, it was always better keep
the kernel as simple as possible. This helped manage the
verification burden which was the ultimate bottleneck in
developing Q UARK. Similarly, when faced with a choice
between flexibility/extensibility of code and ease of reasoning, we found it best to aim for ease of reasoning.

Discussion

In this section we discuss lessons learned while developing Q UARK and verifying its kernel in Coq. In hindsight,
these guidelines could have substantially eased our efforts. We hope they prove useful for future endeavors.
Formal Shim Verification. Our most essential technique was formal shim verification. For us, it reduced
the verification burden to proving a small browser kernel.
Previous browsers like Chrome, OP, and Gazelle clearly
demonstrate the value of kernel-based architectures. OP
further shows how this approach enables reasoning about
a model of the browser. We take the next step and formally prove the actual browser implementation correct.
Modularity through Trace-based Specification. We
ultimately specified correct browser behavior in terms
of traces and proved both that (1) the implementation
satisfies the spec and (2) the spec implies our security properties. Splitting our verification into these two
phases improved modularity by separating concerns. The
first proof phase reasons using monads in Ynot to show
that the trace-based specification correctly abstracts the
implementation. The second proof phase is no longer
bound to reasoning in terms of monads – it only needs to
reason about traces, substantially simplifying proofs.
This modularity aided us late in development
when we proved address bar correctness (Theorem
dom_bar_correct in Figure 7). To prove this theorem,
we only had to reason about the trace-based specification, not the implementation. As a result, the proof of
dom_bar_correct was only about 300 lines of code,
tiny in comparison to the total proof effort. Thus, proving additional properties can be done with relatively little
effort over the trace-based specification, without having
to reason about monads or other implementation details.
Implement Non-verified Prototype First. Another
approach we found effective was to write a non-verified
version of the kernel code before verifying it. This allowed us to carefully design and debug the interfaces between components and to enable the right browsing functionality before starting the verification task.
Iterative Development. After failing to build and ver-

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we demonstrated how formal shim verification can be used to achieve strong security guarantees for
a modern Web browser using a mechanical proof assistant. We formally proved that our browser provides tab
noninterference, cookie integrity and confidentiality, and
address bar integrity and correctness. We detailed our
design and verification techniques and showed that the
resulting browser, Q UARK, provides a modern browsing
experience with performance comparable to the default
WebKit browser. For future research, Q UARK furnishes
a framework to easily experiment with additional web
policies without re-engineering an entire browser or formalizing all the details of its behavior from scratch.
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Abstract

feat cryptography [22]. The problem is that an authenticated user must possess authentication credentials and
these credentials can be extracted by force [19] or by
other means.

Cryptographic systems often rely on the secrecy of cryptographic keys given to users. Many schemes, however,
cannot resist coercion attacks where the user is forcibly
asked by an attacker to reveal the key. These attacks,
known as rubber hose cryptanalysis, are often the easiest
way to defeat cryptography. We present a defense against
coercion attacks using the concept of implicit learning
from cognitive psychology. Implicit learning refers to
learning of patterns without any conscious knowledge of
the learned pattern. We use a carefully crafted computer
game to plant a secret password in the participant’s brain
without the participant having any conscious knowledge
of the trained password. While the planted secret can
be used for authentication, the participant cannot be coerced into revealing it since he or she has no conscious
knowledge of it. We performed a number of user studies
using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to verify that participants can successfully re-authenticate over time and that
they are unable to reconstruct or even recognize short
fragments of the planted secret.

1

Dan Boneh
Patrick Lincoln
Stanford University
SRI

In this work we present a new approach to preventing
rubber hose attacks using the concept of implicit learning [5, 17] from cognitive psychology. Implicit learning is believed to involve the part of the brain called the
basal ganglia that learns tasks such as riding a bicycle or
playing golf by repeatedly performing those tasks. Experiments designed to trigger implicit learning show that
knowledge learned this way is not consciously accessible
to the person being trained [17]. An everyday example
of this phenomenon is riding a bicycle: we know how to
ride a bicycle, but cannot explain how we do it. Section 2
gives more background of the relevant neuroscience.
Implicit learning presents a fascinating tool for designing coercion-resistant security systems. In this paper we
focus on user authentication where implicit learning is
used to plant a password in the human brain that can be
detected during authentication, but cannot be explicitly
described by the user. Such a system avoids the problem
that people can be persuaded to reveal their password.
To use this system, participants would be initially trained
to do a specific task called Serial Interception Sequence
Learning (SISL), described in the next section. Training
is done using a computer game that results in implicit
learning of a specific sequence of key strokes that functions as an authentication password. In our experiments,
training sessions last approximately 30 to 45 minutes and
participants learn a random password that has about 38
bits of entropy. We conducted experiments to show that
after training, participants cannot reconstruct the trained
sequence and cannot even recognize short fragments of
it.
To be authenticated at a later time, a participant is presented with multiple SISL tasks where one of the tasks
contains elements from the trained sequence. By exhibiting reliably better performance on the trained ele-

Introduction

Consider the following scenario: a high security facility
employs a sophisticated authentication system to check
that only persons who know a secret key, possess a hardware token, and have an authorized biometric can enter.
Guards ensure that only people who successfully authenticate can enter the facility. Now, suppose a clever attacker captures an authenticated user. The attacker can
steal the user’s hardware token, fake the user’s biometrics, and coerce the victim into revealing his or her secret
key. At this point the attacker can impersonate the victim
and defeat the expensive authentication system deployed
at the facility.
So-called rubber hose attacks have long been the bane
of security systems and are often the easiest way to de1
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lower bound the entropy of the learned secrets, is simple
to set up, and is designed to leave no conscious trace of
the trained sequences.

ments compared to untrained, the participant validates
his or her identity within 5 to 6 minutes. An attacker
who does not know the trained sequence cannot exhibit
the user’s performance characteristics measured at the
end of training. Note that the authentication procedure
is an interactive game in which the server knows the
participant’s secret training sequence and uses it to authenticate the participant. Readers who want to play
with the system can check out the training game at
brainauth.com/testdrive.
While in this paper we focus on coercion-resistant
user authentication systems, authentication is just the tip
of the iceberg. We expect that many other coercionresistant security primitives can be designed using implicit learning.

User studies. To validate our proposal we performed
a number of user studies using Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk. We asked the following core questions that explore
the feasibility of authentication via implicit learning:
• Is individual identification reliable? That is, can
trained users re-authenticate and can they do it over
time?
• Can an attacker reverse engineer the sequence from
easily obtained performance data from a trained participant?
Across three experiments, we present promising initial
results supporting the practical implementation of our
design. First, we show that identification is possible
with relatively short training and a simple test. Second,
the information learned by the user persists over delays
of one and two weeks: while there is some forgetting
over a week, there is little additional forgetting at two
weeks suggesting a long (exponentially shaped) forgetting curve. Finally, in a third experiment we examined an
attack based on having participants complete sequences
containing all minimal-length fragments needed to try to
reconstruct the identification sequence: our results show
that participants do not express reliable sequence knowledge under this condition, indicating that the underlying
sequence information is resistant to attack until longer
subsequences are guessed correctly by the attacker.

Threat model. The proposed system is designed to be
used as a local password mechanism requiring physical
presence. That is, we consider authentication at the entrance to a secure location where a guard can ensure that
a real person is taking the test without the aid of any electronics.
To fool the authentication test the adversary is allowed
to intercept one or more trained users and get them to reveal as much as they can, possibly using coercion. Then
the adversary, on his own, engages in the live authentication test and his goal is to pass the test.
We stress that as with standard password authentication, the system is not designed to resist eavesdropping
attacks such as shoulder surfing during the authentication process. While challenge-response protocols are a
standard defense against eavesdropping, it is currently
an open problem to design a challenge-response protocol based on implicit learning. We come back to this
question at the end of the paper.

2

Benefits over biometric authentication. The trained
secret sequence can be thought of as a biometric key
authenticating the trained participant. However, unlike
biometric keys the authenticating information cannot be
surreptitiously duplicated and participants cannot reveal
the trained secret even if they want to. In addition, if
the trained sequence is compromised, a new identifying
sequence can be trained as a replacement, resulting in a
change of password.
We discuss other related work in Section 6, but briefly
mention here a related result of Denning et al. [4] that
uses images to train users to implicitly memorize passwords. This approach is not as resistant to rubber hose
attacks since users will remember images they have seen
versus ones they have not, giving an attacker information that can be used for authentication. Additionally,
image-based methods require large sets of images to be
prepared and used only once per user making the system
difficult to deploy. Our combinatorial approach lets us

An Overview of the Human Memory
System

The difference between knowing how to perform a welllearned skill and being able to explain that performance
is familiar to anyone who has acquired skilled expertise.
This dissociation reflects the multiple memory systems
in the human brain [14]. Memory for verbally reportable
facts, events and episodes depends on the medial temporal lobe memory system (including the hippocampus).
Damage to this system due to stroke, Alzheimer’s disease neuropathology, or aging leads to impairments in
conscious, explicit memory. However, patients with impairments to explicit memory often show an intact ability to acquire new information implicitly, including exhibiting normal learning of several kinds of skills. The
types of learning preserved in memory-disordered patients are those learned incidentally through practice:
even in healthy participants the information thus acquired cannot be easily verbally described.
Several decades of experimental cognitive psychology
have led to the development of tasks that selectively de2
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pend on this type of implicit, non-conscious learning system. These tasks typically present information covertly
with embedded structure in a set of experimental stimuli. Although participants are not attempting to learn this
structure, evidence for learning can be observed in their
performance.
The covertly embedded information often takes the
form of a statistical structure to a sequence of responses.
Participants exhibit improved performance when the responses follow this sequence and performance declines
if the structure is changed [12]. The improvement in
performance can occur completely outside of awareness,
that is, participants do not realize there is any structure
nor can they recognize the structure when shown [17].
The lack of awareness of learning indicates the memory system supporting learning is not part of the explicit,
declarative memory system and instead is hypothesized
to depend on the basal ganglia and connections to motor
cortical areas [6].
Less is known about the information processing characteristics of the cortico-striatal memory system operating in the connections between the basal ganglia and
motor cortical areas. Most prior research has examined
learning of simple structures with small amounts of information, typically repeating sequences of actions 1012 items in length. However, more recent studies have
found that long, complex sequences can be learned fairly
rapidly by this memory system and that learning is relatively unaffected by noise [18]. The ability to learn repeating sequences that are at least 80 items long relatively rapidly and the fact that this training can be hidden within irrelevant responses (noise) during training
suggests an intriguing possibility for covertly embedding
non-reportable cryptographic data within the corticostriatal memory system in the human brain.

2.1

intercept every object as it nears the sink. Interception
is performed by pressing the key that corresponds to the
object’s column when the object is in the correct vertical position. Pressing the wrong key or not pressing any
key results in an incorrect outcome for that object. In
a typical training session of 30-60 minutes, participants
complete several thousand trials and the order of the cues
follows a covertly embedded repeating sequence on 80%
of trials. The game is designed to keep each user at (but
not beyond) the limit of his or her abilities by gradually
varying the speed of the falling circles to achieve a hit
rate of about 70%. Knowledge of the embedded repeating sequence is assessed by comparing the performance
rate (percent correct) during times when the cues follow
the trained sequence to that during periods when the cues
follow an untrained sequence.
All of the sequences presented to the user are designed to prevent conspicuous, easy to remember patterns from emerging. Specifically, training as well as
random sequences are designed to contain every ordered
pair of characters exactly once with no character appearing twice in a row, and thus the sequence length must
be 4 × 3 = 12 when four columns (characters) are used.
The result is that while the trained sequence is performed
better than an untrained sequence, the participant usually
does not consciously recognize the trained sequence. In
order to confirm this in experimental work, after SISL
participants are typically asked to complete tests of explicit recognition in which they specify how familiar various sequences look to them.

The SISL Task and Applet

The execution of the Serial Interception Sequence Learning (SISL) task is central to the authentication system
that we have developed. Here we introduce the SISL task
in the context of the human memory system in order to
provide background for describing our design and practical experiments.
Originally introduced in [17], SISL is a task in
which human participants develop sensitivity to structured information without being aware of what they have
learned. The task requires participants to intercept moving objects (circles) delivered in a pre-determined sequence, much like this is done in the popular game “Guitar Hero”. Initially each object appears at the top of one
of four different columns, and falls vertically at a constant speed until it reaches the “sink” at the bottom, at
which point it disappears. The goal for the player is to

Figure 1: Screenshot of the SISL task in progress.
For the current application, we extended the traditional
definition of the SISL task in order to accommodate its
use as an authentication mechanism. First, we increased
the number of columns to six, which increases the potential complexity of the trained sequence. Using the same
constraints on sequence order as the 4-column version of
the task, the training sequences are 30 items long. As a
result, the number of possible sequences that can be used
3
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as a secret key is increased exponentially from only 256
to nearly 248 billion, as explained in the next section.
Second, we added an empty column in the middle of the
layout (Figure 1). In early experimental testing we found
out that the empty column facilitates the visual perception of the falling objects and helps the user to “map”
them to the correct hand, especially for objects in the
middle columns which are otherwise easily confused at
high speed.
The SISL task is delivered to users as a Flash application via a web browser. Participants navigate to our
web site, www.brainauth.com, and are presented with a
consent form. Once they agree to participate, the applet downloads a random training sequence and starts the
game. Upon completion of the training and test trials, the
explicit recognition test is administered, and results are
uploaded to the server. Once we describe our authentication system, we will return to describe how the SISL
applet functions in the bigger scheme of our experiments
with multiple users.

3

Figure 2: The secret key we generate is a random 30character sequence from the set of Euler cycles in this
directed graph. The resulting sequence contains all bigrams exactly once, excluding repeating characters.

which gives

The Basic Authentication System Using
Implicit Learning

#keys = 64 · 246 ≈ 237.8 .
Hence the learned random secret has about 38 bits of
entropy which is far more than the entropy of standard
memorized passwords.

The SISL task provides a method for storing a secret key
within the human brain that can be detected during authentication, but cannot be explicitly described by the
user. Such a system avoids the problem that people can
be persuaded to reveal their password and can form the
basis of a coercion-resistant authentication protocol. If
the information is compromised, a new identifying sequence can be trained as a replacement—resulting in a
change of password.
The identification system operates in two steps: training followed by authentication. In the training phase, the
secret key learned by the user is as in the expanded SISL
task, namely a sequence of 30 characters over the set
S = {s, d, f , j, k, l}. We only use 30-character sequences
that correspond to an Euler cycle in the graph shown in
Figure 2 (i.e. a cycle where every edge appears exactly
once). These sequences have the property that every nonrepeating bigram over S (such as ‘sd’, ‘dj’, ’fk’) appears
exactly once. In order to anticipate the next item (e.g., to
show a performance advantage), it is necessary to learn
associations among groups of three or more items. This
eliminates learning of letter frequencies or common pairs
of letters, which reduces conscious recognition of the
embedded repeating sequence [5].
Let Σ denote the set of all possible secret keys, namely
the set of 30-character sequences corresponding to Euler cycles in Figure 2. The number of Euler cycles in
this graph can be computed using the BEST theorem [20]

Training. Users learn a random 30-item secret key k ∈ Σ
by playing the SISL game in a trusted environment. To
train users we experimented with the following procedure:
• While performing the SISL task the trainee is presented with the 30-item secret key sequence repeated three times followed by 18 items selected
from a random other sequence (subject to the constraint that there will be no back-to-back repetitions
of the same cue), for a total of 108 items.
• This sequence is repeated five times, so that the
trainee is presented with a total of 540 items.
• At the end of this sequence there is a short pause in
the SISL game and then the entire sequence of 540
items (including the pause at the end) is repeated six
more times.
During the entire training session the trainee is presented
with 7 × 540 = 3780 items which takes approximately
30-45 minutes to complete. After the training phase
completes, the trainee runs through the authentication
test described next to ensure that training succeeded.
The system records the final playing speed that the user
achieved.
4
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SISL Authentication. To authenticate at a later time, a
trained user is presented with the SISL game where the
structure of the cues contains elements from the trained
authentication sequence and untrained elements for comparison. By exhibiting reliably better performance on
the trained elements compared to untrained, the participant validates his or her identity. Specifically we experimented with the following authentication procedure:

• Usability: can a trained user complete the authentication task reliably over time?
• Security: can an attacker who intercepts a trained
user coerce enough information out of the user to
properly authenticate?

4

• Let k0 be the trained 30-item sequence and let k1 , k2
be two additional 30-item sequences chosen at random from Σ. The same sequences (k0 , k1 , k2 ) are
used for all authentication sessions.

Usability Experiments

We report on preliminary experiments that demonstrate
feasibility and promise of the SISL authentication system. We carried out the experiments in three stages.
First, we established that reliable learning was observed
with the new expanded version of the SISL task using
Mechanical Turk. Second, we verified that users retain
the knowledge of the trained sequence after delays of one
and two weeks. Finally, we investigated the effectiveness
of an attack on participants’ sequence knowledge based
on sampling the smallest fragments from which the original sequence could potentially be reconstructed.
The experiments were carried out online within Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. The advantages of Mechanical Turk involve a practically unlimited base of participants, and a relatively low cost. One drawback of running the experiments online is the relative lack of control
we had over users coming back at a later time for repeat
evaluations. We discuss all of these considerations towards the end of the section.

• The system chooses a random permutation π
of (0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 2) (e.g., π = (2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1) ) and
presents the user with a SISL game with the following sequence of 540 = 18 × 30 items:
kπ1 , kπ1 , kπ1 , . . . , kπ6 , kπ6 , kπ6 .
That is, each of k0 , k1 , k2 is shown to the user exactly six times (two groups of three repetitions), but
ordering is random. The game begins at the speed
at which the training for that user ended.
• For i = 0, 1, 2 let pi be the fraction of correct keys
the user entered during all plays of the sequence ki .
The system declares that authentication succeeded
if
(3.1)
p0 > average(p1 , p2 ) + σ
Where σ > 0 is sufficiently large to minimize the
possibility that this gap occurred by chance, but
without causing authentication failures.

4.1

Experiment 1: Implicit and Explicit
Learning

Our first experiment confirmed that implicit learning can
be clearly detected while explicit conscious sequence
knowledge was minimal. Experimental data from 35 participants were included in the analysis.
The experiment used the training procedure described
in the previous section where the training phase contained 3780 total trials and took approximately 30-45
minutes to complete. Recall that training consists of
seven 540-trial training blocks. After the training session, participants completed a SISL authentication test
that compares performance on the trained sequence to
performance on two random test sequences.
Learning of the trained sequence is shown in Figure 3
as a function of the performance advantage (increase in
percent correct responses) for the trained sequence compared with the randomly occurring noise segments. On
the test block following training, participants performed
the SISL task at an average rate of 79.2% correct for
the trained sequence and 70.6% correct for the untrained
sequence. The difference of 8.6% correct (SE 2.4%)1

In the above, preliminary formulation, the authentication process is potentially vulnerable to an attack by
which an untrained user degrades his performance across
two blocks hoping to exhibit an artificial performance
difference in favor of the trained sequence (and obtaining a 1/3 chance of passing authentication). We discuss
a robust defense against this in Section 5, but for now
we mention that two simple precautions offer some protection, even for this simple assessment procedure. First,
verifying that the authenticator is a live human makes it
difficult to consistently change performance across the
foil blocks k1 , k2 . Second, the final training speed obtained during acquisition of the sequence is known to
the authentication server and the attacker is unlikely to
match that performance difference between the trained
and foil blocks. A performance gap that is substantially
different from the one obtained after training indicates an
attack.
Analysis. The next two sections discuss two critical aspects of this system:

1 SE

is short hand for Standard Error.
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sequence as familiar at an average of 6.5 (SE 0.4) on the
0-10 scale and rated novel untrained sequences at 5.15
(SE 0.3). The modestly higher recognition of the trained
sequence was reliable across the group, t(34) = 3.69,
p < .01, but did not correlate with SISL performance
(r = 0.13) indicating that it did not contribute to the implicit test. Slightly higher recognition of the trained sequence is often seen in implicit learning experiments as
healthy participants find some parts of the training sequence familiar after practice. It is worth noting that
implicit memory does not transform into explicit knowledge, even with repeated use, and the structure and length
of the training and test sequences specifically aim to reduce the possibility that explicit knowledge is accumulated over time.
The general small difference in recognition ratings
(5.15 vs. 6.5) indicates that participants would not be
able to recall the 30-item sequence meaning that they
could not consciously produce the training information
(e.g. to compromise the security of the authentication
method). One participant remarked in a follow-up email
message:

Figure 3: Across training participants gradually begin
to express knowledge of the repeating sequence by exhibiting a performance advantage for the trained sequence compared to randomly interspersed noise segments. Note that overall performance on the task stays
at around 70% throughout due to the adaptive nature of
the task by which the speed is increased as participants
become better at general SISL performance.

indicated reliably better performance for the trained sequence. By one-sample t-test versus zero, the expected
difference between trained and untrained if there was no
learning2 would be t(34) = 3.55, p < .01.
Group-level differences in performance are commonly
seen on tests of implicit learning, but being able to reliably assess individual learning is necessary for an authentication method. On an individual participant basis, performance on the trained sequence could be discriminated from the untrained sequence on the 540 test
trials (by chi-squared analysis at p < .05) in 25 of 35
cases. For authentication purposes, the individual reliability of the assessment will need to be further improved
by longer training to establish the implicitly learned sequence. However, the ability to identify learning in a
large fraction of individuals with relatively short training is a feature of the SISL task not seen in most tests of
implicit learning.

“... To be honest I was not that sure of the quizzes
at the end. When I played the tempo was so high it
was incredibly difficult to keep a track of the circles.
Most of the time my fingers moved by themselves, at
least it felt that way. I noticed two repeating patterns over all the levels. (I’m not totally sure what
the buttons were, was it DFG JKL?) One was DF-G-F-D I think and the other I’m not quite sure
the sequence but it was a four or five button series
which went from the left to the right and back to the
left...”.
We discuss the reconstruction question further in our
third experiment.

4.2

Explicit recognition test. After the training and test
blocks, participants were presented with five different animated sequences and asked how familiar each looked on
a scale of 0 to 10). Of the five sequences, one was the
trained sequence and the other four were randomly selected foils. This test assessed explicit recognition memory for the trained sequence.
On the recognition test, participants rated the trained

Experiment 2: Recall Over Time

An authentication mechanism is only useful if authentication can still be accurately performed at some time
after the password is memorized. In Experiment 2,
we confirmed that sequence-specific knowledge acquired
by users was retained over prolonged periods of time.
Although skill learning generally persists over time, a
SISL-based test had never been conducted with a substantial delay and a sufficient number of participants.
In Experiment 2, participants agreed to perform the
SISL task over two sessions. In the first session, participants completed a training sequence which the same
structure as the one in Experiment 1. The training was
immediately followed by the same SISL test to assess
sequence knowledge before the delay. A group of 32
participants returned to the online applet after 1 week to

2 In other words, if the percent correct measurements for trained
and untrained sequences followed the same normal distribution, the tvalue calculated with N = 35 samples (and thus N − 1 = 34 degrees
of freedom), should be near zero—less than 3.55 with 99% probability
(p = 0.01); in contrast, the value we obtained was 8.6. The t-test is a
standard statistical method used to confirm that the manipulated variable (here, sequence type) affects the measured variable (performance
correct).
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Figure 4: Across training participants gradually begin
to express knowledge of the repeating sequence by exhibiting a performance advantage for the trained sequence compared to randomly interspersed noise segments. Learning performance was similar across both
groups and similar to Experiment 1, as expected.

Figure 5: Participants exhibited reliable sequence knowledge on both immediate assessments (shown for Experiment 1 and both conditions of Experiment 2) shown by
a performance advantage for the trained sequence compared with untrained, novel sequences at test. Sequence
knowledge is retained at both the 1 and 2 week delay
test sessions. While there is some reduction in expressed
knowledge after either delay, the lack of significant additional decay from 1 to 2 weeks suggests that information is likely to persist for significant periods following 2
weeks (exponential or power-law decay curves are commonly observed for many types of memory).

perform a retention test and recognition assessment for
the trained sequence. A separate group of 80 participants
returned after a 2 week delay for the retention and recognition tests. For the 1-week group, the test session consisted of a 540-trial implicit sequence learning assessment. For the 2-week group, the test session was doubled
in length to additionally evaluate whether a longer test
provided better sensitivity to individual sequence knowledge. For both groups, the initial speed of the test on the
delay session was set to match the speed with which the
participants had been performing the task at the end of
the training session. A short warm-up block of 180 trials
was used to adjust this initial speed so that participants
were performing at around the target 70% correct at the
beginning of the retention test.
Figure 4 shows gradual learning of the trained sequence during the first session for both groups as in Experiment 1. Implicit sequence knowledge at both immediate and delayed tests is shown in Figure 5. On
all five assessments, participants exhibited reliable sequence learning as a group, ts > 4.3, ps < .01. On the
one-week delay test, 15 of 32 participants exhibited individually reliable sequence knowledge. However, for
the two-week delay group, 49 of 80 participants exhibited reliable sequence knowledge reflecting the increased
sensitivity in the longer assessment test used. Future
research will examine both increased training time and
assessment tests with increased sensitivity to individual
knowledge to provide a reliable and accurate identification method by SISL performance.
Even at one and two weeks delay, participants exhibited the same modest tendency for better recognition of
the trained sequence, ts > 2.8, ps < .05. Again, recognition performance did not correlate with expression of
sequence knowledge, rs < .16 and did not suggest any

ability to recall the entire 30-item trained sequences.

4.3

Mechanical Turk

Running our experiments over Mechanical Turk required
considerable thought and effort to ensure that the experiments do not suffer from selection bias and are conducted
fairly for both participants and researchers.
One of the early initial questions was that of setting the
price for user participation. The training block, which
comprises the bulk of the initial session, takes approximately 30-40 minutes to complete depending on player
skill. We wanted to motivate our participants to perform to the best of their abilities, and thus set a price
of $5.00 for standalone sessions, assuming a total of
approximately one hour of work involved. Apart from
isolated complaints from users who thought the game
moved too slowly (likely due to them not pressing keys,
or playing incorrectly), most users were happy to participate and even solicited additional work. We defined our
HIT (Human Intelligence Task) such that each worker
could participate only once in it and we believe that there
were few—if any—cases where the same user submitted
multiple responses.
We had to design special incentives for participants to
return and complete the second part in the case of twosession experiments. The approach that worked well for
7
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us was to price the initial (much lengthier) part at $2.00
and the follow-up 15-minute session at $6.00. We also
explained clearly that this is a two-HIT sequence, and
that payment for both parts will only be processed once
the second part is done. No-shows at the second session would get no payment at all. Additionally we used
Amazon’s command line tools to automatically send reminders to participants when the second session was
available and due. As a result, we saw over 90% of the
people who completed the first session return and finish
the second part.
Due to the special requirements of the SISL application we had to create what is considered to be an “external HIT”, exposing the task as a public website. In
order to make sure that results submitted in Amazon correspond to valid submissions in our system, we designed
a system that involves a receipt code for every successfully completed session. The code is a 6-digit number
between 100000 and 999999—we chose this size to prevent people from easily guessing the code, but not make
it difficult for them to write it down (especially useful
in two-session experiments, where we also have to fetch
the correct follow-up sequence that matches the user’s
first visit). After follow-up sessions we provided the user
with a second code that needed to be submitted to the
separate second HIT in order to receive payment.
Naturally we were concerned about the security of our
system, so we took measures to only accept limited types
of input as parameters, leaving the website open mostly
to denial of service attacks which we had no reason to
expect. In comparison, our fear of legitimate users trying
to cheat the system and getting paid without completing
quality work was somewhat more justified. We saw some
limited instances of behavior in this category:

Experiment
baseline
1 week delay
1 week delay
2 week delay
2 week delay
trigrams

Part
initial
follow-up
initial
follow-up

All
46
35
45
100
111
37

Submissions
Paid Used
39
34
32
32
32
32
95 (a)
82
84 (b)
82
34
32

Table 1: Total number of participants in each experiment. The higher number of submissions on follow-up
session are due to more failed opportunistic attempts by
users to get paid $6.00 for no work because HIT assignments were remaining available longer, waiting for eligible users to show up. Notes: (a) we paid more people
than necessary due to the 16-day auto-approval configuration of the HIT; (b) we paid, but did not evaluate a
submission which came in after the cut-off time; (c) the
variation in number of participants across experiments
was due to varying response and acceptance rates—our
primary goal was to collect enough data to be able to
make statistical inferences, and we deliberately collected
more data for the most difficult experiment (the 2-week
delay).
organization of the Mechanical Turk system is at least
partially to thank: workers need to register, and provide
some sort of payment account which makes their identity
relatively easy to track; moreover, rejected work negatively affects a worker’s score and as a result most users
genuinely try to do the best they can, get entertained
if possible, and earn some extra money in the process.
Overall, we consider our use of Mechanical Turk to have
been a big success: it allowed us to conduct each experiment practically overnight, drawing on the huge available pool of participants.

• There were users who, against the instructions, submitted an invalid receipt code. We immediately rejected any such submissions.
• Some users submitted sequences that were so long
that they did not fit in our generous allowance on the
server. Upon examination we found out that these
were due primarily to excessive wrong key presses
(sometimes 5 or more key presses for the same object, which suggests that possibly an automated tool
was used to complete the task).

5

Security Analysis

In this section we analyze the security of the basic authentication protocol from Section 3 and propose a number of extensions that improve security. We also experiment with a particular attack that attempts to extract the
secret sequence from the user one fragment at a time.
Our Mechanical Turk experiment shows that this attack
works poorly on humans.

• In relatively few situations we noticed users who
had unusually long intervals of inactivity. We excluded the most outrageous submissions but leaned
towards including the rest in the results of the study
in order to avoid biasing our data towards people
who did well.

5.1

Implicit Learning as a Cryptographic
Primitive

We begin with an abstract model of the new functionality enabled by implicit learning. Traditional modeling

The scope of these abuses never amounted to more
than 5% of the submissions, and we believe that the
8
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of participants in a cryptographic protocol are as entities who hold secrets unknown to the adversary. These
assumptions fall apart in the face of coercion since all
secrets can be extracted from the participant.
Implicit learning provides the following new abstract
functionality: the training phase embeds a predicate

phases, alternating between extraction and testing, later
on in this section.
We also note that the basic threat model assumes that
during the training phase, when users are taught the credential, users are following the instructions and are not
deliberately trying to mislead the training process. In effect, the adversary is only allowed to coerce a user after
the training process completes.

p : Σ → {0, 1}

It is straight-forward to show that the system of Section 3 is secure under this basic threat model, assuming the training procedure embeds an implicitly learned
predicate p in the user’s brain. Indeed, if the attacker
intercepts u trained users and subjects each one to q
queries, his chances of finding a valid sequence is at
most qu/|Σ|. Since each test takes about five minutes,
we can assume an upper bound of q = 105 trials per
captured user (this amounts to about one year of nonstop testing per user which will either interfere with the
user’s learned password rendering the user useless to
the attacker, or alert security administrators due to the
user’s absence prompting a revocation of the credentials). Hence, even after capturing u = 100 users, the
attacker’s success probability is only

in the user’s brain for some large set Σ. Anyone can ask
the user to evaluate his or her predicate p at a point k ∈
Σ. The predicate evaluates to 1 when k has been learned
by the user and evaluates to 0 otherwise. The number
of inputs at which p evaluates to 1 is relatively small.
Most often p will only evaluate to 1 at a single point
meaning that the user has been trained on only one secret
sequence.
The key feature of implicit learning is that even under
duress it is impossible to extract a point k ∈ Σ from the
user for which p(k) = 1. This abstract property captures
the fact that the secret sequence k is implicitly learned by
the user and not consciously accessible. In this paper, we
use the implicit learning primitive to construct an authentication system, but one can imagine it being used more
broadly in security systems.
The authentication procedure described in Section 3
provides an implementation of the predicate p(·) for
some sequence k0 in Σ. If the procedure declares success we say that p(k0 ) = 1 and otherwise p(k0 ) = 0. The
predicate p is embedded in the user’s brain during the
training session.

100 × 105 /|Σ| ≈ 2−16 .
Further complicating the attacker’s life is the fact that
subjecting a person to many random SISL games may
obliterate the learned sequence or cause the person to
learn an incorrect sequence thereby making extraction
impossible.
We note that physical presence is necessary in authentication systems designed to resist coercion attacks. If
the system supported remote authentication then an attacker could coerce a trained user to authenticate to a remote server and then hijack the session.

The basic coercion threat model. The SISL authentication system from Section 3 is designed to resist an adversary who tries to fool the authentication test. We assume the test requires physical presence and begins with
a liveness check to ensure that a real person is taking the
test without the aid of any instruments. To fool the authentication test the adversary is allowed the following
sequence of steps:

Security enhancements. The security model above
gives the attacker one chance to authenticate and the attacker must succeed with non-negligible probability. If
the attacker is allowed multiple authentication attempts
— iterating the extraction and test phases, alternating between the two — then the protocol may become insecure.
The reason is that during an authentication attempt the attacker sees the three sequences k0 , k1 , k2 and could memorize one of them (30 symbols). He would then train
offline on that sequence so that at the next authentication attempt he would have a 1/3 chance in succeeding.
If the attacker could memorize all three sequences (90
symbols), he could offline subject a trained user to all
three sequences and reliably determine which is the correct one and then train himself on that sequence. He is
then guaranteed success at the next authentication trial.
We note that this attack is non-trivial to pull off since

• Extraction phase: intercept one or more trained
users and get them to reveal as much as they can,
possibly using coercion.
• Test phase: the adversary, on his own, submits to
the authentication test and his or her goal is to pass
the test. In real life this could mean that the adversary shows up at the entrance to a secure facility and
attempts to pass the authentication test there. If he
fails he could be detained for questioning.
This basic threat model gives the attacker a single
chance at the authentication test. We consider a model
where the attacker may iterate the extraction and test
9
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it can be difficult for a human attacker to memorize an
entire sequence at the speed the game is played.
Another potential attack, already discussed in Section 3, is an attacker who happens to be an expert player,
but deliberately degrades his performance on two of the
sequences presented. With probability 1/3 he will show
a performance gap on the correct sequence and pass the
authentication test. We described a number of defenses
in Section 3. Here we describe a more robust defense.

be detained for questioning and the legitimate user is
blocked from authenticating with the system until he or
she is retrained on a new set of sequences.
Eavesdropping security. Traditional password authentication is vulnerable to eavesdropping (either via clientside malware or shoulder surfing) and so is the authentication system presented here. An eavesdropper who obtains a number of valid authentication transcripts with a
trained user will be able to reconstruct the learned sequence(s). It is a fascinating direction for future research
to devise a coercion-resistant system where an implicitly
learned secret is used in a challenge-response protocol
with the server. We come back to this question at the end
of the paper.

Both attacks above can be defeated with combinatorics. Instead of training the user on a single sequence,
we train the user on a small number of sequences, say
four. Experiments [18] suggest that the human brain can
learn multiple sequences and these learned sequences do
not interfere with one another. Equivalently we could
train the user on a longer sequence and use its fragments
during authentication. While this will increase training
time, we show that it can enhance security.
During authentication, instead of using one correct sequence and two foils, we use the four correct sequences
randomly interspersed within 8 foils. Authentication
succeeds if the attacker shows a measurable performance
gap on the correct 4 out of 12 presented sequences. An
attacker who slows
on random sequences will now
 down

have at most a 1/ 12
≈
1/500
chance in passing the test.
4
The number of trained sequences (4) and the number of
foils (8) can be adjusted to achieve an acceptable tradeoff
between security and usability.
Similarly, a small number of authentication attempts
will not help a direct attacker pass the test. However,
memorizing the authentication test (360 symbols) and
later presenting it to a coerced user could give the adversary an advantage. To further defend against this memorization attack we add one more step to the authentication
procedure: once the authentication server observes that
the user failed to demonstrate a measurable gap on some
of the trained sequences, all remaining trained sequences
are replaced with random foils. This ensures that an
attacker who tries to authenticate with no prior knowledge will not see all the trained sequences and therefore
cannot extract all trained sequences from a coerced user.
Consequently, a one-shot attack on a coerced user is not
possible. Nevertheless, by iterating this process — taking the authentication test, memorizing the observed sequences, and then testing them out on a coerced trained
user — the attacker may eventually learn all trained sequences and succeed in fooling the authentication test.
During this process, however, the attacker must engage
in the authentication test where he demonstrates knowledge of a strict subset of the trained sequences, but cannot demonstrate knowledge of all sequences. This is a
clear signal to the system that it is under attack at which
point the person engaging in the authentication test could

5.2

An Experiment: Extracting Sequence
Fragments

One of the potential attacks on our system involves a
malicious party profiling the legitimate user’s knowledge
and using that information to reverse engineer the trained
sequence to be able to pass the authentication test. Although the number of possible trained sequences is too
large to exhaustively test on any single individual each
sequence is constructed according to known constraints
and knowledge of subsequence fragments might enable
the attacker to either reconstruct the original sequence or
enough of it to pass an authentication test.
The training sequences are constrained to use all 6 response keys equally often, so analysis of individual response probabilities cannot provide information about
the trained sequence. Likewise all 30 possible response
key pairs (6 ∗ 5 = 30, since keys are not repeated) occur
equally often during training meaning that bigram frequency also provides no information about the trained sequence. However, each 30-item sequence has 30 unique
trigrams (of 150 possible). If the specific training trigram
fragments could be identified, the underlying training sequence could be reconstructed.
An attack based on this information would be to have
a trained user perform a SISL test that contains all 150
trigrams equally often. If the user exhibited better performance on the 30 trained trigrams than the 120 untrained,
the sequence could be reconstructed. This attack would
weaken the method’s relative resistance to external pressure to reveal the authentication information.
However, while the sequence information can be determined at the trigram level it is not known if participants reliably exhibit sequence knowledge in such short
fragments. In Experiment 3, we evaluated performance
on this type of trigram test to assess whether the sequence
information could be reconstructed.
10
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We leave it for future work to design a coersion-resistant
authentication protocol that remains secure when users
can be coerced during the training phase.

Participants were again recruited through Mechanical
Turk and completed the same training sessions used in
Experiments 1 and 2. At test, participants performed a
sequence constructed to provide each of the 150 trigrams
exactly 10 times by constructing ten different 150-trial
units that each contain all possible trigrams in varying
order. Performance on each trigram was measured by
percent correct as a function of the current response and
two responses prior.
To evaluate whether these data could be used to reconstruct the sequence, the percent correct on each trigram
was individually calculated and a rank order of all trigrams was created for each individual. If performance
on the trained trigrams was superior to others, the trained
trigram ranks should tend to be lower (e.g., performance
expression would lead the sequence trigrams to be the 30
best performed responses). However, average rank and
average percent correct on the trained trigrams was indistinguishable from untrained trigrams. Participants did
not exhibit their trained sequence knowledge on this type
of test, indicating that their sequence knowledge cannot
be attacked with a trigram-based method. More specifically, for each user we compared the average percent correct measurements for the 30 trained-sequence trigrams
to those for the 120 remaining trigrams. The 34 participants averaged 73.9% correct (SE 1.2%) for trigrams
from the trained sequence and 73.2% correct (SE 1.1%)
for the rest. The difference was not reliable.
While the trigram test did not lead to expression of sequence knowledge, it is likely that participants’ sequence
knowledge could be assessed for some longer fragments.
However, the number of fragments to assess grows exponentially with the length to be assessed and the ability to test all fragments is limited by the need to rely
on human performance to do the assessment. For example, for length 4 fragments (quad-grams), there are 750
fragments to assess multiple times each to try to identify
which ones had been trained.

6

Related Work

There is a large body of related work in user authentication and biometrics for user access control. The work
can been broken down into biometrics (“who you are”),
tokens (“what you have”), and passwords (“what you
know”). There is significant past work in each of the
three main areas. Our work may fall into a new category of implicit learning (“what you know you know but
do not know”), or could be categorized as a subclass of
behavioral biometric measurement.
Classic biometrics identifying a user based on who
they physically are can be grouped into physiological and behavior categories. Physiological characteristics include fingerprint, face recognition, DNA prints,
palm print, hand geometry, iris recognition, and retinal
scans. Behavioral characteristics include measurements
of typing rhythm and other dynamics, dynamic signature, walking gait, voiceprints, and eye movement patterns [11, 10, 2, 15]. Our work differs from these in enabling quick training in new randomly seeded patterns.
It might be very difficult to learn to walk a new way,
and nearly impossible to change one’s iris pattern, but it
should be easy to learn a new cortical crypto sequence
with a modest training regime. Further, if one relies on
retinal patterns for identification, each system could capture all the information content of the retina, and thus a
single compromised retina reader could reveal to an adversary the entire set of information. Our approach enables key revocation and multiple keys per user for different systems where there need not be any information
leakage from one system to the next.
Denning et al. [4] propose an authentication model
based on implicit learning of sets of images. An earlier study [21] compared the learning of images, artificial words, and outputs from finite-state automata. Both
of these works develop authentication systems that allow users to easily memorize strong passwords, however the resulting systems are not as resistant to rubber
hose attacks because they depend on the user consciously
studying sets of images or strings and as a result the
user retains some conscious knowledge of the credential. When using the SISL task we were able to verify
that little conscious knowledge of the trained secret is
retained. Image-based authentication mechanisms also
require curated image sets in order to reduce errors in the
authentication process; in contrast SISL-based authentication uses automatically generated sequences sampled
from a well-defined high entropy combinatorial space.

Future work. In future work we will assess sequence
expression at various lengths to find the minimal length
at which sequence knowledge can be expressed. This
minimal length likely reflects a basic operating characteristic of the brain regions that support implicit sequential skill learning. If this length suggests the possibility
of attack, the sequence can be increased in complexity by
increasing the number of characters, using inter-response
timing (known to be important to learning [7]) or more
complex sequence structures than simple repeating sequences.
Recall that in our experiments we assumed that users
are honest during the training phase and the adversary
only gets to coerce users after they have been trained.
11
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Deniable encryption. In the context of encryption, deniable encryption [3, 13] enables a user who encrypts a
message to open the ciphertext in multiple ways to produce different cleartexts from the same ciphertext. Such
systems enable a user to reveal an encryption key, which
produces a document that contains plausible cleartext,
but which is different from the actual document the user
wishes to protect. This technique protects encrypted documents, but does not apply to authentication credentials.
Further, a properly motivated user of deniable encryption could choose to reveal the correct decryption key,
enabling the coercive adversary offline access to all versions of the document. Our approach develops a system where the user cannot, even if strongly motivated,
reveal to another any information useful for an adversary to replicate the user’s access without the user being
present. Deniability has also been studied in the context
of elections [9].

guishable to an attacker versus a legitimate authenticator,
as well as by strengthening the test procedures and analysis to increase reliability across a larger fraction of users,
or reduce the required testing time, false positives, and
false negatives. Using variable timing between cues and
measuring user performance as a function of game speed
can further help in making the test protocol more reliable. Implicit learning of multiple credentials is yet another area that can benefit from additional experiments,
building upon prior work that has so far found no evidence of interference when users learn distinct 12-item
sequences, while also being capable of learning implicitly sequences as long as 80 items.
Another future direction for this work is in testing
whether more complex structures—for example Markov
models—can be learned implicitly. We would like to use
such learning to build challenge-response authentication
which is resistant to eavesdropping in addition to coercion. Finally, beyond authentication, we would like to
investigate the construction of a variety of cryptographic
primitives based on implicit learning.

Coercion detection. Since our aim is to prevent users
from effectively transmitting the ability to authenticate
to others, there remains an attack where an adversary
coerces a user to authenticate while they are under adversary control. It is possible to reduce the effectiveness of this technique if the system could detect if the
user is under duress. Some behaviors such as timed responses to stimuli may detectably change when the user
is under duress. Alternately, we might imagine other
modes of detection of duress, including video monitoring, voice stress detection, and skin conductance monitoring [8, 16, 1]. The idea here would be to detect by
out-of-band techniques the effects of coercion. Together
with in-band detection of altered performance, we may
be able to reliably detect coerced users.
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Abstract
Brain computer interfaces (BCI) are becoming increasingly popular in the gaming and entertainment industries. Consumer-grade BCI devices are available for
a few hundred dollars and are used in a variety of applications, such as video games, hands-free keyboards, or as
an assistant in relaxation training. There are application
stores similar to the ones used for smart phones, where
application developers have access to an API to collect
data from the BCI devices.
The security risks involved in using consumer-grade
BCI devices have never been studied and the impact of
malicious software with access to the device is unexplored. We take a first step in studying the security implications of such devices and demonstrate that this upcoming technology could be turned against users to reveal
their private and secret information. We use inexpensive
electroencephalography (EEG) based BCI devices to test
the feasibility of simple, yet effective, attacks. The captured EEG signal could reveal the user’s private information about, e.g., bank cards, PIN numbers, area of living,
the knowledge of the known persons. This is the first
attempt to study the security implications of consumergrade BCI devices. We show that the entropy of the private information is decreased on the average by approximately 15 % - 40 % compared to random guessing attacks.

1

Motivation

Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) enable a nonmuscular communication between a user and an external device by measuring the brain’s activities. In the last
decades, BCIs have been primarily applied in the medical domain with the goal to increase the quality of life
of patients with severe neuromuscular disorders. Most
BCIs are based on electroencephalography (EEG) as it
provides a non-invasive method for recording the elec-
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trical fields directly produced by neuronal synaptic activity. The EEG signal is recorded from scalp electrodes
by a differential amplifier in order to increase the Signalto-Noise Ratio of the electrical signal that is attenuated
by the skull. This signal is continuously sampled (typically 128 Hz - 512 Hz) to provide a high temporal resolution, making EEG an ideal method for capturing the
rapid, millisecond-scale dynamics of brain information
processing with a simple setup.
Particular patterns of brain waves have been found to
differentiate neurocognitive states and to offer a rich feature space for studying neurological processes of both
disabled and healthy users. For example, EEG has
not only been used for neurofeedback therapy in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [20], epilepsy
monitoring [6], and sleep disorders [28], but also to study
underlying processes of skilled performance in sports
and changes in vigilance [14, 31], in estimating alertness
and drowsiness in drivers [22] and the mental workload
of air-traffic control operators [39].
Besides medical applications, BCI devices are becoming increasingly popular in the entertainment and gaming
industries. The ability to capture a user’s cognitive activities enables the development of more adaptive games
responsive to the user’s affective states, such as satisfaction, boredom, frustration, confusion, and helps to
improve the gaming experience [26]. A similar trend
can be seen in popular gaming consoles such as Microsoft’s Xbox 360, Nintendo’s Wii, or Sony’s Playstation3, which already include different sensors to infer user’s behavioral and physiological states through
pressure, heartbeat, facial and voice recognition, gazetracking, and motion.
In the last couple of years, several EEG-based gaming devices have made their way onto the market and became available to the general public. Companies such
as Emotiv Systems [5] and NeuroSky [25] are offering
low-cost EEG-based BCI devices (e.g., see Figure 1) and
software development kits to support the expansion of
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(a) An EPOC device (Emotiv Systems)

Figure 2: Example photo of a videogame controlled with
the Emotiv Device.
cessing and allows inferences to be made with regard
to our intentions, conscious and unconscious interests,
or emotional responses, we are concerned with its security and privacy aspects. More specifically, we are interested in understanding how easily this technology can
be turned against its users to reveal their private information, that is, information they would not knowingly or
willingly share. In particular, we investigate how thirdparty EEG applications could infer private information
about the users, by manipulating the visual stimuli presented on screen and by analyzing the corresponding responses in the EEG signal.

(b) A MindSet device (NeuroSky)

Figure 1: Popular consumer-grade BCI devices are available as multi-channel (EPOC) or single-channel (MindSet) wireless headsets using bluetooth transmitters.
tools and games available from their application markets. Currently, there are more than 100 available applications ranging from accessibility tools, such as a mindcontrolled keyboard and mouse and hands-free arcade
games, to so-called serious games, i.e., games with a purpose other than pure entertainment, such as attention and
memory training games. For example, in [2], the authors
used the Emotiv BCI device to implement a hands-free
brain-to-mobile phone dialing application.
Marketing is another field that has shown increasing interest in commercial applications of BCI devices.
In 2008, The Nielsen Company (a leading market research company) acquired NeuroFocus, a company specialized in neuroscience research, and it has recently developed an EEG-based BCI device called Mynd such that
“...market researchers will be able to capture the highest
quality data on consumers’ deep subconscious responses
in real time wirelessly, revolutionizing mobile in-market
research and media consumption at home.”1
In light of the progress of this technology, we believe that the trend in using EEG-based BCI devices for
non-medical applications, in particular gaming, entertainment, and marketing, will continue. Given that this
technology provides information on our cognitive pro-

1.1

Contributions

To justify how crucial the security and privacy concerns
of this upcoming technology are, we provide some concrete answers in terms of demonstrating practical attacks using existing low-cost BCI devices. More specifically, the main contributions of this paper are:
• We explore, for the first time, EEG gaming devices
as a potential attack vector to infer secret and private information about their users. This attack vector is entirely unexplored and qualitatively different
from previously explored side-channels. This calls
for research to analyze their potential to leak private
information before these devices gain widespread
adoption.
• We design and implement BCI experiments that
show the possibility of attacks to reveal a user’s private and secret information. The experiments are
implemented and tested using a Emotiv EPOC BCI
device. Since 2009, this consumer-grade device has
been available on the market for the entertainment
and gaming purposes.

1 NeuroFocus Press Release (March 21, 2011):
www.neurofocus.com/pdfs/Mynd NeuroFocus.pdf
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with severe neurodegenerative disorders.

• In a systematic user study, we analyze the feasibility
of these attacks and show that they are able to reveal
information about the user’s month of birth, area of
living, knowledge of persons known to the user, PIN
numbers, name of the user’s bank, and the user’s
preferred bank card.
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In this section, we provide a brief introduction to the
specifics of the EEG signal that are required to understand the rationale behind this work.
An important neurophysiological phenomenon used in
studies of EEG signals is the Event-Related Potential
(ERP). An ERP is detected as a pattern of voltage change
after a certain auditory or visual stimulus is presented to
a subject. Every ERP is time-locked to the stimulus, i.e.,
the time frame at which an EEG voltage change is expected to occur is known given the timing of the stimuli.
The most prominent ERP component which is sensitive to complex cognitive processing is the P300, socalled because it can be detected as an amplitude peak
in the EEG signal at ≈ 300 ms after the stimulus (see
Figure 3). The complexity of the stimulus and individual differences contribute to the variability of the amplitude and latency (e.g., the latency varies between 250 500 ms), yet the P300 is considered to be a fundamental
physiological component and is reliably measured (for
a recent overview of the P300 from a neuroscience perspective, please see, e.g., [27]). While there are two subcomponents of the P300, called P3a and P3b, both are
related to complex cognitive processing, such as recognition and classification of external stimuli. In this paper,
we take advantage of the subcomponent P3b of the P300,
and for the sake of simplicity we will refer to it as the
P300, which is also a convention in neuroscience.
The P300 is elicited when subjects discriminate between task-relevant and task-irrelevant stimuli using a
so-called “oddball paradigm” (for more information, see,
e.g., [16]). During an oddball task the number of taskrelevant stimuli (called target stimuli) is less frequent
than the number of task-irrelevant stimuli (called nontarget). Probably the most well-known application of the
P300 in an oddball task is the P300-Speller. In this application the alphanumeric characters are arranged in a
matrix where rows and columns flash on the screen in
a rapid succession. The target stimulus is the character that a subject desires to spell and the P300 is evoked
each time the target letter is flashed due to a neuronal
response triggered by increased attention of recognition.
This application has been used to establish a communication channel for patients with locked-in syndrome or
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Figure 3: The P300 ERP elicited as a brain response to
a target stimuli (in this experiment the non-target stimuli
were pictures of unknown faces, while the target stimuli
was the picture showing President Obama).
The P300 is seen in response to target stimuli defined
by the task, but it has also been observed to be elicited
during stimuli that are personally meaningful to participants. For example, if a random sequence of personal
names is presented to a subject, the P300 will be the
largest during the presentation of the subject’s own name
[32]. Likewise, it has been shown that the P300 discriminates familiar from unfamiliar faces within randomly
presented sequences [24].

3

BCI Attacks: Threat Model and
Assumptions

In this section, we explore a number of possible scenarios in which consumer EEG devices could be abused to
capture sensitive or private information from users. Currently, both Emotiv and NeuroSky have “App Stores”
where the users can download a wide variety of applications. Similarly to application stores for smart phones,
the applications are developed by third parties that rely
on a common API to access the devices. In the case of
the EEG devices, this API provides unrestricted access to
the raw EEG signal. Furthermore, such applications have
complete control over the stimuli that can be presented to
the users.
In this scenario, the attacker is a malicious third-party
developer of applications that are using EEG-based BCI
devices. Its goal is to learn as much information as possible about the user. Hence, we are neither assuming any
malware running on the machine of the victim nor a tampered device, just “brain spyware”, i.e., a software intentionally designed to detect private information. Our
attacker model cannot access more computer resources
than any third party application for the respective BCI
device. The attacker can read the EEG signal from the
3
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device and can display text, videos, and images on the
screen. Therefore, the attacker can specifically design
the videos and images shown to the user to maximize the
amount of information leaked while trying to conceal the
attacks.
The type of information that could be discovered by
such an attack is only bound by the quality of the signal
coming from the EEG device and the techniques used
to extract the signal. We note that all involved parties
(users of BCI devices, their developers, and also attackers) share the same objective: to maximize the signal
quality in order to best perform their task. Hence, it is
expected that the signal and the measurement processes
will improve and, as a result, facilitate the attacks.

Figure 4: Experimental setup. The instructor sits behind the curtain to minimize interaction during the experiments. In this case, a sequence of credit cards is presented to the user.

In this work we will focus on categorization tasks, in
which the mind of the user is probed to detect whether
certain stimuli (faces, banks, locations) are familiar to or
relevant for the user. However, we note that in the future
such attack could be extended to include other sensitive
information. For instance, EEG devices have been used,
under optimized lab conditions, to study prejudices, sexual orientation, religious beliefs [18], and deviant sexual
interests [38, 10].

4.1

After obtaining the approval of the Institutional Review
Board (IRB), we recruited 30 Computer Science students
for the experiments. For two participants, the experiments could not be conducted due to faulty equipment
(low battery on the EEG device). Of the 28 participants
remaining, 18 were male and 10 female. In total, the experiment lasted about 40 minutes. The participants were
informed that they were going to participate in an experiment involving the privacy implications of using gaming EEG devices, but we explained neither the details of
the experiment nor our objectives. Each participant was
seated in front of the computer used for the experiments
(see Figure 4). The operator then proceeded to mount the
Emotiv EEG device on the participants.

At the moment, low-cost devices are still very noisy
and need a calibration phase to work properly (three minutes in our experiments). However, we note that the attacker could find a natural situation in which to expose
the user to target stimuli to extract information and thus
gather enough data to succeed in an unnoticed way. Also,
such a calibration phase can be concealed in the normal
training phase that EEG applications require for proper
functioning and that the user is willing to support. Moreover, we expect that BCI devices will become increasingly robust and accurate in the future, resolving many
current technical problems.

4.2

The experiments presented in this study are meant to
show feasibility in favorable conditions. The subjects
were partially cooperating in an attack situation and were
following our instructions. However, we minimized the
interaction between the supervisor and subjects to simulate a realistic environment, where a user is only interacting with his computer (see Appendix A).

4

The Setup

The Protocol

After the initial setup, the participants were asked to try
to remain relaxed for the entire duration of the experiments, as blinking or other face movements cause significant noise. The exact script used during the experiments
can be found in Appendix A. The interaction with the
participants was kept as short and concise as possible.
The order of the experiments was kept fixed in the order
found in Appendix A.
Each experiment consisted of three main steps:

Experimental Design and Results

1. (Optional) Brief verbal explanation of the task by
the operator;

The main question, which this paper attempts to answer
is: Can the signal captured by a consumer-grade EEG
device be used to extract potentially sensitive information from the users? In the following, we detail the technical setup, the experimental design, and the analytical
methods of our experiments.

2. (Optional) Message on screen for 2 seconds;
3. Images being flashed in random order for the duration of the experiment.
4
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4.3.2

(a) ATM

(b) Debit Card

(c) Geolocation

(d) People

This experiment has the goal to gather partial information about a user’s chosen 4-digit PIN. Given the sensitivity in studying the users’ real PINs, we asked the
participants to choose and memorize a randomly generated PIN just for the experiment. Furthermore, the participants were asked not to reveal the PIN until after the
end of the experiment session. The participants were told
that there were no special instructions for the experiment,
e.g., no counting numbers. They were just informed that,
at the end of the experiment, they would be asked to enter
the first digit of their PIN (refer to Appendix A for the
exact script). In this way, we bring the information of interest to the attention of the user which makes the subject
focus on the desired stimulus without requiring their active support of the classifier. After the instructions were
given, the operator started the experiment. There was no
on-screen message shown at the beginning of the experiment. The experiment images consisted of a sequence
of randomly permuted numbers between 0 and 9 that
were shown on the screen one by one. Each number was
shown 16 times and the experiment lasted approximately
90 seconds.

Figure 5: Layout of four of the experiments: Bank
ATMs, Debit Cards, Geolocation and People. Each
frame shows how the stimuli were flashed on the screen.
Each image was shown to the users for a fixed duration
of 250ms. On the screen in Figure 4, a photo is being
shown to a test participant.
The time of the target and non-target stimuli and the
stimulus identifiers were recorded alongside the raw signal coming from the EEG device. After the experiment,
we used the classification techniques detailed in Section 4.4 to infer information about the secrets of the participant.

4.3

4.3.3

Experiment 2: Bank Information

The aim of this experiment was to obtain the name of the
bank of the participant by reading their response to visual
stimuli that involved photos related to banks. The first iteration of this experiment, whose results are not reported,
consisted of showing the logo of 10 different banks2 . The
intuition was that the participants would show a higher
response when seeing the logo of their bank. However,
this attack was unsuccessful. After de-briefing with the
early test participants, we realized that they simply recognized the logos of all the banks.
In the second and final iteration of the experiment, we
showed two different sets of images: automatic teller machines (ATMs) and credit cards. Rationale for choosing
to display ATM or credit card photos, rather than logo
images, is that while users might be familiar with all logos, they might be only familiar with the look of their
own local bank ATM and debit card. The results are reported in Section 5.
The protocol for this experiment was as follows. Each
participant was asked by the operator whether they were
a customer of one of the banks in a list. Four participants answered negatively, therefore the experiment was
skipped. In case of an affirmative answer, the experiment was started. The screen in front of the participants
showed the question “What is the name of your bank?”

The Experimental Scenarios

In this section, we describe the calibration of the device
and six different experiments. In each experiment, the
attacker tries to gain information about a different secret.
Each experiment lasted approximately 90 seconds.
4.3.1

Experiment 1: Pin Code

Training Phase

This experiment was set up to learn a model to detect the
P300 signal from each user. The users were presented
with a randomly permuted sequence of numbers from 0
to 9 and were asked by the operator to count the number
of occurrences of a target number x. Each number was
shown 16 times, with a stimulus duration of 250 ms and a
pause between stimuli randomly chosen between 250 ms
and 375 ms. At the end of experiment the participants
were asked for their count to check for correctness.
We also developed a method to calibrate the classifier
without this active training phase. This could be used for
a concealed attack in cases where the intended application of the user does not require the detection of P300.
We explain this on-the-fly calibration phase in Section 5.

2 List of banks: Bank of America, Chase, Wells Fargo, ING, Barclays, Citi Bank, Postbank, Unicredit, Deutsche Bank
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One interesting application of such an attack would be
scenarios in which the knowledge of particular individual is used as a form of authentication. For example,
in recent years, Facebook has started showing photos of
friends for the purpose of account verification 3 .
4.3.6

The purpose of this experiment was to accurately pinpoint the geographic location of the residence of the participants. Each participant was asked if they lived in an
area close to campus. Eight participants in total did not
live close to campus and did not complete this experiment. In case of an affirmative answer, the participants
were shown a sequence of highlighted maps of an area of
approximately 4 square kilometers around campus. Each
image showed the same area overall, but with a different
highlighted zone on the map.
While IP addresses provide a rather accurate way to
localize the location of a user, there are cases in which
the users actively try to hide their geographic location
using proxies. Even though our experiment showed only
a predefined map of a rather small geographic area, we
envision possible future attacks in which the true geographic location of a user is leaked by showing maps or
landmarks with increased accuracy.
While for all the other experiments we did not instruct
the user to do particular things except for watching the
screen, here we asked the users to count how often their
region was highlighted. This experiment was devised to
study the influence of active user support, as counting
assures a higher attention from the user which is known
to improve the detection of P300.

Figure 6: Stimuli for the debit card experiment. Each
card was shown separately, full-screen, for the short
stimulus duration.
for 2 seconds. Then, for the ATM experiment, images of
teller machines were flashed on the screen. For the credit
card experiment, images of credit cards were flashed.
4.3.4

Experiment 3: Month of Birth

The operator did not give any specific instructions to the
participants and only informed them that the instructions
would be provided on the screen. The participants were
simply asked in which month they were born by an onscreen message that lasted for 2 seconds, then, a randomly permuted sequence of the names of the months
was shown on the screen.
In many access-restricted websites the date of birth or
similar information serves as a backup function for resetting a user’s password. If an attacker needs this information, the BCI device could provide a potential attack
vector.
4.3.5

Experiment 5: Geographic Location

4.4

Analysis Methodology

In this section, we detail how the attacker processes and
analyzes the data and provide the specification of the data
recorded by the BCI device.

Experiment 4: Face Recognition

For this experiment, the operator again did not give
any specific instruction to the participants and only informed them that the instructions would be provided on
the screen. The participants were simply asked “Do you
know any of these people?” by an on-screen message
that lasted 2 seconds. Then the images of people were
randomly flashed for the duration of the experiment.
The goal of this experiment was to understand whether
we could infer who the participants knew by reading their
EEG response when being showed a sequence of photos
of known and unknown people. We used photos of 10
unknown persons and one photo of the current President
of the United States of America, Barack Obama. The
photo of the president was chosen because, being in a
US institution, we were confident that each participant
would recognize the President.

Data characteristics and acquisition The data consists of several parts. The amplitudes of the EEG signal
are recorded with 14 different electrodes. Each electrode
represents one ‘channel’ of the signal. According to the
standard 10-20 system [19], the 14 channels are called 1:
‘AF3’, 2: ‘F7’, 3: ‘F3’, 4: ‘FC5’, 5: ‘T7’, 6: ‘P7’, 7:
‘O1’, 8: ‘O2’, 9: ‘P8’, 10: ‘T8’, 11: ‘FC6’, 12: ‘F4’,
13: ‘F8’, and 14: ‘AF4’. The location of the channel
electrodes can be seen in Figure 7.
Each channel is recorded at a sampling rate of 128Hz.
The software for showing stimuli to the user outputs the
time stamp for each stimulus and the indicator of the
3 http://www.facebook.com/help/search/?q=

security+verification
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Classification of target stimuli Detecting P300 in
EEG data is a binary classification task. The input is a
set of epochs. Each epoch is associated with a stimulus.
In our setting a stimulus is an image depicted on a computer screen in front of the user. Let nc be the number of
EEG channels and let f be the sampling rate of the device (in our case the signal is sampled with 128 Hz). An
epoch consists of nc time series starting tp milliseconds
prior to the stimulus and ending ta milliseconds after the
stimulus. The number of measurements per time series is
then q = (tp + ta )f . Typically, tp is a few hundred milliseconds and ta is between 800 ms and 1500 ms. The
signals of all channels are concatenated and each epoch
is represented as a real vector x ∈ Rp , where p = qnc is
the dimensionality of the vector space.
The classification task consists of two phases, the
training phase and the classification phase. The input of the training phase is a set of epochs Xtr =
{xtri ∈ Rp , i = 1...n1 } and a vector of labels y ∈
n
{0, 1} 1 , where each label yi indicates whether the
epoch xtri corresponds to a target stimulus (yi = 1) or
not (yi = 0). The signal of each epoch has been recorded
while the corresponding stimulus was shown to the user
on the screen for a short time (we used 500 ms). The
stimuli labels y are known to the classifier as the system knows what it shows to the user. Given this input,
the classifier must learn a function g that maps epochs to
target stimuli labels:

stimulus. In this way, the EEG signal can be related to
the stimuli.

AF3
F7

F3

AF4
F8

F4

FC5

FC6

T7

T8

P7

P8
O1

O2

Figure 7: Position of the electrodes of the EPOC device.

As explained in Section 3, our attack vector exploits
the occurrence of P300 peaks in the EEG signal triggered
by target-stimuli. This requires the attacker to be able to
reliably detect these peaks and to discriminate them from
all other EEG signals measured on non-target stimuli.
This task is very similar to the P300-Speller, where the
EEG signal for the intended letter must be discriminated
from the signal of unintended letters (as described in Section 2). However, in contrast to the spelling scenario the
attacker is dealing with a passive user. This makes an attack much harder than spelling. In our case, the user does
not intend to provide a discriminative signal for the target
stimulus. This means that the user does not support the
classifier with increased attention on the target stimulus,
as can be achieved, for instance, by counting the number
of occurrences of this stimulus. As a consequence, the
data available to the attacker is less discriminative between target and non-target stimuli than in the spelling
scenario.

g : Rp
x

→

→

{0, 1}
y

(1)

In the beginning of Section 5, we explain how to practically carry out the training phase with users that actively
support this training phase and with passive users.
In the classification phase the classifier gets a collecp
tion of n2 new epochs Xtest = {xtest
i ∈ R , i = 1, ..., n2 }
as an input and must output an estimate ŷ =
{ŷi = g(xtest
i ), i = 1, ..., n2 } of the corresponding labels.
This means, for each of the new epochs, the classifier
must decide whether the epoch is associated with the target stimulus or not.
The test labels ŷ provide a ranking of the K unique
stimuli presented to the user. We sort all stimuli in descending order according to the number of their positive
(+)
classifications. For stimulus k this number is Nk =

i∈Ek ŷi . The set Ek is the set of epoch indices containing all epochs that are associated with stimulus k. In this
notation i ∈ Ek means that we sum over all epochs of
stimulus k. For instance, if there are three different stimuli repeatedly shown to the user in random order (three
different faces, say), then the classifier would guess that
the true face (the one familiar to the user) is the face
where the most associated epochs have been classified as

An additional challenge for our attack is that the gaming device we are using is not made for detecting P300.
For instance, they have more electrodes on the frontal
part of the scalp (see Figure 7). This enables them to recognize facial expressions which provide a stronger signal than the EEG signal itself and thus are more robust
for controlling games. The P300 is mostly detected at
the parietal lobe, optimally with electrodes attached at
Pz position, which is a centered on the median line at
the top of the head. As we want to investigate the attack
in a realistic home-use scenario we did not use other devices optimized for P300 detection and did not adapt the
gaming device (for instance by turning it around, which
would provide more sampling points in the Pz area).
7
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Figure 8: Event-related potentials for two different stimuli. Both signals have been recorded on the left back-side of
the scalp (Channel 7: ‘O1’). The plots have been produced with EEGlab [4]. The scale of the averaged plots (bottom)
as well as the colorscale of the heatmap plots (top) are constant over the two stimuli.
of the model in a stepwise fashion as proposed in [11,
12].
As follows, we briefly describe a variant, proposed in
[17], where the method has been used to design a P300
speller. The classifier consists of an ensemble of M weak
learners. Each weak learner fm is a regression function
minimizing a quadratic cost function:

target-stimulus. Figure 8 depicts event-related potentials
(ERP) for one channel and two different stimuli (target
and non-target). In this example one row of one plot represents an epoch and all rows of one plot constitute the
set Ek of epochs associated with event k.
The stimulus with the topmost positive classifications
is the estimated target-stimulus, the stimulus with the
second most positively classified epochs is ranked second, and so on. Most classifiers output a continuous
score si for each epoch instead of binary labels ŷi . For
instance, this could be a probability si = p(yi = 1).
In such a case, we sum over all scores of each unique

(+)
stimulus k to get its vote Nk = i∈Ek si . In the experiments, we will use this ranking to decide which of
the presented stimuli is the target stimulus, that is which
of the answers is the true answer for the current user.
In the following we explain two different classifiers
that we used in our experiments. The first classifier is
a boosting algorithm for logistic regression (bLogReg)
and was proposed for P300 spelling in [17]. The second
classifier is the publicly available BCI2000 P300 classifier. BCI2000 uses stepwise linear discriminant analysis
(SWLDA). In [21] a set of different P300 classifiers, including linear and non-linear support vector machines,
was compared and SWLDA performed best.
4.4.1

fm = argmin
f

n1


i=1

ỹi − f (xtri ; w)

2

,

(2)

where f (xtri ; w) = wT xtri with coefficients w ∈ Rp . The
score ỹi in Equation (2) is obtained from the first-order
condition of maximizing the logarithm of the Bernoulli
likelihood
L(gm ; Xtr, y) =

n1


p(yi = 1|xtri )yi (1−p(yi = 1|xtri ))1−yi

i=1

(3)

with
p(yi = 1|xtri ) =

exp(gm (xtri ))
exp(gm (xtri )) + exp(−gm (xtri ))

(4)

In step m of the algorithm, the current classifier gm−1
is updated by adding the new weak classifier fm : gm =
gm−1 + γm fm . Thereby, the weight γm is selected such
that the likelihood Eq. (3) is maximized.
The number of weak classifiers M controls the tradeoff between overfitting and underfitting. This number is
determined by cross-validation on random subsets of the
training data Xtr .

Boosted logistic regression

This method uses a logistic regression model as the classifier function g. The model is trained on the training
data by minimizing the negative Bernoulli log-likelihood
8
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Data preprocessing Before training the classifier and
prior applying it to each new observation, we process
the data in the following way. The input data consists
of nc different time series, whereas nc is the number of
channels. First we epochize the signal with a time frame
around the stimuli that starts 200 ms before the respective
stimulus and ends 1000 ms after the stimulus. Then, for
each epoch, we subtract the mean amplitude of the first
200 ms from the entire epoch as it represents the baseline.
In order to reduce the high-frequency noise, we apply
a low-pass FIR filter with a pass band between 0.35 and
0.4 in normalized frequency units. An example of such a
preprocessed signal is depicted in Figure 3.
4.4.2

Results

In this section, we evaluate the classification results on
each of the experiments described in Section 4.3.
User-supported calibration and on-the fly calibration
We calibrate the classifiers on a set of training observations. Thereby, we distinguish two training situations.
In the first situation we have a partially cooperating
user, that is, a user who actively supports the training
phase of the BCI but then does not actively provide evidence for the target stimulus later. This is a realistic scenario. Each gamer has a strong incentive to support the
initial calibration phase of his device, because he will
benefit from a high usability and a resulting satisfying
gaming experience. The attacker can use the training
data to train his own classifier. Despite the user supporting the calibration phase, we do not assume that the user
actively supports the detection of target stimuli when the
attacker later carries out his attack by suddenly presenting new stimuli on the screen.
In the second training situation, the user is passive.
This means that the user does not support the training
phase but also does not actively try to disturb it. As a
consequence, the attacker must present a set of stimuli
where, with high probability, the user is familiar with
one of the stimuli and unfamiliar with all other stimuli. In this way the attacker can provide a label vector
n
y ∈ {0, 1} 1 that can be used for training. We used the
people experiment as training data. We showed 10 images of random people to the user as well as one image
of President Barack Obama. Assuming that i) every user
knows Obama and that ii) it is unlikely that a user knows
one of the random face images downloaded from the internet, we can use the Obama image as a target stimulus
and the others as non-target stimuli.

Stepwise Linear Discriminant Analysis

The BCI2000 P300 classifier uses stepwise linear discriminant analysis, an extension of Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis. As follows, we briefly explain these
two methods.
Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis (LDA) LDA
was first proposed in [9]. This classifier is a linear hyperplane that separates the observations of the two classes.
The hyperplane is parameterized by the coefficient vector w ∈ Rp which is orthogonal to the hyperplane.
A new observation xi is labeled to belong to either of
the two classes by projecting it on the class separation
wT xi . LDA assumes observations in both classes to be
Gaussian distributed with parameters (µj , Σj ), j = 1, 2
and computes the optimally separating coefficients by
w = (µtr1 − µtr2 )(Σtr1 + Σtr2 )−1 .
Stepwise Linear Discriminant Analysis (SWLDA)
SWLDA extends LDA with a feature selection mechanism that sets many of the coefficients in w to zero. This
classifier is supposedly more robust to noise and was
first applied to P300 spelling in [7]. The algorithm iteratively adds or removes components of the coefficient
vector according to their statistical significance for the
label outcome as measured by their p-value. The thresholds (padd , prem ) for adding or removing features as well
as the total number of features must be pre-defined.
In our experiments we used the default configuration
of the the BCI2000 P300 classifier with 60 features and
(padd , prem ) = (0.1, 0.15). The algorithm uses the 800 ms
period after the stimulus for classification.
For each stimulus presented, we sum up the scores
wT xi of the corresponding epochs in order to obtain a
ranking of the stimuli. Then, the highest ranked stimulus
is presumably the target-stimulus.

Success statistics We report the results of all experiments in Figure 9. Each plot corresponds to one experimental scenario. The black crosses depict the results of the SWLDA classifier used by the BCI2000 P300
speller. The red diamonds are the results of boosted logarithmic regression (bLogReg) trained by the counting
experiment, and the blue crosses show the results for
bLogReg when trained on the people experiment. The
dashed black line depicts the expected result of a random
guess.
We depict the results in terms of a cumulative statistic
of the rank of the correct answer. This measure provides
the accuracy together with a confidence interval at the
same time as it includes the probability distribution of
the deviation from the optimal rank. The plots read as
follows. The x-axis of each plot is the rank of the correct
9
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Figure 9: Cumulative statistics of the ranking of the correct answer according to the classification result. The faster this
measure converges towards 100%, the better the classifier. One can directly read the confidence intervals as follows:
In more than 20% of the experiments the bLogReg classifier ranked the correct face at the first position. In more than
40% it had the correct face among the first three guesses. Please note that for the passive user, the classifier was trained
on the people experiment and the corresponding curve in Fig. 9(e) would depict the training error.
concentrated by counting the occurrence of the correct
answer. SWLDA performed exceptionally good on the
month of birth experiment, even though this experiment
was carried out without counting.

answer as estimated by the respective classifier. For instance, if the correct answer in the month of birth experiment is ‘April’ and the classifier ranks this month at the
third position in the classification output, then x is 3. The
y-axis is the fraction (in %) of the users having the correct answer in at most ranking position x. In our example with the month of birth, the point (x; y) = (3; 80%)
of the SWLDA classifier means that for 80% of the users
the correct bank was among the first three guesses of
SWLDA. Please note that we truncated the y-axis at 20%
to get a better resolution of the dynamic range.

Relative reduction of entropy In order to quantify the
information leak that the BCI attack provides, we compare the Shannon entropies of guessing the correct answer for the classifiers against the entropy of the random
guess attack.
This measure models the guessing attack as a random
experiment with the random variable X. Depending of
the displayed stimuli, X can take different values. For instance, in the PIN experiment, the set of hypotheses consists of the numbers 0 to 9 and the attack guess would
then take one out of these numbers. Now, let’s assume
we have no other information than the set of hypotheses.
Then we would guess each answer with equal probability. This is the random attack. Let the number of possible
answers (the cardinality of the set of hypotheses) be K,
then the entropy of the random attack is log2 (K).
More formally, let the
 ranking of a classifier clf be
(clf)
(clf)
(clf)
a
= a1 , ..., aK , where the first-ranked answer

Overall, one can observe that the attack does not always reveal the correct information on the first guess.
However, the classifiers perform significantly better than
the random attack. The SWLDA classifier provided the
most accurate estimates, except for the experiment on the
PIN and the debit card.
The correct answer was found by the first guess in
20% of the cases for the experiment with the PIN, the
debit cards, people, and the ATM machine. The location
was exactly guessed for 30% of users, month of birth for
almost 60% and the bank based on the ATM machines
for almost 30%. All classifiers performed consistently
good on the location experiment where the users actively

(clf)
is a(clf)
1 , the second-ranked answer is a2 , and so on. Let
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(clf) (clf)
p(a(clf)
) be the probability that
k ) := p(X = ak |a
the classifier ranks the correct answer at position k ∈ K.
Please note that the p(X = a(clf)
k ) that we will use are
empirical relative frequencies obtained from the experiments instead of true probability distributions. Using
these probabilities, the empirical Shannon entropy is

H(X|a(clf) ) = −

K


k=1



(clf)
p(a(clf)
k ) log2 p(ak )



the people experiment for this very experiment, as this
entropy reduction merely refers to the training error of
the classifier and provides no information on how well
the classifier generalizes to unseen data.
people
month

(5)

debit

In case of the random attack, the position of the correct answer is uniformly distributed, which results in the
said entropy H(X|a(rand) ) = log2 (K). In case of attacking with a classifier, the attacker would pick a1 , the
answer ranked highest, to maximize his success. As our
empirical results, depicted in Figure 9, suggest, the rankings are not fully reliable, i.e. the answer ranked highest
is not always the correct answer. However, the ranking
statistics provide a new non-uniform distribution over the
set of possible answers. For instance, we know that for
bLogReg the empirical probability that the first-ranked
location is the correct one is p(X = a(bLogReg)
) = 0.2,
1
the probability of the second-ranked answer to be correct
) = 0.2, and so on.
is also p(X = a(bLogReg)
2
The redistributed success probabilities reduce the entropy of the guessing experiment. We take the random
guess attack as the baseline and compare the entropies
of all other attacks against its entropy H(X|a(rand) ). We
evaluate to what extent a generic classifier clf reduces the
entropy relative to H(X|a(rand) ). The relative reduction
of entropy with respect to the random guess attack (in %)
is then:
r(clf)

:=
=

H(X|a(rand) ) − H(X|a(clf) )
H(X|a(rand) )


H(X|a(clf) )
100 1 −
log2 (K)

atm

SWLDA
bLogReg
bLogreg, passive

pin
maps
0

10
20
30
40
50
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Figure 10: Relative reduction of entropy with respect to
the random guess attack. The scale reaches from 0% (no
advantage over random guessing) to 100% (correct answer always found). Please note that ’bLogReg, passive’
has been trained on the people experiment. We do not report its score on this experiment, as it refers to the training error.
For most scenarios, the information leaked corresponds to approximately 10% to 20% for the best classifier SWLDA with peaks for maps (32%) and month
(43%). The average information leak over all classifiers
in the maps experiment stands out compared to the other
result. The reason for this is that the maps experiment is
a counting experiment, in which the users were asked to
count the number of occurrences of the target stimulus.
This experiment was included to underline the improvement in accuracy with a cooperative user.

100

(6)

Using Prior Knowledge to Improve Accuracy For
some secrets there exist global statistics that can improve
the success chances of the attack. For instance, often the
distribution of customers of different banks in a population is approximately known. Also there might be prior
knowledge about the area someone lives in. We did not
include such prior knowledge in our experiments. However, such information could improve both the random
guess as well as the classifier guesses. Prior probabilities could be included to Bayesian classifiers or could be
used for heuristically post-processing classifier output.
For some experiments such as the PINs and the month
of birth, the possible answers are approximately uniformly distributed, such that prior knowledge would provide no information. For other experiments prior knowledge might simply be unavailable and thus can not be
used for more sophisticated models.

A perfect classifier always has the correct answer at
the first position, resulting in zero entropy and a relative
reduction r of 100%. A poor classifier provides a uniform distribution of the position of the correct rank. As a
consequence, its entropy would be maximal and the relative reduction r would be 0%. The entropy difference
directly measures the information leaked by an attack.
Thereby, comparing the classifier entropies in a relative
way enables one to compare results over different experiments with different numbers of possible answers.
We report the relative reduction of entropy for each
experimental setting and for each classifier in Figure 10.
As one can see, the reduction approximately ranges from
15% to 40% for SWLDA and from 7% to 18% for the
two bLogReg variants. Please note that the plot does not
report the result of the classifier that has been trained on
11
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6

Related work

if a person is actively thinking about a certain stimuli
without explicitly looking at it. In contrast to the P300
which is related to attention, the N400 has been associated with semantic processing of words. For example,
in an experiment where subjects are shown incongruent
sentences like “I drink coffee with milk and socks”, the
amplitude of the N400 would be maximal at the last (incorrect) word. This phenomenon is then used to detect
which out of several possible objects the user is actively
thinking of. While this paper is not focusing on security
issues but rather on assisting a user in efficient search,
the N400 could serve as another attack vector for similar
attacks as those described in this work.
While all listed contributions support our belief that
such devices may be used in everyday tasks, they follow an orthogonal approach by considering how to assist
users in various tasks like, for instance, authentication.
Contrary to that, our objective is to turn the table and
to demonstrate that such technology might create significant threats to the security and privacy of the users.

In this section, we overview related papers that use EEG
signals in security-relevant applications.
EEG-based identification and authentication EEG
signal has successfully been used for user identification
(selecting the user identity out of a set of identities) and
user authentication (verifying if a claimed user identity
is true). In [30], the authors provide an overview of
cognitive biometrics, an emerging research area that investigates how different biosignals can be used for the
purpose of authentication and identification. The authors cover recent papers on biometrics based on EEG,
the electrocardiogram (ECG), and the skin conductance,
also called electrodermal response (EDR). An identification mechanism based on the alpha rhythm has been
proposed in [29]. The mechanism uses convex polygon
intersections to map new observations to a user identity. The authors report a high true positive rate of 95 %
and a true negative rate of 87 % for experiments on 79
users. In method proposed in [23] uses Gaussian mixture
models for user authentication. The authors test their
method with different authentication protocols and report
that with increasing temporal distance from the sign-up
phase, the accuracy degrades. Using a sign-up phase
over several days improves the accuracy. In [36] the
authors describe pass-thoughts, another authentication
mechanism that instead of typing a password requires the
user to think of a password. The idea is very similar to
the conventional P300-Speller scenario we mentioned in
Section 2. A matrix containing characters is shown to a
user and he focuses on the characters required to spell
the password. This way, many shoulder-surfing attacks
could be avoided. The main drawback of this authentication method (also mentioned by the authors) is a very
low throughput rate of the spelling, which is ≈ 5 characters per minute for the 90% accuracy. Another problem is that the user gets no feedback until the complete
passphrase is spelled, and hence the whole process must
be repeated if a single character is wrongly classified.
More recently, in [15], the authors introduce a keygeneration technique resistant against coercion attacks.
The idea is to incorporate the user’s emotional status
through skin conductance measurements into the cryptographic key generation. This way, the generated keys
contain a dynamic component that can detect whether a
user is forced to grant an access to the system. Skin conductance is used as an indicator of the person’s overall
arousal state, i.e., the skin conductance of the victim in
a stressful scenario significantly changes compared to a
situation when the keys were generated.
Another highly related work to ours is described in
[37]. The authors exploit an ERP called N400 to detect

Guilty-Knowledge Test The most closely related
work on EEG signals addresses using P300 in lie detection, particularly in the so-called Guilty-Knowledge
Test (GKT) [3]. The operating hypothesis of the GKT is
that familiar items will evoke different responses when
viewed in the context of similar unfamiliar items. It has
been shown that the P300 can be used as a discriminative
feature in detecting whether or not the relevant information is stored in the subject’s memory. For this reason,
a GKT based on the P300 has a promising use within
interrogation protocols that enable detection of potential criminal details held by the suspect, although some
data suggest low detection rates [13]. In contrast, recent
GKT experiments based on the P300 have reported detection accuracies as high as 86% [1]. Of course, as with
the polygraph-based GKT, the P300-GKT is vulnerable
to specific countermeasures, but to a much lesser extent
[33, 34].
Such applications in interrogation protocols have quite
a number of differences from our work. For instance, we
concentrate on consumer-grade devices that have considerably lower signal-to-noise ratios, therefore are more
difficult to analyze. The largest difference between our
approach and in the GTK is the attacker model. While
the GKT-interrogator has full control over the BCI user,
in that he can can attach high-precision electrodes in a
supportive way and force user to collaborate, our attacker
must use the low-cost gaming device selected and attached by the user herself. This makes our attack considerably harder. Moreover, while the GTK victim clearly
knows that she is interrogated and can prepare for that,
in our case the user does not know that she is attacked.
This might increase the validity of revealed information.
12
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Discussion and Future Directions

into some benign everyday tasks, games, or videos? How
effective is the social engineering approach? For example, by offering fake monetary awards or by simply confusing the user (such as asking him to verify whether his
PIN is truly random and telling him to count the number
of the PIN occurrences).

In this section we discuss possible ways to defend against
the investigated attacks and describe potential future directions.
Conscious Defenses Users of the BCI devices could
actively try to hinder probing by, for instance, concentrating on non-target stimuli. To give a concrete example, users could count the number of occurrences of an
unfamiliar face in our people experiment. The effectiveness of such defensive techniques has been tested in
the context of guilty knowledge tests, however, there is
no definitive conclusion on whether efforts to conceal
knowledge are effective [35] or ineffective [8]. It is important to notice that, as we mentioned before, our scenario differs considerably from the GKT scenario. In our
case, we assume that the EEG application has control
of the user input for extended periods of time and that
it conceals the attack in the normal interaction with the
application. It would be difficult to imagine a realistic
scenario in which a concerned user could try to conceal
information from the EEG application for extended periods of normal usage.
An alternative to limiting the scope of the attacks presented in this paper is not to expose the raw data from
EEG devices to third-party applications. In this model,
the EEG vendor would create a restricted API that could
only access certain features of the EEG signal. For example, applications could be restricted to accessing only
movement related information (reflected in the spectral
power). On the other hand, this poses higher performance demands on the device and limits the potential of
developing third-party software.
Another possible way to deal with leaking information through the P300 signal would be adding noise to
the EEG raw data before making it available to the applications that must use it. However, it would be difficult to
strike a balance between the security of such an approach
and the drawbacks in terms of decrease in accuracy of legitimate applications.

8

Conclusion

The broad field of possible applications and the technological progress of EEG-based BCI devices indicate that
their pervasiveness in our everyday lives will increase.
In this paper, we focus on the possibility of turning this
technology against the privacy of its users. We believe
that this is an important first step in understanding the
security and privacy implications of this technology.
In this paper, we designed and carried out a number of
experiments which show the feasibility of using a cheap
consumer-level BCI gaming device to partially reveal
private and secret information of the users. In these experiments, a user takes part in classification tasks made
of different images (i.e., stimuli). By analyzing the captured EEG signal, we were able to detect which of the
presented stimuli are related to the user’s private or secret information, like information related to credit cards,
PIN numbers, the persons known to the user, or the user’s
area of residence, etc. The experiments demonstrate that
the information leakage from the user, measured by the
information entropy is 10 %-20 % of the overall information, which can increase up to ≈ 43 %.
The simplicity of our experiments suggests the possibility of more sophisticated attacks. For example, an
uninformed user could be easily engaged into “mindgames” that camouflage the interrogation of the user and
make them more cooperative. Furthermore, with the ever
increasing quality of devices, success rates of attacks will
likely improve. Another crucial issue is that current APIs
available to third-party developers offer full access to the
raw EEG signal. This cannot be easily avoided, since the
complex EEG signal processing is outsourced to the application. Consequently, the development of new attacks
can be achieved with relative ease and is only limited by
the attacker’s own creativity.

Future Directions The overall success of these attacks
highly depends on the user’s attention to the stimuli.
Hence, there are still many open questions concerning
the trade-off between obtrusiveness (in order to increase
the user’s attention during the classification task) and
concealment to avoid the discovery of the attacker’s true
intentions. As part of our future work we intend to explore this trade-off in more detail. Specifically, by asking what is the impact of an uncooperative user who attempts to “lie” during the attack, e.g., similar to guiltyknowledge test settings? How can these attacks be made
more stealthy, i.e., to what extent can they be integrated
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Session Script

Preparation. “We will now run a series of experiments. Each one of them takes approximately 1.30 minutes. Please find a comfortable position. Please try to
stay still and not move your face.” (Participants are
shown EEG feed and show the effects if the participants
move their body and face)

[32] ROSENFELD , J. P., B IROSCHAK , J. R., AND
F UREDY, J. J. P300-based detection of concealed
15
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Training. “We will now run through a basic experiment to train our software. The system will display a random sequence of digits zero through nine. Please count
the number of times [x] is shown. Please do not count the
occurrences of a different number or otherwise attempt to
fool the system.”

Message on screen: What is the name of your bank?
Banks Debit Cards. “For this experiment, instructions
are displayed on-screen”
Message on screen: What is the name of your bank?
Geographic Location. “Do you live close to campus?”
If yes: “Instructions are displayed on-screen.”
Message on screen: Where do you live? Count the number of occurrences.

Password. “Please choose and write down a 4 digit
PIN and keep it by yourself. Do not show it to me and
do not use a PIN code that you normally use.”
“There are no special instructions for this experiment.
However, at the end of this experiment, you will have to
enter the first digit of the PIN you just chose.”

Month of Birth. “Instructions are displayed onscreen”
Message on screen: When were you born?

Banks ATM. “Are you a customer of any of those ten
banks on the list?”
“Are you a customer with just one?”
(If yes to both) “For this experiment, instructions are displayed on-screen”

People “For this experiment, instructions are displayed
on-screen”
Message on screen: Do you know any of these people?
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Abstract
Information security and privacy in general are major
concerns that impede enterprise adaptation of shared or
public cloud computing. Speciﬁcally, the concern of virtual machine (VM) physical co-residency stems from the
threat that hostile tenants can leverage various forms of
side channels (such as cache covert channels) to exﬁltrate sensitive information of victims on the same physical system. However, on virtualized x86 systems, covert
channel attacks have not yet proven to be practical, and
thus the threat is widely considered a “potential risk”.
In this paper, we present a novel covert channel attack
that is capable of high-bandwidth and reliable data transmission in the cloud. We ﬁrst study the application of
existing cache channel techniques in a virtualized environment, and uncover their major insufﬁciency and difﬁculties. We then overcome these obstacles by (1) redesigning a pure timing-based data transmission scheme,
and (2) exploiting the memory bus as a high-bandwidth
covert channel medium. We further design and implement a robust communication protocol, and demonstrate
realistic covert channel attacks on various virtualized x86
systems. Our experiments show that covert channels do
pose serious threats to information security in the cloud.
Finally, we discuss our insights on covert channel mitigation in virtualized environments.

1

Introduction

Cloud vendors today are known to utilize virtualization
heavily for consolidating workload and reducing management and operation cost. However, due to the relinquished control from data owners, data in the cloud is
more susceptible to leakage by operator errors or theft
attacks. Cloud vendors and users have used a number
of defense mechanisms to prevent data leakage, ranging
from network isolation to data encryption. Despite the
efforts being paid on information safeguarding, there re-
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main potential risks of data leakage, namely the covert
channels in the cloud [14, 18, 22, 24, 30, 31].
Covert channels exploit imperfections in the isolation
of shared resources between two unrelated entities, and
enable communications between them via unintended
channels, bypassing mandatory auditing and access controls placed on standard communication channels. Previous research has shown that on a non-virtualized system, covert channels can be constructed using a variety of
shared media [3, 12, 16, 19, 23]. However, to date there
is no known practical exploit of covert channels on virtualized x86 systems.
Exposing cloud computing to the threat of covert
channel attacks, Ristenpart et al. [18] have implemented
an L2 cache channel in Amazon EC2 [18], achieving a
bandwidth of 0.2 bps (bits-per-second), far less than the
one bps “acceptable” threshold suggested by the Trusted
Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC, a.k.a. the
“Orange Book”) [5]. A subsequent measurement study
of cache covert channels [30] has achieved slightly improved speeds—a theoretical channel capacity of 1.77
bps1 . Given such low reported channel capacities from
previous research, it is widely believed that covert channel attacks could only do very limited harm in the cloud
environment. Coupled with the fact that the cloud vendors impose non-trivial extra service charges for providing physical isolation, one might be tempted to disregard
the concerns of covert channels as only precautionary,
and choose the lower cost solutions.
In this paper, we show that the threat of covert channel
attacks in the cloud is real and practical. We ﬁrst study
existing cache covert channel techniques and their applications in a virtualized environment. We reveal that
these techniques are rendered ineffective by virtualization, due to three major insufﬁciency and difﬁculties,
namely, addressing uncertainty, scheduling uncertainty,
1 This value is derived from the results presented in the original
paper—a bandwidth of 3.20 bps with an error rate of 9.28%, by assuming a binary symmetric channel.
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and cache physical limitations. We tackle the addressing and scheduling uncertainty problems by designing
a pure timing-based data transmission scheme with relaxed dependencies on precise cache line addressing and
scheduling patterns. Then, we overcome the cache physical limitations by discovering a high-bandwidth memory bus covert channel, exploiting the atomic instructions
and their induced cache–memory bus interactions on x86
platforms. Unlike cache channels, which are limited to a
physical processor or a silicon package, the memory bus
channel works system-wide, across physical processors,
making it a very powerful channel for cross–VM covert
data transmission.
We further demonstrate the real world exploitability
of the memory bus covert channel by designing a robust data transmission protocol and launching realistic
attacks on our testbed server as well as in the Amazon
EC2 cloud. We observe that the memory bus covert channel can achieve (1) a bandwidth of over 700 bps with
extremely low error rate in a laboratory setup, and (2) a
real world transmission rate of over 100 bps in the Amazon EC2 cloud. Our experimental results show that, contrary to previous research and common beliefs, covert
channels are able to achieve high bandwidth and reliable
transmission on today’s x86 virtualization platforms.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 surveys related work on covert channels. Section 3 describes our analysis of the reasons that existing
cache covert channels are impractical in the cloud. Section 4 details our exploration of building high-speed, reliable covert channels in a virtualized environment. Section 5 presents our evaluation of launching covert channel attacks using realistic setups. Section 6 provides a
renewed view of the threats of covert channels in the
cloud, and discusses plausible mitigation avenues. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2

Related Work

Covert channel is a well known type of security attack
in multi-user computer systems. Originated in 1972 by
Lampson [12], the threats of covert channels are prevalently present in systems with shared resources, such
as ﬁle system objects [12], virtual memory [23], network stacks and channels [3, 19, 20], processor caches
[16, 24], input devices [21], etc. [5, 13].
Compared to other covert channel media, the processor cache is more attractive for exploitation, because
its high operation speed could yield high channel bandwidth and the low level placement in the system hierarchy can bypass many high level isolation mechanisms.
Thus, cache-based covert channels have attracted serious
attention in recent studies.
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Percival [16] introduced a technique to construct interprocess high bandwidth covert channels using the L1 and
L2 caches, and demonstrated a cryptographic key leakage attack through the L1 cache side channel. Wang and
Lee [24] deepened the study of processor cache covert
channels, and pointed out that the insufﬁciency of software isolation in virtualization could lead to cache-based
cross–VM covert channel attacks. Ristenpart et al. [18]
further exposed cloud computing to covert channel attacks by demonstrating the feasibility of launching VM
co-residency attacks, and creating an L2 cache covert
channel in the Amazon EC2 cloud. Xu et al. [30] conducted a follow up measurement study on L2 cache
covert channels in a virtualized environment. Based on
their measurement results, they concluded that the harm
of data exﬁltration from cache covert channels is quite
limited due to low achievable channel capacity.
In response to the discovery of cache covert channel
attacks, a series of architectural solutions have been proposed to limit cache channels, including RPcache [24],
PLcache [11], and Newcache [25]. RPcache and Newcache employ randomization to prevent data transmission by establishing a location-based coding scheme.
PLcache, however, is based on enforcing resource isolation by cache partitioning.
One drawback of hardware-based solutions is their
high adaptation cost and latency. With the goal of offering immediately deployable protection, HomeAlone
[31] proposes to proactively detect the co-residence of
unfriendly VMs. Leveraging the knowledge of existing
cache covert channel techniques [16, 18], HomeAlone
detects the presence of a malicious VM by acting like
a covert channel receiver and observing cache timing
anomalies caused by another receiver’s activities.
The industry has taken a more pragmatic approach
to mitigating covert channel threats. The Amazon EC2
cloud provides a featured service called dedicated instances [1], which ensures VMs belonging to each tenant
of this service do not share physical hardware with any
other cloud tenants’ VMs. This service effectively eliminates various covert channels induced by the shared platform hardware, including cache covert channel. However, in order to enjoy this service, the cloud users have
to pay a signiﬁcant price premium2 .
Of historical interest, the study of covert channels in
virtualized systems is far from a brand new research
topic—legacy research that pioneered this ﬁeld dates
back over 30 years. During the development of the VAX
security kernel, a signiﬁcant amount of effort has been
2 As of the time of writing (January, 2012), each dedicated instance
incurs a 23.5% higher per-hour cost than regular usage. In addition,
there is a $10 fee per hour/user/region. Thus, for a user of 20 small
instances, the overall cost of using dedicated instances is 6.12 times
more than that of using regular instances.
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Algorithm 1 Classic Cache Channel Protocol

Cache[N]: A shared processor cache, conceptually divided into N regions;
Cache[N]: Each cache region can be put in one of two states, cached or ﬂushed.
DSend [N], DRecv [N]: N bit data to transmit and receive, respectively.
Sender Operations:

Receiver Operations:

(Wait for receiver to initialize the cache)

for i := 0 to N − 1 do
{Put Cache[i] into the cached state}
Access memory maps to Cache[i];
end for

for i := 0 to N − 1 do
if DSend [i] = 1 then
{Put Cache[i] into the ﬂushed state}
Access memory maps to Cache[i];
end if
end for

(Wait for sender to prepare the cache)

(Wait for receiver to read the cache)

for i := 0 to N − 1 do
Timed access memory maps to Cache[i];
{Detect the state of Cache[i] by latency}
if AccessTime > T hreshold then
DRecv [i] := 1; {Cache[i] is ﬂushed}
else
DRecv [i] := 0; {Cache[i] is cached}
end if
end for

paid to limit covert channels within the Virtual Machine
Monitor (VMM). Hu [8, 9] and Gray [6, 7] have published a series of follow up research on mitigating cache
channels and bus contention channels, using timing noise
injection and lattice scheduling techniques. However,
this research ﬁeld has lost its momentum until recently,
probably due to the cancellation of the VAX security kernel project, as well as the lack of ubiquity of virtualized
systems in the past.

3

Struggles of the Classic Cache Channels

Existing cache covert channels (namely, the classic cache
channels) employ variants of Percival’s technique, which
uses a hybrid timing and storage scheme to transmit information over a shared processor cache, as described in
Algorithm 1.
The classic cache channels work very well on hyperthreaded systems, achieving transmission rates as high as
hundreds of kilobytes per second [16]. However, when
applied in today’s virtualized environments, the achievable rates drop drastically, to only low single-digit bits
per second [18, 30]. The multiple orders of magnitude
reduction in channel capacity clearly indicates that the
classic cache channel techniques are no longer suitable for cross–VM data transmission. In particular, we
found that on virtualized platforms, the data transmis-
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sion scheme of a classic cache channel suffers three major obstacles—addressing uncertainty, scheduling uncertainty, and cache physical limitation.

3.1

Addressing Uncertainty

Classic cache channels modulate data by the states of
cache regions, and hence a key factor affecting channel bandwidth is the number of regions a cache being
divided. From information theory’s perspective, a speciﬁc cache region pattern is equivalent to a transmitted
symbol. And the number of regions in a cache thus corresponds to the number of symbols in the alphabet set.
The higher symbol count in an alphabet set, the more information can be passed per symbol.
On hyper-threaded single processor systems, for
which classic cache channels are originally designed, the
sender and receiver are executed on the same processor
core, using the L1 cache as the transmission medium.
Due to its small capacity, the L1 cache has a special
property that its storage is addressed purely by virtual
memory addresses, a technique called VIVT (virtually
indexed, virtually tagged). With a VIVT cache, two processes can impact the same set of associative cache lines
by performing memory operations with respect to the
same virtual addresses in their address spaces, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). This property enables processes to
precisely control the status of the cache lines, and thus
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Figure 1: Memory Address to Cache Line Mappings for L1 and L2 Caches

allows for the L1 cache to be ﬁnely divided, such as 32
regions in Percival’s cache channel [16].
However, on today’s production virtualization systems, hyper-threading is commonly disabled for security
reasons (i.e., eliminating hyper-threading induced covert
channels). Therefore, the sender and receiver could only
communicate by interleaving their executions. Since the
L1 cache is completely ﬂushed at context switches, only
those higher level caches (e.g., the L2 cache) whose contents are preserved across a context switch can be leveraged for classic cache channel transmission. Unlike the
L1 cache, the storage in these higher level caches is
not addressed purely by virtual memory addresses, but
either by physical memory addresses (PIPT, physically
indexed, physically tagged), or by a mixture of virtual
and physical memory addresses (VIPT, virtually indexed,
physically tagged). With physical memory addresses involved in cache line addressing, given only knowledge of
its virtual address space, a process cannot be completely
certain of the cache line a memory access would affect
due to address translation.
Server virtualization has further complicated the addressing uncertainty by adding another layer of indirection to memory addressing. As illustrated in Figure 1(b),
the “physical memory” of a guest VM is still virtualized,
and access to it must be further translated. As a result, it
is very difﬁcult, if not impossible, for a process in a guest
VM (especially for a full virtualization VM) to discover
the actual physical memory addresses of a memory region. Due to the addressing uncertainty, for classic covert
channels on virtualized systems, the number of cache regions is reduced to a minimum of only two [18, 30].

3.2

Guest
Physical
Address

Scheduling Uncertainty

Classic cache channel data transmission depends on a
cache pattern “round-trip”—the receiver completely resets the cache and correctly passes it to the sender; and
the sender completely prepares the cache pattern and cor-
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rectly passes it back to the receiver. Therefore, to successfully transmit one cache pattern, the sender and receiver must be strictly round-robin scheduled.

However, without special scheduling arrangements
(i.e., collusion) from the hypervisor, such idealistic
scheduling rarely happens. On production virtualized
systems, the physical processors are usually oversubscribed in order to increase utilization. In other words,
each physical processing core serves more than one virtual processor from different VMs. As a result, there exist
many scheduling patterns that prevent successful cache
pattern “round-trip”, such as:

∗ Channel not cleared for send: The receiver is descheduled before it ﬁnishes resetting the cache.
∗ Channel invalidated for send: The receiver ﬁnishes
resetting the cache, but another unrelated VM is
scheduled to run immediately after.

∗ Sending incomplete: The sender is de-scheduled before it ﬁnishes preparing the cache.
∗ Symbol destroyed: The sender ﬁnishes preparing the
cache, but another unrelated VM is scheduled to run
immediately after.

∗ Receiving incomplete: The receiver is de-scheduled
before it ﬁnishes reading the cache.
∗ Channel access collision: The sender and receiver
are executed in parallel on processor cores that share
the L2 cache.

Xu et al. [30] have clearly illustrated the problem of
scheduling uncertainty in two of their measurements.
First, in a laboratory setup, the error rate of their covert
channel increases from near 1% to 20–30% after adding
just one non-participating VM with moderate workload.
Second, in the Amazon EC2 cloud, they have discovered that only 10.5% of the cache measurements at the
receiver side are valid for data transmission, due to the
fact that the hypervisor’s scheduling is different from the
idealistic scheduling.
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Algorithm 2 Timing-based Cache Channel Protocol

CLines: Several sets of associative cache lines picked by both the sender and the receiver;
CLines: These cache lines can be put in one of two states, cached or ﬂushed.
DSend [N], DReceive [N]: N bit data to transmit and receive, respectively.
Sender Operations:
for i := 0 to N − 1 do
if DSend [i] = 1 then
for an amount of time do
{Put CLines into the ﬂushed state}
Access memory maps to CLines;
end for
else
{Leave CLines in the cached state}
Sleep of an amount of time;
end if
end for

3.3

Cache Physical Limitation

Besides the two uncertainties, classic cache channels also
face an insurmountable limitation—the necessity of a
shared and stable cache.
If the sender and receiver of classic cache channels are
executed on processor cores that do not share any cache,
obviously no communication could be established. On a
multi-processor system, it is quite common to have processor cores that do not share any cache, since there is
usually no shared cache between different physical processors. And sometimes even processor cores residing on
the same physical processor do not share any cache, such
as an Intel Core2 Quad processor, which contains two
dual-core silicon packages with no shared cache in between.
Even if the sender and receiver could share a cache,
external interferences can make the cache unstable. Modern multi-core processors often include a large last-level
cache (LLC) shared between all processor cores. To facilitate a simpler cache coherence protocol, the LLC usually employs an inclusive principle, which requires that
all data contained in the lower level caches must also
exist in the LLC. In other words, when a cache line
is evicted from the LLC, it must also be evicted from
all the lower level caches. Thus, any non-participating
processes executing on those processor cores that share
the LLC with the sender and receiver can interfere with
the communication by indirectly evicting the data in the
cache used for the covert channel. The more cores on a
processor, the higher the interference.
Overall, virtualization induced changes to cache operations and process scheduling render the data transmission scheme of classic cache channels obsolete. First, the
effectiveness of data modulation is severely reduced by
addressing uncertainty. Second, the critical procedures of
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Receiver Operations:
for i := 0 to N − 1 do
for an amount of time do
Timed access memory maps to CLines;
end for
{Detect the state of CLines by latency}
if Mean(AccessTime) > T hreshold then
DReceive [i] := 1; {CLines is ﬂushed}
else
DReceive [i] := 0; {CLines is cached}
end if
end for

signal generation, delivery, and detection are frequently
interrupted by less-than-ideal scheduling patterns. And
ﬁnally, the fundamental requirement of stably shared
cache is hard to satisfy as processors are having more
cores.

4

Covert Channel in the Hyper-space

In this section, we present our techniques to tackle the existing difﬁculties and develop a high-bandwidth, reliable
covert channel on virtualized x86 systems. At ﬁrst, we
describe our redesigned, pure timing-based data transmission scheme, which overcomes the negative effects of
addressing and scheduling uncertainties with a simpliﬁed
design. After that, we detail our ﬁndings of a powerful
covert channel medium, exploiting the atomic instructions and their induced cache–memory bus interactions
on x86 platforms. And ﬁnally, we specify our designs of
a high error-tolerance transmission protocol for cross–
VM covert channels.

4.1

A Stitch In Time

We ﬁrst question the reasoning behind using cache state
patterns for data modulation. Originally, Percival [16]
designed this transmission scheme mainly for the use
of side channel cryptographic key stealing on a hyperthreaded processor. In this speciﬁc usage context, the
critical information of memory access patterns are reﬂected by the states of cache regions. Therefore, cache
region-based data modulation is an important source of
information. However, in a virtualized environment, the
regions of the cache no longer carry useful information due to addressing uncertainty, making cache regionbased data modulation a great source of interference.
We therefore redesign a data transmission scheme for
the virtualized environment. Instead of using the cache
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Figure 2: Timing-based Cache Channel Bandwidth Test





region-based encoding scheme, we modulate the data
based on the state of cache lines over time, resulting in a
pure timing-based transmission protocol, as described in
Algorithm 2.
Besides removing cache region-based data modulation, the new transmission scheme also features a significant change in the scheduling requirement, i.e., signal
generation and detection are performed instantaneously,
instead of being interleaved. In other words, data are
transmitted while the sender and receiver run in parallel.
This requirement is more lenient than strict round-robin
scheduling, especially with the trend of increasing number of cores on a physical processor, making two VMs
more likely to run in parallel than interleaved.
We conduct a simple raw bandwidth estimation experiment to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new cache
covert channel. In this experiment, interleaved bits of zeros and ones are transmitted, and the raw bandwidth of
the channel can thus be estimated by manually counting
the number of bits transmitted over a period of time.
We build the cache covert channel on an Intel Core2
system with two processor cores sharing a 2 MB 8-way
set-associative L2 cache. Using a simple proﬁling test,
accessing a random3 sequence of memory addresses separated by multiples of 256KB, we observe that these
memory addresses can be mapped to up to 64 cache
lines. Therefore, we select CLines as a set of 64 cache
lines mapped by memory addresses following the pattern
M +X · 256K, where M is a small constant and X is a random positive integer. The sender puts these cache lines
into the ﬂushed state by accessing a sequence of CLinesmapping memory addresses. The receiver times the access latency of another sequence of CLines-mapping
memory addresses. The length of the receivers access sequence should be smaller than, but not too far away from
the cache line set size, for example, 48.
As shown in Figure 2, the x-value of each sample
point is the observed memory access latency by the receiver, and the trend line is created by plotting the mov3 The

randomness is introduced to avoid the interference of hardware prefetching.
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ing average of two samples. According to the measurement results, 39 bits can be transmitted over a period
of 200 micro-seconds, yielding a raw bandwidth of over
190.4 kilobits per second, about ﬁve orders of magnitude higher than the previously studied cross–VM cache
covert channels.
Having resolved the negative effects of addressing and
scheduling uncertainties and achieved a high raw bandwidth, our new cache covert channel, however, still performs poorly on the system with non-participating workloads. We discover that the sender and receiver have difﬁculty in establishing a stable communication channel.
And the cause of instability is that the hypervisor frequently migrates the virtual processors across physical
processor cores, which is also observed by Xu et al.
[30]. The outgrowth of this behavior is that the sender
and receiver frequently reside on processor cores that do
not share any cache, making our cache channel run into
the insurmountable cache physical limitation just like the
classic cache channels.

4.2

Aria on the B-String

The prevalence of virtual processor core migration handicaps cache channels in cross–VM covert communication. In order to reliably establish covert channels across
processor cores that do not share any cache, a commonly
shared and exploitable resource is needed as the communication medium. And the memory bus comes into our
sight as we extend our scope beyond the processor cache.
4.2.1

Background

Interconnecting the processors and the system main
memory, the memory bus is responsible for delivering
data between these components. Because contention on
the memory bus results in a system-wide observable effect of increased memory access latency, a covert channel can be created by programmatically triggering contention on the memory bus. Such a covert channel is
called a bus-contention channel.
The bus contention channels have long been studied
as a potential security threat for virtual machines on the
VAX VMM, on which a number of techniques have been
developed [6–8] to effectively mitigate this threat. However, the x86 platforms we use today are signiﬁcantly
different from the VAX systems, and we suspect similar
exploits can be found by probing previously unexplored
techniques. Unsurprisingly, by carefully examining the
memory related operations of the x86 platform, we have
discovered a bus-contention exploit using atomic instructions with exotic operands.
Atomic instructions are special x86 memory manipulation instructions, designed to facilitate multi-processor
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Algorithm 3 Timing-based Memory Bus Channel Protocol

MExotic : An exotic conﬁguration of a memory region that spans two cache lines.
DSend [N], DRecv [N]: N bit data to transmit and receive, respectively.
Sender Operations:
for i := 0 to N − 1 do
if DSend [i] = 1 then
for an amount of time do
{Put memory bus into contended state}
Perform atomic operation with MExotic ;
end for
else
{Leave memory bus in contention-free state}
Sleep of an amount of time;
end if
end for

synchronization, such as implementing mutexes and
semaphores—the fundamental building blocks for parallel computation. Memory operations performed by
atomic instructions (namely, atomic memory operations)
are guaranteed to complete uninterrupted, because accesses to the affected memory regions by other processors or devices are temporarily blocked from execution.
4.2.2

Analysis

Atomic memory operations, by their design, generate
system-wide observable contentions in the target memory regions they operate on. And this particular feature
of atomic memory operations caught our attention. Ideally, contention generated by an atomic memory operation is well bounded, and is only evident when the
affected memory region is accessed in parallel. Thus,
atomic memory operations are not exploitable for cross–
VM covert channels, because VMs normally do not implicitly share physical memory. However, we have found
out that the hardware implementations of atomic memory operations do not match the idealistic speciﬁcation,
and memory contentions caused by atomic memory operations could propagate much further than expected.
Early generations (before Pentium Pro) of x86 processors implement atomic memory operations by using bus
lock, a dedicated hardware signal that provides exclusive
access of the memory bus to the device who asserts it.
While providing a very convenient means to implement
atomic memory operations, the sledgehammer-like approach of locking the memory bus results in system-wide
memory contention. In addition to being exploitable
for covert channels, the bus-locking implementation of
atomic memory operations also causes performance and
scalability problems.
Modern generations (before Intel Nehalem and AMD
K8/K10) of x86 processors improve the implementation of atomic memory operations by signiﬁcantly re-
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Receiver Operations:
for i := 0 to N − 1 do
for an amount of time do
Timed uncached memory access;
end for
{Detect the state of memory bus by latency}
if Mean(AccessTime) > T hreshold then
DRecv [i] := 1; {Bus is contended}
else
DRecv [i] := 0; {Bus is contention-free}
end if
end for

ducing the likelihood of memory bus locking. In particular, when an atomic operation is performed on a
memory region that can be entirely cached by a cache
line, which is a very common case, the corresponding
cache line is locked, instead of asserting the memory bus
lock [10]. However, on these platforms, atomic memory operations can still be exploited for covert channels, because the triggering conditions for bus-locking
are not eliminated. Speciﬁcally, when atomic operations are performed on memory regions with an exotic4
conﬁguration—unaligned addresses that span two cache
lines, atomicity cannot be ensured by cache line locking,
and bus lock signals are thus asserted.
Remarkable architecture evolutions have taken place
in the latest generations (Intel Nehalem and AMD
K8/K10) of x86 processors, one of which is the removal
of the shared memory bus. On these platforms, instead
of having a uniﬁed central memory storage for the entire
system, the main memory is divided into several pieces,
each assigned to a processor as its local storage. While
each processor has direct access to its local memory,
it can also access memory assigned to other processors
via a high-speed inter-processor link. This non-uniform
memory access (NUMA) design eliminates the bottleneck of a single shared memory bus, and thus greatly
improves processor and memory scalability. As a side
effect, the removal of the shared memory bus has seemingly invalidated memory bus covert channel techniques
at their foundation. Interestingly, however, the exploit
of atomic memory operation continues to work on the
newer platforms, and the reason for this requires a bit
more in-depth explanation.
On the latest x86 platforms, normal atomic memory
operations (i.e., operating on memory regions that can be
4 The word “exotic” here only means that it is very rare to encounter
such an unaligned memory access in modern programs, due to automatic data ﬁeld alignments by the compilers. However, manually generating such an access pattern is very easy.
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Figure 3: Timing-based Memory Bus Channel Bandwidth Tests
cached by a single cache line) are handled by the cache
line locking mechanism similar to that of the previous
generation processors. However, for exotic atomic memory operations (i.e., operating on cache-line-crossing
memory regions), because there is no shared memory bus
to lock, the atomicity is achieved by a set of much more
complex operations: all processors must coordinate and
completely ﬂush in-ﬂight memory transactions that are
previously issued. In a sense, exotic atomic memory operations are handled on the newer platform by “emulating” the bus locking behavior of the older platforms. As
a result, the effect of memory access delay is still observable, despite the absence of the shared memory bus.
4.2.3

Veriﬁcation

With the memory bus exploit, we can easily build a memory bus covert channel by adapting our timing-based
cache transmission scheme with minor modiﬁcations, as
shown in Algorithm 3.
Compared with Algorithm 2, there are only two differences in the memory bus channel protocol. First, we
substitute the set of cache lines (CLines) with the memory bus as the transmission medium. Similar to the cache
lines, the memory bus can also be put in two states, contended and contention-free, depending on whether exotic atomic memory operations are performed. Second,
instead of trying to evict contents of the selected cache
lines, the sender changes the memory bus status by performing exotic atomic memory operations. And correspondingly, the receiver must make uncached memory
accesses to detect contentions.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the memory bus
channel by performing bandwidth estimation experiments, similar to the one in Section 4.1, on two systems running different generations of platforms, hypervisors and guest VMs. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst system uses
an older shared memory bus platform and runs Hyper-V
with Windows guest VMs, while the second system utilizes the newer platform without a shared memory bus
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and runs Xen with Linux guest VMs. As Figure 3 shows,
the x-value of each sample point is the observed memory access latency by the receiver, and the trend lines are
created by plotting the moving average of two samples.
According to the measurement results, on both systems,
39 bits can be transmitted over a period of 1 millisecond, yielding a raw bandwidth of over 38 kilobits per
second. Although an order of magnitude lower in bandwidth than our cache channel, the memory bus channel
enjoys its unique advantage of working across different
physical processors. And notably, the same covert channel implementation works on both systems, regardless of
the guest operating systems, hypervisors, and hardware
platform generations.

4.3

Whispering into the Hyper-space

We have demonstrated that the memory bus channel is
capable of achieving high speed data transmission on virtualized systems. However, the preliminary protocol described in Algorithm 3 is prone to errors and failures in a
realistic environment, because the memory bus is a very
noisy channel, especially on virtualized systems running
many non-participating workloads.
Figure 4 presents a realistic memory bus channel
sample, taken using a pair of physically co-resident
VMs in the Amazon EC2 cloud. From this ﬁgure, we
can observe that both the “contention free” and “contended” signals are subject to frequent interferences. The
“contention free” signals are intermittently disrupted by
workloads of other non-participating VMs, causing the
memory access latency to moderately raise above the
baseline. In contrast, the “contended” signals experience
much heavier interferences, which originate from two
sources: scheduling and non-participating workloads.
The scheduling interference is responsible for the periodic drop of memory access latency. In particular, context switches temporarily de-schedule the sender process
from execution, and thereby brieﬂy relieving memory
bus contention. The non-participating workloads exe-
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cuted in parallel with the sender process worsen memory
bus contention and cause the spikes in the ﬁgure, while
non-participating workloads executed concurrently with
the sender process reduce memory bus contention, and
result in the dips in the ﬁgure. All these interferences can
degrade the signal quality in the channel, and make what
the receiver observes different from what the sender intends to generate, which leads to bit-ﬂip errors.
Besides the observable interferences shown in Figure 4, there are also unobservable interferences, i.e., the
scheduling interferences to the receiver, which can cause
an entirely different phenomenon. When the receiver is
de-scheduled from execution, there is no observer in the
channel, and thus all data being sent is lost. And to
make matters worse, the receiver could not determine
the amount of information being lost, because the sender
may also be de-scheduled during that time. As a result,
the receiver suffers from random erasure errors.
Therefore, three important issues need to be addressed
by the communication protocol in order to ensure reliable cross–VM communication: receiving conﬁrmation,
clock synchronization, and error correction.
Receiving Conﬁrmation: The random erasure errors
can make the transmitted data very discontinuous, significantly reducing its usefulness. To alleviate this problem,
it is very important for the sender to be aware of whether
the data it sent out has been received.
We avoid using message based “send-and-ack”, a
commonly employed mechanism for solving this problem, since this mechanism requires the receiver to actively send data back to the sender, reversing the roles
of sending and receiving, and subjects the acknowledgment sender (i.e., the data receiver) to the same problem.
Instead, we leverage the system-wide effect of memory
bus contention to achieve simultaneous data transmission and receiving conﬁrmation. Here the sender infers
the presence of receiver by observing increased memory
access latencies generated by the receiver.
The corresponding changes to the data transmission
protocol include:
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1. Instead of making uncached memory accesses, the
receiver performs exotic atomic memory operations,
just like the sender transmitting a one bit.
2. Instead of sleeping when transmitting a zero bit, the
sender performs uncached memory accesses. In addition, the sender always times its memory accesses.
3. While the receiver is in execution, the sender should
always observe high memory access latencies; otherwise, the sender can assume the data has been partially lost, and retry at a later time.

Clock Synchronization: Since the sender and receiver
belong to two independent VMs, scheduling differences
between them tend to make the data transmission and
detection procedures de-synchronized, which can cause
a signiﬁcant problem to pure timing-based data modulation. We overcome clock de-synchronization by using self-clocking coding—a commonly used technique
in telecommunications. Here we choose to transmit data
bits using differential Manchester encoding, a standard
network coding scheme [28].

Error Correction: Even with self-clocking coding, bitﬂip errors are expected to be common. Similar to resolving the receiving conﬁrmation problem, we again
avoid using acknowledgment-based mechanisms. Assuming only a one-way communication channel, we resolve the error correction problems by applying forward
error correction (FEC) to the original data, before applying self-clocking coding. More speciﬁcally, we use the
Reed-Solomon coding [17], a widely applied block FEC
code with strong multi-bit error correction performance.
In addition, we strengthen the communication protocol’s resilience to clock drifting and scheduling interruption by employing data framing. We break the data
into segments of ﬁxed-length bits, and frame each segment with a start-and-stop pattern. The beneﬁts of data
framing are twofold. First, when the sender detects transmission interruption, instead of retransmitting the whole
piece of data, only the affected data frame is retried. Second, some data will inevitably be lost during transmission. With data framing, the receiver can easily localize the erasure errors and handle them well through the
Reed-Solomon coding.
The ﬁnalized protocol with all the improvements in
place is presented in Algorithm 4.

5

Evaluation

We evaluate the exploitability of memory bus covert
channels by implementing the reliable Cross–VM communication protocol, and demonstrate covert channel attacks on our in-house testbed server, as well as on the
Amazon EC2 cloud.
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Algorithm 4 Reliable Timing-based Memory Bus Channel Protocol

MExoticS , MExoticR : Exotic memory regions for the sender and the receiver, respectively.
DSend , DRecv : Data to transmit and receive, respectively.
Sender Prepares DSend by:
{DMSend []: Segmented encoded data to send}

Receiver Recovers DRecv by:
{DMRecv []: Segmented encoded data received}

RSSend := ReedSolomonEncode (DSend );
FDSend [] := Break RSSend into segments;
DMSend [] := DiffManchesterEncode (FDSend []);

FDRecv [] := DiffManchesterDecode (DMRecv []);
RSRecv := Concatenate FDRecv [];
DRecv := ReedSolomonDecode (RSRecv );

Sending Encoded Data in a Frame:
{Data: A segment of encoded data to send}
{FrmHead, FrmFoot: Unique bit patterns
{signifying start and end of frame, respectively}

Receiving Encoded Data in a Frame:
{Data: A segment of encoded data to receive}

Result := SendBits(FrmHead);
if Result is not Aborted then
Result := SendBits(Data);
if Result is not Aborted then
{Ignore error in sending footer}
SendBits(FrmFoot);
return Succeed;
end if
end if
return Retry;

Sending a Block of Bits:
{Block: A block of bits to send}
{Base1 , Base0 : Mean contention-free access
{time for sending bit 1 and 0, respectively}

for each Bit in Block do
if Bit = 1 then
for an amount of time do
Timed atomic operation with MExoticS ;
end for
Latency := Mean(AccessTime) − Base1 ;
else
for an amount of time do
Timed uncached memory access;
end for
Latency := Mean(AccessTime) − Base0 ;
end if
if Latency < T hreshold then
{Receiver not running, abort}
return Aborted;
end if
end for
return Succeed;
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Wait for frame header;
Result := RecvBits(Data);
if Result is Aborted then
return Retry;
end if
Result := Match frame footer;
if Result is not Matched then
{Clock synchronization error, discard Data}
return Erased;
else
return Succeed;
end if
Receiving a Block of Bits:
{Block: a block of bits to receive}

for each Bit in Block do
for an amount of time do
Timed atomic operation with MExoticR ;
end for
{Detect the state of memory by latency}
if Mean(AccessTime) > T hreshold then
Bit := 1; {Bus is contended}
else
Bit := 0; {Bus is contention-free}
end if
{Detect sender de-schedule}
if too many consecutive 0 or 1 bits then
{Sender not running}
Sleep for some time;
{Sleep makes sender abort, then we abort}
return Aborted;
end if
end for
return Succeed;
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We launch covert channel attacks on our virtualization
server equipped with the latest generation x86 platform
(i.e., with no shared memory bus). The experimental
setup is simple and realistic. We create two Linux VMs,
namely VM-1 and VM-2, each with a single virtual
processor and 512 MB of memory. The covert channel
sender runs as an unprivileged user program on VM-1,
while the covert channel receiver runs on VM-2, also as
an unprivileged user program.
We ﬁrst conduct a quick proﬁling to determine the optimal data frame size and error correction strength. And
we ﬁnd out that a data frame size of 32 bits (including an 8 bit preamble), and a ratio of 4 parity symbols
(bytes) per 4 data bytes works well. Effectively, each data
frame transmits 8 bits of preamble, 12 bits of data, and
12 bits of parity, yielding an efﬁciency of 37.5%. In order to minimize the impact of burst errors, such as multiple frame losses, we group 48 data and parity bytes, and
randomly distribute them across 16 data frames using a
linear congruential generator (LCG).
We then assess the capacity (i.e., bandwidth and error
rate) of the covert channel by performing a series of data
transmissions using these parameters. For each transmission, a one kilobyte data block is sent from the sender to
the receiver. With 50 repeated transmissions, we observe
a stable transmission rate of 746.8±10.1 bps. Data errors
are observed, but at a very low rate of 0.09%.

5.2

Amazon EC2 Experiments

We prepare the Amazon EC2 experiments by spawning
physically co-hosted Linux VMs. Thanks to the operational experiences presented in [18, 30], using only two
accounts, we successfully uncover two pairs of physically co-hosted VMs (micro instances) in four groups of
40 VMs (i.e. each group consists of 20 VMs spawned by
each account). Information disclosed in /proc/cpuinfo
shows that these servers use the shared-memory-bus platform, one generation older than our testbed server used
in the previous experiment.
Similar to our in-house experiments, we ﬁrst conduct
a quick proﬁling to determine the optimal data frame
size and error correction strength. Compared to our inhouse system proﬁles, memory bus channels on Amazon EC2 VMs have a higher tendency of clock desynchronization. We compensate for this deﬁciency by
reducing the data frame size to 24 bits. The error correction strength of 4 parity symbols per 4 data bytes still
works well. And the overall transmission efﬁciency thus
becomes 33.3%.
We again perform a series of data transmissions and
measure the bandwidth and error rates. Our initial results
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In-house Experiments
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Figure 5: Memory Bus Channel Capacities in EC2


are astonishingly good. A transmission rate of 343.5 ±
66.1 bps is achieved, with error rate of 0.39%. However,
as we continue to repeat the measurements, we observe
an interesting phenomenon. As illustrated in Figure 5,
three distinct channel performances are observed through
our experiment. The best performance is achieved during the initial 12–15 transmissions. After that, for the
next 5–8 transmissions, the performance degrades. The
bandwidth slightly reduces, and the error rate slightly increases. Finally, for the rest of the transmissions, the performance becomes very bad. While the bandwidth is still
comparable to that of the best performance, the error rate
becomes unacceptably high.
By repeating this experiment, we uncover that the
three-staged behavior can be repeatedly observed after
leaving both VMs idle for a long period of time (e.g.,
one hour). Therefore, we believe that the cause of this
behavior can be explained by scheduler preemption [29]
as discussed in [30]. During the initial transmissions,
the virtual processors of VMs at both the sender and
receiver sides have high scheduling priorities, and thus
they are very likely to be executed in parallel, resulting
in a very high channel performance. Then, the sender
VM’s virtual processor consumes all its scheduling credits and is throttled back by the Xen scheduler, causing the
channel performance to degrade. Soon after that, the receiver VM’s virtual processor also uses up its scheduling
credits. Since both the sender and receiver are throttled
back, their communication is heavily interrupted. This
“offensive” scheduling pattern subjects the communication channel to heavy random erasures beyond the correction capability of the FEC mechanism.
Fortunately, our communication protocol is designed
to handle very unreliable channels. We adapt to the
scheduler preemption by tuning two parameters to be
more “defensive”. First, we increase the ratio of parity
bits to 4 parity symbols per 2 data bytes. Although it reduces transmission efﬁciency by 11.1%, the error correction capability of our FEC is increased by 33.3%. Second, we reduce the transmission symbol rate by about
20%. By lengthening the duration of the receiving conﬁr-
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Figure 6: Reliable Transmission with Adaptive Rates
mation, we effectively increase the probability of discovering scheduling interruptions. After the parameter adjustment, we can achieve a transmission rate of 107.9 ±
39.9 bps, with an error rate of 0.75%, even under scheduler preemption.
Figure 6 depicts the adjusted communication protocol in action. During the ﬁrst period of preemption-free
scheduling, the transmission rate can be as high as 250
bps. However, when preemption starts, the sender responds to frequent transmission failures with increased
retries, allowing the receiver continue to receive and decode data without uncorrectable error. And correspondingly, the transmission rate drops to below 50 bps. Finally, when the harsh scheduling condition is alleviated,
the transmission rate is automatically restored. The capability of adaptively adjusting transmission rates to channel conditions, evidences the versatility of our reliable
communication protocol.

6

Discussion

In this section, we ﬁrst reassess the threat of covert channel attacks based on our experimental results. Then, we
discuss possible means to mitigate the covert channel attacks in virtualized environments.

6.1

Damage Assessment

We extrapolate the threat of the memory bus covert
channel from four different aspects—attack scenario,
achievable bandwidth, mitigation difﬁculties, and crossplatform applicability.
6.1.1

Attack Scenario

Covert channel attacks are distinct from a seemingly similar threat, side channel attacks. Side channels extrapolate information by observing an unknowing sender,
while covert channels transfer data between two collaborating parities. As a result, a successful covert channel
attack requires an “insider” to function as a data source.
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However, this additional requirement does not signiﬁcantly reduce the usefulness of covert channels in data
theft attacks.
Data theft attacks are normally launched in two steps,
inﬁltration and exﬁltration. In the inﬁltration step, attackers leverage multiple attack vectors, such as buffer overﬂow [4], VM image pollution [2, 26], and various social
engineering techniques [15, 27], to place “insiders” in the
victim and gain partial control over it. And then, in the
exﬁltration step, the “insiders” try to trafﬁc sensitive information from the victim back to the attackers. Because
the “insiders” usually would only have very limited control of the victim, their behaviors are subjected to strict
security surveillance, e.g., ﬁrewall, network intrusion detection, trafﬁc logging, etc. Therefore, covert channels
become ideal choices for secret data transmissions under
such circumstances.
6.1.2

Achievable Bandwidth

Due to their very low channel capacities [18, 30], previous studies conclude that covert channels can only cause
very limited harms in a virtualized environment. However, the experimental results of our covert channel lead
us to a different conclusion that covert channels indeed
pose realistic and serious threats to information security
in the cloud.
With over 100 bits-per-second high speed and reliable
transmission, covert channel attacks can be applied to
a wide range of mass-data theft attacks. For example, a
hundred byte credit card data entry can be silently stolen
in less than 30 seconds; and a thousand byte private key
ﬁle can be secretly transmitted under 3 minutes. Working continuously, over 1 MB of data, equivalent to tens
of thousands of credit card entries or hundreds of private
key ﬁles, can be trafﬁcked every 24 hours.
6.1.3

Mitigation Difﬁculties

In addition to high channel capacity, the memory bus
covert channel has two other intriguing properties which
make it difﬁcult to be detected or prevented:
◦ Stealthiness: Because processor cache is not used as
channel medium, the memory bus covert channel incurs negligible impact on cache performance, making it totally transparent to cache based covert channel detection, such as HomeAlone [31].
◦ “Future proof”: Our in-house experiment shows
that even on a platform that is one generation ahead
of Amazon EC2’s systems, the memory bus covert
channel continues to perform very well.
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6.1.4

Cross-platform Applicability

Due to hardware availability, we have only evaluated
memory bus covert channels on the Intel x86 platforms.
On one hand, we make an intuitive inference that similar covert channels can also be established on the AMD
x86 platforms, since they share compatible speciﬁcations on atomic instructions with the Intel x86 platforms. On the other hand, the atomic instruction exploits may not be applicable on platforms that use alternative semantics to guarantee operation atomicity. For
example, MIPS and several other platforms use the loadlinked/store-conditional paradigm, which does not result
in high memory bus contention as atomic instructions do.

6.2

Mitigation Techniques

The realistic threat of covert channel attacks calls for effective and practical countermeasures. We discuss several plausible mitigation approaches from three different
perspectives—tenants, cloud providers, and device manufactures.
6.2.1

Tenant Mitigation

Mitigating covert channels on the tenant side has the advantages of trust and deployment ﬂexibility. With the
implementation of mitigation techniques inside a tenant owned VMs, the tenant has the conﬁdence of covert
channel security, regardless whether the cloud provider
addresses this issue.
However, due to the lack of lower level (hypervisor
and/or hardware) support, the available options are very
limited, and the best choice is performance anomaly detection. Although not affecting the cache performances,
memory bus covert channels do cause memory performance degradation. Therefore, an approach similar to
that of HomeAlone [31] could be taken. In particular,
the defender continuously monitors memory access latencies, and asserts alarms if signiﬁcant anomalies are
detected. However, since memory accesses incur much
higher cost and non-determinism than cache probing, this
approach may suffer from high performance overhead
and high false positive rate.
6.2.2

Cloud Provider Mitigation

Compared to their tenants, cloud providers are much
more resourceful. They control not only the hypervisor
and hardware platform on a single system, but also the
entire network and systems in a data center. As a result,
cloud providers can tackle covert channels through either
preventative or detective countermeasures.
The preventative approaches, e.g., the dedicated instances service provided by the Amazon EC2 cloud [1],
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thwart covert channel attacks by eliminating the exploiting factors of covert channels. As the signiﬁcant extra
service charge of the dedicated instance service reduces
its attractiveness, the “no-sharing” guarantee may be too
strong for covert channel mitigation. We envision a low
cost alternative solution that allows tenants to share system resources in a controlled and deterministic manner.
For example, the cloud provider may deﬁne a policy that
each server might be shared by up to two tenants, and
each tenant could only have a predetermined neighbor.
Although this solution does not eliminate covert channels, it makes attacking arbitrary tenants in the cloud
very difﬁcult.
In addition to preventative countermeasures, cloud
providers can easily take the detective approach by implementing low overhead detection mechanisms, because of their convenient access to the hypervisor and
platform hardware. For both cache and memory bus
covert channels, being able to generate observable performance anomalies is the key to their success in data
transmission. However, modern processors have provided a comprehensive set of mechanisms to monitor and
discover performance anomalies with very low overhead.
Instead of actively probing cache or accessing memory,
cloud providers can leverage the hypervisor to infer the
presence of covert channels, by keeping track of the increment rates of the cache miss counters or memory bus
lock counters [10]. Moreover, when suspicious activities
are detected, cloud providers can gracefully resolve the
potential threat by migrating suspicious VMs onto physically isolated servers. Without penalizing either the suspect or the potential victims, the negative effects of false
positives are minimized.
6.2.3

Device Manufacture Mitigation

The defense approaches of both tenant and cloud
providers are only secondary in comparison to mitigation by the device manufactures, because the root causes
of the covert channels are imperfect isolation of the hardware resources.
The countermeasures at the device manufacture side
are mainly preventative, and they come in various forms
of resource isolation improvements. For example, instead
of handling exotic atomic memory operations in hardware and causing system-wide performance degradation,
the processor may be redesigned to trap these rare situations for the operating systems or hypervisors to handle, without disrupting the entire system. A more general
solution is to tag all resource requests from guest VMs,
enabling the hardware to differentiate requests by their
owner VMs, and thereby limiting the scope of any performance impact. While incurring high cost in hardware
upgrades, the countermeasures at the device manufacture
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side are transparent to cloud providers and tenants, and
can potentially yield the lowest performance penalty and
overall cost compared to other mitigation approaches.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

Covert channel attacks in the cloud have been proposed
and studied. However, the threats of covert channels tend
to be down-played or disregarded, due to the low achievable channel capacities reported by previous research. In
this paper, we presented a novel construction of highbandwidth and reliable cross–VM covert channels on the
virtualized x86 platform.
With a study on existing cache channel techniques, we
uncovered their application insufﬁciency and limitations
in a virtualized environment. We then addressed these
obstacles by designing a pure timing-based data transmission scheme, and discovering the bus locking mechanism as a powerful covert channel medium. Leveraging the memory bus covert channel, we further designed
a robust data transmission protocol. To demonstrate the
real-world exploitability of our proposed covert channels, we launched attacks on our testbed system and in
the Amazon EC2 cloud. Our experimental results show
that, contrary to previous research and common beliefs,
covert channel attacks in a virtualized environment can
achieve high bandwidth and reliable transmission. Therefore, covert channels pose formidable threats to information security in the cloud, and they must be carefully analyzed and mitigated.
For the future work, we plan to explore various mitigation techniques we have proposed. Especially, we view
the countermeasures at the cloud provider side a highly
promising ﬁeld of research. Not only do cloud providers
have control of rich resources, they also have strong incentive to invest in covert channel mitigation, because
ensuring covert channel security gives them a clear edge
over their competitors.
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Abstract

TPM chip would store a strong identity (unique key) and
a ﬁngerprint (hash) of the software stack that booted on
the cloud node. TPMs could then restrict the upload of
customer data to cloud nodes whose identities or ﬁngerprints are considered trusted. This capability offers a
building block in the design of trusted cloud services by
securing data conﬁdentiality and integrity against insiders, or conﬁning the data location to a desired geographical or jurisdictional boundary.
Despite their beneﬁts, current trusted computing abstractions are ill-suited to the requirements of cloud services for three main reasons. First, TPM abstractions
were designed to protect data and secrets on a standalone machine; they are thus cumbersome to use in
a multi-node datacenter environment where data migrates across multiple nodes with potentially different
conﬁgurations. Second, TPM abstractions over-expose
the cloud infrastructure by revealing the identity and
software ﬁngerprint of individual cloud nodes; external
agents could use this information to exploit vulnerabilities in the cloud infrastructure or gain business advantage [40]. Third, the current implementation of TPM
abstractions is inefﬁcient and can introduce scalability
bottlenecks to cloud services.
This paper presents Excalibur, a system that provides
cloud service designers with new trusted computing abstractions that overcome these barriers. These abstractions provide another critical building block for constructing services that offer better guarantees regarding
data integrity, conﬁdentiality, or location. Excalibur’s
design includes two main innovations crucial to overcoming the concerns posed by using TPMs in the cloud.
First, Excalibur provides a new trusted computing
abstraction, called policy-sealed data, that allows customer data to be encrypted according to a customerchosen policy and guarantees that only the cloud nodes
whose conﬁguration satisﬁes that policy can decrypt and
retrieve the data. We devised this abstraction to address
the ﬁrst two limitations of current TPM abstractions;
the abstraction permits multiple nodes with or without
identical conﬁgurations to ﬂexibly access data as long
as they satisfy the customer policies. Moreover, since it
allows policies to be speciﬁed using human-readable attributes, policy-sealed data hides the low-level identities
and software ﬁngerprints of nodes.
Second, Excalibur implements the policy-sealed data
abstraction in a way that overcomes the inefﬁciency hur-

Accidental or intentional mismanagement of cloud software by administrators poses a serious threat to the integrity and conﬁdentiality of customer data hosted by
cloud services. Trusted computing provides an important foundation for designing cloud services that
are more resilient to these threats. However, current
trusted computing technology is ill-suited to the cloud
as it exposes too many internal details of the cloud infrastructure, hinders fault tolerance and load-balancing
ﬂexibility, and performs poorly. We present Excalibur, a system that addresses these limitations by enabling the design of trusted cloud services. Excalibur
provides a new trusted computing abstraction, called
policy-sealed data, that lets data be sealed (i.e., encrypted to a customer-deﬁned policy) and then unsealed
(i.e., decrypted) only by nodes whose conﬁgurations
match the policy. To provide this abstraction, Excalibur
uses attribute-based encryption, which reduces the overhead of key management and improves the performance
of the distributed protocols employed. To demonstrate
that Excalibur is practical, we incorporated it in the Eucalyptus open-source cloud platform. Policy-sealed data
can provide greater conﬁdence to Eucalyptus customers
that their data is not being mismanaged.

1 Introduction

Managing cloud computing services is complex and
error-prone. Cloud providers therefore delegate this task
to skilled cloud administrators who manage the cloud
infrastructure software. However, it is difﬁcult to assure
that their actions are error-free. In particular, an accidental or, in some cases, intentional action from a cloud
administrator could leak, corrupt, or lose customer data.
The threat of potential violations to the integrity and
conﬁdentiality of customer data is often cited as a key
barrier to the adoption of cloud services [2,15]. Furthermore, publicized incidents involving the loss of conﬁdentiality or integrity of customer data [1, 4, 7, 23, 25]
and the growing amount of security-sensitive data outsourced to the cloud [3,6] only heightens these concerns.
Recently, several proposals [22,39,45,53] have advocated leveraging trusted computing technology to make
cloud services more resilient to integrity and conﬁdentiality concerns. This technology relies on a secure coprocessor – typically a Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
chip [17] – deployed on every node in the cloud. Each
1
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platforms (e.g., secure hypervisors) to host customers’
data and computations.

dles of current TPMs and scales to the demand of cloud
services. To do this, we designed a centralized monitor that checks the integrity of cloud nodes and acts as
a single point-of-contact for customers to bootstrap trust
in the cloud infrastructure. To prevent the potential scalability challenges associated with a centralized monitor,
we designed a set of distributed protocols to efﬁciently
implement the new abstractions. Our protocols use the
Ciphertext Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CPABE)
encryption scheme [11], which drastically reduces the
communication needs between the monitor and production nodes by requiring each node contact the monitor
only once during a boot cycle, a relatively infrequent
operation. We validated the correctness of Excalibur’s
cryptographic protocols using a protocol veriﬁer [12].
To demonstrate the practicality of Excalibur, we built
a proof-of-concept compute service akin to EC2. Based
on the Eucalyptus open source cloud management platform [36], our service leveraged Excalibur to give users
better guarantees regarding the type of hypervisor or the
location where their VM instances run. Our experience
shows that Excalibur’s primitive is simple and versatile:
our changes required minimal modiﬁcations to the Eucalyptus codebase.
Our evaluation suggests that Excalibur scales well.
Due to CPABE, the monitor’s load scales independent of
the workload. In addition, according to our simulations,
one server acting as a monitor was sufﬁcient to manage
a large cluster; for example, a server took ∼15 seconds
to check the node conﬁgurations of a cluster with 10K
nodes that all rebooted simultaneously. Finally, offering trusted computing guarantees to the EC2-like service added modest overhead during VM management
operations only.

However, current cloud architectures provide scant
assurances that the data that customers ship to the cloud
is being handled by integrity-protected nodes running
secure software platforms. Insecure software platforms
(e.g., ones that have been tampered with or that run unpatched software versions) put at risk cloud service integrity and thus customer data. Trusted computing technology addresses this problem by providing customers
with integrity guarantees of the cloud nodes themselves.
Trusted computing technology provides the hardware
support needed to bootstrap trust in a computer [38]. To
do so, it offers system designers four main abstractions.
First, strong identities let the computer be uniquely identiﬁed without having to trust the OS or the software running on the computer. Second, trusted boot produces a
unique ﬁngerprint of the software platform running on
the computer; the ﬁngerprint consists of hashes of software platform components (e.g., BIOS, ﬁrmware controlling the computer’s devices, bootloader, OS) computed at boot time. Third, this ﬁngerprint can be securely reported to a remote party using a remote attestation protocol; this protocol lets the remote party authenticate both the computer and the software platform so it
can assess whether the computer is trustworthy, e.g., if it
is a trusted platform that is designed to protect the conﬁdentiality and integrity of data [20, 32]. Fourth, sealed
storage allows the system to protect persistent secrets
(e.g., encryption keys) from an attacker with the ability
to reboot the machine and install a malicious OS that can
inspect the disk; the secrets are encrypted so that they
can be decrypted only by the same computer running
the trusted software platform speciﬁed upon encryption.

2 Trusted Computing Concepts

The success of a cloud provider hinges on its customers
being willing to entrust the provider with their data [2,
15]. A key factor in strengthening customers’ trust is
providing strong assurances about the integrity of the
cloud infrastructure. TPMs can play a fundamental role
in providing these assurances.
The integrity of the cloud infrastructure depends on
the security of its hardware and software components.
For hardware security, cloud providers already rely on
surveillance devices and physical access control that
severely restrict physical access to cloud nodes, even by
cloud provider staff [19]. In certain cases, by deploying cloud nodes in sealed containers, they ensure that
physical access is fully disallowed [19]. For software
security, providers could take advantage of techniques
that reduce the size of the TCB [53], narrow the management interfaces [34], and verify the TCB code [24].
These techniques help designers build secure software

An important instance of trusted computing hardware is the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [17], a secure co-processor widely deployed on desktops, laptops
and increasingly on servers. To offer a strong identity, the TPM uses an Attestation Identity Key (AIK).
To track the hash values that constitute a ﬁngerprint, the
TPM uses special registers called Platform Conﬁguration Registers (PCRs). Whenever a reboot occurs, the
PCRs are reset and updated with new hash values. To
perform remote attestation, the TPM can issue a quote,
which includes the PCR values signed by the TPM with
an AIK. For sealed storage, the TPM offers two primitives, called seal and unseal, to encrypt and decrypt
secrets, respectively. Seal encrypts the input data and
binds it to the current set of PCR values. Unseal validates the identity and ﬁngerprint of the software platform before decrypting sealed data.
2
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3 Threat Model

tection against the inspection or corruption of customer
VMs by a cloud administrator.
The ﬁrst step in designing the strawman is to protect
the state of customer VMs running on cloud nodes. To
do this, we use recent proposals from research and industry that offer such guarantees but on a single node
only. For example, CloudVisor [53] retroﬁts Xen so that
the hypervisor guarantees the integrity and conﬁdentiality of data and software running in guest VMs even in
the presence of a malicious system administrator. Customers can leverage the TPM’s remote attestation capability to verify that a cloud node is running CloudVisor
before uploading data to it.
However, this veriﬁcation step checks these guarantees only for the cloud node on which the data is ﬁrst
uploaded. Once in the cloud, the customer’s data and
VMs often migrate from one node to another, or are
suspended to disk and resumed at a later time. To offer end-to-end protection, the checks must be repeated
upon such events.
Thus, to accommodate VM migration, the strawman
design of a trusted EC2 must perform remote attestation each time a customer’s VM migrates to verify that:
(1) the destination node’s identity is signed by the cloud
provider, and (2) the ﬁngerprint matches that of CloudVisor. To protect the VM upon suspension to disk, the
VM state must be encrypted using sealed storage before
suspension occurs.

Our premise is that the attacker seeks to compromise
customer data by extracting it from integrity-protected
cloud nodes. An attack is successful if either the data
is accessible on a machine running an insecure software
platform or is moved outside the provider’s premises.
The attacker is assumed to be an agent with privileged
access to the cloud nodes’ management interface. Such
an agent is typically a cloud provider’s employee who
manages cloud software and behaves inappropriately
due either to negligence (e.g., misconﬁguring the nodes
where a computation should run) or to malice (e.g., desire to steal customer data). The management interface
is accessible only from a remote site. Therefore, we
assume the attacker cannot launch physical attacks. In
fact, software and hardware management roles are usually differentiated and assigned to different teams.
The management interface grants the attacker privileges to the software platform running on the node (e.g.,
access to the root account) and to a dedicated hardware component for power cycling the nodes. These
privileges empower him to access customer data on the
nodes: he can reboot any node, access its local disk after rebooting, install arbitrary software on the node, and
eavesdrop the network. However, whenever cloud nodes
boot a secure software platform whose TCB we assume
to be correct, the attacker can no longer exploit vulnerabilities through the software platform’s interface.
Multiple trusted parties perform all other management tasks in the cloud provider’s infrastructure. These
tasks include, e.g., procuring and deploying the hardware, securing the premises, developing the software
platforms, managing the provider’s private keys, endorsing whether a software platform is secure, certifying the
software and hardware, etc. Trusted parties can be employees of the cloud provider or external trusted organizations. Due to the nature of their roles, however, trusted
parties do not have access to the cloud nodes’ management interface.
We assume that the TPMs are correct, and we do not
consider side-channel attacks.

4.2 Limitations of TPM Abstractions

The strawman design highlights some shortcomings of
current TPM abstractions stemming from a fundamental principle upon which TPMs were built: they were
designed to offer guarantees about one single computer.
In particular, TPMs suffer from three major problems
when they are used to build trusted cloud services.
First, the sealed storage abstraction was not designed
for a distributed and dynamic environment like the datacenters where cloud services operate. It precludes the
application developer from encrypting and storing sensitive data in an untrusted medium (e.g., a local hard
drive, or the Amazon S3 service) and retrieving it from
a different node or from the same node running a software conﬁguration that differs from that in place when
the data was encrypted. However, developers might be
interested in suspending the VM to disk and resuming it
later on a different node (e.g., if, in the interim, the original node was shut down to save power) or on the same
node running a different conﬁguration (e.g., if, in the
interim, the hypervisor was upgraded to a more recent
version).
Second, today’s TPMs are not built for high performance. TPMs can execute only one command at a time,
and many TPM commands, such as remote attestation,

4 Policy-sealed Data

This section makes the case for our new trusted computing abstraction, called policy-sealed data. We ﬁrst
discuss the limitations of existing TPM abstractions in
the context of the design of a strawman trusted cloud
service. We then describe how policy-sealed data addresses these limitations.

4.1 Strawman Design of a Trusted Cloud
Service

Our strawman trusted cloud service offers features similar to Amazon’s EC2 but aims to provide better pro3
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Attribute
service
version
vmm
type
country
zone

Value

“EC2”
“1”
“Xen”, “CloudVisor”
“small”, “large”
“US”, “DE”
“Z1”, “Z2”, “Z3”, “Z4”

4.3 The Policy-sealed Data Abstraction

Description
service name
version of the service
virtual machine monitor
resources of a VM
country of deployment
availability zone

To overcome these limitations, we propose the new
policy-sealed data abstraction. This abstraction allows
customer data to be bound to cloud nodes whose conﬁguration is speciﬁed by a customer-deﬁned policy.
Policy-sealed data offers two primitives for securing
customer data: seal and unseal. Seal can be invoked
anywhere – either on the customer’s computer or on the
cloud nodes. It takes as input the customer’s data and
a policy and outputs ciphertext. The reverse operation,
unseal, can be invoked only on the cloud nodes that need
to decrypt the data. Unseal takes as input the sealed data
and decrypts it if and only if the node’s conﬁguration
satisﬁes the policy speciﬁed upon seal; otherwise, decryption fails.
With our abstraction, each cloud node has a conﬁguration, which is a set of human-readable attributes. Attributes express features that refer to the node’s software
(e.g., “vmm”, “version”) or hardware (e.g., “location”).
A policy expresses a logical condition over the attributes
supported by the provider (e.g., “vmm=Xen and location=US”). Table 1 shows an example of the attributes
of a hypothetical deployment of a service akin to EC2.
Table 2 illustrates the conﬁguration of a particular node,
and Table 3 lists example policies over node conﬁgurations in that deployment.
Our primitive can replace the existing remote attestation and sealed storage calls for securing customer data
on the cloud. In particular, to protect data upon upload
or migration, the customer needs only to seal the data to
a policy: if the destination cannot unseal the data, then
its conﬁguration does not match the policy; therefore,
the node is not trusted from the perspective of the customer who originally speciﬁed the policy.

Table 1: Example of service attributes. In this case, EC2
supports two types of VM instances, two types of VMMs, and
four availability zones (datacenters) in the US and Germany.
Node
N

Conﬁguration
service : “EC2” ; version : “1” ; type : “small” ; country
: “DE” ; zone : “Z2” ; vmm : “CloudVisor”

Table 2: Example of a node conﬁguration. This conﬁguration contains the values for the attributes that characterize the
hardware and software of a speciﬁc node N .
Policy
P1
P2
P3

Policy Speciﬁcation
service = “EC2” and vmm = “CloudVisor” and
version ≥ “1” and instance = “large”
service = “EC2” and vmm = “CloudVisor” and
(zone = “Z1” or zone = “Z3”)
service = “EC2” and vmm = “CloudVisor” and
country = “DE”

Table 3: Examples of policies. P1 expresses version and VM
instance type requirements, P2 speciﬁes a zone preference for
different sites, and P3 expresses a regional preference.

take approximately one second to complete. This inefﬁciency hampers the scalability of cloud services that
use the TPM and can even open avenues for denial of
service attacks if the TPM abstractions were invoked by
customer-accessible operations.
Finally, the cloud infrastructure may be overexposed.
By revealing TPM node identities and allowing customers to remotely attest the nodes, any outsider could
learn, for instance: (1) the number of cloud nodes that
constitute the infrastructure of the cloud provider, and
(2) the distribution of different platforms they run. This
information could be used by external attackers to trace
vulnerabilities in the infrastructure, or by competitors to
learn business secrets. Handing over such information
is often unacceptable to cloud providers.

5 Excalibur Design

This section presents Excalibur, a system that provides
policy-sealed data support for building trusted cloud services.

5.1 Design Goals & Assumptions

Our central goal is to design and implement a system
that offers the policy-sealed data primitive by making
use of commodity TPMs. Furthermore, the system design must overcome the preceding limitations of the interface offered by current TPMs.
We focus on the design of the primitive used by the
cloud platforms running on individual nodes. Therefore, we are not concerned with securing these platforms themselves. In particular, our goal is not to prevent the management interface exposed to cloud administrators from leaking or corrupting sensitive data
(e.g., direct memory inspection of VM memory). Similarly, we require that the individual cloud platforms pro-

Recent proposals for TPMs in the cloud do not completely address these TPM limitations. Systems like
Nexus [50] or CloudVisor [53] use TPMs to allow customers to remotely attest only a single cloud node and
therefore do not address the preceding issues. Essentially, these systems address the complementary problem of securing the platform running on a single node.
Our previous workshop paper [45] took preliminary
steps to address some of these issues, but its solution
did not handle situations where sensitive data needed to
be secured persistently, which is unrealistic to assume
on real-world cloud services; our prior solution also suffered from scalability limitations.
4
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dentials that are sent to the node. These credentials are
required by cloud nodes to unseal policy-sealed data and
are destroyed whenever the nodes reboot.
The monitor exposes a narrow management interface
that lets the cloud administrator conﬁgure the mappings
between attributes and identities (i.e., ﬁngerprints). This
is necessary for routing system maintenance as new software platforms and cloud nodes are deployed on the
infrastructure. The management interface also allows
multiple clones of the monitor to be securely spawned
in order to scale up the system. To assure customers that
it is properly maintained, the monitor accepts only mappings that are vouched for by special certiﬁcates; customers can directly attest the monitor in order to check
its authenticity and integrity.
Though our high-level design is simple, we still need
to overcome two main challenges: 1) to cryptographically enforce policies in a scalable, fault tolerant and efﬁcient way, and 2) to assure customers that the monitor
operates correctly despite the fact that it is managed by
untrusted cloud administrators. To address these challenges, we: 1) use CPABE cryptography to enforce policies, and 2) devise certiﬁcates and a scalable monitor attestation mechanism to ensure that the monitor is trustworthy. We next explain these design choices in more
detail.

Figure 1: Excalibur deployment. The dashed lines show the
ﬂow of policy-sealed data, and the solid lines represent interactions between clients and the monitor. The monitor checks
the conﬁguration of cloud nodes. After a one-time monitor attestation step, clients can seal data. Data can be unsealed only
on nodes that satisfy the policy (unshaded boxes).

tect certain key material used to seal and unseal data,
and that the system interface does not allow the ﬁngerprint stored in the TPM to be changed so that it becomes inconsistent with the current system state. To
address these complementary goals, applications must
make use of a series of existing systems and hardening
techniques [20, 24, 33, 53].

5.2 System Overview

The design of Excalibur is based on a centralized component, called a monitor. The monitor is a dedicated
service running on a single cloud node (or, as we will
explain, on a small set of nodes for fault tolerance and
scalability). It coordinates the enforcement of policysealed data on the entire cloud infrastructure by mapping TPM identities and ﬁngerprints of the cloud nodes
to policy-sealed data attributes. Only the monitor can
trigger TPM primitives on the cloud nodes, minimizing
the negative performance impact of TPM operations and
preventing the exposure of infrastructure details.
Figure 1 illustrates a deployment of Excalibur, highlighting the separation between the two main system
components: the client and the monitor. The client consists of a library that allows the implementation of a
trusted cloud service to use the policy-sealed data primitives. This library can be used on both the customer
side (e.g., before uploading data) and by the software
platforms running on the cloud nodes (e.g., before migrating data between nodes). The customer-side client
does not expose the unseal primitive since the notion of
a conﬁguration applies to cloud nodes only.
Whenever a cloud node reboots, the monitor runs a
special remote attestation protocol to obtain the ﬁngerprint and identity of the node and translates these to a
node conﬁguration by consulting an internal database.
The node conﬁguration — which expresses physical
characteristics, like hardware or location, and software
features as a set of attributes — is then encoded as cre-

5.3 Cryptographic Enforcement of
Policies

The main challenge in implementing the seal and unseal primitives is avoiding scalability bottlenecks. A
possible design is for the monitor itself to evaluate the
policies: upon sealing, the client encrypts the data with
a symmetric key and sends this key and the policy to
the monitor; the monitor then encrypts this key and the
policy with a secret key and returns the outcome to the
client. To unseal, the encrypted key is sent to the monitor, which internally recovers the original symmetric key
and policy, evaluates the policy, and releases the symmetric key if the node satisﬁes the policy. Although this
solution implements the necessary functionality, it involves the monitor in every seal and unseal operation
and thereby introduces a scalability bottleneck.
An alternative design is to evaluate the policies on
the client side using public-key encryption. Each cloud
node receives from the monitor a set of private keys that
match its conﬁguration; in this scheme, each key corresponds to an attribute-value pair of the conﬁguration.
Sealing is done by encrypting the data with the corresponding public keys according to the attributes deﬁned
in the policies. This solution avoids the bottlenecks of
the ﬁrst approach because all cryptographic operations
take place on the client side, without involving the monitor. Its main shortcoming is complicated key manage5
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TPM ﬁngerprints and therefore reﬂect current node conﬁgurations.
The beneﬁts of using CPABE are twofold. First, it lets
the system scale independently of the workload since
the seal and unseal primitives do not interact with the
monitor (and run entirely on the client side). Second,
it permits the creation of expressive policies directly
supported by the CPABE policy speciﬁcation language
while only requiring two keys – the CPABE encryption
and decryption keys – to be sent to the nodes.
The cost using CPABE is a performance hit when
compared to traditional cryptographic schemes. Section 6 explains how this impact can be minimized. A
second cost of using CPABE is key revocation, which is
typically difﬁcult in identity- and attribute-based cryptosystems. Since Excalibur assumes that the TCB of
nodes’ software platforms is secure, any TCB vulnerability accessible through the administrator’s interface
will invalidate the guarantees provided by our system.
To handle revocation of decryption keys, our current design requires that all sealed data whose original policy
satisﬁes the attributes of the compromised keys be resealed. This operation can be done efﬁciently by reencrypting only a symmetric key, not the data itself.

ment due to the number of key-pairs that nodes must
handle to reﬂect all possible attribute combinations usable by policies.
The solution we chose uses a cryptographic scheme
called Ciphertext Policy Attribute-Based Encryption
(CPABE) [11]. This scheme ﬁrst generates a pair of
keys: a public encryption key and a secret master key.
Unlike traditional public key schemes, the encryption
key allows a piece of data to be encrypted and bound to
a policy. A policy is a logical expression that uses conjunction and disjunction operations over a set of terms.
Each term tests a condition over an attribute, which can
be a string or a number; both types support the equality
operation, but the numeric type also supports inequalities (e.g., a = x or b > y). CPABE can then create
an arbitrary number of decryption keys from the same
master key, each of which can embed a set of attributes
speciﬁed at creation time. The encrypted data can be
decrypted only by a decryption key whose attributes satisfy the policy (e.g., keys embedding the attribute a = x
can decrypt a piece of data encrypted with the preceding
example policy).
Excalibur uses CPABE to encode the runtime conﬁgurations of the cloud nodes into decryption keys. At
setup time, the monitor generates a CPABE encryption
and master key pair and secures the master key. Whenever it checks the identity and software ﬁngerprint of
a cloud node, the monitor sends the appropriate credentials to the node, which include a CPABE decryption key
embedding the attributes that correspond to the conﬁguration of the node; the decryption key is created from
the master key and forwarded to all the nodes featuring
the same conﬁguration. Sealing is done by encrypting
the data using the encryption key and a policy, and unsealing is done by decrypting the sealed data using the
decryption key. Policies are expressed in the CPABE
policy language used to specify the examples in Table 3
as well as more elaborate policies.
The security of the system then depends on the security of the CPABE keys. The monitor protects the
master key by: 1) ensuring that it cannot be released
through the monitor’s management interface, and 2) encrypting it before storing it on disk, as described in
Section 6.3. Additionally, cloud platforms must protect decryption keys. A software platform must prevent leakage or corruption of key material through its
management interface (e.g., by direct memory inspection of VM memory); it must hold the key in volatile
memory so that key material is destroyed upon reboot.
Moreover, the software platform must force a reboot after changing TCB components that get measured during
a trusted boot (e.g., subsequent to upgrading the hypervisor). These properties ensure that the CPABE decryption keys of cloud nodes remain consistent with their

5.4 Trusting the Monitor

Since the monitor is managed by the cloud administrator, mismanagement threats that affect any cloud node
could also affect the monitor. Thus, another challenge
is to ensure that the monitor operates correctly and to
efﬁciently convey this guarantee to customers.
To meet this challenge, we must ﬁrst prevent the monitor from accepting ﬂawed attribute mappings. For example, a mapping would be ﬂawed if the attribute “location=DE” were mapped to the identity of a node located in the US, or if the attribute “vmm=Xen” were
mapped to the ﬁngerprint of CloudVisor. To prevent
this, the monitor only accepts attribute mappings that
are vouched for by a certiﬁcate. A certiﬁcate is issued
by one or multiple certiﬁers, which validate the correctness of mappings. For example, a certiﬁer checks the
location of nodes and the ﬁngerprints of software platforms. This role could be played by the provider itself,
or by external trusted parties akin to Certiﬁcation Authorities.
Since anyone can issue certiﬁcates, the monitor must
let customers know the certiﬁer’s identity so they can
judge the certiﬁer’s trustworthiness and thereby be conﬁdent that the attribute mappings are correct. Furthermore, even if the certiﬁer were judged trustworthy,
the system must nevertheless provide additional guarantees about the authenticity and integrity of the monitor: only in this case can the customer be sure that
the certiﬁcate-based protections and the security proto6
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cols implemented by the monitor are correct. To provide these guarantees, customers must directly attest the
monitor when ﬁrst using the system.

5.5 Monitor Scalability and Fault
Tolerance
To improve scalability and make Excalibur resilient to
faults, we enable several monitor replicas (clones) to be
spawned, and we optimize the monitor attestation protocol.
Monitor clones can be elastically launched and terminated by the administrator, using the protocol described
in Section 6.7. The cloud provider can then use standard
load balancers to evenly distribute client attestation requests from clients among clones. Each clone can serve
requests without communicating with other clones.
To eliminate critical bottlenecks within a clone, we
introduce two optimizations. The ﬁrst improves the
throughput of clone attestations triggered by customers.
Due to TPM inefﬁciencies, the maximum throughput of
a monitor clone using a standard attestation protocol is
close to one attestation per second, clearly insufﬁcient
even when spawning a reasonable number of clones. We
therefore enhance the attestation protocol with a technique based on Merkle trees that can batch a large number of attestation requests into a single TPM quote (see
Section 6).
A second optimization improves the throughput of
decryption key requests issued by the cloud nodes. The
algorithm for decryption key generation is also inefﬁcient, which could signiﬁcantly slow down servicing
keys to the cloud nodes if a new key were to be generated per request. Since many machines in the datacenter
share the same conﬁguration (e.g., machines that belong
to the same cluster), the monitor clone can instead securely cache the decryption keys and send them to all
the nodes with the same proﬁle.

Figure 2: Example certiﬁcate tree. The certiﬁcates in light
colored boxes form the manifest that validates the monitor’s
authenticity and integrity.

M denote data, policy, envelope, and manifest; these
terms are clariﬁed in Section 6.2.

6.1 Certiﬁcate Speciﬁcation

Excalibur uses certiﬁcates to validate mappings between
attributes speciﬁc to a trusted cloud service and identities, i.e., ﬁngerprints of cloud nodes. Certiﬁcates are
used both by the monitor, to check the conﬁguration
of cloud nodes and attest new monitor clones, and by
the customer-side client, to attest the monitor. Our certiﬁcate speciﬁcation supports multiple certiﬁers since a
single certiﬁer may not have the expertise to assess all
the attributes of the cloud service, or simply to increase
customer trust. Therefore, certiﬁcates form a hierarchical tree. Figure 2 shows how a provider P can use the
certiﬁcates that correspond to the internal nodes in the
tree to delegate the certiﬁcation of different attributes to
two certiﬁers, A and B. Additionally, each leaf in the
certiﬁcate tree vouches for a mapping between the attributes that appear in node conﬁgurations and low-level
measurements, namely software ﬁngerprints (PCRs) or
hardware identities (AIK keys).
Due to space limitations, we defer a discussion of the
details regarding the certiﬁcation procedure, certiﬁcate
expiration, certiﬁcate revocation, and certiﬁcate management to a separate technical report [46].

6 Detailed Design
This section presents the design of Excalibur in more
detail. We ﬁrst introduce certiﬁcates, which constitute
the root-of-trust of the system. We then describe the interfaces offered by Excalibur for building cloud services
and managing the system. Finally, we present the security protocols that enforce policy-sealed data.
Notation. For CPABE keys, K M , K E and K D denote
master, encryption, and decryption keys, respectively.
For asymmetric cryptography, K and K P denote private and public keys, respectively. For symmetric keys,
we drop the superscript. Notation xK indicates data x
encrypted with key K, and {y}K indicates data y signed
with key K. We represent nonces as n. Session keys and
nonces are randomly generated. Notation D, P , E, and

6.2 System Interfaces

Excalibur’s interface has two parts: a service interface,
which supports the implementation of cloud services,
and a management interface, which lets cloud administrators maintain the system.
The service interface exported by the client library
supports three operations, summarized in Table 4. Before the data can be sealed on the customer-side, attestmonitor must be invoked to check the monitor’s authenticity and integrity. It returns the encryption key K E
7
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attest-monitor(mon-addr) → (K E , M ) or FAIL
seal(K E , P, D)
→ E = P, DK, KK E
unseal(K E , K D , E)
→ (D, P ) or FAIL
Table 4: Excalibur service interface.

Monitor

Node

1. AIKP
node
2. n
P
3. {n, PCRnode , Ksession
}AIKnode

needed for sealing and a manifest M , which contains
the certiﬁcates needed to validate the monitor’s identity
and ﬁngerprint (see Figure 2). The manifest is passed
to the customer, who learns from it which attributes can
be used in policies and identiﬁes the provider and certiﬁer identities needed to decide whether the service is
trustworthy. Since the client saves the manifest and encryption key for sealing, this operation needs to be performed only when the cloud service is ﬁrst used.

P
4a. OK, K E , K D Ksession
4b. FAIL

Figure 3: Node attestation protocol.

6.4 Node Attestation Protocol

Once the setup is complete, the monitor delivers to each
cloud node a credential that reﬂects the boot time conﬁguration of that node, which will allow the node to unseal
and re-seal data. The goal of the node attestation protocol is to deliver these credentials securely. Recall that,
under our assumptions, when a cloud node reboots, the
credentials kept by the node in volatile memory are lost.
Therefore, this protocol must be executed each time a
cloud node reboots so it can obtain a fresh credential.
The monitor ﬁrst obtains a quote from the node that is
signed by the node’s AIK and contains the current PCRs.
Then, the monitor looks in the certiﬁcate database for
certiﬁcates that match the node’s PCRs and AIK. If any
are found, the monitor obtains the node conﬁguration
by combining all the attributes of the matching certiﬁcates into a list like that shown in Table 2. Next, the
monitor sends the credentials to the node; these include
the encryption and decryption keys embedding these attributes. Since generating a new decryption key is expensive, the monitor caches these keys in the key store
so they can be resent to nodes with the same conﬁguration.
Figure 3 shows the precise messages exchanged between the monitor and the customer-side client. The
protocol is based on a standard remote attestation in
which a nonce n is sent to the node (message 2), and
the node replies with a quote (message 3); the nonce is
used to check the freshness of the attestation request.
P
Message 3 includes a session key Ksession
that is used in
message 4 to securely send credentials K E and K D to
the node. Since the session key is ephemeral, an adversary could not perform a TOCTOU attack by rebooting
the machine after ﬁnishing attestation (message 3) but
before receiving the decryption key (message 4).
Note that the node does not need to authenticate the
monitor to preserve the security of policy-sealed data. In
the worst case, a node may receive a compromised decryption key from an attacker. However, given that customers seal their data with the encryption key obtained
from the legitimate monitor, unseal would fail in such a
scenario, and this attack would fail to compromise customer data.

The core primitives are seal and unseal. Seal can be
invoked by both cloud nodes and customers; it takes as
arguments the encryption key K E , a policy P , and the
data D and produces an envelope E. This envelope is
passed to unseal, which returns the decrypted data D or
fails if its caller does not satisfy the policy. In addition to
the decryption key K D , unseal receives as an argument
the encryption key K E , which is required by CPABE
decryption; the cloud node that invokes unseal must obtain this key from the monitor. Unseal also returns the
original policy P so that a cloud node can re-seal the
data with the customer’s policy. The CPABE policy language is used to express policies.
The management interface lets the cloud administrator remotely maintain the monitor using a console. Its
main operations permit the administrator to initialize the
system, manage certiﬁcates, and spawn monitor clones.

6.3 System Initialization
Before the system can be used, the monitor must be initialized by binding a unique CPABE key pair to the service. To do this, the cloud administrator loads the certiﬁcates that validate the service attributes into the monitor and instructs the monitor to generate the key pair.
If these certiﬁcates form a consistent certiﬁcate tree, the
monitor creates unique encryption and master keys and
binds them to the tree’s root certiﬁcate (see Figure 2).
To permit for system maintenance, the administrator can
remove or add certiﬁcates as long as they form a valid
certiﬁcate tree.

The monitor maintains its persistent state in a certiﬁcate store and a key store. Both stores keep their
contents in XML ﬁles on a local disk. The certiﬁcate
store contains the certiﬁcates loaded into the monitor.
The key store contains all the CPABE keys. To secure
the key material, the key store is sealed using the TPM
seal primitive, which ensures that the key store can be
accessed only under a trusted monitor conﬁguration in
case the monitor reboots.
8
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and the encryption key K S is authentic. The customer
can then seal data securely.

6.6 Seal and Unseal Protocols

The use of CPABE lets seal and unseal execute without
contacting the monitor. In implementing these primitives, we take into account two aspects of CPABE related to performance and functionality. First, since
CPABE is signiﬁcantly more inefﬁcient than symmetric
encryption, seal encrypts the data with a randomly generated symmetric key and uses CPABE to encrypt the
symmetric key. Second, given that CPABE decryption
does not return the original policy (which unseal must
return to let cloud nodes re-seal the data), we include in
the envelope the original policy and a digest for integrity
protection (see Table 4).

Figure 4: Batch attestation example. The tree is built from
4 nonces. A summary for nonce n10 comprises its tag and the
hashes in the path to the root.
Monitor

1. n

Customer-side

E
2. s(n), AIKP
mon , {h(n), M, K , PCRmon }AIKmon

6.7 Clone Attestation Protocol

Figure 5: Monitor attestation protocol.

6.5 Monitor Attestation Protocol

To scale the monitor elastically, the cloud administrator
can create multiple monitor clones. To do so, an existing
monitor instance must share the CPABE master key with
the new clone so the latter can generate and distribute
decryption keys to the cloud nodes. However, this can
be done only if the new clone can be trusted to secure the
key and to comply with the speciﬁcation of Excalibur
protocols.
To enforce this condition, the existing monitor instance and the clone candidate run a clone attestation
protocol analogous to that shown in Figure 3, but with
two differences. First, after message 3, the monitor
assesses if the candidate is trustworthy by checking
whether its AIK and PCR values map to the “monitor” attribute contained in the manifest; if not, cloning
is aborted. Second, if the test passes, the monitor authorizes cloning and sends the master key, the encryption
key, and a digest to the candidate. The digest identiﬁes
the head of the certiﬁcate tree associated with the keys.
The new clone refrains from using the keys until the administrator uploads the corresponding certiﬁcates to it.

The monitor attestation protocol is triggered by the
attest-monitor operation, which lets customers detect if
the monitor is legitimate by checking its authenticity and
integrity. In addition, this protocol obtains: 1) the encryption key, which is used for sealing data, and 2) the
set of certiﬁcates that form the manifest, which let the
customer check the identity of certiﬁers and learn the
attributes that are available. The monitor is legitimate if
its identity and ﬁngerprint are validated by the manifest.
The main challenge in designing this protocol is scalability. If every customer-side client were to run a standard remote attestation, then the throughput of the monitor would be extremely low due to TPM inefﬁciency.
To overcome this scalability problem, we batch multiple attestation requests into a single quote operation
using a Merkle tree, as shown in Figure 4. The Merkle
tree lets the monitor quote a batch of N nonces ni expressed as an aggregate hash h(nN
i=0 ) and send an evidence – summary s(ni ) – to each customer-side client
that its nonce ni is included in the aggregate hash in a
network-efﬁcient manner (i.e., instead of sending all N
nonces, it sends just a summary of size O(log(N ))).
The detailed monitor attestation protocol is shown in
Figure 5. In the ﬁrst message, the customer-side client
sends nonce n for freshness and then uses the information returned in message 2 to validate the monitor in two
steps. First, it checks in the manifest M for the certiﬁcates with attribute “monitor”; it uses them to authenticate the monitor key AIKP
mon and to validate the ﬁngerprint of the monitor’s software platform PCRmon (see
Figure 2). Second, to validate the freshness of the received messages, it compares nonce n and the summary
s(n) against the aggregate hash h(n) produced by batch
attestation. If all tests pass, the monitor is trustworthy,

7 Implementation

We implemented Excalibur in about 22,000 lines of C.
This included the monitor, a client-side library providing the service interface, a client-side daemon for securing the CPABE decryption key on the cloud nodes, a
management console, and a certiﬁcate toolkit for issuing
certiﬁcates. The console communicates with the monitor over SSL, and all other protocols used UDP messages. We used the OpenSSL crypto library [37] and
the CPABE toolkit [8] for all cryptographic operations,
and we used the Trousers software stack and its related
tools [51] to interact with TPMs.
We extended a cloud service so it could use Excalibur
to help us understand the effort needed to adapt services
9
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ministrator from invoking any VM operations other than
the four noted above, and (2) using a TPM-aware bootloader [5] to measure software integrity and to extend a
TPM register with the Xen conﬁguration ﬁngerprint.

sock.send(” r e c e i v e \n”)
sock.recv(80)
pipe = subprocess.Popen(” / xen −/ b i n / s e a l ”,
stdin=subprocess.PIPE,
stdout=sock.fileno())
fd_pipe = pipe.stdin.fileno()

8 Evaluation

This section evaluates the correctness of Excalibur protocols using an automated tool. We also assess the performance of Excalibur and our example service.

XendCheckpoint.save(fd_pipe, dominfo, True,
live, dst)
os.close(fd_pipe)
sock.close()

Figure 6: Hook to intercept migration (from ﬁle XendDomain.py.) We redirect the state of the VM through a process that seals the data before it proceeds to the destination
on socket sock (lines 1327-1330).

8.1 Protocol Veriﬁcation

We veriﬁed the correctness of our protocols using an automated theorem prover. We used a state-of-the-art tool,
ProVerif [12], which supports the speciﬁcation of security protocols for distributed systems in concurrent process calculus (pi-calculus).
To use the tool, we speciﬁed all protocols used by our
system, which included all cryptographic operations (including CPABE operations), a simpliﬁed model of the
TPM identity and ﬁngerprint, the format of all certiﬁcate
types in the system, the monitor protocols, and seal and
unseal operations. In total, the speciﬁcation contained
approximately 250 lines of code in pi-calculus.
ProVerif proved the semantics of policy-sealed data
in the presence of an attacker with unrestricted network
access. The attacker could listen to messages, shufﬂe
them, decompose them, and inject new messages into
the network; this model covers, for example, eavesdropping, replay, and man-in-the-middle attacks. ProVerif
proved that whenever a customer sealed data, the resulting envelope could be unsealed only by a node whose
conﬁguration matched the policy. We provide the speciﬁcation and proof online [35].

for Excalibur and to estimate the performance impact of
Excalibur on cloud services.
The example cloud service we adapted is an elastic
VM service where customer VMs can be deployed in
compute clusters in multiple locations, similar to Amazon’s EC2 service. Our extension used Excalibur to better assure customers that their VMs would not be accidentally or intentionally moved outside of a cluster in a
certain area (e.g., the EU).
Our base platform was Eucalyptus [36], an open
source system that provides an elastic VM service with
an EC2-compatible interface. Eucalyptus supports various VMMs; we used Xen [9] because it is open source.
Our implementation modiﬁed Xen to invoke seal and
unseal when the customer’s VM was created on a new
node, migrated from one node to another, or suspended
on one node and resumed on another. An attempt to
migrate the VM to a node outside the speciﬁed locations
would fail because the node would lack the credentials
to unseal the policy-sealed VM.
Implementing these changes was straightforward. Integration with Excalibur required modiﬁcations to Xen,
in particular to a Xen daemon called xend, which manages guest VMs on the machine and communicates with
the hypervisor through the OS kernel of Domain 0. In
particular, the VM operations create, save, restore, and
migrate sealed or unsealed the VM memory footprint
whenever the VM was unloaded from or loaded to physical memory, respectively. To streamline this implementation, we took advantage of the fact that xend always transfers VM state between memory and the disk
or the network in a uniform manner using ﬁle descriptors. Therefore, we located the relevant ﬁle descriptors
and redirected their operations through an OS process
that sealed or unsealed according to the transfer direction. Figure 6 shows a snippet of xend that illustrates
this technique applied to migration. Overall, our code
changes were minimal: we added/modiﬁed 52 lines of
Python code to xend.
The other two changes we made included: (1) hardening the software interfaces to prevent the system ad-

8.2 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate Excalibur’s performance, we ﬁrst evaluated
the monitor’s scalability by measuring its performance
overhead as well as its throughput for its three main activities: generating CPABE decryption keys, delivering
these keys to nodes, and serving monitor attestation requests. We then measured the performance overhead of
seal and unseal on the client side.
8.2.1 Setup and Methodology

We used two different experimental setups. The ﬁrst
used a two-node testbed; one node acted as a monitor, and the other acted as a regular cloud node making requests to the monitor. The second setup was used
to evaluate the monitor throughput for attesting cloud
nodes and serving customer attestation requests. For attesting cloud nodes, we simulated 1,000 nodes by using
one machine acting as the monitor and ﬁve machines
acting as cloud nodes, all running parallel instances of
the node attestation protocol. For monitor attestations,
we used a single machine acting as customers running
10
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Figure 8: Performance overhead of sealing and unsealing
data as a function of the complexity of the policy, with input data of constant size (1K bytes).

Figure 7: Performance of decryption key generation. Time
to generate key as we vary the number of attributes (left), and
throughput for 10 attributes as we vary the number of cores
(right).

Most of the work required by this protocol is carried out by cloud nodes. Therefore, the attestation latency should not represent a bottleneck to the coordinator. To conﬁrm this, we evaluated the monitor’s throughput when running multiple parallel instances of this protocol. Results showed that the monitor could deliver up
to 632.91 keys per second, which is efﬁcient and would
allow a single monitor machine to scale to serve a large
number of nodes.

parallel instances of the monitor attestation protocol.
This number of nodes was sufﬁcient to exhaust monitor resources and ensure that there were no bottlenecks
in the client nodes.
Both setups used Intel Xeon machines, each one
equipped with 2.83GHz 8-core CPUs, 1.6GB of RAM,
and TPM version 1.2 manufactured by Winbond. All
machines ran Linux 2.6.29 and were connected to a
10Gbps network. We repeated each experiment ten
times and reported median results; the standard deviation was negligible.

8.2.4 Monitor Attestation
We measured the performance of the monitor attestation protocol. This protocol had a latency of 1.21 seconds and a throughput of approx. 4800 reqs/sec on a
single node. The quote operation performed by the
monitor’s local TPM accounted for the bulk of the latency (0.82 seconds), and the remaining time was due to
cryptographic operations and network latency. The high
peak throughput we observed was enabled by batch attestation. When we disabled batching, the throughput
dropped sharply to 0.82 reqs/sec. Thus, this technique
is crucial to the scalability of the monitor and delivered
a throughput speedup of over 5000x.

8.2.2 Decryption Key Generation

The overhead of generating a CPABE decryption key
depends on the number of attributes embedded in the
key. We measured the time to generate a decryption key
stemming from the same master key, in which we varied the number of attributes from one to 50. This range
seemed reasonable to characterize a node conﬁguration.
Figure 7 shows the results, which conﬁrm two relevant ﬁndings of the original authors of CPABE. First,
the overhead of generating keys grows linearly with the
number of attributes present in the key. Second, generating CPABE keys is expensive, e.g., a key with ten attributes took 0.12 seconds to create, which corresponds
to a maximum rate of 8.33 keys/sec on a single core.
Although CPABE key generation is inherently inefﬁcient, we consider that its performance is acceptable
when throughput pressure on the monitor is relatively
low because large groups of machines are likely to have
the same conﬁguration. The latency to generate a key
is experienced only by the ﬁrst node that reboots with
a conﬁguration new to the monitor. Since the key is
cached, it is reused in future identical requests without
additional costs.

8.2.5 Sealing and Unsealing
The performance overhead of the seal and unseal operations performed by Excalibur clients was dominated by
the two cryptographic primitives: CPABE and symmetric cryptography (which uses AES with a 256-bit key
size). We study their effects in turn.
To understand the overall performance overhead of
CPABE, we set the input data to a small, constant size.
Figure 8 shows the performance overhead of sealing and
unsealing 1KB of data as a function of policy complexity. On the left is the cost of a seal operation as a function of the number of tests contained in the policy. For
instance, policy A=x and (B=y or B=z) contains three
comparisons. Our ﬁndings show that the sealing cost
grows linearly with the number of attributes. The cost
of sealing for a policy with 10 attributes was about 128
milliseconds.
On the right, Figure 8 shows the cost of an unseal operation. Unlike encryption, CPABE decryption depends

8.2.3 Node Attestation

The latency of the node attestation protocol took 0.82
seconds. The bulk of the attestation cost (96%) was due
to the node’s performing a TPM quote operation necessary for remote attestation. This result is not surprising
since such operations are known to be inefﬁcient [31].
11
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Data
Latency (ms)
(bytes)
Sealing
Unsealing
1K
120
50
10K
120
49
100K
121
51
1M
134
68
10M
264
243
100M
1522
1765
Table 5: Performance overhead of sealing and unsealing
data, varying the size of the input data.
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Figure 9: CPABE fraction in the performance overhead of
sealing, varying the size of the input data.
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Figure 11: Latency of VM operations in Xen. Encrypting
the VM state accounts for the largest fraction of the overhead,
while the execution time of CPABE is relatively small. Encryption runs AES with 256-bit key size.

Figure 10: CPABE fraction in the performance overhead
of unsealing, varying the size of the input data.

on the number of attributes in the decryption key that
are used to satisfy the policy. For example, consider a
decryption key with attributes A:x and B:y, and policies
P1 : A=x, and P2 : A=x and B=y. Policy P1 uses one
attribute, whereas P2 uses two. As before, the performance overhead of unseal grows linearly with the size
of the policy. The time required to unseal a policy with
10 attributes was 51 milliseconds.

8.3 Cloud Compute Service

We now evaluate the performance overhead that the
changes to Xen incur on its VM management operations, namely create, save, restore and migrate. We
measured the time to complete each operation using an
example VM for 10 trials. The example VM ran a Debian Lenny distribution, with Linux-xen 2.6.26, used a
4GB disk image, and its memory footprint was 128MB.
Figure 11 shows the results of our experiments. The
performance impact is noticeable, especially for the
save, restore, and migrate operations, where the completion time roughly doubled. The overhead, however,
came from encrypting the VM’s entire memory footprint; using Excalibur to secure or recover the encryption key added a small delay. Unlike the other operations, create experienced a small overhead increase of
only 4%. This is because the system only decrypted
the kernel image, which occupied 4.6MB, instead of the
larger VM footprint as it did for the other operations.
As the results show, seal and unseal introduced noticeable overhead to the VM operations due to the symmetric encryption of the VM image. However, given
that these operations occur infrequently, and considering the additional beneﬁts to data security, we argue that
these results reﬂect an acceptable trade-off between security and performance.

To study the relative effect of CPABE on the overall
performance of Excalibur primitives, we varied the size
of the input data. Figures 9 and 10 show the fraction
of overhead due to CPABE, and Table 5 lists the absolute operation times. Our ﬁndings show that CPABE accounts for the most signiﬁcant fraction of performance
overhead. Sealing 1 MB of data with a policy containing 10 leaf nodes took 134 milliseconds, and 87% of
the total cost of sealing was due to CPABE encryption.
For unsealing, the fraction of CPABE was slightly lower
than for sealing, but it was still very signiﬁcant. Unsealing 1 MB of data with a policy satisfying 10 attributes
of the private key took 68 milliseconds, where 68% of
the latency was due to CPABE.
In summary, our evaluation of Excalibur showed
these results: the costs of generating decryption keys
and the node attestation protocol were reasonable when
taking into account how infrequently they are required;
the monitor scaled well with the number of cloud customers that used the service for the ﬁrst time and with
the number of cloud nodes that were attested upon reboot; the monitor could be further scaled up using
cloning, and the latency of seal and unseal was reasonable and dominated by the cost of symmetric key encryption for large data items.

9 Related Work

Over the past several years, there has been considerable
work on trusted computing [38]. Most of this work targets single computers with the goal of enforcing application runtime protection [16,20,26,30,31], virtualizing
12
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Multiple software systems have been proposed to increase the security of sensitive data. At the OS layer,
hypervisors and OSes can protect the conﬁdentiality and
integrity of data using isolation [24, 30, 39, 53] or information ﬂow control [52] techniques. At the middleware layer, frameworks that build Web services to offer their users strict control over their data hosted at the
provider site [22] enable controlled sharing of sensitive
data using differential privacy [41] or provide generalpurpose encapsulation mechanisms for data [28]. These
proposals are complementary to our work: despite their
potential to increase security and control over data in
the cloud, these proposals lack a scalable mechanism
for bootstrapping trust in the multi-node cloud environment. By combining these platforms with Excalibur,
cloud providers could build new trusted cloud services.

trusted computing hardware [10], and devising remote
attestation solutions based on both software [18,48] and
hardware [13, 21, 42–44, 49]. Other work, focusing on
distributed environments, provides integrity protection
on shared testbeds [14] or distributed mandatory access
control [29]. More recently, trusted computing primitives have been adapted to mobile scenarios to provide
increased assurances about the authenticity of data generated by sensor-equipped smartphones [27]. Our work
concentrates on the speciﬁc challenges of cloud computing environments, which fall outside the scope of these
prior efforts.
Excalibur shares some ideas with property-based attestation [42], whose goal is to make hash-based software ﬁngerprints more meaningful to humans. Like Excalibur, property-based attestation maps low-level ﬁngerprints to high level attributes (properties) and relies
on a monitor (controller) to perform this mapping. However, this prior work offers an abstract model without
an associated system. Moreover, Excalibur extends this
work by proposing new trusted computing primitives.
Nexus [50], a new operation system for trustworthy
computing, introduces active attestation, which allows
attesting a program’s application-speciﬁc runtime properties and supports access control policies per application. Both Nexus policies and policy-sealed data can
bind data based on attributes. However, the two systems
target complementary problems: Nexus policies focus
on nodes running Nexus and restrict the applications that
can access the data; Excalibur policies focus on multinode settings and restrict the cloud nodes that can access
the data, supporting multiple software platforms. Thus,
Nexus would be a good candidate to use as an attribute
in an Excalibur policy.
The work by Schiffman et al. [47] aims to improve
the transparency of IaaS cloud services by providing
customers with integrity proofs of their VMs and underlying VMMs. Like Excalibur, a central component, called cloud veriﬁer (CV), mediates attestations of
nodes and uses high-level properties (attributes) for reasoning about node conﬁgurations. However, the scope
of this work is narrower than ours: while the CV provides only integrity proofs, Excalibur builds on these
proofs to enforce policy-sealed data, which is a general,
data-centric abstraction for protecting customer data in
the cloud. In addition, the CV administrator is assumed
to be trustworthy, representing a weaker threat model;
in our view, this assumption does not address an important class of problems that occur in cloud services
today. Finally, their system does not address the shortcomings of sealed storage TPM primitives, which could
raise concerns of data management inﬂexibility and isolation crippling if these primitives need to be used by
cloud services to secure persistent data.

10 Conclusion
This paper presented Excalibur, a system that implements policy-sealed data. This new abstraction addresses the limitations of trusted computing when used
in the cloud and enables the design of trusted cloud services. Excalibur leverages TPMs, a novel architecture
with a set of associated protocols, and CPABE to offer
developers two new primitives, seal and unseal, for constructing cloud services with stronger protection over
how data is managed. We demonstrated the simplicity
and ﬂexibility of policy-sealed data by using Excalibur
to build an elastic VM cloud computing service based
on Xen and Eucalyptus, which accesses customer’s data
only on customer-approved platform conﬁgurations.
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Abstract
Cloud services are rapidly gaining adoption due to the
promises of cost efficiency, availability, and on-demand
scaling. To achieve these promises, cloud providers share
physical resources to support multi-tenancy of cloud platforms. However, the possibility of sharing the same hardware with potential attackers makes users reluctant to offload sensitive data into the cloud. Worse yet, researchers
have demonstrated side channel attacks via shared memory caches to break full encryption keys of AES, DES,
and RSA.
We present S TEALTH M EM, a system-level protection
mechanism against cache-based side channel attacks in
the cloud. S TEALTH M EM manages a set of locked cache
lines per core, which are never evicted from the cache,
and efficiently multiplexes them so that each VM can load
its own sensitive data into the locked cache lines. Thus,
any VM can hide memory access patterns on confidential data from other VMs. Unlike existing state-of-the-art
mitigation methods, S TEALTH M EM works with existing commodity hardware and does not require profound
changes to application software. We also present a novel
idea and prototype for isolating cache lines while fully
utilizing memory by exploiting architectural properties
of set-associative caches. S TEALTH M EM imposes 5.9%
of performance overhead on the SPEC 2006 CPU benchmark, and between 2% and 5% overhead on secured AES,
DES and Blowfish, requiring only between 3 and 34 lines
of code changes from the original implementations.

1

Introduction

Cloud services like Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2) [5] and Microsoft’s Azure Service Platform
(Azure) [26] are rapidly gaining adoption because they offer cost-efficient, scalable and highly available computing
services to their users. These benefits are made possible
by sharing large-scale computing resources among a large
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number of users. However, security and privacy concerns
over off-loading sensitive data make many end-users, enterprises and government organizations reluctant to adopt
cloud services [18, 20, 25].
To offer cost reductions and efficiencies, cloud
providers multiplex physical resources among multiple
tenants of their cloud platforms. However, such sharing
exposes multiple side channels that exist in commodity hardware and that may enable attacks even in the
absence of software vulnerabilities. By exploiting side
channels that arise from shared CPU caches, researchers
have demonstrated attacks extracting encryption keys of
popular cryptographic algorithms such as AES, DES, and
RSA. Table 1 summarizes some of these attacks.
Unfortunately, the problem is not limited to cryptography. Any algorithm whose memory access pattern depends on confidential information is at risk of leaking
this information through cache-based side channels. For
example, attackers can detect the existence of sshd and
apache2 via a side channel that results from memory
deduplication in the cloud [38].
There is a large body of work on countermeasures
against cache-based side channel attacks. The main directions include the design of new hardware [12, 23, 24, 41–
43], application specific defense mechanisms [17, 28, 30,
39] and compiler-based techniques [11]. Unfortunately,
we see little evidence of general hardware-based defenses
being adopted in mainstream processors. The remaining
proposals often lack generality or have poor performance.
We solve the problem by designing and implementing a
system-level defense mechanism, called S TEALTH M EM,
against cache-based side channel attacks. The system (hypervisor or operating system) provides each user (virtual
machine or application) with small amounts of memory
that is largely free from cache-based side channels. We
first design an efficient software method for locking the
pages of a virtual machine (VM) into the shared cache,
thus guaranteeing that they cannot be evicted by other
VMs. Since different processor cores might be running
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Type
Active Time-driven [9]
Active Time-driven [30]
Active Time-driven [40]
Passive Time-driven [4]
Passive Time-driven [8]
Trace-driven [14]
Trace-driven [29]
Trace-driven [3]
Trace-driven [30]
Trace-driven [32]

Enc.
AES
AES
DES
AES
AES
AES
AES
AES
AES
RSA

Year
2006
2005
2003
2007
2005
2011
2007
2006
2005
2005

Attack description
Final Round Analysis
Prime+Evict (Synchronous Attack)
Prime+Evict (Synchronous Attack)
Statistical Timing Attack (Remote)
Statistical Timing Attack (Remote)
Asynchronous Probe
Final Round Analysis
First/Second Round Analysis
Prime+Probe (Synchronous Attack)
Asynchronous Probe

UP
SMP
UP
SMT
UP
UP
UP
SMP
SMT

Victim machine
Pentium III
Athlon 64
Pentium III
Pentium 4 with HT
Pentium III
Pentium 4 M
Pentium III
Pentium 4 with HT
Xeon with HT

Samples
213.0
218.9
226.0
220.0
227.5
26.6
24.3
23.9
213.0
-

Crypt. key
Full 128-bit key
Full 128-bit key
Full 56-bit key
Full 128-bit key
Full 128-bit key
Full 128-bit key
Full 128-bit key
Full 128-bit key
Full 128-bit key
310-bit of 512-bit key

Table 1: Overview of cache-based side channel attacks: UP, SMT and SMP stand for uniprocessor, simultaneous
multithreading and symmetric multiprocessing, respectively.
Level
L1
L2
L3

different VMs at the same time, we assign a set of locked
cache lines to each core, and keep the pages of the currently running VMs on those cache lines. Therefore each
VM can use its own special pages to store sensitive data
without revealing its usage patterns. Whenever a VM
is scheduled, S TEALTH M EM ensures the VM’s special
pages are loaded into the locked cache lines of the current core. Furthermore, we describe a method for locking
pages without sacrificing utilization of cache and memory
by exploiting an architectural property of caches (set associativity) and the cache replacement policy (pseudo-LRU)
in commodity hardware.
We apply this locking technique to the last level caches
(LLC) of modern x64-based processors (usually the L2
or L3 cache). These caches are particularly critical as
they are typically shared among several cores, enabling
one core to monitor the memory accesses of other cores.
S TEALTH M EM prevents this for the locked pages. The
LLC is typically so large that the fraction of addresses
that maps to a single cache line is very small, making
it possible to set aside cache lines without introducing
much overhead. In contrast, the L1 cache of a typical x64
processor is not shared and spans only a single 4 kB page.
Thus, we do not attempt to lock it.
We use the term “locking” in a conceptual sense. We
have no hardware mechanism for locking cache lines on
mass market x64 processors. Instead, we use a hypervisor to control memory mappings such that the protected
memory addresses are guaranteed to stay in the cache,
irrespective of the sequence of memory accesses made by
software. While the cloud was our main motivation, our
techniques are not limited to the cloud and can be used
to defend against cache-based side channel attacks in a
general setting.
Our experiments show that our prototype of the idea on
Windows Hyper-V efficiently mitigates cache-based side
channel attacks. It imposes a 5.9% performance overhead
on the SPEC 2006 CPU benchmark running with 6 VMs.
We also adapted standard implementations of three common block ciphers to take advantage of S TEALTH M EM.
The code changes amounted to 3 lines for Blowfish, 5
lines for DES and 34 lines for AES. The overheads of the
secured versions were 3% for DES, 2% for Blowfish and

Shared
No
No
Yes

Type
Inst./Data
Unified
Unified

Line size
64 Bytes
64 Bytes
64 Bytes

Assoc.
4/8
8
16

Size
32 kB/32 kB
256 kB
8 MB

Table 2: Caches in a Xeon W3520 processor
5% for AES.

2

Background

This section provides background on the systems
S TEALTH M EM is intended to protect, focusing on CPU
caches and the channels through which cache information
can be leaked. It also provides an overview of known
cache-based side channel attacks.

2.1

System Model

We target modern virtualized server systems. The hardware is a shared memory multiprocessor whose processing cores share a cache (usually the last level cache). The
CPUs may support simultaneous multi-threading (HyperThreading). The system software includes a hypervisor
that partitions the hardware resources among multiple
tenants, running in separate virtual machines (VMs). The
tenants are not trusted and may not trust each other.
2.1.1

Cache Structure

The following short summary of caches is specific to typical x64-based CPUs, which are the target of our work.
The CPU maps physical memory addresses to cache addresses (called cache indices) in n-byte aligned units.
These units are called cache lines, and mapped physical addresses are called pre-image sets of each cache line
as in Figure 1. A typical value of n is 64. We call the
number of possible cache indices the index range. We
call the index range times the line size, the address range
of the cache.
On x64 systems, caches are typically set associative.
Every cache index is backed by cache storage for some
number w > 1 of cache lines. Thus, up to w different
lines of memory that map to the same cache index can
2
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k-LRU Cache lines are typically evicted according to a
pseudo-LRU cache replacement policy. Under an LRU
replacement policy, the least recently used cache line is
evicted, assuming that cache line is not likely to be utilized in the near future. Pseudo-LRU is an approximation
to LRU which is cheaper to implement in hardware. We
say that an associative cache has the k-LRU property if
the replacement algorithm will never evict the k most recently used copies. The k is not officially documented by
major CPU vendors and may also differ by micro architectures and their implementations. We will perform an
experiment to find the proper k for our Xeon W3520 in
Section 5.
Figure 1: Cache structure and terminology

2.1.3

This section summarizes the different ways in which information can leak through caches (see Figure 2). These
leakage channels form the basis for active time-driven
attacks and trace-driven attacks that we will define in the
next section.

be retained in the cache simultaneously (see Figure 1).
The number w is called the wayness or set associativity,
and typical values are 8 and 16, as in Table 2. Since w
cache lines have the same pre-image sets (correspondingly
mapped physical memory), we refer to all w cache lines
as a cache line set.
CPUs typically implement a logical hierarchy of
caches, called L1, L2 and L3 depending on where they
are located. L1 is physically closest to CPU, so it is the
fastest (about 4 cycles), but has the smallest capacity (e.g.,
32 kB). In multi-core architectures (e.g., Xeon), each
core has its own L1 and backed L2 cache. The L3 cache,
usually the last level cache, is the slowest (about 40 cycles) and largest cache (e.g., 8 MB). It is shared by all
cores of a processor. The L3 is particularly interesting
because it can be shared among virtual machines running
concurrently on different cores.
2.1.2

Leakage Channels

Preemptive scheduling An attacker’s VM and a victim’s VM may share a single CPU core (and its cache).
The system uses preemptive scheduling to switch the CPU
between the different VMs. Upon each context switch
from the victim to the attacker, the attacker can observe
the cache state as the victim had left it.
Hyper-Threading Hyper-Threading is a hardware technology that allows multiple (typically two) hardware
threads to run on a single CPU core. The threads share
a number of CPU resources, including the ALU and all
of the core’s caches. This gives rise to a number of side
channels, and scheduling potentially adversarial VMs on
Hyper-Threading of the same core is generally considered
to be unsafe.

Cache Properties

This section lists two well-known properties of caches
that our algorithms rely on. The first condition is the
basis for our main algorithm. We will also describe an
optimization that is possible if the cache has the second
property.

Multicore The attacker and the victim may be running
concurrently on separate CPU cores with a shared L3
cache. In this case, the attacker can try to probe the
L3 cache for accesses by the victim while the victim is
running.

Inertia No cache line of a cache line set will be evicted
unless there is an attempt to add another item to the cache
line set. In other words, the current contents of each cache
line set stay in the cache until an address is accessed that
is not in the cache and that maps to the same cache line
set. That is, cache lines are not spontaneously forgotten.
The only exceptions are CPU instructions to flush the
cache such as invd or wbinvd on x64 CPUs. However,
such instructions are privileged and can be controlled by
a trusted hypervisor.

2.2

Cache-based Side Channel Attacks

In this section, we summarize and classify well-known
cache-based side channel attacks. Following Page [31],
we distinguish between time-driven and trace-driven
cache attacks, based on the information that is leaked
in the attacks. Furthermore, we classify time-driven attacks as passive or active, depending on the scope of the
attacks.
3
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Figure 2: Leakage channels in three VM settings—uniprocessor, Hyper-Threading and multicore architectures. Modern
commodity multicore machines suffer from all of three types of cache-based side channels. The letters (I) and (D)
indicate instruction-cache and data-cache, respectively.
2.2.1

Time-driven Cache Attacks

fact that the execution time of AES encryption varies
with the number of cache misses caused by S-box table
lookups during encryption. The indices of the S-box
lookups depend on the cryptographic key and the plaintext
chosen by the attacker. After measuring the execution
times for a sufficiently large number of carefully chosen
plaintexts, the attacker can infer the key after performing
further offline analysis.

The first class of attacks are time-driven cache attacks,
also known as timing attacks. Memory access times depend on the state of the cache. This can result in measurable differences in execution times for different inputs.
Such timing differences could be converted into meaningful attacks such as inferring cryptographic keys. For
example, the number of cache lines accessed by a block
cipher during encryption may depend on the key and on
the plaintext, resulting in differences in execution times.
Such differences may allow an attacker to derive the key
directly or to reduce the possible key space, making it possible to extract the complete key within a feasible amount
of time by brute force search.
Depending on the location of the attacker, the timedriven cache attacks fall into two categories: passive and
active attacks. A passive attacker has no direct access to
the victim’s machine. Thus the attacker cannot manipulate
or probe the victim’s cache directly. Furthermore, he does
not have access to precise timers on the victim’s machine.
An active attacker, on the other hand, can run code on
the same machine as the victim. Thus, the attacker can
directly manipulate the cache on the victim’s machine.
He can also access precise timers on that machine.

Active time-driven cache attacks Active attackers can
directly manipulate the cache state, and thus can induce
collisions with the victim’s cache lines. They can also
measure the victim’s running time directly using a high
precision timer of the victim. This eliminates much of the
noise faced by passive attackers, and makes active attacks
more efficient. For example, Osvik et al. [30] describe an
active timing attack on AES which can recover the complete 128-bit AES key from only 500,000 measurements.
In contrast, Bernstein’s passive timing attack required
227.5 measurements.
2.2.2

Trace-driven Cache Attacks

The second type of cache-based side channel attacks are
trace-driven attacks. These attacks try to observe which
cache lines the victim has accessed by probing and manipulating the cache. Thus, like active timing attacks,
trace-driven attacks require attackers to access the same
machine as the victim. Given the additional information
about access patterns of cache lines, trace-driven attacks
have the potential of being more efficient and sophisticate
than time-driven attacks.
A typical attack strategy (Prime+Probe) is for the attacker to access certain memory addresses, thus filling the
cache with its own memory contents (Prime). Later, the
attacker measures the time required to access the same
memory addresses again (Probe). A large access time

Passive time-driven cache attacks The time measurements in passive attacks are subject to two sources of
noise. The initial state of the cache, which passive attackers cannot directly manipulate or observe, may influence
the running time. Furthermore, since the victim’s running
time cannot be measured locally with a high precision
timer, the measurement itself is subject to noise (e.g. due
to network delays). Passive attacks, therefore, generally
require more samples and try to reduce the noise by means
of statistical methods.
For example, Bernstein’s AES attack [8] exploits the
4
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indicates a cache miss which, in turn, may indicate that
the victim accessed a pre-image of the same cache line.
Trace-driven attacks were considered harmful especially with simultaneous multi-threading technologies,
such as Hyper-Threading, that enable one CPU to execute multiple hardware threads at the same time without
a context switch. By exploiting the fact that both threads
share the same processor resources, such as caches, Percival [32] experimentally demonstrated a trace-driven cache
attack against RSA. The attacker’s process monitoring L1
activity of RSA encryption can easily distinguish the footprints of modular squaring and modular multiplications
based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem, which is used
by various RSA implementations to compute modular
operations on the private key of RSA [32].
More severely, Neve [29] introduced another tracedriven attack even without requiring multi-threading technologies. Within a single-threaded processor, Neve analyzed the last round of AES encryption with multiple
footprints of the AES process. To gain a footprint, Neve’s
attack exploits the preemptive scheduling policy of commodity operating systems. Gullasch et al. similarly used
the Completely Fair Scheduler of Linux to extract full
AES encryption keys. This is the first fully functional
asynchronous attack in a real-world setting.
More quantitative research on trace-driven cache-based
side channel attacks was conducted by Osvik, Shamir
and Tromer [30, 39]. They demonstrated two interesting
AES attacks by analyzing the first and second round of
AES. The first attack (Prime+Probe) was able to recover
a complete 128-bit AES key after only 8,000 encryptions.
The second attack is asynchronous and allows an attacker
to recover parts of an AES key when the victim is running concurrently on the same machine. The attack was
applied to a Hyper-Threading processor. However, it is in
principle also applicable to modern multicore CPUs with
a shared last level cache.

3

systems to cache-based side channels to that of private
computing environments. This requires defenses against
active time-driven and trace-driven attacks.
We aim to design a practical system-level mechanism
that provides such defenses. The design should be practical in the sense that it is compatible with existing commodity server hardware. Furthermore, its impact on system
performance should be minimal, and it should not require
significant changes to tenant software.

4

Design

We have designed the S TEALTH M EM system to meet the
aforementioned goals. The high-level idea is to provide
users with a limited amount of private memory that can be
accessed as if caches were not shared with other tenants.
We call this abstraction stealth memory [13]. Tenants can
use stealth memory to store data, such as the S-boxes of
block ciphers, that are known to be the target of cachebased side channel attacks.
We describe our design and implementation for virtualized systems that are commonly used in public clouds.
However, our design could also be applied to regular operating systems running directly on a physical machine.
S TEALTH M EM extends a hypervisor, such that each VM
can access small amounts of memory whose cache lines
are not shared.
Let p be the maximum number of CPU cores that can
share a cache. This number depends on the CPU model.
However, it is generally a small constant, such as p = 4
or p = 6. In particular, systems with larger numbers of
processors typically consist of independent CPUs without
shared caches among them.
The hypervisor selects p pre-image sets arbitrarily and
assigns one page (or a few pages) from each set to one of
the cores such that any two cores that share a cache are
assigned pages from different pre-image sets and such that
no page is assigned to more than one core. These pages
are the cores’ stealth pages, and they will be exposed
to virtual machines running on the cores. At boot or
initialization time, the hypervisor sets up the page tables
for each core, such that each stealth page is mapped only
to the core to which it was assigned. We will call the p
pre-image sets from which the stealth pages were chosen
the collision sets of the stealth pages.
Figure 3 shows an example of a CPU with four cores
sharing an L3 cache. Thus, p = 4. S TEALTH M EM would
pick four pages from four different pre-image sets and set
the page tables such that the i-th core has exclusive access
to the i-th page.
In the rest of this section, we will refine the design and
describe how S TEALTH M EM disables the three leakage
channels of Section 2.

Threat Model and Goals

With the move from private computing hardware toward
cloud computing, the dangers of cache-based side channels become more acute. The sharing of hardware resources, especially CPU caches, exposes cloud tenants
to both active time-driven and trace-driven cache attacks
by co-located attackers. Neither of these attack types is
typically a concern in a private computing environment
which does not admit arbitrary code of unknown origin.
In contrast, passive time-driven attacks do not require
the adversary to execute code on the victim’s machine
and thus apply equally to both environments. This class
of attacks depends on the design, implementation, and
behavior of the victim’s algorithms.
The goal of this paper is to reduce the exposure of cloud
5
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Figure 3: S TEALTH M EM on a typical multicore machine: Each VM has its own stealth page. When a VM is scheduled
on a core, the core will lock the VM’s stealth page into the shared cache. In one version, the hypervisor will not use the
collision sets in order to avoid cache collisions.

4.1

Context Switching

4.3

S TEALTH M EM has to prevent an attacker running on one
core from using the shared cache to gain information
about the stealth memory accesses of a victim running
concurrently on another core. For this purpose, S TEALTH M EM has to remove or tightly control access to any page
that maps to the same cache lines as the stealth pages;
i.e., to the p pre-image sets from which the stealth pages
were originally chosen. We consider two options: a)
S TEALTH M EM makes these pages inaccessible and b)
S TEALTH M EM makes the pages available to VMs, but
mediates access to them carefully.
Under the first option, S TEALTH M EM ensures at the
hypervisor level that, beyond the stealth pages, no pages
from the p pre-image sets from which the stealth pages
were taken are mapped in the hardware page tables. Thus,
these pages are not used and are physically inaccessible
to any VM. There is no accessible page in the system
that maps to the same cache lines as the stealth pages.
Code running on one core cannot probe or manipulate
the cache lines of another core’s stealth page because it
cannot access any page that maps to the same cache lines.
The total amount of memory that is sacrificed in this
way depends on the shared cache configuration of the
processor. It is about 3% for all CPU models we have
examined. For example, the Xeon W3520 of Table 2 has
an 8 MB 16-way set associative L3 cache that is shared
among 4 cores (p = 4). Dividing 8 MB by the wayness
(16) and the page size (4096 bytes), yields 128 pagegranular pre-image sets. Removing p = 4 of them corresponds to a memory overhead of 4/128 = 3.125%. The
available shared cache is reduced by the same amount.
One could consider the option of reducing the overhead
by letting trusted system software (e.g. the hypervisor,
or root partition) use the reserved pages, rather than not

In general, cores are not assigned exclusively to a single
VM, but are time-shared among multiple VMs. S TEALTH M EM will save and restore stealth pages of VMs during context switches. In the notation of Figure 3, when
VM5 is scheduled to a core currently executing VM4,
the S TEALTH M EM hypervisor will save the stealth pages
of the core into VM4’s context, and restore them from
VM5’s context. S TEALTH M EM will thus ensure that all of
VM4’s stealth pages are removed from the cache and all of
VM5’s stealth pages are loaded into the cache. S TEALTH M EM performs this step at the very end of the context
switch—right before control is transferred from VM4 to
VM5. This way, all of VM5’s stealth pages will be in the
L1 cache (in addition to being in L2 and L3) when VM5
starts executing.
Guest operating systems can use the same technique to
multiplex their stealth memory to an arbitrary number of
applications.

4.2

Multicore

Hyper-Threading

In order to avoid asynchronous cache side channels between hyperthreads on the same CPU core, S TEALTH M EM gang schedules them. In other words, the hyperthreads of a core are never simultaneously assigned to
different VMs. Some widely used hypervisors such as
Hyper-V already implement this policy. Given the tight
coupling of hyperthreads through shared CPU components, it is hard to envision how the hyperthreads of a core
could be simultaneously assigned to multiple VMs without giving rise to a multitude of side channels. Another
option is to disable Hyper-Threading.
6
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assigning them to guest VMs. However, this would make
it hard to argue about the security of the resulting system.
For example, if the pages were used to store system code,
one would have to ensure that attackers could not access
the cache lines of stealth pages indirectly by causing the
execution of certain system functions.

4.4

the page fault. The hypervisor executes steps (b) and (c)
atomically—preemption is disabled.
The critical property of these steps is that all accesses
to the w pages without PTAs will always hit the cache and,
by the inertia property, not cause any cache evictions. Any
accesses to other pages from the same pre-image set are
guarded by PTAs and will be mediated by S TEALTH M EM.
In order to improve scalability, we maintain a separate
set of PTAs for each group of p processors that share
the cache. Steps (a) to (d) are performed only locally for
the set of PTAs of the processor group that contains the
processor on which the page fault occurred. Thus, only
the local group of p processors needs to be involved in the
TLB shootdown, and different processor groups can have
different sets of pages on which the PTAs are disabled.
This comes at the expense of additional memory for page
tables.

Page Table Alerts

The second option is to use the memory from the p preimage sets, but to carefully mediate access to them. This
option eliminates the memory and cache overhead at the
expense of maintenance cost.
S TEALTH M EM maintains the invariant that the stealth
pages never leave the shared cache. The shared cache is
w-way set associative. Intuitively, S TEALTH M EM tries
to reserve one of the w slots for the stealth cache line,
while the remaining w − 1 slots can be used by other
pages. S TEALTH M EM interposes itself on accesses that
might cause stealth cache lines to be evicted by setting
up the hardware page mappings for most of the colliding
pages, such that attempts to access them result in page
faults and, thus, invocation of the hypervisor. We call this
mechanism a page table alert (PTA).
Rather than simply not using the pre-image sets, the
hypervisor maps all their pages to VMs like regular pages.
However, the hypervisor sets up PTAs in the hardware
page mappings for most of these pages.
More precisely, the hypervisor ensures that there will
never be more than w − 1 pages (other than one stealth
page) from any of the p pre-image sets without a PTA.
The w − 1 pages without PTAs are effectively a cache of
pages that can be accessed directly without incurring the
overhead of a PTA.
At initialization, the hypervisor places a PTA on every
page of each of the p pre-image sets. Upon a page fault,
the handler in the hypervisor will determine if the page
fault was caused by a PTA. If so, it will determine the
pre-image set of the page that triggered the page fault
and perform the following steps: (a) If the pre-image set
already contains w − 1 pages without a PTA then one of
these pages is chosen (according to some replacement
strategy), and a PTA is placed on it. (b) The hypervisor ensures that all cache lines of the stealth page and
of the up to w − 1 colliding pages without PTAs are in
the cache. This can be done by accessing these cache
lines—possibly repeatedly. On most modern processors,
the hypervisor can verify that the lines are indeed in the
cache by querying the CPU performance counters for the
number of L3 cache misses that occurred while accessing
the w pages. If this number is zero then all required lines
are in the cache. (c) The hypervisor removes the PTA
from the page that caused the page fault. (d) The hypervisor resumes execution of the virtual processor that caused

k-LRU If the CPU’s cache replacement algorithm has
the k-LRU property (see Section 2) for some k > 1, the
following simplification is possible in step (b). Rather
than loading the cache lines from all pages without PTAs
from the pre-image set, S TEALTH M EM only needs to
access once each cache line of the stealth page. This
reduces the overhead per PTA.
Furthermore, the maximum number of pages without
PTAs must now be set to k − 1, which may be smaller
than w − 1. This may lead to more PTAs in this variant of
the algorithm.
The critical property of this variant of the algorithm is
that, at any time, the only pages in the stealth page’s preimage set that could have been accessed more recently
than the stealth page are the k − 1 pages without PTAs.
Thus, by the k-LRU property, the stealth page will never
be evicted from the cache. Figure 4 illustrates this for
k = 4.

4.5

Optimizations

Our design to expose stealth pages to arbitrary numbers
of VMs adds work to context switches. Early experiments
showed that this overhead can be significant. We use the
following optimizations to minimize this cost.
We associate physical stealth pages with cores, rather
than VMs, in order to minimize the need for shared data
structures and the resulting lock contention. S TEALTH M EM virtualizes these physical stealth pages and exposes
a (virtual) stealth page associated with each virtual processor of a guest. This requires copying the contents
of a virtual processor’s stealth page and acquiring interprocessor locks whenever the hypervisor’s scheduler decides to move a virtual processor to a different core. This
event, however, is relatively rare and costly in itself. Thus,
the work we add is only a small fraction of the total cost.
7
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Figure 4: Page table alerts on accessing pages 1, 2, 3, 4 and 1, which are the pre-images of the same cache line set.
When getting a page fault on accessing page 4, S TEALTH M EMPTA reloads the stealth page to lock its cache lines. The
k-LRU policy (k = 4) guarantees that the stealth page will not be evicted from the cache. Extra page faults come from
accessing PTA-guarded pages. Accessing the tracked cache lines (pages without PTAs) will not generate extra page
faults and, thus, no extra performance penalty.
With this optimization, each guest still has its own private stealth pages (one per virtual processor). A potential
difficulty of this approach is that guest code sees different
stealth pages, depending on which virtual processor it
runs on. However, this problem is immaterial for the standard application of S TEALTH M EM, in which the stealth
pages store S-box tables that never change.
Furthermore, we use several optimizations to minimize
the cost of copying stealth pages and flushing their cache
lines during context switches. Rather than backing the
contents of a core’s stealth page to a regular VM context
page, we give each VM a separate set of stealth pages.
Each VM has its own stealth page from pre-image set i
for core i. Thus, if a VM is preempted and later resumes
execution on the same set of cores, it is only necessary to
refresh the cache lines of its stealth pages. The contents
of a stealth page only have to be saved and restored if a
virtual processor moves to a different core.
A frequent special case are transitions between a VM
and the root partition. When a VM requires a service,
such as access to the disk or the network, the root partition needs to be invoked. After the requested service is
complete, control is returned to the VM—typically on the
same cores on which it was originally running. Thus, it is
not necessary to copy the stealth page contents on either
transition. Furthermore, since we do not assign stealth
pages to the root partition, it is not even necessary to flush
caches.

S TEALTH M EM can, in principle, provide more than
one page of stealth memory per core. In order to ensure
that stealth pages are not evicted from the cache, the
number of stealth pages per core can be at most k − 1 for
variants that rely on the k-LRU property and at most w − 1
for other variants, where w is the wayness of the cache.

4.6

5

4.7

API

VM level S TEALTH M EM exposes stealth pages as architectural features of virtual processors. The guest operating system can find out the physical address of a virtual
processor’s stealth page by making a hypercall, which is
a common interface to communicate with the hypervisor.
Application level Application code has to be modified
in order to place critical data on stealth pages. S TEALTH M EM provides programmers with two simple APIs for
requesting and releasing stealth memory as shown in Table 3: sm alloc() and sm free(). Programmers can protect important data structures, such as the S-boxes of
encryption algorithms, by requesting stealth memory and
then copying the S-boxes to the allocated space. In Section 6, we will evaluate the API design by modifying
popular cryptographic algorithms, such as DES, AES and
Blowfish, in order to protect their S-boxes with S TEALTH M EM.

Extensions

As long as the machine has sufficient memory, we do
not use the pages from the collision sets. This will help
S TEALTH M EM to avoid the performance overhead of
maintaining PTAs. If, at some point, the machine is
short of memory, S TEALTH M EM can start assigning PTAguarded pages to VMs, making all memory accessible.

Implementation

We have implemented the S TEALTH M EM design on Windows Server 2008 R2 using Hyper-V for virtualization.
The S TEALTH M EM implementation consists of 5,000
lines of C code that we added to the Hyper-V hypervisor.
We also added 500 lines of C code to the Windows boot
loader modules (bootmgr and winloader).
8
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API
void ∗ sm alloc(size t size)
void sm free(void ∗ ptr)

Description
Allocate dynamic memory of size bytes and return a corresponding pointer
Free allocated memory pointed to by the given pointer, ptr
Table 3: APIs to allocate and free stealth memory

5.2

S TEALTH M EM exposes stealth pages to applications
through a driver that runs in the VMs and that produces
the user mode mappings necessary for sm alloc() and
sm free(). We did not have to modify the guest operating
system to use S TEALTH M EM.
We implemented two versions of S TEALTH M EM. In
the first implementation, Hyper-V makes the unused
pages from the p pre-image sets inaccessible. We will
refer to this implementation as S TEALTH M EM. The second implementation maps those pages to VMs, but guards
them with PTAs. We will explicitly call this version
S TEALTH M EMPTA .
Hyper-V configures the hardware virtualization extensions to trap into the hypervisor when VM code executes
invd instructions. We extended the handler to reload the
stealth cache lines immediately after executing invd. We
proceeded similarly with wbinvd.

5.1

k-LRU

Major CPU vendors implement pseudo-LRU replacement
policies as an approximation of the LRU policy [14].
However, this is neither officially documented nor explicitly stated in CPU developer manuals [6, 16]. We
conducted the following experiment to find a k value for
which our target Xeon W3520 CPU has the k-LRU property.
We selected a set of pages that mapped to the same
cache lines. Then, we loaded one page into the L3 cache
by reading the contents of the page. After that, we loaded
k other pages of the same pre-image set. Then, we turned
on the performance counter and checked L3 cache misses
after reading the first page again. We ran this experiment
in a device driver (ring0) on one core, while the other
cores were spinning on a shared lock. Interrupts were
disabled. We varied k from 1 to 16 (set associativity).
We started seeing L3 misses at k = 15 and concluded that
our CPU has the 14-LRU property.

Root Partition Isolation
6

Hyper-V relies on Windows to boot the machine. First,
Windows boots on the physical machine. Hyper-V is
launched only after that. The Windows instance that
booted the machine becomes the root partition (equivalent to dom0 in Xen). In general, by the time Hyper-V is
launched, the root partition will be using physical pages
from all pre-image sets. It would be hard or impossible
to free up complete pre-image sets by evicting the root
partition from selected physical pages. The reasons include the use of large pages which span all pre-image sets
or the use of pages by hardware devices that operate on
physical addresses.
We obtain pre-image sets that are not used by the system by marking all pages in these sets as bad pages in the
boot configuration data using bcdedit. This causes the
system to ignore these pages and cuts physical memory
into many small chunks. We had to adapt the Windows
boot loader to enable Windows to boot under this unusual
memory configuration.
As a result of this change there are no contiguous large
(2 MB or 4 MB) pages on the machine. Both the Windows
kernel and Hyper-V attempt to use large pages to improve
performance. Large page mappings reduce the translation
depth from virtual to physical addresses. Furthermore,
they reduce pressure on the TLB. We will evaluate the
impact of not using large pages on the performance of
S TEALTH M EM in Section 6).

Evaluation

We ask three questions to evaluate S TEALTH M EM. First,
how effective is S TEALTH M EM against cache-based side
channel attacks? Second, what is the performance overhead of S TEALTH M EM and its characteristics? And finally, how easy is it to adopt S TEALTH M EM in existing
applications?

6.1

Security

6.1.1

Basic Algorithm

We consider the basic algorithm (without the optimizations of Section 4.5) first. S TEALTH M EM guarantees that
all cache lines of stealth pages are always in the shared
(L3) cache. In the version that makes colliding pages inaccessible, this is the case simply because on each group
of cores that share a cache, the only accessible pages from
the collision sets of the stealth pages are the stealth pages
themselves. We load all stealth pages into the shared
cache at initialization. Since Section 4.6 limits the number of stealth pages per collision set to w − 1 , this will
result in all stealth pages being in the cache simultaneously. It is impossible to generate collisions. Thus, by the
inertia property, these cache lines will never be evicted.
In the PTA version, it is theoretically possible for
stealth cache lines to be evicted very briefly from the
9
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cache during PTA handling while the w − 1 colliding
pages without PTAs are loaded into the cache. The stealth
cache line would be reloaded immediately as part of the
same operation, and the time outside the shared cache
could be limited to one instruction by accessing the stealth
cache line immediately after accessing a colliding line.

k-LRU In the PTA variant that relies on the k-LRU
property, the stealth page is kept in the cache because at
most k − 1 colliding pages can be accessed without PTAs.
Since S TEALTH M EM accesses the stealth page at the end
of every page fault that results in a PTA update, the stealth
cache lines are always at least the k-least recently used
lines in their associative set. Thus, on a CPU with the
k-LRU property, they will not be evicted.

Leakage channels This property together with other
properties of S TEALTH M EM prevents trace-driven and
active time-driven attacks on stealth pages. We consider
each of the three leakage channels in turn:
Multicore: Attackers running concurrently on other
cores cannot directly manipulate (prime) or probe stealth
cache lines of the victim’s core. This holds for the shared
cache because, as observed above, all stealth lines always
remain in the shared (L3) cache irrespective of the actions
of victims or attackers. It also holds for the other caches
(L1 and L2) because they are not shared.
Time sharing: Attackers who time-share a core with a
victim cannot directly manipulate or probe stealth cache
lines either because we load all stealth cache lines into the
cache (including L1 and L2) at the very end of a context
switch. Thus, no matter what the adversary or the victim
did before the context switch, all stealth lines will be in
all caches after a context switch. Thus, direct priming and
probing the cache should yield no information.
Hyper-Threading: S TEALTH M EM gang schedules hyperthreads to prevent side channels across them.

6.1.3

VMs do not have to (and cannot) request or release stealth
pages. Instead, S TEALTH M EM provides every VM with
its own set of stealth pages as part of the virtual machine
interface. This set is fixed from the point of view of the
VM. Accesses by a VM to its stealth pages do not affect
other VMs. Thus, there should be no denial of service
attacks involving stealth pages at the VM interface level.
Guest operating systems running inside VMs may have
to provide stealth pages to multiple processes. The details
of this lie outside the scope of this paper. As noted above,
the techniques used in S TEALTH M EM can also be applied
to operating systems. Operating systems that choose to
follow the S TEALTH M EM approach virtualize their VMlevel stealth pages and provide a fixed independent set of
stealth pages to each process. Again, this type of stealth
memory should not give rise to denial of service attacks.
The APIs of Table 3 would be merely convenient syntax
for a process to obtain a pointer to its stealth pages.

Limitations While S TEALTH M EM locks stealth lines
into the last level shared (L3) cache, it has no such control over the upper level caches (L1 and L2) other than
reloading stealth pages while context switching. Accordingly, S TEALTH M EM cannot hide the timing differences
coming out of L1 and L2 cache. Passive timing attacks
may arise by exploiting the timing differences between
L1 and L3 from a different VM. As stated earlier, passive
timing attacks are not our focus since they are not a new
threat that results from hardware sharing in the cloud.
6.1.2

Denial of Service

6.2

Performance

We have measured the performance of our S TEALTH M EM
implementation to assess the efficiency and practicality
of S TEALTH M EM. The experiments ran on an HP Z400
workstation with a 2.67 GHz 4 core Intel Xeon W3520
CPU with 16 GB of DDR3 RAM. The cores were running
at 2.8 GHz. Each CPU core has a 32 kB 8-way L1 Dcache, a 32 kB 4-way L1 I-cache and a 256 kB 8-way L2
cache. In addition, the four cores share an 8 MB 16-way
L3 cache. The machine ran a 64-bit version of Windows
Server 2008 R2 HPC Edition (no service pack). We configured the power settings to run the CPU always at full
speed in order to reduce measurement noise. The virtual
machines used in the experiments ran the 64-bit version
of Windows 7 Enterprise Edition and had 2 GB of RAM.
This was the recommended minimum amount of memory
for running the SPEC 2006 CPU benchmark [37].

Extensions and Optimizations

Per-VM stealth pages Section 4.5 describes an optimization that maintains a separate set of per-core stealth
pages for each VM. With this optimization, stealth cache
lines are not guaranteed to stay in the shared cache permanently. However, by loading the stealth page contents into
the cache at the end of context switches, S TEALTH M EM
guarantees that the contents of a VM’s per-core stealth
pages are reloaded in the shared cache, whenever the core
executes the VM. Thus, the situation for attackers running
concurrently on different cores is the same as for the basic
algorithm. Our observations regarding context switches
and Hyper-Threading also carry over directly.

6.2.1

Performance Overhead

Our first goal was to estimate the overhead of S TEALTH M EM and S TEALTH M EMPTA . We have measured execution times for three configurations: Baseline—an un10
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Benchmark
perlbench
bzip2
gcc
milc
namd
dealII
soplex
povray
calculix
astar
wrf
sphinx3
xalancbmk
average

Baseline
time st.dev.
508
0.1%
610
2.0%
430
0.1%
257
0.1%
498
0.0%
478
0.1%
361
1.9%
228
0.1%
360
0.2%
454
0.1%
307
1.9%
602
0.1%
307
0.2%

time
537
618
466
289
500
492
401
229
366
501
331
654
324

Stealth
st.dev. overhead
0.3%
5.7%
0.2%
1.3%
0.3%
8.4%
0.7%
12.5%
0.1%
0.4%
0.3%
2.9%
0.4%
11.1%
0.6%
0.4%
0.3%
1.7%
0.3%
10.4%
0.8%
7.8%
0.4%
8.6%
0.2%
5.5%
5.9%

time
538
624
476
298
500
495
412
229
366
508
336
662
329

Stealth PTA
st.dev. overhead
0.5%
5.9%
1.8%
2.3%
0.2%
10.7%
0.5%
16.0%
0.1%
0.4%
0.2%
3.6%
0.3%
14.1%
0.1%
0.4%
0.3%
1.7%
1.3%
11.9%
1.2%
9.4%
0.7%
10.0%
0.3%
7.2%
7.2%

time
532
617
462
284
499
490
394
228
363
495
329
639
321

BaselineNLP
st.dev. overhead
0.5%
4.7%
2.0%
1.1%
0.3%
7.4%
1.6%
10.5%
0.1%
0.2%
0.1%
2.5%
0.2%
9.1%
0.2%
0.0%
0.8%
0.8%
0.2%
9.0%
0.6%
7.2%
0.2%
6.1%
0.0%
4.6%
4.9%

Table 4: Running time in seconds (time), error bound (st.dev.) and overhead on 13 SPEC2006 CPU benchmarks for
Baseline, S TEALTH M EM, S TEALTH M EMPTA and BaselineNLP.
modified version of Windows with an unmodified version of Hyper-V—and our respective implementations of
S TEALTH M EM and S TEALTH M EMPTA .
In the first experiment, we ran each configuration with
two VMs. One VM ran the SPEC 2006 CPU benchmark [37]. Another VM was idle. Table 4 displays the
execution times for 13 applications from the SPEC benchmark suite. We repeated each run ten times, obtaining
ten samples for each time measurement. The running
times in the table are the sample medians. The table also
displays the sample standard deviation as a percentage
of the sample average as an indication of the noise in the
sample. The sample standard deviation is typically less
than one percent of the sample average.
The overhead of S TEALTH M EM varies between close
to zero for about one third of the SPEC applications
and 12.5% for milc. The average overhead is 5.9%. As
expected, the overhead of S TEALTH M EMPTA (7.2%) is
larger than that of S TEALTH M EM because of the extra
cost of handling PTA page faults. Server operators can
choose either variant, depending on the memory usage of
their servers.
We also attempted to find the source of the overhead
of S TEALTH M EM. Possible sources are the cost of virtualizing stealth pages, the 3% reduction in the size of the
available cache and the cost of not being able to use large
pages. We repeated the experiment with a configuration
that is identical to the Baseline configuration, except that
it does not use large pages. It is labeled BaselineNLP (for
‘no large pages’) in Table 4. The overheads for BaselineNLP across the different SPEC applications correlate
with the overheads of S TEALTH M EM. The overhead due
to not using large pages (4.9% on average) accounts for
more than 80% of the overhead of S TEALTH M EM.
We constructed BaselineNLP using the same binaries
as Baseline. However, at hypervisor startup, we disabled

one Hyper-V function by using the debugger to overwrite
its first instruction with a ret. This function is responsible
for replacing regular mappings by large mappings in the
extended page tables. Without it, Hyper-V will not use
large page mappings irrespective of the actions of the root
partition or other guests.
6.2.2

Comparison with Page Coloring

Page coloring [33] isolates VMs from cache-related dependencies by partitioning physical memory pages among
VMs such that no VM shares cache lines with any other
VM. We modified one of the Hyper-V support drivers in
the root partition (vid.sys) to assign physical memory to
VMs accordingly.
In this simple implementation of Page Coloring, the
VMs still share cache lines with the root partition. The
same holds for the system in [33]. In contrast, our
S TEALTH M EM implementation isolates stealth pages also
from the root partition. While this difference makes the
Page Coloring configuration less secure, it should work
to its advantage in the performance comparison.
The next experiment compares the overheads of
S TEALTH M EM and Page Coloring as the number of VMs
increases. We ran BaselineNLP, S TEALTH M EM and Page
Coloring with between 2 and 7 VMs, running the SPEC
workload in one VM and leaving the remaining VMs idle.
The root partition is not included in the VM count. Again,
each time measurement is the median of ten SPEC runs.
The sample standard deviation was typically less than1%
and in no case more than 2.5% of the sample mean.
Figure 5 displays the overheads over BaselineNLP of
S TEALTH M EM (left) and Page Coloring (right) as a function of the number of VMs. We chose to display the
overhead over BaselineNLP, rather than Baseline, in order to eliminate the constant cost of not using large pages,
11
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Figure 5: Overhead of S TEALTH M EM (left) and Page Coloring (right) over BaselineNLP. The x-axis is the number of
VMs.
which affects S TEALTH M EM and Page Coloring similarly.
Using Baseline adds an application dependent constant to
each curve.

8s
7s
6s
Execution time (s)

Overall, the overhead of S TEALTH M EM is significantly
smaller than the overhead of Page Coloring. The latter grows with the number of VMs, as each VM gets a
smaller fraction of the cache. In contrast, the overhead of
S TEALTH M EM remains largely constant as the number
of VMs increases.

5s
4s
3s
Baseline
Baseline (NLP)
Stealth
Stealth (PTA)
Page Coloring

2s
1s

Figure 5 also shows significant differences between
the individual benchmarks. For eight benchmarks, Page
Coloring shows a large and rising overhead. The most extreme case of this is sphinx3 with a maximum overhead of
almost 50%. For four benchmarks, the overhead of Page
Coloring is close to zero. Finally, the milc benchmark
stands out, as Page Coloring runs it consistently faster
than BaselineNLP and S TEALTH M EM.
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8
Working Set Size (MB)
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Figure 6: Running times of a micro-benchmark as a
function of its working set size.
6.2.3

These observations are roughly consistent with the
cache sensitivity analysis of Jaleel [19]. The applications
with low overhead (namd, povray and calculix) appear to
have very small working sets that fit into the L3 cache of
all configurations we used in the experiment (including
Page Coloring with 7 VMs). For the eight benchmarks
with higher overhead, the number of cache misses appears
to be sensitive to lower cache sizes in the range covered
by our Page Coloring experiment (8/7 MB to 8 MB). For
the milc application, the data reported by Jaleel indicate
a working set size of more than 64 MB. This suggests
that milc may be thrashing the L3 cache as well as the
TLB even when given the entire cache of the machine
under BaselineNLP. The performance improvement under
Page Coloring may be the result of the CPU being able
to resolve certain events (such as page table walks) faster
when a large part of the cache is not being thrashed by
milc.

Overhead With Various Working Set Sizes

The following experiment shows overhead as a function
of working set size. Given the working set of an application, developers can estimate the expected performance overhead when they modify an application to use
S TEALTH M EM.
In the experiment, we used a synthetic application that
makes a large number of accesses to an array whose size
we varied (the working set size). The working set size
is the input to the application. It allocates an array of
that size and reads memory from the array in a tight loop.
The memory accesses start at offset zero and move up
the array in a quasi-linear pattern of increasing the offset
for the next read operation by 192 bytes (three cache line
sizes) and reducing the following offset by 64 bytes (one
cache line size). This is followed by another 192 byte
increase and another 64 byte reduction etc. When the end
of the array is reached, the process is repeated, starting
12
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The sample standard deviations were less than 0.4% of
the sample means in all cases.
Figure 7 displays the overhead with respect to
S TEALTH M EM with one stealth page per VM. There is no
noticeable increase in the running time as the number of
stealth pages increases. This is the result of the optimizations described earlier that eliminate the need to copy the
contents of stealth pages or to load them into the cache
frequently.
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The goal of this experiment is to evaluate performance for
real-world applications that heavily use stealth pages. We
choose three popular block ciphers: AES [2], DES [1] and
Blowfish [35]. Efficient implementations of each of these
ciphers perform a number of lookups in a table during
encryption and decryption. We picked Bruce Schneier’s
implementation of Blowfish [36], and standard commercial implementations of AES and DES and adapted them
to use stealth pages (as described in Section 6.4).
We measured the encryption speeds of each of the ciphers for (a) the baseline configuration (unmodified Windows 7, Hyper-V and cipher implementation), (b) our
S TEALTH M EM configuration using the modified versions
of the cipher implementations just described and (c) an
uncached configuration, which places the S-box tables
on a page that is not cached. Configuration (c) runs the
modified version of the block cipher implementations on
an unmodified version of Windows and an essentially unmodified version of the hypervisor. We added a driver in
the Windows 7 guest that creates an uncached user mode
mapping to a page. We also had to add one hypercall to
Hyper-V to ensure that this page was indeed mapped as
uncached in the physical page tables. We included this
configuration in our experiments since using an uncached
page is the simplest way to eliminate cache side channels.
We measured the time required to encrypt 5 million
bytes for each configuration. In order to reduce measurement noise, we raised the scheduling priority of the
encryption process to the HIGH PRIORITY CLASS of
the Windows scheduler. We ran the experiment in a small
buffer configuration (50,000 byte buffer encrypted 1,000
times) and a large buffer configuration (5 million byte
buffer encrypted once) to show performance overheads
with different workloads.
The numbers in Table 5 are averaged over 1,000 runs.
The sample standard deviation lies between 1 and 4 percent of the sample averages. The overhead of using a
stealth page with respect to baseline performance lies between 2% and 5%, while the overhead of the uncached
version lies between 97.9% and 99.9%.

Figure 7: Overhead of S TEALTH M EM as a function of
the number of stealth pages
again at offset zero.
We ran the application for several configurations. In
each case, we ran seven VMs. One VM was running
our application. The remaining six VMs were idle. We
varied the working set sizes from 100 kB to 12.5 MB and
measured for each run the time needed by the application
to make three billion memory accesses. The results are
displayed in Figure 6. The time measurements in the
figure are the medians over five runs. The sample standard
deviations were less than 0.5% of the sample means for
most working set sizes. However, where the slope of
a curve was very steep, the sample standard deviations
could be up to 5% of the sample means.
Most configurations show a sharp rise in the running
times as the working set size increases past the size of the
L3 cache (8 MB). For Page Coloring, this jump occurs for
much smaller working sets since the VM can access only
one seventh of the CPU’s cache. Most configurations also
display a second, smaller increase around 2 MB. This
may be the result of TLB misses. The processor’s L2
TLB has 512 entries which can address up to 2 MB based
on regular 4 kB page mappings.
For very large workload sizes, BaselineNLP and
S TEALTH M EM become slower than Page Coloring. This
appears to be the same phenomenon that caused Page
Coloring to outperform BaselineNLP and S TEALTH M EM
on the milc benchmark.
6.2.4

Block Ciphers

Overhead With Various Stealth Pages

This experiment attempts to estimate how the overhead
of S TEALTH M EM depends on the number of stealth
pages that the hypervisor provides to each VM. We ran
S TEALTH M EM with one VM running the SPEC benchmarks and varied the number of stealth pages per VM. As
before, the times we report are the medians over ten runs.
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Cipher
DES
AES
Blowfish

A small buffer (50,000 bytes)
Baseline
Stealth
Uncached
60
58 -3% 0.83 -99%
150
143 -5% 1.33 -99%
77
75 -2% 1.65 -98%

A large buffer (5,000,000 bytes)
Baseline
Stealth
Uncached
59
57 -3% 0.83 -99%
142
135 -5% 1.32 -99%
75
74 -2% 1.64 -98%

Table 5: Block cipher encryption speeds in MB/s for small and large buffers. We mapped the S-box of each encryption
algorithm to cached, stealth and uncached pages.
Original
Modified

Source code
static unsigned long S[4][256];
typedef unsigned long UlongArray[256];
static UlongArray *S;
// in the initialization function
S = sm alloc(4*256);

Around that time, researchers started investigating cachebased side channels against actual cryptosystems and
broke popular cryptosystems such as AES [4, 8, 9, 30],
and DES [40]. With the emergence of simultaneous multithreading, researchers discovered a new type of cache
attacks, classified as trace-driven attacks in our paper,
against AES [3, 30] and RSA [32] by exploiting the new
architectural feature of an L1 cache that is shared by two
hyperthreads. Recently, Osvik et al. [30, 39] executed
more quantitative research on cache attacks and classified
possible attack methods. The new cloud computing environments have also gained the attention of researchers
who have explored the possibility of cache-based side
channel attacks in the cloud [7, 34, 44], or inversely their
use in verifying co-residency of VMs [45].
Mitigation methods against cache attacks have been
studied in three directions: suggesting new cache hardware with security in mind, designing software-only defense mechanism, and developing application specific
mitigation methods.
Hardware-based mitigation methods focus on reducing or obfuscating cache accesses [23, 24, 41–43] by designing new caches, or partitioning caches with dynamic
or other efficient methods [12, 21, 27, 42, 43]. Wang
and Lee [42, 43] proposed PLcache to hide cache access
patterns by locking cache lines, and RPcache to obfuscate patterns by randomizing cache mappings. These
hardware-based approaches, however, will not provide
practical defenses until CPU makers integrate them into
mainstream CPUs and cloud providers purchase them.
Our defense mechanism not only provides similar security guarantee as these methods, but also allows cloud
providers to utilize existing commodity hardware.
Software-only defenses [7,11,13,15,33] also have been
actively proposed. Against time-drive attacks, Coppens
et al. [11] demonstrated a mitigation method by modifying a compiler to remove control-flow dependencies
on confidential data, such as secret keys. This compiler
technique, however, leaves applications still vulnerable
to trace-driven cache attacks in the cloud. Against tracedriven attacks, static partitioning techniques, such as page
coloring [33], provide a general mitigation solution by
partitioning pre-image sets among VMs. Since static partitioning divides the cache by the number of VMs, its
performance overhead becomes significantly larger when
cloud providers run more VMs, as we demonstrated in

Table 6: Modified Blowfish to use S TEALTH M EM
Encryption
DES
AES
Blowfish

Size of S-box
256 B * 8 = 2 kB
1024 B * 4 = 4 kB
1024 B * 4 = 4 kB

LoC Changes
5 lines
34 lines
3 lines

Table 7: Size of S-box in various encryption algorithms,
and corresponding changes to use S TEALTH M EM

6.4

Ease-of-use

We had to make only minor changes to the block cipher
implementations to adapt them to S TEALTH M EM. These
changes amounted to replacing the global array variables
that hold the encryption tables by pointers to the stealth
page. In the case of Blowfish, this change required only
3 lines. We replaced the global array declaration by a
pointer and assigned the base of the stealth page to it in
the initialization function (see Table 6).
Adapting DES required us to change a total of 5 lines.
In addition to a change of the form just described, we had
to copy the table contents (constants in the source code)
to the stealth page. This was not necessary for Blowfish
which read these data from a file. Adapting AES required
a total of 34 lines. This large number is the result of the
fact that our AES implementation declares its table as 8
different variables, which forced us to repeat 8 times the
simple adaptation we did for DES. Table 7 summarizes
the S-box layouts and the required code changes for the
three ciphers.

7

Related Work

Kocher [22] presented the initial idea of exploiting timing differences to break popular cryptosystems. Even
though Kocher speculated about the possibility of exploiting cache side channels, the first theoretical model
of cache attacks was described by Page [31] in 2002.
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Section 6. Our solution, however, assigns unique cache
line sets to virtual processors and flexibly loads stealth
pages of each VM if necessary, and thus demonstrates
better performance.
Erlingsson and Abadi [13] proposed the abstraction of
“stealth memory” and sketched techniques for implementing it. We have realized the abstraction in a virtualized
multiprocessor environment by designing and implementing a complete defense system against cache side channel
attacks and evaluating it across system layers (from the
hypervisor to cryptographic applications) in a concrete
security model.
Since existing hardware-based and software-only defenses are not practical because they require new CPU
hardware or because of their performance overhead,
researchers have been exploring mitigation methods
for particular algorithms or applications. The design
and implementation of AES has been actively revisited
by [8–10, 14, 30, 39], focusing on eliminating or controlling access patterns on S-Boxes, or not placing S-Boxes
into memory [28], but into registers of x64 CPUs. Recently, Intel [17] introduced a special instruction for AES
encryption and decryption. These approaches may secure
AES from cache side channels, but it is not realistic to
introduce new CPU instructions for every software algorithm that might be subject to leaking information via
cache side channels. In contrast, S TEALTH M EM provides
a general system-level protection solution that every application can take advantage of if it wants to protect its
confidential data in the cloud.

8
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Abstract
RSA and DSA can fail catastrophically when used with
malfunctioning random number generators, but the extent
to which these problems arise in practice has never been
comprehensively studied at Internet scale. We perform
the largest ever network survey of TLS and SSH servers
and present evidence that vulnerable keys are surprisingly
widespread. We find that 0.75% of TLS certificates share
keys due to insufficient entropy during key generation,
and we suspect that another 1.70% come from the same
faulty implementations and may be susceptible to compromise. Even more alarmingly, we are able to obtain
RSA private keys for 0.50% of TLS hosts and 0.03% of
SSH hosts, because their public keys shared nontrivial
common factors due to entropy problems, and DSA private keys for 1.03% of SSH hosts, because of insufficient
signature randomness. We cluster and investigate the vulnerable hosts, finding that the vast majority appear to be
headless or embedded devices. In experiments with three
software components commonly used by these devices,
we are able to reproduce the vulnerabilities and identify
specific software behaviors that induce them, including
a boot-time entropy hole in the Linux random number
generator. Finally, we suggest defenses and draw lessons
for developers, users, and the security community.

1

Introduction and Roadmap

Randomness is essential for modern cryptography, where
security often depends on keys being chosen uniformly at
random. Researchers have long studied random number
generation, from both practical and theoretical perspectives (e.g., [8, 13, 15, 17, 21, 23]), and a handful of major
vulnerabilities (e.g., [5, 19]) have attracted considerable
scrutiny to some of the most critical implementations.
Given the importance of this problem and the effort and
attention spent improving the state of the art, one might
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expect that today’s widely used operating systems and
server software generate random numbers securely. In this
paper, we test that proposition empirically by examining
the public keys in use on the Internet.
The first component of our study is the most comprehensive Internet-wide survey to date of two of the most
important cryptographic protocols, TLS and SSH (Section 3.1). By scanning the public IPv4 address space,
we collected 5.8 million unique TLS certificates from
12.8 million hosts and 6.2 million unique SSH host keys
from 10.2 million hosts. This is 67% more TLS hosts
than the latest released EFF SSL Observatory dataset [18].
Our techniques take less than 24 hours to scan the entire
address space for listening hosts and less than 96 hours
to retrieve keys from them. The results give us a macroscopic perspective of the universe of keys.
Next, we analyze this dataset to find evidence of several
kinds of problems related to inadequate randomness. To
our surprise, at least 5.57% of TLS hosts and 9.60% of
SSH hosts use the same keys as other hosts in an apparently vulnerable manner (Section 4.1). In the case of TLS,
at least 5.23% of hosts use manufacturer default keys that
were never changed by the owner, and another 0.34%
appear to have generated the same keys as one or more
other hosts due to malfunctioning random number generators. Only a handful of the vulnerable TLS certificates
are signed by browser-trusted certificate authorities.
Even more alarmingly, we are able to compute the
private keys for 64,000 (0.50%) of the TLS hosts and
108,000 (1.06%) of the SSH hosts from our scan data
alone by exploiting known weaknesses of RSA and DSA
when used with insufficient randomness. In the case of
RSA, distinct moduli that share exactly one prime factor
will result in public keys that appear distinct but whose
private keys are efficiently computable by calculating
the greatest common divisor (GCD). We implemented
an algorithm that can compute the GCDs of all pairs of
11 million distinct public RSA moduli in less than 2 hours
(Section 3.3). Using the resulting factors, we are able to
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obtain the private keys for 0.50% of TLS hosts and 0.03%
of SSH hosts (Section 4.2). In the case of DSA, if a DSA
key is used to sign two different messages with the same
ephemeral key, an attacker can efficiently compute the
signer’s long-term private key. We find that our SSH scan
data contain numerous DSA signatures that used the same
ephemeral keys during signing, allowing us to compute
the private keys for 1.6% of SSH DSA hosts (Section 4.3).
To understand why these problem are occurring, we
manually investigated hundreds of the vulnerable hosts,
which were representative of the most commonly repeated
keys as well as each of the private keys we obtained
(Section 3.2). Nearly all served information identifying
them as headless or embedded systems, including routers,
server management cards, firewalls, and other network devices. Such devices typically generate keys automatically
on first boot, and may have limited entropy sources compared to traditional PCs. Furthermore, when we examined
clusters of hosts that shared a key or factor, in nearly all
cases these appeared to be linked by a manufacturer or
device model. These observations lead us to conclude
that the problems are caused by specific defective implementations that generate keys without having collected
sufficient entropy. We identified vulnerable devices and
software from dozens of manufacturers, including some of
the largest names in the technology industry, and worked
to notify the responsible parties.
In the final component of our study, we experimentally explore the root causes of these vulnerabilities by
investigating several of the most common open-source
software components from the population of vulnerable
devices (Section 5). Based on the devices we identified, it
is clear that no one implementation is solely responsible,
but we are able to reproduce the vulnerabilities in plausible software configurations. Every software package
we examined relies on /dev/urandom to generate cryptographic keys; however, we find that Linux’s random
number generator (RNG) can exhibit a boot-time entropy
hole that causes urandom to produce deterministic output
under conditions likely to occur in headless and embedded devices. In experiments with OpenSSL and Dropbear
SSH, we show how repeated output from the system RNG
can lead not only to repeated long-term keys but also to
factorable RSA keys and repeated DSA ephemeral keys
due to the behavior of application-specific entropy pools.
Given the diversity of the devices and software implementations involved, mitigating these problems will
require action by many different parties. We draw lessons
and recommendations for developers of operating systems, cryptographic libraries, and applications, and for device manufacturers, certificate authorities, end users, and
the security and cryptography communities (Section 7).
We have also created an online key-check service to allow
users to test whether their keys are vulnerable.
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It is natural to wonder whether these results should
call into question the security of every RSA or DSA key.
Based on our analysis, the margin of safety is slimmer
than we might like, but we have no reason to doubt the
security of most keys generated interactively by users on
traditional PCs. While we took advantage of the details
of specific cryptographic algorithms in this paper, we conclude that the blame for these vulnerabilities lies chiefly
with the implementations. Ultimately, the results of our
study should serve as a wake-up call that secure random
number generation continues to be an unsolved problem
in important areas of practice.
Online resources For an extended version of this paper,
partial source code, and our online key-check service, visit
https://factorable.net.

2

Background

In this section, we review the RSA and DSA public-key
cryptosystems and discuss the known weaknesses of each
that we used to compromise private keys. We then discuss
how an adversary might exploit compromised keys to
attack SSH and TLS in practice.

2.1

RSA review

An RSA [35] public key consists of two integers: an exponent e and a modulus N. The modulus N is the product
of two randomly chosen prime numbers p and q. The
private key is the decryption exponent
d = e−1 mod (p − 1)(q − 1).
Anyone who knows the factorization of N can efficiently
compute the private key for any public key (e, N) using
the preceding equation. When p and q are unknown, the
most efficient known method to calculate the private key
is to factor N into p and q and use the above equation to
calculate d [9].
Factorable RSA keys
No one has been publicly
known to factor a well-generated 1024-bit RSA modulus; the largest known factored modulus is 768 bits,
which was announced in December 2009 after a multiyear distributed-computing effort [28]. In contrast, the
greatest common divisor (GCD) of two 1024-bit integers
can be computed in microseconds. This asymmetry leads
to a well-known vulnerability: if an attacker can find two
distinct RSA moduli N1 and N2 that share a prime factor
p but have different second prime factors q1 and q2 , then
the attacker can easily factor both moduli by computing
their GCD, p, and dividing to find q1 and q2 . The attacker
can then compute both private keys as explained above.
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2.2

DSA review

A DSA [32] public key consists of three so-called domain parameters (two prime moduli p and q and a generator g of the subgroup of order q mod p) and an integer
y = gx mod p, where x is the private key. The domain
parameters may be shared among multiple public keys
without compromising security. A DSA signature consists of a pair of integers (r, s): r = gk mod p mod q and
s = (k−1 (H(m) + xr)) mod q, where k is a randomly chosen ephemeral private key and H(m) is the hash of the
message.
Low-entropy DSA signatures DSA is known to fail
catastrophically if the ephemeral key k used in the signing
operation is generated with insufficient entropy [4]. (Elliptic curve DSA (ECDSA) is similarly vulnerable. [11])
If k is known for a signature (r, s), then the private key
x can be computed from the signature and public key as
follows:
x = r−1 (ks − H(m)) mod q.

If a DSA private key is used to sign two different messages
with the same k, then an attacker can efficiently compute
the value k from the public key and signatures and use
the above equation to compute the private key x [29]. If
two messages m1 and m2 were signed using the same
ephemeral key k to obtain signatures (r1 , s1 ) and (r2 , s2 ),
then this will be immediately clear as r1 and r2 will be
equal. The ephemeral key k can be computed as:
k = (H(m1 ) − H(m2 ))(s1 − s2 )−1 mod q.

2.3

Attack scenarios

The weak key vulnerabilities we describe in this paper can
be exploited to compromise two of the most important
cryptographic transport protocols used on the Internet,
TLS and SSH, both of which commonly use RSA or DSA
to authenticate servers to clients.
TLS In TLS [16], the server sends its public key in a
TLS certificate during the protocol handshake. The key
is used either to provide a signature on the handshake
(when Diffie-Hellman key exchange is negotiated) or to
encrypt session key material chosen by the client (when
RSA-encrypted key exchange is negotiated).
If the key exchange is RSA encrypted, a passive eavesdropper with the server’s private key can decrypt the message containing the session key material and use it to
decrypt the entire session. If the session key is negotiated using Diffie-Hellman key exchange, then a passive
attacker will be unable to compromise the session key
from just a connection transcript. However, in both cases,
an active attacker who can intercept and modify traffic
between the client and server can man-in-the-middle the
connection in order to decrypt or modify the traffic.
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SSH In SSH, host keys allow a server to authenticate
itself to a client by providing a signature during the protocol handshake. There are two major versions of the
protocol. In SSH-1 [38], the client encrypts session key
material using the server’s public key. SSH-2 [39] uses a
Diffie-Hellman key exchange to establish a session key.
The user manually verifies the host key fingerprint the
first time she connects to an SSH server. Most clients then
store the key locally in a known_hosts file and automatically trust it for all subsequent connections.
As in TLS, a passive eavesdropper with a server’s private key can decrypt an entire SSH-1 session. However,
because SSH-2 uses Diffie-Hellman, it is vulnerable only
to an active man-in-the-middle attack. In the SSH user authentication protocol, the user-supplied password is sent
in plaintext over the encrypted channel. An attacker who
knows a server’s private key can use the above attacks
to learn a user’s password and escalate an attack to the
system.

3

Methodology

In this section, we explain how we performed our Internetwide survey of public keys, how we attributed vulnerable
keys to devices, and how we efficiently factored poorly
generated RSA keys.

3.1

Internet-wide scanning

We performed our data collection in three phases: discovering IP addresses accepting connections on TCP
port 443 (HTTPS) or 22 (SSH); performing a TLS or
SSH handshake and storing the presented certificate chain
or host key; and parsing the collected certificates and
host keys into a relational database. Table 1 summarizes
the results.
Host discovery In the first phase, we scanned the
public IPv4 address space to find hosts with port 443
or 22 open. We used the Nmap 5 network exploration
tool [33]. We executed our first host discovery scan beginning on October 6, 2011 from 25 Amazon EC2 Micro
instances spread across five EC2 regions (Virginia, California, Japan, Singapore, and Ireland). The scan ran at an
average of 40,566 IPs/second and finished in 25 hours.
Certificate and host-key retrieval For TLS, we implemented a certificate fetcher in Python using the Twisted
event-driven network framework. We fetched TLS certificates using an EC2 Large instance with five processes
each maintaining 800 concurrent connections. We started
fetching certificates on October 11, 2011.
To efficiently collect SSH host keys, we implemented
a simple SSH client in C, which is able to process upwards of 1200 hosts/second by concurrently performing
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SSL Observatory
(12/2010)

Our TLS scan
(10/2011)

Our SSH scans
(2-4/2012)

≈16,200,000
7,704,837
3,933,366
1,906
4,021,766
1,455,391

28,923,800
12,828,613
5,656,519
6,241
5,847,957
1,956,267

23,237,081
10,216,363
3,821,639
2,789,662
—
—

Hosts with open port 443 or 22
Completed protocol handshakes
Distinct RSA public keys
Distinct DSA public keys
Distinct TLS certificates
Trusted by major browsers

Table 1: Internet-wide scan results — We exhaustively scanned the public IPv4 address space for TLS and SSH
servers listening on ports 443 and 22, respectively. Our results constitute the largest such network survey reported to
date. For comparison, we also show statistics for the EFF SSL Observatory’s most recent public dataset [18].
protocol handshakes using libevent. Initially, we ran the
fetcher from an EC2 Large instance in a run that started
on February 12, 2012. This run targeted only RSA-based
host keys. In two later runs, we targeted DSA-based host
keys, and rescanned those hosts that had offered DSA
keys in the first SSH scan. For these, we also stored the
authentication signature provided by the server; we varied
the client string to ensure that each signature would be
distinct. The first DSA run started on March 26, 2012
from a host at UCSD. The second run, from a host at the
University of Michigan, started on April 1, 2012; it took
3 hours to complete.
TLS certificate processing For TLS, we performed a
third processing stage in which we parsed the previously
fetched certificate chains and generated a database from
the X.509 fields. We implemented a certificate parser in
Python and C primarily based on the M2Crypto SWIG
interface to the OpenSSL library.

3.2

Identifying vulnerable device models

We attempted to determine what hardware and software
generated or served the weak keys we identified using
manual detective work. The most straightforward method
was based on TLS certificate information—predominately
the X.509 subject and issuer fields. In many cases, the
certificate identified a specific manufacturer or device
model. Other certificates contained less information; we
attempted to identify these devices through Nmap host
detection or by inspecting the public contents of HTTPS
sites or other IP services hosted on the IP addresses.
When we could identify a pattern in vulnerable TLS
certificates that appeared to belong to a device model or
product line, we constructed regular expressions to find
other similar devices in our scan results. Under the theory
that the keys were vulnerable because of a problem with
the design of the devices (where they were most likely
generated), this allows us to estimate the total population
of devices that might be potentially vulnerable, beyond
those serving immediately compromised keys.
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Identifying SSH devices was more problematic, as SSH
keys do not include descriptive fields and the server identification string used in the protocol often indicated only
a common build of a popular SSH server. We were able
to classify many of the vulnerable SSH hosts using a
combination of TCP/IP fingerprinting and examination of
information served over HTTP and HTTPS.
The device names and manufacturers that we report
here have been identified with moderate or high confidence given the available information. However, because
we do not have physical access to the hosts, we cannot
state with certainty that all our identifications are correct.

3.3

Efficiently computing all-pairs GCDs

We now describe how we efficiently computed the pairwise GCD of all distinct RSA moduli in our multimillionkey dataset. This allowed us to calculate RSA private
keys for 66,540 vulnerable hosts that shared one of their
RSA prime factors with another host in our survey.
The fastest known factoring method for general integers
is the number field sieve, which has heuristic complex1/3
2/3
ity O(2n (log n) ) for n-bit numbers [30]. In contrast
to factoring, the greatest common divisor (GCD) of two
integers can be computed very efficiently using Euclid’s
algorithm. Using fast integer arithmetic, the complexity
of GCD can be improved to O(n(lg n)2 lg lg n) [7]. Computing the GCD of two 1024-bit RSA moduli using the
GMP library [20] takes approximately 15 µs on a current
mid-range computer.
The naïve way to compute the GCDs of every pair of
integers in a large set would be to apply a GCD algorithm
to each pair individually. There are 6 × 1013 distinct
pairs of RSA moduli in our data; at 15 µs per pair, this
calculation would take 30 years. We can do much better
by using a more efficient algorithm.
To accomplish this, we implemented a quasilinear-time
algorithm for factoring a collection of integers into coprimes, based on Bernstein [6]. The relevant steps, illustrated in Figure 1, are as follows:
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Figure 1: Computing all-pairs GCDs efficiently — We
computed the GCD of every pair of RSA moduli in our
dataset using an algorithm due to Bernstein [6].
Algorithm 1 Quasilinear GCD finding
Input: N1 , . . . , Nm RSA moduli
1: Compute P = ∏ Ni using a product tree.
2: Compute zi = (P mod Ni2 ) for all i
using a remainder tree.
Output: gcd(Ni , zi /Ni ) for all i.
A product tree computes the product of m numbers by
constructing a binary tree of products. A remainder tree
computes the remainder of an integer modulo many integers by successively computing remainders for each node
in their product tree. For further discussion, see [7].
The final output of the algorithm is the GCD of each
modulus with the product of all the other moduli. We
are interested in the moduli for which this GCD is not 1.
However, if a modulus shares both of its prime factors
with two other distinct moduli, then the GCD will be
the modulus itself rather than one of its prime factors.
This occurred in a handful of instances in our dataset; we
factored these moduli using the naïve quadratic algorithm
for pairwise GCDs.
We implemented the algorithm in C using the GMP
library for the arithmetic operations and ran it on the
11,170,883 distinct RSA moduli from our TLS and SSH
datasets and the EFF SSL Observatory [18] dataset.
The entire computation finished in 5.5 hours using a
single core on a machine with a 3.30 GHz Intel Core i5
processor and 32 GB of RAM. The remainder tree took
approximately ten times as long to process as the product
tree. Parallelized across sixteen cores on an EC2 Cluster
Compute Eight Extra Large Instance with 60.5 GB of
RAM and using EBS-backed storage for scratch data, the
same computation took 1.3 hours at a cost of about $5.
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Vulnerabilities

We analyzed the data from our TLS and SSH scans and
identified several patterns of vulnerability that would have
been difficult to detect without a macroscopic view of
the Internet. This section discusses the details of these
problems, as summarized in Table 2.

4.1

Repeated keys

We found that 7,770,232 of the TLS hosts (61%) and
6,642,222 of the SSH hosts (65%) served the same key
as another host in our scans. To understand why, we
clustered certificates and host keys that shared the same
public key and manually inspected representatives of the
largest clusters. In all but a few cases, the TLS certificate
subjects, SSH version strings, or WHOIS information
were identical within a cluster, or pointed to a single
manufacturer or organization. This sometimes suggested
an explanation for the shared keys.
Not all of the repeated keys were due to vulnerabilities. For instance, many of the most commonly repeated
keys appeared in shared hosting situations. Six of the ten
most common DSA host keys and three of the ten most
common RSA host keys were served by large hosting
providers (see Figure 2). Another frequent reason for
repeated keys was distinct TLS certificates all belonging
to the same organization. For example, TLS hosts at
google.com, appspot.com, and doubleclick.net all served
distinct certificates with the same public key. We excluded
these cases and attributed remaining clusters of shared
keys to several classes of problems.
Default keys A common reason for hosts to share
the same key that we do consider a vulnerability is

Number of repeats

N2 N3

N1

105

Devices
Hosting providers
Unknown/other

104

50 most repeated RSA SSH keys

Figure 2: Commonly repeated SSH keys — We investigated the 50 most repeated SSH host keys for both RSA
and DSA. Nearly all of the repeats appeared to be due
either to hosting providers using a single key on many IP
addresses or to devices that used a default key or generated keys using insufficient entropy. Note log scale.
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Our TLS Scan
Number of live hosts
. . . using repeated keys
. . . using vulnerable repeated keys
. . . using default certificates or default keys
. . . using low-entropy repeated keys
. . . using RSA keys we could factor
. . . using DSA keys we could compromise
. . . using Debian weak keys
. . . using 512-bit RSA keys
. . . identified as a vulnerable device model
. . . model using low-entropy repeated keys

12,828,613 (100.00%)
7,770,232
714,243
670,391
43,852
64,081

(60.50%)
(5.57%)
(5.23%)
(0.34%)
(0.50%)

4,147
123,038

(0.03%)
(0.96%)

985,031
314,640

(7.68%)
(2.45%)

Our SSH Scans
10,216,363 (100.00%)
6,642,222
981,166

(65.00%)
(9.60%)

2,459
105,728
53,141
8,459

(0.03%)
(1.03%)
(0.52%)
(0.08%)

1,070,522

(10.48%)

Table 2: Summary of vulnerabilities — We analyzed our TLS and SSH scan results to measure the population of
hosts exhibiting several entropy-related vulnerabilities. These include use of repeated keys, use of RSA keys that were
factorable due to repeated primes, and use of DSA keys that were compromised by repeated signature randomness.
Under the theory that vulnerable repeated keys were generated by embedded or headless devices with defective designs,
we also report the number of hosts that we identified as these device models. Many of these hosts may be at risk even
though we did not specifically observe repeats of their keys.
manufacturer-default keys. These are preconfigured in
the firmware of many devices, such that every device of
a given model shares the same key pair unless the user
changes it. The private keys to these devices may be
accessible through reverse engineering, and published
databases of default keys such as littleblackbox [24] contain private keys for thousands of firmware releases.
At least 670,391 (5.23%) of the TLS hosts appeared
to serve manufacturer-default certificates or keys. We
classified a certificate as a manufacturer default if nearly
all the devices of a given model used identical certificates,
or if the certificate was labeled as a default certificate.
The most common default certificate that we could
ascribe to a particular device belonged to a model of
consumer router. Our scan uncovered 90,779 instances
of this device model sharing a single certificate. We also
found a variety of enterprise products serving default keys,
including server management devices, network storage
devices, routers, remote access devices, and VoIP devices.
For most of the repeated SSH keys, the lack of uniquely
identifying host information prevents us from distinguishing default keys from keys generated with insufficient
entropy, so we address these together in the next section.
Repeated keys due to low entropy Another common
reason that hosts share the same key appears to be entropy
problems during key generation. In these instances, when
we investigated a key cluster, we would typically see
thousands of hosts across many address ranges, and, when
we checked the keys corresponding to other instances of
the same model of device, we would see a long-tailed
distribution in their frequencies. Intuitively, this type of
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distribution suggests that the key generation process may
be using insufficient entropy, with distinct keys due to
relatively rare events. For TLS, our investigations began
with the keys that occurred in at least 100 distinct selfsigned certificates. For SSH, we started from the 50 most
commonly repeated keys for each of RSA (appearing on
more than 8000 hosts) and DSA (more than 4000 hosts).
With this process, we identified 43,852 TLS hosts
(0.34%) that served repeated keys due apparently to low
entropy during key generation. 27,545 certificates (98%)
containing these repeated keys were self-signed; all 577
CA-signed certificates identified Iomega StorCenter network storage devices. For most SSH hosts we were unable
to distinguish between default keys and keys repeated
due to entropy problems, but 981,166 of the SSH hosts
(9.60%) served keys repeated for one of these reasons.
We used the techniques described in Section 3.2 to identify apparently vulnerable devices from 27 manufacturers.
These include enterprise-grade routers from Cisco and
Juniper; server management cards from Dell, HewlettPackard, and IBM; virtual-private-network (VPN) devices; building security systems; network attached storage
devices; and several kinds of consumer routers and VoIP
products.
Duplicated keys are a red flag that calls the security
of the device’s key generation process into question, and
all keys generated with the same model device should be
considered suspect. For 14 of the TLS devices generating
repeated keys, we were able to infer a fingerprint for the
device model and estimate the total population of the device in our scan. The prevalence of duplicated keys varied
greatly for different device models, from as low as 0.2%
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Figure 3: Visualizing RSA common factors — Different implementations displayed different patterns of vulnerable
keys. These plots depict the distribution of vulnerable keys divisible by common factors generated by two different
device models. Each column represents a collection of RSA moduli divisible by a single prime factor p. The color
and internal rectangles show, for each p, the frequencies of each distinct prime factor q. The Juniper device (left; note
log-log scale) follows a long-tailed distribution that is typical of many of the devices we identified. In contrast, the IBM
remote access device (right) was unique among those we observed in that it generates RSA moduli roughly uniformly
distributed among nine distinct prime factors.
in the case of one router to 98% for one thin client. The
total population of these identified, potentially vulnerable
TLS devices was 314,640 hosts, which represents 2.45%
of the TLS hosts in our scan.
In the above analyses, we excluded repeated keys that
were due to the infamous Debian weak-key vulnerability [5, 37], which we report separately in Table 2.

4.2

Factorable RSA keys

A second way that entropy problems might manifest themselves during key generation is if an RSA modulus shares
one of its prime factors p or q with another key. As explained in Section 2.1, finding such a pair immediately
allows an adversary to efficiently factor both moduli and
obtain their private keys. In order to find such keys, we
computed the GCD of all pairs of distinct RSA moduli by
applying the algorithm described in Section 3.3.
The 11,170,883 distinct RSA moduli yielded 2,314
distinct prime divisors, which divided 16,717 distinct
public keys. This allowed us to obtain private keys for
23,576 (0.40%) of the TLS certificates in our scan data,
which were served on 64,081 (0.50%) of the TLS hosts,
and 1,013 (0.02%) of the RSA SSH host keys, which were
served on 2,459 (0.027%) of the RSA SSH hosts.
The vast majority of the vulnerable keys appeared to be
system-generated certificates and SSH host keys used by
routers, firewalls, remote administration cards, and other
types of headless or embedded network devices. Only
two of the factorable TLS certificates had been signed by
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a browser trusted authority and both have expired. Some
devices generated factorable keys both for TLS and SSH,
and a handful of devices shared common factors across
SSH and TLS keys.
We classified these factorable keys in a similar manner
to the repeated keys. We found that, in all but a small
number of cases, the TLS certificates and SSH host keys
divisible by a common factor all belonged to a particular
manufacturer, which we were able to identify in most
cases using the techniques described in Section 3.2.
We identified devices from 41 manufacturers in this
way, which constituted 99% of the hosts that generated
RSA keys we could factor. The devices range from 100%
(576 of 576 devices) vulnerable to 0.01% vulnerable
(2 out of 10,932). As with repeated keys, we would
not expect to see well-generated cofactorable keys; any
device model observed generating factorable keys should
be treated as potentially vulnerable.
The majority of the devices serving factorable keys
were Juniper firewalls. We identified 46,993 of these
devices in our dataset, and we factored the keys for 12,688
(27%). Of these keys, 7,510 (59%) share a single common
divisor. The distribution of common factors among its
moduli is shown in Figure 3a.
The most remarkable devices were IBM Remote Server
Administration cards and BladeCenter devices, which
displayed a distribution of factors unlike any of the other
vulnerable devices we found. There were only 9 distinct
prime factors that had been used to generate the keys for
576 devices. Each device’s key was the product of two
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Figure 4: Vulnerable DSA keys for one SSH device —
We identified 18,684 SSH DSA keys that appeared to
have been generated by Gigaset DSL routers, of which
16,575 were repeated at least once. Shown in red in this
log-log plot are 12,378 keys further compromised due to
repeated DSA signature values.
different primes from this list. The 36 possible moduli
that could be generated with this process were roughly
uniformly distributed, as shown in Figure 3b. In addition,
this was the only device we observed to generate RSA
moduli where both prime factors were shared with other
keys.

4.3

DSA signature weaknesses

The third class of entropy-related vulnerability that we
searched for was repeated ephemeral keys in DSA signatures. As explained in Section 2.2, if a DSA key is used
to sign two different messages using the same ephemeral
key, then the long-term private key is immediately computable from the public key and the signatures. The presence of this vulnerability indicates entropy problems at
later phases of operation, after initial key generation. We
searched for signatures from identical keys containing repeated r values. Then we used the method in Section 2.2
to compute the corresponding private keys.
Our combined SSH DSA scans collected 9,114,925
signatures (in most cases, two from each SSH host serving
a DSA-based key) of which 4,365 (0.05%) contained the
same r value as at least one other signature. 4,094 of
these signatures (94%) used the same r value and the
same public key. This allowed us to compute the 281
distinct private keys used to generate these signatures.
These compromised keys were served by 105,728 (1.6%)
of the SSH DSA hosts in our combined scans.
We clustered the vulnerable signatures by r values
and manufacturer. 2,026 (46%) of the colliding r values appeared to have been generated by Gigaset SX762
consumer-grade DSL routers and revealed private keys
for 17,349 (66%) of the 26,374 hosts we identified as
this device model (see Figure 4). Another 934 signa-
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ture collisions appeared to be from ADTran Total Access
business-grade phone/network routers and revealed private keys for 62,807 (73%) out of 86,301 such hosts. Several vulnerable device models, including the IBM RSA II
remote administration cards and Juniper NetScreen, also
generated factorable RSA keys.
While we collected multiple signatures from some SSH
hosts, 3,917 (89.7%) out of 4,365 of the collisions were
from different hosts that had generated the same longterm key and also used the same ephemeral key during
the key exchange protocol. This problem compounds the
danger of the repeated key vulnerability: a single signature collision between any pair of hosts sharing the same
key at any point during runtime reveals the private key for
every host using that key. In our dataset we observed tens
of thousands of hosts using the same public key. While a
single host may never repeat an ephemeral key, two hosts
sharing a private key due to poor entropy can put each
others’ keys at risk.
We note that any estimation of vulnerability based on
our data is an extreme lower bound, as we gathered at
most two signatures from each host in our scans. It is
likely that many more private keys would be revealed if
we collected additional signatures.

5

Experimental Investigation

Based on the results the previous section, we conjectured
that the problems we observed were an implementational
phenomenon. To more deeply understand the causes, we
augmented our data analysis with experimental investigation of specific implementations. While there are many
independently vulnerable implementations, we chose to
examine three open-source cryptographic software components that appeared frequently in the vulnerable populations.

5.1

Weak entropy and the Linux RNG

We conjectured that the cause for many of the entropy
problems we observed began with insufficient randomness provided by the operating system. This led us to take
an in-depth look at the Linux random number generator
(RNG). We note that not every vulnerable key was generated on Linux; we also observed vulnerable keys on
FreeBSD and Windows systems, and similar vulnerabilities to those we describe here have been reported with
BSD’s arc4random [36].
The Linux RNG maintains three entropy pools, each
with an associated counter that estimates how much
fresh entropy it has available. Fresh entropy from unpredictable kernel sources is periodically mixed into the
Input pool. When processes read from /dev/random or
/dev/urandom, the kernel extracts the requested amount
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Figure 5: Linux urandom boot-time entropy hole — We instrumented an Ubuntu Server 10.04 system to record its
estimate of the entropy contained in the Input entropy pool during a typical boot. Linux does not mix Input pool
entropy into the Nonblocking pool that supplies /dev/urandom until the Input pool exceeds a threshold of 192 bits
(blue horizontal line), which occurs here at 66 seconds post-boot. For comparison, we show the cumulative number
of bytes generated from the Nonblocking entropy pool; the vertical red line marks the time when OpenSSH seeds its
internal PRNG by reading from urandom, well before this facility is ready for secure use.
of entropy from the Input pool and mixes it into the Blocking or Nonblocking pool, respectively, and then extracts
bytes from the respective pool to return. If the input pool
does not contain enough entropy to satisfy the request,
the read from the Blocking pool blocks; the Nonblocking
pool read is satisfied immediately.
Entropy sources We experimented with the Linux
2.6.35 kernel to exhaustively determine the sources of
entropy used by the RNG. To do this, we traced through
the kernel source code and systematically disabled entropy sources until the RNG output was repeatable. All of
the entropy sources we found are greatly weakened under
certain operating conditions.
The explicit entropy sources we observed are the uninitialized contents of the pool buffers when the kernel starts,
the startup clock time in nanosecond resolution, input
event and disk access timings, and entropy saved across
boots to a local file. Surprisingly, modern Linux systems
no longer collect entropy from IRQ timings.
The final and most interesting entropy source was one
that we have not seen documented elsewhere. The developers chose not to put a lock around the mixing procedure
when entropy is extracted from the pool, and, as a result, if two threads extract entropy concurrently, the pool
contents may change anywhere in the middle of the hash
computation, resulting in the introduction of significant
(but uncredited) entropy to the pool.
The removal of IRQs as an entropy source has likely
exacerbated RNG problems in headless and embedded
devices, which often lack human input devices, disks, and
multiple cores. If they do, the only source of entropy—if
there are any at all—may be the time of boot.
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Experiment To test whether Linux’s /dev/urandom
can produce repeatable output in conditions resembling
the initial boot of a headless or embedded networked device, we modified the 2.6.35 kernel to add instrumentation
to the RNG and disable certain entropy sources to simulate a cold boot on a low-end machine without a working
clock.
We experimented with this kernel on a Dell Optiplex
980 system using a fresh installation of Ubuntu server
10.04.4. The machine was configured with a Core i7 CPU,
4 GB RAM, a 32 GB SSD, and a USB keyboard. It was
attached to a university office LAN and obtained an IP address using DHCP. With this configuration, we performed
1,000 unattended boots. Each time, we read 32 bytes
from urandom at the point in the initialization process
where the SSH server would normally start. Under these
conditions, we found that the output of /dev/urandom
was entirely predictable and repeatable.
The kernel maintains a reserve threshold for the Input
pool, and no data is copied into the Nonblocking pool until the Input pool has been credited with at least that much
entropy (192 bits, for our kernel). Figure 5 shows the
cumulative amount of entropy credited to the Input pool
during a typical bootup from our tests. (Note that none
of the entropy sources we disabled would have resulted
in more entropy being credited to the pool.) The credited
entropy does not cross this reserve threshold until more
than a minute after boot, well after the SSH server and
other startup processes have launched. Although Ubuntu
tries to restore entropy saved during the last shutdown,
this happens slightly after the point when sshd first reads
from urandom. With no entropic inputs, urandom produces a deterministic output stream.
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Figure 6: OpenSSL generating factorable keys — We hypothesized that OpenSSL can generate factorable keys under
low-entropy conditions due to slight asynchronicity between the key generation process and the real-time clock, we
generated 14 million RSA keys using controlled entropy sources for a range of starting clock times. Each square in the
plot indicates the fraction of 100 generated keys that could we could factor. In many cases (white), keys are repeated
but never share primes. After a sudden phase change, factorable keys occur during a range leading up to the second
boundary, and that range increases as we simulate machines with slower execution speeds.
Boot-time entropy hole The entropy sources we disabled would likely be missing in some headless and embedded systems, particularly on first boot. This means that
there is a window of vulnerability—a boot-time entropy
hole—during which Linux’s urandom may be entirely
predictable, at least for single-core systems. If processes
generate long-term cryptographic keys or maintain their
own entropy pools seeded only with entropy gathered
during this window, those keys are likely to be vulnerable.
The risk is particularly high for unattended systems that
ship with preconfigured operating systems and generate
SSH or TLS keys the first time the respective daemons
start during the initial boot.
On stock Ubuntu systems, these risks are somewhat
mitigated: TLS keys must be generated manually, and
OpenSSH host keys are generated during package installation, which is likely to be late in the install process, giving
the system time to collect sufficient entropy. However, on
the Fedora, Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), and CentOS Linux distributions, OpenSSH is installed by default,
and host keys are generated on first boot. We experimented further with RHEL 5 and 6 to determine whether
host keys on these systems might be compromised, and
observed that sufficient entropy had been collected at the
time of key generation by a slim margin. We believe
that most server systems running these distributions are
safe, particularly since they likely have multiple cores
and gather additional entropy from physical concurrency.
However, it is possible that other distributions and customized installations do not collect sufficient entropy on
startup and generate weak keys on first boot.
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5.2

Factorable RSA keys and OpenSSL

One interesting question raised by our vulnerability results is why factorable RSA keys occur at all. A naïve
implementation of RSA key generation would simply
seed a PRNG from the operating system’s entropy pool
and then use it to generate p and q. In this approach, we
would expect to see duplicate keys if the OS provided
the same seed, but factorable keys would be extremely
unlikely. What we see instead is that some devices seem
prone to generating keys with common factors. Another
curious feature is that although some of the most common
prime factors divided hundreds of different moduli, in
nearly all of these cases the second prime factor did not
divide any other keys.
One explanation for this pattern is that implementations updated their entropy pools in the middle of key
generation. In this case, the entropy pool states might
be identical as distinct key generation processes generate
the first prime p and diverge while generating the second
prime q. In order to explore this theory, we studied the
source code of OpenSSL [14], one of the most widely
used open-source cryptographic libraries. OpenSSL is not
the only software library responsible for the problems we
observed, but we chose to examine it because the source
code is freely available and because of its popularity.
OpenSSL RSA key generation OpenSSL’s built-in
RSA key generator relies on an internal entropy pool maintained by OpenSSL. The entropy pool is seeded on first
use with (on Linux) 32 bytes read from /dev/urandom,
the process ID, user ID, and the current time in seconds.
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OpenSSL provides a function named bnrand() to generate cryptographically-sized integers from the entropy
pool, which, on each call, mixes into the entropy pool the
current time in seconds, the process ID, and the possibly
uninitialized contents of a destination buffer.
The RSA key generation algorithm generates the
primes p and q using a randomized algorithm. During this
process, OpenSSL extracts entropy from the entropy pool
dozens to hundreds of times. Since we observed many
keys with one prime factor in common, we can conjecture
that multiple systems are starting with urandom and the
time in the same state and that the entropy pool states
diverge due to the addition of time during intermediate
steps of the key generation process.
We hypothesized that this process is hypersensitive to
small variations in where the boundary between seconds
falls. Slight variations in execution speed might cause the
wall clock tick to fall between different calls to bnrand(),
resulting in different execution paths. This can result in
several different behaviors, with three simple cases:
If the second never changes while
p
computing p and q, every execut
t+1
tion will generate identical keys.

q

If the clock ticks while generating
p, both p and q diverge, yielding
distinct keys with no shared factors.

q

p
t t+1

If instead the clock advances to the next second during the
generation of the second prime q, then two executions will
generate identical primes p but can
p
q
generate distinct primes q based on
t t+1
exactly when the second changes.
To test our hypothesis, we modified
Experiment
OpenSSL 1.0.0g to control all the entropy inputs used
during key generation, generated a large number of RSA
keys, and determined how many were identical or factorable. To simulate the effects of slower clock speeds,
we dilated the clock time returned by time() and repeated the experiment using dilation multipliers of 1–32.
In all, we generated 14 million keys. We checked for
common factors within each batch of 100 keys.
The results we obtained, illustrated in Figure 6, are
consistent with our hypothesis. No factorable keys are
generated for low starting offsets, as both p and q are
generated before the second changes. As the initial offset increases, there is a rapid phase change to generating factorable keys, as generation of q values begins to
overlap the second boundary. Eventually, the fraction of
factorable keys falls as the second boundary occurs during the generation of more p values, resulting in distinct
moduli with no common factors.
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5.3

DSA signature weaknesses and Dropbear

The DSA signature vulnerabilities we observed indicate
that entropy problems impact not only key generation but
also the continued runtime behavior of server software
during normal usage. This is somewhat surprising, since
we might expect the operating system to collect sufficient entropy eventually, even in embedded devices. We
investigated Dropbear, a popular light-weight SSH implementation. It maintains its own entropy pools seeded from
the operating system at launch, on Linux with 32 bytes
read from urandom. This suggests a possible explanation
for the observed problems: the operating system had not
collected enough entropy when the SSH server started,
and, from then on, even though the system entropy pool
may have had further entropy, the running SSH daemon
did not.
To better understand why these programs produce vulnerable DSA signatures, we examined the source code
for the current version of Dropbear, 0.55. The ephemeral
key is generated as output from an internal entropy pool.
Whenever Dropbear extracts data from its entropy pool, it
increments a static counter and hashes the result into the
pool state. No additional randomness is added until the
counter (a 32-bit integer) overflows. This implies that, if
two Dropbear servers are initially seeded with the same
value from urandom, they will provide identical signature
randomness as long as their counters remain synchronized
and do not overflow.
(We note that Dropbear contains a routine to generate k
in a manner dependent on the message to be signed, which
would ensure that distinct messages are always signed
with distinct k values and protect against the vulnerability
that we explore here. However, that code is disabled by
default.)
We looked for evidence of synchronized sequences
of ephemeral keys in the wild by making further SSH
requests to a handful of the Dropbear hosts from our
scan. We chose two hosts with the SSH version string
dropbear-0.39 that had used identical DSA public keys
and r values and found that the signatures followed an
identical sequence of r values. We could advance the
sequence of one host by making several SSH requests,
then cause the other host to catch up by making the same
number of requests. When probed again an hour later,
both hosts remained in sync. This suggests that the Dropbear code is causing vulnerabilities on real hosts in the
manner we predicted.
Several other implementations, including hosts identifying OpenSSH and the Siemens Gigaset routers displayed
similar behavior when rescanned. Because OpenSSL adds
the current clock time to the entropy pool before extracting these random values, this suggests that some of these
devices do not have a working clock at all.
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6
6.1

Discussion
RSA vs. DSA in the face of low entropy

We believe that the DSA signature vulnerabilities pose
more cause for concern than the RSA factorization vulnerability. The RSA key factorization vulnerability that
we investigated occurs only for certain patterns of key
generation implementations in the presence of low entropy. In contrast, the DSA signature vulnerability can
compromise any DSA private key—no matter how well
generated—if there is ever insufficient entropy at the time
the key is used for signing. It is not necessary to search for
a collision, as we did; it suffices for an attacker to be able
to guess the ephemeral private key k. The most analogous
attacks against RSA of which we are aware show that
some types of padding schemes can allow an attacker to
discover the encrypted plaintext or forge signatures [10].
We are unaware of any attacks that use compromised RSA
signatures to recover the private key.
We note that our findings show a larger fraction of
SSH hosts are compromised by the DSA vulnerability
than by factorable RSA keys, even though our scanning
techniques have likely only revealed a small fraction of
the hosts prone to repeating DSA signature randomness.
In contrast, the factoring algorithm we used has found all
of the repeated RSA primes in our sample of keys.
There are specific countermeasures that implementations can use to protect against these attacks. If both
prime factors of an RSA modulus are generated from a
PRNG without adding additional randomness during key
generation, then low entropy would result in repeated but
not factorable keys. These are more readily observable,
but may be trickier to exploit, because they do not immediately reveal the private key to a remote attacker. To prevent DSA randomness collisions, the randomness for each
signature can be generated as a function of the message
and the pseudorandom input. (It is very important to use
a cryptographically secure PRNG for this process [4].) Of
course, the most important countermeasure is for implementations to use sufficient entropy during cryptographic
operations that require randomness, but defense-in-depth
remains the prudent course.

6.2

/dev/(u)random as a usability failure

The Linux documentation states that “[a]s a general rule,
urandom should be used for everything except long-lived
GPG/SSL/SSH keys” [1]. However, all the open-source
implementations we examined used urandom to generate
keys by default. Based on a survey of developer mailing
lists and forums, it appears that this choice is motivated by
two factors: random’s extremely conservative behavior
and the mistaken perception that urandom’s output is
secure enough.
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As others have noted, Linux is very conservative at
crediting randomness added to the entropy pool [23],
and random further insists on using freshly collected randomness that has not already been mixed into the output
PRNG. The blocking behavior means that applications
that read from random can hang unpredictably, and, in
a headless device without human input or disk entropy,
there may never be enough input for a read to complete.
While blocking is intended to be an indicator that the system is running low on entropy, random often blocks even
though the system has collected more than enough entropy
to produce cryptographically strong PRNG output—in a
sense, random is often “crying wolf” when it blocks.
Our experiments suggest that many of the vulnerabilities we observed may be due to the output of urandom
being used to seed entropy pools before any entropic
inputs have been mixed in. Unfortunately, the existing interface to urandom gives the operating system no means
of alerting applications to this dangerous condition. Our
recommendation is that Linux should add a secure RNG
that blocks until it has collected adequate seed entropy
and thereafter behaves like urandom.

6.3

Are we seeing only the tip of the iceberg?

Nearly all of the vulnerable hosts that we were able to
identify were headless or embedded devices. This raises
the question of whether the problems we found appear
only in these types of devices, or if instead we are merely
seeing the tip of a much larger iceberg.
Based on the experiments described in Section 5.1, we
conjecture that there may exist further classes of vulnerable keys that were not visible to our methods, but could be
compromised with targeted attacks. The first class is composed of embedded or headless devices with an accurate
real-time clock. In these cases, keys generated during the
boot-time entropy hole may appear distinct, but depend
only on a configuration-specific state and the boot time.
These keys would not appear vulnerable in our scanning,
but an attacker may be able to enumerate some or all of
such a reduced key space for targeted implementations.
A more speculative class of potential vulnerability consists of traditional PC systems that automatically generate
cryptographic keys on first boot. We observed in Section 5.1 that an experimental machine running RHEL 5
and 6 did collect sufficient entropy in time for SSH key
generation, but that the margin of safety was slim. It is
conceivable that some lower-resource systems may be
vulnerable.
Finally, our study was only able to detect vulnerable
DSA ephemeral keys under specific circumstances where
a large number of systems shared the same long-term key
and were choosing ephemeral keys from the same small
set. There may be a larger set of hosts using ephemeral
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keys that do not repeat across different systems but are
nonetheless vulnerable to a targeted attack.
We found no evidence suggesting that RSA keys from
standard implementations that were generated interactively or subsequent to initial boot are vulnerable.

6.4

Directions for future work

In this work, we examined keys from two cryptographic
algorithms on two protocols visible via Internet-wide
scans of two ports . A natural direction for future work
is to broaden the scope of all of these choices. Entropy
problems can also affect the choice of Diffie-Hellman key
parameters and keying material for symmetric ciphers. In
addition, there are many more subtle attacks against RSA,
DSA, and ECDSA that we did not search for. We focused
on keys, but one might also try to search for evidence of
repeated randomness in initialization vectors in ciphertext
or salts in cryptographic hashes.
We also focused solely on services visible to our scans
of the public Internet. Similar vulnerabilities might be
found by applying this methodology to keys or other cryptographic data obtained from other resource-constrained
devices that perform cryptographic operations, such as
smart cards or mobile phones.
The observation that urandom can produce predictable
output on some types of systems at boot may lead to attacks on other services that automatically begin at boot
and depend on good randomness from the kernel. It warrants investigation to determine whether this behavior
may undermine other security mechanisms such as address space layout randomization or TCP initial sequence
numbers.

7

Defenses and Lessons

The vulnerabilities we have identified are a reminder that
secure random number generation continues to be a challenging problem. There is a tendency for developers at
each layer of the software stack to silently shift responsibility to other layers; a far better practice would be
a defense-in-depth approach where developers at every
layer apply careful security design and testing and make
assumptions clear. We suggest defensive strategies and
lessons for several important groups of stakeholders.
For OS developers:
Provide the RNG interface applications need. Typical security applications require a source of randomness
that is guaranteed to be of high quality and has predictable performance; neither Linux’s /dev/random nor
/dev/urandom strikes this balance. The operating system should maintain a secure PRNG that refuses to return
data until it has been seeded with a minimum amount
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of true randomness and is continually seeded with fresh
entropy collected during operation.
Communicate entropy conditions to applications. The
problem with /dev/urandom is that it can return data
even before it has been seeded with any entropy. The OS
should provide an interface to indicate how much entropy
it has mixed into its PRNG, so that applications can gauge
whether the state is sufficiently secure for their needs.
Test RNGs thoroughly on diverse platforms. Many of the
entropy sources that Linux supports are not available on
headless or embedded devices. These behaviors may not
be apparent to OS developers unless they routinely test
the internals of the entropy collection subsystem across
the full spectrum on platforms the system supports.
For library developers:
Default to the most secure configuration. Both OpenSSL
and Dropbear default to using /dev/urandom instead
of /dev/random, and Dropbear defaults to using a less
secure DSA signature randomness technique even though
a more secure technique is available as an option. In
general, cryptographic libraries should default to using
the most secure mechanisms available.
Use RSA and DSA defensively. Crypto libraries can
take specific steps to prevent weak entropy from resulting
in the immediate leak of private keys due to co-factorable
RSA moduli and repeated DSA signature randomness
(see Section 6.1).
For application developers:
Generate keys on first use, not on install or first boot. If
keys must be generated automatically, it may be better to
defer generation until the keys are needed.
Heed warnings from below. If the OS or cryptography
library being used raises a signal that insufficient entropy
is available (such as blocking), applications should detect this signal and refuse to perform security-critical
operations until the system recovers from this potentially
vulnerable state. Developers have been known to work
around low-entropy states by ignoring or disabling such
warnings, with extremely dangerous results [22].
For device manufacturers:
Avoid factory-default keys or certificates. While some
defense is better than nothing, default keys and certificates
provide only minimal protection.
Seed entropy at the factory. Devices could be initialized
with truly random seeds at the factory. Sometimes it is already necessary to configure unique state on the assembly
line (such as to set MAC addresses), and entropy could
be added at the same time.
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Ensure entropy sources are effective. Embedded or headless devices may not have access to sources of randomness
assumed by the operating system, such as user-input devices or disk timing. Device makers should ensure that
effective entropy sources are present, and that these are
being harvested in advance of cryptographic operations.
Use hardware random number generators when possible.
Security-critical devices should use a hardware random
number generator for cryptographic randomness whenever possible.
For certificate authorities:
Check for repeated, weak, and factorable keys Certificate authorities have a uniquely broad view of keys contained in TLS certificates. We recommend that they repeat
our work against their certificate databases and take steps
to protect their customers by alerting them to potentially
weak keys.
For end users:
Regenerate default or automatically generated keys.
Cryptographic keys and certificates that were shipped
with the device or automatically generated at first boot
should be manually regenerated. Ideally, certificates and
keys should be generated on another device (such as a
desktop system) with access to adequate entropy.
Check for known weak keys. We have created a keycheck service that individuals can use to check their TLS
certificates and SSH host keys against our database of
keys we have identified as vulnerable.
For security and crypto researchers:
Secure randomness remains unsolved in practice. The
fact that all major operating systems now provide cryptographic RNGs might lead security experts to believe
that any entropy problems that still occur are the fault
of developers taking foolish shortcuts. Our findings suggest otherwise: entropy-related vulnerabilities can result
from complex interaction between hardware, operating
systems, applications, and cryptographic primitives. We
have yet to develop the engineering practices and principles necessary to make predictably secure use of unpredictable randomness across the diverse variety of systems
where it is required.
Primitives should fail gracefully under weak entropy.
Cryptographic primitives are usually designed to be secure under ideal conditions, but practice will subject them
to conditions that are less than idea. We find that RSA
and DSA, with surprising frequency, are used in practice
under weak entropy scenarios where, due to the design
of these cryptosystems, the private keys are totally compromised. More attention is needed to ensure that future
primitives degrade gracefully under likely failure modes
such as this.
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8

Related Work

HTTPS surveys The HTTPS public-key infrastructure has been a focus of attention in recent years, and
researchers have performed several large-scale scans to
measure TLS usage and CA behavior. In contrast, our
study addresses problems that are mostly separate from
the CA ecosystem.
In 2010, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and
iSEC Partners debuted the SSL Observatory project [18]
and released the largest public repository of TLS certificates. The authors used their data to analyze the CA
infrastructure and noted several vulnerabilities. We owe
the inspiration for our work to their fascinating dataset, in
which we first identified several of the entropy problems
we describe; however, we ultimately performed our own
scans to have more up-to-date and complete data.
In 2011, Holz et al. [26] scanned the Alexa top 1 million domains and observed TLS sessions passing through
the Munich Scientific Research Network (MWN). Their
study recorded 960,000 certificates and was the largest
academic study of TLS data at the time. They report many
statistics gathered from their survey, mainly focusing on
the state of the CA infrastructure. We note that they examined repeated keys and dismissed them as “curious,
but not very frequent.” Yilek et al. [37] performed daily
scans of 50,000 TLS servers over several months to track
replacement time for certificates affected by the Debian
weak key bug. Our count of Debian certificates provides
another data point on this subject.
Problems with random number generation Several
significant vulnerabilities relating to weak random number generation have been found in widely used software.
In 1996, the Netscape browser’s SSL implementation
was found to use fewer than a million possible seeds for
its PRNG [19]. In May 2008, Bello discovered that the
version of OpenSSL included in the Debian Linux distribution contained a bug that caused keys to be generated
with only 15 bits of entropy [5]. The problem caused only
294,912 distinct keys to be generated per key size during
a two year period before the error was found [37].
Gutmann [22] draws lessons about secure software
design from the example of developer responses to an
OpenSSL update intended to ensure that the entropy
pool was properly seeded before use. He observes that
many developers responded by working around the safety
checks in ways that supplied no randomness whatsoever. The root cause, according to Gutmann, was that
the OpenSSL design left the difficult job of supplying sufficient entropy to library users. He concludes that PRNGs
should handle entropy-gathering themselves.
Gutterman, Pinkas, and Reinmann analyzed the Linux
random number generator in 2006 [23]. In contrast to
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our analysis, which focuses on empirical measurement of
an instrumented Linux kernel, theirs was based mainly
on a review of the LRNG design. They point out several
weaknesses from a cryptographic perspective, some of
which have since been remedied. In a brief experimental
section, they observe that the only entropy source used by
the OpenWRT Linux distribution was network interrupts..
Weak entropy and cryptography In 2004, Bauer and
Laurie [2] computed the pairwise GCDs of 18,000 RSA
keys from the PGP web of trust and discovered a pair with
a common factor of 9, demonstrating that the keys had
been generated with broken (or omitted) primality testing.
The DSA signature weakness we investigate is well
known and appears to be folklore. In 2010, the hacking
group fail0verflow computed the ECDSA private key used
for code signing on the Sony PS3 after observing that the
signatures used repeated ephemeral keys [12]. Several
more sophisticated attacks against DSA exist: Bellare,
Goldwasser, and Miccancio [4] show that the private key
is revealed if the ephemeral key is generated using a linear congruential generator, and Howgrave-Graham and
Smart [27] give a method to compute the private key from
a fraction of the bits of the ephemeral key.
Ristenpart and Yilek [34] developed “virtual machine reset” attacks in 2010 that induce repeated DSA
ephemeral keys after a VM reset, and they implement
“hedged” cryptography to protect against this type of randomness failure. Hedged public key encryption was introduced by Bellare et al. in 2009 and is designed to fail as
gracefully as possible in the face of bad randomness [3].
As we were preparing this paper for submission, an independent group of researchers uploaded a preprint [31]
reporting that they had computed the pairwise GCD of
RSA moduli from the EFF SSL Observatory dataset and
a database of PGP keys. Their work is concurrent and independent to our own; we were unaware of these authors’
efforts before their work was made public. They declined
to report the GCD computation method they used. We
responded by publishing a blog post [25] describing our
GCD computation approach and summarizing some of
the key findings we detail in this paper.
The authors of the concurrent work report similar results to our own on the fraction of keys that were able to
be factored, and thus the two results provide validation for
each other. In their paper, however, the authors draw very
different conclusions than we do. They do not analyze the
source of these entropy failures, and they conclude that
RSA is “significantly riskier” than DSA. In contrast, we
performed original scans that targeted SSH as well as TLS,
and we looked for DSA repeated signature weaknesses as
well as cofactorable RSA keys. We find that SSH DSA
private keys are compromised at a higher rate than RSA
keys, and we conclude that the fundamental problem is an
implementational issue rather than a cryptographic one.
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Furthermore, the authors of the concurrent work state
that they “cannot explain the relative frequencies and
appearance” of the weak keys they observed and report
no attempt to determine their source. In this work, we
performed extensive investigation to trace the vulnerable
keys back to specific devices and software implementations, and we have notified the responsible developers
and manufacturers. We find that the weak keys can be explained by specific design and implementation failures at
various levels of the software stack, and we make detailed
recommendations to developers and users that we hope
will lessen the occurrence of these problems in the future.

9

Conclusion

In this work, we investigated the security of random number generation on a broad scale by performing and analyzing the most comprehensive Internet-wide scans of
TLS certificates and SSH host keys to date. Using the
global view provided by our data, we discovered that insecure RNGs are in widespread use, leading to a significant
number of vulnerable RSA and DSA keys.
Our experiences suggest that the type of scanning and
analysis we performed can be a useful tool for finding subtle flaws in cryptographic implementations, and we hope
it will be applied more broadly in future work. Previous
examples of random number generation flaws were found
by painstakingly reverse engineering individual devices
or implementations, or through luck when a collision was
observed by a single user. Our scan data allowed us to
essentially mine for vulnerabilities and detect problems
in dozens of different devices and implementations in a
single shot. Many of the collisions we found were too rare
to ever have been observed by a single user but quickly
became apparent with a near-global view of the universe
of public keys. The results are a reminder to all that
vulnerabilities can sometimes be hiding in plain sight.
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Abstract
Lack of a locally trustworthy clock makes security
protocols challenging to implement on batteryless embedded devices such as contact smartcards, contactless
smartcards, and RFID tags. A device that knows how
much time has elapsed between queries from an untrusted
reader could better protect against attacks that depend on
the existence of a rate-unlimited encryption oracle.
The TARDIS (Time and Remanence Decay in SRAM)
helps locally maintain a sense of time elapsed without power and without special-purpose hardware. The
TARDIS software computes the expiration state of a timer
by analyzing the decay of existing on-chip SRAM. The
TARDIS enables coarse-grained, hourglass-like timers
such that cryptographic software can more deliberately
decide how to throttle its response rate. Our experiments
demonstrate that the TARDIS can measure time ranging
from seconds to several hours depending on hardware
parameters. Key challenges to implementing a practical TARDIS include compensating for temperature and
handling variation across hardware.
Our contributions are (1) the algorithmic building
blocks for computing elapsed time from SRAM decay; (2)
characterizing TARDIS behavior under different temperatures, capacitors, SRAM sizes, and chips; and (3) three
proof-of-concept implementations that use the TARDIS
to enable privacy-preserving RFID tags, to deter double
swiping of contactless credit cards, and to increase the
difficulty of brute-force attacks against e-passports.

1

Introduction
“Timestamps require a secure and accurate
system clock—not a trivial problem in itself.”
–Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptography [43]

Even a perfect cryptographic protocol can fail without
a trustworthy source of time. The notion of a trustworthy
clock is so fundamental that security protocols rarely state
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Platform
MIFARE Classic
MIFARE DESFire
UHF RFID tags
TI DST
GSM SIM card

Attack
Brute-force [15]
Side-channel [35]
Side-channel [34]
Reverse eng. [7, 8]
Brute-force [16]

#Queries
≥1,500
250,000
200
∼75,000
150,000

Table 1: Practical attacks on intermittently powered devices. These attacks require repeated interactions between
the reader and the device. Throttling the reader’s attempts
to query the device could mitigate the attacks.
this assumption. While a continuously powered computer
can maintain a reasonably accurate clock without trusting
a third party, a batteryless device has no such luxury.
Contact smartcards, contactless smartcards, and RFIDs
can maintain a locally secured clock during the short
duration of a power-up (e.g., 300 ms), but not after the
untrusted external reader removes power.
It’s Groundhog Day! Again. Unawareness of time has
left contactless payment cards vulnerable to a number
of successful attacks (Table 1). For instance, Kasper et
al. [35] recently demonstrated how to extract the 112-bit
key from a MIFARE DESFire contactless smartcard (used
by the Clipper all-in-one transit payment card1 ). The
side channel attack required approximately 10 queries/s
for 7 hours. Some RFID credit cards are vulnerable to
replay attacks because they lack a notion of time [21].
Oren and Shamir [34] show that power analysis attacks
on UHF RFID tags can recover the password protecting
a “kill” command with only 200 queries. At USENIX
Security 2005, Bono et al. [8] implemented a brute-force
attack against the Texas Instruments Digital Signature
Transponder (DST) used in engine immobilizers and the
TM
ExxonMobile SpeedPass . The first stage of the attack
required approximately 75,000 online “oracle” queries to
1 No

relation to the Clipper Chip [27].
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Voltage

TARDIS
initializes
SRAM

the counters introduce vulnerabilities for denial of service
and are difficult to reset based on time elapsed; one credit
card ceases to function after the counter rolls over [21].
While one can maintain a real-time clock (RTC) with
a battery on low-power mobile devices [40], batteryless platforms do not support RTCs across power failures [31, 41, 9] because of the quiescent current draw.
While a timer of just a few seconds would suffice to
increase the difficulty of brute-force attacks (Table 1), our
experimental results indicate that an SRAM timer can
reliably estimate the time of power failures from a few
seconds up to several hours. For example, using a 100 µF
capacitor at room temperature, the TARDIS expiration
time can exceed 2 hours of time. We evaluate the energy
and time overhead of the TARDIS, its security against
thermal and power-up attacks, and its precision across
different platforms.
The primary novelty of the TARDIS is that a moderately simple software update can enable a sought-after
security primitive on existing hardware without power.
While data remanence is historically considered an undesirable security property [19], the TARDIS uses remanence to improve security. At the heart of the TARDIS are
SRAM cells, which are among the most common building
blocks of digital systems. The ubiquity of SRAM is due
in part to ease of integration: in contrast with flash memory and DRAM, SRAM requires only a simple CMOS
process and nominal supply voltage.

TARDIS
computes
SRAM decay

SRAM cells decay

...
power-up

power-off

power-up

Figure 1: TARDIS estimates time by counting the number
of SRAM cells that have a value of zero in power-up (computes SRAM decay). Initially, a portion of SRAM cells
are set to one (initializes SRAM) and their values decay
during power-off. The dots in the power-off indicate the
arbitrary and unpredictable duration of power-off.

recover the proprietary cipher parameters [7].
A batteryless device could mitigate the risks of bruteforce attacks, side-channel attacks, and reverse engineering by throttling its query response rate. However, the
tag has no access to a trustworthy clock to implement
throttling. A smartcard does not know whether the last
interrogation was 5 seconds ago or 5 days ago.
Enter the TARDIS. To enable security protocols on intermittently powered devices without clocks, we propose
Time and Remanence Decay in SRAM (TARDIS) to keep
track of time without a power source and without additional circuitry. The TARDIS relies on the behavior of
decaying SRAM circuits to estimate the duration of a
power failure (Figure 1). Upon power-up, the TARDIS
initializes a region in SRAM of an intermittently powered
device. Later, during power-off, the SRAM starts to decay. Upon the next power-up, the TARDIS measures the
fraction of SRAM cells that retain their state. In many
ways, TARDIS operation resembles the functioning of an
hourglass: the un-decayed, decaying, and fully decayed
stages of SRAM are analogous to full, emptying, and
empty hourglass states.

2

Intermittently Powered Devices: Background, Observations, and Challenges

New mobile applications with strict size and cost constraints, as well as recent advances in low-power microcontrollers, have given rise to a new class of intermittently
powered device that is batteryless and operates purely on
harvested energy. These devices—including contact and
contactless smart cards and computational RFID tags (CRFIDs) [38, 41, 56, 55]— typically have limited computational power, rely on wireless transmissions from a
reader both for energy and for timing information, and
lose power frequently due to minimal energy storage. For
example, when a contactless transit card is brought sufficiently close to a reader in a subway, the card gets enough
energy to perform the requested tasks. As soon as the card
is out of the reader range, it loses power and is unable
to operate until presented to another reader. Since a tag
loses power in the absence of a reader, it doesn’t have any
estimation of time between two interactions with a reader.
A typical secure communication between a reader and a
tag is shown in Figure 2. The tag will only respond to the
reader’s request if it has authenticated itself by correctly
answering the challenge sent by the tag. Two problems

Contributions. Our primary contributions are:
• Algorithmic building blocks to demonstrate the feasibility of using SRAM for a trustworthy source of
time without power.
• Empirical evaluation that characterizes the behavior
of SRAM-based timekeeping under the effects of
temperature, capacitance, and SRAM size.
• Enabling three security applications using SRAMbased TARDIS: sleepy RFID tags, squealing credit
cards, and forgiving e-passports.
State of the Art. Today, batteryless devices often implement monotonically increasing counters as a proxy
for timekeeping. RFID credit cards occasionally include
transaction counters to defend against replay attacks. Yet
2
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Purpose
Location
Applications
Storage technology
Normal operation
Decay state

SRAM
Fast local memory
Usually on-chip w/ CPU
CPU caches, microcontrollers
Cross-coupled transistors
Constantly powered
50% zero/one bits

DRAM
Large main memory
Usually off-chip
Desktop computers, notebooks, servers
Capacitors
Intermittently refreshed
All zero bits

Table 2: Because CPUs of embedded devices generally do not have on-chip DRAM, the TARDIS operates on SRAM.
SRAM and DRAM differ fundamentally in their manufacture, operation, intended use, and state of decay.

system uses a low-power RTC (e.g., NXP PCF2123
RTC chip [32]), the RTC component has to be constantly powered (for example, using a battery). This
choice also increases the cost of manufacturing and
it does not benefit devices that are already deployed.

ack
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Time?
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Reader

2. A system can keep time by accessing an external
device (e.g., an RFID tag reader) or by secure time
synchronization [14, 46]. This option introduces
security concerns and may either require significant
infrastructure or severely limit range and mobility.

Time?

Figure 2: The tag cannot determine the time between a
challenge and a response or the time between two sessions.
The reader could respond to the tag as tardily as it likes
or query the tag as quickly as it wants.

2.1

Threat Model and Assumptions
“...if the attack surface includes an awful lot of
clocks that you do not control, then it’s worth
some effort to try and make your system not depend on them anymore.”–Ross Anderson [30]

arise in this scheme:

The primary goal of the adversary in our model is to distort the TARDIS timekeeping. Our threat model considers
semi-invasive attacks common to smart cards [15, 35]. We
will not discuss attacks such as buffer overflows which
are against the systems that would integrate the TARDIS;
we focus on the attacks aimed at the TARDIS itself. Our
adversarial model considers two classes of attacks: (1)
thermal attacks that use heating and cooling [19] to distort
the speed of memory decay; and (2) power-up attacks that
keep the tag partially powered to prevent memory decay.

• The tag is unaware of the amount of time spent by
the reader to answer the challenge, so an adversary
has an unlimited amount of time to crack a challenge.
• The tag is unaware of the time between two different
queries, so an adversary can send a large number of
queries to the tag in a short time space. This can
make various brute-force attacks possible on these
devices.
Traditionally, computing devices have either had a direct connection to a reliable power supply or large batteries that mask disconnections and maintain a constant
supply of power to the circuit. In either case, a reliable
sense of time can be provided using an internal clock.
Time measurement errors, due to clock drift or power
failures, can be corrected by synchronizing with a trusted
peer or other networked time source. Current embedded systems address the timekeeping issue in one of the
following ways:

3

The TARDIS Algorithms

The TARDIS exploits SRAM decay during a power-off to
estimate time. An example of the effect of time on SRAM
decay in the absence of power is visualized in Figure 3.
In this experiment, a 100 × 135 pixel bitmap image of
a different TARDIS [1] was stored into the SRAM of a
TI MSP430 microcontroller. The contents of the memory
were read 150, 190, and 210 seconds after the power was
disconnected. The degree of image distortion is a function
of the duration of power failure.2

1. A system can power a real-time clock (RTC); however, this is not practical on intermittently powered
devices due to their tight energy budget. Even if the

2 The

14.6 KB image was too large to fit in memory, and therefore
was divided into four pieces with the experiment repeated for each to
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Algorithm 1 TARDIS Implementation

Figure 1 shows the general mechanism of the TARDIS.
When a tag is powered up, the TARDIS initializes a region
in SRAM cells to 1. Once the power is cut off, the SRAM
cells decay and their value might reset from 1 to 0. The
next time the tag is powered up, the TARDIS tracks the
time elapsed after the power loss based on the percentage
of cells remaining 1. Algorithm 1 gives more details about
the implementation of the TARDIS.
MEASURE TEMPERATURE : To detect and compensate
for temperature changes that could affect the decay rate
(Section 6), the TARDIS uses the on-board temperature sensor found on most microcontrollers. The procedure MEASURE TEMPERATURE stores inside-the-chip
temperature in the flash memory upon power-up. The procedure DECAY calls the TEMPERATURE ANALYZE function to decide if the temperature changes are normal.
TIME: The TARDIS TIME procedure returns time and
decay. The precision of the time returned can be derived
from the decay. If the memory decay has not started
(decay = 0), the procedure returns {time, 0} meaning that
the time duration is less than time. If the SRAM decay
has started but has not finished yet (0 ≤ decay ≤ 50%),
the return value time is an estimate of the elapsed time
based on the decay. If the SRAM decay has finished
(decay  50%), the return result is {time, 50} meaning
that the time elapsed is greater than time.
ESTIMATION : The procedure ESTIMATE uses a lookup
table filled with entries of decay, temperature, and time
stored in non-volatile memory. This table is computed
based on a set of experiments on SRAM in different temperatures. Once the time is looked up based on the measured decay and the current temperature, the result is
returned as time by the ESTIMATE procedure. The precompiled lookup table does not necessarily need to be
calibrated for each chip as we have observed that chip-tochip variation affects decay only negligibly (Section 6).

3.1

INIT(addr, size)

1 for i ← 1 to size
2
do memory(addr + i −1) ← 0xFF
3 temperature ← MEASURE TEMPERATURE ()
DECAY (addr, size)

1 decay ← COUNT 0 S(addr, size)
2  Proc. COUNT 0 S counts the number of 0s in a byte.
3 if TEMPERATURE ANALYZE (temperature)
4  This procedure decides if the temperature changes
are expected considering the history of temperature
values stored in flash memory.
5
then return decay
6
else return error
EXPIRED (addr, size)

1  Checks whether SRAM decay has finished.
2 decay ← DECAY (addr,size)
3 if (decay ≥ %50 × 8 × size)
4
then return true
5
else return false
TIME(addr, size, temperature)

1  Estimate the passage of time by comparing the
percentage of decayed bits to a precompiled table.
2 decay ← DECAY (addr,size)/(8 × size)
3 time ← ESTIMATE (decay,temperature)
4 return {time, decay}

charged up to 4.5 V using a DC power supply and then
disconnected from the power supply so that the capacitor
is the only power source for the tag. In the experiments,
the DC power supply is used instead of an RF energy
supply because it is difficult to disconnect the power harvesting at a precise capacitor voltage. We measured the
voltage drop of the capacitor and the GPIO pin toggling
using an oscilloscope. The energy consumption of the
task is the difference of energy ( 12 ×CV 2 ) at the start and
end of the task. The reported measurement is the average
of ten trials.

TARDIS Performance

The two most resource-consuming procedures of the
TARDIS are INIT (initializing parts of the SRAM as well
as measuring and storing the temperature) and DECAY
(counting the zero bits and measuring the temperature).
Table 3 shows that energy consumed in total by these two
procedures is about 48.75 µJ and it runs in 15.20 ms.
Our experiments of time and energy measurements
are performed on Moo RFID[56] sensor tags that use an
MSP430F2618 microcontroller with 8 KB of memory,
and a 10 µF capacitor. A tag is programmed to perform
one of the procedures, and the start and end of the task
is marked by toggling a GPIO pin. The tag’s capacitor is

4

Securing Protocols with the TARDIS

There are many cases where the security of real-world
applications has been broken because the adversary could
query the device as many times as required for attack.
Table 1 gives a summary of today’s practical attacks on intermittently powered devices. By integrating the TARDIS,
these applications could throttle their response rates and

get the complete image. The microcontroller was tested in a circuit
shown in Figure 6 with a 10 µF capacitor at 26◦C. No block transfer
computation was necessary.
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150
190
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Figure 3: Programs without access to a trustworthy clock can determine time elapsed during a power failure by
observing the contents of uninitialized SRAM. These bitmap images of the TARDIS [1] represent four separate trials of
storing the bitmap in SRAM, creating an open circuit across the voltage supply for the specified time at 26◦C, then
immediately returning a normal voltage supply and reading uninitialized SRAM upon reboot. The architecture of a
contactless card is modeled using a 10 µF capacitor and a diode in series with the MSP430 microcontroller’s voltage
supply pin. The degree of decay is a function of the duration of power failure, enabling hourglass-like timekeeping
precision without power. No TARDIS was harmed or dematerialized in this experiment.

Procedure

Energy Cost

Exec. Time

INIT
DECAY

11.53 µJ ± 2.47
37.22 µJ ± 9.31

2.80 ms ± 0.00̄
12.40 ms ± 1.10

solutions. We consider a time resolution on the order of
hours more appropriate for this application.
To extend the sleep time of sleepy tags, one could use a
counter along with the TARDIS as follows: upon powerup, the tag checks the TARDIS timer, and it does not
respond to the reader if the timer has not expired. If the
TARDIS timer has expired, the tag decreases the counter
by one and initializes the TARDIS again. This loop will
continue while the counter is not zero. For example, using
a counter initially set to 1000 and a TARDIS resolution
time of 10 seconds, the tag could maintain more than 2
hours of delay. Since the tag exhausts its counter every
time it wakes up, the reader interacting with the tag has
to query the tag intermittently.
The TARDIS could prevent yet another attack on Electronic Product Code (EPC) tags that use “kill” commands.
To prevent accidental deactivation of tags, a reader must
issue the right PIN to kill a tag [12]. An adversary could
brute-force the PIN (32 bits for EPC Class1 Gen2 tags).
The TARDIS enables the RFID tag to slow down the unauthorized killing of a tag by increasing the delay between
queries and responses.

Table 3: Overhead of TARDIS INIT and DECAY procedures measured for TARDIS size of 256 bytes.
improve their security.
We discuss six security protocols that could strengthen
their defense against brute-force attacks by using the
TARDIS. To demonstrate the ease of integrating the
TARDIS, we have implemented and tested three of
these security protocols on the Moo, a batteryless
microcontroller-based RFID tag with sensors but without
a clock [56]. Our prototypes demonstrate the feasibility
of the TARDIS and its capabilities in practice.
Sleepy RFID Tags: To preserve the users privacy and prevent traceability, one could use a “kill” command to permanently deactivate RFID tags on purchased items [25].
However, killing a tag disables many features that a customer could benefit from after purchase. For example,
smart home appliances (e.g., refrigerators or washing machines) may no longer interact with related items even
though they have RFID tags in them. One could temporarily deactivate RFID tags by putting them to “sleep.”
However, lack of a simple and practical method to wake
up the tags has made this solution inconvenient [25]. By
providing a secure notion of time, the TARDIS makes it
possible to implement sleepy tags that can sleep temporarily without requiring additional key PINs or cryptographic

Squealing Credit Cards: Today, a consumer cannot determine if her card has been used more than once in a
short period of time unless she receives a receipt. This
is because a card cannot determine the time elapsed between two reads as the card is powered on only when it
communicates with the reader. The TARDIS enables a
“time lock” on the card such that additional reads would be
noticed. Thus a consumer could have some assurance that
after exposing a card to make a purchase, an accidental
second read or an adversary trying to trick the card into
5
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We performed some experiments on the Basic Access Control of a French passport issued in
2010. We noticed that once a BAC execution fails (we provided a wrong MRZ to the passport),
the behavior of the passport is modified as follows: the time taken by the passport to answer to
the next Mutual Authenticate command (ie the command used in the BAC) increases. It actually
increases up to 14 seconds after 14 unsuccessful executions. At this point, the response time remains
14 seconds as long as the BAC executions fail. Figure 1 represents the response time of the passport
during our experiment (we always sent a wrong MRZ).

operator is to prevent multiple people from accessing the
system simultaneously using the same card. To achieve
this goal, systems are typically connected to a central
database that prevents a card from being used twice in
a short time frame.3 Using the TARDIS, a card could
implement delay before permitting re-entry rather than
requiring the system to check a central database.
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Resurrecting Duckling: Secure communication in adhoc
wireless networks faces many obstacles because of
Fig.1. Response time of a French passport when a wrong MRZ is sent. The
experiments have been done with an Omnikey 5321.
the low computing power and scarce energy resources of
Figure 4: Measured response time of a 2010-issued
these devices. Stajano et al. [45] proposed a policy in
French passport [5]. The passport imposes up to 14 secwhich
these devices would transiently accept a new owner.
An interesting point is that, when the passport enters into this kind of “protecting mode”, it
onMRZ
its isresponses
after
unsuccessful
stays in thisonds
mode of
till delay
a correct
provided. This
means
that removingexecuthe passport The
from devices will later return to an unprogrammed status
the reader’s tion.
field, even
several
days,
does not
change
anything.
For example,
let’s consider
that the owner no longer needs them, they receive a kill
Thefor
delay
will
remain
until
a correct
reading
happens
when
we perform 14 unsuccessfull BAC executions. Several days later, we perform a 15th execution with
even if the passport were removed from the reader’s field
command, or another predefined reset condition is met.
a correct MRZ. During this 15th execution, the passport will take about 14 seconds to answer
forthe“protecting
a long time.
Later,
but will leave
mode”, meaning that it will no longer delay its response in the
next others can reclaim and reuse these devices.
executions. This means that the idea suggested in [1] (Section 4.1) has been implemented in For
the wirelessly powered devices, the TARDIS can proFrench passport (issued in 2010) we experimented.
vide a sense of time, allowing them to be “reborn” with a
new owner only if there is an extended power outage. A leReferences
responding would be revealed. Squealing credit cards
gitimate user can continue to power the device wirelessly,
1. Gildas Avoine,
Kassemwork
Kalach, similarly
and Jean-Jacques
Quisquater.
Securing but
International
with
would
to
today’s ePassport:
credit cards,
they Contacts
are, volume
but
Contactless Chips. In Gene Tsudik, editor,
Financial Cryptography and Data Security – FC’08
5143ifofshe wishes to transfer ownership to another entity,
Lecture Notes
in Computer Science
, pages
141–155, Cozumel,
Mexico, January
2008. IF
CA, Springer.
empowered
by the
TARDIS
to estimate
the time
between
she must power it down for a long enough time (defined
queries and warn the user audibly (a cloister bell) if a
by the user). Otherwise, the RFID tag refuses to interact
second read is issued to the card too quickly. A time lock
with anyone not possessing the present cryptographic key.
of about one minute can be considered enough for these
An example of this application is secure pairing for comapplications.
putational contact lenses [22]. The controller could be
cryptographically bound until power disappears for more
Forgiving E-passports: RFID tags are used in ethan a few minutes. Another use of this application is to
passports to store holder’s data such as name, date of
make stealing SIM cards difficult [16]. The card could
birth, biometric ID, and a unique chip ID number. Erefuse to boot if it has been unpowered for a fair amount
passports are protected with techniques such as the Basic
of time.
Access Control (BAC) protocol, shielding, and passive
authentication. However, in practice, e-passports are not
Time-out in Authentication Protocols: Because RFID
fully protected. An adversary can brute-force the BAC
tags rely on a reader as their source of energy, they cankey in real time by querying the passport 400 times per
not measure the delay between a request to the reader
minute for a few weeks [6]. Another attack can accurately
and its corresponding response. The tag ignorance gives
trace a specific passport by sending hundreds of queries
the reader virtually unlimited time to process the request
per minute [11].
and response in an authentication algorithm. Having unTo mitigate the effect of brute-force attacks, French
limited response time enables the adversary to employ
e-passports have implemented a delay mechanism—we
various attacks on the request message with the goal of
imagine using a counter—to throttle the read rate [5].
breaking it. Using the TARDIS will limit the adversary
This delay increases to 14 seconds after 14 unsuccessful
time frame for a successful attack. An example of these
attempts (Figure 4) and would occur even if the passport
protocols can be seen in the e-passport BAC protocol
was removed from the RF field for several days. Once the
where the reader and passport create a session key for
tag is presented with an authorized reader, the delay will
communication. Using The TARDIS would enable passbe enforced and then reset to zero. The TARDIS provides
ports to enforce expiration of these keys.
a time-aware alternative that delays unauthorized access
but ignores the previous false authentication attempts if
4.1 Implementation and Evaluation
the passport has been removed from the reader’s range
for an appropriate duration. A time duration matching
For the implementation of sleepy tags, squealing credit
the maximum implemented delay (14 seconds for French
cards, and forgiving e-passports, we have chosen the Moo,
passports) would be enough to implement this function.
a batteryless microcontroller-based RFID tag. We have
Passback - Double-tap Prevention: In mass transportation and other similar card entry systems, the goal of the

3 Houston METRO system:
fareinfo/default.aspx

http://www.ridemetro.org/
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UHF computational
RFID tags augmented
with piezo elements

primary power source. The TARDIS resolution time on
average was 12.03 seconds with a standard deviation of
0.11 seconds. A similar tag, which uses 100 mF, yields a
TARDIS resolution time of 145.85 seconds. These time
measurements are specific to the platform we have chosen
for our experiment. The resolution could potentially be
extended to hours using additional capacitors (Table 5).

RFID Reader

RFID Antenna

5

Figure 5: Our applications are implemented and tested
on the Moo RFID sensors and are remotely powered by a
RFID reader (ThingMagic M5 [51]).

Security Analysis

Depending on the application, the adversary may wish
either to slow down or to speed up the expiration of the
TARDIS. We discuss four different attacks that try to
distort the TARDIS interpretation of time.

Algorithm 2 An example of TARDIS usage in a protocol.

Cooling Attacks. An adversary might try to reduce the
system’s temperature, aiming to slow down the memory
decay rate. Other works [19] have used this technique
to prevent data decay in DRAM for the purpose of data
extraction. Cooling attacks might target the TARDIS
timer in cases where the adversary needs to slow the passage of time. As explained in Algorithm 1, the TARDIS
measures and records a device’s temperature over time
and therefore it can prevent cooling attacks by observing
unexpected temperature changes.

TARDIS EXAMPLE(addr, size)
1 if EXPIRED (addr,size)
2
then RESPOND TO READER ()
3
INIT (addr,size)
4
else BUZZ PIEZO ELEMENT ()

augmented this tag with a piezo-element [20] so that it
can audibly alert the user to events.

Heating Attacks. In contrast to cooling attacks, an attacker might need to speed up the TARDIS timer. For example, someone might try to decrease the delay between
queries in order to speed up brute-force attacks. Similarly to the defense against cooling attacks, the TARDIS
will report an error indicating unexpected temperature
changes.

Implementation: We have implemented a TARDIS library that provides the procedures INIT and EXPIRE listed
in Algorithm 1. For the three implemented protocols,
a 1-bit precision of time–whether or not the timer had
expired–was enough. The programs used for all three
protocols are similar and are shown in Algorithm 2. The
tag was programmed to call the EXPIRE procedure upon
power-up; if the timer had expired, it would respond to
the reader and call INIT; otherwise, the tag would buzz its
piezo-element. In the case of the squealing credit cards
protocol the tag was programmed to respond to the reader
after buzzing, but for the two other applications, the tag
stopped communicating with the reader.
We used a ThingMagic reader [51] and its corresponding antenna to query the tag. When the tag was queried for
the first time upon removal from the RF field, it buzzed.
The tag stayed quiet whenever it was queried constantly
or too quickly.

Pulse Attacks. A more sophisticated attack is a combination of the cooling and heating attacks such that the
temperature would remain the same in the beginning and
the end of the attack. It should be noted that this is not
a trivial attack because the adversary needs to restore
the original internal temperature to prevent the thermal
sensor from noticing any difference. A defense against
pulse attacks is to implement a thermal fuse [10] on the
chip that will activate when the chip is exposed to a high
temperature. The activation of this fuse will then either
notify the TARDIS of temperature tampering on the next
boot-up or possibly prevent the system from booting up
at all.

Experimental Setup: To measure the TARDIS resolution time on this platform, we powered up the tag to 3.0 V
using an external power supply and then disconnected it.
We observed the voltage drop over time on an oscilloscope
and measured the elapsed time between loss of power and
when SRAM decay has finished.4 We conducted our experiments on five tags, which use a 10 µF capacitor as its

Voltage Control Attack. Another possible attack scenario would be to power up the system wirelessly to a
minimum voltage that is not sufficient for booting up but
sufficient for stopping the memory decay. This would prevent the device from noticing the unauthorized reader and
it would stop the memory from decaying further (see Figure 8). The voltage control attack can freeze the TARDIS
timer at a specific time as long as it sustains the power sup-

4 Our experiments (Section 6) have shown that SRAM decay finishes
when the tag voltage reaches 50 mV .
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ply. We imagine that this attack is difficult to implement
because of the inherent design of the readers. Many factors (e.g., distance) affect the voltage received by the tags
and tags are very sensitive to environmental effects. The
readers are also generally designed to flood the targeted
environment with energy to provide the tags in range with
more than the maximum required power [54]. Excessive
power that may have been generated by these devices is
then filtered out in tags using voltage regulators. To implement this attack, we imagine the adversary would need
to control the input voltage to the tag with a very high precision. If the tag voltage for any reason drops, the SRAM
will decay irreversibly. At the same time, the adversary
would need to prevent the tags from fully powering up
and noticing the unauthorized reader.

6

Microcontroller

+
-

DAQ

Figure 6: General circuit used during the experiments.
The microcontroller is held in an environmental chamber
to ensure consistent temperature during the tests. The
Data Acquisition (DAQ) unit both provides power to the
microcontroller and records the voltage decay.

Term

Definition

SRAM Decay

Change of value in SRAM cells because
of power outage
Decay Stage 1 Time before the first SRAM cell decays
Decay Stage 2 Time between the decay of first SRAM
cell and last one
Decay Stage 3 Time after the last SRAM cell decays
The state that will be observed in an
Ground State
SRAM cell upon power-up, after a very
long time without power
DRV
Data Retention Voltage, minimum voltage at which each cell can store a datum
DRV Probabil- Probability that a randomly chosen cell
ity(v)
will have a DRV equal to v and a written
state that is opposite its ground state.

Factors Affecting SRAM Decay

In our evaluation of the TARDIS, we examine the decay behavior of SRAM and three factors that have major
effects on this behavior. All experiments use the same
circuit (Figure 6), and follow the same general procedure.
Experimental Setup: A microcontroller runs a program
that sets all available memory bits to 1. The power is
then effectively disconnected for a fixed amount of time
(off -time). When power is reapplied to the chip, the program records the percentage of remaining 1-bits to measure memory decay, and then it resets all bits to 1 in preparation for the next time power is disconnected. A Data
Acquisition (DAQ) unit from Agilent (U2541A series)
precisely controls the timing of power-ups and powerdowns between 3 and 0 Volts, and also measures the voltage across the microcontroller throughout the experiment.
An inline diode between the power supply and microcontroller models the diode at the output of the power
harvesting circuit in RFIDs; it also prevents the DAQ
from grounding VCC during the off-time when the DAQ
is still physically connected but is not supplying power.
In all experiments, microcontrollers from the TI MSP430
family are used to ensure maximum consistency. The
microcontroller used in all experiments is MSP430F2131
with 256 B of SRAM unless stated otherwise.
In all of the experiments, temperature is controlled by
conducting all tests inside of a Sun Electronics EC12 Environmental Chamber [47] capable of creating a thermally
stable environment from −184◦C to +315◦C with 0.5◦C
precision. We use an OSXL450 infrared non-contact
thermometer [33] with ±2◦C accuracy to verify that our
microcontroller has reached thermal equilibrium within
the chamber before testing. For all the experiments, we
have collected at least 10 trials.

Table 4: Definition of the terms used to explain the behavior of SRAM decay and the theory behind it.
trates the three stages of SRAM decay measured on a TI
MSP430F2131 with 256 B of SRAM and a 10 µF capacitor, at 26◦C. We vary the off -time from 0 to 400 seconds
in 20-second increments. In the first stage, no memory
cells have decayed; during the second stage, a fraction of
the cells, but not all, have decayed; by the third stage the
cells have decayed completely (see Table 4 for a summary
of term definitions). Observations made during Stages 1
or 3 provide a single bit of coarse information, indicating
only that Stage 2 has not yet begun or else that Stage 2
has already been completed. Observations made during
Stage 2 can provide a more accurate notion of time based
on the percentage of decayed bits.
Decay vs. Voltage: The decay rate of SRAM is expected
to depend only on its voltage level (Section 7). Temperature, SRAM size, and circuit capacitance all affect the
rate of voltage depletion and thus only have secondary
effects on memory decay. Our experimental results (Figure 8) for five sets of tests (each at least 10 trials) support
this hypothesis. The same setup as explained before was

Defining Stages of Decay: Three distinct stages of decay are observed in all experiments. Figure 7 illus8
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Figure 7: The TARDIS presents a three-stage response pattern according to its amount of decay. Before 175 seconds,
the percentage of bits that retain their 1-value across a power-off is 100%. For times exceeding 225 seconds, the
TARDIS memory has fully decayed. The decay of memory cells between these two thresholds can provide us with a
more accurate measurement of time during that period. This graph presents our results measured on a TI MSP430F2131
with 256 B of SRAM and a 10 µF capacitor at 26◦C.

used and five different temperatures (one with a 10 mF
capacitor and four of them without) were tested.
Impact of Temperature: The work of Skorobogatov [44] shows that low temperature can increase the
remanence time of SRAM, and the work of Halderman
et al. [19] similarly shows that low temperature can extend the remanence time of DRAM. For the TARDIS
using SRAM decay to provide a notion of time, the interesting question is the opposite case of whether high
temperature can decrease remanence. We use the same
experimental setup as before (without using capacitors)
to investigate how decay time varies across five different
elevated temperatures (in the range of 28◦C − 50◦C). The
off-time of the microcontroller varied from 0 to a maximum of 5 seconds. Figure 9 shows that the decay time
is non-zero across all temperatures. This indicates that
the TARDIS could work at various temperatures as long
as changes in the temperature are compensated for. For
the TARDIS, this compensation is done by using temperature sensors which are available in many of the today’s
microcontrollers.5

Cap. Size

Stage 1 (s)

Stage 2 (s)

0 µF
10 µF
100 µF
1000 µF
10000 µF

1.22e0
1.75e2
1.13e3
1.17e4
1.43e5

8.80e-1
5.00e1
8.47e2
9.50e3
>5.34e4∗

∗

Test was interrupted.

Table 5: Estimated time in Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the
TARDIS increases as capacitor size increases. The experiments are done on a MSP430F2131 microcontroller
at 26.5◦C and an SRAM size of 256 B. Stage 1 is the time
after the power failure but before the SRAM decay. Stage
2 represents the duration of SRAM decay.
achievable with each capacitor. Table 5 summarizes the
results for the duration of TARDIS Stage 1 and 2 based on
capacitor size. The voltage decay traces, our conversion
function (DRV Prob.), and the resulting SRAM-decayover-time graph can be seen in Figure 10.
Results ranging from seconds to days open the path for
a wide variety of applications for the TARDIS, as it can
now be tweaked to work in a specific time frame. Current
RFID-scale devices generally use capacitors ranging from
tens of picofarads to tens of microfarads (e.g., [2] [3]).
Although a 10 mF capacitor size might be large compared
to the size of today’s transiently powered devices, the
progress in capacitors’ size and capacity may very well
make their use possible in the near future.

Impact of Additional Capacitance: Capacitors can
greatly extend the resolution time of the TARDIS. In our
experiment, we have tested five different capacitors ranging from 10 µF to 10 mF at 26.5◦C. For this experiment,
the capacitors were fully charged in the circuit and their
voltage decay traces were recorded. These traces were
later used in conjunction with our previous remanencevs.-decay results (Section 6) to calculate the time frame

Impact of SRAM Size: Our hypothesis is that SRAM
size has an inverse relation with decay time. This is ex-

5 According to the TI website, 37% of their microcontrollers are
equipped with temperature sensors.
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Figure 10: For five different capacitor values, measured supply voltage traces are combined with a pre-characterized
DRV distribution to predict decay as a function of time. The decaying supply voltages after power is turned off are
shown at left. The known DRV probabilities (Equation 4) for 26.5◦C are shown at center. Equation 5 maps every supply
voltage measurement to a predicted decay, thus creating the memory-decay-vs.-time plots shown at right. The two
horizontal lines in the left image at approximately 150 and 50 mV are the voltages where the first and last bits of SRAM
will respectively decay.

pected because a larger SRAM will have a larger leakage
current and thus will drain the capacitor more quickly.
We tested three different models of MSP430 microcontroller with SRAM sizes of 256 B, 2 KB, and 8 KB at
28◦C with no capacitor. The DAQ sweeps off-time from
0 to a maximum of 5 seconds. The experiment results
are consistent with our hypothesis and are shown in Figure 11. It should be noted that SRAM size is not the only
difference between these three models, as they also have
slightly different power consumptions.

tween 0V and VCC during the discharge, the differential
voltage is roughly enveloped by ±VCC as shaded in grey.
A positive differential voltage indicates a stored state of 1
(the written state), and a negative differential is a state of
0. Some of the nodes are observed to flip state, starting
when VCC reaches 200 mV at 0.55 seconds after power is
disconnected. As VCC discharges further, more cells decay
by crossing from state 1 to 0. When VCC is powered again
at 1.05 seconds, each cell locks into its current state by
fully charging either A or B and discharging the other; this
is observed in Figure 13 as an increase in the magnitude
of the differential voltage of each cell.

Impact of Chip Variation: The chip-to-chip variation
of the same microcontroller model is not expected to
have a major effect on the TARDIS. We tested three instances of the MSP430F2131 with 256 B of memory and
no capacitor at 27◦C. The off-time changes from 0 to a
maximum of 2.5 seconds with increments of 0.2 seconds.
The result shown in Figure 12 matches our expectation
and shows that changes in decay time due to chip-to-chip
variation are insignificant (notice that no capacitor is used
and the temperature for one of the chips is one degree
higher). This result indicates that TARDIS would work
consistently across different chips of the same platform
and can be implemented on a system without concern for
chip-to-chip variation.

Each SRAM cell holds state using two cross-coupled
inverters as shown in Figure 14; the access transistors
that control reading and writing to the cell are omitted
from the figure. The cross-coupled inverters are powered
via connections to the chip’s power supply node. The
two states of the SRAM cell, representing a logical 1 and
logical 0, are symmetrical. In each state, under normal
conditions, the voltage of either A or B is approximately
Vcc while the voltage of the other is approximately 0V .

TARDIS Simulation: We verified the TARDIS mechanism using SPICE simulation of a small SRAM array of
50 cells; the transistor models are 65 nm PTM, the power
pin is connected to VCC through a D1N4148 diode, and the
decoupling capacitor is 70 nF. Each transistor is assigned
a random threshold voltage deviation chosen uniformly
from range ±100 mV . Each line in Figure 13 plots the
voltage difference across the two state nodes A and B for
a single SRAM cell. Because all state nodes remain be-

Data Retention Voltage: The minimum voltage at which
each cell can store either a 0 or 1 is referred to as the cell’s
data retention voltage (DRV) [36]. Since DRV depends
on random process variation, any set of SRAM cells will
have a distribution of DRVs. Although the actual DRV
distribution depends on process and design parameters,
typical values fall within the range of 50 mV to 250 mV ;
a published design in 0.13 µm has a distribution of DRVs
ranging from 80 mV to 250 mV , and our own analysis in

7

Inside an SRAM Cell
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Figure 8: Regardless of temperature, the amount of decay
depends almost entirely on the minimum supply voltage
reached during a power-down. The bottom graph shows
the 3-parameter DRV probabilities (Equation 4) that best
predict the observed relationships between decay and minimum supply voltage for each of the three temperatures.
The fit lines in the upper graph show the relationships
between decay and minimum supply voltage that are predicted by these DRV models (Section 10).
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Figure 11: Different microcontrollers within the
TI MSP430 family with different SRAM sizes exhibit
different decay times, but follow the same general trend.
The MSP430F2618, MSP430F169, and MSP430F2131
respectively have 8 KB, 2 KB, and 256 B of SRAM.

this work estimates a majority of DRVs to be in the range
of 50 mV to 160 mV (Figure 8).

7.1

4

Figure 9: The duration of SRAM decay is non-zero across
all temperatures even when no capacitor is used. For
any given temperature, the duration of SRAM decay is
consistent across trials. Increasing the temperature from
28◦C to 50◦C reduces the duration of both Stage 1 and
Stage 2 decay by approximately 80%.

10

0

2
3
Seconds without Power

Memory Decay Mechanisms

Memory decay occurs in SRAM when a cell loses its
state during a power cycle and subsequently initializes
to the opposite state upon restoration of power. Given
that each cell typically favors one power-up state over
the other [23, 17], memory decay can be observed only
when the last-written state opposes the favored power-up
state. We denote the favored power-up state as the ground
state, since this is the value an SRAM cell will take at
power-up after a very long time without power. We say
that a cell written with the value opposite its ground state
is eligible for memory decay. Each eligible cell will decay
once the supply voltage falls below the cell’s DRV. Cells
that are randomly assigned very low DRVs thus do not
decay until the supply voltage is very low. With sufficient
capacitance, it can take days for all eligible cells to decay.
Supply voltage decays according to Equation 1, where
VCC , ICC , and CCC represent the supply voltage, current,

and capacitance of the power supply node. The voltage
decay is slowed by a large capacitance and low current,
and the following paragraphs explain why both are present
in our TARDIS application.
dvCC
ICC
=
dt
CCC

(1)

Large Capacitance: The large amount of charge stored
on the power supply node is due to the decoupling capacitance that designers add between VCC and gnd. During
normal operation, this capacitance serves to stabilize the
supply voltage to the functional blocks of the chip, including SRAM. In some experiments, the time ranges
measurable by the TARDIS are further extended by supplementing the standard decoupling capacitors with additional explicit capacitance.
11
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The nominal current consumed in this mode is only the
data-retention current, speciﬁed to be 0.1 μA for the 256 B
of SRAM in the MSP430F2131 [50]. In our observations,
ICC is between 0.5 μA and 10 μA during the time that VCC
is between 0.5 V and 1.4 V . This current is 1.5 − 3 orders
of magnitude smaller than the current when the microcontroller is active. With so little current being consumed, the
supply voltage decays very slowly. The current further
decreases as the supply voltage drops into subthreshold,
and cells begin to experience memory decay.6
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Figure 14: The state-holding portion of an SRAM cell
consists of two cross-coupled inverters tied to the chip’s
power and ground nodes.

2.5

Figure 12: Decay versus time in 3 different instances of
the MSP430F2131 microcontroller at similar temperatures. The durations of Stage 1 and Stage 2 decay match
closely across instances.

0.2

B ≈ 0V

A ≈ VCC

30

0

VCC

Impact of Temperature: Increasing the temperature
leads to more rapid memory decay for two reasons. First,
increasing the temperature increases the leakage currents
that persist through data-retention mode. Increased leakage currents lead to a faster supply voltage decay, causing
the supply voltage to drop below DRVs sooner. Second, temperature expedites memory decay by increasing
the DRV of SRAM cells [36], causing them to decay at
slightly higher supply voltages. Prior work shows a modest 13mV increase in DRV when temperature increases
from 27◦C to 100◦C [36].

1.1

Figure 13: The differential voltage of SRAM cells during
decay. The envelope of ±VCC is shaded in grey. All cells
are in the 1 state when power is ﬁrst turned off. As VCC
decays, some cells ﬂip from 1 to 0. The cells stabilize
when power is restored. The number of zeros after the
restoration of power is used to estimate the duration of
the power outage.

7.2

Low Leakage Current: The total current ICC comprises
the operating current of the microcontroller and the
SRAM’s data-retention current; both currents are functions of the supply voltage. The current during the voltage
decay is shown in Figure 15, and explained here:
Immediately after power is disconnected, supply voltages are above 1.4 V and the microcontroller is operational. The observed current is between 250 μA and
350 μA, consistent with the 250 μA current speciﬁed
for the lowest-power operating point (1.8 V with 1 MHz
clock) of the MSP430F2131 [50]. The SRAM current is
negligible by comparison. The high current consumption
causes the voltage to decay quickly while the microcontroller remains active.
As the voltage drops below 1.4 V , the microcontroller
deactivates and kills all clocks to enter an ultra-low power
RAM-retention mode in an attempt to avoid losing data.

Choosing a State to Write

It is possible to increase the maximum observable memory
decay by making every cell eligible for decay. This would
be accomplished by characterizing the ground state of
each SRAM cell over many remanence-free trials [17, 23],
and then writing each cell with its non-ground state in
order to make its memory decay observable. In contrast
to writing a uniform 1 to all cells, this approach can
extract more timing information from the same collection
of SRAM cells. However, this alternative requires storing
the ground states in non-volatile memory (or equivalently
storing written states in non-volatile memory) in order to
6 Note that setting V
CC to 0 V during the power-down, instead of
leaving it ﬂoating, reduces voltage and memory decay times by at least
an order of magnitude [44] by providing a low impedance leakage path
to rapidly drain the capacitance; we have observed this same result in
our experiments as well.
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cated input-output pins for charging the capacitor and
sensing its voltage. Furthermore, the capacitor voltage
is still dynamic after power-up, leaving the measurement
sensitive to timing variations caused by interrupts. By
comparison, the TARDIS uses no dedicated capacitor or
input-output pins; its measurement materializes in SRAM
at power-up and remains static thereafter until being read
and subsequently overwritten.
The EPC Gen2 protocol [12] requires UHF RFID tags
to maintain four floating-gate based “inventorial flags”
used to support short power gaps without losing the selected/inventoried status. An interesting alternative approach could co-opt these flags to provide a notion of
time; however, the flags only persist between 500ms and
5s across power failures. In comparison, the SRAMbased approach in the TARDIS has a resolution time from
seconds to hours and has a temperature compensation
mechanism. Another advantage of the TARDIS is that
it works on any SRAM-based device regardless of the
existence of special circuits to support inventorial flags.

I
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28° C, 100µF
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2
1.5
1
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Figure 15: Supply voltage and current during two powerdown events with different capacitors. The voltage VCC
is measured directly, and the current ICC is calculated per
Equation 1 using the measured dVdtCC and known capacitor values. The voltage initially decays rapidly due to
the high current draw of the microcontroller. When VCC
reaches 1.40V the microcontroller turns off and ICC drops
by several orders of magnitude, leading to a long and
slow voltage decay. At the time when VCC crosses the
horizontal line at 0.09V, approximately half of all eligible
cells will have decayed.

9

RFID Security and Privacy: The inability of intermittently powered devices to control their response rates has
made them susceptible to various attacks. An RFID tag
could be easily “killed” by exhausting all possible 32-bit
“kill” keys. Such unsafe “kill” commands could be replaced with a “sleep” command [25]; however, lack of a
timer to wake up the tag in time has made the use of the
“sleep” command inconvenient. The key to e-passports
can be discovered in real time by brute-force attacks [6].
The attack could be slowed down if the e-passport had a
trustworthy notion of time. The minimalist model [24] offered for RFID tags assumes a scheme that enforces a low
query-response rate. This model could be implemented
using the TARDIS.

evaluate whether or not a cell has decayed. Our approach
of writing a uniform 1 to all cells makes it possible to
evaluate memory decay without this overhead simply by
evaluating the Hamming Weight of the SRAM state.

8

Related Work

Alternative Approaches

The more general question of how to keep time without a
power source is fundamental and has numerous applications in security and real-time computing. Techniques for
keeping time without power or with very reduced power
typically rely on physical processes with very long time
constants. In CMOS, the most obvious process with a
long time constant is the leakage of charge off of a large
capacitor through a reverse-biased diode or MOSFET in
the cut-off region.
An unexplored alternative to the TARDIS is charging a
capacitor whenever the device is active, and checking the
capacitor’s voltage at a subsequent power-up to determine
whether the device has been active recently. The power-up
measurement can be performed using an ADC if available,
or else by checking whether or not the remaining voltage
is sufficient to register as a logical 1. This approach differs from the TARDIS in incurring monetary and power
costs due to the use of a dedicated capacitor and dedi-

Secure Timers: To acquire a trustworthy notion of time,
multiple sources of time can be used to increase the security level of a timer [40]; but this requires the device
to interact actively with more than one source of time,
which is not practical for RFID tags that use passive radio
communication. The same issues prevent us from using
the Lamport clock and other similar mechanisms that provide order in distributed systems [26]. This inability to
acquire secure time precludes the use of many cryptographic protocols, including timed-release cryptography
[29] [39]
Ultra-low Power Clocks: With the rise of pervasive computing come a need for low-power clocks and counters.
Two example applications for low-power clocks are timestamping secure transactions and controlling when a device
13
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should wake from a sleep state. The lack of a rechargeable
power source in some pervasive platforms requires ultralow power consumption. Low voltage and subthreshold
designs have been used to minimize power consumption
of digital circuits since the 1970s [48]. Circuits in wristwatches combine analog components and small digital
designs to operate at hundreds of nW [53]. A counter
designed for smart cards uses adiabatic logic to operate at 14KHz while consuming 11nW of power [49]. A
gate-leakage-based oscillator implements a temperatureinvariant clock that operates at sub-Hz frequencies while
consuming 1pW at 300mV [28]. A TI-recommended
technique [37] for the MSP430 is to charge a dedicated
external capacitor from the microcontroller while in a
low-power sleep mode with clocks deactivated; the microcontroller is triggered to wake up when the capacitor
voltage surpasses a threshold. But all of these solutions,
while very low-power, still require a constant supply voltage and hence a power source in the form of a battery or a
persistently charged storage capacitor. However, embedded systems without reliable power and exotic low-power
timers may still benefit from the ability to estimate time
elapsed since power-down.

analysis and brute-force attacks. The TARDIS uses remanence decay in SRAM to compute the time elapsed during
a power outage—ranging from seconds to hours depending on hardware parameters. The mechanism provides
a coarse-grained notion of time for intermittently powered computers that otherwise have no effective way of
measuring time. Applications using the TARDIS primarily rely on timers with hourglass-like precision to throttle
queries. The TARDIS consists purely of software, making
the mechanism easy to deploy on devices with SRAM. A
novel aspect of the TARDIS is its use of memory decay or
data remanence for improved security rather than attacking security. Without the TARDIS, batteryless devices are
unlikely to give you the time of day.
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Attacks Based on Memory Remanence: Processes with
long time constants can also raise security concerns by
allowing data to be read from supposedly erased memory
cells. Drowsy caches [13] provide a good background on
the electrical aspects of data retention. Gutmann stated
that older SRAM cells can retain stored state for days
without power [18]. Gutmann also suggest exposing the
device to higher temperatures to decrease the retention
time. Anderson and Kuhn first proposed attacks based on
low-temperature SRAM data remanence [4]. Experimental data demonstrating low-temperature data remanence
on a variety of SRAMs is provided by Skorobogatov [44],
who also shows that remanence is increased when the supply during power-down is left floating instead of grounded.
More recent freezing attacks have been demonstrated on a
90nm technology SRAM [52], as well as on DRAM [19].
Data remanence also imposes a fundamental limit on the
throughput of true random numbers that can be generated
using power-up SRAM state as an entropy source [42].
The TARDIS, in finding a constructive use for remanence
and decay, can thus be seen as a counterpoint to the attacks discussed in this section. The TARDIS is the first
constructive method that takes advantage of SRAM remanence to increase the security and privacy of intermittently
powered devices.
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A 3-parameter model is evaluated according to how
well its predicted memory decay matches empirical data.
The evaluation is performed using a set of n observations
v0 , D(v0 ), v1 , D(v1 ), . . . , vn−1 , D(vn−1 ); each observation is a measurement of the minimum supply voltage
reached during a power cycle, and the memory decay
observed across that power cycle. The prediction error of
any model is defined according to Equation 6. We initially
use the set of measurements to find the model parameters
that minimize the prediction error (see Figure 8).
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Appendix
Model of Decay Probabilities
Knowing the DRV distribution of a collection of SRAM
cells makes it possible to predict the amount of memory
decay that will result from reaching any known minimum
supply voltage during a power cycle. We propose a simple
and intuitive 3-parameter (α, µ, σ ) model to characterize
the DRV distribution. We chose the parameters such that
the model predictions agree with empirical data relating
memory decay to minimum supply voltage.
Cells eligible for memory decay after being written
with a value of 1 are those with a ground state of 0. We

ERR(α, µ, σ ) =

n−1

∑ (DPRED (vi , α, µ, σ ) − D (vi ))2

(6)

i=0

After measurements are used to fit the model parameters to empirical data, the model is subsequently used to
predict memory-decay-vs.-time curves from voltage-vs.time measurements (see Figure 10).
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Abstract

cording to European directive 95/56/EC. Similar regulations apply to other countries like Australia, New Zealand (AS/NZS 4601:1999) and Canada (CAN/ULC S33898). An electronic car immobilizer consists of two main
components: a small transponder chip which is embedded in (the plastic part of) the car key, see Figure 1; and
a reader which is located somewhere in the dashboard of
the vehicle and has an antenna coil around the ignition,
see Figure 2.

An electronic vehicle immobilizer is an anti-theft device
which prevents the engine of the vehicle from starting
unless the corresponding transponder is present. Such a
transponder is a passive RFID tag which is embedded in
the car key and wirelessly authenticates to the vehicle.
It prevents a perpetrator from hot-wiring the vehicle or
starting the car by forcing the mechanical lock. Having
such an immobilizer is required by law in several countries. Hitag2, introduced in 1996, is currently the most
widely used transponder in the car immobilizer industry.
It is used by at least 34 car makes and ﬁtted in more
than 200 different car models. Hitag2 uses a proprietary stream cipher with 48-bit keys for authentication and
conﬁdentiality. This article reveals several weaknesses
in the design of the cipher and presents three practical attacks that recover the secret key using only wireless communication. The most serious attack recovers the secret
key from a car in less than six minutes using ordinary
hardware. This attack allows an adversary to bypass the
cryptographic authentication, leaving only the mechanical key as safeguard. This is even more sensitive on
vehicles where the physical key has been replaced by a
keyless entry system based on Hitag2. During our experiments we managed to recover the secret key and start the
engine of many vehicles from various makes using our
transponder emulating device. These experiments also
revealed several implementation weaknesses in the immobilizer units.

Figure 1: Car keys with a Hitag2 transponder/chip
The transponder is a passive RFID tag that operates at a
low frequency wave of 125 kHz. It is powered up when
it comes in proximity range of the electronic ﬁeld of the
reader. When the transponder is absent, the immobilizer
unit prevents the vehicle from starting the engine.

1 Introduction
In the past, most cars relied only on mechanical keys to
prevent a hijacker from stealing the vehicle. Since the
’90s most car manufacturers incorporated an electronic
car immobilizer as an extra security mechanism in their
vehicles. From 1995 it is mandatory that all cars sold in
the EU are ﬁtted with such an immobilizer device, ac-

Figure 2: Immobilizer unit around the ignition barrel
A distinction needs to be made with remotely operated
central locking system, which opens the doors, is battery powered, operates at a ultra-high frequency (UHF)
of 433 MHz, and only activates when the user pushes a
1
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button on the remote key. More recent car keys are often deployed with a hybrid chip that supports the battery
powered ultra-high frequency as well as the passive low
frequency communication interface.
With the Hitag2 family of transponders, its manufacturer NXP Semiconductors (formerly Philips Semiconductors) leads the immobilizer market [34]. Figure 4 shows a list containing some of the vehicles that
are deployed with a Hitag2 transponder. Even though
NXP boosts “Unbreakable security levels using mutual
authentication, challenge-response and encrypted data
communication”1, it uses a shared key of only 48 bits.
Since 1988, the automotive industry has moved towards the so-called keyless ignition or keyless entry in
their high-end vehicles [26]. In such a vehicle the mechanical key is no longer present and it has been replaced
by a start button like the one shown in Figure 3. The only
anti-theft mechanism left in these vehicles is the immobilizer. Startlingly, many keyless ignition or entry vehicles
sold nowadays are still based on the Hitag2 cipher. In
some keyless entry cars Hitag2 is also used as a backup
mechanism for opening the doors, e.g., when the battery
of the remote is depleted.

Make

Acura

Alfa Romeo
Audi

Bentley
BMW
Buick

Cadillac
Chevrolet
Chrysler
Citroen

Serie 1, 5, 6, 7, all bikes

Enclave, Lucerne

BLS, DTS, Escalade, SRX, STS, XLR

Avanlache, Caprice, Captiva, Cobalt, Equinox, Express, HHR
Impala, Malibu, Montecarlo, Silverado, Suburban, Tahoe
Trailblazer, Uplander

300C, Aspen, Grand Voyager, Paciﬁca, Pt Cruiser, Sebring
Town Country, Voyager
Berlingo, C-Crosser, C2, C3, C4, C4 Picasso, C5, C6, C8
Nemo, Saxo, Xsara, Xsara Picasso

Dodge

Avenger, Caliber, Caravan, Charger, Dakota, Durango
Grand Caravan, Journey, Magnum, Nitro, Ram

GMC
Honda
Hummer
Hyundai
Isuzu

Iveco
Jeep
Kia
Lancia
Mini

Mitsubishi
Nissan
Opel
Peugeot

Captiva, Windstorm

500, Bravo, Croma, Daily, Doblo, Fiorino, Grande Punto
Panda, Phedra, Ulysse, Scudo

Acadia, Denali, Envoy, Savana, Siera, Terrain, Volt, Yukon

Accord, Civic, CR-V, Element, Fit, Insight, Stream,
Jazz, Odyssey, Pilot, Ridgeline, most bikes

H2, H3

130, Accent, Atos Prime, Coupe, Elantra, Excel, Getz
Grandeur, I30, Matrix, Santafe, Sonata, Terracan, Tiburon
Tucoson, Tuscanti
D-Max

35C11, Eurostar, New Daily, S-2000

Commander, Compass, Grand Cherokee, Liberty, Patriot
Wrangler

Carens, Carnival, Ceed, Cerato, Magentis, Mentor, Optima
Picanto, Rio, Sephia, Sorento, Spectra, Sportage

Delta, Musa, Phedra
Cooper

380, Colt, Eclipse, Endeavor, Galant, Grandis, L200
Lancer, Magna, Outlander, Outlander, Pajero, Raider

Almera, Juke, Micra, Pathﬁnder, Primera, Qashqai, Interstar
Note, Xterra
Agila, Antara, Astra, Corsa, Movano, Signum, Vectra
Vivaro, Zaﬁra

106, 206, 207, 307, 406, 407, 607, 807, 1007, 3008, 5008
Beeper, Partner, Boxer, RCZ

Pontiac

G5, G6, Pursuit, Solstice, Torrent

Renault

Clio, Duster, Kangoo, Laguna II, Logan, Master
Megane, Modus, Sandero, Traﬁc, Twingo

Porsche

A similar immobilizer transponder is produced by Texas
Instruments under the name Digital Signature Transponder (DST). It is protected by a different proprietary cryptographic algorithm that uses a secret key of only 40 bits.
The workings of these algorithms are reversed engineered by Bono et al. in [10]. Francillon et al. demonstrated in [18] that is possible to relay in real-time the
(encrypted) communication of several keyless entry systems. The article shows that in some cases such a communication can be intercepted over a distance of at least
100 meters.

A8

Continental

Duster, Logan, Sandero

Fiat

Related work

156, 159, 166, Brera, Giulietta, Mito, Spider

Dacia

Daewoo

Figure 3: Keyless hybrid transponder and engine
start/stop button

Models

CSX, MDX, RDX, TL, TSX

Saturn

Suzuki

Volkswagen

Cayenne

Aura, Outlook, Sky, Vue

Alto, Grand Vitara, Splash, Swift, Vitara, XL-7

Touareg, Phaeton

Figure 4: Vehicles using Hitag2 [29] – boldface indicates
vehicles we tested
The history of the NXP Hitag2 family of transponders overlaps with that of other security products designed and deployed in the late nineties, such as Keeloq [8, 13, 27, 28], MIFARE Classic [12, 19, 22, 35],
CryptoMemory [4, 5, 23] or iClass [20, 21]. Originally,

1 http://www.nxp.com/products/automotive/

car access immobilizers/immobilizer/
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information on Hitag2 transponders was limited to data
sheets with high level descriptions of the chip’s functionality [36], while details on the proprietary cryptographic
algorithms were kept secret by the manufacturer. This
phase, in which security was strongly based on obscurity, lasted until in 2007 when the Hitag2 inner workings
were reverse engineered [47]. Similarly to its predecessor Crypto1 (used in MIFARE Classic), the Hitag2
cipher consists of a 48 bit Linear Feedback Shift Register
(LFSR) and a non-linear ﬁlter function used to output
keystream. The publication of the Hitag2 cipher attracted the interest of the scientiﬁc community. Courtois et
al. [14] were the ﬁrst to study the strength of the Hitag2
stream cipher to algebraic attacks by transforming the
cipher state into a system of equations and using SAT
solvers to perform key recovery attacks. Their most practical attack requires two days computation and a total of
four eavesdropped authentication attempts to extract the
secret key. A more efﬁcient attack, requiring 16 chosen
initialization vectors (IV) and six hours of computations,
was also proposed. However, and as noted by the authors themselves, chosen-IV attacks are prevented by the
Hitag2 authentication protocol (see Sect. 3.5), thus making this attack unfeasible in practice.
In [42], Soos et al. introduced a series of optimizations
on SAT solvers that made it possible to reduce the attack
time of Curtois et al. to less than 7 hours. More recently,
Štembera and Novotný [45] implemented a brute-force
attack that could be carried out in less than two hours by
using the COPACOBANA2 high-performance cluster of
FPGAs. Note however, that such attack would require
about 4 years if carried out on a standard PC. Finally,
Sun et. al [44] tested the security of the Hitag2 cipher
against cube attacks. Although according to their results
the key can be recovered in less than a minute, this attack
requires chosen initialization vectors and thus should be
regarded as strictly theoretical.

ure vulnerable to replay attacks. Moreover, the
transponder provides known data when a read command is issued on the block where the transponder’s
identity is stored, allowing to recover keystream.
Redundancy in the commands allow an adversary
to expand this keystream to arbitrary lengths. This
means that the transponder provides an arbitrary
length keystream oracle.
• With probability 1/4 the output bit of the cipher is
determined by only 34 bits of the internal state. As
a consequence, (on average) one out of four authentication attempts leaks one bit of information about
the secret key.
• The 48 bit internal state of the cipher is only randomized by a nonce of 32 bits. This means that 16
bits of information over the secret key are persistent
throughout different sessions.
We exploit these vulnerabilities in the following three
practical attacks.
• The ﬁrst attack exploits the malleability of the
cipher and the fact that the transponder does not
have a pseudo-random number generator. It uses a
keystream shifting attack following the lines of [16].
This allows an adversary to ﬁrst get an authentication attempt from the reader which can later be replayed to the transponder. Exploiting the malleability of the cipher, this can be used to read known
plaintext (the identity of the transponder) and recover keystream. In a new session the adversary can
use this keystream to read any other memory block
(with exception of the secret key when conﬁgured
correctly) within milliseconds. When the key is not
read protected, this attack can also be used to read
the secret key. This was in fact the case for most
vehicles we tested from a French car make.

Our contribution

• The second attack is slower but more general in
the sense that the same attack strategy can be applied to other LFSR based ciphers. The attack uses
a time/memory tradeoff as proposed in [3, 6, 7,
11, 25, 38]. Exploiting the linear properties of the
LFSR, we are able to efﬁciently generate the lookup
table, reducing the complexity from 248 to 237 encryptions. This attack recovers the secret key regardless of the read protection conﬁguration of the
transponder. It requires 30 seconds of communication with the transponder and another 30 seconds to
perform 2000 table lookups.

In this paper, we show a number of vulnerabilities in the
Hitag2 transponders that enable an adversary to retrieve
the secret key. We propose three attacks that extract the
secret key under different scenarios. We have implemented and successfully executed these attacks in practice on
more than 20 vehicles of various make and model. On all
these vehicles we were able to use an emulating device
to bypass the immobilizer and start the vehicle.
Concretely, we found the following vulnerabilities in
Hitag2.
• The transponder lacks a pseudo-random number
generator, which makes the authentication proced-

• The third attack is also the most powerful, as it only
requires a few authentication attempts from the car
immobilizer to recover the secret key (assuming that

2 http://www.copacobana.org
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the adversary knows a valid transponder id). This
cryptanalytic attack exploits dependencies among
different sessions and a low degree determination
of the ﬁlter function used in the cipher. In order to
execute this attack, an adversary ﬁrst gathers 136
partial authentication attempts from the car. This
can be done within one minute. Then, the adversary
needs to perform 235 operations to recover the secret
key. This takes less than ﬁve minutes on an ordinary
laptop.
Furthermore, besides looking into the security aspects of
Hitag2 we also study how it is deployed and integrated
in car immobilizer systems by different manufacturers.
Our study reveals that in many vehicles the transponder
is misconﬁgured by having readable or default keys, and
predictable passwords, whereas the immobilizer unit employs weak pseudo-random number generators. All cars
we tested use identiﬁer white-listing as an additional security mechanism. This means that in order to use our
third attack to hijack a car, an adversary ﬁrst needs to
eavesdrop, guess or wirelessly pickpocket a legitimate
transponder id, see Section 7.5.
Following the principle of responsible disclosure, we
have contacted the manufacturer NXP and informed
them of our ﬁndings six months ahead of publication.
We have also provided our assistance in compiling a document to inform their customers about these vulnerabilities. The communication with NXP has been friendly
and constructive. NXP encourages the automotive industry for years to migrate to more secure products that
incorporate strong and community-reviewed ciphers like
AES [15]. It is surprising that the automotive industry
is reluctant to migrate to secure products given the cost
difference of a better chip (≤ 1 USD) in relation to the
prices of high-end car models (≥ 50, 000 USD).

Figure 5: Experimental setup for eavesdropping
transponders ranging from low frequency (125 kHz) to
high frequency (13.56 MHz). The Proxmark III board
cost around 200 USD and comes equipped with a FPGA
and an ARM microcontroller. Low-level RF operations
such as modulation/demodulation are carried out by the
FPGA, whereas high-level operations such as encoding/decoding of frames are performed in the microcontroller.
Hitag2 tags are low frequency transponders used in
proximity area RFID applications [36]. Communication
from reader to transponder is encoded using Binary Pulse
Length Modulation (BPLM), whereas from transponder
to reader it can be encoded using either Manchester or
Biphase coding. In order to eavesdrop, generate, and
read communications from reader to transponder, we added support for encoding/decoding BPLM signals, see
Figure 6.

2 Hardware setup
Before diving into details about Hitag2, this section introduces the experimental platform we have developed
in order to carry out attacks in real-life deployments of
car immobilizer systems. In particular, we have built
a portable and highly ﬂexible setup allowing us to i)
eavesdrop communications between Hitag2 readers and
transponders, ii) emulate a Hitag2 reader, and iii) emulate a Hitag2 transponder. Figure 5 depicts our setup in
the setting of eavesdropping communications between a
reader and a transponder.
The central element of our experimental platform
is the Proxmark III board3, originally developed by
Jonathan Westhues4 , and designed to work with RFID

Figure 6: Reader modulation of a read command
For the transponder side, we have also added the functionalities to support the Manchester coding scheme as
shown in Figure 7.

3 http://www.proxmark.org

Figure 7: Communication from transponder to reader

4 http://cq.cx/proxmark3.pl
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3 Hitag2

Block

This section describes Hitag2 in detail. Most of this information is in the public domain. We ﬁrst describe the
Hitag2 functionality, memory structure, and communication protocols, this comes mostly from the product data
sheet [36]. Then we describe the cipher and the authentication protocol which was previously reverse engineered in [47]. In Section 3.7 we show that it is possible
to run the cipher backwards which we use in our attacks.
We ﬁrst need to introduce some notation. Let F2 =
{0, 1} the ﬁeld of two elements (or the set of Booleans).
The symbol ⊕ denotes exclusive-or (XOR) and 0n denotes a bitstring of n zero-bits. Given two bitstrings x and
y, xy denotes their concatenation. x denotes the bitwise
complement of x. We write yi to denote the i-th bit of y.
For example, given the bitstring y = 0x03, y0 = y1 = 0
and y6 = y7 = 1. We denote encryptions by {−}.

Contents

0

transponder identiﬁer id

2

secret key high k32 . . . k47 — reserved

4−7

user deﬁned memory

1
3

secret key low k0 . . . k31

conﬁguration — password

Figure 8: Hitag2 memory map in crypto mode [36]

3.3 Communication
The communication protocol between the reader and
transponder is based on the master-slave principle. The
reader sends a command to the transponder, which then
responds after a predeﬁned period of time. There are ﬁve
different commands: authenticate, read, read, write and
halt. As shown in Figure 9, the authenticate command
has a ﬁxed length of 5 bits, whereas the others have a
length of at least 10 bits. Optionally, these 10 bits can
be extended with a redundancy message of size multiple
of 5 bits. A redundancy message is composed by the
bit-complement of the last ﬁve bits of the command. According to the datasheet [36] this feature is introduced to
“achieve a higher conﬁdence level”.
In crypto mode the transponder starts in a halted state
and is activated by the authenticate command. After a
successful authentication, the transponder enters the active state in which it only accepts active commands which
are encrypted. Every encrypted bit that is transferred
consists of a plaintext bit XOR-ed with one bit of the
keystream. The active commands have a 3-bit argument
n which represents the offset (block number) in memory.
From this point we address Hitag2 active commands by
referring to commands and explicitly mention authentication otherwise.

3.1 Functionality
Access to the Hitag2 memory contents is determined by
pre-conﬁgured security policies. Hitag2 transponders offer up to three different modes of operation:
1. In public mode the contents of the user data pages
are simply broadcast by the transponder once it is
powered up.
2. In password mode reader and transponder authenticate each other by interchanging their passwords.
Communication is carried out in the clear, therefore
this authentication procedure is vulnerable to replay
attacks.
3. In crypto mode the reader and the transponder perform a mutual authentication by means of a 48-bit
shared key. Communication between reader and
transponder is encrypted using a proprietary stream
cipher. This mode is used in car immobilizer systems and will be the focus of this paper.

Command

authenticate

Hitag2 transponders have a total of 256 bits of nonvolatile memory (EEPROM) organized in 8 blocks of
4 bytes each. Figure 8 illustrates the memory contents
of a transponder conﬁgured in crypto mode. Block 0
stores the read-only transponder identiﬁer; the secret key
is stored in blocks 1 and 2; the password and conﬁguration bits in block 3; blocks 4 till 7 store user deﬁned
memory. Access to any of the memory blocks in crypto
mode is only granted to a reader after a successful mutual
authentication.

halted

01n0 n1 n2 10n0 n1 n2 . . .

active

11n0 n1 n2 00n0 n1 n2 . . .

write

10n0 n1 n2 01n0 n1 n2 . . .

halt

State

11000

read
read

3.2 Memory

Bits

00n0 n1 n2 11n0 n1 n2 . . .

active
active
active

Figure 9: Hitag2 commands using block number n
Next we deﬁne the function cmd which constructs a
bit string that represents a command c on block n with r
redundancy messages.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let c be the ﬁrst 2-bit command as
deﬁned in Figure 9, n be a 3-bit memory block number
5
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where fa , fb : F42 → F2 and fc : F52 → F2 are
fa (i) = (0xA63C)i
fb (i) = (0xA770)i

and r be the number of redundancy messages. Then, the
(10+5r)
function cmd : F22 × F32 × N → F2
is deﬁned by
cmd(c, n, 0) = cncn

cmd(c, n, r)cn, r is odd;
cmd(c, n, r + 1) =
cmd(c, n, r)cn, otherwise.

fc (i) = (0xD949CBB0)i .

For future reference, note that each of the building blocks
of f (and hence f itself) has the property that it outputs
zero for half of the possible inputs (respectively one).

For example, the command to read block 0 with two redundancy messages results in the following bit string.
cmd(11, 0, 2) = 11000 00111 11000 00111
The encrypted messages between reader and transponder
are transmitted without any parity bits. The transponder
response always starts with a preﬁx of ﬁve ones, see Figure 10. In the remainder of this paper we will omit this
preﬁx. A typical forward and backwards communication
takes about 12 ms.

Remark 3.4 (Cipher schematic). Figure 11 is different
from the schematic that was introduced by [47] and later
used by [14, 19, 44, 45]. The input bits of the ﬁlter function in Figure 11 are shifted by one with respect to those
of [47]. The ﬁlter function in the old schematic represents a keystream bit at the previous state f (xi−1 . . . xi+46 ),
while the one in Figure 11 represents a keystream bit of
the current state f (xi . . . xi+47 ). Furthermore, we have
adapted the boolean tables to be consistent with our
notation.

{11000001111100000111}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
11111{id0 . . . id31 }
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

3.5 Authentication protocol

Figure 10: Message ﬂow for reading memory block 0

The authentication protocol used in Hitag2 in crypto
mode, reversed engineered and published online in
2007 [47], is depicted in Figure 12. The reader starts the
communication by sending an authenticate command,
to which the transponder answers by sending its identiﬁer id. From this point on, communication is encrypted, i.e., XOR-ed with the keystream. The reader responds with its encrypted challenge nR and the answer
aR = 0xFFFFFFFF also encrypted to prove knowledge
of the key; the transponder ﬁnishes with its encrypted
answer aT (corresponding to block 3 in Fig. 8) to the
challenge of the reader.

3.4 Cipher
In crypto mode, the communication between transponder
and reader (after a sucessful authentication) is encrypted
with the Hitag2 stream cipher. This cipher has been reverse engineered in [47]. The cipher consists of a 48-bit
linear feedback shift register (LFSR) and a non-linear ﬁlter function f . Each clock tick, twenty bits of the LFSR
are put through the ﬁlter function, generating one bit of
keystream. Then the LFSR shifts one bit to the left, using the generating polynomial to generate a new bit on
the right. See Figure 11 for a schematic representation.

authenticate
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
id
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
{nR}{aR }
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
{aT }
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Deﬁnition 3.2. The feedback function L : F48
2 → F2 is
deﬁned by L(x0 . . . x47 ) := x0 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x6 ⊕ x7 ⊕ x8 ⊕
x16 ⊕ x22 ⊕ x23 ⊕ x26 ⊕ x30 ⊕ x41 ⊕ x42 ⊕ x43 ⊕ x46 ⊕ x47 .
The ﬁlter function f consists of three different circuits
fa , fb and fc which output one bit each. The circuits fa
and fb are employed more than once, using a total of
twenty input bits from the LFSR. Their resulting bits are
used as input for fc . The circuits are represented by three
boolean tables that contain the resulting bit for each input.

Figure 12: Hitag2 authentication protocol
During the authentication protocol, the internal state
of the stream cipher is initialized. The initial state consists of the 32-bits identiﬁer concatenated with the ﬁrst
16 bits of the key. Then reader nonce nR XORed with the
last 32 bits of the key is shifted in. During initialization,
the LFSR feedback is disabled. Since communication is
encrypted from nR onwards, the encryption of the later
bits of nR are inﬂuenced by its earlier bits. Authentication is achieved by reaching the same internal state of the
cipher after shifting in nR .

Deﬁnition 3.3 (Filter function). The ﬁlter function
f : F48
2 → F2 is deﬁned by
f (x0 . . . x47 ) = fc ( fa (x2 x3 x5 x6 ), fb (x8 x12 x14 x15 ),
fb (x17 x21 x23 x26 ), fb (x28 x29 x31 x33 ),
fa (x34 x43 x44 x46 )),

6
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Figure 11: Structure of the Hitag2 stream cipher, based on [47]

3.6 Cipher Initialization

Theorem 3.7. In the situation from Deﬁnition 3.5, we
have
∀i ∈ N
a32+i = R(a33+i . . . a80+i )
∀i ∈ [0, 31] .
ai = idi

The following precisely deﬁnes the initialization of the
cipher and the generation of the LFSR-stream a0 a1 . . .
and the keystream b0 b1 . . . .

Deﬁnition 3.5. Given a key k = k0 . . . k47 ∈ F48
2 , an
identiﬁer id = id0 . . . id31 ∈ F32
,
a
reader
nonce
nR =
2
nR0 . . . nR31 ∈ F32
,
a
reader
answer
a
=
a
.
.
.
a
R
R0
R31 ∈
2
F32
,
and
a
transponder
answer
a
=
a
.
.
.
a
∈
F32
T
T0
T31
2
2 ,
the internal state of the cipher at time i is αi :=
ai . . . a47+i ∈ F48
2 . Here the ai ∈ F2 are given by
ai := idi
∀i ∈ [0, 31]
∀i ∈ [0, 15]
a32+i := ki

Proof. Straightforward, using Deﬁnition 3.5 and Equation (1).
If an attacker manages to recover the internal state of
the LFSR αi = ai ai+1 . . . ai+47 at some time i, then she
can repeatedly apply Theorem 3.7 to recover a0 a1 . . . a79
and, consequently, the keystream b0 b1 b2 . . .. By having
eavesdropped {nR } from the authentication protocol, the
adversary can further calculate
nRi = {nR }i ⊕ bi
∀i ∈ [0, 31] .
Finally, the adversary can compute the secret key as follows
∀i ∈ [0, 15]
ki = a32+i

∀i ∈ [0, 31]
a48+i := k16+i ⊕ nRi
∀i ∈ N .
a80+i := L(a32+i . . . a79+i )
Furthermore, we deﬁne the keystream bit bi ∈ F2 at time
i by
bi := f (ai . . . a47+i )
∀i ∈ N .
Deﬁne {nR }, {aR }i , {aT }i ∈ F2 by
{nR}i := nRi ⊕ bi
∀i ∈ [0, 31]
∀i ∈ [0, 31]
{aR}i := aRi ⊕ b32+i

k16+i = a48+i ⊕ nRi

∀i ∈ [0, 31] .

4 Hitag2 weaknesses

∀i ∈ [0, 31].
{aT }i := aTi ⊕ b64+i
Note that the ai , αi , bi , {nR }i , {aR}i , and {aT }i are formally functions of k, id, and nR . Instead of making this explicit by writing, e.g., ai (k, id, nR ), we just write ai where
k, id, and nR are clear from the context.

This section describes three weaknesses in the design of
Hitag2. The ﬁrst one is a protocol ﬂaw while the last two
concern the cipher’s design. These weaknesses will later
be exploited in Section 5.

3.7 Rollback

4.1 Arbitrary length keystream oracle

To recover the key it is sufﬁcient to learn the internal state
of the cipher αi at any point i in time. Since an attacker
knows id and {nR }, the LFSR can then be rolled back to
time zero.

This weakness describes that without knowledge of the
secret key, but by having only one authentication attempt, it is possible to gather an arbitrary length of keystream bits from the transponder. Section 3.3 describes
the reader commands that can modify or halt a Hitag2
transponder. As mentioned in Deﬁnition 3.1 it is possible to extend the length of such a command with a
multiple of ﬁve bits. A 10-bit command can have an optional number of redundancy messages r so that the total
bit count of the message is 10 + 5r bits. Due to power
and memory constraints, Hitag2 seems to be designed

Deﬁnition 3.6. The rollback function R : F48
2 → F2 is
deﬁned by R(x1 . . . x48 ) := x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x6 ⊕ x7 ⊕ x8 ⊕ x16 ⊕
x22 ⊕ x23 ⊕ x26 ⊕ x30 ⊕ x41 ⊕ x42 ⊕ x43 ⊕ x46 ⊕ x47 ⊕ x48 .

If one ﬁrst shifts the LFSR left using L to generate a
new bit on the right, then R recovers the bit that dropped
out on the left, i.e.,
R(x1 . . . x47 L(x0 . . . x47 )) = x0 .
(1)
7
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to communicate without a send/receive buffer. Therefore, all cipher operations are performed directly at arrival or transmission of bits. Experiments show that a
Hitag2 transponder successfully accepts encrypted commands from the reader which are sent with 1000 redundancy messages. The size of such a command consists of
10 + 5 × 1000 = 5010 bits.
Since there is no challenge from the transponder it
is possible to replay any valid {nR}{aR } pair to the
transponder to achieve a successful authentication. After
receiving aT , the internal state of the transponder is initialized and waits for an encrypted command from the
reader as deﬁned in Figure 9. Without knowledge of the
keystream bits b96 b97 . . . and onwards, all possible combinations need to be evaluated. A command consist of
at least 10 bits, therefore there are 210 possibilities. Each
command requires a 3-bit parameter containing the block
number. Both read and read receive a 32-bit response,
while the write and halt have a different response length.
Hence, when searching for 10-bit encrypted commands
that get a 32-bit response there are exactly 16 out of the
210 values that match. On average the ﬁrst read command is found after 32 attempts, the complement of this
read and its parameters are a linear difference and therefore take only 15 attempts more.

cmd(11, 6, 0) ⊕ b96 . . . b135
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
id ⊕ b136 . . . b167
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 14: Read id using 6 redundancy messages

4.2 Dependencies between sessions
Section 3.6 shows that at cipher state α79 the cipher is
fully initialized and from there on the cipher only produces keystream. This shows that the 48-bit internal state
of the cipher is randomized by a reader nonce nR of only
32 bits. Consequently, at state α79 , only LFSR bits 16
to 47 are affected by the reader nonce. Therefore LFSR
bits 0 to 15 remain constant throughout different session
which gives a strong dependency between them. These
16 session persistent bits correspond to bits k0 . . . k15 of
the secret key.

4.3 Low degree determination of the ﬁlter
function
The ﬁlter function f : F48
2 → F2 consists of three building blocks fa , fb and fc arranged in a two layer structure,
see Figure 11. Due to this particular structure, input bits
a34 . . . a47 only affect the rightmost input bit of fc . Furthermore, simple inspection of fc shows that in 8 out of
32 conﬁgurations of the input bits, the rightmost input
bit has no inﬂuence on the output of fc . In those cases
the output of fc is determined by its 4-leftmost input bits.
Furthermore, this means that with probability 1/4 the ﬁlter function f is determined by the 34-leftmost bits of
the internal state. The following theorem states this precisely.

cmd(11, 0, 0) ⊕ b96 . . . b105
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
id ⊕ b106 . . . b137
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 13: Read id without redundancy messages
One of the 16 guesses represents the encrypted bits of
the read command on the ﬁrst memory block. This block
contains the id which is known plaintext since it is transmitted in the clear during the authentication. Therefore,
there is a guess such that the communicated bits are equal
to the messages in Figure 13.
With the correct guess, 40 keystream bits can be recovered. This keystream is then used to encrypt a slightly
modiﬁed read command on block 0 with six redundancy
messages, as explained in Section 3.3. The transponder responds with the next 32-bit of keystream which
are used to encrypt the identiﬁer as shown in Figure
14. Hence the next 30 keystream bits were retrieved using previously recovered keystream and by extending the
read command.
This operation can be repeated many times. For example, using the recovered keystream bits b96 . . . b167 it
is possible to construct a 70-bit read command with 12
redundancy messages etc. In practice it takes less than 30
seconds to recover 2048 bits of contiguous keystream.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a uniformly distributed variable
over F34
2 . Then
′
P[∀Y,Y ′ ∈ F14
2 : f (XY ) = f (XY )] = 1/4.
Proof. By inspection.
Deﬁnition 4.2. The function that checks for this property
P : F48
2 → F2 is deﬁned by
P(x0 . . . x47 ) = (0x84D7)i
where

i = fa (x2 x3 x5 x6 ) fb (x8 x12 x14 x15 )
fb (x17 x21 x23 x26 ) fb (x28 x29 x31 x33 ).

Because P(x0 . . . x47 ) only depends on x0 . . . x33 we shall
overload notation and see P(·) as a function F34
2 → F2 ,
writing P(x0 . . . x47 ) as P(x0 . . . x33 014 ).
8
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5 Attacks

extends the methods of similar time/memory tradeoffs
articles published over the last decades [3, 6, 7, 11, 25,
38]. This attack requires communication with the reader
and the transponder. The next proposition introduces a
small trick that makes it possible to quickly perform n
cipher steps at once. Intuitively, this proposition states
that the linear difference between a state s and its n-th
successor is a combination of the linear differences generated by each bit. This will be later used in the attack.

This section describes three attacks against Hitag2. The
ﬁrst attack is straightforward and grants an adversary
read and write access to the memory of the transponder.
The cryptanalysis described in the second attack recovers
the secret key after brieﬂy communicating with the car
and the transponder. This attack uses a general technique
that can be applied to other LFSR-like stream ciphers.
The third attack describes a custom cryptanalysis of the
Hitag2 cipher. It only requires a few authentication attempts from the car and allows an adversary to recover
the secret key with a computational complexity of 235 operations. The last two attacks allow a trade-off between
time/memory/data and time/traces respectively. For the
sake of simplicity we describe these attacks with concrete values that are either optimal or what we consider
‘sensible’ in view of currently available hardware.

Proposition 5.1. Let s be an LFSR state and n ∈ N. Furthermore, let di = sucn (2i ) i.e., the LFSR state that results from running the cipher n steps from the state 2i .
Then
sucn (s) =

47

i=0

(di · si ) .

To perform the attack the adversary A proceeds as follows:
1. Only once, A builds a table containing 237 entries.
Each entry in the table is of the form �ks, s� where
48
s ∈ F48
2 is an LFSR state and ks ∈ F2 are 48 bits
of keystream produced by the cipher when running
from s. Starting from some state where s �= 0,
the adversary generates 48 bits of keystream and
stores it. Then it uses Theorem 5.1 to quickly
jump n = 211 cipher states to the next entry in the
table. This reduces the computational complexity
of building the table from 248 to 48 × 237 = 242.5
cipher ticks. Moreover, in order to improve lookup
time the table is sorted on ks and divided into
224 sub-tables encoded in the directory structure
like /ks_byte1/ks_byte2/ks_byte3.bin
where each ks_byte3.bin ﬁle has only 8 KB.
The total size of this table amounts 1.2 TB.

5.1 Malleability attack
This attack exploits the arbitrary length keystream oracle weakness described in Section 4.1, and the fact that
during the authentication algorithm the transponder does
not provide any challenge to the reader. This notorious
weaknesses allow an adversary to ﬁrst acquire keystream
and then use it to read or write any block on the card with
constant communication and computational complexity.
After the recovery of the keystream bits b96 . . . b137 as
shown in Figure 13 an adversary can dump the complete
memory of the transponder which includes its password.
Recovery of the keystream and creating a memory dump
from the transponder takes in total less than one second
and requires only to be in proximity distance of the victim. This shows a similar scenario to [22] where Garcia
et al. show how to wirelessly pickpocket a MIFARE
Classic card from the victim.
The memory blocks where the cryptographic key is
stored have an extra optional protection mechanism.
There is a one time programable conﬁguration bit which
determines whether these blocks are readable or not.
If the reader tries to read a protected block, then the
transponder does not respond. In that case the adversary
can still use the attacks presented in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. If the transponder is not correctly conﬁgured,
it enables an adversary to read all necessary data to start
the car.

2. A emulates a transponder and runs an authentication
attempt with the target car. Following the authentication protocol, the car answers with a message
{nR }{aR}.
3. Next, the attacker wirelessly replays this message
to the legitimate transponder and uses the weakness
described in Section 4.1 to obtain 256 bytes of keystream ks0 . . . ks2048 . Note that this might be done
while the key is in the victim’s bag or pocket.
4. The adversary sets i = 0.
5. Then it looks up (in logarithmic time) the keystream
ksi . . . ksi+47 in the table from step 1.

5.2 Time/memory tradeoff attack

6. If the keystream is not in the table then it increments
i and goes back to step 5. If there is a match, then
the corresponding state is a candidate internal state.
A uses the rest of the keystream to conﬁrm is this is
the internal state of the cipher.

This attack is very general and it can be applied to any
LFSR-based stream cipher as long as enough contiguous keystream is available. This is in fact the case with
Hitag2 due to the weakness described in Section 4.1. It
9
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7. Finally, the adversary uses Theorem 3.7 to rollback
the cipher state and recover the secret key.

� 14
for all y ∈ F18
2 such that P(ky 0 ) = 1. Note that the
expected size of this table is 218 × 1/4 = 216 which
easily ﬁts in memory.

Complexity and time. In step 1 the adversary needs to
pre-compute a 1.2 TB table which requires 242.5 cipher
ticks, which is equal to 237 encryptions. During generation, each entry is stored directly in the corresponding
.bin ﬁle as mentioned before. Each of these 8 KB ﬁles
also needs to be sorted but it only takes a few minutes
to sort them all. Computing and sorting the whole table
takes less than one day on a standard laptop. Steps 2-3
take about 30 seconds to gather the 256 bytes of keystream from the transponder. Steps 4-6 require (in worst
case) 2000 table lookups which take less than 30 seconds
on a standard laptop. This adds to a total of one minute
to execute the attack from begin to end.

3. For each k̂ = k16 . . . k33 ∈ F18
and for each
2
trace {nR }{aR}, the attacker sets z := k̂ ⊕
{nR }0 . . . {nR }17 . If there is an entry in Tk� for which
y ⊕ b0 . . . b17 equals z but b32 �= {aR}0 then the attacker learns that k̂ is a bad guess, so he tries the
next one. Otherwise, if b32 = {aR }0 then k̂ is still
a viable guess and therefore the adversary tries the
next trace.
4. Each k�k̂ that passed the test for all traces is a partial
candidate key. For each such candidate (typically 2
or 3), the adversary performs an exhaustive search
for the remaining key bits �k = k34 . . . k47 . For each
full candidate key, the adversary decrypts two traces
and checks whether both {aR} decrypt to all ones as
speciﬁed in the authentication protocol. If a candidate passes this test then it is the secret key. If none
of them passes then the adversary goes back to Step
�
2 and tries the next k.

5.3 Cryptanalytic attack
A combination of the weaknesses described in Section
4.2 and 4.3 enable an attacker to recover the secret key
after gathering a few authentication attempts from a car.
In case that identiﬁer white-listing is used as a secondary security measure, which is in fact the case for all the
cars we tested, the adversary ﬁrst needs to obtain a valid
transponder id, see Section 7.5.
The intuition behind the attack is simple. Suppose that
an adversary has a guess for the ﬁrst 34 bits of the key.
One out of four traces is expected to have the property
from Theorem 4.1 which enables the adversary to perform a test on the ﬁrst bit of {aR }. The dependencies
between sessions described in Section 4.2 allow the attacker to perform this test many times decreasing drastically the amount of candidate (partial) keys. If an attacker
gathers 136 traces this allows her (on average) to perform
136/4 = 34 bit tests, i.e. just as much as key bits were
guessed. For the small amount of candidate keys that
pass these tests (typically 2 or 3), the adversary performs
an exhaustive search for the remaining 14 bits of the key.
A precise description of this attack follows.

Complexity and time. In step 1, the adversary needs to
gather 136 partial authentication traces. This can be done
within 1 minute using the Proxmark III. In steps 2 and 3,
the adversary needs to build 216 tables. For each of these
tables the adversary needs to compute 218 encryptions
plus 218 table lookups. Step 4 has negligible complexity thus we ignore it. This adds to a total complexity of
216 × (218 + 218 ) = 235 encryptions/lookups. Note that
it is straightforward to split up the search space of k� in
as many processes as you wish. On an standard quadcore laptop this computation takes less than ﬁve minutes.
Therefore, the whole attack can be performed in less than
360 seconds which explains the title of the paper.
This attack is faster than other practical attacks proposed in [14, 45]. The following table shows a comparison between this attack and other attacks from the
literature.

1. The attacker uses a transponder emulator (like the
Proxmark III) to initiate 136 authentication attempts
with the car using a ﬁxed transponder id. In this
way the attacker gathers 136 traces of the form
{nR }{aR}. Next the attacker starts searching for
the secret key. For this we split the key k in three
parts k = k�k̂�k where k�= k0 . . . k15 , k̂ = k16 . . . k33 , and
�k = k34 . . . k47 .

Attack

Description

[14]

sat-solver

[45]

brute-force

[42]

sat-solver

[44]

cube

Our

cryptanalytic

Practical
yes
yes

no1

no2

yes

Computation

2 102 400 min
2 880 min

Traces
2

4

386 min

N/A

5 min

136

1 min

500

Time

4 years

2 days

N/A

N/A

6 min

1 Soos
2 Sun

2. for each k� = k0 . . . k15 ∈ F16
2 the attacker builds a
table Tk� containing entries
�
�y ⊕ b0 . . . b17 , b32 , ky�

et al. require 50 bits of contiguous keystream.
et al. require control over the encrypted reader nonce {nR }

Figure 15: Comparison of attack times and requirements
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Figure 16: Left: Authentication failure message
Right: Successful authentication using a Proxmark III

6 Starting a car

or predictable transponder password. Some generate
nonces with a very low entropy. Most car keys have
vehicle-dependant information stored in the user deﬁned
memory of the transponder, but none of the tested cars
actually check this data. Some cars use Hitag2 for keyless ignition systems, which are more vulnerable because
they lack a physical key. This section summarizes some
of the weaknesses we found during our practical experiments. Especially, Section 7.4 shows the implications of
the attack described in Section 5.3 when the transponder
uses a predictable password. Section 7.5 describes how
to circumvent identiﬁer white-listing. This is an additional security mechanism which is often used in vehicle
immobilizers.

In order to elaborate on the practicality of our attacks,
this section describes our experience with one concrete
vehicle. For this we have chosen a German car, mainly
due to the fact that it has keyless ignition. Instead of
the typical mechanical key, this car has a hybrid remote control which contains a Hitag2 transponder. In
the dashboard of the car there is a slot to insert the remote and a button to start the engine. When a piece
of plastic of suitable size is inserted in this slot the car
repeatedly attempts to authenticate the transponder (and
fails). This car uses an identiﬁer white-list as described
in Section 7.5. The same section explains how to wirelessly pickpocket a valid identiﬁer from the victim’s remote. As soon as the car receives a valid identiﬁer, the
dashboard lights up and the LCD screen pops-up displaying the message shown in Figure 16-Left. Note also the
sign on the dashboard. At this point we used the Proxmark to quickly gather enough traces and execute the attack from Section 5.3 to recover the secret key. This car
is one of the few that we tested that does not have a predictable password so we wirelessly read it from the victim’s remote. Then we use the Proxmark to emulate the
transponder. Figure 16-Right shows that the car accepts
the Proxmark as if it was the legitimate transponder. The
same picture shows (by looking at the tachometer) that at
this stage it is possible to start the engine.

7.1 Weak random number generators
From the cars we tested, most pseudo-random number
generators (PRNG) use the time as a seed. The time intervals do not have enough precision. Multiple authentication attempts within a time frame of one second get
the same random number. Even worse, we came across
two cars which have a PRNG with dangerously low entropy. The ﬁrst one, a French car (A), produces nonces
with only 8 bits of entropy, by setting 24 of the 32 bits
always to zero as shown in Figure 17.
Origin

CAR
TAG
CAR
TAG

7 Implementation weaknesses
To verify the practicality of our attacks, we have tested
all three of them on at least 20 different car models
from various makes. During our experiments we found
that, besides the weaknesses in cipher and protocol, the
transponder is often misconﬁgured and poorly integrated
in the cars. Most of the cars we tested use a default

CAR
TAG
CAR
TAG

Message
18
39 0F 20 10
0A 00 00 00 23 71 90 14
27 23 F8 AF
18
39 0F 20 10
56 00 00 00 85 CA 95 BA
38 07 50 C5

Description

authenticate
id
{nR }{aR }
{aT }
authenticate
id
{nR }{aR }
{aT }

Figure 17: Random numbers generated by car A
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of a transponder that is wirelessly accessible over a distance of several meters and a non protected readable key
is most worrying.

Another French car (B), produced random looking
nonces, but in fact, the last nibble of each byte was determined by the last nibble of the ﬁrst byte. A subset of
these nonces are shown shown in Figure 18.
{nR }

7.4 Predictable transponder passwords

{aR }

20
70
B0
D0

D1
61
A1
41

0B
1B
5B
FB

08
58
98
B8

56
1B
1E
01

36
18
94
3B

F3
F3
62
54

66
38
3A
10

25
05
C5
E5

1A
7A
3A
DA

3C
9C
5C
FC

AD
8D
4D
6D

15
F7
30
D8

88
4D
B1
BD

5E
F7
4A
79

19
70
D4
C3

The transponder password is encrypted and sent in the
transponder answer aT of the authentication protocol.
This is an additional security mechanism of the Hitag2
protocol apart from the cryptographic algorithm. Besides the fact that the transponder proves knowledge of
the secret key, it sends its password encrypted. In general
it is good to have some fall back scenario and countermeasure if the used cryptosystem gets broken. Section
5.3 demonstrates how to recover the secret key from a
vehicle. But to start the engine, it is necessary to know
the transponder password as well. Experiments show
that at least half of the cars we tested on use default or
predictable passwords.

Figure 18: Random numbers generated by car B

7.2 Low entropy keys
Some cars have repetitive patterns in their keys which
makes them vulnerable to dictionary attacks. Recent
models of a Korean car (C) use the key with the lowest
entropy we came across. It tries to access the transponder in password mode as well as in crypto mode. For this
it uses the default password MIKR and a key of the form
0xFFFF∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗FF as shown in Figure 19.
Origin

CAR
TAG
CAR

CAR
TAG
CAR
TAG

Message
18
E4 13 05 1A
4D 49 4B 52
18
E4 13 05 1A
DA 63 3D 24 A7 19 07 12
EC 2A 4B 58

7.5 Identiﬁer pickpocketing
The ﬁrst generation of vehicle immobilizers were
not able to compute any cryptographic operations.
These transponders were simply transmitting a constant
(unique) identiﬁer over the RF channel. Legitimate
transponder identiﬁers were white-listed by the vehicle
and only those transponders in the white-list would enable the engine to start. Most immobilizer units in cars
still use such white-listing mechanism, which is actually
encouraged by NXP. These cars would only attempt to
authenticate transponders in their white-list. This is an
extra obstacle for an attacker, namely recovering a genuine identiﬁer from the victim before being able to execute
any attack. There are (at least) two ways for an adversary
to wirelessly pickpocket a Hitag2 identiﬁer:

Description

authenticate
id
password = MIKR
authenticate
id
{nR }{aR }
{aT }

Figure 19: Car C authenticates using the default password and secret key 0xFFFF814632FF

• One option is to use the low-frequency (LF) interface to wirelessly pickpocket the identiﬁer from the
victim’s key. This can be done within proximity
distance and takes only a few milliseconds. According to the Hitag2 datasheet [36], the communication
range of a transponder is up to one meter. Although,
Hitag2 transponders embedded into car keys are optimized for size and do not achieve such a communication distance. However, an adversary can use
tuned equipment with big antennas that ignore radiation regulations (e.g., [17]) in order to reach a
larger reading distance. Many examples in the literature show the simplicity and low-cost of such a
setup [24, 30, 31, 43].

7.3 Readable keys
Section 5.1 shows how to recover the memory dump
of a Hitag2 transponder. Almost all makes protect the
secret key against read operations by setting the bits of
the conﬁguration in such a way that block one and two
are not readable. Although there are some exceptions.
For example, experiments show that most cars from a
French manufacturer have not set this protection bit. This
enables an attacker to recover the secret key in an instant. Even more worrying, many of these cars have
the optional feature to use a remote key-less entry system which have a much wider range and are therefore
more vulnerable to wireless attacks. The combination

• Another option is to use the wide range ultra-high
frequency (UHF) interface. For this an adversary
needs to eavesdrop the transmission of a hybrid
12
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• Extend the transponder password
The transponder password is an important part of
the authentication protocol but grievously it has
only an entropy of 24 bits. Such a password is
easy to ﬁnd via exhaustive search. Furthermore,
as we mentioned in Section 7.4, manufacturers often deployed their cars with predictable transponder passwords. As shown in Figure 8, there are
four pages available of user deﬁned memory in a
Hitag2 transponder. These could be used to extend
the transponder password with 128 bits of random
data to increase its entropy. This implies that an
adversary needs to get access to the transponder’s
memory before being able to steal a car.

Hitag2 transponder [39] when the victim presses a
button on the remote (e.g. to close the doors). Most
keyless entry transponders broadcast their identiﬁer
in the clear on request (see for example [39]).
With respect to the LF interface, the UHF interface has
a much wider transmission range. As shown in [18] it
is not hard to eavesdrop such a transmission from a distance of 100 meters. From a security perspective, the ﬁrst
generation Hitag2 transponders have a physical advantage over the hybrid transponders since they only support
the LF interface.

8 Mitigation

• Delay authentication after failure
The cryptographic car-only attack explained in Section 5.3 requires several authentication attempts to
reduce the computational complexity. Extending
the time an adversary needs to gather these traces
increases the risk of being caught. To achieve
this, the immobilizer introduces a pause before reauthenticating that grows incrementally or exponentially with the number of sequential incorrect authentications. An interesting technique to implement such a countermeasure is proposed in [40].
The robustness, availability and usability of the
product is affected by this delay, but it increases the
attack time considerably and therefore reduces the
risk of car theft.

This section brieﬂy discusses a simple but effective authentication protocol for car immobilizers and it also describes a number of mitigating measures for the attacks
proposed in Section 5. For more details we refer the
reader to [1, 9].
First of all we emphasize that it is important for the
automotive industry to migrate from weak proprietary
ciphers to a peer-reviewed one such as AES [15], used
in cipher block chaining mode (CBC). A straightforward mutual authentication protocol is sketched in Figure 20. The random nonces nR , nT , secret key k and
transponder password PWDT should be at least 128 bits
long. Comparable schemes are proposed in the literature [32, 33, 46, 48, 49].
authenticate
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
id, nT
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
{nR , nT }k
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
{nR, PWDT }k
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Besides these measures, it is important to improve the
pseudo-random number generator in the vehicles which
is used to generate reader nonces. Needless to say, the
same applies to cryptographic keys and transponder passwords. NIST has proposed a statistical test suite which
can be used to verify the quality of a pseudo-random
number generator [41].

Figure 20: Immobilizer authentication protocol using
AES

9 Conclusions

There are already in the market immobilizer transponders which implement AES like the ATA5795[2] from
Atmel and the Hitag AES / Pro[37] from NXP. It should
be noted that, although they use a peer-reviewed encryption algorithm, their authentication protocol is still proprietary and therefore lacks public and academic scrutiny.
In order to reduce the applicability of our cryptographic attack, the automotive industry could consider
the following measures. This attack is the most sensitive
as it does not require access to the car key. These countermeasures should be interpreted as palliating (but not a
solution) before migrating to a more secure and openly
designed product.

We have found many serious vulnerabilities in the Hitag2
and its usage in the automotive industry. In particular,
Hitag2 allows replaying reader data to the transponder;
provides an unlimited keystream oracle and uses only
one low-entropy nonce to randomize a session. These
weaknesses allow an adversary to recover the secret key
within seconds when wireless access to the car and key
is available. When only communication with the car is
possible, the adversary needs less than six minutes to
recover the secret key. The cars we tested use identiﬁer white-listing. To circumvent this, the adversary ﬁrst
needs to obtain a valid transponder id by other means
e.g., eavesdrop it when the victim locks the doors. This
13
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[6] Alex Biryukov, Sourav Mukhopadhyay, and Palash
Sarkar. Improved time-memory trade-offs with
multiple data. In 13th International Workshop
on Selected Areas in Cryptography (SAC 2006),
volume 3897 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 110–127. Springer-Verlag, 2006.

UHF transmission can be intercepted from a distance of
100 meters [18]. We have executed all our attacks (from
Section 5) in practice within the claimed attack times.
We have experimented with more than 20 vehicles of
various makes and models and found also several implementation weaknesses.
In line with the principle of responsible disclosure, we
have notiﬁed the manufacturer NXP six months before
disclosure. We have constructively collaborated with
NXP, discussing mitigating measures and giving them
feedback to help improve the security of their products.

[7] Alex Biryukov and Adi Shamir. Cryptanalytic
time/memory/data tradeoffs for stream ciphers. In
6th International Conference on the Theory and
Application of Cryptology and Information Security, Advances in Cryptology (ASIACRYPT 2000),
volume 1976 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 1–13. Springer-Verlag, 2000.
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Taking proof-based verified computation a few steps closer to practicality
Srinath Setty, Victor Vu, Nikhil Panpalia, Benjamin Braun, Andrew J. Blumberg, and Michael Walfish
The University of Texas at Austin
Abstract. We describe GINGER, a built system for unconditional, general-purpose, and nearly practical verification of outsourced computation. GINGER is based on
PEPPER , which uses the PCP theorem and cryptographic
techniques to implement an efficient argument system (a
kind of interactive protocol). GINGER slashes the query
size and costs via theoretical refinements that are of independent interest; broadens the computational model
to include (primitive) floating-point fractions, inequality
comparisons, logical operations, and conditional control
flow; and includes a parallel GPU-based implementation
that dramatically reduces latency.

1

tations, monstrously large proofs, high error bounds,
prohibitive overhead for the prover, and intricate constructions that make the asymptotically efficient schemes
challenging to implement correctly.
However, a line of recent work indicates that approaches based on IPs and PCPs are closer to practicality
than previously thought [21, 44, 45, 49]. More generally,
there has been a groundswell of work that aims for potentially practical verifiable outsourced computation, using
theoretical tools [11, 12, 20, 24, 25].
Nonetheless, these works have notable limitations.
Only a handful [21, 44, 45, 49] have produced working implementations, all of which impose high costs on
the verifier and prover. Moreover, their model of computation is arithmetic circuits over finite fields, which
represent non-integers awkwardly, control flow inefficiently, and comparisons and logical operations only by
degenerating to verbose Boolean circuits. Arithmetic circuits are well-suited to integer computations and numerical straight line computations (e.g., multiplying matrices
and computing second moments), but the intersection of
these two domains leaves few realistic applications.
This paper describes a built system, called GINGER,
that addresses these problems, thereby taking generalpurpose proof-based verified computation several steps
closer to practicality. GINGER is an efficient argument
system [37, 38]: an interactive proof system that assumes
the prover to be computationally bounded. Its starting
point is the PEPPER protocol [45] (which is summarized
in Section 2). GINGER’s contributions are as follows.
(1) GINGER demonstrates the strength of linear commitment (§3). This paper proves that PEPPER’s commitment primitive [45], which generalizes the commitment primitive of Ishai et al. [35], is surprisingly powerful: it not only commits an untrusted entity to a function and extracts evaluations of that function (as previously shown) but also ensures that the function is linear.
(The primitive embeds a strong linearity test.) This result sharply reduces the required number of queries (from
500 to 3) and a key error bound, and hence overhead.
(2) GINGER supports a general-purpose programming
model (§4). Although the model does not handle looping
concisely, it includes primitive floating-point quantities,
inequality comparisons, logical expressions, and conditional control flow. Moreover, we have a compiler (derived from Fairplay [39]) that transforms computations
expressed in a general-purpose language to an executable
verifier and prover. The core technical challenge is representing computations as additions and multiplications
over a finite field (as required by the verification proto-

Introduction

We are motivated by outsourced computing: cloud computing (in which clients outsource computations to remote computers), peer-to-peer computing (in which
peers outsource storage and computation to each other),
volunteer computing (in which projects outsource computations to volunteers’ desktops), etc.
Our goal is to build a system that lets a client outsource
computation verifiably. The client should be able to send
a description of a computation and the input to a server,
and receive back the result together with some auxiliary
information that lets the client verify that the result is correct. For this to be sensible, the verification must be faster
than executing the computation locally.
Ideally, we would like such a system to be unconditional, general-purpose, and practical. That is, we don’t
want to make assumptions about the server (trusted hardware, independent failures of replicas, etc.), we want a
setup that works for a broad range of computations, and
we want the system to be usable by real people for real
computations in the near future.
In principle, the first two properties above have
been achievable for almost thirty years, using powerful
tools from complexity theory and cryptography. Interactive proofs (IPs) and probabilistically checkable proofs
(PCPs) show how one entity (usually called the verifier) can be convinced by another (usually called the
prover) of a given mathematical assertion—without the
verifier having to fully inspect a proof [5, 6, 19, 32]. In
our context, the mathematical assertion is that a given
computation was carried out correctly; though the proof
is as long as the computation, the theory implies—
surprisingly—that the verifier need only inspect the
proof in a small number of randomly-chosen locations
or query the prover a relatively small number of times.
The rub has been the third property: practicality. These
protocols have required expensive encoding of compuUSENIX Association
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col); for instance, “not equal” and “if/else” do not obviously map to this formalism, inequalities are problematic
because finite fields are not ordered, and fractions compound the difficulties. GINGER overcomes these challenges with techniques that, while not deep, require care
and detail.1 These techniques should apply to other protocols that use arithmetic constraints or circuits.
(3) GINGER exploits parallelism to slash latency (§5).
The prover can be distributed across machines, and some
of its functions are implemented in graphics hardware
(GPUs). Moreover, GINGER’s verifier can use a GPU
for its cryptographic operations. Allowing the verifier to
have a GPU models the present (many computers have
GPUs) and a plausible future in which specialized hardware for cryptographic operations is common.2

it misbehaved somehow.) Our goal is that this guarantee
be unconditional: it should hold regardless of whether
P obeys the protocol (given standard cryptographic assumptions about P’s computational power). If P deviates
from the protocol at any point (computing incorrectly,
proving incorrectly, etc.), we call it malicious.
2.1

In principle, we can meet our goal using PCPs. The PCP
theorem [5, 6] says that if a set of constraints is satisfiable (see below), there exists a probabilistically checkable proof (a PCP) and a verification procedure that accepts the proof after querying it in only a small number
of locations. On the other hand, if the constraints cannot
be satisfied, then the verification procedure rejects any
purported proof, with probability at least 1 − .
To apply the theorem, we represent the computation
as a set of quadratic constraints over a finite field. A
quadratic constraint is an equation of degree 2 that uses
additions and multiplications (e.g., A · Z1 + Z2 − Z3 · Z4 =
0). A set of constraints is satisfiable if the variables can
be set to make all of the equations hold simultaneously;
such an assignment is called a satisfying assignment. In
our context, a set of constraints C will have a designated
input variable X and output variable Y (this generalizes
to multiple inputs and outputs), and C(X = x, Y = y)
denotes C with variable X bound to x and Y bound to y.
We say that a set of constraints C is equivalent to a
desired computation Ψ if: for all x, y, C(X = x, Y = y) is
satisfiable if and only if y = Ψ(x). As a simple example,
increment-by-1 is equivalent to the constraint set {Y =
Z + 1, Z = X}. (For convenience, we will sometimes
refer to a given input x and purported output y implicitly
in statements such as, “If constraints C are satisfiable,
then Ψ executed correctly”.) To verify a computation y =
Ψ(x), one could in principle apply the PCP theorem to
the constraints C(X = x, Y = y).
Unfortunately, PCPs are too large to be transferred.
However, if we assume a computational bound on the
prover P, then efficient arguments apply [37, 38]: V issues its PCP queries to P (so V need not receive the entire
PCP). For this to work, P must commit to the PCP before seeing V’s queries, thereby simulating a fixed proof
whose contents are independent of the queries. V thus extracts a cryptographic commitment to the PCP (e.g., with
a collision-resistant hash tree [40]) and verifies that P’s
query responses are consistent with the commitment.
This approach can be taken a step further: not even
P has to materialize the entire PCP. As Ishai et al. [35]
observe, in some PCP constructions, which they call linear PCPs, the PCP itself is a linear function: the verifier
submits queries to the function, and the function’s outputs serve as the PCP responses. Ishai et al. thus design
a linear commitment primitive in which P can commit to

We have implemented and evaluated GINGER (§6).
Compared to PEPPER [45], its base, GINGER lowers network costs by 1–2 orders of magnitude (to hundreds
of KB or less in our experiments). The verifier’s costs
drop by multiples and possibly orders of magnitude, depending on the cost of encryption; if we model encryption as free, the verifier can gain from outsourcing when
batch-verifying as few as 20 computations (down from
3900 in PEPPER). The prover’s CPU costs drop by 10–
15%, which is not much, but our parallel implementation reduces latency with near-linear speedup. Computing with rational numbers in GINGER is roughly three
times more expensive than computing with integers, and
arithmetic constraints permit far smaller representations
than a naive use of Boolean or arithmetic circuits.
Despite all of the above, GINGER is not quite ready
for the big leagues. However, PEPPER and GINGER have
made argument systems far more practical (in some cases
improving costs by 23 orders of magnitude over a naive
implementation). We are thus optimistic about ultimately
achieving true practicality.

2

Tools

Problem statement and background

Problem statement. A computer V, known as the verifier, has a computation Ψ and some desired input x that
it wants a computer P, known as the prover, to perform.
P returns y, the purported output of the computation, and
then V and P conduct an efficient interaction. This interaction should be cheaper for V than locally computing Ψ(x). Furthermore, if P returned the correct answer,
it should be able to convince V of that fact; otherwise,
V should be able to reject the answer as incorrect, with
high probability. (The converse will not hold: rejection
does not imply that P returned incorrect output, only that
1 We

elide some of these details for space; they are documented in a
longer version of this paper [46].
2 One may wonder why, if the verifier has this hardware, it needs to
outsource. GPUs are amenable only to certain computations (which
include the cryptographic underpinnings of GINGER).
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2.2

linear PCP verifier π(r)
q1, q2, ..., qµ
t

Linear PCPs, applied to verifying computations

Enc(π(r))
q1, q2, ..., qµ, t

prover (P)
y ←Ψ(x)

π

π(q1), …, π(qµ), π(t)

π(q1), …, π(qµ)

π(t)

linearity test
quad. test
circuit test

consistency test

Figure 1—The PEPPER protocol [45], which is GINGER’s base.
Though not depicted, many of the protocol steps happen in parallel, to facilitate batching.

executed in a batch). A batch (of size β) refers to a set of
computations in which Ψ is the same but the inputs are
different; a member of the batch is called an instance.
In the protocol, V has inputs x1 , . . . , xβ that it sends to
P (not necessarily all at once), which returns y1 , . . . , yβ ;
for each instance i, yi is supposed to equal Ψ(xi ).
For each instance i, an honest P stores a proof vector
wi that encodes a satisfying assignment to C(X = xi , Y =
yi ); wi is constructed as described in Section 2.2. Being a
vector, wi can also be regarded as a linear function πi —or
an oracle of the kind described above.
Extract commitment. V cannot inspect {πi } directly
(they are functions; written out, they would have an entry for each value in a huge domain). Instead, V extracts a
commitment to each πi . To do so, V randomly generates a
commitment vector r ∈ Fn . V then homomorphically encrypts each entry of r under a public key pk to get a vector
Enc(pk, r) = (Enc(pk, r1 ), Enc(pk, r2 ), . . . , Enc(pk, rn )).
We emphasize that Enc(·) need not be fully homomorphic encryption [27] (which remains unfeasibly expensive); PEPPER uses ElGamal [23, 45].
V sends (Enc(pk, r), pk) to P. If P is honest, then πi is
linear, so P can use the homomorphism of Enc(·) to compute Enc(pk, πi (r)) from Enc(pk, r), without learning
r. P replies with (Enc(pk, π1 (r)), . . . , Enc(pk, πβ (r))),
which is P’s commitment to {πi }. V then decrypts to get
(π1 (r), . . . , πβ (r)).

Our base: PEPPER

We now walk through the three phases of P EPPER [45],
which is depicted in Figure 1. The approach is to compose a linear PCP and a linear commitment primitive that
forces the prover to act like an oracle.
Specify and compute. V transforms its desired computation, Ψ, into a set of equivalent constraints, C. V sends
Ψ (or C) to P, or P may come with them installed.
To gain from outsourcing, V must amortize the costs of
compiling Ψ to C and generating queries. Thus, V verifies
computations in batches [45] (although they need not be
3
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y
Enc(r)

r

Imagine that V has a desired computation Ψ and desired
input x, and somehow obtains purported output y. To use
PCP machinery to check whether y = Ψ(x), V compiles
Ψ into equivalent constraints C, and then asks whether
C(X = x, Y = y) is satisfiable, by consulting an oracle
π: a fixed function (that depends on C, x, y) that V can
query. A correct oracle π is the proof (or PCP); V should
accept a correct oracle and reject an incorrect one.
A correct oracle π has three properties. First, π is a
linear function, meaning that π(a) + π(b) = π(a + b) for
all a, b in the domain of π. A linear function π : Fn → F
is determined by a vector w; i.e., π(a) = a, w for all
a ∈ Fn . Here, F is a finite field, and a, b denotes the
inner (dot) product of two vectors a and b. The parameter
n is the size of w; in general, n is quadratic in the number
of variables in C [5], but we can sometimes tailor the
encoding of w to make n smaller [45].
Second, one set of the entries in w must be a redundant
encoding of the other entries. Third, w encodes the actual
satisfying assignment to C(X = x, Y = y).
A surprising aspect of PCPs is that each of these properties can be tested by making a small number of queries
to π; if π is constructed incorrectly, the probability that
the tests pass is upper-bounded by  > 0. A key test for
us—we return to it in Section 3—is the linearity test [16]:
V randomly selects q1 and q2 from Fn and checks if
π(q1 ) + π(q2 ) = π(q1 + q2 ). The other two PCP tests
are the quadratic correction test and the circuit test.
The completeness and soundness properties of linear
PCPs are defined in Section 2.4. A detailed explanation
of why the mechanics above satisfy those properties is
outside our scope but can be found in [5, 13, 35, 45].
2.3

x

verifier (V)

a linear function (the PCP) and V can submit function
inputs (the PCP queries) to P, getting back outputs (the
PCP responses) as if P itself were a fixed function.
P EPPER [45] refines and implements the outline
above. In the rest of the section, we summarize the linear PCPs that PEPPER incorporates, give an overview of
PEPPER , and provide formal definitions. Additional details are in Appendix A.1.

Verify. V now generates PCP queries q1 , . . . , qµ ∈ Fn ,
as described in Section 2.2. V sends these
µ queries to P,
along with a consistency query t = r+ j=1 αj ·qj , where
each αj is randomly chosen from F (here, · represents
scalar multiplication).
For ease of exposition, we focus on a single proof πi ;
however, the following steps happen β times in parallel,
using the same queries for each of the β instances. If P
is honest, it returns (π
i (q1 ), . . . , πi (qµ ), πi (t)). V checks
µ
that πi (t) = πi (r) + j=1 αj · πi (qj ); this is known as
21st USENIX Security Symposium 255

the consistency test. If P is honest, then this test passes,
by the linearity of π. Conversely, if this test passes then,
regardless of P’s honesty, V can treat P’s responses as the
output of an oracle (this is shown in previous work [35,
45]). Thus, V can use {πi (q1 ), . . . , πi (qµ )} in the PCP
tests described in Section 2.2.
2.4

PEPPER appears to need both tests is that their guarantees
are (so far) subtly different:

• Consistency test (§2.3): First, an honest prover is
guaranteed to pass this test. Second, if the prover—
even a cheating one—passes this test, then it is very
likely bound to some function (as shown in [35, 45]).

PCPs and arguments defined more formally

• Linearity test (§2.2): This test is needed in case the
prover cheats—it establishes that π is linear (as required by the rest of the PCP protocol). More accurately, if π is far from being linear, the test is somewhat likely to catch that case.

The definitions of PCPs [5, 6] and argument systems [19,
32] below are borrowed from [35, 45].
A PCP protocol with soundness error  includes a
probabilistic polynomial time verifier V that has access to
a constraint set C. V makes a constant number of queries
to an oracle π. This process has the following properties:

Yet, it seems unsatisfying that both tests are required
when composing linear commitment and the linear PCP:
can a prover really pass the consistency test systematically with a function that the linearity test would reject?
In fact, our intuitive dissatisfaction is well-founded: this
paper proves that the commitment primitive (which includes the consistency test) is far stronger than the linearity test. Put simply, even a cheating prover is very likely
bound to a function that is linear, or almost so.
Practically, this result saves query generation and response costs. For one thing, we can eliminate linearity
tests from the protocol. More significantly, we eliminate
amplification: PEPPER needed to repeat the protocol to
turn the linearity test’s guarantee of “somewhat likely”
into “very likely”. In contrast, our result already gives a
guarantee of “very likely”, so no repetition is required.
More broadly, this result means that the commitment primitive is considerably more powerful than
was realized—it efficiently commits an untrusted entity to a linear function and extracts evaluations of that
function—and may apply elsewhere.

• PCP Completeness. If C is satisfiable, then there exists a linear function π such that, after V queries π,
Pr{V accepts C as satisfiable} = 1, where the probability is over V’s random choices.
• PCP Soundness. If C is not satisfiable, then
Pr{V accepts C as satisfiable} <  for all purported
proof functions π̃.
An argument (P, V) with soundness error  comprises P
and V, two probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) entities
that take a set of constraints C as input and provide:
• Argument Completeness. If C is satisfiable and P has
access to a satisfying assignment z, then the interaction of V(C) and P(C, z) makes V(C) accept C’s satisfiability, regardless of V’s random choices.

• Argument Soundness. If C is not satisfiable, then for
every malicious PPT P∗ , the probability over V’s random choices that the interaction of V(C) and P∗ (C)
makes V(C) accept C as satisfiable is less than .

3

Details. The protocol refinements are rooted in a
strengthened soundness analysis. Soundness error (for
example,  in Section 2.4) refers to the probability that
a protocol or test succeeds when the condition that it is
verifying or testing is actually false. The ideal is to have
a small upper-bound on soundness error.
The soundness of the PCP protocol in Section 2.2 and
Appendix A.1 is connected to the soundness of linearity
testing [16]. Specifically, the base analysis proves that if
the prover returns y = Ψ(x), then the prover survives all
tests (linearity, quadratic correction, circuit) with probability less than 7/9 (requiring ρ runs to make (7/9)ρ
small). The 7/9 derives from a result [8] that if the proof
oracle is not “somewhat close” to linear, then the linearity test passes with probability < 7/9 (though fascinating, this result is inconveniently weak in our context).
Our analysis, detailed in Appendix A.2, establishes
that the commitment protocol binds the prover to a function that is extremely close to linear (otherwise, the
prover could break the semantic security of the homo-

Protocol refinements in GINGER

In principle, PEPPER solves the problem of verified computation. The reality is less attractive: PEPPER’s computational burden is high, its network costs are absurd,
and its applicability is limited (to straight line numerical computations). Our system, GINGER, mitigates these
issues: it lowers costs through protocol refinements (presented in this section), and it applies to a much wider
class of computations (as we discuss in Section 4).
GINGER ’s refinements eliminate many queries, by relying on a new analysis of the base commitment primitive. To motivate this analysis, we note that there is something seemingly redundant in the base machinery (see
Figure 1): why does the linear PCP require a linearity
test (§2.2) if an honest prover depends on the linearity of its function π to pass the linear commitment protocol’s consistency test (§2.3)? Can we remove one of
these tests, or combine them somehow? The reason that
4
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PEPPER

PCP encoding size (n)
V’s per-instance CPU costs
Issue commit queries
Process commit responses
Issue PCP queries
Process PCP responses
P’s per-instance CPU costs
Issue commit responses
Issue PCP responses
Network cost (per instance)
PCP soundness error
Overall soundness error

[45]

GINGER

s2 + s, in general

s2 + s, in general

(e + 2c) · n/β
d
ρ·(χ·f + ·f +5c)·n/β
ρ · (2 + |x| + |y|) · f

(e + 2c) · n/β
d
(χ · f +  · f + 2c) · n/β
(2 + |x| + |y|) · f

h·n
(ρ ·  + 1) · f · n

h·n
( + 1) · f · n

((ρ· +1)·|p|+|ξ|)·n/β
ρ

(7/9) = 2.3 · 10
2.4 · 10−8

−8

((+1)·|p|+|ξ|)·n/β
κ = 2.6 · 10−6
4.5 · 10−6

|x|, |y|: # of elements in input, output
n: # of components in linear function π (§2.2)
s: # of variables in constraint set (§2.1)
χ: # of constraints in constraint set (§2.1)
 = 3: # of high-order PCP queries in
GINGER (§A.2, §A.3)
 = 7: # of high-order PCP queries in
PEPPER (§A.1)
ρ = 70: # of PCP reps. in base scheme (§A.1)
β: batch size (# of instances) (§2.3)
e: cost of encrypting an element in F
d: cost of decrypting an encrypted element
f : cost of multiplying in F
h: cost of ciphertext add plus multiply
c: cost to generate 192-bit pseudorandom #
|p|: length of an element in F
|ξ|: length of an encrypted element in F

Figure 2—High-order costs and error in GINGER, compared to its base (PEPPER [45]), for a computation represented as χ constraints
over s variables (§2.1). The soundness error depends on field size (Appendix A.2); the table assumes |F| = 2128 . Many of the
cryptographic costs enter through the commitment protocol (see Section 2.3 or Figure 12); Section 6 quantifies the parameters. The
“PCP” row include the consistency query and check. The network costs slightly underestimate by not including query responses.

morphic encryption used by GINGER and PEPPER). This
results in the PCP
soundness error improving from 7/9
to κ, where κ ≈ 4 6 1/|F|; this analysis does not depend
on linearity tests, so they can be dropped.
The soundness error is somewhat low by cryptographic standards, but in practice, a failure rate (when
the prover is malicious) of 1 in 200,000 is reasonable.

ical expressions, conditional branching, etc. To do so,
GINGER maps computations to the constraint-over-finitefield formalism (§2.1), and thus the core protocol in Section 3 applies. In fact, our techniques3 apply to the many
protocols that use the constraint formalism or arithmetic
circuits. Moreover, we have implemented a compiler (derived from Fairplay’s [39]) that transforms high-level
computations first into constraints and then into verifier
and prover executables.
The challenges of representing computations as constraints over finite fields include: the “true answer” to the
computation may live outside of the field; sign and ordering in finite fields interact in an unintuitive fashion;
and constraints are simply equations, so it is not obvious how to represent comparisons, logical expressions,
and control flow. To explain GINGER’s solutions, we first
present an abstract framework that illustrates how GIN GER broadens the set of computations soundly and how
one can apply the approach to further computations.

A further optimization. GINGER reuses some queries
across the quadratic correction and circuit tests; this refinement is detailed and justified in Appendix A.3.
Savings. Most significantly, V can take advantage of the
lower soundness error to run ρ = 1 instead of ρ = 70
repetitions of the PCP protocol. Also, per repetition,
V’s work to generate pseudorandom queries decreases
by 3/5 (2/5 coming from the elimination of linearity
tests and 1/5 from reusing queries). These gains are depicted in Figure 2, most notably in the reduction from
ρ ·  ≈ 500 to  = 3 total PCP queries.
The total savings for the verifier depend on the relative
cost of pseudorandom number generation (encapsulated
by c) and encryption (encapsulated by e). These savings
show up in β ∗ , the minimum batch size (§2.3) at which
V gains from outsourcing. As shown in Section 6.1, the
reduction in β ∗ can be several orders of magnitude (when
e is small). Finally, taking |p| = 128 bits and |ξ| = 2 ·
1024 bits, the savings in network costs are 1–2 orders of
magnitude (holding β constant).

4

Framework to map computations to constraints. To
map a computation Ψ over some domain D (such as the
integers, Z, or the rationals, Q) to equivalent constraints
over a finite field, the programmer or compiler performs
three steps, as illustrated and described below:
(C1)

(C2)

Ψ over D −−−−→ Ψ over U −−−−→ θ(Ψ) over F

(C3)


Broadening the space of computations

3 We

C over F

suspect that many of the individual techniques are known. However, when the techniques combine, the material is surprisingly hard
to get right, so we will delve into (excruciating) detail, consistent with
our focus on built systems.

extends to computations over floating-point
fractional quantities and to a restricted general-purpose
programming model that includes inequality tests, logGINGER

5
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C1 Bound the computation. Define a set U ⊂ D and restrict the input to Ψ such that the output and intermediate values stay in U.
C2 Represent the computation faithfully in a suitable finite field. Choose a finite field, F, and a map θ : U →
F such that computing θ(Ψ) over θ(U) ⊂ F is isomorphic to computing Ψ over U. (By “θ(Ψ)”, we
mean Ψ with all inputs and literals mapped by θ.)

To represent this number, the IEEE standard requires
roughly Na + log Nq bits [29] while GINGER requires
2 · (max(Na , Nq ) + 1) bits [46, Appendix B]. As a result, GINGER’s range is vastly more limited: with 64 bits,
the IEEE standard can represent numbers on the order of
21023 and 2−1022 (with Na = 53 bits of precision) while
64 bits buys GINGER only numbers on the order of 232
and 2−32 (with Na = 32). Moreover, unlike the IEEE
standard, GINGER does not support a division operation
or rounding.
However, comparing GINGER’s floating-point representation to its integer representation, the extra costs are
not terrible. First, the prover and verifier take an extra
pass over the input and output (for implementation reasons; see Appendix B [46] for details). Second, a larger
prime p is required. For example, m × m matrix multiplication with 32-bit integer inputs requires p to have
at least log2 m + 64 bits; if the inputs are rationals with
Na = Nq = 32, then p requires 2 log2 (m + 1) + 256 bits.
Roughly speaking, the end-to-end costs are 3× those of
the integers case (see Section 6.2). Of course, the actual numbers depend on the computation. (Our compiler
computes suitable bounds with static analysis.)

C3 Transform the finite field version of the computation
into constraints. Write a set of constraints over F that
are equivalent (in the sense of Section 2.1) to θ(Ψ).
4.1

Signed integers and floating-point rationals

We now instantiate C1 and C2 for integer and rational
number computations; the next section addresses C3.
Consider m × m matrix multiplication over N-bit
signed
m integers. For step C1, each term in the output,
k=1 Aik Bkj , has m additions of 2N-bit subterms so is
contained in [−m · 22N−1 , m · 22N−1 ); this is our set U.
For step C2, take F = Z/p (the integers mod a prime
p, to be chosen shortly) and define θ : U → Z/p as
θ(u) = u mod p. Observe that θ maps negative integers
p+3
to { p+1
2 , 2 , . . . , p − 1}, analogous to how processors
represent negative numbers with a 1 in the most significant bit (this technique is standard [17, 50]). Of course,
addition and multiplication in Z/p do not “know” when
their operands are negative. Nevertheless, the computation over Z/p is isomorphic to the computation over
U, provided that |Z/p| > |U| (as shown in Appendix
B [46]).4 Thus, for the given U, we require p > m · 22N .
Note that a larger p brings larger costs (see Figure 2), so
there is a three-way trade-off among p, m, N.
We now turn to rational numbers. For step C1, we restrict the inputs as follows: when written in lowest terms,
their numerators are (Na + 1)-bit signed integers, and
their denominators are in {1, 2, 22 , 23 , . . . , 2Nb }. Note
that such numbers are (primitive) floating-point numbers: they can be represented as a · 2−q , so the decimal
point floats based on q. Now, for m×m matrix multiplication, the computation does not “leave” U = {a/b : |a| <


2Na , b ∈ {1, 2, 22 , 23 , . . . , 2Nb }}, for Na = 2Na + 2Nb +

log2 m and Nb = 2Nb [46, Appendix B].
For step C2, we take F = Q/p, the quotient field of
Z/p. Take θ( ab ) = (a mod p, b mod p). For any U ⊂ Q,
there is a choice of p such that the mapped computation
over Q/p is isomorphic to the original computation over
Q [46, Appendix B]. For our U above, p > (m + 1)2 ·
24(Na +Nb ) suffices.

4.2

Case study: branch on order comparison. We now illustrate C3 with a case study of a computation, Ψ, that
includes a less-than test and a conditional branch; pseudocode for Ψ is in Figure 3. For clarity, we will restrict
Ψ to signed integers; handling rational numbers requires
additional mechanisms [46, Appendix C].
How can we represent the test x1 < x2 using constraint equations? The solution is to use special range
constraints that decompose a number into its bits to test
whether it is in a given range; in this case, C< , depicted
in Figure 3, tests whether e = θ(x1 ) − θ(x2 ) is in the
“negative” range of Z/p (see Section 4.1). Now, under
the input restriction x1 − x2 ∈ U, C< is satisfiable if and
only if x1 < x2 [46, Appendix C]. Analogously, we can
construct C>= that is satisfiable if and only if x1 ≥ x2 .
Finally, we introduce a 0/1 variable M that encodes
a choice of branch, and then arrange for M to “pull in”
the constraints of that branch and “exclude” those of the
other. (Note that the prover need not execute the untaken
branch.) Figure 3 depicts the complete set of constraints,
CΨ ; these constraints are satisfiable if and only if the
prover correctly computes Ψ [46, Appendix C].
Logical expressions and conditionals. Besides order
comparisons and if-else, GINGER can represent ==, &&,
and || as constraints. An interesting case is !=: we can
represent Z1!=Z2 with {M · (Z1 − Z2 ) − 1 = 0} because
this constraint is satisfiable when (Z1 − Z2 ) has a multiplicative inverse and hence is not zero. These constructs
and others are detailed in Appendix D [46].

Limitations and costs. To understand the limitations
of GINGER’s floating-point representation, consider the
number a · 2−q , where |a| < 2Na and |q| ≤ Nq .
4 For

General-purpose program constructs

space, Appendices B–E appear only in the extended version [46].
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Ψ:
if (X1 < X2)
Y = 3
else
Y = 4


B0 (1 − B0 )




B (2 − B1 )

 1
..
C< =
.




(2N −2 − BN −2 )
B


 N −2
θ(X1 ) − θ(X2 ) − (p − 2N −1 ) − Ni=−02 Bi

= 0,
= 0,

..
.












= 0, 


=0


M {C< },



M (Y − 3) = 0,
CΨ =
(1 − M ){C>= },



(1 − M )(Y − 4) = 0









Figure 3—Pseudocode for our case study of Ψ, and corresponding constraints CΨ . Ψ’s inputs are signed integers x1 , x2 ; per steps
C1 and C2 (§4.1), we assume x1 − x2 ∈ U ⊂ [−2N−1 , 2N−1 ), where p > 2N . The constraints C< test x1 < x2 by testing whether the
bits of θ(x1 ) − θ(x2 ) place it in [p − 2N−1 , p). M{C} means multiplying all constraints in C by M and then reducing to degree-2.

Limitations and costs. We compile a subset of SFDL,
the language of the Fairplay compiler [39]. Thus, our
limitations are essentially those of SFDL; notably, loop
bounds have to be known at compile time.
How efficient is our representation? The program constructs above mostly have concise constraint representations. Consider, for instance, comp1==comp2; the equivalent constraint set C consists of the constraints that represent comp1, the constraints that represent comp2, and
an additional constraint to relate the outputs of comp1
and comp2. Thus, C is the same size as its two components, as one would expect.
However, two classes of computations are costly. First,
inequality comparisons require variables and a constraint for every bit position; see Figure 3. Second, the
constraints for if-else and ||, as written, seem to be
degree-3; notice, for instance, the M{C} in Figure 3. To
be compatible with the core protocol, these constraints
must be rewritten to be degree-2 (§2.1), which carries
costs. Specifically, if C has s variables and χ constraints,
an equivalent degree-2 representation of M{C} has s + χ
variables and 2 · χ constraints [46, Appendix D].

5

hardware in the context of [21]). We exploit three levels
of parallelism here. First, the prover performs a ciphertext operation for each component in the commitment
vector (§2.3); each operation is (to first approximation)
separate. Second, each operation computes two independent modular exponentiations (the ciphertext of an ElGamal encryption has two elements). Third, modular exponentiation itself admits a parallel implementation (each
input is a multiprecision number encoded in multiple machine words). Thus, in our GPU implementation, a group
of CUDA [1] threads computes each exponentiation.
We also parallelize the verifier’s encryption work during the commitment phase (§2.3), using the approach
above plus an optimization: the verifier’s exponentiations
are fixed base, letting us memoize intermediate squares.
We implement exponentiations for the prover and verifier with the libgpucrypto library of SSLShader [36],
modified to implement the memoization.
Implementation details. Our compiler consists of two
stages, which a future publication will detail. The frontend compiles a subset of Fairplay’s SFDL [39] to constraints; it is derived from Fairplay and is implemented
in 5294 lines of Java, starting from Fairplay’s 3886 lines
(per [51]). The back-end transforms constraints into C++
code that implements the verifier and prover and then invokes gcc; this component is 1105 lines of Python code.
For efficiency, PEPPER [45] introduced specialized
PCP protocols for certain computations. For some experiments we use specialized PCPs in GINGER also; in these
cases we write the prover and verifier manually, which
typically requires a few hundred lines of C++. Automating the compilation of specialized PCPs is future work.
The verifier and prover are separate processes that exchange data using Open MPI [2]. GINGER uses the ElGamal cryptosystem [23] with 1024-bit keys.

Parallelization and implementation

Many of GINGER’s remaining costs are in the cryptographic operations in the commitment protocol (see Appendix A.1). To address these costs, we distribute the
prover over multiple machines, leveraging GINGER’s inherent parallelism. We also implement the prover and
verifier on GPUs, which raises two questions. (1) Isn’t
this just moving the problem? Yes, and this is good:
GPUs are optimized for the types of operations that bottleneck GINGER. (2) Why do we assume that the verifier
has a GPU? Desktops are more likely than servers to have
GPUs, and the prevalence of GPUs is increasing. Also,
this setup models a future in which specialized hardware
for cryptographic operations is common.

6

Parallelization. To distribute GINGER’s prover, we run
multiple copies of it (one per host), each copy receiving
a fraction of the batch (Section 2.3). In this configuration, the provers use the Open MPI [2] message-passing
library to synchronize and exchange data.
To further reduce latency, each prover offloads work
to a GPU (see also [49] for an independent study of GPU

Experimental evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following questions:
• What is the effect of the protocol refinements (§3)?
• What are the costs of supporting rational numbers and
the additional program structures (§4)?
• What is GINGER’s speedup from parallelizing (§5)?
Figure 4 summarizes the results.
7
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GINGER ’s protocol refinements reduce per-instance network costs by 25–30× (to hundreds of KBs for the computations
we study), prover CPU costs by about 10–14% (leaving them still high), and break-even batch size (β ∗ ) by about 4×.

§6.1

With accelerated encryption GINGER breaks even from outsourcing short computations at small batch sizes; for 400×400
matrix multiplication, the verifier gains from outsourcing at a batch size of 20 (tens of seconds of computation).

§6.1

Rational arithmetic costs roughly 3× integer arithmetic under GINGER (but much more than native floating-point).

§6.2

Parallelizing results in near-linear reduction in the prover’s latency.

§6.3

Figure 4—Summary of main evaluation results.
computation (Ψ)

O(·)

matrix mult.
matrix mult. (Q)
deg-2 poly. eval.
deg-3 poly. eval.
m-Hamming dist.
bisection method

O(m3 )

O(m3 )
O(m2 )
O(m3 )
O(m2 )
O(m2 )

input domain (see §4.1)
32-bit signed integers
rationals (Na = 32, Nb = 32)
32-bit signed integers
32-bit signed integers
32-bit unsigned
rationals (Na = 32, Nb = 5)

size of F

s

n

default

128 bits
320 bits
128 bits
192 bits
128 bits
320 bits

2m2

m3

m = 200
m = 100
m = 100
m = 200
m = 100
m = 25

2m2
m
m
2m2 + m
16 · (m + |C< |)

m3
m2
m3
2m3
256 · (m + |C< |)2

local
800 ms
5.90 ms
0.40 ms
160 ms
0.90 ms
180 ms

Figure 5—Benchmark computations. s is the number of constraint variables; s affects n, which is the size of V’s queries and of P’s
linear function π (see Figure 2). Only high-order terms are reported for n. The latter two columns give our experimental defaults and
the cost of local computation (i.e., no outsourcing) at those defaults. In polynomial evaluation, V and P hold a polynomial; the input
is values for the m variables. The latter two computations exercise the program constructs in Section 4.2. In m-Hamming distance,
V and P hold a fixed set of strings; the input is a length m string, and the output is a vector of the Hamming distance between the
input and the set of strings. Bisection method refers to root-finding via bisection: both V and P hold a degree-2 polynomial in m
variables, the input is two m-element endpoints that bracket a root, and the output is a small interval that contains the root.

GPU has 448 CUDA cores and 6GB of memory.

We use six benchmark computations, summarized in
Figure 5 (Appendix E [46] has details). For bisection
method and degree-2 polynomial evaluation, V and P
were produced by our compiler; for the other computations, we use tailored encodings (see Section 5). We
implemented and analyzed other computations (e.g., edit
distance and circle packing) but found that V gained from
outsourcing only at implausibly large batch sizes.

Validating the cost model. We will sometimes predict
β ∗ , V’s costs, and P’s costs by using our cost model
(Figure 2), so we now validate this model. We run microbenchmarks to quantify the model’s parameters—e is
reported in this section; Appendix E [46] quantifies the
other parameters—and then compare the parameterized
model to GINGER’s measured performance. GINGER’s
empirical results are at most 2%–15% more than are predicted by the model. However, local computation costs
about 1.2–4.0 times more than is predicted; we think that
the divergence results from adverse caching effects that
increase the cost of a multiplication. Thus, we expect the
verifier to break even at batch sizes that are about a factor
of 1.2–4.0 smaller than predicted by the model.

Method and setup. We measure latency and computing cycles used by the verifier and the prover, and the
amount of data exchanged between them. We account
for the prover’s cost in per-instance terms. Because the
verifier amortizes costs over a batch (§2.3), we focus on
the break-even batch size, β ∗ : the batch size at which the
verifier’s CPU cost from GINGER equals the cost of computing the batch locally. We measure local computation
using implementations built on the GMP library (except
for matrix multiplication over rationals, where we use native floating-point).
For each result that we report, we run at least three experiments and take the averages (the standard deviations
are always within 5% of the means). We measure CPU
time using getrusage, latency using PAPI’s real time
counter [3], and network costs by recording the number
of application-level bytes transferred.
Our experiments use a cluster at the Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC). Each machine is configured
identically and runs Linux on an Intel Xeon processor
E5540 2.53 GHz with 48GB of RAM. Experiments with
GPUs use machines with an NVIDIA Tesla M2070. Each

6.1

The effect of GINGER’s protocol refinements

We begin with m × m matrix multiplication (m =
100, 200) and degree-3 polynomial evaluation (m =
100, 200), and batch size of β = 5000. We report perinstance network and CPU costs: the total network and
CPU costs over the batch, divided by β.
Figure 6 depicts network costs. For matrix multiplication, these are about the same as the cost to send the
inputs and receive the outputs; for polynomial evaluation, these are about 10 times the size of the inputs and
outputs. Also, GINGER improves on PEPPER by 20–30×.
In this experiment, GINGER’s prover incurs about 10–
14% less CPU time compared to PEPPER (estimated using a cost model from [45]) but still takes tens of minutes per-instance; this is obviously a lot, but we reduce
8
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Figure 6—Per-instance network costs of GINGER and its base
(PEPPER [45]), compared to the size of the inputs and outputs.
At this batch size (β = 5000), GINGER’s refinements reduce
per-instance network costs by a factor of 25–30 compared to
PEPPER . GINGER ’s network costs here are hundreds of KB or
less. The y-axis is log-scaled.
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Figure 8—Predicted running times of GINGER’s verifier and
prover for matrix multiplication (m = 100), under integer and
floating-point inputs, at β = 4300 (the break-even batch size
for this computation over integers). The “local” row refers to
GMP arithmetic for Z and native floating-point arithmetic for
Q. Handling rationals costs GINGER roughly 3× more than
handling integers, but both are still far from native.

d-3 poly eval
(m=200)

local

mat. mult.

computation (Ψ)

# Boolean gates (est.)

m-Hamming dist.
bisection method

106

1.3 ·
3.0 · 108

# constraint vars.
2 · 104
1528

Figure 9—GINGER’s constraints compared to Boolean circuits,
for m-Hamming distance (m = 100) and bisection method
(m = 25). The Boolean circuits are estimated using the unmodified Fairplay [39] compiler. GINGER’s constraints are not
concise but are far more so than Boolean circuits.

Under scenario (3), we take e = 0µs. What about scenario (2)? Our cost model concerns CPU costs, so we
need an exchange rate between GPU and CPU exponentations. We make a crude estimate: we measure the number of encryptions per second achievable on an NVIDIA
Tesla M2070 (which is 180,000) and on an Intel 2.5
GHz CPU (which is 13,700), normalize by the dollar
cost of the chips, and obtain that their throughput-perdollar ratio is 1.8×. We thus (very conservatively) take
e = 72.1/1.8 = 40µs.
We plug these three values of e into the cost model in
Figure 2, set the cost under GINGER equal to the cost of
local computing, and solve for β ∗ . The values of β ∗ are
4150 (CPU), 2300 (crude GPU estimate), and 20 (crypto
hardware). We also use the model to predict V’s and P’s
costs at β ∗ , under PEPPER and GINGER. Figure 7 summarizes. GINGER is very sensitive to the value of e because
its refinements have eliminated many of the other costs.
Moreover, the aggregate verifier computing time drops
significantly under all three cost models. The prover’s
per-instance work is mostly unaffected, but as the batch
size decreases, so does its aggregate work.

Figure 7—Break-even batch sizes (β ∗ ) and predicted running
times of prover and verifier at β = β ∗ , for matrix multiplication
(m = 400), under three models of the encryption cost. The
verifier’s per-instance work is not depicted because it equals the
local running time, by definition of β ∗ . The local running time
is high in part because the local implementation uses GMP.

latency by parallelizing (§6.3). For this computation and
at this batch size (β = 5000), GINGER’s verifier takes a
few hundreds of milliseconds per-instance, less than locally computing using our baseline of GMP.
Amortizing the verifier’s costs. Batching is both a limitation and a strength of GINGER: GINGER’s verifier must
batch to gain from outsourcing but can batch to drive perinstance overhead arbitrarily low. Nevertheless, we want
break-even batch sizes (β ∗ ) to be as small as possible.
But β ∗ mostly depends on e, the cost of encryption (Figure 2), because after our refinements the verifier’s main
burden is creating Enc(pk, r) (see §2.3), the cost of which
amortizes over the batch.
What values of e make sense? We consider three scenarios: (1) the verifier uses a CPU for encryptions, (2)
the verifier offloads encryptions to a GPU, and (3) the
verifier has special-purpose hardware that can only perform encryptions. (See Section 5 for motivation.) Under
scenario (1), we measure e = 72.1µs on a 2.5 GHz CPU.

6.2

Evaluating GINGER’s computational model

To understand the costs of the floating-point representation (§4.1), we compare it to two baselines: GINGER’s
signed integer representation and the computation executed locally, using the CPU’s floating point unit. Our
benchmark application is matrix multiplication (m =
100). Figure 8 details the comparison.
We also consider GINGER’s general-purpose program
constructs (§4). Our baseline is Boolean circuits (we are
9
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Figure 10—Latency speedup observed by GINGER’s verifier when the prover is parallelized. We run with m = 100, β = 150 for
matrix multiplication and degree-3 polynomial evaluation; m = 100, β = 1500 for degree-2 polynomial evaluation; m = 100, β =
15 for m-Hamming distance; and m = 25, β = 15 for bisection method. GINGER’s prover achieves near-linear speedups except
when the problem sizes are small and hence the overhead from parallelizing is significant (e.g., degree-2 polynomial evaluation).

unaware of efficient arithmetic representations of these
constructs). We compare the number of Boolean circuit
gates and the number of GINGER’s arithmetic constraint
variables, since these determine the proving and verifying costs under the respective formalisms (see [5, 45]).
Taken individually, GINGER’s constructs (<=, &&, etc.)
are the same cost or more than those of Boolean circuits (e.g., || introduces auxiliary variables). However,
Boolean circuits are in general far more verbose: they
represent quantities by their bits (which GINGER does
only when computing inequalities). Figure 9 gives a
rough end-to-end comparison.

ifying computations [4]. Also, Gentry’s fully homomorphic encryption [27] has engendered protocols for verifiable non-interactive computation [20, 24, 26]. However,
despite striking improvements [28, 42, 47], the costs of
hiding inputs (among other expenses) prevent any of the
aforementioned verified computation schemes from getting close to practical (even by our relaxed standards).

A substantial body of work achieves two of our goals—
it is general-purpose and practical—but it makes strong
assumptions about the servers (e.g., trusted hardware).
There is also a large body of work on protocols for
special-purpose computation. We regard this work as
orthogonal to our efforts; for a survey of this landscape, see [45]. Herein, we focus on approaches that are
general-purpose and unconditional.

PCPs, argument systems, and interactive proofs. Applying proof systems to verifiable computation is standard in the theory community [5–7, 10, 15, 32, 37, 38,
41], and the asymptotics continue to improve [13, 14, 22,
43]. However, none of this work has paid much attention
to building systems.
Very recently, researchers have begun to explore using
this theory for practical verified outsourced computation.
In a recent preprint, Ben-Sasson et al. [12] investigate
when PCP protocols might be beneficial for outsourcing.
Since many of the protocols require representing computations as constraints, Ben-Sasson et al. [11] study improved reductions to constraints from a RAM model of
computation. And Gennaro et al. [25] give a new characterization of NP to provide asymptotically efficient arguments without using PCPs.
However, as far as we know, only two research groups
have made serious efforts toward practical systems. Our
previous work [44, 45] built upon the efficient argument
system of Ishai et al. [35]. In contrast, Cormode, Mitzenmacher, and Thaler [21] (hereafter, CMT) built upon the
protocol of Goldwasser et al. [31], and a follow-up effort
studies a GPU-based parallel implementation [49].

Homomorphic encryption and secure multi-party
protocols. Homomorphic encryption (which enables
computation over ciphertext) and secure multi-party protocols (in which participants compute over private data,
revealing only the result [34, 39, 52]) provide only privacy guarantees, but one can build on them for verifiable
computation. For instance, the Boneh-Goh-Nissim homomorphic cryptosystem [18] can be adapted to evaluate
circuits, Groth uses homomorphic commitments to produce a zero-knowledge argument protocol [33], and Applebaum et al. use secure multi-party protocols for ver-

Comparison of GINGER and CMT [21, 49]. We
compared three different implementations: CMT-native,
CMT-GMP, and GINGER. CMT-native refers to the code
and configuration released by Thaler et al. [49]; it works
over a small field and thereby exploits highly efficient
machine arithmetic but restricts the inputs to the computation unrealistically (see Section 4.1). CMT-GMP refers
to an implementation based on CMT-native but modified
by us to use the GMP library for multi-precision arithmetic; this allows more realistic computation sizes and
inputs, as well as rational numbers.

6.3

Scalability of the parallel implementation

To demonstrate the scalability of GINGER’s parallelization, we run the prover using many CPU cores, many
GPUs, and many machines. We measure end-to-end latency, as observed by the verifier. Figure 10 summarizes
the results for various computations. In most cases, the
speedup is near-linear.
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computation. GINGER has combined theoretical refinements (slashing query costs and network overhead); a
general computational model (including fractions and
standard program constructs) with a compiler; and a massively parallel implementation that takes advantage of
modern hardware. Together, these changes have brought
us closer to a truly deployable system. Nevertheless,
much work remains: the efficiency of the verifier depends
on special hardware, the costs for the prover are still too
high, and looping cannot yet be handled concisely.

Figure 11—CMT [21] compared to GINGER, in terms of amortized CPU and network costs (GINGER’s total costs are divided
by a batch size of β=5000 instances), for m × m matrix multiplication. CMT-native uses native data types but is restricted
to small problem sizes and domains. CMT-GMP uses the GMP
library for multi-precision arithmetic (as does GINGER).
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We perform two experiments using m × m matrix multiplication. Our testbed is the same as in Section 6. In the
first one, we run with m = 256 and integer inputs. For
CMT-GMP and GINGER, the inputs are 32-bit unsigned
integers, and the prime (the field modulus) is 128 bits.
For CMT-native, the prime is 261 − 1. In the second experiment, m is 128, the inputs are rational numbers (with
Na = Nb = 32; see Section 4.1), the prime is 320 bits,
and we experiment only with CMT-GMP and GINGER.
We measure total CPU time and network cost; for
CMT, we measure “network” traffic by counting bytes
(the CMT verifier and prover run in the same process
and hence the same machine). Each reported datum is an
average over 3 sample runs; there is little experimental
variation (less than 5% of the means).
Figure 11 depicts the results. CMT incurs a significant
penalty when moving from native to GMP (and hence
to realistic problem sizes). Comparing CMT-GMP and
GINGER , the network and prover costs are similar (although network costs for CMT reflect high fixed overhead for their circuit). The per-instance verifier costs
are also similar, but GINGER is batch verifying whereas
CMT does not need to do so (a significant advantage).
A qualitative comparison is as follows. On the one
hand, CMT does not require cryptography, has better
asymptotic prover and network costs, and for some computations the verifier does not need batching to gain from
outsourcing [49]. On the other hand, CMT applies to a
smaller set of computations: if the computation is not efficiently parallelizable or does not naturally map to arithmetic circuits (e.g., it has order comparisons or conditionality), then CMT in its current form will be inapplicable or inefficient, respectively. Ultimately, GINGER and
CMT should be complementary, as one can likely ease or
eliminate some of the restrictions on CMT by incorporating the constraint formalism together with batching [48].
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A

Efficient arguments with linear PCPs
but no linearity tests

Whereas previous work [35, 45] established that the
commitment protocol in phases 2 and 3 of PEPPER (§2.3)
binds the prover to a particular function, there were no
constraints on that function. The principal result of this
section is that the prover is actually bound to a function
that is linear, or very nearly so. As a consequence, we can
eliminate linearity testing from the PCP protocol. Furthermore, the error bound from one run of this modified
PCP protocol is far stronger (lower) than was known.
This section describes the base protocols (A.1), states
the refinements and proves their soundness (A.2), and describes a few other optimizations (A.3).
A.1

Base protocols

GINGER uses a linear commitment protocol that is borrowed from PEPPER [45]; this protocol is depicted in Figure 12.5 As described in Section 2.3, PEPPER composes
this protocol and a linear PCP; that PCP is depicted in
Figure 13. The purpose of {γ0 , γ1 , γ2 } in this figure is to
make a maliciously constructed oracle unlikely to pass
5 Like PEPPER , GINGER

verifies in batches (§2.3), which changes the
protocols a bit; see [45, Appendix C] for details.
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Commit+Multidecommit
The protocol assumes an additive homomorphic encryption scheme (Gen, Enc, Dec) over a finite field, F.
Commit phase
Input: Prover holds a vector w ∈ Fn , which defines a linear function π : Fn → F, where π(q) = w, q.

1. Verifier does the following:
• Generates public and secret keys (pk, sk) ← Gen(1k ), where k is a security parameter.
• Generates vector r ∈R Fn and encrypts r component-wise, so Enc(pk, r) = (Enc(pk, r1 ), . . . , Enc(pk, rn )).
• Sends Enc(pk, r) and pk to the prover.
2. Using the homomorphism in the encryption scheme, the prover computes e ← Enc(pk, π(r)) without learning r. The prover
sends e to the verifier.
3. The verifier computes s ← Dec(sk, e), retaining s and r.

Decommit phase
Input: the verifier holds q1 , . . . , qµ ∈ Fn and wants to obtain π(q1 ), . . . , π(qµ ).

4. The verifier picks µ secrets α1 , . . . , αµ ∈R F and sends to the prover (q1 , . . . , qµ , t), where t = r + α1 q1 + · · · + αµ qµ ∈ Fn .

5. The prover returns (a1 , a2 , . . . , aµ , b), where ai , b ∈ F. If the prover behaved, then ai = π(qi ) for all i ∈ [µ], and b = π(t).
?

6. The verifier checks: b = s + α1 a1 + · · · + αµ aµ . If so, it outputs (a1 , a2 , . . . , aµ ). If not, it rejects, outputting ⊥.

Figure 12—The commitment protocol of PEPPER [45], which generalizes a protocol of Ishai et al. [35]. q1 , . . . , qµ are the PCP
queries, and n is the size of the proof encoding. The protocol is written in terms of an additive homomorphic encryption scheme, but
as stated elsewhere [35, 45], the protocol can be modified to work with a multiplicative homomorphic scheme, such as ElGamal [23].

the circuit test; to generate the {γi }, V multiplies each
constraint by a random value and collects like terms, a
process described in [5, 13, 35, 45]. The completeness
and soundness of this PCP are explained in those sources,
and our notation is borrowed from [45]. Here we just assert that the soundness error of this PCP is  = (7/9)ρ ;
that is, if the proof π is incorrect, the verifier detects that
fact with probability greater than 1 − . To make  small,
PEPPER takes ρ = 70.
A.2

tors (S, R) (a sender and receiver, which correspond to
our prover and verifier) in an environment E that generates F, w and Q = (q1 , . . . , qµ ). In the first phase, the
commit phase, S has w, and S and R interact, based on
their random inputs. In the decommit phase, E gives Q
to R, and S and R interact again, based on further random inputs. At the end of this second phase, R outputs
A = (a1 , . . . , aµ ) ∈ Fµ or ⊥. A CFMD meets the following properties:
• Correctness. At the end of the decommit phase, R
outputs π(qi ) = w, qi  (for all i), if S is honest.
• B -Binding. Consider the following experiment. The
environment E produces two (possibly distinct) µtuples of queries: Q = (q1 , . . . , qµ ) and Q̂ =
(q̂1 , . . . , q̂µ ). R and a cheating S∗ run the commit
phase once and two independent instances of the decommit phase. In the two instances R presents the
queries as Q and Q̂, respectively. We say that S∗ wins
binding if R’s outputs at the end of the respective
decommit phases are A = (a1 , . . . , aµ ) and Â =
(â1 , . . . , âµ ), and for some i, j, we have qi = q̂j but
ai = âj . We say that the protocol meets the B -Binding
property if for all E and for all efficient S∗ , the probability of S∗ winning binding is less than B . The probability is taken over three sets of independent randomness: the commit phase and the two runnings of the
decommit phase.
• L -Linearity. Consider the same experiment above.
We say that S∗ wins linearity if R’s outputs at the
end of the respective decommit phases are A =
(a1 , . . . , aµ ) and Â = (â1 , . . . , âµ ), and for some i, j, k,
we have q̂k = qi + qj but âk = ai + aj . We say that

Stronger soundness analysis and consequences

retains the (P, V) argument system of PEP but uses a modified PCP protocol (depicted in
Figure 14) that makes the following changes to the base
PCP protocol (Figure 13):
GINGER
PER [45]

• Remove the linearity queries and tests.
• Set ρ = 1.
Theorem A.1. The (P, V) described
above is an argument system with soundness G ≈ 6 1/|F|. (The exact
value of G depends on intermediate lemmas and will be
given at the end of the section.)
We will prove this theorem at the end of this section.
To build up to the proof, we first strengthen the definition of a linear commitment primitive. We note that only
the third property (linearity) in the definition is new; the
rest is taken from [45, Appendix B], which itself heavily
borrows framing, notation, and text from Ishai et al. [35].
Definition A.1 (Commitment to a function with multiple decommitments (CFMD)). Define a two-phase experiment between two probabilistic polynomial time ac13
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The linear PCP from [5]

GINGER ’s

• Generate quadratic correction queries: Select q1 , q2 ∈R Fs
2
and q4 ∈R Fs . Define q3 ← (q1 ⊗ q2 + q4 ). Note that q3
will not travel, as P can derive it.
• Generate circuit queries: Take q5 ← γ1 + q1 . Take q6 ←
γ2 + q4 .
• Issue queries. Send (q1 , q2 , q4 , q5 , q6 ) to oracle π, getting
back π(q1 ), π(q2 ), π(q3 ), π(q4 ), π(q5 ), π(q6 ).
• Quadratic correction test: Check that π(q1 ) · π(q2 ) =
π(q3 ) − π(q4 ). If not, reject.
• Circuit
test:
Check
that
(π(q5 ) − π(q1 )) +
(π(q6 ) − π(q4 )) = −γ0 . If so, accept.

Loop ρ times:
• Generate linearity queries: Select q1 , q2 ∈R Fs and
2
q4 , q5 ∈R Fs . Take q3 ← q1 + q2 and q6 ← q4 + q5 .
• Generate quadratic correction queries: Select q7 , q8 ∈R Fs
2
and q10 ∈R Fs . Take q9 ← (q7 ⊗ q8 + q10 ).
2

• Generate circuit queries: Select q12 ∈R Fs and q14 ∈R Fs .
Take q11 ← γ1 + q12 and q13 ← γ2 + q14 .
• Issue queries. Send q1 , . . . , q14 to oracle π, getting back
π(q1 ), . . . , π(q14 ).
• Linearity tests: Check that π(q1 ) + π(q2 ) = π(q3 ) and that
π(q4 ) + π(q5 ) = π(q6 ). If not, reject.
• Quadratic correction test: Check that π(q7 ) · π(q8 ) =
π(q9 ) − π(q10 ). If not, reject.
• Circuit test: Check that (π(q11 ) − π(q12 )) +
(π(q13 ) − π(q14 )) = −γ0 . If not, reject.

Figure 14—GINGER’s PCP protocol, which refines PEPPER’s
protocol (Figure 13). This protocol eliminates linearity testing
and repetition, and recycles queries [9].

Now, assume to the contrary that Commit+Multidecommit does not meet the definition of

If V makes it here, accept.

L -linearity. Then there exists an environment E producing qi , qj , i, j, k, Q, Q̂, S∗ (where Q has qi , qj in the ith and
jth positions and Q̂ has qi + qj in the kth position) such
that Prall 3 phases {S∗ wins linearity under E} > 1/|F|+S .
Let q  q̂k = qi + qj .
We now describe an algorithm A that, when given
input I = (pk, Enc(pk, r), r + Z1 q , r + Z2 q ), can recover Z1 with probability more than 1/|F| + S . A has
Q, Q̂, qi , qj , i, j, k hard-wired (because it is working under
environment E) and works as follows:
(a) A gives (pk, Enc(pk, r)) to S∗ and ignores the reply.
(b) A randomly generates α1 , . . . , αµ and sends to S∗
the input (Q, r+α1 q1 +· · ·+(αi +Z1 )qi +· · ·+(αj +
Z1 )qj +· · ·+αµ qµ ). A is able to construct this input
because A was given r + Z1 q = r + Z1 qi + Z1 qj . In
response, S∗ returns (b, a1 , . . . , ai , . . . , aj , . . . , aµ ).
(c) A randomly generates α̂1 , . . . , α̂µ . A sends to S∗ the
input (Q̂, r + α̂1 q̂1 + · · · + Z2 q̂k + · · · + α̂µ q̂µ ). A is
able to construct this input because A was given r +
Z2 q = r+Z2 q̂k . A gets back (b̂, â1 , . . . , âk , . . . , âµ ).
At this point, A assumes that the responses from S∗
pass the decommitment phase; that is, A acts as if b =
s+α1 a1 +· · ·+(αi +Z1 )ai +· · ·+(αj +Z1 )aj +· · ·+αµ aµ
and b̂ = s + α̂1 â1 + · · · + Z2 âk + · · · + α̂µ âµ . A can write

Figure 13—The linear PCP that PEPPER uses. It is from [5].
The notation x ⊗ y refers to the outer product of two vectors x
and y (meaning the vector or matrix consisting of all pairs of
components from the two vectors). The values {γ0 , γ1 , γ2 } are
described briefly in the text.

the protocol meets the L -linearity property if for all E
and for all efficient S∗ , the probability of S∗ winning
linearity is less than L . As with the prior property,
the probability is taken over three sets of independent
randomness: the commit phase and the two runnings
of the decommit phase.
Prior work proved that Commit+Multidecommit (Figure 12) meets the first two properties above [45]. We will
now show that it also meets the third property.
Lemma A.1. Commit+Multidecommit meets the definition of L -linearity, with L = 1/|F| + S , where S comes
from the semantic security of the homomorphic encryption scheme.
Proof. We will show that if S∗ can systematically cheat,
then an adversary A could use S∗ to break the semantic
security of the encryption scheme.
Let r ∈R Fn and Z1 , Z2 ∈R F (we use ∈R to mean
“drawn uniformly at random from”). Semantic security
(see [30], definitions 5.2.2, 5.2.8 and Exercise 17) implies that for all PPT A (A can be non-uniform),
Pr

Gen,Enc,r,Z1 ,Z2

K1 = Z2 âk − Z1 (ai + aj ),
(2)


where A can derive K1 = b̂ − b − ι=k α̂ι âι + ι αι aι .
Now, let t = r + Z1 q and let t̂ = r + Z2 q (both of
these were supplied as input to A). These two equations
concern vectors. However, by choosing an index ι in the
vector q where q is not zero (if the vector is zero everywhere, then r is revealed), A can derive

{A(pk, Enc(pk, r), r + Z1 q, r + Z2 q) = Z1 }

< 1/|F| + S .

PCP protocol

(1)

This holds for all q ∈ Fn .6

6 We

are being loose here. Under the actual definition of semantic security, (a) S should be replaced with a negligible function of n, and (b)
the claim holds only for n sufficiently large.

K2 = Z2 − Z1 ,

(3)
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where K2 = (t̂(ι) − t(ι) )/q(ι) .
Now, observe that if âk = ai + aj (as happens when
S∗ wins), then A can recover Z1 by solving equations (2)
and (3). Thus,
Pr


Gen,Enc,r,Z1 ,Z2 ,
α,α̂

≥
=

{A(I) = Z1 }

Pr


Gen,Enc,r,Z1 ,Z2 ,
α,α̂
∗

Pr

Proof. Assume otherwise. Then for some q1 and q2 , we
have Prcomm {f̃v (q1 ) + f̃v (q2 ) = f̃v (q1 + q2 )} ≥ F , which
implies Prall 3 phases {f̃v (q1 ) + f̃v (q2 ) = f̃v (q1 + q2 )} ≥ F ,
since we can “add coin flips that don’t matter”, namely
those of the two decommit phases.
Now, consider the game in the definition of L linearity, and set Q = (q1 , q2 , . . .) and Q̂ = (q1 +
q2 , . . .). Let η be the event that S∗ wins in this game.
Let ν be the event that the outputs a1 , a2 , â1 are given
by the function f̃v (·). Then Prall 3 phases {ν} < 63 , by
Lemma A.3, by the union bound, and by (again) “adding
coin flips that don’t matter” to get from a probability
over two phases to one over three phases. Now, note that
Prall 3 phases {η|ν} ≥ F , by the contrary hypothesis. This
implies that Prall 3 phases {η} ≥ F − 63 = L , which contradicts the definition of L -linearity.

{S∗ wins linearity under E}

{S wins linearity under E}

all 3 phases

> 1/|F| + S .

(4)

The equality holds because the distribution
of (α1 , . . . , αi + Z1 , . . . , αj + Z1 , . . . , αµ ) and
(α̂1 , . . . , Z2 , . . . , α̂µ ) is equivalent to the distribution from which R selects in the decommit phases of the
three-phase experiment, under Commit+Multidecommit.
Meanwhile, inequality (4) contradicts inequality (1).

Lemma A.4 almost talks about a linearity test [16]!
But linearity testing theory [8] relates (a) the probability over randomly chosen queries that the test fails and
(b) the closeness-to-linearity of the tested function. Thus,
to apply the theory, we line up Lemma A.4 and (a).
√
Lemma A.5. With probability greater than 1 − F over
the commit phase, the fraction of (q1 , q2 ) pairs that cause
√
f̃v (·) to fail the linearity test is ≤ F .

The lemmas ahead show that, under Commit+Multidecommit, S is bound to a nearly linear

function, f̃ (·); specifically, f̃ (·) is δ ∗ -close to linear for
small δ ∗ . By contrast, previous work [35, 45] showed
only that S was bound to some function f̃ (·).
We now give some notation and restate two claims
from [45]. Let ζ be the event that R’s output is a vector (a1 , . . . , aµ ); equivalently, ζ is the event that R’s output is non-⊥. Below, we sometimes write Prcomm {·} or
Prdecomm {·} to mean the probability over the random
choices of the commit or decommit phases.

Proof. Let Iv,q1 ,q2 be an indicator random variable that
equals 1 if, in view v (that is, given the randomness of
the commit phase), f̃v (q1 + q2 ) = f̃v (q1 ) + f̃v (q2 ). The
lemma is equivalent to the statement
√
√
Pr { Pr {Iv,q1 ,q2 = 1} > F } < F .

Lemma A.2 (Existence of an extractor function [45]).
Let (S, R) be a
CFMD protocol with binding error B . Let
√
C = µ · 2 · (2 3 9/2 + 1) · 3 B . Let v = (vS∗ , vR ) represent the views of S∗ and R after the commit phase (v
captures the randomness of the commit phase). For every efficient S∗ and for every v, there exists a function
f̃v : Fn → F such that the following holds.7 For any environment E, the output of R at the end of the decommit
phase is, except with probability C , either ⊥ or satisfies
ai = f̃v (qi ) for all i ∈ [µ], where (q1 , . . . , qµ ) are the decommitment queries generated by E, and the probability
is over the random inputs of S∗ and R in both phases.

√
Lemma A.3. Let 3 = (2 3 9/2 + 1) · 3 B . Label the ith
query in Q as qi and the ith response as ai . For all Q, i,
we have Prcomm,decomm {ζ ∩ {ai = f̃v (qi )}} < 23 .

comm q1 ,q2


Now, define a random variable Yv = Q12 q1 ,q2 Iv,q1 ,q2 ,
where Q = |F|n is the number of possibilities for each
of q1 and q2 . By linearity of expectation, Ecomm [Yv ] =
1
· (E[Iv,1 ] + · · · + E[Iv,Q2 ]), where E[Iv,i ] is the probabilQ2
ity, over the commit phase, that a particular (qj , qk ) pair
causes f̃v (·) to fail the linearity test. Lemma A.4 implies
that E[Iv,i ] < F for all i; hence, Ecomm [Yv ] < F . We now
apply a Markov bound to Yv :
Pr {Yv >

comm

√
√
Ecomm [Yv ]
F
F } < √
< √ = F .
F
F

But Yv is equivalent to Prq1 ,q2 {Iv,q1 ,q2 = 1}; making this
substitution immediately above yields the lemma.

Proof. Follows from a claim in [45] (Claim B.4).

Lemma A.6. Let δ ∗ be the lesser root of 6δ 2 − 3δ +
√
√
F = 0. If F < 29 , then with probability greater than
√
1− F over the commit phase, f̃v (·) is δ ∗ -close to linear.

n

Lemma A.4. For all q1 , q2 ∈ F , Prcomm {f̃v (q1 ) +
f̃v (q2 ) = f̃v (q1 + q2 )} < F  L + 63 .

Proof. We use the linearity testing results of Bellare et
al. [8, 9] and the terminology of [8]. Define Dist(f , g)
to be the fraction of inputs on which f and g disagree.

7 Note

that after the commit phase, f̃v (·) is deterministic. (f̃v (·) is defined [35, 45] to map q to the value that R is most likely to successfully
output in the decommit phase.)
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Define Dist(f ) to be the fraction of inputs on which
f disagrees with its “closest linear function” [8]. Define Rej(f ) to be the probability, over uniformly random
choices of x and y from the domain of f , that f (x)+f (y) =
f (x + y); Rej(f ) is the probability that f fails the linearity
test. As stated by Bellare et al. [8]:

By inspection (of the lemmas), the dominant
contributor

√
to G , namely F , is proportional to 6 1/|F|.
We compute a bound on G as follows.

• C is given in Lemma A.2. We take µ = 6 (per Figure 14). We also take B = 1/|F| (following [45]; this
amounts to ignoring the error from the semantic security of the homomorphic encryption scheme) and
|F| = 2128 , giving C < 7.4 · 10−12 .

• If Dist(f ) = δ, then Rej(f ) ≥ 3δ − 6δ 2 .
• If Dist(f ) ≥ 14 , then Rej(f ) ≥ 29 .

The above implies the following claim: for all δ  ∈
{δ | 3δ  − 6δ 2 < 29 and 0 ≤ δ  ≤ 14 }, if Rej(f ) ≤ 3δ  −
6δ 2 , then Dist(f ) ≤ δ  . (To see this, fix δ  . Assume to the
contrary that δ = Dist(f ) > δ  . There are two cases, and
both contradict the given. If δ < 14 , then Rej(f ) ≥ 3δ −
6δ 2 > 3δ  −6δ 2 . If δ ≥ 14 , then Rej(f ) ≥ 29 > 3δ  −6δ 2 .)
From lemma A.5, the probability is greater than 1 −
√
√
F over the commit phase that Rej(f̃v ) ≤ F . We call
such commit phases usual. Under a usual commit phase,
we can apply the claim just above. To do so, we assume
√
√
that F < 29 , and we set δ ∗ so that F = 3δ ∗ − 6δ ∗ 2
and δ ∗ ≤ 14 (such a δ ∗ is guaranteed to exist because the
parabola is symmetric about δ = 14 ). The claim implies
that Dist(f̃v ) ≤ δ ∗ , or that f̃v is δ ∗ -close to linear.

• F = L + 63 (from Lemma A.4). 3 is given in
Lemma A.3. We set L = 1/|F| (which again amounts
to ignoring S ). Again taking |F| = 2128 , we get
√
√
F < 1.9 · 10−6 . Thus, F < 2/9, as required.



2
, where δ ∗ is the lesser root of 6δ 2 −3δ+
• κ = 4δ ∗ + |F|
√
F . This gives δ ∗ = 6.4 · 10−7 and κ = 2.6 · 10−6 .
√
Since κ and F are roughly the same, there is not
much point to taking ρ > 1. Thus, we take ρ = 1, giving
G < 4.5 · 10−6 when |F| = 2128 . When |F| = 2192 , we
get G < 2.8 · 10−9 .

A.3

GINGER ’s PCP protocol includes two further refinements. First, the protocol reuses q4 and q1 from test to
test. This reuse is sound because the PCP soundness
lemma [5] is of the form, “if all tests pass with probability greater than X, then the proof oracle π has a certain desired property”; meanwhile, as Bellare et al. [9]
observe, the tests need not be independent! One can observe the savings by comparing Figure 13 (minus the linearity queries) to Figure 14. The protocol goes from 8
queries (the original 14 minus 6 linearity queries) to 6
queries, though the real savings for the prover is in reducing the 4 high-order queries (that is, queries to the
2
Fs component of π) to 3. Moreover, the verifier saves
because it goes from generating pseudorandomness for 3
high-order queries (including γ2 ) to 2. Second, V avoids
transmitting a query (q3 ) that P can generate for itself.
This optimization offsets the consistency query, which is
computed over Z not Z/p (owing to the details of our
use of ElGamal [45, Appendix E]) and thus has roughly
twice as many bits as a PCP query.

Lemma A.7. If the PCP oracle π is known to be δ -close
to linear, then the linear PCP (Section A.1) with linearity
testing removed has soundness error κ > max{4δ ∗ +
2
1
∗
|F| , 4δ + |F| }.
∗

Proof. This follows from the proof flow that establishes
the soundness of linear PCPs, as in [5]. (A self-contained
example is in Appendix D of [45].) Those proofs first
establish that if the linearity test passes with probability higher than the soundness error, then π is δ-close to
linear, for some δ. However, if we are given that π is δ ∗ close to linear, then we can start those proofs midway
and obtain the soundness of π as κ.
Proof of Theorem A.1. Lemma A.2 implies that there
exists an extractor function that determines a (possibly
incorrect) oracle π̃ such that, if V  does not reject during
decommit, then with all but probability C , V  receives
back π̃(q1 ), . . . , π̃(qµ ). We can thus “pay” probability
C in the union bound (below) to assume that V  hears
back from π̃ itself. This allows us to apply Lemma A.6,
√
at which point we can “pay” F more probability (again
in the union bound below) to get that π̃ is δ ∗ -close to lin√
ear. (Applying the lemma requires that F < 29 , and we
will verify below that this bound holds.) Now, we can apply Lemma A.7 to ρ runs of the PCP protocol, giving a
PCP soundness error of κρ . Thus, the probability that V 
wrongly accepts a proof is bounded from above by:
G = C +

√

Optimizing out queries

 F + κρ .
16
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Abstract
We give a protocol for multi-server information-theoretic
private information retrieval which achieves the theoretical limit for Byzantine robustness. That is, the protocol
can allow a client to successfully complete queries and
identify server misbehavior in the presence of the maximum possible number of malicious servers. We have
implemented our scheme and it is extremely fast in practice: up to thousands of times faster than previous work.
We achieve these improvements by using decoding algorithms for error-correcting codes that take advantage
of the practical scenario where the client is interested in
multiple blocks of the database.

1

Introduction and related work

Private information retrieval (PIR) is a way for a client
to look up information in an online database without letting the database servers learn the query terms or responses. A simple if inefficient way to do this is for the
database server to send a copy of the entire database to
the client, and let the client look up the information for
herself. This is called trivial download. The goal of PIR
is to transmit less data while still protecting the privacy
of the query. PIR is a fundamental building block for
many proposed privacy-sensitive applications in the literature, including patent databases [2], domain name registration [28], anonymous email [33], and improving the
scalability of anonymous communication networks [26].
The simplest kind of query one can make with PIR
is to consider the database to be composed of a number
of blocks of equal size, and to retrieve a particular block
from the database by its absolute position [10]. Although
this simple type of query does not appear to be very useful in practice, it turns out that it can be used as a blackbox building block to construct more complex and use∗ An

extended version of this paper is available. [13]
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ful queries, such as searching for keywords [9] or private
SQL queries [28].
PIR protocols can be grouped into two classes corresponding to the security guarantees they provide. One
class is computational PIR [8], in which the database
servers can learn the client’s query if they can apply sufficient computational power to break a particular
cryptographic system. The other class of protocols —
those we will consider in this work — is informationtheoretic PIR [10, 11], in which no amount of computation will allow the reconstruction of the client’s
query. In these protocols, the query is protected by
splitting it among multiple database servers. (Chor et
al. [10] show that information-theoretic PIR with less
data transfer than the trivial download scheme is impossible with only one server.) As is common in many
distributed privacy-enhancing technologies, such as mix
networks [7], Tor [14], or some forms of electronic voting [6], we must assume that some fraction of the servers
above some threshold are not colluding against the client.
While much of the theoretical work on PIR focuses
strictly on minimizing the amount of data transferred [15,
38], in a practical setting we must take other aspects, particularly the computational performance, into account. In
2007, Sion and Carbunar [36] opined that, given trends
in computational power and network speeds, it would always be faster to send the whole database to the client
than to use PIR to process it. However, they only considered one kind of computational PIR [23] in their analysis.
In fact, recent work by Olumofin and Goldberg [29]
demonstrates that a more recent computational PIR
scheme by Aguilar Melchor and Gaborit [1] is an order of magnitude faster than trivial download, while
information-theoretic (IT) PIR can be two to three orders of magnitude faster. These PIR protocols are well
matched to deployment on mobile clients as they require
low data transfer, low client-side computation, and moderate server-side computation [30]. For example, to retrieve one 32 KiB block from a 1 GiB database, an IT-
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PIR client would send one block of data to, and receive
one block of data from, each server. The servers each
perform about 1.4 CPU seconds of computation, and the
client performs about 140 ms of computation.

1.1

Byzantine robustness

An important practical consideration with multi-server
PIR is how to deal with servers that do not respond
to a client’s queries, or that respond incorrectly, either
through malice or error. These are respectively termed
the robustness and Byzantine robustness problems.
The main result of this paper is to improve the Byzantine robustness of information-theoretic PIR. In order to
guarantee information-theoretic PIR, one must have multiple servers in the protocol; Byzantine robustness guarantees that the protocol still functions correctly even if
some of the servers fail to respond or give incorrect or
malicious responses. Byzantine robustness makes no
assumptions on the type of errors that can appear—the
model covers spurious or random errors as well as malicious interference—and the bounds are given in terms
of the number of servers which ever give incorrect responses. The client must still be able to determine the answer to her query, even when some number of the servers
fail to respond, or give incorrect answers; further, in the
latter case, the client would like to learn which servers
misbehaved so that they can be avoided in the future. (In
the single-server case, the owner of the database can provide a cryptographic signature on each block in order to
ensure integrity, as PIR-Tor [26] does. Without computational assumptions or some kind of shared secret, it does
not make much sense to consider robustness or Byzantine robustness in a single-server PIR setting.)
Beimel and Stahl [3, 4] were the first to consider robustness and Byzantine robustness for PIR. Consider an
-server information-theoretic PIR setting, where only k
of the servers respond, v of the servers respond incorrectly, and the system can withstand up to t colluding
servers without revealing the client’s query (t is called
the privacy level). (This is termed “t-private v-Byzantine
robust k-out-of- PIR”.) Then the protocol of Beimel and
Stahl works when v ≤ t < k/3. Under those conditions,
the protocol will always output to the client a unique
block, which will be the correct one; this is called unique
decoding.
In 2007, Goldberg [19] observed that by allowing for
the possibility of list decoding — that is, that the protocol
may sometimes output a small number of blocks instead
of just one — the privacy level and the number of misbehaving servers√can be substantially increased, up to t < k
and v < k −  kt. He also showed that in many scenarios, the probability of more than one block being output
by the protocol is vanishingly small, while in others, one
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can employ standard techniques to convert list decoding
to unique decoding [25] at the cost of slightly increasing
the size of the database. The communication overhead
of Goldberg’s protocol is k + ; that is, to retrieve one
block of data (say b bits), the protocol transfers a total of
(k + ) b bits, for the optimal choice of block size b.

1.2

Our contributions

• We change only the client side of Goldberg’s 2007
protocol √
to improve its Byzantine robustness from
v < k −  kt to v < k − t − 1, which is the theoretically maximum possible value. Depending on the
deployment scenario, the communication overhead
of our protocol ranges from a factor of k +  to a
maximum of v(k + ).
• Our protocol is considerably faster than Goldberg’s
protocol for many reasonable parameter choices.
We implemented our protocol on top of Goldberg’s
open-source Percy++ [18] distribution and find that
our new protocol can be up to 3–4 orders of magnitude (thousands of times) faster than the original in
reconstructing the correct response to a query in the
presence of Byzantine servers.
The robustness and efficiency improvements to the
PIR protocol given in this paper mean that recovering
from Byzantine errors even in an extremely adversarial
or noisy setting is not just academically feasible, but is
completely reasonable for user-facing applications.
Goldberg’s protocol uses Shamir secret sharing to hide
the query; since Shamir secret sharing is based off of
polynomial interpolation, the problem of recovering the
response in the case of Byzantine failures corresponds
to noisy polynomial reconstruction, which is exactly the
problem of decoding Reed-Solomon codes. The theoretical contribution of this work is to observe that the
practical setting of clients performing multiple queries
allows us to use sophisticated decoding algorithms that
can decode multiple queries simultaneously and achieve
an enormous improvement in both performance and the
level of robustness.

1.3

Organization

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we will introduce the tools that we need
to present our protocol: Shamir secret sharing, ReedSolomon codes, and decoding algorithms for multipolynomial extensions of these codes. In Section 3 we review
the PIR protocols that form the foundation for our work.
We present our protocol and algorithms in Section 4, and
give experimental results in Section 5. We conclude the
paper in Section 6.
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2

Preliminaries

2.1

Notation

We will use the following variables throughout the paper:
•  denotes the total number of servers

• t is the privacy level: no coalition of t or fewer
servers can learn the client’s query
• k is the number of servers that respond

• v is the number of Byzantine servers that respond
and h is the number of honest servers that respond
(so h + v = k). Byzantine servers may respond with
any maliciously chosen value.
• D is the database

• r is the number of blocks in the database

• s is the number of words in each database block
• w is the number of bits per word

We denote by e j the standard basis vector
0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 where the 1 is in the jth place.
x ∈R X means selecting the element x uniformly at
random from the space X.

2.2

Shamir secret sharing

The classic Shamir secret sharing scheme [34] allows a
dealer to choose a secret value σ , and distribute shares
of that secret to  players. If t or fewer of the players
come together, they learn no information about σ , but if
more than t pool their shares, they can easily recover the
secret. (t and  are parameters of the scheme, with t < .)
The scheme works as follows: let σ be an arbitrary element of some finite field F (not necessary uniformly distributed). The dealer selects  arbitrary distinct
non-zero indices α1 , . . . , α ∈ F, and selects t elements
a1 , . . . , at ∈R F uniformly at random. The dealer constructs the polynomial f (x) = σ + a1 x + a2 x2 + · · · + at xt ,
and gives to player i the share (αi , f (αi )) ∈ F × F for
1 ≤ i ≤ . Note that the secret σ is just f (0). Now any
t + 1 or more players can use Lagrange interpolation to
reconstruct the polynomial f , and evaluate f (0) to yield
σ . However, t or fewer players learn absolutely no information about σ .
Complications arise during reconstruction, however,
when some of the shares being brought together to reconstruct f are incorrect. Dealing with this case involves
working with error-correcting codes, and will be discussed in Section 2.3, next.
Sharing a vector of elements in Fr rather than a single
field element is done in the straightforward way: each
coordinate of the vector is secret shared separately, using
r independent random polynomials.
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2.3

Error-correcting codes

We will use error-correcting codes to handle Byzantine
robustness. In the case of servers that merely fail to
respond, we could try to use an erasure code — an
error-correcting code which can be decoded when some
symbols are erased by the channel. In order to handle
Byzantine failures, we will use error-correcting codes
that can handle both corrupted and missing symbols. Our
scheme will transform malicious errors into random errors, which will allow us to achieve much higher robustness (with high probability) than was efficiently possible before. In addition, the use of these error-correcting
codes allows us to identify servers that cheat during the
protocol, and not use them in the future.
The error-correcting codes that we will use in our protocol are based off of Reed-Solomon codes. [32] This is
a natural choice to use with Shamir secret sharing, as
they both use polynomial interpolation. If a message
of length t + 1 consists of elements {a0 , a1 , . . . , at } in
some field F then we can define the degree-t polynomial
f (x) = a0 + a1 x + · · · + at xt . Fix k distinct field elements
α1 , . . . , αk . A Reed-Solomon codeword consists of the
evaluations of f at each point: { f (α1 ), . . . , f (αk )}.
The Berlekamp-Welch [5] algorithm can efficiently
decode a Reed-Solomon codeword with up to v < (k −
t)/2 errors, which is the theoretical maximum for unique
decoding. However, if one is willing to accept the possibility of decoding to multiple valid codewords, the
Guruswami-Sudan algorithm
[22] improves the decod√
ing radius to v < k − kt. This is known as list decoding:
the algorithm returns a list of all valid codewords.
2.3.1

Multi-polynomial reconstruction

The above decoding algorithms all consider the case of
noisy interpolation of a single polynomial. More recently, Parvaresh and Vardy [31], and Guruswami and
Rudra [21] designed codes that could be efficiently list
decoded, approaching the asymptotic limit of v < k −
t − 1. These codes are based around the idea of extending the Reed-Solomon code to evaluate multiple polynomials simultaneously, and using clever constructions of
the polynomials in order to efficiently decode the codewords. One of the main contributions of this paper is
to adapt these ideas to a cryptographic setting. We cannot directly use their constructions, as their polynomials
have a special structure that would make them unsuitable for secret sharing. However, using a randomized
construction we can nonetheless efficiently decode such
multi-polynomial codes in practice with high probability,
yielding a secret sharing system robust to many errors.
The codes that we will use will reconstruct several polynomials simultaneously from noisy evaluation
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points. Define m polynomials
f1 (x) = a10 + a11 x + · · · + a1t xt ,
..
.
fm (x) = am0 + am1 x + · · · + amt xt .
Then a codeword will consist of the evaluations of each
of these polynomials at points α1 , . . . , αk :
f1 (α1 ), . . . , fm (α1 ),
..
.
f1 (αk ), . . . , fm (αk )

Algorithm 1 Fast multi-polynomial reconstruction
Input: km points (αi , yip ) 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ p ≤ m, degree
bound t, and minimum number of correct points h =
k − v.
Output: m polynomials f1 , . . . , fm of degree at most t
such that for at least h values of i, f p (αi ) = yip for
all 1 ≤ p ≤ m
1: Use Lagrange interpolation to construct m polynomials f p∗ of degree at most k − 1 s.t. f p∗ (αi ) = yip for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
2: Construct the degree-k polynomial
k

N(x) = ∏(x − αi )
i=1

3:

This general case is considered by Cohn and
Heninger [12], who give an algorithm that heuristically reconstructs every polynomial as long as there are
no more than v < k − t m/(m+1) k1/(m+1) values of i for
which the received value of some f p (αi ) is incorrect. In
our application to PIR, each polynomial will correspond
to a column of the database matrix D, and each value αi
will correspond to a PIR server; therefore, we will be
able to tolerate v dishonest servers.
2.3.2

Linear multi-polynomial decoding

The list-decoding algorithms of Guruswami-Sudan,
Parvaresh-Vardy, and Cohn-Heninger all work by constructing a polynomial which vanishes to high multiplicity at the codeword. If one simply uses multiplicity one,
one can obtain a “linear” variant of the Cohn-Heninger
algorithm [12] which is extremely fast in practice. It reconstructs each polynomial uniquely when no more than
m
(k − t − 1) values of i have incorrect received
v ≤ m+1
values of some f p (αi ). This algorithm works with high
probability in practice as long as the errors are randomized. We will show later how to set up our protocol to
enforce that even malicious servers can only insert random errors.
Since this linear variant is not explicitly described in
their work, we provide a brief outline in Algorithm 1.
Polynomial lattice basis reduction. Step 4 in the algorithm uses a “polynomial lattice basis row reduction
algorithm”. This is an algorithm which takes as input
a matrix M of polynomials and applies elementary row
operations over the ring of polynomials to produce a matrix M  whose coefficient polynomials have minimal degree. [37] There are several polynomial-time polynomial
lattice basis reduction algorithms. (This is a refreshing
contrast to the case of integer lattices where finding exact shortest vectors is NP-hard and efficient algorithms
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Construct the (m + 1) × (m + 1) polynomial matrix

 t
− f1∗ (x)
x

− f2∗ (x)
xt




..
M=

.


t
∗

x − fm (x)
N(x)

Run a polynomial lattice basis row reduction algorithm on M.
5: Discard the largest-degree row in the reduced matrix.
If any remaining row has degree larger than h, abort.
4:

Write the remaining m × (m + 1) matrix as [A|b],
where A is an m × m matrix, and b is an m × 1 column vector.
7: Solve the linear system of equations
 
f1
 f 

1
 2
A  . =b
xt
 .. 
fm
6:

8:

return ( f1 , . . . , fm )

such as LLL [24] can only obtain an exponential approximation.) The algorithm of Giorgi et al. [17] runs in time
O(δ nω+o(1) ) where δ is the maximum degree of the input basis, n is the dimension, and ω is the exponent of
matrix multiplication. Our implementation uses the algorithm of Mulders and Storjohann [27] which runs in
time O(n3 δ 2 ) but is much simpler and easier to implement, and yields excellent running times for the input
sizes we care about.
If step 5 does not abort, then there is guaranteed to be
a unique set of polynomials satisfying the requirements;
that is, we are in the unique decoding case. As we will
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see later, if the errors are random, this step aborts only
with very low probability.
Without any imposed structure on the codeword polynomials, the Cohn-Heninger algorithm is heuristic; that
is, they conjecture that it will succeed for sufficiently
random input. The linear version that we use here is
also heuristic: there are adversarial inputs on which it
may fail. However, we observe in experiments (see Section 5.3) that the heuristic assumption holds with high
probability for random inputs, which is the situation we
need for our cryptographic purposes here. We conjecture
based on the experimental evidence presented in Section 5.3 that the probability of failure depends only on
the size of the underlying field F. In particular, the algorithm will work with high probability for random polynomials if the errors are uncorrelated. We will see later
that we can enforce this restriction in our protocol even
in the case of Byzantine servers.
2.3.3

Optimality

Relating this to our PIR application, we will be able to
use this algorithm to correctly decode the results of tprivate PIR queries. If k servers respond to us, of which
v are Byzantine (so h = k − v are honest), then this algorithm will succeed with high probability after we query
m
for m blocks, satisfying v ≤ m+1
(k − t − 1), or equivav
lently, m ≥ h−t−1 . That is, for m large enough, we can
handle any number of Byzantine servers v < k −t −1. We
note that this bound on v is optimal—if v = k − t − 1, or
equivalently, h = t + 1, then any subset of t + 1 servers’
responses will form a polynomial of degree at most t.
This means that the number of possible valid blocks will
always be exponential, and no polynomial-time algorithm could hope to address this case.

2.4

Dynamic programming

In practice, each of the algorithms we have described
above has different performance characteristics for different inputs. Thus in our implementation, we achieve
the best performance by assembling all of them together
into a portfolio algorithm. This algorithm optimistically
attempts to decode a given input using Lagrange interpolation, and if that fails, uses a dynamic program with
timing measurements to fall back to an optimal sequence
of decoding algorithms. See Section 5.2 for more details.

3

Protocols for PIR

In this section, we will introduce the ideas from previous
PIR protocols that will form the basis for our protocol.
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3.1

Database queries as linear algebra

We begin with a general mathematical setting of the PIR
schemes we will be considering.
Our database D is structured as an r × s matrix with
r rows. Each row represents one block of the database,
and consists of s words of w bits each. The database D
resides on a remote server. The client wishes to retrieve
one block (row) of the database from the server.


w11
w21

D= .
 ..
wr1

w12
w22
..
.

...
...

wr2

...


w1s
w2s 

.. 
. 
wrs

One non-private protocol for the client to retrieve row
β of the database would be to transmit the vector eβ consisting of all zeros except for a single 1 in coordinate β
to the server. The server considers eβ as a row vector and
computes the product eβ · D, which it sends back to the
client.


w11 w12 . . . w1s



w21 w22 . . . w2s 
0 0 ... 1 ... 0  .
.
.
..
.. 
 ..

wr1


= wβ 1

wβ 2

...

wr2

wβ s

...

wrs



We will show how to construct two informationtheoretic PIR schemes that modify this basic scheme to
retrieve blocks from the database without revealing the
query or result to an adversary.

3.2

A simple PIR scheme due to Chor et al.

We next present a simple PIR scheme due to Chor et
al. [10] We begin with the same setup as above. In this
protocol, the words will be single bits, so w = 1, and D
is an r × s matrix of bits. Since we will be constructing information-theoretic PIR, we will be querying more
than one server. We will require that not all of the servers
are colluding to reveal the client’s query. Each of the
 ≥ 2 servers gets a copy of D.
A client wishing to retrieve block β of the database
generates the basis vector eβ as above to select coordinate β . Then in order to hide this query vector from
the servers, the client picks  − 1 vectors v1 , . . . , v−1
uniformly at random from GF(2)r (that is,  − 1 uniformly random r-bit binary strings), and computes v =
eβ ⊕ (v1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ v−1 ). v will be a uniformly random
(though not independent) r-bit string, as  ≥ 2.
The client sends vi to server i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ . Server
i computes the product ri = vi · D, which is the same as
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setting ri to be the XOR of those blocks j in the database
for which the jth bit of vi is 1. Each server i returns ri to
the client.
The client XORs the results to obtain r = r1 ⊕ · · · ⊕
r = (v1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ v ) · D = eβ · D, which is the β th block of
the database, as required.
Note that this scheme is ( − 1)-private; that is, no
combination of  − 1 or fewer servers has enough information to determine i from the information they
√ receive
n yields
from, or send to, the client. Choosing
r
=
s
=
√
n
bits
to
privately
retrieve
a total communication
of
2
√
a block of size n bits.

3.3

Goldberg’s PIR scheme

Chor’s scheme, above, is not robust; if even one server
fails to respond, the client cannot reconstruct her answer.
Further, it is not Byzantine robust; if one server gives the
wrong answer, then the client not only will reconstruct
the wrong block, but the client will be unable to determine which server misbehaved.
Goldberg [19] modified Chor’s scheme to achieve both
robustness and Byzantine robustness. Rather than working over GF(2) (binary arithmetic), his scheme works
over a larger field F, where each element can represent
w bits (so w = lg |F|). The database D is then an r × s
matrix of elements of F. In Goldberg’s simplest construction, as with Chor’s scheme, each of  ≥ 2 servers
gets a copy of the database.
To transform this into a t-private PIR protocol, the
client uses (,t) Shamir secret sharing to share the vector
eβ ∈ Fr into  independent shares (α1 , v1 ) , . . . , (α , v ).
That is, the client creates r random degree-t polynomials
f1 , . . . , fr satisfying f j (0) = eβ [ j] and chooses  distinct
non-zero elements αi ∈ F. Server i’s share will be the
vector vi =  f1 (αi ), . . . , fr (αi ).
ri = vi · D =
 Each server then computes the product
∑ j f j (αi )w j1 , . . . , ∑ j f j (αi )w js ∈ Fs .


f1 (αi )

...



w11

w21
fr (αi )  .
 ..
wr1


= ∑ j f j (αi )w j1

...

w12
w22
..
.
wr2

...
...
...

∑ j f j (αi )w js


w1s
w2s 

.. 
. 
wrs



By the linearity property of Shamir secret sharing,
since {(αi , vi )}i=1 is a set of Shamir secret shares of
eβ , {(αi , ri )}i=1 will be a set of Shamir secret shares of
eβ · D, which is the β th block of the database. Looking at it another way, the vector r1 [q], r2 [q], . . . , r [q]
is a Reed-Solomon codeword encoding the polynomial
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gq = ∑ j f j w jq , and the client wishes to compute gq (0)
for each 1 ≤ q ≤ s.
However, some of the servers may be down or Byzantine, so some of the shares returned by these servers may
be missing or incorrect. Goldberg’s scheme first optimistically assumes that all of the servers that replied
gave correct responses, and uses Lagrange interpolation
to attempt to reconstruct the database row (his E ASY R E COVER algorithm). He bases this optimistic assumption on the fact that Byzantine servers are discovered
by his scheme, which disincentivizes servers to act maliciously. If the optimism is not justified, however, his
scheme then uses the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm [22]
(his H ARD R ECOVER algorithm) to do error correction
(see Section 2.3).
This scheme is t-private, and
√ the Guruswami-Sudan
algorithm can correct v < k
−  kt incorrect server responses. Choosing√
r = s = n/w yields a total communication√of (k + ) nw bits to privately retrieve a block
of size nw bits.
Goldberg’s scheme also allows for an extension called
τ-independence [16], in which the database itself is secret shared among the  servers, so that no coalition of
τ or fewer servers can learn the contents of the database.
We will omit the details for ease of presentation, but our
scheme extends naturally to this scenario as well.

4

Our algorithm

Our algorithm follows the same general idea as Goldberg during the client-server interaction and Shamir secret sharing. We change the way that queries are randomized and make improvements to the client-side processing to greatly improve robustness and the speed of
processing.
Goldberg’s block reconstruction technique uses the
Guruswami-Sudan algorithm to reconstruct the block a
single word at a time. However, we can achieve better error-correction bounds with the algorithm of Section 2.3.2 by considering multiple blocks simultaneously.
This takes advantage of the observation that a server is
either Byzantine or not; if it is not, it will give correct
results for every query.
If the Reed-Solomon codewords
the client expects
 to

receive from the servers are R∗1 [q], R∗2 [q], . . . , R∗ [q] for
1 ≤ q ≤ s, what it actually receives may differ because
some number of servers may be down, and some further
number may be Byzantine. Of the  servers, it may only
receive a response from k of them, and of those, v may
be incorrect.
If the client receives R1 [q], R2 [q], . . . , R [q] for 1 ≤
q ≤ s, then:
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f1 (α1 ) . . .

 .
 ..
f1 (α ) . . .

 w
fr (α1 )  11
 w21
 .
..
 .
.
.
fr (α )
wr1

w12
w22
..
.
wr2

...
...
...

 
w1s
R1 [1] R1 [2] . . .
w2s 
 
..
.

..  =  ..
.
. 
R [1] R [2] . . .
wrs

 
g1 (α1 ) g2 (α1 ) . . .
R1 [s]

.. 
..
..
=
.  
.
.
g1 (α ) g2 (α ) . . .
R [s]


gs (α1 )
.. 

. 
gs (α )

Figure 1: Our PIR protocol illustrated. Each row of the leftmost matrix corresponds to a Shamir secret share of the
database row being queried; each column of the rightmost two matrices corresponds to a Reed-Solomon codeword
encoding a word of the queried database row. The client sends the ith row of the leftmost matrix to server i and expects
to receive the ith row of the rightmost matrix in reply.
• For  − k values of i, Ri [q] =⊥ for all q (these are
the down servers)
• For at least h = k − v values of i, Ri [q] = R∗i [q] for
all q (these are the honest servers)
• For the remaining at most v values of i, Ri [q] =
R∗i [q] + ∆iq for error terms ∆iq (these are the Byzantine servers)

4.1

Randomizing queries

In order to use the algorithm of section 2.3.2, we need to
ensure that the Byzantine servers produce random errors;
that is, that the ∆iq terms are randomly and independently
chosen in the m codewords we supply to that algorithm.
We make no a priori assumptions on the types of errors
that the Byzantine servers may produce, but we will randomize the algorithm to cause any kind of spurious or
malicious error to appear random.
To accomplish this, we make the following modification to Goldberg’s protocol: the client chooses a
uniformly random non-zero element ci ∈R F∗ for each
server and sends the server a “blinded” query ci Qi =
ci f1 (αi ), . . . , ci fr (αi ) instead of just Qi . When the
server i returns a vector Ri , the client unblinds it by di
viding by ci to yield Ri = c−1
i Ri .
This ensures that if the server’s response Ri was the
correct response to query ci Qi , then Ri will be the correct
response to query Qi . Further, for a Byzantine server,
the error ∆iq = Ri [q] − ci R∗i [q] it maliciously introduces
will be randomized unpredictably by the client to ∆iq =

∗
c−1
i ∆iq = Ri [q] − Ri [q].
Note, however, that different errors within the same
server’s response to a single query are not independently
randomized; if a Byzantine server just adds a constant C
to each word of the correct result ci R∗i before returning it
to the client, the client will see a result Ri that has had the
constant c−1
i C added to each word of the correct result.
Errors from different servers, or from different
queries, though, are independent, and it is this independence we leverage to get the linear multi-polynomial al-
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gorithm in Section 2.3.2 to work: after m queries, we
will have m responses each with independently random
errors, and we can use the algorithm to decode them simultaneously with high probability.

4.2

Reconstructing responses

After unblinding, the client possesses responses Ri from
k servers; for ease of notation, suppose they are servers
1 through k. Each Ri is a vector Ri [1], . . . , Ri [s] where s
is the number of words (elements of F) in one database
block. Each R1 [q], . . . , Rk [q] for 1 ≤ q ≤ s is a ReedSolomon codeword with errors (the  − k non-responding
servers’ entries having been removed) encoding a polynomial gq ; see Figure 1. The client’s desired block is
g1 (0), . . . , gs (0).
As with Goldberg’s scheme, the client first optimistically attempts to reconstruct each gq using Lagrange interpolation on the points {(α1 , R1 [q]), . . . , (αk , Rk [q])} to
see if the resulting polynomial has degree at most t. If
there were no Byzantine servers, this will be successful.
For any g j for which Lagrange interpolation fails, we apply an escalating sequence of error-correction algorithms
from Section 2.3 to attempt to recover g j . Our implementation ties these together in a portfolio algorithm; see
Section 5.2. If at any time, the error correction algorithm
identifies a particular server as Byzantine, that server’s
results are discarded for all future computations.
If there is still at least one g j which was not yet able to
be reconstructed, any one such unsuccessfully decoded
codeword R1 [q], . . . , Rk [q] is stored for later reconstruction, along with the current state of the computation. The
client’s requested block will not be available at this time.
The client can then do PIR requests for more blocks of
the database. If it was interested in multiple blocks, it can
just request those. Otherwise, it can re-request blocks it
has not yet successfully decoded. Note that the properties of PIR ensure that the servers cannot tell whether
a request is for a repeated block or a fresh one. Each
time, the client either receives its desired block (from the
Lagrange interpolation or error correcting portfolio algo-
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rithms) or another codeword gets stored for later reconstruction.
 v 
≤ v such codewords have been
When m = h−t−1
collected, we can apply the algorithm of Section 2.3.2.
Since the stored codewords have independent errors, the
algorithm will succeed with high probability. At that
point, all m stored computations can be concluded, the m
blocks will be returned to the client, and the v < k −t − 1
Byzantine servers will be identified. The client can then
avoid those servers in the future.
Note that the decoding algorithm is randomized, so
there is a small chance of failure even when the client
has collected the results of m queries. In this case, the
client can continue to collect queries and construct new
codewords until the algorithm succeeds.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the process.
Algorithm 2 Robust PIR Protocol
Goal: Client wishes to query row β from database D
stored on  servers.
1: Client chooses  distinct non-zero elements
α1 , . . . , α ∈ F∗ .
2: Client chooses r random degree-t polynomials
f1 , . . . , fr ∈R F[x] satisfying f j (0) = 1 for j = β and
f j (0) = 0 otherwise.
3: Client chooses  random non-zero elements
c1 , . . . , c ∈R F∗ .
4: Client sends the vector
Qi = ci f1 (αi ), ci f2 (αi ), . . . , ci fr (αi )
to server i.
5:
6:

Server i receives vector Qi .
Server i sends the product Ri = Qi · D to client.

Client receives R1 , . . . , R .
−1
8: Client computes Ri = ci Ri for each i.
9: Client considers vectors Sq = R1 [q], . . . , R [q] as received Reed-Solomon codewords and uses the algorithms from Section 2.3 to recover word q of row β
of D.
10: If the recovery algorithm
fails, postpone decod
v
ing until m = h−t−1
≤ v blocks have been requested (requesting blocks multiple times if necessary). Then use the algorithm from Section 2.3.2 to
recover all of the blocks simultaneously.
7:

5

Implementation and experiments

We implemented the algorithm described in this paper
as an extension of Goldberg’s implementation of his
protocol, available as the Percy++ project on Source-
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Forge [18]. The software is implemented in C++ using
the NTL library [35].
In this paper we are concerned with the speed of the
client-side block reconstruction operation in the presence of Byzantine servers. Our work does not change
the server side of Goldberg’s protocol in any way; to see
speeds for the server-side operations, see Olumofin and
Goldberg’s 2011 paper [29].

5.1

Choice of underlying field

Goldberg’s 2007 work used a 128-bit prime field as the
field F. Subsequent releases of Percy++, however, were
able to use different fields, including prime fields of different sizes as well as GF(28 ). This last field turns out to
be a very efficient choice, as additions in this field can be
implemented as XOR operations and multiplications are
simple lookups in a 64 KB table.
Our implementation of our protocols uses C++ templates to abstract the field F, making it very easy to work
over any desired field.

5.2

Portfolio algorithms for decoding

Our implementation assembles the error correction algorithms described in Section 2.3 into a portfolio algorithm [20] to do efficient decoding. We use dynamic
programming to choose an optimal sequence of decoding algorithms to try.
Each of the error correction algorithms we use is characterized by the tuple (k,t, h) with k ≥ h > t: we wish to
find a polynomial of degree at most t that passes through
at least h of the k input points.
We have a few different choices of algorithm to solve
this problem directly:
Berlekamp-Welch: If h > k+t
2 , we can use the
Berlekamp-Welch algorithm to find the unique
polynomial solution, if it exists. This algorithm is
quite fast, and we use it whenever it is applicable.
√
Guruswami-Sudan: If h > kt, we can use the
Guruswami-Sudan algorithm to find all solutions. It
turns out this algorithm is very inefficient if h2 − kt
is small; for the parameter sizes we care about, we
avoid this algorithm if this value is less than 10.
Brute force: Lagrange interpolate each subset of t + 1
points to form a polynomial of degree t, and see if it
passes through at least h points.
 k  This works for any
h > t, but is inefficient if t+1
is large.

In addition, we have three strategies to attempt to solve
a particular instance with parameters (k,t, h) by recursively solving smaller instances and combining the results. Let C(k,t, h) represent the expected time cost to
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solve an instance of this size; we will bound this cost as
a function of the costs of solving smaller instances.
Guess g incorrect points: If the client can guess that a
particular point is wrong (that is, that the server
that provided that point is Byzantine), then it can
just throw away the point, and solve the remaining
problem, with parameters (k − 1,t, h). In general,
it might guess g points to be wrong, and solve a
problem of size (k − g,t, h). Since at least h of the
original k points are correct, for any set of h + g
points, there exists a subset of g points that can be
removed from the original k so that there are at least
h correct points in the k− g points remaining. Thus
by recursively solving h+g
smaller instances and
g
combining the results, we are guaranteed to find all
solutions to our original problem. Thus we see that


h+g
·C(k − g,t, h)
C(k,t, h) ≤ min
g
g
Guess g correct points: Conversely, the client might
guess that a particular subset of g points are all correct (that is, that the servers that provided them are
honest), and recursively try to find a polynomial of
degree at most t −g that passes through at least h−g
of the remaining k − g points.1 Similar to the above,
we get that we need to recursively solve k−h+g
g
subproblems with parameters (k − g,t − g, h − g), so
we get


k−h+g
C(k,t, h) ≤ min
·C(k − g,t − g, h − g)
g
g
Guess whether d points are correct or incorrect: The
above strategies may not be helpful if the binomial
coefficients are large. Our final strategy is to pick a
fixed set of d points. For all g, and for all choices of
g correct and d − g incorrect points within that set,
we recursively try to find polynomials of degree at
most t − g that pass through at least h − g of the
remaining k − d points. As before, we get that
 
d
C(k,t, h) ≤ min ∑
·C(k − d,t − g, h − g)
d g
g
Given these three algorithms to directly solve the problem, and three strategies to indirectly solve it by combining solutions to smaller instances, we use dynamic programming to build a table of the best strategy to use to
1 The remaining points are actually slightly modified before solving recursively. If (α ∗ , y∗ ) is guessed to be correct, then each other
−y∗
point (αi , yi ) is modified to (αi , αyii −α
∗ ) before recursively solving.
If f (x) interpolates at least h − 1 points of the latter form, then
f (x) · (x − α ∗ ) + y∗ interpolates the corresponding h − 1 original points
and also the guessed point.
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minimize the expected run time for inputs of each combination of parameters (k,t, h). We measure the runtimes
of the direct algorithms experimentally, and compute the
times for the indirect strategies. We pick the lowest result
of the six, and set C(k,t, h) to that value. We currently do
this in a precomputation step for all k ≤ 25 and give the
PIR client access to this table.

5.3

Multi-polynomial decoding

We also implemented the linear multi-polynomial decoding algorithm described in Section 2.3.2 as an extension
of Percy++ using C++ and the NTL library. For the lattice reduction step, our implementation uses the lattice
reduction algorithm by Mulders and Storjohann [27]. Although its theoretical runtime is not the fastest known,
we chose this algorithm because of its simplicity. After the lattice reduction, the implementation then solves
the resulting system of linear equations using Gaussian
elimination.
As previously mentioned, if the errors are random,
then there is a very low probability that this algorithm will fail. Based on experimental investigation,
we conjecture the probability of failure is, to first order,
 m(h−t−1)−v+1
1
. (Recall from Section 2.3.3 that in or|F|
v
, or equivalently,
der for the algorithm to work, m ≥ h−t−1
m(h − t − 1) − v ≥ 0.) See the appendix for more details
on these experiments. This probability of failure falls
within the confidence intervals for all of our tests with
|F| ≥ 256. We also ran tests with an extremely small
field of |F| = 16, and found that failures in that field occurred slightly (but statistically significantly) more often
than our conjecture predicts. This leads us to believe that
there is a missing second-order term in our conjecture,
which is negligible for reasonable field sizes, but significant for tiny fields. We hope to nail down the missing
term in future work.
In the cases where the linear multi-polynomial algorithm does fail, our algorithm will wait until another
block is requested and then try again. This increases m
by one and reduces the probability that the algorithm will
fail by a factor of |F|h−t−1 ; therefore, since h −t ≥ 2, the
probability it will fail a second time is extremely tiny.

5.4

Measuring improvements to Percy++

In his 2007 paper, Goldberg measures the performance
of his protocols using a Lenovo T60p laptop computer with a 2.16 GHz Intel dual-core CPU running
Ubuntu Linux [19]. For the purposes of comparison,
we have performed our measurements on a machine
of the same model and similar Ubuntu Linux configuration. Goldberg reports that the implementation of
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Table 1: Measuring improvements to Percy++’s client-side decoding algorithms. For these measurements we ran 100
trials using the parameters (k,t, h) = (20, 10, 15).
Implementation

Algorithm

Field

Time

timing reported by Goldberg [19]

Guruswami-Sudan in MuPAD
Guruswami-Sudan in C++
Guruswami-Sudan in C++
Cohn-Heninger in C++ with m = 2 blocks
Cohn-Heninger in C++ with m = 2 blocks

128-bit prime
128-bit prime
GF(28 )
128-bit prime
GF(28 )

“several minutes”
9000 ± 3000 ms
3000 ± 900 ms
2.2 ± 0.9 ms
1.3 ± 0.4 ms

Percy++
Percy++
this work
this work

his H ARD R ECOVER algorithm takes “several minutes”
when using the values (k,t, h) = (20, 10, 15) [19].
Since the writing of that paper, the Percy++ software
has improved. The first improvement was to implement the parts of the H ARD R ECOVER subroutine previously written using MuPAD in native C++. We timed
H ARD R ECOVER 100 times using only this change, and
found the running time reduced to 9000 ± 3000 ms.
The other improvement in the latest version of
Percy++ is to use GF(28 ) as the underlying field, rather
than a 128-bit prime field. With this change, we again
measured H ARD R ECOVER 100 times, and found the running time further reduced to 3000 ± 900 ms.
Finally, using the implementation of our algorithm described in Section 4 we further improve the running time,
again tested with 100 trials using multi-polynomial decoding with just m = 2 blocks. With a 128-bit prime
field, our algorithm completes in 2.2 ± 0.9 ms; with
GF(28 ), in just 1.3 ± 0.4 ms.
This is a reduction of over three orders of magnitude in
client-side decoding time versus the latest software, and
of over five orders of magnitude versus Goldberg’s 2007
reported measurements. This comes at a cost of fetching
just two blocks instead of one — something the client is
likely to have done anyway. The results are summarized
in Table 1.

5.5

New client-side measurements

We next outline the results of measurements taken of the
implementation of our new algorithm described in Section 4. These measurements are only on the client-side
decoding operations. For these measurements we used
a server with a 2.40 GHz Intel dual-core CPU running
Ubuntu Linux. For each case, we ran at least 100 trials,
all using only a single core. We used the field GF(28 )
for all experiments in this section.
To illustrate the improvements that our algorithm provides, we compare time measurements for four algorithms in Figure 2:
• the potentially exponential-time brute force decoding algorithm
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• the Guruswami-Sudan list decoding algorithm from
the latest release of Percy++
• the single-polynomial dynamic programming algorithm described in Section 5.2; and
• the linear multi-polynomial algorithm described in
Section 5.3
Note that the data is plotted on a log scale so that the
results can be easily compared, even though they span
five orders of magnitude.
Observe that the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm only
works when the √
number of Byzantine servers v = k − h
is less than k −  kt, and its running time blows up as v
nears that bound. Past that bound, with more Byzantine
servers, the only prior way for the client to decode the result was to use the brute-force decoding algorithm. Now,
we can see that our single-polynomial dynamic programming algorithm and our multi-polynomial decoding algorithm both outperform the brute-force algorithm, often substantially. For example, in Figure 2(c) we see
that for eight Byzantine servers with (k,t) = (20, 10),
the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm is ineffective, and the
brute-force algorithm takes about 10 seconds. Meanwhile, our dynamic programming algorithm takes about
1.5 seconds, and our multi-polynomial decoding algorithm takes about 6 milliseconds.
The multi-polynomial algorithm comes at a cost, however, of forcingthe client
 to fetch multiple blocks. In
v
this case, m = h−t−1
= 8 blocks. If the client were
going to fetch that many blocks anyway, there is no additional overhead to the scheme. Otherwise, the client may
have to request some blocks multiple times. In the worst
case, the client only wishes to fetch one block, and there
are v = k − t − 2 Byzantine servers. In this worst case,
h = t + 2, and the client must request its desired block
m = v = k − t − 2 times before it will be able to decode
it. Note that, even when multiple blocks are retrieved
from the servers, our multi-polynomial algorithm is run
only once, in order to distinguish the honest servers from
the misbehaving ones.
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Figure 2: Timing measurements for the client-side decoding algorithms discussed in this paper for different parameters. We ran each algorithm 100 times for each choice of feasible parameters and plot the mean running times in
milliseconds. Note that times are plotted on a log scale.
The three vertical lines on each plot show the unique decoding radius for Reed-Solomon codes, on the left, the theoretical bound past which the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm used in Percy++ fails, in the middle, and the theoretical
bound past which efficient decoding with any algorithm is impossible, on the right.
The main results of this paper are to give two client-side decoding algorithms that outperform Guruswami-Sudan in
its feasible region, and allow us to extend the range of efficient client-side decoding to the region of interest between
the two vertical lines on the right. Note that the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm performs much slower in practice than
the Berlekamp-Welch algorithm used by our dynamic programming portfolio algorithm within the unique decoding
radius, and its running time blows up very quickly for parameters approaching its theoretical limit.
The running times of the brute force algorithm within the unique decoding radius have extremely high variance; we
do not plot error bars for those timings as they obscure the entire rest of the plot. We do plot error bars for all other
points, but they are generally too small to see.
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6

Conclusions

We have improved the client side of Goldberg’s 2007
Byzantine-robust information-theoretic private information retrieval protocol to use state-of-the-art decoding algorithms to improve the Byzantine robustness of the protocol to its theoretical limit. We did this using decoding
algorithms that are able to take advantage of decoding
information in multiple blocks of data simultaneously,
observing that in practical scenarios, clients will often be
interested in more than one block at a time.
We implemented our protocol and found that it is very
fast in practice: several thousand times faster than previous protocols, and usually less than 10 ms for the parameter choices in our experiments.
Combined with fast processing on the server side [29]
and scenarios in which the database servers are not in
collusion [28], we can see that information-theoretic private information retrieval can be practical even in highly
adversarial settings.
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Figure 3: In Section 5.3, we conjectured that the linear multi-polynomial algorithm we present will fail with probability
 m(h−t−1)−v+1
1
. We ran several hundred million trials in order to test this conjecture. In plots (a)-(d), we varied a
|F|
single parameter, keeping other parameters fixed, and plotted the observed proportion of failures for our linear multipolynomial algorithm (black dots, with error bars at the 95% confidence interval) along with the conjectured value
(dotted line). For plot (e) we varied m and used the maximum possible value of v for the given number of polynomials.
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Appendix: Failure rate of Algorithm 1
The linear multi-polynomial algorithm described in Section 2.3.2 is probabilistic and may fail with some probability. We conjecture that the probability of failure is
 m(h−t−1)−v+1
1
but do not have a proof. We ran hun|F|
dreds of millions of tests, varying each of the parameters
in the expression, in order to validate this conjecture experimentally. Figure 3 contains plots of the results; for
details, see the extended version of this paper [13].
We observe that for large fields (|F| ≥ 256), our conjectured failure rate falls into the 95% confidence interval
of our experimentally observed failure rate for all data
points except 2 of the 39 data points in Figure 3(e). This
is as expected from 95% confidence intervals. However,
for a small field (F = GF(24 )) our conjecture appears to
consistently underestimate the actual failure rate. This
suggests the presence of an unknown second-order term
in the failure rate; we will be exploring this in future
work.
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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to assess the feasibility of
two-party secure computation in the presence of a malicious adversary. Prior work has shown the feasibility of billion-gate circuits in the semi-honest model, but
only the 35k-gate AES circuit in the malicious model,
in part because security in the malicious model is much
harder to achieve. We show that by incorporating the
best known techniques and parallelizing almost all steps
of the resulting protocol, evaluating billion-gate circuits
is feasible in the malicious model. Our results are in
the standard model (i.e., no common reference strings
or PKIs) and, in contrast to prior work, we do not use the
random oracle model which has well-established theoretical shortcomings.

1

Introduction

Protocols for secure computation allow two or more mutually distrustful parties to collaborate and compute some
function on each other’s inputs, with privacy and correctness guarantees. Andrew Yao showed that secure twoparty protocols can be constructed for any computable
function [33]. Yao’s protocol involves representing the
function as a boolean circuit and having one party (called
the generator) encrypt the circuit in such a way that it
can be selectively decrypted by the other party (called
the evaluator) to compute the output, a process called
garbling. In particular, oblivious transfers are used for
the evaluator to obtain a subset of the decryption keys
that are needed to compute the output of the function.
Yao’s protocol is of great practical significance. In
many real-world situations, the inputs to a function may
be too valuable or sensitive to share. Huang et al. explored the use of secure computation for biometric identification [14] in national security applications, in which
it is desirable for individual genetic data to be kept private but still checked against a classified list. In a similar
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security application, Osadchy et al. described how face
recognition could be performed in a privacy-preserving
manner [29]. The more general case of multiparty computation has already seen real-world use in computing
market clearing prices in Denmark [2].
Yao’s original protocol ensures the privacy of each
party’s input and the correctness of the output under the
semi-honest model, in which both parties follow the protocol honestly. This model has been the basis for several scalable secure computation systems [4, 10, 12, 13,
17, 22, 26]. It is conceivable, however, that one of the
parties may deviate from the protocol in an attempt to
violate privacy or correctness. Bidders may attempt to
manipulate the auction output in their favor; spies may
attempt to obtain sensitive information; and a computer
being used for secure computation may be infected with
malware. Securing against malicious participants, who
may deviate arbitrarily from pre-agreed instructions, in
an efficient manner is of more practical importance.
There have been several attempts on practical systems
with security against active, malicious adversaries. Lindell and Pinkas presented an approach based on garbled
circuits that uses the cut-and-choose technique [23], with
an implementation of this system having been given by
Pinkas et al. [30]. Nielsen et al. presented the LEGO+
system [28], which uses efficient oblivious transfers and
authenticated bits to enforce honest behaviors from participants. shelat and Shen proposed a hybrid approach
that integrates sigma protocols into the cut-and-choose
technique [32]. The protocol compiler presented by
Ishai, Prabhakaran, and Sahai [16] also uses an approach
based on oblivious transfer, and was implemented by
Lindell, Oxman, and Pinkas [21]. In all these cases, AES
was used as a benchmark for performance tests.
Protocols for general multiparty computation with security against a malicious majority have also been presented. Canetti et al. gave a construction of a universally composable protocol in the common reference
string model [5]. The protocol compiler of Ishai et al.,
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mentioned above, can be used to construct a multiparty
protocol with security against a dishonest majority in the
UC model [16]. Bendlin et al. showed a construction
based on homomorphic encryption [1], which was improved upon by Damgård et al. [7]; these protocols were
also proved secure in the UC model, and thus require additional setup assumptions. The protocol of Damgård et
al. (dubbed “SPDZ” and pronounced “speedz”) is based
on a preprocessing model, which improves the amortized
performance. Damgård et al. presented an implementation of their protocol, which could evaluate the function
(x × y) + z in about 3 seconds with a 128 bit security
level, but with an amortized time of a few milliseconds.
This paper presents a scalable two-party secure computation system which guarantees privacy and correctness in the presence of a malicious party. The system
we present can handle circuits with hundreds of millions
or even billions of gates, while requiring relatively modest computing resources. Our system follows the Fairplay framework, allowing general purpose secure computation starting from a high level description of a function. We present a system with numerous technical advantages over the Fairplay system, both in our compiler
and in the secure computation protocol. Unlike previous work, we do not rely solely on AES circuits as our
benchmark; our goal is to evaluate circuits that are orders
of magnitude larger than AES in the malicious model,
and we use AES only as a comparison with other work.
We prove the security of our protocol assuming circular
2-correlation robust hash functions and the hardness of
the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem, and require
neither additional setup assumptions nor the random oracle model.

2

Contributions

Our principal contribution is to build a high performance secure two-party computation system that integrates state-of-the-art techniques for dealing with malicious adversaries efficiently. Although some of these
techniques have been reported individually, we are not
aware of any attempt to incorporate them all into one system, while ensuring that a security proof can still be written for that system. Even though some of the techniques
are claimed to be compatible, it is not until everything is
put together and someone has gone through all the details
can a system as a whole be said to be provably secure.
System Framework We start by using Yao’s garbled
circuit [33] protocol for securely computing functions
in the presence of semi-honest adversaries, and shelat and Shen’s cut-and-choose-based transformation [32]
that converts Yao’s garbled circuit protocol into one that
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is secure against malicious adversaries.
We then modify the above to use Ishai et al.’s oblivious transfer extension [15] that has efficient amortized
computation time for oblivious transfers secure against
malicious adversaries, and Lindell and Pinkas’ random
combination technique [23] that defends against selective failure attacks. We implement Kiraz’s randomized
circuit technique [18] that guarantees that the generator
gets either no output or an authentic output, i.e., the generator cannot be tricked into accepting arbitrary output.
Optimization Techniques For garbled circuit generation and evaluation, we incorporate Kolesnikov and
Schneider’s free-XOR technique that minimizes the
computation and communication cost for XOR gates in
a circuit [20]. We also adopt Pinkas et al.’s garbled-rowreduction technique that reduces the communication cost
for k-fan-in non-XOR gates by 1/2k [30], which means
at least a 25% communication saving in our system since
we only have gates of 1-fan-in or 2-fan-in. Finally, we
implement Goyal et al.’s technique for reducing communication as follows: during the cut-and-choose step, the
check circuits are given to the evaluator by revealing the
random seeds used to produce them rather than the check
circuits themselves [11]. Combined with the 60%-40%
check-evaluation ratio proposed by shelat and Shen [32],
this technique provides a near 60% saving in communication. As far as we know, although these techniques exist individually, ours is the first system to incorporate all
of these mutually compatible state-of-the-art techniques.
Circuit-Level Parallelism The most important new
technique that we use is to exploit the embarrassingly
parallel nature of shelat and Shen’s protocol for achieving security in the malicious model. Exploiting this,
however, requires careful engineering in order to achieve
good performance while maintaining security. We parallelize all computation-intensive operations such as oblivious transfers or circuit construction by splitting the
generator-evaluator pair into hundreds of slave pairs.
Each of the pairs works on an independently generated
copy of the circuit in a parallel but synchronized manner as synchronization is required for shelat and Shen’s
protocol [32] to be secure.
Computation Complexity For the computation time
of a secure computation, there are two main contributing factors: the input processing time I (due to oblivious transfers) and the circuit processing time C (due to
garbled circuit construction and evaluation). In the semihonest model, the system’s computation time is simply
I +C. Security in the malicious model, however, requires
several extra checks. In the first instantiation of our sys-
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tem, through heavy use of circuit-level parallelism, our
system needs roughly I + 2C to compute hundreds of
copies of the circuit. Thus when the circuit size is sufficiently larger than the input size, our system (secure in
the malicious model) needs roughly twice as much computation time as that needed by the original Yao protocol (secure in the semi-honest model). This is a tremendous improvement over prior work [30,32] which needed
100x more time than the semi-honest Yao. In the second
instantiation of our scheme, we are able to achieve I +C
computation time, albeit at the cost of moderately more
communication overhead.
Large Circuits In the Fairplay system, a garbled circuit is fully constructed before being sent over a network for the other party to evaluate. This approach is
particularly problematic when hundreds of copies of a
garbled circuit are needed against malicious adversaries.
Huang et al. [13] pointed out that keeping the whole garbled circuit in memory is unnecessary, and that instead,
the generation and evaluation of garbled gates could be
conducted in a “pipelined” manner. Consequently, not
only do both parties spend less time idling, only a small
number of garbled gates need to reside in memory at one
time, even when dealing with large circuits. However,
this pipelining idea does not work trivially with other optimization techniques for the following two reasons:
• The cut-and-choose technique requires the generator to finish constructing circuits before the coin
flipping (which is used to determine check circuits
and evaluation circuits), but the evaluator cannot
start checking or evaluating before the coin flipping.
A naive approach would ask the evaluator to hold
the circuits and wait for the results of the coin flipping before she proceeds to do her jobs. When the
circuit is of large size, keeping hundreds of copies
of such a circuit in memory is undesirable.
• Similarly, the random seed checking technique [11]
requires the generator to send the hash for each garbled circuit, and later on send the random seeds for
check circuits so that the communication for check
circuits is vastly reduced. Note that the hash for an
evaluation circuit is given away before the garbled
circuit itself. However, a hash is calculated only after the whole circuit is generated. So the generationevaluation pipelining cannot be applied directly.
Our system, however, integrates this pipelining idea with
the optimization techniques mentioned above, and is capable of handling circuits of billions of gates.
AES-NI Besides the improvements by the algorithmic means, we also incorporate the Intel Advanced En-
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cryption Standard Instructions (AES-NI) in our system.
While the encryption is previously suggested to be
EncX,Y (Z) = H(X||Y ) ⊕ Z
in the literature [6, 20], where H is a 2-circular correlation robust function instantiated either with SHA-1 [13]
or SHA-256 [30], we propose an alternative that
EnckX,Y (Z) = AES-256X||Y (k) ⊕ Z,
where k is the index of the garbled gate. With the help
of the latest instruction set, an AES-256 operation could
take as little as 30% of the time for SHA-256. Since this
operation is heavily used in circuit operations, with the
help of AES-NI instructions, we are able to reduce the
circuit computation time C by at least 20%.
Performance To get a sense of our improvements, we
list the experimental results of the benchmark function—
AES—from the most recent literature and our system.
The latest reported system in the semi-honest model was
built by Huang et al. [13] and needs 1.3 seconds (where
I = 1.1 and C = 0.2) to complete a block of secure AES
computation. The fastest known system in the malicious
model was proposed by Nielson et al. [28] and has an
amortized performance 1.6 seconds per block (or more
precisely, I = 79 and C = 6 for 54 blocks). Our system
provides security in the malicious model and needs 1.4
(= I + 2C, where I = 1.0 and C = 0.2) seconds per block.
Note that both the prior systems require the full power
of a random oracle, while ours requires a weaker cryptographic primitive, 2-circular correlation robust functions,
which was recently shown to be sufficient to prove the
security of the free-XOR technique. It should also be
noted that our system benefits greatly from parallel computation, which was not tested for LEGO+.
Scalable Circuit Compiler One of the major bottlenecks that prevents large-scale secure computation is the
need for a scalable compiler that generates a circuit description from a function written in a high-level programming language. Prior tools could barely handle circuits
with 50, 000 gates, requiring significant computational
resources to compile such circuits. While this is just
enough for an AES circuit, it is not enough for the large
circuits that we evaluate in this paper.
We present a scalable boolean circuit compiler that
can be used to generate circuits with billions of gates,
with moderate hardware requirements. This compiler
performs some simple but highly effective optimizations,
and tends to favor XOR gates. The toolchain is flexible,
allowing for different levels of optimizations and can be
parameterized to use more memory or more CPU time
when building circuits.
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As a first sign that our compiler advances the state
of the art, we observe that it automatically generates a
smaller boolean circuit for the AES cipher than the handoptimized circuit reported by Pinkas et al. [30]. AES
plays an important role in secure computation, and oblivious AES evaluation can be used as a building block in
cryptographic protocols. Not only is it one of the most
popular building blocks in cryptography and real life security, it is often used as a benchmark in secure computation. With the textbook algorithm, the well-known
Fairplay compiler can generate an AES circuit that has
15,316 non-XOR gates. Pinkas et al. were able to develop an optimized AES circuit that has 11,286 nonXOR gates. By applying an efficient S-box circuit [3]
and using our compiler, we were able to construct an
AES circuit that has 9,100 non-XOR gates. As a result,
our AES circuit only needs 59% and 81% of the communication needed by the other two, respectively.
Most importantly, with our system and the scalable
compiler, we are able to run experiments on circuits with
sizes in the range of billions of gates. To the best of
our knowledge, secure computation with such large circuits has never been run in the malicious model before.
These circuits include 256-bit RSA (266,150,119 gates)
and 4095x4095-bit edit distance (5,901,194,475). As the
circuit size grows, resource management becomes crucial. A circuit of billions of gates can easily result in
several GB of data stored in memory or sent over the
network. Special care is required to handle these difficulties.
Paper Organization The organization of this paper is
as follows. A variety of security decisions and optimization techniques will be covered in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Then, our system, including a compiler, will be introduced in Section 5. Finally, the experimental results are presented in Section 6 followed by the
conclusion and future work in Section 7.

3

Techniques Regarding Security

The Yao protocol, while efficient, assumes honest behavior from both parties. To achieve security in the malicious model, it is necessary to enforce honest behavior.
The cut-and-choose technique is one of the most efficient
methods in the literature and is used in our system. Its
main idea is for the generator to prepare multiple copies
of the garbled circuit with independent randomness, and
the evaluator picks a random fraction of the received circuits, whose randomness is then revealed. If any of the
chosen circuits (called check circuits) is not consistent
with the revealed randomness, the evaluator aborts; otherwise, she evaluates the remaining circuits (called eval-
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uation circuits) and takes the majority of the outputs, one
from each evaluation circuit, as the final output.
The intuition is that to pass the check, a malicious generator can only sneak in a few faulty circuits, and the
influence of these (supposedly minority) faulty circuits
will be eliminated by the majority operation at the end.
On the other hand, if a malicious generator wants to manipulate the final output, she needs to construct faulty
majority among evaluation circuits, but then the chance
that none of the faulty circuits is checked will be negligible. So with the help of the cut-and-choose method,
a malicious generator either constructs many faulty circuits and gets caught with high probability, or constructs
merely a few and has no influence on the final output.
However, the cut-and-choose technique is not a cureall. Several subtle attacks have been reported and would
be a problem if not properly handled. These attacks include the generator’s input inconsistency attack, the selective failure attack, and the generator’s output authenticity attack, which are discussed in the following sections. Note that in this section, n denotes the input size
and s denotes the number of copies of the circuit.
Generator’s Input Consistency Recall that in the cutand-choose step, multiple copies of a circuit are constructed and then evaluated. A malicious generator
is therefore capable of providing altered inputs to different evaluation circuits. It has been shown that for
some functions, there are simple ways for the generator to extract information about the evaluator’s input [23]. For example, suppose both parties agree
to compute the inner-product of their input, that is,
f ([a2 , a1 , a0 ], [b2 , b1 , b0 ]) → a2 b2 + a1 b1 + a0 b0 where ai
and bi is the generator’s and evaluator’s i-th input bit,
respectively. Instead of providing [a2 , a1 , a0 ] to all evaluation circuits, the generator could send [1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0],
and [0, 0, 1] to different copies of the evaluation circuits.
After the majority operation from the cut-and-choose
technique, the generator learns major(b2 , b1 , b0 ), the majority bit in the evaluator’s input, which is not what the
evaluator agreed to reveal in the first place.
There exist several approaches to deter this attack.
Mohassel and Franklin [27] proposed the equalitychecker that needs O(ns2 ) commitments to be computed
and exchanged. Lindell and Pinkas [23] developed an
approach that also requires O(ns2 ) commitments. Later,
Lindell and Pinkas [24] proposed a pseudorandom synthesizer that relies on efficient zero-knowledge proofs
for specific hardness assumptions and requires O(ns)
group operations. shelat and Shen [32] suggested the
use of malleable claw-free collections, which also uses
O(ns) group operations, but they showed that witnessindistinguishability suffices, which is more efficient than
zero-knowledge proofs by a constant factor.
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In our system, we incorporate the malleable claw-free
collection approach because of its efficiency. Although
the commitment-based approaches can be implemented
using lightweight primitives such as collision-resistant
hash functions, they incur high communication overhead
for the extra complexity factor s, that is, the number of
copies of the circuit. On the other hand, the group-based
approach could be more computationally intensive, but
this discrepancy is compensated again due to the parameter s.1 Hence, with similar computation cost, groupbased approaches enjoy lower communication overhead.
Selective Failure A more subtle attack is selective failure [19, 27]. A malicious generator could use inconsistent keys to construct the garbled gate and OT so that
the evaluator’s input can be inferred from whether or not
the protocol completes. In particular, a cheating generator could assign (K0 , K1 ) to an input wire in the garbled
circuit while using (K0 , K1∗ ) instead in the corresponding
OT, where K1 = K1∗ . As a result, if the evaluator’s input
is 0, she learns K0 from OT and completes the evaluation without complaints; otherwise, she learns K1∗ and
gets stuck during the evaluation. If the protocol expects
the evaluator to share the result with the generator at the
end, the generator learns whether or not the evaluation
failed, and therefore, the evaluator’s input is leaked.
Lindell and Pinkas [23] proposed the random input replacement approach that involves replacing each of the
evaluator’s input bits with an XOR of s additional input bits, so that whether the evaluator aborts due to a selective failure attack is almost independent (up to a bias
of 21−s ) of her actual input value. Both Kiraz [18] and
shelat and Shen [32] suggested a solution that exploits
committing OTs so that the generator commits to her input for the OT, and the correctness of the OTs can later
be checked by opening the commitments during the cutand-choose. Lindell and Pinkas [24] also proposed a solution to this problem using cut-and-choose OT, which
combines the OT and the cut-and-choose steps into one
protocol to avoid this attack.
Our system is based on the random input replacement
approach due to its scalability. It is a fact that the committing OT or the cut-and-choose OT does not alter the
circuit while the random input replacement approach inflates the circuit by O(sn) additional gates. However,
it has been shown that max(4n, 8s) additional gates suffice [30]. Moreover, both the committing OT and the cut1 To give concrete numbers, with an Intel Core i5 processor and
4GB DDR3 memory, a SHA-256 operation (from OpenSSL) requires
1, 746 cycles, while a group operation (160-bit elliptic curve from the
PBC library with preprocessing) needs 322, 332 cycles. It is worthmentioning that s is at least 256 in order to achieve security level 2−80 .
The gap between a symmetric operation and an asymmetric one becomes even smaller when modern libraries such as RELIC are used
instead of PBC.
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and-choose OT require O(ns) group operations, while
the random input replacement approach needs only O(s)
group operations. Furthermore, we observe that the random input replacement approach is in fact compatible
with the OT extension technique. Therefore, we were
able to build our system which has the group operation
complexity independent of the evaluator’s input size, and
as a result, our system is particularly attractive when handling a circuit with a large evaluator input.
Generator’s Output Authenticity It is not uncommon
that both the generator and evaluator receive outputs
from a secure computation, that is, the goal function is
f (x, y) = ( f1 , f2 ), where the generator with input x gets
output f1 , and the evaluator with input y gets f2 .2 In
this case, the security requires that both the input and
output are hidden from each other. In the semi-honest
setting, the straightforward solution is to let the generator choose a random number c as an extra input, convert f (x, y) = ( f1 , f2 ) into a new function f ∗ ((x, c), y) =
(λ , ( f1 ⊕ c, f2 )), run the original Yao protocol for f ∗ , and
instruct the evaluator to pass the encrypted output f1 ⊕ c
back to the generator, who can then retrieve her real output f1 with the secret input c chosen in the first place.
However, the situation gets complicated when either of
the participants could potentially be malicious. In particular, a malicious evaluator might claim an arbitrary value
to be the generator’s output coming from the circuit evaluation. Note that the two-output protocols we consider
are not fair since the evaluator always learns her own output and may refuse to send the generator’s output. However, they can satisfy the notion that the evaluator cannot
trick the generator into accepting arbitrary output.
Many approaches have been proposed to ensure the
generator’s output authenticity. Lindell and Pinkas [23]
proposed a solution similar to the aforementioned solution in the semi-honest setting, where the goal function is modified to compute f1 ⊕ c and its MAC so that
the generator can verify the authenticity of her output.
This approach incurs a cost of adding O(n2 ) gates to
the circuit. Kiraz [18] presented a two-party computation protocol in which a zero knowledge proof of size
O(s) is conducted at the end. shelat and Shen [32] suggested a signature-based solution which, similar to Kiraz’s, adds n gates to the circuit, and requires a proof of
size O(s + n) at the end. However, they observed that
witness-indistinguishable proofs are sufficient.
Lindell and Pinkas’ approach, albeit straightforward,
might introduce greater communication overhead than
the description function itself. We therefore employ the
approach that takes the advantages of the remaining two
solutions. In particular, we implement Kiraz’s approach
2 Here

f1 and f2 are short for f1 (x, y) and f2 (x, y) for simplicity.
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(smaller proof size), but only a witness-indistinguishable
proof is performed (weaker security property).

4

Techniques Regarding Performance

Yao’s garbled circuit technique has been studied for
decades. It has drawn significant attention for its simplicity, constant round complexity, and computational efficiency (since circuit evaluation only requires fast symmetric operations). The fact that it incurs high communication overhead has provoked interest that has led to the
development of fruitful results.
In this section, we will first briefly present the Yao
garbled circuit, and then discuss the optimization techniques that greatly reduce the communication cost while
maintaining the security. These techniques include freeXOR, garbled row reduction, random seed checking, and
large circuit pre-processing. In addition to these original
ideas, practical concerns involving large circuits and parallelization will be addressed.

4.1

Baseline Yao’s Garbled Circuit

Given a circuit that consists of 2-fan-in boolean gates,
the generator constructs a garbled version as follows: for
each wire w, the generator picks a random permutation
bit πw ∈ {0, 1} and two random keys w0 , w1 ∈ {0, 1}k−1 .
Let W0 = w0 ||πw and W1 = w1 ||(πw ⊕ 1), which are associated with bit value 0 and 1 of wire w, respectively.
Next, for gate g ∈ { f | f : {0, 1} × {0, 1} → {0, 1}} that
has input wire x with (X0 , X1 , πx ), input wire y with
(Y0 ,Y1 , πy ), and output wire z with (Z0 , Z1 , πz ), the garbled truth table for g has four entries:

Enc(X0⊕πx ||Y0⊕πy , Zg(0⊕πx ,0⊕πy ) )


 Enc(X
0⊕πx ||Y1⊕πy , Zg(0⊕πx ,1⊕πy ) )
GT Tg
Enc(X1⊕πx ||Y0⊕πy , Zg(1⊕πx ,0⊕πy ) )



Enc(X1⊕πx ||Y1⊕πy , Zg(1⊕πx ,1⊕πy ) ).

Enc(K, m) denotes the encryption of message m under
key K. Here the encryption key is a concatenation of two
labels, and each label is a random key concatenated with
its permutation bit. Intuitively, πx and πy permute the
entries in GT Tg so that for ix , iy ∈ {0, 1}, the (2ix + iy )-th
entry represents the input pair (ix ⊕ πx , iy ⊕ πy ) for gate g,
in which case the label associated with the output value
g(ix ⊕ πx , iy ⊕ πy ) could be retrieved. More specifically,
to evaluate the garbled gate GT Tg , suppose X||bx and
Y ||by are the retrieved labels for input wire x and wire
y, respectively, the evaluator will use X||bx ||Y ||by to decrypt the (2bx + by )-th entry in GT Tg and retrieve label
Z||bz , which is then used to evaluate the gates at the next
level. The introduction of the permutation bit helps to
identify the correct entry in GT Tg , and thus, only one,
rather than all, of the four entries will be decrypted.
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4.2

Free-XOR

Kolesnikov and Schneider [20] proposed the free-XOR
technique that aims for removing the communication
cost and decreasing the computation cost for XOR gates.
The idea is that the generator first randomly picks a
global key R, where R = r||1 and r ∈ {0, 1}k−1 . This
global key has to be hidden from the evaluator. Then
for each wire w, instead of picking both W0 and W1 at
random, only one is randomly chosen from {0, 1}k , and
the other is determined by Wb = W1⊕b ⊕ R. Note that
πw remains the rightmost bit of W0 . For an XOR gate
having input wire x with (X0 , X0 ⊕ R, πx ), input wire y
with (Y0 ,Y0 ⊕ R, πy ), and output wire z, the generator lets
Z0 = X0 ⊕Y0 and Z1 = Z0 ⊕ R. Observe that
X0 ⊕Y1 = X1 ⊕Y0 = X0 ⊕Y0 ⊕ R = Z0 ⊕ R = Z1

X1 ⊕Y1 = X0 ⊕ R ⊕Y0 ⊕ R = X0 ⊕Y0 = Z0 .

This means that while evaluating an XOR gate, XORing
the labels for the two input wires will directly retrieve
the label for the output wire. So no garbled truth table
is needed, and the cost of evaluating an XOR gate is reduced from a decryption operation to a bitwise XOR.
This technique is only secure when the encryption
scheme satisfies certain security properties. The solution
provided by the authors is
Enc(X||Y, K) = H(X||Y ) ⊕ Z,
where H : {0, 1}2k → {0, 1}k is a random oracle. Recently, Choi et al. [6] have further shown that it is
sufficient to instantiate H(·) with a weaker cryptographic primitive, 2-circular correlation robust functions. Our system instantiates this primitive with
H(X||Y ) = SHA-256(X||Y ). However, when AES-NI
instructions are available, our system instantiates it with
H k (X||Y ) = AES-256(X||Y, k), where k is the gate index.

4.3

Garbled Row Reduction

The GRR (Garbled Row Reduction) technique suggested
by Pinkas et al. [30] is used to reduce the communication
overhead for non-XOR gates. In particular, it reduces the
size of the garbled truth table for 2-fan-in gates by 25%.
Recall that in the baseline Yao’s garbled circuit, both
the 0-key and 1-key for each wire are randomly chosen.
After the free-XOR technique is integrated, the 0-key and
1-key for an XOR gate’s output wire depend on input key
and R, but the 0-key for a non-XOR gate’s output wire is
still free. The GRR technique is to make a smart choice
for this degree of freedom, and thus, reduce one entry in
the garbled truth table to be communicated over network.
In particular, the generator picks (Z0 , Z1 , πz ) by letting
Zg(0⊕πx ,0⊕πy ) = H(X0⊕πx ||Y0⊕πy ), that is, either Z0 or Z1
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is assigned to the encryption mask for the 0-th entry of
the GT Tg , and the other one is computed by the equation Zb = Z1⊕b ⊕ R. Therefore, when the evaluator gets
(X0⊕πx ,Y0⊕πy ), both X0⊕πx and Y0⊕πy have rightmost bit
0, indicating that the 0-th entry needs to be decrypted.
However, with GRR technique, she is able to retrieve
Zg(0⊕πx ,0⊕πy ) by running H(·) without inquiring GT Tg .
Pinkas et al. claimed that this technique is compatible
with the free-XOR technique [30]. For rigorousness purposes, we carefully went through the details and came
up with a security proof for our protocol that confirms
this compatibility. The proof will be included in the full
version of this paper.

4.4

Random Seed Checking

Recall that the cut-and-choose approach requires the
generator to construct multiple copies of the garbled circuit, and more than half of these garbled circuits will
be fully revealed, including the randomness used to construct the circuit. Goyal, Mohassel, and Smith [11] therefore pointed out an insight that the evaluator could examine the correctness of those check circuits by receiving
a hash of the garbled circuit first, acquiring the random
seed, and reconstructing the circuit and hash by herself.
This technique results in the communication overhead
for check circuits independent of the circuit size. This
technique has two phases that straddle the coin-flipping
protocol. Before the coin flipping, the generator constructs multiple copies of the circuit as instructed by the
cut-and-choose procedure. Then the generator sends to
the evaluator the hash of each garbled circuit, rather than
the circuit itself. After the coin flipping, when the evaluation circuits and the check circuits are determined, the
generator sends to the evaluator the full description of
the evaluation circuits and the random seed for the check
circuits. The evaluator then computes the evaluation circuits and tests the check circuits by reconstructing the
circuit and comparing its hash with the one received earlier. As a result, even for large circuits, the communication cost for each check circuit is simply a hash value
plus the random seed. Our system provides that 60% of
the garbled circuits are check circuits. Thus, this optimization significantly reduces communication overhead.

4.5

Working with Large Circuits

A circuit for a reasonably complicated function can easily consist of billions of gates. For example, a 4095-bit
edit distance circuit has 5.9 billion gates. When circuits
grow to such a size, the task of achieving high performance secure computation becomes challenging.
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An (I + 2C)-time solution Our solution for handling
large circuits is based on Huang et al.’s work [13], which
is the only prior work capable of handling large circuits
(of up to 1.2 billion non-XOR gates) in the semi-honest
setting. Intuitively, the generator could work with the
evaluator in a pipeline manner so that small chunks of
gates are being processed at a time. The generator could
start to work on the next chunk while the evaluator is still
processing the current one. However, this technique does
not work directly with the random seed checking technique described above in Section 4.4 because the generator has to finish circuit construction and hash calculation
before the coin flipping, but the evaluator could start the
evaluation only after the coin flipping. As a result, the
generator needs a way to construct the circuit first, wait
for the coin flipping, and send the evaluation circuits to
the evaluator without keeping them in memory the whole
time. We therefore propose that the generator constructs
the evaluation circuits all over again after the coin flipping, with the same random seed used before and the
same keys for input wires gotten from OT.
We stress that when fully parallelized, the second construction of an evaluation circuit does not incur overhead
to the overall execution time. Although we suggest to
construct an evaluation circuit twice, the fact is that according to the random seed checking, a check circuit is
already being constructed twice—once before the coin
flipping by the generator for hash computation and once
after by the evaluator for correctness verification. As a
result, when each generator-evaluator pair is working on
a single copy of the garbled circuit, the constructing time
for a evaluation circuit totally overlaps with that for a
check circuit. We therefore achieve the overall computation time I +2C mentioned earlier, where the first C is for
the generator to calculate the circuit hash, and the other
C is either for the evaluator to reconstruct a check circuit
or for both parties to work on an evaluation circuit in a
pipeline manner as suggested by Huang et al. [13].
Achieving an (I + C)-time solution We observe that
there is a way to achieve I +C computation time, which
exactly matches the running time of Yao in the semihonest setting. This idea, however, is not compatible
with the random-seed technique, and therefore represents a trade-off between communication and computation. Recall that the generator has to finish circuit construction and hash evaluation before beginning coin flipping, whereas the evaluator can start evaluating only after receiving the coin flipping results. The idea is to run
the coin flipping in the way that only the evaluator gets
the result and does not reveal it to the generator until the
circuit construction is completed. Since the generator
is oblivious to the coin flipping result, she sends every
garbled circuit to the evaluator, who could then either
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evaluate or check the received circuit. In order for the
evaluator to get the generator’s input keys for evaluation
circuits and the random seed for the check circuits, they
run an OT, where the evaluator uses the coin flipping result as input and the generator provides either the random seed (for the check circuit) or his input keys (for the
evaluation circuit). After the generator completes circuit
construction and reveals the circuit hash, the evaluator
compares the hash with her own calculation, if the hashes
match, she proceeds with the rest of the original protocol.
Note that this approach comes at the cost of sacrificing
the random seed checking technique and its 60% savings
in communication.

Working Set Optimization Another problem encountered while dealing with large circuits is the working
set minimization problem. Note that the circuit value
problem is log-space complete for P. It is suspected that
L=P, that is, there exist some circuits that can be evaluated in polynomial time but require more than logarithmic space. This open problem captures the difficulty of
handling large circuits during both the construction and
evaluation, where at any moment there is a set of wires,
called the working set, that are available and will be referenced in the future. For some circuits, the working set
is inherently super-logarithmic. A naive approach is to
keep the most recent D wires in the working set, where
D is the upper bound of the input-output distance of all
gates. However, there may be wires which are used as
inputs to gates throughout the entire circuit, and so this
technique could easily result in adding almost the whole
circuit to the working set, which is especially problematic when there are hundreds of copies of a circuit of
billions of gates. While reordering the circuit or adding
identity gates to minimize D would mitigate this problem, doing so while maintaining the topological order of
the circuit is known to be an NP-complete problem, the
graph bandwidth problem [9].
Our solution to this difficulty is to pre-process the circuit so that each gate comes with a usage count. Our
system has a compiler that converts a program in highlevel language into a boolean circuit. Since the compiler
is already using global optimization in order to reduce
the circuit size, it is easy for the global optimizer to analyze the circuit and calculate the usage count for each
gate. With this information, it is easy for the generator and evaluator to decrement the counter for each gate
whenever it is being referenced and to toss away the gate
whenever its counter becomes zero. In other words, we
keep track of merely useful information and heuristically
minimize the size of the working set, which is small compared with the original circuit size as shown in Table 1.
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circuit size
wrk set size

AES

Dot64
4

RSA-32

EDT-255

49,912
323

460,018
711

1,750,787
235

15,540,196
2,829

Table 1: The size of the working set for various circuits
(sizes include input gates)

5

Boolean Circuit Compiler

Although the Fairplay circuit compiler can generate circuits, it requires a very large amount of computational
resources to generate even relatively small circuits. Even
on a machine with 48 gigabytes of RAM, Fairplay terminates with an out-of-memory error after spending 20
minutes attempting to compile an AES circuit. This
makes Fairplay impractical for even relatively small circuits, and infeasible for some of the circuits tested in this
project. One goal of this project was to have a general
purpose system for secure computation, and so writing
application specific programs to generate circuits, a technique used by others [13], was not an option.
To address this problem, we have implemented a new
compiler that generates a more efficient output format
than Fairplay, and which requires far lower computational resources to compile circuits. We were able to
generate the AES circuit in only a few seconds on a typical desktop computer with only 8GB of RAM, and were
able to generate and test much larger non-trivial circuits.
We used the well-known flex and bison tools to generate
our compiler, and implemented an optimizer as a separate tool. We also use the results from [30] to reduce 3
arity gates to 2 arity gates.
As a design decision, we created an imperative, untyped language with static scoping. We allow code, variables, and input/output statements to exist in the global
scope; this allows very simple programs to be written
without too much extra syntax. Functions may be declared, but may not be recursive. Variables do not need to
be declared before being used in an unconditional assignment; variables assigned within a function’s body that are
not declared in the global scope are considered to be local. Arrays are a language feature, but array indices must
be constants or must be determined at compile time. If
run-time determined indices are required for a function,
a loop that selects the correct index may be used; this is
necessary for oblivious evaluation. Variables may be arbitrarily concatenated, and bits or groups of bits may be
selected from any variable and bits or ranges of bits may
be assigned to; as with arrays, the index of a bit must be
determined at compile time, or else a loop must be used.
Note that loop variables may be used as such an index,
since loops are always completely unrolled, and therefore the loop index can always be resolved at compile
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time. Additional language features are planned as future
work.
We use some techniques from the Fairplay compiler
in our own compiler. In particular we use the single assignment algorithm from Fairplay, which is required to
deal with assignments that occur inside of if statements.
Otherwise, our compiler has several distinguishing characteristics that make it more resource efficient than Fairplay. The front end of our compiler attempts to generate circuits as quickly as possible, using as little memory
as possible and performing only rudimentary optimizations before emitting its output. This can be done with
very modest computational resources, and the intermediate output can easily be translated into a circuit for evaluation. The main optimizations are performed by the back
end of the compiler, which identifies gates that can be
removed without affecting the output of the circuit as a
whole.
Unlike the Fairplay compiler, we avoided the use of
hash tables in our compiler, using more memory-efficient
storage. Our system can use one of three storage strategies: memory-mapped files, flat files without any mapping, and Berkeley DB. In our tests, we found that memory mapped files always resulted in the highest performance, but that Berkeley DB is only sometimes better
than direct access without any mapping.
In the following sections, we describe these contributions in more detail, and provide experimental results.

5.1

Circuit Optimizations

The front-end of our compiler tends to generate inefficient circuits, with large numbers of unnecessary gates.
As an example, for some operations the compiler generates large numbers of identity gates i.e. gates whose outputs follow one of their inputs. It is therefore essential
to optimize the circuits emitted by the front end, particularly to meet our system’s overall goal of practicality.
Our compiler uses several stages of optimization, most
of which are global. As a first step, a local optimization
removes redundant gates, i.e. gates that have the same
truth table and input wires. This first step operates on
a fixed-size chunk of the circuit, but we have found that
there are diminishing improvements as the size of this
window is increased. We also remove constant gates,
identity gates, and inverters, which are generated by the
compiler and which may be inadvertently generated during the optimization process. Finally, we remove gates
that do not influence the output, which can be thought
of as dead code elimination. The effectiveness of each
optimization on different circuits is shown in Figure 1.
The circuit that was least optimizable was the edit distance circuit, being reduced to only 82% of its size from
the front end, whereas the RSA signing and the dot prod-
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uct circuits were the most optimizable, being reduced to
roughly half of the gates emitted by the front end.
Gate Removal The front-end of the compiler emits
gates in topological order, and similar to Fairplay, our
compiler assigns explicit identifiers to each emitted gate.
To remove gates efficiently, we store a table that maps
the identifiers of gates that were removed to the previously emitted gates, and for each gate that is scanned
the inputs are rewritten according to this table. The table itself is then emitted, so that the identifiers of nonremoved gates can be corrected. This mapping process
can be done in linear time and space using an appropriate
key-value store.
Removing Redundant Gates Some of the gates generated by the front end of our compiler have the same
truth table and input wires as previously generated gates;
such gates are redundant and can be removed. This removal process has the highest memory requirement of
any other optimization step, since a description of every non-redundant gate must be stored. However, we
found during our experiments that this optimization can
be performed on discrete chunks of the circuit with results that are very close to performing the optimization
on the full circuit, and that there are diminishing improvements in effectiveness as the size of the chunks is
increased. Therefore, we perform this optimization using chunks, and can use hash tables to improve the speed
of this step.
Removing Identity Gates and Inverters The front
end may generate identity gates or inverters, which are
not necessary. This may happen inadvertently, such as
when a variable is incremented by a constant, or as part
of the generation of a particular logic expression. While
removing identity gates is straightforward, the removal
of inverters requires more work, as gates which have inverted input wires must have their truth tables rewritten.
There is a cascading effect in this process; the removal of
some identity gates or inverters may transform later gates
into identity gates or inverters. This step also removes
gates with constant outputs, such as an XOR gate with
two identical inputs. Constant propagation and folding
occur as a side effect of this optimization.
Removing Unused Gates Finally, some gates in the
circuit may not affect the output value at all. For this
step, we scan the circuit backwards, and store a table of
live gates; we then re-emit the live gates in the circuit
and skip the dead gates. Immediately following this step,
the circuit is prepared for the garbled circuit generator,
which includes generating a usage count for each gate.
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Figure 1: Average fraction of circuits remaining after each optimization is applied in sequence. We see that the relative
change in circuit sizes after each optimization is dependent on the circuit itself, with some circuits being optimized
more than others.
Circuit

DB (s)

mmap (s)

flat (s)

7200RPM Spinning Disk (ext4-fs)
AES
RSA-32
Dot64
4
EDT-255
AES
RSA-32
Dot64
4
EDT-255
AES
RSA-32
Dot64
4
EDT-255

4.3 ±0.5%

1.05 ± 1%

103 ±0.3%

24.6 ±0.2%

975 ±0.1%

240 ± 1%

32.56 ±0.1%

7.1 ±0.3%

Solid-State Drive

3.48 ±0.3%

78.4 ±0.3%

28.37 ±0.1%

700 ±0.9%

3.62 ±0.3%

0.86 ± 1%

3.17 ±0.6%

30.5 ±0.5%

6.27 ± 1%

25.9 ±0.2%

96.5 ±0.2%
907 ±0.1%

21.6 ±0.4%
200 ±0.4%

Amazon EC2

68.3 ±0.3%
590 ± 1%

5.56 ± 4%

1.12 ± 0%

7.11 ±0.3%

46.3 ±0.1%

9.2 ±0.2%

60.7 ±0.2%

208 ±0.4%

45.7 ± 3%

240 ±0.1%

2500 ± 1%

405 ±0.2%

2050 ±0.2%

AES

RSA-32

Dot64
4

EDT-255

49,912

1,750,787

460,018

15,540,196

Circuit Sizes

Table 2: Compile times for different storage systems for
small circuits (sizes include input gates), using different storage media. Results are averaged over 30 experiments, with 95% confidence intervals. On EC2, a highmemory quadruple extra large instance was used.
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Key-Value Stores Unfortunately, even though our
compiler is more resource efficient than Fairplay, it still
requires space that is linear in the size of the circuit. For
very large circuits, circuits with billions of gates or more,
this may exceed the amount of RAM that is available.
Our compiler can make use of a computer’s hard drive to
store intermediate representations of circuits and information about how to remove gates from the circuit. We
used memory-mapped I/O to reduce the impact this has
on performance; however, our use of mmap and ftruncate
is not portable, and so our system also supports using an
unmapped file or Berkeley DB. Our tests revealed that,
as expected, memory-mapped I/O achieves the highest
performance, but that Berkeley DB is sometimes better
than unmapped files on high-latency filesystems. A summary of the performance of each method on a variety of
storage systems is shown in Table 2.
Using the hard drive in this manner, we were able
to compile our largest circuits. The performance impact of writing to disk should not be understated; a
several-billion-gate edit distance 4095x4095 circuit required more than 3 days to compile on an Amazon EC2
high-memory image, with 68 GB of RAM, one third of
which was spent waiting on I/O. Note, however, that this
is a one-time cost; a compiled circuit can be used in unlimited evaluations of a secure computation protocol.

5.2

Compiler Testing Methodology

We tested the performance of our compiler using five circuits. The first was AES, to compare our compiler with
the Fairplay system. We also used AES with the compact S-Box description given by Boyar and Parelta [3],
which results in a smaller AES circuit. We used an RSA
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RSA Size

Circuit Size

16
32
64
128

208,499
1,750,787
14,341,667
116,083,983

Compile Time (s)
2.6
21.6
189
1810

± 7%
±0.4%
±0.3%
±0.3%

Gates/s

Edit-Dist Size

Circuit Size

80,000
81,100
75,900
64,100

31x31
63x63
127x127
255x255

144,277
717,233
3,389,812
15,540,196

Compile Time (s)
1.70
8.56
41.7
200

±0.7%
±0.7%
±0.5%
±0.4%

Gates/s
84,900
83,800
81,300
77,700

Table 3: Time required to compile and optimize RSA and edit distance circuits on a workstation with an Intel Xeon
5506 CPU, 8GB of RAM and a 160GB SSD, using the textbook modular exponentiation algorithm. Note that the
throughput for edit distance is higher even for comparably sized circuits; this is because the front end generates a more
efficient circuit without any optimization. Compile times are averaged over 30 experiments, with 95% confidence
intervals reported.
signing circuit with various toy key sizes, up to 128 bits,
to test our compiler’s handling of large circuits; RSA circuits have cubic size complexity, allowing us to generate
very large circuits with small inputs. We also used an edit
distance circuit, which was the largest test case used by
Huang et al. [13]; unlike the other test circuits, there is no
multiplication routine in the inner loop of this function.
Finally we used a dot product with error, a basic sampling function for the LWE problem, which is similar to
RSA in creating large circuits, but also demonstrates our
system’s ability to handle large input sizes.
After compiling these circuits, we tested the correctness by first performing a direct, offline evaluation of the
circuit, and comparing the output to a non-circuit implementation. We then compared the output of an online
evaluation to the offline evaluation. Additionally, for the
AES circuit, we compared the output of the circuit generated by our compiler to the output of a circuit generated
using Fairplay. We tested all three key-value stores on a
variety of file systems, including a fast SSD, a spinning
disk, and an Amazon EC2 instance store, checking for
correctness as described above in each case.

5.3

Summary of Compiler Performance

Our compiler is able to emit and optimize large circuits
in relatively short periods of time, less than an hour for
circuits with tens of millions of gates on an inexpensive
workstation. In Figure 1 we summarize the effectiveness
of the various optimization stages on different circuits;
in circuits that involve multiplication in finite fields or
modulo an integer, the identity gate removal step is the
most important, removing more than half of the gates
emitted by the front-end. The edit distance circuit is the
best-case for our front end, as less than 1/5 of the gates
that are emitted can be removed by the optimizer. The
throughput of our compiler is dependent on the circuit
being compiled, with circuits which are more efficiently
generated by the front-end being compiled faster; in Table 3 we compare the generation of RSA circuits to edit
distance circuits.
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6

Experimental Results

In this section, we give a detailed description of our
system, upon which we have implemented various real
world secure computation applications. The experimental environment is the Ranger cluster in the Texas Advanced Computing Center. Ranger is a blade-based system, where each node is a SunBlade x6240 blade running a Linux kernel and has four AMD Opteron quadcore 64-bit processors, as an SMP unit. Each node in the
Ranger system has 2.3 GHz core frequency and 32 GB of
memory, and the point-to-point bandwidth is 1 GB/sec.
Although Ranger is a high-end machine, we use only a
small fraction of its power for our system, only 512 out of
62,976 cores. Note that we use the PBC (Pairing-Based
Cryptography) library [25] to implement the underlying cryptographic protocols such as oblivious transfers,
witness-indistinguishable proofs, and so forth. However,
moving to more modern libraries such as RELIC [31] is
likely to give even better results, especially to those circuits with large input and output size.
System Setup In our system, both the generator and
the evaluator run an equal number of processes, including a root process and many slave processes. A root process is responsible for coordinating its own slave processes and the other root process, while the slave processes work together on repeated and independent tasks.
There are three pieces of code in our system: the generator, the evaluator, and the IP exchanger. Both the generator’s and evaluator’s program are implemented with Message Passing Interface (MPI) library. The reason for the
IP exchanger is that it is common to run jobs on a cluster
with dynamic working node assignment. However, when
the nodes are dynamically assigned, the generator running on one cluster and the evaluator running on another
might have a hard time locating each other. Therefore,
a fixed location IP exchanger helps the match-up process as described in Figure 2. Our system provides two
modes—the user mode and the simulation mode. The
former works as mentioned above, and the latter simply
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spawns an even number of processes, half for the generator and the other half for the evaluator. The network
match-up process is omitted in the latter mode to simplify the testing of this system.
To achieve a security level of 2−80 , meaning that a malicious player cannot successfully cheat with probability
better than 2−80 , requires at least 250 copies of the garbled circuit [32]. For simplicity, we used 256 copies in
our experiments, that is, security parameters k = 80 and
s = 256. Each experiment was run 30 times (unless stated
otherwise), and in the following sections we report the
average runtime of our experiments.
IP server
2

3

Gen

Evl
5
1

4
5
5
5

Figure 2: Both the generator and evaluator consist of a
root process (solid dot) and a number of slave processes
(hollow dots). The match-up works as follows: the slave
evaluator processes send their IPs to the root evaluator
process (Step 1), who then forwards them to the IP exchanger (Step 2). Next, the root generator process comes
to acquire these IPs (Step 3) and dispatch them to its
slaves (Step 4), who then proceed to pair up with one of
the slave evaluator processes (Step 5) and start the main
protocol. The arrows show the message flow.

Timing methodology When there is more than one
process on each side, care must be taken in measuring
the timings of the system. The timings reported in this
section are the time required by the root process at each
stage of the system. This was chosen because the root
process will always be the longest running process, as
it must wait for each slave process to run to completion.
Moreover, in addition to doing all the work that the slaves
do, the root processes also perform the input consistency
check and the coin tossing protocol.
Impacts of the Performance Optimization Techniques
We have presented several performance optimization
techniques in Section 4 with theoretical analyses, and
here we demonstrate their empirical effectiveness in Table 4. As we have anticipated, the Random Seed Checking reduces the communication cost for the garbled circuits by 60%, and the Garbled Row Reduction further
reduces by another 25%. In the RS and GRR columns,
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the small deviation from the theoretical fraction 40%
and 30%, respectively, is due to certain implementation
needs. Our compiler is designed to reduce the number of
non-XOR gates. In these four circuits, the ratio of nonXOR gates is less than 43%. So after further applying
the Free-XOR technique, the final communication is less
than 13% of that in the baseline approach.

AES
Dot64
4
RSA-32
EDT-255

non-XOR
(%)

Baseline
(MB)

RS
(%)

GRR
(%)

FX
(%)

30.81
29.55
34.44
41.36

509
4,707
17,928
159,129

39.97
39.86
39.84
39.84

30.03
29.91
29.88
29.87

9.09
8.88
10.29
12.36

Table 4: The impact of various optimization techniques:
The Baseline shows the communication cost for 256
copies of the original Yao garbled circuit when k = 80;
RS shows the remaining fraction after Random Seed
technique is applied; GRR shows when Garbled Row Reduction is further applied; and FX shows when the previous two techniques and the Free-XOR are applied. (The
communication costs here only include those in the generation and evaluation stages.)

Performance Gain by AES-NI On a machine with
2.53 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 4GB 1067 MHz
DDR3 memory, it takes 784 clock cycles to run a single
SHA-256 (with OpenSSL 1.0.0g), while it needs only
225 cycles for AES-256 (with AES-NI). To measure the
benefits of AES-NI, we use two instantiations to construct various circuits, listed in Table 5, and observe a
consistent 20% saving in circuit construction.3
size
(gate)
AES
Dot64
4
RSA-32
EDT-255

49,912
460,018
1,750,787
15,540,196

AES-NI
(sec)

SHA-256
(sec)

Ratio
(%)

0.12± 1%
1.11±0.4%
4.53±0.5%
42.0±0.5%

0.15± 1%
1.41±0.5%
5.9±0.8%
57.6± 1%

78.04
78.58
76.78
72.92

Table 5: Circuit generation time (for a single copy) with
different instantiations (AES-NI vs SHA-256) of the 2circular correlation robust function.

AES We used AES as a benchmark to compare our
compiler to the Fairplay compiler, and as a test circuit
3 The reason that saving 500+ cycles does not lead to more improvements is that this encryption operation is merely one of the contributing
factors to generating a garbled gate. Other factors, for example, include GNU hash map table insertion (∼1,200 cycles) and erase (∼600
cycles).
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for our system. We tested the full AES circuit, as specified in FIPS-197 [8]. In the semi-honest model, it is
possible to reduce the number of gates in an AES circuit
by computing the key schedule offline; e.g. this is one of
the optimizations employed by Huang et al. [13]. In the
malicious model, however, such an optimization is not
possible; the party holding the key could attempt to reduce the security level of the cipher by computing a malicious key schedule. So in our experiments we compute
the entire function, including the key schedule, online.
In this experiment, two parties collaboratively compute the function f : (x, y) → (⊥, AESx (y)), i.e., the circuit generator holds the encryption key x, while the evaluator has the message y to be encrypted. At the end, the
generator will not receive any output, whereas the evaluator will receive the ciphertext AESx (y).
Type

Fairplay

Ours-A

Pinkas et al.

Ours-B

non-XOR
XOR

15,316
35,084

15,300
34,228

11,286
22,594

9,100
21,628

Table 6: The components of the AES circuits from different sources. Ours-A comes from the textbook AES
algorithm, and Ours-B uses an optimized S-box circuit
from [3]. (Sizes do not include input or output wires)
First of all, we demonstrate the performance of our
compiler in Table 6. We have shown in Section 5 that
our compiler is capable of large circuit generation. We
also found in our experiments that our compiler produces
smaller AES circuit than Fairplay. Given the same highlevel description of AES encryption (textbook AES), our
compiler produces a circuit with a smaller gate count and
even fewer non-XOR gates. When applying the compact
S-Box description proposed by Boyar and Parelta [3]
to the high-level description as input to our compiler, a
smaller AES circuit than the hand-optimized one from
Pinkas et al. is generated with less effort.
In Table 7, both the computational and communication costs for each main stage are listed under the traditional setting, where there is only one process on each
side. These main stages include oblivious transfer, garbled circuit construction, the generator’s input consistency check, and the circuit evaluation. Each row includes both the computation and communication time
used. Note that network conditions could vary from setting to setting. Our experiments run in a local area network, and the data can only give a rough idea on how fast
the system could be in an ideal environment. However,
the precise amount of data being exchanged is reported.
We notice in Table 7 that the evaluator spends an unreasonable amount of time on communication with respect to the amount of data to be transmitted in both
the oblivious transfer and circuit construction stages.
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Gen
(sec)

Eval
(sec)

Comm
(KB)

OT

comp
comm

45.8±0.09%
0.1± 1%

34.0±0.2%
11.9±0.6%

5,516

Gen.

comp
comm

35.6± 0.5%
–

–
35.6±0.5%

3

Inp.
Chk

comp
comm

–
–

1.75±0.2%
–

266

Evl.

comp
comm

14.9± 0.6%
18.2± 1%

32.4±0.4%
3.2±0.8%

28,781

Total

comp
comm

96.3± 0.3%
18.3± 1%

68.0±0.2%
50.8±0.4%

34,566

Table 7: The 95% two-sided confidence intervals of the
computation and communication time for each stage in
the experiment (x, y) → (⊥, AESx (y)).
This is because the evaluator spends that time waiting
for the generator to finish computation-intensive tasks.
The same reasoning explains why in the circuit evaluation stage the generator spends more time in communication than the evaluator. This waiting results from
the fact that both parties need to run the protocol in a
synchronized manner. A generator-evaluator pair cannot start next communication round while any other pair
has not finished the current one. This synchronization is
crucial since our protocol’s security is guaranteed only
when each communication round is performed sequentially. While the parallelization of the program introduces high performance execution, it does not and should
not change this essential property. A stronger notion
of security such as universal security will be required if
asynchronous communication is allowed. By using TCP
sockets in “blocking” mode, we enforce this communication round synchronization.
Note that the low communication during the circuit
construction stage is due to the random seed checking
technique. Also, the fact that the generator spends more
time in the evaluation stage than she traditionally does
comes from the second construction for evaluation circuits. Recall that only the evaluation circuits need to be
sent to the evaluator. Since only 40% of the garbled circuits (102 out of 256) are evaluation-circuits, the ratio of
the generator’s computation time in the generation and
evaluation stage is 35.63:14:92  5:2.
We were unfortunately unable to find a cluster of hundreds of nodes that all support AES-NI. Our experimental results, therefore, do not show the full potential of
all the optimization techniques we have proposed. However, recall that for certain circuits the running time in
the semi-honest setting is roughly half of that in the
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node #

4

16

64

256

Gen

Evl

Gen

Evl

Gen

Evl

Gen

Evl

OT
Gen.
Inp. Chk
Evl.

12.56±0.1%
8.18±0.4%
–
3.3± 4%

8.41±0.1%
–
0.42± 4%
7.08± 1%

4.06±0.1%
1.92±0.7%
–
0.80± 10%

2.13±0.2%
–
0.10± 10%
1.58± 4%

1.96±0.1%
0.49±0.4%
–
0.23± 17%

0.58±0.2%
–
–
0.37± 7%

0.64±0.1%
0.14± 1%
–
0.12±0.5%

0.19±0.2%
–
–
0.05±0.6%

Inter-com
Intra-com

4± 5%
0.17± 30%

13.2±0.3%
0.23± 20%

0.93± 10%
0.18± 8%

4.08±0.8%
0.25± 6%

0.31± 20%
0.45± 20%

1.98± 1%
0.48± 15%

0.11± 40%
0.34± 30%

0.72±0.2%
0.34± 30%

Total time

28.3±0.3%

29.4±0.3%

7.90±0.5%

8.17±0.4%

3.45± 2%

3.44± 2%

1.4± 10%

1.3± 9%

Table 8: The average and error interval of the times (seconds) running AES circuit. The number of nodes represents
the degree of parallelism on each side. “–” means that the time is smaller than 0.05 seconds. Inter-com refers to the
communication between the two parties, and intra-com refers to communication between nodes for a single party.
malicious setting. We estimate a 20% improvement in
the performance of garbled circuit generation when the
AES-NI instruction set becomes ubiquitous, based on the
preliminary results presented above in Table 5.
Table 8 shows that the Yao protocol really benefits
from the circuit-level parallelization. Starting from Table 7, where each side only has one process, all the way
to when each side has 256 processes, as the degree of parallelism is multiplied by four, the total time reduces into
a quarter. Note that the communication costs between the
generator and evaluator remain the same, as shown in Table 7. It may seem odd that the communication costs are
reduced as the number of processes increase. The real interpretation of this data is that as the number of processes
increases, the “waiting time” decreases.
Notice that as the number of processes increases, the
ratio of the time the generator spends in the construction and evaluation stage decreases from 5:2 to 1:1. The
reason is that the number of garbled circuit each process
handles is getting smaller and smaller. Eventually, we
reach the limit of the benefits that the circuit-level parallelism could possibly bring. In this case, each process is
dealing with merely a single copy of the garbled circuit,
and the time spent in both the generation and evaluation
stages is the time to construct a garbled circuit.
To the best of our knowledge, completing an execution
of secure AES in the malicious model within 1.4 seconds
is the best result that has ever been reported. The next
best result from Nielsen et al. [28] is 1.6 seconds, and it
is an amortized result (85 seconds for 54 blocks of AES
encryption in parallel) in the random oracle model. This
is only a crude comparison, however; our experimental
setup uses a cluster computer while Nielsen et al. used
only two desktops. A better comparison would be possible given a parallel implementation of Nielsen et al.’s
system, and we are interested in seeing how much of an
improvement such an implementation could achieve.
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Large Circuits In this experiment, we run the 4095bit edit distance circuit, that is, (x, y) → (⊥, EDT(x, y)),
where x, y ∈ {0, 1}4095 . In particular, we use the I + C
approach, where the computation time could be roughly
a half of that of the I + 2C approach with the price of not
getting to use the random-seed technique. Recall that in
the I +C approach, the generator and the evaluator conduct the cut-and-choose in a way that the generator does
not know the check circuits until she finishes transferring
all the garbled circuits. Next, both the parties run the
circuit generation and evaluation in a pipeline manner,
where one party is generating and giving away garbled
gates on one end, and the other party is evaluating and
checking the received gates at the other end at the same
time. The results are shown in Table 9.
Gen
(sec)

Eval
(sec)

Comm
(Byte)

19.73±0.5%
1.1± 6%

5.26±0.4%
15.6±0.6%

1.7 × 108

1.1±0.8%
–

–
1.5± 2%

6.5 × 107

24,400± 1%
4,900± 1%

14,600± 3%
14,700± 2%

Inp.
Chk

0.6± 20%
0.4± 40%

–
0.60± 20%

8.5 × 106

Total

24,400± 1%
4,900± 1%

14,600± 3%
14,700± 2%

1.8 × 1013

OT
Cut-&
Choose
Gen./Evl.

1.8 × 1013

Table 9: The result of (x, y) → (⊥, EDT-4095(x, y)).
Each party is comprised of 256 cores in a cluster. This
table comes from 6 invocations of the system. Similarly, the upper row in each stage is the computation time,
while the lower is the communication time.
This circuit generated by our compiler has 5.9 billion
gates, and 2.4 billion of those are non-XOR. It is worth
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mentioning that, without the random-seed technique, the
communication cost shown in Table 9 can also be estimated by 256 × 2.4 × 109 × 3 × 10 = 1.8 × 1013 , since
256 copies of the garbled circuits need to be transferred,
each copy has 2.4 billion non-free gates, each non-free
gate has three entries, and each entry has k = 80 bits.
In additional to showing that our system is capable of
handling the largest circuits ever reported, we also have
shown a speed in the malicious setting that is comparable
to those in the semi-honest setting. In particular, we were
able to complete an single execution of 4095-bit edit distance circuit in less than 8.2 hours with a rate of 82,000
(non-XOR) gates per second. Note that Huang et al.’s
system is the only one, to the best of our knowledge, that
is capable of handling such large circuits [13]; they reported a rate of over 96,000 (non-XOR) gates per second
for an edit-distance circuit in the semi-honest setting.

7

Conclusion

We have presented a general purpose secure two party
computation system which offers security against malicious adversaries and which can efficiently evaluate circuits with hundreds of millions and even billions of gates
on affordable hardware. Our compiler can generate large
circuits using fewer computational resources than similar compilers, and offers improved flexibility to users of
the system. Our evaluator can take advantage of parallel
computing resources, which are becoming increasingly
common and affordable. As future work, we plan further
improvements to our compiler and language, as well as
experiments on systems other than Ranger.
The source code for this system can be downloaded from the authors’ website (http://crypto.cs.
virginia.edu/), along with example functions, including those describe in this paper.
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Abstract
Mobile users are often faced with a trade-off between security and convenience. Either users do not use any security lock and risk compromising their data, or they use
security locks but then have to inconveniently authenticate every time they use the device. Rather than exploring a new authentication scheme, we address the problem
of deciding when to surface authentication and for which
applications. We believe reducing the number of times a
user is requested to authenticate lowers the barrier of entry for users who currently do not use any security. Progressive authentication, the approach we propose, combines multiple signals (biometric, continuity, possession)
to determine a level of confidence in a user’s authenticity.
Based on this confidence level and the degree of protection the user has configured for his applications, the system determines whether access to them requires authentication. We built a prototype running on modern phones
to demonstrate progressive authentication and used it in a
lab study with nine users. Compared to the state-of-theart, the system is able to reduce the number of required
authentications by 42% and still provide acceptable security guarantees, thus representing an attractive solution
for users who do not use any security mechanism on their
devices.

1

Introduction

Security on mobile phones is often perceived as a barrier
to usability. Users weaken the security of their phones
for the convenience of interacting with their applications
without having to type a password every time. As a result, according to a recent study [25], more than 30% of
mobile phone users do not use a PIN on their phones. On
the other hand, the amount of high-value content stored
on phones is rapidily increasing, with mobile payment
∗ Work

done while interning at Microsoft Research.
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and money transfer applications as well as enterprise data
becoming available on mobile devices [22].
One approach for increasing security of mobile phones
is to replace PINs and passwords with a more suitable authentication scheme. Yet, alternative schemes have their
own flaws. Token-based approaches [6, 31, 35], for instance, are in general harder to attack than passwords, but
they go against the desire of users to carry fewer devices.
Biometric identification has gained interest in the mobile
community [11], but not without performance, acceptability, and cost issues [27].
In this work, we look at the problem of mobile authentication from a different angle. Rather than exploring a new authentication scheme, we study the problem
of when to surface authentication and for which applications. Unlike desktops and laptops, which users tend to
use for a long, continuous period of time, users access
mobile phones periodically or in response to a particular event (e.g., incoming email notification). This lack
of continuous interaction creates the need to authenticate with the device almost every time users wish to use
it. Even though the interaction between users and mobile devices might not be continuous, the physical contact between the user and the mobile device can be. For
instance, if a user places his phone in his pocket after a
phone call, even though the user stops interacting with it,
the authenticated owner is still “in contact” with the device. When the user pulls the phone out of his pocket, authentication should not be necessary. On the other hand,
if the phone lost contact with the authenticated user (e.g.,
left on a table), then authentication should be required.
As a result, if the phone is able to accurately infer the
physical interaction between the authenticated user and
the device (e.g., through its embedded and surrounding
sensors), it can extend the validity of a user authentication event, reducing the frequency of such events.
This approach not only significantly lowers the authentication overhead on the user, but also makes the authentication effort proportional to the value of the content
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being accessed. If the system has strong confidence in
the user’s authenticity, the user will be able to access any
content without explicitly authenticating. If the system
has low confidence in his authenticity, he will only be
able to access low-value content (e.g., a weather app) and
will be required to explicitly authenticate to view highvalue content (e.g., email, banking). By doing so, the
system provides low overhead with security guarantees
that can be acceptable for a large user population, particularly users who do not use any security lock on their
phones – our primary target.
We propose mobile systems that progressively authenticate (and de-authenticate) users by constantly collecting cues about the user, such that at any point in time the
user is authenticated with a certain level of confidence.
Several authentication signals are used. The system can
exploit the increasing availability of sensors on mobile
devices to establish users’ identity (e.g., through voice
recognition). Once the user is authenticated, the system
can exploit continuity to extend the validity of a successful authentication by leveraging accelerometers and
touch sensors to determine when the phone “has left” the
user after a successful login. Finally, as users’ personal
devices are increasingly networked, it can use proximity
and motion sensors to detect whether the phone is next
to another device of the same user where he is currently
authenticated and active.
Automatically inferring a user’s authenticity from continuous sensor streams is challenging because of inherent noise in sensing data as well as energy and performance constraints. If sensor streams are naively used,
the system could suffer a high number of false rejections (not recognizing the owner) and/or unauthorized
accesses (recognizing others as the owner). Our solution
consists of using machine learning techniques to robustly
combine and cross-check weak sensor signals. Sensors
and related processing create energy and performance issues. First, processing the sensor data and running the
inference stack on a mobile device can be challenging.
We show how to architect the system to mitigate these
problems by offloading processing to the cloud or disabling computation-expensive signals. Second, continuously recording data from the sensors can be a major
power hog in a mobile device. We rely on existing architectures for low power continuous sensing such as LittleRock [28, 29]. We expect in the near future all mobile devices to be equipped with such low power sensing
subsystems, as it is already made possible by the latest
generation of mobile processors with embedded ARM
Cortex M4 based sensing subsystems [37].
In summary, the contributions of this work are threefold. First, we introduce the progressive authentication
model, which relies on the continuous combination of
multiple authentication signals collected through widely
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available sensor information. This approach makes the
authentication overhead lower and proportional to the
value of the content being accessed. Second, we present
a Windows Phone implementation of progressive authentication, which explores the implications of applying the
model to a concrete phone platform. Third, we show
through experiments and a deployment of the system
with 9 users how progressive authentication (within our
study setup) achieves the goal of reducing the number of
explicit authentications (by 42%) with acceptable security guarantees (no unauthorized accesses and only 8% of
cases in which the user’s authenticity is estimated higher
than it should be), power consumption (325 mW) and delay (987 msec). We believe this represents an attractive
solution for users who currently do not use any security
lock on their phones.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section motivates our work through a user study on access control on mobile phones and sets the goals of our
work. Section 3 presents the key principles of progressive authentication, and Section 4 and Section 5 demonstrate these principles through the prototype system we
designed and implemented. We then evaluate our system: in Section 6 we describe how we collected sensor
traces and trained the inference model, and in Section 7
we present the experimental results. Finally, we discuss
related work and conclude.

2

Motivations and assumptions

Most smart phones and tablets support some locking
mechanism (e.g., PIN) that, if used, prevents access to
all the devices applications, with the exception of a few
pre-defined functions such as answering incoming calls,
making emergency calls, and taking photos. Unlike
desktops and laptops, users interact with their phones for
short-term tasks or in response to specific events (e.g.,
incoming SMS notification). This results in users having
to authenticate almost every time they wish to use their
phone.

2.1

User study

We investigated how well this model meets the access
control needs of mobile users through a user study [13].
We recruited 20 participants (9M/11F, age range: 23-54)
who owned both smart phones and tablets, using Microsoft’s recruiting service to reach a diverse population
in our region. They were primarily iPhone (9) or Android
(8) phone users. 11 used a PIN on their phone and 9 did
not use any. Although this study is much broader, some
of its findings motivate progressive authentication.
Beyond all-or-nothing: Today’s mobile devices force
users to either authenticate before accessing any applica-
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tion or to entirely disable device locking. According to
our study, this all-or-nothing approach poorly fits users’
needs. Across our participants, those who used security
locks on their devices wanted about half of their applications to be unlocked and always accessible. Not coincidentally, participants who did not use security locks
wanted to have about half of their applications locked.
Multi-level security: Even when offered the option to
categorize their applications into two security levels (i.e.,
one unprotected level and one protected by their preferred security scheme), roughly half of our participants
expressed the need for at least a third category, mainly
motivated by security and convenience trade-off reasons.
Most participants chose to have a final configuration with
one unlocked level, one weakly-protected level for private, but easily accessible applications, and one stronglyprotected level for confidential content such as banking.
Convenience: Participants were asked to rank the security of different authentication approaches (PINs, passwords, security questions, and biometric authentication).
More than half of the participants ranked passwords
and PINs as the most secure authentication schemes,
but when asked to indicate their favorite authentication
mechanism, 85% chose biometric systems. Convenience
was clearly the dominant factor in their decision.
These lessons highlight the value of correctly trading
off security and convenience on a per-application basis.
This is the cornerstone of progressive authentication.

2.2

Assumptions and threat model

Progressive authentication builds on two main assumptions. First, we assume a single-user model, which is
in line with current smart phones. However, such as in
related systems [20, 23], adding multiple profiles (e.g.,
family members, guests) to progressive authentication
would be straightforward. Second, we assume the availability of low-cost sensors in the device and the environment for detecting a user’s presence and identity. Indeed,
the sensors used in our implementation are widely available in modern devices and office environments. As more
sensors become pervasive (e.g., 3D depth cameras), they
can be easily folded into the system.
The main security goal of progressive authentication is
to protect important applications from unauthorized use,
while providing a probabilistic deterrent to use of less
sensitive applications by others. In a noise-free environment where sensor signals are reliable and error-free, the
same security guarantees can be provided regardless of
the physical environment and the people present. In reality, these guarantees depend on several external conditions (presence of people with similar aspect, background noise, light conditions, etc.), such that the sys-
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tem relies on the probabilistic guarantees of a machine
learning model trained to account for these variables.
Progressive authentication seeks to preserve its goal
in the presence of adversaries under the following conditions. Our model inserts barriers against unauthorized
use when the phone is left unattended. Attacks can be
carried out by both strangers and “known non-owner”
attackers such as children and relatives. Attackers can
operate both in public (e.g., a conference room, a restaurant) and private spaces (e.g., an office, at home). Attackers may not know which signals progressive authentication utilizes (e.g., not knowing that voice is a factor
and speaking into the system) or they may know which
signals are in use and therefore try to avoid them (e.g.,
remaining silent). Attacks in which the adversary obtains privileged information (e.g., passwords or biometrics) are orthogonal to our guarantees, i.e., progressive
authentication does not make these authentication mechanisms more secure, so they are not considered in our
security analysis. Finally, we assume the phone operating system and the devices the user owns are trusted, and
that attacks cannot be launched on wireless links used by
the system.
In the presence of the legitimate user, progressive
authentication allows him to implicitly authorize other
users (by simply handing them the phone), as we assume
the above attacks can be prevented by the owner himself.
For instance, if the user authenticates with the phone by
entering a PIN and, soon after that, hands it to another
person, the phone will remain authenticated.
Stronger attacker models are possible, but addressing
them would require more sophisticated sensors and inference algorithms, thus increasing the burden on the
user (cost of sensors, phone form factor, training effort)
or limiting the applicability of our approach in environments not equipped with these sensors.

2.3

Goals

Based on the assumptions and threat model described
above, our system has the following goals:
Finer control over convenience versus security tradeoffs: Today’s models are all-or-nothing: they require
users to make a single security choice for all applications.
Users who do not use authentication typically make this
choice for convenience. Our goal is to give these users
more flexibility such that they can keep the convenience
of not having to authenticate for low-value content, but
to improve security for high-value content. Progressive
authentication enables per-application choices.
Moderating the surfacing of authentication: Too many
authentication requests can be annoying to users. In addition to per-application control, our goal is to reduce
the number of times users are inconvenienced by having
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to authenticate. We do this by augmenting devices with
inference models that use sensor streams to probabilistically determine if the user should continue to be authenticated, avoiding the surfacing of authentication requests.
Low training overhead for users: Our focus is on convenience, so the above inference models should be easy
to train and deploy. Some scenarios, such as potential
attacks, are difficult to train after the phone ships, so
this type of training needs to be done in advance, in a
user-agnostic manner. Personalized models (e.g., voice
models), however, cannot be trained in advance because
they depend on input from the user. In such cases, users
should not be burdened with complex training routines.
Our solution partitions the model into a high-level, useragnostic model that can be trained before shipping, and
low-level, personalized models that can be trained via
normal user interaction with the device (e.g., by recording the user’s voice during phone calls).
Overhead management: Mobile phones are afflicted
with battery limitations, yet their computing capabilities are limited. It should be possible to let the system
transition between high-performance and energy-saving
modes. We achieve this goal by offloading computation
to the cloud, or moving all the computation locally and
disabling certain sensor streams, at the cost of accuracy.

3

Progressive authentication model

Progressive authentication establishes the authenticity
of the user by combining multiple authentication signals (multi-modal) and leveraging multi-device authentication. The goal is to keep the user authenticated while
in possession of the device (i.e.,continuity since a last
successful authentication is detected) or de-authenticate
the user once the user lets go of it (i.e., a discontinuity
is detected). The confidence level in the user’s authenticity is then compared to one authentication threshold
for a single-level approach, or to multiple authentication
thresholds for multi-level authentication.
Multi-modal. Possible signal types used for multimodal authentication are the following:
Biometric signals: user appearance and sound (face
and voice recognition). Fingerprinting and other hard
biometric identification can also be used, but we focus
on low-sensitivity signals. High-sensitivity signals may
result in privacy concerns (e.g., if stored on untrusted
servers).
Behavioral signals: deviation of a user’s current behavior from his past recurrent behavior may result in
lower confidence. For example, if the phone is used at
an unusual time and in a location that the user has never
visited, then authentication may be surfaced. Location
signals are a subset of behavioral signals.
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Possession signals: nearby objects that belong to the
user, such as a laptop or a PC, may increase the confidence level of the phone. This may be detected using
Bluetooth signal strength or RFIDs, for example.
Secrets: PINs and passwords are still compatible with
progressive authentication and actually represent some
of the strongest signals it uses. They are requested from
the user when the system is unable to determine the
user’s authenticity with high confidence.
In combining these signals several challenges must be
considered. First, most signals are produced using unreliable and discrete sensor measurements. Second, certain
signals may require combining readings from sources
with different sampling frequencies and communication
delays. As a result, most signals are not individually sufficient to determine user authenticity and when combined
they may be inconsistent as well. Finally, signals vary in
strength. Some signals can provide a stronger indication
of authenticity than others because, for example, some
may be easier to fake and some are more discriminating
than others (e.g., a PIN vs. the user’s voice which may
be recorded in a phone call). For all these reasons, signals need to be combined and cross-checked. However,
drawing the correlations across these signals manually is
a cumbersome job, prone to errors and inconsistencies.
As we discuss in the next section, we use machine learning tools to derive a robust inference model from the signals we collect.
Continuous. Continuity is one of the cornerstones of
progressive authentication. It comes from the observation that users are likely to use their phones shortly after
a previous use. For example, after the user reads emails,
he locks the phone to save energy. He keeps holding
the phone and talking to someone else. When he tries
to use the phone five minutes later, the phone is locked
even if he did not let go of it. If the user has been touching the phone since the last successful authentication, the
authentication level should be maintained unless “negative” signals are being received (e.g., mismatching biometric signals). By “touching”, we currently mean actively holding or storing the phone in a pocket. A phone’s
placement with respect to the user can be determined by
accelerometers, touch screens, light, temperature and humidity sensors, most of which are embedded in modern
phones.
Multi-device. Progressive authentication takes advantage of widespread device connectivity to gather information about the user from other devices he owns. If
a user is logged in and active in another nearby device,
this information represents a strong signal of the user’s
presence. For example, if a user enters his office, places
the phone on his desk, logs into his PC and wants to use
the phone, the phone already has some cues about his
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Figure 1: Progressive authentication in action. Signals
are combined to infer the level of confidence in user authenticity. Based on this level, access (without PIN) to
public, private or confidential content is granted.
authenticity. Devices need to be registered once (e.g., at
purchase time) so the overhead for the user is limited.
Multi-level. Users storing high-value content on their
devices want to protect this harder than less valuable information. Progressive authentication associates user authenticity with a confidence level. This enables the system to depart from the all-or-nothing paradigm and allows the user to associate different protection levels to
different data and applications. For example, a weather
or a game application does not reveal any sensitive data,
so it can be made accessible to anybody. An email or
a social networking application contains sensitive information, but perhaps not as sensitive as a financial application. Thus, the confidence level required for accessing email is lower than that for accessing the banking
application. In a complete system, users may configure their applications into an appropriate security level,
perhaps at installation time, may specify levels by application categories (e.g., games, email, banking, etc.), or
may even accept a default configuration set by their corporate’s IT department. We expect users to deal with no
more than three or four levels. The preferred configuration that emerged from our user study was three levels.
Our system prototype adopts the same.
Putting it all together. Figure 1 illustrates the progressive authentication process. Multiple signals are aggregated into a single framework, which determines the
level of confidence in user authenticity. The example
considers continuity (phone placement), biometric (face
and voice) and multi-device (proximity to a PC where
the user is logged on/off) signals as well PIN events.
Based on the confidence level, the user is allowed to
access predefined data and applications in three sensitivity levels: public, which requires a very low confidence; private, which requires medium confidence; and
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Figure 2: Progressive authentication architecture. The
two-level inference engine processes incoming sensor
data to estimate the level of a user’s authenticity.
confidential, which requires very high confidence. Note
that when the user’s authenticity level is too low for accessing high security applications, the system requires a
PIN, which raises the score to the confidential level. Previously achieved levels are maintained by continuity as
long as signals are sufficient.

4

Architecture

This section describes the architecture of progressive authentication. Note that the system is designed for phones
and mobile devices with rich sensing capabilities, but
could also be applied to other types of computers. The
specific system we consider is a 2-device configuration
including a mobile phone and another user-owned device
such as a desktop PC. Progressive authentication is used
to control authentication on the phone and the PC simply
acts as another sensor.
As Figure 2 shows, the software running on each device consists of two levels. At the monitoring level, sensor streams are continuously collected and fed as inputs
to the inference engine, the core of our system. The inference engine processes sensor information in two stages.
A collection of inference modules (ii boxes inside lowlevel processing) processes raw sensor data to extract the
set of primitive signals described in the previous section, such as placement of the mobile device as an indication of continuity, presence of the user through biometric inference, and proximity to other known devices
as an indication of device possession and safe location.
A confidence level is associated to each signal. These
inferred signals are not sufficiently robust in isolation to
authenticate or de-authenticate the user, hence the next
step (high-level processing) combines them to compute
the overall confidence in the user’s authenticity.
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We rely on well-established machine learning techniques, particularly support vector machine (SVM) models, to do this properly. In using such models, feature
extraction is the most critical step. Features should provide as accurate and discriminative information as possible about the user’s authenticity and whether the phone
has left or not the user since the last successful authentication (Table 1 in the next section lists all features we
have considered in our prototype). Once the high-level
processing extracts these features from the most recent
signals produced by low-level processing, they are combined in a feature vector. This vector is passed as input
to the machine learning model (m box inside high-level
processing), which in turn associates a label to it, indicating the estimated confidence in the user’s authenticity at that particular time. This label is then mapped to
one of the system protection levels, which we currently
limit to three. Named after the most restrictive type of
application to which they allow access, they are: public
level, in which only applications classified as public are
accessible; private level, in which public and private applications are accessible; and confidential level, in which
all applications are available.
The machine learning model is trained offline using a
set of labeled feature vectors (Section 6 describes how
they are obtained). The model is trained to minimize a
loss function, which represents the relative seriousness
of the kinds of mistakes the system can make. More
specifically, it represents the loss incurred when the system decides that a user has authenticity level higher than
it should be and possibly automatically authenticates him
(false authentication), or when the system decides that he
has authenticity level lower than it should be and requires
explicit authentication (false rejection). The system exposes a so-called risk factor to users such that they can
themselves adjust how aggressively they want to trade
security for convenience. The higher the risk factor, the
higher the convenience, but also the higher the security
risk.
Unlike low-level processing, which is continually active as sensor data are fed into the system, high-level processing is activated only when the phone detects touchscreen activity (i.e., the user is about to use an application). This model is sufficient to provide the illusion of
continuous authentication without unnecessarily draining the battery of the phone and wasting communication
resources. The high level keeps being invoked periodically, as long as the phone’s touch screen detects activity,
allowing the system to promptly adjust its authentication
decision to sudden changes in ambient conditions, which
may indicate threat situations.
A main challenge for this system is resource management. Sensor monitoring and processing need to minimally impact the phone’s operation and battery lifetime.
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For this reason, we designed the architecture in a modular manner. Depending on its resource constraints, the
phone can decide to offload some processing to the cloud
or another device so as to reduce the computing overhead, or it can instead decide to do more processing locally in order to reduce communication. In addition, all
low-level processing modules are independent and the
high-level processing can work with all or some of them,
i.e., some modules can be disabled to save resources,
in which case the corresponding features are computed
based on the latest available signals. In the evaluation
section, we show the impact of these resource-saving decisions on the overall system’s accuracy. The system currently supports a few static configurations. Systems such
as MAUI [8] and AlfredO [10] may be used to support
dynamic module reconfiguration.
For this kind of authentication to be viable, it is important to keep the machine learning models as useragnostic as possible. The main inference model can be
trained independently using a broad population (before
the phone ships). Some of the low-level inference algorithms, specifically face and voice recognition, are user
specific. However, their training does not incur a high
overhead on the user because it can be done in the background, during user interaction with the device. A user’s
appearance can be recorded while the user types or reads
from the PC. 1 minute of image recording is sufficient for
the face recognition model to work accurately. Voice can
be recorded during phone calls. In particular, Speaker
Sense [21], the algorithm we used in our implementation, was designed to specifically support such type of
training. The voice model was trained using 2 minutes
of audio recording.

5

Implementation

We built a progressive authentication prototype on Windows Phone 7.1 OS and used it in a 2-device configuration with a desktop PC running Windows. The bottom
part of Figure 3 shows the detailed architecture of the
system running on the phone and on the desktop PC.
Sensors. On the phone, we use accelerometers, light,
temperature/humidity sensor, touch screen, login events,
microphone, and Bluetooth receiver. All these sensors
are widely available on commercial phones (e.g., Android) today. As the platform we chose does not yet
support light and temperature/humidity sensors, we augmented it by using the .NET Gadgeteer [9] sensor kit, a
platform for quick prototyping of small electronic gadgets and embedded hardware devices. Figure 5 shows
the final prototype. On the PC, we use external webcams, sensors for activity detection (mouse motion, key
presses, login/logout events), and Bluetooth adaptors.
Bluetooth is used for proximity detection between phone
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Figure 3: Detailed architecture of a 2-device progressive authentication implementation. Offline, a machine
learning model is trained using traces from several users.
Online, the model is loaded into the phone and invoked
using the features extracted from the most-recent sensor
signals. Signals’ confidence values are not shown.

and PC. The system employs Bluetooth, WiFi or cellular
links for communication. The channel can be encrypted.
Low-level processing. It currently produces these signals: proximity to known devices (detected using Bluetooth beacons), presence of activity on phone or PC
(detected using touch screen and activity detection sensors, respectively), speaker identification, face recognition, and phone placement.
Voice recognition relies on Speaker Sense [21], which
is based on a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) classifier [30]. To make the recognition process more efficient, in a first stage, called Frame Admission, sound
recorded by the phone’s microphone is processed to identify voiced speech frames and discard silence frames or
unvoiced speech frames. Voiced speech frames are admitted to the second stage, called Voice Identification,
where speaker recognition occurs and produces an identifier with associated confidence.
Face recognition is based on a proprietary algorithm.
Pictures are collected using a PC’s webcam and fed into
the face recognition model. This returns an identifier of
the recognized person along with a confidence.
High-level processing. The primitive authentication signals and associated confidence levels generated by the
low-level processing are combined at this stage to extract the features used by the machine learning model.
Figure 4 gives a detailed example of the entire process,
where accelerometer data are aggregated every 200 msec
and processed by the placement decision tree to extract
placement signals. Continuity features are extracted and
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Figure 4: Processing chain from accelerometer data
(sampled every 20 msec) to placement signals and to
continuity features which are fed as input to the machine learning model to estimate the user’s authentication level.

combined in a feature vector with all other features (biometric, possession, continuity and secret-derived features). Feature vectors are fed as input to the machine
learning (ML) model and a label indicating the authenticity of the user is produced.
Table 1 lists all features currently used. These features
cover all categories of signals described in Section 3 with
the exception of behavioral signals. For these, we plan to
first collect longer-term traces of users interacting with
our prototype, and then extract behavioral patterns for
each user. The current implementation relies on SVM
models, but we experimented also with Decision Tree
and Linear Regression models (see Section 7).
Finally, the high-level processing and some of the lowlevel processing can be too computationally intensive for
mobile phones, so we support a minimum power configuration where Voice Identification and high-level processing (gray box in Figure 3) are offloaded to the cloud
(Windows Azure) or a remote device.
User interface. Figure 5 shows our current user interface. We do not claim this to be the most appropriate
interface. For instance, users may want to configure the
level of details returned in the feedback. However, we
used it during our user study [13] and it was well received by our participants. When the phone is picked up,
the user can see which applications are accessible and
which are locked (not shown in the figure). When trying to access a locked application, the user is prompted
to enter a PIN and receives a visual explanation of why
access is denied. Icons representing the authentication
signals are lit up (the corresponding signal is present) or
grayed out (the corresponding signal is absent). This allows users to understand why a PIN is required.
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Table 1: Machine learning features used in the high-level processing.
Category

Features

Description

Cont.

Placement, PlacementDuration, PlacementConf

Current placement of the phone, how long it has lasted, and associated confidence

Cont.

LastPlacement, LastPlacementDuration

Last placement of the phone, and how long it lasted

Cont.

TimeSinceTable, TimeSinceHands, TimeSincePocket

Time elapsed since the last time the phone was on the table, in the user’s hands, or pocket

Cont./Secrets

TimeSincePIN, TimeSinceTouch

Time since last login event and time since the phone’s screen was last touched

Biom.

Speaker, SpeakerConf

Whether a human voice was identified (owner, other, no-voice) and associated confidence

Biom.

TimeSinceOwnerVoice, TimeSinceNonOwnerVoice

Time since (any) voice was identified

Biom.

TimeSinceSound

Time since any sound (either voice or noise) was detected

Poss./Biom.

ProxAuthDev, ProxAuthDevConf

Proximity of phone to a device where the user is logged in and active, and confidence

Poss./Biom.

TimeSinceProx

Time elapsed since the proximity status last changed

Figure 5: System prototype running on a WP Samsung
Focus augmented with Gadgeteer sensors (white box).

6

Data collection and offline training

We collected traces from 9 users (4F, 5M) to evaluate
our system prototype. The participants were researchers
(4), engineers (3) and admins (2) working in our group.
During the lab study, they used the system for a little
longer than an hour. The study consisted of two parts.
The first part focused on collecting data for evaluating
the accuracy of the low-level processing models. It lasted
for roughly 30 minutes and it was guided by a researcher.
The data collected was used to train voice identification
and face recognition models, which were plugged into
the system for use in the second part.
The second part of the study was conducted in two
user study rooms that had a participant and an observer
side, which allowed us to collect information about the
activities in which the participant was engaged without
disturbing. This information was used to generate the
ground truth necessary for training the high-level processing model (more details below). Each study session
was also video-recorded such that it could be used later
for the same purpose. Participants were asked to perform a series of tasks by following a script. The script
consisted of ordinary tasks in an office setting, involving
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a phone and a desktop PC. The user was asked to check
his phone from time to time, work on the PC, answer incoming phone calls, chat with a colleague, and walk to
a “meeting room” with his phone to meet a colleague.
The script also included security attacks. Overall, the
second part of the study lasted 40 minutes. The data collection ran continuously and collected sensor measurements from phone and PC, as well as types and time of
applications invoked on the phone.
Each participant interacted with a total of five phone
applications categorized as public (1 application), private (3) or confidential (1). This distribution reflects
the results of our preliminary user study where across
their most frequently used applications (i.e., more than
10 times a day) participants wanted 22% of them to be
always available (public) and the rest protected by some
security mechanism (private or confidential). We then
assumed a similar frequency of invocation across these 5
applications: across all participants, the average ratio at
which public, private, and confidential applications were
invoked was 19%:57%:24%, respectively.

6.1

Attack scenarios

In the script, we inserted 3 attack sessions for a total of 26
attack attempts (12 to private applications and 14 to confidential applications) covering the threat scenarios described in Section 2.2. In two sessions the user leaves
the office and the phone on the desk, and soon after that
an attacker (i.e., a user unknown to the system) enters the
room and tries to use the phone. These attacks take place
in a private place (i.e., office). We simulate both an attacker that knows which signals the system is using and
one that does not know. In the first case, the attacker’s
strategies are staying out of the camera’s range, being
silent and entering the office soon after the user leaves
and locks his PC. In the second case, the attacker is in the
camera’s range and speaks three times for about 10 sec-
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onds. In each of the two sessions we have both types of
attacks. The third type of attack occurs in a public place.
The participant forgets his phone in a meeting room. The
participant is asked to interact with the phone just until
leaving the meeting room. The attacker enters the room
soon after the user leaves, picks the phone up and tries
to access the phone applications. These scenarios cover
a small range of situations, but in the office setup we selected for the study they simulate all types of attacker
strategies we considered in our threat model.

6.2

Training and testing the models

Low-level processing models were trained and tested using the data collected in the first part of the study. The
inferred model for placement detection is the same across
all users, while the face and voice recognition models are
user specific (more details in Section 7.5). To train the
high-level inference model, which is user-agnostic, we
extracted feature vectors from each user’s trace, and used
WEKA [14], a popular suite of machine learning software, to train three models: decision tree, support vector
machine with a non-linear model, and linear regression.
As the top part of Figure 3 shows, the model is trained
offline, across users. 8 users’ traces are used for training
and the remaining user’s trace for testing. A feature vector is generated for each line in the user trace and then
labeled with a ground truth label – the state the model
is trained to recognize under different conditions. The
ground truth labels are extracted by the study’s observer
based on a set of predetermined definitions. These definitions are used to provide an objective, quantifiable, and
implementation-independent way of defining the ground
truth labels:
Public Label: The legitimate owner is not present OR
Other people are in contact with the phone OR The legitimate owner is present, but not in contact with the phone
and other people are present.
Private Label: The legitimate owner has been in contact with the phone since the last private-level authentication OR The legitimate owner is present and is not in
contact with the phone and no one else is present.
Confidential Label: The legitimate owner has been in
contact with the phone since the last confidential-level
authentication.
Across all participants, the distribution of ground truth
labels was such that 55.0% of the labels were of type
public (2379 labels), 42.6% were of type private (1843
labels), and the rest were of type confidential (2.4% or
105 labels). The distribution of the ground truth labels
should not be confused with the distribution of application invocations and the type of application invoked. For
instance, despite the participants invoked the confidential
application as frequently as the public application or one
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of the three private applications, only 2.4% of the labels
were confidential. This means that only in few cases the
signals the system could collect were sufficient to automatically authenticate the user at the confidential level.
Hence, confidential applications required a PIN most of
the time.
In the testing phase, the model was invoked using a
user’s trace. For each touch event which had been generated less than 0.5 seconds earlier, a feature vector was
generated and fed as input to the model. To assess the
model’s accuracy, the output of the model was then compared against the ground truth label. We also tried training the high-level model on a per-user basis, but the accuracy of the resulting model was lower than that of the
generalized model, so we did not pursue this strategy
(more details in Section 7).

7

Experimental evaluation

We verify that our prototype meets the following goals:
(1) Lowers authentication overhead on mobile phones;
(2) Allows users to trade off stronger protection and more
convenience; (3) Achieves reasonable accuracy in estimating the level of user authenticity; and (4) Provides
acceptable execution time and power consumption.

7.1

Authentication overhead

The main goal of progressive authentication is to reduce
the authentication overhead on mobile phones and become a viable (more secure) solution for users who currently do not use security locks on their devices. We
measure how many times the participants executing the
tasks of our script had to type a PIN and how many
times they would have had to type a PIN without progressive authentication. We also count the number of
unauthorized authentications (UAs) that occurred during the attack scenarios – cases of false authentication
in which a non-legitimate user tried to unlock the phone
and succeeded. For progressive authentication, we use
an SVM model. As baseline schemes, we assume a system that locks the user’s phone after 1 minute of inactivity (PhoneWithPIN) and one that never locks the phone
(PhoneWithoutPIN). We choose a 1-minute timeout for
the baseline case because the script was designed to allow for frequent application invocations in a limited time
window. In real-life such invocations would be spread
over longer time. Table 2 shows that, on average, compared to a state-of-the-art phone with PIN, progressive
authentication reduces the number of times a user is requested to enter a PIN by 42% and provides the same
security guarantees (i.e., 0 UAs). Our claim is that such
a system would be acceptable by users who currently do
not use PINs on their phones. If for some of these users
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Table 2: Reduction in the authentication overhead with progressive authentication (using an SVM
model without loss function) compared to the two
baseline cases available on today’s mobile phones.
The table reports the number of times the user was
required to enter a PIN (Num of PINs) and how
many unauthorized authentications (Perc of UAs)
occurred. Average and standard deviation are reported.
Avg [Stdev]

PhoneWithoutPIN

PhoneWithPIN

ProgAuth

Num of PINs

0.0 [0.0]

19.2 [0.6]

11.2 [0.4]

Perc of UAs

100% [0.0]

0.0% [0.0]

0.0% [0.0]

this reduction in overhead is not sufficient, they can decrease it even more by tuning the system’s risk factor,
which we evaluate next.

7.2

Convenience and security trade-offs

As with password-based systems, for which users can set
easy or hard passwords, with progressive authentication
users can set a high or low risk factor (R). If R is high,
the inference model is optimized for convenience – it reduces the number of false rejections (FRs), but it can possibly increase the number of false authentications (FAs).
If R is low, the inference model is optimized for security.
Recall that FAs are cases in which the system overestimates the level of the user authenticity and grants the
user automatic access instead of requesting a PIN. Unauthorized accesses (UAs), reported in the previous test,
represent a subset of the total number of FAs, as UAs
only refer to cases in which non-legitimate users got access to the system. FAs refer to any user, legitimate or
non-legitimate ones. FRs are cases in which the system
underestimates the level of user authenticity and unnecessarily requires a password.
We configure 4 additional SVM models with increasing risk factors and compare their rates of FAs and FRs
for private and confidential applications against a baseline without loss function (this is the same model used in
Section 7.1, which uses R = 1). Table 3 shows that as R
increases the percentage of FAs for private applications
(FA Priv) increases from 4.9% to 16.1% and there are no
FAs for confidential applications (FA Conf). Conversely,
FRs decrease. With R = 20, the system reduces FR Priv
to only 34.4% (i.e., the user is required to enter a PIN
for private applications 1 out of 3 times), but it still requires PINs for confidential applications most of the time
(96.8%). This happens because the loss function used
for optimizing the model always penalizes more strongly
FAs for confidential applications (i.e., if the penalty for
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Table 3: Comparison of 5 SVM models, each with a
different risk factor (R). One default model does not
use any loss function (R = 1), while the other 4 are
optimized either for convenience (R = 5 and R = 20)
or for security (R = 0.05 and R = 0.2). The table
reports percentage of false authentications and false
rejections for private (FA Priv and FR Priv) and confidential (FA Conf and FR Conf) applications.
Risk factor

%FA Priv

%FA Conf

%FR Priv

%FR Conf

0.05

3.3

0.0

57.7

100.0

0.2

3.6

0.0

55.8

100.0

1

4.9

0.0

53.5

98.4

5

5.8

0.0

39.9

96.8

20

16.1

0.0

34.4

96.8

accessing private applications is P, that for confidential
applications is P2 ). This makes it very hard for the system to allow access to confidential applications without
a PIN.

7.3

High-level processing accuracy

We have so far used an SVM model. We now evaluate the accuracy of high-level processing in more detail
and compare SVM against two other popular modeling
techniques: a decision tree with maximum depth of five
and linear regression. All models are trained and crossvalidated across users (i.e., successively trained on every eight users and tested on the ninth user). None of
the models use a loss function. Unlike the previous tests
where we measured the accuracy of the model in estimating the level of user authenticity only for the first touch
event leading to an application invocation, here we evaluate its accuracy in estimating the ground truth labels for
all touch events extracted from the trace. This means that
this analysis not only reports whether access to an application correctly required or did not require a PIN, but
also whether while the application was in use the system
was able to maintain the correct level of authentication
or to de-authenticate the user as expected.
Precision and recall. We start by reporting the precision and recall for each model. Precision is defined as
the fraction of correct predictions across all testing samples that resulted in the same prediction, while recall is
defined as the fraction of correct predictions across all
testing samples with the same ground truth label. As
Figure 6(b) shows, SVM and decision tree outperform
linear regression, which instead presents many incorrect
predictions when the ground truth is private or confidential. This could lead to a disproportionate number of both
FRs and FAs, so we discard it. We choose to use SVM
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Figure 6: Precision and recall of different machine learning models when trained with 8 user traces and tested with the
remaining one. The average and standard deviation is across the 9 users. No loss function is used.

Table 4: Confusion matrix for the SVM model.
Rec. as Public

Rec. as Priv.

Rec. as Conf.

Public

92.50%

7.44 %

0.06%

Private

25.02%

74.42%

0.56%

Confidential

37.31%

0.00 %

62.69%

as the default inference model in our system because it
is the most secure: it is able to recognize 92.5% of the
public labels (high recall) which implies very few false
authentications, and shows precision higher than 81%
for all labels (Figure 6(a)). These graphs consider inferences done when both the authentic user and the attacker
used the system. Since we saw in Table 2 that no unauthorized accesses occurred (i.e., cases of false authentications when an attacker tried to access the system),
all false authentications of SVM happened for authentic
users and were due to incorrectly binning a user’s access
as private/confidential instead of public. Decision tree is
a more aggressive model which presents fewers FRs for
confidential (higher recall for confidential), but generates
more FAs (lower recall for public).
Table 4 further characterizes the results for SVM. It
provides a complete breakdown of test outputs, including which states were incorrectly inferred when an incorrect inference was made (i.e., how the difference between
100% and the height of the bar in Figure6(b) is broken
down). We observe that most of the errors are false rejections for the confidential state: when the ground truth is
confidential (last row in the table), the model labels it as
public 37% of the time (first column) and it never labels
it as private (second column). When inferring private
states, it labels private states as public 25% of the time
and almost never as confidential. The higher accuracy
in inferring private states is an artifact of our traces and
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the reliability of the sensor signals our implementation
uses: the number of private ground truth labels (42.6%)
was much higher than the confidential ones (2.4%), thus
making the model better trained for inferring private labels.
From these results two observations follow. First, we
do expect users to place commonly used applications in
the private application bin more often than in the confidential one, hence requiring higher convenience for private and higher security for confidential. Second, one
could argue that for the confidential level, the system
should simply adopt password-based authentication and
avoid making any inference. Our model does not exclude
this option, but in an implementation with a larger number of more reliable signals, the system would be more
likely to automatically detect the confidential level thus
making the machine learning approach still useful at this
level. Overall, these results show high potential in using
machine learning models such as SVM in this context.
False authentications are less than 8% and restricted to
authentic users, and the system is able to infer the private/confidential states about 70% of the time.
Feature Importance. Next, we evaluate which features more strongly contributed in training the inference
model. Table 5 shows the relative importance of features
for SVM (in WEKA, this parameter is called GainRatioAttributeEvaluator: “it evaluates the worth of an attribute by measuring the gain ratio with respect to the
class”). Features are shown in rank order (second column), along with their respective gain ratio (third column). The feature rank shows the importance of the
corresponding authentication signals: possession (ProxAuthDev and ProxAuthDevConf), continuity (LastPlacementDuration), secrets (TimeSincePIN), and biometric
(TimeSinceOwnerVoice). All types of signals envisioned
for progressive authentication contributed to the inference model. Particularly, these results confirm the im-
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Table 5: Relative feature importance for SVM
Feature name

Gain ratio

0.8

1

ProxAuthDev

0.16105

0.6

2

LastPlacementDuration

0.09785

3

TimeSincePIN

0.04879

4

ProxAuthDevConf

0.04584

5

TimeSinceOwnerVoice

0.04554

6

TimeSinceProx

0.03919

7

TimeSinceTouch

0.02802

8

TimeSinceSound

0.02618

9

LastPlacement

0.02529

10

TimeSinceTable

0.02264

11

Placement

0.01849

12

TimeSinceHands

0.0174

13

TimeSinceNonOwnerVoice

0.01505

14

TimeSincePocket

0.01456

15

Speaker

0.00983

16

SpeakerConf

0.00907

17

PlacementDuration

0.00884

18

PlacementConf

0.00000
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portance of recency and continuity of significant events
that indicate user authenticity, such as being close to a
known PC, having been in contact with the phone recently, having a PIN entered, or “hearing” the owner’s
voice. However, the fact that in this specific implementation of progressive authentication ProxAuthDev is
the top ranked feature does not mean that progressive
authentication works only in scenarios where the user
is nearby a PC. Instead, not surprisingly, the features
ranked first are those derived from the most reliable sensor signals. For instance, ProxAuthDev is derived from
BT-based proximity, activity detection, and PIN events.

7.4

Model personalization

We have so far evaluated high-level processing models
trained across users because these are the models we expect to ship with the phones. However, it is possible to
collect additional data from specific users to further tailor
the model to their behavior. To assess the benefits of personalization, we evaluate the models when trained with
data of a single user and tested through leave-one-out
cross-validation. Figure 7 reports average precision and
recall of these “personalized” models. Compared to the
models trained across users (see Figure 6), SVM’s recall
remains the same while the precision is slightly worse.
Decision tree and linear regression show slightly better
performance, but these modest improvements do not justify the overhead of training personal models. Perhaps
with much longer traces for individual users we could see
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Figure 7: Precision and recall of different models when
tested through leave-one-out cross-validation. Average
and standard deviation across users are shown. No loss
function is used.
higher improvements, but otherwise these results confirm that building accurate generalized models that can
be shipped with the phone is feasible.

7.5

Low-level processing accuracy

The low-level processing models include placement detection, face recognition and voice identification. Figure 8 reports the average accuracy (across 9 users) and
variance for each recognition model. The accuracy is
computed as the ratio of correct recognitions out of the
total number of model invocations.
In the current prototype, placement can be in one of
three possible states: “hands”, “table”, or “pocket”. Although they do not cover all possible states, we started
with three states that are fairly common and sufficient to
cover the scenarios in the script. To evaluate the placement detector accuracy, each participant performed a series of actions that put the phone in each of these states
multiple times. In the meantime, sensor measurements
were recorded: accelerometer samples were taken every
20 milliseconds, temperature and humidity every second,
and light every 100 milliseconds. The placement recog-
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Table 6: Confusion matrix for the PlacAllSens model.

Accuracy (%)

80

60

40

Recogn. as Hand

Recogn. as Table

Recogn. as Pocket

Hand

98.78%

1.22%

0.003%

Table

0.01%

98.43%

1.56%

Pocket

0.12%

5.82%

94.06%

20

0
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Figure 8: Average accuracy of placement, voice and
face recognition models. Two versions of the placement
model are tested: PlacAllSens relies on external Gadgeteer sensors and PlacAcc does not.
nition model was invoked every half second. We measured the accuracy of two decision tree models, one that
uses only accelerometer data (PlacAcc), and another that
is augmented with temperature/humidity and light sensors (PlacAllSens).
Figure 8 shows that the model accuracy varies from
83% to 100% when all sensors are used, and from 76% to
99% if only accelerometers are used. Without the added
Gadgeteer sensors, the model still provides high accuracy. As Table 6 shows, the most common error consists
of confusing a pocket placement with a table placement.
Due to the prototype bulky form factor, the light sensor
was sometimes left outside of the pocket, biasing the system towards a “table” state. The “hands” state was rarely
confused with other states because of the high reliability of the temperature/humidity sensor (used to detect a
human hand).
For face recognition, a webcam mounted on a desktop
PC’s screen collected pictures of the participants. First,
users were asked to look at the center of the screen (4
pictures) and then to look at 8 different points around
the perimeter of the screen (2 pictures for each point).
We trained a user-specific model using these 20 photos.
For testing, a video was recorded while users read text
on the screen and watched a ball moving in a figure of
eight pattern across the entire screen. Roughly 1,000
frames were extracted from the video and used for testing. The whole recording was performed indoors and in
the same lighting conditions (since it was from a desktop
webcam). Figure 8 shows a 94% accuracy and a small
variance across users. In scenarios with changing light
conditions it is likely that the face recognition accuracy
would decrease, but for office environments where lighting conditions are more stable this was not a problem.
Nevertheless, when face recognition did not work we
observed a small impact on the overall accuracy of our
system because the face recognition signals are cross-
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Table 7: Confusion matrix for voice identification.
Rec. as Owner’s voice

Rec. as Other’s voice or Unknown

Owner’s voice

77.0%

23.0%

Other’s voice

0.4%

99.6%

checked against other presence signals collected using
activity detection sensors (e.g., login/logout events, typing on keyboard or moving a mouse) which can be estimated with much higher reliability.
Finally, we evaluated the accuracy of the speaker
identification model [21]. In the study, the participants’
voice was recorded for roughly 10 minutes using the
phone’s microphone at 16kHz, 16bit mono format. All
samples were collected in an office environment where
the user’s voice was the dominant signal and there was
modest background noise such as people talking in the
hall, keyboard typing, or air conditioning. The phone
was placed within 1 to 2 meters from the participant. The
participant was asked to speak or read some text (4 of
them only read text, 1 only spoke, and 4 alternated between reading and speaking). This model requires multiple voices for training, so we created a single model
with the samples we collected. The model was trained
using 2 minutes from each of the users and the voice
of all 9 participants was tested against the model (i.e., a
user’s voice may be recognized as somebody’s else voice
or as unknown). Compared to the other models in Figure 8, speaker identification varied the most across users.
There were 3 participants for whom the average accuracy was roughly 59.3%, while for all the other users the
model achieved at least 83.7% accuracy. However, Table 7 shows that the system rarely recognized another
voice as the owner’s voice (0.4%) – false positives were
rare. Most of the errors were due to the system not recognizing the user (23%) – false negatives. In the actual
study (the second part), these errors were unfortunately
amplified, perhaps due to the variety of conditions in
which the phone was used (the speaker was at a variable
distance from the user, sometimes the phone was in a
pocket while the user spoke, different background noise,
etc.).
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Table 8: Power consumption and execution time on a Samsung Focus WP 7.1 for 4 different power configurations.
Conf

Sensing

Comput

Comm

TotalPower

ExTime

(mW)

(mW)

(mW)

(mW)

(sec)

LocalMin

<1

41

0

42

0.20

Local

≈160

447

44

651

0.23

71

94

325

0.99

≈160

49

98

307

1.50-2.81

LocalRemote
Remote

7.6

≈160

Latency and power consumption

We evaluate latency and power overhead using a 2-device
configuration including a WP 7.1 Samsung Focus using
WiFi for communication and a Windows PC (2.66GHz
Intel Xeon W3520 CPU with 6GB of RAM). We consider four device configurations:
• LocalMin: low-level and high-level processing runs
on the phone, however power-consuming tasks
(BT-based proximity detection and voice identification/recognition) are disabled.
• Local: all low-level and high-level processing tasks
depicted in Figure 3 run on the phone.
• LocalRemote: computation-light low-level processing runs on the phone while voice identification
and high-level processing run on the PC (i.e., graycolored modules in Figure 3 are offloaded).
• Remote: both low-level and high-level processing
runs on the PC. The phone only runs the sensors
and sends raw measurements to the PC.
We measured the power drained from the phone battery by connecting it to a Monsoon Power Monitor [26],
specifically designed for Windows phones. The Monsoon meter supplies a stable voltage to the phone and
samples the power consumption at a rate of 5KHz. During the measurements, the phone had the display and
WiFi on, which corresponds to an idle power consumption of 896 mW. Table 8 shows power consumption and
execution time results for all four configurations. LocalMin is the best configuration from both a power consumption and latency point of view: it consumes only
42 mW and has an average delay of 200 msec. However, as this configuration disables features derived from
proximity and voice recognition, its model may provide
lower accuracy compared to the other 3 configurations,
which allow for the complete set of features. Specifically, LocalMin’s SVM model is able to reduce the number of PINs by 53%, but it presents 70% UAs to private
applications. On the other hand, the model still provides
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0% UAs to confidential applications. Although less accurate, this model still provides advantages compared to an
unprotected system, thus being an option for users who
currently do not use a PIN on their phone.
Among the other 3 configurations, the best compromise from a power-latency point of view is LocalRemote – this is also the default configuration of our
system. Its delay is less than 1 second and it consumes
about 325 mW, which may be acceptable for modern
phones. The reason for such a reduction in power consumption compared to Local is that this configuration
offloads voice identification to the PC thus significantly
reducing the power drained by the phone’s CPU. Basically, the phone uploads voice recordings only if voice is
detected (i.e., it does not upload raw data if no voice is
present). Local represents the fastest full configuration
with an average execution time of 225 msec per inference, including feature extraction (≈ 90 msec) and SVM
invocation (≈ 115 msec). This configuration may be convenient for a phone at home or in an office, with full
power or currently connected to a power charger.
We have shown a range of options. Executing on
the client is faster, using the server for remote execution yields lower power costs. Temporarily disabling computation-intensive features can also significantly lower power consumption at the cost of accuracy.
By switching between these configurations and possibly
even temporarily disabling progressive authentication,
we can deliver a system with lower authentication overhead and acceptable power and latency requirements. In
general, users who currently do not use PINs on their
phones can have a much more protected system without
the need to worry about power consumption.

8

Related work

Other researchers have explored work related to progressive authentication in the following areas: multi-level
authentication systems, context-based and automatic authentication, and mobile device authentication in general.

8.1

Multi-level authentication

Multi-level authentication has been considered before.
As in progressive authentication, data and applications are categorized in different levels of authorization, variously called “hats” [34], “usage profiles” [19],
“spheres” [32], “security levels” [4], or ”sensitive
files” [36]. With the exception of TreasurePhone [32]
and MULE [36], most of this work has been conceptual, with no actual implementation. TreasurePhone
divides applications into multiple access spheres and
switches from one sphere to another using the user’s location, a personal token, or physical “actions” (e.g., lock-
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ing the home door would switch from the “Home” to
the “Closed” sphere). However, these sphere switching criteria have flaws. First, location is rather unreliable and inaccurate, and when used in isolation, it is
difficult to choose the appropriate sphere (e.g., being
alone at home is different than being at home during a
party). Second, the concept of personal tokens requires
users to carry more devices. Third, monitoring physical “actions” assumes that the device can sense changes
in the physical infrastructure, something that is not yet
viable. Conversely, progressive authentication enables
automatic switching among the multiple levels of authentication by relying on higher-accuracy, simpler and
more widely available multi-modal sensory information.
MULE proposes to encrypt sensitive files stored in laptops based on their location: if the laptop is not at work or
at home, these files are encrypted. Location information
is provided by a trusted location device that is contacted
by the laptop in the process of regenerating decryption
keys. Progressive authentication protects applications,
not files, and it uses multiple authentication factors, unlike MULE, which uses location exclusively.

8.2

Automatic authentication

Other forms of automatic authentication use a single authentication factor such as proximity [6, 7, 18], behavioral patterns [33], and biometrics, such as typing patterns [1,24], hand motion and button presses [3]. Most of
these techniques are limited to desktop computers, laptops or specific devices (e.g., televisions [3]). The closest to our work is Implicit Authentication [33], which
records a user’s routine tasks such as going to work or
calling friends, and builds a profile for each user. Whenever deviations from the profile are detected, the user is
required to explicitly authenticate. Progressive authentication differs from this work in that it uses more sensory
information to enable real-time, finer granularity modeling of the device’s authentication state. On the other
hand, any of those proximity, behavioral and biometric
patterns could be plugged into our system. Transient authentication [6, 7] requires the user to wear a small token
and authenticate with it from time to time. This token
is used as a proximity cue to automate laptop authentication. This approach requires the user to carry and
authenticate with an extra token, but its proximity-based
approach is relevant to our work in that it also leverages
nearby user-owned devices (i.e., the tokens) as authentication signals.

8.3

Mobile device authentication

The design of more intuitive and less cumbersome
authentication schemes has been a popular research
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topic. Current approaches can be roughly classified into
knowledge-based, multi-factor, and biometric authentication techniques. All three are orthogonal to progressive authentication. Our goal is not to provide a new “explicit” authentication mechanism, but instead to increase
the usability of current mechanisms by reducing the frequency at which the user must authenticate. When explicit authentication is required, any of these techniques
can be used.
Knowledge-based approaches assume that a secret
(e.g., a PIN) is shared between the user and the device,
and must be provided every time the device is used. Due
to the limited size of phone screens and on-screen keyboards, this can be a tedious process [5], especially when
it is repeated multiple times per day. In multi-factor
authentication, more than one type of evidence is required. For instance, two-factor authentication [2,31,35]
requires a PIN and secured element such as a credit card
or USB dongle. This practice presents major usability
issues, as the need to carry a token such as SecurID [31]
goes against the user’s desire to carry fewer devices. Biometric schemes [5, 16, 27] leverage biometrics [17] or
their combinations [12, 15], such as face recognition and
fingerprints, to authenticate the user with high accuracy.
Even though very secure, biometric identification comes
with acceptability, cost and privacy concerns [27], and is
especially cumbersome on small devices.

9

Conclusions

We presented a novel approach to progressively authenticate (and de-authenticate) users on mobile phones. Our
key insight is to combine multiple authentication signals
to determine the user’s level of authenticity, and surface
authentication only when this level is too low for the content being requested. We have built a system prototype
that uses machine learning models to implement this approach. We used the system in a lab study with nine users
and showed how we could reduce the number of explicit
authentications by 42%. We believe our results should
make this approach attractive to many mobile users who
do not use security locks today. Overall, progressive authentication offers a new point in the design of mobile
authentication and provides users with more options in
balancing the security and convenience of their devices.
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Abstract
Client authentication on the web has remained in the
internet-equivalent of the stone ages for the last two
decades. Instead of adopting modern public-key-based
authentication mechanisms, we seem to be stuck with
passwords and cookies.
In this paper, we propose to break this stalemate by
presenting a fresh approach to public-key-based client
authentication on the web. We describe a simple TLS
extension that allows clients to establish strong authenticated channels with servers and to bind existing authentication tokens like HTTP cookies to such channels. This
allows much of the existing infrastructure of the web to
remain unchanged, while at the same time strengthening
client authentication considerably against a wide range
of attacks.
We implemented our system in Google Chrome and
Google’s web serving infrastructure, and provide a performance evaluation of this implementation.

1

Introduction

In the summer of 2011, several reports surfaced of attempted man-in-the-middle attacks against Google users
who were primarily located in Iran. The Dutch certification authority DigiNotar had apparently issued certificates for google.com and other websites to entities not
affiliated with the rightful owners of the domains in question1 . Those entities were then able to pose as Google
and other web entities and to eavesdrop on the communication between users’ web browsers and the websites
they were visiting. One of the pieces of data such eavesdroppers could have conceivably recorded were authentication cookies, meaning that the man-in-the-middle
∗ The opinions expressed here are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the position of Google.
1 It later turned out that the certificates had, in fact, been created
fraudulently by attackers that had compromised DigiNotar.
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could have had full control over user accounts, even after
the man-in-the-middle attack itself was over.
This attack should have never been possible: authenticating a client to a server while defeating man-in-themiddle attacks is theoretically a solved problem. Simply
put, client and server can use an authenticated key agreement protocol to establish a secure permanent “channel.”
Once this channel is set up, a man-in-the-middle cannot
“pry it open”, even with stolen server certificates.
Unfortunately, this is not how authentication works on
the web. We neither use sophisticated key agreement
protocols, nor do we establish authenticated “channels.”
Instead, we send secrets directly from clients to servers
with practically every request. We do this across all layers of the network stack. For example, to authenticate
users, passwords are sent from clients to servers; SAML
or OpenID assertions are sent from clients to servers in
order to extend such user authentication from one website to another; and HTTP cookies are sent with every
HTTP request after the initial user authentication in order to authenticate that HTTP request.
We call this pattern bearer tokens: the bearer of a
token is granted access, regardless of the channel over
which the token is presented, or who presented it2 .
Unfortunately, bearer tokens are susceptible to certain classes of attacks. Specifically, an adversary that
manages to steal a bearer token from a legitimate user
can impersonate that user to web services that require
it. For different kinds of bearer tokens these attacks
come in different flavors: passwords are usually obtained through phishing or keylogging, while cookie
theft happens through man-in-the-browser malware (e.g.,
Zeus [16]), cross site scripting attacks, or adversaries that
manage to sniff the network or insert themselves into the
network between the client and server [1, 7]).
The academic community, of course, has known of
authentication mechanisms that avoid the weaknesses of
2 Bearer

tokens, originally called “sparse capabilities” [25], were
widely used in distributed systems, well before the web.
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bearer tokens since before the dawn of the web. These
mechanisms usually employ some form of public-key
cryptography rather than a shared secret between client
and server. Authentication protocols based on publickey cryptography have the benefit of not exposing secrets
to the eavesdropper which could be used to impersonate
the client to the server. Furthermore, when public/private
key pairs are involved, the private key can be moved out
of reach of thieving malware on the client, perhaps using a hardware Trusted Platform Module (TPM). While
in theory this problem seems solved, in practice we have
seen attempts to rid the web of bearer tokens gain nearzero traction [10] or fail outright [13].
In this paper, we present a fresh approach to using
public-key mechanisms for strong authentication on the
web. Faced with an immense global infrastructure of
existing software, practices and network equipment, as
well as users’ expectations of how to interact with the
web, we acknowledge that we cannot simply “reboot”
the web with better (or simply different) authentication
mechanisms. Instead, after engaging with various stakeholders in standards bodies, browser vendors, operators
of large website, and the security, privacy and usability
communities, we have developed a layered solution to
the problem, each layer consisting of minor adjustments
to existing mechanisms across the network stack.
The key contributions of this work are:
• We present a slight modification to TLS client authentication, which we call TLS-OBC. This new
primitive is simple and powerful, allowing us to create strong TLS channels.
• We demonstrate how higher-layer protocols like
HTTP, federation protocols, or even application-level
user login can be hardened by “binding” tokens at
those layers to the authenticated TLS channel.
• We describe our efforts in gaining community support for an IETF draft [2], as well as support from
major browser vendors; both Google’s Chrome and
Mozilla’s Firefox have begun to incorporate and test
support for TLS-OBC.
• We present a detailed report on our client-side implementation in the open-source Chromium browser,
and our server-side implementation inside the serving infrastructure of a large website.
• We give some insight into the process that led to
the proposal as presented here, contrasting it with
existing work and explaining real-world constraints,
ranging from privacy expectations that need to be
weighed against security requirements, to deployment issues in large datacenters.
Summary.
The main idea of this work is easily
explained: browsers use self-signed client certificates
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within TLS client authentication. These certificates are
generated by the browser on-the-fly, as needed, and contain no user-identifying information. They merely serve
as a foundation upon which to establish an authenticated
channel that can be re-established later.
The browser generates a different certificate for every
website to which it connects, thus defeating any crosssite user tracking. We therefore call these certificates
origin-bound certificates (OBCs). This design choice
also allows us to completely decouple certificate generation and use from the user interface; TLS-OBC client
authentication allows the existing web user experience
to remain the same, despite the changes under the hood.
Since the browser will consistently use the same client
certificate when establishing a TLS connection with an
origin, the website can “bind” authentication tokens (e.g.,
HTTP cookies) to the OBC, thereby creating an authenticated channel. This is done by simply recording which
client certificate should be used at the TLS layer when
submitting the token (i.e., cookie) back to the server. It
is at this layer (in the cookie, not in the TLS certificate)
that we establish user identity, just as it is usually done
on the web today.
TLS-OBC’s channel-binding mechanism prevents
stolen tokens (e.g., cookies) from being used over other
TLS channels, thereby making them useless to token
thieves, solving a large problem in today’s web.

2

Threat Model

We consider a fairly broadly-scoped (and what we believe to be a real-world) threat model. Specifically, we
assume that attackers are occasionally able to “pry open”
TLS sessions and extract the enclosed sensitive data by
exploiting a bug in the TLS system [22], mounting a man
in the middle (MITM) attack through stolen server TLS
certificates [1], or utilizing man-in-the-browser malware [16]. These attacks not only reveal potentially private data, but in today’s web will actually allow attackers to impersonate and completely compromise user accounts by capturing and replaying users’ authentication
credentials (which, as we noted earlier, are usually in the
form of bearer tokens). These attacks are neither theoretical nor purely academic; they are being employed by
adversaries in the wild [24].
In this paper we focus on the TLS and HTTP layers of the protocol stack, and on protecting the authentication tokens at those layers—mostly HTTP cookies
(but also identity assertions in federation protocols)—by
binding them to the underlying authenticated TLS-OBC
channel. We have a parallel effort under way to protect the application-layer user logins, but that is mostly
outside the scope of this paper. To model this distinction, we consider two classes of attacker. The first class
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is an attacker that has managed to insert themselves as
a MITM during the initial authentication step (when
the user trades his username/password credentials for a
cookie), or an attacker that steals user passwords through
a database compromise or phishing attack. The second
class of attacker is one that has inserted themself as a
MITM after the initial user authentication step where
credentials are traded for an authentication token. The
first class of attacker is strictly stronger than the second
class of attacker as a MITM that can directly access a
user’s credentials can trade them in for an authentication
token at his leisure. While the second class of attacker,
a MITM that can only steal the authentication token, has
a smaller window of opportunity (the duration for which
the cookie is valid) for access to the user’s private information.
For the purposes of this paper, we choose to focus on
the second class of attacker. In short, we assume that the
user has already traded their username/password credentials to acquire an authentication token that will persist
across subsequent connections. Our threat model allows
for attackers to exploit MITM or eavesdropping attacks
during any TLS handshake or session subsequent to the
initial TLS connection to a given endpoint—including attacks that cause a user to re-authenticate as discussed in
Section 4.3. Attacks that target user credentials during
the initial TLS connection, rather than authentication tokens during subsequent TLS connections, are dealt with
in a forthcoming report.

3

TLS-OBC

We propose a slightly modified version of traditional
TLS client certificates, called Origin-Bound Certificates
(OBCs), that will enable a number of useful applications
(as discussed in Section 4).

3.1

Overview

Fundamentally, an Origin-Bound Certificate is a selfsigned certificate that browsers use to perform TLS
Client Authentication. Unlike normal certificates, and
their use in TLS Client Authentication (see Section 8.1),
OBCs do not require any interaction with the user.
This property stems from the observation that since the
browser generates and stores only one certificate per origin, it’s always clear to the browser which certificate it
must use; no user input is necessary to make the decision.
On-Demand Certificate Creation If the browser does
not have an existing OBC for the origin it’s connecting
to, a new OBC will be created on-the-fly. This newly
generated origin-bound certificate contains no user iden-
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tifying information (e.g., name or email). Instead, the
OBC is used only to prove, cryptographically, that subsequent TLS sessions to a given server originate from the
same client, thus building a continuous TLS channel3 ,
even across different TLS sessions.
User Experience As noted earlier, there is no user interface for creating or using Origin-Bound Certificates.
This is similar to the UI for HTTP cookies; there is typically no UI when a cookie is set nor when it is sent back
to the server. Origin-Bound Certificates are similar to
cookies in other ways as well:
• Clients uses a different certificate for each origin.
Unless the origins collaborate, one origin cannot discover which certificate is used for another.
• Different browser profiles use different Origin-Bound
Certificates for the same origin.
• In incognito or private browsing mode, the OriginBound Certificates used during the browsing session
get destroyed when the user closes the incognito or
private browsing session.
• In the same way that browsers provide a UI to inspect and clean out cookies, there should be a UI that
allows users to reset their Origin-Bound Certificates.

3.2

The Origin-Bound Certificates TLS
Extension

OBCs do not alter the semantics of the TLS handshake
and are sent in exactly the same manner as traditional
client certificates. However, because they are generated
on-the-fly and have no associated UI component, we
must differentiate TLS-OBC from TLS client-auth and
treat it as a distinct TLS extension. Figure 1 shows, at
a high level, how this extension fits in with the normal
TLS handshake protocol; the specifics of the extension
are explained below.
The first step in the client-server decision to use OBCs
occurs when the client advertises acceptance of the TLSOBC extension in its initial ClientHello message. If
the server chooses to accept the use of OBCs, it echoes
the TLS-OBC extension identifier in its ServerHello
message. At this point, the client and server are considered to have negotiated to use origin-bound client certificates for the remainder of the TLS session.
After OBCs have been negotiated, the server sends a
CertificateRequest message to the client that specifies the origin-bound certificate types that it will accept (ECDSA, RSA, or both). Upon a client’s receipt
of the CertificateRequest, if the client has already
generated an OBC associated with the server endpoint,
3 We

use the same notion as TAOS [27] does, of a cryptographically
strong link between two nodes.
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Figure 1: TLS-OBC extension handshake flow.

Figure 2: Process of setting an OBC bound cookie

the existing OBC is returned to the server in the client’s
ClientCertificate message. If this is the first connection to the server endpoint or if no acceptable existing
OBC can be found, an origin-bound certificate must be
generated by the client then delivered to the server in the
client’s ClientCertificate message.
During the OBC generation process, the client creates a self-signed client certificate with common and distinguished names set to “anonymous.invalid” and an
X509 extension that specifies the origin for which the
OBC was generated.

– a task considerably harder to achieve (especially in the
presence of Trusted Platform Modules or other Secure
Elements that can protect private key material).

4

Securing Web Authentication Mechanisms with TLS-OBC

We now show how origin-bound certificates can be used
to strengthen other parts of the network stack: In Section 4.1 we explain how HTTP cookies can be bound to
TLS channels using TLS-OBC. In Section 4.2 we show
how federation protocols (such as OpenID or OpenID
Connect) can be hardened against attackers, and in Section 4.3 we turn briefly to application-level user authentication protocols.

4.1

Channel-binding cookies

OBCs can be used to strengthen cookie-based authentication by “binding” cookies to OBCs. When issuing
cookies for an HTTP session, servers can associate the
client’s origin-bound certificate with the session (either
by unforgeably encoding information about the certificate in the cookie value, or by associating the certificate
with the cookie’s session through some other means).
That way, if and when a cookie gets stolen from a client,
it cannot be used to authenticate a user when communicated over a TLS connection initiated by a different client
– the cookie thief would also have to steal the private
key associated with the client’s origin-bound certificate
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Service Cookie Hardening One way of unforgeably
encoding an OBC into a cookie is as follows. If a traditional cookie is set with value v, a channel bound cookie
may take the form of:
v, HMACk (v + f )

where v is the value, f is a fingerprint of the client
OBC, k is a secret key (known only to the server), and
HMACk (v + f ) is a keyed message authentication code
computed over v concatenated to f with key k. This
information is all that is required to create and verify a
channel bound cookie. The general procedure for setting a hardened cookie is illustrated in Figure 2. Care
must be taken not to allow downgrade attacks: if both
v and v, HMACk (v + f ) are considered valid cookies, a man-in-the-middle might be able to strip the signature and simply present v to the server. Therefore,
the protected cookie always has to take the form of
v, HMACk (v + f ), even if the client doesn’t support
TLS-OBC.
Cookie Hardening for TLS Terminators The technique for hardening cookies, as discussed above, assumes that the cookie-issuing service knows the OBC
of the connecting client. While this is a fair assumption
to make for most standalone services, it is not true for
many large-scale services running in datacenters. In fact,
for optimization and security reasons, some web services
have TLS “terminators”. That is, all TLS requests to and
from an application are first passed through the TLS terminator node to be “unwrapped” on their way in and are
“wrapped” on their way out.
There are two potential approaches to cookie hardening with TLS terminators. First, TLS terminators could
extract a client’s OBC and pass it, along with other information about the HTTP request (such as cookies sent by
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Figure 3: MITM attack during a TLS handshake
the client) to the backend service. The backend service
can then create and verify channel-bound cookies using
the general procedure in the previous section.
The second approach involves using the TLS terminator to channel-bind the cookies of legacy services that
cannot or will not be modified to deal with OBC information sent to them by the TLS terminator. Using this approach, TLS terminators must receive a list
of cookie names to harden for each service to which
they cater. When receiving an outbound HTTP response
with a Set-Cookie header for a protected cookie, the
TLS terminator must compute the hardened value using the OBC fingerprint, rewrite the cookie value in the
Set-Cookie header, and only then wrap the request in
a TLS stream. Similarly, the TLS terminator must inspect incoming requests for Cookie headers bearing a
protected cookie, validate them, and rewrite them to only
have the raw value. Any inbound request with a channelbound cookie that fails verification must be dropped by
the TLS verifier.
Channel-Bound Cookies Protect Against MITM
As mentioned earlier, TLS MITM attacks happen and
some can go undetected (see Figure 3 for a depiction of a
conventional MITM attack). Channel-bound cookies can
be used to bring protection against MITM attacks to web
users.
Recall that our threat model assumes that at some time
in the past, the user’s client was able to successfully authenticate with the server. At that point, the server would
have set a cookie on the client and would have bound
that cookie to the client’s legitimate origin-bound certificate. This process is shown in Figure 2. Observe that on
a subsequent visit, the client will send its cookie (bound
to the client’s OBC). However, the MITM lacks the ability to forge the client’s OBC and must substitute a new
OBC in its handshake with the server. Therefore, when
the MITM forwards the user’s cookie on to the server,
the server will recognize that the cookie was bound to a
different OBC and will drop the request. This process
is shown in Figure 4. The careful reader will observe
that a MITM attacker may strip the request of any bearer
tokens completely and force the user to provide his username/password once more or fabricate a new cookie and
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Figure 4: Using OBCs and bound cookies to protect
against MITM. The server recognizes a mismatch between the OBC to which the cookie is bound and the cert
of the client (attacker) with who it is communicating.
log the user in as another identity. We cover this more in
Section 4.3 and in an upcoming report.

4.2

Hardening Federation Protocols

Channel-binding cookies with OBCs allows a single entity to protect the authentication information of its users,
but modern web users have a plethora of other login credentials and session tokens that make up their digital
identity. Federation protocols like OpenID [20], OpenID
Connect [23], and BrowserID [14] have been proposed
as a way to manage this explosion of user identity state.
At a high level, these federation protocols allow the user
to maintain a single account with an identity provider
(IdP). This IdP can then generate an identity assertion
that demonstrates to relying parties that the user controls the identity established with the identity provider.
While these federation techniques reduce the number of
credentials a user is responsible for remembering, they
make the remaining credentials much more valuable. It
is therefore critical to protect the authentication credentials for the identity provider as well as the mechanism
used to establish the identity assertion between identity
provider and relying party. Towards that end, we explore
using TLS-OBC and channel-binding to harden a generic
federation system against attack.
PostKey API The first step towards hardening a federation protocol is to provide a way for an identity provider
and relying party to communicate in a secure, MITM resistant manner. We introduce a new browser API called
the PostKey API to facilitate this secure communication. This new API is conceptually very similar to the
PostMessage [11] communication mechanism that allows distinct windows within the browser to send messages to each other using inter-process communication
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Figure 5: Simplified federation protocol authorization
flow using PostKey and OBCs.
rather than the network. The goal of PostKey extends beyond a simple communication mechanism to encompass
the secure establishment of a “proof key” that communicates the public key of an OBC to a different origin
within the browser by exposing a new browser window
function:
otherWindow.postKey(message, targetOrigin)
This postKey call works like the existing postMessage
call but additional cert and crossCert parameters are
added to the event received by the recipient window’s
message handler. The cert parameter contains a certificate that is signed by the receiver’s origin-bound key
and includes: the sender’s origin, the sender’s OBC public key, the receiver’s origin, and an X509 extension
that includes a random nonce. The crossCert has the
sender and receiver’s roles reversed (i.e., it contains the
receiver’s key, signed by the sender’s key) and includes
the same random nonce as in cert.
These certificates form what is called a cross certification, where the recipient of the certification can establish
that the sender’s public key is KS because KS has been
signed, by the browser, with the receiver’s private key
KR . Additionally, the caller’s public key cross-certifies
the receiver’s public key to establish that both keys belong to the same browser.
It’s important to note that the sender does not get to
choose the keys used in this cross certification process.
Instead, the browser selects the OBCs associated with
the origins of the sender and receiver and automatically
performs the cross certification using the keys associated
with the found OBCs.
Putting it all together The combination of the PostKey
API and origin-bound certificates can be used to improve
upon several federation protocols.
Figure 5 shows the steps required to federate a user’s
identity in a generic federation protocol that had been
modified to work with the PostKey API and OBCs. In
step 1 the relying party issues a PostKey javascript request to the IdP’s iFrame and the IdP receives a cross
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certification from the web browser. In step 2, an Authorization Request is issued to the IdP. Since the request
is sent over the TLS channel authenticated with KIdP the
server associates the incoming request with the user U
associated with KIdP . The authorization request contains
the cross certification that asserts that KRP and KIdP belong to the same user’s browser so upon user consent, the
IdP can respond (in step 3) with a single use Identity Assertion that asserts that KRP is also associated with user
U. The IdP’s iFrame then passes the Identity Assertion
to the RP’s frame where, in step 4, the Identity Assertion
is forwarded to the relying party’s server. The relying
party verifies that the Identity Assertion was delivered
over a channel authenticated with KRP , has been properly signed by the IdP, and has not been used yet. If this
verification succeeds the RP can now associate user U
with key KRP by setting a cookie in the user’s browser as
shown in step 5.

4.3

Protecting user authentication

We’ve largely considered the initial user-authentication
phase, when the user submits his credentials (e.g., username/password) in return for an authenticated session, to
be out of scope for this paper. However, we now briefly
outline how TLS-OBC can be leveraged in order to secure this tricky phase of the authentication flow.
As a promising direction where TLS-OBC can make a
significant impact, we explore the ideas put forth by a recent workshop paper by Czeskis et al. [8], where the authors frame authentication in terms of protected and unprotected login. They define unprotected login as an authentication during which all of the submitted credentials
are user-supplied and are therefore vulnerable to phishing attacks. For example, these types of logins occur
when users first sign in from a new device or after having
cleared all browser state (i.e., cleared cookies). The authors observe that to combat the threats to unprotected login, many websites are moving towards protected login,
whereby user-supplied credentials are accompanied by
supplementary, “unphishable” credentials such as cookies or other similar tokens. For example, websites may
set long-lived cookies for users the first time they log in
from a new device (an unprotected login), which will not
be cleared when a user logs out or his session expires.
On subsequent logins, the user’s credentials (i.e., username/password) will be accompanied by the previously
set cookie, allowing websites to have some confidence
that the login is coming from a user that has already had
some interaction with the website rather than a phisher.
The authors argue that websites should move all possible
authentications to protected login, minimize unprotected
login, and then alert users when unprotected logins occur. The paper argues that this approach is meaningful
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because phishers are not able to produce protected logins
and will be forced to initiate unprotected logins instead.
Given that unprotected logins should occur rarely for legitimate users, alerting users during an unprotected login
will make it significantly harder for password thieves to
phish for user credentials.
It’s important to note that websites can’t fully trust
protected logins because they are vulnerable to MITM
attacks. However, with TLS-OBC, websites can protect themselves by channel-binding the long-lived cookie
that enables the protected login. Combining TLSOBC with the protected login paradigm allows us to
build systems which are resilient to more types of attacks. For example, when describing the attack in Figure 4, we mentioned that attackers could deliver the
user cookie, but that would alert the server to the presence of a MITM. We also mentioned that attackers could
drop the channel-bound cookie altogether and force the
user to re-authenticate, but that this attack was out of
scope. However, using TLS-OBC along with the protected/unprotected paradigm, if the attacker forced the
user to re-authenticate, the server could force an unprotected login to be initiated and an alert would be sent to
the user, notifying him of a possible attack in progress.
Hence, channel-bound cookies along with TLS-OBC
would protect the user against this type of attack as well.
The careful reader will observe that protecting first
logins from new devices (an initial unprotected login)
is difficult since the device and server have no preestablished trust. We are currently in the beginning
stages of building a system to handle this case and leave
further discussion as future work.

5

Implementation

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of TLS originbound certificates for channel-binding HTTP cookies,
we implemented the extensions discussed in Section 3.
The changes made while implementing origin-bound
certificates span many disparate systems, but the major
modifications were made to OpenSSL, Mozilla’s Network Security Services (used in Firefox and Chrome),
the Google TLS terminator, and the open-source
Chromium browser.

5.1

TLS Extension Support

We added support for TLS origin-bound certificates to
OpenSSL and Mozilla’s Network Security Stack by implementing the new TLS-OBC extensions, following the
appropriate guidelines [5]. We summarize each of these
changes below.
NSS Client Modifications
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Mozilla’s Network Se-

curity Stack (NSS) was modified to publish its acceptance of the TLS-OBC extension when issuing a
ClientHello message to a TLS endpoint. Upon receipt
of a ServerHello message that demonstrated that the
communicating TLS endpoint also understands and accepts the TLS-OBC extension, a new X509 certificate
is generated on-the-fly by the browser for use over the
negotiated TLS channel. These NSS modifications required 108 modified or added lines across 6 files in the
NSS source code.
OpenSSL Server Modifications The OpenSSL TLS
server code was modified to publish its acceptance of
the TLS-OBC extension in its ServerHello message.
Furthermore, if during the TLS handshake the client and
server agree to use origin bound certificates, the normal
client certificate verification is disabled and the OBC verification process is used instead.
The new verification process attempts to establish that
the certificate delivered by the client is an OBC rather
than a traditional client authentication certificate. The
check is performed by confirming that the certificate is
self-signed and checking for the presence of the X509
OBC extension. With these two constraints satisfied, the
certificate is attached to the TLS session for later use by
higher levels of the software stack.
An upstream patch of these changes is pending and
has preliminary support from members of the OpenSSL
community. The proposed patch requires 316 lines of
modification to the OpenSSL source code where most
of the changes focus on the TLS handshake and client
certificate verification submodules.

5.2

Browser Modifications

In addition to the NSS client modifications discussed
above, Chromium’s cookie storage infrastructure was
adapted to handle the creation and storage of TLS originbound certificates. The modifications required to generate the OBCs resulted in a 712 line patch (across 8
files) to the Chromium source code. Storage of OBCs
in the existing Chromium cookie infrastructure required
an additional 1,164 lines added across 15 files. These
changes have been upstreamed as an experimental feature of Chromium since version 16.

6

Performance Evaluation

We have conducted extensive testing of our modifications to TLS and have found them to perform well, even
at a significant scale. We report on these results below.
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6.1

Chromium TLS-OBC Performance

Experimental methodology In order to demonstrate
that the performance impact of adding origin-bound
certificates to TLS connections is minimal, we evaluated the performance of TLS-OBCs in the open-source
Chromium browser using industry standard benchmarks.
All experiments were performed with Chromium version
19.0.1040.0 running on an Ubuntu (version 10.04) Linux
system with a 2.0GHz Core 2 Duo CPU and 4GB of
RAM.
All tests were performed against the TLS secured
version of a Google’s home page. During the tests
JavaScript was disabled in the browser to minimize the
impact of the JavaScript engine on any observed results.
Additionally, SPDY connection pooling was disabled,
the browser cache was cleared, and all HTTP connections were reset between each measured test run in order
to eliminate any saved state that would skew the experimental results. The Chromium benchmark results discussed in section 6.1.1 were gathered with the Chromium
benchmarking extension [12] and the HTML5 Navigation Timing [19] JavaScript interface.
6.1.1

Effects on Chromium TLS Connection Setup

We first analyzed the slowdown resulting the TLS-OBC
extension for all connections bound for our website’s
HTTPS endpoints. The two use-cases considered by
these tests were the first visit, which requires the clientside generation of a fresh origin-bound certificate, and
subsequent visits where a cached origin-bound certificate
is used instead.

measured the total network latency from the Navigation
Timing fetchStart event to the responseEnd event, encapsulating TLS handshake time as well as network communication latency.

Figure 7: Observed Chromium network latency (ms),
TLS-OBC certificate pre-generated.
The results shown in Figure 7 represent subsequent requests to our web site where there is a cache hit for a
pre-generated origin-bound certificate. We observed no
meaningful impact of the additional CertificateRequest
and Certificate messages required in the TLS handshake
on the overall network latency.

Figure 8: NSS certificate generate times (ms).

Figure 6: Observed Chromium network latency (ms)
with TLS-OBC certificate generation.
The first test shown in Figure 6 shows the total network latency in establishing a connection to our web site
and retrieving the homepage on the user’s first visit. We
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The differences between the latencies observed in Figures 6 and 7 imply that origin-bound certificate generation is the contributing factor in the slowdown observed
when first visiting an origin that requires a new origin
bound certificate. We measured the performance of the
origin-bound certificate generation routine, as shown in
Figure 8, and found that the certificate generation does
seem to be the contributing factor in the higher latencies
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seen when first connecting to an origin with an originbound certificate.
Client Performance Analysis These observations
demonstrate that certificate generation is the main source
of slowdown that a client using origin-bound certificates
will experience. The selection of public key algorithm
has a significant impact on the fresh connection case,
and an insignificant impact on subsequent connections.
This suggests that production TLS-OBC browsers should
speculatively use spare CPU cycles to precompute public/private key pairs, although fresh connections will still
need to sign origin-bound certificates, which cannot be
done speculatively.

6.2

TLS Terminator Performance

We also measured the impact of TLS-OBC on Google’s
high-performance TLS terminator used inside the datacenter of our large-scale web service. To test our system, we use a corpus of HTTP requests that model realworld traffic and send that traffic through a TLS terminator to a backend that simulates real-world responses, i.e.,
it varies both response delays (forcing the TLS terminator to keep state about the HTTP connection in memory
for the duration of the backend’s “processing” of the request) as well as response sizes according to a real-world
distribution. Mirroring real-world traffic patterns, about
80% of the HTTP requests are sent over resumed TLS
sessions, while 20% of requests are sent through freshlynegotiated TLS sessions.
We subjected the TLS terminator to 5 minutes of
3000 requests-per-second TLS-only traffic and periodically measured memory and CPU utilization of the TLS
terminator during that period.
We ran four different tests: One without origin-bound
certificates, one with a 1024-bit RSA client key pair, one
with a 2048-bit RSA client key pair, and one with a 163bit client key pair on the sect163k1 elliptic curve (used
for ECDSA). We also measure the latency introduced by
the TLS terminator for each request (total server-side latency minus backend “processing” time).
Figure 9 shows the impact on memory. Compared to
the baseline (without client certificates) of about 1.85GB,
the 2048-bit RSA client certs require about 12% more
memory, whereas the 1024-bit RSA and ECDSA keys
increase the memory consumption by less than 1%.
Figure 10 shows the impact on CPU utilization. Compared to the baseline (without client certificates) of saturating about 4.3 CPU cores, we observed the biggest
increase in CPU utilization (of about 7%) in the case of
the ECDSA client certificates.
Finally, Figure 11 through Figure 14 show latency histograms. While we see an increase in higher-latency responses when using client-side certificates, the majority
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Figure 9: Server-side memory footprint of various clientside key sizes.

Figure 10: Server-side CPU utilization for various clientside key sizes.

of requests are serviced in under one millisecond in all
four cases.
Server Performance Analysis If we cared purely
about minimizing the memory and CPU load on our TLS
terminator systems, our measurements clearly indicate
that we should use 1024-bit RSA. As 1024-bit RSA and
163-bit ECDSA are offer equivalent security [4], however the ECDSA server costs might be worth the clientside benefits.

7

Discussion – Practical Realities

We now discuss a variety of interesting details, challenges, and tensions that we encountered while dealing
with the actual nature of how applications are developed
and maintained on the web.
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Figure 11: Latency without client certificates.

Figure 13: Latency with 2048-bit RSA certificate.

Figure 12: Latency with 1024-bit RSA certificate.

Figure 14: Latency with 163-bit ECDSA certificate.

7.1

Domain Cookies and TLS-OBC

In Section 4 we explained how cookies can be channelbound using TLS-OBC, hardening them against theft.
However, this works only as long as the cookie is
not set across multiple origins. For example: when a
cookie is set by origin foo.example.com for domain example.com, then clients will send the cookie with requests to (among others) bar.example.com. Presumably,
however, the client will use a different client certificate
when talking to bar.example.com than it used when talking to foo.example.com. Thus, the channel-binding will
break.
Bortz et al. [6] make a convincing argument that domain cookies are a poor choice from a security point-ofview, and we agree that in the long run, domain cookies
should be replaced with a mix of origin cookies and highperformance federation protocols.
In the meantime, however, we would like to address
the issue of domain cookies. In particular, we would like
to be able to channel-bind domain cookies just as we’re
able to channel-bind origin cookies.
To that end, we are currently considering a “legacy
mode” of TLS-OBC, in which the client uses whole domains (based on eTLDs), rather than web origins, as the
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granularity for which it uses client-side certificates. Note
that this coarser granularity of client certificate scopes
does not increase the client’s exposure to credential theft.
All the protocols presented in this paper maintain their
security properties against men-in-the-middle, etc. The
only difference between origin-scoped client certificates
and (more broadly-scoped) domain-scoped client certificates is that in the latter case, related domains (e.g.,
foo.example.com and bar.example.com) will be able to
see the same OBC for a given browser.
It is also worth noting that even coarse-grained
domain-bound client certificates alleviate many of the
problems of domain cookies, if those cookies are
channel-bound – including additional attacks from the
Bortz et al. paper.
In balance, we feel that the added protection afforded
to widely-used domain cookies outweighs the slight risk
of “leaking” client identity across related domains, and
are therefore planning to support the above-mentioned
“legacy mode” of TLS-OBC.

7.2

Privacy

The TLS specification [9] indicates that both client and
server certificates should be sent in the clear during the
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handshake process. While OBCs do not bear any information that could be used to identify the user, a single
OBC is meant to be reused when setting up subsequent
connections to an origin. This certificate reuse enables
an eavesdropper to track users by correlating the OBCs
used to setup TLS sessions to a particular user and track
a users browsing habits across multiple sessions.
Client

ClientHello

Server

Client

ClientHello

ServerHello

ServerHello

Certificate: Cs

Certificate: Cs

CertificateRequest

CertificateRequest

ServerHello Done

ServerHello Done

Certificate: Cc

ChangeCipherSpec

ClientKeyExchange

ChangeCipherSpec

Server

CertificateVerify
Certificate: Cc
ChangeCipherSpec

ClientKeyExchange

ChangeCipherSpec

CertificateVerify

Figure 15: TLS encrypted client certificates
Towards rectifying this issue, we propose to combine
TLS-OBC with an encrypted client certificate TLS extension. This extension modifies the ordering of TLS
handshake messages so that the client certificate is sent
over an encrypted channel rather than in the clear. Figure 15 shows the effect this extension has on TLS message ordering.

7.3

SPDY and TLS-OBC

The SPDY [26] protocol multiplexes several HTTP requests over the same TLS connection, thus achieving
higher throughput and lower latency. SPDY has been implemented in Google Chrome for some time, and will be
supported in Firefox 11. SPDY always runs over TLS.
One feature of SPDY is IP pooling, which allows
HTTP sessions from the same client to different web origins to be carried over the same TLS connection if: the
web origins in question resolve to the same IP address,
and the server in the original TLS handshake presented
a certificate for all the web origins in question.
For example, if a.com and b.com resolved to the
same IP address, and the server at that IP address presented a valid certificate for a.com and b.com (presumably through wildcard subject alternative names), then
a SPDY client would send requests to a.com and b.com
through the same SPDY (and, hence, TLS) connection.
Remember that with TLS-OBC, the client uses a different client TLS certificate with a.com than with b.com.
This presents a problem. The client needs to be able to
present different client certificates for different origins.
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In fact, this is not a problem unique to TLS-OBC, but
applies to TLS client authentication in general: theoretically speaking, a client might want to use different nonOBC TLS certificates for different origins, even if those
origins qualify for SPDY IP pooling.
One solution to would be to disallow SPDY IP pooling
whenever the client uses a TLS client certificate. Instead,
the client would have to open a new SPDY connection
to the host to which it wishes to present a client certificate. This solution works well when client certificates
are rare: most of the time (when no client certificates
are involved), users will benefit from the performance
improvements of SPDY IP pooling. When TLS client
certificates become ubiquitous, however (as we expect it
to be the case through TLS-OBC), most of the time the
client would not be able to take advantage of SPDY IP
pooling if this remained the solution to the problem.
Therefore, SPDY needs to address the problem of
client certificates and IP pooling. From version 3 onward, it does this by adding a new CREDENTIAL control frame type. The client sends a CREDENTIAL frame
whenever it needs to present a new client certificate to
the server (for example, when talking to a new web origin over an IP-pooled SPDY connection). A CREDENTIAL frame allows the client to prove ownership of a
public-key certificate without a new TLS handshake by
signing a TLS extractor value [21] with the private key
corresponding to the public-key certificate.

7.4

Other Designs We Considered

Before settling on TLS-OBC, we considered, and rejected, a number of alternative designs. We share these
rejected ideas below to further motivate the choice for
TLS-OBC.
Application-Level Crypto API In this design, web
client applications would be able to use a crypto API
(similar to a PKCS#11 API, but accessible by JavaScript
in the browser). JavaScript would be able to generate key
pairs, have them certified (or leave the certificates selfsigned), use the private key to sign arbitrary data, etc.,
all without ever touching the private key material itself
(again, similar to PKCS#11 or similar crypto APIs).
Every web origin would have separate crypto key containers, meaning that keys generated in one web origin
would not be accessible by Javascript running in other
web origins. It would be up to individual applications
to sign relevant (and application-specific) authentication
tokens used in HTTP requests (e.g., special URL query
parameters) with keys from that web origin. The application could further design its authentication tokens in such
a way that they don’t grant ambient authority to a user’s
account, but rather authorize specific actions on a user’s
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account (e.g., to send an email whose contents hashes to
a certain value, etc.).
Such a system would give some protection against a
TLS MITM: being unable to mint authentication tokens
itself, the attacker could only eavesdrop on a connection.
Also, this approach doesn’t require changes in the TLS or
HTTP layers, and is therefore “standards committee neutral”, except for the need for a standardized JavaScript
crypto API, which presumably would be useful in other
contexts (than authentication) as well.
Note, however, that TLS-OBC with channel-bound
cookies provides strictly more protection, preventing
men-in-the-middle from eavesdropping. This approach
is also vulnerable to XSS attacks and requires applications to be re-written to use these application-level authentication tokens (instead of existing cookies).
We didn’t consider the advantages mentioned above
strong enough to outweigh the disadvantages of this approach.
Signed HTTP Requests We also explored designs
where the client would sign HTTP requests at the HTTP
layer. For example, imagine an HTTP request header
“X-Request-Signature” that contained a signature of the
HTTP request. The key used to sign requests would be
client-generated, per-origin, etc., just like for TLS-OBC.
Unlike TLS-OBC, this would not require a change in
TLS, or HTTP for that matter. This design, however,
quickly morphed into a re-implementation of TLS at the
HTTP layer. For example, protection against replay attacks leads to timestamps, counters, synchronization issues, and extra round trips. Another example is session
renegotiation, questions of renegotiation protocols, and
the resulting induced latency.
TLS solves all these issues for us: it protects against
replay attacks, allow session renegotiation to be multiplexed with data packages, and many other issues that
would have to be addressed at the HTTP layer. We felt
that the TLS extension we’re proposing was far less complex than the additions to the HTTP layer that would have
been necessary to get to comparable security, hence our
focus on TLS.

8

Related Work

Origin-bound certificates are closely related to traditional
client certificates; we take this opportunity to explain
why traditional client certificates don’t work in today’s
web. We also briefly mention various similar efforts to
remedy the security issues with authentication on the
web, and explain why they stop short of a complete solution.
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8.1

Traditional TLS Client Certificates

While TLS server authentication is widely used across
the web, the client authentication aspect of TLS is used
much less frequently. Just like TLS server authentication
identifies a web server to a client (i.e., browser), TLS
client authentication uses public key cryptography to authenticate a client to a web server; this process is an optional part of the TLS handshake.
While effective in small, managed systems such as enterprise networks, the flaws of TLS client authentication
begin to emerge as we examine them at web scale:
Bad User Experience One issue that prevents conventional TLS client authentication from becoming the standard for web authentication is the cumbersome, complicated, and onerous interface that a user must wade
through in order to use a client certificate. Typically,
when web servers request that browsers generate a TLS
client certificate, browsers display a dialog where the
user must choose the certificate cipher and key length.
Even worse, when web servers request that the browser
provide a certificate, the user is prompted to select the
client certificate to use with the site they are attempting to
visit. This “login action” happens during the TLS handshake, before the user can inspect any content of the website (which presumably would help her decide whether
or not she wanted to authenticate to the site in the first
place).
Layer Confusion Arguably, TLS client authentication
puts user identity at the wrong layer in the network stack.
An example that reveals this layer confusion is multilogin: Google has implemented a feature in which multiple accounts can be logged into the website at the same
time (multiple user identities are encoded in the cookie).
This makes it easy to quickly switch between accounts
on the site, and even opens up the potential to show a
“mashup” of several users’ accounts on one page (e.g.,
show calendars of all the logged-in accounts). With TLS
client authentication, the user identity is established at
the TLS layer, and is “inherited” from there by the HTTP
and application layers. However, client certificates usually contain exactly one user identity, thus forcing the
application layer to also only see this one use identity.
Privacy Once a user has obtained a certificate, any site
on the web can request TLS client authentication with
that certificate. The user can now choose to not be logged
in at all, or use the same identity at the new site that they
use with other sites on the web. That is a poor choice.
Creating different certificates for different sites makes the
user experience worse: Now the user is presented with a
list of certificates every time they visit a website requiring TLS client authentication.
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Portability Since certificates ideally are related to a
private key that can’t be extracted from the underlying
platform, by definition, they can’t be moved from one
device to another. So any solution that involves TLS
client authentication also has to address and solve the
user credential portability problem. Potential solutions
include re-obtaining certificates from the CA for different devices, extracting private keys (against best security
practices) and copying them from one device to another,
or cross-certifying certificates from different devices. So
far we have not been able to come up with good user
interfaces for any of these solutions.
Trusted Computing Base in Datacenters Large datacenters often terminate TLS connections at the datacenter boundary [3], perhaps even using specialized hardware for this relatively expensive part of the connection
setup between client and server. If the TLS client certificate is what authenticates the user, then the source of that
authentication is lost at the datacenter boundary.
This means that the TLS terminators become part of
the trusted computing base – they simply report to the
backends who the user is that was authenticated during
the TLS handshake. A compromised TLS terminator
would in this case essentially become “root” with respect
to the applications running in the datacenter.
Contrast this with a cookie-based authentication system, in which the TLS terminator forwards the cookie
that the browser sends to the app frontend. In such a system, the cookies are minted and authenticated by the app
frontend, and the TLS terminator would not be able to
fabricate arbitrary authentic cookies. Put another way,
in a cookie-based authentication system a compromised
TLS terminator can modify an incoming request before
it is delivered to the backend service, but cannot forge a
completely new request from an arbitrary user.
In summary, TLS client authentication presents a
range of issues, ranging from privacy to usability to deployment problems that make it unsuitable as an authentication mechanism on the web.

8.2

Other Related Efforts

CardSpace Microsoft’s CardSpace [13] authentication system attacked two of the problems mentioned so
far: First, it replaced passwords with a public-key based
protocol, thus eliminating one kind of bearer tokens.
Second, it moved user identity from the TLS layer to the
application layer.
It allowed users to manage multiple digital identities
from a single user interface. CardSpace stored user identities in the form of identity “cards”. When visiting a
website that implemented the CardSpace protocol, users
could choose which card, and hence which identity, to
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use to authenticate with that website. Instead of a username/password pair, a cookie, or a TLS client certificate,
CardSpace would authenticate users by sending cryptographic tokens that encoded the user identity. There is no
consensus on why CardSpace did not become an industry standard; however, we believe the same complexity
that gave CardSpace a wide variety of features, also contributed to its demise by unnecessarily complicating the
user interface, interaction, and development models.
CardSpace by itself was also agnostic to the use of
bearer tokens in lower layers of the protocol stack once
the user was logged in. In this paper we approach the
problem from the opposite direction: we build a strong
foundation at the TLS layer that allows us to harden other
protocols (HTTP, application-specific login, etc.), so theoretically origin-bound certificates and CardSpace are
more complementary than competing proposals – in particular one could imagine a “channel-bound” CardSpace
token that results in a channel-bound cookie (see Section 4). However, we strive to learn from CardSpace’s
failure in the market and carefully designed our system
to not alter the user experience (and burden developers)
too much from what users (and developers) are already
used to.
BrowserID
Mozilla has recently developed a
prototype of an authentication mechanism called
BrowserID [14], which abstracts identity to the level of
email addresses. BrowserID is aimed at the password
bearer token, at least for websites that choose to become
relying parties to email providers. For those, instead
of using a password, users authenticate by providing a
cryptographic proof of email ownership. Similarly to
CardSpace, the browser maintains a cache of emails
(identities) and generates the respective proofs (tokens)
for the user. Unlike CardSpace, BrowserID is based
on both a simpler model of identity (email addresses
vs. a variety of claims) and a simpler implementation
platform (JWTs vs. WS-Trust).
BrowserID is complementary to the ideas put forth in
this paper. Since it mostly plays at the application layer,
it is agnostic to the use of bearer tokens at lower layers
(e.g., HTTP cookies). It could easily be adjusted by binding BrowserID identity assertions to the underlying TLS
channel if the browser supports origin-bound certificates.
TLS-SA As another approach, Opplinger et al. address
the disconnect between user authentication and TLS
channels in their proposed TLS Session Aware (TLSSA) User Authentication scheme [17, 18]. TLS-SA is intended to solve the man-in-the-middle (MITM) problem
by providing the server side of a TLS connection with
the information necessary to determine if a user’s credentials have been sent over a different TLS session than
the session that the client thought the credentials were
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being sent over. However, these protections apply only
to the initial user credentials and not to the subsequent
bearer tokens. To our knowledge TLS-SA has neither
been implemented nor tested on a mass, web scale.
Hardening Cookies Some work has also focused on
hardening the information stored in HTTP cookies. For
example, Murdoch presented a method for toughening
cookies by encoding values not only based on on a secret
server key, but also on a hash of the user’s password [15].
This approach has the benefit of making it harder for attackers to fabricate fake cookies (even if the secret server
key has been compromised), but does not protect the user
if the cookie is ever stolen.

9

Conclusion
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In this paper we presented TLS origin-bound certificates
as a new approach to TLS client certificates. TLS-OBCs
act as a foundational layer on which the notion of an authenticated channel for the web can be established.
We showed how TLS-OBCs can be used to harden existing HTTP layer authentication mechanisms like cookies, federated login protocols, and user authentication.
We implemented TLS-OBCs as an extension to the
OpenSSL and NSS TLS implementations and deployed
TLS-OBC to the Chromium open source browser as well
as the TLS terminator of a major website.
Finally, we demonstrated that the performance overhead imparted by using TLS-OBC is small in terms of
CPU and memory load on the TLS server and observed
latency on the TLS client.
We see origin-bound certificates as a first step towards
enabling more secure web protocols and applications.
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Abstract

no longer possible on that storage medium [9]. This
is in contrast to standard deletion, where metadata
simply indicates that the data’s storage location is
no longer needed and can be reused. The time between marking data as deleted and its actual (secure) deletion is called the deletion latency. We use
the term guaranteed secure deletion to denote secure
deletion with a fixed, (small) finite upper bound on
the deletion latency for all data.
On magnetic storage media, secure data deletion
is implemented by overwriting a file’s content with
non-sensitive information [29], or by modifying the
file system to automatically overwrite any discarded
sector [2]. However, flash memory cannot perform
in-place updates of data (i.e., overwrites) [8]; it instead performs erasures on erase blocks, which have
a larger granularity than read/write operations. A
single erase block may store data for different files,
so it can only be erased when all the data in the
erase block is marked as deleted or when the live
data is replicated elsewhere. Moreover, flash memory degrades with each erasure, so frequent erasures
shorten the device’s lifetime. Therefore, the simplistic solution of erasing any erase block that contains
deleted data is too costly with regards to time and
device wear [35].
In this work, we present the Data Node Encrypted
File System (DNEFS), which securely and efficiently
deletes data on flash memory; it requires only a few
additional erasures that are evenly distributed over
the erase blocks. DNEFS uses on-the-fly encryption
and decryption of individual data nodes (the smallest unit of read/write for the file system) and relies
on key generation and management to prevent access
to deleted data. We design and implement an instance of our solution for the file system UBIFS [14]
and call our modification UBIFSec.
UBIFSec has the following attractive properties.
It provides a guaranteed upper bound on deletion

We propose the Data Node Encrypted File System (DNEFS), which uses on-the-fly encryption and
decryption of file system data nodes to efficiently
and securely delete data on flash memory systems.
DNEFS is a generic modification of existing flash
file systems or controllers that enables secure data
deletion while preserving the underlying systems’ desirable properties: application-independence, finegrained data access, wear-levelling, and efficiency.
We describe DNEFS both abstractly and in the
context of the flash file system UBIFS. We propose
UBIFSec, which integrates DNEFS into UBIFS. We
implement UBIFSec by extending UBIFS’s Linux
implementation and we integrate UBIFSec in the
Android operating system running on a Google
Nexus One smartphone. We show that it is efficient and usable; Android OS and applications (including video and audio playback) run normally on
top of UBIFSec. To the best of our knowledge,
this work presents the first comprehensive and fullyimplemented secure deletion solution that works
within the specification of flash memory.

1

Introduction

Flash memory is used near universally in portable
devices. However, the way modern systems use flash
memory has a serious drawback—it does not guarantee deletion of stored data. To the user, data appears
to be deleted from the file system, but in reality
it remains accessible after deletion [39]. This problem is particularly relevant for modern smartphones,
as they store private data, such as communications,
browsing, and location history as well as sensitive
business data. The storage of such data on portable
devices necessitates guaranteed secure deletion.
Secure deletion is the operation of sanitizing data
on a storage medium, so that access to the data is
1
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latency. It provides fine-grained deletion, also for
truncated or overwritten parts of files. It runs efficiently and produces little wear on the flash memory.
Finally, it is easy to integrate into UBIFS’s existing
Linux implementation, and requires no changes to
the applications using UBIFS. We deploy UBIFSec
on a Google Nexus One smartphone [11] running an
Android OS. The system and applications (including video and audio playback) run normally on top
of UBIFSec.
Even though DNEFS can be implemented on
YAFFS (the file system used on the Android OS),
this would have required significant changes to
YAFFS. We test DNEFS within UBIFS, which is
a supported part of the standard Linux kernel (since
version 2.6.27) and which provides interfaces that
enable easy integration of DNEFS.
We summarize our contributions as follows. We
design DNEFS, a system that enables guaranteed
secure data deletion for flash memory—operating
within flash memory’s specification [26]. We instantiate DNEFS as UBIFSec, analyze its security,
and measure its additional battery consumption,
throughput, computation time, and flash memory
wear to show that it is practical for real-world use.
We provide our modification freely to the community [37].

2

MTD Layer. On Linux, flash memory is accessed
through the Memory Technology Device (MTD)
layer [23]. MTD has the following interface: read
and write a page, erase an erase block, check if an
erase block is bad, and mark an erase block as bad.
Erase blocks are referenced sequentially, and pages
are referenced by the erase block number and offset.
Flash File Systems. Several flash memory file
systems have been developed at the MTD layer [4,
40]. These file systems are log-structured: a class
of file systems that (notably) do not perform inplace updates. A log-structured file system consists of an ordered list of changes from an initial
empty state, where each change to the file system
is appended to the log’s end [34]. Therefore, standard log-structured file systems do not provide secure deletion because new data is only appended.
When a change invalidates an earlier change then
the new, valid data is appended and the erase block
containing the invalidated data now contains wasted
space. Deleting a file, for example, appends a change
that indicates the file is deleted. All the deleted file’s
data nodes remain on the storage medium but they
are now invalid and wasting space. A garbage collection mechanism detects and recycles erase blocks
with only invalid data; it also copies the remaining
valid data to a new location so it may recycle erase
blocks mostly filled with invalid data.

Background

Flash Translation Layer. Flash memory is commonly accessed through a Flash Translation Layer
(FTL) [1, 15], which is used in USB sticks, SD cards,
and solid state drives. FTLs access the raw flash
memory directly, but expose a typical hard drive interface that allows any regular file system to be used
on the memory. FTLs can either be a hardware controller or implemented in software. An FTL translates logical block addresses to raw physical flash addresses, and internally implements a log-structured
file system on the memory [6]. Therefore, like logstructured file systems, FTLs do not provide secure
data deletion. In Section 5 we explain how to modify an FTL to use DNEFS to enable efficient secure
deletion for any file system mounted on it.

Flash Memory. Flash memory is a non-volatile
storage medium consisting of an array of electronic
components that store information [1]. Flash memory has very small mass and volume, does not incur
seek penalties for random access, and requires little
energy to operate. As such, portable devices almost
exclusively use flash memory.
Flash memory is divided into two levels of granularity. The first level is called erase blocks, which
are on the order of 128 KiB [11] in size. Each erase
block is divided into pages, which are on the order
of 2 KiB in size. Erase blocks are the unit of erasure, and pages are the unit of read and write operations [8]. One cannot write data to a flash memory
page unless that page has been previously erased ;
only the erasure operation performed on an erase
block prepares the pages it contains for writing.
Erasing flash memory causes significant physical
wear [22]. Each erasure risks turning an erase block
into a bad block, which cannot store data. Flash
erase blocks tolerate between 104 to 105 erasures before they become bad blocks. To promote a longer
device lifetime, erasures should be evenly levelled
over the erase blocks.

UBI Layer. Unsorted Block Images (UBI) is an
abstraction of MTD, where logical erase blocks are
transparently mapped to physical erase blocks [10].
UBI’s logical mapping implements wear-levelling
and bad block detection, allowing UBI file systems
to ignore these details. UBI also permits the atomic
updating of a logical erase block—the new data is
either entirely available or the old data remains.
2
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super
block, etc

journal

journal is full, it is committed to the main storage
area by logically moving the journal to an empty
location and growing the main storage area to encompass the old journal. An index is used to locate data nodes, and this index is also written to
the storage medium. At its core, UBIFS is a logstructured file system; in-place updates are not performed. As such, UBIFS does not provide guaranteed secure data deletion.
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Figure 1: Erase block relationships among MTD, UBI,
and UBIFS. Different block shades label different areas
of the file system. Empty LEBs are labelled by ε and are
not mapped to a corresponding PEB by UBI. Similarly,
bad PEBs are labelled and not mapped onto by UBI.

Adversarial Model. In this work, we model a
novel kind of attacker that we name the peek-a-boo
attacker. This attacker is more powerful than the
strong coercive attacker considered in other secure
deletion works [27, 30]. A coercive attacker can,
at any time, compromise both the storage medium
containing the data along with any secret keys or
passphrases required to access it. The peek-a-boo
attacker extends the coercive attacker to also allow
the attacker to obtain (“to peek into”) the content of
the storage medium at some point(s) in time prior
to compromising the storage medium.

UBI exposes the following interface: read and
write to a Logical Erase Block (LEB), erase an LEB,
and atomically update the contents of an LEB. UBI
LEBs neither become bad due to wear, nor should
their erasure counts be levelled.
Underlying this interface is an injective partial
mapping from LEBs to physical erase blocks (PEBs),
where PEBs correspond to erase blocks at the MTD
layer. The lower half of Figure 1 illustrates this relationship. Wear monitoring is handled by tracking
the erasures at the PEB level, and a transparent
remapping of LEBs occurs when necessary. Remapping also occurs when bad blocks are detected. Despite remapping, an LEB’s number remains constant, regardless of its corresponding PEB.
Atomic updates occur by invoking UBI’s update
function, passing as parameters the LEB number to
update along with a buffer containing the desired
contents. An unused and empty PEB is selected and
the page-aligned data is then written to it. UBI then
updates the LEB’s mapping to the new PEB, and
the previous PEB is queued for erasure. This erasure
can be done either automatically in the background
or immediately with a blocking system call. If the
atomic update fails at any time—e.g., because of a
power loss—then the mapping is unchanged and the
old PEB is not erased.

Coercive attacks model legal subpoenas that require users to forfeit devices and reveal passwords.
Since the time of the attack is arbitrary and therefore
unpredictable, no extraordinary sanitization procedure can be performed prior to the compromise time.
Since the attacker is given the user’s secret keys,
it is insufficient to simply encrypt the storage media [17]. The peek-a-boo attacker models an attacker who additionally gets temporary read-access
to the medium (e.g., a hidden virus that is forced
to send suicide instructions upon being publicly exposed) and then subsequently performs a coercive
attack. It is roughly analogous to forward secrecy
in the sense that if a secure deletion scheme is resilient to a peek-a-boo attacker, it prevents recovery
of deleted data even if an earlier snapshot of the data
from the storage medium is available to the attacker.
Figure 2 shows a timeline of data storage and an
adversarial attack. We divide time into discrete intervals called purging epochs. At the end of each
purging epoch any data marked for deletion is securely deleted (purged). We assume that purging is
an atomic operation. The lifetime of a piece of data
is then defined as all the purging epochs from the one
when it was written to the one when it was deleted.
We say that data is securely deleted if a peek-a-boo
attacker cannot recover the data when performing
peek and boo attacks in any purging epochs outside
the data’s lifetime.

UBIFS. The UBI file system, UBIFS [14], is designed specifically for UBI, and Figure 1 illustrates
UBIFS’s relationship to UBI and MTD. UBIFS divides file data into fixed-sized data nodes. Each data
node has a header that stores the data’s inode number and its file offset. This inverse index is used by
the garbage collector to determine if the nodes on
an erase block are valid or can be discarded.
UBIFS first writes all data in a journal. When this
3
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We now present our secure deletion solution and
show how it fulfills the listed requirements.
In the spirit of Boneh and Lipton [3], DNEFS
uses encryption to provide secure deletion. It encrypts each individual data node (i.e., the unit of
read/write for the file system) with a different key,
and then manages the storage, use, and purging of
these keys in an efficient and transparent way for
both users and applications. Data nodes are encrypted before being written to the storage medium
and decrypted after being read; this is all done inmemory. The keys are stored in a reserved area of
the file system called the key storage area.
DNEFS works independent of the notion of files;
neither file count/size nor access patterns have any
influence on the size of the key storage area. The encrypted file data stored on the medium is no different
than any reversible encoding applied by the storage
medium (e.g., error-correcting codes) because all legitimate access to the data only observes the unencrypted form. This is not an encrypted file system,
although in Section 5 we explain that it can be easily
extended to one. In our case, encryption is simply
a coding technique that we apply immediately before storage to reduce the number of bits required
to delete a data node from the data node size to the
key size.

time

data’s lifetime

Figure 2: Example timeline for secure deletion. Time
is divided into discrete purging epochs. Data is written
in epoch 2 and deleted in epoch 5, and the data’s lifetime includes all epochs between these. Here, the peek
attack (read access to the entire storage medium) occurs
in epoch 1 and the boo attack (full compromise of the
storage medium and secret keys/passphrases) in epoch
6. More generally, they can occur in any purging epochs
outside the data’s lifetime.

3

DNEFS

In this section we describe our main contribution: a
solution for efficient secure deletion for flash memory. We first list our requirements for secure deletion, and afterwards describe our solution.

3.1

Our Solution

Secure Deletion Requirements

We present four requirements for secure deletion solutions. The solution must be sound, fine-grained,
efficient, and simple.
Soundness requires that the solution ensures guaranteed secure data deletion against a strong attacker; we use the peek-a-boo attacker defined in
Section 2.
Fine-grained requires the solution to securely
delete data, however small. This includes overwritten or truncated files, such as data removed from a
long-lived database.
The solution must be efficient in terms of resource
consumption. For flash memory and portable devices, the relevant resources are battery consumption, computation time, storage space, and device
lifetime, i.e., minimizing and levelling wear.
Finally, simplicity requires that the solution can
be easily implemented as part of existing systems.
For our purposes, this means that adding secure
deletion to existing file systems must be straightforward. We want to minimize the necessary changes
to the existing code and isolate the majority of the
implementation in new functions and separate data
structures. We want the change to be easily audited and analyzed by security-minded professionals.
Moreover, we must not remove or limit any existing
feature of the underlying file system.

Key Storage Area. Our solution uses a small migrating set of erase blocks to store all the data nodes’
keys—this set is called the Key Storage Area (KSA).
The KSA is managed separately from the rest of the
file system. In particular, it does not behave like a
log-structured file system: when a KSA erase block
is updated, its contents are written to a new erase
block, the logical reference to the KSA block is updated, and the previous version of the KSA erase
block is then erased. Thus, except while updating,
only one copy of the data in the KSA is available on
the storage medium. Our solution therefore requires
that the file system or flash controller that it modifies can logically reference the KSA’s erase blocks
and erase old KSA erase blocks promptly after writing a new version.
Each data node’s header stores the logical KSA
position that contains its decryption key. The erase
blocks in the KSA are periodically erased to securely
delete any keys that decrypt deleted data. When the
file system no longer needs a data node—i.e, it is
removed or updated—we mark the data node’s corresponding key in the KSA as deleted. This solution
is independent of the notion of files; keys are marked
4
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position. The new version of the block is then written to an arbitrary empty erase block on the storage
medium. After completion, all erase blocks containing old versions of the logical KSA erase block are
erased, thus securely deleting the unused and deleted
keys along with the data nodes they encrypt.
The security of our system necessitates that the
storage medium can be properly instructed to erase
an erase block. Therefore, for flash memory, DNEFS
must be implemented either into the logic of a file
system that provides access to the raw flash memory
(e.g., UBIFS) or into the logic of the flash controller
(e.g., solid state drive). As Swanson et al. [36] observe, any implementation of secure deletion on top
of an opaque flash controller cannot guarantee deletion, as its interface for erase block erasure is not
security focused and may neglect to delete internally
created copies of data due to wear levelling. Our use
of UBI bypasses obfuscating controllers and allows
direct access to the flash memory.
By only requiring the secure deletion of small
densely-packed keys, DNEFS securely deletes all the
storage medium’s deleted data while only erasing a
small number of KSA erase blocks. Thus, encryption
is used to reduce the number of erasures required to
achieve secure deletion. This comes at the cost of assuming a computationally-bounded adversary—an
information-theoretic adversary could decrypt the
encrypted file data. We replace unused keys with
new random data to thwart the peek-a-boo attacker:
keys are discarded if they are not used to store data
in the same deletion epoch as they are generated.
While DNEFS is designed to batch deleted data
nodes, thus erasing fewer erase blocks per deleted
data node, there is no technical reason that prohibits
immediate secure deletion. In particular, files can be
marked as sensitive [2] so that purging is triggered
whenever a data node for such a file is deleted, resulting in one erase block erasure. Purging can also
be triggered by an application, for example after it
clears its cache.
If a KSA erase block becomes a bad block while
erasing it, it is possible that its contents will remain
readable on the storage medium without the ability
to remove them [21]. In this case, it is necessary
to re-encrypt any data node whose encryption key
remains available and to force the garbage collection
of those erase blocks on which the data nodes reside.

as deleted whenever a data node is discarded. A key
remains marked as deleted until it is removed from
the storage medium and its location is replaced with
fresh, unused random data, which is then marked as
unused.
KSA

main storage
(3) associate key

k1

k2

k3
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...

k4

Ek (DN 1)
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Ek (DN 2)
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Ek (DN 3)
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3

(2) write data
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(1) encrypt

(a) DNEFS write operation
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Ek (DN 1)
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Ek (DN 3)
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3

(1) read encrypted data and key position
(3) decrypt and return data

DN1

(b) DNEFS read operation

Figure 3: (a) writing a new data node DN3 : DN3 is first
encrypted with an unused key k3 and then written to an
empty position in the main storage. A reference to the
key’s position in the KSA is stored alongside Ek3 (DN3 ).
(b) reading a data node DN1 : Ek1 (DN1 ) is first read
from the storage medium along with a reference to its
key k1 in the KSA. The key is then read and used to
decrypt and return DN1 .
When a new data node is written to the storage
medium, an unused key is selected from the KSA
and its position is stored in the data node’s header.
DNEFS does this seamlessly, so applications are unaware that their data is being encrypted. Figure 3
illustrates DNEFS’s write and read algorithms.
Purging. Purging is a periodic procedure that securely deletes keys from the KSA. Purging proceeds
iteratively over each of the KSA’s erase blocks: a
new version of the erase block is prepared where the
used keys remain in the same position and all other
keys (i.e., unused and deleted keys) are replaced
with fresh, unused, cryptographically-appropriate
random data from a source of hardware randomness. Such random data is inexpensive and easy to
generate, even for resource-constrained devices [38].
Fresh random data is then assigned to new keys as
needed. We keep used keys logically-fixed because
their corresponding data node has already stored—
immutably until an erasure operation—its logical

Key State Map. The key state map is an inmemory map that maps key positions to key states
{unused, used, deleted }. Unused keys can be assigned and then marked as used. Used keys are keys
that encrypt some valid data node, so they must be
5
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key state map
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next
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key
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0
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flash memory. We require only that the file system
also determines the key location for the data node
in the index, and so the state of each key position
can be generated by marking these key locations as
used and assuming all other locations are deleted.
We define a correct key state map as one that has
(with high probability) the following three properties: (1) every unused key must not decrypt any
data node—either valid or invalid, (2) every used
key must have exactly one data node it can decrypt
and this data node must be referred to by the index,
and (3) every deleted key must not decrypt any data
node that is referred to by the index. Observe that
an unused key that is marked as deleted will still result in a correct key state map, as it affects neither
the security of deleted data nor the availability of
used data.
The operation of purging performed on a correct key state map guarantees DNEFS’s soundness:
purging securely deletes any key in the KSA marked
as deleted; afterwards, every key decrypts at most
one valid data node, and every data node referred to
by the index can be decrypted. While the encrypted
version of the deleted data node still resides in flash
memory, our adversary is thereafter unable to obtain the key required to decrypt and thus read the
data. A correct key state map also guarantees the
integrity of our data during purging, because no key
that is used to decrypt valid data will be removed.
We define DNEFS’s purging epoch’s duration
(Section 2) as the time between two consecutive
purging operations. When a data node is written, it
is assigned a key that is currently marked as unused
in the current purging epoch. The purging operation’s execution at the purging epochs’ boundaries
ensures that all keys currently marked as unused
were not available in any previous purging epoch.
Therefore, a peek or boo attack that occurs in any
prior purging epoch reveals neither the encrypted
data node nor its encryption key. When data is
deleted, its encryption key is marked as deleted in
the current purging epoch. Purging’s execution before the next purging epoch guarantees that key
marked as deleted in one epoch is unavailable in the
KSA in the next epoch. Therefore, a peek or boo
attack that occurs in any later purging epoch may
reveal the encrypted data node but not the key. A
computationally-bounded peek-a-boo attacker is unable to decrypt the data node, ensuring that the data
is not recoverable and therefore securely deleted.
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(a) state before purging keys
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(b) state after purging keys
Figure 4: Example of a key state map, key storage area,
and main storage area during a purging operation. (a)
shows the state before and (b) shows the state after
purging. Some keys are replaced with new values after purging, corresponding to data nodes that were unused or deleted. The table of data nodes illustrate a
log-structured file system, where newer versions of data
nodes for the same file/offset invalidate older versions.

preserved to ensure availability of the file system’s
data. Deleted keys are keys used to encrypt deleted
data—i.e., data nodes that are no longer referenced
by the index—and should be purged from the system to achieve secure deletion. Figure 4 shows an
example key state map and a KSA before and after
a purging operation: unused and deleted keys are
replaced with new values and used keys remain on
the storage medium.
While mounting, the key state map must be correctly constructed; the procedure for this depends on
the file system in which it is integrated. However,
log-structured file systems are capable of generating
a file system index data structure that maps data
nodes to their (most recently written) location in

Conclusion. DNEFS provides guaranteed secure
deletion against a computationally-bounded peek-aboo attacker. When an encryption key is securely
6
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deleted, the data it encrypted is then inaccessible,
even to the user. All invalid data nodes have their
corresponding encryption keys securely deleted during the next purging operation. Purging occurs periodically, so during normal operation the deletion
latency for all data is bounded by this period. Neither the key nor the data node is available in any
purging epoch prior to the one in which it is written, preventing any early peek attacks from obtaining this information.

4

because erase blocks assigned to the KSA see more
frequent erasure; a fixed physical assignment would
therefore present wear-levelling concerns.

4.2

UBIFSec is a version of UBIFS that is extended
to use DNEFS to provide secure data deletion.
UBIFS’s data nodes have a size of 4096 bytes, and
our solution assigns each of them a distinct 128bit AES key. AES keys are used in counter mode,
which turns AES into a semantically-secure stream
cipher [20]. Since each key is only ever used to
encrypt a single block of data, we can safely omit
the generation and storage of initialization vectors
(IVs) and simply start the counter at zero. Therefore, our solution requires about 0.4% of the storage medium’s capacity for the KSA, although there
exists a tradeoff between KSA size and data node
granularity, which we discuss in Section 4.3.

UBIFSec

We now describe UBIFSec: our instantiation of
DNEFS for the UBIFS file system. We first give
an overview of the aspects of UBIFS relevant for integrating our solution. We then describe UBIFSec
and conclude with an experimental validation.

4.1

UBIFSec Design

UBIFS

Key Storage Area. The KSA is comprised of a
set of LEBs that store random data used as encryption keys. When the file system is created,
cryptographically-suitable random data is written
from a hardware source of randomness to each of the
KSA’s LEBs and all the keys are marked as unused.
Purging writes new versions of the KSA LEBs using UBI’s atomic update feature; immediately after,
ubi_flush is called to ensure all PEBs containing
old versions of the LEB are synchronously erased
and the purged keys are inaccessible. This flush
feature ensures that any copies of LEBs made as
a result of internal wear-levelling are also securely
deleted. Figure 5 shows the LEBs and PEBs during
a purging operation; KSA block 3 temporarily has
two versions stored on the storage medium.

UBIFS is a log-structured flash file system, where
all file system updates occur out of place. UBIFS
uses an index to determine which version of data is
the most recent. This index is called the Tree Node
Cache (TNC), and it is stored both in volatile memory and on the storage medium. The TNC is a B+
search tree [7] that has a small entry for every data
node in the file system. When data is appended to
the journal, UBIFS updates the TNC to reference its
location. UBIFS implements truncations and deletions by appending special non-data nodes to the
journal. When the TNC processes these nodes, it
finds the range of TNC entries that correspond to
the truncated or deleted data nodes and removes
them from the tree.
UBIFS uses a commit and replay mechanism to
ensure that the file system can be mounted after an
unsafe unmounting without scanning the entire device. Commit periodically writes the current TNC
to the storage medium, and starts a new empty journal. Replay loads the most recently-stored TNC into
memory and chronologically processes the journal
entries to update the stale TNC, thus returning the
TNC to the state immediately before unmounting.
UBIFS accesses flash memory through UBI’s logical interface, which provides two features useful for
our purposes. First, UBI allows updates to KSA
erase blocks (called KSA LEB’s in the context of
UBIFSec) using its atomic update feature; after
purging, all used keys remain in the same logical position, so references to KSA positions remain valid
after purging. Second, UBI handles wear-levelling
for all the PEBs, including the KSA. This is useful

Key State Map. The key state map (Section 3.2)
stores the key positions that are unused, used, and
deleted. The correctness of the key state map is
critical in ensuring the soundness of secure deletion
and data integrity. We now describe how the key
state map is created and stored in UBIFSec. As an
invariant, we require that UBIFSec’s key state map
is always correct before and after executing a purge.
This restriction—instead of requiring correctness at
all times after mounting—is to allow writing new
data during a purging operation, and to account for
the time between marking a key as used and writing
the data it encrypts onto the storage medium.
The key state map is stored, used, and updated
in volatile memory. Initially, the key state map of a
freshly-formatted UBIFSec file system is correct as it
7
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Figure 5: Erase block relationships among MTD, UBI, and UBIFSec, showing the new regions added by UBIFSec
(cf. Figure 1). In this example, a purging operation is ongoing—the first three KSA LEBs have been updated and
the remaining LEBs still have their old value. In the MTD layer, an old version of KSA 3 is temporarily available.

power), we now show that our invariant holds regardless of the condition of unmounting. Purging
consists of atomically updating each LEB containing deleted keys and afterwards writing a new checkpoint. UBI’s atomic update feature ensures that any
failure before completing the update is equivalent
to failing immediately before beginning. Therefore,
the following is the complete list of possible failure
points: before the first purge, between some purges,
after all the purges but before the checkpoint, during the checkpoint, or after the checkpoint but before
finishing other UBIFS commit actions.
First, failure can occur before purging the first
LEB, which means the KSA is unchanged. When
remounting the device, the loaded checkpoint is updated with the replay data, thereby constructing the
exact key state map before purging—taken as correct by assumption.
Second, failure can occur after purging one, several, or indeed all of the KSA’s LEBs. When remounting the device, the loaded checkpoint merged
with the replay data reflects the state before the first
purge, so some purged LEBs contain new unused
data while the key state map claims it is a deleted
key. As these are cryptographically-suitable random
values, with high probability they cannot successfully decrypt any existing valid data node.
Third, failure can occur while writing to the checkpoint LEB. When the checkpoint is written using
atomic updates, then failing during the operation
is equivalent to failing before it begins (cf. previous case). Incomplete checkpoints are detected and
so the previous valid checkpoint is loaded instead.
After replaying all the nodes, the key state map is
equal to its state immediately before purging the
KSA. This means that all entries marked as deleted
are actually unused entries, so the invariant holds.

consists of no data nodes, and every key is fresh random data that is marked as unused. While mounted,
UBIFSec performs appropriate key management to
ensure that the key state map is always correct when
new data is written, deleted, etc. We now show that
we can always create a correct key state map when
mounting an arbitrary UBIFSec file system.
The key state map is built from a periodic checkpoint combined with a replay of the most recent
changes while mounting. We checkpoint the current
key state map to the storage medium whenever the
KSA is purged. After a purge, every key is either
unused or used, and so a checkpoint of this map can
be stored using one bit per key—less than 1% of the
KSA’s size—which is then compressed. A special
LEB is used to store checkpoints, where each new
checkpoint is appended; when the erase block is full
then the next checkpoint is written at the beginning
using an atomic update.
The checkpoint is correct when it is written to the
storage medium, and therefore it is correct when it is
loaded during mounting if no other changes occurred
to the file system. If the file system changed after
committing and before unmounting, then UBIFS’s
replay mechanism is used to generate the correct
key state map: first the checkpoint is loaded, then
the replay entries are simulated. Therefore, we always perform purging during regular UBIFS commits; the nodes that are replayed for UBIFS are exactly the ones that must be replayed for UBIFSec.
If the stored checkpoint gets corrupted, then a full
scan of the valid data nodes rebuilds the correct key
state map. A consistency check for the file system
also confirms the correctness of the key state map
with a full scan.
As it is possible for the storage medium to fail
during the commit operation (e.g., due to a loss of
8
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Old ckpt
value
unused
unused
unused
used
used
used

Replay’s
effect
nothing
mark used
mark deleted
nothing
mark used
mark deleted

Ckpt
value
unused
used
unused
used
used
unused

Value after
recovery
unused
used
deleted
used
used
deleted

Cause

Key’s state

no event
key assigned
key assigned, deleted
no event
cannot occur
key deleted

correct
correct
correct
correct
correct
correct

Table 1: Consequences of replaying false information during committing.
sured using a simulator, and the increase in time
is measured on a Google Nexus One smartphone
by instrumenting the source code of UBIFS and
UBIFSec to measure the time it takes to perform basic file system operations. We further collected timing measurements from the same smartphone running YAFFS: the flash file system currently used on
Android phones.

Finally, failure can occur after successfully purging the KSA and checkpointing the key state map,
but before completing the regular UBIFS commit.
In this case, the current key state map correctly reflects the contents of the KSA. When mounting, the
replay mechanism incorrectly updates it with the
journal entries of the previous iteration. Table 1
shows the full space of possibilities when replaying
old changes on the post-purged checkpoint. It shows
that it is only possible for an unused key to be erroneously marked as deleted, which still results in a
correct key state map.
In summary, the correctness of the key state map
before and after a purge is invariant, regardless of
when or how the file system was unmounted. This
ensures secure deletion’s soundness as well as the
integrity of the valid data on the storage medium.

Android Implementation. To test the feasibility of our solution on mobile devices, we ported
UBIFSec to the Android OS. The Android OS is
based on the Linux kernel and it was straightforwards to add support for UBIFS. The source code
was already available and we simply applied our
patch and configured the kernel compiler to include
the UBI device and the UBIFS file system.

Summary. UBIFSec instantiates DNEFS for
UBIFS, and so it provides efficient fine-grained guaranteed secure deletion. UBIFSec is efficient in storage space: the overhead for keys is fixed and it needs
less than one percent of the total storage medium’s
capacity. The periodic checkpointing of UBIFSec’s
key state map ensures that UBIFS’s mounting time
is not significantly affected by our approach.
Our implementation of UBIFSec is available as a
Linux kernel patch for version 3.2.1 [37]. As of the
time of writing, we are in the process of integrating
UBIFSec into the standard UBIFS distribution.

4.3

Wear Analysis. We measured UBIFSec’s wear on
the flash memory in two ways: the number of erase
cycles that occur on the storage medium, and the
distribution of erasures over the erase blocks. To reduce the wear, it is desirable to minimize the number
of erasures that are performed, and to evenly spread
the erasures over the storage medium’s erase blocks.
We instrumented both UBIFS and UBIFSec to
measure PEB erasure frequency during use. We varied UBIFSec’s purging frequency and computed the
resulting erase block allocation rate. This was done
by using a low-level control (ioctl) to force UBIFS
to perform a commit. We also measured the expected number of deleted keys and updated KSA
LEBs during purging operation.
We simulated the UBI storage medium based on
Nexus One specifications [11]. We varied the period
between UBIFSec’s purging operation, i.e., the duration of a purging epoch: one of 1, 5, 15, 30, and
60 minutes. We used a discrete event simulator to
write files based on the writing behaviour collected
from an Android mobile phone [32]. Writing was
performed until the file system began garbage collection; thenceforth we took measurements for a week

Experimental Validation

We have patched an Android Nexus One smart
phone’s Linux kernel to include UBIFSec and modified the phone to use it as the primary data partition.
In this section, we describe experiments with our implementation on both the Android mobile phone and
on a simulator.
Our experiments measure our solution’s cost: additional battery consumption, wear on the flash
memory, and time required to perform file operations. The increase in flash memory wear is mea9
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Purge
period
Stardard UBIFS
60 minutes
30 minutes
15 minutes
5 minutes
1 minute

PEB erasures
per hour
21.3 ± 3.0
26.4 ± 1.5
34.9 ± 3.8
40.1 ± 3.6
68.5 ± 4.4
158.6 ± 11.5

Updates per
KSA purge
6.8 ± 0.5
5.1 ± 0.6
3.7 ± 0.4
2.6 ± 0.1
1.0 ± 0.1

KSA updates
per hour
6.8 ± 0.5
9.7 ± 2.0
14.9 ± 1.6
30.8 ± 0.7
61.4 ± 4.6

Deleted keys
per purged LEB
64.2 ± 9.6
50.3 ± 9.5
36.3 ± 8.2
22.1 ± 4.3
14.1 ± 4.4

Wear
ineq (%)
16.6 ± 0.5
17.9 ± 0.2
17.8 ± 0.3
19.0 ± 0.3
19.2 ± 0.5
20.0 ± 0.2

Lifetime
(years)
841
679
512
447
262
113

Table 2: Wear analysis for our modified UBIFS file system. The expected lifetime is based on the Google Nexus One
phone’s data partition, which has 1571 erase blocks with a (conservative) lifetime estimate of 104 erasures.
The expected number of keys deleted per purged
KSA LEB decreases sublinearly with the purging period and linearly with the number of purged LEBs.
This is because a smaller interval results in fewer expected deletions per interval and fewer deleted keys.
Finally, UBIFSec affects wear-levelling slightly,
but not significantly. The unfairness increases with
the purging frequency, likely because the set of unallocated PEBs is smaller than the set of allocated
PEBs; very frequent updates will cause unallocated
PEBs to suffer more erasures. However, the effect
is slight. It is certainly the case that the additional
block erasures are, for the most part, evenly spread
over the device.

of simulated time. We averaged the results from four
attempts and computed 95% confidence intervals.
To determine if our solution negatively impacts
UBI’s wear levelling, we performed the following experiment. Each time UBI unmaps an LEB from
a PEB (thus resulting in an erasure) or atomically
updates an LEB (also resulting in an erasure), we
logged the erased PEB’s number. From this data,
we then compute the PEBs’ erasure distribution.
To quantify the success of wear-levelling, we use
the Hoover economic wealth inequality indicator—a
metric that is independent of the storage medium
size and erasure frequency. This metric comes
from economics, where it quantifies the unfairness
of wealth distributions. It is the simplest measure,
corresponding to an appropriately normalized sum
of the difference of each measurement to the mean.
For our purposes, it is the fraction of erasures that
must be reassigned to other erase blocks to obtain
completely even wear. 
Assuming the observations
n
are c1 , . . . , cn
, and C = i=1 ci , then the inequality
n
ci
1
1
measure is 2 i=1  C − n .
Table 2 presents the results of our experiment. We
see that the rate of block allocations increases as
the purging period decreases, with 15 minutes providing a palatable tradeoff between additional wear
and timeliness of deletion. The KSA’s update rate
is computed as the product of the purging frequency
and the average number of KSA LEBs that are updated during a purge. As such, it does not include
the additional costs of executing UBIFS commit,
which is captured by the disparity in the block allocations per hour. We see that when committing
each minute, the additional overhead of committing
compared to the updates of KSA blocks becomes significant. While we integrated purging with commit
to simplify the implementation, it is possible to separate these operations. Instead, UBIFSec can add
purging start and finish nodes as regular (non-data)
journal entries. The replay mechanism is then extended to correctly update the key state map while
processing these purging nodes.

Throughput and Battery Analysis A natural
concern is that UBIFSec might introduce significant costs that discourage its use. We therefore
experimentally evaluated the read/write throughput, battery consumption, and computation time of
UBIFSec’s Android implementation (Linux version
2.6.35.7) on a Google Nexus One mobile phone. We
compare measurements taken for both Android’s default file system (YAFFS) and for the standard version of UBIFS.
To measure battery consumption over time, we
disabled the operating system’s suspension ability,
thus allowing computations to occur continuously
and indefinitely. This has the unfortunate consequence of maintaining power to the screen of the
mobile phone. We first determined the power consumption of the device while remaining idle over the
course of two hours starting with an 80% charged
battery with a total capacity of 1366 mAh. The result was nearly constant at 121 mA. We subtract this
value from all other power consumption measures.
To measure read throughput and battery use, we
repeatedly read a large (85 MiB) file; we mounted
the drive as read-only and remounted it after each
read to ensure that all read caches were cleared.
We read the file using dd, directing the output to
/dev/null and recorded the observed throughput.
10
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We began each experiment with an 80% charged
battery and ran it for 10 minutes observing constant behaviour. Table 3 presents the results for
this experiment. For all filesystems, the additional
battery consumption was constant: 39 mA, about
one-third of the idle cost. The throughput achieved
with that power varied, and so along with our results we compute the amount of data that can be
read using 13.7 mAh—1% of the Nexus One’s battery. The write throughput and battery consumption was measured by using dd to copy data from
/dev/zero to a file on the flash file system. Compression was disabled for UBIFS for comparison with
YAFFS. When the device was full, the throughput
was recorded. We immediately started dd to write
to the same file, which begins by overwriting it and
thus measuring the battery consumption and reduction in throughput imposed by erase block erasure
concomitant with writes.
We observe that the use of UBIFSec reduces the
throughput for both read and write operations when
compared to UBIFS. Some decrease is expected, as
the encryption keys must be read from flash while
reading and writing. To check if the encryption operations also induce delay, we performed these experiments with a modified UBIFSec that immediately returned zeroed memory when asked to read
a key, but otherwise performed all cryptographic
operations correctly. The resulting throughput for
read and write was identical to UBIFS, suggesting
that (for multiple reads) cryptographic operations
are easily pipelined into the relatively slower flash
memory read/write operations.
Some key caching optimizations can be added to
UBIFSec to improve the throughput. Whenever a
page of flash memory is read, the entire page can be
cached at no additional read cost, allowing efficient
sequential access to keys, e.g., for a large file. Longterm use of the file system may reduce its efficiency
as gaps between used and unused keys result in new
files not being assigned sequential keys. Improved
KSA organization can help retain this efficiency.
Write throughput, alternatively, is easily improved with caching. The sequence of keys for data
written in the next purging epoch is known at purging time when all these keys are randomly generated
and written to the KSA. By using a heuristic on the
expected number of keys assigned during a purging
epoch, the keys for new data can be kept in memory as well as written to the KSA. Whenever a key
is needed, it is taken and removed from this cache
while there are still keys available.
Caching keys in memory opens UBIFSec to attacks. We ensure that all memory buffers contain-

Read rate (MiB/s)
Power usage (mA)
GiB read per %
Write rate (MiB/s)
Power usage (mA)
GiB written per %

YAFFS
4.4
39
5.4
2.4
30
3.8

UBIFS
3.9
39
4.8
2.1
46
2.2

UBIFSec
3.0
39
3.7
1.7
41
2.0

Table 3: I/O throughput and battery consumption for
YAFFS, UBIFS, and UBIFSec.
ing keys are overwritten when the key is no longer
needed during normal decryption and encryption operations. Caches contain keys for a longer time
but are cleared during a purging operation to ensure deleted keys never outlive their deletion purging
epoch. Applications storing sensitive data in volatile
memory may remain after the data’s deletion and so
secure memory deallocation should be provided by
the operating system to ensure its unavailability [5].
Timing Analysis. We timed the following file
system functions: mounting/unmounting the file
system and writing/reading a page. Additionally, we timed the following functions specific to
UBIFSec: allocation of the cryptographic context,
reading the encryption key, performing an encryption/decryption, and purging a KSA LEB. We collected dozens of measurements for purging, mounting and unmounting, and hundreds of measurements
for the other operations (i.e., reading and writing).
We controlled the delay caused by our instrumentation by repeating the experiments instead of executing nested measurements, i.e., we timed encryption
and writing to a block in separate experiments.
We mounted a partition of the Android’s flash
memory first as a standard UBIFS file system and
then as UBIFSec file system. We executed a sequence of file I/O operations on the file system. We
collected the resulting times and present the 80th
percentile measurements in Table 4. Because of
UBIFS’s implementation details, the timing results
for reading data nodes contain also the time required
to read relevant TNC pages (if they are not currently
cached) from the storage medium, which is reflected
in the increased delay. Because the data node size
for YAFFS is half that of UBIFS, we also doubled
the read/write measurements for YAFFS for comparison. Finally, the mounting time for YAFFS is
for mounting after a safe unmount—for an unsafe
unmount, YAFFS requires a full device scan, which
takes several orders of magnitude longer.
The results show an increase in the time required
for each of the operations. Mounting and unmount11
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File system
operation
mount
unmount
read data node
write data node
prepare cipher
read key
encrypt
decrypt
purge one block

80th percentile execution time (ms)
YAFFS UBIFS
UBIFSec
43
179
236
44
0.55
0.67
0.92
2.8
4.0
1.1
1.3
2.5
0.05
0.38
0.91
0.94
21.2

Data node size
(flash pages)
1
8
64
512
4096

KSA size
(EBs per GiB)
64
8
1
0.125
0.016

Copy cost
(EBs)
0
0.11
0.98
63.98
511.98

Table 5: Data node granularity tradeoffs assuming 64
2-KiB pages per erase block.

Table 4: Timing results for various file system functionality on an android mobile phone.

then one of the following is true: (i) the cipher is used
in an ECB-like mode, resulting in a system that is
not semantically secure, (ii) the cipher is used in a
CBC-like mode where all file modifications require
re-encryption of the remainder of the file, (iii) the
cipher is used in a CBC-like mode with periodic IVs
to facilitate efficient modification, (iv) the cipher is
used in counter mode, resulting in all file modifications requiring rewriting the entire file using a new
IV to avoid the two-time pad problem [20], or (v)
the cipher is used in counter mode with periodic IVs
to facilitate efficient modifications.
We observe the that first option is inadequate as a
lack of semantic security means that some information about the securely deleted data is still available.
The second and fourth options are special cases of
the third and fifth options respectively, where the IV
granularity is one per file and file modifications are
woefully inefficient. Thus, a tradeoff exists between
the storage costs of IVs and additional computation
for modifications. As the IV granularity decreases to
the data node size, the extra storage cost required
for IVs is equal to the KSA storage cost for DNEFS’s
one key per data node, and the modification cost is
simply that of the single data node.
We emphasize that a scheme where IVs were not
stored but instead deterministically computed, e.g.,
using the file offset, would inhibit secure deletion: so
long as the file’s encryption key and previous version
of the data node were available, the adversary could
compute the IV and decrypt the data. Therefore, all
IVs for such schemes must be randomly generated,
stored, and securely deleted.
Table 5 compares the encryption granularity trade
off for a flash drive with 64 2-KiB pages per erase
block. To compare DNEFS with schemes that encrypt each file separately, simply consider the data
node size as equal to the IV granularity or the expected size file size. The KSA size, measured in
erase blocks per GiB of storage space, is the amount
of storage required for IVs and keys, and is the worst
case number of erase blocks that must be erased
during each purging operation. The copy cost, also

ing the storage medium continues to take a fraction of a second. Reading and writing to a data
node increases by a little more than a millisecond,
an expected result that reflects the time it takes to
read the encryption key from the storage medium
and encrypt the data. We also tested for noticeable delay by watching a movie in real time from a
UBIFSec-formatted Android phone running the Android OS: the video was 512x288 Windows Media
Video 9 DMO; the audio was 96.0 kbit DivX audio v2. The video and audio played as expected
on the phone; no observable latency, jitter, or stutter was observed during playback while background
processes ran normally.
Each atomic update of an erase block takes about
22 milliseconds. This means that if every KSA LEB
is updated, the entire data partition of the Nexus
One phone can be purged in less than a fifth of a
second. The cost to purge a device grows with its
storage medium’s size. The erasure cost for purging
can be reduced in a variety of ways: increasing the
data node size to use fewer keys, increasing the duration of a purging epoch, or improving the KSA’s organization and key assignment strategy to minimize
the number of KSA LEBs that contain deleted keys.
The last technique works alongside lazy on-demand
purging of KSA LEBs that contain no deleted keys,
i.e., only used and unused keys.
Granularity Tradeoff Our solution encrypts
each data node with a separate key allowing efficient secure deletion of data from long-lived files,
e.g., databases. Other related work instead encrypts
each file with a unique key, allowing secure deletion
only at the granularity of an entire file [19]. This is
well suited for media files, such as digital audio and
photographs, which are usually created, read, and
deleted in their entirety. However, if the encrypted
file should permit random access and modification,
12
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is trivial to iterate over the entries to mark the corresponding keys as used. The unmarked positions
are then purged to contain new data. The FTL
must also generate cryptographically-secure random
data (e.g., with an accelerometer [38]) or be able
to receive it from the host. Finally, the file system mounted on the FTL must issue TRIM commands [16] when a sector is deleted, as only the file
system has the semantic context to know when a
sector is deleted.

measured in erase blocks, is the amount of data that
must be re-written to the flash storage medium due
to a data node modification that affects only one
page of flash memory. For example, with a data
node size of 1024 KiB and a page size of 2 KiB, the
copy cost for a small change to the data node is 1022
KiB. This is measured in erase blocks because the
additional writes, once filling an entire erase block,
result in an additional erase block erasure, otherwise
unnecessary with a smaller data node size.
As we observed earlier, reducing the number of
keys required to be read from flash per byte of data
improves read and write throughput. From these
definitions, along with basic geometry of the flash
drive, it is easy to compute the values presented in
Table 5. When deploying DNEFS, the administrator can choose a data node size by optimizing for
the costs given how frequently small erasures and
complete purges are executed.

5

Purging Policies. Purging is currently performed
after a user-controlled period of time and before unmounting the device. More elaborate policies are
definable, where purging occurs once a threshold of
deleted keys is passed, ensuring that the amount of
exposable data is limited, so the deletion of many
files would thus act as a trigger for purging. A lowlevel control allows user-level applications to trigger
a purge, such as an email application that purges
the file system after clearing the cache. We can alternatively use a new extended attribute to act a
trigger: whenever any data node belonging to a sensitive file is deleted, then DNEFS triggers an immediate purge. This allows users to have confidence
that most files are periodically deleted, while sensitive files are promptly deleted.

Extensions and Optimizations

Compatibility with FTLs. The most widelydeployed interface for flash memory is the Flash
Translation Layer (FTL) [1], which maps logical
block device sectors (e.g., a hard drive) to physical flash addresses. While FTLs vary in implementation, many of which are not publicly available, in
principle DNEFS can be integrated with FTLs in the
following way. All file-system data is encrypted before being written to flash, and decrypted whenever
it is read. A key storage area is reserved on the flash
memory to store keys, and key positions are assigned
to data. The FTL’s in-memory logical remapping
of sectors to flash addresses must store alongside a
reference to a key location. The FTL mechanism
that rebuilds its logical sector to address mapping
must also rebuild the corresponding key location.
Key locations consist of a logical KSA erase block
number and the actual offset inside the erase block.
Logically-referenced KSA erase blocks are managed
by storing metadata in the final page of each KSA
erase block. This page is written immediately after
successfully writing the KSA block and stores the
following information: the logical KSA number so
that key references need not be updated after purging, and an epoch number so that the most recent
version of the KSA block is known. With this information, the FTL is able to replicate the features of
UBI that DNEFS requires.
Generating a correct key state map when mounting is tied to the internal logic of the FTL. Assuming
that the map of logical to physical addresses along
with the key positions is correctly created, then it

Securely Deleting Swap. A concern for secure
deletion is to securely delete any copies of data made
by the operating system. Data that is quite large
may be written to a swap file—which may be on the
same file system or on a special cache partition. We
leave as future work to integrate our solution to a
secure deleting cache. (There exist encrypted swap
partitions [31], but not one that securely deletes the
memory when it is deallocated.) We expect it to
be simple to design, as cache data does not need to
persist if power is lost; an encryption-based approach
can keep all the keys in volatile memory and delete
them immediately when they are no longer needed.
Encrypted File System. Our design can be trivially extended to offer a passphrase-protected encrypted file system: we simply encrypt the KSA
whenever we write random data, and derive the
decryption key from a provided passphrase when
mounting.
Since, with high probability, each
randomly-generated key in the KSA is unique, we
can use a block cipher in ECB mode to allow
rapid decryption of randomly accessed offsets without storing additional initialization vectors [20].
Encrypted storage media are already quite popular, as they provide confidentiality of stored data
13
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against computationally-bounded non-coercive attackers, e.g., thieves, provided the master secret is
unavailable in volatile memory when the attack occurs [13]. It is therefore important to offer our encrypted file system design to avoid users doublyencrypting their data: first as an encrypted file system and then for secure deletion.

6

trusted third party. Each message is given an expiration time at creation, and an appropriate key
is generated accordingly. The Ephemerizer stores
the keys and provides them when necessary to the
communicating parties using one-time session keys.
When the expiration time passes, it deletes any material required to create the key, thus ensuring secure deletion of the past messages. Perlman’s work
is a protocol using secure deletion as an assumed
primitive offered by the storage medium. Indeed, if
this approach is implemented on a flash-based smart
card, DNEFS can be used to implement it.
Reardon et al. [32] have shown how to securely
delete data from log-structured file systems from
user-space—that is, without modifying the hardware
or the file system—provided that the user can access the flash directly and is not subjected to disk
quota limitations. Their proposal is to fill the storage medium to capacity to ensure that no wasted
space remains on the storage medium, thus ensuring
the secure deletion of data. This is a costly approach
in terms of flash memory wear and execution time,
but from user-space it is the only solution possible.
They also showed that occupying a large segment of
the storage medium with unneeded data improves
the expected time deleted data remains on the storage medium, and reduces the amount of space that
needs to be filled to guarantee deletion.
Swanson et al. [36] considered verifiable sanitization for solid state drives—flash memory accessed
through an opaque FTL. They observed that the
manufacturers of the controller are unreliable even
when implementing their own advertised sanitization procedure, and that the use of cryptography
is insufficient when the ultimate storage location of
the cryptographic key cannot be determined from
the logical address provided by the FTL. They propose a technique for static sanitization of the entire
flash memory—that is, all the storage medium’s contained information is securely removed. It works by
originally encrypting all the data on the drive before being written. When a sanitize command is issued, first the memory containing the keys is erased,
and then every page on the device is written and
erased. Our solution focuses on the more typical case
of a user wanting to securely delete some sensitive
data from their storage media but not wanting to
completely remove all data available on the device.
Our solution requires access to the raw flash, or a
security-aware abstraction such as UBI that offers
the ubi_flush() function to synchronously remove
all previous versions (including copies) of a particular LEB number.
Wei et al. [39] have considered secure deletion on

Related Work

Secure deletion for magnetic media is a wellresearched area. Various solutions exist at different levels of system integration. User-level solutions
such as shred [29] open a file and overwrite its entire content with insensitive data. This requires that
the file system performs in-place updates, otherwise
old data still remains. As such, these solutions are
inappropriate for flash memory.
Kernel-level secure deletion has been designed and
implemented for various popular block-structured
file systems [2, 17]. These solutions typically change
the file system so that whenever a block is discarded,
its content is first sanitized before it is added to the
list of free blocks. This ensures that even if a file is
truncated or the user forgets to use a secure deletion
tool, the data is still sanitized. It is also beneficial
for journalled file systems where in-place updates do
not immediately occur, so overwriting a file may not
actually overwrite the original content. The sanitization of discarded blocks still requires in-place updates, and is therefore inapplicable to flash memory.
The use of encryption to delete data was originally
proposed by Boneh and Lipton [3], where they used
the convenience of deleting small encryption keys to
computationally-delete data from magnetic backup
tapes. Peterson et al. [28] used this approach to improve the efficiency of secure deletion in a versioned
backup system on a magnetic storage medium. They
encrypt each data block with an all-or-nothing cryptographic expansion transformation [33] and colocate the resulting key-sized tags for every version of
the same file in storage. They use in-place updates
to remove tags, and keys are colocated to reduce
the cost of magnetic disk seek times when deleting
all versions of a single file. DNEFS also colocates
keys separately to improve the efficiency of secure
deletion. However, DNEFS is prohibited from performing in-place updates, and our design focuses on
minimizing and levelling erasure wear.
Another approach is Perlman’s Ephemerizer [27],
a system that allows communication between parties where messages are securely deleted in the presence of a coercive attacker. Data is encrypted with
ephemeral keys that are manged by the eponymous
14
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flash memory accessed through an FTL (cf. Section 2). They propose a technique, called scrubbing,
which writes zeros over the pages of flash memory
without first erasing the block. This sanitizes the
data because, in general, flash memory requires an
erasure to turn a binary zero to a binary one, but
writes turn ones into zeros. Sun et al. [35] propose a hybrid secure deletion method built on Wei
et al.’s scheme, where they also optimize the case
when there is less data to copy off a block then data
to be zero overwritten.
Scrubbing securely deletes data immediately, and
no block erasures must be performed. However, it requires programming a page multiple times between
erasures, which is not appropriate for flash memory [22]. In general, the pages of an erase block must
be programmed sequentially [26] and only once. An
option exists to allow multiple programs per page,
provided they occur at different positions in the
page; multiple overwrites to the same location officially result in undefined behaviour [26]. Flash manufacturers prohibit this due to program disturb [21]:
bit errors that can be caused in spatially proximate
pages while programming flash memory.
Wei et al. performed experiments to quantify
the rate at which such errors occur: they showed
that they do exist but their frequency varies widely
among flash types, a result also confirmed by Grupp
et al. [12]. Wei et al. use the term scrub budget to refer to the number of times that the particular model
of flash memory has experimentally allowed multiple overwrites without exhibiting a significant risk
of data errors. When the scrub budget for an erase
block is exceeded, then secure deletion is instead performed by invoking garbage collection: copying all
the remaining valid data blocks elsewhere and erasing the block. Wei et al. state that modern densely
packed flash memories are unsuitable for their technique as they allow as few as two scrubs per erase
block [39]. This raises serious concerns for the future utility of Wei et al.’s approach and highlights
the importance of following hardware specifications.
Lee et al. [19] propose secure deletion for YAFFS.
They encrypt each file with a different key, store
the keys in the file’s header, and propose to modify
YAFFS to colocate file headers in a fixed area of the
storage medium. They achieve secure deletion by
erasing the erase block containing the file’s header,
thus deleting the entire file. More recently, Lee et
al. [18] built on this approach by extending it to perform standard data sanitization methods prescribed
by government agencies (e.g., NSA [25], DoD [24])
on the erase blocks containing the keys.
We can only compare our approach with theirs in

design, as their approaches were not implemented.
First, the approach causes an erase block deletion
for every deleted file. This results in rapid wear
for devices that create and delete many small cache
files. Reardon et al. [32] observed that the Android
phone’s normal usage created 10,000 such files a day;
if each file triggers an erase block erasure, then this
solution causes unacceptable wear on the dedicated
segment of the flash memory used for file headers.
Their proposal encrypts the entire file before writing it to the storage medium with a single key and
without mention of the creation or storage of IVs.
(See Section 4.3 for more analysis on per-file versus
per-data-node encryption.) Our solution differs from
theirs by batching deletions and purging based on an
interval, by considering the effect on wear levelling,
by allowing fine-grained deletions of overwritten and
truncated data, and by being fully implemented.

7

Conclusions

DNEFS and its instance UBIFSec are the first feasible solution for efficient secure deletion for flash
memory operating within flash memory’s specification. It provides guaranteed secure deletion against
a computationally-bounded peek-a-boo attacker by
encrypting each data node with a different key
and storing the keys together on the flash storage
medium. The erase blocks containing the keys are
logically updated to remove old keys, replacing them
with fresh random data that can be used as keys for
new data. It is fine-grained in that parts of files that
are overwritten are also securely deleted.
We have implemented UBIFSec and analyzed it
experimentally to ensure that it is efficient, requiring
a small evenly-levelled increase in flash memory wear
and little additional computation time. UBIFSec
was easily added to UBIFS, where cryptographic operations are added seamlessly to UBIFS’s read/write
data path, and changes to key state are handled by
UBIFS’s existing index of data nodes.
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Abstract

ceiver. Clients choose their first relay from a small set
of entry guards [44, 59] in order to help defend against
passive logging attacks [58]. Traffic analysis is still possible [8,22,28,30,39,42,46,49], but slightly complicated
by the fact that each relay simultaneously services multiple circuits.
Tor relays are run by volunteers located throughout
the world and service hundreds of thousands of Tor
clients [37] with high bandwidth demands. A relay’s
utility to Tor is dependent on both the bandwidth capacity of its host network and the bandwidth restrictions
imposed by its operator. Although bandwidth donations
vary widely, the majority of relays offer less than 100
KiB/s and may become bottlenecks when chosen for a
circuit. Bandwidth bottlenecks lead to network congestion and impair client performance.
Bottlenecks are further aggravated by bulk users,
which make up roughly five percent of connections and
forty percent of the bytes transferred through the network [38]. Bulk traffic increases network-wide congestion and punishes interactive users as they attempt to
browse the web and run SSH sessions. Bulk traffic also
constitutes a simple denial of service (DoS) attack on
the network as a whole: with nothing but a moderate
number of bulk clients, an adversary can intentionally
significantly degrade the performance of the entire Tor
network for most users. This is a malicious attack as opposed to an opportunistic use of resources without regard
for the impact on legitimate users, and could be used by
censors [16] to discourage use of Tor. Bulk traffic effectively averts potential users from Tor, decreasing both
Tor’s client diversity and anonymity [10, 18].
There are three general approaches to alleviate Tor’s
performance problems: increase network capacity; optimize resource utilization; and reduce network load.
Increasing Capacity. One approach to reducing bottlenecks and improving performance is to add additional
bandwidth to the network from new relays. Previous
work has explored recruiting new relays by offering performance incentives to those who contribute [32, 41, 43].
While these approaches show potential, they have not
been deployed due to a lack of understanding of the
anonymity and economic implications they would impose on Tor and its users. It is unclear how an incentive

Tor is vulnerable to network congestion and performance
problems due to bulk data transfers. A large fraction of
the available network capacity is consumed by a small
percentage of Tor users, resulting in severe service degradation for the majority. Bulk users continuously drain
relays of excess bandwidth, creating new network bottlenecks and exacerbating the effects of existing ones.
While this problem may currently be attributed to rational users utilizing the network, it may also be exploited
by a relatively low-resource adversary using similar techniques to contribute to a network denial of service (DoS)
attack. Degraded service discourages the use of Tor, affecting both Tor’s client diversity and anonymity.
Equipped with mechanisms from communication networks, we design and implement three Tor-specific algorithms that throttle bulk transfers to reduce network
congestion and increase network responsiveness. Unlike
existing techniques, our algorithms adapt to network dynamics using only information local to a relay. We experiment with full-network deployments of our algorithms
under a range of light to heavy network loads. We find
that throttling results in significant improvements to web
client performance while mitigating the negative effects
of bulk transfers. We also analyze how throttling affects
anonymity and compare the security of our algorithms
under adversarial attack. We find that throttling reduces
information leakage compared to unthrottled Tor while
improving anonymity against realistic adversaries.
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Introduction

The Tor [19] anonymity network was developed in an
attempt to improve anonymity on the Internet. Onion
Routing [23, 48] serves as the cornerstone for Tor’s overlay network design. Tor clients encrypt messages in several “layers” while packaging them into 512-byte packets
called cells, and send them through a collection of relays
called a circuit. Each relay decrypts its layer and forwards the message to the next relay in the circuit. The
last relay forwards the message to the user-specified destination. Each relay can determine only its predecessor
and successor in the path from source to destination, preventing any single relay from linking the sender and re1
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scheme will affect users’ anonymity and motivation to
contribute: Acquisti et al. [6] discuss how differentiating
users by performance may reduce anonymity while competition may reduce the sense of community and convince users that contributions are no longer warranted.
New high-bandwidth relays may also be added by the
Tor Project [4] or other organizations. While effective
at improving network capacity, this approach is a shortterm solution that does not scale. As Tor increases speed
and bandwidth, it will likely attract more users. More
significantly, it will attract more high-bandwidth and BitTorrent users, resulting in a Tragedy of the Commons [26]
scenario: the bulk users attracted to the faster network
will continue to leech the additional bandwidth.
Optimizing Resource Utilization. Another approach to
improving performance is to better utilize the available
network resources. Tor’s path selection algorithm ignores the slowest small fraction of relays while selecting
from the remaining relays in proportion to their available
bandwidth. The path selection algorithm also ignores circuits with long build times [12], removing the worst of
bottlenecks and improving usability. Congestion-aware
path selection [57] is another approach that aims to balance load by using opportunistic and active client measurements while building paths. However, low bandwidth relays must still be chosen for circuits to mitigate
anonymity problems, meaning there are still a large number of circuits with tight bandwidth bottlenecks.
Tang and Goldberg previously explored modifications
to the Tor circuit scheduler in order to prioritize bursty
(i.e. web) traffic over bulk traffic using an exponentiallyweighted moving average (EWMA) of relayed cells [52].
Early experiments show small improvements at a single relay, but full-network experiments indicate that
the new scheduler has an insignificant effect on performance [31]. It is unclear how performance is affected
when deployed to the live Tor network. This scheduling approach attempts to shift network load to better utilize the available bandwidth, but does not reduce bottlenecks introduced by the massive amount of bulk traffic
currently plaguing Tor.
Reducing Load. All of the previously discussed approaches attempt to increase performance, but none
of them directly address or provide adequate defense
against performance degradation problems created by
bulk traffic clients. In this paper, we address these by
adaptively throttling bulk data transfers at the client’s entry into the Tor network.
We emphasize that throttling is fundamentally different than scheduling, and the distinction is important in
the context of the Tor network. Schedulers optimize the
utilization of available bandwidth by following policies
set by the network engineer, allowing the enforcement
of fairness among flows (e.g. max-min fairness [24, 34]

or proportional fairness [35]). However, throttling may
under-utilize local bandwidth resources by intentionally
imposing restrictions on clients’ throughput to reduce aggregate network load.
By reducing bulk client throughput in Tor, we effectively reduce the bulk data transfer rate through the network, resulting in fewer bottlenecks and a less congested,
more responsive Tor network that can better handle the
burstiness of web traffic. Tor has recently implemented
token buckets, a classic traffic shaping mechanism [55],
to statically (non-adaptively) throttle client-to-guard connections at a given rate [17], but currently deployed configurations of Tor do not enable throttling by default. Unfortunately, the throttling algorithm implemented in Tor
requires static configuration of throttling parameters: the
Tor network must determine network-wide settings that
work well and update them as the network changes. Further, it is not possible to automatically tune each relay’s
throttling configuration with the current algorithm.
Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to explore throttling algorithms that adaptively
adjust to the fluctuations and dynamics of Tor and each
relay independently without the need to adjust parameters as the network changes. We also perform the first
detailed investigation of the performance and anonymity
implications of throttling Tor client connections.
In Section 3, we introduce and test three algorithms
that dynamically and adaptively throttle Tor clients using a basic token bucket rate-limiter as the underlying
throttling mechanism. Our new adaptive algorithms use
local relay information to dynamically select which connections get throttled and to adjust the rate at which
those connections are throttled. Adaptively tuned throttling mechanisms are paramount to our algorithm designs in order to avoid the need to re-evaluate parameter choices as network capacity or relay load changes.
Our bit-splitting algorithm throttles each connection at
an adaptively adjusted, but reserved and equal portion
of a guard node’s bandwidth, our flagging algorithm aggressively throttles connections that have historically exceeded the statistically fair throughput, and our threshold algorithm throttles connections above a throughput
quantile at a rate represented by that quantile.
We implement our algorithms in Tor1 and test their
effectiveness at improving performance in large scale,
full-network deployments. Section 4 compares our algorithms to static (non-adaptive) throttling under a varied
range of network loads. We find that the effectiveness
of static throttling is highly dependent on network load
and configuration whereas our adaptive algorithms work
well under various loads with no configuration changes
or parameter maintenance: web client performance was
1 Software

patches for our algorithms have been made publicly
available to the community [5].
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Figure 1: A Tor relay’s internal architecture.
improved for every parameter setting we tested. We conclude that throttling is an effective approach to achieve a
more responsive network.
Having shown that our adaptive throttling algorithms
provide significant performance benefits for web clients
and have a profound impact on network responsiveness,
Section 5 analyzes the security of our algorithms under
adversarial attack. We discuss several realistic attacks on
anonymity and compare the information leaked by each
algorithm relative to unthrottled Tor. Against intuition,
we find that throttling clients reduces information leakage and improves network anonymity while minimizing
the false positive impact on honest users.

2

callback (Figure 1b). Upon execution, the read callback
determines read eligibility using token buckets.
Token buckets are used to rate-limit connections. Tor
fills the buckets as defined by configured bandwidth limits in one-second intervals while tokens are removed
from the buckets as data is read, although changing that
interval to improve performance is currently being explored [53]. There is a global read bucket that limits
bandwidth for reading from all connections as well as
a separate bucket for throttling on a per-connection basis (Figure 1c). A connection may ignore a read event
if either the global bucket or its connection bucket is
empty. In practice, the per-connection token buckets
are only utilized for edge (non-relay) connections. Perconnection throttling reduces network congestion by penalizing noisy connections, such as bulk transfers, and
generally leads to better performance [17].

Background

When a TCP input buffer is eligible for reading, a
round-robin (RR) scheduling mechanism is used to read
the smaller of 16 KiB and 81 of the global token bucket
size per connection (Figure 1d). This limit is imposed in
an attempt at fairness so that a single connection can not
consume all the global tokens on a single read. However,
recent research shows that input/output scheduling leads
to unfair resource allocations [54]. The data read from
the TCP buffer is placed in a per-connection application
input buffer for processing (Figure 1e).

This section discusses Tor’s internal architecture, shown
in Figure 1, to facilitate an understanding of how internal
processes affect client traffic flowing through a Tor relay.
Multiplexed Connections. All relays in Tor communicate using pairwise TCP connections, i.e. each relay
forms a single TCP connection to each other relay with
which it communicates. Since a pair of relays may be
communicating data for several circuits at once, all circuits between the pair are multiplexed over their single
TCP connection. Each circuit may carry traffic for multiple services or streams that a user may be accessing.
TCP offers reliability, in-order delivery of packets between relays, and potentially unfair kernel-level congestion control when multiplexing connections [47]. The
distinction between and interaction of connections, circuits, and streams is important for understanding Tor.
Connection Input. Tor uses libevent [1] to handle input
and output to and from kernel TCP buffers. Tor registers sockets that it wants to read with libevent and configures a notification callback function. When data arrives at the kernel TCP input buffer (Figure 1a), libevent
learns about the active socket through its polling interface and asynchronously executes the corresponding

Flow Control. Tor uses an end-to-end flow control algorithm to assist in keeping a steady flow of cells through
a circuit. Clients and exit relays constitute the edges of
a circuit: each are both an ingress and egress point for
data traversing the Tor network. Edges track data flow
for both circuits and streams using cell counters called
windows. An ingress edge decrements the corresponding stream and circuit windows when sending cells, stops
reading from a stream when its stream window reaches
zero, and stops reading from all streams multiplexed over
a circuit when the circuit window reaches zero. Windows are incremented and reading resumes upon receipt
of SENDME acknowledgment cells from egress edges.
3
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By default, circuit windows are initialized to 1000
cells (500 KiB) and stream windows to 500 cells (250
KiB). Circuit SENDMEs are sent to the ingress edge after the egress edge receives 100 cells (50 KiB), allowing
the ingress edge to read, package, and forward 100 additional cells. Stream SENDMEs are sent after receiving
50 cells (25 KiB) and allow an additional 50 cells. Window sizes can have a significant effect on performance
and recent work suggests an algorithm for dynamically
computing them [7].
Cell Processing and Queuing. Data is immediately
processed as it arrives in connection input buffers (Figure 1f) and each cell is either encrypted or decrypted depending on its direction through the circuit. The cell is
then switched onto the circuit corresponding to the next
hop and placed into the circuit’s first-in-first-out (FIFO)
queue (Figure 1g). Cells wait in circuit queues until the
circuit scheduler selects them for writing.
Scheduling. When there is space available in a connection’s output buffer, a relay decides which of several multiplexed circuits to choose for writing. Although historically this was done using round-robin, a
new exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA)
scheduler was recently introduced into Tor [52] and is
currently used by default (Figure 1h). EWMA records
the number of packets it schedules for each circuit, exponentially decaying packet counts over time. The scheduler writes one cell at a time chosen from the circuit with
the lowest packet count and then updates the count. The
decay means packets sent more recently have a higher
influence on the count while bursty traffic does not significantly affect scheduling priorities.
Connection Output. A cell that has been chosen
and written to a connection output buffer (Figure 1i)
causes an activation of the write event registered with
libevent for that connection. Once libevent determines
the TCP socket can be written, the write callback is asynchronously executed (Figure 1j). Similar to connection
input, the relay checks both the global write bucket and
per-connection write bucket for tokens. If the buckets
are not empty, the connection is eligible for writing (Figure 1k) and again is allowed to write the smaller of 16
KiB and 18 of the global token bucket size per connection
(Figure 1l). The data is written to the kernel-level TCP
buffer (Figure 1m) and sent to the next hop.

3

Figure 2: Throttling occurs at the connection between the
client and guard to capture all streams to various destinations.

causing interactive applications, such as instant messaging and remote SSH sessions, to lose responsiveness.
This section explores client throttling as a mechanism
to prevent bulk clients from overwhelming the network.
Although a relay may have enough bandwidth to handle all traffic locally, bulk clients that continue producing
additional traffic cause bottlenecks at other low-capacity
relays. The faster a bulk downloader gets its data, the
faster it will pull more into the network. Throttling bulk
and other high-traffic clients prevents them from pushing
or pulling too much data into the network too fast, reducing these bottlenecks and improving performance for the
majority of users. Therefore, interactive applications and
Tor in general will become much more usable, attracting
new users who improve client diversity and anonymity.
We emphasize that throttling algorithms are not a replacement for congestion control or scheduling algorithms, although each approach may cooperate to achieve
a common goal. Scheduling algorithms are used to manage the utilization of bandwidth, throttling algorithms reduce the aggregate network load, and congestion control algorithms attempt to do both. The distinction between congestion control and throttling algorithms is
subtle but important: congestion control reduces circuit
load while attempting to maximize network utilization,
whereas throttling reduces network load in an attempt to
improve circuit performance by explicitly under-utilizing
connections to bulk clients using too many resources.
Each approach may independently affect performance,
and they may be combined to improve the network.

3.1

Static Throttling

Recently, Tor introduced the functionality to allow entry
guards to throttle connections to clients [17] (see Figure 2). This client-to-guard connection is targeted because all client traffic (using this guard) will flow over
this connection regardless of the number of streams or
the destination associated with each.2 The implementation uses a token bucket for each connection in addition to the global token bucket that already limits the total amount of bandwidth used by a relay. The size of
the per-connection token buckets can be specified using the PerConnBWBurst configuration option, and
the bucket refill rate can be specified by configuring the
PerConnBWRate. The configured throttling rate en-

Throttling Client Connections

Client performance in Tor depends heavily on the traffic patterns of others in the system. A small number of
clients performing bulk transfers in Tor are the source
of a large fraction of total network traffic [38]. The
overwhelming load these clients place on the network
increases congestion and creates additional bottlenecks,

2 This

work does not consider modified Tor clients.
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Algorithm 1 Throttling clients by splitting bits.
1: B ← getRelayBandwidth()
2: L ← getConnectionList()
3: N ← L.length()
4: if N > 0 then
5:
splitRate ← NB
6:
for i ← 1 to N do
7:
if L[i].isClientConnection() then
8:
L[i].throttleRate ← splitRate
9:
end if
10:
end for
11: end if

sures that all client-to-guard connections are throttled
to the specified long-term-average throughput while the
configured burst allows deviations from the throttling
rate to account for bursty traffic. The configuration options provide a static throttling mechanism: Tor will
throttle all connections using these values until directed
otherwise. Note that Tor does not enable or configure
static throttling by default.
While static throttling is simple, it has two main drawbacks. First, static throttling requires constant monitoring and measurements of the Tor network to determine
which configurations work well and which do not in order to be effective. We have found that there are many
configurations of the algorithm that cause no change in
performance, and worse, there are configurations that
harm performance for interactive applications [33]. This
is the opposite of what throttling is attempting to achieve.
Second, it is not possible under the current algorithm
to auto-tune the throttling parameters for each Tor relay.
Configurations that appear to work well for the network
as a whole might not necessarily be tuned for a given
relay (we will show that this is indeed the case in Section 4). Each relay has very different capabilities and
load patterns, and therefore may require different throttling configurations to be most useful.

3.2

ted share of bandwidth unless it has unused tokens in its
bucket. Inspired by Quality of Service (QoS) work from
communication networks [11, 50, 60], bit-splitting will
prevent bulk clients from unfairly consuming bandwidth
and ensure that there is a minimum “reserved” bandwidth
for clients of all types.
Note that Internet Service Providers employ similar
techniques to throttle their customers, however, their
client base is much less dynamic than the connections an
entry guard handles. Therefore, our adaptive approach is
more suitable to Tor. We include this algorithm in our
analysis of throttling to determine what is possible with
such a simple approach.
Flagging Unfair Clients. The bit-splitting algorithm focuses on adjusting the throttle rate and applying this to
all client connections. Our next algorithm takes the opposite approach: configure a static throttling rate and adjust which connections get throttled. The intuition behind this approach is that if we can properly identify the
connections that use too much bandwidth, we can throttle
them in order to maximize the benefit we gain per throttled connection. Therefore, our flagging algorithm attempts to classify and throttle bulk traffic while it avoids
throttling web clients.
Since deep packet inspection is not desirable for privacy reasons, and is not possible on encrypted Tor traffic,
we instead draw upon existing statistical fingerprinting
classification techniques [14, 29, 36] that classify traffic
solely on its statistical properties. When designing the
flagging algorithm, we recognize that Tor already contains a statistical throughput measure for scheduling traffic on circuits using an exponentially-weighted moving
average (EWMA) of recently sent cells [52]. We can use
the same statistical measure on client connections to classify and throttle bulk traffic.
The flagging algorithm, shown in Algorithm 2, requires that each guard keeps an EWMA of the number
of recently sent cells per client connection. The perconnection cell EWMA is computed in much the same
way as the per-circuit cell EWMA: whenever the cir-

Adaptive Throttling

Given the drawbacks of static throttling, we now explore
and present three new algorithms that adaptively adjust
throttling parameters according to local relay information. This section details our algorithms while Section 4
explores their effect on client performance and Section 5
analyzes throttling implications for anonymity.
There are two main issues to consider when designing a client throttling algorithm: which connections to
throttle and at what rate to throttle them. The approach
discussed above in Section 3.1 throttles all client connections at the statically specified rate. Each of our three
algorithms below answers these questions adaptively by
considering information local to each relay. Note that our
algorithms dynamically adjust the PerConnBWRate
while keeping a constant PerConnBWBurst.3
Bit-splitting. A simple approach to adaptive throttling
is to split a guard’s bandwidth equally among all active
client connections and throttle them all at this fair split
rate. The PerConnBWRate will therefore be adjusted
as new connections are created or old connections are
destroyed: more connections will result in lower rates.
No connection will be able to use more than its allot3 Our experiments [33] indicate that a 2 MiB burst is ideal as it allows directory requests to be downloaded unthrottled during bootstrapping while also throttling bulk traffic relatively quickly. The burst may
need to be increased if the directory information grows beyond 2 MiB.
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Algorithm 2 Throttling clients by flagging bulk connections,
considering a moving average of throughput.

Algorithm 3 Throttling clients considering the loudest threshold of connections.
Require: T , R, F
1: L ← getClientConnectionList()
2: N ← L.length()
3: if N > 0 then
4:
selectIndex ← f loor(T · N)
5:
L ← reverseSortEW MA(L)
6:
thresholdRate ← L[selectIndex].
getMeanT hroughput(R)
7:
if thresholdRate < F then
8:
thresholdRate ← F
9:
end if
10:
for i ← 1 to N do
11:
if i ≤ selectIndex then
12:
L[i].throttleRate ← thresholdRate
13:
else
14:
L[i].throttleRate ← in f inity
15:
end if
16:
end for
17: end if

Require: f lagRate, P, H
1: B ← getRelayBandwidth()
2: L ← getConnectionList()
3: N ← L.length()
4: M ← getMetaEW MA()
5: if N > 0 then
6:
splitRate ← NB
7:
M ← M.increment(H, splitRate)
8:
for i ← 1 to N do
9:
if L[i].isClientConnection() then
10:
if L[i].EW MA > M then
11:
L[i]. f lag ← True
12:
L[i].throttleRate ← f lagRate
13:
else if L[i]. f lag = True ∧
L[i].EW MA < P · M then
14:
L[i]. f lag ← False
15:
L[i].throttleRate ← in f inity
16:
end if
17:
end if
18:
end for
19: end if

long the algorithm remembers the amount of data a connection has transferred, and has precisely the same meaning as the circuit priority half-life [52]. Larger half-life
values increase the ability to differentiate bulk from web
connections while smaller half-life values make the algorithm more immediately reactive to throttling bulk connections. We would like to allow for a specification of
the length of each penalty once a connection is flagged
in order to recover and stop throttling connections that
may have been incorrectly flagged. Therefore, we introduce a penalty fraction parameter P that affects how long
each connection remains in a flagged and throttled state.
If a connection’s cell count EWMA falls below P · M,
its flag is removed and the connection is no longer throttled. Finally, the rate at which each flagged connection is
throttled, i.e. the FlagRate, is statically defined and is
not adjusted by the algorithm.
Note that the flagging parameters need only be set
based on system-wide policy and generally do not require independent relay tuning, but provides the flexibility to allow individual relay operators to deviate from
system policy if they desire.
Throttling Using Thresholds. Recall the two main issues a throttling algorithm must address: selecting which
connections to throttle and the rate at which to throttle
them. Our bit-splitting algorithm explored adaptively
adjusting the throttle rate and applying this to all connections while our flagging algorithm explored statically
configuring a throttle rate and adaptively selecting the
throttled connections. We now describe our final algorithm which attempts to adaptively address both issues.

cuit’s cell counter is incremented, so is the cell counter
of the connection to which that circuit belongs. Note
that clients can not affect others’ per-connection EWMA
since all of a client’s circuits are multiplexed over a
single throttled guard-to-client connection.4 The perconnection EWMA is enabled and configured independently of its circuit counterpart.
We rely on the observation that bulk connections will
have higher EWMA values than web connections since
bulk clients are steadily transferring data while web
clients “think” between each page download. Using this
to our advantage, we can flag connections as containing
bulk traffic as follows. Each relay keeps a single separate meta-EWMA M of cells transferred. M is adjusted
by calculating the fair bandwidth split rate as in the bitsplitting algorithm, and tracking its EWMA over time.
M does not correspond with any real traffic, but represents the upper bound of a connection-level EWMA
if a connection were continuously sending only its fair
share of traffic through the relay. Any connection whose
EWMA exceeds M is flagged as containing bulk traffic
and penalized by being throttled.
There are three main parameters for the algorithm. As
mentioned above, a per-connection half-life H allows
configuration of the connection-level half-life independent of that used for circuit scheduling. H affects how
4 The same is not true for the unthrottled connections between relays
since each of them contain several circuits and each circuit may belong
to a different client (see Section 2).
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tribution of clients in our experiments approximates that
found by McCoy et al. [38]. All of our nodes run inside
the Shadow simulation environment.
In our experiments, each client node runs Tor in clientonly mode as well as an HTTP client application configured to download over Tor’s SOCKS proxy available on
the local interface. Each web client downloads a 320 KiB
file5 from a randomly selected one of our HTTP servers,
and pauses for a length of time drawn from the UNC
“think time” data set [27] before downloading the next
file. Each bulk client repeatedly downloads a 5 MiB file
from a randomly selected HTTP server without pausing.
Clients track the time to the first and the last byte of the
download as indications of network responsiveness and
overall performance.
Tor relays are configured with bandwidth parameters
according to a Tor network consensus document.6 We
configure our network topology and latency between
nodes according to the geographical distribution of relays and pairwise PlanetLab node ping times. Our simulated network mirrors a previously published Tor network model [31] that has been compared to and shown to
closely approximate the load of the live Tor network [3].
We focus on the time to the first data byte for web
clients as a measure of network responsiveness, and
the time to the last data byte—the download time—for
both web and bulk clients as a measure of overall performance. In our results, “vanilla” represents unmodified Tor using a round-robin circuit scheduler and no
throttling—the default settings in the Tor software—and
can be used to compare relative performance between
experiments. Each experiment uses network-wide deployments of each configuration. To further reduce random variances, we ran all configurations five times each.
Therefore, every curve on every CDF shows the cumulative results of five experiments.
Results. Our results focus on the algorithmic configurations that we found to maximize web client performance [33] while we show how the algorithms perform
when the network load varies from light (25 bulk clients)
to medium (50 bulk clients) to heavy (100 bulk clients).
The experimental setup is otherwise unmodified from the
model described above. Running the algorithms under
various loads allows us to highlight the unique and novel
features each provides.
Figure 3 shows client performance for our algorithms.
The time to first byte indicates network responsiveness
for web clients while the download time indicates overall
client performance for web and bulk clients. Client performance is shown for the lightly loaded network in Figures 3a–3c, the normally loaded network in Figures 3d–
3f, and the heavily loaded network in Figures 3g–3i.

The threshold algorithm also makes use of a
connection-level cell EWMA, which is computed as described above for the flagging algorithm. However,
EWMA is used here to sort connections by the loudest
to quietest. We then select and throttle the loudest fraction T of connections, where T is a configurable threshold. For example, setting T to 0.1 means the loudest ten
percent of client connections will be throttled. The selection is adaptive since the EWMA changes over time
according to each connection’s bandwidth usage.
We have adaptively selected which connections to
throttle and now must determine a throttle rate. To do
this, we require that each connection tracks its throughput over time. We choose the average throughput rate
of the connection with the minimum EWMA from the
set of connections being throttled. For example, when T
= 0.1 and there are 100 client connections sorted from
loudest to quietest, the chosen throttle rate is the average
throughput of the tenth connection. Each of first ten connections is then throttled at this rate. In our prototype,
we approximate the throughput rate as the average number of bytes transferred over the last R seconds, where
R is configurable. R represents the period of time between which the algorithm re-selects the throttled connections, adjusts the throttle rates, and resets each connection’s throughput counters.
There is one caveat to the algorithm as described
above. In our experiments in Section 4, we noticed
that occasionally the throttle rate chosen by the threshold algorithm was zero. This would happen if the mean
throughput of the threshold connection (line 6 in Algorithm 3) did not send data over the last R seconds. To
prevent a throttle rate of zero, we added a parameter to
statically configure a throttle rate floor F so that no connection would ever be throttled below F. Algorithm 3
details threshold adaptive throttling.

4

Experiments

In this section we explore the performance benefits possible with each throttling algorithm specified in Section 3.
We perform experiments with Shadow [2, 31], an accurate and efficient discrete event simulator that runs real
Tor code over a simulated network. Shadow allows us to
run an entire Tor network on a single machine and configure characteristics such as network latency, bandwidth,
and topology. Since Shadow runs real Tor, it accurately
characterizes application behavior and allows us to focus
on experimental comparison of our algorithms. A direct
comparison between Tor and Shadow-Tor performance
is presented in [31].
Experimental Setup. Using Shadow, we configure a private Tor network with 200 HTTP servers, 950 Tor web
clients, 50 Tor bulk clients, and 50 Tor relays. The dis-

5 The

average webpage size reported by Google web metrics [45].
on 2011-04-27 and valid from 03-06:00:00

6 Retrieved
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Figure 3: Comparison of client performance for each throttling algorithm and vanilla Tor, under various load. All experiments use
950 web clients. We vary the load between “light,” “medium,” and “heavy” by setting the number of bulk clients to 25 for 3a–3c,
to 50 for 3d–3f, and to 100 for 3g–3i. The time to first byte indicates network responsiveness while the download time indicates
overall client performance. The parameters for each algorithm are tuned based on experiments presented in [33].

ever, when the number of bulk clients is doubled, responsiveness in Figure 3g and throughput in Figure 3h
for both the static throttling and the adaptive bit-splitting
algorithm lag behind the performance of the flagging and
threshold algorithms. Static throttling would likely require a reconfiguration of throttling parameters while bitsplitting adjusts the throttle rate less effectively than our
flagging and threshold algorithms.
As seen in Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g, as the load
changes, the strengths of each algorithm become apparent. The flagging and threshold algorithms stand out as
the best approaches for both web client responsiveness
and throughput, and Figures 3c, 3f, and 3i show that
they are also most aggressive at throttling bulk clients.
The flagging algorithm appears very effective at accurately classifying bulk connections regardless of network

Overall, static throttling results in the least amount of
bulk traffic throttling while providing the lowest benefit to web clients. For the bit-splitting algorithm, we
see improvements over static throttling for web clients
for both time to first byte and overall download times,
while download times for bulk clients are also slightly
increased. Flagging and threshold throttling perform
somewhat more aggressive throttling of bulk traffic and
therefore also provide the greatest improvements in web
client performance.
We find that each algorithm is effective at throttling
bulk clients independent of network load, as evident in
Figures 3c, 3f and 3i. However, performance benefits for
web clients vary slightly as the network load changes.
When the number of bulk clients is halved, throughput
in Figure 3b is fairly similar across algorithms. How8
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light
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Web (%)
Bulk (%)
Data (GiB)
Web (%)
Bulk (%)
Data (GiB)
Web (%)
Bulk (%)

vanilla
88.3
74.5
25.5
92.2
65.8
34.2
94.7
55.8
44.2

static
80.3
83.7
16.3
88.6
72.4
27.6
91.1
60.5
39.5

split
78.3
85.9
14.1
84.7
75.0
25.0
85.0
64.3
35.7

flag
72.1
92.7
7.3
77.7
86.2
13.8
81.7
75.4
24.6

thresh
69.8
90.1
9.9
76.3
82.8
17.2
85.0
71.2
28.8

control over traffic of various types. For these reasons,
we feel the bit-splitting and flagging algorithms will be
the most useful in various situations. We suggest that
perhaps bit-splitting is the most appropriate throttling algorithm to use initially, even if something more aggressive is desirable in the long term.
While requiring little maintenance, our algorithms
were designed to use only local relay information.
Therefore, they are incrementally deployable while relay operators may choose the desired throttling algorithm
independent of others. Our algorithms are already implemented in Tor and software patches are available [5].

Table 1: Total data downloaded in our simulations by client
type. Throttling reduces the bulk traffic share of the load on the
network. The flagging algorithm is the best at throttling bulk
traffic under light, medium, and heavy loads of 25, 50, and 100
bulk clients, respectively.

5

Analysis and Discussion

Having shown the performance benefits of throttling bulk
clients in Section 4, we now analyze the security of
throttling against adversarial attacks on anonymity. We
will discuss the direct impact of throttling on anonymity:
what an adversary can learn when guards throttle clients
and how the information leaked affects the anonymity of
the system. We lastly discuss potential strategies clients
may use to elude the throttles.
Before exploring practical attacks, we introduce two
techniques an adversary may use to gather information
about the network given that a generic throttling algorithm is enabled at all guards. Similar techniques used
for throughput-based traffic analysis outside the context
of throttling are discussed in detail by Mittal et al. [39].
Discussion about the security of our throttling algorithms
in the context of practical attacks will follow.

load. The threshold algorithm maximizes web client performance in our simulations among all loads and all algorithms tested, since it effectively throttles the worst
bulk clients while utilizing extra bandwidth when possible. Both the threshold and flagging algorithms perform
well over all network loads tested, and their usage in Tor
would require little-to-no maintenance while providing
significant performance improvements for web clients.
Aggregate download statistics are shown in Table 1.
The results indicate that we are approximating the load
distribution measured by McCoy et al. [38] reasonably
well. The data also indicates that as the number of
bulk clients in our simulation increases, so does the total
amount of data downloaded and the bulk fraction of the
total as expected. The data also shows that all throttling
algorithms reduce the total network load. Static throttling reduces load the least, while our adaptive flagging
algorithm is both the best at reducing both overall load
and the bulk percentage of network traffic. Each of our
adaptive algorithms are better at reducing load than static
throttling, due to their ability to adapt to network dynamics. The relative difference between each algorithm’s effectiveness at reducing load roughly corresponds to the
relative difference in web client performance in our experiments, as we discussed above.
Discussion. The best algorithm for Tor depends on multiple factors. Although not maximizing web client performance, bit-splitting is the simplest, the most efficient,
and the most network neutral approach (every connection is allowed the same portion of a guard’s capacity).
This “subtle” or “delicate” approach to throttling may be
favorable if supporting multiple client behaviors is desirable. Conversly, the flagging algorithm may be used
to identify a specific class of traffic and throttle it aggressively, creating the potential for the largest increase
in performance for unthrottled traffic. We are currently
exploring improvements to our statistical classification
techniques to reduce false positives and to improve the

5.1

Gathering Information

Our analysis uses the following terminology. At time t,
the throughput of a connection between a client and a
guard is λt , the rate at which the client will be throttled is
αt , and the allowed data burst is β . Note that, as consistent with our algorithms, the throttle rate may vary over
time but the burst is a static system-wide parameter.
Probing Guards. Using the above terminology, a connection is throttled if, over the last s seconds, its throughput exceeds the allowed initial burst and the long-term
throttle rate:
t

∑

k=t−s

(λk ) ≥ β +

t

∑

k=t−s

(αk )

(1)

A client may perform a simple technique to probe a specific guard node and determine the rate at which it gets
throttled. The client may open a single circuit through
the guard, selecting other high-bandwidth relays to ensure that the circuit does not contain a bottleneck. Then,
it may download a large file and observe the change in
throughput after receiving a burst of β payload bytes.
9
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Figure 4: 4a: Client’s may discover the throttle rate by probing guards. 4b: Information leaked by learning circuit throughputs.
4c: Information leaked by learning guards’ throttle rates.

If the first β bytes are received at time t1 and the
download finishes at time t2 ≥ t1 , the throttle rate at any
time t in this interval can be approximated by the mean
throughput leading up to t:
∀t ∈ [t1 ,t2 ], αt ≈

∑tk=t1 (λk )
t − t1

We assume the adversary has resources to perform such
an attack, e.g. by utilizing a botnet or other distributed
network such as PlanetLab [13]. The adversary then obtains access to a web server and tests the throughput of a
target circuit. With this information, the adversary may
reduce the anonymity set of the circuit’s potential guards
by eliminating those whose throttle rate is inconsistent
with the measured circuit throughput.
This attack is somewhat successful against all of
the throttling algorithms we have described. For bitsplitting, the anonymity set of possible guard nodes will
consist of those whose bandwidth and number of active
connections would throttle to the throughput of the target
circuit or higher. By running the attack repeatedly over
time, an intersection will narrow the set to those whose
throttle rate is consistent with the target circuit throughput at all measured times.
The flagging algorithm throttles all flagged connections to the same rate system-wide. (We assume here
that the set of possible guards is already narrowed to
those whose bandwidth is consistent with the target circuit’s throughput irrespective of throttling.) A circuit
whose throughput matches the system-wide rate is either
flagged at some guard or just coincidentally matches the
system-wide rate and is not flagged because its EWMA
has remained below the splitRate (see Algorithm 2)
for its guard long enough to not be flagged or become
unflagged. The throttling rate is thus not nearly as informative as for bit-splitting. If we run the attack repeatedly
however, we can eliminate from the anonymity set any
guard such that the EWMA of the target circuit should
have resulted in a throttling but did not. Also, if the
EWMA drops to the throttling rate at precise times (ignoring unusual coincidence), we can eliminate any guard
that would not have throttled at precisely those times.
Note that this determination must be made after the fact
to account for the burst bucket of the target circuit, but it
can still be made precisely.

(2)

Therefore, αt2 approximates the actual throttle rate. Note
that this approximation may under-estimate the actual
throttle rate if the throughput falls below the throttle rate
during the measured interval.
We simulate probing in Shadow [2, 31] to show its effectiveness against the static throttling algorithm. As apparent in Figure 4a, the throttle rate was configured at 5
KiB/s and the burst at 2 MiB. With enough resources, an
adversary may probe every guard node to form a complete list of throttle rates.
Testing Circuit Throughput. A web server may determine the throughput of a connecting client’s circuit by
using a technique similar to that presented by Hopper
et al. [30]. When the server gets an HTTP request from
a client, it may inject either special JavaScript or a large
amount of garbage HTML into a form element included
in the response. The injected code will trigger a second
client request after the original response is received. The
server may adjust the amount of returned data and measure the time between when it sent the first response and
when it received the second request to approximate the
throughput of the circuit.

5.2

Adversarial Attacks

We now explore several adversarial attacks in the context of client throttling algorithms, and how an adversary
may use those attacks to learn information and affect the
anonymity of a client.
Attack 1. In our first attack, an adversary obtains a distribution on throttle rates by probing all Tor guard relays.
10
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The potential for information going to the attacker in
the threshold algorithm is a combination of the potential
in each of the above two algorithms. The timing of when
a circuit gets throttled (or does not when it should have
been) can narrow the anonymity set of entry guards as in
the flagging algorithm. Once the circuit has been throttled, then any fluctuation in the throttling rate that separates out the guard nodes can be used to further narrow
the set. Note that if a circuit consistently falls below the
throttling rate of all guards, an attacker can learn nothing
about its possible entry guard from this attack. Attack 2
considerably improves the situation for the adversary.
We simulated this attack in Shadow [2, 31]. An adversary probes all guards and forms a distribution on the
throttle rate at which a connection would become throttled. We then form a distribution on circuit throughputs
over each minute, and remove any guard whose throttle
rate is outside a range of one standard deviation of those
throughputs. Since there are 50 guards, the maximum
entropy is log2 (50) ≈ 5.64; the entropy lost by this attack for various throttling algorithms relative to vanilla
Tor is shown in Figure 4b. We can see that the static
algorithm actually loses no information, since all connections are throttled to the same rate, while vanilla Tor
without throttling actually loses more information than
any of the throttling algorithms. Therefore, the distribution on guard bandwidth leaks more information than
throttled circuits’ throughputs.
Attack 2. As in Attack 1, the adversary again obtains
a distribution on throttle rates of all guards in the system. However, the adversary slightly modifies its circuit
testing by continuously sending garbage responses. The
adversary adjusts the size of each response so that it may
compute the throughput of the circuit over time and approximates the rate at which the circuit is throttled. By
comparing the estimated throttle rate to the distribution
on guard throttle rates, the adversary may again reduce
the anonymity set by removing guards whose throttle rate
is inconsistent with the estimated circuit throttle rate.
For bit-splitting, by raising and lowering the rate of
garbage sent, the attacker can match this with the throttled throughput of each guard. The only guards in the
anonymity set would be those that share the same throttling rate that matches the flooded circuit’s throughput
at all times. To maximize what he can learn from flagging, the adversary should raise the EWMA of the target
circuit at a rate that will allow him to maximally differentiate guards with respect to when they would begin to
throttle a circuit. If this does not uniquely identify the
guard, he can also use the rate at which he diminishes
garbage traffic to try to learn more from when the target circuit stops being throttled. As in Attack 1 from the
threshold algorithm, the adversary can match the signature of both fluctuations in throttling rate over time and

the timing of when throttling is applied to narrow the set
of possible guards for a target circuit.
We simulated this attack using the same data set as
Attack 1. Figure 4c shows that a connection’s throttle
rate generally leaks slightly more information than its
throughput. As in Attack 1, guards’ bandwidth in our
simulation leaks more information than the throttle rate
of each connection for all but the flagging algorithm.
Attack 3. An adversary controlling two malicious
servers can link streams of a client connecting to each
of them at the same time. The adversary uses the circuit
testing technique to send a response of β2 bytes in size to
each of two requests. Then, small “test” responses are returned after receiving the clients’ second requests. If the
throughput of each circuit when downloading the “test”
response is consistently throttled, then it is possible that
the requests are coming from the same client. This attack relies on the observation that all traffic on the same
client-to-guard connection will be throttled at the same
time since each connection has a single burst bucket.
This attack is intended to indicate if and when a circuit
is throttled, rather than the throttling rate. It will therefore not be effective against bit splitting, but will work
against flagging or threshold throttling.
Attack 4. Our final attack is an active denial of service
attack that can be used to confirm a circuit’s entry guard
with high probability. In this attack, the adversary attempts to adjust the throttle rate of each guard in order
to identify whether it carries a target circuit. An adversary in control of a malicious server may monitor the
throughput of a target circuit over time, and may then
open a large number of connections to each guard node
until a decrease in the target circuit’s throughput is observed. To confirm that a guard is on the target circuit,
the adversary can alternate between opening and closing
guard connections and continue to observe the throughput of the target circuit. If the throughput is consistent
with the adversary’s behavior, it has found the circuit’s
guard with high probability.
The one thing not controlled by the adversary in
Attack 2 is a guard’s criterion for throttling at a
given time – splitRate for bit splitting and flagging
and selectIndex for threshold throttling (see Algorithms 1, 2, and 3). All of these are controlled by the
number of circuits at the guard, which Attack 4 places
under the control of the adversary. Thus, under Attack 4,
the adversary will have precise control over which circuits get throttled at which rate at all times and can therefore uniquely determine the entry guard.
Note that all of Attacks 1, 2, and 4 are intended to
learn about the possible entry guards for an attacked circuit. Even if completely successful, this does not fully
de-anonymize the circuit. But since guards themselves
are chosen for persistent use by a client, they can add
11
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to pseudonymous profiling and can be combined with
other information, such as that uncovered by Attack 3,
to either reduce anonymity of the client or build a richer
pseudonymous profile of it.

5.3

on a gold star circuit can determine with absolute certainty that the client is also a gold star relay. Jansen
et al. explore reducing anonymity problems from the
gold star approach by distributing anonymous tickets to
all clients [32]. Relays then collect tickets from clients in
exchange for prioritized service and can prioritize their
own traffic in return. However, a centralized bank limits the allowable number of tickets in circulation, leading
to spending strategies that may reduce anonymity. Finally, Moore et al. independently explored using static
throttling configurations as a way to produce incentives
for users to run relays in Tortoise [41]. Tortoise’s throttling configurations must be monitored as network load
changes, and anonymity with Tortoise is slightly worse
than with the gold star scheme: the intersection attack
is improved since gold star nodes retain their gold stars
for several months after dropping from the consensus,
whereas Tortoise only unthrottles nodes that are in the
current consensus.
Relay Selection. Snader and Borisov [51] suggest an
algorithm where relays opportunistically measure their
peers’ performance, allowing clients to use empirical aggregations to select relays for their circuits. A usertunable mechanism for selecting relays is built into the
algorithm: clients may adjust how often the fast relays get chosen, trading off anonymity and performance
while not significantly reducing either. It was shown
that this approach increases accuracy of available bandwidth estimates and reduces reaction time to changes
in network load while decreasing vulnerabilities to lowresource routing attacks. Wang et al. [57] propose a
congestion-aware path selection algorithm where clients
choose paths based on information gathered during opportunistic and active measurements of relays. Clients
use latency as an indication of congestion, and reject congested relays when building circuits. Improvements were
realized for a single client, but its unclear how the new
strategy would affect the network if used by all clients.
Scheduling. Alternative scheduling approaches have recently gained interest. Tang and Goldberg [52] suggest each relay track the number of packets it schedules for each circuit. After a configurable time-period,
packet counts are exponentially decayed so that data
sent more recently has a greater influence on the packet
count. For each scheduling decision, the relay flushes
the circuit with the lowest cell count, favoring circuits
that have not sent much data recently while preventing
bursty traffic from significantly affecting scheduling priorities. Jansen et al. [32] investigate new schedulers
based on the proportional differentiation model [21] and
differentiable service classes. Relays track the delay of
each service class and prioritize scheduling so that relative delays are proportional to configurable differentiation parameters, but the schedulers require a mecha-

Eluding Throttles

A client may try multiple strategies to avoid being throttled. A client may instrument its downloading application and the Tor software to send application data over
multiple Tor circuits. However, these circuits will still be
subject to throttling since each of them uses the same
throttled TCP connection to the guard. A client may
avoid this by attempting to create multiple TCP connections to the guard. In this case, the guard may easily recognize that the connection requests come from
the same client and can either deny the establishment
of multiple connections or aggregate the accounting of
all connections to that client. A client may use multiple guard nodes and send application data over each separate guard connection, but the client significantly decreases its anonymity by subverting the guard mechanism [58, 59]. Finally, the client could run and use its
own guard node and avoid throttling itself. Although this
strategy may actually benefit the network since it reduces
the amount of Tor’s capacity consumed by the client, the
cost of running a guard may be sufficient to prevent its
wide-scale adoption.
Its important to note that the “cheating” techniques
outlined above do not decrease the security or performance below what unthrottled Tor provides. At worst,
even if all clients somehow manage to elude the throttles,
performance and security both regress to that of unthrottled Tor. In other words, throttling can only improve the
situation whether or not “cheating” occurs in practice.

6
6.1

Related Work
Improving Tor’s Performance

Recent work on improving Tor’s performance covers a
wide range of topics, which we now enumerate.
Incentives. A recognition that Tor is limited by its bandwidth resources has resulted in several proposals for developing performance incentives for volunteering bandwidth as a Tor relay. New relays would provide additional resources and improve network performance.
Ngan et al. explore giving better performance to relays that attain the fast and stable relay flags [43].
These relays are marked with a “gold star” in the directory. Gold star relays may build circuits through
other gold star relays, improving download performance.
This scheme has a severe anonymity problem: any relay
12
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level. Therefore, new requests may be denied if the network is unable to provide the resources requested. This
approach does not work well in an anonymity network
like Tor since clients would be able to request unbounded
resources without accountability and the network would
be unable to fulfill most requests due to bottlenecks.
In the DiffServ [9] model, applications notify the network of the desired service type by setting bits in the IP
header. Routers then tailor performance toward an expected notion of fairness (e.g. max-min fairness [24, 34]
or proportional fairness [20,21,35]). Leaking this type of
information about a client’s traffic flows is a significant
risk to privacy and ways to provide differentiated service
without such risk do not currently exist.
Scheduling. Scheduling algorithms, such as fair queuing [15] and round robin [24, 25], affect the order in
which packets are sent out of a given node, but generally do not change the total number of packets being
sent. Therefore, unless the sending rate is explicitly reduced, the network will still contain similar load regardless of the relative priority of individual packets. As explained in Section 1 and Section 3, scheduling does not
directly reduce network congestion, but may cooperate
with other bandwidth management techniques to achieve
the desired performance characteristics of traffic classes.

nism (tickets) for differentiating traffic into classes. Finally, Tor’s round-robin TCP read/write schedulers have
recently been noted as a source of unfairness for relays
that have an unbalanced number of circuits per TCP connection [54]. Tschorsch and Scheuermann suggest that a
round-robin scheduler could approximate a max-min algorithm [24] by choosing among all circuits rather than
all TCP connections. More work is required to determine
the suitability of this approach in Tor.
Congestion. Improving performance and reducing congestion has been studied by taking an in-depth look at
Tor’s circuit and stream windows [7]. AlSabah et al. experiment with dynamically adjusting window sizes and
find that smaller window sizes effectively reduce queuing
delays, but also decrease bandwidth utilization and therefore hurt overall download performance. As a result, they
implement and test an algorithm from ATM networks
called the N23 scheme, a link-by-link flow control algorithm. Their adaptive N23 algorithm propagates information about the available queue space to the next upstream router while dynamically adjusting the maximum
circuit queue size based on outgoing cell buffer delays,
leading to a quicker reaction to congestion. Their experiments indicate slightly improved response and download
times for 300 KiB files.
Transport. Tor’s performance has also been analyzed
at the socket level, resulting in suggestions for a UDPbased mechanism for data delivery [56] or using a userlevel TCP stack over a DTLS tunnel [47]. While Tor currently multiplexes all circuits over a single kernel TCP
stream to control information leakage, the TCP-overDTLS approach suggests separate user TCP streams for
each circuit and sends all TCP streams between two relays over a single kernel DTLS-secured [40] UDP socket.
As a result, a circuit’s TCP window is not unfairly reduced when other high-bandwidth circuits cause queuing
delays or dropped packets.

6.2

7

Conclusion

This paper analyzes client throttling by guard relays to
reduce Tor network bottlenecks and improve responsiveness. We explore static throttling configurations while
designing, implementing, and evaluating three new throttling algorithms that adaptively select which connections
get throttled and dynamically adjust the throttle rate of
each connection. Our adaptive throttling techniques use
only local relay information and are considerably more
effective than static throttling since they do not require
re-evaluation of throttling parameters as network load
changes. We find that client throttling is effective at
both improving performance for interactive clients and
increasing Tor’s network resilience. We also analyzed
the effects throttling has on anonymity and discussed the
security of our algorithms against realistic adversarial attacks. We find that throttling improves anonymity: a
guard’s bandwidth leaks more information about its circuits when throttling is disabled.
Future Work. There are many directions for future research. Our current algorithms may be modified to optimize performance by improving classification of bulk
traffic, considering alternative strategies for distinguishing web from bulk connections. Additional approaches
to rate-tuning are also of interest, e.g. it may be possible to further improve web client performance using proportional fairness to schedule traffic on circuits. Also of

Bandwidth Management

Our approach to bandwidth management in this paper
has been to use a token bucket rate-limiter, a classic traffic shaping mechanism [55], to ensure that traffic conforms to the desired policies. We now briefly discuss
other approaches to bandwidth management.
Quality of Service. Networks often want to provide
a certain quality of service (QoS) to their subscribers.
There are two main approaches to QoS: Integrated Services (IntServ) and Differentiated Services (DiffServ).
In the IntServ [11, 50] model, applications request resources from the network using the resource reservation
protocol [60]. Since the network must maintain the expected quality for its current commitments, it must ensure the load of the network remains below a certain
13
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interest is an analysis of throttling in the context of congestion and flow control to determine the interrelation
and effects the algorithms have on each other. Finally, a
deeper understanding of our algorithms and their effects
on client performance would be possible through analysis on the live Tor network.
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Abstract
Intrusion detection systems play a vital role in network
security. Central to these systems is the language used to
express policies. Ideally, this language should be powerful, implementation-agnostic, and cross-platform. Unfortunately, today’s popular intrusion detection systems
fall short of this goal. Each has their own policy language in which expressing complicated logic requires
implementation-specific code. Database systems have
adapted SQL to handle streaming data, but have yet to
achieve the efficiency and flexibility required for complex intrusion detection tasks.
In this paper, we introduce Chimera, a declarative query language for network traffic processing that
bridges the gap between powerful intrusion detection
systems and a simple, platform-independent SQL syntax. Chimera extends streaming SQL languages to better
handle network traffic by adding structured data types,
first-class functions, and dynamic window boundaries.
We show how these constructs can be applied to realworld scenarios, such as side-jacking detection and DNS
feature extraction. Finally, we describe the implementation and evaluation of a compiler that translates Chimera
queries into low-level code for the Bro event language.

1

Introduction

Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) continue to play an
essential role in network security. One critical aspect of
IDS design is how users express analytic tasks. In particular, policy should be separate from the mechanism [21].
This leads to simpler policies that are easier to write and
easier to share because they have fewer implementation
constraints. Separation also increases interoperability,
which moves us closer to the goal of having a standardized language for network traffic analysis.
Unfortunately, current IDSs only partially separate
policy from mechanism. They each have their own
domain-specific languages, which are incompatible with
one other. Snort uses a declarative rule language for
defining signatures [23], which is limited in its ability
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to express stateful analytics. Bro [21] offers a more powerful (Turing complete) event language, but complex operations require procedural programming and direct interaction with data structures, which is cumbersome and
leads to dependency between policy and mechanism.
Database systems have been attacking this problem
from the opposite end. SQL is a powerful, declarative,
standard language, and recent work has extended it to
support streaming queries [1, 3, 19]. While these systems
are typically too slow to serve as an IDS, Gigascope [7]
adopts a more limited SQL-based language and has successfully applied it to packet processing. Unfortunately,
Gigascope cannot express many of the complex analytic
tasks that are possible in Bro.
In this paper, we introduce Chimera, a declarative query language for network traffic processing that
bridges the gap between powerful intrusion detection
platforms and simple, implementation-agnostic queries.
The goal is to provide an SQL-like syntax while maintaining as much expressive power as possible, and without significantly impacting performance. We achieve this
goal by implementing Chimera as an independent language that is compiled down into low-level policies for
other platforms. For this paper, we have written a compiler1 that translates Chimera queries into the Bro event
language [21].
Chimera is similar to streaming SQL languages, but
has some additional features that make it better-suited for
handling network traffic. First, it supports structured data
types (lists and maps). This allows rows to more closely
reflect the structure of application-layer protocols, almost all of which contain structured data. Chimera also
makes dealing with these types easier by introducing a
SPLIT operator to break up lists into multiple rows, as
well as first-class functions that can be applied to data
structures. Chimera also improves upon streaming SQL
by introducing dynamic windows. Instead of enforcing
strict window specifications at the table level, such as
“range 60 minutes, slide 1 minute", Chimera allows window boundary computation using dynamic expressions,
1 Visit http://www.chimera-query.org for more information about
obtaining the Chimera compiler source code.
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such as “UNTIL count() > 10". This makes it possible to
output aggregate results as soon as they are ready, which
is extremely important for intrusion prevention and active response scenarios.
We motivate the design of Chimera by examining realworld scenarios where detection requires complex state
tracking that is unavailable in a simple system like Snort
[23]. We look at existing work on detecting side-jacking
– an attack that steals a session ID from an HTTP cookie
[22] – and on finding malicious domains with the EXPOSURE system [5]. We also consider two examples
of detecting DNS tunnels and identifying spam/phishing
servers. After describing the Chimera syntax, we present
example queries for these scenarios. When compared to
a previous Bro implementation [22], the query for sidejacking demonstrates how analytics in the Chimera language are very concise. The Chimera queries for extracting features used by EXPOSURE [5] led us to identify
ambiguities in the original text, highlighting the need for
a standard network traffic analysis language.
In final part of the paper, we describe and evaluate the
implementation of a Chimera to Bro compiler. The compiler operates in two main stages: (1) it translates queries
into a relational algebra, and (2) it generates Bro event
language code. We compared the compiler’s output to
hand-optimized code for a number of queries by running
each side by side on real network traffic. In the worstcase example, compiled code was 3% slower than handwritten code due to extra copying and event handlers. We
plan to add optimizations to minimize these issue in the
future, but our experiments show that the compiler generates code that with almost the same performance as handwritten code even it is current form.
The rest of the paper is laid out as follows. Section
2 motivates our work with examples of stateful analytics. Section 3 describes the Chimera language. Section
4 presents Chimera queries for example scenarios. Section 5 describes the Bro compiler. Section 6 evaluates
teh compiler and discusses future optimizations. Finally,
section 7 covers related work and section 8 concludes.

2

Motivation: Stateful Network Analytics

As attacks continue to increase in sophistication, so
must analytics that detect them. Over time it is becoming more and more difficult to characterize malicious behavior with simple Snort rules [23]. As a result, many
administrators rely on systems like Bro [21] that are able
to perform stateful analysis on high-level protocol fields,
rather than being constrained to individual packet or flow
analysis.
This section outlines a number of scenarios in which
simple filtering is not enough. The rest of the paper then
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uses these scenarios to motivate the Chimera language
and its design. Keep in mind that the analytic techniques
presented in this section are not necessarily bulletproof,
or even practical in all situations. The point is not to
assess the quality of analytics, but to provide examples
of logical constructs that we would like to express in the
Chimera language.

2.1

Sidejacking

Sidejacking is a term used to describe the attack where a
hacker steals a session token from an unencrypted HTTP
cookie and then impersonates the legitimate user. This
attack is easy to pull off in a coffee-shop environment
where there is a public wireless network. Countermeasures include use of HTTPS, and are discussed in work
by Riley et al. [22].
Sidejacking can also be detected by monitoring network traffic. An implementation of sidejacking detection has been written for Bro [26]. This script works in
the following way:
1. Group incoming HTTP requests by session ID in
cookie.
2. When a new request arrives, are the client IP and
User-Agent the same?
3. If not, then report sidejacking.
As you can see, the analytic logic is straightforward,
but implementation requires non-trivial maintenance of
client state on a per-cookie basis.

2.2

Malicious Domains

A recent research project called EXPOSURE introduced
a set of sixteen features for detecting malicious domain
names [5]. Some of these features could operate on a
single domain name, such as the percentage of numerical
characters. Many of the features, however, require state
tracking across multiple DNS packets. In this paper, we
examine some of EXPOSURE’s stateful features. In particular, we will focus on a subset of the DNS answer- and
TTL-based features:
• Number of distinct IP addresses per domain name
• Number of domains that share the same IP address
• Average TTL value
• Number of TTL value changes
These features all require parsing the DNS protocol.
They also require per-domain state tracking, and the second feature needs additional per-IP state tracking.
The authors of EXPOSURE also identify time-based
features that we do not discuss here. It would be possible to adapt the change point detection (CPD) algorithms
used by EXPOSURE to run in the Chimera framework.
However, describing the implementation of complex algorithms in a streaming model is outside of the scope of
this work, and is orthogonal to the design of Chimera.
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2.3

DNS Tunnels

The DNS protocol is designed to resolve information
about domain names. However, it can also be used for
covert communication by storing data in the requested
domain name (e.g., <encoded data>.hacker.com) and
sending data back to the client inside of the IP address
field. While this is a low-bandwidth channel, the ubiquity of the DNS protocol makes it likely to bypass firewalls even in restricted networks.
There are many ways to detect DNS tunnels, but we
will discuss a particular method here because it highlights an interesting analytic technique. In this method,
the following steps are taken to find DNS tunnels:
1. Keep track of all DNS response A records, indexing
by the A record IP address.
2. When a packet is seen going to an IP address, remove the corresponding DNS response record.
3. If no packet is ever sent to the A record IP (within
a window), increment a counter for the client and
server IP addresses from the DNS message.
4. Report tunneling for clients or servers that exceed a
threshold of orphaned responses.
This analysis logic is again very straightforward. It
assumes that IP address values in DNS responses from
tunnels will not actually be used as IP addresses, so most
of them will never see follow-up packets. Counting a
threshold will eliminate false positives from commandline DNS look-ups (e.g., using the nslookup UNIX command) that do not have ensuing connections.

2.4

Phishing/Spam Detection

A lot of research has gone into phishing and spam detection. Some approaches look at message contents, while
others look at aggregate measurements like e-mail volume and rate of sending. Here, we will consider a detector that looks for new mail transfer agents (MTAs)
through which e-mail is sent to a large number of distinct recipients. The analysis happens as follows:
1. Identify SMTP messages that have a “new" MTA in
their path.
2. For 24 hours after a new MTA is seen, count the
number of distinct recipients in messages that traverse that MTA.
3. If the count for a new MTA exceeds a threshold,
then report phishing/spam.
Though the description of this analytic is concise,
implementing it requires a few complicated operations.
First, there must be a data structure, such as a Bloom filter, that keeps track of whether each MTA has been seen
before. That structure must have at least two windows so
that it does not start emitting old values after each time
it is purged. The next challenge is that the MTA path is
stored in multiple headers within each SMTP message.
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Checking whether each MTA on the path is new either
requires applying a function to each value or splitting up
the SMTP message into one tuple for each MTA. When
new SMTP messages arrive, checking to see if one of
the MTAs is new within the past 24 hours again requires
splitting the tuple prior to a join operation.

3

The Chimera Language

3.1

Query Syntax

The highest level element in the Chimera language is
a query statement. Since Chimera operates passively,
the only type of query allowed right now is SELECT.
Chimera also includes a CREATE VIEW statement,
which is effectively a macro that can be used in place of
sub-queries. The syntax for a Chimera SELECT query is
very similar to SQL, and can be seen in Figure 1. Many
elements are shared and behave the same way, including the FROM, WHERE, and UNION. The input and
output specifications are a bit different. Explicit data
sources are allowed in the query, including a file (PCAP
or user-defined CSV), network interface, or list of file
names from standard input (the default). Similarly, output will be sent to standard output unless a file is specified. Chimera begins to differ more significantly for the
GROUP BY and JOIN operations, as well as the newly
introduced SPLIT, which we discuss next. It also supports an expression syntax with different data and function types, which are described in sections 3.2 and 3.4.
3.1.1

GROUP BY

The Chimera language diverges from SQL and traditional streaming database in its semantics for the
GROUP BY clause. To support streaming, we have
added a TABLESIZE parameter and the UNTIL keyword
with an optional GLOBAL parameter and a Boolean expression. TABLESIZE specifies the maximum number
of items to hold before discarding old values. (Chimera
does not yet implement more intelligent QoS or load
shedding like Aurora [1], but TABLESIZE effectively
enables memory limits.) The UNTIL condition determines when GROUP BY will generate output. It may
contain aggregate functions, such as count or average.
If GLOBAL is specified, then the aggregate functions are
evaluated with a single global state object, instead of separately for each key. In this case, GROUP BY will output
everything in the table when the UNTIL expression becomes true. This is similar to window-based grouping in
traditional streaming databases. If GLOBAL is omitted,
then each item in the GROUP BY table will be evaluated
and flushed independently. This allows implementation
of partitioned windows, which are described by Arasu et
al. [3].
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select_query ::=
[SOURCE {STDIN | FILE fname | INTERFACE if}]
select_body
[INTO {STDOUT | FILE fname}]
create_view ::=
CREATE VIEW alias AS select_body
select_body ::=
SELECT {* | expr [AS alias]
[, expr [AS alias]]* }
FROM table_ref
[WHERE bool_expr]
[GROUP BY expr [, expr]*
UNTIL [GLOBAL] bool_expr
[TABLESIZE row_count]
[HAVING bool_expr]
[ORDER BY expr [, expr]* [ASC | DESC]
[LIMIT row_count]]]
[UNION select_body]
table_ref ::=
table_instance
| table_ref [[EXCLUSIVE] {LEFT | RIGHT | FULL}
[OUTER]] [UNORDERED] [SINGLE] JOIN
table_instance ON expr EQUALS expr
[TABLESIZE row_count]
[WINDOW expr[, expr]]
| table_ref SPLIT expr AS alias, alias
table_instance ::=
table_name [AS alias]
| ( select_body ) AS alias

Figure 1: Query syntax for the Chimera language
The GROUP BY clause may also include an ORDER
BY keyword that takes a sorting parameter. Because
Chimera is a stream processing system, some values
will inevitably be discarded. ORDER BY ensures that
the highest values are kept in the GROUP BY table instead of the newest values (the default). Chimera uses a
heap structure to discard rows with the lowest ORDER
BY value. This allows computation of “heavy hitters"
on a high-volume data stream using very little memory.
LIMIT specifies how many to rows to output at the end
of each window. It defaults to TABLESIZE and is only
used if GLOBAL is specified.
3.1.2

JOIN

Chimera introduces a few non-standard features for joins
that improve efficiency and enable new analytic semantics. The first difference is that joins are ordered by default. This means that the left tuple must arrive before
the right tuple. This lets Chimera use only one hash table
instead of two, improving efficiency. The keyword UNORDERED can be added to the JOIN clause for standard
join semantics.
Because Chimera is a stream processing system,
only equi-joins are supported, hence the mandatory EQ
(equals) syntax. Furthermore, only one tuple is allowed
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per key in the join table. If a new tuple arrives on the
same side with the same key, then the old one is discarded without being matched. This ensures that each
new tuple will generate at most one output, keeping overhead down to O(1). Support for multi-tuple joins could
be added in the future, but their use could negatively affect performance.
The next feature supported by Chimera is a SINGLE
JOIN, which enforces one-to-one matching between left
and right tuples. Normally, a row from one side of a join
is allowed to match multiple rows from the other side.
When a match occurs in a SINGLE JOIN, the matching
tuple is removed from the join table so that it frees up
space and cannot match any other tuples. This is useful
when performing an EXCLUSIVE OUTER JOIN, which
is similar to a typical outer join, except that the inner part
of the join is excluded, leaving only tuples that do not
have a match. An EXCLUSIVE LEFT SINGLE JOIN
can be used, for example, to detect ICMP ping packets
that never receive a reply. Here, SINGLE effectively increases the time that can elapse before declaring a packet
unmatched by removing matched packets from the table.
The maximum number of elements stored in the JOIN
table can be set with TABLESIZE, just as with GROUP
BY, which guarantees a limit on memory utilization. In
addition to a size-based limit, JOIN also supports a conditional WINDOW clause, which allows it to selectively
age off old tuples from the window. The conditional expression for the WINDOW clause is evaluated in a special context where the oldest tuple is assigned the name
old in the root object, and the newest tuple given the
name new. For each new tuple, it and the oldest tuple
are used to evaluate the WINDOW expression. If the expression is false, then the old tuple is removed and the
expression is re-evaluated against the next oldest tuple.
For example, [new].[time] - [old].[time] < 60
enforces a 60 second time window. There can be two
window conditions if the join is UNORDERED, which
are applied to incoming left and right tuples, respectively.
3.1.3

SPLIT

Chimera includes the SPLIT keyword to its query language to make it easier to handle structured data types.
There are some cases where it makes more sense to process a list or map structure as a single object (e.g., looking up a value at an index), but others where it is better to split the list and handle each item in its own tuple (e.g., examining DNS resource records). The SPLIT
keyword takes an expression that evaluates to a structured data type (list or map, discussed in section 3.2) as
an argument, as well as an alias name for each individual
item, and an alias for the item index (which cannot be derived if there are duplicate items). When a split occurs,
Chimera creates a new tuple for each item in the object
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argument. These tuples have references to all of the original data, including the structured object, but also contain
the individual item (map items are emitted as two-value
[key, value] lists) and its index as extra values. If the
SPLIT object is empty, then Chimera will emit one tuple
with NULL values for both the item and the index.

3.2

Data Types

The Chimera language has several data types that it uses
to represent message fields in network traffic. Chimera
takes a minimalist approach to typing modeled after the
types used in JSON [8]. This makes data manipulation
much simpler by reducing the number of functions and
operators that are required.
Chimera supports six primitive data types: Integer,
Float, String, Bool, Null, and IPAddress. The first
five correspond to the four primitive types in JSON, with
the additional distinction between integer and floatingpoint numbers. The Integer type does not have any
constraint on its size. It will be expanded as necessary if
it overflows the bounds of a 32- or 64-bit integer. Float
types are all double precision. All String types are
binary strings, which is appropriate for network traffic
analysis. The Bool and Null types are self-explanatory.
The remaining data type, IPAddress, could have been
encapsulated in a String or Integer. Its existence is
not necessary, but it is frequently used in network traffic
analysis so we decided to add it out of convenience.
Chimera also supports two structured types: a List,
and a Map. The List type directly corresponds to an array in JSON. The Map type is similar to maps in other
languages, but it also supports ordering and duplicate
keys. This makes it better-suited for network protocols
that contain map-like structures. The ordering of map
elements in a network message may have significance.
Keys can also be repeated, both for legitimate and malicious purposes. Internally, Map objects are implemented
by hash tables when they are created by assigning to
a key, and by lists or numerically-indexed tables when
they are created by appending key-value pairs. Iterating
through a map will yield list objects with two items: a
key and a value. The objects will be in the original insertion order if the map was created by appending items.

3.3

Naming and Schemata

One core part of the Chimera query language is the set of
available schemata. In general, Chimera is not tied to any
specific schemata or naming system. In fact, it supports
CSV file input with user-defined column names. In this
mode, Chimera reads the column names from the first
line of a CSV file and applies them to each row.
When dealing with network traffic instead of userdefined meta-data, it is important to have a common
naming scheme that is the same across all platforms.
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Right now, the only platform supported by Chimera is
Bro. We could have just used the Bro names exactly,
but they contain some implementation artifacts. Instead,
we opted to create our own protocol schemata and write
a Bro translation function for each one. This way, the
naming and structure is more closely tied to actual protocol messages than to implementation choices specific
to Bro.
Table 1: The schema for HTTP requests in Chimera
Name
packets
method
path
version
headers
body

Type
List(tcp_packet)
String
String
String
Map(String→String)
String

We will not enumerate the schema of every protocol
here due to space constraints, but provide an example of
the schema for HTTP requests in table 1. This schema
is simple and corresponds directly to the protocol structure. In addition, there is a list of packets in the schema.
All top-level protocols in Chimera have this field, which
refers to the original packets that make up the message.
This allows you to retrieve original IP addresses, port
numbers, etc. It also allows more flexible handling of
time because each individual packet’s arrival time is exposed in the schema.
Another important aspect of the HTTP request schema
is that it does not expose any anomalies or low-level parsing details. For example, we assume that the parser strips
out any chunked-encoding headers from the body field.
Once these are gone, we do not know whether the body
was split up into many one-byte chunks, one hundredbyte chunks, or any other chunk sizes. If there were
anomalies in a chunk header, such as only having a newline character instead of a carriage return and a newline,
then the parser will either fail altogether or discard the
information and continue silently. The problem becomes
even more serious for DNS messages where hiding data
in slack space is a well-known technique. This is a systemic problem that affects all protocol parsers and is orthogonal to the design of Chimera. The problem could be
addressed by adding more fields to the parser that contain
raw bytes. If these fields were added to low-level parsers,
it would be easy to extend the Chimera naming scheme
to include them.

3.4

Functions

In Chimera, functions are essential building blocks used
for data manipulation and extraction. Chimera supports
four different types of functions, which are described in
this section. Functions can be defined by the user in the
target language (Bro in this case). The set of available
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functions and their definitions are considered outside of
the core Chimera language, with the exception of functions for which there are syntactic shortcuts. Examples
of other specific functions are given later in section 4,
which provides example Chimera queries for analysis
scenarios.
3.4.1

Methods

The first function type that Chimera supports is
a method.
Methods operate on objects and can
be chained together using a dot syntax (Example:
<object>.a().b().c()). Each method function can
operate on one or more types of input data, and can generate multiple output types. If any function in a method
chain generates a NULL output, then evaluation stops
and later functions in the chain are not called.
Within an expression in a Chimera query statement,
methods may be called without an explicit base object. In this case, Chimera uses the implicit default object, which is a Map representing a tuple in the current
schema. Chimera also supports a square-bracket syntax:
[<field>]. This is syntactic sugar for calling the get
function get(’<field>’), which will retrieve the first
value in the map that has a key matching the given input
string. If the get function or bracket syntax is used on a
List object, then Chimera assumes that the list consists
of Map objects and will add an implicit iterator over the
list, returning the first object that is not NULL. Such “apply” functions are discussed more later in this section.
In the Chimera language, arguments to method functions must be literals and cannot be derived from the
default tuple object. Functions that need to manipulate
multiple elements in the default tuple must be written as
static functions (described in the next section) instead of
method functions. This was a choice that we made based
on readability and it does not effect expressiveness.
3.4.2

Static Functions and Operators

Chimera supports static functions that can operate
on multiple objects (Example: concat(<string1>,
<string2>, ...)). The arguments to static functions
can be literals or chains of method functions. Chimera
also has a number of basic operators. These operators
are essentially syntactic sugar for static function calls,
though they may be compiled down to the same operator
in the target language if it exists and has the same semantics. Chimera currently support most of the C operators,
including:
• Arithmetic: +, − (subtraction and unary), ∗, /, %
(modulo)
• Comparison: ==, ! =, <, >, <=, >=
• Logical: ! (NOT), && (AND), || (OR)
• Bitwise: ∼ (NOT), & (AND), | (OR), ^(XOR), <<
(Left Shift), >> (Right Shift)
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For arithmetic and comparison operators between integers and floats, integers are promoted to floats. Bitwise
operations are only allowed on integers, and left shifting
an integer will never truncate bits that are set. Instead, it
will be expanded so that it can hold the value. For strings
and IP addresses, only the comparison operators are supported. For Boolean values, only the equality, inequality,
and logical operators are supported.
3.4.3

Aggregate Functions

The next type of function available in Chimera is an aggregate function. Aggregate functions are used to compute some result over multiple data items. Aggregate
functions are typically seen in expressions that are part of
the SELECT, HAVING, or UNTIL clauses in a statement
that uses GROUP BY. In these places, a different aggregate value will be computed for each unique GROUP BY
key (each key has a different state). Aggregate functions
may also be used in WHERE clauses or statements without GROUP BY, but they will have a single global state
in these cases.
The syntax for an aggregate function is exactly the
same as for static functions. However, the definition must
specify four routines, which are shown in Table 2. These
routines are similar to those for defining an aggregate
function in a standard relational database.
Table 2: User-defined aggregate function routines
Arguments Returns
When Called
Initialization
None
State
Before the first input
Iteration
State, Inputs State
For each new input
Evaluation
State
Outputs To read current output
Termination
State
State At end of each window

Each of the routines in an aggregate function deals
with a state object. This state object is returned from calls
to aggregate routines (except evaluation, which does not
update the state), stored, and then passed back to the next
aggregate routine call. This state object is opaque to the
rest of the system and can contain anything.
The termination function works a bit differently than
in a traditional database due to the streaming nature of
Chimera. This function will be called at the end of each
window as specified in an UNTIL clause in an aggregate statement. The state object that it returns will be
passed back to the next iteration call for the first item
in the next window. This allows aggregate functions to
maintain state across multiple windows.
Some traditional databases also support a Merge routine for user-defined aggregates. This allows intermediate results to be merged together, which allows parallel
computation. Chimera does not yet support merging, but
could be extended to do so in the future.
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3.4.4

Apply Functions

The final type of function available in Chimera is
an apply function. An apply function is a method
on a structured object that takes another function as
a first-class object and applies it to items in the
structured object. How the argument is applied depends on the particular function. Apply functions
can take normal arguments in parentheses, but use a
curly bracket syntax for their function argument (e.g.,
[list].apply(<args>){<fnarg>}) to clearly differentiate them from other function types. Arguments
can be passed to inner functions using the symbols
$, $2, $3, etc. (“1" omitted from first argument for
brevity). This lets user-defined apply functions pass an
arbitrary number of arguments. It also allows the inner functions to be methods, static functions, or aggregate functions (e.g., [list].apply{$.strlen()} or
[list].apply{count($)}). This syntax is slightly
different from other languages like Javascript, but we felt
it to be more concise and easy to read in this context.
Chimera does support multiple levels of apply functions. When there are multiple levels, however, inner
functions cannot directly reference parent arguments.
First-class functions in Chimera are not full closures.
Apply functions can be defined by the user, but a
few examples are provided here to illustrate the concept.
Note that when iterating over a map instead of a list, each
key-value pair is represented as two-item [key, value] list.
• foreach – Apply the function to each item in the
list and update it with the output value. Example:
[list].foreach{$.substr(3)}
• foridx(index) – Apply the function to the
item in the list at the given index and update it with the output value.
Example:
[map].foreach{$.foridx(0){$.substr(3)}}
• iter – Iteratively apply the function to each item in
the list and return the first value that is not NULL.
Example: [list].iter{$.match(’as.*df’)}
• iterall – Apply the function to all items in the
list and return the last output value. Example:
[list].iterall{count($)}
• filter – Apply the function to each item
in the list and discard items for which
it evaluates to false or NULL. Example:
[map].filter{$.first().strlen() > 3}
• find – Apply the function to each item in
the list and return the first item for which it
does not evaluate to false or NULL. Example:
[map].find{$.first() == ’A’}
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4

Implementing Analytics in Chimera

In section 2, we introduced several attack scenarios that require advanced analysis capabilities to detect.
Now that we have presented the Chimera language, we
show here how it can be used to implement analytics
for these scenarios. While these scenarios demonstrate
many of Chimera’s features and capabilities, they are by
no means a complete exposition of its power. The goal
here is to provide examples of how the language can be
used in practice that serve as a starting point for future
work.

4.1

Sidejacking

As you may recall, sidejacking involves searching for
multiple clients that are using the same session identifier
for a web service. For simplicity, clients can be represented as an IP address and User-Agent pair. Now that
we have an understanding of Chimera’s query model, we
can break down the analysis task into some key facts:
• This query requires aggregation using the session
ID as the GROUP BY key.
• The session ID is inside of a key-value list in the
“Cookie" header and will need to be broken out of
the list.
• Detection requires counting more than one distinct
client. This will be the UNTIL trigger condition.
This leads us to the following query, which cleanly implements sidejacking detection and is much more shorter
than the previous Bro implementation [26] (though the
Bro implementation contains a few more additional features not included here):
SELECT
list_agg(distinct(concat(
[packets].[srcip], ’:’,
[headers].[User-Agent])))
AS clientlist
[headers].[Cookie].split(’;’).
foreach{$.split(’=’)}.
find{$.first() == ’SID’}.last()
AS sessionid
FROM http
WHERE [sessionid] != NULL
GROUP BY [sessionid]
UNTIL [clientlist].size() > 1

The first expression in the SELECT statement extracts
the source IP address from the first packet in the connection (HTTP messages are comprised of one or more
packets), finds the value of the “User-Agent" header (or
NULL if it is missing), and concatenates the two together
to form a client identifier string. Because [packets] is a
list of map objects, the bracket operator that follows includes an implicit iteration, thus extracting [srcip] from
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the first packet in the list. The query then passes this
string to the aggregate function distinct, which will
check each incoming value to see if it has occurred before. If not, it will pass through the value, otherwise it
will output NULL. The distinct function can be implemented with a Bloom filter, or with a hash table if more
accuracy is desired. Our implementation of distinct in
the Bro language currently uses a hash table. Finally, the
list_agg aggregate function will take each non-NULL
input item and append it to a list.
The next expression in the SELECT statement pulls
out the session ID from the “Cookie" header. If there
is more than one “Cookie" header, then the implicit call
to get() made by the square brackets will just grab the
first one. The expression then splits the the cookie header
value up into a list of strings separated by the ’;’ character. Next, it iterates over this list with foreach, further
splitting each string using the ’=’ character into a keyvalue list. Finally, the find function extracts the first
pair in the list where its first item is the string ’SID’, and
last pulls out the corresponding value. If at any point
during this chain of functions there is a NULL value, then
processing will stop and the result will be NULL.
The remainder of the query is pretty straightforward.
The WHERE clause filters out only HTTP messages that
have Cookie headers and session IDs. GROUP BY aggregates based on the session ID, and UNTIL will trigger
an output whenever it sees more than one client using the
same session ID.

4.2

Malicious Domains

There were several DNS features presented earlier in section 2.2. These features each perform some aggregate
computation on DNS responses. In the Chimera language, lists of objects can be split into one tuple for each
item using the SPLIT command. DNS responses contain
lists of answer records in a single DNS packet, which
can be split up into individual answer records. However, Chimera also includes a schema for individual resource records (essentially pre-split) that corresponds to
resource record events in the Bro language. The queries
below use the DNS resource record schema out of convenience, but could use the DNS schema and SPLIT as
well. Here are queries for each of the listed features:
4.2.1

Number of distinct IP addresses per domain

SELECT count_distinct([aip]), [name]
FROM dns_rr
WHERE [aip] != NULL
GROUP BY [name]
UNTIL GLOBAL
nextwindow([packets].[time], 86400)

One thing to note about this query is the
count_distinct function.
Counting the number
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of distinct items can be done more efficiently than by
keeping a list and computing its size. This query also
uses an aggregate function nextwindow to compute
when the packet timestamp has transitioned into the next
86400-second (one day) time window. It essentially
performs integer division and change detection. When
this occurs, the entire table will be flushed and the
computation will restart.
4.2.2

Number of domains that share the same IP

SELECT [name], [ip], [count]
FROM (
SELECT
[aip] AS ip
list_agg(distinct([name])) AS names
count_distinct([name]) AS count
FROM dns_rr
WHERE [aip] != NULL
GROUP BY [aip]
UNTIL GLOBAL
nextwindow([packets].[time], 86400)
) SPLIT names AS name, nameidx

This query will keep a list of domains for each IP address, maintain a count of its size, and then output each
domain along with an IP address and count every day.
As you may have noticed, this query does not precisely
quantify the "number of domains that share the same IP
address" because a domain name can have multiple IPs,
and the original EXPOSURE paper was not clear about
whether all the domains on all the IPs should be counted
[5]. This query will actually output multiple counts for
each domain name, one for each IP address that it uses.
This is an example where having a common query language would make explicit analytic descriptions much
easier, allowing researchers to more precisely describe
their techniques.
4.2.3

Average TTL value

SELECT avg([ttl]), [name]
FROM dns_rr
WHERE [ttl] != NULL
GROUP BY [name]
UNTIL GLOBAL
nextwindow([packets].[time], 86400)

This query is very similar to the first, except that it
employs the avg (average) aggregate function instead of
count_distinct. Another point of ambiguity in EXPOSURE is whether the TTL values should be counted
for all types of resource records (as is done above), or
just for A records.
4.2.4

Number of TTL value changes

SELECT count(), [name]
FROM (
SELECT [name]
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FROM dns_rr
WHERE [ttl] != NULL
GROUP BY [name]
UNTIL
last([ttl]) != last([ttl], 2, true) &&
last([ttl], 2, true) != NULL
)
GROUP BY [name]
UNTIL GLOBAL
nextwindow([packets].[time], 86400)

This query uses a nested statement with two instances
of the aggregate function last. In its first form, last
just outputs the current tuple value. The second call to
last([ttl], 2, true) actually outputs the secondto-last value (2 parameter) and persists across windows
(true parameter). For the sequence {A, B, A}, the UNTIL statement will become true and flush the result after
B arrives. Because the second call to last persists, it
will hold on to the B value and output another change
when the next A arrives. This is an example of aggregate
functions that maintain state across windows.

4.3

DNS Tunnels

The DNS tunnel detection algorithm described in section 2.3 works by identifying responses that never have
follow-up connections. Here are some key facts about
this analytic:
• DNS responses may contain several A records, but
only the first one will be likely to receive a connection. It is thus better to use the whole-message
DNS schema rather the individual resource record
schema.
• We only want to count responses that do not have
matching packets, so we need to use an EXCLUSIVE LEFT SINGLE JOIN.
• Because individual false positives may occur, we
should apply a per-client threshold to unmatched responses, which will require a GROUP BY using the
client as the key.
Here is a query that implements DNS tunnel detection:
SELECT
[dns].[packets].[dstip] AS client,
last([dns].[packets].[time]) AS start,
first([dns].[packets].[time]) AS end
FROM dns EXCLUSIVE LEFT SINGLE JOIN ip_packet
ON [answers].[aip] EQUALS [dstip]
WINDOW [new].[packets].[time] [old].[packets].[time] < 300
WHERE [dns].[answers].[aip] != NULL
GROUP BY [client]
UNTIL count() > 100
HAVING [end] - [start] < 3600

This query counts the number of DNS answers with
an A-record IP address that have no matching packets
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within a five-minute time window. It then groups those
unmatched responses by their destination IP (the client
who made the request) and applies a threshold of 100 responses. Note that the threshold is applied in an UNTIL
clause. This makes it so that detection happens immediately when the threshold is reached, instead of having
to wait for the end of a time window. The timestamps
of the first and last responses can then be checked in the
HAVING clause to make sure they occurred within some
reasonable amount of time (one hour in this case). This
query demonstrates the latency benefit from using UNTIL instead of a time- or count-based window like in existing streaming databases.

4.4

Phishing/Spam Detection

Section 2.4 describes a method for detecting spam and
phishing e-mails based on filtering SMTP messages with
“new" mail transfer agents (MTAs) and then counting the
number of recipients to which the new MTAs send email in the first 24 hours. Here is a Chimera query that
implements this analytic:
CREATE VIEW mtasmtp AS
SELECT *
FROM smtp SPLIT [headers].
filter{$.first() == ’Received’}.
foreach{$.second().regex_extract
(’.*by ([^ ]*)’)} AS mta, midx;
SELECT
merge([b].[headers].[To].split(’,’),
[b].[headers].[Cc].split(’,’),
[b].[headers].[Bcc].split(’,’)).
iterall{count_distinct($.strip())}
AS recipient_count,
[a].[mta] AS mta
FROM (
SELECT *
FROM mtasmtp
WHERE unique([mta])
) AS a JOIN mtasmtp AS b
ON [mta] EQUALS [mta]
WHERE [b].[packets].[time] [a].[packets].[time] < 86400
GROUP BY [a].[mta]
UNTIL [recipient_count] > 50

This query contains a number of more complicated
operations to achieve the desired result. The CREATE
VIEW statement is used for the first time to set up a table
of SMTP messages that are split by MTAs. The MTAs
are extracted from "Received" headers in the SMTP message using a regular expression that searches for the
string "by " and pulls out the following word.
In the first part of the select statement that follows,
all of the destination e-mail addresses are extracted by
splitting the "To", "Cc", and "Bcc" headers by commas,
and then merging them into one list. The apply function
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iterall is then used to pass each recipient through the
aggregate count_distinct function to count the number of unique recipients for each MTA.
The sub-query in the left part of the join uses a stateful
function unique in a WHERE clause. This means that
it will use one global state instead of having a different
state for each aggregate key. Furthermore, the unique
function will accumulate values indefinitely. This function is different from distinct in a subtle way; it is
designed to only output "new" values. It will silently add
items to a Bloom filter during a learning phase at start-up,
and then start generating output once a certain percentage of its inputs have already been seen. As the Bloom
filter fills up, distinct will stop adding to it and create
a new one. Once the new filter becomes full, the old one
will be discarded and process will continue so that there
are always two Bloom filters in use. With a Bloom filter it is possible to falsely label new items as not unique a
small percentage of the time. This trade-off buys reduced
memory utilization. The false match rate of a Bloom filter will depend on its size and the number of insertions
that are made before rolling it over.
The final part of the query joins new MTAs with future e-mails that contain those MTAs, using the WHERE
clause to cut off the count after 24 hours. The UNTIL
clause will trigger as soon as the unique recipient count
exceeds 50 and generate a final query output.

5

Bro Compiler Implementation

For this paper, we implemented a Chimera compiler
that produces policies for the Bro event language [21].
While we have only implemented one specific target,
it would be possible to extended the compiler to target
other languages. The work that we describe in section
5.1 on translating a declarative query to an intermediate
relational algebra will be applicable for all targets. The
code generation phase, which is described in section 5.2,
will depend on the target language.

5.1

Translation to Relational Algebra

Because Chimera is very similar to SQL, we begin
the compilation process in the same way as traditional
database systems: by parsing the query and translating it
into an intermediate relational algebra. We used a simple
YACC parser [16] and the syntax from section 3 to convert the original query into an abstract syntax tree (AST)
representation. From there, the compiler translates the
AST into a data-flow representation that loosely corresponds to relational algebra, which we call the Chimera
Core. The Chimera Core operators are shown in figure 2.
This step is performed using syntax-directed translation
[2], wherein syntactic elements are converted into data-
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source(source)
parser(parser)
split(exprlist , aliasitem )
projection(expr1 , alias1 , ..., exprn , aliasn )
selection(expr)
rename(newlabel)
join(labelle f t , labelright , exprle f t , exprright ,
exprwindow , joinkind, tablesize)
group(exprgroupby , expruntil , options, tablesize,
aggexpr1 , alias1 , ..., aggexprn , aliasn )
output(dest)
Figure 2: Chimera Core language constructs
flow operators as shown in figure 3. During this process,
the compiler uses a symbol table to map aliases to locations in the data-flow graph, but does not need to perform
full data-flow analysis because all data-flow connections
are explicit in the Chimera syntax.
CREATE VIEW
→ add alias to symbol table
SOURCE
→ source
<proto-name>
→ parser
SPLIT
→ split
<table> AS ... → rename
JOIN
→ join
WHERE
→ selection
GROUP BY . . . UNTIL . . . ORDER BY . . . LIMIT
→ group
HAVING
→ selection
SELECT
→ projection
INTO
→ output
Figure 3: Summary of translation to Chimera Core

To illustrate translation from a Chimera query to the
Chimera Core language, consider the following example:
SOURCE STDIN
SELECT avg([b].[z]) AS avgz
FROM dns AS a JOIN smtp AS b ON [x] EQ [y]
WHERE [a].[x] > 5
GROUP BY [a].[x]
UNTIL avgz > 3
INTO STDOUT

Figure 4 shows the data-flow graph that results from
this example query. Using top-down syntax-directed
translation, the first node emitted is a source node corresponding to SOURCE STDIN. The FROM statement
is processed next. Because there is a JOIN, the compiler
first translates the left and right tables, adding parser
nodes to the source. The parser outputs are then fed
through rename operators so that they can be referenced
in the join operator, which combines them into a single data flow. Next, the data flows through a selection
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Figure 4: Chimera Core data-flow graph for example
operator that filters tuples using the WHERE expression. The tuples are then aggregated with a group operator, which also computes and adds aggregate expressions
from HAVING and SELECT clauses to the data flow. Finally, expressions in the SELECT clause are extracted
with the projection operator, and output sends data to
standard output.

5.2

Code Generation

The next step in compilation is to translate the data-flow
graph into Bro code. This process happens in two main
stages: (1) type computation, and (2) event code generation. The event code generation step further depends
on the implementation of user-defined functions, which
written natively in the Bro language. Also note that data
sources in Bro are specified on the command line, so the
source operator is emitted as a shell script wrapper and
not as part of the Bro language.
Type computation involves visiting each edge in the
data-flow graph, determining the contents of tuples that
flow through that edge, and then creating a record type
for those tuples. Edges coming from operators that do
not change the data – selection and rename – can be
ignored during this pass. It would have been possible to
use a table of the any type in Bro for tuples, or to create
another dynamic data structure. We chose to use custom
record types instead because they are better-documented
and do not require modifying Bro internals.
After types have been defined for each input and output tuple, the compiler generates code for each node in
the data flow graph in the form of an event handler:
• parser – This node adds a Bro protocol parser at
the beginning of the file (if it does not yet exist) and
defines an event handler that converts Bro protocol
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events into output tuples.
• split – This node takes a tuple with a list expression
and outputs a new tuple for each item in the list,
which also includes all the original tuple items.
• projection – This node outputs an event handler
that executes one or more expressions on each input tuple and assigns their results to an output tuple.
• selection – This node evaluates an expression on
each input tuple and passes that tuple as output if
the expression is true.
• rename – This node passes tuples through unchanged, but renames the event.
• join – This node stores tuples in a hash table keyed
on their join expression values and later matches
them against tuples from the other side of the join.
When there is a match (or no match for OUTER
joins), this node will generate a new output tuple
with one or both elements. To support the WINDOW expression, we extended the Bro table data
structure to expose its oldest element.
• group – This node maintains a hash table keyed on
the GROUP BY expression value. The table contains state objects for each aggregate function, all
of which have their Iteration routine called for each
new tuple. When the UNTIL expression becomes
true, this node calls each aggregate function’s Evaluation routine, adds the results to an output tuple,
and then calls the aggregate Termination routines to
flush the state objects.
• output – This special-purpose node outputs tuples
in CSV format, or, if the tuple only has one packet,
sends output to a PCAP file.
Some of the operator nodes take function expressions
as arguments. As mentioned before, each function is
written natively in Bro. A few functions, such as those
that use a Bloom filter, also required some implementation in the Bro internal function (BIF) language. When a
function is encountered during code generation, its definition is included in the Bro code and it is called with a
standard Bro expression. Bro does not support methodstyle function calls using a syntax like x(arg1).y(arg2),
so these are re-written as y(x(arg1), arg2). Apply functions are implemented by generating inline anonymous
first-class function definitions, which are supported by
Bro.

5.3

Example

Here we demonstrate Bro code generation with a simple
example. In the interest of space, the example does not
include join and group operators. Consider the following Chimera query:
SELECT [path]
FROM http-request
WHERE [method] == "GET"
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This query extracts the path from all HTTP GET requests. It translates to the following data-flow graph,
where each operator sends data to the next:
l0:
l1:
l2:
l3:
l4:

source(STDIN)
parser(http-request)
selection([method] == “GET")
projection([path], none)
output()

Finally, this is compiled down to the following Bro
script. Note that Bro splits up the HTTP headers and
body into multiple events. To have everything available in one tuple, we also add an event handler for
http_all_headers that saves the headers in the session
table, which is omitted here to save space.
@http-reply
type http_request_type: record {
method: string;
path: string;
headers: listmap;
body: string;
packetlist: packetlist_type;
};
type l3_type: record {
v1: string;
};
event l3(t: l3_type) {
print t$v1;
}
event l2(t: http_request_type) {
local out: l3_type;
out$v1 = t$path;
event l3(t);
}
event l1(t: http_request_type) {
if (!(t$method == "GET")) return;
event l2(t);
}
event http_message_done(c: connection, ...) {
local t = http_request_translate(c);
event l1(t);
}

6

Evaluation & Future Optimizations

We have presented the implementation of a compiler
that translates Chimera queries into the Bro event language. Because functionality was our primary focus,
we have not yet implemented any performance optimizations. However, there are many areas that have potential
for optimization. Here we evaluate the compiler’s processing performance in its current unoptimized form and
discuss opportunities for future performance optimization. This section does not evaluate memory utilization
because it is highly dependent on the particular query,
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desired window size, and data rate of the connection.
Windows for JOIN and GROUP BY operations can be
scaled according to the operating environment and analytic needs.

6.1

Performance Measurement

The performance measurements in this section were
taken by processing a 2 GB PCAP file (stored on a ram
disk) with Bro and recording the execution time. The
PCAP file was generated by capturing traffic at a U.S.
government network gateway, so it includes data from
a variety of protocols. It contains approximately 81k
HTTP, 58k SMTP, and 32k DNS messages.
To test the compiler’s performance, we compare the
Bro event code generated by the Chimera compiler to
hand-written Bro code that implements the same functionality. For example, the Bro code in section 5.3 could
be written by hand as follows:
@http-reply
event http_request(c: connection,
method: string, original_URI: string,
unescaped_URI: string, version: string) {
if (method == "GET")
print original_URI;
}

This shorter implementation has three optimizations:
1. Data is not copied into new record types.
2. Events with only one handler are evaluated inline.
3. An earlier event handler (http_request) is used because the headers and body are not needed.
Our first experiment tests the effect of each optimization by applying them one-by-one to the section 5.3 example. We ran each configuration 30 times against the
test data. Table 3 summarizes our results. Bypassing
data copying saves about 1.5% execution time. Inlining
event code makes no significant difference in this case.
Switching to a single earlier handler saves another 1.5%,
for a 3.0% overall speed-up. While the difference between current compiled code and hand-written code is
noticeable, it does not have a major impact.
Table 3: Execution times with different optimizations
Configuration Base Opt-1 Opt-1+2 Opt-1+2+3
Avg. Time (s) 14.21 14.00 14.01
13.79
Std. Dev. σ (s) 0.084 0.083 0.074
0.081
Speed-up (%)
1.5% 1.4%
3.0%

For the next part of our evaluation, we tested a selection of more complicated queries from sections 4.1,
4.2.1, and 4.4. We ran the queries as they were compiled
to Bro code, and after they were optimized by hand by
eliminating unnecessary copying and event handlers. Because a Bro implementation of side-jacking was already
available for query 4.1 [26], we used that as a basis for
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Table 4: Execution times for different queries, with and
without hand-optimization
Query Base Time (s)
Optimized (s) Speed-up (%)
4.1
15.64 (σ = 0.081) 15.48 (σ = 0.067)
1.1%
4.2.1 8.81 (σ = 0.085) 8.72 (σ = 0.021)
0.96%
4.4.
2.77 (σ = 0.027) 2.75 (σ = 0.019)
0.79%

comparison. We optimized the other two queries ourselves. Table 4 shows the results averaged across 30 runs
for each measurement. Much like the first experiment,
the overhead added by extra copying and event handlers
only has a minor impact on overall performance, increasing running time by about 1%. Though the Bro code generator could benefit from some optimizations, in its current form it generates code that is almost exactly equivalent to hand-written code for these real-world scenarios.

6.2

Other Optimizations

The previous section discussed optimizations in the code
generator related to event and data handling. There are
also opportunities for optimization at the relational algebra level before any code is generated, and in the analysis logic. Prior work on query optimization for databases
[11, 15, 25] is directly applicable here because it operates on relational algebra that is almost exactly the same
as the Chimera Core language. One common trick is to
break up selection operators into sub-expressions and put
the cheapest one with the greatest data reduction first.
Similarly, selection operators that occur after joins can
have sub-expressions that do not depend on both join
sides pushed before the join, thus reducing the number
of items in the join table. Finally, any nodes that duplicate one another, including parsers, can be merged together. We plan to incorporate all of these optimizations
in future versions of the Chimera compiler.
Another area of optimization that we plan to explore
is improving the actual analysis logic. For example, an
ordered EXCLUSIVE RIGHT JOIN is effectively an existence check; there is no need to actually store left tuples in the join table because they will never be emitted
as output. Going further down this route, an existence
check can be approximated efficiently using a Bloom filter. For analytics where complete precision is not necessary, an exclusive right join could be implemented with
a windowed bloom filter.
Finally, queries in the Chimera language lend themselves well to parallel processing using a map-reduce
model. Tuples can be mapped to a processing node using their join or group key right before each join or group
operator in the data-flow graph. Each node will then execute the operator to perform the reduction. Global aggregates can be computed by extending aggregate functions
to have a merge routine that combines partial answers as
discussed in section 3.4.3 (though not all aggregates can
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be merged efficiently). We plan to extend the Chimera
compiler in the future to automatically produce code that
can run in a parallel environment.

7

Related Work

There has been a lot of prior research on streaming
database systems. STREAM [3, 19] and Aurora [1]
were pioneers in this area. Following initial work, others have developed improved techniques for windowed
query evaluation [17] and load shedding [24]. An effort
has also been make to create a standard for streaming
SQL [14] that accounts for semantic differences between
various systems. Others have focused on window specification semantics for streaming queries [6, 20].
Streaming database research is useful and serves as a
basis for ideas in this paper, but Chimera goes beyond
what has been done in prior work. It is the first language designed to translate into external intrusion detection frameworks like Bro. Chimera also adds two
new capabilities that are very important for handling network traffic. The first is support for structured data types,
which includes the new SPLIT operator and apply functions. The second major contribution is the addition of
dynamic window conditions using the UNTIL trigger for
aggregates, and the WINDOW condition for joins. This
gives the query writer full control over window boundaries, allowing for immediate response after a detection
threshold has been reached, rather than having to wait
until the window expires as with traditional fixed window specifications.
One project that is related to Chimera is Gigascope
[7]. Gigascope is a platform for performing network traffic analysis that uses an SQL query language. However,
Gigascope is different from Chimera in a few key ways.
First, it is a vertically integrated query language and platform for performing analysis. Its language is therefore
tied to the implementation and has not been adapted to
target other platforms. Chimera, on the other hand, is
designed to be implementation-agnostic and serve as a
general-purpose language for network processing. Furthermore, Gigascope’s SQL query language has the same
limitations as traditional streaming database systems. As
far as we are aware, it only supports flat schemata, which
prevents it from properly handling structured data. It also
uses standard window specifications instead of dynamic
window boundaries, which limits flexibility for join and
aggregate queries.
IBM’s Stream Processing Language (SPL) [13] is also
related to Chimera. Unlike Chimera, SPL is not entirely
declarative. Its logic clause uses procedural code and
one must specify data flow paths to define analysis logic.
SPL does support dynamic window boundaries using a
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punct type of tumbling window in which boundaries are
set by messages from upstream operators. These operators can use arbitrarily complex logic to generate punct
messages, which in theory provides the same power as
dynamic window conditions in Chimera, but in a less
concise manner. We view SPL as largely analogous to
the Bro event language, except that it is data-flow-based
rather than event-based. It is a powerful lower-level language that provides greater control, but suffers from the
same problems of being less concise and more complicated than Chimera. We imagine that it would be possible to adapt the Chimera compiler to generate code for
SPL in the future.
There are a number of procedural language extensions for traditional relational databases, including
PL/SQL[10], Transact-SQL [9], and PL/pgSQL [18].
These procedural languages offer powerful constructs
like conditional statements and looping. PL/SQL also
offers array data types, and arrays can be simulated with
delimiter-separated strings. These languages do not directly offer apply functions or SPLIT operations, but the
same result can be achieved (albeit not as elegantly) with
nested queries. While it is possible to express Chimera
queries and data types in these procedural programming
languages (they are Turing complete), we believe that the
Chimera language is more intuitive for processing structured network protocol traffic. Chimera also goes further
by running in a streaming environment and translating to
the Bro event language.
The idea of having a high-level language that translates into low-level policy has been applied previously
to other areas. One particularly relevant example is for
router and firewall configurations [4, 12]. Low-level firewall policies precisely describe the mechanism for filtering traffic in a level of detail that goes beyond the highlevel goals behind them. This makes firewall configuration policies difficult to read and error-prone. Previous
work by Guttman et al. and Bartal et al. distills out the
underlying security goals into a high-level language, and
then translates that into low-level policies, thus eliminating the need for administrators to write those low-level
policies. Chimera is applying the same idea of separating policy from mechanism, but for a much different different domain.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced Chimera, a new query
language for processing network traffic. Chimera effectively separates policy from mechanism, leading to
concise queries that are independent of implementation.
Chimera is based on a streaming SQL syntax, which it
extends by adding structured data, first-class functions,
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and dynamic window boundaries. These additional features allow Chimera to better handle complex network
traffic analysis tasks.
This paper looks at example scenarios to motivate
Chimera’s design and demonstrate its utility. Two of the
examples – side-jacking and DNS feature extraction –
are taken from prior work. Writing Chimera queries for
these examples showed how they are more compact than
lower-level Bro event code and more precise than human
language descriptions. The other two scenarios – detecting DNS tunnels and identifying spam/phishing e-mail –
demonstrated some of Chimera’s more advanced capabilities and showed how it can be used to express complex analysis logic with concise delcarative queries.
Finally, we presented the design and implementation
of a compiler that translates Chimera queries into the
Bro event language. This compiler works in two phases
by first transforming an abstract syntax tree into a data
flow representation, and then translating that representation into Bro event code. We tested the compiler’s output against hand-optimized code for several queries and
showed that it is only 3% slower in the worst case. This
experiment highlighted opportunities for optimization by
eliminating unnecessary copying and event handlers, but
also showed that the Compiler generates code that is almost as efficient as hand-written code in its current form.
In the future, we hope to implement these optimizations
and also incorporate optimizations at the relational algebra level so that Chimera obviates the need to write
low-level code for network analysis logic.
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Abstract

thus become “invisible” [15, 18, 7, 8]. However, many
of these works consider a very limited attack model. Attackers are usually assumed to have access only to flows
that comes from a black box in which a watermarker may
have inserted marks to some of the flows. This assumption however, is often unrealistic: for example, in both
cases mentioned above the adversary attacking the watermark has access to additional information about the
marked flow. Furthermore, some adversaries (such as
an anonymity network) may be better served by increasing the number of “unmarked” flows that appear to be
marked, rather than trying to detect or remove a mark
imperfectly.

A network flow watermarking scheme attempts to manipulate the statistical properties of a flow of packets to
insert a “mark” making it easier to detect the flow after passing through one or more relay hosts. Because an
attacker that is willing to tolerate delay can (nearly) always eliminate such marks, recent schemes have concentrated on making the marks “invisible” so that a passive
attacker cannot detect the presence of the mark. In this
work, we argue that from a system’s perspective, security against passive detection is insufficient for successful traffic analysis. We introduce a stronger, but feasible attack model (a known/chosen flow attacker) and a
second security goal (security against copy attacks) and
argue that security against both of these attacks is required for successful traffic analysis. We also demonstrate successful attacks against two recent watermarking
schemes, RAINBOW and SWIRL, and show how considering these stronger attacks can aid in the design of
passive detection attacks against each as well.

1

Meanwhile, without a systematic view, it is often unfair to compare different detection attacks directly. In
[11] Peng, Ning and Reeves studied how a stepping stone
attacker, as a chosen flow attacker, could inject and analyze flows to detect the presence of a watermark and
even replicate the parameters used by the watermarking
system. Hereafter we refer to this attack as the PNR attack. In [9], Kiyavash et al. propose the multi-flow attack
(MFA), which exposes a watermark by aligning multiple flows carrying the same watermark. A MFA can be
launched by a single router in the network and is thus
widely applicable. Very recently, Luo et al. [10], describe
BACKLIT, a unique threat model in which the attacker
acts as a known/chosen flow attacker and is thus able to
detect state-of-the-art watermarking schemes. It is worth
noting that the PNR attack model is stronger than BACKLIT, which is in turn stronger than the MFA model, so
it is not surprising that their performance strengths also
follow that order. On the other hand, MFA is more applicable than BACKLIT, which in turn is more applicable
than PNR.

Introduction

Active traffic analysis, so called network flow watermarking, is the practice of manipulating the timing of
a network flow so that the same flow, relayed by one or
more intermediate hosts, can later be recognized. This
technique has been the subject of increased interest in
the past decade, because it requires low computational
and communication cost while providing high accuracy
in linking traffic flows. In these schemes, the packet timings of a network flow are modified, usually by buffering and delaying, to contain a distinctive pattern. If the
pattern is later detected in another flow, we can conclude the two flows are the same with high probability.
Flow watermarking is one of the most effective methods
both for breaking anonymous communications systems
[14, 15, 18, 7] and detecting network intruders launching
a stepping stone attack [16, 12, 8, 7].
In contrast to the variety of schemes proposed, there
is a relative lack of systematic study on attacking watermarking schemes. Since an active attacker can arbitrarily delay packets, thus destroying any watermark, recent
schemes focus on how to evade passive detection and

To address these concerns, we formalize two threat
models for network flow watermarks. The first model,
the chosen flow attacker, captures the capacities of a network intruder. This attacker may observe or even manipulate the input to the black box of a watermarker. In
this case, packet delays due to deliberate watermarking
and/or normal network processing become visible; and
separating marked flows from unmarked flows becomes
considerably easier. We apply this model to two recent
watermarking schemes, RAINBOW [8] and SWIRL [7].
1
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Both schemes use delaying as the basic operation to insert marks and are thus vulnerable to relatively straightforward chosen flow detection attacks.
Evaluating under the chosen flow attack may also help
to develop ideas for new passive detection algorithms in
the second threat model, the isolated attacker. For example, our initial chosen flow attacks on RAINBOW,
which are based on testing jitter irregularity using cosine distance and histograms, led us to design a new passive detection attack based on testing the irregularities
in the distribution of inter packet delays (IPDs). Similarly, a simple multi-flow chosen flow attack on SWIRL
provides several important insights on a new multi-flow
passive detection attack against SWIRL.
We implement and test our new attacks through experiments with real-world network traces. We show that
chosen flow attacks can perfectly detect the watermarks
with 100% recall and no false positives, outperforming
the BACKLIT attacks. Our local, passive attacks on
RAINBOW and SWIRL also achieve high ROC scores
of ≥ 0.92; in some cases, ROC scores of 1.0 can be
achieved.
Finally, we also introduce non-parametric copy attacks, which transfer marks between flows and eventually confuse traffic analysis without the knowledge of
watermark secret keys and parameters. To our knowledge, this type of attack has not been studied before;
yet every timing-based flow watermark is vulnerable due
to the naı̈ve attack that buffers enough traffic to mimic
the inter-packet delays of marked flows. However, some
schemes are vulnerable to less heavy-handed copy attacks. For example, the design of SWIRL allows us to
demonstrate a very cost effective copy attack against it.

1.1

ping stones”, making the traffic origin hardly traceable.
Within large enterprise networks, stepping stones are
good candidates of compromised hosts. Network administrators therefore take stepping stone detection as part of
their security monitoring routines.
Detecting stepping stone is usually done by linking
outgoing flows with incoming ones. Often the intruder
encrypted their tunnel (for instance by SSH). As a result, only packet counts, sizes and timings are available
for flow characterization. By passive recording of these
flow features, many schemes have studied the problem
of linking streams [19, 4, 17, 4, 2, 6]. Since flow characteristics could be affected by padding schemes, packet
retransmission and repacketization, and network jitter,
successful passive stepping stone detection needs large
number of observations, which in turn incur large overhead in both storage and computation. To address these
efficiency issues, active approach is proposed as watermarking [16]. We will next briefly review the literature
of flow watermarking schemes.

2.2

There are two entities involved in flow watermarking, the
encoder and the decoder. Both are typically boundary
routers and share some common states. The encoder embeds a timing watermark to each incoming flow by introducing timing distortion (usually through delaying specific packets). At the other end, the decoder examines
each outgoing flow to see whether it displays the unique
mark and thus identify a potential stepping stone.
Several packet delaying schemes [16, 14, 8] intend to
embed message bits by introducing distinctive network
jitter. Those bits can be easily picked up by the decoder but they look unintentional to other routers. In
[16, 14], skewness in jitter distribution, caused by delaying selected individual packets, is directly manipulated/measured. In RAINBOW[8], jitter distortion is expressed as an artificial jitter sequence (up to a few thousands in length), which is orthogonal to natural observed
jitter in the linear space. This unique jitter, compounded
together with normal network noise, can still be recognized by the decoder, using the inner product.
Interval-based watermarking schemes [12, 15, 18, 7]
divide a flow into a series of time intervals and embed
bits by manipulating the packet timing characteristics
within each interval. Such approaches focus on intervals
rather than packets, and are thus generally more resilient
to packet insertion, losses and repacketization.

Paper outline

We briefly survey related work in section 2. In section
3, we establish the threat model for network flow watermarking schemes, identify new detection modes/attacks
and a novel implementation of active copy attack. We
describe our new detection attacks on RAINBOW and
SWIRL, followed by evaluation on real-world datasets
in section 4. We also present a detailed description of
copy attacks on the aforementioned schemes along with
experimental evaluations in section 5. Finally, we discuss possible defenses against these attacks and general
defense strategies under our threat models in section 6.

2
2.1

Network Flow Watermarking Schemes

Related Work

2.3

Stepping Stone Detection

Network intruders usually tunnel their attack traffic
through one or more intermediate relays as “step-

Attacks on Watermarking

In 2006 Peng et al. presented the PNR attack for stepping stone attackers [11]. The attack is designed to re2
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cover the secret keys and system parameters of the particular scheme by Wang et al. [16]. By sending packets
with controlled timing, uncommon extra delays can be
detected by a variety of statistical and data mining tools.
They also designed a duplicate attack to confuse the decoder by raising the false positive rate. The duplicate
attack mentioned in [11] is simply repeat the watermarking with the extracted watermark parameters and is essentially different from the non-parametric copy attack
we discuss here.
The Multi-flow attack (MFA), a passive detection attack recently proposed by Kiyavash et al. [9], demonstrates that an alignment of multiple marked flows shows
an unusual synchronized pattern of busy and idle periods. This pattern is strong enough to conclude the presence of a watermark. MFAs show the potential of passive detection attacks and have helped motivate the design of newer watermarking schemes like RAINBOW
and SWIRL [8, 7], that claim to resist these attacks.
Most recently, Lou et al. [10] studied how to expose
watermarks in BACKLIT, an attack scenario in which
the watermark encoder manipulates return traffic from a
server while the attacker acts as a traffic relay between
the client and the server. The watermark attacker can
probe irregularities by comparing “clean” forward flows
and “marked” backward ones. By doing so, BACKLIT gains extra knowledge similar to chosen flow attacker and is able to expose RAINBOW, SWIRL and
other timing-based watermarks. The success of BACKLIT, however, relies heavily on the specific threat model.

3

Watermark
Decoder
Watermark
Encoder

Attacker

Nonmarked flow

Figure 1: Isolated adversary: Accessible to output
streams of the watermark encoder and input stream of
the decoder.

Watermark
Decoder
Watermark
Encoder

Attacker

Marked flow

Nonmarked flow

Figure 2: Chosen flow adversary: Inputs of the encoder
are accessible too, in addition to outputs of the encoder
and inputs of the decoder.

Threat Model of Network Flow Watermarking

flows within a large network, although with keys, is
sometimes challenging. Timing distortion such as delay by congestion, packet reordering, packet loss, and repacketizing are not uncommon. To achieve low FNR,
usually multiple copies of a watermark are inserted into
different flow locations, so that timing distortion will not
affect the majority of the marks.
When facing a determined active adversary, FNR can
be arbitrarily high because any timing-based mark can
be erased through drastic measures. In an attempt to
preemptively remove any timing-based watermark, active attackers can drastically change the timing by adding
dummy packets, introducing large delays and/or sending packets in batches. Although effective, these active counter-measures against flow watermarking induce
high costs that are typically unacceptable to the attacker,
especially for delay-intolerant applications like Tor and
SSH stepping-stones. Therefore, active attackers generally would prefer to appear passive and reactively launch
counter-watermark attacks.
The requirement of low FNR against adversaries triggers the goal of passive invisibility: if watermarks ap-

In this section we first discuss the performance goals
of network flow watermarking schemes. Then we
briefly describe two threat models for watermarking
schemes and define essential security properties that watermarks should achieve against adversaries. We note
that anonymity systems and stepping stone intruders generally possess different capabilities and it is worthwhile
to model them as different adversaries.

3.1

Marked flow

Performance Requirements

Active traffic analysis techniques, such as timing-based
watermarking, aim to link network flows passing through
one or more relay hosts efficiently and with high precision and robustness. This requires watermark detection
to achieve both low false negative rates (FNR) and low
false positive rates (FPR), even in the presence of network jitter and other distortion noise.
Low FNR requires the watermark not be easily erased
by natural timing distortion. Detecting watermarked
3
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3.3

pear invisible to passive attackers, active countermeasures may not be employed. Still, there exists a trade-off
between low FNR and invisibility. The more watermarks
that are embedded in the network flow, the more signals
can be potentially picked up by the attacker.
On the other hand, low FPR is required so that
non-watermarked flows are not frequently mistaken for
marked ones; the advantage of watermarking over passive traffic analysis diminishes quickly as FPR grows.
Low FPR against adversarial manipulation, however,
has not attracted much attention. Attackers that recovers specific watermark parameters can duplicate watermarks on different flows, ”confusing the detector”
[11, 9]. However, given the lack of knowledge of secret keys and parameters, blindly manipulating a benign
flow into a watermarked flow is perceived to be hard for
adversaries. We introduce a novel implementation of active duplication attack designed to increase FPR without
the knowledge of any watermark parameter, called the
best-effort copy attack. Busy Tor relays can use copy attacks to replicate and spread watermarks on all outgoing
circuits and as a result, considerably increase FPR.

3.2

Invisibility

In a nutshell, invisibility is defined as the ability to distinguish watermarked flows from non-watermarked ones.
More formally, we define the Invisibility Game, played
by an adversary (shown in Figure 3): Consider two sets
of network flows S0 and S1 ; both of them are generated from the same distribution on flows. Flows in S1
are manipulated by the watermarker while ones in S0 are
not. Both S0 and S1 are affected by similar network jitter. Now a random i ∈ {0, 1} is generated by a fair coin
flip, the adversary is given one or more flows from Si
and she outputs i , she wins the game if i = i . A watermark scheme is ’invisible’ if no adversary can win the
Invisibility Game with probability non-negligibly greater
than “1/2”. We further extend the definition of Invisibility Game to match up the ability of specific adversaries.
3.3.1

Invisibility with Isolated Adversaries

(Encoder) Output-only Detection To detect the presence of a watermark, there is little extra information
the isolated adversary can obtain other than flow timing.
Generally, we call such detection Output-only detection
because the adversary only has access to (possible) outputs of the watermark encoder. Although such adversaries appear to be the weakest, their detection capabilities are still poorly understood.
Isolated passive invisibility has been the main focus in
the literature to date. Various primitive analyses, such as
entropy tests and distribution tests are utilized to examine
the invisibility. These tests are usually carried out on
individual flows. More powerful attacks come from the
novel idea of collectively examining flows in S1 or S0 .
Multi-flow Attacks.
The Multi-Flow Attack
(MFA) was introduced by Kiyavash, Houmansadr and
Borisov [9] to show that previous interval-based watermarking schemes [12, 15, 18] lack invisibility when
multiple network flows carrying the same watermark are
carefully aligned. The aggregated histogram of packet
frequencies will show repeated cleared/crowded intervals that can rarely happen without watermarking. The
MFA shows the potential power of a passive isolated attacker.
We argue there is still room for many more intelligent
detection attacks. In this work, we demonstrate some
effective output-only detection attacks against state-ofthe-art watermarking systems, RAINBOW and SWIRL,
which have taken MFA resistance into account.

Types of Adversaries

The adversary against watermarking is assumed to control at least one host that relay the traffic between the
encoder and decoder. Such assumption is realistic for
both stepping stone intruders and anonymity system relays. The concrete threat model can be categorized into
two classes: Isolated adversary illustrated in Fig. 1 and
chosen flow adversary in Fig. 2. Adversaries in both
threat models can be either pure observers (passive) or
traffic manipulators (active).
Anonymity networks such as Tor are generally isolated active adversaries. Although Tor relays can manipulate packet timing, they seldom do so because their ultimate goal is to forward traffic as soon as possible. However that doesn’t mean Tor cannot do anything actively
about watermarking. As long as timing watermarks don’t
incur a high delay, a Tor relay could inject them and even
further exchange watermarks between different circuits
as we will show later.
The seemingly strong chosen flow adversaries are not
uncommon. A stepping-stone intruder, for example, is
capable of sending traffic at will. And it is usually
true that those attackers get root privilege on “stepping
stones” and are therefore able to observe and manipulate
the packet timing. A careful stepping-stone intruder can
set up trial connections to test the existence of a watermarker before actually using these “owned” workstations
as stepping stones. The PNR attacker [11] is a good example.

3.3.2

Invisibility with Chosen Flow Adversaries

Known Flow Attack. In this attack, chosen flow adversaries can choose to observe arbitrary flows; flows are
4
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Figure 3: The Invisibility Game

Figure 4: The Copy Attack Game

examined by pure observers before and after they are watermarked. We modify the invisibility game to reflect the
fact that now adversaries also have access to flows before they pass through the watermarker. The adversary
has the ability to compute the actual jitter imposed by
the network and the watermarker. This brings opportunities to detect jitter-based watermarking schemes. In
particular, we will show how RAINBOW, a jitter-based
watermarking scheme, is vulnerable to such an adversary in section 4. We note that Houmansadr et al. [8]
discuss global invisibility of RAINBOW in terms of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on inter-packet delays and jitter vectors. Unfortunately, K-S tests assume no a priori
knowledge of the data distribution and therefore underestimate the power of adversaries against RAINBOW,
limiting the usefulness of the result. In particular, we
find discriminators that work almost perfectly to detect
RAINBOW even when its parameters are carefully selected to avoid detection.
Chosen Flow Attack. In this scenario, adversaries can
inject flows with a specific timing pattern and observe the
distortion possibly added by the watermarker. The invisibility game with such an adversary gives the adversary
the ability to intervene with flow generation. An example
of a chosen flow attack is studied in [11]: when sending
packets with known timing, extra delays caused by watermarks are distinguishable from normal network jitter.
None of the known network flow watermarking schemes
will resist this attack. For instance, we will show how
SWIRL is visible under chosen flow attacks.

tocol attacks on multimedia watermarks where, for instance, an attacker can copy a watermark from one copy
of a digital product to another, thus causing confusion
and difficulties in the authorship/ownership dispute process. Peng et al. [11] designed a duplicate attack which
can be seen as a copy attack by chose flow adversaries.
Unlike the previous work, we show that it is possible to
carry out copy attacks without knowing the secret key or
concrete system parameters. naı̈vely, a straightforward
replay of packet timing works for all timing-based watermarking schemes, including SWIRL and RAINBOW.
However, we design a copy attack on SWIRL that is
much simpler and extremely cost-effective. We show the
effectiveness of this attack in section 5. With an active
copy attack, two flows can replicate their watermarks to
each other so the decoder is confused in flow linking.

3.4

We implement both watermarking schemes and attack algorithms in C++. To simulate the flow generator and jitter generator, we draw flows and jitter vectors from realworld network traces. Our simulation setup closely follows that of [7].
The network trace data are collected by the CAIDA
project from its equinix-chicago OC192 link in January
2009 [13]. The dataset contains network flows that traverse in both direction of the link during a 4-hour pe-

4

Detection Attacks Based On Flow Charactristics

In this section we present detection attacks from different
levels of adversaries. We demonstrate specific attacks on
two exemplar schemes: RAINBOW and SWIRL. Following a brief recap of each scheme, we present a detection attack by a global adversary. We then show how
the attack can be extended to work with a isolated adversary. All attacks are simulated and evaluated on CAIDA
datasets [13].

4.1

Active Copy Attack Resistance

As shown in Figure 4, the purpose of a copy attack is
to confuse the decoder between flows from S0 and ones
from S1 . To our knowledge, copy attacks without knowing specific watermark parameters have not been studied for network flow watermark schemes. However, the
concept of copy attacks on watermarking schemes is not
new. Adelsbach et al. [1] introduced the notion of pro-

Attack Implementation

5
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a threshold ζ =
erwise.

riod. We selected SSH flows (destination port 22) because stepping-stone attacks are usually conducted over
SSH, and got a total pool of 33 flows and 2.78 million
packets. The packet rate ranges from 2 pps to 180 pps.
To simulate normal jitter caused by network delays,
we adopt the RTT (round-trip time) measured between
PlanetLab nodes [3] by Houmansadr and Borisov in their
SWIRL work. In each simulation, a random trace of
round-trip delays is chosen and applied to the watermarked flow.

4.2

4.2.1

1
2



a2 /(2β 2 + a2 ), and not marked oth-

Known Flow Attack

Under a known flow attack, the inter-packet delays before and after passing through the encoder are given, allowing the attacker to compute jitter. Therefore the task
of detecting a RAINBOW watermark breaks down to distinguishing between vectors of the form w + δ and δ ,
where δ is normal jitter following a Laplacian distribution. In this case, there are several algorithms that could
identify the watermark. We briefly introduce a detection
algorithm that uses only one flow. Another detection algorithm that utilizes 2 or more flows and achieves perfect discrimination for most parameters is described in
the appendix.
Single-flow Detection. We show how to detect the watermark with a single flow. Specifically, a histogram of
jitter components within a time window serves as an excellent discriminator. In particular, we focus on the bin
that counts the number of jitter components in the range
[−β /4, β /4].
By definition of the Laplacian distribution,

RAINBOW

In the RAINBOW watermarking scheme [8], the watermark encoder and decoder share a database (DB) which
records packet inter-arrival timing. In addition, they
share a watermark key w = [w1 , w2 , · · · , wn ]. The components of w take binary values of +a and −a uniformly:

a
with prob. 1/2;
wi =
−a with prob. 1/2.
For each individual incoming network flow, the encoder computes and stores the packet inter-arrival timing in DB, then inserts w as extra jitter. Considered the
packet arrives at time [t1 ,t2 , · · · ,tn+1 ], the inter-packet delays (IPDs) are v = [t2 −t1 ,t3 −t2 , · · · ,tn+1 −tn ]. Now the
flow is marked to carry the inter-arrival time as v + w,
i.e. each inter arrival time is lengthened or shortened by
a milliseconds. In case vi + wi < 0, wi is ignored to avoid
packet reordering, which would severely degrade the watermark if it happened too often. The details are shown
in Algorithm 1.
On the other end, for each outgoing flow with inter
arrival time vector v , the decoder computes a jitter vector
d = v − v for each corresponding v recorded in the DB,
and computes the cosine similarity score between d and
w:
d, w
.
cos(d, w) =
dw

Pr(−β /4 < δi < β /4) = 1 − e−1/4 ≈ 0.221
so we expect over 1/5 components will fall in this bin.
When the watermark w is added, each jitter component is
translated to δi + a or δi − a. Then under this new model,
the probability that a watermarked jitter falls in the same
bin is Pr(−β /4 < x ± a < β /4).
When we take a >= β /4, we have
Pr(−β /4 < x ± a < β /4)
= Pr(a − β /4 < |x| < a + β /4)/2
=

(e−a/β +1/4 − e−a/β −1/4 )/2

For different a values, this probability can be directly
estimated; see Table 1. The larger a is, the fewer jitter
values will fall in the bin. Using observed jitter values,
the drop in frequency is even larger, since originally the
majority of the components fall in [−β /4, β /4].
The attack algorithm is very simple: Scan through
the packet arrival times with a moving time window
and compute the percentage of jitter components in the
range [−β /4, β /4] within the window. If it is lower
that a threshold θ , tag the packets within the window as
“marked”.

The detection algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
If v is indeed the marked version of v, then we have
d = w + δ where δ is the natural jitter introduced by the
network delay. It is a widely adopted assumption that
the distribution of jitter components can be modelled as
a Laplacian distribution Lap(0, β ) [20, 8]. Subsequently
we have

1
cos(d, w) ∼ Lap( a2 /(2β 2 + a2 ), √ ) .
2n
On the other hand, when the flow is not marked or
an incorrect v is chosen, we have d = v − v + δ , and
cos(d, w) ≈ Lap(0, √12n ). The two distribution are nicely
separated when the proper a value is chosen. The decoder decides the flow is marked if it scores higher than

a=
Frac.

0
0.221

β /4
0.197

β /2
0.153

β
0.093

2β
0.034

Table 1: Expected fraction of watermark jitter in [−β /4,
β /4].
6
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Algorithm 1 RAINBOW-Embed a
Input: v, w, n
for j = 1 → n do
if v[ j] + w[ j] ≥ 0 then
v[ j] = v[ j] + w[ j]
end if
end for
return v

Algorithm 2 RAINBOW-Detect
Input: v, DB = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vm }, w, ζ
isDetected = FALSE
for i = 1 → m do
d i = vi − v
r = cos(di , w)
if r > ζ then
isDetected = T RUE
end if
end for
return isDetected

a It is slightly different from the original algorithm described in [8].
However, this is the actual algorithm adapted in RAINBOW’s source
code and is in accordance with the experiment notes in [10] .

a (ms)

Attack Evaluation. We simulated network flows by cutting randomly a subsequence of n + 1 packets from a
randomly drawn flow and we simulate the encoder with
n = 200 to 1000 and a = 2 to 20. For each set of parameters, we simulated 1000 marked flows and 1000 unmarked ones. Also we simulated natural network delay
on each flow, with the RTT dataset by Houmansadr and
Borisov in their work of SWIRL [7]. The resulting flow
is later ran against by the attack algorithm. The Laplacian model of jitter, estimated from the RTT dataset, indicates β = 10ms.
With a moving window that takes m = 200 consecutive
packets, the attacker obtains a histogram of jitter values
within the window and focuses on the number of small
values within ([−2.5ms, 2.5ms]), with β = 10ms. As indicated in Table 1, in the idealized situation we should
see the percentage of such small jitter values drop from
20% to 9.3% or lower when an added watermark amplitude a > β is expected. We set the threshold θ to be
10%. To illustrate the detection performance, we evaluate the single-flow detection attack by three criteria: True
Positive Rate, False Positive Rate and Average Recall.
From Table 2, as expected the detection algorithm
successfully recovers almost the entire watermark when
a ≥ 10ms, regardless of the length of the watermark. And
it also does a very good job even when a = 5ms and the
watermark is sufficiently long and the performance drops
when a = 2ms. It is evident that the known flow attack is
effective against RAINBOW, without any knowledge of
the watermark key.
4.2.2

2
5
10
15
20

length
200
500
1000
200
500
1000
200
500
1000
200
500
1000
200
500
1000

TPR
0.004
0.011
0.024
0.996
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

FPR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Avg. Recall
0.001
0.011
0.001
0.692
0.846
0.921
0.984
0.994
0.997
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Table 2: Detection performance of single-flow chosen
flow attack on RAINBOW
An important observation is made: The distribution
of IPDs, {vi }, is highly skewed. One example of the IPD
distribution before and after RAINBOW watermarking is
shown in Figure 5. In RAINBOW, a marked IPD vi will
be translated to vi + a or vi − a. The skewness of these
marked IPDs will be very different from the original.
Similar to the single flow detection algorithm, we utilize the change in histogram skewness as a predictor. Using a sliding window of w IPDs, histogram samples are
generated. Viewed as vectors, these samples is naturally
assumed to form a cluster in the linear space. Realizing
the IPD distribution varies over time, we limit the histogram sampling to a flow segment of L packets. Since
there is no single standardized model of IPD histogram
we can refer to, we resort to using the centroid of the
histogram samples to describe the cluster. The centroid
is called the reference histogram, Hr . Further, each histogram sample is compared with the reference Hr . In
case RAINBOW watermark is inserted, there exist samples that are much different from Hr . With a similar-

Output-only Detection Attack

Now we consider an attacker who can only see the flow
after it passes the encoder: with only access to the potentially watermarked flow, we can still probe irregularities
by sampling, with the assumption that the mark is not
constantly present in the flow. In other words, we assume the flow contains marked segments and unmarked
segments.
7
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watermarked) distributions suggests that we should be
able to distinguish between the cases.
Evaluation of Output-only Detection Attack. We simulated 1000 flows by selecting a random subsequence of
4000 packets from a randomly drawn flow. We then simulate RAINBOW watermarks on the flow sample, with
multiple parameter combinations. For each flow, normal
network delay is simulated by imposing one sample jitter
sequence from the RTT dataset.
We experimented with τS values between 0 and 1, and
calculate ROC curves for each parameter combination.
We selected two sets of them to show in Figure 7. To see
how the outlier detection is affected by smaller segment,
we also repeated the evaluation with 2000-packet flows
and found similar results. The area under curve (AUC)
values for various parameters for both experiments are
summarized in Table 3. The performance of the attack
agrees with the intuition: the chances of detecting watermarks improves with increasing amplitude and length.
When a = 20ms, the AUC is generally close to or greater
than 0.90. When a ≤ 5ms, the performance of the attack
drops substantially because the histogram with 5ms bin
fails to reflect the relatively invisible distribution change.

Figure 5: The histogram of first 2000 IPDs of one flow
before and after watermarking (n=2000, a = 10ms). The
bin size is 5ms.
ity function Ψ(·, ·) and a threshold τS , we judge a flow
to be marked if there exists a histogram Hi such that
Ψ(Hi , Hr ) ≤ τS .
The watermarking effect on histograms can be viewed
as a linear transformation on them. Suppose two histograms H and H  represent distributions of IPDs before
and after the watermarking, respectively. Then there exists a matrix M such that H  = H · M, leading us to use
the cosine function as the similarity measure.

Figure 7: ROC curves of outlier detection

Figure 6: CDF with cosine similarity
A preliminary experiment confirms the effectiveness
of cosine similarity on histograms. After selecting 100
random subsequences of L = 4000 packets from randomly drawn flows, we simulate RAINBOW watermarks
(with n = 1000 and various a values) on each sequence.
We take a sliding window of w = 200 IPDs. For the histogram sampling, we set the bin width to be 5ms, aiming to capture the watermark amplitudes a > 5ms. We
also “clip” IPD histograms at vi ≤ 200ms as the majority of IPDs are in that range. The cumulative distribution
functions of similarity scores over watermarked and nonmarked regions respectively, are shown in Fig 6. The distance between the solid (watermarked) and dashed (un-

4.3

SWIRL

The design of SWIRL [7] can be briefly described as
follows. Time is divided into intervals of two basic
types: n “base intervals” in which seeds are generated, and n “mark intervals” in which packets are actually manipulated. Both being T seconds long, each
base interval corresponds to one mark interval. Each
mark interval is equally divided into r sub-intervals,
and each sub-interval is equally divided into m slots.
For each pair of base and mark intervals, r secret
permutations,π1 , π2 , . . . , πr , are generated, such that each
πi is a permutation of numbers from 1 to m. Each base
8
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a
5
10
15
20

length
200
500
1000
200
500
1000
200
500
1000
200
500
1000

AUC (L = 2000)
0.417
0.492
0.732
0.641
0.711
0.728
0.894
0.924
0.927
0.875
0.913
0.920

AUC (L = 4000)
0.432
0.455
0.489
0.858
0.878
0.895
0.889
0.917
0.905
0.889
0.917
0.910

Delaying packets in one Interval Mark1, m = 5, r = 2

1

3

4

5
After

π2(s) = 2

1

2

3
3

4

5

π2(s) = 2

Figure 8: The marking procedure of SWIRL watermarking scheme
change. So each marked flow will have the same pattern of cleared and occupied intervals. To see the pattern
across different flows, we introduce the following attack
that works like MFA based on packets, rather than time
intervals, due to the fact that the pattern is introduced
with a random offset on each flow.

interval will be used to derive a seed s ∈ Zm and πi (s)
will determine a designated slot for the i−th sub-interval
of the corresponding mark interval. The encoder and
decoder have agreed on the choices of n, T , m, r, and
π1 , . . . , πr .
Within each mark interval, a watermark bit is inserted
by re-arranging the packets to the designated slots for
each sub-interval. More specifically, packets arriving before each designated slot are delayed into the subsequent
one. The choice of seed s, the “quantized centroids” of
base interval packets, is determined as follows: First, the
centroid of packets, C, is computed as the mean arrival
time of packets from the beginning of the interval. And
the quantized centroid is

1. One attacker injects multiple flows toward the other;
the IPDs of all packets in all flows are t ms.
2. The receiving attacker models the jitter as Laplacian
and estimates the variance β .
3. The receiver flags packets that arrive too soon (≤ t −
δ ) or too late (≥ t + δ ms) from the previous packet,
with a threshold δ .
4. The receiver converts flagged packets into bit 1 and
others into bit 0, transforming flows into bit strings.
It examines the bit strings to see if there are common patterns of jitter.

(mod m) ,

where q is the quantization multiplier, introduced to increase randomness. The procedure of delaying packets
into slots is illustrated in Figure 8.
For each outgoing flow at the other end, the decoder
computes the centroids of every base interval and inspects the corresponding mark interval. A sub-interval
is considered marked if the designated slot has packets.
For each interval, a watermark bit is found if the number
of marked sub-intervals is more than a pre-determined
threshold τ. Finally, a watermark is detected if the number of watermark bits exceeds a preset threshold η.
4.3.1

2
π1(s) = 3

Table 3: AUC scores of outlier detection

s = qmC/T 

Before

π1(s) = 3

Here is an example: We simulate an attacker that injects
multiple flows with a rate of 20 packets per second (t =
50ms) to the SWIRL encoder and observes the outgoing traffic. We implement the SWIRL encoder with the
recommended parameters (n = 32, T = 2s, r = 20 and
m = 5). For each flow, the encoder applies a unique key
(including new assignments of base/mark intervals) and
a unique random initial offset o ∈ [0, T ]. Network jitter
is simulated by the observed jitter dataset. The chosen
flow attacker first computes the jitter and estimate the jitter model: Lap(0, 10) and set δ = 20ms. Figure 9 shows
three marked flows that are converted into bit sequences
and put side by side for comparison.
The a priori likelihood of producing highly synchronized bit patterns by normal jitter is very small. The
event of seeing a bit-1 (i.e. a jitter component | j| > δ )
happens with probability p = e−δ /β by Laplacian distribution. Therefore each bit is the outcome of a Bernoulli

Chosen Flow Attack

To make a SWIRL watermark stand out, the attacker can
establish connections to a compromised host with uniformly paced traffic, sending K packets evenly per second. The interval centroid within such flows must lie
within [1/2, 1/2 + 1/K], regardless of the initial offset.
As long as K is large, the quantized centroid will not
9
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the Laplacian model usually over-estimates the tail distribution of natural jitter. That results in a much lower
probability of seeing an all-1 column in the non-marked
flow alignment, eliminating false positives.

3-flow alignment

4.3.2

Output-only Detection Analysis

Two important observations are made from the chosen
flow attack on SWIRL:
0

1000
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Packet

• Because of the interval choice algorithm, mark intervals are likely allocated toward the end of the entire watermark period. Intuitively, out of 64 intervals, 1st interval must be base interval and the 64th
must be mark interval. Very often, the last several
intervals are all mark intervals.

Figure 9: For each flow, an impulse is drawn when
a packets is flagged. The synchronization of flags
clearly shows the presence of watermark. On the contrast, the non-marked region on the right shows nonsynchronization columns.

• Initial offsets ∈ [0, T ] are not significant enough to
break the synchronization of mark intervals.

trial. With an alignment of k bit sequences, each column
shows an outcome of k independent Bernoulli trials. The
number of 1 bits in each column follows the binomial
distribution X ∼ B(k, p). Subsequently, the probability
of generating an all-1 column is Pr(X = k) = pk . With
observation of N columns, the expected total occurrence
of all-1 columns is N pk , with variance of N pk (1 − pk ).
Returning to the example, we have β = 10, δ = 20ms,
k = 3, so p = 0.135 and the probability of generating
one all-1 column is 0.00248. In Figure 9, the left 2500
columns of the alignment have 350 all-1 columns, much
higher than the expected value 6.25 with a Z score of
140. In contrast, the right half has only 8 all-1 columns.
Learning from the example, the attacker uses a moving
observation window and simply sets a Z score threshold.
She raises the alarm when she sees the number of all-1
columns surpassing the threshold.
Evaluation of Chosen Flow Attack. We simulate the
SWIRL watermarking on synthetic flows with two sets
of SWIRL parameters: (n = 32, T = 2s, r = 10, m = 5)
and (n = 32, T = 2s, r = 20, m = 5). Each synthetic flow
lasts for 300 seconds and contains traffic with a uniform
rate of 20 PPS. The resulting flow is further distorted by
a random jitter vector from jitter dataset. In each experiment, 3 marked flows are converted to bit sequence
as described previously and aligned. The attacker runs
through the alignment with a moving window of size
1000. β is estimated as 10. We repeat the detection attack for three times on each alignment with δ = 10ms ,
20ms, and 30ms respectively. The Z score threshold is set
to 10. 3 non-marked flows with jitter are also fed to the
attacker as control. We repeat the experiment 100 times.
There is no surprise to see that the attacker correctly
identifies all watermarked flows and non-marked ones
without any error, no matter which δ value is chosen.
The accuracy of 100% is attributed partly to the fact that

Inspired by the observations, we examine the distribution of cleared and occupied sub-intervals and their relative positioning. With at least 75% probability, each designated slot is at least one half sub-interval length away
from the neighboring designated slot. Intuitively we call
this ‘isolation’, i.e. a packet in a marked region is either
close to some neighboring packets because they are colocated in the same slot or far away from other packets.
We slice the packets into groups by time, such that time
gap between groups are at least T microseconds (T is
chosen as a threshold.) Because of ‘isolation’, packets in
marked intervals tend to form groups of short time-span.
To implement this heuristic, we use a naive clustering analysis algorithm that group packets by their arrival
times. Two packets are grouped to the same cluster if
their IPD in between is ≤ T . To capture the intuition
of ‘many short clusters’, we use the maximum time-span
among all clusters. If all clusters’ time-spans are short,
the maximum is guaranteed to be short. For one flow, we
first divide it into one-second flow snapshots. Then we
apply the analysis to each snapshot and assign the maximum cluster time-span to the snapshot as its heuristic
feature. We denote this by Fi for the i-th snapshot. We
hypothesize that Fi has a lower expected value if the i-th
second is in a marked interval. To see this, we repeat the
same procedure on k flows and compute F̄i as the average
Fi across multiple flows. The procedure is illustrated in
Figure 10.
Here we give an example of such F̄i vectors derived
from 30 non-marked flows and 30 marked flows, as
shown in Figure 11.
The output-only attacker collects marked flows passively and converts them to lists of heuristic values Fi
with clustering parameter t. She computes the mean Fi
10
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f1

...

AUC Score
t (ms) k=10 k = 20 k = 30 k = 40
Sub-interval size = 100 ms (r=20)
50
0.552 0.806
0.920
0.971
100
0.598 0.765
0.882
0.934
150
0.455 0.484
0.498
0.548
200
0.615 0.668
0.706
0.727
Sub-interval size = 200 ms (r=10)
50
0.410 0.444
0.472
0.513
100
0.580 0.893
0.984
0.998
150
0.749 0.980
0.998
1.000
200
0.934 0.983
1.000
1.000

fk

Divide into 1-second snapshots
{f11,f12...}

...

{fk1,fk2...}

Cluster Analysis
Fij = Max Cluster(fij)
{F11,F12, ...}

...

{Fk1,Fk2, ...}

Average ={F1, F2, ...}

Table 4: AUC scores with combinations of t and k

Figure 10: The procedure of computing F̄i

the clustering threshold t is smaller than or equal to the
subinterval length SI. Obviously, when T is larger than
SI, the heuristic fails as the ‘isolation’ is bounded by SI
and is gone when we look for larger gaps. For the second parameter set, the attack is able to score AUC greater
than 0.98 with t ≥ 100ms and k ≥ 30. It is worth mentioning that when T = 50ms, the attack cannot identify
watermarked flows, due to the fact that the slot size is
40ms, very close to T . In that case, given the low traffic
rate, Fi with T = 50ms in the marked regions looks essentially the same as in non-marked regions, producing
random numbers between 0 and 50ms. Finally, we are
always able to find a threshold that allows the attack to
separate marked flows and non-marked flows without error, when enough marked flows are accumulated (k ≥ 30)
and T is between the slot size and the sub-interval size,
e.g. 100ms.
We further argue that blindly setting T = 100ms will
be suitable to detect most SWIRL watermarks. First
of all, heuristically we see the sub-interval should not
be smaller than 100ms. The reason is that a smaller
sub-interval is closely related to larger false negatives.
Smaller sub-intervals result in smaller slots, making the
scheme vulnerable to natural network jitter. Even worse,
many smaller sub-intervals will be unmarkable because
there is no packet falling into them, resulting in detection difficulties. On the other hand, we also reason the
slot size should not be much larger than 100ms, since
larger slots lead to much worse invisibility [7].

Figure 11: Two figures show {F̄i } values derived from
the same set of flows with and without watermark manipulation respectively. Marked flows has lower Fi values at
marked intervals. (The thin dash line at y=0.0 level in the
left figure indicates mark intervals.)
values across multiple flows. Marked regions are expected to score lower F̄i . Using a threshold τF , she determines that a flow is marked if there exists some F̄i < τF .
Evaluation of Output-only Detection Attack. To test
the output-only attack, we first generate flows with
packet rate λ ≤ 10 packets per second, the target packet
rate for SWIRL. We then repeat for 100 times the simulation of SWIRL watermarking on those flows with the
same two set of system parameters in Chosen Flow Attack evaluation.
Assuming no knowledge of the system parameters, the
attacker launches the attack with various values of T .
Unfortunately we don’t have an analytical model for setting τF so we use area under ROC curve (AUC) to evaluate the performance of the attack. The evaluation is
shown in Table 4. We have encouraging results when

5

Active Copy and Ambiguity Attacks

Copy attacks are common in the area of media watermarking. However, to our knowledge the copy attack
on network flow watermarks has not been studied extensively. In this section, we focus on copy attacks from a
isolated adversary’s perpective, resulting in stronger attacks (based on weaker assumptions). For convenience
11
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λ
3 < λ < 20
20 < λ < 80
80 < λ

of discussion, we refer to the original watermarked flow
as the Source Flow and refer to the to-be-copied-to flow
as the Target Flow.
Generic Copy Attack The first passive copy attack is the
replay attack, which simply replicates the IPD sequence
of the source flow with the target flow. In the RAINBOW scheme, the decoder automatically links incoming
and out-going flows when a watermark is detected, since
the detection only succeeds when outgoing timing and
recorded incoming timing are matched correctly. In case
of the replay attack, the decoder will have to face two
identical watermarked flows and will no longer be able
to do exact traffic linking.
Moreover, the replay attack doesn’t need to be turned
on all the time due to the fact that the watermark decoder
will tolerate some errors. For example, suppose the entire watermark is imposed on the first 1000 packets of
both source and target flows. When the attack changes
the first 500 IPDs of the target flow with the source flow
as a template, it creates a “chimera” flow that looks 50%
similar to the source and the target, making the decoder
more confused.
Copy Attacks against SWIRL. Unlike RAINBOW,
SWIRL is interval-based, searching for intervals manipulated by the watermark encoding algorithm. SWIRL
also tolerates errors caused by natural delay and jitters.
Therefore it is possible to copy SWIRL watermarks imperfectly. Two key insights enable us to design a besteffort keyless copy attack efficiently:

Parameters
n = 32, T = 2s, r = 20, m = 5
n = 32, T = 2s, r = 40, m = 5
n = 32, T = 2s, r = 80, m = 5

Table 5: Adaptive setting of SWIRL system parameters
3. Replace Q with Q , u with u + ∆, and repeat step2.
Flow A

...

...
u

u+Δ

Time

u+Δ

u +2 Δ

Copy
Flow B

Figure 12:
scheme

The best-effort copy attack on SWIRL

This algorithm can run in real time and only requires
two small buffers. ∆ can be tuned to a small value, such
as 500 milliseconds or 1 second. The “icing on the cake”
is that the attacker can also copy the other way around
simultaneously while copying from the source to the target.
Evaluation of Copy Attack on SWIRL. We implement
the SWIRL encoder and decoder with multiple sets of
parameters, adjusted to flows with different packet rates,
shown in Table 5.
We simulated network flows by randomly choosing
128-second long intervals from randomly drawn flows.
In total we obtained 300 flows for simulation and we simulated SWIRL watermarks on them, each with a unique
watermark key. Our implementation of the copy attack
chooses ∆ = 500ms. The attack is launched on every
pair of flows 100 times. Eventually the average performance is calculated. The average number of bits detected
on the target flow with the source flow’s key is shown in
Figure 13. Meanwhile, after the copy attack, the average bits detected by the target flow’s key is also shown in
Figure 14, organized by both flows’ packet rates. The diagonal blocks show that it is easy to achieve copy effect
between flows with similar system parameters. It also
shows a clear trend that high-packet-rate flows (λ > 40)
can easily copy any marks from a flow with a lower rate,
achieving 25.4 bits detected on average. Also because
of the high packet rate, they still remain watermarked by
their original keys, with 19.5 bits. It is evident that the
best-effort copy attack is agnostic to the actual settings

• The interval centroid will not change even when a
small fraction of packets are missing.
• The SWIRL decoder only watches for one packet to
appear in the right slot and not all designated slots
need to be filled.
In order to copy the mark, the attacker simply delays
packets with a timing template recorded moments ago.
The self-synchronization of the watermarking detection
algorithm will automatically shift the interval boundary
in place so we don’t need to worry about the actual position of marks in the flow. The specific copy attack works
as follows (also shown in Figure 12):
1. Between time u and u + ∆, the attacker sets up a
buffer that records the arrival times of a source flow
as Q = {t1 ,t2 , . . . ,tn } for packets coming within this
period.
2. Between time u + ∆ and u + 2∆, each packet of the
target flow arriving at time vi will be examine to
see if it can be matched to t j ∈ Q so that vi can be
delayed to make t j − u = vi − u − ∆. Unmatched
packets will be handled normally without extra delay. Meanwhile, we use another buffer Q to record
the timing of A in this period.
12
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6.2

Defenses against Isolated Passive Attacks

6.2.1

RAINBOW

There are two ways to mitigate our outlier detection attack on RAINBOW: one is to use a smaller amplitude
value a, such as 5ms. The other is to only watermark a
subset of IPDs. For example, only one in every k IPDs
will be touched for watermarking. Either way we face a
trade-off between invisibility and robustness.
6.2.2

Figure 13: Bits detected after the target flow (A) copies
watermarks from the source flow (B), with source flow’s
detection key.

To defend against the passive attack we described, an
easy fix for SWIRL is to use larger offsets and more random interval assignments. Large offsets breaks the synchronization of marked intervals so multi-flow alignment
is less effective. A large offset might, however, present a
scalability issue for the self-synchronized watermark decoder because now trying all possible offset values will
be a time consuming task. Another defense is to employ
a more sophisticated mark interval selection algorithm.
For example, we could choose 32 out of 100 intervals to
be mark intervals, and have the choice of the 32 mark intervals be determined by the base intervals of individual
flows. Properly evaluating these defense strategies will
require further research.

Figure 14: Bits detected after the best-effort copy attack,
with the target flow’s detection key.

6.3

6.1

Utilizing Copy Attack for Anonymity

Large autonomous systems (ASes) such as ISPs control
the network routing infrastructure in a distributed manner. Studies have pointed out that AS-level adversaries
could reduce the link anonymity of Tor substantially by
passive traffic analysis [5]. Equipped with high-capacity
routers, such adversaries can also employ watermarking to improve the linking results. Blind watermarking
schemes such as SWIRL are more suitable than nonblind schemes like RAINBOW because decoders in blind
schemes can act along with pre-configured parameters
and keys, saving a huge amount of resources.
To defend anonymity against AS-level adversaries that
use SWIRL, Tor relays can launch the copy attack against
SWIRL to mingle the timing information from multiple
concurrent flows and confuse the decoders. The impact
of copy attacks against passive and active traffic analysis
on low-delay anonymity networks like Tor is an interesting open problem, appealing for future investigation.

of SWIRL such that two flows carrying completely different SWIRL watermarks can still exchange their marks
without knowledge of SWIRL parameters.

6

SWIRL

Discussion
Defending Chosen Flow Attacks

Generally, defending against chosen flow attackers is
hard given that timing manipulation is visible and measurable for such attackers. For jitter-based schemes, chosen flow attacker can directly compare the jitter in question with some theoretical model. One defense technique
to borrow from stegnography is that the imposed artificial jitter should approximate the real jitter as much as
possible. As to interval-based schemes, Kiyavash et al.
in their work of MFA already suggested choosing different mark intervals for different flows [9]. However,
both PNR attacks and our chosen flow detection algorithms indicate that using base/mark approach doesn’t resist against chosen flow adversary. How to choose mark
intervals randomly to get pass such adversary becomes
an interesting open question.

7

Conclusion

We have proposed a security evaluation framework for
network flow watermarking schemes, based on threat
modeling. We started from a strong adversary, who is
13
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capable of chosen flow attacks, and proved the effectiveness of chosen flow attacks against the recent state-ofthe-art watermarking schemes, RAINBOW and SWIRL.
Using insights from these attacks, we were able to devise
detection attacks from the perspective of weaker isolated
passive adversaries that still defeat the invisibility claims
of these schemes. Additionally, we point out the feasibility of keyless copy attacks against flow watermarking
and the importance of defending against such attacks in a
traffic analysis scenario. In particular we develop an efficient and simple copy attack that works very well against
SWIRL. We were able to transfer watermarks from one
marked flow to another non-marked flow. Such copy attacks are especially of interests to Tor relays, which have
concerns about link privacy with potential watermarking
from ASes or compromised relays. In our future work,
we would like to investigate the attack effectiveness in
the real world and evaluate the subsequent performance
impacts.
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A

n

=

(1)

Corollary 1. For δ = [X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn ], E(δ ) =

n · (2β 2 )

Lemma 2. Suppose X1 , X2 , . . . Xn ,Y1 ,Y2 , . . . ,Yn are i.i.d
random variables with Laplacian
distribution Lap(0, β ).
√
For Z = ∑ni=1 XiYi , σ (Z) = n · (2β 2 )

Appendix

Proof. Due to i.i.d random variables Xi ,Yi :

Multi-flow Detection of RAINBOW. First, we consider
an attacker that initiates two flows through the watermarker and receives them at the compromised host. Now
he needs to determine if both flows carry the watermark

σ 2 (Z)

= nσ 2 (X0Y0 )
= n(2β 2 )2

(2)
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Under H1 , we have the following:
E(D)

E(w + δ 0 , w + δ 1 )
w + δ 0 2 · w + δ 1 2

=

na2 + E(δ 0 , δ 1 )

(w2 + δ 0 2 )(w2 + δ 1 2 )

≈

= na2 /(na2 + n2β 2 )
= γ 2 /(2 + γ 2 )

(5)

where γ is the ratio of watermark amplitude to the Laplacian parameter β of jitter.

σ (D)

Figure 16: Statistics of RAINBOW multi-flow detection
test

≈
=
=

Lemma 3. The inner product of jitter
√ δ and watermark
w, has distribution δ , w ∼ Lap(0, naβ ). The proof is
referred to [8].
Under H0 , the distribution of D satisfies the following
characteristics:
=

E(∑nj=1 δ j0 δ j1 )
E(δ 0 )E(δ 1 )
n

=

∑ E(δ j0 )E(δ j1 )/E(δ 0 )2

=

0

j=1

σ (D) ≈
=
=

(6)
(7)

Figure 15 shows how the two hypotheses lead to different D distributions under varying values of γ with
n = 1000. Evidently H1 is significantly different from
H0 when n and γ are sufficiently large. In that case, detection attack can be accomplished by a simple statistic
test that reject H0 with good confidence.
We set a threshold τD for dectection test. If two jitter vectors score higher than τD , the attacker rejects H0
and deems them as “watermarked”. Otherwise it accepts
H0 . By Chebyshev’s inequality, we expect FPR ≤ 2k12
√
with τD = k/ n. Note now we can choose the threshold value independent of actual a and β values used by
RAINBOW.
Attack Evaluation. We simulated network flows by cutting randomly a subsequence of n + 1 packets from a randomly drawn flow. For each set of n and a values, We
simulated 1000 marked flows and 1000 unmarked ones,
and ran the attack algorithm against them.
We first compute cosine similarity D between marked
jitter vectors and between normal jitter vectors. Figure 16 shows that the actual detection performance fit
nicely
√ with the model. Therefore, we further set τD =
5/ 1000 ≈ 0.158, such that the false positive rate is
≤ 2% when n ≥ 1000. We then launch the detection attack with τD . The result, plotted in Figure 17, is satisfactory: Watermarks with a ≥ 10ms will be detected for sure
while the false positive rate is nearly 0 when n ≥ 500.

Figure 17: Performance of multi-flow detection attack

E(D)


2σ 2 (w, δ ) + σ 2 (δ 0 , δ 1 )
(na2 + n2β 2 )

4a2 β 2 + 4β 4
√ 2
n(a + 2β 2 )

2 γ2 + 1
√ 2
n(γ + 2)

(3)
n

σ ( ∑ δ j0 δ j1 )/E(δ 0 )2
j=1



n(2β 2 )2 /( n · (2β 2 ))2
√
1/ n

(4)
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Abstract
The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is a
widely adopted language for making security statements
about subjects. It is a critical component for the development of federated identity deployments and Single SignOn scenarios. In order to protect integrity and authenticity of the exchanged SAML assertions, the XML Signature standard is applied. However, the signature verification algorithm is much more complex than in traditional
signature formats like PKCS#7. The integrity protection
can thus be successfully circumvented by application of
different XML Signature specific attacks, under a weak
adversarial model.
In this paper we describe an in-depth analysis of 14
major SAML frameworks and show that 11 of them,
including Salesforce, Shibboleth, and IBM XS40, have
critical XML Signature wrapping (XSW) vulnerabilities.
Based on our analysis, we developed an automated penetration testing tool for XSW in SAML frameworks. Its
feasibility was proven by additional discovery of a new
XSW variant. We propose the first framework to analyze such attacks, which is based on the information
flow between two components of the Relying Party. Surprisingly, this analysis also yields efficient and practical
countermeasures.

1

Introduction

The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is an
XML based language designed for making security statements about subjects. SAML assertions are used as security tokens in WS-Security, and in REST based Single
Sign-On (SSO) scenarios. SAML is supported by major
software vendors and open source projects, and is widely
deployed. Due to its flexibility and broad support, new
application scenarios are defined constantly.
SAML A SSERTIONS . Since SAML assertions contain security critical claims about a subject, the validity
of these claims must be certified. According to the stan-
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dard, this shall be achieved by using XML Signatures,
which should either cover the complete SAML assertion,
or an XML document containing it (e.g. a SAML Authentication response).
However, roughly 80% of the SAML frameworks that
we evaluated could be broken by circumventing integrity
protection with novel XML Signature wrapping (XSW)
attacks. This surprising result is mainly due to two facts:
• Complex Signing Algorithm: Previous digital signature data formats like PKCS#7 and OpenPGP
compute a single hash of the whole document, and
signatures are simply appended to the document.
The XML Signature standard is much more complex. Especially, the position of the signature and
the signed content is variable. Therefore, many permutations of the same XML document exist.
• Unspecified internal interface: Most SAML
frameworks treat the Relying Party (i.e. the Web
Service or website consuming SAML assertions) as
a single block, assuming a joint common state for
all tasks. However, logically this block must be subdivided into the signature verification module (later
called RPsig ) which performs a cryptographic operation, and the SAML processing module (later called
RPclaims ) which processes the claims contained in
the SAML assertion. Both modules have different
views on the assertion, and they typically only exchange a Boolean value about the validity of the signature.
C ONTRIBUTION . In this paper, we present an indepth analysis of 14 SAML frameworks and systems.
During this analysis, we found critical XSW vulnerabilities in 11 of these frameworks. This result is alarming
given the importance of SAML in practice, especially
since SSO frameworks may become a single point of attack. It clearly indicates that the security implications
behind SAML and XML Signature are not understood
yet.
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Second, these vulnerabilities are exploitable by an attacker with far fewer resources than the classical network
based attacker from cryptography: Our adversary may
succeed even if he does not control the network. He does
not need realtime eavesdropping capabilities, but can
work with SAML assertions whose lifetime has expired.
A single signed SAML assertion is sufficient to completely compromise a SAML issuer/Identity Provider.
Using SSL/TLS to encrypt SAML assertions, and thus to
prevent adversaries from learning assertions by intercepting network traffic, does not help either: The adversary
may e.g. register as a regular customer at the SAML issuer, and may use his own assertion to impersonate other
customers.
Third, we give the first model for SAML frameworks
that takes into account the interface between RPsig and
RPclaims . This model gives a clear definition of successful
attacks on SAML. Besides its theoretical interest, it also
enables us to prove several positive results. These results
are new and help to explain why some of the frameworks
were not vulnerable to our attacks, and to give advice on
how to improve the security of the other 11 frameworks.
Last, we show that XSW vulnerabilities constitute an
important and broad class of attack vectors. There is no
easy defense against XSW attacks: Contrary to common
belief, even signing the whole document does not necessarily protect against them. To set up working defenses,
a better understanding of this versatile attack class is required. A specialized XSW pentesting tool developed
during our research will be released as open source to aid
this understanding. Its practicability was proven by discovering a new attack vector on Salesforce SAML interface despite the fact that specific countermeasures have
been applied.
R ESPONSIBLE D ISCLOSURE . All vulnerabilities
found during our analysis were reported to the responsible security teams. Accordingly, in many cases, we
closely collaborated with them in order to patch the
found issues.
O UTLINE . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a highlevel overview on SAML,
and Section 3 adds details. The methodology of the investigation is explained in Section 4, and the detailed results are described in Section 5. In Section 6 we present
the first fully automated XSW penetration test tool for
SAML. Section 7 gives a formal analysis and derives two
countermeasures. In Section 8 we discuss their practical feasibility. Section 9 presents an overview on related
work. In the last section we conclude and propose future
research directions.
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Figure 1: A typical Single Sign-On scenario: The user
visits the RP, which generates a request token. He redirects this token to the IdP. The issued token is sent to the
user and forwarded to the RP. Even though the channel
is secured by SSL/TLS, the user still can see the token.

2

Motivation

In this section we introduce two typical SAML scenarios
and some widely used SAML frameworks.
SAML- BASED S INGLE S IGN -O N . Typical Internet
users have to manage many identities for different web
applications. To overcome this problem, Single Sign-On
was developed. In this approach the users authenticate
only once to a trustworthy Identity Provider (IdP). After
a successful login of a user, the IdP issues security tokens on demand. These tokens are used to authenticate
to Relying Parties (RP).
A simplified Single Sign-On scenario is depicted in
Figure 1. In this setting, a user logged-in by the IdP first
visits the desired RP (1). The RP issues a token request
(2). This token is sent to the user (3) who forwards it
to the IdP (4). The IdP issues a token response for the
user including several claims (e.g. his access rights or
expiration time). In order to protect the authenticity and
integrity of the claims, the token is signed (5). Subsequently, the token is sent to the user (6), who forwards it
to the RP (7). The RP validates the signature and afterwards grants access to the protected service or resource,
if the user is authorized (8). This access control decision
is based on the claims in the validated token.
S ECURING W EB S ERVICES WITH SAML. Another
typical application scenario is the use of SAML together
with WS-Security [29] in SOAP [21] to provide authentication and authorization mechanisms to Web Services.
SAML assertions are included as security tokens in the
Security header.
SAML P ROVIDERS AND F RAMEWORKS . The
evaluation presented in this paper was made throughout the last 18 months and includes prominent and wellused SAML frameworks, which are summarized in Table 1. Our analysis included the IBM hardware appliance
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Framework/Provider
Apache Axis 2
Guanxi
Higgins 1.x
IBM XS40
JOSSO
WIF
OIOSAML
OpenAM
OneLogin
OpenAthens
OpenSAML
Salesforce
SimpleSAMLphp
WSO2

Type
WS
Web SSO
Web SSO
WS
Web SSO
Web SSO
Web SSO
Web SSO
Web SSO
Web SSO
Web SSO
Web SSO
Web SSO
Web SSO

Language
Java
Java
Java
XSLT
Java
.NET
Java, .NET
Java
Java, PHP, Ruby, Python
Java, C++
Java, C++
—
PHP
Java

Reference
http://axis.apache.org
http://guanxi.sourceforge.net
www.eclipse.org/higgins
www.ibm.com
www.josso.org
http://msdn.microsoft.com
http://www.oiosaml.info
http://forgerock.com/openam.html
www.onelogin.com
www.openathens.net
http://opensaml.org
www.salesforce.com
http://simplesamlphp.org
www.wso2.com

Application
WSO2 Web Services
Sakai Project (www.sakaiproject.org)
Identity project
Enterprise XML Security Gateway
Motorola, NEC, Redhat
Microsoft Sharepoint 2010
Danish eGovernment (e.g. www.virk.dk)
Enterprise-Class Open Source SSO
Joomla, Wordpress, SugarCRM, Drupal
UK Federation (www.eduserv.org.uk)
Shibboleth, SuisseID
Cloud Computing and CRM
Danish e-ID Federation (www.wayf.dk)
eBay, Deutsche Bank, HP

Table 1: Analyzed SAML frameworks and providers: The columns give information about type (Web Service or
Browser-based SSO), programming language (if known), web site, and application in concrete products or frameworks.
XS40, which is applied as an XML Security Gateway.
Other examples of closed source frameworks are the
Windows Identity Foundation (WIF) used in Microsoft
Sharepoint and the Salesforce cloud platform. Important
open source frameworks include OpenSAML, OpenAM,
OIOSAML, OneLogin, and Apache Axis 2. OpenSAML
is for example used in Shibboleth and the SDK of the
electronic identity card from Switzerland (SuisseID).
OpenAM, formerly known as SUN OpenSSO, is an identity and access management middleware, used in major
enterprises. The OIOSAML framework is e.g. used in
Danish public sector federations (e.g. eGovernment business and citizen portals). The OneLogin Toolkits integrate SAML into various popular open source web applications like Wordpress, Joomla, Drupal, and SugarCRM.
Moreover, these Toolkits are used by many OneLogin
customers (e.g. Zendesk, Riskonnect, Zoho, KnowledgeTree, and Yammer) to enable SAML-based SSO.
Apache Axis2 is the standard framework for generating
and deploying Web Service applications.

3

Technical Foundations

In this section we briefly introduce the SAML standard
and XML Signature wrapping attacks. Additionally, for
readers unfamiliar with the relevant W3C standards, we
present XML Signature [14] and XML Schema [36].

3.1

XML Signature

The XML Signature standard [14] defines the syntax and
processing rules for creating, representing, and verifying
XML-based digital signatures. It is possible to sign a
whole XML tree or only specific elements. One XML
Signature can cover several local or global resources.
A signature placed within the signed content is called
an enveloped signature. If the signature surrounds the
signed parts, it is an enveloping signature. A detached
signature is neither inside nor a parent of the signed data.
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<Signature ID?>
<SignedInfo>
<CanonicalizationMethod/>
<SignatureMethod/>
(<Reference URI? >
(<Transforms>)?
<DigestMethod>
<DigestValue>
</Reference>)+
</SignedInfo>
<SignatureValue>
(<KeyInfo>)?
(<Object ID?>)*
</Signature>

Figure 2: XML Signature data structure (”?”: zero or one
occurrence; ”+”: one or more occurrences; ”*”: zero or
more occurrences).

An XML Signature is represented by the Signature
element. Figure 2 provides its basic structure. XML
Signatures are two-pass signatures: the hash value of
the resource (DigestValue) along with the used hash
algorithm (DigestMethod) and the URI reference to
the resource are stored in a Reference element. Additionally, the Transforms element specifies the processing steps which are applied prior to digesting of
the resource. Each signed resource is represented by
a Reference element in the SignedInfo element.
Therefore, SignedInfo is a collection of hash values and URIs. The SignedInfo itself is protected
by the signature. The CanonicalizationMethod and
the SignatureMethod element specify the algorithms
used for canonicalization and signature creation, and are
also embedded in SignedInfo. The Base64-encoded
value of the computed signature is deposited in the
SignatureValue element. In addition, the KeyInfo element facilitates the transport of signature relevant key
management information. The Object is an optional element that may contain any data.
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<saml:Assertion Version ID IssueInstant>
<saml:Issuer>
<ds:Signature>?
<saml:Subject>?
<saml:Conditions>?
<saml:Advice>?
<saml:AuthnStatement>*
<saml:AuthzDecisionStatement>*
<saml:AttributeStatement>*
</saml:Assertion>

Figure 3: SAML assertion structure.

3.2

XML Schema

The W3C recommendation XML Schema [36] is a language to describe the layout, semantics, and content of
an XML document. A document is deemed to be valid,
when it conforms to a specific schema. A schema consists of a content model, a vocabulary, and the used data
types. The content model describes the document structure and the relationship of the items. The standard provides 19 primitive data types to define the allowed content of the elements and attributes.
Regarding to our evaluation of SAML based XML
Signature Wrapping attacks there is one important element definition in XML Schema. The any element
allows the usage of any well-formed XML document
in a declared content type. When an XML processor
validates an element defined by an any element, the
processContents attribute specifies the level of flexibility. The value lax instructs the schema validator to
check against the given namespace. If no schema information is available, the content is considered valid. In the
case of processContents="skip" the XML processor
does not validate the element at all.

3.3

SAML

SAML is an XML standard for exchanging authentication and authorization statements about Subjects [11].
Several profiles are defined in [10]. The most important
profile is the Browser SSO profile, which defines how to
use SAML with a web browser.
A SAML assertion has the structure described in Figure 3. The issuing time of the assertion is specified in
saml:IssueInstant. All attributes are required.
The saml:Issuer element specifies the SAML authority (the IdP) that is making the claim(s) in the assertion. The assertion’s saml:Subject defines the principal about whom all statements within the assertion are
made. The saml:*Statement elements are used to
specify user-defined statements relevant for the context
of the SAML assertion.
To protect the integrity of the security claims made
by the Issuer, the whole saml:Assertion element must
be protected with a digital signature following the XML
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Binding root element R
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ID=“123“

Assertion
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SignedInfo
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ID=“123“

Assertion

Signature

SignedInfo
URI=“#123“
Reference

URI=“#123“

Body

Figure 4: SAML message examples (SOAP and REST):
The SAML assertion is put into a root element R and
signed using an enveloped signature. When signing the
SOAP body, an additional detached signature is used.
Signature standard. Therefore, the SAML specification [11] requires that either the saml:Assertion element or an ancestor element must be referenced by the
Signature element, with an enveloped XML Signature
([11], Section 5.4.1). Furthermore, Id-based referencing
must be used ([11], Section 5.4.2), which opens the way
for XSW attacks.
In REST based frameworks, the SAML assertion is
typically put into an enveloping Response element.
Frameworks applying SOAP insert the SAML assertions
into the SOAP header (or the Security element inside of the SOAP header). For clarification purposes,
consider that the SAML assertions are signed using enveloped XML Signatures and are put into some binding
root element R (see Figure 4).

3.4

XML Signature Wrapping Attacks

XML documents containing XML Signatures are typically processed in two independent steps: signature validation and function invocation (business logic). If both
modules have different views on the data, a new class of
vulnerabilities named XML Signature Wrapping attacks
(XSW) [27, 23] exists. In these attacks the adversary
modifies the message structure by injecting forged elements which do not invalidate the XML Signature. The
goal of this alteration is to change the message in such
a way that the application logic and the signature verification module use different parts of the message. Consequently, the receiver verifies the XML Signature successfully but the application logic processes the bogus
element. The attacker thus circumvents the integrity protection and the origin authentication of the XML Signature and can inject arbitrary content. Figure 5 shows a
simple XSW attack on a SOAP message.
XSW attacks resemble other classes of injection attacks like XSS or SQLi: in all cases, the attacker tries to
force different views on the data in security modules (e.g.
Web Application Firewalls) and data processing modules
(HTML parser, SQL engine).
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Signature
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SignedInfo
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Processed
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Body

R

ID=“123“
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Signing Type 3)
Body

ID=“attack“

CreateKeyPair

Figure 5: A simple XML Signature wrapping attack: The
attacker moves the original signed content to a newly created Wrapper element. Afterwards, he creates an arbitrary content with a different Id, which is invoked by the
business logic.

4

R

4.1

Threat Model

As a prerequisite the attacker requires an arbitrary signed
SAML message. This could be a single assertion A or a
whole document D with an embedded assertion, and its
lifetime can be expired. After obtaining such a message,
the attacker modifies it by injecting evil content, e.g. an
evil assertion EA. In our model we assume two different types of adversaries, which are both weaker than the
classical network based attacker:
1. Advacc . To obtain an assertion, this attacker registers as a user of an Identity Provider IdP. Advacc
then receives, through normal interaction with IdP,
a valid signed SAML assertion A (probably as a
part of a larger document D) making claims about
Advacc . The attacker now adds additional claims EA
about any other subject S, and submits the modified
document D (A ) to RP.
2. Advintc . This adversary retrieves SAML assertions
from the Internet, but he does not have the ability to read encrypted network traffic. This can
be done either by accessing transmitted data directly from unprotected networks (sniffing), or in
an ”offline” manner by analyzing proxy or browser
caches. Since SAML assertions should be worthless
once their lifetime expired, they may even be posted
1 Please note that from now on we distinguish between the document
D and the root element R. This is to make clear the distinction between
the element referenced by the XML signature, and the document root:
Even if the root element R of the original document D is signed, we
may transform this into a new document D with a new evil root ER,
without invalidating the signature.
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S1

S

Figure 6: Types of signature applications on SAML assertions on the left. The new malicious content needed
to execute the attacks depicted on the right, accordingly.
in technical discussion boards, where Advintc may
access them.

XSW Attacks on SAML

In this section we first characterize the assumed threat
model. Second, we describe the basic attack principle
that underlies our analysis of the 14 frameworks.1

A1

4.2

Basic Attack Principle

As described in the previous section, XML Signatures
can be applied to SAML assertions in different ways and
placed in different elements. The only prerequisite is that
the Assertion element or the protocol binding element
(ancestor of Assertion) is signed using an enveloped
signature with Id-based referencing. In this section we
analyze the usage of SAML assertions in different frameworks and the possibilities of inserting malicious content. Generally, SAML assertions and their signatures
are implemented as depicted in Figure 6:
1. The first possible usage of signatures in SAML assertions is to insert the XML Signature S1 as a
child of the SAML assertion A1 and sign only the
Assertion element A1. This type can be used independently of the underlying protocol (SOAP or
REST).
2. The second type of signature application in SAML
signs the whole protocol binding element R. The
XML Signature can be placed into the SAML assertion A1 or directly into the protocol binding root element R. This kind of signature application is used in
different SAML HTTP bindings, where the whole
Response element is signed.
3. It is also possible to use more than one XML Signature. The third example shows this kind of signature application: the inner signature S1 protects the
SAML assertion and the outer signature S additionally secures the whole protocol message. This kind
of signature application is e.g. used by the SimpleSAMLphp framework.
In order to apply XSW attacks to SAML assertions,
the basic attack idea stays the same: The attacker has
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to create new malicious elements and force the assertion
logic to process them, whereas the signature verification
logic verifies the integrity and authenticity of the original
content. In applications of the first signature type, the
attacker only has to create a new evil assertion EA. In the
second and third signing types, he also has to create the
whole evil root ER element including the evil assertion.

4.3

1) One Level (6 Permutations)

• At which level in the XML message tree should the
malicious content and the original signed data be
included?
• Which Assertion element is processed by the assertion logic?
• Which element is used for signature verification?

By answering these questions we can define different
attack patterns, where the original and the malicious elements can be permuted (Figure 7). We thus get a complete list of attack vectors, which served as a guideline
for our investigations.
For the following explanations we only consider signing type 1) defined in Figure 6. In this signing type only
the Assertion element is referenced.
The attack permutations are depicted in Figure 7. In
addition, we analyze their SAML standard conformance
and the signature validity:

1. Malicious assertion, original assertion, and signature are left on the same message level: This kind of
XML message can have six permutations. None of
them is SAML standard compliant, since the XML
Signature does not sign its parent element. The digest value over the signed elements in all the messages can be correctly validated. We can use this
type of attack messages if the server does not check
the SAML conformance.
2. All the three elements are inserted at different message levels, as child elements of each other, which
again results in six permutations: Messages 2-a and
2-b show examples of SAML standard conforming and cryptographically valid messages. In both
cases the signature element references its parent –
the original assertion A1. Message 2-c illustrates a
message which is not SAML standard conform as
the signature signs its child element. Nevertheless,
the message is cryptographically valid. Lastly, message 2-d shows an example of an invalid message
since the signature would be verified over both assertions. Generally, if the signature is inserted as the
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Attack Permutations

The attacker has many different possibilities where to insert the malicious and the original content. To this end,
he has to deal with these questions:

Signed

R

3) Two Levels (12 Permutations)
a)
b)
R
EA

R

A1

EA

S1

S1

A1

A1

c)

d)

R

R

EA

A1

S1

S1

EA

Figure 7: Possible variants for XSW attacks applied on
messages with one signed SAML assertion divided according to the insertion depth of the evil assertion EA,
the original assertion A1 and the signature S1. The various permutations are labeled according to their validity
and SAML-conformance.
child of the root element, the message would also be
either invalid or not SAML standard compliant.
3. For the insertion of these three elements we use two
message levels: Message 3-a shows an example of
a valid and SAML compliant document. By constructing message 3-b, the signature element was
moved to the new malicious assertion. Since it references the original element, it is still valid, but does
not conform to the SAML standard.
The analysis shown above can similarly be applied to
messages with different signing types (see Figure 6).

5

Practical Evaluation

We evaluated the above defined attacks on real-world
systems and frameworks introduced in Section 2. In this
section we present the results.

5.1

Signature Exclusion Attacks

We start the presentation of our results with the simplest
attack type called Signature exclusion attack. This attack relies on poor implementation of a server’s security
logic, which checks the signature validity only if the signature is included. If the security logic does not find the
Signature element, it simply skips the validation step.
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Figure 8: XML tree-based illustration of refined XSW attacks found in Type 1 signature applications.
The evaluation showed that three SAML-based frameworks were vulnerable to these attacks: Apache Axis2
Web Services Framework, JOSSO, and the Java-based
implementation of SAML 2.0 in Eduserv (other versions
of SAML and the C-implementation in Eduserv were not
affected).
By applying this attack on JOSSO and Eduserv the attacker had to remove the Signature element from the
message, since if it was found, the framework tried to
validate it. On the other hand, the Apache Axis2 framework did not validate the Signature element over the
SAML assertion at all, even if it was included in the message. Apache Axis2 validated only the signature over the
SOAP body and the Timestamp element. The signature
protecting the SAML assertion, which is included separately in the Assertion element, was completely ignored.

5.2

Refined Signature Wrapping

Ten out of 14 systems were prone to refined XSW attacks.
Classified on the three different signature application
types given in Figure 6, five SAML-based systems failed
in validating Type 1 messages, where only the assertion is protected by an XML Signature. Figure 8 depicts
the XML tree-based illustration of the found XSW variants. Starting from left to right, Higgins, Apache Axis2,
and the IBM XS 40 Security Gateway were outfoxed
by the two depicted permutations. In the first variant
it was sufficient to inject an evil assertion with a different Id attribute in front of the original assertion. As
the SAML standard allows to have multiple assertions in
one protocol element, the XML Schema validation still
succeeded. The second attack type embedded the original assertion as a child element into the evil assertion
EA. In both cases the XML Signature was still standard
conform, as enveloped signatures were applied. This
was broken in the case of OIOSAML by using detached
signatures. In this variant the original Signature element was moved into the EA, which was inserted before the legitimate assertion. The last shown permutation was applicable to the cloud services of Salesforce
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Figure 9: XML tree-based illustration of refined XSW
attacks found in Type 2 signature applications.
and the OpenAM framework. At this, the genuine assertion was placed into the original Signature element. As
both implementations apply XML Schema for validating
the schema conformance of a SAML message, this was
done by injecting them into the Object element, which
allows arbitrary content. Again, this is not compliant
to the SAML standard because this mutation transforms
the enveloped to an enveloping signature. Finally, the
OneLogin Toolkits were prone to all shown attack variants as they did not apply XML Schema, validated the
XML Signature independent of it’s semantic occurrence
and used a fixed reference to the processed SAML claims
(/samlp:Response/saml:Assertion[1]).
We found three susceptible implementations, which
applied Type 2 messages, where the whole message is
protected by an XML Signature. We depict the attacks
on these implementations in Figure 9. In the Guanxi
and JOSSO implementations the legitimate root element
was inserted into the Object element in the original
Signature. The Signature node was moved into the
ER element which also included the new evil assertion.
In the case of WSO2, it was sufficient to place the original root element into the ER object. Naturally, someone would expect that enforcing full document signing
would eliminate XSW completely. The both given examples demonstrate that this does not hold in practice.
Again, this highlights the vigilance required when implementing complex standards such as SAML.
Finally, we did not find vulnerable frameworks that
applied Type 3 messages, where both the root and the as-
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sertion are protected by different signatures. Indeed, one
legitimate reason is, that most SAML implementations
do not use Type 3 messages. In our practical evaluation,
only SimpleSAMLphp applied them by default. Nevertheless, this does not mean that XSW is not applicable to
this message type in practice.

C++

Java

Response
Extensions
Assertion

ID=“123“

ID=“123“

Assertion

1. Which element is used for assertion processing?
2. Which element is validated by the security module,
if there are two elements with the same Id?
Interestingly, the two existing implementations of
Apache Xerces (Java and C++) handled element dereferencing differently.
For C++, the attacker had to ensure that the original
signed assertion was copied before the evil assertion. In
the Java case, the legitimate assertion had to be placed
within or after the evil assertion. In summary, if two
elements with the same Id values occurred in an XML
message, the XML security library detected only the first
(for C++) or the last (for Java) element in the message.
This property gave the attacker an opportunity to use
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Signature
SignedInfo
Reference

Signature

URI=“#123“

Object
SignedInfo

OpenSAML Vulnerability

The attack vectors described above did not work against
the prevalently deployed OpenSAML library. The reason
was that OpenSAML compared the Id used by the signature validation with the Id of the processed assertion. If
these identifiers were different (based on a string comparison), the signature validation failed. Additionally, XML
messages including more than one element with the same
Id were also rejected. Both mechanisms are handled in
OpenSAML by using the Apache Xerces library and its
XML Schema validation method [34]. Nevertheless, it
was possible to overcome these countermeasures with a
more sophisticated XSW attack.
As mentioned before, in OpenSAML the Apache
Xerces library performs a schema validation of every incoming XML message. Therefore, the Id of each element can be defined by using the appropriate XML
Schema file. This allows the Xerces library to identify all included Ids and to reject messages with Id
values which are not unique (e.g. duplicated). However, a bug in this library caused that XML elements
defined with xsd:any content were not processed correctly. More concretely, the content of the elements
defined as <xsd:any processContents="lax"> were
not checked using the defined XML Schema. Therefore,
it was possible to insert elements with arbitrary – also
duplicated – Ids inside an XML message. This created a
good position for our wrapped content.
It is still the question which of the extensible elements
could be used for the execution of our attacks. This depends on two processing properties:

Processed

Assertion

Reference

5.3

Signed

Response

URI=“#123“

Assertion

ID=“123“

Figure 10: XSW attack on OpenSAML library.
<element name="Extensions" type="samlp:ExtensionsType"/>
<complexType name="ExtensionsType">
<sequence>
<any namespace="##other" processContents="lax"
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>

Figure 11: XML Schema definition of the Extensions
element.
e.g. the Extensions element for the C++ library, whose
XML Schema is defined in Figure 11. However, the
Extensions element is not the only possible position for
our wrapped content. The schemas of SAML and XML
Signature allow more locations (e.g. the Object element
of the Signature, or the SubjectConfirmationData
and Advice elements of the Assertion).
The previously described behavior of the XML
schema validation forced OpenSAML to use the wrapped
original assertion for signature validation. In contrast,
the application logic processed the claims of the evil assertion. In Figure 10, we present the concrete attack messages of this novel XSW variant.
The successful attack on OpenSAML shows that countering the XSW attack can become more complicated
than expected. Even when applying several countermeasures, the developer should still consider vulnerabilities
in the underlying libraries. Namely, one vulnerability in
the XML Schema validating library can lead to the execution of a successful XSW attack.

5.4

Various Implementation Flaws

While reviewing the OneLogin Toolkit, we discovered
another interesting flaw: the implementation did not care
about what data was actually signed. Therefore, any content signed by the IdP was sufficient to launch a XSW
attack. In our case we used the metadata of the IdP 2 and
created our own self-made response message to successfully attack OneLogin.
2 The SAML Metadata [12] describes properties of SAML entities
in XML to allow the easy establishment of federations. Typically, the
metadata is signed by the issuer and publicly available.
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5.5

Secure Frameworks

In our evaluation of real-world SAML implementations
we observed that Microsoft Sharepoint 2010 and SimpleSAMLphp were resistant to all applied test cases. Based
on these findings the following questions arise: How
do these systems implement signature validation? In
which way do signature validation and assertion processing work together? Due to the fact that the source code of
Sharepoint 2010 is not publicly available, we were only
able to analyze SimpleSAMLphp.
According to this investigation the main signature
validation and claims processing algorithm of SimpleSAMLphp performs the following five steps to counteract XSW attacks:
1. XML Schema validation: First, the whole response message is validated against the applied
SAML schemas.
2. Extract assertions: All included assertions are extracted. Each assertion is saved as a DOM tree in
a separate variable. The following steps are only
applied on these segregated assertions.
3. Verify what is signed: SimpleSAMLphp checks, if
each assertion is protected by an enveloped signature. In short, the XML node addressed by the URI
attribute of the Reference element is compared to
the root element of the same assertion. The XML
Signature in the assertion is an enveloped signature
if and only if both objects are identical.
4. Validate signature: The verification of every enveloped signature is exclusively done on the DOM
tree of each corresponding assertion.
5. Assertion processing: The subsequent assertion
processing is solely done with the extracted and successfully validated assertions.
When not considering the signature exclusion bug
found in the OpenAthens implementation and its Javabased assertions’ processing, this framework was also
resistant to all the described attacks. The analysis of its
implementation showed that it processes SAML assertions similarly to the above described SimpleSAMLphp
framework.
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Signature
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Frameworks / Providers
Apache Axis 2
Guanxi
Higgins 1.x
IBM XS40
JOSSO
WIF
OIOSAML
OpenAM
OneLogin
OpenAthens
OpenSAML
Salesforce
SimpleSAMLphp
WSO2

Signing type

Besides the fact that a SAML system has to check
what data is signed, it is also essential to verify by whom
the signature was created. In an early version of SimpleSAMLphp, which applied Type 3 messages, we observed that an attacker could forge the outer signature of
the response message with any arbitrary key. In short,
the SimpleSAMLphp RP did not verify if the included
certificate in the KeyInfo element is trustworthy at all.
The key evaluation for the signed assertion was correctly
handled.

X
X

Table 2: Results of our practical evaluation show that a
majority of the analyzed frameworks were vulnerable to
the refined wrapping techniques.

5.6

Summary

We evaluated 14 different SAML-based systems. We
found 11 of them susceptible to XSW attacks, while the
majority were prone to refined XSW. One prevalently
used framework (OpenSAML) was receptive to a new,
more subtle, variant of this attack vector. In addition,
three out of the tested frameworks were vulnerable to
Signature Exclusion attacks. We found two implementations, which were resistant against all test cases. The
results obtained from our analysis are summarized in Table 2.

6

XSW Penetration Test Tool for SAML

Motivated on our crucial findings from the extensive
frameworks’ analysis and the vast amount of possible
attack permutations, we implemented the first fully automated penetration test tool for XSW attacks in SAMLbased frameworks. In this section we briefly describe
the basic design decisions for our tool. Afterwards, we
motivate its usage by revisiting the Salesforce SAML interface. This interface yielded a new possibility for an
interesting XSW attack even after a deep investigation
with different handcrafted messages.
Our tool will be integrated into the WS-Attacker
framework3 and offered as open source to support the
huge Web Services and SSO developers’ community.

6.1

Penetration Test Tool

According to the theoretical and practical analysis of different SAML frameworks (see Section 4, 5), we gained
the following general knowledge about XSW attacks:
3 http://ws-attacker.sourceforge.net
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• XML Schema validation: Some of the SAML
frameworks check message conformance to the underlying XML schema. Therefore, it is necessary to
use XML schema extension points for placing the
wrapped content. If the extension elements are not
provided in the message, they have to be explicitly
included.
• Order and position: The order and position of
signed and executed elements in the message tree
can force the different processing modules to have
inconsistent data views.
• Processing of the Ids: Several SAML frameworks
explicitly check, if the Id in the handled assertion
is also used in the Reference of the XML Signature. Application of this countermeasure alone does
not work, as there is still the option to use more elements with equal Ids.
• Placement of the Signature element: The
Signature element can be placed in the newly created evil assertion or stay in the original assertion
(cf. the attacks on Higgins, Apache Axis2 and IBM
XS40 in Figure 8). Both cases must be considered.
• Signature exclusion: In three out of 14 frameworks
implementation bugs caused that the signature validation step was omitted.
• Untrusted signatures: It is essential to check that
the signature was created with a trustworthy key.
Otherwise, the attacker can forge a signature with
any arbitrary key and embed the corresponding certificate in the KeyInfo element.
Based on this knowledge, we developed a library,
which allows the systematic creation of a vast amount
of different SAML attack vectors. Its processing can
be summarized in the following steps. First, the library
takes a signed XML document containing a SAML assertion and analyzes the usage of XML Signature. The
element referenced by the signature is stored as a string.
Subsequently, it creates a new malicious message including an evil assertion with modified content (e.g. the
NameID and/or Timestamp element). Then, it searches
dynamically for extension points in the XML Schema
documents (e.g. XML Schemas for SAML, HTTP binding, XML Signature, or SOAP). It places the extension
elements into the malicious message (e.g. a new Object
element is created and placed into the given Signature
element). Afterwards, the library embeds the stored original referenced element into each of the possible malicious message elements. For each position, a combination of different attack vectors – considering changes in
the Ids of the newly created elements and the positions
of the Signature elements – are created. For completeness, test cases for signature exclusion and untrusted signatures are provided. With these attack vectors, develop-
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Figure 12: A successful XSW attack performed against
the patched Salesforce SAML interface.
ers can systematically test the security of their (newly)
developed SAML libraries.

6.2

Salesforce SAML Interface Revisited

After reporting the XSW vulnerability to Salesforce, the
security response team developed a simple and promising countermeasure: the SAML interface solely accepted
messages containing one Assertion element4 . On request of the Salesforce security team, we investigated
the fixed SAML interface with handcrafted messages
containing wrapped contents in different elements. Our
manual analysis did not reveal any new attack vectors.
Every message containing more than one Assertion element was automatically rejected. Therefore, we first
considered this interface to be secure.
A few months later, after finishing the development of
our penetration test tool, we decided to retest the Salesforce SAML interface and prove the feasibility of our approach. Surprisingly, the automated penetration test tool
revealed a new successful attack variant by inserting the
wrapped content into the Audience element – a descendant of the Conditions element. This element typically
contains a URI constraining the parties that can consume
the issued assertion. The wrapped message is depicted in
Figure 12. As can be seen in the figure, both Assertion
elements needed to contain the same Id attribute.
This scientifically interesting attack vector stayed unanalyzed as the Salesforce security team did not expose
any concrete information about their SAML interface.
However, this finding shows how complex the development of secure signature wrapping countermeasures is.
This motivates for further development of automatic penetration test tools for XSW.
Salesforce security team afterwards implemented a
countermeasure, which could successfully mitigate all
our attack types. Its details were not revealed.
4 This countermeasure is not standard-conform as one message can
generally contain several assertions. Therefore, we do not consider this
remedy in our countermeasure analysis in Section 7.
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Figure 13: Overview of the components in our formal
model.

7

Analysis and Countermeasures

In order to define what a successful attack on a SAML
implementation is, we have to define the possibilities of
the adversary, and the event that characterizes a successful attack. We do this in form of a game played between
the adversary on one side, and IdP and RP on the other
side. Additionally, we derive two different countermeasures. Their practical application is described in Section 8.

7.1

Data Model

A SAML assertion A can be sent to a Relying Party RP
either as a stand-alone XML document, or as part of a
larger document D. (D may be a complete SOAP message, or a SAML Authentication response.) To process
the SAML assertion(s), the Relying Party (more specifically, RPclaims ) searches for the Assertion element and
parses it. We assume that A is signed, either stand-alone,
or as part of D.

7.2

Identity Provider Model

We define an Identity Provider IdP to be an entity that issues signed SAML assertions, and that has control over
a single private key for signing. Thus, companies like
Salesforce may operate several IdPs, one for each domain of customers.
An Identity Provider IdP operates a customer database
dbIdP and is able to perform a secure authentication
protocol with any customer contained in this database.
Furthermore, he has control over a private signing key,
where the corresponding public key is trusted by a set of
Relying Parties RP := {RP1 , . . . , RPn }, either directly,
or through means of a Public Key Infrastructure. After
receiving a request from one of the customers registered
in dbIdP , and after successful authentication, he may issue a signed XML document D, where the signed part
contains the requested SAML assertion A.
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Relying Party Model

We assume that processing of documents containing
SAML assertions is split into two parts: (1) XML Signature verification RPsig , and (2) SAML security claims
processing RPclaims (see Figure 13). This assumption is
justified since both parts differ in their algorithmic base,
and because this separation was found in all frameworks.
If RPclaims accepts, then the application logic RPwork of
the Relying Party will deliver the requested resource to
the requestor.
The XML Signature verification module RPsig is configured to trust several Identity Provider public keys
{pk1 , . . . , pkr }. Each public key defines a trusted domain within RP. After receiving a signed XML document
D, RPsig searches for a Signature element. It applies
the referencing method described in Reference to retrieve the signed parts of the document, applies the transforms described in Transforms to these parts, and compares the computed hash values with the values stored in
DigestValue. If all these values match, signature verification is performed over the whole SignedInfo element, with one of the trusted keys from {pk1 , . . . , pkr }.
RPsig then communicates the result of the signature verification (eventually alongside D) to RPclaims .
The SAML security claims processing module
RPclaims may operate a customer database dbRP , and may
validate SAML assertions against this database. In this
case if the claimed identity is contained in dbRP , the associated rights are granted to the requestor. As an alternative, RPclaims may rely on authorization data contained in
dbIdP . In this case, the associated rights will be contained
in the SAML assertion, and RPclaims will grant these.
Please note that the definition of the winning event
given below does not depend on the output of the signature verification part RPsig , but on the SAML assertion processing RPclaims . This is necessary since in all
cases described in this paper, signature verification was
done correctly (as is always the case with XML Signature wrapping). Therefore, to be able to formulate meaningful statements about the security of a SAML framework, we must make some assumptions on the behavior
of RPclaims .
There are many possible strategies for RPclaims to process SAML assertions: E.g. use the claims from the first
assertion which is opened during parsing, from the first
that is closed during parsing (analogously for the last assertion opened or closed), or issue an error message if
more than one Assertion element is read.

7.4

Adversarial Model

Please recall the two different types of adversaries
we have mentioned in our threat model in Section 4.
Advintc is the stronger of the two: He has the ability to
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partially intercept network traffic, e.g. by sniffing HTTP
traffic on an unprotected WLAN, by reading past messages from an unprotected log file, or by a chosen ciphertext attack on TLS 1.0 along the lines of [5]. Please
note that already this adversary is strictly weaker than the
classical network based attacker known from cryptography. Advacc , our weaker adversary, only has access to
the IdP and RP, i.e. he may register as a customer with
IdP and receive SAML assertions issued about himself,
and he may send requests to RP.
We define preconditions and success conditions of an
attacker in the form of a game G. If Adv mounts a successful attack under these conditions, we say that Adv
wins the game. This facilitates some definitions.
During the game G, the adversary has access to a
validly signed document D containing a SAML assertion
A issued by IdP. He then generates his own (evil) assertion EA, and combines it arbitrarily with D into an XML
document D . This document is then sent to RP.
Definition 1. We say that the adversary (either Advintc or
Advacc ) wins game G if RP, after receiving document D ,
with non-negligible probability Pr(WinAdv ) bases its authentication and authorization decisions on the security
claims contained in EA.
Remark: For all researched frameworks, the winning
probability was either negligible or equal to 1. Within the
term ”negligible” we include the possibility that Adv issues a forged cryptographic signature, which we assume
to be impossible in practice. If an adversary wins the
game against a specific Relying Party RP, he takes over
the trust domain for a specific public key pk within RP.
Advacc may do this for all pk where he is allowed to register as a customer with the corresponding IdP who controls (sk, pk). Advintc can achieve this for all pk where he
is able to find single signed SAML assertion A where the
signature can (could in the past) be verified with pk.

7.5

Countermeasure 1:
what-is-hashed

Only-process-

We can derive the first countermeasure if we assume that
RPsig acts as a filter and only forwards the hashed parts
of an XML document to RPclaims . The hashed parts of
an XML document are those parts that are serialized as
an input to a hash function, and where the hash value is
stored in a Reference element. This excludes all parts
of the document that are removed before hash calculation
by applying a transformation, especially the enveloped
signature transform.
Claim 1. If RPsig only forwards the hashed parts of D to
RPclaims , then Pr(WinAdv ) is negligible.
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It is straightforward to see that EA is only forwarded
to RPclaims if a valid signature for EA is available.
Please note that although this approach is simple and
effective, it is rarely used in practice due to a number of
subtle implementation problems. A variant of this approach is implemented by SimpleSAMLphp, where the
RP imposes special requirements on the SAML authentication response, thus limiting interoperability. We discuss these problems in Section 8.

7.6

Countermeasure 2: Mark signed elements

In practice, RPsig only returns a Boolean value, and
the whole document D is forwarded to RPclaims . Since
IdPhas to serve many different Relying Parties, we assume knowledge about the strategy of RPclaims only for
RPsig . One possibility to mark signed elements is to hand
over the complete document D from RPsig to RPclaims ,
plus a description where the validly signed assertions can
be found.
A second possibility that is more appropriate for
SAML is that RPsig chooses a random value r, marks
the validly signed elements with an attribute containing
r, and forwards r together with the marked document.
RPclaims can then check if the assertion processed contains r.
Let us therefore consider the second approach in more
detail. For sake of simplicity we assume that only one
complete element (i.e. a complete subtree of the XML
document tree) is signed.
Claim 2. Let Dsig be the signed subtree of D, and
let r ∈ {0, 1}l be the random value chosen by RPsig
and attached to Dsig . Then Pr(WinAdv ) is bounded by
max{breaksig , 2−l }.
RPclaims (regardless of its strategy to choose an assertion) will only process EA if r is attached to this element.
An adversary can achieve this by either generating a valid
signature for EA (then r will be attached by RPsig ), or by
guessing r and attaching it to EA.

8

Practical Countermeasures

In Section 5.5 we analyzed message processing of SimpleSAMLphp. This framework was resistant against all
XSW attacks. One could therefore ask a legitimate question: Why do we need further countermeasures and why
is it not appropriate to apply the security algorithm of
SimpleSAMLphp in every system?
We want to make clear that SimpleSAMLphp offers
both critical functionalities in one framework: signature validation (RPsig ) and SAML assertion evaluation
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Figure 14: The see-what-is-signed approach applied in
HTTP POST binding: After successful signature validation the security module RPsig excludes all the unsigned
elements and forwards the message to the module processing security claims RPclaims and the business logic.
(RPclaims ). These two methods are implemented using
the same libraries and processing modules. After parsing a document, the elements are stored within a document tree and can be accessed directly. This allows the
security developers to conveniently access the same elements used in signature validation and assertion evaluation steps. However, especially in SOA environments
there exist scenarios, which force the developers to separate these two steps into different modules or even different systems, e.g.:
• Using a signature validation library: Before evaluating the incoming assertion elements, the developer uses a DOM-based signature library, which
returns true or false according to the message
validity. However, the developer does not exactly
know which elements were validated. If the assertion evaluation uses a different parsing approach
(e.g. streaming-based SAX or StAX approach)
or another DOM-library, the message processing
could become error-prone.
• XML Security gateways: XML Security gateways
can validate XML Signatures and are configured to
forward only validated XML documents. If the developer evaluates a validated document in his application, he again has no explicit information about
the position of the signed element. Synchronization
of signature and assertion processing components in
this scenario becomes even more complicated, if the
developer has no information about the implementation of the security gateway (e.g. IBM XS40).
These two examples show that a convenient access to
the same XML elements is not always given. Subsequently, we present two practical feasible countermeasures, which can be applied in complex and distributed
real-world implementations. Both countermeasures result from our formal analysis in Section 7.

8.1

See-what-is-signed

The core idea of this countermeasure is to forward only
those elements to the business logic module (RPclaims )
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that were validated by the signature verification module
(RPsig ). This is not trivial as extracting the unsigned elements from the message context could make the further message processing in some scenarios impossible.
Therefore, we propose a solution that excludes only the
unsigned elements which do not contain any signed descendants. We give an example of such a message processing in Figure 14. This way, the claims and message
processing logic would get the whole message context:
in case of SOAP it would see the whole Envelope element, by application of HTTP POST binding it would be
able to process the entire Response element. The main
advantage of this approach is that the message processing logic does not have to search for validated elements
because all forwarded elements are validated.
We want to stress the fact that by application of this approach all unsigned character nodes have to be extracted.
Otherwise, the attacker could create an evil assertion EA
and insert the signed original assertion into each element
of EA. If RPsig would not extract the character contents
from EA, RPclaims could process its claims. However, by
extracting the unsigned character nodes, the attacker has
no possibility to insert his evil content, since it was excluded in RPsig . Nevertheless, the subsequent XML modules can still access the whole XML tree.
This idea has already been discussed by Gajek et
al. [17]. However, until now no XML Signature
framework implements this countermeasure. It could
be applied especially in the context of SAML HTTP
POST bindings because the unsigned elements within
the SAML response do not contain any data needed
in RPclaims . We consider this countermeasure in these
scenarios as appropriate because the SAML standard
only allows the usage of Id-based referencing, exclusive
canonicalization, and enveloped transformation. The authors explicitly state that this countermeasure would not
work if XML Signature uses specific XSLT or XPath
transformations.

8.2

Unique Identification (Tainting) of
Signed Data

The second countermeasure represents another form of
the see-what-is-signed approach. The basic idea is to
uniquely identify the signed data in the RPsig module
and forward this information to the following modules.
As described in our formal analysis, this could be done
by generating a random value r, sending it to the next
processing module (or as an attribute in the document
root element), and attaching it to all the signed elements.
We give an example of this countermeasure applied to a
SOAP message in Figure 15.
The main drawback of this countermeasure is that the
SAML XML Schema does not allow the inclusion of
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Figure 15: Unique identification of signed data applied
on a SOAP message including two signed elements: The
RPsig module uniquely identifies the signed elements
with a random value r and forwards this information
along with the whole XML message.
new attributes: neither directly into the Assertion element nor the Response binding element. Therefore,
the XML Schema validation of the assertion processing
module would fail. For general application of this idea
the SAML XML Schema needs to be extended.
Another possibility to implement this countermeasure
is to use XML node types, which do not violate XML
Schema, but are visible to the XML processors. For
example, processing instructions, which are intended to
carry instructions to the application belong to this group.
They can be placed anywhere in the document without
invalidating the XML Schema. Additionally, they can
be conveniently found by processing XML trees with
streaming and DOM-based parsers. Therefore, the presence of these XML nodes would help to find the validated data and thus allows to mitigate XSW attacks. We
propose this technique for further discussion in the W3C
XML Security Working Group and the OASIS consortium.

9

Related Work

XML Signature Wrapping (XSW). XSW attacks
have first been described in [28] and [7]. Several countermeasures have been proposed over time.
McIntosh and Austel [28] have presented several XSW
attacks and discussed (informal) receiver-sided security
policies in order to prevent such exploits. They have
however not given a definitive solution for this problem.
Bhargavan, Fournet and Gordon [7] have analyzed a
formal approach in order to verify Web Services specifications. They have proposed a policy advisor [8], a tool
that generates appropriate security policies for Web Services protocols. This approach is however not directly
applicable to SAML.
Rahaman, Schaad and Rits [32, 30, 31] have refrained
from policy-driven approaches and have introduced an
inline solution. The authors have proposed to embed an
Account element into the SOAP header. This element
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contains partial information about the structure of the
SOAP message and the neighborhood of the signed element(s). The information preserves the structure of the
data to be signed. However, Gajek et al. have shown
that this approach does not prevent XSW attacks [16].
Benameur, Kadir, and Fenet [6] have extended the inline
approach, but suffer from the same vulnerabilities.
Jensen et al. [24] have analyzed the effectiveness of
XML Schema validation in terms of fending XSW attacks in Web Services. Thereby, they have used manually hardened XML Schemas. The authors have concluded that XML Schema validation is capable of fending XSW attacks, at the expense of two important disadvantages: for each application a specific hardened XML
Schema without extension points must be created carefully. Moreover, validating of a hardened XML Schema
entails severe performance penalties.
XPath and XPath Filter 2 are specified as referencing mechanisms in the XML Signature standard. However, the WS-Security standard proposes not to use these
mechanisms, and the SAML standard mandates to use
Id-based referencing instead. This is due to the fact that
both standards are very complex. Gajek et al. [15] have
evaluated the effectiveness of these mechanisms to mitigate XSW attacks in the SOAP context, and have proposed a lightweight variant FastXPath, which has lead
to the same performance in a PoC implementation as by
adapting the Id-based referencing.
Jensen et al. [23] have however shown that this approach does not completely eliminate XSW attacks: by
clever manipulations of XML namespace declarations
within a signed document, which take into account the
processing rules for canonicalization algorithms in XML
Signature, XSW attacks could successfully be mounted
even against XPath referenced resources.
The impacts of practical XSW attacks have also been
analyzed in [20, 33]. In these works new types of
XSW attack have been applied on SOAP Web Service
interfaces of Amazon and Eucalyptus clouds. The attacks have exploited different XML processing in distinct modules.
In summary, previous work has mostly concentrated
on SOAP, and the results do not directly apply to all
SAML use cases.
SAML and Single Sign-On Since SAML offers very
flexible mechanisms to make claims about identities,
there is a large body of research on how SAML can be
used to improve identity management (e.g. [22, 39]) and
other identity-related processes like payment or SIP on
the Internet [25, 35]. In all these applications, the security of all SAML standards is assumed.
In an overview paper on SAML, Maler and Reed [26]
have proposed mutually authenticated TLS as the basic
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security mechanism. Please note that even if mutually
authenticated TLS would be employed, it would not prevent our attacks because we only need a single signed
SAML assertion from an IdP, which we can get through
different means. Moreover, there exist specific sidechannels, which could be exploited by an adversary. Let us
e.g. mention chosen-plaintext attacks against SSL/TLS
predicted by [37] and refined by [5], or the Million Question attack by Bleichenbacher [9]. Other complications
arise with the everlasting problems with SSL PKIs.
In 2003, T. Groß has initiated the security analysis of
SAML [18] from a Dolev-Yao point of view, which has
been formalized in [4]. He has found, together with B.
Pfitzmann [19], deficiencies in the information flow between the SAML entities. Their work has influenced a
revision of the standard.
In 2008, Armando et al. [3] have built a formal model
of the SAML 2.0 Web Browser SSO protocol and have
analyzed it with the model checker SATMC. By introducing a malicious RP they have found a practical attack on the SAML implementation of Google Apps. Another attack on the SAML-based SSO of Google Apps
has been found in 2011 [2]. Again, a malicious RP has
been used to force a user’s web browser to access a resource without approval. Thereby, the malicious RP has
injected malicious content in the initial unintended request to the attacked RP. After successful authentication
on the IdP this content has been executed in the context
of the user’s authenticated session.
The fact that SAML protocols consist of multiple layers has been pointed out in [13]. In this paper, the Weakest Link Attack has enabled adversaries to succeed at all
levels of authentication by breaking only at the weakest
one.
Very recently, another work pointing out the importance of SSO protocols has been published by Wang et
al. [38]. This work has analyzed the security quality
of commercially deployed SSO solutions. It has shown
eight serious logic flaws in high-profile IdPs and RPs
(such as OpenID, Facebook, or JanRain), which have
allowed an attacker to sign in as the victim user. The
SAML-based SSO has not been analyzed.

10

Conclusion

In this paper we systematically analyzed the application
of XSW attacks on SAML frameworks and systems. We
showed that the large majority of systems exhibit critical security insufficiencies in their interfaces. Additionally, we revealed new classes of XSW attacks, which
worked even if specific countermeasures were applied.
We showed that the application of XML Security heavily depends on the underlying XML processing system
(i.e. different XML libraries and parsing types). The pro-
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cessing modules involved can have inconsistent views on
the same secured XML document, which may result in
successful XSW attacks. Generally, these heterogeneous
views can exist in all data formats beyond XML.
We proposed a formal model by analyzing the information flow inside the Relying Party and presented
two countermeasures. The effectiveness of these countermeasures depends on the real information flow and
the data processing inside RPclaims . Our research is
a first step towards understanding the implications of
the information flow between cryptographic and noncryptographic components in complex software environments. Research in this direction could enhance the results, and provide easy-to-apply solutions for practical
frameworks.
As another future research direction, we propose development of an enhanced penetration testing tool for
XSW in arbitrary XML documents and all types of XML
Signatures. This kind of tool presents a huge challenge
as it should e.g. consider more difficult transformations
like XPath or XSLT.
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Abstract
Clickjacking attacks are an emerging threat on the web.
In this paper, we design new clickjacking attack variants
using existing techniques and demonstrate that existing
clickjacking defenses are insufficient. Our attacks show
that clickjacking can cause severe damages, including
compromising a user’s private webcam, email or other
private data, and web surfing anonymity.
We observe the root cause of clickjacking is that an
attacker application presents a sensitive UI element of a
target application out of context to a user (such as hiding
the sensitive UI by making it transparent), and hence the
user is tricked to act out of context. To address this root
cause, we propose a new defense, InContext, in which
web sites (or applications) mark UI elements that are sensitive, and browsers (or OSes) enforce context integrity
of user actions on these sensitive UI elements, ensuring
that a user sees everything she should see before her action and that the timing of the action corresponds to her
intent.
We have conducted user studies on Amazon Mechanical Turk with 2064 participants to evaluate the effectiveness of our attacks and our defense. We show that our attacks have success rates ranging from 43% to 98%, and
our InContext defense can be very effective against the
clickjacking attacks in which the use of clickjacking is
more effective than social engineering.

1

Introduction

When multiple applications or web sites (or OS principals [44] in general) share a graphical display, they are
subject to clickjacking [13] (also known as UI redressing [28, 49]) attacks: one principal may trick the user
into interacting with (e.g., clicking, touching, or voice
controlling) UI elements of another principal, triggering
actions not intended by the user. For example, in Likejacking attacks [46], an attacker web page tricks users
into clicking on a Facebook “Like” button by transparently overlaying it on top of an innocuous UI element,
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such as a “claim your free iPad” button. Hence, when
the user “claims” a free iPad, a story appears in the user’s
Facebook friends’ news feed stating that she “likes” the
attacker web site. For ease of exposition, our description
will be in the context of web browsers. Nevertheless, the
concepts and techniques described are generally applicable to all client operating systems where display is shared
by mutually distrusting principals.
Several clickjacking defenses have been proposed and
deployed for web browsers, but all have shortcomings.
Today’s most widely deployed defenses rely on framebusting [21, 37], which disallows a sensitive page from
being framed (i.e., embedded within another web page).
Unfortunately, framebusting is fundamentally incompatible with embeddable third-party widgets, such as Facebook Like buttons. Other existing defenses (discussed
in Section 3.2) suffer from poor usability, incompatibility with existing web sites, or failure to defend against
significant attack vectors.
To demonstrate the insufficiency of state-of-the-art defenses, we construct three new attack variants using existing clickjacking techniques. We designed the new attack scenarios to be more damaging than the existing
clickjacking attacks in the face of current defenses. In
one scenario, the often-assumed web-surfing-anonymity
can be compromised. In another, a user’s private data and
emails can be stolen. Lastly, an attacker can spy on a user
through her webcam. We have conducted the first clickjacking effectiveness study through Amazon Mechanical
Turk and find that the aforementioned attacks have success rates of 98%, 47%, and 43%, respectively.
Learning from the lessons of existing defenses, we set
the following design goals for our clickjacking defense:
• Widget compatibility: clickjacking protection
should support third-party widgets.
• Usability: users should not be prompted for their
actions.
• Backward compatibility: the defense should not
break existing web sites (e.g., by disallowing exist-
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ing functionality).
• Resiliency: our defense should address the root
cause of clickjacking and be resilient to new attack
vectors.

We make no attempt to protect against social engineering attackers who can succeed in their attacks even when
the system is perfectly designed and built. For example,
a social engineering attacker can fool users into clicking
on a Facebook Like button by drawing misleading content, such as images from a charity site, around it. Even
though the Like button is not manipulated in any way,
a victim may misinterpret the button as “liking” charity
work rather “liking” the attacker web site, and the victim may have every intention to click on the button. In
contrast, a clickjacking attacker exploits a system’s inability to maintain context integrity for users’ actions and
thereby can manipulate the sensitive element visually or
temporally to trick users.

The root cause of clickjacking is that an attacker application presents a sensitive UI element of a target application out of context to a user and hence the user gets
tricked to act out of context. For example, in the aforementioned Likejacking attack scenario, an attacker web
page presents a false visual context to the user by hiding
the sensitive “Like” button transparently on top of the
“claim your free iPad” button.
To address the root cause and achieve the above goals,
our defense, called InContext, lets web sites mark their
sensitive UI elements and then lets browsers enforce the
context integrity of user actions on the sensitive UI elements. The context of a user’s action consists of its visual
context and temporal context.

3

In this section, we discuss known attacks and defenses
for clickjacking, and compare them to our contributions.
Below, we assume a victim user is visiting a clickjacking attacker’s page, which embeds and manipulates the
target element residing on a different domain, such as
Facebook’s Like button or PayPal’s checkout dialog.

• Visual context is what a user should see right before
her sensitive action. To ensure visual context integrity, both the sensitive UI element and the pointer
feedback (such as cursors, touch feedback, or NUI
input feedback) need to be fully visible to a user. We
refer to the former as target display integrity and to
the latter as pointer integrity.
• Temporal context refers to the timing of a user action. Temporal integrity ensures that a user action
at a particular time is intended by the user. For example, an attack page can compromise temporal integrity by launching a bait-and-switch attack by first
baiting the user with a “claim your free iPad” button
and then switching in a sensitive UI element right
before the anticipated time of user click.

3.1

Existing clickjacking attacks

We classify existing attacks according to three ways of
forcing the user into issuing input commands out of context: (1) compromising target display integrity, the guarantee that users can fully see and recognize the target element before an input action; (2) compromising pointer
integrity, the guarantee that users can rely on cursor
feedback to select locations for their input events; and
(3) compromising temporal integrity, the guarantee that
users have enough time to comprehend where they are
clicking.
3.1.1

We implemented a prototype of InContext on Internet
Explorer 9 and found that it is practical to use, adding at
most 30ms of delay for verifying a click. We evaluated
InContext through Amazon Mechanical Turk user studies, and our results show that InContext is very effective
against attacks in which the use of clickjacking is vital to
attack effectiveness.

2

Background and Related Work

Compromising target display integrity

Hiding the target element. Modern browsers support
HTML/CSS styling features that allow attackers to visually hide the target element but still route mouse events to
it. For example, an attacker can make the target element
transparent by wrapping it in a div container with a CSS
opacity value of zero; to entice a victim to click on it,
the attacker can draw a decoy under the target element
by using a lower CSS z-index [13]. Alternatively, the
attacker may completely cover the target element with an
opaque decoy, but make the decoy unclickable by setting
the CSS property pointer-events:none [4]. A victim’s click would then fall through the decoy and land on
the (invisible) target element.
Partial overlays. Sometimes, it is possible to visually
confuse a victim by obscuring only a part of the target
element [12, 41]. For example, attackers could overlay their own information on top of a PayPal checkout
iframe to cover the recipient and amount fields while
leaving the “Pay” button intact; the victim will thus have

Threat Model

The primary attacker against which InContext defends
is a clickjacking attacker. A clickjacking attacker has
all the capabilities of a web attacker [17]: (1) they own
a domain name and control content served from their
web servers, and (2) they can make a victim visit their
site, thereby rendering attacker’s content in the victim’s
browser. When a victim user visits the attacker’s page,
the page hides a sensitive UI element either visually or
temporally (see Section 3.1 for various techniques to
achieve this) and lure the user into performing unintended UI actions on the sensitive element out of context.
2
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decoy, in anticipation of the click. To predict clicks more
effectively, the attacker could ask the victim to repetitively click objects in a malicious game [1, 3, 54, 55]
or to double-click on a decoy button, moving the target element over the decoy immediately after the first
click [16, 33].

incorrect context when clicking on “Pay”. This overlaying can be done using CSS z-index or using Flash
Player objects that are made topmost with Window Mode
property [2] set to wmode=direct. Furthermore, a target element could be partially overlaid by an attacker’s
popup window [53].
Cropping. Alternatively, the attacker may crop the target
element to only show a piece of the target element, such
as the “Pay” button, by wrapping the target element in a
new iframe that uses carefully chosen negative CSS position offsets and the Pay button’s width and height [41].
An extreme variant of cropping is to create multiple 1x1
pixel containers of the target element and using single
pixels to draw arbitrary clickable art.

3.1.4

Consequences

To date, there have been two kinds of widespread clickjacking attacks in the wild: Tweetbomb [22] and Likejacking [46]. In both attacks, an attacker tricks victims
to click on Twitter Tweet or Facebook Like buttons using hiding techniques described in Section 3.1.1, causing
a link to the attacker’s site to be reposted to the victim’s
friends and thus propagating the link virally. These attacks increase traffic to the attacker’s site and harvest a
large number of unwitting friends or followers.
Many proof-of-concept clickjacking techniques have
also been published. Although the impact of these attacks in the wild is unclear, they do demonstrate more
serious damages and motivate effective defenses. In one
case [38], attackers steal user’s private data by hijacking a button on the approval pages of the OAuth [10]
protocol, which lets users share private resources such
as photos or contacts across web sites without handing
out credentials. Several attacks target the Flash Player
webcam settings dialogs (shown in Figure 1), allowing
rogue sites to access the victim’s webcam and spy on the
user [1, 3, 9]. Other POCs have forged votes in online
polls, committed click fraud [11], uploaded private files
via the HTML5 File API [19], stolen victims’ location information [54], and injected content across domains (in
an XSS spirit) by tricking the victim to perform a dragand-drop action [18, 40].

3.1.2 Compromising pointer integrity
Proper visual context requires not only the target element, but also all pointer feedback to be fully visible
and authentic. Unfortunately, an attacker may violate
pointer integrity by displaying a fake cursor icon away
from the pointer, known as cursorjacking. This leads
victims to misinterpret a click’s target, since they will
have the wrong perception about the current cursor location. Using the CSS cursor property, an attacker can
easily hide the default cursor and programmatically draw
a fake cursor elsewhere [20], or alternatively set a custom
mouse cursor icon to a deceptive image that has a cursor
icon shifted several pixels off the original position [7].
Another variant of cursor manipulation involves the
blinking cursor which indicates keyboard focus (e.g.,
when typing text into an input field). Vulnerabilities
in major browsers have allowed attackers to manipulate
keyboard focus using strokejacking attacks [50, 52]. For
example, an attacker can embed the target element in a
hidden frame, while asking users to type some text into a
fake attacker-controlled input field. As the victim is typing, the attacker can momentarily switch keyboard focus
to the target element. The blinking cursor confuses victims into thinking that they are typing text into the attacker’s input field, whereas they are actually interacting
with the target element.

3.2

Existing anti-clickjacking defenses

Although the same-origin policy [35] is supposed to protect distrusting web sites from interfering with one another, it fails to stop any of the clickjacking attacks we
described above. As a result, several anti-clickjacking
defenses have been proposed (many of such ideas were
suggested by Zalewski [51]), and some have been deployed by browsers.

3.1.3 Compromising temporal integrity

3.2.1

Attacks in the previous two sections manipulated visual
context to trick the user into sending input to the wrong
UI element. An orthogonal way of achieving the same
goal is to manipulate UI elements after the user has decided to click, but before the actual click occurs. Humans
typically require a few hundred milliseconds to react to
visual changes [34, 54], and attackers can take advantage
of our slow reaction to launch timing attacks.
For example, an attacker could move the target element (via CSS position properties) on top of a decoy
button shortly after the victim hovers the cursor over the

Protecting visual context

User Confirmation. One straightforward mitigation for
preventing out-of-context clicks is to present a confirmation prompt to users when the target element has been
clicked. Facebook currently deploys this approach for
the Like button, asking for confirmation whenever requests come from blacklisted domains [47]. Unfortunately, this approach degrades user experience, especially on single-click buttons, and it is also vulnerable to
double-click timing attacks of Section 3.1.3, which could
trick the victim to click through both the target element
3
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and a confirmation popup.
UI Randomization. Another technique to protect the
target element is to randomize its UI layout [14]. For
example, PayPal could randomize the position of the Pay
button on its express checkout dialog to make it harder
for the attacker to cover it with a decoy button. This
is not robust, since the attacker may ask the victim to
keep clicking until successfully guessing the Pay button’s
location.
Opaque Overlay Policy. The Gazelle web browser [45]
forces all cross-origin frames to be rendered opaquely.
However, this approach removes all transparency from
all cross-origin elements, breaking benign sites.
Framebusting. A more effective defense is framebusting, or disallowing the target element from
being rendered in iframes.
This can be done
either with JavaScript code in the target element
which makes sure it is the top-level document [37],
or with newly added browser support, using features called X-Frame-Options [21] and CSP’s
frame-ancestors [39]. A fundamental limitation of
framebusting is its incompatibility with target elements
that are intended to be framed by arbitrary third-party
sites, such as Facebook Like buttons.1 In addition,
previous research found JavaScript framebusting unreliable [37], and in Section 4.2, we will show attacks that
bypass framebusting protection on OAuth dialogs using
popup windows. Zalewski has also demonstrated how
to bypass framebusting by navigating browsing history
with JavaScript [55].
Visibility Detection on Click. Instead of completely
disallowing framing, an alternative is to allow rendering
transparent frames, but block mouse clicks if the browser
detects that the clicked cross-origin frame is not fully visible. Adobe has added such protection to Flash Player’s
webcam access dialog in response to webcam clickjacking attacks; however, their defense only protects that dialog and is not available for other web content.
The ClearClick module of the Firefox extension NoScript also uses this technique [23], comparing the
bitmap of the clicked object on a given web page to the
bitmap of that object rendered in isolation (e.g., without
transparency inherited from a malicious parent element).
Although ClearClick is reasonably effective at detecting visual context compromises, its on-by-default nature
must assume that all cross-origin frames need clickjacking protection, which results in false positives on some
sites. Due to these false positives, ClearClick prompts
users to confirm their actions on suspected clickjacking
attacks, posing a usability burden. An extension called

ClickIDS [5] was proposed to reduce the false positives
of ClearClick by alerting users only when the clicked element overlaps with other clickable elements. Unfortunately, ClickIDS cannot detect attacks based on partial
overlays or cropping, and it still yields false positives.
Finally, a fundamental limitation of techniques that
verify browser-rendered bitmaps is that cursor icons are
not captured; thus, pointer integrity is not guaranteed.
To address this caveat, ClearClick checks the computed
cursor style of the clicked element (or its ancestors) to
detect cursor hiding. Unfortunately, cursor spoofing attacks can still be effective against some users even if the
default cursor is visible over the target element, as discussed in Section 7.2.
3.2.2

Protecting temporal context

Although we’re not aware of any timing attacks used in
the wild, browser vendors have started to tackle these
issues, particularly to protect browser security dialogs
(e.g., for file downloads and extension installations) [34].
One common way to give users enough time to comprehend any UI changes is to impose a delay after displaying
a dialog, so that users cannot interact with the dialog until the delay expires. This approach has been deployed in
Flash Player’s webcam access dialog, suggested in Zalewski’s proposal [51], and also proposed in the Gazelle
web browser [45]. In response to our vulnerability report, ClearClick has added a UI delay for cross-origin
window interactions [24].
Unresponsive buttons during the UI delay have reportedly annoyed many users. The length of the UI delay
is clearly a tradeoff between the user experience penalty
and protection from timing attacks. Regardless, UI delay
is not a complete answer to protecting temporal integrity,
and we construct an attack that successfully defeats a UI
delay defense in Section 4.3.
3.2.3

Access Control Gadgets

Access control gadgets (ACG) [30] were recently introduced as a new model for modern OSes to grant applications permissions to access user-owned resources such
as camera or GPS. An ACG is a privileged UI which can
be embedded by applications that need access to the resource represented by the ACG; authentic user actions on
an ACG grant its embedding application permission to
access the corresponding resource. The notion of ACGs
is further generalized to application-specific ACGs, allowing applications to require authentic user actions for
application-specific functionality. Application-specific
ACGs precisely capture today’s web widgets that demand a clickjacking defense.
ACGs require clickjacking resilience. While Roesner
et al’s design [30] considered maintaining both visual
and temporal integrity, they did not consider pointer in-

1 X-Frame-Options and frame-ancestors both allow specifying a whitelist of sites that may embed the target element, but doing
so is often impractical: Facebook would have to whitelist much of the
web for the Like button!
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Fake cursor

Real cursor
curs

Figure 1: Cursor spooﬁng attack page. The target Flash Player webcam settings dialog is at the bottom right of the page, with a
“skip this ad” bait link remotely above it. Note there are two cursors displayed on the page: a fake cursor is drawn over the “skip
this ad” link while the actual pointer hovers over the webcam access “Allow” button.
tegrity and did not evaluate various design parameters.
In this work, we comprehensively address these issues,
and we also establish the taxonomy of context integrity
explicitly.

attack variants using known clickjacking techniques. We
have designed the new attack scenarios to be potentially
more damaging than existing clickjacking attacks in the
face of current defenses. We describe each in turn.

3.2.4

4.1

Discussion

We can conclude that all existing clickjacking defenses
fall short in some way, with robustness and site compatibility being the main issues. Moreover, a glaring omission in all existing defenses is the pointer integrity attacks described in Section 3.1.2. In Section 5, we will
introduce a browser defense that (1) does not require user
prompts, unlike ClearClick and Facebook’s Likejacking
defense, (2) provides pointer integrity, (3) supports target elements that require arbitrary third-party embedding, unlike framebusting, (4) lets sites opt in by indicating target elements, avoiding false positives that exist
in ClearClick, and (5) is more robust against timing attacks than the existing UI delay techniques.
3.3

We ﬁrst crafted a cursor spooﬁng attack (Section 3.1.2) to
steal access to a private resource of a user: the webcam.
In this attack, the user is presented with an attack page
shown in Figure 1. A fake cursor is programmatically
rendered to provide false feedback of pointer location to
the user, in which the fake cursor gradually shifts away
from the hidden real cursor while the pointer is moving.
A loud video ad plays automatically, leading the user to
click on a “skip this ad” link. If the user moves the fake
cursor to click on the skip link, the real click actually
lands on the Adobe Flash Player webcam settings dialog
that grants the site permission to access the user’s webcam. The cursor hiding is achieved by setting the CSS
cursor property to none, or a custom cursor icon that is
completely transparent, depending on browser support.

Our contributions

The major contributions of this paper are in evaluating
the effectiveness of existing attack techniques as well as
designing and evaluating a new defense. Our evaluation
uses several new attack variants (described in Section 4)
which build on existing techniques described in Section 3.1, including cursor manipulation, fast-paced object clicking, and double-click timing. Whereas most existing proof-of-concepts have focused on compromising
target display integrity, we focus our analysis on pointer
integrity and temporal integrity, as well as on combining several known techniques in novel ways to increase
effectiveness and bypass all known defenses.

4

Cursor spooﬁng attack to steal webcam access

4.2

Double-click attack to steal user private data

Today’s browsers do not protect temporal integrity for
web sites. We show in our second attack that even if
a security-critical web page (such as an OAuth dialog
page) successfully employs framebusting (refusing to be
embedded by other sites), our attack can still successfully clickjack such a page by compromising temporal
integrity for popup windows.
We devised a bait-and-switch double-click attack
(Section 3.1.3) against the OAuth dialog for Google accounts, which is protected with X-Frame-Options. The
attack is shown in Figure 2. First, the attack page baits
the user to perform a double-click on a decoy button.
After the ﬁrst click, the attacker switches in the Google
OAuth pop-up window under the cursor right before the

New Attack Variants

To demonstrate the insufﬁciency of state-of-the-art defenses described above, we construct and evaluate three
5
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Figure 3: Whack-a-mole attack page. This is a cursor spoofing variant of the whack-a-mole attack. On the 18th trial, the
attacker displays the target Like button underneath the actual
pointer.
click on it.
In 2010, Wondracek et al. [48] showed that it is feasible for a malicious web site to uniquely identify 42%
of social network users that use groups by exploiting
browsing history leaks. Fortunately, the history sniffing
technique required in their attack is no longer feasible
in major browsers due to Baron’s patch [6]. However,
we find that our whack-a-mole attack above, and Likejacking attacks in general, can still easily reveal the victim’s real identity at the time of visit and compromise
user anonymity in web surfing as follows.
Consider an attacker who is an admin for a Facebook page; the attacker crafts a separate malicious page
which tricks users to click on his Like button. That
page is notified when a victim clicks on the Like button
via FB.Event.subscribe(), triggering the attacker’s
server to pull his fan list from Facebook and instantly
identify the newly added fan. The attacker’s server could
then query the victim’s profile via Facebook Graph API
(and remove the victim fan to avoid suspicion). While we
implemented this logic as a proof-of-concept and verified
its effectiveness, we did not test it on real users.
In Section 7, we show our results on the effectiveness
of all these attacks on Mechanical Turk users.

Figure 2: Double-click attack page. The target OAuth dia-

log popup window appears underneath the pointer immediately
after the first click on the decoy button.

second click (the second half of the double-click). This
attack can steal a user’s emails and other private data
from the user’s Google account.
The double-click attack technique was previously discussed in the context of extension installation dialogs by
Ruderman [33].
4.3 Whack-a-mole attack to compromise web
surfing anonymity
In our third attack, we combine the approaches from
the previous two attacks, cursor spoofing and bait-andswitch, to launch a more sophisticated whack-a-mole
attack that combines clickjacking with social plugins
(e.g., Facebook Like button) to compromise web surfing
anonymity.
In this attack, we ask the user to play a whack-a-mole
game and encourage her to score high and earn rewards
by clicking on buttons shown at random screen locations
as fast as possible. Throughout the game, we use a fake
cursor to control where the user’s attention should be. At
a later point in the game, we switch in a Facebook Like
button at the real cursor’s location, tricking the user to

5

InContext Defense

As described in Section 1, the root cause of clickjacking
is that an attacker application presents a sensitive UI element of a target application out of context to the user,
and hence the user gets tricked to act out of context.
6
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Enforcing context integrity for an application is essentially one aspect of application isolation, in addition to
memory and other resource access. Namely, the context
for a user’s action in the application should be protected
from manipulation by other applications. We believe it
is an OS’s (or a browser’s) role to provide such crossapplication (or cross-web-site) protection.
Section 1 introduced two dimensions of context integrity: visual and temporal. Enforcing visual integrity
ensures that the user is presented with what she should
see before an input action. Enforcing temporal integrity
ensures that the user has enough time to comprehend
what UI element they are interacting with.
We describe our design for each in turn.

Reference bitmap:

OS screenshot:

Figure 4: Ensuring target element display integrity. Here,

the attacker violates visual context of the Twitter Follow button by changing its opacity and obstructing it with two DIVs.
InContext detects this during its bitmap comparison. Obstructions from other windows are also detected (e.g., the nonbrowser Vi window on the right).

5.1 Ensuring Visual Integrity
To ensure visual integrity at the time of a sensitive user
action, the system needs to make the display of both the
sensitive UI elements and the pointer feedback (such as
cursors, touch feedback, or NUI input feedback) fully
visible to the user. Only when both the former (target
display integrity) and the latter (pointer integrity) are satisfied, the system activates sensitive UI elements and delivers user input to them.

Mode [2]. Solely relying on CSS checking is not reliable
and thus insufficient.
Strawman 2: Static reference bitmap. Another approach is to let a web site provide a static bitmap of
its sensitive element as a reference, and let the browser
make sure the rendered sensitive element matches the
reference. Flash Player uses this approach for protecting its webcam access dialog (Section 3.2.1). However,
different browsers may produce slightly differently rendered bitmaps from the same HTML code, and it would
be too burdensome for developers to serve different reference bitmaps for different browsers. Furthermore, this
approach fails when sensitive elements contain animated
content, such as button mouseover effects, or dynamically generated content, such as the amount to pay in a
checkout UI.
Our design. InContext enforces target display integrity
by comparing the OS-level screenshot of the area that
contains the sensitive element (what the user sees), and
the bitmap of the sensitive element rendered in isolation
at the time of user action. If these two bitmaps are not the
same, then the user action is canceled and not delivered
to the sensitive element. Figure 4 illustrates this process.
In the Likejacking attack example in Section 1, when
a user clicks on the “claim your iPad” button, the transparent Facebook Like button is actually clicked, as the
browser unconditionally delivered the click event to the
Facebook Like button. With our defense, Facebook can
label its Like button web page as “sensitive” in the corresponding HTTP response. The browser will then perform the following tasks before delivering each click
event to the Like button. The browser first determines
what the user sees at the position of the Like button on
the screen by taking a screenshot of the browser window
and cropping the sensitive element from the screenshot
based on the element’s position and dimenions known
by the browser. The browser then determines what the

5.1.1 Guaranteeing Target Display Integrity
Although it is possible to enforce the display integrity
of all the UI elements of an application, doing so would
make all the UI elements inactivated if any part of the
UI is invisible. This would burden users to make the
entire application UI unobstructed to carry out any interactions with the application. Such whole-application
display integrity is often not necessary. For example, not
all web pages of a web site contain sensitive operations
and are susceptible to clickjacking. Since only applications know which UI elements require protection, we
let web sites indicate which UI elements or web pages
are sensitive. This is analogous to how HTML5 [43]
and some browsers [32] (as well as earlier research on
MashupOS [44]) allow web sites to label certain content
as “sandboxed”. The sandboxed content is isolated so
that it cannot attack the embedding page. In contrast, the
sensitive content is protected with context integrity for
user actions, so that the embedding page cannot clickjack the sensitive content.
We considered several design alternatives for providing target display integrity, as follows.
Strawman 1: CSS Checking. A naı̈ve approach is to let
the browser check the computed CSS styles of elements,
such as the position, size, opacity and z-index, and
make sure the sensitive element is not overlaid by crossorigin elements. However, various techniques exist to
bypass CSS and steal topmost display, such as using IE’s
createPopup() method [25] or Flash Player’s Window
7
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stand the tradeoff between their effectiveness of stopping pointer-spoofing attacks and intrusiveness to users.
Some of the techniques limit the attackers’ ability to
carry out pointer-spoofing attacks; others draw attention
to a particular place on the screen.
No cursor customization. Current browsers disallow
cross-origin cursor customization. We further restrict
this policy: when a sensitive element is present, InContext disables cursor customization on the host page
(which embeds the sensitive element) and on all of the
host’s ancestors, so that a user will always see the system
cursor in the areas surrounding the sensitive element.
Our opt-in design is better than completely disallowing cursor customization, because a web site may want
to customize the pointer for its own UIs (i.e., same-origin
customization). For example, a text editor may want to
show different cursors depending on whether the user is
editing text or selecting a menu item.
Screen freezing around sensitive element. Since humans typically pay more attention to animated objects
than static ones [15], attackers could try to distract a user
away from her actions with animations. To counter this,
InContext “freezes” the screen (i.e., ignores rendering
updates) around a sensitive UI element when the cursor
enters the element.
Muting. Sound could also draw a user’s attention away
from her actions. For example, a voice may instruct the
user to perform certain tasks, and loud noise could trigger
a user to quickly look for a way to stop the noise. To
stop sound distractions, we mute the speakers when a
user interacts with sensitive elements.
Lightbox around sensitive element. Greyout (also
called Lightbox) effects are commonly used for focusing the user’s attention on a particular part of the screen
(such as a popup dialog). In our system, we apply this
effect by overlaying a dark mask on all rendered content
around the sensitive UI element whenever the cursor is
within that element’s area. This causes the sensitive element to stand out visually.
The mask cannot be a static one. Otherwise, an attacker could use the same static mask in its application
to dilute the attention-drawing effect of the mask. Instead, we use a randomly generated mask which consists
of a random gray value at each pixel.
No programmatic cross-origin keyboard focus
changes. To stop strokejacking attacks that steal keyboard focus (see Section 3.1.2), once the sensitive UI
element acquires keyboard focus (e.g., for typing text in
an input field), we disallow programmatic changes of
keyboard focus by other origins.
Discussion. This list of techniques is by no means exhaustive. For example, sensitive elements could also
draw the user’s attention with splash animation effects
on the cursor or the element [15].

sensitive element should look like if rendered in isolation and uses this as a reference bitmap. To this end, the
browser draws the sensitive element on a blank surface
and extracts its bitmap. The browser then compares the
cropped screenshot with the reference bitmap. A mismatch here means that the user does not fully see the Like
button but her click targets the Like button. In this case,
the browser detects a potential clickjacking offense and
cancels the delivery of the click event. Instead, it triggers
a new oninvalidclick event to give the application an
opportunity to deal with such occasions.
This design is resilient to new visual spoofing attack
vectors because it uses only the position and dimension
information from the browser layout engine to determine
what the user sees. This is much easier to get right than
relying on other sophisticated logic (such as CSS) from
the layout engine to determine what the user sees. By
obtaining the reference bitmap at the time of the user action on a sensitive UI element, this design works well
with dynamic aspects (such as animations or movies) in
a sensitive UI element, unlike Strawman 2 above.
We also enforce that a host page cannot apply any CSS
transforms [42] (such as zooming, rotating, etc.) that
affect embedded sensitive elements; any such transformations will be ignored by InContext-capable browsers.
This will prevent malicious zooming attacks [36], which
change visual context via zoom. We also disallow any
transparency inside the sensitive element itself. Although doing so may have a compatibility cost in terms
of preventing legitimate blending effects of the sensitive
element with the host page, we believe this is a necessary
restriction, since otherwise attackers could violate visual
context by inserting decoys that could show through the
sensitive element.
Our bitmap comparison is similar to ClearClick (Section 3.2.1), with two crucial differences: (1) We use
OS APIs to take a screenshot of the browser window,
rather than relying on the browser to generate screenshots, making it more robust to rendering performed by
Flash Player and other plug-ins, and (2) our approach
is opt-in, eliminating false positives and obviating user
prompts.
5.1.2

Guaranteeing Pointer Integrity

Without pointer integrity support, an attacker could spoof
the real pointer. For example, an attack page may show
a fake cursor to shift the user’s attention from the real
cursor and cause the user to act out of context by not
looking at the destination of her action. To mitigate this,
we must ensure that users see system-provided (rather
than attacker-simulated) cursors and pay attention to the
right place before interacting with a sensitive element.
For our design, we consider the following techniques,
individually and in various combinations, to under8
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Sensitive Element

Our goal was to come up with a representative set of
techniques with different security and usability tradeoffs,
and conduct user studies to evaluate their effectiveness
as a design guide. We hope that this methodology can be
adopted by browser vendors to evaluate a wider range of
techniques with a larger-scale user study for production
implementations.
5.2

Dimensions Click Delay

Facebook Like
90x20 px
Twitter Follow
200x20 px
Animated GIF (1.5 fps) 468x60 px
Google OAuth
450x275 px
PayPal Checkout
385x550 px

Memory
Overhead

12.04 ms 5.11 MB
13.54 ms 8.60 MB
14.92 ms 7.90 MB
24.78 ms 12.95 MB
30.88 ms 15.74 MB

Table 1: Performance of InContext. For each sensitive
element, this table shows extra latency imposed on each click,
as well as extra memory used.

Ensuring Temporal Integrity

Even with visual integrity, an attacker can still take a
user’s action out of context by compromising its temporal integrity, as described in Section 3.1.3. For example, a
timing attack could bait the user with a “claim your free
iPad” button and then switch in a sensitive UI element
(with visual integrity) at the expected time of user click.
The bait-and-switch attack is similar to time-of-checkto-time-of-use (TOCTTOU) race conditions in software
programs. The only difference is that the race condition
happens to a human rather than a program. To mitigate
such TOCTTOU race conditions on users, we impose the
following constraints for a user action on a sensitive UI
element:
UI delay. We apply this existing technique (discussed in
Section 3.2.2) to only deliver user actions to the sensitive element if the visual context has been the same for
a minimal time period. For example, in the earlier baitand-switch attack, the click on the sensitive UI element
will not be delivered unless the sensitive element (together with the pointer integrity protection such as greyout mask around the sensitive element) has been fully
visible and stationary long enough. We evaluate tradeoffs of a few delays in Section 7.3.
UI delay after pointer entry. The UI delay technique
above is vulnerable to the whack-a-mole attack (Section 4.3) that combines pointer spoofing with rapid object clicking. A stronger variant on the UI delay is to
impose the delay not after changes to visual context, but
each time the pointer enters the sensitive element. Note
that the plain UI delay may still be necessary, e.g., on
touch devices which have no pointer.
Pointer re-entry on a newly visible sensitive element.
In this novel technique, when a sensitive UI element first
appears or is moved to a location where it will overlap
with the current location of the pointer, an InContextcapable browser invalidates input events until the user
explicitly moves the pointer from the outside of the sensitive element to the inside. Note that an alternate design
of automatically moving the pointer outside the sensitive
element could be misused by attackers to programmatically move the pointer, and thus we do not use it. Obviously, this defense only applies to devices and OSes that
provide pointer feedback.
Padding area around sensitive element. The sensitive
UI element’s padding area (i.e., extra whitespace separat-

ing the host page from the embedded sensitive element)
needs to be thick enough so that a user can clearly decide whether the pointer is on the sensitive element or
on its embedding page. As well, this ensures that during
rapid cursor movements, such as those in the whack-amole attack (Section 4.3), our pointer integrity defenses
such as screen freezing are activated early enough. Sections 7.2 and 7.4 give a preliminary evaluation on some
padding thickness values. The padding could be either
enforced by the browser or implemented by the developer of the sensitive element; we have decided the latter
is more appropriate to keep developers in control of their
page layout.
5.3

Opt-in API

In our design, web sites must express which elements
are sensitive to the browser. There are two options for
the opt-in API: a JavaScript API and an HTTP response
header. The JavaScript API’s advantages include ability to detect client support for our defense as well as to
handle oninvalidclick events raised when clickjacking is detected. On the other hand, the header approach
is simpler as it doesn’t require script modifications, and
it does not need to deal with attacks that disable scripting on the sensitive element [37]. We note that bitmap
comparison functions should not be directly exposed in
JavaScript (and can only be triggered by user-initiated
actions). Otherwise, they might be misused to probe pixels across origins using a transparent frame.

6

Prototype Implementation

We built a prototype of InContext using Internet Explorer
9’s public COM interfaces. We implemented the pixel
comparison between an OS screenshot and a sensitive
element rendered on a blank surface to detect element
visibility as described in Section 5.1.1, using the GDI
BitBlt function to take desktop screenshots and using
the MSHTML IHTMLElementRender interface to generate reference bitmaps.
To implement the UI delays, we reset the UI delay
timer whenever the top-level window is focused, and
whenever the computed position or size of the sensitive
element has changed. We check these conditions whenever the sensitive element is repainted, before the actual
9
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paint event; we detect paint events using IE binary behaviors [27] with the IHTMLPainter::Draw API. We also
reset the UI delay timer whenever the sensitive element
becomes fully visible (e.g., when an element obscuring it
moves away) by using our visibility checking functions
above. When the user clicks on the sensitive element, InContext checks the elapsed time since the last event that
changed visual context.
Our prototype makes the granularity of sensitive elements to be HTML documents (this includes iframes);
alternately, one may consider enabling protection for
finer-grained elements such as DIVs. For the opt-in
mechanism, we implemented the Javascript API of Section 5.3 using the window.external feature of IE.
Although our implementation is IE and Windowsspecific, we believe these techniques should be feasible
in other browsers and as well. For example, most platforms support a screenshot API, and we found an API
similar to IE’s IHTMLElementRender in Firefox to render reference bitmaps of an HTML element.
At this time, we did not implement the pointer integrity defenses, although we have evaluated their effects
in Section 7.
Performance. To prove that InContext is practical, we
evaluated our prototype on five real-world sensitive elements (see Table 1). For each element, we measured the
memory usage and click processing time for loading a
blank page that embeds each element in a freshly started
browser, with and without InContext, averaging over ten
runs. Our testing machine was equipped with Intel Xeon
CPU W3530 @ 2.80 GHz and 6 GB of RAM.
Without additional effort on code optimization, we
find that our average click processing delay is only 30 ms
in the worst case. This delay is imposed only on clicks on
sensitive elements, and should be imperceptible to most
users. We find that the majority (61%) of the click delay
is spent in the OS screenshot functions (averaging 11.65
ms). We believe these could be significantly optimized,
but this is not our focus in this paper.

7

simulated functionality (e.g., a fake Like button).
We wanted participants to behave as they would if
lured to a third-party web site with which they were previously unfamiliar. We hosted our experiments at a web
site with a domain name unaffiliated with our research
institution so as to ensure that participants’ trust (or distrust) in our research institution would not cause them to
behave in a more (or less) trusting manner.
For attacks targeting Flash Player and access to video
cameras (webcams), we required that participants have
Flash Player installed in their browser and have a webcam attached. We used a SWF file to verify that Flash
Player was running and that a webcam was present. For
attacks loading popup windows, we required that participants were not using IE or Opera browsers since our attack pages were not optimized for them.
We recruited a total of 3521 participants.2 Participants were assigned uniformly and at random to one of
27 (between-subjects) treatment groups. There were 10
treatment groups for the cursor-spoofing attacks, 4 for
the double-click attacks, and 13 for the whack-a-mole attacks. Recruiting for all treatments in parallel eliminated
any possible confounding temporal factors that might result if different groups were recruited or performed tasks
at different times. We present results for each of these
three sets of attacks separately.
In our analysis, we excluded data from 370 participants who we identified (by worker IDs) have previously
participated in this experiment or earlier versions of it.
We also discarded data from 1087 participants who were
assigned to treatment groups for whack-a-mole attacks
that targeted Facebook’s Like button but who could not
be confirmed as being logged into Facebook (using the
technique described in [8]). In Tables 2, 3 and 4, we report data collected from the remaining 2064 participants.
Except when stated otherwise, we use a two-tailed
Fisher’s Exact Test when testing whether differences between attack rates in different treatment groups are significant enough to indicate a difference in the general
population. This test is similar to χ 2 , but more conservative when comparing smaller sample sizes.

Experiments

7.1 Experimental design

7.2

In February of 2012 we posted a Human Interactive Task
(HIT) at Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to recruit prospective participants for our experiments. Participants were
offered 25 cents to “follow the on-screen instructions and
complete an interactive task” by visiting the web site at
which we hosted our experiments. Participants were told
the task would take roughly 60 seconds. Each task consisted of a unique combination of a simulated attack and,
in some cases, a simulated defense. After each attack, we
asked a series of follow-up questions. We then disclosed
the existence of the attack and explained that since it was
simulated, it could only result in clicking on harmless

Cursor-spoofing attacks

In our first experiment, we test the efficacy of the cursorspoofing attack page, described in Section 4.1 and illustrated in Figure 1, and of the pointer integrity defenses
we proposed in Section 5.1.2. The results for each treatment group make up the rows of Table 2. The columns
show the number of users that clicked on the “Skip ad”
link (Skip), quit the task with no pay (Quit), clicked on
2 The

ages of our participants were as follows: 18-24 years: 46%;
25-34 years: 38%; 35-44 years: 11%; 45-54 years: 3%; 55-64 years:
1%; 65 years and over: 0.5%. A previous study by Ross et al. provides
an analysis of the demographics of Mechanical Turk workers [31].
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Treatment Group

Total Timeout Skip Quit Attack Success

1. Base control
2. Persuasion control
3. Attack
4. No cursor styles
5a. Freezing (M=0px)
5b. Freezing (M=10px)
5c. Freezing (M=20px)
6. Muting + 5c
7. Lightbox + 5c
8. Lightbox + 6

68
73
72
72
70
72
72
70
71
71

26
65
38
34
52
60
63
66
66
60

35
0
0
23
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
2
3
3
7
3
6
2
3
8

4 (5%)
6 (8%)
31 (43%)
12 (16%)
11 (15%)
9 (12%)
3 (4%)
2 (2%)
2 (2%)
3 (4%)

Table 2: Results of the cursor-spoofing attack. Our attack
tricked 43% of participants to click on a button that would
grant webcam access. Several of our proposed defenses reduced the rate of clicking to the level expected if no attack had
occurred.

Figure 5: Cursor-spoofing attack with lightbox defenses.
The intensity of each pixel outside of the target element is darkened and randomized when the actual pointer hovers on the
target element.

webcam “Allow” button (Attack success), and those who
watched the ad full video and were forwarded to the end
of the task with no clicks (Timeout).
Control. We included a control group, Group 1, which
contained an operational skip button, a Flash webcam
access dialog, but no attack to trick the user into clicking the webcam access button while attempting to click
the skip button. We included this group to determine the
click rate that we would hope a defense could achieve
in countering an attack. We anticipated that some users
might click on the button to grant webcam access simply
out of curiosity. In fact, four did. We were surprised that
26 of the 68 participants waited until the full 60 seconds
of video completed, even though the “skip ad” button
was available and had not been tampered with. In future
studies, we may consider using a video that is longer,
more annoying, and that does not come from a charity
that users may feel guilty clicking through.
We added a second control, Group 2, in which we removed the “skip ad” link and instructed participants to
click on the target “Allow” button to skip the video ad.
This control represents one attempt to persuade users to
grant access to the webcam without tricking them. As
with Group 1, we could consider a defense successful it
rendered attacks no more successful than using persuasion to convince users to allow access to the webcam.
Whereas 4 of 68 (5%) participants randomly assigned to the persuasion-free control treatment (Group
1) clicked on the “Allow” button, we observed that 6
of 73 (8%) participants assigned to the persuasion control treatment did so. However, the difference in the
attack success rates of Group 1 and Group 2 were not
significant, with a two-tailed Fisher’s exact test yielding
p=0.7464.
Attack. Participants in Group 3 were exposed to the simulated cursor spoofing attack, with no defenses to protect
them. The attack succeeded against 31 of 72 participants
(43%). The difference in the attack success rates between
participants assigned to the non-persuasion control treat-

ment (Group 1) and the attack treatment (Group 3) is statistically significant (p<0.0001). The attack might have
been even more successful had participants been given
a more compelling motivation to skip the “skip this ad”
link. Recall that only 51% of participants in the nonpersuasion control treatment (Group 1) tried to skip the
animation. If we assume the same percent of participants
tried to skip the advertisement during the attack, then
84% of those participants who tried to skip the ad fell
for the attack (43% of 51%).
Defenses. One straightforward defense against cursorspoofing attacks is to disallow cursor customization.
This would prevent the real cursor from being hidden,
though the attack page could still draw a second, fake
cursor. Some victims might focus on the wrong cursor
and fall for the attack. In Group 4, we disallowed cursor
customization and found that 12 of 72 (16%) participants
still fell for the attack. This result, along with attacker’s
ability to draw multiple fake cursors and emphasize one
that is not the real cursor, suggest this defense has limited effectiveness. Nevertheless, the defense does appear
to make a dent in the problem, as there is a reduction
in attack success rates from Group 3 (43%), without the
defense, to Group 4 (16%), with the defense, and the difference between these two treatment groups was statistically significant (p=0.0009).
In Groups 5a-c, we deployed the freezing defense described in Section 5.1.2: when this defense triggers, all
movement outside the protected region, including the
video and fake cursor, is halted. This helps break the illusion of the fake cursor and draws the user’s attention to
the part of the screen on which there is still movement—
that which contains the real cursor. The freezing effect
will not help if users have already initiated a click before
noticing it. We thus initiate the freeze when the cursor
is within M pixels of the webcam dialog, for M of 0, 10,
and 20 pixels. At M=20px (Group 5c), the attack success
rate dropped to that of our non-persuasion control group,
11
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Treatment Group
1. Attack
2a. UI Delay (TA =250ms)
2b. UI Delay (TA =500ms)
3. Pointer re-entry

Total Timeout Quit Attack Success
90
91
89
88

46
89
86
88

1
0
2
0

likely greater than a typical user’s double-click speed.
The attack efficacy could likely be improved further by
pre-loading the OAuth dialog in a pop-under window (by
de-focusing the popup window) and refocusing the popunder window between the two clicks; this would avoid
popup creation cost during the attack.
Defenses. Two groups of participants were protected
by simulating the UI delay defense described in Section 5.2—we treated clicks on the “Allow” button as invalid until after it has been fully visible for a threshold of
TA ms. We assigned a treatment group for two choices for
TA : 250ms (Group 2a), the mode of double-click intervals of participants in an early mouse experiment [29] in
1984, and 500ms (Group 2b), the default double-click interval in Windows (the time after which the second click
would be counted as a second click, rather than the second half of a double-click) [26]. We observed that the
delay of 250ms was effective, though it was not long
enough for 2 out of 91 (2%) participants in Group 2a,
who still fell for the attack. The difference in attack success rates between the attack treatment (Group 1) and
the UI delay defense treatment for TA =250ms (Group 2a)
was significant (p<0.0001). Similarly, the 500ms delay
stopped the attack for all but 1 of 89 (1%) participants in
Group 2b.
We also simulated our pointer re-entry defense (Group
3), which invalidated UI events on the OAuth dialog until
the cursor has explicitly transitioned from outside of the
OAuth dialog to inside. This defense was 100% effective
for 88 participants in Group 3. The difference in attack
success rates between the attack treatment (Group 1) and
the pointer re-entry defense treatment (Group 3) was significant (p<0.0001). While the attack success rate reduction from the delay defense (Groups 2a and 2b) to the
pointer re-entry defense (Group 3) was not statistically
significant, the pointer re-entry defense is preferable for
other reasons; it does not constrain the timing with which
users can click on buttons, and it cannot be gamed by attacks that might attempt to introduce delays—one can
imagine an attack claiming to test the steadiness of a
user’s hand by asking him to move the mouse to a position, close his eyes, and press the button after five seconds.

43 (47%)
2 (2%)
1 (1%)
0 (0%)

Table 3: Results of double-click attack. 43 of 90 participants fell for the attack that would grant access to their
personal Google data. Two of our defenses stopped the attack
completely.
tricking only 3 of 72 (4%). Fewer participants assigned
to the 20px-border-freezing defense of Group 5c fell for
the attack (4%) than those in the cursor-customizationdefense treatment of Group 4 (16%), and this difference
was significant (p=0.0311).
Given the efficacy of the large-margin (20px) freezing
defense in Group 5c, and the low rate of successful attacks on which to improve, our sample was far too small
to detect any further benefits that might result from muting the speaker or freezing portions of the screen with
a lightbox might provide. Augmenting the freezing defense to mute the computer’s speaker (Group 6) yielded
a similar attack success rate of 2 of 70 (2%) participants.
Augmenting that defense again with a lightbox, greying over the frozen region as described in Section 5.1.2,
(Groups 7 and 8) also resulted in attack success rates of
2-4%. The lightbox effect is a somewhat jarring user experience, and our experiments do not provide evidence
that this user-experience cost is offset by a measurably
superior defense. However, larger sample sizes or different attack variants may reveal benefits that our experiment was unable to uncover.
7.3 Double-click attacks
In our second experiment, we tested the efficacy of the
double-click timing attack (described in Section 4.2 and
shown in Figure 2) and the defenses proposed in Section 5.2. The attack attempts to trick the user into clicking on the “Allow Access” button of a Google OAuth
window by moving it underneath the user’s cursor after
the first click of a double-click on a decoy button. If
the “Allow” button is not clicked within two seconds, the
attack times out without success (column Timeout). The
results of each treatment group appear as rows of Table 3.
Attack. Of the 90 participants assigned to the treatment
in which they were exposed to the simulated attack without any defense to protect them, the attack was successful against 43 of them (47%). If this had been a real
attack, we could have accessed their GMail to read their
personal messages or download their contacts. Furthermore, many of the users who were not successfully attacked escaped because the popup was not shown quickly
enough. Indeed, the popup took more than 500ms to be
displayed for 31 out of 46 users who timed out on the attack (with 833ms average loading time for those users)—

7.4

Whack-a-mole attacks

Next, we tested the efficacy of the fast-paced button
clicking attack, the whack-a-mole attack, described in
Section 4.3 and shown in Figure 3. In attempt to increase the attack success rates, as a real attacker would
do, we offered a $100 performance-based prize to keep
users engaged in the game. In this experiment, we used
the Facebook’s Like button as the target element (except for Group 1b, where for the purposes of comparison, the Flash Player webcam settings dialog was also
12
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Treatment Group

Total Timeout Quit Attack Success

1a. Attack without clickjacking
1b. Attack without clickjacking (webcam)
2. Attack with timing
3. Attack with cursor-spoofing
4a. Combined defense (M=0px)
4b. Combined defense (M=10px)
4c. Combined defense (M=20px)
5. Lightbox + 4c
6a. Entry delay (TE =250ms) + 4c
6b. Entry delay (TE =500ms) + 4c
6c. Entry delay (TE =1000ms) + 4c
6d. Entry delay (TE =500ms) + 4a
7. Lightbox + 6b

84
71
84
84
77
78
73
73
77
73
71
77
73

1
1
3
0
0
10
18
21
27
25
25
6
19

0
1
1
1
1
1
4
0
4
3
1
0
0

Attack Success
Attack Success
(On 1st Mouseover) (Filter by Survey)

83 (98%)
69 (97%)
80 (95%)
83 (98%)
76 (98%)
67 (85%)
51 (69%)
52 (71%)
46 (59%)
45 (61%)
45 (63%)
71 (92%)
54 (73%)

N/A
N/A
80 (95%)
78 (92%)
42 (54%)
27 (34%)
12 (16%)
10 (13%)
6 (7%)
3 (4%)
1 (1%)
16 (20%)
6 (8%)

42/43 (97%)
13/13 (100%)
49/50 (98%)
52/52 (100%)
54/54 (100%)
45/53 (84%)
31/45 (68%)
24/35 (68%)
27/44 (61%)
31/45 (68%)
25/38 (65%)
46/49 (93%)
34/46 (73%)

Table 4: Results of the whack-a-mole attack.

98% of participants were vulnerable to Likejacking de-anonymization under the attack that combined whack-a-mole with cursor-spoofing. Several
defenses showed a dramatic drop in attack success rates, reducing them to as low as 1% when filtered by first mouseover events.

tested). We checked whether the participant was logged
into Facebook [8] and excluded data from users that were
not logged in. The results for each treatment group appear in the rows of Table 4. The “Timeout” column represents those participants who did not click on the target
button within 10 seconds, and were thus considered to
not have fallen for the attack.
We calculated the attack success rate with three different methods, presented in three separate columns. The
first Attack Success column shows the total number of
users that clicked on the Like button. However, after analyzing our logs, we realized that this metric is not necessarily accurate: many people appeared to notice the Like
button and moved their mouse around it for several seconds before eventually deciding to click on it. For these
users, it was not clickjacking that ultimately caused the
attack, but rather it was the users’ willingness to knowingly click on the Like button after noticing it (e.g., due
to wanting to finish the game faster, or deciding that they
did not mind clicking it, perhaps not understanding the
consequences). For the purposes of evaluating our defense, we wanted to filter out these users: our defenses
are only designed to stop users from clicking on UI elements unknowingly.
We used two different filters to try to isolate those victims who clicked on the Like button unknowingly. The
first defined an attack to be successful if and only if the
victim’s cursor entered the Like button only once before
the victim click. This on first mouseover filter excludes
victims who are moving their mouse around the Like button and deliberating whether or not to click. The second
filter uses responses from our post-task survey to exclude
participants who stated that they noticed the Like button
and clicked on it knowingly, shown in column “Attack
Success (Filter by Survey)”. We asked the participants
the following questions, one at a time, revealing each
question after the previous question was answered:

in this task? <displayed an image of Like button>
2. (If No to 1) Would you approve if your Facebook
wall showed that you like this page?
3. (If Yes to 1) Did you click on the Like button?
4. (If Yes to 3) Did you intend to click on the Like
button?

We only included participants who either did not approve
“liking” (No to 2), were not aware that they “liked” (No
to 3) or did not intend to “like” (No to 4). This excludes victims who do not care about “liking” the attacker’s page and who intentionally clicked on the Like
button. We expected the two filters to yield similar results; however, as we describe later, the trust in our survey responses was reduced by indications that participants lied in their answers. Therefore, we rely on the
on first mouseover column for evaluating and comparing
our defenses.
Attacks. We assigned two treatment groups to a simulated whack-a-mole attack that did not employ clickjacking. The first (Group 1a) eventually were shown a Like
button to click on whereas the second (Group 1b) were
eventually shown the “allow” button in the Flash webcam
access dialog. In the simulated attack, participants first
had to click on a myriad of buttons, many of which were
designed to habituate participants into ignoring the possibility that these buttons might have context outside their
role in the game. These included buttons that contained
the text “great,” “awesome,” and smiley face icons. On
the attack iteration, the Like button simply appeared to be
the next target object to press in the game. We hypothesized that users could be trained to ignore the semantics
usually associated with a user interface element if it appeared within this game.
Though we had designed this attack, its efficacy surprised even us. The Like button version of Group 1a succeeded on 83 of 84 (98%) participants and the “allow”
button of Group 1b succeeded on 69 of 71 (97%) participants. The differences between these two groups are not

1. Did you see the Facebook Like button at any point
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statistically significant. The attacks were also so effective that, at these sample sizes, they left no room in which
to find statistically significant improvements through the
use of clickjacking.
In the whack-a-mole attack with timing (Group 2), the
Like button is switched to cover one of the game buttons
at a time chosen to anticipate the user’s click. This attack
was also effective, fooling 80 of 84 (95%) participants in
Group 2. Next, we combined the timing technique with
cursor spoofing that we also used in Section 7.2, so that
the game is played with a fake cursor, with the attack
(Group 3) succeeding on 83 of 84 (98%) participants.
Defenses. In Groups 4a-c, we combined the proposed
defenses that were individually effective against the previous cursor-spoofing and the double-click attacks, including pointer re-entry, appearance delay of TA =500ms,
and display freezing with padding area size M=0px, 10px
and 20px. We assumed that the attacker could be aware
of our defenses; e.g., our attack compensated for the appearance delay by substituting the Like button roughly
500ms before the anticipated user click.
Using no padding area (M=0px), the attack succeeded
on the first mouseover on 42 of 77 (54%) of the participants in Group 4a. The reduction in the first-mouseoversuccess rate from Group 3 (without defense) to 4a (with
the M=0px combined defense) was statistically significant, with p<0.0001. So, while all of the participants
in Group 4a eventually clicked on the Like button, the
defense caused more users to move their mouse away
from the Like button before clicking on it. Increasing the padding area to M=10px (Group 4b) further reduced the first-mouseover success rate to 27 of 78 (34%),
and the maximum padding area tested (M=20px, Group
4c) resulted in a further reduction to 12 of 73 (16%).
The reduction in the first-mouseover attack success rates
between Groups 4a and 4b was statistically significant
(p=0.0155), as was the reduction from Groups 4b to 4c
(p=0.0151). We also noticed that adding a 10px padding
area even reduced the unfiltered attack success rate from
76 of 77 (98%) in Group 4a to 67 of 78 (85%) in Group
4b, and a 20px padding area further reduced the unfiltered attack success rate to 51 of 73 (69%) in Group 4c.
The reduction in the unfiltered attack success rates between Groups 4a and 4b was also statistically significant
(p=0.0046), as was the reduction from Groups 4b to 4c
(p=0.0191). Thus, larger padding areas provide noticeably better clickjacking protection. Participants assigned
to Group 5 received the defense of 4c enhanced with a
lightbox, which further decreased the first-mouseover attack effectiveness to 10 of 73 (13%). The difference in
first-mouseover success rates between Group 4c and 5
was not statistically significant (p=0.8176).
Note that there is a large discrepancy comparing firstmouseover attack success to the survey-filtered attack

success. After analyzing our event logs manually, we
realized that many users answered our survey questions
inaccurately. For example, some people told us that they
didn’t click on the Like button, and they wouldn’t approve clicking on it, whereas the logs show that while
their initial click was blocked by our defense, they continued moving the mouse around for several seconds before finally resolving to click the Like button. While
these users’ answers suggested that clickjacking protection should have stopped them, our defenses clearly had
no chance of stopping these kinds of scenarios.
Participants assigned to Groups 6a-d were protected
by the pointer-entry delay defense described in Section 5.2: if the user clicks within a duration of TE ms of
the pointer entering the target region, the click is invalid.
In Groups 6a and 6b, we experiment with a pointer entry delay of TE =250ms and TE =500ms, respectively. We
used an appearance delay of TA =500ms and a padding
area of M=20px as in Group 4c. In both cases, we observed that the addition of pointer entry delay was highly
effective. Only 3 of 73 (4%) participants in Group 6b
still clicked on the target button. We found a significant difference in attack success rate between Groups 4c
and 6b (p=0.0264), indicating that the pointer entry delay helps stopping clickjacking attacks, compared to no
pointer entry delays. We then test a more extreme pointer
entry delay of TE =1000ms, in which the appearance delay TA must also be adjusted to no less than 1000ms. This
was most successful in preventing clickjacking from succeeding: only 1 of 71 (1%) participants fell for the attack. We also tested the pointer entry delay TE =500ms
without a padding area (M=0px), which allowed 16 of
77 (20%) participants in Group 6d to fall for the attack.
Note that the difference in first-mouseover success rates
between Groups 6b and 6d was significant (p=0.0026).
Again, our results suggest that attacks are much more
effective when there is no padding area around the target. Finally, in Group 7 we tested the lightbox effect in
addition to Group 6b. The attack succeeded on 6 of 73
(8%) participants in Group 7, in which the difference between Groups 6b and 7 was not statistically significant
(p=0.4938).
Overall, we found that pointer entry delay was crucial
in reducing the first-mouseover success rate, the part of
the attack’s efficacy that could potentially be addressed
by a clickjacking defense. Thus, it is an important technique that should be included in a browser’s clickjacking
protection suite, alongside freezing with a sufficiently
large padding area, and the pointer re-entry protection.
The pointer entry delay subsumes, and may be used
in place of, the appearance delay. The only exception
would be for devices that have no pointer feedback; having an appearance delay could still prove useful against
a whack-a-mole-like touch-based attack.
14
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The ethical elements of our study were reviewed as per
our research institution’s requirements. No participants
were actually attacked in the course of our experiments;
the images they were tricked to click appeared identical
to sensitive third-party embedded content elements, but
were actually harmless replicas. However, participants
may have realized that they had been tricked and this
discovery could potentially lead to anxiety. Thus, after
the simulated attack we not only disclosed the attack but
explained that it was simulated.

8

Conclusion

We have devised new clickjacking attack variants, which
bypass existing defenses and cause more severe harm
than previously known, such as compromising webcams,
user data, and web surfing anonymity.
To defend against clickjacking in a fundamental way,
we have proposed InContext, a web browser or OS mechanism to ensure that a user’s action on a sensitive UI element is in context, having visual integrity and temporal
integrity.
Our user studies on Amazon Mechanical Turk show
that our attacks are highly effective with success rates
ranging from 43% to 98%. Our InContext defense can
be very effective for clickjacking attacks in which the
use of clickjacking improves the attack effectiveness.
This paper made the following contributions:
• We provided a survey of existing clickjacking attacks and defenses.
• We conducted the first user study on the effectiveness of clickjacking attacks.
• We introduced the concept of context integrity and
used it to define and characterize clickjacking attacks and their root causes.
• We designed, implemented, and evaluated InContext, a set of techniques to maintain context integrity
and defeat clickjacking.
With all these results, we advocate browser vendors
and client OS vendors to consider adopting InContext.
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Abstract

QMail [18] and Google Chrome [19]. In contrast, privilege separation in web applications is harder and comes
at a cost. If an HTML5 application wishes to separate
its functionality into multiple isolated components, the
same-origin policy (SOP) mandates that each component
execute in a separate web origin.1 Owning and maintaining multiple web origins has significant practical administrative overheads. 2 As a result, in practice, the
number of origins available to a single web application
is limited. Web applications cannot use the same-origin
policy to isolate every new component they add into the
application. At best, web applications can only utilize
sub-domains for isolating components, which does not
provide proper isolation, due to special powers granted
to sub-domains in the cookie and document.domain behaviors.
Recent research [12, 20] and modern HTML5 platforms, such as the Google Chrome extension platform
(also used for “packaged web applications”), have recognized the need for better privilege separation in HTML5
applications. These systems advocate re-architecting the
underlying browser or OS platform to force HTML5 applications to be divided into a fixed number of components. For instance, the Google Chrome extension framework requires that extensions have three components,
each of which executes with different privileges [19].
Similarly, recent research proposes to partition HTML5
applications in “N privilege rings”, similar to the isolation primitives supported by x86 processors [12]. We
observe two problems with these approaches. First, the
fixed limit on the number of partitions or components
creates an artificial and unnecessary limitation. Differ-

The standard approach for privilege separation in
web applications is to execute application components
in different web origins. This limits the practicality of
privilege separation since each web origin has financial and administrative cost. In this paper, we propose a new design for achieving effective privilege separation in HTML5 applications that shows how applications can cheaply create arbitrary number of components. Our approach utilizes standardized abstractions already implemented in modern browsers. We do
not advocate any changes to the underlying browser or
require learning new high-level languages, which contrasts prior approaches. We empirically show that we
can retrofit our design to real-world HTML5 applications (browser extensions and rich client-side applications) and achieve reduction of 6x to 10000x in TCB for
our case studies. Our mechanism requires less than 13
lines of application-specific code changes and considerably improves auditability.

1

Introduction

Applications written with JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS
constructs (called HTML5 applications) are becoming
ubiquitous. Rich web applications and web browser extensions are examples of HTML5 applications that already enjoy massive popularity [1, 2]. The introduction of browser operating systems [3, 4], and support for
HTML5 applications in classic operating systems [5, 6]
herald the convergence of web and desktop applications. However, web vulnerabilities are still pervasive in
emerging web applications and browser extensions [7],
despite immense prior research on detection and mitigation techniques [8–12].
Privilege separation is an established security primitive for providing an important second line of defense [13]. Commodity OSes enable privilege separated
applications via isolation mechanisms such as LXC [14],
seccomp [15], SysTrace [16]. Traditional applications
have utilized these for increased assurance and security. Some well-known examples include OpenSSH [17],

1 Browsers isolate applications based on their origins. An origin is
defined as the tuple <scheme, host, port>. In recent browser extension platforms, such as in Google Chrome, each extension is assigned
a unique public key as its web origin. These origins are assigned and
fixed at the registration time.
2 To create new origins, the application needs to either create new
DNS domains or run services at ports different from port 80 and 443.
New domains cost money, need to be registered with DNS servers and
are long-lived. Creating new ports for web services does not work: first,
network firewalls block atypical ports and Internet Explorer doesn’t
include the port in determining an application’s origin
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ent applications require differing number of components,
and a “one-size-fits-all” approach does not work. We
show that, as a result, HTML5 applications in such platforms have large amounts of code running with unnecessary privileges, which increases the impact from attacks
like cross-site scripting. Second, browser re-design has
a built-in deployment and adoption cost and it takes significant time before applications can enjoy the benefits
of privilege separation.
In this paper, we rethink how to achieve privilege separation in HTML5 applications. In particular, we propose
a solution that does not require any platform changes
and is orthogonal to privilege separation architectures enforced by the underlying browsers. Our proposal utilizes standardized primitives available in today’s web
browsers, requires no additional web domains and improves the auditability of HTML5 applications. In our
proposal, HTML5 applications can create an arbitrary
number of “unprivileged components.” Each component executes in its own temporary origin isolated from
the rest of the components by the SOP. For any privileged call, the unprivileged components communicate
with a “privileged” (parent) component, which executes
in the main (permanent) origin of the web application.
The privileged code is small and we ensure its integrity
by enforcing key security invariants, which we define in
Section 3. The privileged code mediates all access to
the critical resources granted to the web application by
the underlying browser platform, and it enforces a finegrained policy on all accesses that can be easily audited.
Our proposal achieves the same security benefits in ensuring application integrity as enjoyed by desktop applications with process isolation and sandboxing primitives
available in commodity OSes [14–16].
We show that our approach is practical for existing HTML5 applications. We retrofit two widely used
Google Chrome extensions and a popular HTML5 application for SQL database administration to use our design.
In our case studies, we show that the amount of trusted
code running with full privileges reduces by a factor of
6 to 10000. Our architecture does not sacrifice any performance as compared to alternative approaches that redesign the underlying web browser. Finally, our migration of existing applications requires minimal changes to
code. For example, in porting our case studies to this
new design we changed no more than 13 lines of code
in any application. Developers do not need to learn new
languages or type safety primitives to migrate code to
our architecture, in contrast to recent proposals [21]. We
also demonstrate strong data confinement policies. To
encourage adoption, we have released our core infrastructure code as well as the case studies (where permitted) and made it all freely available online [22]. We are
currently collaborating with the Google Chrome team to

apply this approach to secure Chrome applications, and
our design has influenced the security architecture of upcoming Chrome applications.
In our architecture, HTML5 applications can define more expressive policies than supported by existing HTML5 platforms, namely the Chrome extension
platform [19] and the Windows 8 Metro platform [5].
Google Chrome and Windows 8 rely on applications
declaring install-time permissions that end users can
check [23]. Multiple studies have found permission systems to be inadequate: the bulk of popular applications
run with powerful permissions [24, 25] and users rarely
check install-time permissions [26]. In our architecture,
policy code is explicit and clearly separated, can take
into account runtime ordering of privileged accesses, and
can be more fine-grained. This design enables expert auditors, such as maintainers of software application galleries, to reason about the security of applications. In our
case studies, these policies are typically a small amount
of static JavaScript code, which is easily auditable.

2

Problem and Approach Overview

Traditional HTML applications execute with the authority of their “web origin” (protocol, port, and domain).
The browser’s same origin policy (SOP) isolates different web origins from one another and from the file system. However, applications rarely rely on domains for
isolation, due to the costs associated with creating new
domains or origins.
In more recent application platforms, such as the
Google Chrome extension platform [23], Chrome packaged web application store [1] and Windows 8 Metro applications [5], applications can execute with enhanced
privileges. These privileges, such as access to the
geo-location, are provided by the underlying platform
through privileged APIs. Applications utilizing these
privileged API explicitly declare their permissions to use
privileged APIs at install time via manifest files. These
applications are authored using the standard HTML5 features and web languages (like JavaScript) that web applications use; we use the term HTML5 applications to
collectively refer to web applications and the aforementioned class of emerging applications.
Install-time manifests are a step towards better security. However, these platforms still limit the number of
application components to a finite few and rely on separate origins to isolate them. For example, each Google
Chrome extension has three components. One component executes in the origin of web sites that the extension interacts with. A second component executes with
the extension’s permanent origin (a unique public key assigned to it at creation time). The third component executes in an all-powerful origin having the authority of the
web browser. In this section, we show how this limits the
2
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degree of privilege separation for HTML5 applications in
practice.
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2.1 Issues with the Current Architecture

Number of Extensions (Percentage)
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In this section, we point out two artifacts of today’s
HTML5 applications: bundling of privileges and TCB
inflation. We observe that these issues are rooted in the
fact that, in these designs, the ability to create new web
origins (or security principals) is severely restricted.
Common vulnerabilities (like XSS and mixed content)
today actually translate to powerful gains for attackers
in current architectures. Recent findings corroborate the
need for better privilege separation—for instance, 27 out
of 100 Google Chrome extensions (including the top 50)
recently studied have been shown to have exploitable
vulnerabilities [7]. These attacks grant powerful privileges like code execution in all HTTP and HTTPS web
sites and access to the user’s browsing history.
As a running example, we introduce a hypothetical extension for Google Chrome called ScreenCap. ScreenCap is an extension for capturing screenshots that also includes a rudimentary image editor to annotate and modify the image before sending to the cloud or saving to a
disk.
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Figure 1: CDF of percentage of functions in an extension that
make privileged calls (X axis) vs. the fraction of extensions
studied (in percentage) (Y axis). The lines for 50% and 20% of
extensions as well as for 5% and 20% of functions are marked.

leges of the screenshot component.
We measured the TCB inflation for the top 50 Chrome
extensions. Figure 1 shows the percentage of total functions in an extension requiring privileges as a fraction of
the total number of static functions. In half the extensions studied, less than 5% of the functions actually need
any privileges. In 80% of the extensions studied, less
than 20% of the functions require any privileges.

Bundling. The ScreenCap extension consists of two
functionally disjoint components: a screenshot capturing
component and an image editor. In the current architecture, both the components run in the same principal (origin), despite requiring disjoint privileges. We call this
phenomenon bundling. The screenshot component requires the tabs and <all urls> permission, while the
image editor only requires the pictureLibrary permission to save captured images to the user’s picture library
on the cloud.
Bundling causes over-privileged components. For example, the image editor component runs with the powerful tabs and <all urls> permission. In general, if an
application’s components require privilege sets α1 , α2 ...,
all
 components of the application run with the privileges
αi , leading to over-privileging. As we show in Section 5.4, 19 out of the Top 20 extensions for the Google
Chrome platform exhibit bundling. As discussed earlier,
this problem manifests on the web too.

Summary. It is clear from our data that HTML5 applications, like Chrome extensions, do not sufficiently
isolate their sub-components. The same-origin policy
equates web origins and security principals, and web origins are fixed at creation time or tied to the web domain of the application. All code from a given provider
runs under a single principal, which forces privileges
to be ambient. Allowing applications to cheaply create
as many security principals as necessary and to confine
them with fine-grained, flexible policies can make privilege separation more practical.
Ideally, we would like to isolate the image editor component from the screenshot component, and give each
component exactly the privileges it needs. Moving the
complex UI and image manipulation code to an unprivileged component can tremendously aid audit and analysis. Our first case study (Section 5.1) discusses unbundling and TCB reduction on a real world screenshot
application. We achieved a 58x TCB reduction.

TCB inflation. Privileges in HTML5 are ambient—all
code in a principal runs with full privileges of the principal. In reality, only a small application core needs access
to these privileges and rest of the application does not
need to be in the trusted computing base (TCB). For example, the image editor in ScreenCap consists of a number of complex and large UI and image manipulation libraries. All this JavaScript code runs with the ambient
privilege to write to the user’s picture library. Note that
this is in addition to it running bundled with the privi-

2.2

Problem Statement

Our goal is to design a new architecture for privilege separation that side steps the problem of scarce web origins
and enables the following properties:
Reduced TCB. Given the pervasive nature of code injection vulnerabilities, we are interested, instead, in
reducing the TCB.
3
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Ease of Audit. Dynamic code inclusion and use of complex JS constructs is pervasive. An architecture that
eases audits, in spite of these issues, is necessary.

Application
Code

Flexible policies. Current manifest mechanisms provide insufficient contextual data for meaningful security policies. A separate flexible policy mechanism can ease audits and analysis.

Application
Code

Ease of Use. For ease of adoption, we also aim for minimal compatibility costs for developers. Mechanisms that would involve writing applications for a
new platform are outside scope.

Child Iframe

S
H
I
M
Bootstrap Code

Child Iframe

Reduce Over-privileging. Bundling of disjoint applications in the same origin results in over-privileging.
We want an architecture that can isolate applications
agnostic of origin.

S
H
I
M

Policy Code

Parent

Browser Page

Scope. We focus on the threat of vulnerabilities in benign HTML5 application. We aim to enable a privilege
separation architecture that benign applications can utilize with ease to provide a strong second line of defense.
We consider malicious applications as out of scope, but
our design improves auditability and may be applicable
to HTML5 malware in the future.
This paper strictly focuses on mechanisms for achieving privilege separation and on mechanisms for expressive policy-based confinement. Facilitating policy development and checking if policies are reasonable is an important issue, but beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 2: High-level design of our proposed architecture.

our design maintains compatibility and facilitates adoption.
Parent. Our design ensures the integrity of the privileged parent by maintaining a set of key security invariants that we define in Section 3.2. The parent guards access to a powerful API provided by the underlying platform, such as the Google Chrome extension API. For
making any privileged call or maintaining persistent data,
the unprivileged children communicate with the parent
over a thin, well-defined messaging interface. The parent component has three components:

Design

We describe our privilege separation architecture in this
section. We describe the key security invariants we maintain in Section 3.2 and the mechanisms we use for enforcing them in Section 3.3.

• Bootstrap Code. When a user first navigates to the
HTML5 application, a portion of the parent code
called the bootstrap code executes. Bootstrap code
is the unique entry point for the application. The
bootstrap code downloads the application source,
spawns the unprivileged children in separate temporary origins, and controls the lifetime of their execution. It also includes boilerplate code to initialize
the messaging interface in each child before child
code starts executing. Privileges in HTML5 applications are tied to origins; thus, a temporary origin
runs with no privileges. We explain temporary origins further in Section 3.3.

3.1 Approach Overview
We advocate a design that is independent of any privilege
separation scheme enforced by the underlying browser.
In our design, HTML5 applications have one privileged
parent component, and can have an arbitrary number of
unprivileged children. Each child component is spawned
by the parent and it executes in its own temporary origin. These temporary origins are created on the fly for
each execution and are destroyed after the child exits;
we detail how temporary origins can be implemented using modern web browsers primitives in Section 3.3. The
privileged parent executes in the main (permanent) origin
assigned to the HTML5 application, typically the web
origin for traditional web application. The same origin
policy isolates unprivileged children from one another
and from the privileged parent. Figure 2 shows our proposed HTML5 application architecture. In our design,
applications can continue to be authored in existing web
languages like JavaScript, HTML and CSS. As a result,

• Parent Shim. During their execution, unprivileged
children can make privileged calls to the parent.
The parent shim marshals and unmarshals these requests to and from the children. The parent shim
also presents a usable interface to the policy code
component of the parent.
• Policy Code.
The policy code enforces an
application-specific policy on all messages received
4
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from children. Policy code decides whether to allow
or disallow access to privileged APIs, such as access
to the user’s browsing history. This mechanism provides complete mediation on access to privileged
APIs and supports fine-grained policies, similar to
system call monitors in commodity OSes like SysTrace [16]. In addition, as part of the policy code,
applications can define additional restrictions on the
privileges of the children, such as disabling import
of additional code from the web.

unmarshals the result and returns it to the original
caller function in the child. Certain privileged API
functions take callbacks or structured data objects;
in Section 4.1 we outline how our mechanism proxies these transparently. Together, the parent and
child shim hide the existence of the privilege boundary from the application code.
3.2

Security Invariants

Our security invariants ensure the integrity and correctness of code running in the parent with full privileges.
We do not restrict code running in the child; our threat
model assumes that unprivileged children can be compromised any time during their execution. We enforce
four security invariants on the parent code:

Only the policy code is application-specific; the bootstrap and parent shim are the same across all applications. To ease adoption, we have made the applicationindependent components available online. The application independent components need to be verified once
for correctness and can be reused for all application in
the future. For new applications using our design, only
the application’s policy code needs to be audited. In our
experimental evaluation, we find that the parent code is
typically only a small fraction of the rest of the application and our design invariants make it statically auditable.

1. The parent cannot convert any string to code.
2. The parent cannot include external code from the
web.
3. The parent code is the only entry point into the privileged origin.

Children. Our design moves all functional components of the application to the children. Each child consists of two key components:

4. Only primitive types (specifically, strings) cross the
privilege boundary.
The first two invariants help increase assurance in the
parent code. Together, they disable dynamic code execution and import of code from the web, which eliminates the possibility of XSS and mixed content vulnerabilities in parent code. Furthermore, it makes parent
code statically auditable and verifiable. Several analysis
techniques can verify JavaScript when dynamic code execution constructs like eval and setTimeout have been
syntactically eliminated [9–11, 28, 29].
Invariant 3 ensures that only the trusted parent code
executes in the privileged origin; no other application
code should execute in the permanent origin. The naive
approach of storing the unprivileged (child) code as a
HTML file on the server suffers from a subtle but serious vulnerability. An attacker can directly navigate to
the unprivileged code. Since it is served from the same
origin as the parent, it will execute with full privileges
of the parent without going through the parent’s bootstrap mechanism. To prevent such escalation, invariant
3 ensures that all entry points into the application are
directed only through the bootstrap code in the parent.
Similarly, no callbacks to unprivileged code are passed
to the privileged API—they are proxied by parent functions to maintain Invariant 3. We detail how we enforce
this invariant in Section 3.3.
Privilege separation, in and of itself, is insufficient to
improve security. A problem in privilege-separated C applications is the exchange of pointers across the privilege boundary, leading to possible errors [30, 31]. While

• Application Code. Application code starts executing in the child after the bootstrap code initializes
the messaging interface. All the application logic,
including code to handle visual layout of the application, executes in the unprivileged child; the parent
controls no visible area on the screen. This implies
that all dynamic HTML (and code) rendering operations execute in the child. Children are allowed
to include libraries and code from the web and execute them. Vulnerabilities like XSS or mixed content bugs (inclusion of HTTP scripts in HTTPS domains) can arise in child code. In our threat model,
we assume that children may be compromised during the application’s execution.
• Child Shim. The parent includes application independent shim code into the child to seamlessly allow privileged calls to the parent. This is done to
keep compatibility with existing code and facilitate
porting applications to our design. Shim code in
the child defines wrapper functions for privileged
APIs (e.g., the Google Chrome extension API [27]).
The wrapper functions forward any privileged API
calls as messages to the parent. The parent shim unmarshals these messages, checks the integrity of the
message and executes the privileged call if allowed
by the policy. The return value of the privileged
API call is marshaled into messages by the parent
shim and returned to the child shim. The child shim
5
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JavaScript does not have C-style pointers, it has firstclass functions. Exchanging functions and objects across
the privilege boundary can introduce security vulnerabilities. Invariant 4 eliminates such attacks by requiring that
only primitive strings are exchanged across the privilege
boundary.

execute if downloaded and executed by the parent,
via the bootstrap mechanism. This ensures Invariant
3. In case of pure client-side platforms like Chrome,
this involves a simple file renaming from .html to
.txt. In case of classic client-server web applications, this involves returning a Content-Type header of
text/plain. To disable mime-sniffing, we also set the
X-Content-Type-Options HTTP header to nosniff.

3.3 Mechanisms
We detail how we implement the design and enforce the
above invariants in this section. Whenever possible, we
rely on browser’s mechanisms to declaratively enforce
the outlined invariants, thereby minimizing the need for
code audits.

Messaging Interface. We utilize standard primitives
like XMLHttpRequest and the DOM API for downloading the application code and executing it in an iframe.
We rely on the postMessage API for communication
across the privilege boundary. postMessage is an asynchronous, cross-domain, purely client-side messaging
mechanism. By design, postMessage only accepts
primitive strings. This ensures Invariant 4.

Temporary Origins. To isolate components, we execute unprivileged children in separate iframes sourced
from temporary origins. A temporary origin can be created by assigning a fresh, globally unique identifier that
the browser guarantees will never be used again [32].
A temporary origin does not have any privileges, or in
other words, it executes with null authority. The globally
unique nature means that the browser isolates every temporary origin from another temporary origin, as well as
the parent. The temporary origin only lasts as long as the
lifetime of the associated iframe.
Several mechanisms for implementing temporary origins are available in today’s browsers, but these are rarely
found in use on the web. In the HTML5 standard, iframes
with the sandbox directive run in a temporary origin.
This primitive is standardized and already supported in
shipping versions of Google Chrome/ChromeOS, Safari,
Internet Explorer/Windows 8, and a patch for Mozilla
Firefox is in the final stages of review [33].

Policy. Privilege separation isolates the policy and the
application logic. Policies, in our design, are written in
JavaScript devoid of any dynamic evaluation constructs
and are separated from the rest of the complex application logic. Permissions on existing browser platforms are
granted at install-time. In contrast, our design allows for
more expressive and fine-grained policies like granting
and revoking privileges at run-time. For example, in the
case of ScreenCap, a child can get the ability to capture
a screenshot only once and only after the user clicks the
‘capture’ button. Such fine-grained policies require the
policy engine to maintain state, reason about event ordering and have the ability to grant/revoke fine-grained
privileges. Our attempt at expressive policies is along the
line of active research in this space [21], but in contrast
to existing proposals, it does not require developers to
specify policies in new high-level languages. Our focus
is on mechanisms to support expressive policies; determining what these policies should be for applications is
beyond the scope of this paper.

Enforcement of Security Invariants. To enforce security invariants 1 and 2 in the parent, our implementation utilizes the Content Security Policy (CSP) [34].
CSP is a new specification, already supported in Google
Chrome and Firefox, that defines browser-enforced restrictions on the resources and execution of application
code. In our case studies, it suffices to use the CSP
policy directive default-src ’none’; script-src
’self’—this disables all constructs to convert strings
into code (Invariant 1) and restricts the source of all
scripts included in the page to the origin of the application (Invariant 2). We find that application-specific
code is typically small (5 KB) and easily auditable in our
case studies. On platforms on which CSP is not supported, we point out that disabling code evaluation constructs and external code import is possible by syntactically restricting the application language to a subset of
JavaScript [11, 28, 29].
We require that all non-parent code, when requested,
is sent back as a text file. Browsers do not execute text files—the code in the text files can only

Additional Confinement of Child Code. By default,
no restrictions are placed on the children beyond those
implied by use of temporary origins. Specifically, the
child does not inherit the parent’s CSP policy restrictions. In certain scenarios, the application developer
may choose to enforce additional restrictions on the child
code, via an appropriate CSP policy on the child iframe
at the time of its creation by the parent code. For example, in the case of ScreenCap, the screenshot component can be run under the script-src ’self’. This
increases assurance by disabling inline scripts and code
included from the web, making XSS and mixed content
attacks impossible. The policy code can then grant the
powerful privilege of capturing a screenshot of a user’s
webpage to a high assurance screenshot component.
6
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The parent proceeds to create a temporary origin,
unprivileged iframe using the downloaded code as the
3. Create
Bootstrap Code
source (Step 3, Figure 3). Listing 1 outlines the code
Child
to create the unprivileged temporary origin. The parent
2. Application
S
builds up the child’s HTML in the sb content variable.
Code
and
H
4. Source
Policy
I
S
Policy
The
parent can optionally include content restrictions on
M
H
Code
Application
I
the child via a CSP policy, as explained in Section 3.3.
Code
M
Creating multiple children is a simple repetition of the
Policy Code
Child Iframe
step 3.
Parent
The parent also sources the child shim into the
child iframe. The parent concatenates the child’s
code (HTML) and URI-encodes it all into a variable
Browser Page
called sb content. The parent creates an iframe with
sb
content as the data: URI source, sets the sandbox
Figure 3: Sequence of events to run application in sandbox.
attribute
and appends the iframe to the document. The
Note that only the bootstrap code is sent to the browser to exeparent
code
also inserts a base HTML tag that enables
cute. Application code is sent directly to the parent, which then
relative URIs to work seamlessly.
creates a child with it.


data: is a URI scheme that enables references to invar s b c o n t e n t ="<html ><head >" ;
line data as if it were an external reference. For example,
s b c o n t e n t +="<meta http -equiv=’X-WebKit -CSP’" ;
an iframe with src attribute set to data:text/html;Hi
// csp_policy is defined in downloaded policy
is similar to an iframe pointing to an HTML page cons b c o n t e n t +="content=’"+ c s p p o l i c y +"’>" ;
s b c o n t e n t +="<script src=’"+ c h i l d S h i m S r c +"’>" ;
taining only the text ‘Hi’. Recall our enforcement mech//the baseurl is current window uri
anism for Invariant 3: the application code is a text file.
//so that relative URIs work
The use of data: is necessary to convert text to code
s b c o n t e n t +="<base href=’"+ b a s e u r l +"’>" ;
that the iframe src can point to, without storing un// contents of app.txt
s b c o n t e n t += a p p l i c a t i o n c o d e ;
privileged application code as HTML or JavaScript files.
1. Bootstrap
Code

// attribute values are URI -decoded
// by HTML parser
s b c o n t e n t = encodeURIComponent ( s b c o n t e n t ) ;
var f r = document . c r e a t e E l e m e n t ( "iframe" ) ;
f r . s r c ="data:text/html;charset=utf -8,"+
sb content ;
// sandboxed frames run in fresh origin
f r . s e t A t t r i b u t e ( ’sandbox ’ , ’allow -scripts ’ ) ;
document . body . a p p e n d C h i l d ( f r ) ;

4.1

API Shims

Recall that the child executes in a temporary origin, without the privileges needed for making privileged calls like
chrome.tabs.captureVisibleTab. Privileged API
calls in the original child code would fail when it executes in a temporary origin; our transformation should,


therefore, take additional steps to preserve the original
Listing 1: Bootstrap Code (JavaScript)
functionality of the application. In our design, we propose API shims to proxy calls to privileged API in the
4 Implementation
child to the parent code safely and transparently.
As outlined in Section 3, the parent code executes when
The child shim defines wrapper objects in the child
the user navigates to the application. The bootstrap code
that proxy a privileged call to the parent. The aim of the
is in charge of creating an unprivileged sandbox and exparent and child shim is to make the privilege separaecuting the unprivileged application code in it. The shim
tion boundary transparent. We have implemented shims
code and policy also run in the parent, but we focus on
for all the privileged API functions needed for our case
the bootstrap and shim code implementation in this secstudies. This implementation of the parent shim is 5.46
tion. The unprivileged child code and the security policy
KB and that of the child shim is 9.1 KB. Note that only
vary for each application, and we discuss these in our
the parent shim is in the TCB.
case studies (Section 5).
Figure 4 outlines the typical events involved in proxying a privileged call. First, the child shim deFigure 3 outlines the steps involved in creating one
fines a stub implementation of the privileged APIs
unprivileged child. First, the user navigates to the ap(e.g., chrome.tabs.captureVisibleTab) that, when
plication and the parent’s bootstrap code starts executing
called, forwards the call to the parent. On receiving the
(Step 1 in Figure 3). In Step 2, the parent’s bootstrap
message, the parent shim checks with the policy and if
code retrieves the application HTML code (as plain text
the policy allows, the parent shim makes the call on befiles) as well as the security policy of the application. For
half of the child. On completion of the call, the parent
client-side platforms like Chrome and Windows 8, this is
shim forwards the callback arguments (given by the runa local file retrieval.
7
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Code 1. Privileged
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Callback
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Callback
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tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b =
function ( windowid , options , callback ) {
var id = callbackctr ++;
c a c h e d _ c a l l b a c k s [ id ] = callback ;
sendToParent ({
" type " : " tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b " ,
" windowid " : windowid ,
" options " : options ,
" callbackid " : id
}) ;
};

3. Parent
Request

6. Forward
Callback
Arguments

S
H
I
M

4. Check
Policy



Policy
Code



5. Make
Privileged
Call

Listing 2: Child shim for captureVisibleTab

// m is the argument given to
// sendToParent in the child shim
if ( m . type === ’ tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b ’)
{ // fail if policy does not allow
if (! policy . allowCall ( m ) { return ;}
tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b (
m . windowid ,
m . options ,
function ( imgData ) {
sendToChild ({
type : " cb_tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b " ,
id : m . callbackid ,
imgData : imgData
}) ;
}) ;
}

Parent

Browser Page
Figure 4: Typical events for proxying a privileged API call.
The numbered boxes outline the events. The event boxes span
the components involved. For example, event 4 involves the
parent shim calling the policy code.



time) to the child shim, and the child shim executes the
original callback.
Continuing with our running example, we give
concrete code examples of the shims for the
chrome.tabs.captureVisibleTab function, used
to capture a screenshot. captureVisibleTab takes
three arguments: a windowID, an options object, and
a callback parameter. On successfully capturing a
screenshot of the given window, the chrome runtime
executes the callback with the encoded image data as
the only argument. Note that the callback parameter is a
first-class function; our invariants do not allow exchange
of a function across the privilege boundary.

Listing 3: Parent shim for captureVisibleTab








cation can continue calling the privileged API as before.
Parent Shim. On receiving the message, the parent’s
shim first checks with the policy (Step 4 in Fig. 4 and
line 5 in Listing 3) and if the policy allows it, the parent
shim makes the requested privileged call.
In case of ScreenCap, a simple policy could disallow
captureVisibleTab call if the request came from the
image editor, and allow the call if the request came from
the screenshot component. Such a policy unbundles the
two components. If a network attacker compromises one
of the two components in ScreenCap, then it only gains
the ability to make request already granted to that component. As another example, the application can enforce
a policy to only allow one captureVisibleTab call after a user clicks the ‘capture’ button. All future requests
during that execution of the application are denied until
the user clicks the ‘capture’ button again.
Note that the privileged call is syntactically the same
as what the child would have made, except for the callback. The modified callback (lines 9-14 in Listing 3)
forwards the returned image data to the child (Step 6),
the original callback still executes in the child.

Child Shim. The child shim creates a stub implementation of the privileged API. In the unprivileged child, a
privileged call would fail since the child does not have
privileges to execute it. Instead, the stub function defined by the child function is called. This stub function marshals all the arguments and sends it to the parent. Listing 2 is the child shim implementation for the
captureVisibleTab function.
No code is passed across the privilege boundary. Instead, the child saves the callback (Step 2 in Fig. 4) and
forwards the rest of the argument list to the parent (Step
3). The callback is stored in a cache and a unique identifier is sent to the parent. The parent uses this identifier
later.
We stress that this process is transparent to the application: the parent code ensures that the child shim is loaded
before any application code starts executing. The appli-

Child Callback The message handler on the child receives the forwarded arguments from the parent and executes the saved callback with the arguments provided by
the parent. (Step 7 in Figure 4 and line 6 in Listing 4).
The saved callback is then deleted from the cache (Line
8
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if (
m . type === ’ cb_tabs . c a p t u r e V i s i b l e T a b ’
){
var cb_id = m . callbackid ;
var savedCb = c a c h e d _ c a l l b a c k s [ cb_id
];
savedCb . call ( window , m . imgData ) ;
delete c a c h e d _c a l l b a c k s [ cb_id ];
}



Listing 4: Child shim for captureVisibleTab: Part 2









7).
Persistent State. We take a different approach to
data persistence APIs like window.localStorage and
document.cookie. It is necessary that the data stored
using these APIs is also stored in the parent since the next
time a child is created, it will run in a fresh origin and the
previous data will be lost. We point out that enabling persistent storage while maintaining compatibility requires
some changes to code. Persistent storage APIs (like
window.localStorage) in today’s platforms are synchronous; our proxy mechanism uses postMessage to
pass persistent data, but postMessage is asynchronous.
To facilitate compatibility, we implement a wrapper for
these synchronous API calls in the child shim code and
asynchronously update the parent via postMessage underneath. For example, a part of the localStorage child
shim is presented in Listing 5. The shim creates a
wrapper for the localStorage API using an associative array (viz., data). On every update, the new associative array is sent to the parent. On receiving the
localStorage save message, the parent can save the
data or discard it per policy.
We observe that in our transformation, calls to API
that access persistent state become asynchronous which
contrasts the synchronous API calls in the original code.
To preserve the application’s intended behavior, in principle, it may be necessary to re-design parts of the code
that depend on the synchronous semantics of persistent
storage APIs—for example, when more than one unprivileged children are sharing data via persistent state simultaneously. In our case studies so far, however, we find
that the application behavior does not depend on such semantics. In future work, we plan to investigate transformation mechanisms that can provide reasonable memory
consistency properties in accessing persistent local storage.

5

setItem : function ( key , value ) {
data [ key ] = value + ’ ’;
s av eT oM a in Ca ch e ( data ) ;
},
s av eT oM a in Ca ch e : function ( data ) {
sendToParent ({
" type " : " l o c a l S t o r a g e _ s a v e " ,
" value " : data
}) ;
},

Listing 5: localStorage Shim in the Child Frame

chrome extension (802,526 users) similar to ScreenCap.
• As an example of emerging packaged HTML5 web
applications, we retrofit our design to SourceKit, a
full-fledged text editor available as a Chrome packaged web application. SourceKit’s design is similar
to editors often bundled with online word processors and web email clients. These editors typically
run with the full privileges of the larger application
they accompany.
• As an example of traditional HTML5 web applications, we retrofit our design to SQL Buddy, a
PHP web application for database administration.
Web interfaces for database administration (notably,
PHPMyAdmin) are pervasive and run with the full
privileges of the web application they administer.
Our goal in this evaluation is to measure (a) the reduction in TCB our architecture achieves, (b) the amount of
code changes necessary to retrofit our design, and (c) performance overheads (user latency, CPU overheads and
memory footprint impact) compared to platform redesign
approaches. Table 1 lists our case studies and summarizes our results. First, we find that the TCB reduction
achieved by our redesign ranges from 6x to 10000x. Due
to the prevalence of minification, we believe LOC is not
a useful metric for JavaScript code and, instead, we report the size of the code in KB. Second, we find that we
require minimal changes, ranging from 0 to 13 lines, to
port the case studies to our design. This is in addition to
the application independent shim and bootstrap code that
we added.
We also demonstrate examples of expressive policies
that these applications can utilize. The focus of this paper
is on mechanisms, not policies, and we do not discuss
alternative policies in this work.
Finally, we also quantify the reduction in privileges
we would achieve in the 50 most popular Chrome extensions with our architecture. We also find that in half the
extensions studied, we can move 80% of the functions
out of the TCB. This quantifies the large gap between
the privileges granted by Chrome extensions today and

Case Studies

We retrofit our design onto three HTML5 applications
to demonstrate that our architecture can be adopted by
applications today:
• As an example of browser extensions, we retrofit
our design to Awesome Screenshot, a widely used
9
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what is necessary. In addition, we also analyze the top
20 Chrome extensions to determine the number of components bundled in each. We find that 19 out of the top
20 extension exhibit bundling, and estimate that we can
separate these between 2 to 4 components, in addition to
the three components that Chrome enforces.
To facilitate further research and adoption of our techniques, we make all the application independent components of the architecture and the SQL Buddy case study
available online [22]. Due to licensing restrictions, we
are unable to release the other case studies publicly.

manually tested the application functionality thoroughly
and did not observe any incompatibilities.
Unbundling. In the original version of Awesome
Screenshot, the image editor (editor.html) accepts the
image from background.html and allows the user to
edit it, but runs with the full privileges of the extension—
an example of bundling. Similarly, the popup.html only
needs to forward the user’s choice to background.html
but runs with all of the extension’s privileges.
In our privilege-separated implementation of Awesome Screenshot, the editor code, stored in editor.txt
now, runs within a temporary origin. The policy only
gives it access to the sendRequest API to send the exit
and ready messages as well as receive the image data
message from the background page.

Table 1: Overview of case studies. The TCB sizes are in KB.
The lines changed column only counts changes to application
code, and not application independent shims and parent code.
Application

Awesome
Screenshot
SourceKit
SQL Buddy

Number
of users

Initial
TCB
(KB)

New
TCB
(KB)

Lines
Changed

802,526

580

16.4

0

14,344
45,419

15,000
100

5.38
2.67

13
11

TCB Reduction. The image editor in the original
Awesome Screenshot extension uses UI and image manipulation libraries (more than 500KB of complex code),
which run within the same origin as the extension. As
a result, these libraries run with the ambient privileges
to take screenshots of any page, log the user’s browsing
history, and access the user’s data on any website. While
some functions in the extension do need these privileges,
the complete codebase does not need to run with these
privileges.
In our privilege-separated implementation of Awesome Screenshot, the amount of code running with full
privileges (TCB) decreased by a factor of 58. We found
the UI and image manipulation libraries, specifically
jQuery UI, used dynamic constructs like innerHTML and
eval. Our design moves these potentially vulnerable
constructs to an unprivileged child.
The code in the child can still request privileged function calls via the interface provided by the parent. However, this interface is thin, well defined and easily auditable. In contrast, in the non-privilege separated design, the UI and image libraries run with ambient privileges. In contrast, in the original extension all the code
needs to be audited.

5.1 Awesome Screenshot
The Awesome Screenshot extension allows a user to capture a screenshot of a webpage similar to our running
example [35]. A rudimentary image editor, included in
the extension, allows the user to annotate and modify the
captured image as he sees fit. Awesome Screenshot has
over 800,000 users.3
The extension consists of three components:
background.html, popup.html, and editor.html.
A typical interaction involves the user clicking the
Awesome Screenshot button, which opens popup.html.
The user selects her desired action; popup.html
forwards the choice to background.html, which
captures a screenshot and sends it to the image editor
(editor.html) for post-processing. All components
communicate with each other using the sendRequest
API call.

Example Policy. In addition to unbundling the image editor from the screenshot component, the parent
can enforce stronger, temporal policies on the application. In particular, the parent can require that the
captureVisibleTab function is only called once after
the user clicks the capture button. Any subsequent calls
have to be preceded by another button click. Such temporal policies are impossible to express and enforce in
current permission-based systems.

Privilege Separation. We redesigned Awesome
Screenshot following the model laid out in Section 3
(Figure 2). Each component runs in an unprivileged temporary origin. The parent mediates access to privileged
APIs, and the policy keeps this access to the minimum
required by the component in question.
Code Changes. Apart from the application independent code, we required no changes to the code. The
parent and child shims make the redesign seamless. We

5.2

3 Due

to a bug in Chrome, the current Awesome Screenshot extension uses a NPAPI binary to save big (> 2MB) images. We used the
HTML5 version (which doesn’t allow saving large files) for the purposes of this work. This is just a temporary limitation.

SourceKit Text Editor

The SourceKit text editor is an HTML5 text editor for
a user’s documents stored on the Dropbox cloud service [36]. It uses open source components like the
10
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URIs. Thus, after the redesign, the child has access to the
user’s browsing history only for dropbox.com, and not
for all websites. Implementing this policy requires only
two lines of code—an if condition that forwards events
only for dropbox.com domains suffices.
SourceKit accesses Dropbox using the Dropbox
OAuth APIs [36]. At first run, SourceKit opens Dropbox in a new tab, where the user can grant SourceKit the
requisite OAuth access token [40]. The parent can only
allow access to the tabs privileges at first run, and disable
it once the child receives the OAuth token. Such temporal policies cannot be expressed by install-time permissions implemented in existing platforms.
We can also enforce stronger policies to provide a
form of data separation [41]. By default, the Dropbox
JS API [42] stores the OAuth access token in localStorage, accessible by all the code in the application. Instead, the policy code can store the OAuth token in the
parent and append it to all dropbox.com requests. This
mitigates data exfiltration attacks where the attacker can
steal the OAuth token to bypass the parent’s policy.4
Such application-specific data-separation policies cannot
be expressed in present permission systems.

Ajax.org cloud editor [37] and Dojo toolkit [38], in conjunction with the Dropbox REST APIs [36].
SourceKit is a powerful text editor. It includes a filebrowser pane and can open multiple files at the same
time. The text editor component supports themes and
syntax highlighting. The application consists of 15MB
of JavaScript code, all of which runs with full privileges.
Privilege Separation. In our least privilege design, the
whole application runs in a single child. Redesigning
SourceKit to move code to an unprivileged temporary
origin was seamless because of the library shims (Section 4.1). One key change was replacing the included
Dojo toolkit with its asynchronous version. The included
Dojo toolkit uses synchronous XMLHttpRequest calls,
which the asynchronous postMessage cannot proxy.
The asynchronous version of Dojo is freely available on
the Dojo website. We do not include this change in the
number of lines modified in Table 1.
Unbundling. Functionally, SourceKit is a single
Chrome application, and no bundling has occurred in its
design. Popular Web sites (like GitHub [39]), use the
text editor module as an online text editor [37]. In such
cases, the text editor runs bundled with the main application, inheriting the application’s privileges and increasing its attack surface. While we focus only on SourceKit
for this case study, our redesign directly applies to these
online text editors.

5.3

SQL Buddy

SQL Buddy is an open source tool to administer the
MySQL database using a Web browser. Written in PHP,
SQL Buddy is functionally similar to phpMyAdmin and
supports creating, modifying, or deleting databases, tables, fields, or rows; SQL queries; and user management.
SQL Buddy uses the MooTools JS library to create an
AJAX front-end for MySQL administration. It uses the
MySQL user table for authentication and logged-in users
maintain authentication via PHP session cookies.

TCB Reduction. In our privilege separated SourceKit,
the amount of code running with full privileges reduced
from 15MB to 5KB. A large part of this reduction is
due to moving the Dojo Toolkit, the syntax highlighting code and other UI libraries to an unprivileged principal. Again, we found the included libraries, specifically the Dojo Toolkit, relying on dangerous, dynamic
constructs like eval, string arguments to setInterval,
and innerHTML. In our redesign, this code executes unprivileged.

Privilege Separation. We modified SQL Buddy to execute all its code in an unprivileged child. To ensure that no code is interpreted by the browser, we required all PHP files to return a Content-Type header of
text/plain, as discussed in Section 3.3. Only two
new files: buddy.html and login.html execute in the
browser; these are initialized by the bootstrap code.

Code Change. In addition to the switch to asynchronous APIs, we also had to modify one internal
function in SourceKit to use asynchronous APIs. In
particular, SourceKit relied on synchronous requests to
load files from the dropbox.com server. We modified SourceKit to use an asynchronous mechanism instead. The change was minor; only 13 lines of code were
changed.

Unbundling. A typical SQL Buddy installation runs at
www.example.net/sqlbuddy, and helps ease database
management for the application at www.example.net.
Classic operating system mechanisms can isolate SQL
Buddy and the main application on the server side. But
SQL Buddy runs with the full privileges of the application on the client-side. In particular, an XSS vulnerability in SQL Buddy is equivalent to an XSS vulnerability
on the main application: it is not isolated from the application at the client-side. SQL Buddy inherits all the

Example Policy. In the original application, all code
runs with the tabs permission, which allows access to
the user’s browsing history, and permission to access
dropbox.com. In our privilege-separated design, the policy only allows the child access to the tabs.open and
tabs.close Chrome APIs for accessing dropbox.com.
Similarly, it only forwards tab events for dropbox.com

4 For

example, to prevent malware, the parent can require that all
files accessed using SourceKit have non-binary file extensions.
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privileges of the application, including special client-side
privileges such as access to camera, geolocation, and ambient privileges granted to the web origin such as the ability to do cross-origin XMLHttpRequests [43].
In our privilege-separated redesign, a restrictive
policy on the child mitigates SQL Buddy bundling.
The parent allows the child XMLHttpRequest access to only /sqlbuddy/<filename>.php URIs.
No other privilege is available to SQL Buddy
code, including document.cookie, localStorage, or
XMLHttpRequest to the main application’s pages. This
policy isolates SQL Buddy from any other application
executing on the same domain, a hitherto unavailable option.

sis, we developed a syntactic static analysis engine for
JavaScript using an existing JavaScript engine called Pynarcissus [44] and performed a manual review for additional confidence. We report our results on 46 out of the
top 50 extensions we study.5 In our analysis, we (conservatively) identify all calls to privileged APIs (i.e., calls
to the chrome object) and list them in Figure 1. We believe that our analysis is overly conservative, being syntactic, so these numbers represent only an undercount of
the over-privileging in these applications.6
TCB Reduction. We show the distribution of the number of functions requiring any privileges as a percentage
of the total number of functions. TCB inflation is pervasive in the extensions studied. In half the extensions,
less than 5% of the total functions require any ambient
privileges. In the current architecture the remaining 95%
run with full privileges, inflating the TCB.

Code Change. The key change we made to the SQL
Buddy client side code was to convert the login script at
the server. The original SQL Buddy system returned a
new login page on a failed login. Instead, we changed it
to only return an error code over XMLHttpRequest. The
client-side code utilized this response to show the user
the new login page, thereby preserving the application
behavior. This change required modification of only 11
lines of code.

Bundling. We manually analyzed the 20 most popular
Google Chrome extensions, and found 19 of them exhibited bundling. The most common form of bundling occurred when the options page or popup window of an extension runs with full privileges, in spite of not requiring
any privileges at all. While the Google Chrome architecture does enable privilege separation between content
scripts and extension code, running all code in an extension with the same privileges is unnecessary.
Another form of over-privileging occurs due to the
bundling of privileges in Chrome’s permission system.
Google Chrome’s extension system bundles multiple
privileges into one coarse-grained install-time permission. For example, the tabs permission in Chrome extension API, required by 42 of the 46 extensions analyzed, bundles together a number of related, powerful
privileges. This install-time permission includes the ability to listen to eight events related to tabs and windows,
access users’ browsing history, and call 20 other miscellaneous functions. Figure 5 measures the percentage of
the tabs API actually used by extensions as a percentage of the total API granted by tabs for the 42 extensions analyzed. As can be seen, no extension requires
the full privileges granted by the tabs permission, with
one extension requiring 44.83% of the permitted API being the highest. More than half of the extensions require
only 6.9% of the API available, which indicates overprivileging. In our design, the policy acts on fine-grained
function calls and replaces coarse-grained permissions.

TCB Reduction. SQL Buddy utilizes the MooTools
JavaScript library, which runs with the full privileges
of the application site (e.g., www.example.net). Over
100KB of JavaScript code runs with full privileges of
the www.example.net origin. This code uses dangerous, dynamic constructs such as innerHTML and eval.
In our design, the total amount of code running in the
www.example.net origin is 2.5KB, with the JavaScript
code utilizing dynamic constructs running in an unprivileged temporary origin
Example Policy. Privilege separation reduces the ambient authority from these libraries. For example, the
session cookie for www.example.net, is never sent to
the child: all HTTP traffic requiring the cookie needs
to go through the parent. Note that the cookie for
the www.example.net principal includes both, the SQL
Buddy session cookie as well as the cookie for the
main www.example.net application. In case of successful code injection, the attacker cannot exfiltrate this
cookie. Furthermore, the policy strictly limits privileged
API access to those calls required by SQL Buddy. The
SQL Buddy code does not have ambient authority to
make privileged calls in the www.example.net principal. Again, implementing this policy requires two lines
of JavaScript code in our architecture.

6

Performance Benchmarks

5.4 Top 50 Google Chrome extensions

Our approach has two possible overheads: run-time overhead caused by the parent’s mediation on privileged APIs

Finally, we measure the opportunity available to our
technique by quantifying the extent of TCB inflation and
bundling in Chrome extensions. To perform this analy-

5 Due to limitations of Pynarcissus, it was unable to completely
parse code in 4 out of the top 50 extensions.
6 More precise analysis can be used in the future.
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tension. For example, Awesome Screenshot could be
broken up into two extensions: a screenshot extension
and an image editor extension. In addition to requiring
two install decisions from the user, each additional extension runs in its own process on the Chrome platform.
We measured the memory consumption of creating two
extensions over a single extension and found an increase
in memory consumption of 20MB. This demonstrates
that our approach has no memory overhead as opposed
to the 20MB overhead of creating a new extension.
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Related Work

The concept of privilege separation was first formalized
by Saltzer and Schroeder [13]. Several have used privilege separation for increased security. We discuss the
most closely related works in the space.
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Figure 5: Frequency distribution of event listeners and API
calls used by the top 42 extensions requiring the tabs permission.

Privilege Separation in Commodity OS Platforms.
Notable examples of user-level applications utilizing
privilege separation include QMail [18], OpenSSH [17]
and Google Chrome [19]. Brumley and Song investigated automatic privilege separation of programmer annotated C programs and implemented data separation as
well [41]. More recently, architectures like Wedge [45]
identified subtleties in privilege separating binary applications and enforcing a default-deny model. Our work
shows how to achieve privilege separation in emerging
HTML5 applications, which are fuelling a convergence
between commodity OS applications and web applications, without requiring any changes to the browser platform.

and the memory consumption of the new DOM and
JavaScript heap created for each iframe. We measure the
impact of each below.
Performance Overhead. First, as a micro-benchmark,
we measured the run-time overhead caused by the parent’s mediation on privileged APIs. We created a function that measures the total time taken to open a tab and
then close it. This involves four crossings of the privilege
boundary.
We performed the experiment 100 times with and
without privilege separation. The median time with and
without privilege-separation was 140ms and 80ms respectively. This implies an overhead of 15ms on each
call crossing the sandbox.
As a macro-benchmark, we measured the amount of
time required to load an image in the Awesome Screenshot image editor. Recall that the image editor receives
the image data from the background page. We took a
screenshot of www.google.com and measured the time
taken for the image to load in the image editor, once
the background sends it. We repeated the experiment 20
times each for the privilege separated and the original
versions. The average (median) amount of time taken
for the image load was 72.5ms (77.3ms) for the image
load in the original Awesome Screenshot extension, and
78.5ms (80.1ms) for the image load in the privilege separated version—an overhead of 8.2% (3.6%). In our testing, we have not noticed any user-perceivable increase in
latency after our redesign.

Re-architecting Browser Platforms. Several previous works on compartmentalizing web applications have
suggested re-structuring the browser or the underlying execution platform altogether. Some examples include the Google Chrome extension platform [23], Escudo [12], MashupOS [46], Gazelle [47], OP [48], IPC
Inspection [49], and CLAMP [50]. Our work advocates that we can achieve strong privilege separation using abstractions provided by modern browsers. This obviates the need for further changes to underlying platforms. We point out that temporary origins is similar
to MashupOS’s “null-principal SERVICEINSTANCE” proposal; therefore, the alternative line of research into new
browser primitives has indeed been fruitful. Our work
demonstrates how we can utilize these advancements by
combining deployed primitives (like temporary origins
and CSP [34]) to achieve effective privilege separation,
without requiring any further changes to the platform.
Carlini et al. [7] study the effectiveness of privilege
separation in the Chrome extension architecture and find
that in 4 (19) out of 61 cases, insufficient validation of
messages exchanged over the privilege boundary allowed
for full (partial) privilege escalation. In our design, we

Memory Consumption. We measured the increase in
memory consumption caused by creating a new temporary origin iframe, and found no noticeable increase in
memory consumption.
On the Google Chrome platform, an alternate mechanism to get additional principals is creating a new ex13
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explicitly prohibit the parent from using incoming messages in a way that can lead to code execution. Furthermore, Chrome extensions today tend to have inflated
TCB in the privileged component as we show in Section 5.4. This is in contrast to our proposed design.

or require adoption of new languages. We empirically
show that we can apply our new architecture to widely
used HTML5 applications right away; achieving drastic reduction in TCB with no more than thirteen lines of
change for the applications we studied.

Mashup & Advertisement Isolation. The problem
of isolating code in web applications, especially in
mashups [46, 51] and malicious advertisements [52], has
received much attention in research. Our work has similarities with these works in that it uses isolation primitives like iframes. However, one key difference is that
we advocate the use of temporary origins, which are now
available in most browsers, as a basis for creating arbitrary number of components.
In concurrent work, Treehouse [53] provides similar
properties, but relies on isolated web workers with a
virtual DOM implementation for backwards compatibility. A virtual DOM allows Treehouse to interpose on all
DOM events, providing stronger security and resource
isolation properties, but at a higher performance cost.
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Abstract

JavaScript interpreter must follow the syntactic rules of
JavaScript. Otherwise, the JavaScript interpreter will reject the input as invalid, and effectively restrict the testing to its lexical and syntactic analysis, never reaching
areas like code transformation, in-time compilation, or
actual execution. To address this issue, fuzzing frameworks include strategies to model the structure of the desired input data; for fuzz testing a JavaScript interpreter,
this would require a built-in JavaScript grammar.
Surprisingly, the number of fuzzing frameworks that
generate test inputs on grammar basis is very limited [7,
17, 22]. For JavaScript, jsfunfuzz [17] is amongst the
most popular fuzzing tools, having discovered more that
1,000 defects in the Mozilla JavaScript engine. jsfunfuzz
is effective because it is hardcoded to target a specific
interpreter making use of specific knowledge about past
and common vulnerabilities. The question is: Can we
devise a generic fuzz testing approach that nonetheless
can exploit project-specific knowledge?
In this paper, we introduce a framework called
LangFuzz that allows black-box fuzz testing of engines
based on a context-free grammar. LangFuzz is not bound
against a specific test target in the sense that it takes the
grammar as its input: given a JavaScript grammar, it will
generate JavaScript programs; given a PHP grammar, it
will generate PHP programs. To adapt to specific targets,
LangFuzz can use its grammar to learn code fragments
from a given code base. Given a suite of previously failing programs, for instance, LangFuzz will use and recombine fragments of the provided test suite to generate
new programs—assuming that a recombination of previously problematic inputs has a higher chance to cause
new problems than random input.
The combination of fuzz testing based on a language
grammar and reusing project-specific issue-related code
fragments makes LangFuzz an effective tool for security testing. Applied on the Mozilla JavaScript engine,
it discovered a total of 105 new vulnerabilities within
three months of operation. These bugs are serious and

Fuzz testing is an automated technique providing random
data as input to a software system in the hope to expose
a vulnerability. In order to be effective, the fuzzed input
must be common enough to pass elementary consistency
checks; a JavaScript interpreter, for instance, would only
accept a semantically valid program. On the other hand,
the fuzzed input must be uncommon enough to trigger
exceptional behavior, such as a crash of the interpreter.
The LangFuzz approach resolves this conflict by using
a grammar to randomly generate valid programs; the
code fragments, however, partially stem from programs
known to have caused invalid behavior before. LangFuzz
is an effective tool for security testing: Applied on the
Mozilla JavaScript interpreter, it discovered a total of
105 new severe vulnerabilities within three months of
operation (and thus became one of the top security bug
bounty collectors within this period); applied on the PHP
interpreter, it discovered 18 new defects causing crashes.
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Introduction

Software security issues are risky and expensive.
In 2008, the annual CSI Computer Crime & Security survey reported an average loss of 289,000 US$ for a single
security incident. Security testing employs a mix of techniques to find vulnerabilities in software. One of these
techniques is fuzz testing—a process that automatically
generates random data input. Crashes or unexpected behavior point to potential software vulnerabilities.
In web browsers, the JavaScript interpreter is particularly prone to security issues; in Mozilla Firefox, for
instance, it encompasses the majority of vulnerability
fixes [13]. Hence, one could assume the JavaScript interpreter would make a rewarding target for fuzz testing. The problem, however, is that fuzzed input to a
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Language
Grammar

var haystack = "foo";
var re text = "^foo";
3 haystack += "x";
4 re text += "(x)";
5 var re = new RegExp(re text);
6 re. test (haystack);
7 RegExp.input = Number();
8 print(RegExp.$1);
1
2

LangFuzz

Sample
Code

Mutated
Test

Test
Suite

Phase I

Learning code
fragments from sample
code and test suite

Phase II

LangFuzz generated
(mutated) test cases

Phase III

Feed test case into
interpreter, check for
crashes and assertions

Figure 2: Test case generated by LangFuzz, crashing the
JavaScript interpreter when executing Line 8. The static
access of RegExp is deprecated but valid. Reported as
Mozilla bug 610223 [1].

Figure 1: LangFuzz workflow. Using a language grammar, LangFuzz parses code fragments from sample code
and test cases from a test suite, and mutates the test cases
to incorporate these fragments. The resulting code is
then passed to the interpreter for execution.

Section 7 discusses threats to validity, and Section 8
closes with conclusion and future work.

2

valuable, as expressed by the 50.000$ bug bounties they
raised. Nearly all the detected bugs are memory safety
issues. At the same time, the approach can generically
handle arbitrary grammars, as long as they are weakly
typed: applied on the PHP interpreter, it discovered 18
new defects. All generated inputs are semantically correct and can be executed by the respective interpreters.
Figure 1 describes the structure of LangFuzz. The
framework requires three basic input sources: a language
grammar to be able to parse and generate code artifacts,
sample code used to learn language fragments, and a test
suite used for code mutation. Many test cases contain
code fragments that triggered past bugs. The test suite
can be used as sample code as well as mutation basis.
LangFuzz then generates new test cases using code mutation and code generation strategies before passing the
generated test cases to a test driver executing the test
case—e.g. passing the generated code to an interpreter.
As an example of a generated test case exposing a security violation, consider Figure 2 that shows a security issue in Mozzila’s JavaScript engine. RegExp.$1
(Line 8) is a pointer to the first grouped regular expression match. This memory area can be altered by setting
a new input (Line 7). An attacker could use the pointer
to arbitrarily access memory contents. In this test case,
Lines 7 and 8 are newly generated by LangFuzz, whereas
Lines 1–6 stem from an existing test case.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the state of the art in fuzz testing
and provides fundamental definitions. Section 3 presents
how LangFuzz works, from code generation to actual
test execution; Section 4 details the actual implementation. Section 5 discusses our evaluation setup, where
we compare LangFuzz against jsfunfuzz and show that
LangFuzz detects several issues which jsfunfuzz misses.
Section 6 describes the application of LangFuzz on PHP.

2.1

Background
Previous Work

“Fuzz testing” was introduced in 1972 by Purdom [16].
It is one of the first attempts to automatically test a parser
using the grammar it is based on. We especially adapted
Purdom’s idea of the “Shortest Terminal String Algorithm” for LangFuzz. In 1990, Miller et al. [10] were
among the first to apply fuzz testing to real world applications. In their study, the authors used random generated program inputs to test various UNIX utilities. Since
then, the technique of fuzz testing has been used in many
different areas such as protocol testing [6,18], file format
testing [19, 20], or mutation of valid input [14, 20].
Most relevant for this paper are earlier studies on
grammar-based fuzz testing and test generations for compiler and interpreters. In 2005, Lindig [8] generated code
to specifically stress the C calling convention and check
the results later. In his work, the generator also uses recursion on a small grammar combined with a fixed test
generation scheme. Molnar et al. [12] presented a tool
called SmartFuzz which uses symbolic execution to trigger integer related problems (overflows, wrong conversion, signedness problems, etc.) in x86 binaries. In 2011,
Yang et al. [22] presented CSmith—a language-specific
fuzzer operating on the C programming language grammar. CSmith is a pure generator-based fuzzer generating C programs for testing compilers and is based on
earlier work of the same authors and on the random C
program generator published by Turner [21]. In contrast
to LangFuzz, CSmith aims to target correctness bugs instead of security bugs. Similar to our work, CSmith randomly uses productions from its built-in C grammar to
create a program. In contrast to LangFuzz, their grammar has non-uniform probability annotations. Furthermore, they already introduce semantic rules during their
2
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2.2

generation process by using filter functions, which allow
or disallow certain productions depending on the context. This is reasonable when constructing a fuzzer for a
specific language, but very difficult for a language independent approach as we are aiming for.

Definitions

Throughout this paper, we will make use of the following
terminology and assumptions.
Defect. Within this paper, the term “defect” refers to errors in code that cause abnormal termination only
(e.g. crash due to memory violation or an assertion
violation). All other software defects (e.g. defect
that produce false output without abnormal termination) will be disregarded, although such defects
might be detected under certain circumstances. We
think that this limitation is reasonable due to the
fact that detecting other types of defects using fuzztesting generally requires strong assumptions about
the target software under test.
Grammar. In this paper, the term “grammar” refers to
context-free grammars (Type-2 in the Chomsky hierarchy) unless stated otherwise.
Interpreter. An “interpreter” in the sense of this paper
is any software system that receives a program in
source code form and then executes it. This also
includes just-in-time compilers which translate the
source to byte code before or during runtime of the
program. The main motivation to use grammarbased fuzz testing is the fact that such interpreter
systems consist of lexer and parser stages that detect
malformed input which causes the system to reject
the input without even executing it.

Fuzzing web browsers and their components is a
promising field. The most related work in this field is the
work by Ruderman and his tool jsfunfuzz [17]. Jsfunfuzz
is a black-box fuzzing tool for the JavaScript engine that
had a large impact when written in 2007. Jsfunfuzz not
only searches for crashes but can also detect certain correctness errors by differential testing. Since the tool was
released, it has found over 1,000 defects in the Mozilla
JavaScript Engine and was quickly adopted by browser
developers. jsfunfuzz was the first JavaScript fuzzer that
was publicly available (it has since been withdrawn) and
thus inspired LangFuzz. In contrast, LangFuzz does not
specifically aim at a single language, although this paper
uses JavaScript for evaluation and experiments. Instead,
our approaches aim to be solely based on grammar and
general language assumptions and to combine random
input generation with code mutation.
Miller and Peterson [11] evaluated these two
approaches—random test generation and modifying existing valid inputs—on PNG image formats showing that
mutation testing alone can miss a large amount of code
due to missing variety in the original inputs. Still, we
believe that mutating code snippets is an important step
that adds regression detection capabilities. Code that has
been shown to detect defects helps to detect incomplete
fixes when changing their context or fragments, especially when combined with a generative approach.

3

How LangFuzz works

In fuzz testing, we can roughly distinguish between two
techniques: Generative approaches try to create new random input, possibly using certain constraints or rules.
Mutative approaches try to derive new testing inputs
from existing data by randomly modifying it. For example, both jsfunfuzz [17] and CSmith [22] use generative
approaches. LangFuzz makes use of both approaches,
but mutation is the primary technique. A purely generative design would likely fail due to certain semantic
rules not being respected (e.g. a variable must be defined before it is used). Introducing semantic rules to
solve such problems would tie LangFuzz to certain language semantics. Mutation, however, allows us to learn
and reuse existing semantic context. This way, LangFuzz
stays language-independent without losing the ability to
generate powerful semantic context to embed generated
or mutated code fragments.

LangFuzz is a pure black-box approach, requiring no
source code or other knowledge of the tested interpreter.
As shown by Godefroid et al. [7] in 2008, a grammarbased fuzzing framework that produces JavaScript engine input (Internet Explorer 7) can increase coverage
when linked to a constraint solver and coverage measurement tools. While we consider coverage to be an insufficient indicator for test quality in interpreters (just-intime compilation and the execution itself heavily depend
on the global engine state), such an extension may also
prove valuable for LangFuzz.
In 2011, Zalewski [23] presented the crossfuzz tool
that is specialized in DOM fuzzing and revealed some
problems in many popular browsers. The same author
has published even more fuzzers for specific purposes
like ref fuzz, mangleme, Canvas fuzzer or transfuzz.
They all target different functionality in browsers and
have found severe vulnerabilities.

3.1

Code mutation

The mutation process consists of two phases, a learning phase in the beginning and the main mutation phase.
3
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In the learning phase, we process a certain set of sample input files using a parser for the given language (derived from the language grammar). The parser will allow
us to separate the input file into code fragments which
are essentially examples for non-terminals in the grammar. Of course, these fragments may overlap (e.g. an
expression might be contained in an ifStatement
which is a statement according to the grammar). Given
a large codebase, we can build up a fragment pool
consisting of expansions for all kinds of non-terminal
symbols. Once we have learned all of our input, the
mutation phase starts. For mutation, a single target file
is processed again using the parser. This time, we randomly pick some of the fragments we saw during parsing
and replace them with other fragments of the same type.
These code fragments might of course be semantically
invalid or less useful without the context that surrounded
them originally, but we accept this trade-off for being independent of the language semantics. In Section 3.3, we
discuss one important semantic improvement performed
during fragment replacement.
As our primary target is to trigger defects in the target program, it is reasonable to assume that existing test
cases (especially regressions) written in the target language should be helpful for this purpose; building and
maintaining such test suites is standard practice for developers of interpreters and compilers. Using the mutation process described in the previous section, we can
process the whole test suite file by file, first learning fragments from it and then creating executable mutants based
on the original tests.

3.2

Figure 3: Example of a stepwise expansion on the syntax tree: Dark nodes are unexpanded non-terminals (can
be expanded) while the other nodes have already been
expanded before.

coarse approximation as the real probabilities are conditional, depending on the surrounding context. To overcome these problems, we will use an algorithm that performs the generation in a breadth-first manner:
1. Set current expansion ecur to the start symbol S
2. Loop num iterations:
(a) Choose a random non-terminal n in ecur :
i. Find the set of productions Pn ⊆ P that
can be applied to n.
ii. Pick one production p from Pn randomly
and apply it to n, yielding p(n).
iii. Replace that occurrence of n in ecur by
p(n).
Figure 3 gives an example of such a stepwise expansion, considering the code as a syntax tree. Dark nodes
are unexpanded non-terminals that can be considered for
expansion while the remaining nodes have already been
expanded before. This algorithm does not yield a valid
expansion after num iterations. We need to replace the remaining non-terminal symbols by sequences of terminal
symbols. In the learning phase of the mutation approach
we are equipped with many different examples for different types of non-terminals. We randomly select any
of these code fragments to replace our remaining nonterminals. In the unlikely situation that there is no example available, we can use the minimal expansion of
the non-terminal instead. During mutation, we can use
learned and generated code fragments.

Code generation

With our mutation approach, we can only use those code
fragments as replacements that we have learned from our
code base before. Intuitively, it would also be useful if
we could generate fragments on our own, possibly yielding constructs that cannot or can only hardly be produced
using the pure mutation approach.
Using a language grammar, it is natural to generate
fragments by random walk over the tree of possible expansion series. But performing a random walk with uniform probabilities is not guaranteed to terminate. However, terminating the walk without completing all expansions might result in a syntactically invalid input.
Usually, this problem can be mitigated by restructuring the grammar, adding non-uniform probabilities to the
edges and/or imposing additional semantic restrictions
during the production, as in the CSmith work [22].
Restructuring or annotating the grammar with probabilities is not straightforward and requires additional
work for every single language. It is even reasonable
to assume that using fixed probabilities can only yield a

3.3

Adjusting Fragments to Environment

When a fragment is replaced by a different fragment, the
new fragment might not fit with respect to the semantics
of the remaining program. As LangFuzz does not aim to
semantically understand a specific language, we can only
perform corrections based on generic semantic assumptions. One example with a large impact are identifiers.
4
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4.1

Many programming languages use identifiers to refer
to variables and functions, and some of them will throw
an error if an identifier has not been declared prior to using it (e.g. in JavaScript, using an identifier that is never
declared is considered to be a runtime error).
We can reduce the chances to have undeclared identifiers within the new fragment by replacing all identifiers
in the fragment with identifiers that occur somewhere
in the rest of the program. Note that this can be done
purely at the syntactic level. LangFuzz only needs to
know which non-terminal in the grammar constitutes an
identifier in order to be able to statically extract known
identifiers from the program and replace identifiers in the
new fragment. Thus, it is still possible that identifiers
are unknown at the time of executing a certain statement
(e.g. because the identifier is declared afterwards), but
the chances of identifier reuse are increased.
Some languages contain identifiers that can be used
without declaring them (usually built-in objects/globals).
The adjustment approach can be even more effective if
LangFuzz is aware of these global objects in order to ignore them during the replacement process. The only way
to identify such global objects within LangFuzz is to require a list of these objects as (optional) argument. Such
global object lists are usually found in the specification
of the respective language.

4

Code Parsing

In the learning and mutation phase, we parse the given
source code. For this purpose, LangFuzz contains a
parser subsystem such that concrete parsers for different
languages can be added. We decided to use the ANTLR
parser generator framework [15] because it is widespread
and several grammars for different languages exist in the
community. The parser is first used to learn fragments
from the given code base which LangFuzz then memorizes as a token stream. When producing a mutated test,
the cached token stream is used to find all fragments in
the test that could be replaced and to determine which
code can be replaced according to the syntax—we can
mutate directly on the cached token stream.

4.2

Code Generation

The code generation step uses the stepwise expansion
(Section 3.2) algorithm to generate a code fragment.
As this algorithm works on the language grammar,
LangFuzz also includes an ANTLR parser for ANTLR
grammars. However, because LangFuzz is a proof-ofconcept, this subsystem only understands a subset of
the ANTLR grammar syntax and certain features that
are only required for parsing (e.g. implications) are not
supported. It is therefore necessary to simplify the language grammar slightly before feeding it into LangFuzz.
LangFuzz uses further simplifications internally to make
the algorithm easier: Rules containing quantifiers (’*’,
‘+’) and optionals (’?’) are de-sugared to remove these
operators by introducing additional rules according to the
following patterns:

The LangFuzz Implementation

Based on the methods described so far, we now assemble the different parts to get a proof-of-concept fuzzer
implementation that works as described in the overview
diagram (Figure 1) in the introduction.
Typically, LangFuzz starts with a learning phase
where the given sample code is parsed using the supplied language grammar, thereby learning code fragments (Section 4.1). The input of this learning phase
can be either a sample code base or the test suite itself.
Once the learning step is complete, LangFuzz starts to
process the test suite. All tests are parsed and the results
are cached for performance reasons.
Then the tool starts the actual working phase:

X∗  (R → ε | XR)
X+  (R → X | XR)
X?  (R → ε | X)

(zero or more)
(one or more)
(zero or one)

where X can be any complex expression. Furthermore,
sub-alternatives (e.g. R → ((A|B)C|D)), are split up into
separate rules as well. With these simplifications done,
the grammar only consists of rules for which each alternative is only a sequence of terminals and non-terminals.
While we can now skip special handling of quantifiers
and nested alternatives, these simplifications also introduce a new problem: The additional rules (synthesized
rules) created for these simplifications have no counterpart in the parser grammar and hence there are no code
examples available for them. In case our stepwise expansion contains one or more synthesized rules, we replace those by their minimal expansion as described in
Section 3.2. All other remaining non-terminals are replaced by learned code fragments as described earlier.
In our implementation, we introduced a size limitation

1. From the next test to be mutated, several fragments
(determined by an adjustable parameter, typically
1–3) are randomly selected for replacement.
2. As a single fragment can be considered as multiple types (e.g. if (true) {...} can be seen as
an if-statement but also more generally as a statement), we randomly pick one of the possible interpretations for each of those fragments.
3. Finally, the mutated test is executed and its result is
checked (Section 4.3).
5
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on these fragments to avoid placing huge code fragments
into small generated code fragments.
After code generation, the fragment replacement code
adjusts the new fragment to fit its new environment as
described in Section 3.3. For this purpose, LangFuzz
searches the remaining test for available identifiers and
maps the identifiers in the new fragment to existing ones.
The mapping is done based on the identifier name, not its
occurrence, i.e. when identifier “a” is mapped to “b”, all
occurrences of “a” are replaced by “b”. Identifiers that
are on the built-in identifier list (e.g. global objects) are
not replaced. LangFuzz can also actively map an identifier to a built-in identifier with a certain probability.

4.3

alone. In fact, most of the defects found in our experiments required multiple tests to be executed in a row to
be triggered. This is especially the case for memory corruptions (e.g. garbage collector problems) that require
longer runs and a more complex setup than a single test
could provide.
Running multiple tests in one shell has the side effect
that it increases the number of source code lines executed
within each JavaScript shell. To determine which individual tests are relevant for failure reproduction we use
the delta debugging algorithm [24] and the delta tool [9]
to filter out irrelevant test cases. The very same algorithm
also reduces the remaining number of executed source
code lines. The result is a suitably small test case.

Running Tests

4.4

In order to be able to run a mutated test, LangFuzz must
be able to run the test with its proper test harness which
contains definitions required for the test. A good example is the Mozilla test suite: The top level directory contains a file shell.js with definitions required for all tests.
Every subdirectory may contain an additional shell.js
with further definitions that might only be required for
the tests in that directory. To run a test, the JavaScript
engine must execute all shell files in the correct order,
followed by the test itself. LangFuzz implements this
logic in a test suite class which can be derived and adjusted easily for different test frameworks.
The simplest method to run a mutated test is to start the
JavaScript engine binary with the appropriate test harness files and the mutated test. But starting the JavaScript
engine is slow and starting it over and over again would
cost enormous computation time. To solve this problem,
LangFuzz uses a persistent shell: A small JavaScript program called the driver is started together with the test
harness. This way, we reduce the number of required
JavaScript engines to be started drastically. The driver
runs a set of tests within one single JavaScript engine
and signals completion when done. LangFuzz monitors
each persistent shell and records all input to it for later
reproduction. Of course the shell may not only be terminated because of a crash, but also because of timeouts
or after a certain number of tests being run. The test
driver is language dependent and needs to be adapted for
other languages (see Section 6); such a test driver would
also be required if one implemented a new fuzzer from
scratch.
Although the original motivation to use persistent
shells was to increase test throughput it has an important
side-effect. It increased the number of defects detected.
Running multiple tests within a single shell allows individual tests to influence each other. Different tests may
use the same variables or functions and cause crashes
that would not occur when running the individual tests

Parameters

LangFuzz contains a large amount of adjustable parameters, e.g. probabilities and amounts that drive decisions
during the fuzzing process. In Table 3 (see Appendix)
we provide the most common/important parameters and
their default values. Please note that all default values are
chosen empirically. Because the evaluation of a certain
parameter set is very time consuming (1–3 days per set
and repeating each set hundreds of time times to eliminate the variance introduced by random generation), it
was not feasible to compare all possible parameter combinations and how they influence the results. We tried
to use reasonable values but cannot guarantee that these
values deliver the best performance.

5

Evaluation

To evaluate how well LangFuzz discovers undetected errors in the JavaScript engines, we setup three different
experimental setups. The external validation compares
LangFuzz to the state of the art in JavaScript fuzzing.
The internal validation compares the two fragment replacement strategies used within LangFuzz: random
code generation and code mutation. Finally, we conducted a field study to check whether LangFuzz is actually up to the task to detect real defects in current state
of the art JavaScript engines.

5.1

LangFuzz vs. jsfunfuzz

The state of the art fuzzer for JavaScript is the jsfunfuzz
tool written by Ruderman [17]. The tool is widely used
and has proven to be very successful in discovering defect within various JavaScript engines. jsfunfuzz is an
active part of Mozilla’s and Google’s quality assurance
and regularly used in their development.
The differences between jsfunfuzz and LangFuzz are
significant and allow only unfair comparisons between
6
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By effectiveness, we mean how many defects each tool
is able to locate in a given period of time. Even though
the overlap might be large, it might be the case that either
tool might detect certain defects much quicker or slower
than the respective other tool. To compare the effectiveness of LangFuzz in comparison against jsfunfuzz, we
define the effectiveness as:

both tools. jsfunfuzz is highly adapted to test JavaScript
engines and contains multiple optimizations. jsfunfuzz is
designed to test new and previously untested JavaScript
features intensively. This of course required detailed
knowledge of the software project under test. Additionally, jsfunfuzz has a certain level of semantic knowledge
and should be able to construct valid programs easier.
However, for every new language feature, the program
has to be adapted to incorporate these changes into the
testing process. Also, focusing on certain semantics can
exclude certain defects from being revealed at all.
In contrast, LangFuzz bases its testing strategy solely
on the grammar, existing programs (e.g. test suites) and
a very low amount of additional language-dependent information. In practice, this means that

effectiveness =

This sets the number of defects found by LangFuzz
into relation to the number of defects found by jsfunfuzz.
Since both tools ran on the same time windows, the same
amount of time using identical amounts of resources (e.g.
CPU and RAM) we do not have to further normalize this
value.
Overall, this comparison answers the question whether
LangFuzz is a useful contribution to a quality assurance
process, even if a fuzzer such as jsfunfuzz is already
used. It is not our intention to show that either tool outperforms the other tool by any means. We believe that
such comparisons are non-beneficial since both jsfunfuzz
and LangFuzz operate on different assumptions and levels.

• changes to the language under test do not require any program maintenance apart from possible
grammar updates; and
• through the choice of test cases, LangFuzz can be
set up to cover a certain application domain.
The use of existing programs like previous regression
tests allows LangFuzz to profit from previously detected
defects. However, LangFuzz lacks a semantic background on the language which lowers the chances to obtain sane programs and produce test cases that trigger a
high amount of interaction between individual parts of
the program.
Although both tools have some differences that make
a fair comparison difficult, comparing both tools can unveil two very interesting questions:

5.1.1

Testing windows

We compared jsfunfuzz and LangFuzz using Mozilla’s
JavaScript engine TraceMonkey. There were two main
reasons why we decided to choose TraceMonkey as
comparison base. First, Mozilla’s development process
and related artifacts are publicly available—data that required internal permission was kindly provided by the
Mozilla development team. The second main reason was
that jsfunfuzz is used in Mozilla’s daily quality assurance
process which ensures that jsfunfuzz is fully functional
on TraceMonkey without investing any effort to setup
the external tool. But using TraceMonkey as reference
JavaScript engine also comes with a downside. Since
jsfunfuzz is used daily within Mozilla, jsfunfuzz had already run on every revision of the engine. This fact has
two major consequences: First, jsfunfuzz would most
likely not find any new defects; and second, the number of potential defects that can be found by LangFuzz
is significantly reduced. Consequently, it is not possible to measure effectiveness based on a single revision
of TraceMonkey. Instead we make use of the fact that
Mozilla maintains a list of defects found by jsfunfuzz.
Using this list, we used a test strategy which is based on
time windows in which no defect fixes were applied that
are based on defect reports filed by jsfunfuzz (see Figure 4). Within these periods, both tools will have equal
chances to find defects within the TraceMoney engine.

Q1. To what extend do defects detected by LangFuzz and
jsfunfuzz overlap?
By overlap, we refer to the number of defects that both
tools are able to detect. A low overlap would indicate
that LangFuzz is able to detect new defects that were not
found and most likely will not be found by jsfunfuzz.
Therefore we define the overlap as the fraction of number of defects found by both tools and the number of defects found in total. This gives us a value between zero
and one. A value of one would indicate that both tools
detected exactly the same defects. If both tools detected
totally different defects, the overlap would be zero.
overlap =

number of defects found by LangFuzz
.
number of defects found by jsfunfuzz

number of defects found by both tools
number of defects found in total

The second question to be answered by this comparison is targeted towards the effectiveness of LangFuzz.
Q2. How does LangFuzz’s detection rate compare to jsfunfuzz?
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2
Bug is
introduced

1

3

A

testing window
without jsfunfuzz
related ﬁxes

defects that where introduced between A and B which is
the testing window.
For all tests, we used the TraceMonkey development
repository. Both the tested implementation and the test
cases (approximately 3,000 tests) are taken from the development repository. As base revision, we chose revision 46549 (03f3c7efaa5e) which is the first revision
committed in July 2010, right after Mozilla Firefox 4
Beta 1 was released at June 30, 2010. Table 1 shows
the five test windows used for our experiments. The end
revision of the last testing window dates to the end of August 2010, implying that we covered almost two months
of development activity using these five windows. For
each testing window, we ran both tools for 24 hours.2
To check whether a defect detected by either tool was
introduced in the current testing window, we have to
detect the lifetime of the issue. Usually, this can be
achieved by using the bisect command provided by the
Mercurial SCM. This command allows automated testing through the revision history to find the revision that
introduced or fixed a certain defect. Additionally, we
tried to identify the corresponding issue report to check
whether jsfunfuzz found the defect in daily quality assurance routine.

jsfunfuzz
detects bug
Bug is ﬁxed

Revisions
B

(last jsfunfuzz
related ﬁx)

Figure 4: Example of a testing window with the live cycle of a single defect.

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5

start revision

end revision

46569:03f3c7efaa5e
47557:3b1c3f0e98d8
48065:7ff4f93bddaa
48350:d7c7ba27b84e
49731:aaa87f0f1afe

47557:3b1c3f0e98d8
48065:7ff4f93bddaa
48350:d7c7ba27b84e
49731:aaa87f0f1afe
51607:f3e58c264932

Table 1: The five testing windows used for the experiments. Each window is given by Mercurial revisions of
the Mozilla version archive. All windows together cover
approximately two months of development activity.

5.1.2

Within the remainder of this paper, we call these periods
testing windows.
In detail, we applied the following test strategy for
both tools:

During the experiment, jsfunfuzz identified 23 defects,
15 of which lay within the respective testing windows.
In contrast, LangFuzz found a total of 26 defects with
only 8 defects in the respective testing windows. The
larger proportion of defects outside the testing windows
for LangFuzz is not surprising since LangFuzz, unlike
jsfunfuzz, was never used on the source base before this
experiment. Figure 5 illustrates the number of defects
per fuzzer within the testing windows.
To address research question Q1, we identified three
defects found by both fuzzers. Using the definition from
Section 5.1 the overlap between LangFuzz and jsfunfuzz
is 15%. While a high overlap value would indicate that
both fuzzers could be replaced by each other, an overlap
value of 15% is a strong indication that both fuzzers find
different defects and hence supplement each other.

1. Start at some base revision f0 . Run both tools for
a fixed amount of time. Defects detected can solely
be used to analyze the overlap, not effectiveness.
2. Set n = 1 and repeat several times:
(a) Find the next revision fn starting at fn−1 that
fixes a defect found in the list of jsfunfuzz defects.
(b) Run both tools on fn − 1 for a fixed amount
of time. The defects found by both tools can
be used for effectiveness measurement if and
only if the defect was introduced between fn−1
and fn − 1 (the preceding revision of fn )1 . For
overlap measurement, all defects can be used.

LangFuzz and jsfunfuzz detect different defects
(overlap of 15%) and thus should be used
complementary to each other.

Figure 4 illustrates how such a testing window could
look like. The window starts at revision A. At some
point, a bug is introduced and shortly afterwards, the bug
gets reported by jsfunfuzz. Finally, the bug is fixed in
revision B + 1. At this point, our testing window ends
and we can use revision B for experiments and count all
1f

Result of the external comparison

To answer research question Q2, we computed the effectiveness of LangFuzz for the defects found within the
experiment.
2 For both tools we used the very same hardware. Each tool ran on
4 CPUs with the same specification. Since jsfunfuzz does not support
threading, multiple instances will be used instead. LangFuzz’s parameters were set to default values (see Table 3).

n −1

is exactly one revision before fn and spans the testing window. The testing window starts at fn−1 and ends at fn − 1 because fn is
a jsfunfuzz-induced fix.
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options(’tracejit’);
for (var j = 0; uneval({’-1’:true}); ++j) {
3
(−0).toString();
4}
1
2

jsfunfuzz
defects

8 15

LangFuzz
overlap defects

3 (15%)

8

Figure 6: Test case generated by LangFuzz causing the
TraceMonkey JavaScript interpreter to violate an internal assertion when executed. Reported as Mozilla bug
626345 [2].
This experiment should clarify whether only one of
the approaches accounts for most of the results (and the
other only slightly improves it or is even dispensable) or
if both approaches must be combined to achieve good
results.

Figure 5: Number of defects found by each fuzzer within
the testing windows and their overlap.

Compared to the 15 defects that were exclusively detected by jsfunfuzz LangFuzz with it’s eight exclusively
detected defect has an effectiveness of 15 : 8 = 53%. In
other words, LangFuzz is half as effective as jsfunfuzz.

Q3. How important is it that LangFuzz generates new
code?
Q4. How important is it that LangFuzz uses learned
code when replacing code fragments?

A generic grammar-based fuzzer like LangFuzz can be
53% as effective as a language-specific fuzzer like
jsfunfuzz.

To measure the influence of either approach, we require two independent runs of LangFuzz with different
configurations but using equal limitation on resources
and runtime. The first configuration forced LangFuzz to
use only learned code snippets for fragment replacement
(mutation configuration). The second configuration allowed code fragmentation by code generation only (generation configuration).
Intuitively, the second configuration should perform
random code generation without any code mutation at
all—also not using parsed test cases as fragmentation replacement basis. Such a setup would mean to fall back to
a purely generative approach eliminating the basic idea
behind LangFuzz. It would also lead to incomparable
results. The length of purely generated programs is usually small. The larger the generated code the higher the
chance to introduce errors leaving most of the generated
code meaningless. Also, when mutating code, we can
adjust the newly introduced fragment to the environment
(see Section 3.3). Using purely generated code instead,
this is not possible since there exists no consistent environment around the location where a fragment is inserted
(in the syntax tree at the end of generation). Although it
would be possible to track the use of identifiers during
generation the result would most likely not be comparable to results derived using code mutation.
Since we compared different LangFuzz configurations
only, there is no need to use the testing windows from the
previous experiment described in Section 5.1. Instead,
we used the two testing windows that showed most defect detection potential when comparing LangFuzz with
jsfunfuzz (see Section 5.1): W1 and W5 . Both windows

For us, it was not surprising that a tried-and-proven
language-specific fuzzer is more effective than our more
general approach. However, effectiveness does not imply
capability. The several severe issues newly discovered by
LangFuzz show that the tool is capable of finding bugs
not detected by jsfunfuzz.
5.1.3

Example for a defect missed by jsfunfuzz

For several defects (especially garbage collector related)
we believe that jsfunfuzz was not able to trigger them
due to their high complexity even after minimization.
Figure 6 shows an example of code that triggered an assertion jsfunfuzz was not able to trigger. In the original
bug report, Jesse Ruderman confirmed that he tweaked
jsfunfuzz in response to this report: “After seeing this
bug report, I tweaked jsfunfuzz to be able to trigger it.”
After adaptation, jsfunfuzz eventually produced an even
shorter code fragment triggering the assertion (we used
the tweaked version in our experiments).

5.2

Generation vs. Mutation

The last experiment compares LangFuzz with the state
of the art JavaScript engine fuzzer jsfunfuzz. The aim
of this experiment is to compare the internal fragment
replacement approaches of LangFuzz: code generation
against code mutation. The first option learned code fragments to replace code fragments while the second option
uses code generation (see Section 4.2) for replacement
instead.
9
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generation conﬁguration

11

mutation conﬁguration

14

testing window W1

6

found with both conﬁgurations

2

15

1

Figure 8: Test case generated by LangFuzz using code
generation. The code cause the TraceMonkey JavaScript
interpreter to write to a null pointer. Reported as Mozilla
bug 626436 [3].

7

tation replacement strategy. Interestingly, this proportion
is reversed in test window W5 . Here a total of 24 defects and again the majority of 15 defects were found
using both configurations. But in W5 the number of defects found by mutation configuration exceeds the number of defects found by code generation. Combining the
number of defects found by either configurations exclusively, code generation detected 13 defects that were not
detected by the mutation configuration. Vice versa, code
mutation detected 9 defects that were not detected during
the code generation configuration run. Although the majority of 29 defects found by both configurations, these
numbers and proportions show that both of LangFuzz internal fragmentation replacement approaches are crucial
for LangFuzz success and should be combined. Thus,
an ideal approach should be a mixed setting where both
code generation and direct fragment replacement is done,
both with a certain probability.

testing window W5

Figure 7: Defects found with/without code generation.

showed a high defect rate in the experimental setup described in Section 5.1 and spanned over 5,000 revisions
giving each configuration enough defect detection potential to get comparable results.
Limiting the number of testing windows to compare
the two different configurations of LangFuzz, we were
able to increase the runtime for each configuration, thus
minimizing the randomization impact on the experiment
at the same time. Both configurations ran on both testing
windows for 72 hours (complete experiment time was 12
days). For all runs we used the default parameters (see
Table 3), except for the synth.prob parameter. This
parameter can be used to force LangFuzz to use code
generation only (set to 1.0) and to ignore code generation
completely (set to 0.0).
Since the internal process of LangFuzz is driven by
randomization, we have to keep in mind that both runs
are independent and thus produce results that are hard to
compare. Thus, we should use these results as indications only.
5.2.1

( ’false’? length(input + ’’): delete(null?0:{}),0 ).
watch(’x’, function f() { });

The combination of code mutation and code
generation detects defects not detected by either
internal approach alone. Combining both approaches
makes LangFuzz successful.
5.2.2

Example of defect detected by code generation

The code shown in Figure 8 triggered an error in the
parser subsystem of Mozilla TraceMonkey. This test was
partly produced by code generation. The complex and
unusual syntactic nesting here is unlikely to happen by
only mutating regular code.

Result of the internal comparison

Figure 7 shows the results of the internal comparison
experiment as overlapping circles. The left overlapping
circle pair shows the result of the comparison using test
window W1 , the right pair the results using test window
W5 . The dark circles represent the runs using the generation configuration while the white circles represent runs
using the mutation configuration. The overlap of the dark
and white circles contains those defects that can be detected using both fragment replacement strategies. The
numbers left and right of the overlap show the number of
defects found exclusively by the corresponding configuration.
For W1 a total of 31 defect were found. The majority of 14 defects is detected by both configurations. But
11 defects were only found when using code generation
whereas six defects could only be detected using the mu-

5.2.3

Example for detected incomplete fix

The bug example shown in Figure 9 caused an assertion
violation in the V8 project and is a good example for both
an incomplete fix detected by LangFuzz and the benefits
of mutating existing regression tests: Initially, the bug
had been reported and fixed as usual. Fixes had been
merged into other branches and of course a new regression test based on the LangFuzz test has been added to
the repository. Shortly after, LangFuzz triggered exactly
the same assertion again using the newly added regression test in a mutated form. V8 developers confirmed
that the initial fix was incomplete and issued another fix.
10
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total number of defect
duplicates to non-LangFuzz defects

var loop count = 5
2 function innerArrayLiteral(n) {
3
var a = new Array(n);
4
for (var i = 0; i < n; i++) {
5
a[i] = void ! delete ’object’%
6 ˜ delete 4
7
}
8}
9 function testConstructOfSizeSize(n) {
10
var str = innerArrayLiteral(n);
11 }
12 for (var i = 0; i < loop count; i++) {
13
for (var j = 1000; j < 12000; j += 1000) {
14
testConstructOfSizeSize(j);
15
}
16 }
1

59

60

54

51
45

30
20

0

18
11

9
0

Mozilla TM
(FF4 Beta)

4

0

Mozilla TM
Chrome V8
(Type Inference) (Chrome 10 beta)

unknown

15

2
†

PHP

Figure 10: Real defects found on Mozilla, Google V8,
and PHP. These defects were reported as customer defects and their numbers are not comparable to the defect numbers in earlier figures.∗ The security lock might
hide the issue report from public because it might be exploitable. † Defects reported for PHP were not classified
security relevant.

Figure 9: Test case generated by LangFuzz discovering
an incomplete fix triggering an assertion failure in the
Google V8 JavaScript engine. Reported as Google V8
bug 1167 [4].

5.3

security related*

Google V8 Similar to the Mozilla field test, we tested
LangFuzz on the Google V8 JavaScript engine contained within the development trunk branch. At
the time of testing, Chrome 10—including the new
V8 optimization technique “Crankshaft”—was in
beta stage and fixes for this branch were regularly
merged back into the Chrome 10 beta branch.
PHP To verify LangFuzz’s language independence, we
performed a proof-of-concept adaptation to PHP;
see Section 6 for details. The experiment was conducted on the PHP trunk branch (SVN revision
309115). The experiment lasted 14 days.

Field tests

The first two experiments are targeting the external and
internal comparison of LangFuzz. But so far, we did
not check whether LangFuzz is actually capable of finding real world defects within software projects used
within industry products. To address this issue, we conducted an experiment applying LangFuzz to three different language interpreter engines: Mozilla TraceMonkey
(JavaScript), Google V8 (JavaScript), and the PHP engine. In all experiments, we used the default configuration of LangFuzz including code generation. An issue
was marked as security relevant if the corresponding development team marked the issue accordingly as security
issue. Thus the security relevance classification was external and done by experts.

5.3.1

Can LangFuzz detect real undetected defects?

For all three JavaScript engines, LangFuzz found between 51 and 59 defects (see Figure 10). For the Mozilla
TraceMonkey (FF4 Beta) branch, most left group of bars
in Figure 10, 39% of the found security issues where
classified as security related by the Mozilla development
team. Only nine defects were classified as duplicates of
bug reports not being related to our experiments. The
relatively low number of duplicates within all defect sets
shows that LangFuzz detects defects that slipped through
the quality gate of the individual projects, showing the
usefulness of LangFuzz. Although the fraction of security related defects for the Google V8 branch is lower
(19%), it is still a significant number of new security related defects being found. The number of security issues within the Mozilla TraceMonkey (Type Inference)
branch is reported as zero, simply because this branch
was not part of any product at the time of the experi-

Mozilla TraceMonkey We tested LangFuzz on the
trunk branch versions of Mozilla’s TraceMonkey
JavaScript engine that were part of the Firefox 4 release. At the time we ran this experiment, Firefox
4 and its corresponding TraceMonkey version were
pre-release (beta version). Changes to the TraceMonkey trunk branch were regularly merged back
into the main repository.
Additionally, we ran LangFuzz on Mozilla’s type
inference branch of TraceMonkey. At that time,
this branch had alpha status and has not been part
of Firefox 4 (but was eventually included in Firefox 5). Since this branch was no product branch,
no security assessment was done for issues reported
against it.
11
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exactly those issue reports filed during our field experiments. Due to the fact that some of the bug reports could
be used to exploit the corresponding browser version,
some issue reports are security locked requiring special
permission to open the bug report. At the time of writing
this paper, this affects all Google V8 issue reports.

60

total number of defects found

50

40

30

LangFuzz detected 164 real world defects in popular
JavaScript engines within four months, including
31 security related defects. On PHP, LangFuzz
detected 20 defects within 14 days.

20

10
Mozilla TM (FF4 Beta)
MozillaTM (Type Inference)
Chrome V8

0
0

20

40

60

number of days

80

100

5.3.2

Economic value

The number of defects detected by LangFuzz must be
interpreted with regard to the actual value of these defects. Many of the defects were rewarded by bug
bounty awards. Within nine month of experimenting with LangFuzz, defects found by the tool obtained
18 Chromium Security Rewards and 12 Mozilla Security
Bug Bounty Awards. We can only speculate on the potential damage these findings prevented; in real money,
however, the above awards translated into 50,000 US$ of
bug bounties. Indeed, during this period, LangFuzz became one of the top bounty collectors for Mozilla TraceMonkey and Google V8.

Figure 11: Cumulative sum of the total number of defects found depending on the length of the experiment.
Approximate 30 days for Mozilla TM (FF4 Beta) and
Google Chrome V8. We did no such analysis for PHP.
ment. This is why the Mozilla development team made
no security assessment for these issue reports.
For PHP, the number of detected defects is much lower
(see Figure 10). We considered the PHP experiment as
a proof-of-concept adaptation and invested considerably
less time into this experiment. Still, the total number of
18 defects was detected just within 14 days (1.3 defects
per day). The majority of these defects concerned memory safety violations in the PHP engine. We consider
these to be potential security vulnerabilities if an engine
is supposed to run on untrusted input. However, the PHP
development team did not classify reported issues as security relevant.
Figure 11 shows the cumulative sum of the total number of defects found depending on the length of the experiment. The length of the different plotted lines corresponds to the number of days each experiment was conducted. The result for the Mozilla TraceMonkey (FF4
Beta) branch differs in length and shape. This stems from
the fact that during this experiment (which was our first
experiment) we fixed multiple issues within LangFuzz
which did not affect the two later applied experiments.
For both Mozilla projects, LangFuzz detected constantly
new defects. The curves of the two shorter experiments
show a very steep gradient right after starting LangFuzz.
The longer the experiment, the lower the number of defects found per time period. Although this is no surprising finding, it manifests that LangFuzz quickly find defects produced by test cases that differ greatly from other
test cases used before.
The issue reports corresponding to the defects reported
during field experiments can be found online using the
links shown in Table 2. Each link references a search
query within the corresponding issue tracker showing

6

Adaptation to PHP

Although adapting LangFuzz to a new language is kept
as simple as possible, some adaptations are required.
Changes related to reading/running the respective project
test suite, integrating the generated parser/lexer classes,
and supplying additional language-dependent information (optional) are necessary. In most cases, the required
effort for these changes adaptation changes is considerably lower than the effort required to write a new language fuzzer from scratch. The following is a short description of the changes required for PHP and in general:
Integration of Parser/Lexer Classes. Given a grammar for the language, we first have to generate the
Parser/Lexer Java classes using ANTLR (automatic
step). For PHP, we choose the grammar supplied by
the PHPParser project [5].
LangFuzz uses so called high-level parser/lexer
classes that override all methods called when parsing non-terminals. These classes extract the nonterminals during parsing and can be automatically
generated from the classes provided by ANTLR.
All these classes are part of LangFuzz and get integrated into the internal language abstraction layer.
Integration of Tests. LangFuzz provides a test suite
class that must be derived and adjusted depending
12
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Experiment branch
Mozilla TM (FF4 Beta)
Mozilla TM (Type Inference)
Google V8

Link
http://tinyurl.com/lfgraph-search4
http://tinyurl.com/lfgraph-search2
http://tinyurl.com/lfgraph-search3

Table 2: Links to bug reports files during field tests. Due to security locks it might be that certain issue reports require
extended permission rights and may not be listed or cannot be opened.
on the target test suite. In the case of PHP, the original test suite is quite complex because each test is
made up of different sections (not a single source
code file). For our proof-of-concept experiment, we
only extracted the code portions from these tests,
ignoring setup/teardown procedures and other surrounding instructions. The resulting code files are
compatible with the standard test runner, so our runner class does not need any new implementation.
Adding Language-dependent Information (optional)
In this step, information about identifiers in the
grammar and global built-in objects can be provided (e.g. taken from a public specification). In the
case of PHP, the grammar in use provides a single
non-terminal in the lexer for all identifiers used in
the source code which we can add to our language
class. Furthermore, the PHP online documentation
provides a list of all built-in functions which we
can add to LangFuzz through an external file.

Both jsfunfuzz and LangFuzz make extensive use of
randomness. While some defects show up very quickly
and frequently in all runs, others are harder to detect.
Their discovery heavily depend on the time spent and
the randomness involved. In our experiments, we tried to
find a time limit that is large enough to minimize such effects but remains practical. Choosing different time limits might impact the experimental results.
For most experiments, we report the number of defects found. Some of the reported bugs might be duplicates. Duplicates should be eliminated to prevent bias.
Although we invested a lot of efforts to identify such duplicates, we cannot ensure that we detected all of these
duplicates. This might impact the number of distinct defects discovered through the experiments.

8

Fuzz testing is easy to apply, but needs languageand project-specific knowledge to be most effective.
LangFuzz is an approach to fuzz testing that can easily be
adapted to new languages (by feeding it with an appropriate grammar) and to new projects (by feeding it with an
appropriate set of test cases to mutate and extend). In our
evaluation, this made LangFuzz an effective tool in finding security violations, complementing project-specific
tools which had been tuned towards their test subject for
several years. The economic value of the bugs uncovered
by LangFuzz is best illustrated by the worth of its bugs,
as illustrated by the awards and bug bounties it raised.
We recommend our approach for simple and effective automated testing of processors of complex input, including compilers and interpreters—especially those dealing
with user-defined input.
Acknowledgments. We thank the Mozilla, Google and
PHP development teams for their support. Guillaume
Destuynder, Florian Gross, Clemens Hammacher, Christian Hammer, Matteo Maffei, and Eva May provided
helpful feedback on earlier revisions of this paper.

Adapting LangFuzz to test different languages is easy:
provide language grammar and integrate tests. Adding
language dependent information is not required but
highly recommended.

7

Conclusion

Threats to Validity

Our field experiments covered different JavaScript engines and a proof-of-concept adaptation to a second weak
typed language (PHP). Nevertheless, we cannot generalize that LangFuzz will be able to detect defects in other
interpreters for different languages. It might also be the
case that there exist specific requirements or properties
that must be met in order to make LangFuzz be effective.
Our direct comparison with jsfunfuzz is limited to a
single implementation and limited to certain versions of
this implementation. We cannot generalize the results
from these experiments. Running LangFuzz and jsfunfuzz on different targets or testing windows might change
comparison results.
The size and quality of test suites used by LangFuzz
during learning and mutating have a major impact on it’s
performance. Setups with less test cases or biased test
suites might decrease LangFuzz’s performance.
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Abstract
Return-to-user (ret2usr) attacks exploit the operating system kernel, enabling local users to hijack privileged execution paths and execute arbitrary code with elevated
privileges. Current defenses have proven to be inadequate, as they have been repeatedly circumvented, incur considerable overhead, or rely on extended hypervisors and special hardware features. We present kGuard,
a compiler plugin that augments the kernel with compact inline guards, which prevent ret2usr with low performance and space overhead. kGuard can be used with
any operating system that features a weak separation between kernel and user space, requires no modifications
to the OS, and is applicable to both 32- and 64-bit architectures. Our evaluation demonstrates that Linux kernels compiled with kGuard become impervious to a variety of control-flow hijacking exploits. kGuard exhibits
lower overhead than previous work, imposing on average
an overhead of 11.4% on system call and I/O latency on
x86 OSs, and 10.3% on x86-64. The size of a kGuardprotected kernel grows between 3.5% and 5.6%, due to
the inserted checks, while the impact on real-life applications is minimal (≤1%).

1 Introduction
The operating system (OS) kernel is becoming an increasingly attractive target for attackers [30, 60, 61, 64].
Due to the weak separation between user and kernel
space, direct transitions from more to less privileged protection domains (e.g., kernel to user space) are permissible, even though the reverse is not. As a result, bugs
like NULL pointer dereferences that would otherwise
cause only system instability, become serious vulnerabilities that facilitate privilege escalation attacks [64].
When successful, these attacks enable local users to execute arbitrary code with kernel privileges, by redirecting the control flow of the kernel to a user process.
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Such return-to-user (ret2usr) attacks have affected all
major OSs, including Windows [60], Linux [16, 18],
and FreeBSD [19, 59, 61], while they are not limited to
x86 systems [23], but have also targeted the ARM [30],
DEC [31], and PowerPC [25] architectures.
There are numerous reasons to why attacks against the
kernel are becoming more common. First and foremost,
processes running with administrative privileges have become harder to exploit due to the various defense mechanisms adopted by modern OSs [34, 52]. Second, NULL
pointer dereference errors had not received significant attention, until recently, exactly because they were thought
impractical and too difficult to exploit. In fact, 2009 has
been proclaimed, by some security researchers, as “the
year of the kernel NULL pointer dereference flaw” [15].
Third, exploiting kernel bugs, besides earning attackers administrative privileges, enables them to mask their
presence on compromised systems [6].
Previous approaches to the problem are either impractical for deployment in certain environments or can
be easily circumvented. The most popular approach
has been to disallow user processes to memory-map the
lower part of their address space (i.e., the one including
page zero). Unfortunately, this scheme has been circumvented by various means [21, 66] and is not backwards
compatible [35]. The PaX [52] patch for x86 and x86-64
Linux kernels does not exhibit the same shortcomings,
but greatly increases system call and I/O latency, especially on 64-bit systems.
Recent advances in virtualization have fostered a
wave of research on extending virtual machine monitors (VMMs) to enforce the integrity of the virtualized
guest kernels. SecVisor [62] and NICKLE [56] are two
hypervisor-based systems that can prevent ret2usr attacks
by leveraging memory virtualization and VMM introspection. However, virtualization is not always practical. Consider smartphone devices that use stripped-down
versions of Linux and Windows, which are also vulnerable to such attacks [30]. Running a complex VMM, like
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SecVisor, on current smartphones is not realistic due to
their limited resources (i.e., CPU and battery life). On
PCs, running the whole OS over a VM incurs performance penalties and management costs, while increasing the complexity and size of a VMM can introduce
new bugs and vulnerabilities [44, 58, 71]. To address the
latter, we have seen proposals for smaller and less errorprone hypervisors [65], as well as hypervisor protection
solutions [4, 67]. The first exclude mechanisms such as
SecVisor, while the second add further complexity and
overhead, and lead to a “turtles all the way down” problem,1 by introducing yet another software layer to protect
the layers above it. Addressing the problem in hardware
would be the most efficient solution, but even though Intel has recently announced a new CPU feature, named
SMEP [37], to thwart such attacks, hardware extensions
are oftentimes adopted slowly by OSs. Note that other
vendors have not publicly announced similar extensions.
We present a lightweight solution to the problem.
kGuard is a compiler plugin that augments kernel code
with control-flow assertions (CFAs), which ensure that
privileged execution remains within its valid boundaries
and does not cross to user space. This is achieved by
identifying all indirect control transfers during compilation, and injecting compact dynamic checks to attest
that the kernel remains confined. When a violation is detected, the system is halted by default, while a custom
fault handler can also be specified. kGuard is able to
protect against attacks that overwrite a branch target to
directly transfer control to user space [23], while it also
handles more elaborate, two-step attacks that overwrite
data pointers to point to user-controlled memory, and
hence hijack execution via tampered data structures [20].
Finally, we introduce two novel code diversification
techniques to protect against attacks that employ bypass trampolines to avoid detection by kGuard. A trampoline is essentially an indirect branch instruction contained within the kernel. If an attacker manages to obtain the address of such an instruction and can also control its operand, he can use it to bypass our checks. Our
techniques randomize the locations of the CFA-indirect
branch pairs, both during compilation and at runtime,
significantly reducing the attackers’ chances of guessing
their location. The main contributions of this paper can
be summarized in the following:
• We present the design and implementation of
kGuard, a compiler plugin that protects the kernel
from ret2usr attacks by injecting fine-grained inline guards during compilation. Our approach does
not require modifications to the kernel or additional
software, such as a VMM. It is also architecture in1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Turtles_all_the_way_down
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dependent by design, allowing us to compile OSs
for different target architectures and requires little
modifications for supporting new OSs.
• We introduce two code diversification techniques
to randomize the location of indirect branches, and
their associated checks, for thwarting elaborate exploits that employ bypass trampolines.
• We implement kGuard as a GCC extension, which
is freely available. Its maintenance cost is low
and can successfully compile functional x86/x8664 Linux and FreeBSD kernels. More importantly,
it can be easily combined with other compiler-based
protection mechanisms and tools.
• We assess the effectiveness of kGuard using real
privilege escalation attacks against 32- and 64-bit
Linux kernels. In all cases, kGuard was able to successfully detect and prevent the respective exploit.
• We evaluate the performance of kGuard using a set
of macro- and micro-benchmarks. Our technique
incurs minimal runtime overhead on both x86 and
x86-64 architectures. Particularly, we show negligible impact on real-life applications, and an average
overhead of 11.4% on system call and I/O latency
on x86 Linux, and 10.3% on x86-64. The space
overhead of kGuard due to the instrumentation is
between 3.5% – 5.6%, while build time increases
by 0.05% to 0.3%.
kGuard is to some extent related to previous research
on control-flow integrity (CFI) [2]. Similar to CFI,
we rely on inline checks injected before every unsafe
control-flow transfer. Nevertheless, CFI depends on a
precomputed control-flow graph for determining the permissible targets of every indirect branch, and uses binary
rewriting to inject labels and checks in binaries.
CFI is not effective against ret2usr attacks. Its integrity is only guaranteed if the attacker cannot overwrite
the code of the protected binary or execute data. During a ret2usr attack, the adversary completely controls
user space memory, both in terms of contents and rights,
and hence, can subvert CFI by prepending his shellcode
with the respective label. Additionally, CFI induces considerable performance overhead, thereby making it difficult to adopt. Ongoing work tries to overcome the limitations of the technique [72]. kGuard can be viewed
as a lightweight variant of CFI and Program Shepherding [43] that is more suitable and efficient in protecting
kernel code from ret2usr threats.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we look at how ret2usr attacks work and why
the current protection schemes are insufficient. Section 3
presents kGuard. We discuss the implementation of the
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kGuard GCC plugin in Section 4, and evaluate its effectiveness and performance in Section 5. Section 6 discusses possible extensions. Related work is in Section 7
and conclusions in Section 8.

2 Overview of ret2usr Attacks
2.1 Why Do They Work?
Commodity OSs offer process isolation through private,
hardware-enforced virtual address spaces. However, as
they strive to squeeze more performance out of the hardware, they adopt a “shared” process/kernel model for
minimizing the overhead of operations that cross protection domains, like system calls. Specifically, Unix-like
OSs divide virtual memory into user and kernel space.
The former hosts user processes, while the latter holds
the kernel, device drivers, and kernel extensions (interested readers are referred to Figure 5, in the appendix,
for more information regarding the virtual memory layout of kernel and user space in Linux).
In most CPU architectures, the segregation of the two
spaces is assisted and enforced by two hardware features.
The first is known as protection rings or CPU modes,
and the second is the memory management unit (MMU).
The x86/x86-64 CPU architecture supports four protection rings, with the kernel running in the most privileged
one (ring 0) and user applications in the least privileged
(ring 3).2 Similarly, the PowerPC platform supports two
CPU modes, SPARC and MIPS three, and ARM seven.
All these architectures also feature a MMU, which implements virtual memory and ensures that memory assigned to a ring is not accessible by less privileged ones.
Since code running in user space cannot directly access or jump into the kernel, specific hardware facilities (i.e., interrupts) or special instructions
(e.g., SYS{ENTER,CALL} and SYS{EXIT,RET} in
x86/x86-64) are provided for crossing the user/kernel
boundary. Nevertheless, while executing kernel code,
complete and unrestricted access to all memory and system objects is available. For example, when servicing a
system call for a process, the kernel has to directly access
user memory for storing the results of the call. Hence,
when kernel code is abused, it can jump into user space
and execute arbitrary code with kernel privileges. Note
that although some OSs have completely separated kernel and user spaces, such as the 32-bit XNU and Linux
running on UltraSPARC, most popular platforms use a
shared layout. In fact, on MIPS the shared address space
is mandated by the hardware.
2 Some x86/x86-64 CPUs have more than four rings. Hardwareassisted virtualization is colloquially known as ring -1, while System
Management Mode (SMM) is supposedly at ring -2.
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As a consequence, software bugs that are only a source
of instability in user space, like NULL pointer dereferences, can have more dire effects when located in the
kernel. Spengler [64] demonstrated such an attack by
exploiting a NULL pointer dereference bug, triggered by
the invocation a system call with specially crafted parameters. Earlier, it was generally thought that such flaws
could only be used to perform denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks [29], but Spengler’s exploit showed that mapping
code segments with different privileges inside the same
scope can be exploited to execute arbitrary user code
with kernel privileges. Note that SELinux [47], the hardened version of the Linux kernel, is also vulnerable to
this attack.

2.2 How Do They Work?
ret2usr attacks are manifested by overwriting kernellevel control data (e.g., return addresses, jump tables,
function pointers) with user space addresses. In early
versions of such exploits, this was accomplished by invoking a system call with carefully crafted arguments to
nullify a function pointer. When the null function pointer
is eventually dereferenced, control is transferred to address zero that resides in user space. Commonly, that address is not used by processes and is unmapped.3 However, if the attacker has local access to the system, he
can build a program with arbitrary data or code mapped
at address zero (or any other address in his program for
that matter). Notice that since the attacker controls the
program, its memory pages can be mapped both writable
and executable (i.e., W∧ X anti-measures do not apply).
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743

s o c k = f i l e −> p r i v a t e _ d a t a ;
f l a g s = ! ( f i l e −> f _ f l a g s & O_NONBLOCK) ? \
0 : MSG_DONTWAIT ;
i f ( more )
f l a g s | = MSG_MORE;
/ ∗ [ ! ] NULL p o i n t e r d e r e f e r e n c e ( s e n d p a g e ) [ ! ] ∗ /
r e t u r n sock −>ops −>s e n d p a g e ( sock , page , o f f s e t ,
size , f lag s ) ;

Snippet 1: NULL function pointer in Linux (net/socket.c)
Snippet 1 presents a straightforward NULL function
pointer vulnerability [17] that affected all Linux kernel
versions released between May 2001 and August 2009
(2.4.4/2.6.0 – 2.4.37/2.6.30.4). In this exploit, if the
sendfile system call is invoked with a socket descriptor belonging to a vulnerable protocol family, the value
of the sendpage pointer in line 742 is set to NULL.
This results in an indirect function call to address zero,
which can be exploited by attackers to execute arbitrary
code with kernel privileges. A more detailed analysis of
this attack is presented in Appendix A.
3 In Linux accessing an unmapped page, when running in kernel
mode, results into a kernel oops and subsequently causes the OS to kill
the offending process. Other OSs fail-stop with a kernel panic.
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1333
1334
1335
1336

/ ∗ [ ! ] NULL p o i n t e r d e r e f e r e n c e ( o p s ) [ ! ] ∗ /
i b u f −>ops −> g e t ( i p i p e , i b u f ) ;
o b u f = o p i p e −> b u f s + n b u f ;
∗obuf = ∗ ibuf ;

Snippet 2: NULL data pointer in Linux (fs/splice.c)

Snippet 2 shows the Linux kernel bug exploited by
Spengler [64], which is more elaborate. The ops field
in line 1334, which is a data pointer of type struct
pipe_buf_operations, becomes NULL after the
invocation of the tee system call. Upon dereferencing
ops, the effective address of a function is read via get,
which is mapped to the seventh double word (assuming
an x86 32-bit architecture) after the address pointed by
ops (i.e., due to the definition of the structure). Hence,
the kernel reads the branch target from 0x0000001C,
which is controlled by the user. This enables an attacker
to redirect the kernel to an arbitrary address.
NULL pointer dereferences are not the only attack
vector for ret2usr exploits. Attackers can partially corrupt, or completely overwrite with user space addresses,
kernel-level control data, after exploiting memory safety
bugs. Examples of common targets include, return addresses, global dispatch tables, and function pointers
stored in kernel stack and heap. In addition, other vulnerabilities allow attackers to corrupt arbitrary kernel memory, and consequently any function or data pointer, due
to the improper sanitization of user arguments [22, 23].
Use-after-free vulnerabilities due to race conditions in
FreeBSD 6.x/7.x and Linux kernels before 2.6.32-rc6
have also been used for the same purpose [19,20]. These
flaws are more complex and require multiple simultaneous kernel entrances to trigger the bug. Once they
succeed, the attacker can corrupt a pointer to a critical
kernel data structure that grants him complete control
over its contents by mapping a tampered data structure at
user space memory. If the structure contains a function
pointer, the attacker can achieve user code execution.
The end effect of all these attacks is that the kernel is hijacked and control is redirected to user space
code. Throughout the rest of this paper, we will refer
to this type of exploitation as return-to-user (ret2usr),
since it resembles the older return-to-libc [27] technique
that redirected control to existing code in the C library.
Interestingly, ret2usr attacks are yet another incarnation of the confused deputy problem [39], where a user
“cheats” the kernel (deputy) to misuse its authority and
execute arbitrary, non-kernel code with elevated privileges. Finally, while most of the attacks discussed here
target Linux, similar flaws have been reported against
FreeBSD, OpenBSD, and Windows [19, 26, 59–61].
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2.3 Limitations of Current Defenses
Restricting mmap The mitigation strategy adopted by
most Linux and BSD systems is to restrict the ability to
map the first pages of the address space to users with
administrative privileges only. In Linux and FreeBSD,
this is achieved by modifying the mmap system call to
apply the respective restrictions, as well as preventing
binaries from requesting page zero mappings. OpenBSD
completely removed the ability to map page zero, while
NetBSD has not adopted any protective measures yet.
Unfortunately, this approach has several limitations.
First and foremost, it does not solve the actual problem,
which is the weak separation of spaces. Disallowing access to lower logical addresses is merely a protection
scheme against exploits that rely on NULL pointer bugs.
If an attacker bypasses the restriction imposed by mmap,
he can still orchestrate a ret2usr attack. Second, it does
not protect against exploits where control is redirected to
memory pages above the forbidden mmap region (e.g.,
by nullifying one or two bytes of a pointer, or overwriting a branch target with an arbitrary value). Third, it
breaks compatibility with applications that rely on having access to low logical addresses, such as QEMU [5],
Wine [70], and DOSEMU [28]. Similar problems have
been reported for the FreeBSD distribution [35].
In fact, shortly after these protection mechanisms were
set in place, many techniques were developed for circumventing them. The first technique for bypassing mmap
restrictions used the brk system call for changing the
location of the program break (marked as brk offset
in Figure 5), which indicates where the heap segment
starts. By setting the break to a low logical address, it
was possible to dynamically allocate memory chunks inside page zero. Another technique used the mmap system call to map pages starting from an address above the
forbidden region and extend the allocated region downwards, by supplying the MAP_GROWSDOWN parameter to
the call. A more elaborate mechanism utilized the different execution domains supported by Linux, which can be
set with the personality system call, for executing
binaries compiled for different OSs. Specifically, an attacker could set the personality of a binary to SRV4, thus
mapping page zero, since SRV4 utilizes the lower pages
of the address space [66]. Finally, the combination of
a NULL pointer with an integer overflow has also been
demonstrated, enabling attackers to completely bypass
the memory mapping restrictions [20, 21]. Despite the
fact that all the previous techniques were fixed shortly
after they were discovered, it is possible that other approaches can (and probably will be) developed by persistent attackers, since the root cause of this new manifestation of control hijacking attacks is the weak separation
of spaces.
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Hardening with PaX UDEREF [53] and
KERNEXEC are two patches included in PaX [52]
for hardening the Linux kernel. In particular, they
provide protection against dereferencing, or branching
to, user space memory. In x86, PaX relies on memory
segmentation. It maps kernel space into an expand-down
segment that returns a memory fault whenever privileged
code tries to dereference pointers to other segments.4
In x86-64, where segmentation is not available, PaX
resorts in temporarily remapping user space memory
into a different area, using non-executable rights, when
execution enters the kernel, and restoring it when it exits.
PaX has limitations. First, it requires kernel patching
and is platform and architecture specific (i.e., x86/x86-64
Linux only). On the other hand, ret2usr attacks not only
have been demonstrated on many architectures, such as
ARM [30], DEC Alpha [31], and PowerPC [25], but also
on different OSs, like the BSDs [19, 26, 59, 61]. Second, as we experimentally confirmed, PaX incurs nonnegligible performance overhead (see Section 5). In x86,
it achieves strong isolation using the segmentation unit,
but the kernel still needs to interact with user-level processes. Hence, PaX modifies the stub that executes during kernel entry for setting the respective segments, and
also patches code that copies data to/from user space, so
as to temporarily flatten the privileged segment for the
duration of the copy. Evidently, this approach increases
system call latency. In x86-64, remapping user space requires page table manipulation, which results in a TLB
flush and exacerbates the problem [41].

3 Protection with kGuard
3.1 Overview
We propose a defensive mechanism that builds upon
inline monitoring and code diversification. kGuard is
a cross-platform compiler plugin that enforces address
space segregation, without relying on special hardware
features [37, 53] or custom hypervisors [56, 62]. It protects the kernel from ret2usr attacks with low-overhead,
by augmenting exploitable control transfers with dynamic control-flow assertions (CFAs) that, at runtime,
prevent the unconstrained transition of privileged execution paths to user space. The injected CFAs perform a
small runtime check before indirect branches to verify
that the target address is always in kernel space. If the
assertion is true, execution continues normally, while if
it fails because of a violation, execution is transferred to
a handler that was inserted during compilation. The default handler appends a warning message to the kernel
log and halts the system. We choose to coerce assertion
4 In x86, UDEREF restricts only the SS, DS, and ES segments. CS
is taken care by the accompanying KERNEXEC patch.
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failures into a kernel fail-stop to prevent unsafe conditions, such as leaving the OS into an inconsistent state
(e.g., by aborting an in-flight kernel thread that might
hold locks or other resources). In Section 6, we discuss
how we can implement custom handlers for facilitating
forensic analysis, error virtualization [63], selective confinement, and protection against persistent attacks.
After compiling a kernel with kGuard, its execution is
limited to the privileged address space segment (e.g., addresses higher than 0xC0000000 in x86 Linux and BSD).
kGuard does not rely on any mapping restriction, so the
previously restricted addresses can be dispensed to the
process, lifting the compatibility issues with various applications [5, 28, 35, 70]. Furthermore, the checks cannot
be bypassed using mmap hacks, like the ones described
in the previous section, nor can they be circumvented by
elaborate exploits that manage to jump to user space by
avoiding the forbidden low memory addresses. More importantly, the kernel can still read and write user memory,
so its functionality remains unaffected.

3.2 Threat Model
In this work, we ascertain that an adversary is able to
completely overwrite, partially corrupt (e.g., zero out
only certain bytes), or nullify control data that are stored
inside the address space of the kernel. Notice that overwriting certain data with arbitrary values, differs significantly from overwriting arbitrary kernel memory with
arbitrary values. kGuard does not deal with such an adversary. In addition, we assume that the attacker can tamper with whole data structures (e.g., by mangling data
pointers), which in turn may contain control data.
Our technique is straightforward and guarantees that
kernel/user space boundary violations are prevented.
However, it is not a panacea that protects the kernel
from all types control-flow hijacking attacks. For instance, kGuard does not address direct code-injection
inside kernel space, nor it thwarts code-reuse attacks
that utilize return-oriented/jump-oriented programming
(ROP/JOP) [7, 40]. Nevertheless, note the following.
First and foremost, our approach is orthogonal to many
solutions that do protect against such threats [4, 14, 42,
45, 53, 62]. For instance, canaries injected by the compiler [34] can be used against ret2usr attacks performed
via kernel stack-smashing. Second, the unique nature of
address space sharing casts many protection schemes, for
the aforementioned problems, ineffective. As an example, consider again the case of ROP/JOP in the kernel
setting. No matter what anti-ROP techniques have been
utilized [45, 51], the attacker can still execute arbitrary
code, as long as there is no strict process/kernel separation, by mapping his code to user space and transferring
control to it (after hijacking a privileged execution path).
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Finally, in order to protect kGuard from being subverted, we utilize a lightweight diversification technique
for the kernel’s text, which can also mitigate kernel-level
attacks that use code “gadgets” in a ROP/JOP fashion
(see Section 3.5). Overall, the aim of kGuard is not to
provide strict control-flow integrity for the kernel, but
rather to render a realistic threat ineffective.

3.3 Preventing ret2usr Attacks with CFAs
In the remainder of this section, we discuss the fundamental aspects of kGuard using examples based on x86based Linux systems. However, kGuard is by no means
restricted to 32-bit systems and Linux. It can be used
to compile any kernel that suffers from ret2usr attacks
for both 32- and 64-bit CPUs. kGuard “guards” indirect
control transfers from exploitation. In the x86 instruction set architecture (ISA), such control transfers are performed using the call and jmp instructions with a register or memory operand, and the ret instruction, which
takes an implicit memory operand from the stack (i.e.,
the saved return address). kGuard injects CFAs in both
cases to check that the branch target, specified by the respective operand, is inside kernel space.
81
73
bb
ff

f b 00 00 00 c0
05
00 00 00 00
d3
; call_lbl

;
;
;
:

cmp
jae
mov
call

$0xc0000000 ,% ebx
call_lbl
$ 0 x c 0 5 a f 8 f 1 ,% ebx
∗%ebx

Snippet 3: CFAR guard applied on an indirect call in x86
Linux (drivers/cpufreq/cpufreq.c)
r e g i s t e r void ∗ t a r g e t _ a d d r e s s ;
...
i f ( t a r g e t _ a d d r e s s < 0 xC0000000 )
t a r g e t _ a d d r e s s = &< v i o l a t i o n h a n d l e r > ;
call ∗target_address ;

Snippet 4: CFAR guard in C-like code (x86)
We use two different CFA guards, namely CFAR and
CFAM , depending on whether the control transfer that
we want to confine uses a register or memory operand.
Snippet 3 shows an example of a CFAR guard. The code
is from the show() routine of the cpufreq driver.
kGuard instruments the indirect call (call *%ebx)
with 3 additional instructions. First, the cmp instruction
compares the ebx register with the lower kernel address
0xC0000000.5 If the assertion is true, the control transfer
is authorized by jumping to the call instruction. Otherwise, the mov instruction loads the address of the violation handler (0xc05af8f1; panic()) into the branch
register and proceeds to execute call, which will result
into invoking the violation handler. In C-like code, this is
equivalent to injecting the statements shown in Snippet 4.
5 The same is true for x86 FreeBSD/NetBSD, whereas for x86-64
the check should be with address 0xFFFFFFFF80000000. OpenBSD
maps the kernel to the upper 512MB of the virtual address space, and
hence, its base address in x86 CPUs is 0xD0000000.
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57
8d
81
73
5f
e8
5f
81
73
c7
ff

;
;
;
;
;
2 d b8
;
; kmem_lbl :
00 00 00 c0 ;
;
f 1 f 8 5 a c0 ;
; call_lbl :

7b 50
f f 00 00 00 c0
06
43 d6
7b 50
05
43 50
53 50

push
lea
cmp
jae
pop
call
pop
cmpl
jae
movl
call

%e d i
0 x50 (%ebx ) ,% e d i
$0xc0000000 ,% e d i
kmem_lbl
%e d i
0 xc05af8f1
%e d i
$0xc0000000 , 0 x50 (%ebx )
call_lbl
$ 0 x c 0 5 a f 8 f 1 , 0 x50 (%ebx )
∗0 x50(% ebx )

Snippet 5: CFAM guard applied on an indirect call in x86
Linux (net/socket.c)
r e g i s t e r void ∗ t a r g e t _ a d d r e s s _ p t r ;
...
t a r g e t _ a d d r e s s _ p t r = &t a r g e t _ a d d r ;
i f ( t a r g e t _ a d d r e s s _ p t r < 0 xC0000000 )
c a l l < v i o l a t i o n handler >;
i f ( t a r g e t _ a d d r e s s < 0 xC0000000 )
t a r g e t _ a d d r e s s = &< v i o l a t i o n h a n d l e r > ;
call ∗target_address ;

Snippet 6: CFAM guard in C-like code (x86)
Similarly, CFAM guards confine indirect branches
that use memory operands.
Snippet 5 illustrates
how kGuard instruments the faulty control transfer of
sock_sendpage() (the original code is shown in
Snippet 1). The indirect call (call 0x50(%ebx);
Figure 5) is prepended by a sequence of 10 instructions
that perform two distinct assertions. CFAM not only
asserts that the branch target is within the kernel address space, but also ensures that the memory address
where the branch target is loaded from is also in kernel space. The latter is necessary for protecting against
cases where the attacker has managed to hijack a data
pointer to a structure that contains function pointers (see
Snippet 2 in Section 2.2). Snippet 6 illustrates how this
can be represented in C-like code. In order to perform
this dual check, we first need to spill one of the registers in use, unless the basic block where the CFA is
injected has spare registers, so that we can use it as a
temporary variable (i.e., edi in our example). The address of the memory location that stores the branch target
(ebx + 0x50 = 0xfa7c8538; Figure 5), is dynamically
resolved via an arithmetic expression entailing registers
and constant offsets. We load its effective address into
edi (lea 0x50(%ebx),%edi), and proceed to verify that it points in kernel space. If a violation is detected,
the spilled register is restored and control is transferred
to the runtime violation handler (call 0xc05af8f1).
Otherwise, we proceed with restoring the spilled register
and confine the branch target similarly to the CFAR case.
81
73
c7
ff

7b 50 00 00 00 c0
05
43 50 f 1 f 8 5 a c0
53 50
; call_lbl

;
;
;
:

cmpl
jae
movl
call

$0xc0000000 , 0 x50 (%ebx )
call_lbl
$ 0 x c 0 5 a f 8 f 1 , 0 x50 (%ebx
∗0 x50(% ebx )

Snippet 7: Optimized CFAM guard
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3.4 Optimizations
In certain cases, we can statically determine that the address of the memory location that holds the branch target
is always mapped in kernel space. Examples include a
branch operand read from the stack (assuming that the
attacker has not seized control of the stack pointer), or
taken from a global data structure mapped at a fixed address inside the data segment of the kernel. In this case,
the first assertion of a CFAM guard will always be true,
since the memory operand points within kernel space.
We optimize such scenarios by removing the redundant
assertion, effectively reducing the size of the inline guard
to 3 instructions. For instance, Snippet 7 depicts how we
can optimize the code shown in Snippet 5, assuming that
ebx is loaded with the address of a global symbol from
kernel’s data segment. ret instructions are always confined using the optimized CFAM variant.

3.5 Mechanism Protection
CFAR and CFAM guards, as presented thus far, provide
reliable protection against ret2usr attacks, only if the attacker exploits a vulnerability that allows him to partially control a computed branch target. Currently, all
the well known and published ret2usr exploits, which we
analyzed in Section 2 and further discuss in Section 5.1,
fall in this category. However, vulnerabilities where the
attacker can overwrite kernel memory with arbitrary values also exist [22]. When such flaws are present, exploits
could attempt to bypass kGuard. This section discusses
how we protect against such attacks.
3.5.1 Bypass Trampolines
To subvert kGuard, an attacker has to be able to determine the address of a (indirect) control transfer instruction inside the text segment of the kernel. Moreover,
he should also be able to reliably control the value of
its operand (i.e., its branch target). We shall refer to
that branch as a bypass trampoline. Note that in ISAs
with overlapping variable-length instructions, it is possible to find an embedded opcode sequence that translates
directly to a control branch in user space [40]. By overwriting the value of a protected branch target with the
address of a bypass trampoline, the attacker can successfully execute a jump to user space. The first CFA corresponding to the initially exploited branch will succeed,
since the address of the trampoline remains inside the
privileged memory segment, while the second CFA that
guards the bypass trampoline is completely bypassed by
jumping directly to the branch instruction.
Similarly, jumping in the middle of an instruction that
contains an indirect branch within, could also be used to
subvert kGuard. At this point, we would like to stress that
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if an attacker is armed with a powerful exploit for a vulnerability that allows him to overwrite arbitrary kernel
memory with arbitrary values, he can easily elevate his
privileges by overwriting the credentials associated with
a process under his control. In other words, the attacker
can achieve his goal without violating the control-flow
by jumping into user-level shellcode.
3.5.2 Code Diversification Against Bypasses
kGuard implements two diversification techniques that
aid in thwarting attacks exploiting bypass trampolines.
Code inflation This technique reshapes the kernel’s
text area. We begin with randomizing the starting address of the text segment. This is achieved by inserting a random NOP sled at its beginning, which effectively shifts all executable instructions by an arbitrary
offset. Next, we continue by inserting NOP sleds of random length at the beginning of each CFA. The end result
is that the location of every indirect control transfer instruction is randomized, making it harder for an attacker
to guess the exact address of a confined branch to use as
a bypass trampoline. The effects of the sleds are cumulative because each one pushes all instructions and NOP
sleds following, further to higher memory addresses. The
size of the initial sled is chosen by kGuard based on the
target architecture. For example, in Linux and BSD the
kernel space is at least 1GB. Hence, we can achieve more
than 20 bits of entropy (i.e., the NOP sled can be ≥ 1MB)
without notably consuming address space.
The per-CFA NOP sled is randomly selected from a
user-configured range. By specifying the range, users
can trade higher overhead (both in terms of space and
speed), for a smaller probability that an attacker can reliably obtain the address of a bypass trampoline. An important assumption of the aforementioned technique is
the secrecy of the kernel’s text and symbols. If the attacker has access to the binary image of the confined kernel or is armed with a kernel-level memory leak [32], the
probability of successfully guessing the address of a bypass trampoline increases. We posit that assigning safe
file permissions to the kernel’s text, modules, and debugging symbols is not a limiting factor.6 In fact, this is
considered standard practice in OS hardening, and is automatically enabled in PaX and similar patches, as well
as the latest Ubuntu Linux releases. Also note that the
kernel should harden access to the system message ring
buffer (dmesg), in order to prevent the leakage of kernel
addresses.7
6 This can be trivially achieved by changing the permissions in the
file system to disallow reads, from non-administrative users, in /boot
and /lib/modules in Linux/FreeBSD, /bsd in OpenBSD, etc.
7 In Linux, this can be done by asserting the kptr_restrict [24]
sysctl option that hides exposed kernel pointers in /proc interfaces.
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Figure 1: CFA motion synopsis. kGuard relocates each inline guard and protected branch, within a certain window, by
routinely rewriting the text segment of the kernel.

CFA motion The basic idea behind this technique is
the “continuous” relocation of the protected branches
and injected guards, by rewriting the text segment of the
kernel. Figure 1 illustrates the concept. During compilation, kGuard emits information regarding each injected CFA, which can be used later for relocating the
respective code snippets. Specifically, kGuard logs the
exact location of the CFA inside kernel’s text, the type
and size of the guard, the length of the prepended NOP
sled, as well as the size of the protected branch. Armed
with that information, we can then migrate every CFA
and indirect branch instruction separately, by moving it
inside the following window: sizeof(nop_sled)
+ sizeof(cfa) + sizeof(branch). Currently,
we only support CFA motion during kernel bootstrap. In
Linux, this is performed after the boot loader (e.g., LILO,
GNU GRUB) extracts the kernel image and right before
jumping to the setup() routine [8]. In BSDs, we perform the relocation after the boot program has executed
and right before transferring control to the machinedependent initialization routines (i.e., mi_startup()
in FreeBSD and main() in {Net, Open}BSD) [49]. Finally, note that CFA motion can also be performed at
runtime, on a live system, by trading runtime overhead
for safety. In Section 6, we discuss how we can expand
our current implementation, with moderate engineering
effort, to support real-time CFA migration.
To further protect against evasion, kGuard can be
combined with other techniques that secure kernel code
against code-injection [46] and code-reuse attacks [45,
51]. That said, mind that ret2usr violations are detected
at runtime, and hence one false guess is enough for identifying the attacker and restricting his capabilities (e.g.,
by revoking his access to prevent brute-force attacks). In
Section 6, we further discuss how kGuard can deal with
persistent threats.
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Figure 2: Architectural overview of GCC. The compilation
process involves 3 distinct translators (frond-end, middle-end,
back-end), and more than 250 optimization passes. kGuard is
implemented as a back-end optimization pass.

4 Implementation
We implemented kGuard as a set of modifications to the
pipeline of a C compiler. Specifically, we instrument the
intermediate language (IL) used during the translation
process, in order to perform the CFA-based confinement
discussed in Section 3. Our implementation consists of
a plugin for the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) that
contains the “de-facto” C compiler for building Linux
and BSD kernels. Note that although other compilers,
such as Clang and PCC, are capable of building much
of Linux/FreeBSD and NetBSD/OpenBSD respectively,
they are not officially supported by the corresponding development groups, due to the excessive use of the GNU
C dialect in the kernel.
Starting with v4.5.1, GCC has been re-designed for
facilitating better isolation between its components, and
allowing the use of plugins for dynamically adding features to the translators without modifying them. Figure 2 illustrates the internal architecture of GCC. The
compilation pipeline is comprised by 3 distinct components, namely the front-end, middle-end, and backend, which transform the input into various ILs (i.e.,
GENERIC, GIMPLE, and RTL). The kGuard plugin
consists of ∼1000 lines of code in C and builds into a
position-independent (PIC) dynamic shared object that
is loaded by GCC. Upon loading kGuard, the plugin
manager of GCC invokes plugin_init() (i.e., the
initialization callback assumed to be exported by every plugin), which parses the plugin arguments (if any)
and registers pass_branchprot as a new “optimization” pass.8 Specifically, we chain our instrumentation
callback, namely branchprot_instrument(), after the vartrack RTL optimization pass, by calling GCC’s register_callback() function and requesting to hook with the pass manager (see Figure 2).
8 Currently, kGuard accepts 3 parameters: stub, nop, and log.
stub provides the runtime violation handler, nop stores the maximum
size of the random NOP sled inserted before each CFA, and log is used
to define an instrumentation logfile for CFA motion.
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The reasons for choosing to implement the instrumentation logic at the RTL level, and not as annotations to
the GENERIC or GIMPLE IL, are mainly the following.
First, by applying our assertions after most of the important optimizations have been performed, which may result into moving or transforming instructions, we guarantee that we instrument only relevant code. For instance,
we do not inject CFAs for dead code or control transfers that, due to optimization transformations like inline
expansion, do not need to be confined. Second, we secure implicit control transfers that are exposed later in
the translation (e.g., after the High-GIMPLE IL has been
“lowered”). Third, we tightly couple the CFAs with the
corresponding unsafe control transfers. This way, we
protect the guards from being removed or shifted from
the respective points of check, due to subsequent optimization passes (e.g., code motion). For more information regarding the internals of RTL instrumentation, interested readers are referred to Appendix B.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we present the results from the evaluation
of kGuard both in terms of performance and effectiveness. Our testbed consisted of a single host, equipped
with two 2.66GHz quad-core Intel Xeon X5500 CPUs
and 24GB of RAM, running Debian Linux v6 (“squeeze”
with kernel v2.6.32). Note that while conducting our
performance measurements, the host was idle with no
other user processes running apart from the evaluation
suite. Moreover, the results presented here are mean values, calculated after running 10 iterations of each experiment; the error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals. kGuard and the corresponding Linux kernels were
compiled with GCC v4.5.1, and unless otherwise noted,
we used Debian’s default configuration that results into a
complete build of the kernel, including all modules and
device drivers. Finally, we configured kGuard to use a
random NOP sled of 20 instructions on average. Mind
you that we also measured the effect of various NOP sled
sizes, which was insignificant for the range 0 – 20.

5.1 Preventing Real Attacks
The main goal of the effectiveness evaluation is to apply kGuard on commodity OSs, and determine whether
it can detect and prevent real-life ret2usr attacks. Table 1
summarizes our test suite, which consisted of a collection of 8 exploits that cover a broad spectrum of different
flaws, including direct NULL pointer dereferences, control hijacking via tampered data structures (data pointer
corruption), function and data pointer overwrite, arbitrary kernel-memory nullification, and ret2usr via kernel
stack-smashing.
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CFAM
CFAM opt
CFAR
Total

call
20767
2253
6325
29345

x86 kernel
jmp
ret
1803
—
12
113053
0
—
1815
113053

call
17740
1789
8780
28309

x86-64 kernel
jmp
ret
1732
—
0
105895
0
—
1732
105895

Table 2: Number of indirect branches instrumented by
kGuard in the vanilla Linux kernel v2.6.32.39.

We instrumented 10 different vanilla Linux kernels,
ranging from v2.6.18 up to v2.6.34, both in x86 and x8664 architectures. Additionally, in this experiment, we
used a home-grown violation handler for demonstrating
the customization features of kGuard. Upon the detection of a ret2usr attack, the handler takes a snapshot of
the memory that contains the user-provided code for analyzing the behavior of the offending process. Such a
feature could be useful in a honeypot setup for performing malware analysis and studying new ret2usr exploitation vectors. All kernels were compiled with and without kGuard, and tested against the respective set of exploits. In every case, we were able to successfully detect
and prevent the corresponding exploitation attempt. Also
note that the tested exploits circumvented the page mapping restrictions of Linux, by using one or more of the
techniques discussed in Section 2.3.

5.2 Translation Overhead
We first quantify the additional time needed to inspect the
RTL IL and emit the CFAs (see Section 4). Specifically,
we measured the total build time with Unix’s time utility, when compiling the v2.6.32.39 Linux kernel natively
and with kGuard. On average, we observed a 0.3% increase on total build time on the x86 architecture, and
0.05% on the x86-64. Moreover, the size of the kernel image/modules was increased by 3.5%/0.43% on the
x86, and 5.6%/0.56% on the x86-64.
In Table 2, we show the number of exploitable
branches instrumented by kGuard, categorized by architecture, and confinement and instruction type. As
expected, ret instructions dominate the computed
branches. Note that both in x86 and x86-64 scenarios, we were able to optimize approximately 10% of
the total indirect calls via memory locations, using the
optimization scheme presented in Section 3.4. Overall, the drivers/ subsystem was the one with the
most instrumentations, followed by fs/, net/, and
kernel/. Additionally, a significant amount of instrumented branches was due to architecture-dependent code
(arch/) and “inlined” C functions (include/).
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Vulnerability
CVE-2009-1897
CVE-2009-2692
CVE-2009-2908
CVE-2009-3547
CVE-2010-2959
CVE-2010-4258
EDB-15916
CVE-2009-3234

Description

Impact

NULL function pointer dereference in drivers/net/tun.c due to compiler optimization
NULL function pointer dereference in net/socket.c due to improper initialization
NULL data pointer dereference in fs/ecryptfs/inode.c due to a negative reference
counter (function pointer affected via tampered data flow)
data pointer corruption in fs/pipe.c due to a use-after-free bug (function pointer under
user control via tampered data structure)
function pointer overwrite via integer overflow in net/can/bcm.c
function pointer overwrite via arbitrary kernel memory nullification in kernel/exit.c
NULL function pointer overwrite via a signedness error in Phonet protocol (function
pointer affected via tampered data structure)
ret2usr via kernel stack buffer overflow in kernel/perf_counter.c (return address is
overwritten with user space memory)

x86
√
√
√

2.6.30–2.6.30.1
2.6.0–2.6.30.4
2.6.31
≤ 2.6.32-rc6
2.6.{27.x, 32.x, 35.x}
≤ 2.6.36.2
2.6.34
2.6.31-rc1

Exploit
x86-64
—
√
√

√

√

√
√
√

—
√
√

√

√

√
: detected and prevented successfully —: exploit unavailable

Table 1: Effectiveness evaluation suite. We instrumented 10 x86/x86-64 vanilla Linux kernels, ranging from v2.6.18 to v2.6.34,
for assessing kGuard. We successfully detected and prevented all the listed exploits.

5.3 Performance Overhead
The injected CFAs also introduce runtime latency. We
evaluated kGuard to quantify this overhead and establish a set of performance bounds for different types of
system services. Moreover, we used the overhead imposed by PaX (i.e., UDEREF [53] and KERNEXEC) as
a reference. Mind you that on x86, PaX offers protection
against ret2usr attacks by utilizing the segmentation unit
for isolating the kernel from user space. In x86-64 CPUs,
where segmentation is not supported by the hardware, it
temporarily remaps user space into a different location
with non-execute permissions.
Macro benchmarks We begin with the evaluation of
kGuard using a set of real-life applications that represent different workloads. In particular, we used a kernel
build and two popular server applications. The Apache
web server, which performs mainly I/O, and the MySQL
RDBMS that is both I/O driven and CPU intensive. We
run all the respective tests over a vanilla Linux kernel
v2.6.32.39, the same kernel patched with PaX, and instrumented with kGuard.
First, we measured the time taken to build a vanilla
Linux kernel (v2.6.32.39), using the Unix time utility.
On the x86, the PaX-protected kernel incurs a 1.26%
run-time overhead, while on the x86-64 the overhead is
2.89%. In contrast, kGuard ranges between 0.93% on
x86-64, and 1.03% on x86. Next, we evaluated MySQL
v5.1.49 using its own benchmark suite (sql-bench).
The suite consists of four different tests, which assess
the completion time of various DB operations, like table
creation and modification, data selection and insertion,
and so forth. On average, kGuard’s slowdown ranges
from 0.85% (x86-64) to 0.93% (x86), while PaX lies
between 1.16% (x86) and 2.67% (x86-64). Finally, we
measured Apache’s performance using its own utility ab
and static HTML files of different size. We used Apache
v2.2.16 and configured it to pre-fork all the worker processes (pre-forking is a standard multiprocessing module), in order to avoid high fluctuations in performance,
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due to Apache spawning extra processes for handling the
incoming requests at the beginning of our experiments.
We chose files with sizes of 1KB, 10KB, 100KB, and
1MB, and measured the average throughput in requests
per second (req/sec). All other options were left to their
default setting. The kernel patched with PaX incurs an
average slowdown that ranges between 0.01% and 0.09%
on the x86, and 0.01% and 1.07% on x86-64. In antithesis, kGuard’s slowdown lies between 0.001% and 0.01%.
Overall, our results indicate that in both x86 and x86-64
Linux the impact of kGuard in real-life applications is
negligible (≤1%).
Micro benchmarks Since the injected CFAs are distributed throughout many kernel subsystems, such as the
essential net/ and fs/, we used the LMbench [50] microbenchmark suite to measure the impact of kGuard
on the performance of core kernel system calls and
facilities. We focus on both latency and bandwidth.
For the first, we measured the latency of entering the
OS, by investigating the null system call (syscall)
and the most frequently used I/O-related calls: read,
write, fstat, select, open/close. Additionally, we measured the time needed to install a signal
with sigaction, inter-process communication (IPC)
latency with socket and pipe, and process creation
latency with fork+{exit, execve, /bin/sh}.
Figure 3 summarizes the latency overhead of kGuard
in contrast to the vanilla Linux kernel and a kernel with
the PaX patch applied and enabled. Note that the time
is measured in microseconds (µ sec). kGuard ranges
from 2.7% to 23.5% in x86 (average 11.4%), and 2.9%
to 19.1% in x86-64 (average 10.3%). In contrast, the
PaX-protected kernel exhibits a latency ranging between
5.6% and 257% (average 84.5%) on the x86, whereas on
x86-64, the latency overhead ranges between 19% and
531% (average 172.2%). Additionally, kGuard’s overhead for process creation (in both architectures) lies between 7.1% and 9.7%, whereas PaX ranges from 8.1%
to 56.3%.
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Figure 3: Latency overhead incurred by kGuard and PaX on essential system calls (x86/x86-64 Linux).
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Figure 4: IPC bandwidth achieved by kGuard and PaX, using
TCP (PF_INET), Unix sockets (PF_UNIX), and pipes.

As far as bandwidth is concerned, we measured the
degradation imposed by kGuard and PaX in the maximum achieved bandwidth of popular IPC facilities, such
as sockets and pipes. Figure 4 shows our results (bandwidth is measured in MB/s). kGuard’s slowdown ranges
between 3.2% – 10% on x86 (average 6%), and 5.25%
– 9.27% on x86-64 (average 6.6%). PaX’s overhead
lies between 19.9% – 58.8% on x86 (average 37%),
and 21.7% – 78% on x86-64 (average 42.8%). Overall,
kGuard exhibits lower overhead on x86-64, due to the
fewer CFAM guards (see Table 2). Recall that CFAR confinement can be performed with just 3 additional instructions, and hence incurs less run-time overhead, whereas
CFAM might need up to 10 (e.g., when we cannot optimize). However, the same is not true for PaX, since the
lack of segmentation in x86-64 results in higher performance penalty.
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6 Discussion and Future Work

vanilla
PaX
kGuard

Custom violation handlers kGuard’s default violation
handler appends a message in system log and halts the
OS. We coerce assertion violations into a kernel fail-stop
to prevent brute-force attempts and to avoid leaving the
OS in inconsistent states (e.g., by aborting an in-flight
kernel thread that holds a lock). However, kGuard can be
configured to use a custom handler. Upon enabling this
option, our instrumentation becomes slightly different.
Instead of overwriting offending branch targets with the
address of our handler, we push the value of the branch
target into the stack and invoke the handler directly. In
the case of a CFAR guard this means that the mov instruction (see Snippet 3) will be replaced with a push
and call. CFAM guards are modified accordingly.
This instrumentation increases slightly the size of our
inline guards, but does not incur additional overhead,
since the extra instructions are on the error path. Additionally, the custom violation handler has access to the
location where the violation occurred, by reading the return address of the callee (pushed into the stack from
call), as well as to the offending branch target (passed
as argument to the handler). Using that information,
one can implement adaptive defense mechanisms, including selective confinement (e.g., deal with VMware’s
I/O backdoor that needs to “violate” protection domains),
error virtualization [63], as well as forensic analysis (e.g.,
dump the shellcode). The latter can be useful in honeypot
setups for studying new ret2usr exploitation vectors.
Persistent threats By building upon the previous feature, we implemented a handler that actively responds to
persistent threats (i.e., users that repeatedly try to perform a ret2usr attack). Once invoked, due to a violation,
it performs the following. First, it checks the execution
context of the kernel to identify if it runs inside a user-
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level process or an interrupt handler. If the violation occurred while executing an interrupt service routine, or
the current execution path is holding a lock9 , then we
fail-stop the kernel. Else, if the kernel is preemptible, we
terminate all processes with the same uid of the offending process and prevent the user from logging in. Other
possible approaches include inserting an exponentially
increased delay for user logins (i.e., make the bruteforce
attack slow and impractical), activate CFA motion, etc.
Future considerations Currently, we investigate how
to apply the CFA motion technique (see Section 3.5),
while a kernel is running and the OS is live. Our early
Linux prototype utilizes a dedicated kernel thread, which
upon a certain condition, freezes the kernel and performs rewriting. Thus far, we achieve CFA relocation
in a coarse-grained manner, by exploiting the suspend
subsystem of the Linux kernel. Specifically, we bring
the system to pre-suspend state for preventing any kernel code from being invoked during the relocation (note
that the BSD OSs have similar facilities). Possible events
to initiate live CFA motion are the number of executed
system calls or interrupts (i.e., diversify the kernel every n invocation events), CFA violations, or in the case
of smartphone devices, dock station attach and charging.
However, our end goal is to perform CFA motion in a
more fine-grained, non-interruptible and efficient manner, without “locking” the whole OS.

7 Related Work
kGuard is inspired by the numerous compiler-based techniques that explicitly or implicitly constrain control flow
and impose a specific execution policy. StackGuard [14]
and ProPolice [34] are GCC patches that extend the behavior of the translator for inserting a canary word prior
to the saved return address on the stack. The canary is
checked again before a function return is performed, and
execution is halted if it has been overwritten (e.g., due to
a stack-smashing attack). Stack Shield [1] is a similar extension that saves the return address, upon function entry,
into a write-protected memory area that is not affected by
buffer overflows and restores it before returning.
Generally, these approaches have limitations [9, 69].
However, they significantly mitigate real-life exploits by
assuring that functions will always return to caller sites,
incur low performance overhead, and do not require any
change to the runtime environment or platform of the
protected applications. For these reasons, they have been
adopted by mainstream compilers, such as GCC, and enabled by default in many BSD and Linux distributions.
9 In

Linux, we can check if the kernel is holding locks by
looking at the preempt_count variable in the current process’s
thread_info structure [48].
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kGuard operates analogously, by hooking to the compilation process and dynamically instrumenting code with
inline guards. However, note that we leverage the plugin
API of GCC, and do not require patching the compiler
itself, thus aiding the adoption of kGuard considerably.
More importantly, since stack protection is now enabled
by default, kGuard can be configured to offload the burden of dealing with the integrity of return control data
to GCC. If random XOR canaries [14] are utilized, then
any attempt to tamper with saved return addresses on the
stack, for redirecting the privileged control flow to user
space, will be detected and prevented. Hence, the protection of kernel-level ret instructions with CFAs can be
turned off. Note that during our preliminary evaluation
we also measured such a scenario. The average overhead
of kGuard, with no ret protection, on system call and
I/O latency was 6.5% on x86 and 5.4% on x86-64, while
its impact on real-life applications was ≤ 0.5%. This
“offloading” cannot be performed in the case of simple
random canaries or terminator canaries. Nevertheless, it
demonstrates that our approach is indeed orthogonal to
complementary mitigation schemes, and operates nicely
with confinement checks injected during compile time.
PointGuard [13] is another GCC extension that works
by encrypting all pointers while they reside in memory and decrypting them before they are loaded into a
CPU register. PointGuard could provide some protection
against ret2usr attacks, especially if a function pointer is
read directly from user-controlled memory [20]. However, it cannot deal with cases where an attacker can nullify kernel-level function pointers by exploiting a race
condition [19] or supplying carefully crafted arguments
to buggy system calls [23]. In such scenarios, the respective memory addresses are altered by legitimate code
(i.e., kernel execution paths), and not directly by the attacker. kGuard provides solid protection against ret2usr
attacks by policing every computed control transfer for
kernel/user space boundary violations.
Other compiler-based approaches include DFI [11]
that enforces data flow integrity based on a statically calculated reaching definition analysis. However, the main
focus of DFI, and similar techniques [3, 12, 33], is the
enforcement of spatial safety for mitigating bounds violations and preventing bounds-related vulnerabilities.
Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [2], Program Shepherding [43], and Strata [57], employ binary rewriting and
dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) for retrofitting security enforcement capabilities into unmodified binaries.
The major issue with such approaches has been mainly
the large performance overhead they incur, as well as
the reliance on interpretation engines, which complicates
their adoption. Program Shepherding exhibits ∼100%
overhead on SPEC benchmarks, while CFI has an average overhead of 15%, and a maximum of 45%, on the
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same test suite. CFI-based techniques rewrite programs
so that every branch target is given a label, and each indirect branch instruction is prepended with a check, which
ensures that the target’s label is in accordance with a precomputed control-flow graph (CFG). Unfortunately, CFI
is not effective against ret2usr attacks. The integrity of
the CFI mechanism is guaranteed as long as the attacker
cannot overwrite the code of the protected binary, or execute user-provided data. However, during a ret2usr attack, the attacker completely controls user space memory, both in terms of contents and rights. Therefore, CFI
can be subverted by prepending user-provided shellcode
with the respective label.
As an example, consider again Snippet 1 and assume
that the attacker has managed to overwrite the function pointer sendpage with an address pointing in user
space. CFI will prepend the instruction that invokes
sendpage with an inline check that fetches a label
ID (placed right before the first instruction in functions
that sendpage can point to), and compares it with the
allowed label IDs. If the two labels match, the control transfer will be authorized. Unluckily, since the attacker controls the contents and rights of the memory
that sendpage is now pointing, he can easily prepend
his code with the label ID that will authorize the control
transfer. Furthermore, Petroni and Hicks [55] noted that
computing in advance a precise CFG for a modern kernel
is a nontrivial task, due to the rich control structure and
the several levels of interrupt handling and concurrency.
CFI-based proposals can be combined with kGuard to
overcome the individual limitations of each technique.
kGuard can guarantee that privileged execution will always be confined in kernel space, thus leaving no other
options to attackers than targeting kernel-level control
flow violations, which can be solidly protected by CFI.
Garfinkel and Rosenblum proposed Livewire [36],
which was the first system that used a virtual machine
monitor (VMM) for implementing invariant-based kernel protection. Similarly, Grizzard uses a VMM for monitoring kernel execution and validating control flow [38].
For LMBench, he reports an average of 30% overhead,
and a maximum of 74%, on top of VMM’s performance
penalty. SecVisor [62] is a tiny hypervisor that ensures
the integrity of commodity OS kernels. It relies on physical memory virtualization for protecting against code
injection attacks and kernel rootkits, by allowing only
approved code to execute in kernel mode and ensuring
that such code cannot be modified. However, it requires
modern CPUs that support virtualization in hardware,
as well as kernel patching to add the respective hypercalls that authorize module loading. Along the same
lines, NICKLE [56] offers similar guarantees, without
requiring any OS modification, by relying on an innovative memory shadowing scheme and real-time kernel
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code authentication via VMM introspection. Petroni and
Hicks proposed state-based CFI (SBCFI) [55], which reports violations of the kernel’s control flow due to the
presence of rootkits. Similarly, Lares [54] and HookSafe [68] protect kernel hooks (including function pointers) from being manipulated by kernel malware. The focus of those techniques, however, has been kernel attestation and kernel code integrity [10], which is different
from the control-flow integrity of kernel code. On the
other hand, kGuard focuses on solving a different problem: privilege escalation via hijacked kernel-level execution paths. Although VMMs provide stronger security
guarantees than kGuard, and SecVisor and NICKLE can
prevent ret2usr attacks by refusing execution from user
space while running in kernel mode, they incur larger
performance penalties and require running the whole OS
over custom hypervisors and specialized hardware. It is
also worth noting that SecVisor and NICKLE cannot protect against execution hijacking via tampered data structures containing control data [18,20]. kGuard offers solid
protection against that type of ret2usr due to the way it
handles control data stored in memory.
Supervisor Mode Execution Prevention (SMEP) [37]
is an upcoming Intel CPU feature, which prevents code
executing in kernel mode from branching to code located
in pages without the supervisor bit set in their page table
entry. Although it allows for a confinement mechanism
similar to PaX with zero performance penalty, it is platform specific (i.e., x86, x86-64), requires kernel patching, and does not protect legacy systems.

8 Conclusions
We presented kGuard, a lightweight compiler-based
mechanism that protects the kernel from ret2usr attacks.
Unlike previous work, kGuard is fast, flexible, and offers cross-platform support. It works by injecting finegrained inline guards during the translation phase that
are resistant to bypass, and it does not require any modification to the kernel or additional software such as a
VMM. kGuard can safeguard 32- or 64-bit OSs that map
a mixture of code segments with different privileges inside the same scope and are susceptible to ret2usr attacks.
We believe that kGuard strikes a balance between safety
and functionality, and provides comprehensive protection from ret2usr attacks, as demonstrated by our extensive evaluation with real exploits against Linux.

Availability
The prototype implementation of kGuard is freely available at: http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~vpk/
research/kguard/
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Figure 5 illustrates the steps taken by a malicious process
to exploit the vulnerability shown in Snippet 1 (in x86).
It starts by invoking the sendfile system call with the
offending arguments (i.e., a datagram socket of a vulnerable protocol family, such as PF_IPX). The corresponding libc wrapper (0xb7f50d20) traps to the OS via the
sysenter instruction (0xb7fe2419) and the generated
software interrupt leads to executing the system call handler of Linux (sysenter_do_call()). The handler
dynamically resolves the address of sys_sendfile
(0xc01d0ccf) using the array sys_call_table,
which includes the kernel-level address of every supported system call indexed by system call number
(0xc01039db).10 Privileged execution then continues
until the offending sock_sendpage() routine is invoked. Due to the arguments passed in sendfile, the
value of the sendpage pointer (0xfa7c8538) is NULL
and results in an indirect function call to address zero.
This transfers control to the attacker, who can execute
arbitrary code with kernel privileges.

B GCC RTL Instrumentation Internals
branchprot_instrument(), our instrumentation
callback, is invoked by GCC’s pass manager for every
translation unit after all the RTL optimizations have been
applied, and exactly before target code is emitted. At that
point, the corresponding translation unit is maintained
as graph of basic blocks (BBs) that contain chained sequences of RTL instructions, also known as rtx expressions (i.e., LISP-like assembler code for an abstract machine with infinite registers). GCC maintains a specific
graph-based data structure (call-graph) that holds
information for every internal/external call site. However, indirect control transfers are not represented in it

Figure 5: Control transfers that occur during the exploitation
of a ret2usr attack. The sendfile system call, on x86 Linux,
causes a function pointer in kernel to become NULL, illegally
transferring control to user space code.
and are assumed to be control-flow neutral. For that reason we perform the following. We begin by iterating
over all the BBs and rtx expressions of the respective
translation unit, selecting only the computed calls and
jumps. This includes rtx objects of type CALL_INSN
or JUMP_INSN that branch via a register or memory
location. Note that ret instructions are also encoded
as rtx objects of type JUMP_INSN. Next, we modify
the rtx expression stream for inserting the CFAR and
CFAM guards. The CFAR guards are inserted by splitting the original BB into 3 new ones. The first hosts
all the rtx expressions before {CALL, JUMP}_INSN,
along with the random NOP sled and two more rtx expressions that match the compare (cmp) and jump (jae)
instructions shown in Snippet 3. The second BB contains
the code for loading the address of the violation handler
into the branch register (i.e., mov in x86), while the last
BB contains the actual branch expression along with the
remaining rtx expressions of the original BB. Note that
the process also involves altering the control-flow graph,
by chaining the new BBs accordingly and inserting the
proper branch labels to ensure that the injected code remains inlined. CFAM instrumentation is performed in a
similar fashion.

10 The address 0xc03fd3a8 corresponds to the kernel-level memory
address of sys_call_table.
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Abstract
In recent years, the deployment of many applicationlevel countermeasures against memory errors and the increasing number of vulnerabilities discovered in the kernel has fostered a renewed interest in kernel-level exploitation. Unfortunately, no comprehensive and wellestablished mechanism exists to protect the operating
system from arbitrary attacks, due to the relatively new
development of the area and the challenges involved.
In this paper, we propose the first design for finegrained address space randomization (ASR) inside the
operating system (OS), providing an efficient and comprehensive countermeasure against classic and emerging attacks, such as return-oriented programming. To
motivate our design, we investigate the differences with
application-level ASR and find that some of the wellestablished assumptions in existing solutions are no
longer valid inside the OS; above all, perhaps, that information leakage becomes a major concern in the new context. We show that our ASR strategy outperforms stateof-the-art solutions in terms of both performance and security without affecting the software distribution model.
Finally, we present the first comprehensive live rerandomization strategy, which we found to be particularly
important inside the OS. Experimental results demonstrate that our techniques yield low run-time performance overhead (less than 5% on average on both SPEC
and syscall-intensive benchmarks) and limited run-time
memory footprint increase (around 15% during the execution of our benchmarks). We believe our techniques
can greatly enhance the level of OS security without
compromising the performance and reliability of the OS.

1

Introduction

Kernel-level exploitation is becoming increasingly popular among attackers, with local and remote exploits surfacing for Windows [5], Linux [2], Mac OS X [3], BSD
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variants [37, 4], and embedded operating systems [25].
This emerging trend stems from a number of important
factors. First, the deployment of defense mechanisms for
user programs has made application-level exploitation
more challenging. Second, the kernel codebase is complex, large, and in continuous evolution, with many new
vulnerabilities inevitably introduced over time. Studies
on the Linux kernel have shown that its codebase has
more than doubled with a steady fault rate over the past
10 years [55] and that many known but potentially critical bugs are at times left unpatched indefinitely [29].
Third, the number of targets in large-scale attacks is significant, with a plethora of internet-connected machines
running the same kernel version independently of the
particular applications deployed. Finally, an attacker has
generally more opportunities inside the OS, for example
the ability to disable in-kernel defense mechanisms or
the option to execute shellcode at the user level (similar
to classic application-level attacks) or at the kernel level
(approach taken by kernel rootkits).
Unfortunately, existing OS-level countermeasures fail
to provide a comprehensive defense mechanism against
generic memory error exploits. A number of techniques
aim to thwart code injection attacks [65, 28, 60], but
are alone insufficient to prevent return-into-kernel-text
attacks [56] and return-oriented programming (ROP) in
general [35]. Other approaches protect kernel hooks or
generally aim at preserving control-flow integrity [69,
74, 44, 57]. Unfortunately, this does not prevent attackers from tampering with noncontrol data, which may lead
to privilege escalation or allow other attacks. In addition, most of these techniques incur high overhead and
require virtualization support, thus increasing the size of
the trusted computing base (TCB).
In this paper, we explore the benefits of address space
randomization (ASR) inside the operating system and
present the first comprehensive design to defend against
classic and emerging OS-level attacks. ASR is a wellestablished defense mechanism to protect user programs
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against memory error exploits [12, 39, 14, 72, 73]; all
the major operating systems include some support for it
at the application level [1, 68]. Unfortunately, the OS itself is typically not randomized at all. Recent Windows
releases are of exception, as they at least randomize the
base address of the text segment [56]. This randomization strategy, however, is wholly insufficient to counter
many sophisticated classes of attacks (e.g., noncontrol
data attacks) and is extremely vulnerable to information
leakage, as better detailed later. To date, no strategy has
been proposed for comprehensive and fine-grained OSlevel ASR. Our effort lays the ground work to fill the gap
between application-level ASR and ASR inside the OS,
identifying the key requirements in the new context and
proposing effective solutions to the challenges involved.
Contributions. The contributions of this paper are
threefold. First, we identify the challenges and the key
requirements for a comprehensive OS-level ASR solution. We show that a number of assumptions in existing solutions are no longer valid inside the OS, due to
the more constrained environment and the different attack models. Second, we present the first design for finegrained ASR for operating systems. Our approach addresses all the challenges considered and improves existing ASR solutions in terms of both performance and
security, especially in light of emerging ROP-based attacks. In addition, we consider the application of our design to component-based OS architectures, presenting a
fully fledged prototype system and discussing real-world
applications of our ASR technique. Finally, we present
the first generic live rerandomization strategy, particularly central in our design. Unlike existing techniques,
our strategy is based on run-time state migration and can
transparently rerandomize arbitrary code and data with
no state loss. In addition, our rerandomization code runs
completely sandboxed. Any run-time error at rerandomization time simply results in restoring normal execution
without endangering the reliability of the OS.

2

Background

The goal of address space randomization is to ensure that
code and data locations are unpredictable in memory,
thus preventing attackers from making precise assumptions on the memory layout. To this end, fine-grained
ASR implementations [14, 39, 72] permute the order of
individual memory objects, making both their addresses
and their relative positioning unpredictable. This strategy attempts to counter several classes of attacks.
Attacks on code pointers. The goal of these attacks
is to override a function pointer or the return address on
the stack with attacker-controlled data and subvert control flow. Common memory errors that can directly allow these attacks are buffer overflows, format bugs, use-
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after-free, and uninitialized reads. In the first two cases,
the attack requires assumptions on the relative distance
between two memory objects (e.g., a vulnerable buffer
and a target object) to locate the code pointer correctly.
In the other cases, the attack requires assumptions on the
relative alignment between two memory objects in case
of memory reuse. For example, use-after-free attacks require control over the memory allocator to induce the allocation of an object in the same location of a freed object still pointed by a vulnerable dangling pointer. Similarly, attacks based on stack/heap uninitialized reads require predictable allocation strategies to reuse attackercontrolled data from a previously deallocated object. All
these attacks also rely on the absolute location of the
code the attacker wants to execute, in order to adjust the
value of the code pointer correctly. In detail, code injection attacks rely on the location of attacker-injected
shellcode. Attacks using return-into-libc strategies [22]
rely on the location of a particular function—or multiple
functions in case of chained return-into-libc attacks [52].
More generic attacks based on return-oriented programming [66] rely on the exact location of a number of gadgets statically extracted from the program binary.
Attacks on data pointers. These attacks commonly
exploit one of the memory errors detailed above to override the value of a data pointer and perform an arbitrary
memory read/write. Arbitrary memory reads are often
used to steal sensitive data or information on the memory layout. Arbitrary memory writes can also be used
to override particular memory locations and indirectly
mount other attacks (e.g., control-flow attacks). Attacks
on data pointers require the same assumptions detailed
for code pointers, except the attacker needs to locate the
address of some data (instead of code) in memory.
Attacks on nonpointer data. Attacks in this category
target noncontrol data containing sensitive information
(e.g., uid). These attacks can be induced by an arbitrary
memory write or commonly originate from buffer overflows, format bugs, integer overflows, signedness bugs,
and use-after-free memory errors. While unable to directly subvert control flow, they can often lead to privilege escalation or indirectly allow other classes of attacks. For example, an attacker may be able to perform
an arbitrary memory write by corrupting an array index
which is later used to store attacker-controlled data. In
contrast to all the classes of attacks presented earlier,
nonpointer data attacks only require assumptions on the
relative distance or alignment between memory objects.

3

Challenges in OS-level ASR

This section investigates the key challenges in OS-level
address space randomization, analyzing the differences
with application-level ASR and reconsidering some of
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the well-established assumptions in existing solutions.
We consider the following key issues in our analysis.
W⊕X. A number of ASR implementations complement their design with W⊕X protection [68]. The idea
is to prevent code injection attacks by ensuring that no
memory page is ever writable and executable at the same
time. Studies on the Linux kernel [45], however, have
shown that enforcing the same property for kernel pages
introduces implementation issues and potential sources
of overhead. In addition, protecting kernel pages in a
combined user/kernel address space design does not prevent an attacker from placing shellcode in an attackercontrolled application and redirecting execution there.
Alternatively, the attacker may inject code into W∧X regions with double mappings that operating systems share
with user programs (e.g., vsyscall page on Linux) [56].
Instrumentation. Fine-grained ASR techniques typically rely on code instrumentation to implement a comprehensive randomization strategy. For example, Bhaktar et al. [14] heavily instrument the program to create self-randomizing binaries that completely rearrange
their memory layout at load time. While complex instrumentation strategies have been proven practical for
application-level solutions, their applicability to OSlevel ASR raises a number of important concerns. First,
heavyweight instrumentation may introduce significant
run-time overhead which is ill-affordable for the OS.
Second, these load-time ASR strategies are hardly sustainable, given the limited operations they would be able
to perform and the delay they would introduce in the boot
process. Finally, complex instrumentation may introduce
a lot of untrusted code executed with no restriction at
runtime, thus endangering the reliability of the OS or
even opening up new opportunities for attack.
Run-time constraints. There are a number of constraints that significantly affect the design of an OS-level
ASR solution. First, making strong assumptions on the
memory layout at load time simplifies the boot process.
This means that some parts of the operating system may
be particularly hard to randomize. In addition, existing
rerandomization techniques are unsuitable for operating
systems. They all assume a stateless model in which a
program can gracefully exit and restart with a fresh rerandomized layout. Loss of critical state is not an option for
an OS and neither is a full reboot, which introduces unacceptable downtime and loss of all the running processes.
Luckily, similar restrictions also apply to an adversary
determined to attack the system. Unlike application-level
attacks, an exploit needs to explicitly recover any critical
memory object corrupted during the attack or the system
will immediately crash after successful exploitation.
Attack model. Kernel-level exploitation allows for a
powerful attack model. Both remote and local attacks are
possible, although local attacks mounted from a compro-
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mised or attacker-controlled application are more common. In addition, many known attack strategies become
significantly more effective inside the OS. For example, noncontrol data attacks are more appealing given the
amount of sensitive data available. In addition, ROPbased control-flow attacks can benefit from the large
codebase and easily find all the necessary gadgets to perform arbitrary computations, as demonstrated in [35].
This means that disclosing information on the locations
of “useful” text fragments can drastically increase the
odds of successful ROP-based attacks. Finally, the particular context opens up more attack opportunities than
those detailed in Section 2. First, unchecked pointer
dereferences with user-provided data—a common vulnerability in kernel development [18]—can become a
vector of arbitrary kernel memory reads/writes with no
assumption on the location of the original pointer. Second, the combined user/kernel address space design used
in most operating systems may allow an attacker controlling a user program to directly leverage known application code or data for the attack. The conclusion is that
making both the relative positioning between any two
memory objects and the location of individual objects
unpredictable becomes much more critical inside the OS.
Information leakage. Prior work on ASR has often dismissed information leakage attacks—in which the
attacker is able to acquire information about the internal memory layout and carry out an exploit in spite of
ASR—as relatively rare for user applications [14, 67,
72]. Unfortunately, the situation is completely different inside the OS. First, there are several possible entry
points and a larger leakage surface than user applications.
For instance, a recent study has shown that uninitialized
data leading to information leakage is the most common
vulnerability in the Linux kernel [18]. In addition, the
common combined user/kernel address space design allows arbitrary memory writes to easily become a vector
of information leakage for attacker-controlled applications. To make things worse, modern operating systems
often disclose sensitive information to unprivileged applications voluntarily, in an attempt to simplify deployment and debugging. An example is the /proc file system, which has already been used in several attacks that
exploit the exposed information in conventional [56] and
nonconventional [76] ways. For instance, the /proc implementation on Linux discloses details on kernel symbols (i.e., /proc/kallsyms) and slab-level memory information (i.e., /proc/slabinfo). To compensate for
the greater chances of information leakage, ASR at the
finest level of granularity possible and continuous rerandomization become both crucial to minimize the knowledge acquired by an attacker while probing the system.
Brute forcing. Prior work has shown that many existing application-level ASR solutions are vulnerable to
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simple brute-force attacks due to the low randomization
entropy of shared libraries [67]. The attack presented
in [67] exploits the crash recovery capabilities of the
Apache web server and simply reissues the same returninto-libc attack with a newly guessed address after every crash. Unlike many long-running user applications,
crash recovery cannot be normally taken for granted inside the OS. An OS crash is normally fatal and immediately hinders the attack while prompting the attention
of the system administrator. Even assuming some crash
recovery mechanism inside the OS [43, 27], brute-force
attacks need to be far less aggressive to remain unnoticed. In addition, compared to remote clients hiding
their identity and mounting a brute-force attack against
a server application, the source of an OS crash can be
usually tracked down. In this context, blacklisting the
offensive endpoint/request becomes a realistic option.

4

A design for OS-level ASR

Our fine-grained ASR design requires confining different OS subsystems into isolated event-driven components. This strategy is advantageous for a number of
reasons. First, this enables selective randomization and
rerandomization for individual subsystems. This is important to fully control the randomization and rerandomization process with per-component ASR policies. For
example, it should be possible to retune the rerandomization frequency of only the virtual filesystem after noticing a performance impact under particular workloads.
Second, the event-driven nature of the OS components
greatly simplifies synchronization and state management
at rerandomization time. Finally, direct intercomponent
control transfer can be more easily prevented, thus limiting the freedom of a control-flow attack and reducing the
number of potential ROP gadgets by design.
Our ASR design is currently implemented by a
microkernel-based OS architecture running on top of the
M INIX 3 microkernel [32]. The OS components are confined in independent hardware-isolated processes. Hardware isolation is beneficial to overcome the problems of
a combined user/kernel address space design introduced
earlier and limit the options of an attacker. In addition,
the MMU-based protection can be used to completely
sandbox the execution of the untrusted rerandomization
code. Our ASR design, however, is not bound to its current implementation and has more general applicability.
For example, our ASR design can be directly applied
to other component-based OS architectures, including
microkernel-based architectures used in common embedded OSes—such as L4 [41], Green Hills Integrity [7],
and QNX [33]—and research operating systems using
software-based component isolation schemes—such as
Singularity [36]. Commodity operating systems, in con-
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Figure 1: The OS architecture for our ASR design.

trast, are traditionally based on monolithic architectures
and lack well-defined component boundaries. While this
does not prevent adoption of our randomization technique, it does eliminate the ability to selectively rerandomize specific parts of the OS, yielding poorer flexibility and longer rerandomization times to perform wholeOS state migration. Encouragingly, there is an emerging
trend towards allowing important commodity OS subsystems to run as isolated user-space processes, including
filesystems [6] and user-mode drivers in Windows [50]
or Linux [16]. Our end-to-end design can be used to protect all these subsystems as well as other operating system services from several classes of attacks. Note that,
while running in user space, operating system services
are typically trusted by the kernel and allowed to perform a variety of critical system operations. An example
is udev, the device manager for the Linux kernel, which
has already been target of several different exploits [17].
Finally, given the appropriate run-time support, our design could also be used to improve existing applicationlevel ASR techniques and offer better protection against
memory error exploits for generic user-space programs.
Figure 1 shows the OS architecture implementing our
ASR design. At the heart lies the microkernel, providing
only IPC functionalities and low-level resource management. All the other core subsystems are confined into
isolated OS processes, including drivers, memory management, process management, scheduling, storage and
network stack. In our design, all the OS processes (and
the microkernel) are randomized using a link-time transformation implemented with the LLVM compiler framework [42]. The transformation operates on prelinked
LLVM bitcode to avoid any lengthy recompilation process at runtime. Our link-time strategy avoids the need
for fine-grained load-time ASR, eliminating delays in the
boot process and the run-time overhead introduced by the
indirection mechanisms adopted [14]. In addition, this
strategy reduces the instrumentation complexity to the
bare minimum, with negligible amount of untrusted code
exposed to the runtime. The vast majority of our ASR
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transformations are statically verified by LLVM at the
bitcode level. As a result, our approach is also safer than
prior ASR solutions relying on binary rewriting [39].
As pointed out in [14], load-time ASR has a clear
advantage over alternative strategies: the ability to create self-randomizing binaries distributed to every user in
identical copies, thus preserving today’s software distribution model. Fortunately, our novel live rerandomization strategy can fully address this concern. In our model,
every user receives the same (unrandomized) binary version of the OS, as well as the prelinked LLVM bitcode
of each OS component. The bitcode files are stored in a
protected disk partition inaccessible to regular user programs, where a background process periodically creates
new randomized variants of the OS components using
our link-time ASR transformation (and any valid LLVM
backend to generate the final binary). The generated variants are consumed by the randomization manager (RM),
a special component that periodically rerandomizes every OS process (including itself). Unlike all the existing
solutions, rerandomization is applied transparently online, with no system reboot or downtime required. The
conclusion is that we can directly leverage our live rerandomization technique to randomize the original OS binary distributed to the user. This strategy retains the advantages of link-time ASR without affecting the software
distribution model.
When the OS boots up for the first time, a full rerandomization round is performed to relinquish any unrandomized code and data present in the original binary. To
avoid slowing down the first boot process, an option is
to perform the rerandomization lazily, for example replacing one OS process at the time at regular time intervals. After the first round, we continuously perform
live rerandomization of individual OS components in the
background. Currently, the microkernel is the only piece
of the OS that does not support live rerandomization.
Rerandomization can only be performed after a full reboot, with a different variant loaded every time. While it
is possible to extend our current implementation to support live rerandomization for the microkernel, we believe
this should be hardly a concern. Microkernel implementations are typically in the order of 10kLOC, a vastly
smaller TCB than most hypervisors used for security enforcement, as well as a candidate for formal verification,
as demonstrated in prior work [40].
Our live rerandomization strategy for an OS process,
in turn, is based on run-time state migration, with the entire execution state transparently transferred to the new
randomized process variant. The untrusted rerandomization code runs completely sandboxed in the new variant
and, in case of run-time errors, the old variant immediately resumes execution with no disruption of service or
state loss. To support live migration, we rely on another
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LLVM link-time transformation to embed relocation and
type information into the final process binary. This information is exposed to the runtime to accurately introspect
the state of the two variants and migrate all the randomized memory objects in a layout-independent way.

5

ASR transformations

The goal of our link-time ASR transformation is to randomize all the code and data for every OS component.
Our link-time strategy minimizes the time to produce
new randomized OS variants on the deployment platform and automatically provides randomization for the
program and all the statically linked libraries. Our transformation design is based on five key principles: (i) minimal performance impact; (ii) minimal amount of untrusted code exposed to the runtime; (iii) architectureindependence; (iv) no restriction on compiler optimizations; (v) maximum randomization granularity possible.
The first two principles are particularly critical for the
OS, as discussed earlier. Architecture-independence enhances portability and eliminates the need for complex
binary rewriting techniques. The fourth principle dictates
compiler-friendly strategies, for example avoiding indirection mechanisms used in prior solutions [12], which
inhibit a number of standard optimizations (e.g., inlining). Eliminating the need for indirection mechanisms
is also important for debuggability reasons. Our transformations are all debug-friendly, as they do not significantly change the code representation—only allocation
sites are transformed to support live rerandomization, as
detailed later—and preserve the consistency of symbol
table and stack information. Finally, the last principle is
crucial to provide lower predictability and better security
than existing techniques.
Traditional ASR techniques [1, 68, 12] focus on randomizing the base address of code and data regions. This
strategy is ineffective against all the attacks that make
assumptions only about relative distances/alignments between memory objects, is prone to brute forcing [67], and
is extremely vulnerable to information leakage. For instance, many examples of application-level information
leakage have emerged on Linux over the years, and experience shows that, even by acquiring minimal knowledge
on the memory layout, an attacker can completely bypass
these basic ASR techniques [24].
To overcome these limitations, second-generation
ASR techniques [14, 39, 72] propose fine-grained strategies to permute individual memory objects and randomize their relative distances/alignments. While certainly
an improvement over prior techniques, these strategies
are still vulnerable to information leakage, raising serious concerns on their applicability at the OS level. Unlike traditional ASR techniques, these strategies make it
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normally impossible for an attacker to make strong assumptions on the locations of arbitrary memory objects
after learning the location of a single object. They are
completely ineffective, however, in inhibiting precise assumptions on the layout of the leaked object itself. This
is a serious concern inside the OS, where information
leakage is the norm rather than the exception.
To address all the challenges presented, our ASR
transformation is implemented by an LLVM link-time
pass which supports fine-grained randomization of both
the relative distance/alignment between any two memory
objects and the internal layout of individual memory objects. We now present our transformations in detail and
draw comparisons with state-of-the-art techniques.
Code randomization. The code-transformation pass
performs three primary tasks. First, it enforces a random permutation of all the program functions. In LLVM,
this is possible by shuffling the symbol table in the intended order and setting the appropriate linkage to preserve the permutation at code generation time. Second, it
introduces (configurable) random-sized padding before
the first function and between any two functions in the
bitcode, making the layout even more unpredictable. To
generate the padding, we create dummy functions with a
random number of instructions and add them to the symbol table in the intended position. Thanks to demand
paging, even very large padding sizes do not significantly
increase the run-time physical memory usage. Finally,
unlike existing ASR solutions, we randomize the internal layout of every function.
To randomize the function layout, an option is to permute the basic blocks and the instructions in the function.
This strategy, however, would hinder important compiler
optimizations like branch alignment [75] and optimal instruction scheduling [49]. Nonoptimal placements can
result in poor instruction cache utilization and inadequate
instruction pipelining, potentially introducing significant
run-time overhead. To address this challenge, our pass
performs basic block shifting, injecting a dummy basic
block with a random number of instructions at the top of
every function. The block is never executed at runtime
and simply skipped over, at the cost of only one additional jump instruction. Note that the order of the original instructions and basic blocks is left untouched, with
no noticeable impact on run-time performance. The offset of every instruction with respect to the address of the
function entry point is, however, no longer predictable.
This strategy is crucial to limit the power of an attacker
in face of information leakage. Suppose the attacker acquires knowledge on the absolute location of a number of
kernel functions (e.g., using /proc/kallsyms). While
return-into-kernel-text attacks for these functions are still
conceivable (assuming the attacker can subvert control
flow), arbitrary ROP-based computations are structurally
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prevented, since the location of individual gadgets is no
longer predictable. While the dummy basic block is in a
predictable location, it is sufficient to cherrypick its instructions to avoid giving rise to any new useful gadget.
It is easy to show that a sequence of nop instructions does
not yield any useful gadget on the x86 [54], but other
strategies may be necessary on other architectures.
Static data randomization. The data-transformation
pass randomly permutes all the static variables and readonly data on the symbol table, as done before for functions. We also employ the same padding strategy, except
random-sized dummy variables are used for the padding.
Buffer variables are also separated from other variables
to limit the power of buffer overflows. In addition, unlike
existing ASR solutions, we randomize the internal layout
of static data, when possible.
All the aggregate types in the C programming language are potential candidates for layout randomization.
In practice, there are a number of restrictions. First, the
order of the elements in an array cannot be easily randomized without changing large portions of the code and
resorting to complex program analysis techniques that
would still fail in the general case. Even when possible, the transformation would require indirection tables
that translate many sequential accesses into random array
accesses, sensibly changing the run-time cache behavior and introducing overhead. Second, unions are currently not supported natively by LLVM and randomizing
their layout would introduce unnecessary complications,
given their rare occurrence in critical system data structures and their inherent ambiguity that already weakens
the assumptions made by an attacker. Finally, packed
structs cannot be randomized, since the code makes
explicit assumptions on their internal layout.
In light of these observations, our transformation focuses on randomizing the layout of regular struct
types, which are pervasively used in critical system data
structures. The layout randomization permutes the order
of the struct members and adds random-sized padding
between them. To support all the low-level programming
idioms allowed by C, the type transformations are operated uniformly for all the static and dynamic objects of
the same struct type. To deal with code which treats
nonpacked structs as implicit unions through pointer
casting, our transformation pass can be instructed to detect unsafe pointer accesses and refrain from randomizing the corresponding struct types.
Layout randomization of system data structures is important for two reasons. First, it makes the relative distance/alignment between two struct members unpredictable. For example, an overflow in a buffer allocated
inside a struct cannot make precise assumptions about
which other members will be corrupted by the overflow.
Second, this strategy is crucial to limit the assumptions
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of an attacker in face of information leakage. Suppose an
attacker is armed with a reliable arbitrary kernel memory write generated by a missing pointer check. If the
attacker acquires knowledge on the location of the data
structure holding user credentials (e.g., struct cred on
Linux) for an attacker-controlled unprivileged process,
the offset of the uid member is normally sufficient to
surgically override the user ID and escalate privileges.
All the existing ASR solutions fail to thwart this attack.
In contrast, our layout randomization hinders any precise
assumptions on the final location of the uid. While brute
forcing is still possible, this strategy will likely compromise other data structures and trigger a system crash.
Stack randomization. The stack randomization pass
performs two primary tasks. First, it randomizes the base
address of the stack to make the absolute location of any
stack object unpredictable. In LLVM, this can be accomplished by creating a dummy alloca instruction—
which allocates memory on the stack frame of the currently executing function—at the beginning of the program, which is later expanded by the code generator.
This strategy provides a portable and efficient mechanism to introduce random-sized padding for the initial
stack placement. Second, the pass randomizes the relative distance/alignment between any two objects allocated on the stack. Prior ASR solutions have either ignored this issue [39, 72] or relied on a shadow stack and
dynamically generated random padding [14], which introduces high run-time overhead (10% in the worst case
in their experiments for user applications).
To overcome these limitations, our approach is completely static, resulting in good performance and code
which is statically verified by LLVM. In addition, this
strategy makes it realistic to use cryptographically random number generators (e.g., /dev/random) instead
of pseudo-random generators to generate the padding.
While care should be taken not to exhaust the randomness pool used by other user programs, this approach
yields much stronger security guarantees than pseudorandom generators, like recent attacks on ASR demonstrate [24]. Our transformations can be configured to use
cryptographically random number generators for code,
data, and stack instrumentation, while, similar to prior
approaches [14], we always resort to pseudo-random
generation in the other cases for efficiency reasons.
When adopting a static stack padding strategy, great
care should be taken not to degrade the quality of the
randomization and the resulting security guarantees. To
randomize the relative distances between the objects in
a stack frame, we permute all the alloca instructions
used to allocate local variables (and function parameters). The layout of every stack-allocated struct is also
randomized as described earlier. Nonbuffer variables are
all grouped and pushed to the top of the frame, close
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Figure 2: The transformed stack layout.
to the base pointer and the return address. Buffer variables, in turn, are pushed to the bottom, with randomsized padding (i.e., dummy alloca instructions) added
before and between them. This strategy matches our requirements while allowing the code generator to emit a
maximally efficient function prologue.
To randomize the relative alignment between any two
stack frame allocations of the same function (and thus
the relative alignment between their objects), we create
random-sized padding before every function call. Albeit
static, this strategy faithfully emulates dynamically generated padding, given the level of unpredictability introduced across different function calls. Function calls inside loops are an exception and need to be handled separately. Loop unrolling is a possible solution, but enforcing this optimization in the general case may be expensive. Our approach is instead to precompute N random
numbers for each loop, and cycle through them before
each function call. Figure 2 shows the randomized stack
layout generated by our transformation.
Dynamic data randomization. Our operating system provides malloc/mmap-like abstractions to every
OS process. Ideally, we would like to create memory allocation wrappers to accomplish the following tasks for
both heap and memory-mapped regions: (i) add randomsized padding before the first allocated object; (ii) add
random-sized padding between objects; (iii) permute the
order of the objects. For memory-mapped regions, all
these strategies are possible and can be implemented efficiently [39]. We simply need to intercept all the new
allocations and randomly place them in any available location in the address space. The only restriction is for
fixed OS component-specific virtual memory mappings,
which cannot be randomized and need to be explicitly
reserved at initialization time.
For heap allocations, we instrument the code to randomize the heap base address and introduce randomsized padding at allocation time. Permuting heap objects, however, is normally impractical in standard allocation schemes. While other schemes are possible—for
example, the slab allocator in our memory manager randomizes block allocations within a slab page—state-of-
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the-art allocators that enforce a fully and globally randomized heap organization incur high overhead (117%
worst-case performance penalty) [53]. This limitation is
particularly unfortunate for kernel Heap Feng Shui attacks [25], which aim to carefully drive the allocator into
a deterministic exploitation-friendly state. While random
interobject padding makes these attacks more difficult, it
is possible for an attacker to rely on more aggressive exploitation strategies (i.e., heap spraying [59]) in this context. Suppose an attacker can drive the allocator into a
state with a very large unallocated gap followed by only
two allocated buffers, with the latter vulnerable to underflow. Despite the padding, the attacker can induce a large
underflow to override all the traversed memory locations
with the same target value. Unlike stack-based overflows, this strategy could lead to successful exploitation
without the attacker worrying about corrupting other critical data structures and crashing the system. Unlike prior
ASR solutions, however, our design can mitigate these
attacks by periodically rerandomizing every OS process
and enforcing a new unpredictable heap permutation. We
also randomize (and rerandomize) the layout of all the
dynamically allocated structs, as discussed earlier.
Kernel modules randomization. Traditional loadable kernel module designs share many similarities—
and drawbacks, from a security standpoint—with
application-level shared libraries. The attack presented
in [61] shows that the data structures used for dynamic
linking are a major source of information leakage and
can be easily exploited to bypass any form of randomization for shared libraries. Prior work on ASR [67, 14]
discusses the difficulties of reconciling sharing with finegrained randomization. Unfortunately, the inability to
perform fine-grained randomization on shared libraries
opens up opportunities for attacks, including probing,
brute forcing [67], and partial pointer overwrites [23].
To overcome these limitations, our design allows only
statically linked libraries for OS components and inhibits
any form of dynamic linking inside the operating system. Note that this requirement does by no means limit
the use of loadable modules, which our design simply
isolates in independent OS processes following the same
distribution and deployment model of the core operating
system. This approach enables sharing and lazy loading/unloading of individual modules with no restriction,
while allowing our rerandomization strategy to randomize (and rerandomize) every module in a fine-grained
manner. In addition, the process-based isolation prevents
direct control-flow and data-flow transfer between a particular module and the rest of the OS (i.e., the access is
always IPC- or capability-mediated). Finally, this strategy can be used to limit the power of untrusted loadable
kernel modules, an idea also explored in prior work on
commodity operating systems [16].
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6

Live rerandomization

Our live rerandomization design is based on novel automated run-time migration of the execution state between
two OS process variants. The variants share the same operational semantics but have arbitrarily different memory
layouts. To migrate the state from one variant to the other
at runtime, we need a way to remap all the corresponding
global state objects. Our approach is to transform the bitcode with another LLVM link-time pass, which embeds
metadata information into the binary and makes run-time
state introspection and automated migration possible.
Metadata transformation. The goal of our pass is to
record metadata describing all the static state objects in
the program and instrument the code to create metadata
for dynamic state objects at runtime. Access to these objects at the bitcode level is granted by the LLVM API. In
particular, the pass creates static metadata nodes for all
the static variables, read-only data, and functions whose
address is taken. Each metadata node contains three key
pieces of information: node ID, relocation information,
and type. The node ID provides a layout-independent
mechanism to map corresponding metadata nodes across
different variants. This is necessary because we randomize the order and the location of the metadata nodes (and
write-protect them) to hinder new opportunities for attacks. The relocation information, in turn, is used by our
run-time migration component to locate every state object in a particular variant correctly. Finally, the type is
used to introspect any given state object and migrate the
contained elements (e.g., pointers) correctly at runtime.
To create a metadata node for every dynamic state object, our pass instruments all the memory allocation and
deallocation function calls. The node is stored before the
allocated data, with canaries to protect the in-band metadata against buffer overflows. All the dynamic metadata
nodes are stored in a singly-linked list, with each node
containing relocation information, allocation flags, and a
pointer to an allocation descriptor. Allocation flags define the nature of a particular allocation (e.g., heap) to
reallocate memory in the new variant correctly at migration time. The allocation descriptors, in turn, are statically created by the pass for all the allocation sites in
the program. A descriptor contains a site ID and a type.
Similar to the node ID, the site ID provides a layoutindependent mechanism to map corresponding allocation
descriptors (also randomized and write-protected) across
different variants. The type, in contrast, is determined
via static analysis and used to correctly identify the runtime type of the allocated object (e.g., a char type with
an allocation of 7 bytes results in a [7 x char] runtime type). Our static analysis can automatically identify
the type for all the standard memory allocators and custom allocators that use simple allocation wrappers. More
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advanced custom allocation schemes, e.g., region-based
memory allocators [11], require instructing the pass to
locate the proper allocation wrappers correctly.
The rerandomization process. Our OS processes
follow a typical event-driven model based on message
passing. At startup, each process initializes its state and
immediately jumps to the top of a long-running eventprocessing loop, waiting for IPC messages to serve. Each
message can be processed in cooperation with other OS
processes or the microkernel. The message dispatcher,
isolated in a static library linked to every OS process,
can transparently intercept two special system messages
sent by the randomization manager (RM): sync and init.
These messages cannot be spoofed by other processes
because the IPC is mediated by the microkernel.
The rerandomization process starts with RM loading
a new variant in memory, in cooperation with the microkernel. Subsequently, it sends a sync message to the
designated OS process, which causes the current variant
to immediately block in a well-defined execution point.
A carefully selected synchronization point (e.g., in main)
eliminates the need to instrument transient stack regions
to migrate additional state, thus reducing the run-time
overhead and simplifying the rerandomization strategy.
The new variant is then allowed to run and delivered an
init message with detailed instructions. The purpose of
the init message is to discriminate between fresh start and
rerandomization init. In the latter scenario, the message
contains a capability created by the microkernel, allowing the new variant to read arbitrary data and metadata
from the old variant. The capability is attached to the IPC
endpoint of the designated OS process and can thus only
be consumed by the new variant, which by design inherits the old variant’s endpoint. This is crucial to transparently rerandomize individual operating system processes
without exposing the change to the rest of the system.
When the rerandomization init message is intercepted,
the message dispatcher requests the run-time migration
component to initialize the new variant properly and then
jumps to the top of the event-processing loop to resume
execution. This preserves the original control flow semantics and transparently restores the correct execution
state. The migration component is isolated in a library
and runs completely sandboxed in the new variant. RM
monitors the execution for run-time errors (i.e., panics,
crashes, timeouts). When an error is detected, the new
variant is immediately cleaned up, while the old variant is given back control to resume execution normally.
When the migration completes correctly, in contrast, the
old variant is cleaned up, while the new variant resumes
execution with a rerandomized memory layout. We have
also implemented rerandomization for RM itself, which
only required some extra microkernel changes to detect
run-time errors and arbitrate control transfer between the
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Figure 3: The rerandomization process.
two variants. Our run-time error detection mechanism allows for safe rerandomization without trusting the (complex) migration code. Moreover, the reversibility of the
rerandomization process makes detecting semantic errors in the migration code a viable option. For example,
one could transparently migrate the state from one variant to another, migrate it again to another instance of the
original variant, and then compare the results. Figure 3
depicts the proposed rerandomization process.
State migration. The migration starts by transferring
all the metadata from the old variant to a local cache in
the new variant. Our capability-based design allows the
migration code to locate a root metadata descriptor in the
old variant and recursively copy all the metadata nodes
and allocation descriptors to the new variant. To automate the metadata transfer, all the data structures copied
use a fixed and predetermined layout. At the end, both
the old and the new metadata are available locally, allowing the code to arbitrarily introspect the state of the
two variants correctly. To automate the data transfer, we
map every old metadata node in the local cache with its
counterpart in the new variant. This is done by pairing
nodes by ID and carefully reallocating every old dynamic
state object in the new variant. Reallocations are performed in random order, thus enforcing a new unpredictable permutation of heap and memory-mapped regions. An interesting side effect of the reallocation process is the compaction of all the live heap objects, an operation that reduces heap fragmentation over time. Our
reallocation strategy is indeed inspired by the way a compacting garbage collector operates [70].
The mapping phase generates all the perfect pairs of
state objects in the two variants, ready for data migration. Note that paired state objects may not reflect the
same type or size, due to the internal layout rerandomization. To transfer the data, the migration code introspects every state object in the old variant by walking
its type recursively and examining each inner state element found. Nonpointer elements are simply transferred
by value, while pointer elements require a more careful transfer strategy. To deal with layout randomization,
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each recursive step requires mapping the current state element to its counterpart (and location) in the new variant.
This can be easily accomplished because the old type and
the new type have isomorphic structures and only differ in terms of member offsets for randomized struct
types. For example, to transfer a struct variable with
3 primitive members, the migration code walks the original struct type to locate all the members, computes
their offsets in the two variants, and recursively transfers
the corresponding data in the correct location.
Pointer migration. The C programming language allows several programming constructs that make pointer
migration particularly challenging in the general case.
Our approach is to fully automate migration of all the
common cases and only delegate the undecidable cases
to the programmer. The first case to consider is a pointer
to a valid static or dynamic state object. When the pointer
points to the beginning of the object, we simply reinitialize the pointer with the address of the pointed object
in the new variant. Interior pointers (i.e., pointers into
the middle of an object) in face of internal layout rerandomization require a more sophisticated strategy. Similar to our introspection strategy, we walk the type of the
pointed object and recursively remap the offset of the target element to its counterpart. This strategy is resilient
to arbitrary layout rerandomization and makes it easy to
reinitialize the pointer in the new variant correctly.
Another scenario of interest is a pointer which is assigned a special integer value (e.g., NULL or MAP FAILED
(-1)). Our migration code can explicitly recognize special ranges and transfer the corresponding pointers by
value. Currently, all the addresses in reserved memory
ranges (e.g., zero pages) are marked as special values.
In another direction, memory addresses or other
layout-specific information may be occasionally stored
in integer variables. This is, unfortunately, a case of unsolvable ambiguity which cannot be automatically settled without programmer assistance. To this end, we support annotations to mark “hidden” pointers in the code.
Pointers stored in unions are another case of unsolvable ambiguity. Since C does not support tagged
unions, it is impossible to resolve these cases automatically. In our experiments with OS code, unions with
pointers were the only case of ambiguity that required
manual intervention. Other cases are, however, possible. For example, any form of pointer encoding or obfuscation [13] would require knowledge on the particular encoding to migrate pointers correctly. Other classes
of pointers—guard pointers, uninitialized pointers, dangling pointers—are instead automatically handled in our
implementation. In the last two cases, the general strategy is to try to transfer the pointer as a regular pointer,
and simply reinitialize it to NULL in the new variant
whenever our dynamic pointer analysis reports an error.

Figure 4: Execution time of the SPEC CPU 2600 benchmarks and our devtools benchmark normalized against
the baseline (no OS/benchmark instrumentation).

7

Evaluation

We have implemented our ASR design on the M INIX 3
microkernel-based operating system [32], which already
guarantees process-based isolation for all the core operating system components. The OS is x86-based and exposes a complete POSIX interface to user applications.
We have heavily modified and redesigned the original OS
to implement support for our ASR techniques for all the
possible OS processes. The resulting operating system
comprises a total of 20 OS processes (7 drivers and 13
servers), including process management, memory management, storage and network stack. Subsequently, we
have applied our ASR transformations to the system and
evaluated the resulting solution.

7.1

Performance

To evaluate the performance of our ASR technique, we
ported the C programs in the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmark suite to our prototype system. We also put together
a devtools macrobenchmark, which emulates a typical
syscall-intensive workload with the following operations
performed on the OS source tree: compilation, find,
grep, copying, and deleting. We performed repeated
experiments on a workstation equipped with a 12-core
1.9Ghz AMD Opteron “Magny-Cours” processor and
4GB of RAM, and averaged the results. All the OS code
and our benchmarks were compiled using Clang/LLVM
2.8 with -O2 optimization level. To thoroughly stress the
system and identify all the possible bottlenecks, we instrumented both the OS and the benchmarks using the
same transformation in each run. The default padding
strategy used in the experiments extends the memory occupancy of every state object or struct member by 030%, similar to the default values suggested in [14]. Figure 4 depicts the resulting execution times.
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Figure 5: Rerandomization time against coverage of internal layout rerandomization.

Figure 6: Run-time overhead against periodic rerandomization latency.

The ASR instrumentation alone introduces 0.9% runtime overhead on average on SPEC benchmarks and
1.1% on devtools. The average run-time overhead increases to 4.8% and 1.6% respectively with ASRR instrumentation. The maximum overhead reported across
all the benchmarks was found for perlbench (36%
ASRR overhead). Profiling revealed this was caused
by a massive amount of dynamic memory allocations.
This test case pinpoints a potential source of overhead
introduced by our technique, which, similar to prior approaches, relies on memory allocation wrappers to instrument dynamically allocated objects. Unlike prior
comprehensive solutions, however, our run-time overhead is barely noticeable on average (1.9% for ASRR
without perlbench). The most comprehensive secondgeneration technique presented in [14]—which, compared to other techniques, also provides fine-grained
stack randomization—introduces a run-time overhead of
11% on average and 23% in the worst case, even by instrumenting only the test programs. The main reasons for
the much higher overheads are the use of heavyweight
stack instrumentation and indirection mechanisms that
inhibit compiler optimizations and introduce additional
pointer dereferences for every access to code and data
objects. Their stack instrumentation, however, includes
a shadow stack implementation that could complement
our techniques to offer stronger protection against stack
spraying attacks.
Although we have not observed strong variations
in our macrobenchmark performance across different
runs, our randomization technique can potentially affect the original spatial locality and yield nonoptimal
cache usage at runtime. The possible performance impact introduced—inherent in all the fine-grained ASR
techniques—is subject to the particular compiler and system adopted and should be carefully evaluated in each
particular deployment scenario.
Figure 5 shows the rerandomization time (average,

median, max) measured across all the OS components.
With no internal layout rerandomization (ILR), a generic
component completes the rerandomization process in
272ms on average. A higher ILR coverage increases
the average rerandomization time only slightly (297ms
at 100% coverage). The impact is more noticeable for
OS servers than drivers, due to the higher concentration of complex rerandomized structs (and pointers to
them) that need to be remapped during migration. Albeit satisfactory, we believe these times can be further
reduced, for example using indexes to speed up our dynamic pointer analysis. Unfortunately, we cannot compare our current results against existing solutions, given
that no other live rerandomization strategy exists to date.
Finally, Figure 6 shows the impact of periodic rerandomization on the execution time of SPEC and devtools.
The experiment was performed by rerandomizing a single OS component at the end of every predetermined
time interval. To ensure uniform coverage, the OS components were all rerandomized in a round-robin fashion.
Figure 6 reports a barely noticeable overhead for rerandomization latencies higher than 20s. For lower latencies, the overhead increases steadily, reaching the value
of 42.7% for SPEC and 51.9% for devtools at 1s. The
rerandomization latency defines a clear tradeoff between
performance and unobservability of the system. Reasonable choices of the rerandomization latencies introduce
no performance impact and leave a small window with a
stable view of the system to the attacker. In some cases, a
performance penalty may also be affordable to offer extra
protection in face of particularly untrusted components.
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7.2

Memory usage

Table 1 shows the average run-time virtual memory overhead introduced by our technique inside the OS during
the execution of our benchmarks. The overhead measured is comparable to the space overhead we observed
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Type
ASRR state
ASRR overall
ASR paddinga
ASR paddingr

Overhead
16.1%
14.6%
((8as + 2ah + 4a f )·10−4 + cbase )%
((2rs +0.6rh +3r f )·10−1 + cbase )%

Table 1: Average run-time virtual memory overhead
measured during the execution of our benchmarks.
for the OS binaries on the disk. In the table, we report the virtual memory overhead to also account for dynamic state object overhead at runtime. For the average OS component, support for rerandomization introduces 16.1% state overhead (the extra memory necessary to store state metadata w.r.t. the original memory
occupancy of all the static and dynamic static objects)
and 14.6% overall memory overhead (the extra memory necessary to store state metadata and migration code
w.r.t. the original memory footprint) on average. The virtual memory overhead (not directly translated to physical
memory overhead, as noted earlier) introduced by our
randomization strategy is only due to padding. Table 1
reports the overhead for two padding schemes using byte
granularity (but others are possible): (i) paddinga , generating an inter-object padding of a bytes, with a uniformly distributed in [0; as,h, f ] for static, heap, and function objects, respectively; (ii) paddingr , generating an
inter-object padding of r·s bytes, with a preceding object of size s, and r uniformly distributed in [0; rs,h, f ]
for static, heap, and function objects, respectively. The
coefficient cbase is the overhead introduced by the onetime padding used to randomize the base addresses. The
formulations presented here omit stack frame padding,
which does not introduce persistent memory overhead.

7.3

Effectiveness

As pointed out in [14], an analytical analysis is more general and effective than empirical evaluation in measuring the effectiveness of ASR. Bhaktar et al. [14] present
an excellent analysis on the probability of exploitation
for different vulnerability classes. Their entropy analysis applies also to other second-generation ASR techniques, and, similarly, to our technique, which, however, provides additional entropy thanks to internal layout randomization and live rerandomization. Their analysis, however, is mostly useful in evaluating the effectiveness of ASR techniques against guessing and bruteforce attacks. As discussed earlier, these attacks are far
less attractive inside the operating system. In contrast,
information leakage dominates the scene.
For this reason, we explore another direction in our
analysis, answering the question: “How much informa-
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ASR1
Vulnerability
Buffer overflows
Ar
Format string bugs
Ar
Use-after-free
Ar
Uninitialized reads
Ar
Effect
Arbitrary memory R|W
Ar
Controlled code injection
Ar
Return-into-libc/text
Ar
Return-oriented programming Ar

ASR2

ASR3

Ro
Ro
Ro
Ro

Re
Re
Re
Re

Ao
Ao
N · Ao
N · Ao

Ae
Ae
N · Ao
-

Ar = Known region address
Ao = Known object address
Ae = Known element address
Ro = Known relative distance/alignment between objects
Re = Known relative distance/alignment between elements
Table 2: Comparison of ASR techniques.
tion does the attacker need to acquire for successful exploitation?”. In this respect, Table 2 compares our ASR
technique (ASR3 ) with first-generation techniques like
PaX [68] and comprehensive second-generation techniques like the one presented in [14]. Most attacks require at least some knowledge of a memory area to corrupt and of another target area to achieve the intended
effect (missing kernel pointer checks and non control
data attacks are examples of exceptions in the two cases).
Table 2 shows that first-generation techniques only require the attacker to learn the address of a memory region (e.g., stack) to locate the target correctly. Secondgeneration techniques, in turn, allow the attacker to corrupt the right memory location by learning the relative
distance/alignment between two memory objects.
In this respect, our internal layout randomization provides better protection, forcing the attacker to learn the
relative distance/alignment between two memory elements in the general case. For example, if the attacker
learns the relative alignment between two heap-allocated
data structures S1 and S2 and wants to exploit a vulnerable dangling pointer to hijack a write intended for a member of S1 to a member of S2 , he still needs to acquire
information on the relative positioning of the members.
Similarly, our technique constraints attacks based on
arbitrary memory reads/writes to learn the address of
the target element. In contrast, second-generation techniques only require knowledge of the target memory
object. This is easier to acquire, because individual
objects can be exposed by symbol information (e.g.,
/proc/kallsyms) and are generally more likely to have
their address taken (and leaked) than interior elements.
Controlled code injection shows similar differences—
spraying attacks are normally “Ar ”, in contrast. Return-
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only useful in the current rerandomization window. In
particular, let us assume the duration of every round to
be distributed according to some probability distribution
p(t) (e.g., computed from the probabilities given in [14]).
Hence, the time to complete an n-round probing phase is
distributed according to the convolution of the individual pi (t). Assuming the same pi (t) in every round for
simplicity, it can be shown that the expected time before
the attacker can complete the probing phase in a single
rerandomization window (and thus the attack) is:

Number of Functions

Figure 7: The probability that state-of-the-art techniques [64] can successfully generate ROP payloads to
call linked functions or perform attacker-controlled arbitrary memory writes. The (fitted) distribution is plotted
against the number of known functions in the program.

into-libc/text, in turn, requires the attacker to learn the
location of N chosen functions in both cases, because
our function layout randomization has no effect.
Things are different in more general ROP-based attacks. Our strategy completely hinders these attacks by
making the location of the gadgets inside a function unpredictable. Given that individual gadgets cannot have
their address taken and function pointer arithmetic is
generally disallowed in a program, the location of a gadget cannot be explicitly leaked. This makes information leakage attacks ineffective in acquiring any useful
knowledge for ROP-based exploitation. In contrast, prior
techniques only require the attacker to learn the address
of any N functions with useful gadgets to mount a successful ROP-based attack. To estimate N, we made an
analysis on GNU coreutils (v7.4), building on the results presented in [64]. Figure 7 correlates the number
of program functions with the probability of locating all
the necessary ROP gadgets, and shows, for example, that
learning 16 function addresses is sufficient to carry out
an attack in more than 80% of the cases.
Another interesting question is: “How fast can the
attacker acquire the required information?”. Our live
rerandomization technique can periodically invalidate
the knowledge acquired by an attacker probing the
system (e.g., using an arbitrary kernel memory read).
Shacham et al. [67] have shown that rerandomization
slows down single-target probing attacks by only a factor of 2. As shown in Table 2, however, many attacks
require knowledge of multiple targets when fine-grained
ASR is in place. In addition, other attacks (e.g., Heap
Feng Shui) may require multiple probing rounds to assert intermediate system states. When multiple rounds
are required, the attacker is greatly limited by our rerandomization strategy because any knowledge acquired is
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Tattack = T ·



0

T

∗n

p (τ)dτ

−1

,

where T is the size (ms) of the rerandomization window,
n is the number of probing rounds, and p∗n (t) is the nfold convolution power of p(t). Since the convolution
power decreases rapidly with the number of targets n, the
attack can quickly become impractical. Given a vulnerability and an attack model characterized by some p(t),
this formula gives a practical way to evaluate the impact
of a given rerandomization frequency on attack prevention. When a new vulnerability is discovered, this formula can also be used to retune the rerandomization frequency (perhaps accepting a performance penalty) and
make the attack immediately impractical, even before an
appropriate patch is developed and made available. This
property suggests that our ASR design can also be used
as the first “live-workaround” system for security vulnerabilities, similar, in spirit, to other systems that provide
immediate workarounds to bypass races at runtime [71].

8

Related work

Randomization. Prior work on ASR focuses on randomizing the memory layout of user programs, with
solutions based on kernel support [39, 1, 68], linker
support [73], compiler-based techniques [12, 14, 72],
and binary rewriting [39, 15]. A number of studies
have investigated attacks against poorly-randomized programs, including brute forcing [67], partial pointer overwrites [23], and return-oriented programming [64, 61].
Our ASR design is more fine-grained than existing techniques and robust against these attacks and information
leakage. In addition, none of the existing approaches
can support stateful live rerandomization. The general
idea of randomization has also been applied to instruction sets (to thwart code injection attacks) [38, 58, 34],
data representation (to protect noncontrol data) [13], data
structures (to mitigate rootkits) [46], memory allocators
(to protect against heap exploits) [53]. Our struct layout
randomization is similar to the one presented in [46], but
our ASR design generalizes this strategy to the internal
layout of any memory object (including code) and also
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allows live layout rerandomization. Finally, randomization as a general form of diversification [26] has been
proposed to execute multiple program variants in parallel
and detect attacks from divergent behavior [20, 62, 63].
Operating system defenses. Prior work on OS defenses against memory exploits focuses on control-flow
attacks. SecVisor [65] is a hypervisor-based solution
which uses memory virtualization to enforce W⊕X protection and prevent code injection attacks. Similarly,
NICKLE [60] is a VMM-based solution which stores authenticated kernel code in guest-isolated shadow memory regions and transparently redirects execution to these
regions at runtime. Unlike SecVisor, NICKLE can support unmodified OSes and seamlessly handle mixed kernel pages with code and data. hvmHarvard [28] is a
hypervisor-based solution similar to NICKLE, but improves its performance with a more efficient instruction
fetch redirection strategy at the page level. The idea of
memory shadowing is also explored in HookSafe [69], a
hypervisor-based solution which relocates kernel hooks
to dedicated memory pages and employs a hook indirection layer to disallow unauthorized overrides. Other
techniques to defend against kernel hook hijacking have
suggested dynamic monitoring strategies [74, 57] and
compiler-based indirection mechanisms [44]. Finally,
Dalton et al. [21] present a buffer overflow detection
technique based on dynamic information flow tracking
and demonstrate its practical applicability to the Linux
kernel. None of the techniques discussed here provides
a comprehensive solution to OS-level attacks. Remarkably, none of them protects noncontrol data, a common
target of attacks in local exploitation scenarios.
Live rerandomization. Unlike our solution, none of
the existing ASR techniques can support live rerandomization with no state loss. Prior work that comes closest
to our live rerandomization technique is in the general
area of dynamic software updating. Many solutions have
been proposed to apply run-time updates to user programs [51, 47, 8, 19] and operating systems [48, 10, 9].
Our rerandomization technique shares with these solutions the ability to modify code and data of a running system without service interruption. The fundamental difference is that these solutions apply run-time changes in
place, essentially assuming a fixed memory layout where
any state transformation is completely delegated to the
programmer. Our solution, in contrast, is generic and
automated, and can seamlessly support arbitrary memory layout transformations between variants at runtime.
Other solutions have proposed process-level run-time updates to release some of the assumptions on the memory
layout [30, 31], but they still delegate the state transfer
process completely to the programmer. This completely
hinders their applicability in live rerandomization scenarios where arbitrary layout transformations are allowed.
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9

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the first ASR design for operating systems. To fully explore the design space, we
presented an analysis of the different constraints and attack models inside the OS, while highlighting the challenges of OS-level ASR. Our analysis reveals a fundamental gap with long-standing assumptions in existing
application-level solutions. For example, we show that
information leakage, traditionally dismissed as a relatively rare event, becomes a major concern inside the OS.
Building on these observations, our design takes the first
step towards truly fine-grained ASR for OSes. While our
prototype system is targeted towards component-based
OS architectures, the principles and the techniques presented are of much more general applicability. Our technique can also be applied to generic user programs, improving existing application-level techniques in terms of
both performance and security, and opening up opportunities for third-generation ASR systems. The key to good
performance (and no impact on the distribution model)
is our link-time ASR strategy used in combination with
live rerandomization. In addition, this strategy is more
portable and much safer than existing techniques, which
either rely on complex binary rewriting or require a substantial amount of untrusted code exposed to the runtime.
In our technique, the complex rerandomization code runs
completely sandboxed and any unexpected run-time error has no impact on normal execution. The key to good
security is the better randomization granularity combined
with periodic live rerandomization. Unlike existing techniques, we can (re)randomize the internal layout of memory objects and periodically rerandomize the system with
no service interruption or state loss. These properties are
critical to counter information leakage attacks and truly
maximize the unobservability of the system.
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Abstract
Many botnet detection systems employ a blacklist of
known command and control (C&C) domains to detect
bots and block their trafﬁc. Similar to signature-based
virus detection, such a botnet detection approach is static
because the blacklist is updated only after running an external (and often manual) process of domain discovery.
As a response, botmasters have begun employing domain
generation algorithms (DGAs) to dynamically produce a
large number of random domain names and select a small
subset for actual C&C use. That is, a C&C domain is randomly generated and used for a very short period of time,
thus rendering detection approaches that rely on static
domain lists ineffective. Naturally, if we know how a domain generation algorithm works, we can generate the
domains ahead of time and still identify and block botnet C&C trafﬁc. The existing solutions are largely based
on reverse engineering of the bot malware executables,
which is not always feasible.
In this paper we present a new technique to detect randomly generated domains without reversing. Our insight
is that most of the DGA-generated (random) domains
that a bot queries would result in Non-Existent Domain
(NXDomain) responses, and that bots from the same botnet (with the same DGA algorithm) would generate similar NXDomain trafﬁc. Our approach uses a combination
of clustering and classiﬁcation algorithms. The clustering algorithm clusters domains based on the similarity in
the make-ups of domain names as well as the groups of
machines that queried these domains. The classiﬁcation
algorithm is used to assign the generated clusters to models of known DGAs. If a cluster cannot be assigned to a
known model, then a new model is produced, indicating
a new DGA variant or family. We implemented a prototype system and evaluated it on real-world DNS trafﬁc
obtained from large ISPs in North America. We report
the discovery of twelve DGAs. Half of them are variants
of known (botnet) DGAs, and the other half are brand
new DGAs that have never been reported before.
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1

Introduction

Botnets are groups of malware-compromised machines, or bots, that can be remotely controlled by an
attacker (the botmaster) through a command and control
(C&C) communication channel. Botnets have become
the main platform for cyber-criminals to send spam, steal
private information, host phishing web-pages, etc. Over
time, attackers have developed C&C channels with different network structures. Most botnets today rely on
a centralized C&C server, whereby bots query a predeﬁned C&C domain name that resolves to the IP address
of the C&C server from which commands will be received. Such centralized C&C structures suffer from the
single point of failure problem because if the C&C domain is identiﬁed and taken down, the botmaster loses
control over the entire botnet.
To overcome this limitation, attackers have used P2Pbased C&C structures in botnets such as Nugache [35],
Storm [38], and more recently Waledac [39], Zeus [2],
and Alureon (a.k.a. TDL4) [12]. While P2P botnets
provide a more robust C&C structure that is difﬁcult to
detect and take down, they are typically harder to implement and maintain. In an effort to combine the simplicity
of centralized C&Cs with the robustness of P2P-based
structures, attackers have recently developed a number
of botnets that locate their C&C server through automatically generated pseudo-random domains names. In order to contact the botmaster, each bot periodically executes a domain generation algorithm (DGA) that, given
a random seed (e.g., the current date), produces a list of
candidate C&C domains. The bot then attempts to resolve these domain names by sending DNS queries until one of the domains resolves to the IP address of a
C&C server. This strategy provides a remarkable level
of agility because even if one or more C&C domain
names or IP addresses are identiﬁed and taken down, the
bots will eventually get the IP address of the relocated
C&C server via DNS queries to the next set of automatically generated domains. Notable examples of DGA-
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based botnets (or DGA-bots, for short) are Bobax [33],
Kraken [29], Sinowal (a.k.a. Torpig) [34], Srizbi [30],
Conﬁcker-A/B [26], Conﬁcker-C [23] and Murofet [31].
A defender can attempt to reverse engineer the bot malware, particularly its DGA algorithm, to pre-compute
current and future candidate C&C domains in order to
detect, block, and even take down the botnet. However,
reverse engineering is not always feasible because the bot
malware can be updated very quickly (e.g., hourly) and
obfuscated (e.g., encrypted, and only decrypted and executed by external triggers such as time).
In this paper, we propose a novel detection system,
called Pleiades, to identify DGA-based bots within a
monitored network without reverse engineering the bot
malware. Pleiades is placed “below” the local recursive
DNS (RDNS) server or at the edge of a network to monitor DNS query/response messages from/to the machines
within the network. Speciﬁcally, Pleiades analyzes DNS
queries for domain names that result in Name Error responses [19], also called NXDOMAIN responses, i.e., domain names for which no IP addresses (or other resource
records) exist. In the remainder of this paper, we refer
to these domain names as NXDomains. The focus on
NXDomains is motivated by the fact that modern DGAbots tend to query large sets of domain names among
which relatively few successfully resolve to the IP address of the C&C server. Therefore, to automatically
identify DGA domain names, Pleiades searches for relatively large clusters of NXDomains that (i) have similar
syntactic features, and (ii) are queried by multiple potentially compromised machines during a given epoch.
The intuition is that in a large network, like the ISP network where we ran our experiments, multiple hosts may
be compromised with the same DGA-bots. Therefore,
each of these compromised assets will generate several
DNS queries resulting in NXDomains, and a subset of
these NXDomains will likely be queried by more than
one compromised machine. Pleiades is able to automatically identify and ﬁlter out “accidental”, user-generated
NXDomains due to typos or mis-conﬁgurations. When
Pleiades ﬁnds a cluster of NXDomains, it applies statistical learning techniques to build a model of the DGA.
This is used later to detect future compromised machines running the same DGA and to detect active domain names that “look similar” to NXDomains resulting
from the DGA and therefore probably point to the botnet
C&C server’s address.
Pleiades has the advantage of being able to discover
and model new DGAs without labor-intensive malware
reverse-engineering. This allows our system to detect
new DGA-bots before any sample of the related malware
family is captured and analyzed. Unlike previous work
on DNS trafﬁc analysis for detecting malware-related [4]
or malicious domains in general [3, 6], Pleiades lever-
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ages throw-away trafﬁc (i.e., unsuccessful DNS resolutions) to (1) discover the rise of new DGA-based botnets,
(2) accurately detect bot-compromised machines, and (3)
identify and block the active C&C domains queried by
the discovered DGA-bots. Pleiades achieves these goals
by monitoring the DNS trafﬁc in local networks, without
the need for a large-scale deployment of DNS analysis
tools required by prior work.
Furthermore, while botnet detection systems that focus on network ﬂow analysis [13, 36, 44, 46] or require
deep packet inspection [10, 14] may be capable of detecting compromised machines within a local network,
they do not scale well to the overwhelming volume of
trafﬁc typical of large ISP environments. On the other
hand, Pleiades employs a lightweight DNS-based monitoring approach, and can detect DGA-based malware by
focusing on a small fraction of all DNS trafﬁc in an ISP
network. This allows Pleiades to scale well to very large
ISP networks, where we evaluated our prototype system.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose Pleiades, the ﬁrst DGA-based botnet identiﬁcation system that efﬁciently analyzes
streams of unsuccessful domain name resolutions,
or NXDomains, in large ISP networks to automatically identify DGA-bots.
• We built a prototype implementation of Pleiades,
and evaluated its DGA identiﬁcation accuracy over
a large labeled dataset consisting of a mix of NXDomains generated by four different known DGAbased botnets and NXDomains “accidentally” generated by typos or mis-conﬁgurations. Our experiments demonstrate that Pleiades can accurately detect DGA-bots.
• We deployed and evaluated our Pleiades prototype
in a large production ISP network for a period of 15
months. Our experiments discovered twelve new
DGA-based botnets and enumerated the compromised machines. Half of these new DGAs have
never been reported before.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we discuss related work. We provide an
overview of Pleiades in Section 3. The DGA discovery
process is described in Section 4. Section 5 describes the
DGA classiﬁcation and C&C detection processes. We
elaborate on the properties of the datasets used and the
way we obtained the ground truth in Section 6. The experimental results are presented in Section 7 while we
discuss the limitations of our systems in Section 8. We
conclude the paper in Section 9.
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2

Related Work

Dynamic domain generation has been used by malware to evade detection and complicate mitigation, e.g.,
Bobax, Kraken, Torpig, Srizbi, and Conﬁcker [26]. To
uncover the underlying domain generation algorithm
(DGA), researchers often need to reverse engineer the
bot binary. Such a task can be time consuming and requires advanced reverse engineering skills [18].
The infamous Conﬁcker worm is one of the most aggressive pieces of malware with respect to domain name
generation. The “C” variant of the worm generated
50,000 domains per day. However, Conﬁcker-C only
queried 500 of these domains every 24 hours. In older
variants of the worm, A and B, the worm cycled through
the list of domains every three and two hours, respectively. In Conﬁcker-C, the length of the generated domains was between four and ten characters, and the domains were distributed across 110 TLDs [27].
Stone-Gross et al. [34] were the ﬁrst to report on domain ﬂuxing. In the past, malware used IP fast-ﬂuxing,
where a single domain name pointed to several IP addresses to avoid being taken down easily. However, in
domain ﬂuxing malware uses a domain generation algorithm to generate several domain names, and then attempt to communicate with a subset of them. The authors also analyzed Torpig’s DGA and found that the
bot utilizes Twitter’s API. Speciﬁcally, it used the second character of the most popular Twitter search and
generated a new domain every day. It was updated to
use the second character of the 5th most popular Twitter
search. Srizbi [40] is another example of a bot that utilizes a DGA by using unique magic number. Researchers
identiﬁed several unique magic numbers from multiple
copies of the bot. The magic number is XOR’ed with the
current date and a different set of domains is generated.
Only the characters “q w e r t y u i o p a s d f” are used
in the generated domain names.
Yadav et. al. proposed a technique to identify botnets
by ﬁnding randomly generated domain names [42], and
improvements that also include NXDomains and temporal correlation [43]. They evaluated their approaches by
automatically detecting Conﬁcker botnets in an ofﬂine
dataset from a Tier-1 ISP in South Asia in the ﬁrst paper,
and both the ISP dataset and a university’s DNS logs in
the second.
Villamarin-Salomon and Brustoloni [37] compared
two approaches to identify botnet C&Cs. In their ﬁrst
approach, they identiﬁed domains with high query rates
or domains that were temporally correlated. They used
Chebyshev’s inequality and Mahalanobis distance to
identify anomalous domains. In their second approach,
they analyzed recurring “dynamic” DNS replies with
NXDomain responses. Their experiments showed that
the ﬁrst approach was ineffective, as several legitimate
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services use DNS with short time-to-live (TTL) values.
However, their second approach yielded better detection
and identiﬁed suspicious C&C domains.
Pleiades differs from the approaches described above
in the following ways. (A) Our work models ﬁve different types of bot families including Conﬁcker, Murofet,
Sinowal, and Bobax. (B) We model these bot families using two clustering techniques. The ﬁrst utilizes the distribution of the characters and 2-grams in the domain name.
The second relies on historical data that shows the relationship between hosts and domain names. (C) We build
a classiﬁcation model to predict the maliciousness of domains that deviate from the two clustering techniques.
Unlike previous work, our approach does not require
active probing to maintain a fresh list of legitimate domains. Our approach does not rely on external reputation databases (e.g., DNSBLs); instead, it only requires
access to local DNS query streams to identify new clusters of DGA NXDomains. Not only does our approach
identify new DGAs, but it also builds models for these
DGAs to classify hosts that will generate similar NXDomains in the future. Furthermore, among the list of identiﬁed domains in the DGAs, our approach pinpoints the
C&C domains. Lastly, we note that our work is complementary to the larger collection of previous research that
attempts to detect and identify malicious domain names,
e.g., [3, 4].

3

System Overview

In this section, we provide a high-level overview of
our DGA-bot detection system Pleiades. As shown in
Figure 1, Pleiades consists of two main modules: a DGA
Discovery module, and a DGA Classiﬁcation and C&C
Detection module. We discuss the roles of these two
main modules and their components, and how they are
used in coordination to actively learn and update DGAbot detection models. We describe these components in
more detail in Sections 4 and 5.
3.1 DGA Discovery
The DGA Discovery module analyzes streams of unsuccessful DNS resolutions, as seen from “below” a local
DNS server (see Figure 1). All NXDomains generated by
network users are collected during a given epoch (e.g.,
one day). Then, the collected NXDomains are clustered
according to the following two similarity criteria: (1) the
domain name strings have similar statistical characteristics (e.g., similar length, similar level of “randomness”,
similar character frequency distribution, etc.) and (2) the
domains have been queried by overlapping sets of hosts.
The main objective of this NXDomain clustering process
is to group together domain names that likely are automatically generated by the same algorithm running on
multiple machines within the monitored network.
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Figure 1: A high level overview of Pleiades.

Naturally, because this clustering step is unsupervised,
some of the output NXDomain clusters may contain
groups of domains that happen to be similar by chance
(e.g., NXDomains due to common typos or to misconﬁgured applications). Therefore, we apply a subsequent ﬁltering step. We use a supervised DGA Classiﬁer
to prune NXDomain clusters that appear to be generated
by DGAs that we have previously discovered and modeled, or that contain domain names that are similar to
popular legitimate domains. The ﬁnal output of the DGA
Discovery module is a set of NXDomain clusters, each
of which likely represents the NXDomains generated by
previously unknown or not yet modeled DGA-bots.
3.2 DGA Classiﬁcation and C&C Detection
Every time a new DGA is discovered, we use a supervised learning approach to build models of what the
domains generated by this new DGA “look like”. In particular, we build two different statistical models: (1) a
statistical multi-class classiﬁer that focuses on assigning a speciﬁc DGA label (e.g., DGA-Conficker.C)
to the set of NXDomains generated by a host hi and (2)
a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that focuses on ﬁnding
single active domain names queried by hi that are likely
generated by a DGA (e.g., DGA-Conficker.C) running on the host, and are therefore good candidate C&C
domains.
The DGA Modeling component receives different sets of domains labeled as Legitimate (i.e.,
“non-DGA”), DGA-Bobax, DGA-Torpig/Sinowal,
DGA-Conficker.C, New-DGA-v1, New-DGA-v2,
etc., and performs the training of the multi-class DGA
Classiﬁer and the HMM-based C&C Detection module.
The DGA Classiﬁcation module works as follows.
Similar to the DGA Discovery module, we monitor the
stream of NXDomains generated by each client machine
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“below” the local recursive DNS server.
Given a subset of NXDomains generated by a machine, we extract a number of statistical features related
to the NXDomain strings. Then, we ask the DGA Classiﬁer to identify whether this subset of NXDomains resembles the NXDomains generated by previously discovered DGAs. That is, the classiﬁer will either label the
subset of NXDomains as generated by a known DGA,
or tell us that it does not ﬁt any model. If the subset
of NXDomains is assigned a speciﬁc DGA label (e.g.,
DGA-Conficker.C), the host that generated the NXDomains is deemed to be compromised by the related
DGA-bot.
Once we obtain the list of machines that appear to be
compromised with DGA-based bots, we take detection
one step further. While all previous steps focused on NXDomains, we now turn our attention to domain names for
which we observe valid resolutions. Our goal is to identify which domain names, among the ones generated by
the discovered DGA-based bots, actually resolve into a
valid IP address. In other words, we aim to identify the
botnet’s active C&C server.
To achieve this goal, we consider all domain names
that are successfully resolved by hosts which have been
classiﬁed as running a given DGA, say New-DGA-vX,
by the DGA Classiﬁer. Then, we test these successfully
resolved domains against an HMM speciﬁcally trained
to recognize domains generated by New-DGA-vX. The
HMM analyzes the sequence of characters that compose
a domain name d, and computes the likelihood that d is
generated by New-DGA-vX.
We use an HMM, rather than the DGA Classiﬁer, because for the C&C detection phase we need to classify
single domain names. The DGA Classiﬁer is not suitable
for this task because it expects as input sets of NXDomains generated by a given host to assign a label to the
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DGA-bot running on that host. Some of the features used
by the DGA Classiﬁer cannot be reliably extracted from
a single domain name (see Sections 4.1.1 and 5.2).

4

DGA Discovery

The DGA Discovery module analyzes sequences of
NXDomains generated by hosts in a monitored network,
and in a completely unsupervised way, clusters NXDomains that are being automatically generated by a DGA.
We achieve this goal in multiple steps (see Figure 1).
First (Step 1), we collect sequences of NXDomains generated by each host during an epoch E. Afterwards (Step
2), we split the overall set of NXDomains generated by
all monitored hosts into small subsets, and translate each
set into a statistical feature vector (see Section 4.1.1).
We then apply the X-means clustering algorithm [24] to
group these domain subsets into larger clusters of domain
names that have similar string-based characteristics.
Separately (Step 3), we cluster the NXDomains based
on a completely different approach that takes into account whether two NXDomains are being queried by
overlapping sets of hosts. First, we build a bipartite host
association graph in which the two sets of vertices represent distinct hosts and distinct NXDomains, respectively.
A host vertex Vhi is connected to an NXDomain vertex
Vn j if host hi queried NXDomain n j . This allows us to
identify different NXDomains that have been queried by
overlapping sets of hosts. Intuitively, if two NXDomains
are queried by multiple common hosts, this indicates that
the querying hosts may be running the same DGA. We
can then leverage this deﬁnition of similarity between
NXDomains to cluster them (see Section 4.1.3).
These two distinct views of similarities among NXDomains are then reconciled in a cluster correlation phase
(Step 4). This step improves the quality of the ﬁnal NXDomains clusters by combining the clustering results obtained in Step 2 and Step 3, and reduces possible noise
introduced by clusters of domains that may appear similar purely by chance, for example due to similar typos
originating from different network users.
The ﬁnal clusters represent different groups of NXDomains, each containing domain names that are highly
likely to be generated by the same DGA. For each of
the obtained NXDomain clusters, the question remains
if they belong to a known DGA, or a newly discovered
one. To answer this question (Step 5), we use the DGA
Classiﬁer described in Section 5.2, which is speciﬁcally
trained to distinguish between sets of NXDomains generated by currently known DGAs. Clusters that match
previously modeled DGAs are discarded. On the other
hand, if a cluster of NXDomains does not resemble any
previously seen DGAs, we identify the cluster of NXDomains as having been generated by a new, previously unknown DGA. These NXDomains will then be sent (Step
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6) to the DGA Modeling module, which will update (i.e.,
re-train) the DGA Classiﬁer component.
4.1 NXDomain Clustering
We now describe the NXDomain Clustering module in
detail. First, we introduce the statistical features Pleiades
uses to translate small sets of NXDomains into feature
vectors, and then discuss how these feature vectors are
clustered to ﬁnd similar NXDomains.
4.1.1 Statistical Features
To ease the presentation of how the statistical features
are computed, we ﬁrst introduce some notation that we
will be using throughout this section.

Deﬁnitions and Notation A domain name d consists of a set of labels separated by dots, e.g.,
www.example.com. The rightmost label is called
the top-level domain (TLD or T LD(d)), e.g., com.
The second-level domain (2LD or 2LD(d)) represents the two rightmost labels separated by a period,
e.g., example.com. The third-level domain (3LD
or 3LD(d)) contains the three rightmost labels, e.g.,
www.example.com, and so on.
We will often refer to splitting a sequence NX =
{d1 , d2 , ..., dm } of NXDomains into a number of
subsequences (or subsets) of length α , NXk =
{dr , dr+1 , ..., dr+α −1 }, where r = α (k − 1) + 1 and k =
1, 2, ..., ⌊ m
α ⌋. Subscript k indicates the k-th subsequence
of length α in the sequence of m NXDomains NX. Each
of the NXk domain sequences can be translated into a
feature vector, as described below.

n-gram Features Given a subsequence NXk of α NXDomains, we measure the frequency distribution of ngrams across the domain name strings, with n = 1, .., 4.
For example, for n = 2, we compute the frequency of
each 2-gram. At this point, we can compute the median,
average and standard deviation of the obtained distribution of 2-gram frequency values, thus obtaining three features. We do this for each value of n = 1, ..., 4, producing
12 statistical features in total. By measuring the median,
average and standard deviation, we are trying to capture
the shape of the frequency distribution of the n-grams.

Entropy-based Features This group of features computes the entropy of the character distribution for separate domain levels. For example, we separately compute the character entropy for the 2LDs and 3LDs extracted from the domains in NXk . To better understand
how these features are measured, consider a set NXk of
α domains. We ﬁrst extract the 2LD of each domain
di ∈ NXk , and for each domain we compute the entropy
H(2LD(di )) of the characters of its 2LD. Then, we compute the average and standard deviation of the set of values {H(2LD(di ))}i=1...α . We repeat this for 3LDs and
for the overall domain name strings. We measure a total
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of six features, which capture the “level of randomness”
in the domains. The intuition is that most DGAs produce random-looking domain name strings, and we want
to account for this characteristic of the DGAs.

Structural Domain Features This group of features
is used to summarize information about the structure of
the NXDomains in NXk , such as their length, the number of unique TLDs, and the number of domain levels.
In total, we compute 14 features. Speciﬁcally, given
NXk , we compute the average, median, standard deviation, and variance of the length of the domain names
(four features), and of the number of domain levels (four
features). Also, we compute the number of distinct characters that appear in these NXDomains (one feature), the
number of distinct TLDs, and the ratio between the number of domains under the .com TLD and the number of
domains that use other TLDs (two features). The remaining features measure the average, median, and standard
deviation of the occurrence frequency distribution for the
different TLDs (three features).
4.1.2 Clustering using Statistical Features
To ﬁnd clusters of similar NXDomains, we proceed as
follows. Given the set NX of all NXDomains that we observed from all hosts in the monitored network, we split
NX into subsets of size α , as mentioned in Section 4.1.1.
Assuming m is the number of distinct NXDomains in
NX, we split the set NX into ⌊ m
α ⌋ different subsets where
α = 10.
For each of the obtained subsets NXk of NX, we compute the aforementioned 33 statistical features. After we
have translated each NXk into its corresponding feature
vector, we apply the X-means clustering algorithm [24].
X-means will group the NXk into X clusters, where X is
automatically computed by an optimization process internal to X-means itself. At this point, given a cluster
C = {NXk }k=1..l of l NXDomain subsets, we simply take
the union of the NXk in C as an NXDomain cluster.
4.1.3 Clustering using Bipartite Graphs
Hosts that are compromised with the same DGAbased malware naturally tend to generate (with high
probability) partially overlapping sets of NXDomains.
On the other hand, other “non-DGA” NXDomains are
unlikely to be queried by multiple hosts. For example,
it is unlikely that multiple distinct users make identical
typos in a given epoch. This motivates us to consider
NXDomains that are queried by several common hosts as
similar, and in turn use this similarity measure to cluster
NXDomains that are likely generated by the same DGA.
To this end, we build a sparse association matrix M,
where columns represent NXDomains and rows represent hosts that query more than two of the column NXDomains over the course of an epoch. We discard hosts
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INPUT

: Sparse matrix M ∈ ℜl×k , in which the rows represent
l hosts and the columns represent k NXDomains.

[1] : Normalize M: ∀ j = 1, .., k

l

∑ Mi, j = 1

i=1

[2] : Compute the similarity matrix S from M: S = M T · M
[3] : Compute the ﬁrst ρ eigenvectors from S by
eigen-decomposition.
Let U ∈ ℜρ ×k be the matrix containing k vectors u1 , ..., uk of size
ρ resulting from the eigen-decomposition of S

(a vector ui is a reduced ρ -dimensional representation of the i-th
NXDomain).
[4] : Cluster the vectors (i.e., the NXDomains) {ui }i=1,..,k using
the X-means algorithm
OUTPUT: Clusters of NXDomains

Algorithm 1: Spectral clustering of NXDomains.
that query only one NXDomain to reduce the dimensionality of the matrix, since they are extremely unlikely to
be running a DGA given the low volume of NXDomains
they produce. Let a matrix element Mi, j = 0, if host hi
did not query NXDomain n j . Conversely, let Mi, j = wi if
hi did query n j , where wi is a weight.
All non-zero entries related to a host hi are assigned
the same weight wi ∼ k1i , where ki is the number of NXDomains queried by host hi . Clearly, M can be seen as a
representation of a bipartite graph, in which a host vertex Vhi is connected to an NXDomains vertex Vn j with an
edge of weight wi if host hi queried NXDomain n j during the epoch under consideration. The intuition behind
the particular method we use to compute the weights wi
is that we expect that the higher the number of unique
NXDomains queried by a host hi (i.e., the higher ki ) the
less likely the host is “representative” of the NXDomains
it queries. This is in a way analogous to the inverse document frequency used in the text mining domain [1, 7].
Once M is computed, we apply a graph partitioning
strategy based on spectral clustering [21, 22], as summarized in Algorithm 1. As a ﬁrst step, we compute
the ﬁrst ρ eigenvectors of M (we use ρ = 15 in our
experiments), and then we map each NXDomain (each
column of M) into a ρ -dimensional vector. In effect,
this mapping greatly reduces the dimensionality of the
NXDomain vectors from the total number of hosts (the
number of rows in M) to ρ . We then used the obtained
ρ -dimensional NXDomain representations and apply Xmeans to cluster the NXDomains based on their “host associations”. Namely, NXDomains are grouped together
if they have been queried by a similar set of hosts.
4.1.4 Cluster Correlation
We now have two complementary views of how the
NXDomains should be grouped based on two different
deﬁnitions of similarity between domain names. Nei-
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ther view is perfect, and the produced clusters may still
contain noise. Correlating the two results helps ﬁlter the
noise and output clusters of NXDomains that are more
likely to be generated by a DGA. Cluster correlation is
performed in the following way.
Let A = {A1 , .., An } be the set of NXDomain clusters obtained by using statistical features, as described
in Section 4.1.2, and B = {B1 , .., Bm } be the set of NXDomain clusters derived from the bipartite graph partitioning approach discussed in Section 4.1.3. We compute the intersection between all possible pairs of clusters Ii, j = Ai ∩ B j , for i = 1, .., n and j = 1, .., m. All
correlated clusters Ii, j that contain less than a predeﬁned
number λ of NXDomains (i.e., |Ii, j | < λ ) are discarded,
while the remaining correlated clusters are passed to the
DGA ﬁltering module described in Section 4.2. Clusters
that are not sufﬁciently agreed upon by the two clustering approaches are not considered for further processing.
We empirically set λ = 40 in preliminary experiments.
4.2 DGA Filtering
The DGA ﬁltering module receives the NXDomain
clusters from the clustering module. This ﬁltering step
compares the newly discovered NXDomain clusters to
domains generated by known DGAs that we have already discovered and modeled. If the NXDomains in
a correlated cluster Ii, j are classiﬁed as being generated
by a known DGA, we discard the cluster Ii, j . The reason is that the purpose of the DGA Discovery module is
to ﬁnd clusters of NXDomains that are generated (with
high probability) by a new, never before seen DGA. At
the same time, this ﬁltering step is responsible for determining if a cluster of NXDomains is too noisy, i.e., if it
likely contains a mix of DGA and “non-DGA” domains.
To this end, we leverage the DGA Classiﬁer described
in detail in Section 5. At a high level, we can treat the
DGA Classiﬁer as a function that takes as input a set NXk
of NXDomains, and outputs a set of tuples {(lt , st )}t=1..c ,
where li is a label (e.g., DGA-Conficker.C), and si is
a score that indicates how conﬁdent the classiﬁer is on
attributing label li to NXk , and c is the number of different classes (and labels) that the DGA Classiﬁer can
recognize.
When the DGA ﬁltering module receives a new correlated cluster of NXDomains Ii, j , it splits the cluster into subsets of α NXDomains, and then passes
each of these subsets to the DGA Classiﬁer. Assume Ii, j is divided into n different subsets. From the
DGA Classiﬁer, we obtain as a result n sets of tuples
(1)
(2)
(n)
{{(lt , st )}t=1..c , {(lt , st )}t=1..c , ..., {(lt , st )}t=1..c }.
First, we consider for each set of tuples {(lt , st )}t=1..c
with k = 1, .., n, the label lˆ(k) that was assigned the maximum score. We consider a cluster Ii, j as too noisy if
the related labels lˆ(k) are too diverse. Speciﬁcally, a
(k)
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cluster is too noisy when the majority label among the
lˆ(k) , k = 1, ..n was assigned to less than θma j = 75% of
the n domain subsets. The clusters that do not pass the
θma j “purity” threshold will be discarded. Furthermore,
NXDomain clusters whose majority label is the Legitimate label will also be discarded.

For each remaining cluster, we perform an additional
“purity” check. Let the majority label for a given cluster
(k)
Ii, j be l ∗ . Among the set {{(lt , st )}t=1..c }k=1..n we take all
the scores st whose related lt = l ∗ . That is, we take the
conﬁdence score assigned by the classiﬁer to the domain
subsets that have been labeled as l ∗ , and then we compute
the average µ (st ) and the variance σ 2 (st ) of these scores
(notice that the scores st are in [0, 1]). We discard clusters
whose σ 2 (st ) is greater than a predeﬁned threshold θσ =
0.001, because we consider the domains in the cluster as
not being sufﬁciently similar to the majority label class.

At this point, if µ (st ) < θµ , with θµ = 0.98, we deem
the NXDomain cluster to be not similar enough to the
majority label class, and instead we label it as “new
DGA” and pass it to the DGA Modeling module. On the
other hand, if µ (st ) ≥ θµ , we conﬁrm the majority label
class (e.g., DGA-Conficker.C) and do not consider it
further.
The particular choice for the values of the above mentioned thresholds are motivated in Section 7.2.

5

DGA Classiﬁcation and C&C Detection

Once a new DGA is reported by the DGA Discovery module, we use a supervised learning approach to
learn how to identify hosts that are infected with the related DGA-based malware by analyzing the set of NXDomains they generate. To identify compromised hosts,
we collect the set of NXDomains NXhi generated by a
host, hi , and we ask the DGA Classiﬁer whether NXhi
likely “belongs” to a previously seen DGA or not. If the
answer is yes, hi is considered to be compromised and
will be labeled with the name of the (suspected) DGAbot that it is running.

In addition, we aim to build a classiﬁer that can analyze the set of active domain names, say ADhi , resolved
by a compromised host hi and reduce it to a smaller subset CChi ⊂ ADhi of likely C&C domains generated by
the DGA running on hi . Finally, the set CChi may be
manually inspected to conﬁrm the identiﬁcation of C&C
domain(s) and related IPs. In turn, the list of C&C IPs
may be used to maintain an IP blacklist, which can be
employed to block C&C communications and mitigate
the effects of the malware infection. We now describe
the components of the DGA classiﬁcation and C&C detection module in more detail.
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5.1 DGA Modeling
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the NXDomain clusters
that pass the DGA Filtering and do not ﬁt any known
DGA model are (automatically) assigned a New-DGAvX label, where X is a unique identiﬁer. At this point,
we build two different statical models representative of
New-DGA-vX: (1) a statistical multi-class classiﬁer that
can assign a speciﬁc DGA label to the set of NXDomains
generated by a host hi and (2) a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) that can compute the probability that a single
active domain queried by hi was generated by the DGA
running on the host, thus producing a list of candidate
C&C domains.
The DGA Modeling module takes as input the following information: (1) a list of popular legitimate domain
names extracted from the top 10,000 domains according
to alexa.com; (2) the list of NXDomains generated
by running known DGA-bots in a controlled environment (see Section 6); (3) the clusters of NXDomains received from the DGA Discovery module. Let NX be one
such newly discovered cluster of NXDomains. Because
in some cases NX may contain relatively few domains,
we attempt to extend the set NX to a larger set NX ′ that
can help build better statistical models for the new DGA.
To this end, we identify all hosts that “contributed” to
the NXDomains clustered in NX from our sparse association matrix M and we gather all the NXDomains they
generated during an epoch. For example, for a given host
hi that generated some of the domains clustered in NX,
we gather all the other NXDomains domains NXh′ i gen
erated by hi . We then add the set NX ′ = i NXh′ i to the
training dataset (marked with the appropriate new DGA
label). The reader may at this point notice that the set
NXh′ i may contain not only NXDomains generated by a
host hi due to running a DGA, but it may also include
NXDomains “accidentally’ generated by hi . Therefore,
this may introduce some noisy instances into the training
dataset. However, the number of “accidental” NXDomains is typically very small, compared to the number of
NXDomains generated by a DGA. Therefore, we rely on
the generalization ability of the statistical learning algorithms we use to smooth away the effects of this potential
source of noise. This approach works well in practice, as
we will show in Section 7.
5.2 DGA Classiﬁer
The DGA Classiﬁer is based on a multi-class version
of the Alternating Decision Trees (ADT) learning algorithm [9]. ADT leverages the high classiﬁcation accuracy obtained by Boosting [17], while producing compact classiﬁcation rules that can be more easily interpreted.
To detect hosts that are compromised with DGA-based
malware, we monitor all NXDomains generated by each
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host in the monitored network and periodically send this
information to the DGA Classiﬁer. Given a set NXhi
of NXDomains generated by host hi , we split NXhi into
subsets of length α , and from each of these subsets we
extract a number of statistical features, as described in
Section 4.1.1 If one of these subsets of NXDomains is
labeled by the DGA Classiﬁer as being generated by a
given DGA, we mark host hi as compromised and we add
its IP address and the assigned DGA label to a malware
detection report.
5.3 C&C Detection
The C&C Detection module is based on Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) [28]. We use one distinct HMM
per DGA. Given the set NXD of domains generated by
a DGA D, we consider each domain d ∈ NXD separately, and feed these domains to an HMM for training.
The HMM sees the domain names simply as a sequence
of characters, and the result of the training is a model
HMMD that given a new domain name s in input will
output the likelihood that s was generated by D.
We use left-to-right HMM as they are used in practice to decrease the complexity of the model, effectively
mitigating problems related to under-ﬁtting. The HMM’s
emission symbols are represented by the set of characters
allowed in valid domain names (i.e., alphabetic characters, digits, ‘ ’, ‘-’, and ‘.’). We set the number of hidden
states to be equal to the average length of the domain
names in the training dataset.
During operation, the C&C Detection module receives
active domain names queried by hosts that have been previously classiﬁed by the DGA Classiﬁer as being compromised with a DGA-based malware. Let hi be one such
host, and D be the DGA running on hi . The C&C Detection module will send every domain s resolved by hi to
HMMD , which will compute a likelihood score f (s). If
f (s) > θD , s is ﬂagged as a good candidate C&C domain
for DGA D.
The threshold θD can be learned during the training
phase. First, we train the HMM with the set NXD . Then,
we use a set L of legitimate “non-DGA” domains from
Alexa. For each domain l ∈ L, we compute the likelihood
f (l) and set the threshold θD so to obtain a maximum
target false positive rate (e.g., max FPs=1%).

6

Data Collection

In this section we provide an overview of the amount
of NXDomain trafﬁc we observed during a period of ﬁfteen consecutive months (our evaluation period), starting on November 1st , 2010 and ending on January 15th ,
2012. Afterwards, we discuss how we collected the domain names used to train and test our DGA Classiﬁer
(see Section 5).
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Figure 2: Observations from NXDomain trafﬁc collected below a set of ISP recursive DNS servers over a 439 day window.

6.1 NXDomain Trafﬁc
We evaluated Pleiades over a 15-month period against
DNS trafﬁc obtained by monitoring DNS messages
to/from a set of recursive DNS resolvers operated by a
large North American ISP. These servers were physically
located in the US, and served (in average) over 2 million
client hosts per day1 . Our monitoring point was “below”
the DNS servers, thus providing visibility on the NXDomains generated by the individual client hosts.
Figure 2(a) reports, per each day, (1) the number of
NXDomains as seen in the raw DNS trafﬁc, (2) the number of distinct hosts that in the considered day query at
least one NXDomains, and (3) the number of distinct
(de-duplicated) NXDomains (we also ﬁlter out domain
names that do not have a valid effective TLD [15,19,20]).
The abrupt drop in the number of NXDomains and hosts
(roughly a 30% reduction) experienced between 201103-24 and 2011-06-17 was due to a conﬁguration change
at the ISP network.
On average, we observed about 5 millions (raw) NXDomains, 187,600 distinct hosts that queried at least one
NXDomains, and 360,700 distinct NXDomains overall,
per each day. Therefore, the average size of the association matrix M used to perform spectral clustering (see
Section 4.1.3) was 187,600 × 360,700. However, it is
worth noting that M is sparse and can be efﬁciently stored
in memory. In fact, the vast majority (about 90%) of
hosts query less than 10 NXDomains per day, and therefore most rows in M will contain only a few non-zero
elements. This is shown in Figure 2(b), which reports
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the volume of NXDomains queried by a host in the monitored
network. On the other hand, Figure 2(c) shows the CDF
for the number of hosts that query an NXDomain (this
relates directly to the sparseness of M according to its
1 We estimated the number of hosts by computing the average number of distinct client IPs seen per day.
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columns).
6.2 Ground Truth
In order to generate the ground truth to train and evaluate the DGA Classiﬁer (Section 5), we used a simple approach. To collect the NXDomains generated by
known DGA-based malware we used two different methods. First, because the DGA used by different variants of
Conﬁcker and by Murofet are known (derived through
reverse-engineering), we simply used the respective algorithms to generate a set of domain names from each
of these botnets. To obtain a sample set of domains generated by Bobax and Sinowal, whose exact DGA algorithm is not known (at least not to us), we simply executed two malware samples (one per botnet) in a VMbased malware analysis framework that only allows DNS
trafﬁc2 , while denying any other type of trafﬁc. Overall we collected 30,000 domains generated by Conﬁcker,
26,078 from Murofet, 1,283 from Bobax and, 1,783 from
Sinowal.
Finally, we used the top 10,000 most popular domains
according to alexa.com, with and without the www.
preﬁx. Therefore, overall we used 20,000 domain names
to represent the “negative” (i.e., “non-DGA”) class during the training and testing of the DGA Classiﬁer.

7

Analysis

In this section, we present the experimental results of
our system. We begin by demonstrating Pleiades’ modeling accuracy with respect to known DGAs like Conﬁcker, Sinowal, Bobax and Murofet. Then, we elaborate
on the DGAs we discovered throughout the ﬁfteen month
NXDomain monitoring period. We conclude the section
by summarizing the most interesting ﬁndings from the
twelve DGAs we detected. Half of them use a DGA algorithm from a known malware family. The other half,
2 We

only allowed UDP port 53.
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Table 1: Detection results (in %) using 10-fold cross validation
for different values of α .

Class
Bobax
Conﬁcker
Sinowal
Murofet
Benign

α = 5 NXDomains
T Prate
FPrate
AUC
95
98
99
98
96

0.4
1.4
0.1
0.7
0.7

97
98
98
98
97

α = 10 NXDomains
T Prate
FPrate
AUC
99
99
100
99
99

0
0.1
0
0.2
0.1

99
99
100
99
99

to the best of our knowledge, have no known malware
association.
7.1 DGA Classiﬁer’s Detection Results
In this section, we present the accuracy of the DGA
classiﬁer. We bootstrap the classiﬁer with NXDomains from Bobax, Sinowal, Conﬁcker-A, Conﬁcker-B,
Conﬁcker-C and Murofet. We test the classiﬁer in two
modes. The ﬁrst mode is bootstrapped with a “super”
Conﬁcker class composed of an equal number of samples
from Conﬁcker-A, Conﬁcker-B and Conﬁcker-C classes
and another with each Conﬁcker variant as its own class.
As we mentioned in Section 5.2, the DGA classiﬁer is
based on a multi-class version of the Alternating Decision Trees (ADT) learning algorithm [9]. We build the
vectors for each class by collecting NXDomains from
one day of Honeypot trafﬁc (in the case of Sinowal and
Bobax) and one day of NXDomains produced by the
DGAs for Conﬁcker-A, Conﬁcker-B, Conﬁcker-C and
Murofet. Finally, the domain names that were used to
represent the benign class were the ﬁrst 10,000 Alexa
domain names with and without the www. child labels.
From the raw domain names in each of the classes,
we randomly selected 3,000 sets of cardinality α . As a
reminder, the values of α that we used were two, ﬁve,
ten and 30. This was to build different training datasets
in order to empirically decide which value of α would
provide the best separation between the DGA models.
We generated additional testing datasets. The domain
names we used in this case were from each class as in
the case of the training dataset but we used different days.
We do that so we get the minimum possible domain name
overlap between the training and testing datasets. We
evaluate the training datasets using two methods: 10-fold
cross validation on the training dataset and by using the
testing datasets computed from domains collected on different days. Both methods gave us very similar results.
Our system performed the worst in the case of the 10fold cross validation, therefore we chose to present this
worst-case scenario.
In Table 1, we can see the detection results using two
values for α , ﬁve and ten. We omit the results for the
other values due to space limitations. The main confu-
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sion between the classes was observed in the datasets
that contained separate Conﬁcker classes, speciﬁcally
between the classes of Conﬁcker-A and Conﬁcker-B. To
address this problem, we created a generic Conﬁcker
class that had an equal number of vectors from each Conﬁcker variant. This merging of the Conﬁcker variants
into a single “super” class allowed the DGA classiﬁer
to correctly classify 99.72% (Table 1) of the instances
(7,986 correctly classiﬁed vs 22 incorrectly classiﬁed).
Using the datasets with the ﬁve classes of DGAs, the
weighted average of the T Prates and FPrates were 99.7%
and 0.1%, respectively. As we see in Table 1, α = 5 performs reasonably well, but with a higher rate of FPs.
7.2 NXDomain Clustering Results
In this section, we will discuss results from the DGA
discovery module. In particular, we elaborate on the selection of the thresholds used, the unique clusters identiﬁed and the false alerts the DGA discovery module produced over the duration of our study.
7.2.1 Correlation Thresholds
In order to set the thresholds θma j and θσ deﬁned
in Section 4.2, we spent the ﬁrst ﬁve days of November 2010 labeling the 213 produced clusters as DGA related (Positive) or noisy (Negative). For this experiment,
we included all produced clusters without ﬁltering out
those with θµ =98% (or higher) “similarity” to an already
known one (see Section 4.2). In Figure 3, we can see in
the Y-axis the percentage values for the dominant (nonbenign) class in every cluster produced during these ﬁve
days. In the X-axis we can see the variance that each
dominant class had within each cluster. The results show
that the Positive and Negative assignments had a clear
cut, which we can achieve by setting the thresholds as
θma j = 75% and θσ = 0.001. These thresholds gave us
very good results throughout the duration of the experiments. As we will discuss in Section 7.2.3, the DGA discovery module falsely reported only ﬁve benign clusters
over a period of 15 months. All falsely reported clusters
had variance very close to 0.001.
7.2.2 New DGAs
Pleiades began clustering NXDomain trafﬁc on the
ﬁrst day of November 2010. We bootstrapped the DGA
modeler with domain names from already known DGAs
and also a set of Alexa domain names as the benign class.
In Table 2, we present all unique clusters we discovered
throughout the evaluation period. The “Malware Family” column simply maps the variant to a known malware family if possible. We discover the malware family
by checking the NXDomains that overlap with NXDomains we extracted from trafﬁc obtained from a malware
repository. Also, we manually inspected the clusters with
the help of a security company’s threat team. The “First
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New-DGA-v1

71f9d3d1.net
a8459681.com
a8459681.info
a8459681.net
1738a9aa.com
1738a9aa.info
1738a9aa.net
84c7e2a3.com
84c7e2a3.info
84c7e2a3.net

New-DGA-v2

clfnoooqfpdc.com
slsleujrrzwx.com
qzycprhfiwfb.com
uvphgewngjiq.com
gxnbtlvvwmyg.com
wdlmurglkuxb.com
zzopaahxctfh.com
bzqbcftfcrqf.com
rjvmrkkycfuh.com
itzbkyunmzfv.com

New-DGA-v4

semk1cquvjufayg02orednzdfg.com
invfgg4szr22sbjbmdqm51pdtf.com
0vqbqcuqdv0i1fadodtm5iumye.com
np1r0vnqjr3vbs3c3iqyuwe3vf.com
s3fhkbdu4dmc00ltmxskleeqrf.com
gup1iapsm2xiedyefet21sxete.com
y5rk0hgujfgo0t4sfers2xolte.com
me5oclqrfano4z0mx4qsbpdufc.com
jwhnr2uu3zp0ep40cttq3oyeed.com
ja4baqnv02qoxlsjxqrszdziwb.com

Figure 3: Thresholds θma j and θσ from the ﬁrst ﬁve days of
November 2010.

Seen” column denotes the ﬁrst time we saw trafﬁc from
each DGA variant. Finally, the “Population on Discovery” column shows the variant population on the discovery day. We can see that we can detect each DGA variant
with an average number of 32 “infected hosts” across the
entire statewide ISP network coverage.
Table 2: DGAs Detected by Pleiades.
Malware Family

First Seen

Population
on Discovery

Shiz/Simda-C [32]
Bamital [11]
BankPatch [5]
Expiro.Z [8]
Boonana [41]
Zeus.v3 [25]
New-DGA-v1
New-DGA-v2
New-DGA-v3
New-DGA-v4
New-DGA-v5
New-DGA-v6

03/20/11
04/01/11
04/01/11
04/30/11
08/03/11
09/15/11
01/11/10
01/18/11
02/01/11
03/05/11
04/21/11
11/20/11

37
175
28
7
24
39
12
10
18
22
5
10

As we see in Table 2, Pleiades reported six variants that belong to known DGA-enabled malware families [5,8,11,25,32,41]. Six more variants of NXDomains
were reported and modeled by Pleiades but for these, to
the best of our knowledge, no known malware can be associated with them. A sample set of 10 domain names
for each one of these variants can be seen in Figure 4.
In the 15 months of our observations we observed an
average population of 742 Conﬁcker infected hosts in the
ISP network. Murofet had the second largest population
of infected hosts at 92 per day, while the Boonana DGA
comes third with an average population of 84 infected
hosts per day. The fastest growing DGA is Zeus.v3 with
an average population of 50 hosts per day, however, during the last four days of the experiments the Zeus.v3
DGA had an average number of 134 infected hosts. It
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New-DGA-v3

uwhornfrqsdbrbnbuhjt.com
epmsgxuotsciklvywmck.com
nxmglieidfsdolcakggk.com
ieheckbkkkoibskrqana.com
qabgwxmkqdeixsqavxhr.com
gmjvfbhfcfkfyotdvbtv.com
sajltlsbigtfexpxvsri.com
uxyjfflvoqoephfywjcq.com
kantifyosseefhdgilha.com
lmklwkkrficnnqugqlpj.com

New-DGA-v5

zpdyaislnu.net
vvbmjfxpyi.net
oisbyccilt.net
vgkblzdsde.net
bxrvftzvoc.net
dlftozdnxn.net
gybszkmpse.net
dycsmcfwwa.net
dpwxwmkbxl.net
ttbkuogzum.net

New-DGA-v6

lymylorozig.eu
lyvejujolec.eu
xuxusujenes.eu
gacezobeqon.eu
tufecagemyl.eu
lyvitexemod.eu
mavulymupiv.eu
jenokirifux.eu
fotyriwavix.eu
vojugycavov.eu

Figure 4: A sample of ten NXDomain for each DGA cluster that
we could not associate with a known malware family.

is worth noting the New-DGA-v1 had an average of 19
hosts per day, the most populous of the newly identiﬁed
DGAs.
7.2.3 False Reports on New DGAs
During our evaluation period we came across ﬁve categories of clusters falsely reported as new DGAs. In all
of the cases, we modeled these classes in the DGA modeler as variants of the benign class. We now discuss each
case in detail.
The ﬁrst cluster of NXDomains falsely reported by
Pleiades were random domain names generated by
Chrome [16, 45]. Each time the Google Chrome browser
starts, it will query three “random looking” domain
names. These domain names are issued as a DNS check,
so the browser can determine if NXDomain rewriting is
enabled. The “Chrome DGA” was reported as a variant of Bobax from Pleiades. We trained a class for this
DGA and ﬂagged it as benign. One more case of testing for NXDomain rewriting was identiﬁed in a brand of
wireless access points. Connectify3 , offers wireless hotspot functionality and one of their conﬁguration option
enables the user to hijack the ISP’s default NXDomain
rewriting service. The device generates a ﬁxed number
of NXDomains to test for rewriting.
Two additional cases of false reports were triggered
by domain names from the .it and .edu TLDs. These
domain names contained minor variations on common
words (i.e. repubblica, gazzetta, computer, etc.). Domain
names that matched these clusters appeared only for two
days in our traces and never again. The very short lived
presence of these two clusters could be explained if the
domain names were part of a spam-campaign that was
remediated by authorities before it became live.
The ﬁfth case of false report originated from domain
names under a US government zone and contained the
3 www.connectify.me
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Table 3: TPs (%) for C&C detection (1,000 training sequences).
botnet
Zeus.v3
Expiro.Z
Bamital
Shiz
Boonana
BankPatch

0.1
99.9
33.03
100
0
3.8
56.21

0.5
99.9
64.56
100
1.64
10.69
70.77

FPs (%)
1
3
99.9
99.9
78.23 91.77
100
100
21.02 96.58
15.59 27.67
93.18
99.9

5
99.9
95.23
100
100
35.05
99.91

10
99.9
98.67
100
100
48.43
99.94

string wpdhsmp. Our best guess is that these are internal domain names that were accidentally leaked to the recursive DNS server of our ISP. Domain names from this
cluster appeared only for one day. This class of NXDomains was also modeled as a benign variant. It is worth
noting that all falsely reported DGA clusters, excluding
the Chrome cluster, were short lived. If operators are
willing to wait a few days until a new DGA cluster is
reported by Pleiades, these false alarms would not have
been raised.
7.3 C&C Detection
To evaluate the effectiveness of the C&C Detection,
we proceeded as follows. We considered the six new
DGAs which we were able to attribute to speciﬁc malware, as shown in Table 3. Let NXi be the set of NXDomains collected by the DGA Discovery (Section 4) and
DGA Modeling (Section 5.1) modules for the i-th DGA.
For each DGA, we set aside a subset NXitrain ⊂ NXi of
NXDomains to train an HMMi model. Then we use the
remaining NXitest = NXi − NXitrain to compute the true
positive (TP) rate of HMMi , and a set A that consists
of 602,969 unique domain names related to the consistently popular domain names according to alexa.com
to compute the false positive (FP) rate. To obtain A
we ﬁrst consider all domain names that have been consistently ranked in the top 100,000 popular domains by
alexa.com for approximately one year. This gave us a
set T of about 60,000 “stable” popular domain names,
which we consider as legitimate domains. Then, we
monitored the stream of successful DNS queries in a
large live network for a few hours, and we added to A
all the domain names whose effective 2LD is in T .
We performed experiments with a varying number
c = |NXitrain | of training samples. Speciﬁcally, we set c
equal to 100, 200, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, and 10,000.
We then computed the trade-off between TPs and FPs for
different detection thresholds. In the interest of space, we
report only the results for c=1,000 in Table 3. In general,
the results improve for increasing numbers of training instances. We set the detection threshold so as to obtain an
FP rate equal to 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 3%, 5%, and 10%. As
we can see, at FP=1% we obtained a high (> 93%) TP
rate for three out of six DGAs, and relatively good results
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(> 78%) in ﬁve out of six cases. At FP=3% we have high
TP rate (> 91%) in ﬁve out of six cases.
As mentioned in Section 3, the C&C Detection module reduces the set of domain names successfully resolved by a host h that have been labeled as compromised with DGA-malware to a smaller set of good candidate C&C domains generated by the DGA. The results
in Table 3 show that if we rank the domains resolved by
h according to the likelihood assigned by the HMM, in
most cases we will only need to inspect between 1/100
to 3/100 of the active domains queried by h to discover
the C&C.
7.4 Case Studies
7.4.1 Zeus.v3
In September 2011, Pleiades detected a new DGA
that we linked to the Zeus.v3 variant a few weeks later.
The domain names collected from the machines compromised by this DGA-malware are hosted in six different
TLDs: .biz,.com,.info ,.net ,.org and .ru. Excluding the top level domains, the length of the domain
names generated by this DGA are between 33 and 45
alphanumeric characters. By analyzing one sample of
the malware4 we observed that its primary C&C infrastructure is P2P-based. If the malware fails to reach its
P2P C&C network, it follows a contingency plan, where
a DGA-based component is used to try to recover from
the loss of C&C communication. The malware will then
resolve pseudo-random domain names, until an active
C&C domain name is found.
To date, we have discovered 12 such C&C domains.
Over time, these 12 domains resolved to ﬁve different
C&C IPs hosted in four different networks, three in the
US (AS6245, AS16626 and AS3595) and one in the
United Kingdom (AS24931). Interestingly, we observed
that the UK-based C&C IP address remained active for a
very short period of time of only a few minutes, from Jan
25, 2012 12:14:04 EST to Jan 25, 2012 12:22:37
EST. The C&C moved from a US IP (AS16626) to the
UK (AS24931), and then almost immediately back to the
US (AS3595).
7.4.2 BankPatch
We picked the BankPatch DGA cluster as a sample
case for analysis since this botnet had been active for
several months during our experiments and the infected
population continues to be signiﬁcant. The C&C infrastructure that supports this botnet is impressive. Twenty
six different clusters of servers acted as the C&Cs for
this botnet. The botnet operators not only made use of
a DGA but also moved the active C&Cs to different networks every few weeks (on average). During our C&C
4 Sample
MD5s:
8f60afa9ea1e761edd49dfe012c22cbf
ccec69613c71d66f98abe9cc7e2e20ef.

and
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discovery process, we observed IP addresses controlled
by a European CERT. This CERT has been taking over
domain names from this botnet for several months. We
managed to cross-validate with them the completeness
and correctness of the C&C infrastructure. Complete information about the C&C infrastructure can be found in
Table 4.
The actual structure of the domain name used
by this DGA can be separated into a four byte preﬁx and a sufﬁx string argument. The sufﬁx string
arguments we observed were: seapollo.com,
tomvader.com, aulmala.com, apontis.com, fnomosk.com, erhogeld.com,
erobots.com, ndsontex.com, rtehedel.com, nconnect.com, edsafe.com,
berhogeld.com, musallied.com, newnacion.com, susaname.com, tvolveras.com
and dminmont.com.
The four bytes of entropy for the DGA were provided
by the preﬁx. We observe collisions between NXDomains from different days, especially when only one sufﬁx argument was active. Therefore, we registered a small
sample of ten domain names at the beginning of 2012 in
an effort to obtain a glimpse of the overall distribution of
this botnet. Over a period of one month of monitoring
the sink-holed data from the domain name of this DGA,
this botnet has infected hosts in 270 different networks
distributed across 25 different countries. By observing
the recursive DNS servers from the domain names we
sinkholed, we determined 4,295 were located in the US.
The recursives we monitored were part of this list and we
were able to measure 86 infected hosts (on average) in
the network we were monitoring. The ﬁve countries that
had the most DNS resolution requests for the sinkholed
domain names (besides the US) were Japan, Canada,
the United Kingdom and Singapore. The average number of recursive DNS servers from these countries that
contacted our authorities was 22 — signiﬁcantly smaller
than the volume of recursive DNS servers within the US.

8

Discussion and Limitations

Pleiades has some limitations. For example, once a
new DGA is discovered, Pleiades can build fairly accurate statistical models of how the domains generated by
the DGA “look like”, but it is unable to learn or reconstruct the exact domain generation algorithm. Therefore,
Pleiades will generate a certain number of false positives
and false negatives. However, the results we presented
in Table 1 show that Pleiades is able to construct a very
accurate DGA Classiﬁer module, which produces very
few false positives and false negatives for α = 10. At
the same time, Table 3 shows that the C&C Detection
module, which attributes a single active domain name
to a given DGA, and also works fairly well in the ma-
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Table 4: C&C Infrastructure for BankPatch.
IP addresses

CC

Owner

146.185.250.{89-92}
31.11.43.{25-26}
31.11.43.{191-194}
46.16.240.{11-15}
62.122.73.{11-14,18}
87.229.126.{11-16}
94.63.240.{11-14}
94.199.51.{25-18}
94.61.247.{188-193}
88.80.13.{111-116}
109.163.226.{3-5}
94.63.149.{105-106}
94.63.149.{171-175}
176.53.17.{211-212}
176.53.17.{51-56}
31.210.125.{5-8}
31.131.4.{117-123}
91.228.111.{26-29}
94.177.51.{24-25}
95.64.55.{15-16}
95.64.61.{51-54}
194.11.16.133
46.161.10.{34-37}
46.161.29.102
95.215.{0-1}.29
95.215.0.{91-94}
124.109.3.{3-6}
213.163.91.{43-46}
200.63.41.{25-28}

RU
RO
RO
UA
UA
HU
RO
HU
RO
SE
RO
RO
RO
TR
TR
TR
UA
UA
UA
RO
RO
RU
RU
RU
RU
RU
TH
NL
PA

Petersburg Int.
SC EQUILIBRIUM
SC EQUILIBRIUM
iNet Colocation
“Leksim” Ltd.
Webenlet Kft.
Com Frecatei
NET23-AS 23VNET
Vatra Luminoasa
PRQ-AS PeRiQuito
VOXILITY-AS
SC CORAL IT
SC CORAL IT
Radore Hosting
Radore Hosting
Radore Hosting
LEVEL7-AS IM
LEVEL7-AS IM
LEVEL7-AS IM
NETSERV-AS
NETSERV-AS
PIN-AS Petersburg
PIN-AS Petersburg
PIN-AS Petersburg
PIN-AS Petersburg
PIN-AS Petersburg
SERVENET-AS-TH-AP
INTERACTIVE3D-AS
Panamaserver.com

jority of cases. Unfortunately, there are some scenarios
in which the HMM-based classiﬁcation has difﬁculties.
We believe this is because our HMM considers domain
names simply to be sequences of individual characters.
In our future work, we plan to experiment with 2-grams,
whereby a domain name will be seen as a sequence of
pairs of characters, which may achieve better classiﬁcation accuracy for the harder to model DGAs.
For example, our HMM-based detector was unable to
obtain high true positive rates on the Boonana DGA. The
reason is that the Boonana DGA leverages third-level
pseudo-random domain names under several secondlevel domains owned by dynamic DNS providers. During our evaluation, the hosts infected with Boonana contacted DGA-generated domain names under 59 different
effective second-level domains. We believe that the high
variability in the third-level domains and the high number of effective 2LDs used by the DGA make it harder
to build a good HMM, thus causing a relatively low
number of true positives. However, in a real-world deployment scenario, the true positive rate may be significantly increased by focusing on the dynamic DNS domains queried by the compromised hosts. For example,
since we know that Boonana only uses dynamic DNS
domains, we can ﬁlter out any other NXDomains, and
avoid passing them to the HMM. In this scenario the
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HMM would receive as an input only dynamic DNS domains, which typically represent a fraction of all active
domains queried by each host, and consequently the absolute number of false positives can be signiﬁcantly reduced.
As we mentioned in Section 3, detecting active DGAgenerated C&C domains is valuable because their resolved IP addresses can be used to update a C&C IP
blacklist. In turn, this IP blacklist can be used to block
C&C communications at the network edge, thus providing a way to mitigate the botnet’s malicious activities. Clearly, for this strategy to be successful, the
frequency with which the C&C IP addresses change
should be lower than the rate with which new pseudorandom C&C domain names are generated by the DGA.
This assumption holds for all practical cases of DGAbased malware we encountered. After all, the generation
of pseudo-random domains mainly serves the purpose
of making the take-down of loosely centralized botnets
harder. However, one could imagine “hybrid” botnets
that use DGA-generated domains to identify a set of peer
IPs to bootstrap into a P2P-based C&C infrastructure.
Alternatively, the DGA-generated C&C domains may be
ﬂux domains, namely domain names that point to a IP
ﬂuxing network. It is worth noting that such sophisticated “hybrid” botnets may be quite complex to develop,
difﬁcult to deploy, and hard to manage successfully.
Another potential limitation is due to the fact that
Pleiades is not able to distinguish between different botnets whose bot-malware use the same DGA algorithm.
In this case, while the two botnets may be controlled by
different entities, Pleiades will attribute the compromised
hosts within the monitored network to a single DGAbased botnet.
One limitation of our evaluation method is the exact enumeration of the number of infected hosts in the
ISP network. Due to the location of our trafﬁc monitoring sensors (below the recursive DNS server), we can
only obtain a lower bound estimate on the number of infected hosts. This is because we have visibility of the IP
addresses within the ISP that generate the DNS trafﬁc,
but lack additional information about the true number of
hosts “behind” each IP. For example, an IP address that
generates DNS trafﬁc may very well be a NAT, ﬁrewall,
DNS server or other type of complex device that behaves
as a proxy (or relay point) for other devices. Also, according to the ISP, the DHCP churn rate is relatively low,
and it is therefore unlikely that we counted the same internal host multiple times.
In the case of Zeus.v3, the DGA is used as a backup
C&C discovery mechanism, in the event that the P2P
component fails to establish a communication channel
with the C&C. The notion of having a DGA component as a redundant C&C discovery strategy could be
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used in the future by other malware. A large number
of new DGAs may potentially have a negative impact on
the supervised modules of Pleiades, and especially on the
HMM-based C&C detection. In fact, a misclassiﬁcation
by the DGA Classiﬁer due to the large number of classes
among which we need to distinguish may misguide the
selection of the right HMM to be used for C&C detection, thus causing an increase in false positives. In our
future work we plan to estimate the impact of such misclassiﬁcations on the C&C detection accuracy, and investigate whether using auxiliary IP-based information (e.g.,
IP reputation) can signiﬁcantly improve the accuracy in
this scenario.
As the internals of our system become public, some
botnets may attempt to evade both the DGA discovery
and C&C detection process. As we have already discussed, it is in the malware authors’ best interest to create
a high number of DGA-related NXDomains in order to
make botnet take-over efforts harder. However, the malware could at the same time generate NXDomains not related with the C&C discovery mechanism in an effort to
mislead our current implementation of Pleiades. These
noisy NXDomains may be generated in two ways: (1)
randomly, for example by employing a different DGA,
or (2) by using one DGA with two different seeds, one
of which is selected to generate noise. In case of (1), the
probability that they will be clustered together is small.
This means that these NXDomains will likely not be part
of the ﬁnal cluster correlation process and they will not
be reported as new DGA-clusters. On the other hand,
case (2) might cause problems during learning, especially to the HMM, because the noisy and “true” NXDomains may be intermixed in the same cluster, thus making it harder to learn an accurate model for the domain
names.

9

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel detection system,
called Pleiades, that is able to accurately detect machines
within a monitored network that are compromised with
DGA-based bots. Pleiades monitors trafﬁc below the local recursive DNS server and analyzes streams of unsuccessful DNS resolutions, instead of relying on manual reverse engineering of bot malware and their DGA
algorithms. Using a multi-month evaluation phase, we
showed that Pleiades can achieve very high detection accuracy. Moreover, over the ﬁfteen months of the operational deployment in a major ISP, Pleiades was able to
identify six DGAs that belong to known malware families and six new DGAs never reported before.
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Abstract
Web crawlers are automated tools that browse the web
to retrieve and analyze information. Although crawlers
are useful tools that help users to find content on the
web, they may also be malicious. Unfortunately, unauthorized (malicious) crawlers are increasingly becoming
a threat for service providers because they typically collect information that attackers can abuse for spamming,
phishing, or targeted attacks. In particular, social networking sites are frequent targets of malicious crawling,
and there were recent cases of scraped data sold on the
black market and used for blackmailing.
In this paper, we introduce P UB C RAWL, a novel approach for the detection and containment of crawlers.
Our detection is based on the observation that crawler
traffic significantly differs from user traffic, even when
many users are hidden behind a single proxy. Moreover,
we present the first technique for crawler campaign attribution that discovers synchronized traffic coming from
multiple hosts. Finally, we introduce a containment
strategy that leverages our detection results to efficiently
block crawlers while minimizing the impact on legitimate users. Our experimental results in a large, wellknown social networking site (receiving tens of millions
of requests per day) demonstrate that P UB C RAWL can
distinguish between crawlers and users with high accuracy. We have completed our technology transfer,
and the social networking site is currently running P UB C RAWL in production.

1

Introduction

Web crawlers, also called spiders or robots, are tools that
browse the web in an automated and systematic fashion.
Their purpose is to retrieve and analyze information that
is published on the web. Crawlers were originally developed by search engines to index web pages, but have
since multiplied and diversified. Crawlers are now used
as link checkers for web site verification, as scrapers to
harvest content, or as site analyzers that process the collected data for analytical or archival purposes [9]. While
many crawlers are legitimate and help users find relevant
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content on the web, unfortunately, there are also crawlers
that are deployed for malicious purposes.
As an example, cyber-criminals perform large-scale
crawls on social networks to collect user profile information that can later be sold to online marketers or used
for targeted attacks. In 2009, a hacker who had crawled
the popular student network StudiVZ, blackmailed the
company, threatening to sell the stolen data to gangs in
Eastern Europe [23]. In 2010, Facebook sued an entrepreneur who crawled more than 200 million profiles,
and who was planning to create a third-party search service with the data that he had collected [25]. In general, the problem of site scraping is not limited to social networks. Many sites who advertise goods, services, and prices online desire protection against competitors that use crawlers to spy on their inventory. In
several court cases, airlines (e.g., American Airlines [2],
Ryanair [20]) sued companies that scraped the airlines’
sites to be able to offer price comparisons and flights to
their customers. In other cases, attackers scraped content
from victim sites, and then simply offered the cloned information under their own label.
Many websites explicitly forbid unauthorized scraping in their terms of services. Unfortunately, such
terms are simply ignored by non-cooperating (malicious) crawlers. The Robot Exclusion Protocol faces
a similar problem: Web sites can specify rules in the
robots.txt file to limit crawler accesses to certain
parts of their site [14], but a crawler has to voluntarily
follow these restrictions.
Current detection techniques rely on simple crawler
artifacts (e.g., spurious user agent strings, suspicious
referrers) and simple traffic patterns (e.g., inter-arrival
time, volume of traffic) to distinguish between human
and crawler traffic. Unfortunately, better crawler implementations can remove revealing artifacts, and simple
traffic patterns fail in the presence of proxy servers or
large corporate gateways, which can serve hundreds of
legitimate users from a single IP address. In response to
the perceived lack of effective protection, several commercial anti-scraping services have emerged (e.g., Dis-
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til.It, SiteBlackBox, Sentor Assassin). These services
employ “patent pending heuristics” to defend against
unwanted crawlers. Unfortunately, it is not clear from
available descriptions how these services work in detail.
Many sites rely on CAPTCHAs [24] to prevent scrapers from accessing web content. CAPTCHAs use
challenge-response tests that are easy to solve for humans but hard for computers. Some tests are known
to be vulnerable to automated breaking techniques [4].
Nevertheless, well-designed CAPTCHAs offer a reasonable level of protection against automated attacks.
Unfortunately, their excessive use brings along usability problems and severely decreases user satisfaction.
Other prevention techniques are crawler traps. A crawler
trap is a URL that lures crawlers into infinite loops,
using, for example, symbolic links or sets of autogenerated pages [15]. Unfortunately, legitimate crawlers
or users may also be misled by these traps. Traps and
CAPTCHAs can only be one part of a successful defense strategy, and legitimate users and crawlers must be
exposed as little as possible to them.
In this paper, we introduce a novel approach and a system called P UB C RAWL to detect crawlers and automatically configure a defense strategy. P UB C RAWL’s usefulness has been confirmed by a well-known, large social
networking site we have been collaborating with, and
it is now being used in production. Our detection does
not rely on easy-to-detect artifacts or the lack of fidelity
to web standards in crawler implementations. Instead,
we leverage the key observation that crawlers are automated processes, and as such, their access patterns (web
requests) result in different types of regularities and variations compared to those of real users. These regularities
and variations form the basis for our detection.
For detection, we use both content-based and timingbased features to passively model the traffic from different sources. We extract content-based features from
HTTP headers (e.g., referrers, cookies) and URLs (e.g.,
page revisits, access errors). These features are checked
by heuristics to detect values betraying a crawling activity. For timing-based features, we analyze the time series
produced by the stream of requests. We then use machine learning to train classifiers that can distinguish between crawler and user traffic. Our system is also able to
identify crawling campaigns led by distributed crawlers
by looking at the synchronization of their traffic.
The aforementioned features work well for detecting crawlers that produce a minimum volume of traffic. However, it is conceivable that some adversaries
have access to a large botnet with hundreds of thousands
of infected machines. In this case, each individual bot
would only need to make a small number of requests to
scrape the entire site, possibly staying below the minimal volume required by our models. An active response
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to such attacks must be triggered, such as the injection
of crawler traps or CAPTCHAs. An active response is
only triggered when a single client sends more than a
(small) number of requests. To minimize the impact of
active responses on legitimate users, we leverage our detection results to distinguish between malicious crawlers
and benign sources that produce a lot of traffic (e.g.,
proxy servers or corporate gateways). This allows us
to automatically whitelist benign sources (whose IP addresses rarely change), minimizing the impact on legitimate users while denying access to unwanted crawlers.
For evaluation, we applied P UB C RAWL to the web
server logs of the social networking site we were working with. To train the system, we examined 5 days
worth of traffic, comprising 73 million requests from
813 average-volume sources (IP addresses). The logs
were filtered to focus on sources whose traffic volume
was not an obvious indicator of their type. To test the
system, we examined a set of 62 million requests coming
from 763 sources over 5 days. Our experiments demonstrated that more sophisticated crawlers are often hard
to distinguish from real users, and hence, are difficult
to detect using traditional techniques. Using our system, we were able to identify crawlers with high accuracy, including crawlers that were previously-unknown
to the social networking site. We also identified interesting campaigns of distributed crawlers.
Section 2 gives an overview of the system whereas
Sections 3 to 5 provide more technical details for each
part. The configuration and evaluation of the system if
finally addressed in Sections 6 to 8. Overall, this paper
makes the following contributions:
• We present a novel technique to detect individual
crawlers by time series analysis. To this end, we
use auto-correlation and decomposition techniques
to extract navigation patterns from the traffic of individual sources.
• We introduce the first technique to detect distributed crawlers (crawling campaigns). More precisely, our system can identify coordinated activity
from multiple crawlers.
• We contain crawlers using active responses that we
strategically emit according to detection results.
• We implemented our approach in a tool called
P UB C RAWL, and performed the largest real-world
crawler detection evaluation to date, using tens of
millions of requests from a popular social network.
P UB C RAWL distinguishes crawlers from users with
high accuracy (even users behind a proxy).

2

System Overview

The goal of P UB C RAWL is to analyze the web traffic that
is sent to a destination site, and to automatically classify
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the originating sources of this traffic as either crawlers
or users. The initial traffic analysis is passive and performed off-line, using log data that records web site requests from clients. The goal of this analysis is to build
a knowledge base about traffic sources (IP addresses).
This knowledge base is then consulted to respond to
web requests. Requests from known users or accepted
crawlers (e.g., Googlebot) are served directly. Requests
from unwanted crawlers, in contrast, are blocked. Of
course, the knowledge base may not contain an entry for
a source IP. In this case, a small number of requests is
permitted until it exceeds a given threshold: the system
then switches to active containment and, for example,
injects traps or CAPTCHAs into the response.
While the system is active, the requests are recorded
to refine the knowledge base: When P UB C RAWL identifies a previously-unknown source to be a user or a legitimate proxy, requests from this source are no longer subjected to active responses whereas unwanted crawlers
are blacklisted. The key insight is that P UB C RAWL can
successfully identify legitimate, high-volume sources,
and these sources are very stable. This stability of highvolume sources and the large number of low-volume
sources (tens of requests) ensure that only a small fraction of users will be subjected to active responses.
The architecture of P UB C RAWL is shown in Figure 1.
The server log entries (i.e., the input) are first split into
time windows of fixed length. Running over these windows, the system extracts two kinds of information: (i)
HTTP header information, including URLs and (ii) timing information in the form of time series. The extracted information is then submitted to two detection
modules (which detect individual crawlers) and an attribution module (which detects crawling campaigns).
These three modules generate the knowledge base that is
leveraged by the proactive containment module for realtime traffic. The different modules are described below:
Heuristic detection. For a given time window, the
system analyzes the requests coming from distinct
source IP addresses, and extracts different features related to HTTP header fields and URL elements. These
features are checked with heuristics to detect suspicious
values that could reveal an ongoing crawling activity
(e.g., suspicious referrers, unhandled cookies, etc.).
Traffic shape detection. When crawlers correctly set
the different HTTP fields and masquerade the user agent
string, it becomes much more difficult to tell apart slow
crawlers from busy proxies since they cannot be distinguished based on request volumes. Traffic shape detection addresses this problem. For a given source IP address, the system analyzes the requests (time stamps)
over a fixed time window to build the associated time
series. Figure 2 depicts time series representing crawler
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Figure 1: Architecture overview

Figure 2: YahooSlurp and MSIE 7 time series
and user traffic. One can observe distinctive patterns
that are specific to each class of traffic. Crawler traffic
tends to exhibit more regularity and stability over time.
User traffic, instead, tends to exhibit more local variations. However, over time, user traffic also shows repetitive patterns whose regularity is related to the “human
time scale” (e.g., daily or weekly patterns).
To determine the long-term stability of a time series
with respect to its quick variations, we leverage autocorrelation analysis techniques. Furthermore, to separate repetitive patterns from slow variations, we leverage decomposition analysis techniques. Decomposition
separates a time series into a trend component that captures slow variations, a seasonal component that captures repetitive patterns, and a component that captures
the remaining noise. We use the information extracted
from these analyses as input to classifiers for detection.
These classifiers are used to determine whether an unknown time series belongs to a crawler or a user.
Campaign attribution. Some malicious crawlers
willingly reduce their volume of requests to remain
stealthy. This comes at a cost for the attacker in terms
of crawling efficiency (volume of retrieved data during a
specific time span). To compensate for these limitations,
malicious crawlers, just like legitimate ones, distribute
their crawling activity over multiple sources. We denote
a set of crawlers, distributed over multiple locations, and
showing synchronized activity, as a crawling campaign.
Figure 3 presents two time series that correspond to
the same crawler distributed over two hosts in different
subnets. One can observe a high level of similarity between the two time series. The key insight of our approach is that these similarities can be used to identify
the distributed crawlers that are part of a campaign.
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Figure 3: Distributed crawler (sources A and B)
Proactive containment. Our containment approach
uses the detection results to establish a whitelist of legitimate crawlers and user sources that are allowed direct
access to the site. We also compile a blacklist of unauthorized crawlers that need to be blocked. As mentioned
previously, other sources are granted a small number of
unrestricted accesses per day. For IPs that exceed this
threshold, the system responds by inserting CAPTCHAs
or crawler traps into response pages.

3

Crawler Detection Approach

In this section, we provide a more detailed description
of the crawler detection process in P UB C RAWL.

3.1

Heuristic detection based on headers

The heuristic detection module processes, for each
source, the HTTP header fields and URLs extracted from
the requests in the traffic log. Request-based features
have been used in the past by systems that aim to detect
crawlers [10, 11, 17, 18, 21, 22]. We selected the following ones for our detection module:
• High error rate: The URL lists used to feed a
crawler often contain entries that belong to invalid
profile names. As a result, crawlers tend to show a
higher rate of errors when accessing profile pages.
• Low page revisit: Crawlers tend to avoid revisiting
the same pages. Users, on the other hand, tend to
regularly revisit the same profiles in their network.
• Suspicious referrer: Many crawlers ignore the referrer field in a request, setting it to null instead.
Advanced crawlers do handle the referrer field, but
give themselves away by using referrers that point
to the results of directory queries (listings).
• Ignored cookies: Many crawlers ignore cookies.
As a result, a new session identifier cookie is issued
for each request by these crawlers.
In addition to the previously-described heuristics, we
propose a number of additional, novel features:
• Unbalanced traffic: When we see multiple user
agent strings coming from one IP, we expect the requests to be somewhat balanced between these different user agents. If one agent is responsible for
more than 99% of the requests, this is suspicious.
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• Low parameter usage: Existing detectors mostly
consider the length and depth of URLs. In our case,
profile URLs show a similar length and the same
level of depth. Instead, parameters can additionally
be appended to URLs (e.g., language selection).
Crawlers typically do not use these parameters.
• Suspicious profile sequence: Crawlers often access
profiles in a sorted (alphabetic) order. This is because the pointers to profiles are often obtained
from directory queries.
Heuristics results are combined into a final classification by a majority vote. That is, if a majority of heuristics
are triggered, we flag the source as a crawler.

3.2

Time series extraction

Our traffic shape detection significantly differs from existing work on crawler detection as we do not divide the
source traffic into sessions. Instead, we model traffic as
counting processes from which some properties are extracted, replacing the simple timing features (e.g., mean
and deviation of inter-arrival times) computed over traffic sessions as in [18, 21, 22].
Deriving the time series. We model the traffic from a
source over a time window [t0 , tn [ as a counting process
(a particular kind of time series). A counting process
X(t) = {X(t)}ttn0 counts the number of requests that arrive from a given source within n time intervals of fixed
duration, where each interval is a fraction of the entire
time window. Notice that the traffic logs must be split
into windows of at least two days to capture patterns that
repeat at the time scale of one day.
Because most statistical tests are sensitive to the total
(absolute) numbers of requests, we normalize the time
series. To this end, the amplitude of the series is first
scaled to capture the ratio of requests per time interval to
the total volume of requests produced by the source. The
time frame of the series is then normalized by setting a
common time origin: the start of all series is set to be
the arrival time of the first observed request among all
monitored sources. Formally, the normalized time series
are extracted as follows: Let S be the set of monitored
sources. Let Rs be the set of requests from a source
s ∈ S. Then, its time series Xs (t) is:
Xs (t)

=

t0

=



Card({r ∈ Rs | r.arrival ∈ [t, t + d [ })
Card({r ∈ Rs | r.arrival ∈ [t0 , tn [ })
mins∈S ({minr∈Rs ({r.arrival})})


(1)
(2)

We chose d = 30 minutes as the length of each time
interval, in order to smooth the shape of the time series.
Shorter intervals made the series too sensitive to perturbations in the network communications that are often independent of the source. Longer intervals, instead, make
it harder to capture interesting variations in the traffic.
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3.3

Detection by traffic shape analysis

In this section, we present how we model the shape
of time series to distinguish users from crawlers. Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 discuss how characteristic features
of the traffic are extracted using the auto-correlation and
decomposition analyses. Section 3.3.3 describes how
these features are used to train classifiers with the goal
of identifying crawler traffic.

3.3.1

Auto-correlation analysis

To characterize the stability of the source traffic, we
compute the Sample Auto-Correlation Function (SAC)
of the source’s time series and analyze its shape [3,
Chapt.9]. The SAC captures the dependency of values
at different points in time on the values observed for the
process at previous times (the time difference between
the two compared values is called lag). This function is a
good indicator for how the request counts vary over time.
A strong auto-correlation at small lags indicates a stable
(regular) process, which is typical for crawlers. Spikes
of auto-correlation at higher lags indicate potential seasonal variations, as in the case of users (for example, a
strong auto-correlation at a lag of one day indicates that
traffic follows a regular, daily pattern).
For a given lag k, the auto-correlation coefficient rk is
computed as in Equation 3, where E denotes the mean
and V ar the variance. The SAC Function captures the
auto-correlation coefficients at different lags.
rk

=

E[(X(t) − E[X(t)]) × (X(t + k) − E[X(t)])]
(3)
V ar[X(t)]

To determine the significance of the auto-correlation
coefficient at a given lag k, the coefficient is usually
compared to the standard error. If the coefficient is larger
than twice the standard error, it is statistically significant. In this case, we say that we observe a spike at lag
k. A spike indicates that counts separated by a lag k are
linearly dependent. We use the Moving Average (MA)
model to compute the standard error at lag k [3]. Unlike other models, the MA model does not assume that
the values of the time series are uncorrelated, random
variables. This is important, as we expect request counts
from a single source to be correlated.
Figure 4 presents the SAC Functions computed over
the time series from Figure 2. The functions were plotted over 96 lags (time span of two days). The additional
(red) lines correspond to the standard errors under the
MA assumption. If we observe the shape of these SACs,
the crawler SAC shows a strong auto-correlation at small
lags, followed by a slow linear decay, but no consecutive spike. The user SAC shows a less significant autocorrelation at small lags, followed by a fast exponential
decay. However, we observe spikes at lags multiple of
0.5, corresponding to a half-daily and daily seasonality.
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linear decay,
one sign alternation

exponential decay, local spikes at
lags multiple of 0.5

Figure 4: YahooSlurp and MSIE 7 SACs
Auto-correlation interpretation. Interpreting the
shape of the SAC is traditionally a manual process,
which is left to an analyst [3]. For our system, this process needs to be automated. To this end, we introduce
three features to describe the properties of the SAC:
speed of decay, sign alternation, and local spikes.
The speed of decay captures the short-term stability of
the traffic. A slow decay indicates that the traffic is stable
over longer periods whereas a fast decay indicates that
there is little stability. The speed of decay feature can
assume four values: linear decay, exponential decay, cutoff decay (coefficients reach a cliff and drop), no decay
(coefficients comparable to random noise).
The sign alternation identifies how often the sign of
the SAC changes. Its values are: no alternation, single
alternation, oscillation, or erratic. No or single sign alternations are typical of crawlers, while user traffic potentially shows more alternations.
Local spikes reflect periodicity in the traffic. A local
spike implies a repeated activity whose occurrences are
separated by a fixed time difference (lag). This is typical
for user traffic. This feature has two values: a discrete
spikes count plus a Boolean value indicating if spikes
are observed at interesting lags (half day, day).
Computing our features is a two-step process: First,
we compute “runs” over the auto-correlation coefficients
of the SAC. A run is a sequence of zeroes and ones for
each lag k, where a one indicates that a particular property of interest holds. An auto-correlation coefficient
is characterized by four properties: positive, significant,
null, and larger than the previous value. Runs allow us
to determine how often these properties change. This
can be done by computing various statistics (e.g. mean,
variance, length) over the related runs and their subruns
(a sequence of consecutive, identical values).
In the second step, we apply a number of heuristics to
the different runs. In particular, we compare the statistics
computed for different runs with thresholds that indicate
whether a certain property changes once, frequently, or
never. The details of how we compute the runs, as well
as the heuristics that we apply, are described in detail in
Appendix A. The heuristics provide the actual feature
values: speed of decay, sign alternation and local spikes.
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Table 1: Features characterizing traffic time series

Origin

Feature name

Type

Auto-correlation
analysis (SAC)

coefficients at lags 1 and 2,
decay, sign alternation,
number of local spikes,
daily correlation
differentiated trend IDC,
season over trend ratio

2 x Continuous,
2 x Enumerate(4)
1 x Discrete
1 x Boolean
1 x Continuous,
1 x Continuous

Decomposition
analysis

Figure 5: YahooSlurp and MSIE 7 decompositions

3.3.2

Decomposition analysis

The events that constitute a time series are the result
of different factors that are not directly captured by the
time series; only their impact is observed. Part of these
factors slowly change over time. These factors generate slow shifts within the series that constitute its trend
component T (t). Another part of these factors repeat
over time due to periodic events. These factors generate repetitive patterns within the series that constitute its
seasonal component S(t). Unexplained short-term, random effects constitute the remaining noise R(t).
Decomposition aims to identify the three components
of a time series such as X(t) = T (t) + S(t) + R(t). The
results of decomposition provide valuable insights into
which component has the strongest influence on the series. The decomposition is achieved using the SeasonalTrend decomposition procedure based on LOESS (STL).
STL moves sliding windows over the analyzed time series to compute smoothed representations of the series
using the locally weighted regression (LOESS) [6, 7].
The width of the sliding windows is chosen specifically to extract certain frequencies. In our system, we
set the window width for both the trend and the seasonal
components to 6 hours. This width had to be comparable to the expected seasonality of 12 or 24 hours for user
traffic. The shorter width permits the extraction of components that may slightly vary from day to day; a larger
width would not tolerate such variation. Figure 5 shows
the decomposition of the time series from Figure 2.
Trend variation. The trend components for crawlers
are often very stable, and thus, close to a square signal. To distinguish stable from noisy “signals”, we apply the differentiation operator ∇ (with a lag 1 and a
distance of 1) to the trend. For crawlers where the traffic
is rather stable, the differentiated trend is very close to
a null series, with the exception of spikes when an amplitude shift occurs. For users, the traffic shows quicker
and more frequent variations, which results in a higher
variation of the differentiated trend series. The variation
of the differentiated trend is measured using the Index of
Dispersion for Counts [12], IDC[∇T (t)]. Compared to
other statistical indicators such as the variance, the IDC,
as a ratio, offers the advantage of being normalized.
Season-to-trend ratio. Time series that correspond to
users’ traffic often exhibit repetitive patterns. These pat-
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terns can repeat on a daily basis, weekly basis, or other
frequencies that show some significance in terms of the
human perception of time. Consequently, the seasonal
component is more important for user traffic and likely
prevails over the trend component. This is no longer
true for crawler traffic. To capture this difference between user and crawler traffic, we compute the ratio between the seasonal and trend components as shown in
Equation 4. The amplitude of the seasonality component is computed using the difference between its maximum and minimum values (as the minimum value might
be negative). The amplitude of the trend component is
measured using a quantile operation to remove outliers
resulting from possible errors in the decomposition.
rs/t

3.3.3

=

M ax[S(t)] − M in[S(t)]
Quantile[T (t), 0.95]

(4)

Traffic classification

The auto-correlation and decomposition provide a set of
features that describe important characteristics related to
the traffic from a given source. These features are summarized in Table 1. The type column shows, for each
feature, the domain of values: continuous or discrete
numbers, Boolean values, or labels drawn from a set of
n possibilities (written as “Enumerate(n)”).
Of course, no single feature alone is sufficient to unequivocally distinguish between crawler and user traffic.
Thus, P UB C RAWL trains a combination of three wellknown, simple classifiers. The first classifier is a naive
Bayes classifier that was trained using the maximum
posterior probability [19]. The conditional probabilities
for continuous attributes were estimated using weighted
local regression. The second classifier is an association
rules classifier [5]. The third classifier is a support vector machine (SVM) that was trained using a non-linear
kernel function (Gaussian Radial Basis Function - RBF).
To construct an optimal hyperplane, we chose a C-SVM
classification error function.
All three classifiers require a training phase. For this,
we make use of a labeled training set that contains time
series for both known crawlers and users. Each classifier
is trained separately on the same training data. During
the detection phase, each classifier is invoked in parallel.
To determine whether an individual source is a crawler
or a user, we use majority voting over the outputs of the
three classifiers.
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Algorithm 1
Require: A time series set χ = X1 (t), ..., Xn (t)
1: C = 
2: for Xi (t) in χ do
3:
τ = k/Stdv[Xi (t)]
4:
C ∗ = candidates(C, V ol[Xi (t)], M ax[Xi (t)], Stdv[Xi (t)])
5:
sm , cm = maxc∈C ∗ ({euclidean dist(Xi (t)), c.medoid)})
6:
if sm > τ then
7:
cm .add time series(Xi (t)
8:
else
9:
cn = new cluster(medoid = Xi (t))
10:
C = C ∪ cn
11:
end if
12: end for
13: return clusters set C

4

Crawling Campaign Attribution

In the previous section, we introduced our approach to
detect crawlers based on the analysis of traffic from individual sources. However, numerous crawlers do not operate independently, but work together in crawling campaigns, distributed over multiple locations. By identifying such campaigns, we can provide valuable forensic
information to generate the list of blacklisted sources.
Campaign attribution is achieved by identifying
crawlers that exhibit a strong similarity between their
access patterns. To detect sources that exhibit similar
patterns, we use clustering to group similar time series
coming from detected crawlers. During the training period, we first determine a minimal intra-cluster similarity
required for crawlers to belong to a common campaign.
During detection, clustering results are used to identify
hosts that exhibit similar activity, and hence, are likely
part of a single, distributed crawler.
Time series similarity. A significant amount of literature exists on similarity measures for time series [16].
Most of this body of work aims at providing a similarity
measure that is resilient to distortion, so that time series
of similar shape can be clustered. Distortion in terms of
request volume is already handled by the normalization
that we apply when deriving the time series. On the other
hand, resilience to time distortion is not desirable. The
reason is that we want to detect sources that behave similarly, including the time domain. As a consequence, we
leverage the (inverse) Squared Euclidean Distance. This
metric is fast and known to provide good results [13].
Incremental clustering. P UB C RAWL uses an incremental clustering approach to find similar time series.
Time series coming from detected crawlers are submitted one by one to our clustering algorithm described in
Algorithm 1. For each new time series, the algorithm
computes the similarity between this time series and
the medoı̈ds of existing clusters (Line 5, Algorithm 1).
When the maximal similarity, found for a given medoı̈d,
is above a threshold τ (Line 6, Algorithm 1), the time
series is added to the associated cluster. Otherwise, the
time series becomes the medoı̈d for a new cluster that is
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created. τ corresponds to the minimal intra-cluster similarity that the algorithm has to enforce. τ is computed
during the learning phase, based on a labeled dataset that
contains time series for distributed crawlers. Note that
τ is not fixed but depends on the standard deviation to
compensate for time series proving to be more “noisy”.
To speed up the process, for each incoming time series, the function candidates (Line 4, Algorithm 1) selects a subset of comparable clusters. These candidate
clusters are chosen because their medoı̈ds have a volume
of requests, an amplitude and a standard deviation that
are comparable to the new time series. We found that
this selection process significantly reduced the number
of necessary computations (but also false positives).
Once all time series are processed, each cluster that
contains a sufficient number of elements is considered to
represent a crawling campaign. Sources that are part of
this cluster are flagged as parts of a distributed crawler.

5

Crawler Proactive Containment

Existing techniques to detect crawlers, including our approach, often require a non-negligible amount of traffic
before reaching a decision. To address attacks in which
an adversary leverages a large number of bots for crawling, we require an additional containment mechanism.
In P UB C RAWL, the detection modules are mainly used
to produce two lists: A whitelist of IPs corresponding to
authorized users (proxies) and legitimate crawlers, and
a blacklist of IPs corresponding to suspicious crawlers.
These lists are used to enforce an access policy for the
real-time stream of requests.
Whenever the protected web site receives a request
from a source in the whitelist, the request is granted.
Sources on the blacklist are blocked. Other sources are
considered unknown, and are treated as follows.
For each source, we check the number of requests
that were generated within a given time interval (currently, one day). If this volume remains below a minimal threshold k1 , the source is considered a user, and its
access to the site is granted. If k1 is chosen sufficiently
small, the amount of leaked information remains small,
even if an attacker has many machines at their disposal.
If this same volume is above a second threshold k2 ,
we can use our models to make a meaningful decision
and either whitelist or blacklist this source.
When the number of requests from a source is between k1 and k2 , unknown sources are exposed to active responses such as CAPTCHAs and crawler traps.
By modifying k1 and k2 , a number of trade-offs can
be made. When k1 increases, fewer users are exposed
to active responses, but it is easier for large-scale, distributed attackers to steal data. When k2 increases, our
system will be more precise in making decisions between crawlers and users but we expose more users to
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active responses. In Section 6, we show that, for reasonable settings of the thresholds k1 and k2 , only a very
small fraction of requests and IP addresses are subjected
to active responses, while the amount of pages that even
large botnets can scrape remains small.
In practice, P UB C RAWL will only be used for “anonymous” requests. These are requests from users who do
not have an account on the site or have not logged in.
When a user authenticates (logs in), subsequent requests
will contain a cookie that grants direct access to the site
(and authenticated requests are rate-limited on an individual basis). This is important to consider when discussing why IP addresses form the basis for our whiteand blacklists. In fact, we are aware that making decisions based on IP addresses can be challenging; IP
addresses are only a weak and imperfect mechanism to
identify the source of requests. However, for anonymous
requests, the IP address is the only reliable information
that is available to the server (since the client completely
controls the request content).
One problem with using IP addresses is that a malicious crawler (or bot) on an infected home computer
might regularly acquire a new IP address through dhcp.
Thus, the blacklist can become stale quickly. We address
this problem by allowing each individual IP address only
a small number k1 of unrestricted accesses (before active
containment is enabled). While each fresh IP address
does allow a bot a new set of requests, IP addresses are
not changing rapidly enough so that attackers can draw
a significant advantage. Another problem is that the IP
address of a whitelisted, legitimate proxy could change,
subjecting the users behind it to unwanted, active containment. Our experimental results (in Section 6) show
that this is typically not the case, and legitimate, hightraffic sources are relatively stable. Finally, it is possible that an attacker compromises a machine behind a
whitelisted proxy and abuses it as a crawler. To protect
against this case, our system enforces a maximum traffic
volume after which the whitelist status is revoked and
the IP address is treated as unknown.
To keep the access control lists up-to-date, P UB C RAWL continuously re-evaluates unknown sources and
entries on the whitelist. Entries in the blacklist are expired after some days. Moreover, users ca always authenticate to the site to bypass P UB C RAWL’s checks.

6

Evaluation

We implemented P UB C RAWL in Python, with an interface to R [1] for the time series analysis. The system
was developed and evaluated in cooperation with a large,
well-known social network. More precisely, we used
ten days of real-world request data taken from the web
server logs of the social network, and we received feedback from expert practitioners in assessing the quality of
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our results. The evaluation yielded a favorable outcome,
and our detection system is now integrated into the production environment of a large social networking site.

6.1

Dataset presentation

The ten days of web server logs contain all requests to
public profile pages of the social networking site we
used as a case study. Public profiles are accessible by
anyone on the Internet without requiring the client to
be logged in. The social network provider has experienced that almost all crawling activity to date comes
from clients that are not logged into their system. The
reason is that authenticated users are easy to track and
to throttle. Handling large volumes of non-authenticated
traffic from a single source is most difficult; this traffic
might be the result of anonymous users surfing behind a
proxy, or it might be the result of crawling. Making this
distinction is not straightforward.
The log files contain eight fields for each request:
time, originating IP address, Class-C subnet, useragent, target URL, server response, referrer, cookie. The
IP address and the Class-C subnet fields were encrypted
to avoid privacy issues. Thus, we can only determine
whether two requests originate from the same client, or
from two clients that are part of the same /24 network.
The remaining information is unmodified. This allows
us to check for suspicious user agents, and to determine
the profile names that are accessed. The server response
can be used to determine whether the visited profile exists or not. In addition, the referrer indicates the previous website visited by the client. The cookie contains,
in our case, a session identifier that is set by the social
networking site to track individual clients.
Data prefiltering. Given that the social network is
very popular, the log files are large – they contain tens
of millions of requests per day that originate from millions of different IP addresses. As a result, we introduce
a prefiltering process to reduce the data to a volume that
is manageable by our time series analyses. To this end,
we leverage the fact that, by looking at the volume of requests from a single source, certain clients can be immediately discarded: we can safely classify all sources that
generate more than 500,000 requests per day as crawlers.
Sources that generate less than 1,000 requests per day
are also put aside because our time-series-based techniques require a minimum number of data points to produce statistically meaningful results. These sources are
handled by the active containment policy.
In our experiments, the prefiltering process reduced
the number of requests that need to be analyzed by a
factor of two. More importantly, however, the number
of clients (IP addresses) that need to be considered is
reduced by about four orders of magnitude.
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Ground truth. Obtaining ground truth for any realworld data is difficult. We followed a semi-automated
approach to establish the ground truth for our datasets.
For the initial labels, we used heuristic detection (Section 3.1), which represents the state-of-the-art in crawler
detection. We then contacted the social network site,
which had access to the actual (non-encrypted) IP addresses. Based on their feedback, we made readjustments to the initial ground truth labels. More precisely,
we first marked sources as legitimate crawlers when they
operated from IP ranges associated with popular search
engines. In addition, IP addresses that belong to wellknown companies were labeled as users. For borderline
cases, if an IP address was originating traffic from users
who successfully logged on to the site, we tagged this IP
as a user. Overall, we observed that current heuristics often incorrectly classify high volume sources as crawlers.
In a next step, we performed an extensive manual
analysis of the sources (by looking at the time series,
checking user agent string values, ...). We made a second
set of adjustments to the ground truth. In particular, we
found a number of crawlers that were missed by heuristic detection. These crawlers were actively attempting to
mimic the behavior of a browser: user agent strings from
known web browsers, cookie and referrer management,
and slow runs at night. Some examples of mimicry are
discussed in Appendix B. These cases are very interesting because they underline the need for more robust
crawler detection approaches such as P UB C RAWL.
Finally, we manually checked for similar time series,
and correlated this similarity with user agent strings and
class-C subnets. This information was used to build a
reference clustering to evaluate the campaign attribution.

Table 2: Training: Accuracy for heuristic detection.
Rates

Former features

New features

Combined features

TP/FN
TN/FP

41.32%/58.68%
100.00%/0.00%

82.31%/17.69%
84.00%/16.00%

75.54%/24.46%
96.00%/04.00%

Table 3: Training: Accuracy for traffic shape detection.
Crawlers (TP/FN)
Cross validation
Two third split
Users (TN/FP)
Cross validation
Two third split

Bayes

Rules

SVM

Vote

98.39% 96.36% 98.55% 98.99%/01.01%
97.45% 96.19% 95.11% 96.90%/03.10%
Bayes

Rules

SVM

Vote

79.09% 78.91% 81.91% 82.91%/17.09%
78.84% 78.22% 80.44% 82.28%/17.72%

Table 4: Training: Accuracy for campaign attribution.
Precision
99.03%

Recall
85.54%

Accuracy
94.35%

For training, we used a first dataset S0 , which contained
five days worth of traffic recorded between the 1st and
the 5th of August 2011. After prefiltering, this dataset
consists of ∼73 million requests generated by 813 IP
addresses. Given this number of IP addresses, manual
investigation for the ground truth was possible.

Traffic shape detection. To train the classifiers for detection, we used S0 that contained 709 crawler sources
and 104 user sources. To determine the quality of the
training over S0 , we used both five-fold cross validation
and a validation by splitting the data into two thirds for
training and one third for testing. The results are shown
in Table 3. The table shows that our system obtains a
crawler detection rate above 96.9%. It also shows the
benefit of voting, as the final output of classification is
more accurate than each individual classifier.
Interestingly, the dataset was not evenly balanced between crawlers and users. The majority of sources
that produce more than thousand requests per day are
crawlers. However, the dataset also contains a nontrivial amount of user sources. Thus, it is not possible
to simply block all IP addresses that send more than one
thousand requests. In fact, since the user sources are typically proxies for a large user population, blocking these
nodes would be particularly problematic. We thus verified the accuracy specifically for user sources in Table 3.
Given the bias towards crawlers, the accuracy for users
is slightly lower but remains at around 83%.
It must be noticed that traffic shape detection results
show interesting improvements compared to heuristic
detection that is close to the approach deployed in existing work. This approach produces more accurate results
while using features that are more robust to evasion.

Heuristic detection. We used the training set to individually determine suitable thresholds for the detection heuristics. We verified the results of the configured
heuristics over the training set S0 with the ground truth.
The results are given in Table 2. In this table, a true positive (TP) means a correctly identified crawler. A true
negative (TN) is a correctly identified user. The results
are split between heuristics over features from existing
work and new features introduced in this paper. We can
see that the new features greatly improve the detection
rate when combined with existing ones. Still, the final
detection rate of 75.54% illustrated the need for more
robust features.

Campaign attribution. For campaign attribution, the
clustering algorithm presented in Section 4 needs to be
configured with a τ that defines the minimal, desired
similarity within clusters. To determine this threshold,
we ran a bisection clustering algorithm on the training
dataset S0 . The algorithm first assumes that all elements (time series) are part of a single, large cluster.
Then, it iteratively splits clusters until each time series
is part of a single cluster. We analyzed the entire cluster hierarchy to find the reference clusters as well as
the necessary cut points to obtain them. The cut points
of reference clusters indicated us the minimal similarity that we related to the deviation to determine that

6.2

Training detection and attribution
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k = 350 was the linear coefficient giving optimal values
for τ . For the candidate selection, the following thresholds were chosen: volume = 25%, amplitude = 35%,
deviation = 30%, so that these thresholds avoid additional false positives while creating no false negatives
compared to the results without candidate selection.
To evaluate the quality of the campaign attribution, we
ran our clustering algorithm on the 709 crawler sources
from S0 . We use the precision to measure how well the
clustering algorithm distinguished between time series
that are different, and the recall to measure how well
our technique recognizes similar time series. To evaluate
the successful attribution rate, we use the accuracy to
measure how well the clustering results can be used to
detect distributed crawlers and thus campaigns.
The clustering results are shown in Table 4. One can
see that the algorithm offers a good precision. The recall
is a bit lower: Closer examination revealed that a few
large reference clusters were split into multiple clusters.
For example, Bingbot had its 209 corresponding time
series split into 5 subclusters. Fortunately, recall is less
important in our attribution scenario. The reason is that
split clusters do not prevent us to detect a campaign in
most cases; instead, a campaign is simply split into several smaller ones.

6.3

Evaluating detection capabilities

For testing, the social networking site provided an additional dataset S1 , which contained five extra days worth
of traffic. After prefiltering, this dataset consisted of
∼62 million requests generated by 763 IP addresses.
Unlike the training, the testing was performed on site at
the social networking site. Hence, the traffic logs could
be analyzed with non-encrypted IPs.
Heuristic detection. We compared the results for the
heuristic detection over the testing set S1 with the
ground truth we had (semi-automatically) established
previously. As shown in Table 5, the detection rate
slightly decreases to 71.60%, but remains comparable
to the rate over the training set.
Traffic shape detection. To test the classifiers trained
over S0 , we deployed the traffic shape detection approach over the test set S1 . The results for this experiment are presented in Table 6. According to the table,
the global accuracy of 94.89% remains very close to the
95% of accuracy observed for the training set.
Since the goal of the detection module is to build
whitelists and blacklists of sources, we computed individual results for the following four subsets: users (5%)
and legitimate crawlers (65%) to be whitelisted, and
unauthorized crawlers (7%) and masquerading crawlers
(23%) to be blacklisted. Unauthorized crawlers are
agents that can be recognized by their user agent string
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Table 5: Testing: Accuracy for heuristic detection.
Rates

Former features

New features

Combined features

TP/FN
TN/FP

31.19%/68.81%
100.00%/0.00%

86.24%/14.76%
87.18%/12.82%

71.60%/28.40%
94.87%/05.13%

Table 6: Testing: Accuracy for traffic shape detection.
Bayes

Global
Legitimate crawlers
Unauthorized crawlers
Masquerading crawlers
Crawlers (TP/FN)
Users (TN/FP)

93.05%
92.54%
88.89%
98.27%
93.66%
82.50%

Rules

SVM

Vote

87.55% 94.36%
94.89%
87.10% 97.18%
93.95%
96.27% 100.00%
100.00%
86.71% 98.84%
98.84%
87.68% 97.79% 95.58%/04.42%
85.00% 32.50% 82.50%/17.50%

Table 7: Testing: Accuracy for campaign attribution.
Precision
92.84%

Recall
80.63%

Accuracy
91.89%

but are not supposed to crawl the site. Masquerading
crawlers are malicious crawlers trying to masquerade as
real browsers to remain stealthy and to avoid detection.
We achieve perfect detection for unauthorized
crawlers. In particular, the system was able to detect
crawlers such as ISA connectivity checker, Yandexbot,
YooiBot, or Exabot. Results are also very good for masquerading browsers, with a detection rate close to 99%.
The detection rate slightly drops to 94% for legitimate
crawlers such as Baiduspider, Bingbot, Googlebot or Yahooslurp. But 4% of these false negatives are related
to Google FeedFetcher. In principle, the requests from
FeedFetcher are triggered by user requests. As a result,
its time series are individually recognized as user traffic.
By combining heuristic detection and traffic shape detection, the detection rates were not improved further.
The reason is that the crawlers detected by heuristics
were already included in the set of crawlers detected by
traffic shape. This observations confirms our belief that
traffic shape detection is stronger than heuristic detection based on HTML and URL features.
To gain a better understanding of our results, we asked
for feedback from the social networking site. The network administrators confirmed that a large number of
crawlers were previously unknown to them (and they
subsequently white- or blacklisted the IPs). Since deanonymized IP addresses were available to us, we could
check the sources of these crawlers. Interestingly, several sources were proxies of universities, where crawler
traffic was mixed with user activity. Because of the mix
of user and crawler activity, the current detection techniques did not raise alerts. Note that such mix of activity must be taken into consideration for blacklisting
(e.g., the university administrators can be warned that
unauthorized crawling is coming from their network and
asked to take appropriate measure). In such cases, it is a
policy decision whether to blacklist the IP or not. Also,
recall that requests from users who are logged-in is not
affected.
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Performance. To process the entire dataset S1 , several
instances of the modules for heuristic detection, traffic
shape detection and campaign attribution were run over
five parallel processes that required roughly 45 minutes
to run. This time included loading the data into the
database, generating the time series, and performing the
different analyses. The experiments were run on a single
server (with 4 cores and 24 GB of RAM).

6.4

Evaluation of campaign attribution

To evaluate the quality of the campaign attribution technique, we ran our clustering algorithm over the crawler
sources from the de-anonymized testing set S1 . The results of the experiment are shown in Table 7. One can
see that the precision and recall have slightly dropped
compared to the training set. The intra-cluster similarity
threshold τ might not be optimal anymore. Nonetheless, the attribution accuracy remains at 91.89%, which
is close to the 94% obtained during training.
Overall, we obtain 238 clusters from the 763 distinct
source IPs. Looking at these clusters, we started to observe interesting campaigns when a cluster contained 34 or more elements (hosts). Table 8 provides a description of these campaigns. The first campaigns correspond
to legitimate crawlers. Interestingly, the campaign associated to Feedfetcher, whose crawlers evaded traffic
shape detection, is successfully identified. Even if the
Feedfetcher traffic is similar to user traffic, Google distributes the requests (i.e., load-balances) over multiple
IPs, explaining that their time series are synchronized.
Table 8 also presents five campaigns showing suspicious
user-agent strings, and five campaigns masquerading as
legitimate browsers or search engine spiders. Another
interesting case is the campaign where crawlers send
requests as Gecko/20100101 FireFox. This campaign
shows a significant number of clusters because it uses
rotating IP addresses over short time periods. However,
it is still detected because the active IP addresses were
operating loosely synchronized. The social network operators showed a particular interest in this case, and they
are now relying on our system to detect such threats that
are difficult to detect otherwise.

6.5

Evaluation of proactive containment

The evaluation was performed over a dataset S2 of nonfiltered traffic. The dataset contained ∼110 million requests from ∼11 million IP sources.
Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) for the fraction of IPs (y-axis) that send (at most)
a certain number of requests (x-axis). One can see that
most IPs (more than 98.7%) send only a single request
per day. This is important because it means that most
sources (IPs) will never be affected by active containment. Figure 7 shows the situation for requests instead
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Agent

Table 8: Identified Crawling Campaigns.
#Clust. #ClassC #IP

Legitimate crawlers
Bingbot
5
Googlebot
5
+ Feedfetcher
4
Yahooslurp
4
Baiduspider
1
Voilabot
3
Facebookexternalhit/1.1
1
Crawlers with suspicious agent strings
””
2
Python-urllib/1.17
2
Mozilla(compatible;ICS)
1
EventMachine HTTP Client
1
Gogospider
1
Masquerading crawlers
Gecko/200805906 FireFox
1
Gecko/20100101 FireFox
9
MSIE6 NT5.2 TencentTraveler
1
Mozilla(compatible; Mac OS X)
1
googlebot(crawl@google.com)
1

Req/day

11
2
4
9
1
3
1

211
42
65
71
23
20
8

6 million
4 million
–
500 thousand
50 thousand
19 thousand
14 thousand

16
51
10
3
2

22
54
10
3
3

330 thousand
140 thousand
70 thousand
3 thousand
2 thousand

10
12
1
1
1

73
25
30
4
4

350 thousand
60 thousand
7 thousand
8 thousand
1 thousand

of IPs. That is, the figure shows the CDF for the fraction
of total requests (y-axis) over the maximum number of
requests per source (x-axis). One can see that roughly
45% of all request are sent by sources that send at most
100 requests. The graph highlights that a little over 40%
of all requests are done by sources that make only a single request. One can also see that a significant amount
of the total requests are incurred by a few heavy hitter
IPs that make tens of thousands to millions of requests.
Containment impact. We use these two graphs to discuss the impact of the two containment thresholds: k1 ,
below which sources have unrestricted access to the site,
and k2 , above which sources can be examined by our
analysis (and hence, properly whitelisted or blacklisted).
We can see from Figure 6 that if we choose k1 low
enough, we can guarantee that only a tiny number of
sources will be impacted. For example, by setting k1 =
100, we see that 99.98% of the sources will not be impacted at all. If an attacker wants to take advantage of
this unrestricted access, he would require 5,000 crawlers
running in parallel to reach the crawling rate of a single crawler agent from Googlebot. Looking back at
Table 8 for real-world examples, the lowest rate of requests we observed for a distributed crawler was for the
Gecko/20100101 FireFox campaign using rotating IPs.
Even in this case, the amount of requests per agent was
above a few hundreds per day. Thus, we consider values
for k1 between 10 and 100.
To choose k2 , we have a trade-off between the amount
of traffic that will be impacted by active responses and
the quality of our detection. We see the fraction of requests that are impacted by plotting k1 and k2 over Figure 7 and reading the difference over the y-axis. Table 9
lists the proportion of impacted traffic for various concrete settings of k1 and k2 . If we keep k2 at 1,000 and
choose 20 for k1 , we expect active responses to impact
less than 0.1% of all IP sources and only about 3.24%
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much negative effect for (non-authenticated) users when
using active containment. Moreover, the 18.2% of nonstable IPs are mainly due to sources whose volume was
close to the prefiltering threshold. These sources might
have been stripped from S0 or S1 by prefiltering.
Overall, our results demonstrate that P UB C RAWL can
thwart large-scale malicious crawlers and botnets while
interfering with a small number of legitimate requests.

7
Figure 6: CDF of the source IPs over traffic volumes

Figure 7: CDF of the requests over traffic volumes
Table 9: Requests (%) impacted by containment

k1 /k2
10
15
20
25
50
100

100
1.49%
1.20%
0.99%
0.81%
0.37%
0.00%

500
2.95%
2.66%
2.44%
2.27%
1.83%
1.46%

1000
3.75%
3.46%
3.24%
3.07%
2.63%
2.26%

2000
4.82%
4.53%
4.32%
4.14%
3.70%
3.33%

5000
6.27%
5.98%
5.77%
5.59%
5.15%
4.78%

10000
7.88%
7.58%
7.37%
7.19%
6.75%
6.38%

of the overall requests. Of course, we expect that these
3.24% of requests do contain a non-trivial amount of
traffic from stealthy crawlers. When k1 is increased, the
impact on legitimate users decreases. The downside is
that large botnets can scrape larger parts of the site.
Sources stability. The whitelist approach for legitimate, high-volume sources (over k2 ) works well only
when IP sources remain stable for user proxies and legitimate crawlers. To verify this assumption, we studied the IP evolution between the training set S0 and the
testing set S1 . Considering crawlers, 66.9% of IPs were
both present in S0 and S1 . Looking at the stable IPs, they
correspond either to legitimate crawlers (e.g., Googlebot, Bingbot) or large crawling campaigns (e.g., Python,
Firefox from Table 8). Unstable crawler IPs correspond
to unauthorized and masquerading crawlers.
Most importantly, looking at high-volume users
(proxies), 81.8% of IPs were both present in S0 and
S1 (about one month apart). Thus, whitelisting these
sources would work well and, hence, we would not see
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Limitations

Our system has proven to be useful in the real-world,
and it is currently deployed by the social networking site
as a part of their crawler mitigation efforts. However,
as with many other areas in security, there is no silver
bullet, and sophisticated attackers might try to bypass
our system. Nevertheless, P UB C RAWL significantly increases the difficulty bar for the attackers.
Detection limitations. An attacker might try to thwart
the heuristics-based and traffic-shape-based detection
modules. The traffic shape detection has two main requirements: 1) a large-enough volume of requests is required for the time series to be statistically significant,
2) at least two days of traffic are required for the autocorrelation and decomposition analyses.
While traffic shape detection is well-suited for detecting crawlers of sufficient volume, because of requirement 1), it is not particularly well-suited to detect “slow”
distributed crawlers that send a very small number of requests from hundreds of thousands of hosts. For this,
campaign attribution is more appropriate. Because of
requirement 2), it is not well suited either to detect “aggressive” (noisy) crawlers in real-time. For this, heuristic detection is more appropriate.
To address the problem of “slow” and “aggressive”
crawlers, P UB C RAWL combines the detection modules
with a containment strategy. Aggressive crawlers are initially slowed down by active responses, until they are detected and blacklisted. Slow crawlers can at most make
k1 requests before the active response component is activated. Moreover, since slow crawlers require a larger
number of machines, the effect of the active response
component is magnified (applied to each crawler).
Another way to avoid detection is traffic reshaping.
That is, an attacker could try to engineer the crawler traffic so that it closely mimics the behavior of actual users.
The attacker would first have 1) to craft valid HTTP traffic (headers) and 2) to design a stealthy visiting policy
both in terms of topology and timing. In terms of topology, the attacker would have to craft a non-suspicious
sequence of URLs to visit (based on order and revisit
behavior). In terms of timing, he would have to craft
the volume and distribution of requests over time so that
the traffic shape remains similar to user traffic. Overall,
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mimicking the behavior of users would require a nontrivial effort on behalf of the attacker to learn the properties of user traffic, especially given that only the social
network has a global overview of the incoming traffic.
Attribution limitations. If an attacker wants to bypass
our campaign attribution method, he has to ensure that
all nodes of his distributed crawler behave differently.
Sets of rotating IPs are already successfully detected.
To break the synchronization between the nodes, simple
time shifts would not be sufficient: Existing similarity
measures for time series (e.g., dynamic time warping)
can be used to recover from shifts. An attacker would
have to completely break the synchronization between
its different crawlers while shaping for each one a different traffic behavior (which needs to be similar to user
traffic to avoid individual detection).
Containment limitations. If attackers do not succeed
in whitelisting their crawlers, they can willingly maintain their traffic volume under the containment threshold
k1 . To crawl a good portion of a social network with millions of pages requires a significant crawling infrastructure, and building or renting botnets over long periods
of time might be prohibitively expensive for most adversaries. Attackers can also increase their traffic volume
until the blocking threshold k2 . In this case, they would
have to find a solution to automatically bypass active responses (resolve CATPCHAs or identify crawler traps).

8

Related Work

We are not the first one to study the problem of detecting
web crawlers. However, we are the first to propose a
solution to distributed crawlers, and we are the first to
have used an extensive, large-scale real-world dataset to
evaluate and validate our approach.
Similar to [18, 21, 22], P UB C RAWL relies on machine
learning techniques to extract characteristic properties of
traffic that can help to distinguish crawlers from users.
However, the features we use for the learning process
are different. Compared to [11, 17, 21, 22], the similar
features we extract from the HTTP headers and URLs
are fed to heuristic detection. Our experiments demonstrate that these features are not reliable.
For traffic shape detection and its learning process, we
used timing features instead. Compared to [18, 21, 22],
the results of the auto-correlation and decomposition
analyses prove to be more robust. That is, the extracted properties are harder to evade by attackers than
the simple time and volume statistics used by previous
approaches (e.g., the average or the variance of interarrival times between requests).
In our detection approach, most of the features extracted from the time series are designed to express the
regularity of web traffic. In [8], the authors already
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leveraged the notion of regularity of crawler traffic for
detection. To extract the relevant information, the authors rely on Fast Fourier Transformations. However,
both crawler and user traffics show regularities, but they
do so at different levels. We thus use decomposition
techniques to distinguish between different types of regularities: Crawler regularity can be observed within the
trend component, whereas user regularity can be observed within the seasonal component.
Existing crawler detection approaches mainly remain
deployed offline – just like our detection approach based
on traffic shape. However, a significant novelty of our
approach is that we integrate our detection process into a
proactive containment strategy to protect from crawlers
in real-time. This is similar to [18] where the authors address real-time containment. The containment approach
they propose relies on the detection results from an incremental classification system where crawler models
evolve over time. Instead, we chose a more realistic,
practical white- and blacklisting approach where sources
are blocked on a per IP basis.
An interesting contribution of our work is the formalization of the traffic by time series, which allows us to
address the problem of crawling campaign attribution
and distributed crawlers detection using clustering. We
have also evaluated our tool on a much larger scale than
previous work, which has used requests that are in the
order of thousands. Finally, in our experiments, we observed and identified real-world evasion techniques that
target some of the traffic features used in previous work.
Hence, we provide evidence that attackers today are investing significant effort to evade some of the straightforward and well-known crawler detection techniques.

9

Conclusion

To defend against malicious crawling activities, many
websites deploy heuristics-based techniques. As a reaction, crawlers have increased in sophistication. They
now frequently mimic the behavior of browsers, as well
as distribute their activity over multiple hosts.
This paper introduced P UB C RAWL, a novel approach
for the detection and containment of crawlers. The key
insight of our system is that the traffic shape of crawlers
and users differ significantly so that they can be automatically identified using time series analysis. We also
propose the first technique that is able to identify crawling campaigns by detecting the synchronized activity of
distributed crawlers using time series clustering. Finally, we introduce an active containment mechanism
that strategically uses active responses to maximize protection and minimize user annoyance.
Our experiments with a large, popular social networking site demonstrate that P UB C RAWL can distinguish
users with accuracy and filter out crawlers. Our detec-
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tion approach is currently deployed in production by the
social networking site we collaborated with.
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A

Interpreting auto-correlation functions

This section describes how we compute the values of the three
features describing the shape of the Sample Auto-Correlation
Function (SAC). We first compute runs over four SAC characteristics: trend (increase/decrease), sign (positive/negative),
significance (spikes), and null (lags with null correlation). The
run computations are shown in Equations 5-8 for the autocorrelation coefficient rk that ranges over all k lags.
Trend: trk

=

Sign: srk

=

Significance:

prk

=

Null: nrk

=







1 if k = 1 or |rk | ≥ |rk−1 |
0 else

(5)

1 if rk ≥ 0
0 else

(6)

1 if |rk | ≥ 2 × sk
0 else

(7)

1 if |rk | ≤ 0.1 × max{|rk |}
(8)
0 else

Based on the previously-computed runs (as well as amplitude values), we determine the three properties of the SAC: Table 10 lists the heuristics to determine the decay, Table 11 lists
the heuristics to determine the sign alternation, and Table 12
lists the heuristics to identify local spikes.

B

Crawlers mimicking user behavior

Table 13 shows examples of crawlers that we found in our
dataset. The first example in the table represents an easy
crawler to detect: The user-agent points to the Python programming framework, which is popular among crawlers, no
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Table 10: Heuristics to determine the speed of decay of the SAC
Characteristic

Metric

Expected Value

Interpretation

Feature Value

Amplitude

difference between
first and last lags
mean of the
runs values
number of runs

low

No decay
(white noise)

Null runs

mean of the
runs values

low

no overall decrease in the
amplitude of the coefficients
balanced proportion between
increases and decreases
high number of inflections
points in the function
observed coefficients are
not residuals

Amplitude

difference between
first and middle lags
length of the
first run
length of the longest
null valued run
mean of the
runs values
lag of the first
positive run

above
average
low

quick decrease in the
amplitude of the coefficients
coefficients become insignificant
after a short number of lags
the function contains long intervals
of insignificant coefficients
the function coefficients tend
quickly towards 0
the function converges towards
0 in the small lags

Cut-off

difference between
first and middle lags
number of runs

below
average
low

Linear
decay

length of the
first run
length of the
first run
mean of the
runs values

above
low
above
low
low

slow decrease in the
amplitude of the coefficients
low number of inflections
points in the function
coefficients remain significant
after a longer number of lags
coefficients remain significant
after a longer number of lags
the function coefficients tend
slowly towards 0
all decaying functions that are
neither cut off nor linear

Exponential
decay

Trend runs

Spike runs

Null runs

Amplitude
Trend runs
Spike runs
Spike runs
Null runs
-

average
high

high
above
average
low

-

Table 11: Heuristics to determine the sign alternation property of the SAC
Characteristic

Metric

Expected Value

Interpretation

Feature Value

Sign runs

number of runs

equal 1

no sign change

No alternation

Sign runs

number of runs

equal 2

single sign change

Single alternation

Sign runs

number of runs

above
average
below
average

important number of
sign changes
sign changes occur
at regular periods

Oscillations

sign changes are
unpredictable

Erratic
alternation

variance of the
runs length
-

-

Table 12: Heuristics to determine the local spikes of the SAC
Characteristic

Metric

Expected Values

Interpretation

Feature Value

Spike runs

lags of positive runs
length of positive runs

above 1
low

first spike must be ignored
short spikes centered around a lag

Local spike
(lag, length)

referrer is set, the cookies transmitted by the server are ignored, the dispersion index is low, indicating regular traffic,
and the error rate is too high to be generated by a user following links. The next examples introduce different evasion
techniques by mimicry. Examples 2 to 7 use user-agent string
masquerading. Examples 4 and 5 set their referrer to the result
of a directory query, whereas Example 7 uses mainly profiles
URL as referrers, just like during human browsing. Examples 6 to 8 handle cookies with different policies: Examples 6
and 7 reuse the same cookie for a fixed number of requests,
whereas Example 8 reuses the same cookie for a fixed period of
time. More advanced techniques of traffic shaping can also be
found, where the timing and the targeting of requests is mod-
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ified to look similar to user traffic. Example 6 interrupts its
activity at night to avoid raising suspicion. Examples 6 and 7
show a high fraction of revisited pages, which is more typical for human behavior. These examples indicate that crawlers
already attempt to bypass existing detection heuristics.
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Table 13: Evasion techniques observed for different crawlers.
Source

Referrer

Cookie

IDC[X(t)]

Overlap

Errors

Traffic

Grey cells correspond to observed properties of the crawler traffic that are close to browser traffic, they might correspond to evasion attempts.
IP:
B2ED1877DE4DC83B3DF0ED8AFF68E6B0490B5107
User-agent string:
Python-urllib/1.17

null referrer

no cookie reuse

517.79

00.0%

12.7%

IP:
8DB9FE9C5D0796FF7E9BFB05201EE55A9052C586
User-agent string:
Mozilla/4.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 6.1; en-US; rv...)

null referrer

no cookie reuse

10.49

01.3%

01.4%

IP:
A30B14FA5261FA04C612F5E938FCB349C28CBF58
User-agent string:
Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1)

null referrer

no cookie reuse

7502.97

00.0%

00.4%

IP:
43DB44548E1AB95696703B92DBBD778CB44EC4E4
User-agent string:
Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1)

directory query
as referrer (all
starting with
same letter)

no cookie reuse

246.12

00.2%

00.2%

IP:
62A7DF089C1700ACF7A2B1A1614418E97C4ED42B
User-agent string:
Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV...)

directory query
as referrer (all
starting with
same letter)

no cookie reuse

430.32

00.1%

00.3%

IP:
3E680C6B9A92070AB608671486DC332AD2B7083F
User-agent string:
Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.9.0.1)

null referrer

reuse cookie
for next 3
requests

9669.75

11.7%

03.3%

IP:
2DC89E853294C1F0797002C4211FE005E39BEA52
User-agent string:
Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0b2; Windows NT...)

only 1.6% of
null referrers,
rest is all
public profiles

reuse cookie
for next 100
requests

4.35

29.3%

00.3%

IP:
3CBEF4B3A90AA47F6517260D78371EDBFE09E9A7
User-agent string:
ia archiver (+http://www.alexa.com/site/help/webma...)

null referrer

reuse cookies
for requests
in a 15 min
interval

59.42

02.7%

01.2%
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Abstract
Black-box web vulnerability scanners are a popular
choice for finding security vulnerabilities in web applications in an automated fashion. These tools operate in
a point-and-shoot manner, testing any web application—
regardless of the server-side language—for common security vulnerabilities. Unfortunately, black-box tools
suffer from a number of limitations, particularly when
interacting with complex applications that have multiple actions that can change the application’s state. If
a vulnerability analysis tool does not take into account
changes in the web application’s state, it might overlook
vulnerabilities or completely miss entire portions of the
web application.
We propose a novel way of inferring the web application’s internal state machine from the outside—that is, by
navigating through the web application, observing differences in output, and incrementally producing a model
representing the web application’s state.
We utilize the inferred state machine to drive a blackbox web application vulnerability scanner. Our scanner
traverses a web application’s state machine to find and
fuzz user-input vectors and discover security flaws. We
implemented our technique in a prototype crawler and
linked it to the fuzzing component from an open-source
web vulnerability scanner.
We show that our state-aware black-box web vulnerability scanner is able to not only exercise more code of
the web application, but also discover vulnerabilities that
other vulnerability scanners miss.

1 Introduction
Web applications are the most popular way of delivering
services via the Internet. A modern web application is
composed of a back-end, server-side part (often written
in Java or in interpreted languages such as PHP, Ruby,
or Python) running on the provider’s server, and a client
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part running in the user’s web browser (implemented in
JavaScript and using HTML/CSS for presentation). The
two parts often communicate via HTTP over the Internet
using Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) [20].
The complexity of modern web applications, along
with the many different technologies used in various abstraction layers, are the root cause of vulnerabilities in
web applications. In fact, the number of reported web
application vulnerabilities is growing sharply [18, 41].
The occurrence of vulnerabilities could be reduced
by better education of web developers, or by the use
of security-aware web application development frameworks [10, 38], which enforce separation between structure and content of input and output data. In both cases,
more effort and investment in training is required, and,
therefore, cost and time-to-market constraints will keep
pushing for the current fast-but-insecure development
model.
A complementary approach for fighting security vulnerabilities is to discover and patch bugs before malicious attackers find and exploit them. One way is to use
a white-box approach, employing static analysis of the
source code [4, 15, 17, 24, 28]. There are several drawbacks to a white-box approach. First, the potential applications that can be analyzed is reduced to only those
applications that use the target programming language.
In addition, there is the problem of substantial false positives. Finally, the source code of the application itself
may be unavailable.
The other approach to discovering security vulnerabilities in web applications is by observing the application’s output in response to a specific input. This method
of analysis is called black-box testing, as the application is seen as a sealed machine with unobservable internals. Black-box approaches are able to perform largescale analysis across a wide range of applications. While
black-box approaches usually have fewer false positives
than white-box approaches, black-box approaches suffer
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login.php
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view.php

index.php
Figure 2: State machine of a simple web application.

Figure 1: Navigation graph of a simple web application.

from a discoverability problem: They need to reach a
page to find vulnerabilities on that page.
Classical black-box web vulnerability scanners crawl
a web application to enumerate all reachable pages and
then fuzz the input data (URL parameters, form values,
cookies) to trigger vulnerabilities. However, this approach ignores a key aspect of modern web applications:
Any request can change the state of the web application.
In the most general case, the state of the web application is any data (database, filesystem, time) that the web
application uses to determine its output. Consider a forum that authenticates users, an e-commerce application
where users add items to a cart, or a blog where visitors
and administrators can leave comments. In all of these
modern applications, the way a user interacts with the
application determines the application’s state.
Because a black-box web vulnerability scanner will
never detect a vulnerability on a page that it does not
see, scanners that ignore a web application’s state will
only explore and test a (likely small) fraction of the web
application.
In this paper, we propose to improve the effectiveness
of black-box web vulnerability scanners by increasing
their capability to understand the web application’s internal state. Our tool constructs a partial model of the web
application’s state machine in a fully-automated fashion.
It then uses this model to fuzz the application in a stateaware manner, traversing more of the web application
and thus discovering more vulnerabilities.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
• A black-box technique to automatically learn a
model of a web application’s state.
• A novel vulnerability analysis technique that leverages the web application’s state model to drive
fuzzing.
• An evaluation of our technique, showing that both
code coverage and effectiveness of vulnerability
analysis are improved.
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2 Motivation
Crawling modern web applications means dealing with
the web application’s changing state. Previous work in
detecting workflow violations [5, 11, 17, 30] focused on
navigation, where a malicious user can access a page that
is intended only for administrators. This unauthorized
access is a violation of the developer’s intended workflow of the application.
We wish to distinguish a navigation-based view of the
web application, which is simply derived from crawling
the web application, from the web application’s internal
state machine. To illustrate this important difference, we
will use a small example.
Consider a simple web application that has only three
pages, index.php, login.php, and view.php. The
view.php page is only accessible after the login.php
page is accessed. There is no logout functionality. A
client accessing this web application might make a series
of requests like the following:
�index.php, login.php, index.php, view.php,
index.php, view.php�
Analyzing this series of requests from a navigation
perspective creates a navigation graph, shown in Figure 1. This graph shows which page is accessible from
every other page, based on the navigation trace. However, the navigation graph does not represent the information that view.php is only accessible after accessing
login.php, or that index.php has changed after requesting login.php (it includes the link to view.php).
What we are interested in is not how to navigate the
web application, but how the requests we make influence
the web application’s internal state machine. The simple web application described previously has the internal
state machine shown in Figure 2. The web application
starts with the internal state S 0. Arrows from a state
show how a request affects the web application’s internal state machine. In this example, in the initial state,
index.php does not change the state of the application,
however, login.php causes the state to transition from
S 0 to S 1. In the new state S 1, both index.php and
view.php do not change the state of the web application.
The state machine in Figure 2 contains important information about the web application. First, it shows that
login.php permanently changes the web application’s
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state, and there is no way to recover from this change.
Second, it shows that the index.php page is seen in two
different states.
Now the question becomes: “How does knowledge of
the web application’s state machine (or lack thereof) affect a black-box web vulnerability scanner?” The scanner’s goal is to find vulnerabilities in the application, and
to do so it must fuzz as many execution paths of the
server-side code as possible1 . Consider the simple application described in Figure 2. In order to fuzz as many
code paths as possible, a black-box web vulnerability
scanner must fuzz the index.php page in both states S 0
and S 1, since the code execution of index.php can follow different code paths depending on the current state
(more precisely, in state S 1, index.php includes a link
to view.php, which is not present in S 0).
A black-box web vulnerability scanner can also use
the web application’s state machine to handle requests
that change state. For example, when fuzzing the
login.php page of the sample application, a fuzzer will
try to make several requests to the page, fuzzing different
parameters. However, if the first request to login.php
changes the state of the application, all further requests to
login.php will no longer execute along the same code
path as the first one. Thus, a scanner must have knowledge of the web application’s state machine to test if the
state was changed, and if it was, what requests to make
to return the application to the previous state before continuing the fuzzing process.
We have shown how a web application’s state machine
can be leveraged to improve a black-box web vulnerability scanner. Our goal is to infer, in a black-box manner,
as much of the web application’s state machine as possible. Using only the sequence of requests, along with the
responses to those requests, we build a model of as much
of the web application’s state machine as possible. In
the following section, we describe, at a high level, how
we infer the web application’s state machine. Then, in
Section 4, we provide the details of our technique.

3 State-Aware Crawling
In this section, we describe our state-aware crawling approach. In Section 3.1, we describe web applications and
define terms that we will use in the rest of the paper.
Then, in Section 3.2, we describe the various facets of
the state-aware crawling algorithm at a high level.
1 Hereinafter, we assume that the scanner relies on fuzzer-based
techniques. However, any other automated vulnerability analysis technique would benefit from our state-aware approach.
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3.1 Web Applications
Before we can describe our approach to inferring a web
application’s state, we must first define the elements that
come into play in our web application model.
A web application consists of a server component,
which accepts HTTP requests. This server component
can be written in any language, and could use many
different means of storage (database, filesystem, memcache). After processing a request, the server sends back
a response. This response encapsulates some content,
typically HTML. The HTML content contains links and
forms which describe how to make further requests.
Now that we have described a web application at a
high level, we need to define specific terms related to
web applications that we use in the rest of this paper.
• Request—The HTTP request made to the web application. Includes anything (typically in the form
of HTTP headers) that is sent by the user to the web
application: the HTTP Method, URL, Parameters
(GET and POST), Cookies, and User-Agent.
• Response—The response sent by the server to the
user. Includes the HTTP Response Code and the
content (typically HTML).
• Page—The HTML page that is contained in the response from a web application.
• Link—Element of an HTML page that tells the
browser how to create a subsequent request. This
can be either an anchor or a form. An anchor always generates a GET request, but a form can generate either a POST or GET request, depending on the
parameters of the form.
• State—Anything that influences the web application’s server-side code execution.
3.1.1 Web Application Model
We use a symbolic Mealy machine [7] to model the web
application as a black-box. A Mealy machine is an automaton where the input to the automaton, along with
the current state, determines the output (i.e., the page
produced by the response) and the next state. A Mealy
machine operates on a finite alphabet of input and output symbols, while a symbolic Mealy machine uses an
infinite alphabet of input and output symbols.
This model of a web application works well because
the input to a web application, along with the current
state of the web application, determines the output and
the next state. Consider a simple e-commerce web application with the state machine show in Figure 3. In this
state graph, all requests except for the ones leaving a state
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GET /logout.php
S_0

POST /login.php
GET /logout.php

no_items

POST /add_item.php
GET /delete_item.php

item_in_cart

S_1

POST /login.php
POST /purchase.php
purchased_item

GET /logout.php
POST /login.php

S_2

Figure 3: The state machine of a simple e-commerce application.
bring the application back to the same state. Therefore,
this state graph does not show all the request that can be
made to the application, only the subset of requests that
change the state.
For instance, in the initial state S 0, there is only
one request that will change the state of the application, namely POST /login.php. This change logs
the user into the web application. From the state
no items, there are two requests that can change the
state, GET /logout.php to return the user to state S 0
and POST /add item.php to add an item to the user’s
shopping cart.
Note that the graph shown in Figure 3 is not a
strongly connected graph—that is, every state cannot
be reached by every other state. In this example, purchasing an item is a permanent action, it irrecoverably
changes the state (there is no link from purchased item
to item in cart). Another interesting aspect is that
one request, GET /logout.php, leads to three different states. This is because once the web application’s
state has changed, logging out, and then back in, does
not change the state of the cart.

3.2 Inferring the State Machine
Inferring a web application’s state machine requires the
ability to detect when the state of the web application has
changed. Therefore, we start with a description of the
state-change detection algorithm, then explain the other
components that are required to infer the state machine.
The key insight of our state-change algorithm is the
following: We detect that the state of the web application
has changed when we make an identical request and get
a different response. This is the only externally visible
effect of a state-change: Providing the same input causes
a different output.
Using this insight, our state-change detection algorithm works, at a high level, as follows: (1) Crawl the
web application sequentially, making requests based on
a link in the previous response. (2) Assume that the state
stays the same, because there is no evidence to the contrary. (3) If we make a request identical to a previous
request and get a different response, then we assume that
some request since the last identical request changed the
state of the web application.
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The intuition here is that a Mealy machine will, when
given the same input in the same state, produce the same
output. Therefore, if we send the same request and get a
different output, the state must have changed. By detecting the web application’s state changes only using inputs
and outputs, we are agnostic with respect to both what
constitutes the state information and where the state information is located. In this way, we are more generic
than approaches that only consider the database to hold
the state of the application, when in fact, the local file
system or even memory could hold part of the web application’s state.
The state-change detection algorithm allows us to infer
when the web application’s state has changed, yet four
other techniques are necessary to infer a state machine:
the clustering of similar pages, the identification of statechanging requests, the collapsing of similar states, and
navigating.
Clustering similar pages. We want to group together
pages that are similar, for two reasons: To handle infinite
sections of web applications that are generated from the
same code (e.g., the pages of a calendar) and to detect
when a response has changed.
Before we can cluster pages, we model them using the
links (anchors and forms) present on the page. The intuition here is that the links describe how the user can
interact with the web application. Therefore, changes to
what a user can do (new or missing links) indicate when
the state of the web application has changed. Also, infinite sections of a web application will share the same
link structure and will cluster together.
With our page model, we cluster pages together based
on their link structure. Pages that are in different clusters
are considered different. The details of this approach are
described in Section 4.1.
Determining the state-changing request. The statechange detection algorithm only says that the state has
changed, however we need to determine which request
actually changed the state. When we detect a state
change, we have a temporal list of requests with identical
requests at the start and end. One of the requests in this
list changed the state. We use a heuristic to determine
which request changed the state. This heuristic favors
newer requests over older requests, POST requests over
GET requests, and requests that have previously changed
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the state over those that have never changed the state.
The details are described in Section 4.2.
Collapsing similar states. The state-change detection
algorithm detects only when the state has changed, however, we need to understand if we returned to a previous state. This is necessary because if we detect a state
change, we want to know if this is a state we have previously seen or a brand new state. We reduce this problem to a graph coloring problem, where the nodes are
the states and an edge between two nodes means that the
states cannot be the same. We add edges to this graph
by using the requests and responses, along with rules to
determine when two states cannot be the same. After the
graph is colored, states that are the same color are collapsed into the same state. Details of this state-merging
technique are provided in Section 4.3.
Navigating. We have two strategies for crawling the web
application.
First, we always try to pick a link in the last response.
The rational behind choosing a link in the last response
is that we emulate a user browsing the web application.
In this way, we are able to handle multi-step processes,
such as previewing a comment before it is committed.
Second, for each state, we make requests that are the
least likely to change the state of the web application.
The intuition here is that we want to first see as much of a
state as possible, without accidentally changing the state,
in case the state change is permanent. Full details of how
we crawl the web application are provided in Section 4.4

Page

/html/body/div/span/a

/html/body/div/form

/user

/post

profile.php

edit.php

(id, page)

(0)

(0, 1)

(all, sorted)

(5)

(NULL)

(text, email, id)

(5)

Figure 4: Representation of a page’s link vectors stored
in a prefix tree. There are five links present on this tree,
as evidenced by the number of leaf nodes.
our state-change detection algorithm, we are not interested in changes to the content, but rather to changes in
the navigation structure. We focus on navigation changes
because the links on a page define how a user can interact with the application, thus, when the links change, the
web application’s state has changed.
Therefore, we model a page by composing all the anchors and forms. First, every anchor and form is transformed into a vector constructed as follows:
�dompath, action, params, values�

4 Technical Details

where:
• dompath is the DOM (Document Object Model)
path of the HTML link (anchor or form);

Inferring a web application’s state machine requires concretely defining aspects such as page clustering or navigation. However, we wish to stress that this is one implementation of the state machine inference algorithm and
it may not be optimal.

• action is a list where each element is from the href
(for anchors) or action (for forms) attribute split
by ‘/’;

4.1 Clustering Similar Pages

• params is the (potentially empty) set of parameter
names of the form or anchor;

Our reason for grouping similar pages together is
twofold: Prevent infinite scanning of the website by
grouping the “infinite” areas together and detect when
the state has changed by comparing page responses in an
efficient manner.

• values is the set of values assigned to the parameters
listed in params.
For instance, an anchor tag with the href attribute of
/user/profile.php?id=0&page might have the following link vector:

4.1.1 Page Model

�/html/body/div/span/a, /user, profile.php, (id, page), (0)�

The output of a web application is usually an HTML
document (it can actually be any arbitrary content, but
we only consider HTML content and HTTP redirects).
An HTML page is composed of navigational information (anchors and forms) and user-readable content. For

All link vectors of a page are then stored in a prefix
tree. This prefix tree is the model of the page. A prefix
tree for a simple page with five links is shown in Figure 4. The link vector previously described is highlighted
in bold in Figure 4.
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APT

((0), (0, 1), (5), (NULL), (5))

(/html/body/div/span/a, /html/body/div/form)

REDIRECT

(/html/body/table/div/a)

(/user, /post)

/messages

(/comments)

(profile.php, edit.php)

show.php

(all.php)

((id, page), (all, sorted), (text, email, id))

(id)

((5), (5, 3), (1), (YES), (10))

(1)

(sorted)

(NULL)

(ASC)

(DSC)

(RAND)

Figure 5: Abstract Page Tree. Every page’s link vector is stored in this prefix tree. There are seven pages in this tree.
The page link vector from Figure 4 is highlighted in bold.
HTTP redirects are handled as a special case, where
the only element is a special redirect element having the
target URL as the value of the location attribute.
4.1.2 Page Clustering
To cluster pages, we use a simple but efficient algorithm.
As described in the previous section, the model of a page
is a prefix tree representing all the links contained in the
page.
These prefix trees are translated into vectors, where
every element of this vector is the set of all nodes of a
given level of the prefix tree, starting from the root. At
this point, all pages are represented by a page link vector.
For example, Figure 4 has the following page link vector:
�(/html/body/div/span/a, /html/body/div/form),
(/user, /post),
(profile.php, edit.php),
((id, page), (all, sorted), (text, email, id)),
((0), (0, 1), (5), (NULL), (5))�
The page link vectors for all pages are then stored in
another prefix tree, called the Abstract Page Tree (APT).
In this way, pages are mapped to a leaf of the tree. Pages
which are mapped to the same leaf have identical page
link vectors and are considered to be the same page. Figure 5 shows an APT with seven pages. The page from
Figure 4 is bold in Figure 5.
However, we want to cluster together pages whose
page link vectors do not match exactly, but are similar
(e.g., shopping cart pages with a different number of elements in the cart). A measure of the similarity between
two pages is how many elements from the beginning of
their link vectors are the same between the two pages.
From the APT perspective, the higher the number of ancestors two pages (leaves) share, the closer they are.
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Therefore, we create clusters of similar pages by selecting a node in the APT and merging into one cluster,
called an Abstract Page, all the leaves in the corresponding subtree. The criteria for deciding whether to cluster
a subtree of depth n from the root is the following:
• The number of leaves is greater than the median
number of leaves of all its siblings (including itself);
in this way, we cluster only subtrees which have a
larger-than-usual number of leaves.
• There are at least f (n) leaves in the subtree, where
f (n) is inversely related to n. The intuition is that
the fewer ancestors a subtree has in common (the
higher on the prefix tree it is), the more pages it must
have to cluster them together. We have found that
1
the function f (n) = 8(1 + n+1
) works well by experimental analysis on a large corpus of web pages.
• The pages share the same dompath and the first element of the action list of the page link vector; in this
way, all the pages that are clustered together share
the same link structure with potentially different parameters and values.

4.2 Determine the State-Changing Request
When a state change is detected, we must determine
which request actually changed the web application’s
state. Recall that we detect a state change when we make
a request that is identical to a previous request, yet has
different output. At this point, we have a list of all the
requests made between the latest request R and the request R′ closest in time to R such that R is identical to R′ .
We use a heuristic to determine which request in this list
changed the web application’s state, choosing the request
i between R′ and R which maximizes the function:
score(ni,transition , ni,seen , distancei )
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where:
• ni,transition is the number of times the request caused
a state transition;
• ni,seen is the number of times the request has been
made;
• distancei is how many requests have been made between request R and request i.
The function score is defined as:
score(ni,transition , ni,seen , distancei ) =
n
+1 2
BOOSTi
1 − (1 − i,transition
ni,seen +1 ) + distancei +1
BOOSTi is .2 for POST requests and .1 for GET requests.
We construct the score function to capture two properties of web applications:
1. A POST request is more likely to change the state
than a GET request. This is suggested by the HTTP
specification, and score captures this intuition with
BOOSTi .
2. Resistant to errors. Because we cannot prove that
the selected request changed the state, we need to be
resistant to errors. That is why score contains the ratio of ni,transition to ni,seen . In this way, if we accidentally choose the wrong state-changing request once,
but then, later, make that request many times without changing the state, we are less likely to choose
it as a state-changing request.

4.3 Collapsing Similar States
Running the state detection algorithm on a series of requests and responses will tell us when the state has
changed. At this point, we consider each state unique.
This initial state assignment, though, is not optimal, because even if we encounter a state that we have seen in
the past, we are marking it as new. For example, in the
case of a sequence of login and logout actions, we are
actually flipping between two states, instead of entering
a new state at every login/logout. Therefore, we need
to minimize the number of different states and collapse
states that are actually the same.
The problem of state allocation can be seen as a graphcoloring problem on a non-planar graph [27]. Let each
state be a node in the graph G. Let two nodes a and b be
connected by an edge (meaning that the states cannot be
the same) if either of the following conditions holds:
1. If a request R was made when the web application
was in states a and b and results in pages in different
clusters. The intuition is that two states cannot be
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the same if we make an identical request in each
state yet receive a different response.
2. The two states a and b have no pages in common.
The idea is to err on the conservative side, thus we
require that two states share a page before collapsing the states into one.
After adding the edges to the graph by following the
previous rules, G is colored. States assigned the same
color are considered the same state.
To color the nodes of G, we employ a custom greedy
algorithm. Every node has a unique identifier, which is
the incremental number of the state as we see it in the
request-response list. The nodes are ordered by identifier, and we assign the color to each node in a sequential
way, using the highest color available (i.e., not used by
its neighbors), or a new color if none is available.
This way of coloring the nodes works very well for
state allocation because it takes into account the temporal
locality of states: In particular, we attempt to assign the
highest available color because it is more likely for a state
to be the same as a recently seen state rather than one
seen at the beginning of crawling.
There is one final rule that we need to add after the
graph is colored. This rules captures an observation
about transitioning between states: If a request, R, transitions the web application from state a1 to state b, yet,
later when the web application is in state a2 , R transitions
the web application to state c, then a1 and a2 cannot be
the same state. Therefore, we add an edge from a1 to a2
and redo the graph coloring.
We continue enforcing this rule until no additional
edges are added. The algorithm is guaranteed to converge because only new edges are added at every step,
and no edges are ever removed.
At the end of the iteration, the graph coloring output
will determine the final state allocation—all nodes with
the same color represent the same state (even if seen at
different stages during the web application crawling process).

4.4 Navigating
Typical black-box web vulnerability scanners make concurrent HTTP requests to a web application to increase
performance. However, as we have shown, an HTTP
request can influence the web application’s state, and,
in this case, all other requests would occur in the new
state. Also, some actions require a multi-step, sequential
process, such as adding items to a shopping cart before
purchasing them. Finally, a user of the web application
does not browse a web application in this parallel fashion, thus, developers assume that the users will browse
sequentially.
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def f u z z _ s t a t e _ c h a n g i n g ( f u z z _ r e q u e s t ) :
make_request( fuzz_request )
if s t a t e _ h a s _ c h a n g e d () :
if s t a t e _ i s _ r e v e r s i b l e () :
m a k e _ r e q u e s t s _ t o _ r e v e r t _ s t a t e ()
if not b a c k _ i n _ p r e v i o u s _ s t a t e () :
r e s e t _ a n d _ p u t _ i n _ p r e v i o u s _ s t a t e ()
else :
r e s e t _ a n d _ p u t _ i n _ p r e v i o u s _ s t a t e ()

Listing 1:
request.

Psuedocode for fuzzing state-changing

Our scanner navigates a web application by mimicking
a user browsing the web application sequentially. Browsing sequentially not only allows us to follow the developer’s intended path through the web application, but it
enables us to detect which requests changed the web application’s state.
Thus, a state-aware crawler must navigate the application sequentially. No concurrent requests are made, and
only anchors and forms present in the last visited page
are used to determine the next request. In the case of
a page with no outgoing links we go back to the initial
page.
Whenever the latest page does not contain unvisited
links, the crawler will choose a path from the current
page towards another page already seen that contains
links that have not yet been visited. If there is no path
from the current page to anywhere, we go back to the
initial page. The criteria for choosing this path is based
on the following intuitions:
• We want to explore as much of the current state as
possible before changing the state, therefore we select links that are less likely to cause a state transition.
• When going from the current page to a page with an
unvisited link, we will repeat requests. Therefore,
we should choose a path that contains links that we
have visited infrequently. This give us more information about the current state.
The exact algorithm we employ is Dijkstra Shortest
Path Algorithm [14] with custom edge length. This edge
length increases with the number of times we have previously visited that link. Finally, the edge length increases
with how likely the link is to cause a state change.

5 State-Aware Fuzzing
After we crawl the web application, our system has inferred, as much as possible, the web application’s state
machine. We use the state machine information, along
with the list of request–responses made by the crawler, to
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drive a state-aware fuzzing of the web application, looking for security vulnerabilities.
To fuzz the application in a state-aware manner, we
need the ability to reset the web application to the initial
state (the state when we started crawling). We do not use
this ability when crawling, only when fuzzing. It is necessary to reset the application when we are fuzzing an
irreversible state-changing request. Using the reset functionality, we are able to recover from these irreversible
state changes.
Adding the ability to reset the web application does
not break the black-box model of the web application.
Resetting requires no knowledge of the web application,
and can be easily performed by running the web application in a virtual machine.
Our state-aware fuzzing starts by resetting the web application to the initial state. Then we go through the requests that the crawler made, starting with the initial request. If the request does not change the state, then we
fuzz the request as a typical black-box scanner. However,
if the request is state-changing, we follow the algorithm
shown in Listing 1. The algorithm is simple: We make
the request, and if the state has changed, traverse the inferred state machine to find a series of requests to transition the web application to the previous state. If this
does not exist, or does not work, then we reset the web
application to the initial state, and make all the previous requests that the crawler made. This ensures that the
web application is in the proper state before continuing
to fuzz.
Our state-aware fuzzing approach can use any fuzzing
component. In our implementation, we used the fuzzing
plugins of an open-source scanner, w3af [37]. The
fuzzing plugins take an HTTP request and generate variations on that request looking for different vulnerabilities. Our state-aware fuzzing makes those requests while
checking that the state does not unintentionally change.

6 Evaluation
As shown in previous research [16], fairly evaluating
black-box web vulnerability scanners is difficult. The
most important, at least to end users, metric for comparing black-box web vulnerability scanners is true vulnerabilities discovered. Comparing two scanners that discover different vulnerabilities is nearly impossible.
There are two other metrics that we use to evaluate
black-box web vulnerability scanners:
• False Positives. The number of spurious vulnerabilities that a black-box web vulnerability scanner
reports. This measures the accuracy of the scanner. False positives are a serious problem for the
end user of the scanner—if the false positives are
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Application
Gallery
PhpBB v2
PhpBB v3
SCARF
Vanilla Forums
WackoPicko v2
WordPress v2
WordPress v3

Description
Photo hosting.
Discussion forum.
Discussion forum.
Stanford conference and research forum.
Discussion forum.
Intentionally vulnerable web application.
Blogging platform.
Blogging platform.

Version
3.0.2
2.0.4
3.0.10
2007-02-27
2.0.17.10
2.0
2.0
3.2.1

Lines of Code
26,622
16,034
110,186
798
43,880
900
17,995
71,698

Table 1: Applications that we ran the crawlers against to measure vulnerabilities discovered and code coverage.
high, the user must manually inspect each vulnerability reported to determine the validity. This requires a security-conscious user to evaluate the reports. Moreover, false positives erode the user’s
trust in the tool and make the user less likely to use
it in the future.
• Code Coverage. The percentage of the web application’s code that the black-box web vulnerability
scanner executes while it crawls and fuzzes the application. This measures how effective the scanner
is in exercising the functionality of the web application. Moreover, code coverage is an excellent metric for another reason: A black-box web vulnerability scanner, by nature, cannot find a vulnerability
along a code path that it does not execute. Therefore, greater code coverage means that a scanner
has the potential to discover more vulnerabilities.
Note that this is orthogonal to fuzzing capability:
A fuzzer—no matter how effective—will never be
able to discover a vulnerability on a code path that
it does not execute.
We use both the metrics previously described in our
evaluation. However, our main focus is on code coverage. This is because a scanner with greater code coverage will be able to discover more vulnerabilities in the
web application.
However, code coverage is not a perfect metric. Evaluating raw code coverage percentage numbers can be misleading. Ten percent code coverage of an application
could be horrible or excellent depending on how much
functionality the application exposes. Some code may
be intended only for installation, may be only for administrators, or is simply dead code and cannot be executed. Therefore, comparing code coverage normalized
to a baseline is more informative, and we use this in our
evaluation.

6.1 Experiments
We evaluated our approach by running our state-awarescanner along with three other vulnerability scanners
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Scanner Description
wget
GNU command-line
website downloader.
w3af
Web Application Attack and Audit Framework.
skipfish Open-source,
highperformance vulnerability scanner.
state- Our state-aware vulaware- nerability scanner.
scanner

Language
C
Python

Version
1.12
1.0-stable

C

Python

2.03b

1.0

Table 2: Black-box web vulnerability scanners that we
compared.
against eight web applications. These web applications
range in size, complexity, and functionality. In the rest of
this section, we describe the web applications, the blackbox web vulnerability scanners, and the methodology we
used to validate our approach.
6.1.1 Web Applications
Table 1 provides an overview of the web applications
used with a short description, a version number, and lines
of executable PHP code for each application. Because
our approach assumes that the web application’s state
changes only via requests from the user, we made slight
code modifications to three web applications to reduce
the influence of external, non-user driven, forces, such as
time. Please refer to Appendix A for a detailed description of each application and what was changed.
6.1.2 Black-Box Web Vulnerability Scanners
This section describes the black-box web vulnerability
scanners that were compared against our approach, along
with the configuration or settings that were used. Table 2 contains a short description of each scanner, the
scanner’s programming language, and the version number. Appendix B shows the exact configuration that was
used for each scanner.
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wget is a free and open-source application that is used
to download files from a web application. While not a
vulnerability scanner, wget is a crawler that will make
all possible GET requests it can find. Thus, it provides an
excellent baseline because vulnerability scanners make
POST requests as well as GET requests and should discover more of the application than wget.
wget is launched with the following options: recursive, download everything, and ignore robots.txt.
w3af is an open-source black-box web vulnerability
scanner which has numerous fuzzing modules. We enabled the blindSqli, eval, localFileInclude, osCommanding, remoteFileInclude, sqli, and xss fuzzing plugins.
skipfish is an open-source black-box web vulnerability
scanner whose focus is on high speed and high performance. Skipfish epitomizes the “shotgun” approach, and
boasts about making more than 2,000 requests per second to a web application on a LAN. Skipfish also attempts to guess, via a dictionary or brute-force, directory
names. We disabled this behavior to be fair to the other
scanners, because we do not want to test the ability to
guess a hidden directory, but how a scanner crawls a web
application.
state-aware-scanner is our state-aware black-box vulnerability scanner. We use HtmlUnit [19] to issue the
HTTP requests and render the HTML responses. After crawling and building the state-graph, we utilize the
fuzzing plugins from w3af to generate fuzzing requests.
Thus, any improvement in code coverage of our crawler
over w3af is due to our state-aware crawling, since the
fuzzing components are identical.
6.1.3 Methodology
We ran each black-box web vulnerability scanner against
a distinct, yet identical, copy of each web application.
We ran all tests on our local cloud [34].
Gallery, WordPress v2, and WordPress v3 do not require an account to interact with the website, thus each
scanner is simply told to scan the test application.
For the remaining applications (PhpBB v2, PhpBB v3,
SCARF, Vanilla Forums, and WackoPicko v2), it is difficult to fairly determine how much information to give the
scanners. Our approach only requires a username/password for the application, and by its nature will discover
the requests that log the user out, and recover from them.
However, other scanners do not have this capability.
Thus, it is reasonable to test all scanners with the same
level of information that we give our scanner. However,
the other scanners lack the ability to provide a username
and password. Therefore, we did the next best thing: For
those applications that require a user account, we log into
the application and save the cookie file. We then instruct
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the scanner to use this cookie file while scanning the web
application.
While we could do more for the scanners, like preventing them from issuing the logout request for each application, we believe that our approach strikes a fair compromise and allows each scanner to decide how to crawl
the site. Preventing the scanners from logging out of the
application also limits the amount of the application they
will see, as they will never see the web application from
a guest’s perspective.

6.2 Results
Table 3 shows the results of each of the black-box web
vulnerability scanners against each web application. The
column “% over Baseline” displays the percentage of
code coverage improvement of the scanner against the
wget baseline, while the column “Vulnerabilities” shows
total number of reported vulnerabilities, true positives,
unique true positives among the scanners, and false positives.
The prototype implementation of our state-awarescanner had the best code coverage for every application.
This verifies the validity of our algorithm: Understanding state is necessary to better exercise a web application.
Figure 6 visually displays the code coverage percent
improvement over wget. The most important thing to
take from these results is the improvement state-awarescanner has over w3af. Because we use the fuzzing component of w3af, the only difference is in our state-aware
crawling. The results show that this gives state-awarescanner an increase in code coverage from as little as half
a percent to 140.71 percent.
Our crawler discovered three unique vulnerabilities,
one each in PhpBB v2, SCARF, and WackoPicko v2.
The SCARF vulnerability is simply a XSS injection on
the comment form. w3af logged itself out before fuzzing
the comment page. skipfish filed the vulnerable page under “Response varies randomly, skipping checks.” However, the content of this page does not vary randomly, it
varies because skipfish is altering it. This random categorization also prevents skipfish from detecting the simple XSS vulnerability on WackoPicko v2’s guestbook.
This result shows that a scanner needs to understand the
web application’s internal state to properly decide why a
page’s content is changing.
Skipfish was able to discover 15 vulnerabilities in
Vanilla Forums. This is impressive, however, 14 stem
from a XSS injection via the referer header on an error
page. Thus, even though these 14 vulnerabilities are on
different pages, it is the same root cause.
Surprisingly, our scanner produced less false positives
than w3af. All of w3af’s false positives were due to
faulty timing detection of SQL injection and OS com-
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Scanner
state-aware-scanner
w3af
skipfish
wget
state-aware-scanner
skipfish
w3af
wget
state-aware-scanner
skipfish
w3af
wget
state-aware-scanner
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state-aware-scanner
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state-aware-scanner
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state-aware-scanner
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Application
Gallery
Gallery
Gallery
Gallery
PhpBB v2
PhpBB v2
PhpBB v2
PhpBB v2
PhpBB v3
PhpBB v3
PhpBB v3
PhpBB v3
SCARF
SCARF
SCARF
SCARF
Vanilla Forums
Vanilla Forums
Vanilla Forums
Vanilla Forums
WackoPicko v2
WackoPicko v2
WackoPicko v2
WackoPicko v2
WordPress v2
WordPress v2
WordPress v2
WordPress v2
WordPress v3
WordPress v3
WordPress v3
WordPress v3

% over Baseline
16.20%
15.77%
10.96%
0%
38.34%
5.10%
1.04%
0%
115.45%
60.21%
16.16%
0%
67.03%
55.66%
21.55%
0%
30.89%
1.06%
0%
-2.32%
241.86%
194.77%
101.15%
0%
14.49%
12.49%
0%
-18.34%
9.84%
9.23%
3.89%
0%

Reported
0
3
0

Vulnerabilities
True Unique
0
0
0
0
0
0

False
0
3
0

4
3
5

3
2
1

1
0
0

1
1
4

0
2
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
2
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

17
5
4
5

15
5
3
5

2
1
1
1

2
0
1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0
3
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
3
1

Table 3: Results of each of the black-box web vulnerability scanners against each application. The table is sorted by
the percent increase in code coverage over the baseline scanner, wget.
manding. We believe that using HtmlUnit prevented
our scanner from detecting these spurious vulnerabilities, even though we use the same fuzzing component
as w3af.
Finally, our approach inferred the state machines of
the evaluated applications. These state machines are very
complex in the large applications. This complexity is
because modern, large, application have many actions
which modify the state. For instance, in WackoPicko v2,
a user can log in, add items to their cart, comment on
pictures, delete items from their cart, log out of the application, register as a new user, comment as this new user,
upload a picture, and purchase items. All of these actions interact to form a complex state machine. The state
machine our scanner inferred captures this complex series of state changes. The inferred WackoPicko v2 state
machine is presented in Figure 7.
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7 Limitations
Although dynamic page generation via JavaScript is supported by our crawler as allowed by the HtmlUnit framework [19], proper AJAX support is not implemented.
This means that our prototype executes JavaScript when
the page loads, but does not execute AJAX calls when
clicking on links.
Nevertheless, our approach could be extended to handle AJAX requests. In fact, any interaction with the web
application always contains a request and response, however the content of the response is no longer an HTML
page. Thus, we could extend our notion of a “page” to
typical response content of AJAX calls, such as JSON or
XML. Another way to handle AJAX would be to follow
a Crawljax [33] approach and covert the dynamic AJAX
calls into static pages.
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Figure 6: Visual representation of the percentage increase of code coverage over the baseline scanner, wget. Important
to note is the gain our scanner, state-aware-scanner, has over w3af, because the only difference is our state-aware
crawling. The y-axis range is broken to reduce the distortion of the WackoPicko v2 results.
Another limitation of our approach is that our scanner
cannot be used against a web application being accessed
by other users (i.e., a public web application), because
the other users may influence the state of the application
(e.g., add a comment on a guestbook) and confuse our
state change detection algorithm.

8 Related Work
Automatic or semi-automatic web application vulnerability scanning has been a hot topic in research for many
years because of its relevance and its complexity.
Huang et al. developed a tool (WAVES) for assessing web application security with which we share many
points [24]. Similarly to us, they have a scanner for finding the entry points in the web application by mimicking
the behavior of a web browser. They employ a learning mechanism to sensibly fill web form fields and allow deep crawling of pages behind forms. Attempts to
discover vulnerabilities are carried out by submitting the
same form multiple times with valid, invalid, and faulty
inputs, and comparing the result pages. Differently from
WAVES, we are using the knowledge gathered by the
first-phase scanner to help the fuzzer detect the effect of
a given input. Moreover, our first-phase scanner aims not
only at finding relevant entry-points, but rather at building a complete state-aware navigational map of the web
application.
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A number of tools have been developed to try to automatically discover vulnerabilities in web applications,
produced as academic prototypes [4,17,22,25,28,29,31],
as open-source projects [8,9,37], or as commercial products [1, 23, 26, 35].
Multiple projects [6,16,42,43] tackled the task of evaluating the effectiveness of popular black-box scanners
(in some cases also called point-and-shoot scanners).
The common theme in their results is a relevant discrepancy in vulnerabilities found across scanners, along with
low accuracy. Authors of these evaluations acknowledge
the difficulties and challenges of the task [21, 43]. In
particular, we highlighted how more deep crawling and
reverse engineering capabilities of web applications are
needed in black-box scanners, and we also developed the
WackoPicko web application which contains known vulnerabilities [16]. Similarly, Bau et al. investigated the
presence of room for research in this area, and found improvement is needed, in particular for detecting secondorder XSS and SQL injection attacks [6].
Reverse engineering of web applications has not been
widely explored in the literature, to our knowledge.
Some approaches [13] perform static analysis on the
code to create UML diagrams of the application.
Static analysis, in fact, is the technique mostly employed for automatic vulnerability detection, often combined with dynamic analysis.
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Figure 7: State machine that state-aware-scanner inferred for WackoPicko v2.
Halfond et al. developed a traditional black-box vulnerability scanner, but improved its result by leveraging
a static analysis technique to better identify input vectors [22].
Pixy [28] employed static analysis with taint propagation in order to detect SQL injection, XSS and shell
command injection, while Saner [4] used sound static
analysis to detect failures in sanitization routines. Saner
also takes advantage of a second phase of dynamic analysis to reduce false positives. Similarly, WebSSARI [25]
also employed static analysis for detecting injection vulnerabilities, but, in addition, it proposed a technique for
runtime instrumentation of the web application through
the insertion of proper sanitization routines.
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Felmetsger et al. investigated an approach for detecting a different type of vulnerability (some categories of
logic flaws) by combining execution traces and symbolic
model checking [17]. Similar approaches are also used
for generic bug finding (in fact, vulnerabilities could be
considered a subset of the general bug category). Csallner et al. employ dynamic traces for bug finding and for
dynamic verification of the alerts generated by the static
analysis phase [12]. Artzi et al., on the other hand, use
symbolic execution and model checking for finding general bugs in web applications [3].
On a completely separate track, efforts to improve web
application security push the developers toward writing
secure code in the first place. Security experts are ty-
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ing to achieve this goal by either educating the developers [40] or designing frameworks which prohibit the
use of bad programming practices and enforce some security constraints in the code. Robertson and Vigna developed a strongly-typed framework which statically enforces separation between structure and content of a web
page, preventing XSS and SQL injection [38]. Also
Chong et al. designed their language for developers to
build web applications with strong confidentiality and
integrity guarantees, by means of compile-time and runtime checks [10].
Alternatively, consequences of vulnerabilities in web
applications can be mitigated by trying to prevent the
attacks before they reach some potentially vulnerable
code, like, for example, in the already mentioned WebSSARI [25] work. A different approach for blocking attacks is followed by Scott and Sharp, who developed a
language for specifying a security policy for the web application; a gateway will then enforce these policies [39].
Another interesting research track deals with the problem of how to explore web pages behind forms, also
called the hidden web [36]. McAllister et al. monitor
user interactions with a web application to collect sensible values for HTML form submission and generate
test cases that can be replayed to increase code coverage [32]. Although not targeted to security goals, the
work of Raghavan and Garcia-Molina is relevant for our
project for their contribution in classification of different
types of dynamic content and for their novel approach
for automatically filling forms by deducing the domain
of form fields [36]. Raghavan and Garcia-Molina carried out further research in this direction, by reconstructing complex and hierarchical query interfaces exposed
by web applications.
Moreover, Amalfitano et al. started tackling the problem of reverse engineering the state machine of clientside AJAX code, which will help in finding the web application server-side entry points and in better understating complex and hierarchical query interfaces [2].
Finally, we need to mention the work by Berg et al.
in reversing state machines into a Symbolic Mealy Machine (SMM) model [7]. Their approach for reversing
machines cannot be directly applied to our case because
of the infeasibility of fully exploring all pages for all the
states, even for a small subset of the possible states. Nevertheless, the model they propose for a SMM fits our
needs.

9 Conclusion
We have described a novel approach to inferring, as
much as possible, a web application’s internal state machine. We leveraged the state machine to drive the stateaware fuzzing of web applications. Using this approach,
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our crawler is able to crawl—and thus fuzz—more of the
web application than a classical state-agnostic crawler.
We believe our approach to detecting state change by differences in output for an identical response is valid and
should be adopted by all black-box tools that wish to understand the web application’s internal state machine.
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A

Web Applications

This section describes the web applications along with
the functionality against which we ran the black-box web
vulnerability scanner.
Gallery is an open-source photo hosting application.
The administrator can upload photos and organize them
into albums. Guests can then view and comment on
the uploaded photos. Gallery has AJAX functionality but gracefully degrades (is fully functional) without
JavaScript. No modifications were made to the application.
PhpBB v2 is an open-source forum software. It allows
registered users to perform many actions such as create new threads, comment on threads, and message other
users. Version 2 is notorious for the amount of security
vulnerabilities it contains [6], and we included it for this
reason. We modified it to remove the “recently online”
section on pages, because this section is based on time.
PhpBB v3 is the latest version of the popular opensource forum software. It is a complete rewrite from
Version 2, but retains much of the same functionality.
Similar to PhpBB v2, we removed the “recently online”
section, because it is time-based.
SCARF, the Stanford Conference And Research Forum, is an open-source conference management system. The administrator can upload papers, and registered users can comment on the uploaded papers. We
included this application because it was used by previous research [5, 11, 30, 31]. No modifications were made
to this application.
Vanilla Forums is an open-source forum software similar in functionality to PhpBB. Registered users can create new threads, comment on threads, bookmark interesting threads, and send a message to another user.
Vanilla Forums is unique in our test set in that it uses
the path to pass parameters in a URL, whereas all other
applications pass parameters using the query part of
the URL. For instance, a specific user’s profile is GET
/profile/scanner1, while a discussion thread is located at GET /discussion/1/how-to-scan. Vanilla
Forums also makes extensive use of AJAX, and does not
gracefully degrade without JavaScript. For instance, with
JavaScript disabled, posting a comment returns a JSON
object that contains the success or failure of the comment posting, instead of an HTML response. We modified Vanilla Forums by setting an XSRF token that it used
to a constant value.
WackoPicko v2 is an open-source intentionally vulnerable web application which was originally created to evaluate many black-box web vulnerability scanners [16]. A
registered user can upload pictures, comment on other
user’s pictures, and purchase another user’s picture. Ver-
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sion 2 contains minor tweaks from the original paper, but
no additional functionality.
WordPress v2 is an open-source blogging platform. An
administrator can create blog posts, where guests can
leave comments. No changes were made to this application.
WordPress v3 is an up-to-date version of the opensource blogging platform. Just like the previous version,
administrators can create blog posts, while a guest can
comment on blog posts. No changes were made to this
application.

B Scanner Configuration
The following describes the exact settings that were used
to run each of the evaluated scanners.
• wget is run in the following way:
wget -rp -w 0 --waitretry=0 -nd
--delete-after --execute robots=off
• w3af settings:
misc-settings
set maxThreads 0
back
plugins
discovery webSpider
audit blindSqli, eval,
localFileInclude, osCommanding,
remoteFileInclude, sqli, xss
• skipfish is run in the following way:
skipfish -u -LV -W /dev/null -m 10
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Abstract

The increasing popularity of Google’s mobile platform
Android makes it the prime target of the latest surge in
mobile malware. Most research on enhancing the platform’s security and privacy controls requires extensive
modification to the operating system, which has significant usability issues and hinders efforts for widespread
adoption. We develop a novel solution called Aurasium
that bypasses the need to modify the Android OS while
providing much of the security and privacy that users desire. We automatically repackage arbitrary applications
to attach user-level sandboxing and policy enforcement
code, which closely watches the application’s behavior
for security and privacy violations such as attempts to retrieve a user’s sensitive information, send SMS covertly
to premium numbers, or access malicious IP addresses.
Aurasium can also detect and prevent cases of privilege
escalation attacks. Experiments show that we can apply
this solution to a large sample of benign and malicious
applications with a near 100 percent success rate, without significant performance and space overhead. Aurasium has been tested on three versions of the Android
OS, and is freely available.

1

Introduction

Google’s Android OS is undoubtedly the fastest growing mobile operating system in the world. In July 2011,
Nielsen placed the market share of Android in the U.S.
at 38 percent of all active U.S. smartphones [9]. Weeks
later, for the period ending in August, Nielsen found that
Android has risen to 43 percent. More important, among
those who bought their phones in June, July, or August,
Google had a formidable 56 percent market share. This
unprecedented growth in popularity, together with the
openness of its application ecosystem, has attracted malicious entities to aggressively target Android. Attacks
on Android by malware writers have jumped by 76 percent over the past three months according to a report by
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MacAfee [29], making it the most assaulted mobile operating system during that period. While much of the
initial wave of Android malware consisted of trojans that
masquerade as legitimate applications and leak a user’s
personal information or send SMS messages to premium
numbers, recent malware samples indicate an escalation
in the capability and stealth of Android malware. In particular, attempts are made to gain root access on the device through escalation of privilege [37] to establish a
stealthy permanent presence on the device or to bypass
Android permission checks.
Fighting malware and securing Android-powered devices has focused on three major directions. The first
one consists of statically [20] and dynamically [12, 36]
analyzing application code to detect malicious activities
before the application is loaded onto the user’s device.
The second consists of modifying the Android OS to insert monitoring modules at key interfaces to allow the
interception of malicious activity as it occurs on the device [19, 27, 17, 33, 13]. The third approach consists of
using virtualization to implement rigorous separation of
domains ranging from lightweight isolation of applications on the device [35] to running multiple instances of
Android on the same device through the use of a hypervisor [26, 30, 11].
Two fundamental and intertwined problems plague
these approaches. The first is that the definition of malicious behavior in an Android application is hard to ascertain. Access to privacy- and security-relevant parts
of Android’s API is controlled by an install-time application permission system. Android users are informed
about what data and resources an application will have
access to, and user consent is required before the application can be installed. These explicit permissions are
declared in the application package. Install-time permissions provide users with control over their privacy, but
are often coarse-grained. A permission granted at install
time is granted as long as the application is installed on
the device. While an application might legitimately re-
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quest access to the Internet, it is not clear what connections it may establish with remote servers that may be
malicious. Similarly, an application might legitimately
require sending SMS messages. Once the SMS permission is granted, there are no checks to prevent the application from sending SMS messages to premium numbers
without user consent. In fact, the mere request for SMS
permission by an application can be deemed malicious
according to a recent Android applications analysis [24],
where it is suggested that 82 percent of malicious applications require permissions to access SMS. A recent
survey [18] exposes many of the problems [22, 14] associated with application components interactions, delegation of permission, and permission escalation attacks
due to poor or missing security policy specifications by
developers. This prompted early work [21] on security
policy extension for Android.
The second problem is that any approach so far that
attempts to enhance the platform’s security and privacy
controls based on policy extensions requires extensive
modification to the operating system. This has significant
usability issues and hinders any efforts for widespread
adoption. There exists numerous tablet and phone models with different hardware configurations, each running
a different Android OS version with its own customizations and device drivers. This phenomenon, also known
as the infamous Android version fragmentation problem
[16] demonstrates that it is difficult to provide a custombuilt Android for all possible devices in the wild. And
it is even more difficult to ask a normal user to apply
the source patch of some security framework and compile the Android source tree for that user’s own device.
These issues will prevent many OS-based Android security projects from being widely adopted by the normal
users. Alternatively, it is equally difficult to bring together Google, the phone manufacturers, and the cellular
providers to introduce security extensions at the level of
the consumer market, due to misaligned incentives from
different parties.

at all; instead, it enforces flexible security and privacy
polices to arbitrary applications by repackaging to attach sandboxing code to the application itself, which performs monitoring and policy enforcement. The repackaged application package (APK) can be installed on a
user’s phone and will enforce at runtime any defined
policy without altering the original APK’s functionalities. Aurasium exploits Android’s unique application architecture of mixed Java and native code execution to
achieve robust sandboxing. In particular, Aurasium introduces libc interposition code to the target application,
wrapping around the Dalvik virtual machine (VM) under
which the application’s Java code runs. The target application is also modified such that the interposition hooks
get placed each time the application starts.
Aurasium is able to interpose almost all types of interactions between the application and the OS, enabling
much more fine-grained policy enforcement than Android’s built-in permission system. For instance, whenever an application attempts to access a remote site on the
Internet, the IP of the remote server is checked against
an IP blacklist. Whenever an application attempts to
send an SMS message, Aurasium checks whether the
number is a premium number. Whenever an application tries to access private information such as the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI), the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), stored SMS
messages, contact information, or services such as camera, voice recorder, or location, a policy check is performed to allow or disallow the access. Aurasium also
monitors I/O operations such as write and read. We evaluated Aurasium against a large number of real-world Android applications and achieved over 99 percent success
rate. Repackaging an arbitrary application using Aurasium is fast, requiring an average of 10 seconds.
Our main contributions are that

Our Approach We aim at addressing these challenges
by providing a novel, simple, effective, robust, and deployable technology called Aurasium. Conceptually, we
want Aurasium to be an application-hardening service: a
user obtains arbitrary Android applications from potentially untrusted places, but instead of installing the application as is, pushes the application through the Aurasium black box and gets a hardened version. The user
then installs this hardened version on the phone, assured
by Aurasium that all of the application’s interactions are
closely monitored for malicious activities, and policies
protecting the user’s privacy and security are actively enforced.
Aurasium does not need to modify the Android OS

• We have developed a set of policies that take advantage of advances in malware intelligence such as IP
blacklisting.

• We have built an automated system to repackage
arbitrary APKs where arbitrary policies protecting
privacy and ensuring security can be enforced.

• We provide a way of protecting users from malicious applications without making any changes to
the underlying Android architecture. This makes
Aurasium a technology that can be widely deployed.
• Aurasium is a robust technology that was tested on
three versions of Android. It has low memory and
runtime overhead and, unlike other approaches, is
more portable across the different OS versions.
2
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
the some background information on the architecture of
Android and then goes through details about the architecture, enforceable policies and deployment methods of
Aurasium. In Section 3 we evaluate Aurasium with respect to its robustness in repackaging applications, as
well as the overhead introduced by the repackaging process. Section 4 describes threat models against Aurasium
and mitigation techniques. Related work and conclusions
are discussed in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively.

2
2.1

small number of applications employ native code for the
most performance-critical tasks.

2.2

System Design

Aurasium is made up of two major components: the
repackaging mechanism that inserts instrumentation
code into arbitrary Android applications and the monitoring code that intercepts an application’s interactions
with the system and enforces various security policies.
The repackaging process makes use of existing open
source tools augmented with our own glue logic to reengineer Android applications. The monitoring code employs user-level sandboxing and interposition to intercept
the application’s interaction with the OS. Aurasium is
also able to reconstruct the high-level IPC communication from the low-level system call data, which allows it
to monitor virtually all of Android’s APIs.

Aurasium
Android

Android, the open source mobile operating system developed by the Open Handset Alliance led by Google,
is gaining increasing popularity and market share among
smartphones. Built on top of a Linux 2.6 kernel, Android
introduces a unique application architecture designed to
ensure performance, security, and application portability. Rigorous compartmentalization of installed applications is enforced through traditional Linux permissions.
Additional permission labels are assigned to applications
during install time to control the application’s access to
security and privacy-sensitive functionalities of the OS,
forming a mandatory access-control scheme.
Android employs an inter-process communication
(IPC) mechanism called Binder [6] extensively for interactions between applications as well as for applicationOS interfaces. Binder is established by a kernel driver
and exposed as a special device node on which individual applications operate. Logically, the IPC works on the
principle of thread migration. A thread invoking an IPC
call with Binder appears as if it migrates into the target
process and executes the code there, hopping back when
the result is available. All the hard work such as taking
care of argument marshalling, tracking object references
across processes, and recursions of IPC calls is handled
by Binder itself.
Android applications are mainly implemented in Java,
with the compiled class files further converted into
Dalvik bytecode, running on the proprietary registerbased Dalvik VM. It is similar to the JVM, but designed
for a resource-constrained environment with a higher
code density and smaller footprint. Applications are
tightly coupled with a large and function-rich Android
framework library (c.f. J2SE). Also, applications are
free to include compiled native code as standalone Linux
shared object (.so) files. The interaction between an application’s Java and native code is well defined by the
Java Native Interface (JNI) specification and supported
by Android’s Native Development Kit (NDK). In reality,
the complexity of using native code means that only a

2.2.1

Application-OS Interaction

Under the hood, some of Android’s OS APIs are handled by the kernel directly, while others are implemented
at user-mode system services and are callable via interprocess communication methods. However, in almost all
scenarios the application does not need to distinguish between the two, as these APIs have already been fully encapsulated in the framework library and the applications
just need to interact with the framework through welldocumented interfaces. Figure 1 shows in detail the layers of the framework library in individual applications’
address space.
Process Boundary

Application Code
Framework Code - Java
Java Native Interface

Framework Code - Native (C++)
libdvm.so

libandroid runtime.so

libbinder.so

Aurasium
Kernel Boundary

libm.so

libc.so

libstdc++.so

Linux Kernel
Figure 1: Android Application and Framework Structure
The top level of the framework is written in Java and is
the well-documented part of the framework with which
applications interact. This hides away the cumbersome
3
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details from the application’s point of view, but in order
to realize the required operations it will hand over the request to the low-level part of the framework implemented
in native code. The native layer of the framework consists of a few shared objects that do the real work, such as
communicating with the Dalvik VM or establishing the
mechanism for IPC communication. If we dive lower,
we find that these shared objects are in fact also relying
on shared libraries at even lower levels. There, we find
Android’s standard C libraries called Bionic libc. The
Bionic libc will initiate appropriate system calls into the
kernel that completes the required operation.
For example, if the application wants to download a
file from the Internet, it has multiple ways to do so, ranging from fully managed HttpURLConnection class to
low-level Socket access. No matter what framework
APIs the application decides to use, they will all land
on the connect() method in the OSNetworkSystem
Java class in order to create the underlying TCP socket.
This connect() method in turn transfers control to
libnativehelper.so, one of the shared objects in the
native layer of the framework, which again delegates
the request to the connect() method in libc.so. The
socket is finally created by libc issuing a system call into
the Linux kernel.
No matter how complex the upper layer framework library may be, it will always have to go through appropriate functions in the Bionic libc library in order to interact
with the OS itself. This gives a reliable choke point at
which the application’s interactions with the OS can be
examined and modified. The next section explains how
function calls from the framework into libc can be interposed neatly.
2.2.2

During dynamic linking this table is filled with appropriate function pointers; this is controlled by the metadata
stored in the ELF file, such as which GOT entry maps to
which function in which shared object.
This level of indirection introduced by dynamic linking can be exploited to implement the required interposition mechanism neatly: it is sufficient to go through
every loaded ELF file and overwrite its GOT entries with
pointers to our monitoring functions. This is equivalent
to doing the dynamic linking again but substituting function pointers of interposition routines1 .
Because Java code is incapable of directly modifying
process memory, we implemented our interposition routines in C++ and compiled them to native code. All the
detour functions are also implemented in C++ and they
will preprocess the relevant function call arguments before feeding them to Aurasium’s policy logic. We try to
minimize the amount of native code because it is generally difficult to write and test. As a result most of the
policy logic is implemented in Java, which also means it
can take advantage of many helper functions in the standard Android framework. However, in the preprocessing
step of the IPC calls we make an effort to reconstruct
the inter-process communication parameters as well as
high-level Java objects out of marshalled byte streams
in our native code. It turns out that despite the system
changes between Android 2.2, 2.3 and 3.x, the IPC protocol remains largely unaffected2 and hence our interposition code is able to run on all major Android versions
reliably.
With all these facilities in place, Aurasium is capable of intercepting virtually all framework APIs and enforcing many classes of security and privacy policies on
them. It remains to be discussed what policies we currently implement (Section 2.3) and how reliable Aurasium’s sandboxing mechanism is (Section 4). But before
that, let us explain how we repackage an Android application such that Aurasium’s sandboxing code is inserted.

Efficient Interposition

Similar to the traditional Linux model, shared objects
in Android are relocatable ELF files that are mapped
into the process’s address space when loaded. To save
memory and avoid code duplication, all shared objects
shipped with Android are dynamically linked against the
Bionic libc library. Because a shared object like libc can
be loaded into arbitrary memory address, dynamic linking is used to resolve the address of unknown symbols at
load time. For an ELF file that is dynamically linked
to some shared object, its call sites to the shared object functions are actually jump instructions to some stub
function in the ELF’s procedure linkage table (PLT). This
stub function then performs a memory load on some entry in the ELF’s global offset table (GOT) in order to retrieve the real target address of this function call to which
it then branches. In other words, the ELF’s global offset
table contains an array of function pointers of all dynamically linked external functions referenced by its code.

2.2.3

APK Repackaging

Android applications are distributed as a single file called
an Android Application Package (APK) (Figure 2). An
APK file is merely a Java JAR archive containing the
compiled manifest file AndroidManifest.xml, the application’s code in the form of dex bytecode, compiled
XML resources such as window layout and string constant tables, and other resources like images, sound and
native libraries. It also includes its own signature in a
form identical to the standard Java JAR file signatures.
1 We did not consider other advanced dynamic linking techniques
such as lazy linking here because they are not adopted in the current
Android OS. They can be dealt with similarly.
2 An exception is the introduction of Strict Mode from version
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out to be not as easy as one might expect. Android applications often possess many possible entry points, in the
sense that every public application component including
activity, service, broadcast receiver, and content provider
can be invoked directly and hence they all act as entry
points.
In Aurasium we take a different approach: The
Android SDK allows an application to specify an
Application class in its manifest file which will
be instantiated by the runtime whenever the application is about to start. By declaring Aurasium as this
Application class, Aurasium runs automatically before any other parts of the application. There is a small
caveat that the original application may have already defined such Application class. In this case, we trace
the inheritance of this class until we find the root base
class. This class will have to be inherited directly from
Application, and we modify its definition (which is
in the decompiled bytecode form) such that it inherits
from Aurasium’s Application class instead. This allows Aurasium to be instantiated as before, and being
the root class ensures that Aurasium gets run before the
application’s Application class is instantiated.
Figure 2 illustrates the composition of an APK and the
various Aurasium modules added at repackaging time.

Android Package (.apk)
Decompiled
smali files

classes.dex

resources.arsc

Aurasium
Native
Library

uncompiled resources
Aurasium
Java Code

AndroidManifest.xml

Aurasium
Component
Declaration

Figure 2: Android Application Package
Because the Aurasium code contains both a native library for low-level interposition and high-level Java code
that executes the policy logic, we need a way of inserting both into the target APK. Adding a native library is trivial as native libraries are standalone Linux
shared object (.so) files and are stored as is. Adding
Java code is slightly tricky because Android requires all
the application’s compiled bytecode to reside in a single file called classes.dex. To insert Aurasium’s Java
code into an existing application, we have to take the
original classes.dex, disassemble it back to a collection of individual classes, add Aurasium’s classes,
and then re-assemble everything back to create the new
classes.dex.
There exist open source projects that can perform such
task. For example, smali [7], an assembler/disassembler
for dex files, and android-apktool [1], which is an
integrated solution that can process not only code but
also compiled resources in APK files.3 In Aurasium we
adopt apktool in our repackaging process. In the decode phase, apktool takes in an APK file, disassembles
its dex file, and produces a directory such that each bytecode file maps to a single Java class, and its path corresponds to the package hierarchy, together with all other
resources in the original APK file. Aurasium’s Java code
is then merged into the directory and apktool is engaged again to assemble the bytecode back into a new
classes.dex file. Together with other resources, a new
APK file is finally produced.
In reality, before producing the final APK file there is
one more thing to do: merely merging Aurasium code
into the target application does not automatically imply
that it will run. We need to make sure that Aurasium
code is invoked somehow, preferably before any of the
original application code, so that the application does not
execute any of its code before Aurasium’s sandboxing is
established. One option would be to modify the application’s entry point so that it points to Aurasium. This turns

2.2.4

Application Signing

The last thing to worry about is that when an application
is modified and repackaged, its signature is inevitably
destroyed and there is no way to re-sign the application under its original public key. We believe this is a
problem, but manageable. Every Android application
is indeed required to have a valid signature, but signatures in Android work more like a proof of authorship,
in the sense that applications signed by the same certificate are believed to come from the same author, hence
they are trusted by each other and enjoy certain flexibilities within Android’s security architecture, e.g., signature permission. Application updates are also required
to be signed with the same certificate as the original application. Other than that, signatures impose few other
restrictions, and developers often use self-signed certificates for their applications.
This observation means that Aurasium can just resign the repackaged application using a new self-signed
certificate. To preserve the authorship relation, Aurasium performs the re-signing step using a parallel set
of randomly generated Aurasium certificates, maintaining a one-to-one mapping between this set to arbitrary
developer certificates. In other words, whenever Aurasium is about to re-sign an application, it first verifies
the validity of the old signature. If it passes, then Aurasium will proceed to sign the application with its own

2.3 Gingerbread.
3 apktool is actually built on top of a fork of smali.
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certificate that corresponds to the application’s original
certificate, or a newly generated one if this application
has not been encountered earlier. In this way, the equivalence classes of authorship among applications are still
maintained by Aurasium’s re-signing procedure. Problems can still arise if Aurasium re-signs only a partial set
of applications in the cases of application updates or applications intending to cooperate with their siblings. We
consider these cases non-severe, with one reason being
that Aurasium is more likely to be applied to a standalone
application from a non-trusted source where application
updates and application cooperation are not common.
Because all private keys of the generated certificates
need to be stored4 for future queries, the re-signing process contains highly confidential information and, hence,
requires careful protection. It should be (physically) separated from Aurasium’s other services and perceived as
an oracle with minimal interfaces to allow re-signing an
already-signed application. For higher assurance, hardware security modules could be used.
2.2.5

plication, though. In extreme cases, a repackaged application can proxy every IPC call to ASM, but this would
be vastly inefficient. In our implementation ASM is consulted only with high-level summaries of potential sensitive operations, the set of which is fixed at repackaging
time.

2.3

Policies

Now that we have demonstrated the ability to repackage
arbitrary applications with Aurasium to insert monitoring code, we discuss various security policies that leverage this technique. It is important to point out that these
are just some examples that we implemented as a proof
of concept so far. Aurasium itself provides a flexible
framework under which many more potent policies are
possible.
We are interested primarily in enforcing some security
policy that protects the device from untrusted applications. This includes not only attempts by the application
to access sensitive information, leaking to the outside
world or modifying it, but also attempts by the application to escalate privilege and to gain root access on the
device by running suspicious system calls and loading
native libraries. Aurasium’s architecture and design allow us to implement many of the already-proposed policies such as dynamically constraining permissions [33],
or setting up default dummy IMEI and IMSI numbers as
well as phone numbers, as in [27].
The following subsections describe a set of policies
that are easily checkable by Aurasium. The enforcement
of these policies is supported by Aurasium intercepting
the following functions:

Aurasium’s Security Manager

Aurasium-wrapped applications are self-contained in the
sense that the policy logic and the relevant user interface are included in the repackaged application bundle,
and so are remembered user decisions stored locally in
the application’s data directory. Alternatively, Aurasium
Security Manager (ASM) can also be installed, enabling
central handling of policy decisions of all repackaged
application on the device. Depending on the enforced
polices at repackaging time, an application queries the
ASM for a policy decision via IPC mechanisms with intents describing the sensitive operation it is about to perform, and the ASM either prompts the user for consent,
uses a remembered user decision recorded earlier, or automatically makes a decision without user interaction by
enforcing a predefined policy embedded at repackaging
time. The policy logic in individual applications prefers
delegating policy decisions to the ASM, and will fall
back to local decisions only if a genuine ASM instance
is not detected on the device.
Using ASM for central policy decision management
has one major advantage: policy logic can be controlled
globally, and it can also be improved by updating the
ASM instance on the device. For example, IP address
blacklisting and whitelisting can be managed and kept
up to date by ASM. Repackaged applications are able
to take advantage of better policy logics once ASM is
updated, even after they have been repackaged and deployed to users’ devices. There is a tradeoff between the
flexibility of ASM and the efficiency of repackaged ap-

• ioctl()

This is the main API through which all IPCs are
sent. By interposing this and reconstructing the
high-level IPC communication, Aurasium is able to
monitor most Android system APIs and enforce the
privacy and SMS policies, and modifying the IPC
arguments and results on the fly. In certain cases
such as content providers, Aurasium replaces the returned Cursor object with a wrapper class to allow
finer control over the returned data.

• getaddrinfo() and connect()

These functions are responsible for DNS resolving
and socket connection. Intercepting them allows
Aurasium to control the application’s Internet access.

• dlopen(), fork() and execvp()

The loading of native code from Java and execution
of external programs are provided by these functions, which Aurasium monitors.

4 Alternatively,

these new certificates can be generated from the
original certificate under a master key.
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the user to either accept the requested access or deny
it. The user can also make Aurasium store that user’s
answer to the request so that the same request never
prompts the user for approval again and the cached answer is used instead. Finally, the user has the option to
terminate the application.
Aurasium is capable of intercepting requests for the
IMEI (Figure 4) and IMSI identifiers. Both the IMEI and
IMSI numbers are often abused by applications to track
users and devices for analytics and advertisement purposes, but are also used by malware to identify victims.
Similar policies are also implemented for accessing
device location and contact list. In all of the above cases,
if the user denies an request for the private information,
Aurasium will provide shadow data to the application instead, similar to the approach in [27];

• read(), write()

These functions reflect access to the file system. Intercepting them allows Aurasium to control private
and shared files accesses.

• open() and reflection APIs in libdvm.so5

These functions are intercepted to prevent malicious
applications from circumventing Aurasium’s sandboxing. Because Aurasium may stores policy decisions in the application’s local directory, it must
prevent the application from tampering with the decision file. open() is hooked such that whenever it
is invoked on the decision file it will check the JNI
call stack and allow only Aurasium code to successfully open the file. The various reflection APIs are
also guarded to prevent malicious applications from
modifying Aurasium’s Java-based policy logic by
reflection.

2.3.1

Privacy Policy

The most obvious set of policies that can be defined relates to users’ privacy. These policies protect the private data of the user such as the IMEI, IMSI, phone
number, location, stored SMS messages, phone conversations, and contact list. These policies can be checked
by monitoring access to the system services provided by
the Framework APIs. While many APIs are available
to access system services, they all translate to a single
call to the ioctl() system call. By monitoring calls to
ioctl(), and parsing the data that is transmitted in the
call, we are able to determine which service is being accessed and alert the user.

Figure 4: Enforcement of Privacy Policies: Access to
IMEI from repackaged Android Market Security Tool
malware.

2.3.2

Preventing SMS Abuse

Figure 5 illustrates how Aurasium intercepts SMS messages sent to a premium number, which is initiated by the
malicious application AndroidOS.FakePlayer [2] found
in the wild. Aurasium displays the destination number as
well as the SMS’s content, so users can make informed
decision on whether to allow the operation or not. In
this case, the malware is most likely to attempt to subscribe to some premium service covertly. We also observed malware NickySpy [3] leaking device IMEI via
SMS in another test run. We believe automatic classification on SMS number and content is possible to further
reduce user intervention.

Figure 3: Enforcement of Privacy Policies: Access to
Phone Number

2.3.3

Figure 3 illustrates how Aurasium intercepts a request
made by an application to access the user’s phone number. Aurasium displays a warning message and prompts

Network Policy

Similarly to the privacy policies, we enforce a set of network policies that regulate how an application is allowed
to interact with the network. Since the Android permission scheme allows unrestricted access to the Internet
when an application is installed, we enforce finer-grained

5 Dalvik java lang reflect Method invokeNative(),
Dalvik java lang reflect Field setField()
and
Dalvik java lang reflect Field setPrimitiveField()
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Knowing the attack signatures based on suspicious executables can prevent certain types of escalation of privilege attacks. Figure 7 illustrates an interception of the
su command. The Aurasium warning indicates that the
application is trying to gain root access on a potentially
rooted phone by executing the su command.
In another scenario, Aurasium warns the user when the
application is about to load a native library. Malicious
native code can interfere with Aurasium and potentially
break out of its sandbox, which we discuss further in section 4.
Figure 5: Enforcement of SMS Sending
policies that are expressed as a combination of the following:
• restrict the application to only a particular web domain or set of IP addresses
• restrict the application from connecting to a remote
IP address known to be malicious
Figure 7: Enforcement of Privilege Escalation Policy

2.3.5

Automatic Embedding of policies

Our implementation allows us to naturally compare the
behavior of an application against a policy expressed not
as a single event such as a single access to private data, to
a system service or a single invocation of a system call,
but as a sequence of such events. We plan on automatically embedding into an application code an arbitrary
user-defined policy expressible in an automaton.
Figure 6: Enforcement of Network Policies: Access to
an IP address with an unverified level of maliciousness

2.4

Driven by the need for deployable mobile security solutions for Android and other platforms, we support multiple deployment models for Aurasium. The unrestricted
and open nature of the Android Market allows us to
provide Aurasium hardened and repackaged applications
to users directly. Here, we discuss several deployment
models for Aurasium that users can directly use without
modifying the Android OS on their phones.

We use an IP blacklisting provided by the Bothunter
network monitoring tool [4] to harvest information about
malicious IP addresses. For each connection, the service
retrieves information about the remote location, and the
warning presented to the user indicates the level of maliciousness of the remote location (Figure 6). We also
display the geo-location of the remote IP. It would be
possible to include more threat intelligence from various
diverse sources.
2.3.4

Deployment Models

2.4.1

Web Interface

We have a web interface6 that allows users to upload arbitrary applications and download the Aurasium repackaged and hardened version. Aurasium can be employed
to repackage any APKs that the user possesses.

Privilege Escalation Policy

In addition to the privacy policy and the network policy,
we implement a policy that warns the user when a suspicious execvp is invoked. Aurasium intervenes whenever
the application tries to execute external ELF binaries.

6 www.aurasium.com
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2.4.2

Cooperation with Application Markets

APK file in the corpus to the corresponding hardened
repackaged application. We scripted to load the application onto the Nexus S phone, start the application automatically, and capture the logs generated by Aurasium.
Android Monkey [8] is used to randomly exercise the
user interface (UI) of the application.
Monkey is a program running on Android that feeds
the application with pseudo-random streams of user
events such as clicks and touches, as well as a number
of system-level events. We use Monkey to stress-test the
repackaged applications in a random yet repeatable manner. The captured logs allow us to determine whether the
application has started and is being executed normally or
whether it crashes due to our repackaging process. As a
random fuzzer, Monkey is fundamentally unable to exercise all execution paths of an application. But in our
setup, running random testing over a large number of independent applications proves useful, covering most of
Aurasium’s policy logic and revealing several bugs.

We are exploring collaborations with Android markets
run by mobile service providers to deploy Aurasium.
Subscribers to the mobile service who get their applications from the official Android market supported by the
mobile provider will have all their applications packaged
with Aurasium for protection.
2.4.3

Deployment in the Cloud

Another deployment model consists of writing a custom
download application that runs on a user’s phone so that
whenever a user browses an Android market and wishes
to download an application, the application is pulled and
sent to the Aurasium cloud service where the application
is repackaged and then downloaded to the user’s phone.
This may be more accessible as users no longer need to
interact with Aurasium’s web interface manually.
2.4.4

Phone Deployment

3.2

Similarly to the cloud service, we plan on porting the
repackaging tool to the Android phone itself. That is, we
will be able to repackage an application on the device
itself.
2.4.5

We first performed an evaluation to determine how many
APK files can successfully be repackaged by Aurasium.
Table 1 shows a breakdown of the Android APK files corpus on which we ran our evaluation. We applied Aurasium to 3491 applications crawled from a third-party
application store7 and 1260 known malicious applications [39]. Table 1 shows the success rate of repackaging
for each category of applications.

Corporate Environment

Many corporations have security concerns about mobile
devices in their infrastructure and Aurasium can help to
establish the desired security and privacy polices on applications to be installed on these devices. These Android devices should be configured to allow installing
only Aurasium-protected applications (by means of APK
signatures for example), while the applications can be
provided by some methods described above, such as an
internal repackaging service or a transparent repackaging
proxy between the application market and the device.

3

Type of App

#of Apps Repackaging Success
Rate
App store corpus
3491
99.6%(3476)
Malware corpus
1260
99.8%(1258)
Table 1: Repackaging Evaluation Results

Evaluation

We have a near 100% success rate in repackaging arbitrary applications. Our failures to repackage an application are due to bugs in apktool in disassembling and
reassembling the hardened APK file. We are working on
improving apktool to achieve a 100% success rate.

We have evaluated Aurasium on a collection of Android
applications to ensure that the application repackaging
succeeds and that our added code does not impede the
original functionality of the application. We have conducted a broad evaluation that includes a large number of
benign applications as well as malware collection. Our
evaluation was conducted on a Samsung Nexus S phone
running Android 2.3.6 “Gingerbread”.

3.1

Repackaging Evaluation

3.3

Runtime Robustness

As we pointed out earlier, Aurasium is able to run on
all major Android versions (2.2, 2.3, 3.x) without any
problem. We performed the robustness evaluation on a
Samsung Nexus S phone running Android 2.3.6 (which
is among the most widely used Android distributions

Setting Up An Evaluation Framework

Aurasium consists of scripts that implement the repackaging process described in Figure 2. It transforms each

7 http://lisvid.com
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2.3.3 − 2.3.7 [10]). For each hardened application we
use Monkey to exercise the application’s functionalities
by injecting 500 random UI events. These hardened applications are built with a debug version of Aurasium
that will output a log message when Aurasium successfully intercepts an API invocation. Out of 3476 successfully repackaged application, we performed tests on
3189 standalone runnable applications8 on the device.
We were able to start all of the applications in the sense
that Aurasium successfully reported the interception of
the first API invocation for all of them.

Without
With
Overhead
Aurasium Aurasium
106 ms
143 ms
35%
41 ms
55 ms
34%
1270 ms
1340 ms
14%

Table 3: Performance on Synthesized Application
Kb, which is a very small overhead for the majority of
applications.
80

Performance Evaluation

Mean: 52.2

No. of Apps

60

We take two Android benchmark applications from the
official market and apply Aurasium to them in order to
check if Aurasium introduces significant performance
overhead to a real-world application. In both cases, the
benchmark scores turn out to be largely unaffected by
Aurasium (Table 2).
Benchmark App

0

20

without
with
Aurasium Aurasium
AnTuTu Benchmark 2900 Pts 2892 Pts
BenchmarkPi
1280 ms
1293 ms

40

3.4

200 API
Invocations
Get Device Info
Get Last Location
Query Contact List

Table 2: Performance on Benchmark Applications

20

60

80

100

120

140

Size Increase After Repackaging / Kb

Aurasium introduces the most overhead when the application performs API invocations, which is not the
most important test factor of these benchmarks. So we
synthesized an artificial application that performs a large
number of API invocations, in order to find Aurasium’s
performance overhead in the worst cases. Because these
APIs all involve IPC with remote system services, they
are expected to induce the most overhead as Aurasium
needs to fully parse the Binder communication. Results
in Table 3 show that Aurasium introduces an overhead
of 14% to 35% in three cases, which we believe is acceptable as IPC-based APIs are not frequently used by
normal applications to become the performance bottleneck. In objective testing we did not feel any lagging
when playing with an Aurasium-hardened application.

3.5

40

Figure 8: Application Size Increase After Repackaging.

3.6

Policies Enforcement

We observe the various behaviors intercepted from the
3031 runnable applications that were previously repackaged and run on the Nexus S device under Monkey. Table
4 shows a breakdown of the application corpus into permission requested in the manifest file of the applications.
It also shows which applications actually make use of the
permission to access the requested service.
Permission
Requested Accessed
Internet Permission
2686
1305
GPS Permission
846
132
Phone State Permission
1243
378

Size Overhead

We evaluated application size after being repackaged
with Aurasium code, as shown in Figure 8. On average, Aurasium increases the application size by only 52

Table 4: Permission Requested and Permissions Used

8 The rest are applications that do not have a main launchable Activity, and applications that fail to install due to clashes with pre-installed
version.

Due to the random fuzzing nature of our evaluation,
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the accessed permission is most likely to be an underestimate. We also observed that 226 applications included
native code libraries in their application bundle.

4

Previous work [28, 40, 34] on securely executing untrusted native code provides useful directions for example, by using dynamic binary translation. In our scenario we are required to restrict the application’s native
code from writing to guarded memory locations (to prevent tampering with Aurasium and the libc interposition
mechanism), using special machine instructions (to initiate system calls without going through libc), and performing arbitrary control flow transfer into libc. Due to
time constraints we have not implemented such facilities
in Aurasium. Currently, Aurasium prompts the user for
a decision, and informs the user that if the load is allowed then Aurasium can be rendered ineffective from
this point onwards. We consider this problem a high priority for future work.
Unlike the filtering-based hybrid sandboxes that are
prone to the ‘time of check/time of use’ race conditions [25, 38], Aurasium’s sandboxing mechanism is delegation based and hence much easier to defend against
this class of attack.

Attack Surfaces

Because fundamentally Aurasium code runs in the same
process context as the application’s code, there is no
strong barrier between the application and Aurasium.
Hence, it is non-trivial to argue that Aurasium can reliably sandbox arbitrary Android applications. We describe possible ways that a malicious application can
break out of Aurasium’s policy enforcement mechanism
and discuss possible mitigation against them.

4.1

Native Code

Aurasium relies on being able to intercept calls to Bionic
libc functions by means of rewriting function pointers
in a module’s global offset table. This is robust against
arbitrary Java code, but a malicious application can employ native code to bypass Aurasium completely either
by restoring the global offset table entries, by making
relevant system calls using its own libc implementation
rather than going through the monitored libc, or by tampering with the code or private data of Aurasium. However, because Android runtime requires applications to
bootstrap as Java classes, the first load of native code
in even malicious applications has to go through a welldefined and fixed pathway as defined by JNI. This gives
us an upper hand in dealing with potential untrusted native code: because of the way our repackaging process
works, Aurasium is guaranteed to start before the application’s code and hence be able to intercept the application’s first attempt to load alien native code (invocation
of dlopen() function in libc). As a result, Aurasium
is guaranteed to detect any potential circumvention attempts by a malicious application.
What can Aurasium do with such an attempt? Silently
denying the load of all native code is not satisfactory because it will guarantee an application crash and some
legitimate applications use native code. Even though
Aurasium has the power to switch off the unknown native code, the collateral damage caused by false positives
would be too severe.
If Aurasium is to give binary decisions on whether or
not to load some unknown native code, then it reduces
to the arms race between malware and antivirus software
that we have seen for years. Aurasium tries to classify
native code in Android applications, while malware authors craft and obfuscate it to avoid being detected. It is
better not to go down the same road; and a much neater
approach would be letting the native code run, but not
with unlimited power.

4.2

Java Code

A possible attack on Aurasium would be using Java’s
reflection mechanism to interfere with the operation of
Aurasium. Because currently Aurasium’s policy enforcement logic is implemented in Java, a malicious application can use reflection to modify Aurasium’s internal data structures and hence affect its correct behavior.
We prevent such attacks by hooking into the reflection
APIs in libdvm.so and preventing reflection access to
Aurasium’s internal classes.
Note that dynamically loaded Java code (via DexClassLoader) poses no threat to Aurasium, as the code is
still executed by the same Dalvik VM instance and hence
cannot escape Aurasium’s sandbox. Native Java methods
map to a dynamically loaded binary shared object library
and are subject to the constraints discussed in the previous section, which basically means that attempts of using
them will always be properly flagged by Aurasium.

4.3

Red Pill

Currently Aurasium is not designed to be stealthy. The
existence of obvious traces such as changed application
signature, the existence of Aurasium native library and
Java classes allow applications to find out easily whether
it is running under Aurasium or not. A malicious application can then refuse to run under Aurasium, forcing
the user to use the more dangerous vanilla version. A
legitimate application may also verify its own integrity
(via application signature) to prevent malicious repackaging by malware writers. Due to Aurasium’s control
over the application’s execution, it is possible to clean
11
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Monitoring The bulk of research related to securing
Android has been focused on security policy extension and enforcement for Android starting with [21].
TaintDroid [19] taints private data to detect leakage of
users’ private information modifying both Binder and the
Dalvik VM, but extends only partially to native code.
Quire [17] uses provenance to track permissions across
application boundaries through the IPC call chain to prevent permission escalation of privilege attacks. Crepe
[15] allows access to system services requested through
install-time permission only in a certain context at runtime. Similarly, Apex [33] uses user-defined runtime
constraints to regulate applications’ access to system services. AppFence [27] blocks application access to data
from imperious applications that demand information
that is unnecessary to perform their advertised functionality, and covertly substitute shadow data in place. Airmid [32] uses cooperation between in-network sensors
and smart devices to identify the provenance of malicious
traffic.

up these traces for example by spoofing signature access
to PackageManager, but fundamentally this is an arms
race and a determined adversary will win.

5

Related Work

With the growing popularity of Android and the growing
malware threat it is facing, many approaches to securing Android have been proposed recently. Many of the
traditional security approaches adopted in desktops have
been migrated to mobile phones in general and Android
in particular. Probably the most standard approach is to
use signature-based malware detection, which is in its infancy when it comes to mobile platforms. This approach
is ineffective against zero-day attacks, and there is little
reason to believe that it will be more successful in the
mobile setting. Program analysis and behavioral analysis have been more successfully applied in the context of
Android.

Virtualization Recent approaches to Android security
have focused on bringing virtualization technology to
Android devices. The ability to run multiple version of
the Android OS on the same physical device allows for
strong separation and isolation but comes at a higher performance cost. L4Android [30] is an open source project
derived from the L4Linux project. L4Android combines
both the L4Linux and Google modifications of the Linux
kernel and thus enables running Android on top of a microkernel. To address the performance issues when using virtualization, Cells in [11], is a lightweight virtualization architecture where multiple phones run on the
same device. It is possible to run multiple versions of
Android on a bare metal hypervisor and ensure strong
isolation where shared security-critical device drivers run
in individual virtual machines, which is demonstrated
by [26]. Finally, logical domain separation, where two
single domains are considered and isolation is enforced
as a dataflow property between the logical domains without running each domain as a separate virtual machine,
can also be employed [35].

Static Analysis Static analysis of Android application package files is relatively more straightforward than
static analysis of malware prevalent on desktops in general. Obfuscation techniques [41] used in today’s malware are primarily aimed at impeding static analysis.
Without effective ways to deobfuscate native binaries,
static analysis will always suffer major drawbacks. Because of the prevalence of malware on x86 Windows
machines, little effort has been focusing on reverse engineering ARM binaries. Static analysis of Java code
is much more attainable through decompilation of the
Dalvik bytecode. The DED [20] and dex2jar [5] are
two decompilers that aim at achieving translation from
Dalvik bytecode to Java bytecode.
Dynamic Analysis Despite its limitations, dynamic
analysis remains the preferred approach among researchers and antivirus companies to profile malware and
extract its distinctive features. The lack of automated
ways to explore all the state space is often a hindering
factor. Techniques such as multipath exploration [31]
can be useful. However, the ability of mobile malware
to load arbitrary libraries might limit the effectiveness of
such techniques. The honeynet project offers a virtual
machine for profiling Android Applications [36] similar to profiling desktop malware. Stowaway [23] is a
tool that detects overprivilege in compiled Android applications. Testing is used on the Android API in order
to build the permission map that is necessary for detecting overprivilege, and static analysis is used to determine
which calls an application invokes.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented Aurasium, a robust and effective technology that protects users of the widely used Android OS
from malicious and untrusted applications. Unlike many
of the security solutions proposed so far, Aurasium does
not require rooting and device reflashing.
Aurasium allows us to take full control of the execution of an application. This allows us to enforce arbitrary policies at runtime. By using the Aurasium security
12
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manager (ASM), we are able to not only apply policies
at the individual application level but across multiple applications simultaneously. This allows us to effectively
orchestrate the execution of various applications on the
device and mediate their access to critical resources and
user’s private data. This allows us to also detect attempts
by multiple applications to collaborate and implement a
malicious logic. With its overall low overhead and high
repackaging success rate, it is possible to imagine Aurasium implementing an effective isolation and separation
at the application layer without the need of complex virtualization technology.
Even though Aurasium currently only treats applications as black boxes and focuses on its external behavior, the idea of enforcing policy at per-application level
by repackaging applications to attach side-by-side monitoring code is very powerful. By carefully instrumenting
the application’s Dalvik VM instance on the fly, it is even
possible to apply more advanced dynamic analysis such
as information flow and taint analysis, and we leave this
as a possible direction of future work. We also plan on
expanding our investigation of the potential threat models against Aurasium and provide practical ways to mitigate them, especially in the case of executing untrusted
native code.
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Abstract

A wide variety of smartphone applications today rely on
third-party advertising services, which provide libraries
that are linked into the hosting application. This situation is undesirable for both the application author and
the advertiser. Advertising libraries require their own
permissions, resulting in additional permission requests
to users. Likewise, a malicious application could simulate the behavior of the advertising library, forging the
user’s interaction and stealing money from the advertiser.
This paper describes AdSplit, where we extended Android to allow an application and its advertising to run
as separate processes, under separate user-ids, eliminating the need for applications to request permissions on
behalf of their advertising libraries, and providing services to validate the legitimacy of clicks, locally and remotely. AdSplit automatically recompiles apps to extract
their ad services, and we measure minimal runtime overhead. AdSplit also supports a system resource that allows
advertisements to display their content in an embedded
HTML widget, without requiring any native code.

1

Introduction

The smartphone and tablet markets are growing in leaps
and bounds, helped in no small part by the availability of
specialized third-party applications (“apps”). Whether
on the iPhone or Android platforms, apps often come
in two flavors: a free version, with embedded advertising, and a pay version without. Both models have
been successful in the marketplace. To pick one example, the popular Angry Birds game at one point brought
in roughly equal revenue from paid downloads on Apple iOS devices and from advertising-supported free
downloads on Android devices [10]. They now offer
advertising-supported free downloads on both platforms.
We cannot predict whether free or paid apps will dominate in the years to come, but advertising-supported applications will certainly remain prominent. Already, a
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cottage industry of companies offer advertising services
for smartphone application developers.
Today, these services are simply pre-compiled code libraries, linked and shipped together with the application.
This means that a remote advertising server has no way
to validate a request it receives from a user legitimately
clicking on an advertisement. A malicious application
could easily forge these messages, generating revenue for
its developer while hiding the advertisement displays in
their entirety. To create a clear trust boundary, advertisers would benefit from running separately from their host
applications.
In Android, applications must request permission at
install time for any sensitive privileges they wish to exercise. Such privileges include access to the Internet, access to coarse or fine location information, or even access to see what other apps are installed on the phone.
Advertisers want this information to better profile users
and thus target ads at them; in return, advertisers may
pay more money to their hosting applications’ developers. Consequently, many applications which require no
particular permissions, by themselves, suffer permission
bloat—being forced to request the privileges required by
their advertising libraries in addition to any of their own
needed privileges. Since users might be scared away
by detailed permission requests, application developers
would also benefit if ads could be hosted in separate applications, which might then make their own privilege
requests or be given a suitable one-size-fits-all policy.
Finally, separating applications from their advertisements creates better fault isolation. If the ad system fails
or runs slowly, the host application should be able to
carry on without inconveniencing the user. Addressing
these needs requires developing a suitable software architecture, with OS assistance to make it robust.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present a survey of thousands of Android applications, and estimate the degree of permission bloat
caused by advertisement libraries. Section 3 discusses
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the design objectives of AdSplit and how we can borrow
ideas from how web advertisements are secured. Section 4 describes our Android-based implementation, and
Section 5 quantifies its performance. Section 6 provides
details about a simple binary rewriter to adapt legacy
apps to use our system. Section 7 considers how we
might eliminate native code libraries for advertisements
and go with a more web-like architecture. Finally, Section 8 discusses a variety of policy issues.

2

App analysis

The need to monetize freely distributed smartphone applications has given rise to many different ad provider
networks and libraries. The companies competing for
business in the mobile ad world range from established
web ad providers like Google’s AdMob to a variety of
dedicated smartphone advertising firms.
With so many options for serving mobile ads, many
app developers choose to include multiple ad libraries.
Additionally, there is a new trend of advertisement aggregators that have the aggregator choose which ad library to use in order to maximize profits for the developer.
While we’re not particularly interested in advertising
market share, we want to understand how these ad libraries behave. What permissions do they require? And
how many apps would be operating with fewer permissions, if only their advertisement systems didn’t require
them? To address these questions, we downloaded approximately 10,000 free apps from the Android Market
and the Amazon App Store and analyzed them.
How many ad libraries? Fig 1 shows the distribution
of the number of advertisement libraries used by apps in
our sample. Of the apps that use advertisements, about
35% include two or more advertising libraries.
Permissions required. We found that some ad libraries need more permissions than those mentioned in
the documentation; also, the set of permissions may
change with the version of the ad library. Table 1 shows
some of the required and optional permission sets for a
number of popular Android ad libraries. The permissions
listed as optional are not required to use the ad library
but may be requested in order to improve the quality of
advertisements; for example, some ad libraries will use
location information to customize ads. A developer using such a library has the choice of including locationtargeted ads or not. Presumably, better targeted ads will
bring greater revenue to the application developer.
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Figure 1: Number of apps with ad libraries installed.
Permission bloat. In Android, an application requests
a set of permissions at the time it’s installed. Those permissions must suffice for all of the app’s needs and for
the needs of its advertising library. We decided to measure how many of the permissions requested are used exclusively by the advertising library (i.e., if the advertising
library were removed, the permission would be unnecessary).
This analysis required decompiling our apps into dex
format [3] using the android-apktool [23]. For each app,
we then extracted a list of all API calls made. Since
advertising libraries have package names that are easy
to distinguish, it’s straightforward to separate their API
calls from the main application. To map the list of API
calls to the necessary permissions, we use the data gathered by Felt et al. [18]. This allows us to compute the
minimal set of permissions required by an application,
with and without its advertisement libraries. We then
compare this against the formal list of permissions that
each app requests from the system.
There may be cases where an app speculatively attempts to use an API call that requires a permission that
was never granted, or there may be dead code that exercises a permission, but will never actually run. Our
analysis will err on the side of believing that an application requires a permission that, in fact, it never uses. This
means that our estimates of permission bloat are strictly
a lower bound on the actual volume of permissions that
are requested only to support the needs of the advertising
libraries.
Our results, shown in Fig. 2, are quite striking. 15% of
apps requesting Internet permissions are doing it for the
sole benefit of their advertising libraries. 26% of apps requesting coarse location permissions are doing it for the
sole benefit of their advertising libraries. 47% of apps
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CallPhone

CoarseLocation

WriteExternalStorage

ReadPhoneState

NetworkState

Internet

Ad Library
AdMob [22]


Greystripe [25] 


Millennial




Media [36]
InMobi [29]

◦
MobClix [38] 
◦

TapJoy [53]




JumpTap [32] 


(required), ◦ (optional)

◦

◦

◦

◦

Table 1: Different advertising libraries require different
permissions.
requesting permission to get a list of the tasks running
on the phone (the ad libraries use this to check if the
application hosting the advertisement is in foreground)
are doing it for the sole benefit of their advertising libraries. These results suggest that any architecture that
separates advertisements from applications will be able
to significantly reduce permission bloat. (In concurrent
work to our own, Grace et al. [24] performed a static
analysis of 100 thousand Android apps and found advertisement libraries uploading sensitive information to
remote ad servers. They also found that some advertisement libraries were fetching and dynamically executing
code from remote ad servers.)

3

Design objectives

Advertisement services have been around since the very
beginnings of the web. Consequently, these services have
adapted to use a wide variety of technologies that should
be able to influence our AdSplit design.

3.1

Advertisement security on the web

Fundamentally, a web page with a third-page advertisement falls under the rubric of a mashup, where multiple
web servers are involved in the presentation of a single
web page.
Many web pages isolate advertisements from content by placing ads in an iframe [55]. The content
hosted in an iframe is isolated from the hosting webpage and browsers allow only specific cross frame in-
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Figure 2: Distribution of types of permissions reduced
when advertisements are separated from applications.
teractions [6, 40], protecting the advertisement against
intrusions from the host page (although there have been
plenty of attacks [51, 47, 50]). Another valuable property of the iframe is that it allows an external web server
to distinguish between requests coming from the advertisement from requests that might be forged. Standard
web security mechanisms assist with this; browsers enforce the same origin policy, restricting the host web
page from making arbitrary connections to the advertiser.
Defenses against cross site request forgery, like the Origin header [5], further aid advertisers in detecting fraudulent clicks.
Adapting these ideas to a smartphone requires significant design changes. Most notably, it’s common for Android applications to request the privilege to make arbitrary Internet connections. There is nothing equivalent
to the same origin policy, and consequently no way for a
remote server to have sufficient context, from any given
click request it receives, to determine whether that click
is legitimate or fraudulent. This requires AdSplit to include several new mechanisms.

3.2

Adapting these ideas to AdSplit

The first and most prominent design decision of AdSplit
is to separate a host application from its advertisements.
This separation has a number of ramifications:
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Specification for advertisements. Currently the ad libraries are compiled and linked with their corresponding host application. If advertisements are
separate, then the host activities must contain the
description of of which advertisements to use. We
introduced a method by which the host activity can
specify the particular ad libraries to be used.

Sample App

Ad

Permission separation. AdSplit allows advertisements
and host applications to have distinct and independent permission sets.
Process separation. AdSplit advertisements run in separate processes, isolated from the host application.
Lifecycle management. Advertisements only need to
run when the host application is running, otherwise
they can be safely killed; similarly once the host
application starts running, the associated advertisement process must also start running. Our system
manages the lifecycle of advertisements.
Screen sharing. Advertisements are displayed inside
host activity, so if advertisements are separated
there should be a way to share screen real estate between advertisements and host application. AdSplit
includes a mechanism for sharing screen real estate.
Authenticated user input. Advertisements
generate
revenue for their host applications; this revenue is
typically dependent on the amount of user interaction with the advertisement. The host application
can try to forge user input and generate fraudulent
revenue, hence the advertisements should have a
way to determine that any input events received
from host application are genuine. AdSplit includes
a method by which advertising applications can
validate user input, validate that they are being
displayed on-screen, and pass that verification, in
an unforgeable fashion, to their remote server.
In the next section, we will describe how AdSplit
achieves these design objectives.

4

Implementation

While many aspects of our design should be applicable
to any smartphone operating system, we built our system
on Android, and there are a number of relevant Android
features that are important to describe.

4.1

Background

Android applications present themselves to the user as
one or more activities, which are roughly analogous to
windows in a traditional window system. Activities in
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(transparent, so ad is visible)

Buy! Cool! Stuff!
Figure 3: Screen sharing between host and advertisement
apps.
Android are maintained on a stack, simplifying the user
interface and enabling the “back” button to work consistently across applications. This switching between activities as well as other related functions to activity lifecycle
are performed by the ActivityManager service.
When an activity is started, the ActivityManager creates appropriate data structures for the activity, schedules
the creation of a process for activity, and puts activityrelated information on a stack. There is a separate WindowManager that manages the z-order of windows and
maintains their association with activities. The ActivityManager informs the WindowManager about changes to
activity configuration. Since we want to factor out the
advertising code into a separate process / activity, this
will require a variety of changes to ensure that the user
experience is unchanged.
An app using AdSplit will require the collaboration of
three major components: the host activity, the advertisement activity, and the advertisement service. The host
activity is the app that the user wants to run, whether a
game, a utility, or whatever else. It then “hosts” the advertisement activity, which displays the advertisement.
There is a one-to-one mapping between host activity and
advertisement activity instances. The Unix processes behind these activities have distinct user-ids and distinct
permissions granted to them. To coordinate these two
activities, we have a central advertisement service. The
ad service is responsible for delivering UI events to the
ad activity. It also verifies that the ad activity is being
properly displayed and that the UI clicks aren’t forged.
(More on the verification task in Section 4.4.)
AdSplit builds on Quire [13], which prototyped a fea-
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ture shown in Fig. 3, allowing the host and advertisement activities to share the screen together. First the
window for advertisement activity is layered just below
the host activity window. The host activity window contains transparent regions where advertisement will be
displayed. Standard Android features allow the advertisement activity to verify that the user can actually see
the ads.

4.2

Advertisement pairing

In AdSplit, we wish to take existing Android applications
and separate out their advertising to follow the model described above. We first must explain the variety of different ways in which an existing application might arrange for an advertisement to be displayed. We will use
Google’s AdMob system as a running example. Other
advertisement systems behave similarly, at least with respect to displaying banner ads. (For simplicity of discussion, we ignore full-screen interstitial ads.)
With current Android applications, if a developer
wants to include an advertisement from AdMob in an activity of her application, she imports the AdMob library,
and then either declares an AdMob.AdView in the XML
layout, or she generates an instance of AdMob.AdView
and inserts it in directly into the view hierarchy. This
works without issue since all AdMob classes are loaded
alongside the hosting application; they are separated only
by having different package names.
Once we separate advertisements from applications,
neither of these techniques will work, since the code
isn’t there any more. We first need a new mechanism.
Later, in Section 6, we will describe how AdSplit does
this transformation automatically.
We added a AppFrame element, which can appear in
the XML manifest, allowing the system to attach a subsidiary activity to its host. This results in a distinct activity for the advertisement as well as a local stub to support
the same API as if the advertisement code was still local
to the host application. The stub packages up requests
and passes them onto the advertisement service.
One complication of this process is that advertising libraries like AdMob were engineered to have one copy
running in each process. If we create a single, global
instance of any given advertising library, it won’t have
been engineered to maintain the state of the many original applications which hosted it.
Consequently, the advertisement service must manage
distinct advertisement applications for each host application. If ten different applications include AdMob, then
there need to be ten different AdMob user-ids in the system, mapping one-to-one with the host applications. The
advertisement service is then responsible for ensuring
that the proper host application speaks to the proper ad-
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vertising application.
This is sufficient to ensure that the existing advertising
libraries can run without requiring modifications. One
complication concerns Android’s mechanism for sharing
processes across related activities. When a new activity is launched and there is already a process associated
with the user-id of the application, Android will launch
the new activity in the same process as the old one [2].
If there is already an instance of an activity running, for
example, then Android will just resume the activity and
bring its activity window to the front of the stack. This
is normally a feature, ensuring that there is only a single process at a time for any given application. However,
for AdSplit, we need to ensure that advertising apps map
one-to-one with hosting apps and we must ensure that
their activity windows stay “glued” to their hosts’ activities. Consequently, we changed the default Android
behavior such that advertisement activities are differentiated based not only by user-id, but also by the host activity. AdSplit thus required modest changes in how activities are launched and resumed as well as how windows
are managed.

4.3

Permission separation

With Android’s install-time permission system, an application requests every permission it needs at the time of
its installation. As we described in Section 2, advertising libraries cause significant bloat in the permission requests made by their hosting applications. Our AdSplit
architecture allows the advertisements to run as separate
Android users with their own isolated permissions. Host
applications no longer need to request permissions on behalf of their advertisement libraries.
We note that AdSplit makes no attempt to block a host
application from explicitly delegating permissions to its
advertisements. For example, the host application might
obtain fine-grained location permissions (i.e., GPS coordinates with meter-level accuracy) and pass these coordinates to an advertising library which lacks any location permissions. Plenty of other Android extensions, including TaintDroid [15] and Paranoid Android [46], offer
information-flow mechanisms that might be able to forbid this sort of thing if it was considered undesirable. We
believe these techniques are complementary to our own,
but we note that if we cannot create a hospitable environment for advertisers, they will have no incentive to run in
an environment like AdSplit. We discuss this and other
policy issues further in Section 8.

4.4

Click fraud

AdSplit leverages mechanisms from Quire [13] to detect
counterfeit events, thus defeating the opportunity for an
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Android host application to perform a click fraud attack
against its advertisers. While a variety of strategies are
used to defeat click fraud on the web (see, e.g., Juels
et al. [31]), we need distinct mechanisms for AdSplit,
since a smartphone is a very different environment from
a web browser.
Quire uses an system built around HMAC-SHA1
where every process has a shared key with a system
service. This allows any process to cheaply compute a
“signed statement” and send it anywhere else in the system. The ultimate recipient can then ask the system service to verify the statement. Quire uses this on usergenerated click events, before they are passed to the host
activity. The host activity can then delegate a click or
any other UI event, passing it to the advertising activity
which will then validate it without being required to trust
the host activity. The performance overhead is minimal.
Quire has support for making these signed statements
meaningful to remote network services. Unlike the web,
where we might trust a browser to speak truthfully about
the context of an event (see Section 3.1), any app might
potentially send any message to any network service. Instead, Quire provides a system service that can validate
one of these messages, re-sign it using traditional publickey cryptography, and send it to a remote service over
the network.
Quire’s event delivery mechanism is summarized in
Fig. 4. The touch event is first signed by the input system and delivered to the host activity. The stub in the
host activity then forwards the touch event to advertisement service which verifies the touch event and forwards
it to the advertisement activity instance. This could
then be passed to another system service (not shown)
which would resign and transmit the message as described above.
Despite Quire’s security mechanisms, there are still
several ways the host might attempt to defraud the advertiser. First, a host application might save old click events
with valid signatures, potentially replaying them onto an
advertisement. We thus include timestamps for advertisements to validate message freshness. Second, a host
may send genuine click events but move the AdView, we
prevent this kind of tampering by allowing the advertisement service to query layout information about the host
activity. Third, a host application might attempt to hide
the advertising. Android already includes mechanism
for an activity to sort out its visibility to the screen [21]
(touch events may include a flag that indicates the window is obscured); our advertising service uses these to
ensure that the ad was being displayed at the time the
click occurred.
It’s also conceivable that the host application could
simply drop input events rather than passing them to
the advertising application. This is not a concern be-
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Figure 4: Motion event delivery to the advertisement activity.

cause the host application has no incentive to do this.
The host only makes money from clicks that go through,
not from clicks that are denied. (Advertising generally
works on two different business models: payment per
impression and payment per click. In our AdSplit efforts, we’re focused on per-click payments, but the same
Quire authenticated RPC mechanisms could be used in
per-impression systems, with the advertisement service
making remotely verifiable statements about the state of
the screen.) The host activity can also use a clickjacking
attack by anticipating the location of user touch and moving AdView to the intended location. Our implementation currently does not prevent this attack; ads could certainly check that they were visible at the proper location
for at least some minimum duration before considering a
click to be valid.

4.5

Summary

AdSplit, as we’ve described it so far, would not leverage
the Quire RPC mechanisms by default, since no off-theshelf advertising library has been engineered to use it.
There are other pragmatic issues, such as how the advertisement applications might be installed and managed.
We address these issues in Sections 7 and 8. Nonetheless,
we now have a workable skeleton design for AdSplit that
we have implemented and benchmarked.
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5

Performance

In order to evaluate the performance overhead of our system we performed our experiments on a standard Android developer phone, the Nexus One, which has a
1GHz ARM core (a Qualcomm QSD 8250), 512MB of
RAM, and 512MB of internal Flash storage. We conducted our experiments with the phone displaying the
home screen and running the normal set of applications
that spawn at start up. We replaced the default “live wallpaper” with a static image to eliminate its background
CPU load. All of our benchmarks are measured using
the Android Open Source Project’s (AOSP) Android 2.3
(“Gingerbread”) plus the relevant portions of Quire, as
discussed earlier.
Our performance analysis focuses on the effect of AdSplit on user interface responsiveness as well as the extra
CPU and memory overhead.

5.1

Effect on UI responsiveness

We performed benchmarking to determine the overhead
of AdSplit on touch event throughput. By default Android has a 60 event per second hard coded limit; for our
experiments we removed this limit. Table 2 shows the
event throughput in terms of number of touch events per
second. (The overhead added by our system is due to
passing touch events from the host activity to the advertisement activity. There is also additional overhead due
to the additional traversal of the view hierarchy in the advertisement activity.) We can see the our system can still
support about 183 events per second which is well above
the default limit of 60. Furthermore, the Nexus One is
much slower than current-generation Android hardware.
CPU overhead, even in this extreme case, appears to be
a non-issue.
Stock Android
229.96

AdSplit
183.12

Ratio
0.796

Table 2: Comparison of click throughput (Events/sec),
averaged over 1 million events.

5.2

Memory and CPU overhead

Measuring memory overhead on Android is complicated
since Android optimizes memory usage by sharing readonly data for common libraries. Consequently, if an activity has several copies of a UI widget, the effective
overhead of adding a new instance of the same widget is
low. Every advertisement library that we examined displays advertisements by embedding a WebView. A WebView is an instance of web browser. When the host ac-
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tivity already has a WebView instance, a fairly common
practice, and it includes an advertisement, then most of
the code for the advertisement WebView will be shared,
yielding a relatively low additional overhead for the advertisement. (In our experiments we found out that multiple WebViews in the same activity will share their cookies, which means that an advertisement can steal cookies
from any other WebViews in the activity.)
Consequently, in order to determine the actual memory overhead of separating advertisements from their
host applications, we need to differentiate between the
cases when host activities contain an instance of WebView and when they don’t. We did our measurements
by running the AdMob library, both inside the application and in a separate advertisement activity. To measure
memory overhead we used procrank [14], which tells us
the proportional set size (Pss) and unique set size (Uss).
Pss is the amount of memory shared with other processes, divided equally among the processes who share
it. Uss is the amount of memory used uniquely by the
one process. Table 3 lists our results for the memory
measurements.
Activity setup
Without Ad or
WebView
Only WebView
Only AdMob
WebView
and
AdMob
AdMob with AdSplit
WebView
and
AdMob
with
AdSplit

Memory Overhead (MB)
Host Activity Ad Activity
Pss
Uss
Pss
Uss
2.46
1.44
5.52
9.67
9.82

3.30
6.58
6.73

-

-

2.46

1.56

9.55

6.56

5.15

3.35

9.29

6.58

Table 3: Memory overhead for host and advertisement
activities with different system configurations.
In interpreting our results we are primarily concerned
with the sum of Pss and Uss. From the table, we see
that starting with a simply activity without any WebView
(due to AdMob or its own), consumes about 3.9 MB.
This increases to about 9 MB if the activity has a WebView. Having AdMob loaded and displaying an advertisement takes about 16.3 MB of memory. When an activity has both WebView and AdMob, the total memory
used is only about 16.5 MB, demonstrating the efficiency
of Android’s memory sharing.
With AdMob in a separate process, we expect to pay
additional costs for Android to manage two separate ac-
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cause of concern (see, e.g., the U.S. government’s Federal Trade Commission study of privacy disclosures for
children’s smartphone apps [17]). To some extent, the
potential for information leakage is driven by advertisement permission bloat, so separating out the ad systems
and treating them distinctly is a valuable goal.
As we showed in Section 2, a significant number of
current apps with embedded advertising libraries would
immediately benefit from AdSplit, reducing the permission bloat necessary to host embedded ads. This section
describes a proof-of-concept implementation that can automatically rewrite an Android application to use AdSplit. Something like this could be deployed in an app
store or even directly on the smartphone itself.

Figure 5: Layout query time vs view depth of host activity (average of 10K runs).
tivities, two separate processes, and so forth. The total
memory cost in this configuration, with AdMob running
in AdSplit and no other WebView, is about 20.2 MB,
roughly a 4 MB increase relative to AdMob running locally. Furthermore, when a separate WebView is running
in the host activity, there is no longer an opportunity to
share the cost of that WebView. The total memory use
in this scenario is 24.4 MB, or roughly an 8 MB increase
relative to hosting AdMob locally. We expect we would
see similar overheads with other advertising libraries.
The CPU overhead is same as the overhead of additional Dalvik virtual machine on Android. In fact, since
the advertisement activities run in the background, they
run with lower priority and can be safely killed without
any issues.
As discussed in Section 4.4, we allow advertisement
service to query layout information (type, position and
transparency of views) about the host activity to prevent
UI rearrangement attacks. In order to evaluate the overhead of layout information queries we experimented with
different view configurations for host activities and varied the depth of AdView in the view hierarchy. Fig. 5
shows how the query overhead varies with view depth.
The additional depth adds a small (1 ms) overhead.
These queries will run infrequently—only once per click.
In summary, while AdSplit does introduce a marginal
amount of additional memory and CPU cost, these will
have negligible impact in practice.

6

Separation for legacy apps

The amount of permissions requested by mobile apps and
lack of information about how they are used has been a
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Figure 6 sketches the rewriting process. First the application is decompiled using android-apktool, converting dex bytecode into smali files. (Smali is to dex bytecode what assembly language is to binary machine code;
smali is the human-readable version.) Because smali
files are organized into directories based on their package names, it’s trivial to distinguish the advertisement
libraries from their hosting applications. All we have to
do is delete the advertisement code and drop in a stub
library, supporting the same API, which calls out to the
AdSplit advertisement service. We also analyze the permissions required without the advertisement present (see
Section 2), remove permissions which are no longer necessary, and edit the manifest appropriately.
For our proof of concept, we decided to focus our attention on AdMob. Our techniques would easily generalize to support other advertising libraries, if desired.
(Alternatively we believe we have a better solution, described next in Section 7.)
Our stub library was straightforward to implement.
We manually implemented a handful of public methods
from the AdMob library, whereafter we constructed a
standard Android IPC message to send to the AdSplit
advertising service. It worked.
While it would be tempting to use automated tools to
translate an entire API in one go, any commercial implementation would require significant testing and, inevitably, there would be corner cases where the automated tool didn’t quite do the right thing. Instead, since
there are a fairly small number of advertising vendors,
we imagine that each one would best be supported by
hand-written code, perhaps even supplied directly by the
vendor in collaboration with an app store that did the
rewriting.
Unfortunately, there are a number of significant problems that would stand in the way of an automated rewriting architecture becoming the preferred method of deploying AdSplit.
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Modified
manifest
AndroidManifest.xml
com.
example.
app

Decompile

Manifest
processor

AndroidManifest.xml

com/example/app

com/example/app

Compile

com.
example.
app

com/admob/android

com/admob/android

com/admob/android
AdMob stub library

Figure 6: Automated separation of advertisement libraries from their host applications.
Ad installation. When advertisements exist as distinct
applications in the Android ecosystem, they will need to
be installed somehow. We’re hesitant to give the host application the necessary privileges to install a third-party
advertising application. Perhaps an application could declare that it had a dependency on a third-party app, and
the main installer could hide this complexity from the
user, in much the same way that common Linux package
installers will follow dependencies as part of the installation process for any given target.
Ad permissions. Even if we can get the ad libraries
installed, we have the challenge of understanding what
permissions to grant them. Particularly when many advertising libraries know how to make optional use of a
permission, such as measuring the smartphone’s location
if it’s allowed, how should we decide if the advertisement
application has those permissions? Must we install multiple instances of the advertising application based on the
different subsets of permissions that it might be granted
by the host application? Alternatively, should we go with
a one-size-fits-all policy akin to the web’s same-originpolicy? What’s the proper “origin” for an application that
was installed from an app store? Unfortunately, there
is no good solution here, particularly not without generating complex user interfaces to manage these security
policies.
Similarly, what should we do about permissions that
many users will find to be sensitive, such as learning
their fine-grained location, their phone number, or their
address book? Again, the obvious solutions involve creating dialog boxes and/or system settings that users must
interact with, which few user will understand, and which
advertisers and application authors will all hate.
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Ad unloading. Like any Android application, an advertisement application must be prepared to be killed at
any time—a consequence of Android’s resource management system. This could have some destabilizing consequences if the hosting application is trying to communicate with its advertisement and the ad is killed. Also,
what happens if a user wants to uninstall an advertising
application? Should that be forbidden unless every host
application which uses it is also uninstalled?

7

Alternative design: HTML ads

While struggling with the shortcomings outlined above
with the installation and permissions of advertising applications, we hit upon an alternative approach that uses
the same AdSplit architecture. The solution is to expand
on something that advertising libraries are already doing:
embedded web views (see Section 5.2).
If an ad creator want to purchase advertising on smartphones, they want to specify their advertisements the
same way they do for the web: as plain text, images, or
perhaps as a “rich” ad using JavaScript. Needless to say,
a wide variety of tools are available to create and manage such ads, and mobile advertising providers want to
make it easy for ads to appear on any platform (iPhone,
Android, etc.) without requiring heroic effort from the
ad creator.
Consequently, all of the advertising libraries we examined simply include a WebView within themselves. All
of the native Android code is really nothing more than a
wrapper around a WebView. Based on this insight, we
suggest that AdSplit will be easiest to deploy by providing a single advertising application, build into the Android core distribution, that satisfies the typical needs of
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Android advertising vendors.
Installation becomes a non-issue, since the only
advertiser-provided content in the system is HTML,
JavaScript, and/or images. We still use the rest of the AdSplit architecture, running the WebView with a separate
user-id, in a separate process and activity, ensuring that a
malicious application cannot tamper with the advertisements it hosts. We still have the AdSplit advertisement
service, leveraging Quire, to validate user events before
passing them onto the WebView. We only need to extend
the WebView’s outbound HTTP transactions to include
Quire RPC signatures, allowing the remote advertising
server to have confidence in the provenance of its advertising clicks.
Security permissions are more straightforward. The
same-origin-policy, standard across all the web, applies
perfectly to HTML AdSplit. Since the Android WebView is built on the same Webkit browser as the standalone “Browser” application, it has the same security
machinery to enforce the same-origin-policy.
Keeping all this in mind we introduced a new form of
WebView specifically targeted for HTML ads: the AdWebView. The AdWebView is a way to host HTML
ads in a constrained manner. We introduced two advertisement specific permissions which can be controlled
by the user. These permissions control whether ads can
make internet connections or use geolocation features of
HTML5.
When an ad inside an AdWebView requests to load a
url or performs call to HTML5 geolocation api, the AdWebView performs a permission check to verify if the
associated advertisement origin has the needed advertisement permission. These advertisement permissions can
be managed by the user.
About the only open policy question is whether we
should allow AdSplit HTML advertisements to maintain
long-term tracking cookies or whether we should disable any persistent state. Certainly, persistent cookies
are a standard practice for web advertising, so they seem
like a reasonable feature to support here a well. AdWebView, by default, doesn’t support persistent cookies, but
it would be trivial to add.
Implementation. We built an advertising application
that embeds an AdWebView widget, as discussed above.
The host application in this case specifies the URL of the
advertisement server to be loaded in the AdWebView at
initialization. We were successfully in downloading and
running advertisements from our sample advertisement
server.
Performance. Memory and performance overheads
are indistinguishable from our AdMob experiments.
Both versions host a WebView in a separate process, and
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it’s the same HTML/JavaScript content running inside
the WebView.

8

Policy

While AdSplit allows for and incentivizes applications to
run distinct from their advertisements, there are a variety
of policy and user experience issues that we must still
address.

8.1

Advertisement blocking

Once advertisements run as distinct processes, some
fraction of the Android users will see this as an opportunity to block advertisements for good. Certainly, with
web browsers, extension like AdBlock and AdBlock Plus
are incredibly popular. The Chrome web store lists these
two extensions in its top six1 with “over a million” installs of each. (Google doesn’t disclose exact numbers.)
The Firefox add-ons page offers more details, claiming that AdBlock Plus is far and away the most popular Firefox extension, having been installed just over 14
million times, versus 7 million for the next most popular
extension2 . The Mozilla Foundation estimates that 85%
of their users have installed an extension [39]. Many will
install an ad blocker.
To pick one example, Ars Technica, a web site popular
with tech-savvy users, estimated that about 40% of its
users ran ad blockers [35]. At one point, it added code to
display blank pages to these users in an attempt to cajole
them into either paying for ad-free “premium” service,
or at least configuring their ad blocker to “white list” the
Ars Technica website.
Strategies such as this are perilous. Some users, faced
with a broken web site, will simply stop visiting it rather
than trying to sort out why it’s broken. Of course, many
web sites instead employ a variety of technical tricks to
get around ad blockers, ensuring their ads will still be
displayed.
Given what’s happening on the web, it’s reasonable to
expect a similar fraction of smartphone users might want
an ad blocker if it was available, with the concomitant
arms race in ad block versus ad display technologies.
So long as users have not “rooted” their phones, a variety of core Android services can be relied upon by host
applications to ensure that the ads they’re trying to host
are being properly displayed with the appropriate advertisement content. Similarly, advertising applications (or
HTML ads) can make SSL connections to their remote
servers, and even embed the proper remote server’s public key certificate, to ensure they are downloading data
1 https://chrome.google.com/webstore/category/popular

2 https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/extensions/?sort=users
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from the proper source, rather than empty images from a
transparent proxy.
Once a user has rooted their phone, of course, all bets
are off. While it’s hard to measure the total number of
rooted Android phones, the CyanogenMod Android distribution, which requires a rooted phone for installation,
is installed on roughly 722 thousand phones3 —a tiny
fraction of the hundreds of millions of Android phones
reported to be in circulation [43]. Given the relatively
small market share where such hacks might be possible,
advertisers might be willing to cede this fraction of the
market rather than do battle against it.
Consequently, for the bulk of the smartphone marketplace, advertising apps on Android phones offer greater
potential for blocking-detection and blocking-resistance
than advertising on the web, regardless of whether they
are served by in-process libraries or by AdSplit. Given
all the other benefits of AdSplit, we believe advertisers
and application vendors would prefer AdSplit over the
status quo.

8.2

Permissions and privacy

Some advertisers would appear to love their ability to
learn additional data about the user, including their location, their contacts, and the other apps running on their
phone, and so forth. This information can help profile a
user, which can help target ads. Targeted ads, in turn, are
worth more money to the advertiser and thus worth more
money to the hosting application. When we offer HTML
style advertisements, with HTML-like security restrictions, the elegance of the solution seems to go against
the higher value profiling that advertisers desire.
Leaving aside whether it’s legal for advertisers to collect this information, we have suggested that a host application could make its own requests that violate the
users’ privacy and pass these into the AdSplit advertising app. Can we disincentivize such behavior? We hope
that, if we can successfully reduce apps’ default requests
for privileges that they don’t really need, then users will
be less accustomed to seeing such permission requests.
When they do occur, users will push back, refusing to
install the app. (Reading through the user-authored comments in the Android Market, many apps with seemingly excessive permission requirements will often have
scathing comments from users, along with technical justifications posted by the app authors to explain why each
permission is necessary.)
Furthermore, if advertisers ultimately prefer the AdSplit architecture, perhaps due to its improved resistance to click fraud and so forth, then they will be
forced to make the trade-off between whether they prefer improved integrity of their advertising platform,
3 http://stats.cyanogenmod.com/
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or whether they instead want less integrity but more
privacy-violating user details.

9

Related Work

Android has become quite popular with the security community, with researchers considering many aspects of the
system.

9.1

Android advertisements

A number of researchers have considered the Android
advertisement problem concurrent with our own work.
AdDroid [45] proposed a separation of advertisements
similar to our HTML ads design (outlined in Section 7)
by introducing a system service for advertisements. AdDroid does not use our process separation or otherwise
defeat a malicious host application.
Leontiadis et al. [33] proposed market mechanisms
which through peer pressure and user reviews incentivizes developers to reduce permission bloat due to advertisements. They introduced a separate advertisement
service which exposes an intent which apps can subscribe to. Apps display advertisements in a specific UI
gadget similar to our AdView. To limit privacy leaks,
they monitor the flow of data between advertisement service and apps and use the information to reduce revenue
of misbehaving apps and advertisements.
Roesner et al. [49] described user driven access control gadgets (ACGs). The kernel manages input isolation
and provides a trusted path to ACGs, solving a problem
similar to what we address in AdSplit with Quire signed
statements.
While not directly considering security issues, Pathak
et al. [44] analyzed the energy use in popular mobile apps
and found that 65%-75% of apps energy budget is spent
in third-party advertisement libraries. We note that AdSplit’s process separation architecture allows the operating system to easily distinguish between advertisements
and their hosting applications, allowing for a variety of
energy management policies.

9.2

Web security

AdSplit considers an architecture to allow for controlled
mashups of advertisements and applications on a smartphone. The web has been doing this for a while (as discussed in Section 3.1). Additionally, researchers have
considered a variety of web extensions to further contain
browser components in separate processes [26, 48], including constructing browser-based multi-principal operating systems [28, 54].
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9.3

JavaScript sandboxes

Caja [37] and ADsafe [1] work as JavaScript sandboxes which use static and dynamic checks to safely
host JavaScript code. They use a safe subset of
JavaScript, eliminating dangerous primitives like eval
or document.write that could allow an advertisement
to take over an entire web page. Instead, advertisements
are given a limited API to accomplish what they need.
AdSplit can trivially host advertisements built against
these systems, and as their APIs evolve, they could be
directly supported by out AdWebView class. Additionally, because we run the AdWebView in a distinct process
with its own user-id and permissions, we provide a strong
barrier against advertisement misbehavior impacting the
rest of the platform.

9.4

Advertisement privacy

Privad [27] and Juels et al. [30] address security issues
related to privacy and targeted advertising for web ads.
They use client side software that prevents behavior profiling of users and allows targeted advertisements without compromising user privacy.
AdSplit does not address privacy problems related to
targeted advertisements but it provides framework for
implementing various policies on advertisements.

9.5

Smart phone platform security

As mobile phone hardware and software increase in complexity the security of the code running on a mobile devices has become a major concern.
The Kirin system [16] and Security-by-Contract [12]
focus on enforcing install time application permissions
within the Android OS and .NET framework respectively. These approaches to mobile phone security allow
a user to protect themselves by enforcing blanket restrictions on what applications may be installed or what installed applications may do, but do little to protect the
user from applications that collaborate to leak data or
protect applications from one another.
Saint [42] extends the functionality of the Kirin system to allow for runtime inspection of the full system
permission state before launching a given application.
Apex [41] presents another solution for the same problem where the user is responsible for defining run-time
constraints on top of the existing Android permission
system. Both of these approaches allow users to specify
static policies to shield themselves from malicious applications, but don’t allow apps to make dynamic policy
decisions.
CRePE [11] presents a solution that attempts to artificially restrict an application’s permissions based on envi-
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ronmental constraints such as location, noise, and timeof-day. While CRePE considers contextual information
to apply dynamic policy decisions, it does not attempt to
address privilege escalation attacks.

9.5.1

Privilege escalation

XManDroid [8] presents a solution for privilege escalation and collusion by restricting communication at
runtime between applications where the communication
could open a path leading to dangerous information flows
based on Chinese Wall-style policies [7] (e.g., forbidding
communication between an application with GPS privileges and an application with Internet access). While this
does protect against some privilege escalation attacks,
and allows for enforcing a more flexible range of policies, applications may launch denial of service attacks on
other applications (e.g., connecting to an application and
thus preventing it from using its full set of permissions)
and it does not allow the flexibility for an application to
regain privileges which they lost due to communicating
with other applications.
One feature of Quire that is not used in AdSplit is
its ability to defeat confused deputy attacks, by annotating IPCs with the entire call chain. In concurrent work
to Quire, Felt et al. present a solution to what they
term “permission re-delegation” attacks against deputies
on the Android system [20]. With their “IPC inspection” system, apps that receive IPC requests are polyinstantiated based on the privileges of their callers, ensuring that the callee has no greater privileges than the
caller. IPC inspection addresses the same confused
deputy attack as Quire’s “security passing” IPC annotations, however the approaches differ in how intentional deputies are handled. With IPC inspection, the
OS strictly ensures that callees have reduced privileges.
They have no mechanism for a callee to deliberately offer a safe interface to an otherwise dangerous primitive.
Unlike Quire, however, IPC inspection doesn’t require
apps to be recompiled or any other modifications to be
made to how apps make IPC requests.
(AdSplit does not require Quire’s IPC inspection system, and thus also does not require apps to be recompiled
to have the semantics described in this paper.)
More recent work has focused on kernel extensions
that can observe IPC traffic, label files, and enforce a
variety of policies [9, 52]. These systems can enhance
the assurance of many of the above techniques by centralizing the policy specification and enforcement mechanisms.
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9.5.2

Dynamic taint analysis on Android

The TaintDroid [15] and ParanoidAndroid [46] projects
present dynamic taint analysis techniques to preventing
runtime attacks and data leakage. These projects attempt
to tag objects with metadata in order to track information
flow and enable policies based on the path that data has
taken through the system. TaintDroid’s approach to information flow control is to restrict the transmission of
tainted data to a remote server by monitoring the outbound network connections made from the device and
disallowing tainted data to flow along the outbound channels.
AdSplit allows ads to run in separate processes but applications can still pass sensitive information to separated
advertisements. TaintDroid and ParanoidAndroid can be
used to detect and prevent any such flow of information.
Thus they are complementary to AdSplit.

10

Future Work

The work in this paper touches on a trend that will become increasingly prevalent over the next several years:
the merger of the HTML security model and the smartphone application security model. Today, HTML is
rapidly evolving from its one-size-fits-all security origins
to allow additional permissions, such access to location
information, for specific pages that are granted those permissions by the user. HTML extensions are similarly
granted varying permissions rather than having all-ornothing access [4, 34].
On the flip side, iOS apps originally ran with full, unrestricted access to the platform, subject only to vague
policies enforced by human auditors. Only access to location information was restricted. In contrast, the Android security model restricts the permissions of apps,
with many popular apps running without any optional
permissions at all. Despite this, Android malware is
a growing problem, particularly from third-party app
stores (see, e.g., [19, 56]). Clearly, there’s a need for
more restrictive Android security, more like the one-sizefits-all web security model.
While the details of how exactly web apps and smartphone apps will eventually combine, our paper shows
where this merger is already underway: when web content is embedded in a smartphone app. Well beyond advertising, a variety of smartphone apps take the strategy
of using native code to set up one or more web views,
then do the rest in HTML and JavaScript. This has several advantages: it makes it easier to support an app
across many different smartphone platforms. It also allows authors to quickly update their apps, without needing to go through a third-party review process.
These trends, plus the increasing functionality in
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HTML5, suggest that “native” apps may well be entirely
supplanted by some sort of “mobile HTML” variant, not
unlike HP/Palm’s WebOS, where every app is built this
way4 .
Maybe this will result in a industry battle royale, but
it will also offer the ability to ask a variety of interesting
security questions. For example, consider the proposed
“web intents” standard5 . How can an “external” web intent interact safely with the “internal” Android intent system? Both serve essential the same purpose and use similar mechanisms. We, and others, will pursue these new
technologies toward their (hopefully) interesting conclusions.

11

Conclusion

We have presented AdSplit, an Android-based advertising system that provides advertisers integrity guarantees
against potentially hostile applications that might host
them. AdSplit leverages several mechanisms from Quire
to ensure that UI events are correct and to communicate
to the outside world in a fashion that hosting applications cannot forge. AdSplit runs with marginal performance overhead and, with our HTML-based design, offers a clear path toward widespread adoption. AdSplit
not only protects advertisers against click fraud and ad
blocking, it also reduces the need for permission bloat
among advertising-supported free applications, and has
the potential to reduce the incentive for applications to
leak privacy-sensitive user information in return for better advertising revenues.
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Abstract

Malware analysis and exploit diagnosis on desktop
systems is well researched. It is widely accepted that
dynamic analysis is indispensable, because malware is
often heavily obfuscated to thwart static analysis. Furthermore, runtime information is often needed for exploit
diagnosis. In particular, much work has leveraged virtualization techniques, either whole-system software emulation or hardware virtualization, to introspect and analyze illicit activities within the virtual machine [11, 15,
18, 31, 33, 39, 37].
The advantages of virtualization-based analysis approaches are two-fold: 1) as the analysis runs underneath the entire virtual machine, it is able to analyze even
the most privileged attacks in the kernel; and 2) as the
analysis is performed externally, it becomes very difficult for an attack within the virtual machine to disrupt
the analysis. The downside, however, is the loss of semantic contextual information when the analysis component is moved out of the box. To reconstruct the semantic knowledge, virtual machine introspection (VMI)
is needed to intercept certain kernel events and parse kernel data structures [16, 21, 24]. Based on this idea, several analysis platforms (such as Anubis [1], Ether [15],
and TEMU [35]) have been implemented.
Despite the fact that Android is based on Linux, it
is not straightforward to take the same desktop analysis approach for Android malware. There are two levels of semantic information that must be rebuilt. In the
lower level, Android is a Linux operating system where
each Android application (or App in short) is encapsulated into a process. Within each App, a virtual machine
(known as the Dalvik Virtual Machine) provides a runtime environment for the App’s Java components.
In essence, to enable the virtualization-based analysis
approach for Android malware analysis, we need to reconstruct semantic knowledge at two levels: 1) OS-level
semantics that understand the activities of the malware
process and its native components; and 2) Java-level semantics that comprehend the behaviors in the Java com-

The prevalence of mobile platforms, the large market
share of Android, plus the openness of the Android Market makes it a hot target for malware attacks. Once a malware sample has been identified, it is critical to quickly
reveal its malicious intent and inner workings. In this
paper we present DroidScope, an Android analysis platform that continues the tradition of virtualization-based
malware analysis. Unlike current desktop malware analysis platforms, DroidScope reconstructs both the OSlevel and Java-level semantics simultaneously and seamlessly. To facilitate custom analysis, DroidScope exports three tiered APIs that mirror the three levels of an
Android device: hardware, OS and Dalvik Virtual Machine. On top of DroidScope, we further developed several analysis tools to collect detailed native and Dalvik
instruction traces, profile API-level activity, and track information leakage through both the Java and native components using taint analysis. These tools have proven to
be effective in analyzing real world malware samples and
incur reasonably low performance overheads.

1

Introduction

Android is a popular mobile operating system that is installed in millions of devices and accounted for more
than 50% of all smartphone sales in the third quarter of
2011 [22]. The popularity of Android and the open nature of its application marketplace makes it a prime target for attackers. Malware authors can freely upload malicious applications to the Android Market1 waiting for
unsuspecting users to download and install them. Additionally, numerous third-party alternative marketplaces
make delivering malicious applications even easier. Indeed recent research has shown that malicious applications exist in both the official and unofficial marketplaces
with a rate of 0.02% and 0.2% respectively [41].
1 The

Android Market has been superceded by the Android Apps
Store in Google Play.

1
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ponents. Ideally, to capture the interactions between Java
and native components, we need a unified analysis platform that can simultaneously rebuild these two semantic
views and seamlessly bind these two views with the execution context.
With this goal in mind, we designed and implemented
a new analysis platform, DroidScope, for Android malware analysis. DroidScope is built on top of QEMU (a
CPU emulator [3]) and is able to reconstruct the OSlevel and Java-level semantic views completely from the
outside. Enriched with the semantic knowledge, DroidScope further provides a set of APIs to help analysts
implement custom analysis plugins. To demonstrate the
capability of DroidScope, we have implemented several
tools, including native instruction tracer and Dalvik instruction tracer to obtain detailed instruction traces, API
tracer to log an App’s interactions with the Android system, and taint tracker to analyze information leakage.
We evaluated the performance impacts of these tools
on 12 different benchmarks and found that the instrumentation overhead is reasonably low and taint analysis
performance (from 11 to 34 times slowdown) is comparable with other taint analysis systems. We further evaluated the capability of these tools using two real world
Android malware samples: DroidKungFu and DroidDream. They both have Java and native components as
well as payloads that try to exploit known vulnerabilities. We were able to analyze their behavior without any
changes to the virtual Android device, and obtain valuable insights.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
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Figure 1: Overview of Android System
and analyze two real-world malware samples: DroidKungFu and DroidDream.

2

Background and Motivation

In this section, we give an overview of the Android system and existing Android malware analysis techniques to
motivate our new analysis platform.

2.1

Android System Overview

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the Android system from the perspective of a system programmer. At
the lowest level, the Android system uses a customized
Linux kernel to manage various system resources and
hardware devices. System services, native applications
and Apps run as Linux processes. In particular, Zygote
is the parent process for all Android Apps. Each App
is assigned its own unique user ID (uid) at installation
time and group IDs (gids) corresponding to requested
permissions. These uids and gids are used to control
access to system resources (i.e, network and file system)
like on a normal Linux system.
All Apps can contain both Java and native components. Native components are simply shared libraries
that are dynamically loaded at runtime. The Dalvik virtual machine (DVM), a shared library named libdvm.so,
is then used to provide a Java-level abstraction for the
App’s Java components. At the same time, the Java Native Interface (JNI) is used to facilitate communications
between the native and Java sides.
To create a Java component, an App developer first
implements it in Java, compiles it into Java bytecode, and
then converts it into Dalvik bytecode. The result is a
Dalvik executable called a dex file. The developer can
also compile native code into shared libraries, .so files,
with JNI support. The dex file, the shared libraries and
any other resources, including the AndroidManifest.xml
file that describes the App, are packaged together into an
apk file for distribution.
For instance, DroidKungFu is a malicious puzzle

• We describe two-level virtual machine introspection to
rebuild the Linux and Dalvik contexts of virtual Android devices. Dalvik introspection also includes a
technique to dynamically disable Dalvik Just-In-Time
compilation.
• We present DroidScope, a new emulation based Android malware analysis engine that can be used to analyze the Java and native components of Android Applications. DroidScope exposes an event-based analysis interface with three sets of APIs that correspond
to the three different abstraction levels of an Android
Device, hardware, Linux and Dalvik.
• We developed four analysis tools on DroidScope. The
native instruction tracer and Dalvik instruction tracer
provide detailed accounts of the analysis sample’s execution, while the API tracer provides a high level view
of how the sample interacts with the rest of the system.
The taint tracker implements dynamic taint analysis
on native instructions but is capable of tracking taint
through Java Objects with the help of the Dalvik view
reconstruction. These tools were used to instrument
2
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game found in alternative marketplaces [25]. Its Java
component exfiltrates sensitive information and awaits
commands from the bot master. Its native component is
used as a shell to execute those commands and it also includes three resource files that are encrypted exploits targeting known vulnerabilities, adb setuid exhaustion and
udev [12], in certain versions of Android.
For security analysts, once a new Android malware
instance has been identified, it is critical to quickly reveal its malicious functionality and understand its innerworkings. This often involves both static and dynamic
analysis.
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Figure 2: DroidScope Overview

Android Malware Analysis

Like malware analysis on the desktop environment, Android malware analysis techniques can fall into two categories: static and dynamic. For static analysis, the sample’s dex file can be analyzed by itself or it can be disassembled and further decompiled into Java using tools like
dex2jar and ded [13]. Standard static program analysis
techniques (such as control-flow analysis and data-flow
analysis) can then be performed. As static analysis can
give a complete picture, researchers have demonstrated
this approach to be very effective in many cases [20].
However, static analysis is known to be vulnerable
to code obfuscation techniques, which are commonplace for desktop malware and are expected for Android malware. In fact, the Android SDK includes a
tool named Proguard [34] for obfuscating Apps. Android malware may also generate or decrypt native components or Dalvik bytecode at runtime. Indeed, DroidKungFu dynamically decrypts the exploit payloads and
executes them to root the device. Moreover, researchers
have demonstrated that bytecode randomization techniques can be used to completely hide the internal logic
of a Dalvik bytecode program [14]. Static analysis also
falls short for exploit diagnosis, because a vulnerable
runtime execution environment is needed to observe and
analyze an exploit attack and pinpoint the vulnerability.
Complementary to static analysis, dynamic analysis is
immune to code obfuscation and is able to see the malicious behavior on an actual execution path. Its downside
is lack of code coverage, although it can be ameliorated
by exploiting multiple execution paths [6, 9, 31]. The
Android SDK includes a set of tools, such as adb and
logcat, to help developers debug their Apps. With
JDWP (Java Debug Wire Protocol) support, the debugger can even exist outside of the device. However, just
like how desktop malware detects and disables debuggers, malicious Android Apps can also detect the presence of these tools, and then either evade or disable the
analysis. The fundamental reason is that the debugging
components and malware reside in the same execution
environment with the same privileges.

Virtualization based analysis has proven effective
against evasion, because all of the analysis components
are out of the box and are more privileged than the runtime environment being analyzed, including the malware. Based on dynamic binary translation and hardware virtualization techniques, several analysis platforms [1, 15, 38] have been built for analyzing desktop
malware. These platforms are able to bridge the semantic gap between the hardware-level view from the virtual
machine monitor and the OS-level view within the virtual machine using virtual machine introspection techniques [16, 21, 24].
However, these tools cannot be immediately used for
Android malware analysis. Android has two levels of
semantic views, OS and Java, that need to be reconstructed versus the one for desktop malware. To enable
virtualization-based analysis for Android malware, we
need a unified analysis platform that reconstructs these
two levels of views simultaneously and seamlessly binds
these two views such that interactions between Java components and native components can be monitored and analyzed.

3

Architecture

DroidScope’s architecture is depicted in Figure 2. The
entire Android system (including the malware) runs on
top of an emulator, and the analysis is completely performed from the outside. By integrating the changes into
the emulator, the Android system remains unchanged
and different virtual devices can be loaded. To ensure the
best compatibility with virtual Android devices, we extended the QEMU [3] based Android emulator that ships
with the Android SDK. This is done in three aspects: 1)
we introspect the guest Android system and reconstruct
OS-level and Java-level views simultaneously; 2) as a
key binary analysis technique, we implement dynamic
taint analysis; and 3) we provide an analysis interface to
help analysts build custom analysis tools. Furthermore,
we made similar changes to a different version of QEMU
3
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to enable x86 support.
To demonstrate the capabilities of DroidScope, we
have developed several analysis tools on it. The API
tracer monitors the malware’s activities at the API level
to reason about how the malware interacts with the Android runtime environment. This tool monitors how the
malware’s Java components communicate with the Android Java framework, how the native components interact with the Linux system, and how Java components and
native components communicate through the JNI interface.
The native instruction tracer and Dalvik instruction
tracer look into how a malicious App behaves internally
by recording detailed instruction traces. The Dalvik instruction tracer records Dalvik bytecode instructions for
the malware’s Java components and the native instruction tracer records machine-level instructions for the native components (if they exist).
The taint tracker observes how the malware obtains
and leaks sensitive information (e.g., GPS location, IMEI
and IMSI) by leveraging the taint analysis component
in DroidScope. Dynamic taint analysis has been proposed as a key technique for analyzing desktop malware
particularly with respect to information leakage behavior [18, 39]. It is worth noting that DroidScope performs
dynamic taint analysis at the machine code level. With
semantic knowledge at both OS and Java levels, DroidScope is able to detect information leakage in Java components, native components, or even collusive Java and
native components.
We have implemented DroidScope to support both
ARM and x86 Android systems. Due to the fact that the
ARM architecture is most widely used for today’s mobile platforms, we focus our discussion on ARM support,
which is also more extensively tested.

4

enable basic instrumentation support.
Basic Instrumentation QEMU is an efficient CPU emulator that uses dynamic binary translation. The normal
execution flow in QEMU is as follows: 1) a basic block
of guest instructions is disassembled and translated into
an intermediate representation called TCG (Tiny Code
Generator); 2) the TCG code block is then compiled
down to a block of host instructions and stored in a
code cache; and 3) control jumps into the translated code
block and guest execution begins. Subsequent execution
of the same guest basic blocks will skip the translation
phase and directly jump into the translated code block in
the cache.
To perform analysis, we need to instrument the translated code blocks. More specifically, we insert extra
TCG instructions during the code translation phase, such
that this extra analysis code is executed in the execution phase. For example. in order to monitor context
switches, we insert several TCG instructions to call a
helper function whenever the translation table registers
(system control co-processor c2 base0 and c2 base1 in
QEMU) are written to.
With basic instrumentation support, we extract the following OS-level semantic knowledge: system calls, running processes, including threads, and the memory map.
System Calls A user-level process has to make system
calls to access various system resources and thus obtaining its system call behavior is essential for understanding
malicious Apps. On the ARM architecture, the service
zero instruction svc #0 (also known as swi #0) is used to
make system calls with the system call number in register
R7. This is similar to x86 where the int 0x80 instruction
is used to transition into privileged mode and the system
call number is passed through the eax register.
To obtain the system call information, we instrument
these special instructions, i.e. insert the additional TCG
instructions, to call a callback function that retrieves additional information from memory. For important system calls (e.g. open, close, read, write, connect, etc.), the
system call parameters and return values are retrieved as
well. As a result, we are able to understand how a userlevel process accesses the file system and the network,
communicates with another process, and so on.

Semantic View Reconstruction

We discuss our methodology for rebuilding the two levels of semantic views in this section. We first discuss how
information about processes, threads, memory mappings
and system calls are rebuilt at runtime. This constitutes
the OS-level view. Then from the memory mapping, we
locate the Dalvik Virtual Machine and further rebuild the
Java or Dalvik-level view.

4.1

Processes and Threads From the operating system perspective, Android Apps are user-level processes. Therefore, it is important to know what processes are active
and which one is currently running. In Linux kernel 2.6,
the version used in Gingerbread (Android 2.3), the basic
executable unit is the task which is represented by the
task struct structure. A list of active tasks is maintained in a task struct list which is pointed to by
init task. To make this information readily available
to analysis tools, DroidScope maintains a shadow task

Reconstructing the OS-level View

The OS-level view is essential for analyzing native components. It also serves a basis for obtaining the Java-level
view for analyzing Java components. The basic techniques for reconstructing the OS-level view have been
well studied for the x86 architecture and are generally
known as virtual machine introspection [16, 21, 24]. We
employ similar techniques in DroidScope. We begin by
first describing our changes to the Android emulator to
4
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list with select information about each task.
Opcode * 0x40

To distinguish between a thread and a process, we
gather a task’s process identifier pid as well as its thread
group identifier tgid. The pgd (the page global directory that specifies the memory space of a process),
uid (the unique user ID associated with each App), and
the process’ name are also maintained as part of the
shadow task list. Additionally, our experience has shown
that malware often escalates its privileges or spawns
child process(es) to perform additional duties. Thus,
our shadow task list also contains the task’s credentials,
i.e. uid, gid, euid, egid as well as the process’
parent pid.

0x0 rIBase:dvmAsmInstructionStart
0x40
0x80

nop
move
move/from16

0x800
0x840

instance-of
array-length

Special attention is paid to a task’s name since the
comm field in task struct can only store up to 15
characters. This is often insufficient to store the App’s
full name, making it difficult to pinpoint a specific App.
To address this issue, we also obtain the complete application name from the command line cmdline, which
is pointed to by the mm struct structure pointed to by
task struct. Note that the command line is located
in user-space memory, which is not shared like kernelspace memory where all the other structures and fields
reside. To retrieve it, we must walk the task’s page table
to translate the virtual address into a physical one and
then read it based on the physical address.

ldrh r7, [r4, #2]!
and ip, r7, #255
add pc, r8, ip, lsl #6
push{r4,r5,r6,r7,r8,r9,sl,fp,lr}
sub sp, sp, #4
.
.
nop
nop
nop
lsr r3, r7, #12
lsr r9, r7, #8
ldr r0, [r5, r3, lsl #2]
and r9, r9, #15
cmp r0, #0
.
.
cmp r0, r1
beq<dvmAsmSisterStart+0xe4>
b<dvmAsmSisterStart+0xd0>

Figure 3: Dalvik Opcode Emulation Layout in mterp

4.2

Reconstructing the Dalvik View

With the OS-level view and knowledge of how the DVM
operates internally, we are able to reconstruct the Java or
Dalvik view, including Dalvik instructions, the current
machine state, and Java objects. Some of the details are
presented in this section.
Dalvik Instructions The DVM’s main task is to execute Dalvik bytecode instructions by translating them
into corresponding executable machine code. In Gingerbread and thereafter, it does so in two ways: interpretation and Just-In-Time compilation (JIT) [8].
The interpreter, named mterp, uses an offsetaddressing method to map Dalvik opcodes to machine
code blocks as shown in Figure 3. Each opcode has 64
bytes of memory to store the corresponding emulation
code, and any emulation code that does not fit within the
64 bytes use an overflow area, dvmAsmSisterStart,
(see instance-of in Figure 3). This design simplifies the emulation of Dalvik instructions. mterp simply
calculates the offset, opcode ∗ 64, and jumps to the corresponding emulation block.
This design also simplifies the reverse conversion from
native to Dalvik instructions as well: when the program counter (R15) points to any of these code regions, we are sure that the DVM is interpreting a bytecode instruction. Furthermore, it is trivial to determine
the opcode of the currently executing Dalvik instruction. In DroidScope we first identify the virtual address of rIBase, the beginning of the emulation code region, and then calculate the opcode using the formula
(R15 − rIBase)/64. rIBase is dynamically calculated
as the virtual address of libdvm.so (obtained from the
shadow memory map in the OS-level view) plus the offset of dvmAsmInstructionStart (a debug symbol). If the debug symbol is not available, we can identify
it using the signature for Dalvik opcode number 0 (nop).

According to the design of the Linux kernel, the
task struct for the current process can be easily
located. The current thread info structure is always located at the (stack pointer & 0x1FFF), and
thread info has a pointer pointing to the current
task struct. We iterate through all active tasks by
following the doubly linked task struct list. We
also update our shadow list whenever the base information changes. We do this by monitoring four system calls
sys fork, sys execve, sys clone and sys prctl, and updating the shadow task list when they return.
Memory Map The Dalvik Virtual Machine, libraries
and dex files are all memory mapped and we rely on the
knowledge of their memory addresses for introspection.
Therefore, it is important to understand the memory map
of an App. This is especially true for the latest version of
Android, Ice Cream Sandwich, since address space layout randomization is enabled by default.
To obtain the memory map of a process, we iterate
through the process’ list of virtual memory areas by following the mmap pointer in the mm struct pointed to
by the task struct. To ensure the freshness of the
memory map information, we intercept the sys mmap2
system call and update the shadow memory map when it
returns.
5
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Figure 5: Dalvik Virtual Machine State

The Just-In-Time compiler was introduced to improve
performance by compiling heavily used, or hot, Dalvik
instruction traces (consisting of multiple code blocks) directly into native machine code. While each translation
trace has a single entry point, there can be multiple exits known as chaining cells. These chaining cells either
chain to other translation traces or to default entry points
of the mterp interpreter. Overall, JIT provides an excellent performance boost for programs that contain many
hot code regions, although it makes fine-grained instrumentation more difficult. This is because JIT performs
optimization on one or more Dalvik code blocks and thus
blurs the Dalvik instruction boundaries.
An easy solution would be to completely disable JIT
at build time, but it could incur a heavy performance
penalty and more importantly it require changes to the
virtual device, which we want to avoid. Considering
that we are often only interested in a particular section
of Dalvik bytecode (such as the main program but not
the rest of system libraries), we choose to selectively disable JIT at runtime. Analysis plugins can specify the
code regions for which to disable JIT and as a result only
the Dalvik blocks being analyzed incur the performance
penalty. All other regions and Apps still benefit from
JIT.
Figure 4 shows the general flow of the DVM. When
a basic block of Dalvik bytecode needs to be emulated,
the Dalvik program counter is updated to reflect the new
block’s address. That address is then checked against
the translation cache to determine if a translated trace for
the block already exists. If it does, the trace is executed.
If it does not then the profiler will decrement a counter
for that block. When this counter reaches 0, the block
is considered hot and a JIT compilation requested. To
prevent thrashing, the counter is reset to a higher value
and emulation using mterp commences. As can be seen
in the flow chart, as long as the requested code is not in
the code cache, then mterp will be used to emulate the

code.
The dvmGetCodeAddr function is used to determine whether a translated trace exists. It returns NULL
if a trace does not exist and the address of the corresponding trace if it does. Thus, to selectively disable
JIT, we instrument the DVM and set the return value of
dvmGetCodeAddr to NULL for any translated trace we
wish to disable. To show that our change to the virtual
machine state does not have any ill side-effects, we make
the following arguments. First, if the original return
value was NULL then our change will not have any side
effects. Second, if the return value was a valid address,
then by setting it to NULL, the profile counter is decremented and if 0, i.e. the code region deemed hot again,
another compilation request is issued for the block. In
this case, the code will be recompiled taking up space in
the code-cache. This can be prevented by not instrumenting the dvmGetCodeAddr call from the compiler.
In addition to preventing the translated trace from being executed, setting the value to NULL also prevents it
from being chained to other traces. This is the desired
behavior. For the special case where a translation trace
has already been chained and thus dvmGetCodeAddr
is not called, we flush the JIT cache whenever the disabled JIT’ed code regions change. This is done by marking the JIT cache as full during the next garbage collection event, which leads to a cache flush. While this is not
a perfect solution, we have found it to be sufficient.
In all cases, the only side effect is wasted CPU cycles due to compilation; the execution logic is unaffected.
Therefore, the side effects are deemed inconsequential.
DVM State Figure 5 illustrates how the DVM maintains the virtual machine state. When mterp is emulating
Dalvik instructions, the ARM registers R4 through R8
store the current DVM execution context. More specifically, R4 is the Dalvik program counter, pointing to the
current Dalvik instruction. R5 is the Dalvik stack frame
pointer, pointing to the beginning of the current stack
6
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struct Object {
ClassObject* clazz;
u4
lock;
};

struct StringObject {
Object
obj;
u4
instanceData[1];
};

has a pointer to the ClassObject that it is an instance
of plus a tail accumulator array for storing all member
fields. Dalvik defines three types of Objects, DataObject, StringObject and ArrayObject that are all pointed to
by generic Object*s. The correct interpretation of any
Object* fully depends on the ClassObject that it points
to.
We use a simple String (”Hello”) to illustrate the
interpretation process. Figure 6 depicts the different
data structures involved as well as the struct definitions on top. To access the String, we first follow the
reference in the virtual register V3. Since Java references are simply Object*s, V3 points to an Object. To determine the type of the object, we follow
the first 4 bytes to the ClassObject structure. This ClassObject instance describes the java.lang.String
class. Internally, Dalvik does not store the String data
inside the StringObject and instead use a char[].
Consequently, instanceData[0] is used to store
the reference to the corresponding char[] object and
instanceData[3] is used to store the number of
characters in the String, 5 in this case.
We then obtain the String’s data by following
instanceData[0] to the character array. Once again
we must follow the Object* within the new object to
correctly interpret it as an ArrayObject. Note that since
ARM EABI requires all arrays to be aligned to its element size and u8 is 8 bytes in length, we inserted an implicit 4 byte align pad into the ArrayObject to ensure
that the contents array is properly aligned. Given the
length of the String from the StringObject and the corroborating length in the ArrayObject, the ”Hello” String
is found in the contents array encoded in UTF-16.

struct ArrayObject {
Object
obj;
u4
length;
u8
contents[1];
};

java.lang.String ClassObject
V3 (In 1)

char[] ClassObject

ClassObject*

lock

lock

ArrayObject*

align_pad

hashcode

0x0048 'H', 0x0045 'e'

offset (0)
count (5)

contents

instanceData

ClassObject*

0x006c 'l', 0x006c 'l'
0x006f 'o', 0x0000
0x0000, 0x0000

Figure 6: String Object Example
frame. R6 points to the InterpState data structure,
called glue. R7 contains the first two bytes of the current Dalvik instruction, including the opcode. Finally R8
stores the base address of the mterp emulation code for
the current DVM instruction. In x86, edx, esi, edi
and ebx are used to store the program counter, frame
pointer, mterp base address and the first two bytes of the
instruction respectively. The glue object can be found
on the stack at a predefined offset.
Dalvik virtual registers are 32 bits and are stored in
reverse order on the stack. They are referenced relative
to the frame pointer R5. Hence, the virtual register V0
is located at the top of the stack (pointed to by the ARM
register R5,) and the virtual register V1 sits on top of V0
in memory, and so forth. All other Dalvik state information (such as return value and thread information) is
obtained through glue pointed to by R6.
After understanding how DVM state is maintained, we
are able to reconstruct the state from the native machine
code execution. That is, by examining the ARM registers
and relative data structures, we can get the current DVM
program counter, frame pointer, all virtual registers, and
so on.

4.3

Symbol Information

Symbols (such as function name, class name, field name,
etc.) provide valuable information for human analysts to
understand program execution. Thus, DroidScope seeks
to make the symbols readily available by maintaining a
symbol database. For portability and ASLR support, we
use one database of offsets to symbols per module. At
runtime, finding a symbol by a virtual address requires
first identifying the containing module using the shadow
memory map, and then calculating the offset to search
the database.
Native library symbols are retrieved statically through
objdump and are usually limited to Android libraries
since malware libraries are often stripped of all symbol
information. On the other hand, Dalvik or Java symbols
are retrieved dynamically and static symbol information
through dexdump is used as a fallback. This has the advantage of ensuring the best symbol coverage for optimized dex files and even dynamically generated Dalvik
bytecode.

Java Objects Java Objects are described using two data
structures. Firstly, ClassObject describes a class type and
contains important information about that class: the class
name, where it is defined in a dex file, the size of the object, the methods, and the location of the member fields
within the object instances. To standardize class representations, Dalvik creates a ClassObject for each defined
class type and implicit class type, e.g. arrays. For example there is a ClassObject that describes a char[] which
is used by java.lang.String. Moreover, if the App
has a two dimensional array, e.g. String[][], then
Dalvik creates a ClassObject to describe the String[]
and another to describe the array of the previously described String[] class.
Secondly, as an abstract type, Object describes a runtime object instance, i.e. member fields. Each Object
7
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NativeAPI

LinuxAPI

Events

instruction begin/end
register read/write
memory read/write
block begin/end

Query & Set

context switch
system call
task begin/end
task updated
memory map updated
memory read/write query symbol database
memory r/w with pgd get current context
register read/write
get task list
taint set/check

name), and end, and memory map update. One can also
query symbols, obtain the task list, and get the current
execution context (e.g., current process and thread). At
the Dalvik level, one can instrument at the granularity
of Dalvik instructions and methods. One can query the
Dalvik symbols, parse and interpret Java objects, read
and modify DVM state, and selectively disable JIT for
certain memory regions. Through the Dalvik-view, one
can also set and check taint in Java Objects as well.

DalvikAPI
Dalvik instruction begin
method begin

query symbol database
interpret Java object
get/set DVM state
taint set/check objects
disable JIT

5.2

Table 1: Summary of DroidScope APIs

A general guideline for performance optimization in dynamic binary translation is to shift computation from the
execution phase to the translation phase. For instance, if
we need to instrument a function call at address x using
basic blocks, then we should insert the instrumentation
code for the block at x when it is being translated instead
of instrumenting every basic block and look for x at execution time.
We follow this guideline in DroidScope. Consequently, our instrumentation logic becomes more complex. When registering for an event callback, one can
specify a specific location (such as a function entry) or a
memory range (to trace instructions or functions within a
particular module). Therefore, our instrumentation logic
supports single value comparisons and range checks for
controlling when and where event callbacks are inserted
during the translation phase.
The instrumentation logic is also dynamic, because we
often want to register and unregister a callback at execution time. For example, when the virtual device starts,
only the OS-view instrumentation is enabled so the Android system can start quickly as usual. When we start
analyzing an App, instrumentation code is inserted to
reconstruct the Dalvik view and to perform analysis as
requested by the plugin. When instrumenting a function return, the return address will be captured from the
link register R14 at the function entry during execution,
and a callback is registered at the return address. After the function has returned, this callback is removed.
Then when the analysis has finished, other instrumentation code is removed as well. To maintain consistency,
DroidScope invalidates the corresponding basic blocks
in the translated code cache whenever necessary so that
the new instrumentation logic can be enforced. Hence,
the instrumentation logic in DroidScope is complex and
dynamic. These details are hidden from the analysis plugins.

We rely on the data structures of DVM to retrieve symbols at runtime. For example, the Method structure contains two pointers of interest. insns points to the start
of the method’s bytecode, the symbol address, and name
points to the name. Conveniently, the glue structure
pointed to by R6 has a field method that points to the
Method structure for the currently executing method.
There are times when this procedure fails though, e.g.
if the corresponding page of the dex file has not been
loaded into memory yet. In these cases, we first try to
look up the information in a local copy of the corresponding dex file, and if that fails as well, use the static symbol
information from dexdump. DroidScope uses this same
basic method of relying on the DVM’s data structures to
retrive class and field names as well.

5

Interface & Plugins

DroidScope exports an event based interface for instrumentation. We describe the general layout of the APIs,
present an example of how tools are implemented, and
finally describe available tools in this section.

5.1

Instrumentation Optimization

APIs

DroidScope defines a set of APIs to facilitate custom
analysis tool development. The APIs provide instrumentation on different levels: native, OS and Dalvik, to mirror the context levels of a real Android device. At each
level, the analysis tool can register callbacks for different
events, and also query or set various kinds of information
and controls. Table 1 summarizes these APIs.
At the native level, one can register callbacks for instruction start and end, basic block start and end, memory read and write, and register read and write. One can
also read and write memory and register content. As
taint analysis is implemented at the machine code level,
one can also set and check taint in memory and registers. Currently, the taint propagation engine only supports copy and arithmetic operations, control flow dependencies are not tracked.
At the OS level, one can register callbacks for context
switch, system call, task start, update (such as process

5.3

Sample Plugin

Figure 7 presents sample code for implementing a simple
Dalvik instruction tracer. The init function at L19 will
be invoked once this plugin is loaded in DroidScope. In
init, it specifies which program to analyze by calling the
8
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1. void opcode_callback(uint32_t opcode) {
2.   printf("[%x] %s\n", GET_RPC, opcodeToStr(opcode));
3. }
4.
5. void module_callback(int pid) {
6.   if (bInitialized || (getIBase(pid) == 0))
7.     return;
8.
9.   gva_t startAddr = 0, endAddr = 0xFFFFFFFF;
10.
11.   addDisableJITRange(pid, startAddr, endAddr);
12.   disableJITInit(getGetCodeAddrAddress(pid));
13.   addMterpOpcodesRange(pid, startAddr, endAddr);
14.   dalvikMterpInit(getIBase(pid));
15.   registerDalvikInsnBeginCb(&opcode_callback);
16.   bInitialized = 1;
17. }
18.
19. void _init() {
20.   setTargetByName("com.andhuhu.fengyinchuanshuo");
21.   registerTargetModulesUpdatedCb(&module_callback);
22. }

of the other bytecodes to improve performance. To log
library calls from the App’s native components, we register for the block end event for blocks that are located in
the App’s native components. When the callback for the
block end event is invoked, we check if the next block is
within the Apps native components or not. If not, we log
this event.
Native instruction tracer registers ARM or x86 instruction callbacks to gather information about each instruction including the raw instruction, its operands (register and memory) and their values.
Dalvik instruction tracer follows the basic logic of
the above example and logs the decoded instruction to
a file in the dexdump format. The operands, their values
and all available symbol information, e.g. class, field and
method names, are logged as well.
Taint tracker utilizes the dynamic taint analysis APIs
to analyze information leakage in an Android App. It
specifies sensitive information sources (such as IMEI,
IMSI, and contact information) as tainted and keeps track
of taint propagation at the machine code level until they
reach sinks, e.g. sys write and sys send. With the OS
and Dalvik views, it further creates a graphical representation to visualize how sensitive information has leaked
out. To construct the graph, we first identify function and
method boundaries. Whenever taint is propagated, we
add a node to represent the currently executing function
or method and nodes for the tainted memory locations.
Since methods operate on Java Objects, we further try to
identify the containing Object and create a node for it instead of the simple memory location. Currently, we only
do this check against the method’s input parameters and
the current Object, e.g. ”this”. Further improvements are
left as future work.
To identify method boundaries, we look for matching invoke* or execute* and move-result* Dalvik instructions. We do not rely on the return* instructions since
they are executed in the invokee context, which might not
be instrumented, e.g. inside an API. Since there are multiple ways for native code to call and return from functions plus malicious code is known to jump into the middle of functions, we do not rely on native instructions
to determine function boundaries. Instead, we treat the
nearest symbol that is less than or equal to the jump target in the symbol database as the function.

Figure 7: Sample code for Dalvik Instruction Tracer
setTargetByName function. It also registers a callback
module callback to be invoked when module information is updated. module callback will check if the DVM
is loaded and if so, disable JIT for the entire memory
space (L9 and L11.) It also registers a callback, opcode callback, for Dalvik instructions. When invoked,
opcode callback prints the opcode information.
This sample code will print all Dalvik instructions for
the specified App, including the main program and all
the libraries. If we are only interested in the execution of the main program, we can add a function call
like getModAddr(”example@classes.dex”, &startAddr,
&endAddr) at L10. This function locates the dex file in
the shadow memory map and stores its start and end addresses in the appropriate variables. The rest of the code
can be left untouched.

5.4

Analysis Plugins

To demonstrate the capability of DroidScope for analyzing Android malware, we have implemented four analysis plugins: API tracer, native instruction tracer, Dalvik
instruction tracer, and taint tracker.
API tracer monitors how an App (including Java and
native components) interacts with the rest of the system through system and library calls. We first log all
of the App’s system calls by registering for system call
events. We then build a whitelist of the virtual device’s
built-in native and Java libraries. As modules are loaded
into memory, any library not in the whitelist is marked
for analysis. We instrument the invoke* and execute*
Dalvik bytecodes to identify and log method invocations, including those of the sample. The log contains
the currently executing Java thread, the calling address,
the method being invoked as well as a dump of its input parameters. Since Java Strings are heavily used, we
try to convert all Strings into native strings before logging them. We then instrument the move-result* bytecode instructions to detect when system methods return
and gather the return values. We do not instrument any

6

Evaluation

We evaluated DroidScope with respect to efficiency and
capability. To evaluate efficiency, we used 7 benchmark
Apps from the official Android Market: AnTuTu Benchmark (ABenchMark) by AnTuTu, CaffeineMark by Ravi
Reddy, CF-Bench by Chainfire, Mobile processor benchmark (Multicore) by Andrei Karpushonak, Benchmark
by Softweg, and Linpack by GreeneComputing. We then
9
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Figure 8: Benchmark Results
ran the benchmarks while using the different automatic
analysis tools described above on the benchmarks themselves. The results are presented in Section 6.1. To
evaluate capability, we analyzed two real world Android
malware samples: DroidKungFu and DroidDream in detail, which will be presented in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
These samples were obtained from the Android Malware
Genome project [40].

6.2

Analysis of DroidKongFu

The DroidKungFu malware contains three components.
First, the core logic is implemented in Java and is contained within the com.google.ssearch package.
This is the main target of our investigation. Second are
the exploit binaries which are encrypted in the apk, decrypted by the Java component and then subsequently
executed. Third is a native library that is used as a shell.
It contains JNI exported functions that can run shell commands and is the main interface for command and control. Unfortunately the command and control server was
unavailable at the time of our test and thus we did not
analyze this feature.

Experimental Setup All experiments were conducted
on an Acer 4830TG with a Core i5 @ 2.40GHz and 3GB
of RAM running Xubuntu 11.10. The Android guest is
a Gingerbread build configured as ”user-eng” for ARM
with the Linux 2.6.29 kernel and uses the QEMU default
memory size of 96 MB. No changes were made to the
Android source.

6.1

on the default Android emulator without any instrumentation. Since DroidScope selectively disables JIT on the
Apps, we also obtained a NOJIT baseline with JIT completely disabled at build time. The performance results
are summarized in the bar chart in Figure 8. Each tool
is associated with a set of bars that shows its benchmark
results (y-axis) relative to the baseline as a percentage.
The ARM Instruction Tracer results are excluded as they
are similar to the taint tracker results.
Please note that the benchmarks are not perfect representations of performance as evidenced by the > 100%
results. For example, in CPUBenchmark the standard deviation, σ , for Baseline, Dalvik tracer and Context Only
is only 1%. This means that the results are consistent for
each plugin, but might not be across plugins. Furthermore, we removed the Softweg filesystem benchmarking
results due to high variability, σ > 27%.
We can see from Figure 8 that the overhead
(Context Only) of reconstructing the OS-level view
is very small, up to 7% degradation. The taint tracker
has the worst performance as expected, because it registers for instruction level events. The taint tracker incurs 11x to 34x slowdown, which is comparable to other
taint analysis tools [10, 39] on the x86 architecture. A
special case is seen in the Dalvik instruction tracer result for CaffeineMark. This result is attributed to the fact
that the tracer dynamically retrieves symbol information
from guest memory for logging.
The benefits of dynamically disabling JIT is evident
in some Java based benchmarks such as Linpack, CFBench/Java and CaffeineMark. For those benchmarks,
the API tracer’s performance is greater than that of the
NOJIT Baseline, despite the fact that instrumentation is
taking place. This difference is due to Java libraries, such
as String methods, still benefiting from JIT in the API
tracer.

Performance

Discovering the Internal Logic We began our investigation by running the API tracer on the sample and analyzing the log. We first looked for system calls of interest and found a sys open for a file named “gjsvro”.

To measure the performance impact of instrumentation,
we took the analysis tools and targeted the benchmark
Apps while the Apps performed their tests. This was repeated 5 times. As the baseline, we ran these benchmarks
10
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getPermission {
if checkPermission() then doSearchReport(); return
if !isVersion221() then
if getPermission1() then return
if exists("bin/su" or "xbin/su") then
getPermission2(); return
if !isVersion221() then getPermission3(); return
}

getDeviceId()

String @ 0x40524e80
“123456789012345”

UrlEncodedFormEntity.<init>

String @ 0x4056a448
“imei=123456789012345&ostype=...”

Figure 9: getPermission Pseudocode

AbstractHttpClient.execute()

There was also a subsequent sys write to the file from
a byte array. We later found that this array is actually part of a Java ArrayObject which was populated
by the Utils.decrypt method, which is part of DroidKungFu. Since decrypt takes a byte array as the parameter, we were able to search backwards and identify that
this particular array was read from an asset inside the
App’s package file called ”gjsvro”. It means that during execution, DroidKungFu decrypts an asset from its
package and generates the ”gjsvro” file. We then found
that DroidKungFu called Runtime.exec with parameters
“chmod 4755” and the name of the file, making the file
executable and setting the setuid bit. After that, it called
Runtime.exec again for “su” which led to a sys fork. Furthermore, the file path for “gjsvro” was then written to
a ProcessImpl OutputStream, followed immediately by “exit”. Since this stream is piped to the child’s
stdin, we know that the intention of “su” was to open a
shell which is then used to execute “gjsvro” followed by
“exit” to close the shell. This did not work though since
“su” did not execute successfully.
Next we used the Dalvik instruction tracer to obtain
a Dalvik instruction trace. The trace showed that the
decrypt and Runtime.exec methods were invoked from
a method called getPermission2, which was called from
getPermission following a comparison using the result
of isVersion221 and some file existence checks. To get a
more complete picture of the getPermission method, we
ran dexdump and built the overview pseudocode shown
in Figure 9 . It is evident that to explore the getPermission1 and getPermission3, we must instrument the sample and change the return values of the different method
invocations.
With the Dalvik view support, we manipulated the return values of isVersion221 and exist methods and were
able to explore all three methods getPermission1, getPermission2, and getPermission3. They are essentially
different ways to obtain the root privilege on different
Android configurations. getPermission1 and getPermission2 only uses the “gjsvro” exploit. The main difference
is that getPermission1 uses Runtime.exec to execute the
exploit while the other uses the “su” shell. On the other
hand, getPermission3 decrypts “ratc”, “killall” (a wrapper for “ratc”) and “gjsvro” and executes them using its
own native library. As the API tracer monitors both

byte[ ] @ 405967c0 / void* @ 405967d0
“POST /search/sayhi.php HTTP/1.1...”

sys_write(34, 0x405967d0, 397)

Figure 10: Taint Graph for DroidKungFu
Java and native components, our logs show that the library then calls sys vfork and sys execve to execute the
commands. This indicates that getPermission3 was trying to run both “udev” exploit and “rage against the cage”
(ratc) exploits.
Analyzing Root Exploits Since Gingerbread has already been patched against these exploits, they never executed correctly. To further analyze these root exploits,
we first needed to remove the corresponding patches
from the virtual device build. Here we focus on “ratc,”
since “udev” is analyzed in the same manner. Due to
space constraints we present the exploit diagnosis of
“ratc” in Appendix A.
We first ran the API tracer on the ratc exploit, but did
not observe any malicious behavior in the API log. We
did see suspicious behavior in the process log provided as
part of the OS-view reconstruction. Particularly, we observed that numerous ratc processes (descendants of the
original ratc process) were spawned, the adbd process
with uid 2000 ended, followed by more ratc processes
and then by an adbd process with uid 0 or root. This
signifies that the attack was successful. It is worth noting that the traditional adb based dynamic analysis would
fail to observe the entire exploiting process because adbd
is killed at the beginning.
Further analysis of the logs and descendent processes
showed that there are in fact three types of ratc processes.
The first is the original ratc process that simply iterates
through the /proc directory looking for the pid of the
adbd process. Its child then forked itself until sys fork returned -11 or EAGAIN. At this point it wrote some data
to a pipe and resumed forking. In the grandchild process
we see a call to sys kill to kill the adbd process followed
by attempts to locate the adbd process after it re-spawns.
Triggering Data leakage Reverting back to the default
Gingerbread build, we sought to observe the information leakage behavior in doSearchReport. As depicted
11
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in Figure 9, this involves instrumenting checkPermission
during execution of getPermission. The Dalvik instruction trace shows that doSearchReport invokes updateInfo, which obtains sensitive information about the device including the device model, build version and IMEI
amongst other things. We also observed outgoing HTTP
requests, which failed because the server was down. We
then redirected these HTTP requests to our own HTTP
server by adding a new entry into /etc/hosts. To further analyze this information leakage, we used the taint
tracker and built a simplified taint propagation graph,
which is shown in Figure 10. Objects, both Java and
native, are represented by rectangular nodes while methods are represented by oval nodes. We see that UrlEncodedFormEntity (the constructor) propagated the original tainted IMEI number in the String @ 0x40524e80
to a second String that looks like an HTTP request. The
taint then propagated to a byte array at 0x405967c0 by
AbstractHttpClient.execute. We finally see the taint arriving at the sink at sys write. Note that sys write used
a void* at 0x405967d0, which is the contents array of
the byte array Object (see the StringObject example in
Section 4.2). This is expected since JNI provides direct
access to arrays to save on the cost of memcpy.

6.3

getSubscriberId()
String @ 0x40522a10
“310260000000000”
Formatter.format()
String @ 0x40523288
“<?xml version="1.0" ...”
getBytes()
byte[] @ 0x405232a8

crypt()
ByteArrayInputStream
API Native Memory
sys_write(33, 405261a8, 257)

Figure 11: Taint Graph for DroidDream
clude crypt which is the DroidDream method used to
xor-encrypt the byte array. The graph shows that getSubscriberId is used to obtain the IMSI from the system
as a String @ 0x40522a10. The IMSI String, along with
other information, is then encoded into an XML format
using format. The resulting String is then converted into
a byte[] @ 0x405232a8 for encryption by crypt. The
encrypted version is used to create a ByteArrayInputStream. For brevity, we use a generic “API Native Memory” node to illustrate that the taint further propagates
through memory until the eventual sink at sys write.
We further investigated the crypt method by augmenting the Dalvik instruction tracer to track taint propagation and generate a taint-annotated Dalvik instruction
trace. Not only do we see the byte array being xor-ed
with a static field name “KEYVALUE,” we also see that
the encryption is being conducted on the byte[] in-place.
A snippet of the trace log is depicted in Figure 12.
DroidDream also includes the udev and ratc exploits (unencrypted), plus the native library terminal like
DroidKungFu. Since we have already analyzed them in
DroidKungFu, we skipped the analysis on them in DroidDream.

Analysis of DroidDream

Like analyzing DroidKungFu, we first used the API
tracer to get a basic understanding of DroidDream, and
then obtained instruction traces and analyzed information leakage.
From the log generated by the API tracer and the
shadow task list, we found that there are two DroidDream processes. “com.droiddream.lovePositions,” the
main process, does not exhibit any malicious behavior
except using Runtime.exec to execute “logcat -c” which
clears Android’s internal log. Again, this behavior indicates that traditional Android debugging tools fall short
for malware analysis.
“com.droiddream.lovePositions:remote,” the other
process, is the malicious one. The logs show that DroidDream retrieves the IMSI number along with other sensitive information like IMEI, and encodes them into an
XML String. Then we observed a failed attempt to open
a network connection to 184.105.245.17:8080.
In order to observe this networking behavior, we instrument the return values of sys connect and sys write to
make DroidDream believe these network operations are
successful.
Using the taint tracker, we marked these information
sources as tainted and obtained taint propagation graphs,
which confirm that DroidDream did leak sensitive information from these sources to a remote HTTP server. The
graph for leaking IMSI information is illustrated in Figure 11. We simplified the graph and annotated it to in-

7

Discussion

Limited Code Coverage Dynamic analysis is known to
have limited code coverage, as it only explores a single
execution path at a time. To increase code coverage, we
may explore multiple execution paths as demonstrated in
previous work [6, 9, 31]. In the experiments, we demonstrated that we can discover different execution paths by
manipulating the return values of system calls, native
12
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ysis takes too long, certain timeout events are triggered
leading to different execution paths. The analyst must
be aware of these new challenges. In summary, further
investigation in this area is needed.

[43328f40] aget-byte v2(0x01), v4(0x405232a8), v0(186)
Getting Tainted Memory: 40523372(2401372)
Adding M@410accec(42c5cec) len = 4
[43328f44] sget-object v3(0x0000005e), KEYVALUE// field@0003
[43328f48] aget-byte v3(0x88), v3(0x4051e288), v1(58)
[43328f4c] xor-int/2addr v2(62), v3(41)
Getting Tainted Memory: 410accec(42c5cec)
Adding M@410accec(42c5cec) len = 4
[43328f4e] int-to-byte v2(0x17), v2(23)
Getting Tainted Memory: 410accec(42c5cec)
Adding M@410accec(42c5cec) len = 4
[43328f50] aput-byte v2(0x17), v4(0x405232a8), v0(186)
Getting Tainted Memory: 410accec(42c5cec)
Adding M@40523372(2401372) len = 1

8

Related Work

Virtual Machine Introspection Virtual Machine Introspection is a family of techniques that rebuild a guest’s
context from the virtual machine monitor [21, 24]. This
is achieved by understanding the important kernel data
structures (such as the task list) and extracting important information from these data structures. For closedsource operating systems, it is difficult to have complete
understanding of the kernel data structures. To solve this
problem, Dolan-Gavitt et al. developed a technique that
automatically generates introspection tools by first monitoring the execution of a similar tool within the guest
system and then mimicking the same execution outside
of the guest system [16]. With deep understanding of the
Android kernel, DroidScope is able to intercept certain
kernel functions and traverse proper kernel data structures to reconstruct the OS level view. In comparison,
DroidScope takes it one step further to reconstruct the
Dalvik/Java view, such that both Java and native components from an App can be analyzed simultaneously and
seamlessly.

Figure 12: Excerpt of Dalvik Instruction Trace for
DroidDream. A Dalvik instruction entry shows the location
of the current instruction in square brackets, the decoded instruction plus the values of the virtual registers in parenthesis.
A taint log entry is indented and shows tainted memory being
read or written to. The memory’s physical address is shown in
parenthesis and the total bytes tainted is represented by ”len.”

APIs and even internal Dalvik methods of the App. This
simple approach works fairly well in practice although a
more systematic approach is desirable. One method is to
perform symbolic execution to compute path constraints
and then automatically explore other feasible paths. We
have not yet implemented symbolic execution and leave
it as future work. In particular, we seek to use tainting in
conjunction with the Dalvik view to implement a symbolic execution engine at the Dalvik instruction level.

Dynamic Binary Instrumentation PIN [27], DynamoRIO [5], and Valgrind [32] are powerful dynamic
instrumentation tools that analyze user-level programs.
They are less ideal for malware analysis, because they
share the same memory space with user-level malware and thus can be subverted. Bernat et al. used
a formal model to identify observable differences due
to instrumentation of sensitive instructions and created
a sensitivity-resistant instrumentation tool called SRDyninst [4]. Like the other tools though, it cannot be
used to analyze kernel-level malware.
Anubis [1], PinOS [7], TEMU [35], and Ether [15] are
based on CPU emulators and hypervisors. They have the
full system view of the guest system and thus are better
suited for malware analysis. These systems only support the x86 architecture and Ether, in principle, cannot
support ARM, because it relies on the hardware virtualization technology on x86. A new port must be developed for ARM virtualization [30]. While Atom based
mobile platforms are available, ARM still dominates the
Android market and thus ARM based analysis is important. To the best of our knowledge, DroidScope is the
first fine-grained dynamic binary instrumentation framework that supports the ARM architecture and provides a
comprehensive interface for Android malware analysis.
We do not however support control flow tainting or different tainting profiles like Dytan [10]. Since Dytan is

Detecting and Evading DroidScope In the desktop environment, malware becomes increasingly keen to the
execution environment. Emulation-resistant malware detect if they are running within an emulated environment
and evade analysis by staying dormant or simply crashing themselves. Researchers have studied this problem
for desktop malware [2, 26, 36]. The same problem has
not arisen for Android malware analysis. However, as
DroidScope or similar analysis platforms become widely
adopted to analyze Android malware, we anticipate similar evasion techniques will eventually appear. As malware may detect the emulated environment using emulation bugs in the emulator, some efforts have been made to
detect bugs in the CPU emulators and thus can improve
emulation accuracy [28, 29].
More troubling are the intrinsic differences between
the emulated environment and mobile systems. Mobile
devices contain numerous sensors, e.g. GPS, motion and
audio, with performance profiles which might be difficult
to emulate. While exploring multiple execution paths
may be used to bypass these types of tests, they might
still not be sufficient. For example we have observed
that Android, as an interactive platform, can be sensitive
to the performance overhead due to analysis. If the anal13
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A

Trace-Based Exploit Diagnosis of “ratc”

In this section, we provide an example of exploit diagnosis using DroidScope and the ARM instruction tracer on
“ratc”. These results corroborate with publicly available
information on “ratc” and the setuid exhaustion vulnerability.
We know that adbd is supposed to downgrade its privileges by setting its uid to AID SHELL (2000), and yet
adbd retained its root privileges after the attack. Thus,
in an effort to identify the root cause of the vulnerability,
we used DroidScope to gather an ARM instruction trace
that includes both user and kernel code.
A simplified and annotated log is shown in Figure 13.
In the log, the instruction’s address comes first followed by a colon, the decoded instruction and then the
operands. We have also indented the instructions to illustrate the relative stack depth.
The log begins when setgid returns from the kernel space and returns back to adb main at address
0x0000c3a4. Almost immediately, the log shows setuid
being called. After transitioning into kernel mode, we
see sys setuid being called followed by a call to set user.
Later we see set user returning an error code 0xfffffff5
which is (-11 in 2’s complement or -EAGAIN).
Tracing backwards in the log reveals that this error
code was the result of the RLIMIT NPROC check in
set user. This reveals why setuid failed to downgrade
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;;;setgid
0000813c:
00008140:
00008144:
;; Return

returns from kernel back to adbd
pop {r4, r7}
movs r0, r0
bxpl lr : Read Oper[0]. R14, Val = 0xc3a5
back to 0xc3a4 (caller) in Thumb mode

;;;adbd_main sets up for setuid
0000c3a4: movs r0, #250
0000c3a6: lsls r0, r0, #3 : Write Oper[0]. R0, Val = 0x7d0
;; 250 * 8 = 0x7d0 = 2000 = AID_SHELL
...
;;;Start of setuid section
;;; 213 is syscall number for sys_setuid
00008be0: push {r4, r7} : Write Oper[0]. M@be910bb8, Val = 0x7d0
;; push AID_SHELL onto the stack
00008be4: mov r7, #213
00008be8: svc 0x00000000
;; Make sys call
;;; === TRANSITION TO KERNEL SPACE ===
;;;sys_setuid then calls set_user in kernel mode
;;;inside sys_setuid
;; Has rlimit been reached?
c0048944: cmp r2, r3 : Read Oper[0]. R3, Val = 300 Read Oper[1]. R2, Val = 300
;;; RLIMIT(300) is reached and !init_user so return -11
c0048960: mvn r0, #10 : Write Oper[0]. R0, Val = 0xfffffff5
;; the return value is now -11 or -EAGAIN
c0048964: ldmib sp, {r4, r5, r6, fp, sp, pc}
;;;Return back to sys_setuid which returns back to userspace
;;; === RETURN TO USERSPACE ===
;;;setuid continues
00008bec: pop {r4, r7}
00008bf0: movs r0, r0 : Read Oper[0]. R0, Val = 0xfffffff5
;; -11 is still here
;;;Return back to adb_main at 0xc3ac (the return address) above
;;; Immediately starts other work, does not check return code
0000c3ac: ldr r7, [pc, #356] : Read Oper[0]. M@0000c514, Val = 0x19980330
Write Oper[0]. R7, Val = 0x19980330
;; 0x19980330 is _LINUX_CAPABILITY_VERSION

Figure 13: Annotated adbd trace
adbd’s privileges. Further analysis of the log shows that
the return value from setuid was not used by adbd nor
was a call to getuid seen. The same applies to setgid.
This indicates that adbd failed to ensure that it is no
longer running as root. Thus, our analysis shows that
the vulnerability is due to two factors, RLIMIT NPROC
and failure to check the return code by adbd.
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Abstract
The process of name resolution, where names are resolved into resource references, is fundamental to computer science, but its use has resulted in several classes
of vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities are difficult for
programmers to eliminate because their cause is external to the program: the adversary changes namespace
bindings in the system to redirect victim programs to a
resource of the adversary’s choosing. Researchers have
also found that these attacks are very difficult to prevent
systematically. Any successful defense must have both
knowledge about the system namespace and the program
intent to eradicate such attacks. As a result, finding and
fixing program vulnerabilities to such as attacks is our
best defense. In this paper, we propose the S TING test
engine, which finds name resolution vulnerabilities in
programs by performing a dynamic analysis of name resolution processing to produce directed test cases whenever an attack may be possible. The key insight is that
such name resolution attacks are possible whenever an
adversary has write access to a directory shared with the
victim, so S TING automatically identifies when such directories will be accessed in name resolution to produce
test cases that are likely to indicate a true vulnerability
if undefended. Using S TING, we found 21 previouslyunknown vulnerabilities in a variety of Linux programs
on Ubuntu and Fedora systems, demonstrating that comprehensive testing for name resolution vulnerabilities is
practical.

1

Introduction

The association between names and resources is fundamental to computer science. Using names frees computer
programmers from working with physical references to
resources, allowing the system to store resources in the
way that it sees fit, and enables easy sharing of resources,
where different programs may use the different names for
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the same object. When a program needs access to a resource, it presents a name to a name server, which uses
a mechanism called name resolution to obtain the corresponding resource.
While name resolution simplifies programming in
many ways, its use has also resulted in several types
of vulnerabilities that have proven difficult to eliminate.
Adversaries may control inputs to the name resolution
process, such as namespace bindings, which they can
use to redirect victims to resources of the adversaries’
choosing. Programmers often fail to prevent such attacks because they fail to validate names correctly, follow adversary-supplied namespace bindings, or lack insight into which resources are accessible to adversaries.
Table 1 lists some of the key classes of these vulnerabilities.
While a variety of system defenses for these attacks
have been proposed, particularly for name resolution attacks based on race conditions [14, 20, 22, 39, 40, 48, 50–
52, 57], researchers have found that such defenses are
fundamentally limited by a lack of knowledge about the
program [12]. Thus, the programmers’ challenge is to
find such vulnerabilities before adversaries do. However, finding such vulnerabilities is difficult because the
vectors for name resolution attacks are outside the program. Table 1 shows that adversaries may control namespace bindings to redirect victims to privileged resources
of their choice, using what we call improper binding attacks or redirect victims to resources under the adversaries’ control, using what we call improper resource attacks. Further, both kinds of attacks may leverage the
non-atomicity of various system calls to create races,
such as the time-of-check-to-time-of-use (TOCTTOU)
attacks [6,38], which makes them even more difficult for
victims to detect.
Researchers have explored the application of dynamic
and static analysis to detect namespace resolution attacks. Dynamic analyses [1, 32, 35, 36, 56] log observed
system calls to detect possible problems, such as check-
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Attack
CWE ID
Improper Binding Attacks
UNIX Symlink Following
CWE-61
UNIX Hard Link Following CWE-62
Improper Resource Attacks
Resource Squatting
CWE-283
Untrusted Search Path
CWE-426
Attacks Caused by Either Bindings or Resources
TOCTTOU Race Condition CWE-362
Table 1: Classes of name resolution attacks.

use pairs that may be used in TOCTTOU attacks. However, the existence of problems does not necessarily
mean that the program is vulnerable. Many of the checkuse pairs found were not exploitable. Static analyses use
syntactic analyses [6,53] and/or semantic models of programs to check for security errors [15, 44], sometimes
focusing on race conditions [27]. These static analyses
do not model the system environment, however, so they
often produce many false positives. In addition, several
of these analyses result in false negatives as they rely
on simpler models of program behavior (e.g., finite state
machines), limited alias analysis, and/or manual annotations.
The key insight is that such name resolution attacks
are possible only when an adversary has write access to
a directory shared with the victim. Using this write access, adversaries can plant files with names used by victims or create bindings to redirect the victim to files of
the adversaries’ choice. Chari et al. [14] demonstrated
that when victims use such bindings and files planted by
adversaries attacks are possible, so they built a system
mechanism to authorize the bindings used in name resolution. However, we find that only a small percentage of
name resolutions are really accessible to adversaries and
most of those are defended by programs. Further, the
solution proposed by Chari et al. is prone to false positives, as any pure system solution is, because it lacks information about the programs’ expected behaviors [12].
Instead, we propose to test programs for name resolution vulnerabilities by having the system assume the role
of an adversary, performing modifications that an adversary is capable of, at runtime. Using the access control
policy and a list of adversarial subjects, the system can
determine whether an adversary has write access to a directory to be used in a name resolution. If so, the system prepares an attack as that adversary would and detect whether the program was exploited or immune to
the attack (e.g., did the program follow the symbolic link
created?). This is akin to directed black-box testing [23],
where a program is injected with a dictionary of commonly known attacker inputs.
In this paper, we design and implement the S TING test
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engine, which finds name resolution vulnerabilities in
programs by performing a dynamic analysis of name resolution processing to produce directed test cases whenever an attack may be possible. S TING is an extension
to a Linux Security Module [58] that implements the additional methods described above to provide comprehensive, system-wide testing for name resolution vulnerabilities. Using S TING, we found 21 previously-unknown
name resolution vulnerabilities in 19 different programs,
ranging from startup scripts to mature programs, such as
cups, to relatively new programs, such as x2go. We detail several bugs to demonstrate the subtle cases that can
be found using S TING. Tests were done on Ubuntu and
Fedora systems, where interestingly some bugs only appeared on one of the two systems because of differences
in the access control policies that implied different adversary access.
This research makes the following novel contributions:
• We find that name resolution attacks are always possible whenever a victim resolves a name using a
directory where its adversaries have permission to
create files and/or links, as defined in Section 3. If a
victim uses such a directory in resolving a name, an
adversary may redirect them to a resource of the adversary’s choosing, compromising victims that use
such resources unwittingly.
• We develop a method for generating directed test
cases automatically that uses a dynamic analysis to
detect when an adversary could redirect a name resolution in Section 4.1.
• We develop a method for system-wide test case processing that detects where victims are vulnerable to
name resolution attacks, restores program state to
continue testing, and manages the testing coverage
in Section 4.2.
• We implement a prototype system S TING for Linux
3.2.0 kernel, and run S TING on the current versions
of Linux distributions, discovering 21 previouslyunknown name resolution vulnerabilities in 13 different programs. Perhaps even more importantly,
S TING finds that 90% of adversary-accessible name
resolutions are defended by programs correctly,
eliminating many false positives.
We envision that S TING could be integrated into system distribution testing to find programs that do not effectively defend themselves from name resolution attacks given that distribution’s access control policy before releasing that distribution to the community of
users.
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2

Problem Definition

Processes frequently require system level resources like
files, libraries, and sockets. Since the system’s management of these objects is unknown to the process, names
are used as convenient references to the desired resource.
A name resolution server is responsible for converting
the requested resource name to the desired object via a
namespace binding. Typical namespaces in Unix-based
systems include the filesystem and System V IPC namespaces (semaphores, shared memory, message queues,
etc.). Some namespaces may even support many-to-one
mappings (e.g., multiple pathnames may be linked to the
same file inode).
Unfortunately, various name resolution attacks are
possible when an attacker is able to affect this indirection
between the desired resource and its name. In this section, we broadly outline two classes of name resolution
attacks and give several instances of them. We then discuss how previous efforts attempt to defend against these
attacks and their limitations. Finally, we present our solution, S TING, that overcomes many of these shortcomings.
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Figure 1: Improper binding and improper resource attacks. A
and V are adversary and victim processes respectively.

2.1

Name Resolution Attacks

Malicious parties can control the name resolution process by modifying the namespace’s binding to trick
victim processes into accessing unintended resources.
We find that these attacks can be categorized into two
classes. The first, improper binding attacks, are when
attackers introduce bindings to resources outside of the
attackers control. This can give adversary indirect access
to the resource through the victim. Such attacks are instances of the confused deputy [33]. The second class,
improper resource attacks, is when an attacker creates an
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unexpected binding to a resource the adversary controls.
Instances of these attacks depend on the namespace.
For example, the filesystem namespace is often exploited
through malicious path bindings like symbolic links and
the creation of files with frequently used names. Consider a mail reader program running as root attempting
to check mail from /var/mail/root. Users in the mail
group are permitted to place files in this directory for the
program to read and send. Figure 1 demonstrates how
name resolution attacks from both categories could be
performed on this program.
• Symbolic link following: The adversary wishes to
exfiltrate a protected file (/etc/passwd) that it cannot normally access. Since users in group mail are
permitted to create (and delete) bindings (files) in
/var/mail, the adversary inserts a symbolic link
/var/mail/root in the namespace that is bound to
the desired file. If a victim mail program running as
root does not check for this link, it might inadvertently leak the protected file. A similar attack can be
launched through hard links. This is an instance of
an improper binding attack, where adversaries use
control of bindings to redirect victim programs with
privileges to access or modify resources the adversaries cannot directly.
• Squatting: Even if the mail program defends itself
against link following attacks, the adversary could
simply squat a file on /var/mail. If the mail program accepts this file, the adversary could spoof the
contents of mail read by root. This is an example
of an improper resource attack, where the adversary
uses control of bindings to create a resource under
her control when the victim does not expect to interact with the adversary.
• Untrusted search path: Programs frequently rely
on files like system libraries or configuration files,
but the names they supply to access these files
may be wrong. One frequent cause is the program
supplying a name relative to its working directory,
which causes a problem if the working directory is
adversary controlled. Adversaries can then simply
bind arbitrary resources at these filenames, possibly gaining control of the victim’s program. This
is another instance of an improper resource attack,
where the adversary supplies an improper resource
to the victim.
While the attacks an adversary can carry out are well
known, the ways in which programs defend themselves
are often ad hoc and complex [13]. Even the most
diligent programs may fail to catch all the ways in
which an adversary might manipulate these namespaces.
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Moreover, defenses to these attacks can often be circumvented through time-of-check-to-time-of-use (TOCTTOU) attacks. To do this, the adversary waits until the
mail program checks that /var/mail/root is a regular
file prior to opening it and then switches the file to a link
before the open call is made. Given the variety of possible name resolution attacks and the complex code needed
to defend against them, it should come as little surprise
that vulnerabilities of this type continue to be uncovered.
Such attacks contribute 5-10% of CVE entries each year.

2.2

Detecting Name Resolution Attacks

Researchers have explored a variety of dynamic and
static analyses to detect instances of name resolution attacks, particularly TOCTTOU attacks. However, all such
analyses are limited in some ways when applied to the
problem of detecting name resolution attacks.
Static Analysis Static analyses of TOCTTOU attacks vary from syntactic analyses specific to check-use
pairs [6, 53], to building various models of programs to
check for security errors [15,44,45], to race conditions in
general [27]. However, static analyses are disconnected
from essential environmental information, such as the
system’s access control policy to determine whether an
adversary can even launch an attack. For example, a program may legitimately accesses files in /proc without
checking for name resolution attacks; however, the same
cannot be done in /tmp. Thus, these analyses yield a
significant number of false positives. Further, static techniques are limited to TOCTTOU attacks, due to the absence of standardized program checks against name resolution attacks in general.
Dynamic Analysis Dynamic analyses [1,32,35,36,56]
typically take a system-wide view, logging observed system calls from processes to detect possible problems,
such as check-use pairs. Dynamic analyses can also detect specific vulnerabilities, either at runtime [36] or after
the fact [35]. Compared to static analyses, dynamic analyses can take into account the system’s environment, but
suffer the disadvantage of being unaware of the internal
code of the program. In addition, the quality of dynamic
analysis is strongly dependent on the test cases produced.
Because name resolution attacks require an active adversary, the problem is to produce adversary actions in a
comprehensive manner. Using benign system traces may
identify some vulnerabilities, such as those built-in to the
normal system configuration [13], but will miss many
other feasible attacks. Finally, any dynamic analysis
must distinguish program actions that are safe from those
that are vulnerable effectively. We have found that programs successfully defend themselves from a large per-
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centage of the attempted name resolution attacks (only
12.5% were vulnerable), so test case processing must
find cases where program defenses are actually missing
or fail. Since previous dynamic analyses lack insight into
the program, several false positives have resulted.
Symbolic Execution Researchers have recently had
success finding the conditions under which a program
is vulnerable using symbolic execution [7, 8, 10, 11, 18,
19, 25, 29–31, 46]. Symbolic execution has been used to
produce test cases for programs to look for bugs [9, 37],
to generate filters automatically [8, 18], and to generate
test cases to leverage vulnerabilities in programs [3] automatically. In these symbolic execution analyses, the
program is analyzed to find constraints on the input values that lead to a program instruction of interest (i.e.,
where an error occurs). Then, the symbolic execution
engine solves for those constraints to produce a concrete
test case that when executed would follow the same path.
Finding name resolution attacks using symbolic execution may be difficult because the conditions for attack are
determined mainly by the operating environment rather
than the program. While symbolic execution often requires a model of the environment in which to examine
the program, the environment needs to be the focus of
analysis for finding name resolution attacks.

2.3

Our Solution

As a result, we use a dynamic analysis to find name
resolution vulnerabilities, but propose four key enhancements to overcome the limitations of prior analyses of all
types.
First, each name resolution system call is evaluated at
runtime to find the bindings used in resolution and to determine whether an adversary is capable of applying one
or more of the attack types listed in Table 1. If so, a test
case resource is automatically produced at an adversaryredirected location in the namespace and provided to the
victim. As a result, test cases are only applied where
adversaries have the access necessary to perform such
attacks.
Second, we track the victim’s use of the test case resource to determine whether it accepts the resource as
legitimate. If the victim uses the resource (e.g., reads
from it), we log the program entrypoint1 that obtained
the resource as vulnerable. While it is not always possible to exploit such a flaw to compromise the program,
this approach greatly narrows the number of false positives while still locating several previously-unknown true
1 A program entrypoint is a program instruction that invoked the
name resolution system call, typically indirectly via a library (e.g.,
libc).
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vulnerabilities. We also log the test cases run by program
entrypoint to avoid repeating the same attack.
Third, another problem with dynamic analysis is
ensuring that the analysis runs comprehensively even
though programs may fail or take countermeasures when
attacks are detected. We take steps to keep programs
running regardless of whether they fall victim to the attack or not. Our test case resources use the same data as
the expected resource to enable vulnerable programs to
continue, and we automatically revert namespaces after
completion of a test and restart programs that terminate
when an attempted attack on them is detected.

3

Testing Model

In this section, we define an adversarial model that we
use to generate test cases that can be used to identify program vulnerabilities.
Our goal is to discover vulnerabilities that will compromise the integrity of a process. Classically, an integrity violation is said occur when a lower integrity process provides input to a higher integrity process or object [5, 16]. For the name resolution attacks described in
the last section (see Table 1), integrity violations are created in two ways: (1) improper binding attacks, where
adversaries may redirect name resolutions to resources
that are normally not modifiable by adversaries, enabling
adversaries to modify higher integrity objects, and (2)
improper resource attacks, where adversaries may redirect name resolutions to resources that are under the adversaries’ control, enabling adversaries to deliver lower
integrity objects to processes. In this section, we define
how such attacks are run and detected to identify the requirements for the dynamic analysis.
A nameserver performs namespace resolution by using a sequence of namespace bindings, bi j = (ri , n j , rk ),
to retrieve resource rk from resource ri given a name n j .
In a file system, ri is a directory, n j is an element of the
name supplied to the nameserver for resolution, and rk
is another directory or a file. Attacks are possible when
adversaries of a victim program have access to modify
binding bi j to (ri , n j , rk ) or create such a binding if it
does not exist, enabling them to redirect the victim’s process to a resource rk instead of rk . Since bindings cannot
be modified like files, adversaries generally require the
delete permission to remove the old binding and the create permission to create the desired binding to perform
such modification. Two types of name resolution attacks
are possible when adversaries have such permission (e.g.,
write permission to directories in UNIX systems).
Improper binding attacks use the permission to
modify a binding to create a link (symbolic or hard) to an
existing resource that is inaccessible to the adversary, as
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in symbolic and hard link attacks described above. That
is, the improper binding may lead to privilege escalation
for the adversary by redirecting the victim process to use
an existing resource on behalf of that adversary.
Improper resource attacks use the permission to
modify a binding to create a new resource controlled by
the adversary. That is, the adversary tries to trick the
victim into using the improper resource to enable the adversary to provide malicious input to the victim, such as
in resource squatting and untrusted search path attacks
described above.
S TING discovers name resolution vulnerabilities by
identifying scenarios where an attack is possible and generating test cases to validate the vulnerability. Whenever
a name resolution system call is requested by the victim (i.e., a system call that converts a name to a resource
reference, such as open), S TING finds the bindings that
would be used in the namespace resolution process to determine whether an adversary of the process has access to
modify one or more of these bindings. If so, S TING generates an attack test case by producing a test case resource, which emulates either an existing, privileged resource or a new adversary-controlled resource, and adjusting the bindings as necessary to resolve to that resource. A reference to this test case resource is returned
to the victim.
Vulnerability in the Victim. We define a victim to be
vulnerable if the victim runs an accept system call using
a reference to the test case resource.
A victim accepts a test case resource if it runs an accept system call, a system call that uses the returned reference to the test case resource to access resource data
(e.g., read or write). If a victim is tricked into reading
or writing a resource inaccessible to the adversary, the
adversary can modify the resource illicitly2 . If a victim
is tricked into reading or writing a resource that is controlled by the adversary, then the adversary can control
the victim’s processing.

4

Design

The design of S TING is shown in Figure 2. S TING is divided into two phases. The attack phase of S TING is
invoked at the start of a name resolution system call.
S TING resolves the name itself to obtain the bindings that
would be used in normal resolution, and then determines
whether an attack is possible using the program’s adversary model. When an attack is possible, S TING chooses
an attack from the list in Table 1 that has not already
been tried and produces a test case resource and asso2 A read operation on a test case resource is indicative of integrity
problems if the resource is opened with read-write access.
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Figure 2: S TING consists of two phases: (a) launching an attack, and (b) detecting a vulnerability due to the attack and recovering
original namespace state.

ciated bindings to launch the attack. The detect phase
of S TING is invoked on accept system calls. This phase
detects if a process “accepted” S TING’s changes, indicating a vulnerability, and records the vulnerability information in the previously added entry in the attack history. S TING reverts the namespace to avoid side-effects.
These two phases are detailed below.
S TING is designed to test systems, not just individual
programs, so S TING will generate test cases for any program in the system that has an adversary model should
the opportunity arise. To control the environment under
which a program is run, S TING intercepts execve system calls. For example, programs that may be run by
unprivileged users (e.g., setuid programs) are started in
an adversary’s home directory by this interception code.
Other than initialization, the attack and detect phases are
the same for all processes.

4.1

Attack Phase

Shadow resolution. Whenever a name resolution system call is performed, S TING needs identify whether an
attack is possible against that system call. The first step
is to collect the bindings that would normally be used
in the resolution. We cannot use the existing name resolution mechanism, however, since that has side-effects
that may impact the process and also does not gather the
desired bindings for evaluation. Instead, we perform a
shadow resolution that only collects the bindings.
There are two challenges with shadow resolution.
First, we have to ensure that all name resolution operations performed by the system are captured in the shadow
resolution. This task can be tricky because some name
resolution is performed indirectly. For example, exec
resolves the interpreter that executes the program in the
“shebang” line in addition to the program whose name is
an argument to the system call. To capture all the name
resolution code, we use Cscope 3 to find all the system
3 http://cscope.sourceforge.net/
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calls that invoke a fundamental function of name resolution, do_path_lookup. Using this we find 62 system
calls that do name resolution for the Linux filesystem.
The three System V IPC system calls that do name resolution were identified manually.
Second, we need to modify the name resolution code
to collect the bindings used without causing side-effects
in the system. Fortunately, the name resolution code in
Linux does not cause side-effects itself. The system call
code that uses name resolution creates the side-effects.
Thus, we simply invoke the name resolution functions
directly when the system call is received. Some effort
must be taken to format the call to the name resolution
code at the start of the system call, but fortunately the
necessary information is available (name, flags, etc.).
Find vulnerable bindings. To carry out an attack,
S TING has to determine whether any adversary of the
program has the necessary permissions to the bindings
involved in the resolution. To answer this question, we
need to identify the program’s adversaries and evaluate
the permissions these adversaries have to bindings efficiently. We note that the specific permissions necessary
to launch an attack are specified in Section 3.
We do not want the dynamic analysis to depend on a
single adversary model for the system, but instead permit the use of program-specific adversary models. The
adversaries of a process are determined by the process’s
subject (i.e., in the access control policy) and optional
program-specific sets of subjects and/or objects that are
adversaries or adversary-controlled, respectively. From
this information, a comprehensive set of adversary subjects are computed. Using a discretionary access control
(DAC) policy, an adversary is any subject other than the
victim and the trusted superuser root. Chari et al. used
the DAC policy in their dynamic analysis [13], which
worked adequately for root processes but incurred some
false positives for processes run under other subjects. For
systems that enforce a mandatory access control (MAC)
policy, methods have been devised to compute the adver-
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saries of individual subjects [34, 49]. We note that MAC
adversaries may potentially be running processes under
the same DAC user, so they are typically finer-grained.
Finding the permissions of a process’s adversaries at
runtime must be done efficiently. If a process has several
adversaries, the naive technique of querying the access
control policy for each adversary in turn is unacceptable.
To solve this, we observe we can precompute the adversaries of particular process as in a capability-list, where
each process has a list of tuples consisting of an object
(or label in a MAC policy), a list of adversaries with create permission to that object (or label), and the list of
adversaries with delete permission to that object (or label). We store these in a hash table for quick lookup at
runtime.
Identify possible attacks. Once we identify a binding
that is accessible to an adversary, we need to choose an
attack from which to produce a test case. For improper
binding attacks, an attack needs to modify a binding from
an existing resource to the target resource using a symbolic or hard link. Such attacks are only possible in the
Linux filesystem namespace, where a single file (inode)
may have multiple names.
Improper resource attacks are applicable across all
namespaces. We consider two instances of improper resource attacks (see Table 1). For resource squatting, attacks are only meaningful if the adversary can supply a
resource with a lower integrity than the victim intended
to access. To determine the victim’s intent, we simply
check if a non-adversarial subject has permissions to supply the resource the adversary is attacking 4 . This occurs
in directories shared by parties at more than one integrity
level. If so, we assume that the victim intended to access
the higher integrity file (i.e., one that could be created by
a non-adversarial subject), and attempt a squatting attack
which succeeds if the victim later accepts the test case resource. MOPS [44] uses a similar but narrower heuristic
to identify intent and detect ownership stealing attacks,
which are another case of resource squatting attacks.
Launch an attack. Launching an attack involves
making modifications to the namespace to generate realistic attack scenarios. Different attacks modify the
namespace in different ways. For improper binding attacks, we create a new test case resource (e.g., file)
that represents a privileged resource, and change the
adversary-modifiable bindings to point to it (e.g., symbolic link). For improper resource attacks, we replace
the existing resource (if present) with a new test case resource and binding.
Modification of the filesystem namespace in particular
presents challenges of backing up existing files, rollback
4 We

discount root superuser permissions while checking nonadversarial subjects, as otherwise root will be a non-adversary in any
directory.
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and multiple views for different subjects. First, we have
to change the file system to create the test cases, such
as deleting existing files. Second, once the test case finishes, we need to rollback the namespace to its original
state. While we can back up files (costing the overhead
of copy), other resources such as UNIX domain sockets
are hard or impossible to rollback once destroyed. Another requirement is that the attack should only be visible
to the appropriate victim subjects having the attacker as
an adversary. Thus, direct modification of the existing
filesystem is undesirable.
To solve the above problems, we take inspiration from
the related problem of filesystem unions. Union filesystems unite two or more filesystems (called branches) together [2,59]. A common use-case is in Live CD images,
where the base filesystem mounted from a CDROM is
read-only, and a read-write branch (possibly temporary)
is mounted on top to allow changes. When a file on the
lower branch is modified, it is “copied up” to the upper branch and thereafter hides the corresponding lower
branch file. “Whiteouts” are created on the upper branch
for deleted files.
To support S TING, our general strategy is thus to have
a throw-away “upper branch” mounted on top of the underlying filesystem “lower branch”. S TING creates resources only on the upper branch. As S TING does not
deal with data, files are created empty. Next, S TING directs operations to upper branches if the resource exists
on the upper branch and was created by an adversary to
the currently running process. This enables different processes to have different views of the filesystem namespace.
Once a test case resource is created, we taint it using extended attributes to identify when it is used in an
accept system call5 , signaling a vulnerability. We also
record rollback information about the resources created
in a rollback table.
These changes to the bindings have to be done as the
adversary. The most straightforward option is to have a
separate “adversary process” that is scheduled in to perform needed changes. This was the first option we explored; however, it introduced significant performance
degradation due to scheduling. Instead, we perform the
change using the currently running victim process itself.
We change the credentials of the victim process to that of
the adversary, carry out the change, and then revert to the
victim’s original credentials. We do this without leaving
behind side effects on the victim process’ state. For example, if we create a namespace binding using open, we
close the opened file descriptor.
5 Some filesystems do not support extended attributes. Since we use
tmpfs as the upper branch, we extended it to add such support for our
testing. For other namespaces such as IPCs, we store the taint status in
a field in the security data structure defined by SELinux.
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There are some cases where the system needs to revert
a test case resource back to a “benign” version. “Check”
system calls [56] (e.g., stat, lstat) resolve the name
to verify properties of the resource, so attacks should
present a benign resource to prevent the victim from detecting the attack. We simply redirect such accesses to
the lower branch.
In addition to adversarial modification of the namespace, S TING also changes process attributes relevant to
name resolution. In particular, it changes the working directory a process is launched in to an adversarycontrolled directory.
We want to prevent S TING from launching the same
attack multiple times. Trying the same attack on the same
system call prevents forward exploration of the attack
space and further program code from being exercised. A
unique attack associates an attack type with a particular
system call entrypoint in the program. Thus, when we
launch an attack, we check an attack history that stores
which attack types have been attempted already and their
result (see Figure 2). We do not attempt multiple binding
changes for an attack type. We have not found any programs that perform different checks for name resolution
attacks based on the names used. Tracking such history
requires unique identification of system call entrypoints
in the program, which we discuss in Recording below.

4.2

Detect Phase

Detect vulnerability. Detecting whether a victim is vulnerable to an attack is relatively straightforward – we
simply have to determine if the program “accepted” the
test case resource. Definition of acceptance for different
attacks are presented in Table 2. On the other hand, we
conclude that the program defends itself properly from
an attack if it: (1) exits without accepting the test case
resource or (2) retries the operation at the same program
entrypoint. When detection determines that a victim is
vulnerable or invulnerable, it fills this information in the
attack history entry created during the attack phase, and
optionally logs the fact.
S TING detects successful attacks by identifying use of
a test case resource. Each test case resource is marked
when returned to the victim. To detect when a victim
uses a test case resource, we must have access to the inode, so such checking is integrated with the access control mechanism (e.g., Linux Security Module). Once a
test case resource is found, we need to determine if it
is being accepted by retrieving the system call invoked.
As an access control check may apply to multiple system calls, we have to retrieve the identity of the system
call from the state of the calling process. Vulnerabilities
found have their attack history record logged into user
space.
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Attack
Symbolic link
Hard link
File squat
UNIX-domain socket squat
System V IPC squat

Accept
write-like, read, readlink
write-like, read
write-like, read
connect
msgsnd, semop, shmat

Table 2: Table showing calls that signify acceptance, and therefore detection, for various attacks. write-like system calls are
any calls that modifies the resource’s data or metadata (e.g.,
fchmod).

We note that the process of detecting a vulnerability
is the same for all attack types, including those based on
race conditions. S TING automatically switches resources
between check and use as discussed above, so we only
need to detect when an untrusted resource is accepted.
fstat is not an accept system call, so the “use” of the
test case resource in that system call does not indicate a
vulnerability. Thus, if the program should somehow detect an attack using fstat, preventing further use of the
test case resource, then S TING will not record a vulnerability.
Update attack history. Once a particular attack has
been tried on a system call, trying it again in future invocations of the program is redundant and may prevent further code from being exercised. Avoiding this problem
requires storing attacks tested for system calls in the attack history. The challenge is unique identification of the
system call entrypoint, which uniquely identifies the instruction from which the program made the system call.
To find this instruction, we perform a backtrace of the
user stack to find the first frame within the program that
is not in the libraries. We also extend our system to support interpreters by porting interpreter debugging code
into the kernel that locates and parses interpreter data
structures to the current line number in the script, for the
Bash, PHP and Python interpreters. Only between 11 and
59 lines of code were necessary for each interpreter. We
use the current line number in the script as the entrypoint
for interpreted programs.
Namespace recovery. Finally, we make changes so
that S TING can work online despite changing the namespace state. While it appears that such changes could
cause processes to crash, we have not found this to be
the case. Unlike data fuzzing, we find changes in namespace state do not cause programs to arbitrarily crash,
as we preserve data and only change resource metadata. When an attack succeeds, the only change needed
is to redirect the access to the corresponding resource
in the lower branch of the unioned filesystem that contains the actual data (if one exists), and delete the resource in the upper branch. On the other hand, if the
attack fails, S TING again deletes the resource in the up-
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per branch. Programs that protect themselves proceed in
two ways. First, the program might retry the same system call again. Interestingly, we find this happens in a
few programs (Section 6.2). In this case, S TING will not
launch an attack at that entrypoint again, and the program again continues. Second, the program might exit.
If so, S TING records that the attack failed at that entrypoint and restarts the program with its original arguments
(recorded via execve interception). For many programs
that exit, restarting them from the beginning does not affect system correctness. Thus, we find our tool can perform online without complex logic. We are currently exploring how to integrate process checkpointing and rollback [17] to carry out recovery more gracefully for the
exit cases.

5

Implementation
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Figure 3: S TING is implemented in the Linux kernel and hooks
on to the system call beginning and LSM hooks. It has a modular implementation. We show here in particular the interaction
between user and kernel space.

Figure 3 shows the overall implementation of S TING .
S TING is implemented in the Linux 3.2.0 kernel. It hooks
into LSM through the SELinux function avc_has_perm
for its detect phase, and into the beginning of system
calls for its attack phase. S TING has an extensible architecture, with modules registering themselves, and rules
specifying the order and conditions under which modules are called.
The modules implement functionality corresponding
to the steps shown in the design (Figure 2). The entrypoint module uses the process’ eh frame ELF section to perform the user stack unwinding. eh frame
replaces the DWARF debug frame section, and is enabled by default on Ubuntu 11.10 and Fedora 15 systems.
Stack traces in interpreters yield an entrypoint inside the
interpreter, and not the currently executing script. We
extended our entrypoint module to identify line numbers inside scripts for the Bash, PHP and Python interpreters [54].
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Server Programs Installed
BIND DNS Server Apache Web Server
MySQL Database
PHP
Postfix Mail Server Postgresql Database
Samba File Server
Tomcat Java Server
Table 3: Server programs installed on Ubuntu and Fedora.

The data for the MAC adversary model is pushed into
the kernel through a special file, and code to use each of
these to decide adversary access is in the test attack conditions module. After launching an attack, the modified
resources are tainted through extended attributes for later
detection when a victim program uses the resource. We
had to extend the tmpfs filesystem to handle extended
attributes. The recording module can print vulnerabilities as they are detected, and also log the vulnerabilities
and search history into userspace files through relayfs.
A startup script loads the attack search history into the
kernel during bootup, so the same attacks are not tried
again.
We prototyped a modified version of the UnionFS
filesystem [59] for S TING. We mount a tmpfs as the upper branch, and the root filesystem as the lower branch.
The main change involved redirecting to the upper or
lower branches depending on a subject’s adversaries, and
disabling irrelevant UnionFS features such as copy-up.

6

Evaluation

We first evaluate S TING ’s ability to finding bugs, as well
as broader security issues in Section 6.1. We then analyze the suitability of S TING as an online testing tool in
Section 6.2

6.1

Security Evaluation

The aim of the security evaluation is to show that:
• S TING can detect real vulnerabilities with a high
percentage of them being exploitable in both newer
programs, and older, more mature programs, and
• Normal runtime and static analysis would result in a
large number of false positives, and normal runtime
would also miss some attacks.
We tested S TING on the latest available versions of
two popular distributions - Ubuntu 11.10 and Fedora
16. In both cases, we installed the default base Desktop
distribution, and augmented them with various common
server programs (Table 3). Note that S TING requires no
additional special setup; it simply reacts to normal name
resolution requests at runtime. We collected data on both
systems over a few days of normal usage.
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Adversary model
DAC - Ubuntu
DAC - Fedora

Total Resolutions
2345
1654

Adversary Access
134 (5.7%)
66 (4%)

Vulnerable
21 (0.9%)
5 (0.3%)

Table 4: Table showing the total number of distinct entrypoints
invoking system calls performing namespace resolutions, number accessible to adversaries under an adversary model, and
number of interfaces for which S TING detected vulnerabilities.

6.1.1

Finding Vulnerabilities

Using a DAC attacker model, in total, S TING found
26 distinct vulnerable resolutions across 20 distinct programs (including scripts). Of the 26 vulnerable resolutions, 5 correspond to problems already known but unfixed. 17 of these vulnerabilities are latent [13], meaning
a normal local user would have to gain privileges of some
other user and can then attempt further attacks. For example, one bug we found required the privileges of the
user postgres to carry out a further attack on root.
This can be achieved, for example, by remote network
attackers compromising the PostgreSQL daemon. For
all vulnerabilities found, we manually verified the source
code that a name resolution vulnerability existed. Several bugs were reported, of which 2 were deemed not
exploitable (although a name resolution vulnerability existed) (Section 6.1.3).
Table 4 shows the total number of distinct name resolutions received by S TING that were attackable . This
data shows challenges facing static and normal runtime
analysis. Only 4-5.7% of the total name resolutions
are accessible to the adversary under the DAC adversary model. Therefore, static analysis that looks at the
program alone will have a large number of false positives, because programs do not have to protect themselves from name resolutions inaccessible to the adversary. Second, normal runtime analysis cannot differentiate between when programs are vulnerable and when
they protect themselves appropriately. We found only
7.5-15.6% of the name resolutions accessible to the adversary are actually vulnerable to different name resolution attacks. Further, 6 of these vulnerabilities would
simply not have been uncovered during normal runtime;
they are untrusted search paths that require programs to
be launched in insecure directories.
Table 5 shows the total number of vulnerabilities by
type. A single entrypoint may be vulnerable to more than
one type of attack. We note that S TING was able to find
vulnerabilities of all types, including 7 that required race
conditions.
Table 6 shows the various programs across which vulnerabilities were found. Interestingly, we note that 6
of the 24 vulnerable name resolutions in Ubuntu were
found in Ubuntu-specific scripts. For example, CVE-
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Type of vulnerability
Symlink following
Hardlink following
File squatting
Untrusted search
Race conditions

Total
22
14
10
6
7

Table 5: Number and types of vulnerabilities we found. Race
is the number of TOCTTOU vulnerabilities, where a check is
made but the use is improper. A single entrypoint in Table 6
may be vulnerable to more than one kind of attack.
Program
dbus-daemon
landscape
Startup scripts (3)
mysql
mysql upgrade
tomcat script
lightdm
bluetooth-applet
java (openjdk)
zeitgeist-daemon
mountall
mailutils
bsd-mailx
cupsd
abrt-server
yum
x2gostartagent
19 Programs

Vuln.
Entry
2
4
4
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
26

Priv. Escalation
DAC: uid->uid
messagebus->root
landscape->root
various->root
mysql->root
mysql->root
tomcat6->root
*->root
*->user
*->user
*->user
*->root
mail->root
mail->root
cups->root
abrt->root
sync->root
*->user

Distribution
Ubuntu
Ubuntu
Ubuntu
Ubuntu
Ubuntu
Ubuntu
Ubuntu
Ubuntu
Both
Both
Ubuntu
Ubuntu
Fedora
Fedora
Fedora
Fedora
Extra

Previously
known
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
1 Known
Unknown
Known
Unknown
Unknown
Known
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Known
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
21 Unknown

Table 6: Number of vulnerable entrypoints we found in various programs, and the privilege escalation that the bugs would
provide.

2011-4406 and CVE-2011-3151 were assigned to two
bugs in Ubuntu-specific scripts that S TING found. Further, the programs containing vulnerabilities range from
mature (e.g., cupsd) to new (e.g., x2go). We thus believe that S TING can help in detecting vulnerabilities before an adversary, if run on test environments before they
are deployed.
MAC adversary model. We carried out similar experiments for a MAC adversary model on Fedora 16’s
default SELinux policy. We assume an adversary limited
only by the MAC labels, and allow the adversary permissions to run as the same DAC user. This is one of the
aims of SELinux – even if a network daemon running as
root gets compromised, it should still not compromise
the whole system arbitrarily. However, we found that the
SELinux policy allowed subjects we consider untrusted
(such as the network-facing daemon sendmail_t) create permissions to critical labels such as etc_t. Thus
S TING immediately started reporting vulnerable name
resolutions whenever any program accessed /etc. Thus,
either the SELinux policy has to be made stricter, the adversary model must be weakened for mutual trust among
all these programs, or all programs have to defend themselves from name resolution attacks in /etc (which is
probably impractical). This problem is consistent with
the findings that /etc requires exceptional trust in the
SELinux policy reported elsewhere [42].
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/*
/*
fd
if

filename = /var/mail/root */
First, check if file already exists */
= open (filename, flg);
(fd == -1) {
/* Create the file */
fd = open(filename, O_CREAT|O_EXCL);
if (fd < 0) {
return errno;
}

}
/* We now have a file. Make sure
we did not open a symlink. */
struct stat fdbuf, filebuf;
if (fstat (fd, &fdbuf) == -1)
return errno;
if (lstat (filename, &filebuf) == -1)
return errno;
/* Now check if file and fd reference the same file,
file only has one link, file is plain file. */
if ((fdbuf.st_dev != filebuf.st_dev
|| fdbuf.st_ino != filebuf.st_ino
|| fdbuf.st_nlink != 1
|| filebuf.st_nlink != 1
|| (fdbuf.st_mode & S_IFMT) != S_IFREG)) {
error (_("%s must be a plain file
with one link"), filename);
close (fd);
return EINVAL;
}
/* If we get here, all checks passed.
Start using the file */
read(fd, ...)

Figure 4: Code from the GNU mail program in mailutils
illustrating a squat vulnerability that S TING found.

6.1.2

Examples

In this section, we present particular examples highlighting S TING’s usefulness, and also broader lessons.
Mail Programs. GNU mail is the default mail client
on Ubuntu 11.10, in which S TING found a vulnerability.
This example shows the difficulty of proper checking in
programs, and why detection tools with low false positives are necessary – programmers can easily get such
checks wrong, and there are no standardized ways to
write code to defend against various name resolution attacks.
The code shows the program preparing to read the file
/var/mail/root. In summary, this program creates an
empty file when the file doesn’t already exist (lines 410), using flags (O_EXCL) to ensure that a fresh file is
created. The program performs several checks to verify
the safety of the file opened, guarding against race conditions and link traversal (both symbolic and hard links)
(11-29). Unfortunately, the program fails to protect itself against a squatting attack if the file already exists, as
it does not check st_uid or st_gid; any user in group
mail can control the contents of root’s inbox. Interestingly, it protects itself against squatting attacks on line
6.
X11 script S TING found a race condition exploitable
by a symbolic link attack on the script that creates
/tmp/.X11-unix in Ubuntu 11.10. The code snippet
is shown in Figure 5. The aim of the script is to cre-
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01 SOCKET_DIR=/tmp/.X11-unix
...
02 set_up_socket_dir () {
03 if [ "$VERBOSE" != no ]; then
04
log_begin_msg "Setting up X server socket directory"
05 fi
06 if [ -e $SOCKET_DIR ] && [ ! -d $SOCKET_DIR ]; then
07
mv $SOCKET_DIR $SOCKET_DIR.$$
08 fi
09 mkdir -p $SOCKET_DIR
10 chown root:root $SOCKET_DIR
11 chmod 1777 $SOCKET_DIR
12 do_restorecon $SOCKET_DIR
13 [ "$VERBOSE" != no ] && log_end_msg 0 || return 0
14 }

Figure 5: Code from an X11 startup script in Ubuntu 11.10 that
illustrates a race condition that S TING found.

ate a root-owned directory /tmp/.X11-unix. Lines 6-8
check if such a file already exists that is not a directory,
and if so, moves it away so a directory can be created.
In Line 9, the programmer creates the directory, and assumes it will succeed, because the previous code had just
moved any file that might exist. However, because /tmp
is a shared directory, an adversary scheduled in between
the moving of the file and the mkdir might again create
a file in /tmp/.X11-unix, thus breaking the programmer’s expectation. If the file is a link pointing to, for example, /etc/shadow, the chmod on Line 11 will make
it world-readable. S TING was able to detect this race
condition by changing the resource into a symbolic link
after the move and before the creation on line 9, as it acts
just before the system call on line 9. This script has existed for many years, showing how it is easy to overlook
such conditions. This also shows how S TING can synchronously produce any race condition an adversary can,
because it is in the system. This script was independently
fixed by Ubuntu in its latest release. The discussion page
for the bug [21] shows how such checks are challenging
to get right even for experienced programmers. Consequently, manually scanning source code can also easily
miss such vulnerabilities.
mountall This program has an untrusted search path
that is not executed in normal runtime but was discovered by S TING. This Ubuntu-specific utility simply
mounts all filesystems in /etc/fstab. When launched
in an untrusted directory, it issues mount commands that
search for files such as none and fusectl in the current working directory. If these are symbolic links, then
the contents of these files are read through readlink,
and put in /etc/mtab. Thus, the attacker can influence
/etc/mtab entries and potentially confuse utilities that
depend on this file, such as unmounters. This is an example of how very specific conditions are required to detect
the attack – the program needs to be launched in an adversarial directory, and the name searched for needs to
be a symbolic link. Normal runtime would not give any
hint of such attacks.
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postgresql init script. This vulnerability highlights the challenge facing developers and OS distributors. This script runs as root, and is vulnerable to
symbolic and hard link attacks on accessing files in
/etc/postgresql. That directory is owned by the user
postgres, which could be compromised by remote attacks on PostgreSQL, who can then use this vulnerability to gain root privileges. The problem is that the developers who wrote the script did not expect the directory /etc/postgresql to be owned by a non-root user.
However, the access control policy did not reflect this assumption. S TING is useful in finding such discrepancies
in access control policies as it can run with attacker models based on different policies.
6.1.3

False Positives

Two issues in S TING cause false positives.
Random
Name.
The
programs
yum, abrt-server, zeitgeist-daemon in Table 6 were vulnerable to name resolution attacks, but
defended themselves by creating files with random
names. Library calls such as mktemp are used to create
such names. S TING cannot currently differentiate between “random” and “non-random” names. Exploiting
such vulnerabilities requires the adversary to guess
the filename, which may be challenging given proper
randomness. In any case, such bugs can be fixed by
adding the O_EXCL flag to open when creating files.
Program Internals. S TING does not know the internal workings of a program. Thus, it cannot know if
use of a resource from a vulnerable name resolution can
affect the program or not, and simply marks it for further perusal. A vulnerable name resolution involving
a write-like accept operation can always be exploited.
However, whether those involving read can be exploited
depends on the internals of the program. Eight of the
26 vulnerable name resolutions in Table 6 are due to
read. While this has led to some false positives (two
additional vulnerable name resolutions involving read
not in Table 6 were deemed to not affect program functioning), S TING narrows the programmers’ effort significantly. Nonetheless, more knowledge regarding program
internals would improve the accuracy even further.

6.2

Performance Evaluation

We measured the performance of S TING to assess its
suitability as an online testing tool. While the performance of S TING is of not of primary importance because it is meant to be run on test environments in nonproduction systems before deployment, it must nevertheless be responsive to online testing. We measured performance using micro- and macro-benchmarks. While
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Case

Time (µs) Overhead
Attack Phase: open system call
Base
14.57
–
+ Find Vulnerable Bindings
31.44
2.15×
+ Obtain entrypoint and
211.20
12.33×
check attack history
+ Launch attack
365.87
25.1×
Detect Phase: read system call
Base
8.73
–
+ Detect vulnerability
9.18
1.05×
+ Namespace recovery
63.08
7.22×
Table 7: Micro-overheads for system calls showing median
over 10000 system call runs.
Benchmark
Apache 2.2.20
compile
Apachebench:
Throughput
Latency

Base
151.65s

S TING
163.79s

Overhead
8%

231.77Kbps
1.943ms

221.89Kbps
2.088ms

4.33%
7.46%

Table 8: Macro-benchmarks showing compilation and Apachebench throughput and latency overhead. The standard deviation
was less than 3% of the mean.

S TING does cause noticeable overhead, it did not impede
our testing. All tests were done on a Dell Optiplex 980
machine with 8GB of RAM.
Micro-performance (Table 7) was measured by the
time taken for individual system calls under varying conditions. For an attack launch, system call overhead is
caused by the time to (1) detect adversary accessibility,
(2) get and compare process entrypoint against attack
history, and (3) launch the attack. The main overhead
is due to obtaining the entrypoint to check the attack history and carrying out the attack. However, obtaining the
entrypoint is required only if the name resolution is adversary accessible (around 4-5.7% in Table 4), and an
attack is launched only once for a particular entrypoint,
thereby alleviating their impact on overall performance.
For the detection phase, we have (1) detect vulnerable
access, and (2) rollback namespace. Namespace recovery through rollback is expensive, but occurs only once
per attack launched.
Macro-benchmarks (Table 8) showed upto 8% overhead. Apache compilation involved a lot of name resolutions and temporary file creation. During our system
tests, the system remained responsive enough to carry out
normal tasks, such as browsing the Internet using Firefox
and checking e-mail. We are investigating further opportunities to improve performance.
Program retries and restarts. We came across thirteen programs that retried a name resolution system call
on failure due to a S TING attack test case. The most
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common case was temporary file creation – programs
retry until they successfully create a temporary file with
a random name. Programs that retry integrate well with
S TING , which maintains its attack history and does not
retry the same attacks on the same entrypoints. On the
other hand, a few programs exited on encountering an attack by S TING . We currently simply restart such programs (Section 4.2). For example, dbus-daemon exited during boot due to a S TING test case and had to
be restarted by S TING to continue normal boot. However, programs may lose state across restarts. We are investigating integrating process checkpoint and rollback
mechanisms [17].

Dynamic Name Resolution Attacks Detection. As
mentioned in Section 2.2, most dynamic analysis are specific to detecting TOCTTOU attacks. Chari et al. [13]
present an approach to defend against improper binding
attacks; however, they cannot detect them until they actively occur in the system. We use active adversaries to
generate test cases and to exercise potentially vulnerable
paths in programs to detect vulnerabilities that would not
occur in normal runtime traces. Further, none of the approaches deal with improper resource attacks, of which
we detect several.

7

Other System State Attacks. More program vulnerabilities may be detected by modifying system state. For example, non-reentrant signal handlers can be detected by
delivering signals to a process already handling a signal.
Similarly, return values of system calls can be changed
to cause conditions suitable for attack (e.g., call to drop
privileges fails). While S TING could be easily extended
to perform these attacks, we believe that these cases are
more easily handled through static analysis, as standard
techniques are available (e.g., lists of non-reentrant system calls, unchecked return value) through tools such as
Fortify [28]. For the reasons we have seen, no such standard techniques are available for name resolution attacks.
Solutions. One of the more effective ways we have
seen programs defending against improper binding attacks is by dropping privileges. For example, the privileged part of sshd drops privileges to the user whenever
accessing user files such as .ssh/authorized_keys.
Thus, even if code is vulnerable to improper binding attacks, the user cannot escalate privileges.
User directory. Administrators running as root
should take extreme care when in user-owned directories, as there are several opportunities for privilege escalation. For example, we found during our testing that if
the Python interpreter is started in a user-owned directory, Python searches for modules in that directory. If a
user has malicious libraries, then they will be loaded instead. More race conditions are also exploitable as a user
can delete even root-owned files in her directory.
Integration with Black-box Testing. We believe that
S TING can also integrate with other data fuzzing platforms [41]. Such tools need special environments (e.g.,
attaching to running processes with debuggers) to carry
out their tests on running programs. Instead, we can take
input from these platforms and use S TING to feed such
input into running processes. Since S TING also takes into
account the access control policy, opportunities to supply
adversarial data can readily be located.
Deployment. We envision that S TING would be deployed during Alpha and Beta testing of distribution re-

Related Work

Related work that deals with detecting name resolution
attacks was presented in Section 2.2. Here, we discuss
dynamic techniques to detect other types of program
bugs, and revisit some dynamic techniques that detect
name resolution attacks.
Black-box testing. Fuzz testing, an instance of blackbox testing, runs a program under various input data test
cases to see if the program crashes or exhibits undesired behavior. Particular program entrypoints (usually
network or file input) are fed totally random input with
the hope of locating input filtering vulnerabilities such as
buffer overflows [24, 41, 47]. Black-box fuzzing generally does not scale because it is not directed. To alleviate
this, techniques use some knowledge of the semantics
of data expected at program entrypoints. SNOOZE [4]
is a tool to generate fuzzing scenarios for network protocols using which bugs in programs were discovered.
TaintScope [55] is a directed fuzzing tool that generates
fuzzed input to pass checksum code in programs. Web
application vulnerability scanners [23] supply very specific strings to detect XSS and SQL injection attacks.
We find a parallel can be drawn between our approach
and directed black-box testing, where semantics of input data is known. While such techniques change the
data presented to a program to exercise program paths
with possible vulnerabilities, we change the resource, or
the metadata presented to the application for the same
purpose. Thus, S TING can be viewed as an instance
of black-box testing that changes the namespace state to
evaluate program responses.
Taint Tracking. Taint techniques track flow of tainted
data inside programs. They can be used to find bugs
given specifications [60], or can detect secrecy leaks in
programs [26]. Flax [43] uses a taint-enhanced fuzzing
approach to detect input filtering vulnerabilities in web
applications. However, taint tracking by itself does not
actively change any data presented to applications, and
thus has different applications.
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8

Discussion
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leases. We plan to package S TING for distributions, so
users can easily install it through the distribution’s package managers. S TING will test various programs as users
are running them, and program vulnerabilities found can
be fixed before the final release. Being a runtime analysis tool, S TING can possibly find more vulnerabilities
as it improves its runtime coverage. Even if a small percentage of users install the tool, we expect a significant
increase in the runtime coverage, because different users
configure and run programs in different ways.

9

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced S TING, a tool that detects
name resolution vulnerabilities in programs by dynamically modifying system state. We examine the deficiencies of current static and normal runtime analysis for
detecting name resolution vulnerabilities. We classify
name resolution attacks into improper binding and improper resource attacks. S TING checks for opportunities
to carry out these attacks on victim programs based on
an adversary model, and if an adversary exists, launches
attacks as an adversary would by modifying namespace
state visible to the victim. S TING later detects if the victim protected itself from the attack, or it was vulnerable.
To allow online operation, we propose mechanisms for
rolling back the namespace state. We tested S TING on
Fedora 15 and Ubuntu 11.10 distributions, finding 21
previously unknown vulnerabilities across various programs. We believe S TING shall be useful in detecting
name resolution vulnerabilities in programs before attackers. We plan to release and package S TING for distributions for this purpose.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present MAS, a practical memory analysis system for identifying a kernel rootkit’s memory
footprint in an infected system. We also present two
large-scale studies of applying MAS to 848 real-world
Windows kernel crash dumps and 154,768 potential malware samples.
Error propagation and invalid pointers are two key
challenges that stop previous pointer-based memory
traversal solutions from effectively and efficiently analyzing real-world systems. MAS uses a new memory
traversal algorithm to support error correction and stop
error propagation. Our enhanced static analysis allows
the MAS memory traversal to avoid error-prone operations and provides it with a reliable partial type assignment.
Our experiments show that MAS was able to analyze
all memory snapshots quickly with typical running times
between 30 and 160 seconds per snapshot and with near
perfect accuracy. Our kernel malware study observes
that the malware samples we tested hooked 191 different function pointers in 31 different data structures. With
MAS, we were able to determine quickly that 95 out of
the 848 crash dumps contained kernel rootkits.

1

Introduction

Kernel rootkits represent a significant threat to computer
security because, once a rootkit compromises the OS kernel, it owns the entire software stack which allows it to
evade detections and launch many kinds of attacks. For
instance, the Alureon rootkit [1] was infamous for stealing passwords and credit card data, running botnets, and
causing a large number of Windows systems to crash.
Kernel rootkits also present a serious challenge for malware analysis because, to hide its existence, a rootkit attempts to manipulate the kernel code and data of an infected system.
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An important task in detecting and analyzing kernel
rootkits is to identify all the changes a rootkit makes to
an infected OS kernel for hijacking code execution or
hiding its activities. We call these changes a rootkit’s
memory footprint. We perform this task in two common
scenarios: We detect if real-world computer systems are
infected by kernel rootkits. We also analyze suspicious
software in a controlled environment. One can use either
execution tracing or memory analysis in a controlled environment, but is usually limited to memory analysis for
real-world systems. In this paper we focus on the memory analysis approach since it can be applied in both scenarios.
After many years of research on kernel rootkits, we
still lack a practical memory analysis system that is accurate, robust, and performant. In other words, we expect such a practical system to correctly and quickly
identify all memory changes made by a rootkit to arbitrary systems that may have a variety of kernel modules
loaded. Furthermore, we lack a large-scale study of kernel rootkit behaviors, partly because there is no practical system that can analyze memory infected by kernel
rootkits in an accurate, robust and performant manner.
In this paper, we present MAS, a practical memory
analysis system for identifying a rootkit’s memory footprint. We also present the results of two large-scale experiments in which we use MAS to analyze 837 kernel
crash dumps of real-world systems running Windows 7,
and 154,768 potential malware samples from the repository of a major commercial anti-malware vendor. These
are the two major contributions of this paper.
Previous work [2, 3, 19] has established that, to identify a rootkit’s memory footprint, we need to check not
only the integrity of kernel code and static data but also
the integrity of dynamic data, and the real challenge lies
in the latter task.
In order to locate dynamic data, these systems first locate static data objects in each loaded module, then recursively follow the pointers in these objects and in all
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newly identified data objects, until no new data object
can be added. Unlike the earlier systems, KOP [3] includes generic pointers (e.g., void∗) in its memory traversal, and shows that failing to do so will prevent the memory traversal from reaching about two thirds of the dynamic objects.
Previous solutions do not sufficiently address an important practical problem of this memory traversal procedure: its tendency to accumulate and propagate errors.
A typical large real-world kernel memory image is bound
to contain invalid pointers. That is, there are likely to be
dynamic objects with pointer fields not pointing to valid
objects. Following such pointers results in objects being
incorrectly included in the object mapping. Worse, such
identification errors can be propagated due to the nature
of the recursive, greedy memory traversal. A single incorrectly identified data object may cause many more
mistakes in the subsequent traversal.
Invalid pointers may exist for a variety of reasons. For
example, an object may have been allocated, but not yet
initialized. KOP is exposed to a second source of potential errors. KOP tries to follow all generic pointers. If the
pointer type cannot be uniquely determined, KOP tries
to decide the correct type using a heuristic. A fraction of
these guesses are bound to be incorrect.
In light of these problems, we design MAS to control the number of errors that arise from following invalid
pointers and to contain their effects. Instead of performing a greedy memory traversal that is vulnerable to error
propagation, MAS uses a new traversal scheme to support error correction. MAS also uses static analysis to
derive information that can be used to uniquely identify
many objects and their types without having to rely on
the recursive traversal procedure. Furthermore, MAS is
not subject to errors caused by ambiguous pointers, i.e.,
pointers whose type cannot be uniquely determined. It
uses an enhanced static analysis to identify unique types
for a large fraction of generic pointers and ignores all
remaining ambiguous pointers. While this may reduce
coverage, it will never cause an object to be recognized
incorrectly. Our evaluation will show that the impact on
coverage is minor. Finally, before accepting an object,
MAS checks a number of constraints, including new constraints we derive from our static analysis.
We implemented a prototype of MAS and compared
it with KOP on eleven crash dumps of real-world systems running Windows Vista SP1. MAS’s performance
is one order of magnitude better than KOP regarding both
static analysis and memory traversal. MAS did not miss
or misidentify any function pointers found by KOP, but
KOP missed or misidentified up to 40% of suspicious
function pointers (i.e., function pointers that point to untrusted code).
In our large-scale experiments, we ran MAS over

crash dumps taken from 837 real-world systems running Windows 7 and memory snapshots taken from Windows XP SP3 VMs subjected to one of 154,768 potential
real-world malware samples. For the Windows 7 crash
dumps, MAS took 105 seconds to analyze a single dump
on average. It identified a total of about 400,000 suspicious function pointers. We were able to verify the correctness of all but 24 of them. Moreover, with the results
of MAS, we were able to quickly identify 90 Windows 7
crash dumps (and five Windows Vista SP1 crash dumps)
that were infected by kernel rootkits. In our study of
malware samples, MAS required about 30 seconds to
analyze each VM memory snapshot. Our study shows
that the kernel rootkits we tested hooked 191 function
pointer fields in 31 data structures. It also shows that
many malware samples had identical footprints, which
suggests that we can use MAS to detect new malware
samples/families that have different memory footprints.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the paper. Sections 3 and
4 describe the design of MAS and explain the algorithms
used for static analysis and memory traversal. Section 5
explains how we evaluate the set of objects found by
MAS for suspicious activity. Section 6 describes our
implementation of MAS. Section 7 describes our evaluation of MAS. Section 8 and Section 9 describe two largescale experiments in which we analyze malware samples
and identify rootkits from crash dumps. Sections 10 and
Section 11 discuss related work and limitations. Finally,
Section 12 concludes the paper.

2

Overview

The goal of MAS is to identify all memory changes a
rootkit makes for hijacking execution and hiding its activities. MAS does so in three steps: static analysis,
memory traversal, and integrity checking.
Static Analysis: MAS takes the source code of the OS
kernel and drivers as the input and uses a pointer
analysis algorithm to identify candidate types for
generic pointers such as void∗ and linked list constructs. Furthermore, it also computes the associations between data types and pool tags [18].
Memory Traversal: MAS tries to identify dynamic
data objects in a given memory snapshot. Besides
the snapshot, the input includes the type related information derived from static analysis and the symbol information [15] for each loaded module (if it is
available).
Integrity Checking: MAS identifies the memory
changes a rootkit makes by inspecting the integrity
of code, static data and dynamic data (recognized
2
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from memory traversal). In addition to checking
if some code section is modified, MAS detects two
kinds of violations: (1) a function pointer points to
a memory region outside of a list of known good
modules; (2) a data object is hidden from a system
program. The list of identified integrity violations
is the final output of MAS. Such information can be
used to detect if a system is infected by a rootkit or
analyze a rootkit’s behavior.
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In this section, we present our demand-driven pointer
analysis algorithm. After that, we describe how we use
this algorithm to identify candidate types for generic
pointers and data types associated with pool tags.

3.1.2
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CFL-Reachability

In addition to the A and D relations (edges), we further
define two relations between expressions (nodes):

Demand-Driven Pointer Analysis

We use demand-driven pointer analysis because we do
not need the alias information for all the variables in a
program, which traditional pointer analyses compute. Instead, we only compute the alias sets of generic pointers,
a small portion of all the variables in a program.
Our demand-driven pointer analysis follows largely
the approach of Zheng and Rugina [27]. Since our goal
is to precisely identify candidate types for generic pointers, we extend Zheng and Rugina’s pointer analysis to
be field-sensitive, context-sensitive and partially flowsensitive. We achieve partial flow-sensitivity by converting a program to the Static Single Assignment (SSA)
form conservatively. We enforce context-sensitivity in
a way similar to [23]. We handle indirect calls in our
analysis as well.
Next we will summarize the approach of [27] and provide a detailed description of our extension to field sensitivity.
3.1.1
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For each A and D edge, there is also a corresponding
inverse edge in the opposite direction, denoted by A and
D. The edges can also be treated as relations between the
corresponding nodes; so relations A and D are the inverse
relations of A and D. Figure 1 shows a sample program
and its PEG.

Static Analysis

3.1

&"

Figure 1: Sample program and its PEG

Next we describe these three steps in detail.
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Value Alias (V ): If a and b may evaluate to the same
value, we say they are value aliases, represented as
aV b.
Memory Alias (M): If the addresses of a and b may denote to the same location, we say they are memory
aliases, represented as aMb.
Given an interesting expression p, our pointer analysis searches for the set of expressions q such that pV q.
We call this set thevalue alias set of p. Similar to [27],
we formulate the computation of the V relation as a
Context-Free Language (CFL) reachability problem [21]
over the program expression graph. Specifically, a relation R over the nodes of a PEG can be formulated as a
CFL-reachability problem by constructing a grammar G
such that a node pair (a, b) has the relation R if and only
if there is a path from a to b such that the sequence of
labels along the path belongs to the language L(G). The
context-free grammar GV for value and memory alias relations is:

Program Expression Graph

The algorithm of [27] operates on a Program Expression
Graph (PEG), a graph representation of all expressions
and assignments in a C-like program. In this paper, we
represent an expression as a C variable with ∗ (for the
dereference operation), & (for the take-address operation) and → (for the field operation). In a PEG, the nodes
are program expressions, and the edges are of two kinds:

Value Aliases:
Memory Aliases:

V
M

::=
::=

M | MAV | VAM
ε | DV D

The grammar GV has non-terminals V and M, and terminals A, A, D, and D. Readers can verify that the sample
PEG in Figure 1 contains a path from b to c with label sequence DADADDA that can be produced by the V nonterminal in GV . So the grammar successfully deducts
that b and c are value aliases. The intuition behind each
production rule is:

Assignment Edge (A): For each assignment e1 = e2 ,
there is an A-edge from e2 to e1 .
Dereference Edge (D): For each dereference ∗e, there
is a D-edge from e to ∗e; for each address &e, there
is a D-edge from &e to e.

M ::= ε a is a memory alias of itself.
3
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typedef struct {
void *header; // call this field F
int
status;
} KOBJECT;
KOBJECT *x, *y;
*x = *y;


 


 


Figure 2: The relation of struct, ﬁeld, and base pointer;
and the corresponding PEG representation.

Figure 3: Example code of struct assignment.

M ::= DV D Given ∗pDpV qD ∗ q then, because p and q
are value aliases, ∗p and ∗q are memory aliases.

However, we observe that this is insufﬁcient to track
all the value aliases because of a feature in C called struct
assignment. One can assign a structure to another as
if they were both simple variables, and the effect is the
same as doing assignments between corresponding ﬁelds
recursively (because each ﬁeld can possibly be an embedded structure).
Figure 3 shows a simple example where handling
struct assignment becomes crucial to the analysis. x →
header and y → header are value aliases, as well as
x → status and y → status. However, the extended grammar suggested by Zheng and Rugina can not capture
these alias relationships correctly. The relevant edges
connecting from x → header to y → header produce the
label sequence D f DAD f D, which cannot be generated
from the “V” non-terminal in Zheng and Rugina’s extended grammar. Struct assignment is a common feature widely used in various programs. We must handle it
properly when computing value aliases.
Struct assignment can only happen when the two variables involved are of the same type, and that type is
precisely known to the compiler. Taking advantage of
this property, we have an effective and efﬁcient ﬁx for
Zheng and Rugina’s algorithm. In the program expression graph, we expand each struct assignment to the individual assignments of all corresponding ﬁelds. In the
example code, ∗x = ∗y is expanded to x → header = y →
header; x → status = y → status. If some ﬁeld is an embedded struct, then this expansion is done recursively,
eventually down to the “leaf” ﬁelds. The program expression graph built this way is free of struct assignment,
and Zheng and Rugina’s extended grammar works properly on this kind of PEG.

V ::= M Memory aliases are also value aliases.
V ::= VAM Given aV bAcMd, the value of a propagates
to c, which may reside in the same memory as d.
Thus, a and d are value aliases. Similarly V ::=
MAV .
Given this grammar, Zheng and Rugina go on to construct a hierarchical state machine and design an algorithm that decides whether two expressions are memory
aliases. They also sketch an extension of the alias analysis algorithm for computing the value alias set of a single
expression, which we adopt in MAS. Next, we describe
how we extend the basic grammar to achieve ﬁeld sensitivity.
3.1.3

Field Sensitivity

Field-sensitivity is necessary for our pointer analysis
since we want to distinguish a generic pointer ﬁeld from
other ﬁelds in the same data structure. Field-insensitive
analysis, on the other hand, treats all ﬁelds in a data structure as the structure itself.
Fields in C can be represented by means of pointer
arithmetic: given a base pointer p and a ﬁeld f , &(p →
f ) is the ﬁeld pointer which points to a ﬁeld inside the
structure ∗p. We use p + f to denote &(p → f ), and
p+ f is in fact the result of offsetting p by a ﬁxed number
of bytes determined by ﬁeld f . The other constructs p →
f (= ∗(p + f )) and a. f (= (&a) → f = ∗(&a + f )) are
merely syntactic sugar, as shown in Figure 2.
To support ﬁeld-sensitivity in our pointer analysis, we
ﬁrst add edges to the PEG to represent the ﬁeld relations.
For every ﬁeld descriptor, we create a ﬁeld label fi . Then
for each base pointer p, if its ﬁeld pointer p + fi exists
in the program, we add an edge labeled fi from p to p +
fi and an inverse edge fi in the opposite direction. As
shown in Figure 2.
Zheng and Rugina [27] suggest adding V ::= fiV fi to
the grammar GV for ﬁeld-sensitivity. With this addition,
the grammar becomes:
M
V

::=
::=

3.2

Type Candidate Inference

We have implemented Zheng and Rugina’s algorithm
with our extension to do demand-driven pointer analysis.
MAS uses this pointer analysis to derive the set of typerelated information for identifying dynamic data object
in memory traversal. The set of type-related information
has two parts: candidate types for generic pointers and
candidate types for pool tags [18] Note that we use candidate types and type candidates interchangeably. Next
we will describe how we derive them in detail.

(DV D)?
M | (M?A)∗V (AM?)∗ | fiV fi
4
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3.2.1

struct A {
struct C
struct D
};
struct B {
struct C
struct E
};

Candidate Types of Generic Pointers

A generic pointer is a pointer whose type definition does
not reveal the actual type of the data it refers to. In MAS,
we consider two kinds of generic pointers: void∗ and
pointers in linked list constructs. We consider linked list
constructs because the declared type of its pointer fields
does not reflect the larger data structure it links together
in the list.
For an expression p of type void∗, its candidate types
are the set of types of its value aliases. For instance,
given FOO ∗ q; void ∗ p; p = q, we get p’s candidate
type as FOO∗. To derive the candidate types for a pointer
field fi of type void∗, we need to consider all its instances.
Thus, fi ’s candidate types are the set of types of all the
value aliases of the pointer field’s instances in the form
of X → fi .
We need to solve two problems to compute candidate
types for pointer fields in linked list constructs. First,
we are concerned with the larger data structures that are
linked together in a list. When a linked list pointer field’s
value alias is in the form of &(a− > fi ), we say its nested
candidate type is &(A− > fi ) where a’s type is A∗. This
nested candidate type allows us to identify the larger data
structure A when the linked list pointer points to its field
fi . For simplicity, we still use candidate types when we
discuss linked list constructs.
Second, the head node and the entry nodes in a linked
list tend to have different data structures. If we do not
differentiate them, the candidate types of a linked list
pointer field will have both types, which causes unnecessary type ambiguity. To solve this problem, we leverage the semantics of APIs for linked list constructs. For
instance, InsertTailList is a function in Windows [16] for
inserting an entry at the tail of a doubly linked list. It
takes two parameters, ListHead and Entry. To differentiate the list head and entry, we compute the value alias
sets of ListHead/InsertTailList and Entry/InsertTailList ,
where a/ f unc represents the parameter a of a function
f unc. Then we match value aliases from each set based
on the call stack. For each valid pair of &(a → fi ) and
&(b → f j ), we derive that a list head at &(A → fi ) has a
nested candidate type of &(B → f j ) where a’s type is A∗
and b’s type is B∗. This approach requires prior knowledge of all linked list constructs and their APIs. Given
the limited number of such constructs, it is not a hurdle
for adapting MAS to large programs like the Windows
kernel and drivers.
To control the number of candidate types, we apply
three refinement techniques to the basic algorithm. First,
for every linked list pointer p, MAS excludes all value
aliases q of p if q’s type is different from p. This is because we did not observe any link list pointers being converted to other types, and such value aliases are almost

ac;
ad;

bc;
be;

Figure 4: Example of a common nested type.
always false positives introduced by imprecise analysis.
Second, for each pointer path from p to its value alias q,
we check if it involves a type cast to void∗. If so, we will
ignore the path. We do this for two reasons: the type before the cast has already revealed the candidate type, and
we avoid the noisy aliases following the type cast. Third,
when there are multiple candidate types, we look for the
largest common nested types among all candidate types.
If such a common nested type exists, we use it as the single candidate type. In the example shown in Figure 4,
the largest common nested type of struct A and struct B
is struct C.
3.2.2

Candidate Types of Pool Tags

In recent Windows operating systems, pool tags [18] are
used to track memory allocations of one or more particular data types by a kernel component. A pool tag
is a four-character literal passed to the pool manager at
a memory allocation or deallocation. One such API is
ExAllocatePoolWithTag. For many pool tags, a memory
block with a particular pool tag is always allocated for
a unique data type. For instance, “Irp ” is always for
the data type IRP. In MAS, we use static analysis to automatically unearth the associations between a pool tag
and data types and use them in our memory traversal.
We call the types associated with a pool tag the candidate
types for the pool tag. Note that such associations are not
limited to Windows. In the Linux kernel, the slab allocator is used to provide specialized per-type allocations.
In this paper, our design and implementation are focused
on supporting Windows kernel pool management. But
the techniques can be easily ported to support Linux kernel memory management.
Our approach for computing pool tag’s type information is similar to the approach used for linked
list constructs.
Taking ExAllocatePoolWithTag
as an example, we first compute the value
alias sets for return/ExAllocatePoolWithTag and
Tag/ExAllocatePoolWithTag, where the former represents the return value of ExAllocatePoolWithTag and
the latter is the pool tag parameter. Since pool tags are
usually specified directly at function calls for memory
allocations, we do a simple traversal by following as5
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signments on the program expression graph to compute
the “value alias” set of Tag/ExAllocatePoolWithTag.
Then we match the value aliases in each set based on the
call stack. For instance, given the following code, our
analysis will infer that the pool tag ’DooF’ is associated
with the type FOO.

• Enum Constraint: a data object’s enum fields must
take a valid enum value which is stored in the PDB
files.
• Pool Tag Constraint: the type of a data object must
be in the set of data types associated with the pool
block in which the data object is located.

FOO ∗ f = (FOO∗) ExAllocatePoolWithTag( NonPagedPool,
sizeo f ( FOO ),  DooF  );

4

KOP [3] only checks size and pointer constraints,
which is not effective for smaller sized objects since they
tend to have fewer pointer fields and fit into most memory blocks. The checking of pool tag constraints allows
MAS to mitigate this problem.
A final constraint states that two incompatible objects
cannot occupy overlapping addresses. We say two overlapped objects are type compatible if their overlapped
parts have equivalent types (i.e., with the same memory layout after being expanded into primitive types and
pointers). For example, one object may be a sub structure of the other object. We check this constraint before
accepting an object. A violation of this constraint is a
clear indication that an error has been made or is about
to be made. Either the new object or the existing object
that collides with it must be wrong.
We select one of the two objects based on several confidence criteria. Objects that we found without following
pointers, such as global variables or objects identified
through pool tags, are not subject to invalid pointer errors. We always select such objects over other objects.
If both objects were found by following pointers, we
select the larger object, since we typically check more
constraints for larger objects. If the decision is to reject
the existing object, we also remove all objects that were
added by following its pointers recursively and cannot be
reached from other objects.

Memory Traversal

In this section, we describe how MAS locates dynamic
data objects in a given memory snapshot and identifies
their types. The inputs to this step include the memory snapshot, the type related information derived from
static analysis, and the symbol information [15] for each
loaded module in the memory snapshot (if it is available).
The basic memory traversal in MAS is similar to previous work [2, 3, 19]. It first locates the static objects
in each loaded module based on the symbol information, then performs a breadth-first traversal by following pointers in the static objects and all newly identified
data objects until no new object is added. MAS follows
generic pointers for which our static analysis was able to
derive a unique type. In the absence of a robust method
for resolving multiple type candidates during memory
traversal, MAS ignores all ambiguous pointers.
In order to increase coverage, MAS uses the associations between a pool tag and data types that may appear
in memory blocks labeled with this tag. We directly identify data objects (i.e., without following a pointer) when
a pool tag is only associated with a single data type.
Invalid pointers are common in kernel memory for
many reasons. There may be a lag between the time
a pool block is allocated and the time it is initialized.
Also, a dangling pointer may point to a pool block that
was freed and allocated again for different use. There
exist even data objects that are partially initialized due to
performance optimizations (or programming errors).
Our solution to invalid pointers have two main components: constraint checking and error correction. We
only add a new data object during memory traversal or
during type assignment based on pool tags if it satisfies
the following constraints.

5

Integrity Checking

The last step in identifying a kernel rootkit’s memory
footprint is to perform integrity checking. The inputs to
integrity checking include the memory snapshot, the list
of data objects identified from memory traversal, the pdb
and image file of each loaded module when it is available. Note that the set of image files serves as the white
list of trusted code.
A rootkit tampers with kernel memory for two main
purposes: run its own code and hide its own activity. To
do so, a rootkit either hijacks kernel execution by modifying code or function pointers or directly manipulates
kernel data. MAS checks three kinds of integrity as follows.

• Size Constraint: a data object must lie completely
within a memory block. (We collect the information
of all allocated memory blocks before the memory
traversal.)
• Pointer Constraint: a data object’s pointer fields
must either be null or point to the kernel address
range.

• Code Integrity: trusted code in memory should
match with the image file on disk.
6
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are done, we merge the inferred type relations together.
We implemented the parallel type candidate lookup on a
cluster running Windows HPC Server 2008 R2 [17].
For analyzing memory snapshots, the key logic was
implemented as an extension of WinDbg [13]. In addition, we implemented a DLL based on the Debug Interface Access SDK [12] to programmatically access the
symbol information stored in PDB files [15].
During memory traversal, we frequently access two
kinds of data, allocated memory blocks and data objects
identified, where a memory block may contain multiple
data objects and no two data objects overlap in memory.
We use a multi-level data structure in MAS in order to
obtain fast store and retrieve operations for the two kinds
of type data. At the bottom level, we use a page-table
like data structure to achieve fast lookup for an arbitrary
address. Here a hash table simply based on the starting
addresses of allocated memory blocks cannot meet our
need because a given memory address may fall into the
middle of a memory block. Given a memory address,
if there exists a memory block that covers it, the lookup
in the bottom-level structure returns a pointer to a data
structure that stores all the information for the memory
block. In this data structure, we use a sorted list to store
all the data objects identified in the memory block. We
choose a sorted list because the number of data objects
on a single memory block is small.
To speed up type check, we maintain a cache of
matched subtypes and their offsets for each aggregate
type and check the cache first before doing the type consistency check in a brute force way. We choose to use
a cache because, for an aggregate type, type consistency
checks usually occur repeatedly for a small number of its
nested types.

• Function Pointer Integrity: function pointers should
point to the trusted code.
• Visibility Integrity: data objects found by MAS
should be visible to system tools (e.g., those available in a debugger for listing processes and modules).
The visibility integrity checking allows MAS to report
hidden objects such as hidden processes and hidden modules. For instance, to find hidden processes, MAS uses a
debugger command (e.g., !process) to get the list of processes in a memory snapshot, then compares it with the
process objects found by memory traversal. If a process
object is not in the list returned by the debugger command, it is marked as a hidden process. To check function pointer integrity, MAS inspects not only well known
hooking points such as the system call table but also each
function pointer in the data objects identified from the
memory traversal. Function pointers that point to a memory region outside of the trusted code are reported as suspicious function pointers. Violations of code integrity are
reported as suspicious code hooks.
MAS can be used in two scenarios: detect if a realworld system is infected by rootkits or analyze the behavior of a malware sample in a controlled environment.
If the white list of trusted code is complete, any integrity
violation can be automatically attributed to rootkit infection. It is trivial to construct such a complete list
based on a copy of a clean system in a controlled environment. However, when checking real-world systems,
such a complete list may be available in some cases (e.g.,
machines inside an enterprise or virtual machines in a
cloud) but not always. When the list of trusted code is
incomplete, we will need an expert to inspect integrity
violations reported by MAS before deciding if a system
is infected. We will report our experiences of detecting
rootkits from real-world crash dumps in Section 9.

6

7

Evaluation

This section evaluates the accuracy, robustness and performance of MAS. We perform the evaluation on three
sets of memory snapshots: (a) 154,768 memory snapshots derived from our large scale kernel malware analysis; (b) a set of 837 real-world crash dumps from end
user machines running Windows 7; (c) a set of 11 realworld crash dumps from end user machines running Windows Vista SP1. The last set of Windows Vista SP1 crash
dumps allowed us to compare MAS directly to KOP [3].
For our analysis on real-world crash dumps, the white
list of trusted code contains all the binaries available on
Microsoft’s symbol server. For our analysis of malware
samples, the white list of trusted code contains all the binaries from a clean VM image. Our experiments were
conducted on a machine running Intel Xeon Quad-Core
2.93 GHz with 12 GB RAM unless specified otherwise.

Implementation

We implemented MAS with 12,000 lines of C++ code for
the static analysis and 24,000 lines of code for memory
traversal and integrity checking.
For static analysis, we developed a PREfast [14] plugin to extract information from the AST trees generated
by the Microsoft C/C++ compiler. We implemented the
pointer analysis as a stand alone DLL that, upon request,
computes the value alias set for a given program expression based on the information extracted by the PREfast
plugin. Since our pointer analysis is demand-driven and
can run in parallel, we implemented our type candidate
lookup to take advantage of that. We run a separate parallel job for each generic pointer. After all parallel jobs
7
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Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Size (MB)
245
149
305
270
247
127
315
250
204
255
312

Modules
154
144
203
157
159
125
157
141
144
141
203

Fct. ptrs. MAS
64
55
673
257
75
46
283
105
50
167
235

Fct. ptrs. KOP
43
47
N/A
236
45
38
265
97
40
157
189

FP. KOP
22
28
N/A
37
19
9
30
26
26
24
11

FN. KOP
21
8
N/A
21
30
8
18
8
10
10
46

Table 1: Results on eleven Windows Vista SP1 crash dumps. “Fct. ptrs.” represents the number of function pointers
correctly identified by MAS or KOP.

7.1

Accuracy and Robustness

ble 1). We first examined all function pointers returned
by MAS and found that they are valid. Then we examined manually the targets of all function pointers reported
by KOP that had not been output by MAS. None of the
targets appeared to be the start of a function. Thus, we
classified these pointers as false positives for KOP (FP.
KOP in Table 1). We also observed a number of function pointers that were found by MAS, but not by KOP.
Since we had concluded that the targets of these pointers are function entry points, we classified them as false
negatives for KOP (FN. KOP in Table 1). KOP missed
as much as 40% of the function pointers found by MAS.
Furthermore, KOP as much as 40% of the function pointers reported by KOP appear to be incorrect.
We also tried to interpret the function pointers returned
by MAS. A large fraction of the reported function pointers appeared to point to third-party drivers that were not
included in our static analysis. However, in addition to
detecting the footprints of widely used anti-virus software, we also found clear signs of rootkit infections in
five out of the eleven crash dumps. We will discuss how
we detect rootkits in real-world crash dumps in Section 9.
Next, we attempted to estimate the internal consistency of the objects found by MAS. We examined the
complete kernel object mappings produced by MAS for
inconsistent pointers. These are pointers whose type is
incompatible with the object type that the object mapping has assigned to the pointer’s target. For example,
an object mapping might contain an object of type T1 at
address A. Another object in the mapping might contain
a pointer P of some other type T2 = T1 that also points to
A. P is an inconsistent pointer. Such inconsistencies may
exist even if the object mapping is error free because of
invalid pointers in objects and because of memory corruptions in the crash dump. But they may also indicate
errors in the object mapping, for example as a result of
following invalid pointers. We call an object inconsis-

The goal of this section is to evaluate the accuracy and
robustness of MAS. We face the general difficulty that it
is hard and time consuming to obtain an object mapping
that is known to be correct (i.e., ground truth) even in a
controlled environment. For the real-world crash dumps
for which we had no data beyond the crash dumps themselves, it appears unclear if and how a ground truth could
be established. Given these methodological difficulties,
much of the evidence we present in this section has to be
indirect.
Our first data set consists of the outputs of MAS on
the 837 Windows 7 crash dumps. We tried to establish whether the function pointers reported by MAS as
suspicious are indeed function pointers. We inspected
whether the target of the function pointers appeared to be
the beginning of a function. The vast majority of function pointer targets contained a small set of code patterns
corresponding to function preambles. This allowed us
to automate most of pointer checks by running a program that checks for these patterns. We inspected the
remaining pointers manually. We applied a second criterion to the function pointers whose targets did not appear
to be code. We accepted all function pointer candidates
that were fields in objects whose existence could be derived directly and unambiguously from the symbol information. This included global variables and objects that
could be reached from global variables by following only
uniquely determined typed pointers. This left us with a
total of 24 dubious pointers out of total of 398, 987 function pointers that MAS had output.
The eleven Windows Vista SP1 crash dumps in our
data set allowed us to perform a direct comparison with
KOP. We examined manually all discrepancies between
the outputs of MAS and KOP. KOP appeared to suffer
from both false positives and false negatives (see Ta8
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Figure 5: Percentage of inconsistent objects in the object
mappings for MAS (left) and KOP (right). KOP did not
produce a result for the third dump.
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Figure 6: Running times in seconds of MAS (left) and
KOP (right) on eleven real-world Windows Vista SP1
crash dumps. KOP did not produce a result for the third
dump.

tent if it is the target of at least one inconsistent pointer.
Figure 5 displays the percentage of inconsistent objects
in the object mappings found by MAS and KOP for the
Windows Vista SP1 crash dumps. We consider this number to be an indication of the correctness of the object
mapping. On average, the object mappings produced by
MAS contain 0.5% inconsistent objects. This number is
1% for the objects mappings produced by KOP.

This section evaluates the running time of MAS.

finish the static analysis in 5 hours on 100 nodes. On the
other hand, the combined machine time of 500 hours is
much larger than KOP’s running time. This is partly because MAS does not achieve perfect parallelization. For
instance, it takes 0.5 hour to load the program expression graph into memory on every node; alias analyses
for indirect calls are computed on demand on each node
and thus are not shared, which causes repeated computations as well. Furthermore, MAS converts a program to
the Static Single Assignment (SSA) form conservatively,
which increases the computation.

Static Analysis We performed the static analysis for
Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista SP1 and Windows 7.
Our evaluation is focused on Windows Vista SP1 since it
allows us to compare MAS and KOP directly. The static
analysis on Windows Vista SP1 includes the Windows
kernel and a set of 63 standard drivers (such as win32k,
ntfs and tcpip). This is the same set of drivers analyzed
by KOP. The code base has 3.5 million lines of code. The
program expression graph has 2.2 million nodes and 7.3
million edges. MAS performed almost 23,000 candidate
type lookups.
We performed the static analysis on a 100 node cluster
running Windows Server 2008 R2 HPC Edition, where
each node has two Quad-Core 2.5 GHz Xeon processors
with 16 GB RAM. Each node was used to perform 228
candidate type lookups. The whole static analysis took
less than 5 hours. The corresponding time for KOP reported in [3] is 48 hours on a somewhat older, single processor machine.
The key advantage of MAS over KOP is that MAS’s
static analysis can run in parallel. This allows MAS to

Dynamic Analysis Next, we report on the total running times of memory traversal and integrity checking of
MAS on three sets of memory snapshots. Figure 6 displays the running times of MAS and KOP on the eleven
Windows Vista SP1 crash dumps. On average, MAS
(160 seconds per dump) is more than 9 times faster than
KOP (24.5 minutes per dump). KOP failed to terminate
on crash dump 3 within the two hour time limit we had
set.
Figure 7 displays the distribution of MAS’s running
times on the 837 Windows 7 crash dumps. The running
times are concentrated between 40 and 160 seconds. The
average running time is 105 seconds, and 99.9% of all
runs complete in less than 5 minutes.
Finally, the average running time of MAS on the
154,768 memory snapshots from our large-scale malware study is 31 seconds. The running time distribution
is highly concentrated around this value.
In summary, our experiments demonstrate that MAS
can quickly and accurately analyze real-world crash
dumps as well as memory snapshots of virtual machines.

7.2

Performance

9
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blocks. We loaded the driver in the VM before launching
the sample.
We used a 25 node compute cluster to evaluate all
154,768 samples. The cluster nodes were running Windows Server 2008 R2. We used Hyper-V as our Virtual
Machine Monitor. On each cluster node, we ran between
4 and 8 VMs, running a total of 164 VMs simultaneously
at any time. Each job ran for 2 to 3 minutes. Since the
VM jobs were I/O bound we took a number of measures
to manage disk traffic: The VMs used differencing disks
based on a single base image. We interleaved the startup
of VMs such that the I/O intensive phases at the beginning and end of some jobs coincided with the one minute
idle period of other jobs. All 154,768 jobs completed in
less than 48 hours.
MAS reported kernel behaviors for only 89,474 of the
samples. We analyzed the events recorded by our driver
for the remaining 65,294 samples for which MAS had
output no results. The driver logs showed that, in all but
1286 cases, neither module loading nor non-executable
page faults were recorded. For the 1286 samples, the
driver logs showed that no non-executable page faults
were detected, and some modules were loaded after the
sample was launched but all of the modules had been unloaded before the memory snapshot was taken. Based on
this evidence, it appears that the memory snapshots for
which MAS reported no results did not contain any data
that MAS should have reported.
There are several potential reasons for the relatively
large number of samples without reportable kernel behaviors. As stated above, some of the samples may simply not have been malware. Also, the crude way in which
we launch the samples may have caused samples to fail
to execute. It may also have caused malware not to become active. Techniques for reliably triggering malware
have been studied elsewhere [5, 8] and are not the focus
of this paper. The rest of this section presents the results
of our analysis for the 89,474 samples for which MAS
reported kernel behaviors.

Figure 7: Running time (in seconds) distribution of MAS
on 837 real-world Windows 7 crash dumps.
When compared directly, MAS was nearly an order of
magnitude faster than KOP. MAS did not misidentify or
miss any functions pointers found by KOP in the eleven
Windows Vista SP1 dumps, but KOP missed or misidentified as much as 40% of the suspicious function pointers.

8

Kernel Malware Study

In this section we present the results of our study of
a large collection of 154,768 potential malware samples that we obtained from a major vendor of anti-virus
software. These samples originated from a variety of
sources. Their behavior was unknown to us. This included the question whether a sample even contained
malware. All samples were different types of Windows
binaries: executables (.exe), dynamically linked libraries
(.dll) and drivers (.sys).
We used MAS to analyze the samples. More precisely,
for each sample, we booted a clean Windows XP SP3
VM with 256 MB of RAM and one virtual processor and
loaded and executed it. We ran .exe’s directly. We ran
.dll’s with the help of a standard executable that loads a
dll and causes its DllMain function to be executed. We
loaded drivers (.sys) using the service control manager
(sc.exe). After launching the sample, we waited for one
minute, then took a memory snapshot of the VM, converted it into a Windows crash dump and ran MAS over
the crash dump.
In order to gain additional insight into the events that
take place in the VM, we wrote a driver that makes most
of the kernel address space of the VM not executable
(by setting the corresponding bits in the page tables) and
catches and records any non-execute (NX) page faults.
The driver also records the loading and unloading of kernel modules and the allocation and deallocation of pool

8.1

General Behavior Statistics

Table 2 displays counts on the different categories of kernel behavior we observed. The count for a category is the
number of samples that displayed behavior in that category. Some samples displayed behaviors in more than
one category. Most categories correspond to modifications of static data structures that can be detected with existing tools. IDT represents modifications to the function
pointers in the processor’s interrupt descriptor table. Sysenter represents modifications to the hardware register
that determines the target address of a sysenter instruction. Callgate represents similar modifications to function pointers in hardware-defined call gate structures.
10
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Category
IDT
Sysenter
Callgate
Syscall Table (SSDT)
Hidden Process
Hidden Module
Code Hooks
Module Imports and Exports
Function Pointer

Count
20
1
23
3652
1476
43828
17744
103
84051

100000

10000

1000

100

10

Table 2: Distribution of malware behaviors.
1
1

The next group of categories represents static
software-defined function pointers. The system call table
(SSDT) is a table of function pointers to the individual
system call handler functions. Hidden process and hidden module stand for attempts to hide processes or modules by removing them from the data structures Windows
maintains to keep track of processes and loaded modules. Code Hooks represent modifications of legitimate
executable code. Module Imports and Exports represent
tampering with the function pointers in the import and
export lists of loaded modules.
Finally, the Function Pointer category includes modifications to function pointers in data objects found in
MAS’s memory traversal. Most of the objects are dynamic data (i.e., reside in the kernel pool) and some of
them are from global variables. This is by far the most
frequent category. About 94% of the samples display
this behavior in some form. Since this is also the one
category for which existing tools provide at best limited
information, we examined it in more detail.

51

101

151

Figure 8: Number of samples that hooked each of the
191 different function pointers for which MAS detected
hooking.
of the same underlying malware are present in a large
number of samples. We further investigated this observation by clustering the samples.
50.0%
45.0%
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
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20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

8.2

0

Function Pointer Hooking

We found that the samples were hooking a total of
191 unique function pointer fields from 31 different
data structures belonging to the Windows kernel and
five drivers (ntfs, fastfat, ndis, fltmgr, null). Figure 8 shows the number of samples that hooked each
of the 191 function pointer fields. We observe a high
concentration on a small set of pointers and a long
tail. The two plateaus between 0 and 60 correspond
mostly to function pointers from nt! DRIVER OBJECT
and nt! FAST IO DISPATCH. Almost 50% of the function pointers were hooked by only one or two samples.
We also counted the number of distinct dynamic function pointers hooked by each sample. The distribution
is displayed in Figure 9. It is highly concentrated. Almost half the samples hook exactly 32 function pointers.
There is a smaller concentration around the value 4. This
high concentration suggests that versions or exact copies
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Figure 9: Distribution of the number of dynamic function
pointers hooked by each sample

8.3

Clustering

To cluster samples, we first extracted the following information from MAS’s report as a sample’s footprint. For
each suspicious function pointer, we use a tuple including “FUNCPTR” (indicating this tuple is about function
pointers), function pointer field name, and data structure name. To differentiate the cases when different
known drivers are hooked, we replaced the data structure name (“nt! DRIVER OBJECT”) with a driver name
(e.g., “\Driver \disk”) for known drivers. For each code
hook, we use a tuple including “CODEHOOK”, module name, function name, offset, and the number of
11
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Figure 10: Sizes of clusters of samples with identical
MAS footprints.

Figure 11: The numbers of different sized drivers loaded
by samples of each cluster.

bytes that were modified. For hidden modules or processes, we simply used a tuple “HIDDEN MODULE”
or “HIDDEN PROC”. We handled other behaviors similarly. Note that we carefully chose not to include any
names or values that are easily modifiable by malware
(e.g., a malicious driver’s name or a hidden module’s
name). The tuples in each sample’s footprint are sorted
so that we can easily compare two samples’ signatures.
We assigned samples into the same cluster if they had
identical footprints. This mapped the 89,474 samples
into 414 clusters whose sizes ranged from 1 to 30,411.
A total of 272 clusters contained at least two samples.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of cluster sizes.
To understand whether all samples in a cluster used
a single kernel driver, we counted the number of different sized drivers loaded by samples in each cluster (see
Figure 11). A total of 209 clusters have at least two different sized drivers loaded. This indicates that different
malicious kernel drivers have shown identical MAS footprints. Thus we can potentially use MAS’s footprints to
automatically detect new malware samples. We leave the
investigation of this approach to future work.

ing modules, and placing code hooks. Since many suspicious function pointers reported by MAS point to benign
third-party drivers that are not on our white list, simply
using the existence of suspicious function pointers is not
an effective way to identify suspicious crash dumps. For
rootkits that hook both function pointers and hide modules, the hooked function pointers usually do not point to
a loaded module but either a pool block, a hidden module
or some other memory region. We used this observation
to ignore function pointers whose targets fall into loaded
modules. We are aware that this may cause us to miss
non-stealthy kernel malware that simply installs a driver.
To handle such cases, we would need to either grow the
white list or do more manual analysis. We also ignore
function pointers whose targets do not appear to be the
beginning of a function since they do not allow us to differentiate reliably between buggy rootkits and memory
corruptions. In our study we used these conditions to do
initial filtering to identify suspicious dumps. This initial
filtering was done automatically.
For the eleven Windows Vista SP1 crash dumps, we
found seven of them to be suspicious after the initial filtering. Our manual investigation confirmed that
five crash dumps contain rootkits (e.g., hooking several driver’s dispatch routines, hiding its own driver).
The other two were benign because the code hooks
were placed by two anti-virus systems. Each of them
hooked one of two very frequently called functions,
KiFastCallEntry and SwapContext . We concluded that a
code hook was placed by anti-virus software if the hook’s
target falls into a module and internet search results indicated that the module belongs to an anti-virus vendor
based on the module’s name.
For the 837 Windows 7 crash dumps, we found 177
suspicious dumps after the initial filtering. We quickly
verified that 85 dumps that contain hidden modules were

9

Crash Dump Study

In this section we report our experience in using MAS to
detect kernel rootkits in real-world crash dumps. Since
the white list of trusted code is incomplete for the end
user machines from which the crash dumps were collected, we cannot automate the process of rootkit detection entirely. However, we can leverage the findings from
our kernel malware study to identify suspicious crash
dumps before manually inspecting them.
From Table 2 we can see that the three most common
behaviors of rootkits are hooking function pointers, hid12
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MAS leverages source code and program-defined
types to identify dynamic data and their types. Several
other systems have tried to solve this problem without access to source code and type definitions. Laika [4] uses
Bayesian unsupervised learning to infer data structures
and their instances. REWARDs [11] recognizes dynamic
data and their types when they are passed as parameters to known APIs at runtime. TIE [10] reverse engineers data type abstractions from binary programs based
on type reconstruction theory and is not limited to a single execution trace. These reverse engineering tools are
more effective for analyzing small to medium scale programs than for large-scale programs like the Windows
kernel. Both MAS and KOP demonstrate that source
code is critical for achieving high data coverage when
analyzing kernel memory snapshots.

all infected by kernel rootkits. Out of the remaining 92
crash dumps, 82 dumps only contain code hooks, and the
other ten contain suspicious function pointers that do not
point to a loaded module. We manually analyzed these
ten dumps and found that five of them contain rootkits
and the other five have corrupted global function tables
which let them pass the initial filtering. We cannot decide
if the corruptions were due to a rootkit or a kernel bug.
The 82 dumps with only code hooks have 37 different
hooking patterns. For each hooking pattern, we picked
one dump and manually inspected it with MAS’s report.
Surprisingly, all the code hooks appeared to be placed by
anti-virus software.
In summary, with the process described above, we
were able to quickly identify five Windows Vista SP1
dumps and 90 Windows 7 dumps that contain kernel
rootkits. All the manual inspections described in this section took a total of less than one hour. This demonstrates
that MAS is an effective tool for identifying rootkit footprints in real-world systems.

10

WhatsAt [20] is a tool for dynamic heap type inference. It uses type information embedded in debug
symbols and attempts to assign a compatible programdefined type to each heap block by checking type constraints. If a block is untypable, WhatsAt uses it as a
hint for heap corruptions and type safety violations. The
main difference between WhatsAt and MAS is that whatsat cannot scale to large programs such as the Windows
kernel.

Related Work

MAS is not the first system that attempts to identify a
kernel rootkit’s footprint in a memory snapshot. But it is
the first practical system that can do so with high accuracy, robustness and performance.
Our work was inspired by KOP [3]. While KOP is
the first system to type dynamic data in a kernel memory
snapshot with very high coverage, it lacks in robustness
and performance. Our evaluation has shown that MAS is
an order of magnitude faster than KOP in both static analysis and memory traversal. More importantly, when analyzing real-world crash dumps of systems running Windows Vista SP1, we observed no errors in MAS’s output.
In contrast, up to 40% of the function pointers reported
by KOP appeared to be incorrect.
Kernel integrity checking has been studied in a large
body of work. SBCFI [19] and Gibraltar [2] both leverage type definitions and manual annotations to traverse
memory and inspect function pointers. Both fall short in
data coverage as a result of not handling generic pointers [3]. A recent system called OSck [7] also discovers
kernel rootkits by detecting modifications to kernel data.
Instead of memory traversal, OSck identifies kernel data
and their types by taking advantage of the slab allocation
scheme used in Linux. It provides per-type allocations
and enables direct identification of kernel data types. The
slab allocator is unavailable on Windows operating systems, which makes Osck less useful for Windows. This
problem cannot be solved by the mapping between pool
tags and data types since it is not a one-to-one mapping.
Worse, a pool tag may correspond to different types, and
several data structures may be stored in one pool block.

MAS leverages a new demand-driven pointer analysis
algorithm to enable precise but fast analysis for identifying type candidates for generic pointers in large-scale
C/C++ programs. The key idea behind the demanddriven analysis is to formulate the pointer analysis problem as a Context-Free Language (CFL) reachability
problem, which was explored in previous work [21,
24, 23, 27]. In [21], Reps first introduced the concept
of transforming program analysis problems to graphreachability problems. In [24], Sridharan et. al. apply
this idea to demand-driven points-to analysis for Java.
In [23], Sridharan and Bodik present a refinement-based
algorithm for demand-driven context-sensitive analysis
for Java. In [27], Zheng and Rugina describe a demanddriven alias analysis algorithm for C. We adopt their algorithm and extend it to support field-sensitivity. We also
achieve context-sensitivity in a way similar to [23]. In
KOP [3], Carbone et. al. extend the algorithm presented
in [6] to be context- and field-sensitive. The key advantage of MAS over KOP is that MAS’s static analysis can
run in parallel.
MAS works on memory snapshots to analyze kernel
rootkit behavior. Several other systems [9, 22, 26] have
used virtualization-based dynamic tracing for the same
purpose. Soft-timer based attacks [25] are detectable by
MAS since the callback function pointer injected by the
malware is always in memory and can potentially be detected by MAS.
13
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Limitations

Helen Wang, Jay Stokes, Jeffrey Chung, Jen-Lung Chiu,
Jim Jernigan, Pat Winkler, Randy Treit, Reuben Olinsky,
Rich Draves, Ryan Kivett, Scott Lambert, Tim Shoultz,
YongKang Zhu.

A key limitation faced by MAS is that an attacker who is
familiar of MAS’s design can potentially disrupt MAS’s
memory traversal by manipulating the kernel memory.
MAS checks several constraints (see Section 4) before
adding a new data object. If an attacker were able to find
some pointer or enum fields in a data structure that may
take arbitrary values without crashing the OS, he could
potentially mislead MAS to reject instances of such a
data structure by changing them to violate the pointer or
enum constraints. The impact of this limitation remains
unclear because we are not aware of such data structures.
Moreover, even when such data structures exist, it is unclear if they will affect the identification of security sensitive data (e.g., hooked function pointers).
Another limitation of MAS is due to the existing implementation in Windows. Currently an attacker can
modify the tag of a pool block without crashing Windows, and thus use it to mislead MAS. However, this limitation can be eliminated if the pool manager checks the
tag of a pool block against the expected pool tag passed
as a function argument when the pool block is freed.
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Abstract
The vast number of security incidents are caused by
exploits against vulnerabilities for which a patch is already available, but that users simply did not install.
Patch installation is often delayed because patches must
be tested manually to make sure they do not introduce
problems, especially at the enterprise level.
In this paper we propose a new tandem execution approach for automated patch testing. Our approach is
based on a patch execution consistency model which
maintains that a patch is safe to apply if the executions
of the pre and post-patch program only differ on attack inputs. Tandem execution runs both pre and postpatch programs simultaneously in order to check for execution consistency. We have implemented our techniques in TACHYON, a system for online patch testing
in Linux. TACHYON is able to automatically check and
verify patches without source access.

1

Introduction

Most attacks target known vulnerabilities for which there
are already patches. For example, Microsoft reported
that only 0.12activity in the first half of 2011 involved a
zero-day attack for which a patch has been available for
a month or less [19]. For the other 99.88%, exploits were
successful simply because available patches were not installed. These statistics indicate that one of the best ways
to reduce security incidents due to exploits is to simply
patch vulnerable systems.
The need to rapidly deploy security patches in enterprise environments is hampered by the need to also test
patches for problems. Bad patches often have more business risk than a security breach, suggesting that the ability to test patches and guard against such problems might
result in faster deployment of security patches. Measures
currently deployed in cloud environments deal with random failures, rather than systematic ones caused by bad
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patches. As a result, current best practices amount to
manual testing, which is slow, error-prone, and expensive. For example, NIST best practices recommend manual patch testing (which is slow) on pre-production environments (which are expensive to acquire and maintain)
when available, or simply waiting to see if others report a
problem or not [18]. While such approaches prevent bad
patches from being applied, they increase the vulnerability window. Even when a pre-production environment
is provided through virtualization, reducing the cost substantially, auxiliary services, such as databases, must be
simulated. This leads to excessive administration overhead and compute overhead. Additionally, effects are
captured in an often ad-hoc manner (e.g. by recording
network traces), which can miss changes the administrator did not think to look for. For example, the US Air
Force implements a centralized patch testing procedure
for their half million managed machines, but as a result,
delay patch rollout by up to a quarter year [14].
If we could automatically test patches, then we could
shorten the vulnerable time window between when a
patch is released until it is installed. However, automated
patch testing faces several challenges.
First, in order to faithfully check that functionality is
preserved in a patch, we should be able to test a patch on
the system it will ultimately protect. Second, in order to
be widely applicable, we should be able to test patches
in the common scenario where the patch is a new binary
program, as source is often not available. Third, we want
to minimize manual effort. As patches can change the
semantics of a program, a human will likely always need
to be in the loop to determine if the semantic changes
are meaningful. However, we still wish to automate the
system as much as possible. Unfortunately, there is very
little work on automated patch testing, and no previous
work addresses all these requirements.
In this paper we propose the first techniques for live
patch testing via tandem execution. Our insight is that
current manual testing checks whether the executions of
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a pre-patch and post-patch binary produce different outputs on known inputs. We call this observational equivalence between pre and post-patch.
Tandem execution uses this insight to automate patch
testing by simultaneously running both programs on the
same input. More specifically, in tandem execution one
program runs live on the system (e.g., the patched program), with all system calls (syscalls) being serviced by
the kernel. The second version of the program (e.g.,
the unpatched program) runs in tandem, but with each
syscall to the kernel simulated by replaying the side effects from the corresponding calls of the live version.
The replay prevents duplicating side-effects, such as
writing to the same file twice.
If the two programs deviate on the syscalls issued, or
the arguments to syscalls, then they are not observationally equivalent. We record the deviation and inform the
user of the potential problem. At this point, the actions
that can be taken are to halt the program, or to specify
that the deviation is permitted. In order to continue testing, the user provides a rewrite rule that specifies how to
handle the deviation, and automated patch testing continues. In our experiments we show that rewrite rules are
small when needed, and often completely unnecessary
for security-related fixes.
We implement our approach in a system called
TACHYON . TACHYON is based upon syscall replay techniques for binary programs, but with a new twist. Existing system call replay schemes are designed to record
system calls from one run of a binary for replay against
exactly the same binary, e.g., [1, 11, 22]. Since both
record and replay are against the same binary, the record
step only needs to conceptually keep a snapshot of the
memory cells affected by the syscall. The affected memory cells are typically determined by differencing the pre
and post-syscall memory state. During replay, the memory cells at exactly the same addresses are replayed with
the recorded data.
The twist in our setting is we want to replay syscalls
to a different binary. Typically the two binaries will
have a different memory layout, and may make different syscalls. For example, the system may have ASLR
enabled, or a patch may change a buffer from the toosmall size of 1024 bytes to the just-right size of 4096.
In either case, all pointers are likely to have different addresses between the patched and unpatched versions. As
a result, previous raw memory snapshot and replay approaches do not work.
To address our twist, TACHYON takes a semanticbased approach to replay only the semantically meaningful information from a syscall in a recording during
replay, rather than capturing details like pointer values
which may change between patches. Our approach is
enabled by three techniques. First, we extend the C

type system to include a full description of the syscall
side-effects. The description enables TACHYON to identify semantically meaningful arguments and results in
syscalls instead of relying on blind memory differencing. The work to annotate the system calls needs to be
performed once, and can be reused for all programs. Second, TACHYON utilizes a rewrite rule system to compare
syscall sequences for equivalence and rewrite if necessary. The rewrite system gives the end-user the ability to say when deviations are permitted in a systematic
manner. Third, TACHYON uses syscall interposition techniques to record the effects of syscalls on a live program,
and replay those effects to simulate syscalls on the tandem program.
Tandem execution makes patch testing in new scenarios possible. For example, a test administrator can run
the pre-patch binary live and the post-patch in-tandem
on the same system. Any deviation reported is either (a)
a bug in the patch, or (b) an exploit against the buggy
program that is averted in the patched program, or (c)
a permitted change that changes IO behavior. In all
cases, the administrator should be informed of the deviation. Alternately, a security-conscious administrator may
run the patched version live, noting deviations with the
pre-patched version. In either case, the tandem execution achieves live patch testing without duplicating sideeffects. The closest current best practices come to similar
results requires mirroring a production environment with
a pre-production environment, which is expensive and
requires significant effort to maintain. We discuss other
possible applications such as creating honeypots in § 7.
We have implemented and evaluated TACHYON on a
number of security patches, and demonstrated that our
techniques can successfully detect deviations. We have
also performed micro-benchmarks that show our implementation is efficient with respect to the amount of I/O
performed. We show our implementation records full
syscall information faster than strace, a tracing tool
targeted at binary programs, and is efficient in comparison to an untraced run.
Contributions. The main contribution of this paper is
techniques for live tandem execution for patch testing.
These techniques automate a large part of patch testing,
thus reducing the vulnerability window for unpatched
systems. In particular:
• We are the first to propose techniques for automated patch testing that address all the above challenges; we have implemented them in TACHYON.
We demonstrate where we run both the unpatched
and patched binary and use tandem execution to detect deviations. An additional benefit of tandem execution is that it can utilize extra cores for the security purpose of patch testing.
2
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Matching
Syscall
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Program (P)

Listing 1: Example patch
Type
System

Rewrite
Rules

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Tachyon
Recorder

Consider the example shown in Listing 1, with the
patch difference being displayed in diff style with full
context. The first edit changes the file opened from
/tmp/fileA to /tmp/fileB. The next few edits remove an unneeded call to malloc, and add fstat.
The rest of the program is the same. Note that since a
malloc call was removed, the returned memory chunk
for incoming will be at a different address, even on
systems with a deterministic memory layout. Overall,
this patch example illustrates three challenges: patches
may change arguments to system calls, may change system calls issued, may change memory allocation patterns, and any of these changes may have effects on subsequent execution.
The above challenges motivate three main requirements of live patch testing as distinguished from a normal replay system. First, instead of offline replay, a live
patch testing solution should be online where P produces
the syscall stream that P should consume. Second, a live
patch tester should not depend upon pointers because absolute memory addresses may change between runs. For
example, P and P may issue calls to malloc for different amounts or ASLR may be enabled. Either case
prevents patch testing. As a result, we cannot determine
 by simply diffing the memory state before and after a
O
syscall, as in previous syscall replay schemes [11, 22].
Additionally, memory diffing does not allow us to determine the inputs I to system calls. As a good live patch
tester should verify the inputs as well, we need some way
to extract all inputs of a system call. Without a semantic
model, we will be unable to both locate all the relevant
components of the input, and to avoid capturing irrelevant components. Thus, we need a semantic model of the
inputs. Third, since a patch may remove or add system
calls, the live patch testing scheme should allow for the
syscall stream to be rewritten during replay. This can be
accounted for by allowing rewriting of the tuple stream

C,I, O.

Figure 1: Tachyon System Overview
• We develop a type system that fully encapsulates
the side effects of syscalls necessary for replay. Our
type system is similar to [11], but does not require
source code access or explicit developer cooperation.
• We propose a light-weight rule-based system for
checking syscall stream equivalence (and rewriting
if necessary) when the sequence of syscalls between
the patched and unpatched binary are not exactly the
same.
• We have implemented our techniques in TACHYON
using Haskell (a type-safe language) and validated
the techniques experimentally. Our system is robust enough to handle single-threaded and multithreaded programs. We evaluate our approach on
several real-world patches, as well as synthetic
benchmarks, to show the effectiveness and performance of TACHYON.

2
2.1

−i n t f d = open ( ” / tmp / f i l e A ” , O RDONLY) ;
+ i n t f d = open ( ” / tmp / f i l e B ” , O RDWR) ;
−i n t ∗ s t o r a g e = m a l l o c ( . . . ) ;
−/ ∗ . . . Do some p r o c e s s i n g w i t h s t o r a g e . .
∗/
+ f s t a t ( fd , s t a t B u f ) ;
char ∗ i n c o m i n g = m a l l o c ( c h u n k s i z e ) ;
s s i z e t s i z e = r e a d ( fd , i n c o m i n g , c h u n k s i z e ) ;
i f ( s i z e ! = −1)
w r i t e ( fdOut , i n c o m i n g , s i z e ) ;

Design of TACHYON
Overview of TACHYON and Challenges

The overall architecture of TACHYON is shown in Figure 1. In this paper we call the program running live P
(e.g., the patched program) and the program running intandem with simulated syscalls P (e.g., the unpatched
program). TACHYON is a user-land program that utilizes the Linux ptrace facility to interpose on syscalls issued by P and P . Like replay schemes, TACHYON has a
recorder and a replay module. The recorder records the
stream of system calls issued by P and outputs a stream
 where C is the system call number, I is
of tuples C,I, O
 is a list of outa list of inputs to the system call, and O
puts. The replay module interposes on P , and for each
syscall C with arguments I made by P , simulates the OS

by returning O.
3
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2.2

System Calls and Side-Effects

order to detect race conditions. TACHYON should report
the deviation and halt execution in such instances.
Although we cannot automatically decide which deviations matter, TACHYON does automate finding deviations, as well as provide a mechanism to ignore such
deviations when found to continue testing. The rewriting
engine relies upon rules that are created for each patched
program that detail how to handle semantic differences.
For example, if a system administrator decides the above
deviation is inconsequential a rule can be written to ignore the fstat call. Alternatively, patch creators could
write such rules and distribute them with their patches to
aid testing.

TACHYON needs to determine what the semantic inputs
and outputs to a syscall are in order to record and replay
them. Specifically, it needs to (1) determine the types of
arguments to a syscall, (2) differentiate input from output, and (3) pointers from the pointed-to data. While existing C syscall prototypes are sufficient for (1), they do
not provide enough information for (2) and (3). Consider
the read syscall declaration:

1 s s i z e t r e a d ( i n t fd , v o i d ∗ buf , s i z e t c o u n t ) ;

This C declaration misses crucial information. First,
it gives no clue how the void pointer buf works. How
big is it? Is it null-terminated? Are the contents relevant before the call, after, or both? We need to answer all
these questions in order to copy the appropriate semantic
data. We can see that even the assertion that a pointer
points at some data before or after the system call is not
the case, as with sbrk (pointer points at the end of your
address space) and mmap (one pointer is only a suggestion). read is one of the simple cases; several syscalls
have complicated dependencies between input and output parameters, as will be discussed later in §3.
TACHYON addresses the challenges associated with
understanding the semantics of syscalls by adding type
annotations, as described in §3. The TACHYON annotation language is a light-weight dependent type system
that says how to parse the inputs and arguments into semantic data at runtime. These type annotations only need
to be written once per system call, and are portable across
systems with the same syscall signatures.

2.3

2.4

Road Map

In the rest of this paper, we first describe the TACHYON
type system in detail. We then discuss how TACHYON
rewrites system calls, as well as some common rules
we have found in patches we have tested. We next describe our implementation and evaluation. We finally
discuss several applications of TACHYON outside automated patch testing.

3

System Call Types

The C function declarations for syscalls do not describe
all side-effects. TACHYON proposes an extension to the
C type declarations to encode all semantic information
necessary to record which parameters are inputs, which
are outputs, and how to identify all bytes for each parameter. While this problem has been attacked before [11],
our particular needs are different due to the binary onlynature of our approach, as we discuss in § 9.
The TACHYON type system takes advantage of the
user-space/kernel-space barrier for interposition. The
barrier provides a clean separation that can be monitored
without requiring source to the program. In addition, the
barrier allows TACHYON to not monitor internal kernel
state. The reason is that the only way P and P can interact with the underlying system is via TACHYON, and
TACHYON ’s mechanism ensures that both programs see
an identical state. This is a vital complexity reduction.
TACHYON uses a limited form of lightweight dependent types (types which depend on values). Our
lightweight use avoids pitfalls such as undecidability
normally associated with dependent types. In the rest
of this section, we first provide an intuition on the issues
and how dependent types are used, and then describe the
full system.

Syscall Stream Rewriting

Many patches also change the sequence of syscalls made
in addition to the actual parameters. Consider Listing 1.
The system call stream when executing the patched program is ..., open, fstat, read, write, .... However,
the call after open in the unpatched program is read,
not fstat.
New patched versions often have new system call patterns that cause the program to behave differently at an
IO level. It is not possible to tell whether a particular
change in system call patterns is valid without a human
to validate it. For example, if it turns out the above code
is just shifting a few things around and adding a new
inconsequential call to fstat, then the user may want
to ignore the deviation. However, the fstat may have
been inserted for security, and a deviation may indicate
an attack. When opening files in /tmp/ a common security practice is to then call fstat to obtain the user ID
and group ID of the file to make sure they are correct in
4
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3.1

Intuition

readv

A basic approach for recording syscalls is to decorate C
types with information about which parameters should
be treated as inputs, outputs, or both. We call such annotations the IO class for each parameter. In order to
specify how to copy output parameters, we also need to
know the size of their values. The size information is
needed because we need to copy all output bytes from
buf in the monitored program P to the address space of
P . For example, we could imagine annotating the read
call as:

int fd

int iovcnt
const struct iovec *iov{iovcnt}

undo(self)

n

0

size_t iov_len

undo(self).iov_len

void *iov_base{undo(self).iov_len}

1 s s i z e t r e a d ( i n t fd , v o i d o u t p u t ∗ b u f { r e t } ,
s i z e t count ) ;

self

Figure 2: A lookup in action

The parameter buf has been annotated as an output
parameter, thus should be copied and replayed to P .
The annotation also specifies that ret bytes should be
copied, where ret is the return value.
Unfortunately, such simple annotations are insufficient
with many data structures, such as vectors. A prime example of a difficult system call is readv, which provides vectored reads of a file descriptor. Its C type declaration is:

We now call the struct iovecin, because while both
readv and writev take an iovec, they are used differently, and so are assigned differing types (specifically,
in one case the buffers inside are output, while in the
other they are input). The only new annotations compared to before are undo and self, which are used to
walk the type tree to reference other fields. The semantic meaning is that iov base is iov len bytes. self
refers to the location at which the current value is being
read from. undo simply says to step back along whatever indexing step was done to get there. In this case, this
means that self represents the tree traversal up through
that instance of iov base. The “undo” brings us up
a level, to be looking at the struct. Then, we index the
struct to iov len and are done. Figure 2 graphically
shows the type tree for readv and how the syntax expresses fields in the tree.

1 s s i z e t r e a d v ( i n t fd , c o n s t s t r u c t i o v e c ∗ i o v ,
int iovcnt ) ;
2 struct iovec {
3
void ∗ i o v b a s e ; /∗ S t a r t i n g address ∗/
4
s i z e t i o v l e n ; / ∗ Num b y t e s i n i o v b a s e ∗ /
5 };

The main issue demonstrated is that a complete description of the IO behavior of parameters may refer to other
parameters. The iov base length is determined by
iov len, and the total number of iov items is given
by iovcnt. readv is not alone: it has many friends
such as writev, preadv, and pwritev. In order to
handle such cases, we need a type system that allows us
to express relationships between parameter values.
TACHYON uses lightweight dependent types that can
express relationships between the value of one parameter
and the value of another. We view types as a tree, and use
dependent types to walk the tree to determine a value.
The types allow us to walk from the top of the tree,
or from the current parameter. In TACHYON, we specify
readv as:

3.2

The Tachyon Type System

The full TACHYON dependent type system is shown in
Figure 3, and is taken directly from the TACHYON source
code in Haskell. The language is similar to BNF, where
non-terminals are to the left of the equal sign, and brackets denote a list (e.g., [A] is a list with elements of type
A).
In TACHYON’s language, IOC represents an IO class,
that is, whether the pointer is input, output, or both. T
represents some form of termination, to allow us to include null-terminated data. NT is for null-terminated
data; UT is for unterminated data. If a pointer is nullterminated, reading will cease when a 0 is hit, if this happens prior to the end of the buffer. The index operation
is used on both arrays and structs, where the i’th index
refers to the i’th field (counting from 0).
The types available are

1 s s i z e t r e a d v ( i n t fd , c o n s t s t r u c t i n p u t o u t p u t
iovecin ∗iov{ iovcnt } , int iovcnt ) ;
2 struct iovecin {
3
v o i d i n p u t ∗ i o v b a s e { undo ( s e l f ) . i o v l e n } ;
4
size t iov len ;
5 }

• Small - These correspond to basic integer C types,
5
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

also provides type-checking to make sure the annotations
make sense. In particular, TACHYON checks:

d a t a S y s S i g = S y s S i g Type [ Type ]
d a t a Type = S m a l l I n t
| S t r u c t [ Type ]
| P t r IOC Type Bound T
d a t a T = NT | UT
d a t a IOC = I n | Out | I n O u t
d a t a Bound = C o n s t I n t | Lookup Lookup
d a t a Lookup = R e t | Arg I n t | I n d e x I n t Lookup
| S e l f | Undo Lookup

1. Bounds are numbers, not pointers or something
else.
2. Bounds use only information which is available for
the IO class of the pointer (e.g., input class may not
use the return value as a size).
3. Output pointers do not contain structure; they are
raw data.
4. Types are potentially compatible with the original C
type.

Figure 3: The TACHYON annotation language

These checks ensure annotations which are usable, selfconsistent, and match the C type.

like char or long, and indicate values that should
not be treated as pointers. The type parameter is
the number of bytes of the type, e.g., Small(1) is a
1-byte value corresponding to a char.
• Struct - an aggregate of other types. Note that previous replay work treated such types as raw buffers
because they could determine size by simply diffing
memory before and after a syscall. In live replay,
we explicitly lay out all fields because the underlying types may yield further information.
• Ptr - a pointer annotated with an IO class, the type
of element it is pointing to, a way to tell how many
elements it points to, and whether or not it respects
a null termination convention.

4

System Call Stream Deviation Detection
and Rewriting

Patches often add, delete, or modify new system calls
in the original buggy program. Our example in Listing 1 shows all three cases. When the streams of syscalls
differ, then the two programs are semantically different.
While this means we cannot automatically tell if the differences are meaningful, we can (a) automatically detect
deviations and (b) rewrite deviations when informed by
the user that the semantic differences are permitted. The
heart of detection and rewriting is TACHYON’s syscall
stream matching and rewriting engine.

We introduce the concept of a “lookup”. This is just
a series of steps that can be performed from either the
arguments of a function in the case of an input or in/out
class pointer, or the arguments and return value in the
case of an output pointer, to arrive at a memory location
or register. This is demonstrated in Figure 2. The Ret
and Arg constructs for a lookup are used to allow us to
reference the return value or various arguments in a system call, respectively. This is just the generalization of
the tree walking described earlier.
Given this, the encoding of a bound as either a constant or a lookup is rather natural. It is the use of this
bound that makes us lightly dependently typed—the type
depends on the data in question.
Finally, we can build the fundamental structure all this
is for—the system signature. A system signature, indicated by SysSig, is what is assigned to each system call
in order to allow the tracer to record and play back its effects. The first parameter is the type of the return value,
and the second is a list of the types of its arguments.

4.1

Stream Matching

TACHYON uses a rule-based system for rewriting system
call streams during execution, designed to be employed
by a user of the tracing software to explain to the system
what behaviors it should consider equivalent. The rules
must consume a sequence of system calls by P, and produce a corresponding set of system calls for P to make in
order to allow for writing call results into P and checking
that P indeed matches the particular equivalence rule.
As we execute, we have two streams of tuples.
 i ,
TACHYON represents the stream from P as Ci ,Ii , O






and the stream from P as Ci , Ii , Oi . The easy case is
when the two programs are semantically equivalent by
issuing the same system calls, i.e., ∀i : Ci = Ci ∧Ii = Ii .
In this case no rule is needed, and TACHYON will send
 i for each Ii to P .
the corresponding O
Any time the syscall input arguments do not line up,
TACHYON reports a semantic deviation. In order to permit some deviations, TACHYON provides the ability to
rewrite the system call stream. The rewrite engine takes
in a set of rewriting rules f . Each rewrite rule fk is a
 i  and C ,I  . The rule
function which takes in Ci ,Ii , O
i i
uses pattern matching to decide if it applies, and if so,
returns a pair of equivalent syscall streams to perform a

Checking TACHYON Declarations. The
types need only be written once for each
system call, and can be reused for any program. However, since they are written manually, we would like to
prevent mistakes. In order to achieve this, TACHYON
Type

TACHYON
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is on the stream at the moment, and replace it on line 6
with the stream of Write followed by x. This can be
thought of as “faking” the call for Write to the stream
matcher so that it does not report a deviation. On line 7,
we catch the case where our conditions are not met, and
indicate we did not modify the stream.
The simple, no-look-behind method of replaying with
this equivalence is to replay the stream normally until a
match fails. At this point, the two syscalls that failed
to match are fed into all rewrite rules, and their replacement list for the original stream is checked. If there is
still more than one rewrite rule remaining, one is chosen
arbitrarily. In future work, checkpointing could be used
here to allow for the ability to rewind if the wrong replacement was chosen. In practice, the rules we tested
have only yielded one matching rewrite.
A more complex example is what we call write splitting, which occurs when a larger write in the original
program is translated into two smaller writes in the replayed program. This is useful if the buffer size used in a
transmission was decreased during the patch, as it allows
for a roughly equivalent operation—writing one part of
the message, then the other—to be treated the same as the
original system call writing the entire message. A concrete example would the difference between the program
fragments:

substitution with. After a match, the stream continues to
be consumed by the simulated program P .
The overall mechanism can be used for:
• Determining roughly equivalent syscalls, e.g., many
small writes being patched to be one big rewrite.
• Ignoring syscalls, e.g., the P program issues a call
that is not needed by P .
• Limited reordering, e.g., allowing for syscalls to be
switched.

4.2

Rewriting Rules

Each rewrite rule f takes a system call (the one made by
P) and the input to a potential system call made by P ,
and returns a substitution in the stream. The substitution
is implemented as a pair of lists, where the left list indicates the syscalls consumed by the rule, and the right list
indicates the corresponding substitution produced by the
rule. The type signature for f in TACHYON is:
Syscall → SysReq → Maybe ([Syscall], [Syscall])
where the “Maybe” indicates that the rule may also return that no substitution was performed.
The rewriting rules are pure functions, which means
they have no access to outside resources like the current
syscall stream or application state. By being pure we
ensure that rewrite rules can be applied in any order. In
addition, it ensures that the rule engine itself will not continually accumulate state, i.e., while individual rewrites
may take substantial space, the space used will remain
constant in the number of system calls which have gone
through, which is vital to an online system.
During execution, the matching engine maintains a
queue of syscalls executed by the live program P. Suppose the queue contains any syscall x that is not write,
but the simulated program P issues a write syscall.
The simplest rule is to ignore the write. This is accomplished by adding a write to the queue before x. When
the matching engine re-examines the queue, it will match
the still-pending write to the one in the queue, and not
report a deviation.
In TACHYON, the rule is written as:
1 ignoreWrite : : Syscall
2
−> SysReq
3
−> Maybe ( [ S y s c a l l ] , [ S y s c a l l ] )
4 ignoreWrite x ( Write 2 buf sz ) =
5
Just ( [ x ] ,
6
[ S y s c a l l ( W r i t e 2 b u f s z ) sz , x ] )
7 ignoreWrite
= Nothing

This rule fires when line 4 is matched. This occurs
when P issues a syscall x that doesn’t match P ’s syscall
write. On line 5 the rule directs it to consume whatever

1 −# d e f i n e CHUNK 4096
2 +# d e f i n e CHUNK 1024
3 w h i l e ( b u f < end ) {
4
b u f += w r i t e ( fd , buf , min ( end − buf ,
CHUNK) ) ;
5 }

In the patched case here, we will see on average 4
times as many system calls, but fundamentally, the same
thing is happening. A rewriting rule for write splitting
says that a sequence of previous writes can be used to fill
on big write request:
1 writeSplit : : Syscall
2
−> SysReq
3
−> Maybe ( [ S y s c a l l ] , [ S y s c a l l ] )
4 w r i t e S p l i t ( S y s c a l l ( Write fd buf sz0 ) sz )
−−s z i s r e t u r n s i z e
5
( W r i t e fd ’ buf ’ sz ’ )
6 | ( f d == fd ’ )
7
&& ( sz ’ < s z )
8
&& ( ( t a k e sz ’ b u f ) == buf ’ )
9
= Just ( [ S y s c a l l ( Write fd buf sz0 ) sz ] ,
10
[ S y s c a l l ( W r i t e fd ’ buf ’ sz ’ ) sz ’ ,
11
S y s c a l l ( W r i t e fd ’ ( drop sz ’ b u f )
12
( s z 0 − sz ’ ) )
13
( s z − sz ’ ) )
14 w r i t e S p l i t
= Nothing
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Trace Abstraction. The trace abstraction layer is designed to expose only primitives we believe to be constructible on all platforms for portability purposes. Additionally, the interface was higher level than the tracing
interface directly available on most platforms, enabling
easier authoring of the code. Fundamentally, a handler
is provided for events which the tracing interface detects
and sends back. The potential events currently supported
are pre/post syscall, and process split. Available to the
callback is the ability to put threads to sleep, wake them
up, read and write registers, and read or write memory in
the target process.

This rule states that if we have a write call in the original stream, and the replayed program is trying to make
a non-matching write call, but it matches on the file descriptor, and has a smaller size, and the write it is trying
to make is a prefix of the original write, then we can replace the original write with two smaller writes, the first
of which is the target write, and the second of which is
set up to represent the rest of the write.
In line 6, we do a sanity check that the file descriptors we are writing to are the same, followed by a similar
check in line 7 that the request from P has a smaller size
than the original form P. Finally, in line 8 we make sure
that what is trying to be written is a prefix of the appropriate length of the original write. Given these conditions,
we know that we can provide a replacement rule which
will allow the trace to proceed. In line 9, it tells its caller
to consume the most recent call, asserting that it matches
the call passed into us. In line 10, we see the first call that
is going to end up on the new stream, which matches the
input vector we’ve received from P , and so will allow the
trace to continue. In the 11,12, and 13, the function returns an additional item for the system call stream, which
represents the rest of the write that has been split. In 14,
we catch the case where we don’t apply, and simply return no pattern.

5

Multithreading tolerance. Up until now, we have
considered only programs using one thread. However,
many modern programs use multiple threads in their normal operation. For example, curl in § 6 uses them during DNS lookup.
To deal with threads, TACHYON employs techniques
inspired by the field of deterministic multithreading
(DMT)[2, 3, 15]. A DMT mechanism is one that makes a
program insensitive to the scheduler as an input. That is,
given the same inputs other than kernel scheduler action,
it will yield the same outputs.
In TACHYON, we enforce an ordering over system call
events. We differentiate from a mismatched system call
in need of rewriting and a thread being early or late by
choosing to block the thread if the thread IDs on the
syscalls don’t match, and invoke the rewrite engine if
they do match, but the system calls don’t. This forms a
looser notion of consistency than is used in regular DMT,
but is sufficient for our purposes. However, applying a
real DMT system in addition to our techniques would
likely yield an even more robust treatment of threading
able to deal with shared memory data transfers and other
such intricacies, as we discuss in § 8.

Architecture

TACHYON is built to target Linux for the x86-64 architecture via the ptrace call, written in Haskell. An abstraction barrier is in place around ptrace, to ensure the
technique’s generality and portability to other systems
with similarly powered tracing libraries. Haskell was
chosen for abstract data type support, multi-OS portability, relative speed, and a monadic abstraction layer that
proved useful for our tracing environment.

Special Syscalls. While in general the simulated application P uses the effects of syscalls from the live P,
TACHYON does have a few exceptions. The exceptions
occur when a syscall result from P cannot be emulated in
P . This usually occurs when there is something which
is part of the thread life cycle or virtual memory system,
which are not facilities that can be directly accessed by
TACHYON . Luckily, there are only a limited number of
cases.
The first is sbrk(), which is the syscall responsible
for dynamic memory allocation. Luckily, this particular call can be passed through, as it does not modify OS
state, it only serves to modify the process’s VM system.
When a clone() occurs, we match input arguments
like any other system call, and then allow it through.
ptrace feeds us an event notifying us as soon as the
new thread exists, and pauses that thread before it can do

ptrace TACHYON uses the ptrace system call to
accomplish system interposition. Use of ptrace starts
with initialization, in which options are set and the remote process either volunteers itself for tracing, or is
traced via a command to attach to its pid. Then, wait
and wait4 are used in an event loop to get status information about processes (which are paused when generating one of these messages) and are then resumed at a
later time.
The wakeup and sleep powers are implemented by selectively choosing to not resume or resume threads at
system call boundaries. While this only enables us to
support putting the currently running thread to sleep, we
never needed to stop any thread for which we were not
currently processing an event.
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anything so that we can attach to it. This event is also part
of the synchronized system call stream. TACHYON then
registers that new thread and its pair between emulated
tid and real tid, and proceeds with normal operation.
The exit group() system call works like any
other, except that it acts as an end-of trace marker. We
currently only accept full application exit, in which all
threads are simultaneously terminated, but there is no
reason our techniques could not be extended to individual thread destruction.
The most complicated is mmap(), which maps a file
or device into memory. Our implementation depends
upon the operations performed on the region. The read/write case would be extremely expensive to monitor, as
all writes are effects, so we would have to interpose on
every memory write to that page, and so this case is disallowed entirely. It might be possible to deal with writable
mapped files or shared regions shared outside the program, using page faults and slow execution, or some
form of snapshot trick. We leave this as future work.
In the read only case however, the translation is
straightforward. Rather than issuing the mapping as requested, we instead simply ask for a private mapping
of the same size this thread received during recording,
and fill that buffer with the contents that memory contained after the initial map. Private mappings of anonymous memory are also easy to support, and are be simply
passed through. Finally, in the case of shared memory,
we can allow it if it is both anonymous and our multithreading system is in place. This could be extended to
allow for non-anonymous shared memory by spawning
fake file descriptors to the region, but is left as future
work.
Other system calls for which we would need to add
special implementation to allow them to be serviced by
the kernel, but still safely matched include munmap,
mprotect, fork, sigaction, sigreturn, and
exit. These were unneeded for our test cases and were
not implemented.

6

Program

Issue ID

cURL

CVE-2011-2192

Improper key delegation

mplayer

EDB-ID 11792

Table index out of bounds

php5

CVE-2012-0832

Bad Argument handling

php5

CVE-2011-1938

Buffer Overflow

ncompress

CVE-2001-1413

Buffer overflow

htget

CVE-2004-0852

Buffer overflow

gs

CVE-2010-1869

Buffer Overflow

glftpd

EDB-ID-476

Buffer Overflow

socat

CVE-2004-1484

Format String

corehttp

CVE-2009-3586

Off-by-one Buffer

Description

Figure 4: Successfully Detected Deviations for Security
Patches

6.1

Detecting Deviations

To test the effectiveness of TACHYON, we used it on
real patches to detect known deviations. The patches
we tested are shown in Figure 4. In this experiment, we
tested the program on normal inputs, and verified that
TACHYON did not report a deviation. We then tested on
inputs that triggered known deviations, e.g., exploits in
the original program or bugs in the patch.
For cURL, the patched vulnerability was an information disclosure bug. In the unpatched version, Kerberos
credentials were (accidentally) forwarded instead of just
a proof the user was authorized. We verified that the unpatched program would send credentials, and the patched
program did not. In order to test the patch and allow normal operation of safe inputs, we had to write two rules
for cURL that totaled 11 lines. The rules were necessary
because cURL added a non-security feature that affected
file descriptors in their patch.
CVE-2011-4885 addresses a problem in PHP where
hash collisions are easy to find, which can be used to
launch a remote denial of service attack. TACHYON required no rewrite rules to run the patch on safe inputs.
The patch, however, broke the argument handling for arrays after loading many arguments. CVE-2012-083 addressed this problem. For CVE-2012-083, we again required no rewrite rules for safe inputs.
CVE-2011-4885 and CVE-2012-0832 demonstrate
a patch that is broken, and provide motivation for
TACHYON . Since CVE-2011-4885 fixed a purported vulnerability, it should be applied immediately. However,
after applying CVE-2011-4885, a new vulnerability is introduced. TACHYON detects those new exploits as deviations immediately. In particular, we checked exploits
(addressed in CVE-2012-0832) that were unknown in

Evaluation

We have evaluated TACHYON with respect to three main
questions. First, can TACHYON detect deviations where
the patched program is semantically different than the
unpatched, and how hard is it to write rules to ignore deviations that do not matter? Second, what is the performance factors for TACHYON, including best and worst
case settings? Third, what is the performance on real
programs? In this section, we describe our results.
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2011, and verified that they caused detected deviations.
Thus, if an administrator had been running TACHYON,
and immediately applied the patch, they would detect exploits immediately against the vulnerability introduced.
The EDB-ID 11792, CVE-2001-1412, and CVE2004-0852 all patch typical security bugs by adding inline checks. These checks did not change the system call
pattern or arguments, thus no rules were needed for patch
testing.
For CVE-2010-1869, gs’s memory problems required
a rewrite rule to admit additional or skipped calls to brk.
8 lines were required for these rewrite rules. Three lines
were required for EDB-ID-476 to allow for rewriting of
the format of a usage message. Four were required to
deal with the new lstats in the patch for CVE-20093586.

Syscall interposition overhead. TACHYON is a userspace system call interposition scheme, which imposes
additional context switches but provides for a clean separation of interposition, kernel, and user-space application. Our user-space interposition has 4 context switches
per call issued by the live application P. For each syscall
in P, TACHYON context switches from P to the kernel,
from the kernel to TACHYON, from TACHYON back to
the kernel, and finally back to P. Normal operation only
has two context switches: from user to kernel space, and
back again.
In order to test the effect of these two extra switches,
we wrote a simple program that executed getpid() in
a tight loop. We were sure to call the system call directly, as the standard version of getpid() in C actually caches its result.

6.2

Data copy overhead. TACHYON needs to copy the output data from P to P . A first naive implementation actually incurred 6 copies. TACHYON originally copied output data from P into TACHYON for syscall rewriting, and
then copied it to P . Each copy between systems was actually two copies: one from the user-space into kernel
space, and one from kernel-space into user-space. This
lead to a huge slowdown in early benchmarks (over 6x).
To reduce this, we added the ability to the Linux kernel to
map a remote process’s memory via /proc/pid/mem
under most situations, making the normal case of reading
from the remote process only have one copy.
In Figure 5, we see the overhead is in a linear relationship. The overhead here is the total overhead time for
the system. While they make a difference for small data
transfers, they are rapidly dominated. This can be seen
by the rapid transition to a tight grouping around a linear
relationship.
In Figure 6, we again observe a nice linear relationship, showing no residual effects on performance from
processing a system call. It shows that it takes less than
a second of overhead to process 60,000 syscalls.
When varying the CPU load of the traced program,
no noticeable difference in execution time was noticed,
as we do not intercept regular computation, only system
calls.
Given this, if it is known how many system calls are
used, how much data is being transferred, and how much
time is being spent on the CPU, we can model how long
a given workload would take under our tracer. TACHYON
previously incurred a large number of copies and control
transfers to move buffers around in comparison with the
register fetching it does for simple system calls, and the
remote memory fetch path is not optimized in the OS.
However, a kernel patch allowing for mmap to be used
on the special file /proc/pid/mem considerably ameliorate this, resulting in the new statistics above.

False Positive Testing

To show that TACHYON is fairly precise, we tested it on
the most recent 207 patches to coreutils. (The number
207 was chosen because that was how far backwards
we could go easily with an automated building system.)
From this, we found that in 18 cases out of 1656 executions, a deviation was reported, or TACHYON crashed.
Looking at the output, 16 of these were TACHYON bugs,
but are not systematic, so that re-running the test produced correct results. 2 of these were actual deviations.
In the first, a call to fadvise() was introduced into
cp. An equivalence can be reached with a one-line
rewrite rule. In the second, a buffer size was changed.
The read/write splitting/coalescing rules described earlier in this paper allow an equivalence to be reached.
Overall, this indicates that while TACHYON is not perfectly bug free, it never reported a deviation when one
had not happened, and deviations that should be acceptable could be easily expressed in the rule system.
We also ran TACHYON on patches for two common
utilities with no known vulnerabilities: /bin/ls and
/bin/cat, and used them interactively. In the one
month testing period, TACHYON was able to use tandem execution on these utilities for normal day-to-day
use with no perceived slowdown. Further, TACHYON reported no deviations (i.e., had no false positives).

6.3

Micro-benchmarks

TACHYON has three main sources of overhead: our approach to syscall interposition, transferring bytes from
the source to the sync application, and running both P
and P in tandem. Overall we measured a linear overhead
for both data transfer and system calls, and 0% of CPU
time, as detailed below.
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Figure 5: Data Transfer Overhead

Figure 6: Syscall Overhead

Tandem execution CPU time. The final source of
overhead is in CPU operations. Since TACHYON sleeps
when system calls are not being issued, it does not slow
down applications that are CPU-intensive. This is a
significant advantage over instruction-level interposition
tools such as Pin [16] and Valgrind [21], which typically
suffer at least several times overhead.
However, we are running both P and P. We verified
that TACHYON can utilize independent cores to run both
programs with no additional overhead (other than the
memory transfer and syscall overhead measured above).
Thus, we conclude that TACHYON can utilize multi-core
to test patches.
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compress

32M Random
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h264
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Figure 7: Tracing Performance (relative to native execution)
improved facility for retrieving remote memory via our
patch to mmap /proc/pid/mem.
Web Server Tests. We also tested the throughput
of lighttpd and thttpd when monitored under
TACHYON . In this test, we use ApacheBench (ab) configured to make 1000 requests in two threads, downloading
4096 byte web page. We ran the experiment in two scenarios: on localhost and across the Internet.
In the network experiment, the web servers ran at one
university, and requests were made from another university on the opposite US coast. There was no detectable
degradation for thttpd, and only about a 30% slowdown for lighttpd. Essentially, what this shows is
that while the system does not deal well with applications whose progress is primarily based on the rate at
which they can issue system calls, when we move closer
to a real deployment, applications do not tend to have
that as their primary limiting factor.
In the second experiment, we ran ab on localhost. This
is a worst-case test because both web servers spin in a
tight loop on a syscall (lighttpd spins on epoll,
and thttpd on poll). This creates a pathological case
for TACHYON, because the application spends most of
its time neither doing IO, nor doing computation, but instead spends most of its time moving across the system
call barrier.
TACHYON took 8.9 times longer on lighttpd

Efficiency on real programs. To test the efficiency
of TACHYON interposition, we measured its tandem execution against strace and gdb’s reverse execution.
strace is a tool built on top of ptrace used to monitor system calls. gdb allows programs to back-step
through operations.1 Note these tools have different
goals than TACHYON; we only use them to evaluate performance.
gdb’s replay mechanism derived from its reversible
debugging support. However, it proved wholly unsuitable for regions of more than a few instructions. Due to
a lack of SSE support, memcpy would be improperly rewound and replayed. Additionally, even then the recording overhead was more than 100x native execution, and
built up a huge memory data structure, making it impractical to benchmark.
The results compared to strace are shown in Figure 7. Overall, TACHYON was faster, sometimes by
a large margin, than a comparable syscall interposition
scheme. This is partially because TACHYON can and
does process some of its overhead while the traced program is doing work, but mostly due to the massively
1 We were unable to test against what is likely the most similar system, R2 [11], as it is both Windows only and requires build-time support (as well as not being public).
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(throughput decreased to 10% of original values) and
14.2 times longer on thttpd (throughput decreased to
7% of original values).
To round things out, we also ran a test over a few hops
on the local network. As expected, intermediate results
were measured to be between the two, with 1.17 times
untraced completion to complete the test with thttpd,
and 3.72 times untraced completion to complete the test
with lighttpd.
With a more real network (or a more complicated webapp), we can see the slowdown is lessened. With a real
network, epoll will spend more time waiting, diminishing the perceived effects.

7

place on another machine, without having to try to replicate the OS state to reproduce the crash.
Efficiency. Recall TACHYON uses user-land syscall interposition, and has our approach to syscall interposition
as its primary source of overhead Currently, interposing
on each system call on the live program requires 4 context switches. TACHYON context switches from P to the
kernel, from the kernel to TACHYON, from TACHYON
back to the kernel, and finally back to P. Normal operation only has two context switches: from user to kernel space, and back again. A kernel-space interposition
scheme would also have only two switches.
Recall from § 6 the overhead from copying data is almost linear in the amount data transferred between P and
P . A basic in-kernel approach would still have a linear
overhead (since data has to be copied into both virtual
memory spaces), but likely with a smaller constant factor.
Our user-land approach was chosen because it offers a
clean separation of functionality, isn’t kernel dependent,
and offers an easier development environment. Moving
the system call interposition into the kernel would not
have these advantages, but would likely improve performance. We leave further study of in-kernel tandem execution schemes as future work.

Discussion

Other Patch Testing Scenarios. While throughout
this paper we have focused on online patch testing where
the patched version is run live, we could also run the
unpatched version live. We note that the live program
can continue executing after a deviation, but currently
the syscall sync application cannot. Thus, by running the
patched live, we are assuming that after a deviation the
right thing is to continue executing the patched version.
However, by running the unpatched version live, we can
check for incompatibilities while allowing for the original program to continue executing after a deviation.

8

Honeypots. TACHYON can also be used as a type of
lightweight honeypot. Let P be a patch for a security
vulnerability, and P be the vulnerable program. Observe
that P and P differ on exploits by definition. By running
P and P in-tandem, TACHYON will report a deviation on
attacks.
A clever approach to running a honeypot is to run P as
the live program, with P as the sync. In this setting an
attacker only seeing the buggy program. TACHYON will
report attacks, e.g., by logging a deviation when shellcode tries to execute /bin/sh. However, the system is
safe from a real compromise because TACHYON can be
configured to abort execution after the deviation.

Limitations and Future Work

TACHYON could be extended to provide better determinism for shared memory. At the moment, because
TACHYON does not schedule individual memory operations, multithreaded programs which have concurrency
bugs could run differently under TACHYON. (Nonconcurrency bugs are not a problem.) One approach
would be to incorporate recent advances in DMT, e.g.,
[2, 3, 8, 15] into TACHYON. This would also allow for
effectful shared memory.
TACHYON currently does not support virtual
dynamically-linked shared objects (vDSO), a section of kernel memory mapped into the user-space
process to allow for more efficient calls. Unfortunately,
some system calls made through a vDSO do not trigger
the ptrace trap. However, vDSOs are known to
provide increased efficiency, so being able to trap that
interface could be an improvement, and limit host
system modification.

Debugging. One of the most difficult to debug classes
of bugs is commonly known as heisenbugs. These are
bugs which will seemingly randomly occur or not occur
with all of the inputs the programmer knows about held
constant. These traces, and the associated replay mechanism, provide a way to step through the program in a
completely deterministic way, so that once a heisenbug
has been caught with tracing on, it has been captured and
the sequence leading to it can be carefully explored and
debugged. As we capture all inputs, this also makes it
possible for the programmer to debug a crash that took

9

Related Work

Our approach is motivated by existing replay systems. At
a high level, previous work in this area has focused on
system call replay (e.g., [11, 22]), virtual-machine level
12
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replay (e.g., [12, 17, 24]), and instruction-level replay
schemes (e.g., [1, 10, 22]). These systems address the
related but different problem of replay against the same
binary, e.g., for debugging, while we want to replay to a
different binary for patch testing.
Delta Execution [23] uses a similar insight to us for
testing, namely that patches tend to change very little,
and the majority of the program should remain the same.
To accomplish this, they structure execution so that it
splits every place in which the patch modified the code,
and attempts to merge the execution afterwards, checking that the overall state change during the split matched
appropriately. Their approach has the additional advantage of avoiding duplicate computation. TACHYON differentiates itself from this work primarily in its generality; specifically, it works at a binary-only level, it allows
matching global effects (e.g. heap changes and IO), can
be configured to allow specific non-matching global effects, and allows for structure size changing. Fundamentally, Delta Execution attacks the problem at the level of
matching internal state, while TACHYON attacks it from
the point of view of observational equivalence from the
outside world.
Where Delta Execution places their consistency level
inside the application state, which is more specific than
us, Capo [20] attacks it from the point of what signals are
coming into and going out of the computer. This wins
them several benefits, namely the ability to deal with
fewer effects and a lesser need for a rewrite or matching system (for example, coalescing or splitting reads or
writes is free). Unfortunately, this system also needs specialized hardware and in-kernel code to operate. While
we have used kernel code to accelerate TACHYON under
Linux, it is not required or fundamental to the technique.
Like TACHYON, R2 [11] designed a type system to
express all side-effects, but for the purpose of describing intercepted APIs at the source level. R2 [11] differs from TACHYON in that it targets developers, interposes at the function level (thus requires source), and
replays recorded syscalls against the same binary. Although the problem setting is different, there are numerous good ideas that could be borrowed for live replay if
source was available. For example, R2 proposed analyzing the call graph to find efficient cut points at which to
perform interposition, while we always interpose at every syscall. Unfortunately, we at the binary only level
cannot easily prove that a set of interposition points form
a complete cut. Additionally, R2’s annotation language
is actually too powerful, and allows for the expression
of types that we cannot appropriately interact with at
a binary-only level without compile-time assistance, as
it allowed for the computation of arbitrary expressions.
We instead limited ourself to navigating trees of pointers, which turns out to be sufficient for the vast majority
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of system calls.
We record system calls and discover divergences when
system call requests do not line up. Another approach
would be to perform replay at the instruction level, which
would be useful for pinpointing the first point of divergence. This could be done by augmenting instructionlevel replay systems like PinPlay [22], and gdb[10] 7.0
and above to take into account differences in memory
layout. In undodb [1], memory snapshots and individually optimized system calls are used to accomplish reverse execution.
Alternatively, one could utilize VM playback mechanisms [9, 12, 24] to simulate patches at the wholemachine level. However, testing then requires accurately
replaying very low level events. We chose system calls
over instruction level or whole-machine level because
system call interposition is significantly cheaper, thus
more amenable to end-user deployment scenarios. Additionally, rewriting system calls is much more reasonable
than rewriting low level events.
Another recent idea in interacting with multiple programs which should meet the same specification, similar to our patched and unpatched pair, is the idea of NVariant systems [7]. It intends to increase reliability by
forcing any exploit or otherwise bad input sent as input
to cause the same bad effect in other versions of the software in order to actually occur. There are some similarities here, but our techniques are aimed at fundamentally
differing process images, while theirs are aimed at the
same underlying code put together in different ways.
Our system does not find new inputs for patch testing.
While we assume live or recorded inputs, one could replay both systems on automatically generated inputs as
well. For example, we could use test cases produced by
automated systems such as KLEE [6], BitBlaze [4], and
BAP [13].
Brumley et al. have previously proposed deviation detection at the binary level [5]. The main goal in this work
is to automatically generate likely deviations, which is a
different problem than tandem execution. Once a candidate deviation is generated, the deviation was manually
validated (Section 3.3 [5]). Our approach could be used
to validate deviations automatically at the syscall level.

10

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented TACHYON, a system for testing binary-only patches on real inputs in a live system. We have demonstrated an efficient way to describe interface boundaries on C-style declarations using
a lightweight dependent type system. Our experiments
show TACHYON is able to automatically detect deviations
on real programs. We also suggest our techniques may
apply to other problem domains, such as honeypots.
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Abstract
The widespread adoption of social plugins, such as Facebook’s Like and Google’s +1 buttons, has raised concerns about their implications to user privacy, as they enable social networking services to track a growing part of
their members’ browsing activity. Existing mitigations in
the form of browser extensions can prevent social plugins
from tracking user visits, but inevitably disable any kind
of content personalization, ruining the user experience.
In this paper we propose a novel design for privacypreserving social plugins that decouples the retrieval of
user-specific content from the loading of a social plugin.
In contrast to existing solutions, this design preserves the
functionality of existing social plugins by delivering the
same personalized content, while it protects user privacy
by avoiding the transmission of user-identifying information at load time. We have implemented our design
in SafeButton, an add-on for Firefox that fully supports
seven out of the nine social plugins currently provided by
Facebook, including the Like button, and partially due to
API restrictions the other two. As privacy-preserving social plugins maintain the functionality of existing social
plugins, we envisage that they could be adopted by social
networking services themselves for the benefit of their
members. To that end, we also present a pure JavaScript
design that can be offered transparently as a service without the need to install any browser add-ons.

1 Introduction
Social plugins enable third-party websites to offer personalized content by leveraging the social graph, and allow their visitors to seamlessly share, comment, and interact with their social circles [12]. For example, Facebook’s Like button, probably the most widely deployed
social plugin [33], enables users to leave positive feedback for the web page in which it has been embedded,
share the page with their social circle, and view their
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like-minded friends. Google’s “+1” button [16] offers almost identical features to the Like button, while similar
widgets are also available from other popular social networking services (SNSs) such as Twitter and LinkedIn.
Social plugins offer multifaceted benefits to both content providers and members of SNSs, a fact that is reflected by the tremendous growth in their adoption. Indicatively, as of June 2012, more than two million websites have incorporated some of Facebook’s social plugins, while more than 35% of the top 10,000 websites
include Like buttons—a percentage three times higher
than just one year ago [33]. Unfortunately, as the number of websites that incorporate social plugins increases,
so does the portion of their visitor’s browsing history that
gets exposed.
To personalize the content of third-party web pages,
social plugins connect to the SNS and transmit a unique
user identifier—usually contained in an HTTP cookie—
along with the URL of the visited page. Consequently,
the SNS receives detailed information about every visit
of its members to any page with embedded social plugins. Considering the increasing adoption rate of social plugins, a constantly growing part of its members’
browsing history can be precisely tracked.
More importantly, the cookies used in social plugins
are linked to user profiles that typically contain the person’s name, email address, and other private information.
Although third-party tracking cookies as used by advertising networks and traffic analytics services also aim to
track the pages visited by a specific user [43], in essence
they track the pages opened using a particular browser
instance running on a device with a given IP address.
While this can already be considered as personally identifying information to some extent, in addition to that information, social plugins reveal much more: the browsing history of individuals.
The important implications of social plugins to user
privacy were identified soon after their release [34, 54],
and concerns have been intensifying [34, 37]. As avoid-
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ing becoming a member of any SNS is often rather
difficult (even users that are not interested in the social aspects of a service can be affected, e.g., Gmail
users can still be tracked through Google’s “+1” buttons),
privacy-conscious users can resort to browser extensions
that block user-identifying information from reaching the
SNS through social plugins [27, 15, 7, 4, 28, 45].
Depending on the subtlety of their approach, ranging
from stripping cookies and headers from the plugin’s requests to preventing the plugin from loading, some or
none of its user interaction functionality may be preserved. However, as user-identifying information never
reaches the SNS, all these solutions completely disable
any kind of content personalization. As an example, for
a Like button, even logged in members will be viewing
just the total number of “likes” for the page (Fig. 1a), instead of the names and pictures of their friends who have
liked the page (Fig. 1c).
We believe that the majority of users are not even
aware of the privacy issues stemming from the prevalence of social plugins. For this reason, we argue that
any solution can be effective only if it can be deployed
by SNSs themselves, so as to protect all users without
requiring any action on their behalf. Crucially, content
personalization and user interaction are two key features
of existing social plugins. Any solution that lacks either
of them, or introduces even a slight compromise in user
experience, is not likely to be adopted by SNSs.
Driven by these two observations, in this paper we propose a novel design for privacy-preserving social plugins, which fulfills two seemingly contradicting goals:
it protects user privacy by avoiding the transmission of
user-identifying information at load time, while it offers
identical functionality to existing social plugins by providing the same personalized content. The main idea is
to decouple the retrieval of private information from the
loading of a social plugin by prefetching all data from
the user’s social circle that might be needed in the context of a social plugin. Any missing non-private data is
retrieved on demand without revealing the identity of the
user to the SNS. Local (private) and server-side (public)
data are then combined to render a pixel-by-pixel identical version of the same personalized content that would
have been rendered by existing social plugins.
To demonstrate the feasibility of our design, we have
implemented SafeButton, an add-on for Firefox that provides privacy-preserving versions of existing social plugins, as they are provided by the major SNSs. Based
on our experimental evaluation, the local disk space consumed by SafeButton for storing the private data required
for handling the nine different social plugins currently
provided by Facebook is in the order of a few megabytes
for typical users, and 145MB for the extreme case of a
user with 5,000 friends. At the same time, due to re-
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Figure 1: Different states of Facebook’s Like button for
a user that (a) has never logged in on Facebook from this
particular browser or is not a member of Facebook at all,
(b) has previously logged in but is currently logged out,
(c) is currently logged in (personalized view).
duced network overhead, SafeButton renders social plugins 64% faster compared to their original versions. Our
design can be readily adopted by existing SNSs, and be
offered transparently as a service to their members without the need to install any additional software.
Our work makes the following main contributions:
• We propose a novel design for privacy-preserving
social plugins that i) prevents the SNS from tracking its members’ browsing activities, and ii) provides the same functionality as existing social plugins with no compromises in content personalization.
• We have implemented SafeButton, a Firefox extension that currently provides privacy-preserving versions of Facebook’s social plugins.
• We evaluate our implementation and demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed design in terms of
functionality, effectiveness, and performance.
• We describe in detail a pure JavaScript implementation of our design that can be offered by existing
SNSs as a transparent service to their members.

2 User Tracking through Social Plugins
2.1 Social Plugins
Social plugins are provided by the major social networking services in the form of “widgets” that can be embedded in any web page, usually in the form of an IFRAME
element. After downloading the page, the browser issues a subsequent request to fetch and load the content
of the plugin, as shown in Fig. 2 (step 2). The domain
that serves the social plugins is the same as the one that
hosts the SNS itself, and thus any state that the browser
maintains for the SNS in the form of HTTP cookies [17]
is transmitted along with the request for the social plugin.
Assuming the user has an active session with the SNS,
the site will associate the request with the user’s profile,
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Figure 2: Loading phase of social plugins. After a page
is fetched (1), the browser loads the IFRAME of the social plugin (2). If the user is logged in on the SNS,
the plugin receives and displays personalized information (3). Users are identified (and can be tracked) through
the HTTP cookies included in the request.
and respond with personalized content tailored to that
particular user and visited web page (step 3 in Fig. 2).
Otherwise, if the user has not logged in on the SNS from
that particular browser before, or has never registered at
all, the social plugin will display only generic, publicly
accessible information for that page.
For instance, Fig. 1 shows the different modes of
the Like button depending on the browser’s cookies for
facebook.com. If a user does not have an account or has
not logged in on Facebook using that browser, the plugin
displays only the total number of “likes” and prompts
the user to sign up (a). If a user is currently logged
in, the plugin displays personalized information, including some of the names and pictures of the user’s friends
that have liked the page (c). Interestingly, while a user
is logged out (b), the plugin does not prompt for signup; depending on how cookies are cleared, some useridentifying information may persist even upon user exit.

2.2 Privacy Issues
With publishers reporting multifold increases in traffic [35], and the continuous addition of new gestures
and social features by the major social networking services [36], it is expected that the explosive popularity
of social plugins will only continue to grow. As more
sites employ social plugins, the potential for broader
user tracking increases. With more than 35% of the
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top 10,000 most visited websites having Like buttons in
their pages (as of June 2012) [33], a good part of the
daily browsing history of 901 million active Facebook
users [8] is technically available to Facebook. We should
stress that the same issue holds for all other major social
networking services that provide social plugins, including Google and Twitter.
The privacy issues related to the use of HTTP cookies are a well-known problem. Since their introduction
in 1995, cookies have been extensively used by advertising networks for building user profiles and tracking the
browsing activity of users across the web [51]. Although
user tracking through social plugins resembles this kind
of cross-site tracking through third-party cookies [43],
there is one key difference.
An advertising network uses cookies to track the same
user across all affiliate sites that host the network’s advertisements, but cannot easily link the derived activity
pattern to the actual identity of the user. In contrast, social plugins use cookies associated with real user profiles
on the respective social networking site, which typically
contain an abundance of personally identifiable information [47]. In essence, instead of tracking anonymous
users, social plugins enable tracking of named persons.
Advertising agencies can also potentially associate a
user profile with a person’s identity by combining information from other sources, e.g., in cooperation with one
or more affiliate websites on which users provide contact
information for registration. Social networking services,
though, do not have to collude with another party because they already have access to both extensive personally identifiable information, as well as to a broad network of sites that host social plugins.

2.3 Preventing Privacy Leaks
One might think that if users diligently log out of the
social networking site, they will be safe from the privacy leaks caused by its social plugins. Unfortunately,
this seems a rather daunting task for users that rely daily
on Google, Facebook, Twitter, and other popular SNSs
for their personal and professional communication and
social interaction activities. To provide convenience for
frequent use, these sites follow a single sign-on approach
for all offered services, and prompt users to stay logged
in indefinitely through “keep me logged in” features.
Consequently, users typically remain logged in throughout the whole duration of their online presence.
In some cases, even after a user logs out, the cookies of
the SNS might not be cleared completely, and personally
identifiable information may still persist [9]. For example, even after logging out of Facebook, a cookie with a
user identifier remains in the browser, enabling features
such as pre-filling a returning user’s email address in the
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log in form, or avoiding to unnecessarily prompt existing
members to sign up, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Blocking of third-party cookies could be considered
a mitigation to this problem, since most of the major
web browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer) have
adapted their security policy to prevent third parties from
reading (in addition to writing) cookies. Therefore, even
though the SNS’s domain appears both as a first party
(when a user visits the site directly) and as a third party
(when a social plugin is embedded in a page), in the latter case the SNS no longer receives any cookies. However, with the exception of Internet Explorer, blocking
of third-party cookies is not enabled by default. Internet
Explorer will do so, but white-lists same-domain cookies set by first parties that return a P3P header [30] (even
a dummy one), which both Facebook and Google [25]
appear to be doing. Moreover, even if a user chooses
explicitly to block third-party cookies, there are known
bypass techniques [2], such as faking an interaction with
the embedded page through a script-initiated form submission in Safari, or opening the embedded page in a
pop-up window that gets treated by the browser as a first
party [53], which interestingly in Chrome is not hindered
by pop-up blocking [3].
The Do Not Track HTTP header [5] is an encouraging
recent initiative that allows users to opt out of tracking by
advertising networks and analytics services. Although
currently not supported by any SNS, if it were adopted,
Do Not Track could allow users to choose whether they
want to opt in for the personalized versions of social plugins or not. However, users who would opt in for the personalized versions (or who would not opt out, depending
on the default setting) could still be tracked.
This situation drives privacy-conscious users towards
browser extensions that block the transmission of useridentifying information through social plugins [27, 15,
7, 4, 28, 45]. For instance, Facebook Blocker [7] removes completely the IFRAME elements of social plugins from visited web pages. Instead of blocking social
plugins completely, ShareMeNot [28] simply removes
the sensitive cookies from the social plugin’s requests at
load time. When a user explicitly interacts with a plugin, the cookies are then allowed to go through, enabling
the action to complete normally. Although this approach
strikes a balance between usability and privacy, it still
completely disables any content personalization.

3 Design
3.1 Requirements
The design of privacy-preserving social plugins is driven
by two key requirements: i) provide identical functionality
to existing social plugins in terms of content personaliza-
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tion and user interaction, and ii) avoid the transmission of
user-identifying information to the social networking service before any user interaction takes place. The first re-

quirement is necessary for ensuring that users receive the
full experience of social plugins, as currently offered by
the major SNSs. Existing solutions against user tracking do not provide support for content personalization,
and thus are unlikely to be embraced by SNSs and content providers. The second requirement is mandatory for
preventing SNSs from receiving user-identifying information whenever users merely view a page and do not
interact with a social plugin.
We consider as user-identifying information any piece
of information that can be used to directly associate a social plugin instance with a user profile on the SNS, such
as a cookie containing a unique user identifier. The IP
address of a device or a browser fingerprint can also be
considered personally identifying information, and could
be used by a shady provider for user tracking. However,
the accuracy of such signals cannot be compared with
the ability of directly associating a visit to a page with
the actual person that visits the page, due to factors that
introduce uncertainty [52], such as DHCP churn, NAT,
proxies, multiple users using the same browser, and other
aspects that obscure the association of a device with the
actual person behind it. Users can mitigate the effect
of these signals to their privacy by browsing through an
anonymous communication network [38], and ensuring
that their browser has a non-unique fingerprint [39].
When viewed in conjunction, the two requirements
seem contradicting. Content personalization presumes
knowledge of the person for whom the content will be
personalized. Nevertheless, the approach we propose
satisfies both requirements, and enables a social plugin
instance to render personalized content without revealing any user-identifying information to the SNS.

3.2 Overall Approach
Social plugins present the user with two different types
of content: private information, such as the names and
pictures of friends who like a page, and public information, such as the total number of “likes.” The main idea
behind our approach is to maintain a local copy of all
private information that can possibly be needed for rendering any personalized content for a particular user, and
query the social networking service only for public information that can be requested anonymously.
This approach satisfies our first requirement, since all
the required private information for synthesizing and presenting personalized content is still available to the social
plugin locally, while any missing public information can
be fetched on demand. User interaction is not hindered
in any way, as user actions are handled in the same way
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as in existing social plugins. Our second requirement
is also accomplished, because all communication of a
privacy-preserving social plugin with the SNS for loading its content does not include any user-identifying information. Only public information about the page might
be requested, which can be retrieved anonymously.
The whole process is coordinated by the Social Plugin
Agent, which runs in the context of the browser and has
three main tasks: i) upon first run, gathers all private data
that might be needed through the user’s profile and social
circle, and stores it in a local DataStore, ii) periodically,
synchronizes the DataStore with the information available online by adding or deleting any new or stale entries,
and iii) whenever a social plugin is encountered, synthesizes and presents the appropriate content by combining
private, personalized information from the local DataStore and public, non-personalized information through
the SNS. Maintaining a local copy of the user’s social information is a continuous process, and takes place transparently in the background. Once all necessary information has been mirrored during the bootstrapping phase,
the DataStore is kept up to date periodically.
Going back to the example of the Like button, the
private information that must be stored locally for its
privacy-preserving version should suffice for properly
rendering any possible instance of its personalized content for any third-party page the user might encounter. This
can be achieved by storing locally all the “likes” that all
of the user’s friends have ever made, as well as the names
and thumbnail pictures of the user’s friends. Note that
all the above information is available through the profile
history of the user’s friends, which is always accessible
while the user is logged in.
Although keeping all this state locally might seem
daunting at first, as we demonstrate in Sec. 5.2, the required space for storing all the necessary private information for privacy-preserving versions of all Facebook’s
existing social plugins is just 5.4MB for the typical case
of a user with 190 friends, and 145MB for an extreme
case of a user with 5,000 friends. No information that is
not accessible under the user’s credentials is ever needed,
and daily synchronization typically requires the transmission of a few kilobytes of data.
Continuing with the Like button as an example, Fig. 3
illustrates the process of rendering its privacy-preserving
version. Upon visiting a third-party page, the Social Plugin Agent requests from the SNS the total number of
“likes” for that particular page, without providing any
user-identifying information (step 3). In parallel, it looks
up the URL of the page in the DataStore and retrieves the
names and pictures of the friends that have liked the page
(if any). Once the total number of “likes” arrives (step 4),
it is combined with the local information and the unified
personalized content is presented to the user (5).
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Figure 3: The loading phase of privacy-preserving social plugins. When a social plugin is encountered (1), the
Social Plugin Agent intervenes between the plugin and
the SNS (2). The agent requests (3) and receives (4) only
publicly accessible content, e.g., the page’s total number
of “likes,” without revealing any user-identifying information to the SNS. The agent then combines this data
with personalized information that is maintained locally,
and presents the unified content to the user (5).
Further optimizations are possible for avoiding querying for non-personalized content at load time. Depending on the plugin and the kind of information it provides, public information for frequently visited pages can
be cached, while public information for highly popular pages can be prefetched. For example, information
such as the total number of “likes” for a page that a user
visits several times a day can be updated only once per
day without introducing a significant inconsistency, allowing the Social Plugin Agent to occasionally serve the
Like button using solely local information. Similarly, the
SNS can regularly push to the agent the total number of
“likes” for the top 10K most “liked” pages. In both cases,
the elimination of any network communication on every
cache hit not only reduces the rendering time, but also
protects the user’s browsing pattern even further.

4 Implementation
To explore the feasibility of our approach we have implemented SafeButton, an add-on for Firefox (version 7.0.1)
that provides privacy-preserving versions of existing social plugins. SafeButton is written in JavaScript and
XUL [23], and relies on the XPCOM interfaces of Firefox to interact with the internals of the browser. Figure 4
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Figure 4: Overall architecture of SafeButton. A Request Handler (1) intercepts the HTTP requests of social plugins.
Privacy-preserving implementations of the supported plugins (2) combine public remote data (3b), which can be
cached in the X-Cache for improving network performance (3a), and private data from the user’s social circle, which
are maintained locally in the DataStore (4), and deliver the same personalized content (5) as the original plugins.
provides an overview of SafeButton’s main components,
which are described below. A detailed description of how
the components are put together to handle a Like button
is provided at the end of this section.
Request Handler The main task of the Request Handler is to intercept the HTTP requests of a social plugin at
load time, and hand off the event to an appropriate callback handler function. The requests are intercepted using
a set of filters based on signatures that capture the target
URL of each plugin. These signatures are received from
the Social Plugin Provider Interface, along with the callback handlers that should be invoked whenever a filter is
triggered. The Request Handler provides as an argument
to these callbacks a reference to the DOM of the page
that contains the social plugin that triggered the filter.
We have implemented the Request Handler by
registering an observer for HTTP requests (httpon-modify-request notification) using XPCOM’s
nsIObserverService. This allows the inspection code
to lie inline in the HTTP request creation process, and
either intercept and modify requests (e.g., by stripping
HTTP cookies or other sensitive headers), or drop them
entirely when necessary.
Social Plugin Provider Interface The Social Plugin
Provider Interface serves as an abstraction between the
Request Handler and different Provider Modules that support the social plugins offered by different social networking services. This extensible design enables more
networks and plugins to be supported in the future. In
the current version of SafeButton, we have implemented
a Provider Module for the social plugins offered by Facebook. We take advantage of the Graph API [10] to download the user’s private social information that needs to be
stored locally, and access any other public content on demand. We should stress that, although an option, we do
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not employ any kind of web scraping to acquire information from pages accessible through the user’s profile.
A Provider Module for a SNS consists of: i) the signatures that will be used by the Request Handler for intercepting the HTTP requests of the platform’s social plugins, ii) the callback handler functions that implement
the core functionality of each social plugin based on local and remote social information, and iii) the necessary
logic for initializing the DataStore and keeping it up to
date with the information that is available online.
Each callback function implements the core functionality for rendering a particular social plugin. Its main
task is to retrieve the appropriate private social data from
the DataStore, request any missing public data from the
SNS (without revealing any user-identifying information), and compile the two into the personalized content
that will be displayed. The function then updates the
DOM of the web page through the page reference that
was passed by the Request Handler.
DataStore The DataStore keeps locally all the private
social data that might be required for rendering personalized versions of any of the supported social plugins.
All information is organized in a SQLite database that
is stored in the browser’s profile folder for the user that
has installed SafeButton. Upon first invocation, SafeButton begins the process of prefetching the necessary data.
This process takes place in the background, and relies on
the detection of browser idle time and event scheduling
to operate opportunistically without interfering with the
user’s browsing activity.
In our implementation for Facebook, data retrieval begins with information about the user’s friends, including
each friend’s name, thumbnail picture, and unique identifier in Facebook’s social graph. Then, for each friend,
SafeButton retrieves events of social activity such as the
pages that a friend has liked or shared, starting with the
oldest available event and moving onward. In case the
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download process is interrupted, e.g., if the users turns
off the computer, it continues from where it left off the
next time the browser is started.
Updating the DataStore is an incremental process that
takes place periodically. Fortunately, the current version
of the Graph API offers support for incremental updates.
As we need to query for any new activity using a separate
request for each friend (a Graph API function for multiple user updates would be welcome), we do so gracefully
for each friend every two hours, or, if the browser is not
idle, in the next idle period. We have empirically found
the above interval to strike a good balance between the
timeliness of the locally stored information and the incurred network overhead. In our future work, we plan to
employ a more elaborate approach based on an exponential backoff algorithm, so that a separate adaptive update
interval can be maintained for different friend groups according to their “chattiness.”
Note that we also need to address the consistency of
the locally stored data with the corresponding data that
is available online. For instance, friends may “like” a
page and later on “unlike” it, thereby deleting this activity from their profile. Unfortunately, the Graph API currently does not offer support for retrieving any kind of
removal events. Nevertheless, SafeButton periodically
fetches the entire set of activities for each friend (at a
much slower pace than the incremental updates), and removes any stale entries from the DataStore.
X-Cache The X-Cache holds frequently used public information and meta-information, such as the total number of “likes” for a page or the mapping between page
URLs and objects in the Facebook graph. A hit in the
X-Cache means that no request towards the social networking service is necessary for rendering a social plugin. This improves significantly the time it takes for the
rendering process to complete, and at the same time does
not reveal the IP address of the user to the SNS.
Use Case: Facebook Like Button Here we enrich the
running case of the Facebook Like button from Sec. 3
with the technical details of the behavior of SafeButton’s
components, as shown by the relevant steps in Fig. 4.
Upon visiting a web page with an embedded Like
button in the form of an IFRAME, the browser
will issue an HTTP request towards Facebook to
load and subsequently render the contents of that
IFRAME. The Request Handler intercepts this request and attempts to match its URL against the
set of signatures of the supported social plugins,
which will trigger a match for the regular expression http[s]?:\/\/www\.facebook\.com\/plugins\/
Subsequently, the handler invokes the
like\.php.
callback associated with this signature and pass as an
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argument the plugin’s URL and a reference to the DOM
of the page that contains the social plugin (step 1).
The first action of the callback function is to query
X-Cache for any cached non-personalized information
about the button and the page it is referring to. This includes the mapping between the page’s URL and its ID in
the Facebook graph, along with the global count of users
who have “liked” the page (step 3a). In case of a miss,
a request made through the Graph API retrieves that information (step 3b). The request is stripped from any
Facebook cookies that the browser unavoidably appends
to it. The response is then added to X-Cache for future
reference. After retrieving the global count of users, the
names (and if the developer has chosen so, the thumbnail
pictures) of the user’s friends that have liked the page are
retrieved from the LocalStore (step 4).
Finally, the reference to the DOM of the embedding
page (passed by the handler in step 1), is used to update
the IFRAME where the original Like button would have
been with exactly the same content (step 5).

5 Experimental Evaluation
5.1 Supported Facebook Plugins
In this section we discuss the social plugins offered by
Facebook and evaluate the extend to which SafeButton
can support them in respect to two requirements: i) user
privacy, and ii) support for personalized content. Table 1
lists the nine social plugins currently offered by Facebook. For each plugin, we provide a brief categorization
of its “view” functionality, i.e., the content presented to
the user according to whether it is based on public (nonpersonalized) or private (personalized) information, as
well as its “on-click” functionality, i.e., the type of action that a user can take.
Although SafeButton interferes with the “view” functionality of existing social plugins, it does not affect their
“on-click” functionality, allowing users to interact normally as with the original plugins. As shown in Table 2, SafeButton currently provides complete support
for seven out of the nine social plugins currently offered
by Facebook.
The Like button and its variation, the Like Box, are
fully functional; the count, names, and pictures of the
user’s friends are retrieved from the DataStore, while
the total number “likes” is requested on demand anonymously. The Recommendations plugin presents a list
of recommendations for pages from the same site, with
those made by friends appearing first. Recommendations
from the user’s friends are stored locally, so SafeButton can render those that are relevant to the visited site
on top. The list is then completed with public recommendations by others, which are retrieved on demand.
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Facebook
Social Plugin

Public
Content

Personalized
Content

User
Action

Like Button

Names and pictures of friends that have
liked the page
-

Like page

Send Button

Total number of people that have liked the
page
-

Comments

List of user comments

Friends’ comments appear on top

Post comment

Activity Feed

List of user activities (likes, comments,
shared pages)
List of user recommendations (likes)

Friends’ activities appear on top

-

Friends’ recommendations appear on top

-

Names and pictures of friends that have
liked the page are shown first

Like page

Registration

Total number of people that have liked the
Facebook Page, names and pictures of some
of them, list of recent posts from the Page
-

Register

Facepile

-

Live Stream

User messages

User’s Name, picture, birthday, gender, location, email (prefilled in registration form)
Names and pictures of friends that have
liked the page
-

Recommendations
Like Box

Send content/page URL

Post message

Table 1: Public vs. Personalized content in Facebook’s social plugins [12].

Facebook
Social Plugin

Exposed information
during loading
Original
SafeButton

Personalized
Content with
SafeButton

Like Button
Send Button
Comments
Activity Feed
Recommendations
Like Box
Registration
Facepile
Live Stream

IP addr.
IP addr.
IP addr.
IP addr.
IP addr.
IP addr.
IP addr.
IP addr.
IP addr.

Complete
Complete
Partial1
Partial2
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete

1

2

+ cookies
+ cookies
+ cookies
+ cookies
+ cookies
+ cookies
+ cookies
+ cookies
+ cookies

IP addr.
None
IP addr.
IP addr.
IP addr.
IP addr.
None
IP addr.
IP addr.

When all comments are loaded at once, all personalized content is
complete. In case they are loaded in a paginated form, some of the
friends’ comments (if any) might not be shown in the first page.
Some of the friends’ comments (if any) might be omitted (access to
comments is currently not supported by Facebook’s APIs).

Table 2: For 7 out of the 9 Facebook social plugins,
SafeButton provides exactly the same personalized content without exposing any user-identifying information.

Similarly to the Like button, Facepile presents pictures
of friends who have liked a page, and that information
is already present in the DataStore. The Send, Register,
and Login buttons do not present any kind of dynamic
information, and thus can be rendered instantly without
issuing any network request.
Similarly to the Recommendations plugin, content
personalization in the Comments plugin consists of giving priority to comments made by friends. SafeButton
retrieves the non-personalized version of the plugin, and
reorders the received comments so that friends’ comments are placed on top. When all comments for a page
are fetched at once, the personalized information pre-
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sented by SafeButton is fully consistent with the original version of the plugin. However, when comments are
presented in a paginated form, only the first sub-page
is loaded. The current version of the Graph API does
not support the retrieval of comments (e.g., in contrast
to “likes”), and thus in case friends’ comments appear
deeper than the first sub-page, SafeButton will not show
them on top (a workaround would be to download all
subsequent comment sub-pages, but for popular pages
this would result in a prohibitive amount of data).
The Activity Feed plugin is essentially a wrapper for
showing a mix of “likes” and comments by friends, and
thus again SafeButton’s output lacks any friends’ comments. Note that our implementation is based solely on
the functionality provided by the Graph API [10], and
we refrain from scraping of web content for any missing
information. Ideally, future extensions of the Graph API
will allow SafeButton to fully support the personalized
content of all plugins. We discuss this and other missing
functionality that would facilitate SafeButton in Sec. 7.

5.2 Space Requirements
To explore the local space requirements of SafeButton,
we gathered a data set that simulates the friends a user
may have. Starting with a set of friends from the authors’
Facebook profiles, we crawled the social graph and identified about 300,000 profiles with relaxed privacy settings
that allow unrestricted access to all profile information,
including the pages that person has liked or shared in the
past. From these profiles, we randomly selected a set
of 5,000—the maximum number of friends a person can
have on Facebook [6].
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Names, IDs of Friends
Photos of Friends
Likes of Friends
Shares of Friends
Total
Average (per friend)

190 Friends

5,000 Friends

10.5KB
463.4KB
4.6MB
318.4KB

204.8KB
11.8MB
126.7MB
7.0MB

5.4MB

145.7MB

29.2KB

29.7KB

146
100

Local Space (MB)

Data

11.3MB for a user with 400 friends
(avg. friend count in dataset)

10
5.4MB for a user
with 190 friends
(avg. friend count
on Facebook)

1
0
0

Table 3: Storage space requirements for the average case
of 190 friends and the borderline case of 5,000 friends.
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Figure 5: Local space consumption for the required information from a user’s social circle as a function of the
number of friends. For the average case of a user with
190 friends, SafeButton needs just 5.4MB.

% of Users

To quantify the space needed for storing the required
data from a user’s social circle, we initialized SafeButton using the above 5,000 profiles. In detail, SafeButton
prefetches the names, IDs, and photos of all friends, and
the URLs of all pages they have liked or shared. Although we have employed a slow-paced data retrieval
process (5sec delay between consecutive requests), the
entire process for all 5,000 friends took less than 10
hours. For typical users with a few hundred friends, bootstrapping completes in less than a hour. As already mentioned, users are free to use the browser during that time
or shut it down and resume the process later.
Table 3 shows a breakdown of the consumed space for
the average case of a user with 190 friends [58] and the
extreme case of a user with 5,000 friends, which totals
5.4MB and 145.7MB, respectively. Evidently, consumed
space is dominated by “likes,” an observation consistent
with the prevailing popularity of the Like button compared to the other social plugins. To gain a better understanding of storage requirements for different users,
Fig. 5 shows the consumed space as a function of the
number of friends, which as expected increases linearly.
We should note that the above results are specific for
the particular data set, and the storage space might increase for users with more “verbose” friends. Furthermore, the profile history of current members will only
continue to grow as time passes by, and the storage space
for older users in the future will probably be larger. Nevertheless, these results are indicative for the overall magnitude of SafeButton’s storage requirements, which can
be considered reasonable even for current smartphones,
while the storage space of future devices can only be expected to increase.
To further investigate the distribution of “likes,” the
factor that dominates local space, we plot in Fig. 6 the
CDF of the number of “likes” of each user in our data
set. The median user has 122 “likes,” while there are
some users with much heavier interaction: about 10% of
the users have more than 504 “likes.” The total number of “likes” was 1,110,000, i.e., 222 per user on average. This number falls within the same order of mag-
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Figure 6: CDF of the number of “likes” of each user.
nitude as previously reported statistics, which suggest
that there are about 381,861 “likes” per minute on Facebook [31]. With a total population of about 901 million
active users [8], this results in about 217 “likes” per user
per year. These results indicate that our data set is not
particularly biased towards excessively active or inactive
profiles.
Besides the storage of social information, SafeButton maintains the X-Cache for quick access to frequently
used non-personalized information about a social plugin.
To get an estimate about its size requirements, we visited the home pages of the first 1,000 of the top websites according to alexa.com that contained at least one
Facebook social plugin. About 82.4% of the identified
plugins corresponded to a Like Button or Like Box, 14%
to Facebook Connect, 3% to Recommendations, 0.5% to
Send Button, and 0.1% to Facepile and Activity Box. After visiting all above sites, X-Cache grew to no more than
850KB, for more than 2,500 entries.

5.3 Speed
In this experiment, we explore the rendering time of
social plugins with and without SafeButton. Specif-
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ically, we measured the time from the moment the
HTTP request for loading the IFRAME of a Like
button is sent by the browser, until its content is
fully rendered in the browser window. To do so,
we instrumented Firefox with measurement code triggered by http-on-modify-request notifications [20]
and pageshow events [21]. We chose to measure the rendering time for the IFRAME instead of the entire page
to eliminate measurement variations due to other remote
elements in the page. This is consistent with the way a
browser renders a page, since IFRAMEs are loaded in
parallel with the rest of its elements.
We consider the following three scenarios: i) Firefox
rendering a Like button unobstructed, and Firefox with
SafeButton rendering a Like button when there is ii) an
X-Cache miss or iii) an X-Cache hit. For the original
Like button, we used a hot browser cache to cancel out
loading times for any required external elements, such
as CSS and JavaScipt files. Using SafeButton, visiting
a newly or infrequently accessed webpage will result in
a miss in the X-Cache. For a Like button, this means
that besides looking up the relevant information in the
local DataStore, SafeButton must (anonymously) query
Facebook to retrieve the total number of “likes.” For
frequently accessed pages, such personalized information will likely already exist in the X-Cache, and thus
SafeButton does not place any network request at all.
Using a set of the first 100 among the top websites according to alexa.com that contain a Like button, we measured the loading time of the Like button’s IFRAME for
each site (each measurement was repeated 1,000 times).
Figure 7 shows the median loading time across all sites
for each scenario, as well as its breakdown according to
the events that take place during loading. The rendering
time for the original Like button is 351ms, most of which
is spent for communication with Facebook. In particular, it takes 130ms from the moment the browser issues
the request for the IFRAME until the first byte of the response is received, and another 204ms for the completion
of the transfer. In contrast, SafeButton is much faster, as
it needs 127ms for rendering the Like button in case of
an X-Cache miss (2.8 times faster than the original), and
just 24ms in case of an X-Cache hit (14.6 times faster),
due to the absence of any network communication.
The difference in the response times for the network
requests placed by the original Like button and SafeButton in case of an X-Cache miss can be associated with the
different API used and amount of data returned in each
case. SafeButton uses the Graph API to retrieve just the
total number of “likes,” which is returned as a raw ASCII
value that is just a few bytes long. In contrast, the original plugin communicates with a different endpoint from
the side of Facebook, and fetches a full HTML page with
embedded CSS and JavaScript content. While these two
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Figure 7: Loading time for Like button with and without
SafeButton. Even when the total number of “likes” is not
available in the X-Cache, SafeButton is 2.8 times faster.
requests need a similar amount of time from the moment
they are placed until the first response byte is received
from the server, they differ by two orders of magnitude in
terms of the time required to complete the transfer. Even
if Facebook optimizes its own plugins in the future, we
expect the rendering speed of SafeButton to be comparable in case of an X-Cache miss, and still much faster in
case of an X-Cache hit.

5.4 Effectiveness
As presented in Sec. 3, we rely on a set of heuristics
that match the target URL of each supported social plugin to intercept and treat them accordingly so as to protect the user’s privacy. To evaluate the effectiveness and
accuracy of our approach, we carried out the following experiment. Using tcpdump, we captured a network
trace of all outgoing communication of a test PC in our
lab while surfing the web for a week through Firefox
equipped with SafeButton. We then inspected the trace
and found that no cookie was ever transmitted in any
HTTP communication with facebook.com or any of its
sub-domains.
This was a result of the following “fail-safe” approach. Besides the signatures of the supported social plugins, SafeButton inspects all communication with
facebook.com and strips any cookies from requests initiated by third-party pages. Next, we performed the
reverse experiment: using the same browser equipped
with SafeButton, we surfed www.facebook.com and interacted with the site’s functionality without any issues for
a long period. Careful inspection of the log generated by
SafeButton proved that no in-Facebook communication
was hindered at any time.
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Figure 8: Privacy-preserving social plugins serviced by
a SNS. Here: the loading of a social plugin in a thirdparty page. The code of the social plugin agent is always
fetched from a secondary domain to avoid leaking cookies set by the primary domain of the SNS. The URL of
the target page is passed via a fragment identifier, so it is
never transmitted to the SNS. The agent synthesizes and
renders the personalized content of the social plugin.

Figure 9: Privacy-preserving social plugins serviced by
a SNS. Here: securely communicating the user’s session
identifier to the social plugin agent when logging in on
the SNS. Although the agent is hosted on a secondary
domain, it receives and stores the identifier from the primary domain through the postMessage function, allowing it to place asynchronous authenticated requests for
accessing the user’s profile information.

6 Privacy-preserving Social Plugins as a
Service: A Pure JavaScript Design
As many users are typically not aware of the privacy
issues of social plugins, they are not likely to install
any browser extension for their protection. For instance,
NoScript [27], a Firefox add-on which blocks untrusted
JavaScript code from being executed, has roughly just 2
million downloads, and AdBlock [1], an add-on which
prevents advertisement domains from loading as third
parties in a web page, has been downloaded 14 million
times. At the same time, Firefox has 450 million active
users [24], which brings the adoption rate of the above
security add-ons to 0.4% and 3.1%, respectively. For
this reason, in this section we present a pure JavaScript
implementation of privacy-preserving social plugins that
could be employed by social networking services themselves for the protection of their members.
The use case would not be much different from now:
web developers would still embed an IFRAME element
that loads the social plugin from the SNS. However,
instead of serving a traditional social plugin, the SNS
serves a JavaScript implementation of a social plugin
agent in respect to the design presented in Sec. 3. The
agent then fetches personalized information from the
browser’s local storage, requests non-personalized information from the SNS, and renders the synthesized con-
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tent according to the specified social plugin. The feasibility of the above design is supported by existing web
technologies such as IndexedDB [19], which provide a
JavaScript API for managing a local database, similar to
the DataStore used in SafeButton.
The most challenging aspect of this implementation is to prevent the leakage of user-identifying information during the loading of a social plugin. If
the IFRAME of the social plugin agent is hosted
on the same (sub)domain as the SNS itself (e.g.,
socialnetwork.com), then the request for fetching its
JavaScript code would also transmit the user’s cookies
for the SNS. At the same time, the agent would need to
know the URL of the embedding page for which it has
personalized the social plugin’s content. If the URL is
passed as a parameter to that initial request, the situation
is obviously as problematic as in current social plugins.
A solution would be to leave out the URL of the page
from the request for loading the social plugin agent.
However, there should be a way to communicate this information to the agent once its JavaScript code has been
loaded by the browser. This can be achieved through
a fragment identifier [32] in the URL from which the
agent is loaded. Fragment identifiers come as the last
part of a URL, and begin with a hash mark (#) char-
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acter. According to the HTTP specification [18], fragment identifiers are never transmitted as part of a request to a server. Thus, during the loading of a social
plugin in a third-party page, instead of passing an explicit parameter with the URL of the embedding page, as
in www.socialnetwork.com/sp-agent.js?url=<URL> , it
can be passed through a fragment identifier, as in www.
socialnetwork.com/sp-agent.js#<URL> . The information about the URL of the visited page never leaves the
browser, and remains accessible to the JavaScript code of
the agent, which can then parse the hypertext reference
of its container and extract the fragment identifier.
Unfortunately, this approach is still not secure in practice. The URL of the embedding page is usually also
transmitted as part of the HTTP Referer [sic] header
by most browsers. Therefore, even if we omit the target URL from the HTTP parameters of the request, the
server will receive it anyway, allowing the SNS to correlate this information with the user’s cookies that are
transmitted as part of the same request.
To overcome this issue, the social plugin agent can
be hosted on a secondary domain, different than the
primary domain of the SNS, as also proposed by Do
Not Track [5]. For instance, in this design the agent
could be hosted under socialnetwork-cdn.net instead
of socialnetwork.com, as shown in Fig. 8. This prevents
the browser from appending the user’s cookies whenever
a social plugin is encountered (step 2), since its IFRAME
will be served from a different domain than the one for
which the cookies were set. The rest of the steps are
analogous to Fig. 3.
Still, the social plugin agent must be able to issue authenticated requests towards the SNS for accessing the
user’s profile and retrieving the necessary private social
information that must be maintained locally. This requires access to the user’s cookies, and specifically to
the identifier of the authenticated session that the user
has with the SNS.
A solution to this problem can be achieved by taking
advantage of the windows.postMessage [22] JavaScript
API, which allows two different origins to communicate.
When the user logs in on the SNS, the login page contains a hidden IFRAME loaded through HTTPS from
the secondary domain on which the social plugin agent
is hosted, as shown in Fig. 9 (step 2). The login page
then communicates to the agent’s IFRAME the session
identifier of the user through postMessage (step 3). The
IFRAME executes JavaScript code that stores locally the
user identifier under its own domain, making it accessible to the plugin agent. The agent can then read the
session identifier from its own local storage, and place
authenticated requests towards the SNS for accessing the
user’s profile (step 4) and synchronizing the required information with the locally stored data. When the user ex-
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plicitly logs out from the social networking site, the log
out page follows a similar process to erase the identifier
from the local storage of the agent.
In respect to supporting multiple users per browser instance and protecting the personal information stored locally, encryption can be employed to shield any sensitive information, such as the names or identifiers of a
user’s friends. In accordance with the communication
of the session identifier described above, a user-specific
cryptographic key can be communicated from the SNS
to the social plugin agent. The plugin can then use this
key to encrypt sensitive information locally. The key
is kept only in memory. Each time the plugin agent
loads, it spawns a child IFRAME towards the social networking site. The request for the child IFRAME will
normally have the user’s cookies appended. Finally,
that child IFRAME, once loaded, can communicate via
postMessage the encryption key back to the plugin agent.

7 Discussion
Strict Mode of Operation Although SafeButton does
not send any cookies to the social networking service,
it still needs to make non-authenticated requests towards
the SNS to fetch public information for some social plugins (e.g., for Facebook plugins, the information shown
in column “Public Content” in Table 1). These requests
unavoidably expose the user’s IP address to the SNS.
Some users might not feel comfortable with exposing
their IP address to the SNS (even when no cookies are
sent), as this information could be correlated by the SNS
with other sources of information, and could eventually
lead to the exposure of the users’ true identity. For such
privacy-savvy users, we consider a “paranoid” mode of
operation in which SafeButton does not reveal the user’s
IP address to the social networking service when encountering a social plugin in a third-party page, by simply not retrieving any public information about the page.
Unavoidably, some social plugins are then rendered using solely the locally available personalized information,
e.g., for the Like button, the total number of “likes” for
the page will be missing.
Alternatively, given the very low traffic incurred by
SafeButton’s non-authenticated queries to the SNS, these
can be carried out transparently by SafeButton through
an anonymous communication network such as Tor [38].
Given that social plugins are loaded in parallel with the
rest of the page’s elements, this would minimally affect
the browsing experience (compared to browsing solely
through Tor).
Potential Challenges with Future Social Plugins. Although SafeButton currently supports all social plugins
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offered by Facebook, and our approach is extensible so
as to handle the plugins of other social networking services, we consider two potential challenges with future
plugins [44]. First, future personalization functionality
could include social information from a user’s second degree friends, i.e., the friends of his friends, or rely on the
analysis of data from the entire user population of the social network. Second, this type of personalization could
involve proprietary algorithms not available to the clientside at run-time.
We believe that our approach could be adapted to support such developments. We find it realistic that such
extended analysis will take place offline, and result in
the calculation of a product that will be stored and taken
into account in real-time during content personalization.
Therefore, it will not be necessary to have at the client
side neither the analysis algorithms nor the entire dataset.
The stored outcome of the analysis, e.g., some extra
weight on the social graph or additional meta-data, could
be available to through the developer’s API, and be taken
into account by SafeButton during content personalization. At the same time, the social networking service is
not deprived of the data necessary to carry out such analysis. Our approach protects user privacy when accessing
the “view” functionality of social plugins, but when users
explicitly interact with them, their actions and any corresponding data are transmitted to the SNS.
Profile Management As users may access the web via
more than one devices, it reasonable to assume that they
will require a practical way to use SafeButton in all of
them. Although installing SafeButton on each browser
should be enough, this will result to the synchronization
of the locally stored information with the SNS for each
instance separately. In our future work, we will consider the use of cloud storage for keeping fully-encrypted
copies of the local DataStore and X-Cache, and synchronizing them across all the user’s browser instances, in
the same spirit as existing settings and bookmark synchronization features of popular browsers [29, 14].
Keeping a local copy of private information that is normally accessible only through the social networking service might be considered a security risk, as it would be
made readily available to an attacker that gains unauthorized access to the user’s system. At that point, though,
the attacker would already have access to the user’s credentials (or could steal them by installing a keylogger on
the compromised host) and could easily gather this information from the SNS anyway.
In any case, users could opt-in for keeping the DataStore encrypted, although this would require them to provide a password to SafeButton (similarly to the above
mentioned settings synchronization features). For the
pure JavaScript implementation, though, as discussed in
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Section 6, the cryptographic key can be supplied by the
SNS upon user login, making the process completely
transparent to the user.
Security in Multi-user Environments We now consider the operation of SafeButton in a multi-user environment where more than one users share the same browser
instance. In general, sharing the same browser instance is
a bad security practice, because after users are done with
a browsing session they may leave sensitive information
behind, such as stored passwords, cookies, and browsing
history. Ideally, users should maintain their own browser
instance or accounts in the operating system.
SafeButton retrieves private information when users
are logged in the SNS, and stores it locally even after
they log out, as it would be inefficient to erase it every
single time. Multiple users are supported by monitoring the current cookies for that domain of the SNS, and
serving personalized content only for the user that is currently logged in. Local entries that belong to a user ID
that does not match the one currently logged in are never
returned. Obviously, users that share the same OS account can access each other’s locally stored data, since
they are contained in the same DataStore instance, unless they have opted in for keeping their data encrypted,
as discussed earlier.
Shortcomings of the Graph API Throughout this paper we have briefly mentioned some obstacles we have
encountered, namely shortcomings in the developer API
provided by Facebook, in respect to our objective of protecting the user’s privacy while maintaining full functionality for the social plugins. We summarize these issues here and discuss how the social networks in general
could support us.
User Activity Updates through the API. Currently the
Facebook API [10] offers access to the social graph but
there is no way to receive updates or “diffs” when something changes. For instance, we retrieve a friend’s “likes”
through the API, we are also able to fetch only new
“likes” from a point forward, but are unable to receive
notice when that friend “unlikes.” A friend “activity” or
“history” function could significantly aid our implementation in keeping an accurate local store.
Accuracy of the Provided Information. Sometimes, the
API calls and documentation offered to developers differ
slightly from the actual behavior of a plugin when it is offered by the SNS itself [11]. This creates a predicament
for developers wishing to replicate the functionality.
Support for All Social Information that is Otherwise Accessible. We consider it reasonable for the API to provide access to information that is accessible via the social plugins offered by the SNS itself or via the profile
pages of its users. For instance, there is no API call to
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access the comments of a specific user, although they appear in the user’s profile page. Scrapping could retrieve
them, but this practice is not ideal. Therefore, in our case,
we have to resolve to practices that result in reduced accuracy, such as anonymously retrieving a sample of the
comments of a page and placing the comments of a user’s
friends at the top, if present in the sample. Retrieving the
entire set of comments could be inefficient for pages with
too many comments.
Alternatively, Facebook could provide a call for retrieving just the user IDs of all the commenters, and another call for specifying a set of IDs for which to retrieve
the actual comments. In that case, we could hide the IDs
of a user’s friends among a group of k strangers and request their comments for that page [56].

8 Related Work
Do Not Track [5] is a browser technology which enables
users to signal, via an HTTP header, that they do not wish
to be tracked by websites they do not explicitly visit. Unfortunately there are no guarantees that such a request
will be honored by the receiving site or not.
Krishnamurthy et al. [46] studied privacy leaks in online social networking services. They identified the presence of embedded content from third-party domains in
the interactions of a user with the SNS itself and stress
that the combination with personal information inside an
SNS could pose a significant threat to user privacy.
There has been significant work in the interplay between SNSs and privacy. For example, there has been
some focus on protecting privacy in SNS against thirdparty applications installed in a user’s profile within the
social network [41, 40, 55]. Facecloak [49] shields a
user’s personal information from a SNS and any thirdparty interaction, by providing fake information to the
SNS and storing actual, sensitive information in an encrypted form on a separate server. The authors in FlyByNight [48] propose the use of public key cryptography
among friends in a SNS so as to protect their information
from a curious social provider and potential data leaks.
Recent work has focused on how to support personalized advertisements without revealing the user’s personal
information to the providing party. Adnostic [57] offers
targeted advertising while preserving the user’s privacy
by having the web browser profile the user, through the
monitoring of his browsing history, and inferring his interests. It then downloads diverse content from the advertising server and selects which part of it to display to
the user. Similarly, RePriv [42] enables the browser to
mine a user’s web behavior to infer guidelines for content personalization, which are ultimately communicated
to interested sites. Our approach differs in principle as
the model of these previous systems prevents a web site
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from building a profile for the user while we decouple
the identification step the user undergoes, to access his
already existing social profile, with his subsequent requests for content personalization.
Mayer et al. [50] highlight the threats against user privacy by the cross-site tracking capabilities of third-party
web services. The authors detail a plethora of tracking
technologies used by the embedded pages of advertisement, analytics, and social networking services. Their
work demonstrates the high level of sophistication in
web tracking technologies, and their resiliency against
browser countermeasures.
Roesner et al. [53] study the tracking ecosystem of
third-party web services and discuss current defenses, including third-party cookie blocking. They identify cases
where tracking services actively try to evade such restrictions by bringing themselves in a first party position, e.g.,
by spawning pop-up windows. Moreover, the authors
present cases in which services are treated as first parties when visited directly and intentionally by the users,
and at the same time appear embedded as third parties
in web sites, as is the case with social networking services and their social plugins. Overall, they conclude that
current restrictions imposed by browsers against thirdparty tracking are not fool-proof, and at the same time
find more than 500 tracking services, some with the capability to capture more than 20% of a user’s browsing
behavior.
A series of browser add-ons exist [7, 26] that block social plugins from the web pages a user visits by removing
them or preventing them from loading, in a manner similar to what Adblock [1] does for advertisements. However, they come at the cost of full loss of functionality as
social plugins are completely removed from a page. Note
that some of these add-ons are poorly implemented and
naively remove the social plugins only after they have appeared on a page, meaning that the corresponding HTTP
request containing user-identifying information has already been issued towards the server.
ShareMeNot [28, 53] is a Firefox add-on that strips
user cookies from a series of HTTP requests that the
web browser issues to load social plugins. As a result,
no user-identifying information is sent to the social networking service until the user explicitly interacts with
the social plugin. The downside of this approach is that
users are deprived of any personalized information offered by the plugin, e.g., the number and names of any
of their friends that might have already interacted with
a page. In other words, users view these social plugins as if they were logged out from the respective SNS
(or browsing in “incognito” mode). Our approach differs
from ShareMeNot in that it focuses on providing the full
content personalization of existing social plugins while
protecting user privacy.
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9 Conclusion
Concerns about the interplay between social plugins and
privacy are mounting rapidly. Tensions have reached the
point that even governments consider to outlaw Facebook’s Like button [13]. Recently, in an official response
to questions regarding user privacy asked by the government of Norway, it was stated that “Facebook does not
use cookies to track people visiting websites using the Like
button” [37]. The current design of social plugins, as
provided by all major social networking services, combined with empirical evidence [9], stresses the need for
changes so that words align with actions. We want to
believe that SNSs treat the privacy of their members as
an issue of the utmost importance, and we hope that they
are willing to ensure it through technical means.
In this paper, we have presented a novel design for
privacy-preserving social plugins, which provide exactly
the same user experience as existing plugins, and at the
same time prevent SNSs from being able to track the
browsing activities of their users. We have described in
detail how this design can be offered transparently as a
service to users of existing SNSs without the need to install any additional software, and thus envisage that it
could be adopted for the protection of their member’s
privacy. SafeButton, our proof-of-concept implementation of this design as a browser add-on for Firefox,
demonstrates the practicality of our approach. SafeButton is publicly available, and currently supports full content personalization in a privacy-preserving way and with
minimal space overhead for seven out of the nine social plugins offered by Facebook, while it loads them 2.8
times faster compared to their original versions.

Availability
SafeButton is publicly available as an open source
project at http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~kontaxis/
safebutton/
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Social Networking with Frientegrity:
Privacy and Integrity with an Untrusted Provider
Ariel J. Feldman, Aaron Blankstein, Michael J. Freedman, and Edward W. Felten
Princeton University
Abstract

these services’ centralization of information makes them
attractive targets for attack by malicious insiders and outsiders. In addition, social networking sites face pressure
from government agencies world-wide to release information on demand, often without search warrants [24].
Finally and perhaps worst of all, the behavior of service
providers themselves is a source of users’ privacy concerns. Providers have repeatedly changed their privacy
policies and default privacy settings, and have made public
information that their users thought was private [46, 47].
Less recognized, however, is the extent to which users
trust social networking sites with the integrity of their data,
and the harm that a malicious or compromised provider
could do by violating it. Prior work on secure social
networking has focused primarily on privacy and largely
neglected integrity, or at most employed digital signatures
on users’ individual messages [5, 53, 54, 56]. But a malicious provider could be more insidious. For example,
bloggers have claimed that Sina Weibo, a Chinese microblogging site, tried to disguise its censorship of a user’s
posts by hiding them from the user’s followers but still
showing them to the user [51]. This behavior is an example of server equivocation [34, 39], in which a malicious
service presents different clients with divergent views of
the system state. We argue that to truly protect users’ data,
a secure social networking service should defend against
this sort of attack.
To address the security concerns surrounding social networking, numerous prior works (e.g., [5, 17, 56]) have
proposed decentralized designs in which the social networking service is provided not by a centralized provider,
but by a collection of federated nodes. Each node could
either be a service provider of a user’s choice or the user’s
own machine or those of her friends. We believe that
decentralization is the wrong, or at least an insufficient,
approach, however, because it leaves the user with an unenviable dilemma: either sacrifice availability, reliability,
and convenience by storing her data on her own machine,
or entrust her data to one of several providers that she
probably does not know or trust any more than she would
a centralized provider.
In light of these problems, we present Frientegrity, a
framework for building social networking services that
protects the privacy and integrity of users’ data from a

Today’s social networking services require users to trust
the service provider with the confidentiality and integrity
of their data. But with their history of data leaks and
privacy controversies, these services are not always deserving of this trust. Indeed, a malicious provider could
not only violate users’ privacy, it could equivocate and
show different users divergent views of the system’s state.
Such misbehavior can lead to numerous harms including
surreptitious censorship.
In light of these threats, this paper presents Frientegrity,
a framework for social networking applications that can be
realized with an untrusted service provider. In Frientegrity,
a provider observes only encrypted data and cannot deviate from correct execution without being detected. Prior
secure social networking systems have either been decentralized, sacrificing the availability and convenience of a
centralized provider, or have focused almost entirely on
users’ privacy while ignoring the threat of equivocation.
On the other hand, existing systems that are robust to
equivocation do not scale to the needs social networking
applications in which users may have hundreds of friends,
and in which users are mainly interested the latest updates,
not in the thousands that may have come before.
To address these challenges, we present a novel method
for detecting provider equivocation in which clients collaborate to verify correctness. In addition, we introduce an
access control mechanism that offers efficient revocation
and scales logarithmically with the number of friends. We
present a prototype implementation demonstrating that
Frientegrity provides latency and throughput that meet the
needs of a realistic workload.

1.

Introduction

Popular social networking sites have hundreds of millions
of active users [20]. They have enabled new forms of
communication, organization, and information sharing; or,
as Facebook’s prospectus claims, they exist “to make the
world more open and connected” [60]. But by now, it is
widely understood that these benefits come at the cost of
having to trust these centralized services with the privacy
of one’s social interactions. The history of these services
is rife with unplanned data disclosures (e.g., [22, 40]), and
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potentially malicious provider, while preserving the availability, reliability, and usability benefits of centralization.
Frientegrity supports familiar social networking features
such as “walls,” “news feeds,” comment threads, and photos, as well as common access control mechanisms such
as “friends,” “friends-of-friends,” and “followers.” But
in Frientegrity, the provider’s servers only see encrypted
data, and clients can collaborate to detect server equivocation and other forms of misbehavior such as failing to
properly enforce access control. In this way, Frientegrity
bases its confidentiality and integrity guarantees on the
security of users’ cryptographic keys, rather than on the
service provider’s good intentions or the correctness of its
complex server code. Frientegrity remains highly scalable
while providing these properties by spreading system state
across many shared-nothing servers [52].
To defend against server equivocation, Frientegrity enforces a property called fork* consistency [33]. A fork*consistent system ensures that if the provider is honest,
clients see a strongly-consistent (linearizable [27]) ordering of updates to an object (e.g., a wall or comment thread).
But if a malicious provider presents a pair of clients with
divergent views of the object, then the provider must prevent the clients from ever seeing each other’s subsequent
updates lest they identify the provider as faulty.
Prior systems have employed variants of fork* consistency to implement network file systems [33, 34], keyvalue stores [7, 38, 50], and group collaboration systems [21] with untrusted servers. But these systems assumed that the number of users would be small or that
clients would be connected to the servers most of the time.
As a result, to enforce fork* consistency, they presumed
that it would be reasonable for clients to perform work
that is linear in either the number of users or the number
of updates ever submitted to the system. But these assumptions do not hold in social networking applications
in which users have hundreds of friends, clients are Web
browsers or mobile devices that connect only intermittently, and users typically are interested only in the most
recent updates, not in the thousands that may have come
before.
To accommodate these unique scalability challenges,
we present a novel method of enforcing fork* consistency
in which clients collaborate to detect server equivocation.
This mechanism allows each client to do only a small
portion of the work required to verify correctness, yet is
robust to collusion between a misbehaving provider and
as many as f malicious users, where f is a predetermined
security parameter per object.
Access control is another area where social networking presents new scalability problems. A user may have
hundreds of friends and tens of thousands of friends-offriends (FoFs) [19]. Yet, among prior social networking
systems that employ encryption for access control (e.g.,

[5, 9, 37]), many require work that is linear in the number
of friends, if not FoFs, to revoke a friend’s access (i.e.,
to “un-friend”). Frientegrity, on the other hand, supports
fast revocation of friends and FoFs, and also gives clients
a means to efficiently verify that the provider has only
allowed writes from authorized users. It does so through a
novel combination of persistent authenticated dictionaries [12] and key graphs [59].
To evaluate the scalability of Frientegrity, we implemented a prototype that simulates a Facebook-like service.
We demonstrate that Frientegrity is capable of scaling with
reasonable performance by testing this prototype using
workloads with tens of thousands of updates per object
and access control lists containing hundreds of users.
Roadmap In §2, we introduce Frientegrity’s goals and
the threat model against which it operates. §3 presents an
overview of Frientegrity’s architecture using the task of
fetching a “news feed” as an example. §4 delves into the
details of Frientegrity’s data structures and protocols for
collaboratively enforcing fork* consistency on an object,
establishing dependencies between objects, and enforcing
access control. §5 discusses additional issues for untrusted
social networks such as friend discovery and group administration. We describe our prototype implementation in
§6 and then evaluate its performance and scalability in §7.
We discuss related work in §8 and then conclude.

2.

System Model

In Frientegrity, the service provider runs a set of servers
that store objects, each of which corresponds to a familiar social networking construct such as a Facebook-like
“wall”, a comment thread, or a photo or album. Clients
submit updates to these objects, called operations, on behalf of their users. Each operation is encrypted under a
key known only to a set of authorized users, such as a
particular user’s friends, and not to the provider. Thus,
the role of the provider’s servers is limited to storing operations, assigning them a canonical order, and returning
them to clients upon request, as well as ensuring that only
authorized clients can write to each object. To confirm
that servers are fulfilling this role faithfully, clients collaborate to verify their output. Whenever a client performs a
read, it checks whether the response is consistent with the
responses that other clients received.

2.1

Goals

Frientegrity should satisfy the following properties:
Broadly applicable: If Frientegrity is to be adopted, it
must support the features of popular social networks such
as Facebook-like walls or Twitter-like feeds. It must also
support both the symmetric “friend” and “friend-of-friend”
relationships of services like Facebook and the asymmetric
“follower” relationships of services like Twitter.
2
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Keeps data confidential: Because the provider is untrusted, clients must encrypt their operations before submitting them to the provider’s servers. Frientegrity must
ensure that all and only the clients of authorized users can
obtain the necessary encryption keys.
Detects misbehavior: Even without access to objects’
plaintexts, a malicious provider could still try to forge
or alter clients’ operations. It could also equivocate and
show different clients inconsistent views of the objects.
Moreover, malicious users could collude with the provider
to deceive other users or could attempt to falsely accuse
the provider of being malicious. Frientegrity must guarantee that as long as the number of malicious users with
permission to modify an object is below a predetermined
threshold, clients will be able to detect such misbehavior.
Efficient: Frientegrity should be sufficiently scalable to
be used in practice. In particular, a client that is only interested in the most recent updates to an object should not
have to download and check the object in its entirety just
so that the it can perform the necessary verification. Furthermore, because social networking users routinely have
hundreds of friends and tens of thousands of friends-offriends [19], access control list changes must be performed
in time that is better than linear in the number of users.

2.2

Ideally, to mitigate the threat of provider equivocation,
Frientegrity would treat all of the operations performed on
all of the objects in the system as a single, unified history
and enforce fork* consistency on that history. Such a
design would require establishing a total order on all of the
operations in the system regardless of the objects to which
they belonged. In so doing, it would create unnecessary
dependencies between unrelated objects, such as between
the “walls” of two users on opposite sides of the social
graph. It would then be harder to store objects on different
servers without resorting to either expensive agreement
protocols (e.g., Paxos [31]) or using a single serialization
point for all operations.
Instead, like many scale-out services, objects in Frientegrity are spread out across many servers; these objects
may be indexed either through a directory service [1, 23]
or through hashing [15, 30]. The provider handles each
object independently and only orders operations with respect to the other operations in the same object. Clients,
in turn, exchange their views of each object to which they
have access separately. Thus, for efficiency, Frientegrity
only enforces fork* consistency on a per-object basis.
There are situations, however, when it is necessary to
make an exception to this rule and specify that an operation in one object happened after an operation in another.
Frientegrity allows clients to detect provider equivocation
about the order of such a pair of operations by supplying a mechanism for explicitly entangling the histories of
multiple objects (see §3.4).

Detecting Server Equivocation

To prevent a malicious provider from forging or modifying clients’ operations without detection, Frientegrity
clients digitally sign all their operations with their users’
private keys. But as we have discussed, signatures are not
sufficient for correctness, as a misbehaving provider could
still equivocate about the history of operations.
To mitigate this threat, Frientegrity employs fork* consistency [33].1 In fork*-consistent systems, clients share
information about their individual views of the history by
embedding it in every operation they send. As a result, if
clients to whom the provider has equivocated ever communicate, they will discover the provider’s misbehavior.
The provider can still fork the clients into disjoint groups
and only tell each client about operations by others in its
group, but then it can never again show operations from
one group to the members of another without risking detection. Furthermore, if clients are occasionally able to
exchange views of the history out-of-band, even a provider
which forks the clients will not be able to cheat for long.

2.3

Threat Model

Provider: We assume that the provider may be actively
malicious. It may not only attempt to violate the confidentiality of users’ social interactions, but also may attempt to
compromise their integrity through either equivocation or
by directly tampering with objects, operations, or access
control lists (ACLs).
Although Frientegrity makes provider misbehavior detectable, it does not prevent a malicious provider from
denying service, either by blocking all of a client’s updates
or by erasing the encrypted data it stores. To mitigate this
threat, clients could replicate their encrypted operations
on servers run by alternate providers. Furthermore, if
provider equivocation creates inconsistencies in the system’s state, clients can resolve them using fork-recovery
techniques, such as those employed by SPORC [21]. We
argue, however, that because Frientegrity allows provider
misbehavior to be detected quickly, providers will have
an incentive to avoid misbehaving out of fear of legal
repercussions or damage to their reputations.
The provider does not have access to the contents of
objects or the contents of the individual operations that
clients upload, because they are encrypted under keys that
it does not know. In addition, because users’ names are

1 Fork* consistency is a weaker variant of an earlier model
called fork consistency [39]. They differ in that under fork consistency, a pair of clients only needs to exchange one message
to detect server equivocation, whereas under fork* consistency,
they may need to exchange two. Frientegrity enforces fork*
consistency because it permits a one-round protocol to submit
operations, rather than two. It also ensures that a crashed client
cannot prevent the system from making progress.
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also encrypted, the provider can only identify users by
pseudonyms, such as the hash of the public keys they
use within the system. Nevertheless, we do not seek to
hide social relationships: we assume that the provider
can learn the entire pseudonymous social graph, including
who is friends with whom and who interacts with whom,
by analyzing the interconnections between objects and
by keeping track of which pseudonyms appear in which
objects, (e.g., by using social network deanonymization
techniques [4, 43]).
Preventing the provider from learning the social graph
is likely to be impossible in practice because even if
users used a new pseudonym for every new operation,
the provider would still be able to infer a great deal from
the size and timing of their operations. After all, in most
social networking applications, the ﬁrst thing a user does
when she signs in is check a “news feed” which is comprised of her friends’ most recent updates. In order to construct the news feed, she must query each of her friend’s
feed objects in succession, and in so doing reveal to the
provider which feed objects are related.
Users and Clients: We assume that users may also be
malicious and may use the clients they control to attempt
to read and modify objects to which they do not have
access. In addition, malicious users may collude with
the provider or with other users to exceed their privileges
or to deceive honest users. They may also attempt to
falsely accuse the provider of misbehavior. Finally, we
assume that some clients may be controlled by Sybil users,
created by the provider to subvert the clients’ defenses
against server equivocation.
Frientegrity’s security is based on the assumption, however, that among the users which have access to a given
object, no more than some constant f will be malicious
(Byzantine faulty). We believe that this assumption is reasonable because a user can only access an object if she has
been explicitly invited by another user with administrator
privileges for the object (e.g., Alice can only access Bob’s
wall if he explicitly adds her as a friend). As we describe
in §4.1, this assumption allows clients to collaborate to
detect provider misbehavior. If a client sees that at least
f + 1 other users have vouched for the provider’s output,
the client can assume that it is correct.
Client code: We assume the presence of a code authentication infrastructure that can verify that the application
code run by clients is genuine. This mechanism might rely
on code signing or on HTTPS connections to a trusted
server (diﬀerent from the untrusted service provider used
as part of Frientegrity’s protocols).

3.

Provider
Srv 1

Srv 2

Bob’s wall

Srv 3

Srv n

…

depends

Bob’s ACL

Bob’s ACL history

2

1

readObject(‘Bob’s wall’)

Alice

Decrypt

3

Verify

Figure 1: A client fetches a news feed in Frientegrity by
reading the latest posts from her friends’ walls, as well as
information to verify, authenticate, and decrypt the posts.

output that they receive from the provider’s servers. As
a result, whenever clients retrieve the latest updates to an
object, the provider’s response must include enough information to make such veriﬁcation possible. In addition, the
provider must furnish the key material that allows authorized clients with the appropriate private keys to decrypt
the latest operations. Thus, when designing Frientegrity’s
protocols and data structures, our central aim was to ensure that clients could perform the necessary veriﬁcation
and obtain the required keys eﬃciently.
To explain these mechanisms, we use the example of
a user Alice who wants to fetch her “news feed” and
describes the steps that her client takes on her behalf. For
simplicity, in this and subsequent examples throughout
the paper, we often speak of users, such as Alice, when we
really mean to refer to the clients acting on their behalf.

3.1

Example: Fetching a News Feed

Alice’s news feed consists of the most recent updates
to the sources to which she is subscribed. In Facebook,
for example, this typically corresponds to the most recent
posts to her friends’ “walls”, whereas in Twitter, it is made
up of the most recent tweets from the users she follows.
At a high level, Frientegrity performs the following steps
when Alice’s fetches her news feed, as shown in Figure 1.
1. For each of Alice’s friends, Alice’s sends a readObject RPC to the server containing the friend’s wall
object.
2. In response to a readObject RPC for a friend Bob,
a well-behaved server returns the most recent operations in Bob’s wall, as well as suﬃcient information
and key material for Alice to verify and decrypt them.
3. Upon receiving the operations from Bob’s wall, Alice performs a series of veriﬁcation steps aimed at
detecting server misbehavior. Then, using her private key, she decrypts the key material and uses it to
decrypt the operations. Finally, when she has veriﬁed and decrypted the recent wall posts from all her

System Overview

As discussed above, to ensure that the provider is behaving correctly, Frientegrity requires clients to verify the
4
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friends, she combines them and optionally filters and
prioritizes them according to a client-side policy.

needs to examine it in its entirety. Frientegrity’s collaborative verification scheme allows each client to do only
a small portion of the work, yet is robust to collusion
between a misbehaving provider and as many as f malicious users. When f is small relative to the number of
users who have written to an object, each client will most
likely only have to do work that is logarithmic, rather than
linear, in the size of the history (as our evaluation demonstrates in §7.5). We present Frientegrity’s collaborative
verification algorithm in §4.1.

For Alice to verify the response to each readObject, she
must be able to check the following properties efficiently:
1. The provider has not equivocated about the wall’s
contents: The provider must return enough of the
wall object to allow Alice to guarantee that history
of the operations performed on the wall is fork* consistent.
2. Every operation was created by an authorized user:
The provider must prove that each operation from the
wall that it returns was created by a user who was
authorized to do so at the time that the operation was
submitted.
3. The provider has not equivocated about the set of
authorized users: Alice must be able to verify that
the provider did not add, drop, or reorder users’ modifications to the access control list that applies to the
wall object.
4. The ACL is not outdated: Alice must be able to
ensure that the provider did not roll back the ACL
to an earlier version in order to trick the client into
accepting updates from a revoked user.

3.3

A user Bob’s profile is comprised of multiple objects in addition to his wall, such as photos and comment threads. To
allow Bob to efficiently specify the users allowed to access
all of these objects (i.e., his friends), Frientegrity stores
Bob’s friend list all in one place as a separate ACL. ACLs
store users’ pseudonyms in the clear, and every operation
is labeled with the pseudonym of its creator. As a result,
a well-behaved provider can reject operations that were
submitted by unauthorized users. But because the provider
is untrusted, when Alice reads Bob’s wall, the provider
must prove that it enforced access control correctly on
every operation it returns. Thus, Frientegrity’s ACL data
structure must allow the server to construct efficientlycheckable proofs that the creator of each operation was
indeed authorized by Bob.

The remainder of this section summarizes the mechanisms with which Frientegrity enforces these properties.

3.2

Making Access Control Verifiable

Enforcing Fork* Consistency

Frientegrity also uses the ACL to store the key material
with which authorized users can decrypt the operations on
Bob’s wall and encrypt new ones. Consequently, ACLs
must be designed to allow clients with the appropriate private keys to efficiently retrieve the necessary key material.
Moreover, because social network ACLs may be large,
ACL modifications and any associated rekeying must be
efficient.

Clients defend against provider equivocation about the
contents of Bob’s wall or any other object by comparing
their views of the object’s history, thereby enforcing fork*
consistency. Many prior systems, such as BFT2F [33] and
SPORC [21], enforced fork* consistency by having each
client maintain a linear hash chain over the operations that
it has seen. Every new operation that it submits to the
server includes the most recent hash. On receiving an operation created by another client, a client in such systems
checks whether the history hash included in the operation
matches the client’s own hash chain computation. If it
does not, the client knows that the server has equivocated.
The problem with this approach is that it requires each
client to perform work that is linear in the size of the
entire history of operations. This requirement is ill suited
to social networks because an object such as Bob’s wall
might contain thousands of operations dating back years.
If Alice is only interested in Bob’s most recent updates,
as is typically the case, she should not have to download
and check the entire history just to be able to detect server
equivocation. This is especially true considering that when
fetching a news feed, Alice must read all of her friends’
walls, and not just Bob’s.
To address these problems, Frientegrity clients verify
an object’s history collaboratively, so that no single client

To support both efficiently-checkable membership
proofs and efficient rekeying, Frientegrity ACLs are implemented as a novel combination of persistent authenticated
dictionaries [12] and key graphs [59]. Whereas most
prior social networking systems that employ encryption
required work linear in the number of friends to revoke a
user’s access, all of Frientegrity’s ACL operations run in
logarithmic time.
Even if it convinces Alice that every operation came
from someone who was authorized by Bob at some point,
the provider must still prove that it did not equivocate
about the history of changes Bob made to his ACL. To address this problem, Frientegrity maintains an ACL history
object, in which each operation corresponds to a change
to the ACL and which Alice must check for fork* consistency, just like with Bob’s wall. Frientegrity’s ACL
data structure and how it interacts with ACL histories are
further explained in §4.3.
5
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3.4

Preventing ACL Rollbacks

users. Thus, to add a user, the client must update the
ACL so that it includes the encryption of this shared
key under the new user’s public key. To remove a
user, the ACL must be updated with a new shared key
encrypted such that all remaining users can retrieve
it. (See §4.3.3.)

Even without equivocating about the contents of either
Bob’s wall or his ACL, a malicious provider could still
give Alice an outdated ACL in order to trick her into accepting operations from a revoked user. To mitigate this
threat, operations in Bob’s wall are annotated with dependencies on Bob’s ACL history (the red dotted arrow in
Figure 1). A dependency indicates that a particular operation in one object happened after a particular operation
in another object. Thus, by including a dependency in an
operation that it posts to Bob’s wall, a client forces the
provider to show anyone who later reads the operation
an ACL that is at least as new as the one that the client
observed when it created the operation. In §4.2, we explain the implementation of dependencies and describe
additional situations where they can be used.

4.

The remainder of this section describes how Frientegrity
makes these RPCs possible. It discusses the algorithms
and data structures underlying object verification (§4.1),
dependencies between objects (§4.2), and verifiable access
control §4.3).

Making Objects Verifiable

4.1.1

Object Representation

Frientegrity’s object representation must allow clients to
compare their views of the object’s history without requiring any of them to have the entire history. Representing
an object as a simple list of operations would be insufficient because it is impossible to compute the hash of a list
without having all of the elements going back to the first
one. As a result, objects in Frientegrity are represented as
history trees.
A history tree, first introduced by Crosby et al. [11] for
tamper-evident logging, is essentially a versioned Merkle
tree [41]. Like an ordinary Merkle tree, data (in this case,
operations) are stored in the leaves, each internal node
stores the hash of the subtree below it, and the hash of the
root covers the tree’s entire contents. But unlike a static
Merkle tree, a history tree allows new leaves (operations)
to be added to the right side of the tree. When that occurs,
a new version of the tree is created and the hashes of the
internal nodes are recomputed accordingly.
This design has two features that are crucial for Frientegrity. First, as with a Merkle tree, subtrees containing
unneeded operations can be omitted and replaced by a
stub containing the subtree’s hash. This property allows
a Frientegrity client which has only downloaded a subset
of an object’s operations to still be able to compute the
current history hash. Second, if one has a version j history
tree, it is possible to compute what the root hash would
have been as of version i < j by pretending that operations
i + 1 through j do not exist, and by then recomputing the
hashes of the internal nodes.
Frientegrity uses history trees as follows. Upon receiving a new operation via a writeObject RPC, the server
hosting the object adds it to the object’s history tree, updates the root hash, and then digitally signs the hash. This
server-signed hash is called a server commitment and is
signed to prevent a malicious client from later falsely accusing the server of cheating.
When Alice reads an object of version i by calling readObject, the server responds with a pruned copy of the
object’s history tree containing only a subset of the opera-

System Design

Clients interact with Frientegrity primarily by reading and
writing objects and ACLs via the following four RPCs: 2
• readObject(objectID, k, [otherOps]). Returns the k
most recent operations in object objectID, and optionally, a set of additional earlier operations from the
object (otherOps). But as we explain in the previous
section, the provider must also return enough operations from the object to allow the client to verify that
the provider has not equivocated and proofs from the
ACL that show that every operation came from an
authorized user. In addition, it must return key material from the ACL that allows the client to decrypt
the object.
• writeObject(objectID, op). Submits the new operation
op to object objectID. Every new operation is signed
by the user that created it. To allow clients to enforce
fork* consistency, it also includes a compact representation of the submitting client’s view of object’s
state. (This implies that the client must have read the
object at least once before submitting an update.)
• readACL(aclID, [userToAdd] [userToRemove]). Returns ACL aclID and its corresponding ACL history
object. As an optimization, the client can optionally
specify in advance that it intends to add or remove
particular users from the ACL so that the provider
only has to return the portion of the ACL that the
client needs to change.
• writeACL(aclID, aclUpdate). Submits an update to
ACL aclID. Only administrator users (e.g., the owner
of a Facebook-like profile) can modify the ACL. The
objects to which the ACL applies are encrypted under
a key that is shared only among currently authorized
2 For brevity, we omit RPCs for creating new objects and
ACLs and for adding new users to the system.
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1. Suppose that Alice fetches an object, and the provider
replies with the pruned object shown in Figure 2. Because the object has version 15, the provider also
sends Alice its commitment C15 . On receiving the
object, she checks the server’s signature on C15 , recomputes the hashes of the internal nodes, and then
�
veriﬁes that her computed root hash C15
matches C15 .
Every operation she receives is signed by the user
that created it, and so she veriﬁes these signatures as
well.
2. Alice checks the prevCommitment of the last operation (op15 ), which in this case is C12 .3 To do so, Alice
computes what the root hash would have been if op12
were the last operation and compares her computed
value to C12 . (She must have op12 to do this.)
3. Alice checks the prevCommitment of every operation
between op12 and op15 in the same way.
4. Frientegrity identiﬁes every object by its ﬁrst operation.4 Thus, to make sure that the provider did not
give her the wrong object, Alice checks that op0 has
the value she expects.

15

Figure 2: A pruned object history that a provider might
send to a client. Numbered leaves represent operations and
ﬁlled boxes represent stubs of omitted subtrees. The solid
arrow represents the last operation’s prevCommitments.
Dashed arrows represent other prevCommitments.

tions, along with Ci , the server commitment to version i
of the object. If Alice then creates a new operation, she
shares her view of the history with others by embedding
Ci in the operation’s prevCommitment ﬁeld. If Bob later
reads the object, which by then has version j ≥ i, he can
compare the object he receives with what Alice saw by
ﬁrst computing what the root hash would have been at
version i from his perspective and then comparing it to the
prevCommitment of Alice’s operation. If his computed
value Ci� does not equal Ci , then he knows the server has
equivocated.
4.1.2

4.1.3

The algorithm above aims to ensure that at least one honest user has checked the contents and prevCommitment
of every operation in the history. To see how it achieves
this goal, suppose that op15 in the example was created
by the honest user Bob. Then, C12 must have been the
most recent server commitment that Bob saw at the time
he submitted the operation. More importantly, however,
because Bob is honest, Alice can assume that he would
have never submitted the operation unless he had already
veriﬁed the entire history up to op12 . As a result, when
Alice veriﬁes the object, she only needs to check the contents and prevCommitments of the operations after op12 .
But how was Bob convinced that the history is correct up
to op12 ? He was persuaded the same way Alice was. If the
author of op12 was honest, and op12 ’s prevCommitment
was Ci , then Bob only needed to examine the operations
from opi+1 to op12 . Thus, by induction, as long as writers
are honest, every operation is checked even though no
single user examines the whole history.
Of course in the preceding argument, if any user colludes with a malicious provider, then the chain of veriﬁcations going back to the beginning of the history is broken.
To mitigate this threat, Frientegrity clients can tolerate up
to f malicious users by looking back in the history until
they ﬁnd a point for which at least f + 1 diﬀerent users

Verifying an Object Collaboratively

But how many operations’ prevCommitments does a client
need to check in order to be conﬁdent that the provider
has not misbehaved? Clearly, if the client checks every
operation all the way back to the object’s creation, then
using a history tree provides no advantage over using a
hash chain. Consequently, in Frientegrity, each client only
veriﬁes a suﬃx of the history and trusts others to check
the rest. If we assume that there are at most f malicious
users with write access to an object, then as long as at
least f + 1 users have vouched for a preﬁx of the history,
subsequent clients do not need to examine it.
To achieve this goal, every client executes the following
algorithm to verify an object that it has fetched. In response to a readObject RPC, the provider returns a pruned
object history tree that includes all of the operations the
client requested along with any additional ones that the
client will need to check in order to verify the object.
Because the provider knows the client’s veriﬁcation algorithm, it can determine a priori which operations the client
will need. For simplicity, the algorithm below assumes
that only one user needs to vouch for a preﬁx of the history
in order for it to be considered trustworthy (i.e., f = 0).
We relax this assumption in the next section.

USENIX Association

Correctness of Object Veriﬁcation

3 An operation’s prevCommitment need not refer to the immediately preceding version. This could occur, for example, if the
operation had been submitted concurrently with other operations.
4 Speciﬁcally, an objectID is equal to the hash of its ﬁrst
operation, which contains a client-supplied random value, along
with the provider’s name and a provider-supplied random value.
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have vouched. Thus, in the example, if f = 2 and op13 ,
op14 , and op15 were each created by a different user, then
Alice can rely on assurances from others about the history
up to op9 , but must check the following operations herself.
Frientegrity allows the application to use a different
value of f for each type of object, and the appropriate f
value depends on the context. For example, for an object
representing a Twitter-like feed with a single trusted writer,
setting f = 0 might be reasonable. By contrast, an object
representing the wall of a large group with many writers
might warrant a larger f value.
The choice of f impacts performance: as f increases,
so does the number of operations that every client must
verify. But when f is low relative to the number of writers,
verifying an object requires logarithmic work in the history
size due to the structure of history trees. We evaluate this
security vs. performance trade-off empirically in §7.5.

4.2

tweet to which it refers. In that case, a provider that
wished to suppress the original tweet would not only have
to suppress all subsequent tweets from the original user
(because Frientegrity enforces fork* consistency on the
user’s feed), it would also have to suppress all subsequent
tweets from all the users who retweeted it.
Frientegrity uses Merkle aggregation [11] to implement
dependencies efficiently. This feature of history trees allows the attributes of the leaf nodes to be aggregated up
to the root, where they can be queried efficiently. In Frientegrity, the root of every object’s history tree is annotated
with a list of the other objects that the object depends
on, along with those objects’ most recent versions and
server commitments. To prevent tampering, each node’s
annotations are included in its hash, so that incorrectly
aggregated values will result in an incorrect root hash.

Dependencies Between Objects

Recall that, for scalability, the provider only orders the
operations submitted to an object with respect to other operations in the same object. As a result, Frientegrity only
enforces fork* consistency on the history of operations
within each object, but does not ordinarily provide any
guarantees about the order of operations across different
objects. When the order of operations spanning multiple objects is relevant, however, the objects’ histories can
be entangled through dependencies. A dependency is an
assertion of the form  srcObj, srcVers, dstObj, dstVers,
dstCommitment , indicating that the operation with version srcVers in srcObj happened after operation dstVers
in dstObj, and that the server commitment to dstVers of
dstObj was dstCommitment.
Dependencies are established by authorized clients in
accordance with a policy specified by the application.
When a client submits an operation to srcObj, it can create
a dependency on dstObj by annotating the operation with
the triple  dstObj, dstVers, dstCommitment . If another
client subsequently reads the operation, the dependency
serves as evidence that dstObj must have at least been
at version dstVers at the time the operation was created,
and the provider will be unable to trick the client into
accepting an older version of dstObj.
As described in §3.4, Frientegrity uses dependencies
to prevent a malicious provider from tricking clients into
accepting outdated ACLs. Whenever a client submits a
new operation to an object, it includes a dependency on
the most recent version of the applicable ACL history that
it has seen.5 Dependencies have other uses, however. For
example, in a Twitter-like social network, every retweet
could be annotated with a dependency on the original

Verifiable Access Control

4.3.1

Supporting Membership Proofs

When handling a readObject RPC, Frientegrity ACLs
must enable the provider to construct proofs that demonstrate to a client that every returned operation was created
by an authorized user. But to truly demonstrate such authorization, such a proof must not only show that a user was
present in the ACL at some point in time, it must show
that the user was in the ACL at the time the operation
was created (i.e., in the version of the ACL on which the
operation depends). As a result, an ACL must support
queries not only on the current version of its state, but
on previous versions as well. The abstract data type that
supports both membership proofs and queries on previous
versions is known as a persistent authenticated dictionary
(PAD). Thus, in Frientegrity, ACLs are PADs.
To realize the PAD abstract data type, an ACL is implemented as a binary search tree in which every node
stores both an entry for a user and the hash of the subtree
below it.6 To prove that an entry u exists, it suffices for the
provider to return a pruned tree containing the search path
from the root of the tree to u, in which unneeded subtrees
in the path are replaced by stubs containing the subtrees’
hashes. If the root hash of the search path matches the
previously-known root hash of the full tree, a client can
be convinced that u is in the ACL.
To support queries on previous versions of their states,
ACLs are copy-on-write. When an administrator updates
the ACL before calling writeACL, it does not modify any
6 Our

ACL construction expands on a PAD design from
Crosby et al. [12] that is based on a treap [2]. A treap is a
randomized search tree that is a cross between a tree and a
heap.In addition to a key-value pair, every node has a priority,
and the treap orders the nodes both according to their keys and
according to the heap property. If nodes’ priorities are chosen
pseudorandomly, the tree will be balanced in expectation.

5 The

annotation can be omitted if the prior operation in the
object points to the same ACL history version.
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ing a separate data structure for keys, Frientegrity stores
keys in same ACL tree that is used for membership proofs.
As shown in Figure 3, each node in Bob’s ACL not only
contains the pseudonym and privileges of an authorized
user, such as Alice, it is also assigned a random AES key
k. k is, in turn, encrypted under the keys of its left and
right children, kle f t and kright , and under Alice’s public key
kAlice pub .7 This structure allows any user in Bob’s ACL to
follow a chain of decryptions up to the root of the tree and
obtain the root key kBob root . As a result, kBob root is shared
among all of Bob’s friends and can be used to encrypt
operations that only they can access. Because the ACL
tree is balanced in expectation, the expected number of
decryptions required to obtain kBob root is logarithmic in
the number of authorized users. More significantly, this
structure makes revoking a user’s access take logarithmic
time as well. When a node is removed, only the keys along
the path from the node to the root need to be changed and
reencrypted.

Ek_left(k)!

Ek_right(k)!
Ek_Alice_pub(k)!
User:

Priv:

Alicepseudonym! RW!
left child

right child

Figure 3: ACLs are organized as trees for logarithmic access
time. Figure illustrates Alice’s entry in Bob’s ACL.

nodes directly. Instead, the administrator copies each node
that needs to be changed, applies the update to the copy,
and then copies all of its parents up to the root. As a result,
there is a distinct root for every version of the ACL, and
querying a previous version entails beginning a search at
the appropriate root.
4.3.2

Preventing Equivocation about ACLs

To authenticate the ACL, it is not enough for an administrator to simply sign the root hash of every version, because
a malicious provider could still equivocate about the history of ACL updates. To mitigate this threat, Frientegrity
maintains a separate ACL history object that stores a log
of updates to the ACL. An ACL history resembles an ordinary object, and clients check it for fork* consistency
in the same way, but the operations that it contains are
special ModifyUserOps. Each version of the ACL has a
corresponding ModifyUserOp that stores the root hash as
of that version and is signed by an administrator.
In summary, proving that the posts on a user Bob’s
wall were created by authorized users requires three steps.
First, for each post, the provider must prove that the post’s
creator was in Bob’s ACL by demonstrating a search path
in the appropriate version of the ACL. Second, for each
applicable version of Bob’s ACL, the provider must provide a corresponding ModifyUserOp in Bob’s ACL history
that was signed by Bob. Finally, the provider must supply
enough of the ACL history to allow clients to check it for
fork* consistency, as described in §4.1.2.
4.3.3

4.3.4

Many social networking services, including Facebook,
allow users to share content with an audience that includes
not only their friends, but also their “friends-of-friends”
(FoFs). Frientegrity could be extended naively to support
sharing with FoFs by having Bob maintain a separate key
tree, where each node corresponded to a FoF instead of a
friend. This approach is undesirable, however, as the size
of the resulting tree would be quadratic in the number of
authorized users. Instead, Frientegrity stores a second FoF
key k in each node of Bob’s ACL. Similar to the friend
key k, k is encrypted under the FoF keys of the node’s

left and right children, kle f t and kright
. But instead of being

encrypted under kAlice pub , k is encrypted under kAlice root ,
the root key of Alice’s ACL. Thus, any of Alice’s friends
can decrypt k and ultimately obtain kBob root , which can
be used to encrypt content for any of Bob’s FoFs.
The FoF design above assumes, however, that friend
relationships are symmetric: Bob must be in Alice’s
ACL in order to obtain kAlice root . To support asymmetric “follower-of-follower” relationships, such as Google+
“Extended Circles,” Frientegrity could be extended so
that a user Alice maintains a separate public-private
key pair kAlice FoF pub , kAlice FoF priv . Alice could then
give kAlice FoF priv to her followers by encrypting it under
kAlice root , and she could give kAlice FoF pub to Bob. Finally,
Bob could encrypt k under kAlice FoF pub .

Efficient Key Management and Revocation

Like many prior systems designed for untrusted servers
(e.g., [5, 21, 25, 37]), Frientegrity protects the confidentiality of users’ data by encrypting it under a key that is
shared only among currently authorized users. When any
user’s access is revoked, this shared key must be changed.
Unfortunately, in most of these prior systems, changing
the key entails picking a new key and encrypting it under
the public key of the remaining users, thereby making
revocation expensive.
To make revocation more efficient, Frientegrity organizes keys into key graphs [59]. But rather than maintain-
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lower the cost of changing k, k is actually encrypted under an AES key kuser which is, in turn, encrypted under kAlice pub .
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5.
5.1

Extensions

posal merely shifts the problem to the question of who is
authorized to write to these data structures.
Instead, we propose the following design. Changes
to the set of administrators would be represented as special ModifyAdminOp. Each ModifyAdminOp would be
included in the ACL history alongside the ModifyUserOp,
but would also have a pointer to the previous ModifyAdminOp. In this way, the ModifyAdminOp would be linked
together to form a separate admin history, and clients
would enforce fork* consistency on this history using
a linear hash chain in the manner of BFT2F [33] and
SPORC [21]. When a client verifies the ACL history,
it would download and check the entire admin history
thereby allowing it to determine whether a particular user
was an administrator when it modified the ACL history.
Although downloading an entire history is something that
we have otherwise avoided in Frientegrity, the cost of
doing so here likely is low: Even when the set of regular users changes frequently, the set of administrators
typically does not.

Discovering Friends

Frientegrity identifies users by pseudonyms, such as the
hashes of their public keys. But to enable users to discover
new friends, the system must allow them to learn other
users’ real names under certain circumstances. In Frientegrity, we envision that the primary way a user would
discover new friends is by searching through the ACLs
of her existing friends for FoFs that she might want to
“friend” directly. To make this possible, users could encrypt their real names under the keys that they use to share
content with their FoFs. A user Alice’s client could then
periodically fetch and decrypt the real names of her FoFs
and recommend them to Alice as possible new friends. Alice’s client could rank each FoF according to the number
of mutual friends that Alice and the FoF share by counting
the number of times that the FoF appears in an ACL of
one of Alice’s friends.
Frientegrity’s design prevents the provider from offering
site-wide search that would allow any user to locate any
other users by their real names. After all, if any user could
search for any other user by real name, then so could
Sybils acting on behalf of a malicious provider. We believe
that this limitation is unavoidable, however, because there
is an inherent trade-off between users’ privacy and the
effectiveness of site-wide search even in existing social
networking systems.8 Thus, a pair of users who do not
already share a mutual friend must discover each other, by
exchanging their public keys out-of-band.

5.2

5.3

When multiple clients submit operations concurrently, conflicts can occur. Because servers do not have access to
the operations’ plaintexts, Frientegrity delegates conflict
resolution to the clients, which can employ a number of
strategies, such as last-writer-wins, operational transformation [21], or custom merge procedures [55]. In practice,
however, many kinds of updates in social networking systems, such as individual wall posts, are append operations
that are inherently commutative, and thus require no special conflict resolution.

Multiple Group Administrators

As we describe in §4.3, when a user Alice reads another
user Bob’s wall, she verifies every wall post by consulting Bob’s ACL. She, in turn, verifies Bob’s ACL using
Bob’s ACL history, and then verifies each relevant ModifyUserOp by checking for Bob’s signature. To support
features like Facebook Groups or Pages, however, Frientegrity must be extended to enable multiple users to
modify a single ACL and to allow these administrators be
added and removed dynamically. But if the set of administrators can change, then, as with ordinary objects, a user
verifying the ACL history must have a way to determine
that every ModifyUserOp came from a user who was a
valid administrator at the time the operation was created.
One might think the solution to this problem is to have
another ACL and ACL history just to keep track of which
users are administrators at any given time. But this pro-

5.4

Public Feeds with Many Followers

Well-known individuals and organizations often use their
feeds on online social networks to disseminate information
to the general public. These feeds are not confidential, but
they would still benefit from a social networking system
that protected their integrity. Such feeds pose scalability
challenges, however, because they can have as many as
tens of millions of followers.
Fortunately, Frientegrity can be readily adapted to support these feeds efficiently. Because the object corresponding to such a feed does not need to be encrypted, its ACL
does not need to store encryption keys. The ACL is only
needed to verify that every operation in the object came
from an authorized writer. As a result, the size of the
object’s ACL need only be proportional to the number of
users with write access to the object, which is often only a
single user, rather than to the total number of followers.
Popular feeds would also not prevent applications from
using dependencies to represent retweets in the manner
described in §4.2. Suppose that Alice retweets a post from
the feed of a famous individual, such as Justin Bieber.

8 For example, in 2009, Facebook chose to weaken users’
privacy by forcing them to make certain information public, such
as their genders, photos, and current cities. It adopted this policy,
which it later reversed, so that it would be easier for someone
searching for a particular user to distinguish between multiple
users with the same name [46].
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6.

User CCDF

Then, in such a design, the application would establish
a dependency from Alice’s feed to Justin Bieber’s. But
because dependencies only modify the source object (in
this case Alice’s feed), they would not impose any additional performance penalty on reads of Justin Bieber’s
feed. Thus, even if Justin Bieber’s posts are frequently
retweeted, Frientegrity could still serve his feed efficiently.

0.01

1

10

100

Figure 4: Distribution of post rates for Twitter users. 1% of
users post at least 14 times a day, while 0.1% post at least 56
times a day.

Implementation

All tests were performed on machines with dual 4-core
Xeon E5620 processors clocked at 2.40 GHz, with 11 GB
of RAM and gigabit network interfaces. Our evaluation
ran with Oracle Java 1.6.0.24 and used Mozilla’s JSS cryptography library to perform SHA256 hashes and RSA
2048 signatures. All tests, unless otherwise stated, ran
with a single client machine issuing requests to a separate
server machine on the same local area network, and all
data is stored in memory. A more realistic deployment
over the wide-area would include higher network latencies
(typically an additional tens to low hundreds of milliseconds), as well as backend storage access times (typically
in low milliseconds in datacenters). These latencies are
common to any Web service, however, and so we omit any
such synthetic overhead in our experiments.

7.1

Single-object Read and Write Latency

To understand how large object histories may get in practice, we collected actual social network usage data from
Twitter by randomly selecting over 75,000 users with public profiles. Figure 4 shows the distribution of post rates
for Twitter users. While the majority of users do not tweet
at all, the most active users post over 200 tweets per day,
leading to tens of thousands of posts per year.
To characterize the effect of history size on read and
write latency, we measured performance of these operations as the history size varies. For each read, the client
fetched an object containing the five most recent operations along with any other required to verify the object.
As shown in Figure 5, write latency was approximately
10 ms (as it includes both a server and client signature
in addition to hashing), while read latency was approximately 6 ms (as it includes a single signature verification
and hashing). The Figure’s table breaks down median
request latency to its contributing components. As expected, a majority of the time was spent on public-key
operations; a faster signature verification implementation
or algorithm would correspondingly increase performance.
While the latency here appears constant, independent of
the history size, the number of hash verifications actually
grows logarithmically with the history. This observed behavior arises because, at least up to histories of 25,000

Experimental Evaluation

Social networking applications place a high load on
servers, and they require reasonably low latency in the
face of objects containing tens of thousands of updates
and friend lists reaching into the hundreds and thousands.
This section examines how our Frientegrity prototype performs and scales under these conditions.

USENIX Association

.1

Rate (tweets/day)

To evaluate Frientegrity’s design, we implemented a prototype that simulates a simplified Facebook-like service.
It consists of a server that hosts a set of user profiles and
clients that fetch, verify, and update them. Each user
profile is comprised of an object representing the user’s
“wall,” as well as an ACL and ACL history object representing the user’s list of friends. The wall object is made
up of operations, each of which contains an arbitrary byte
string, that have been submitted by the user or any of her
friends. The client acts on behalf of a user and can perform
RPCs on the server to read from and write to the walls of
the user or user’s friends, as well as to update the user’s
ACL. The client can simulate the work required to build
a Facebook-like “news feed” by fetching and verifying
the most recent updates to the walls of each of the user’s
friends in parallel.
Our prototype is implemented in approximately 4700
lines of Java code (per SLOCCount [58]) and uses the
protobuf-socket-rpc [16] library for network communication. To support the history trees contained in the wall and
ACL history objects, we use the reference implementation
provided by Crosby et al. [13].
Because Frientegrity requires every operation to be
signed by its author and every server commitment to be
signed by the provider, high signature throughput is a
priority. To that end, our prototype uses the Network Security Services for Java (JSS) library from Mozilla [42] to
perform 2048-bit RSA signatures because, unlike Java’s
default RSA implementation, it is written in native code
and offers significantly better performance. In addition,
rather than signing and verifying each operation or server
commitment individually, our prototype signs and verifies
them in batches using spliced signatures [10, 13]. In so doing, we improve throughput by reducing the total number
of cryptographic operations at the cost of a small potential
increase in the latency of processing a single message.
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Figure 5: Read and write latency for Frientegrity as the object history size increases from 0 to 25000. Each data point
represents the median of 1000 requests. The dots above and
below the lines indicate the 90th and 10th percentiles for
each trial. The table breaks down the cost of a typical median read and write request.

Read
Write

400

0

Frientegrity Read

0

500

1000

1500

Object History Size

Figure 6: Latency for requests in a naive implementation
using hash chains. The red arrow indicates the response
time for Frientegrity read requests at an object size of 2000.
Each data point is the median of 100 requests. The error
bars indicate the 90th and 10th percentiles.

Network Overhead

As shown in Table 1, the total overhead added by Frientegrity is 11,300 B, which would add approximately
90 ms of download time on a 1 Mbps link. Not surprisingly, the majority of the overhead comes from the signatures on individual operations and in prevCommitments.
The object history tree contains 14 signatures, and the
ACL history contains another four. Together, this many
2048-bit RSA bare signatures would require 4068 bytes,
but because Frientegrity employs spliced signatures, they
require additional overhead in exchange for faster signing
and verification.

operations, the constant-time overhead of a public-key
signature or verification continues to dominate the cost.
Next, we performed these same microbenchmarks on
an implementation that verifies object history using a hash
chain, rather than Frientegrity’s history trees. In this experiment, each client was stateless, and so it had to perform
a complete verification when reading an object. This
verification time grows linearly with the object history
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The performance of hash chains could be improved by
having clients cache the results of previous verifications
so they would only need to verify subsequent operations.
Even if clients were stateful, however, Figure 4 shows that
fetching the latest updates of the most prolific users would
still require hundreds of verifications per day. Worse still,
following new users or switching between client devices
could require tens of thousands of verifications.

When network bandwidth is limited, the size of the messages that Frientegrity sends over the network can impact
latency and throughput. To understand this effect, we
measure the overhead that Frientegrity’s verification and
access control mechanisms add to an object that is fetched.
Table 1 provides a breakdown of the sources of overhead
in a read of the five most recent operations in an object.
The object is comprised of 100 operations all created by
a single writer. We assume that the ACL that applies to
the object only contains a single user and his associated
encrypted key and that the ACL history object contains
only two operations (an initial operation and the operation
that added the single user).

600

200

size, as shown in Figure 6. Given this linear growth in
latency, verifying an object with history size of 25,000
operations would take approximately 10 s in the implementation based on a hash chain compared to Frientegrity’s
6 ms.

7.2

1000
800

11300 B

Table 1: Sources of network overhead of a typical read of
an object’s five most recent updates.

20K

Object History Size

Response Latency (ms)

Object

Write
Read
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Latency of Fetching a News Feed

4500

Throughput (request/s)

To present a user with a news feed, the client must perform
one readObject RPC for each of the user’s friends, and so
we expect the latency of fetching a news feed to scale linearly with the number of friends. Because clients can hide
network latency by pipelining requests to the server, we
expect the cost of decryption and verification to dominate.
To evaluate the latency of fetching a news feed, we
varied the number of friends from 1 to 50. We repeated
each experiment 500 times and computed the median of
the trials. A linear regression test on the results showed
an overhead of 3.557 ms per additional friend (with a
correlation coefficient of 0.99981). As expected, the value
is very close to the cost of client signature verification and
decryption from Figure 5.
Users in social networks may have hundreds of friends,
however. In 2011, the average Facebook user had
190 friends, while the 90th percentile of users had 500
friends [19]. With Frientegrity’s measured per-object overhead, fetching wall posts from all 500 friends would require approximately 1.8 s. In practice, we expect a social
networking site to use modern Web programming techniques (e.g., asynchronous Javascript) so that news feed
items could be loaded in the background and updated incrementally while a user stays on a website. Even today,
social networking sites often take several seconds to fully
load.

7.4
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Figure 7: Server performance under increased client load.
Each data point is the median of 5 runs.
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Figure 8: Performance implication of varying minimum set
of trusted writers for collaborative verification.

understand this effect, we measured the read latency of a
single object as f grows.
In this experiment, 50 writers first issued 5000 updates
to the same object. We evaluated two different workloads
for clients. In uniform, each writer had a uniform probability (2%) of performing the write; in power law, the
writers were selected from a power-law distribution with
α = 3.5 (this particular α was the observed distribution of
chat activity among users of Microsoft messaging [32]).
A client then issued a read using increasing values of f .
Read latencies plotted in Figure 8 are the median of 100
such trials.
In the uniform distribution, the number of required verifications rises slowly. But as f + 1 exceeds the number
of writers, the client must verify the entire history. For
the power law distribution, however, as f increases, the
number of required verifications rises more rapidly, and at
f = 42, the client must verify all 5000 updates. Nevertheless, this experiment shows that Frientegrity can maintain
good performance in the face of a relatively large number of malicious users. Even with f at nearly 30, the
verification latency was only 100 ms.

Server Throughput with Many Clients

Effect of Increasing f

Frientegrity supports collaborative verification of object
histories. The number of malicious clients that can be
tolerated, f , has a large impact on client performance. As
f increases, the client has to examine operations further
back in the history until it finds f + 1 different writers. To
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0.4

3500

500

Social networks must scale to millions of active users.
Therefore, to reduce capital and operational costs, it is
important that a server be able to maximize throughput
while maintaining low latency. To characterize a loaded
server’s behavior, we evaluated its performance as we
increased the number of clients, all issuing requests to the
same object. In this experiment, we ran multiple client
machines, each with at most 4 clients. Each client issued
3000 requests sequentially, performing a 10 B write with
a 1% probability and a read otherwise.
Figure 7 plots server throughput as the number of clients
increases, as well as server latency as a function of load.
We measured server latency from the time it received a
request until the time that it started writing data back to its
network socket. The server reached a maximal throughput of handling around 3500 requests per second, while
median latency remained below 0.5 ms.
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Read Latency (ms)

7.3
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Latency of ACL Modifications

In social networking applications, operations on ACLs
must perform well even when ACL sizes reach hundreds
13
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Vis-à-Vis [49], allow users’ data to migrate between users’
own machines and trusted third-party infrastructure. We
have argued, however, that decentralization is an insufficient approach. A user is left with an unenviable dilemma:
either sacrifice availability, reliability, scalability, and convenience by storing her data on her own machine, or entrust her data to one of several providers that she probably
does not know or trust any more than she would a centralized provider.

Response Latency (ms)
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200

400

Revoke User
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Cryptographic approaches: Many other works aim to
protect social network users’ privacy via cryptography.
Systems such as Persona [5], flyByNight [37], NOYB [25],
and Contrail [53] store users’ data with untrusted providers
but protect its contents with encryption. Others, such as
Hummingbird [9], Lockr [56], and systems from Backes et
al. [3], Domingo-Ferrer et al. [18] and Carminati et al. [8]
attempt to hide a user’s social relationships as well, either from the provider or from other users. But, they do
not offer any defenses against the sort of traffic analysis
we describe in §2.3 other than decentralization. Unlike
Frientegrity, in many of these systems (e.g., [5, 9, 37]),
“un-friending” requires work that is linear in the number
of a user’s friends. The scheme of Sun et al. [54] is an exception, but it does not support FoFs. EASiER [28] aims
to achieve efficient revocation via broadcast encryption
techniques and a reencrypting proxy, but when deployed
in the DECENT [29] distributed social network, it appears
to perform poorly for reasons that are unclear. All of these
systems, however, focus primarily on protecting users’
privacy while largely neglecting the integrity of users’
data. They either explicitly assume that third parties are
“honest-but-curious” (e.g., [9, 37]), or they at most employ
signatures on individual messages. None deal with the
prospect of provider equivocation, however.

ACL Size

Figure 9: Latency of various ACL operations as a function
of number of friends. Friend of Friend updates are measured as time to change a single user’s FoF key. Each data
point is the mean of 100 runs.

of users. When a user Alice updates her ACL, she first
fetches it and its corresponding ACL history and checks
that they are consistent. In response, Alice’s friend Bob
updates the key he shares with friends-of-friends (FoFs).
To do so, he fetches and checks Alice’s ACL in order
retrieve her updated key. He then proceeds to fetch, check,
and update his own ACL.
To evaluate the cost of these ACL operations, we measured Frientegrity’s performance as two users, Alice and
Bob, make changes to their ACLs. While Alice added
and removed users from her ACL, Bob updated the key
he shares with FoFs. We performed this experiment for
different ACL sizes and plotted the results in Figure 9.
As expected, updating the key shared with FoFs was
the most costly operation because it requires verifying
two ACLs instead of one. Furthermore, adding a new
user to an ACL took longer than removing one because
it requires a public key encryption. Finally, we observed
that although modifying an ACL entails a logarithmic
number of symmetric key operations, the cost of these
operations was dominated by constant number of public
key operations required to verify and update the ACL
history.

8.

Defending against equivocation: Several systems
have addressed the threat of server equivocation in network file systems [33, 34], key-value stores [7, 38, 50],
and group collaboration [21] by enforcing fork* consistency and related properties. But to enforce fork* consistency, they require clients to perform work that is linear in
either the number of users or the number of updates ever
submitted to the system. This overhead is impractical in
social networks with large numbers of users and in which
users typically are interested only in the latest updates.

Related Work

Decentralized approaches: To address the security concerns surrounding social networking, numerous works
have proposed decentralized designs, in which the social
networking service is provided by a collection of federated nodes. In Diaspora [17], perhaps the most well
known of these systems, users can choose to store their
data with a number of different providers called “pods.” In
other systems, including Safebook [14], eXO [36], PeerSoN [6], porkut [44], and Confidant [35], users store their
data on their own machines or on the machines of their
trusted friends, and these nodes are federated via a distributed hash table. Still others, such as PrPl [48] and

FETHR [45] is a Twitter-like service that defends
against server equivocation by linking a user’s posts together with a hash chain as well as optionally entangling
multiple users’ histories. But besides not supporting access control, it lacks a formal consistency model. Thus,
unless a client verifies a user’s entire history back to the
beginning, FETHR provides no correctness guarantees.
14
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PeerSoN: P2P social networking early experiences and
insights. In Proc. SNS, Mar. 2009.
[7] C. Cachin, I. Keidar, and A. Shraer. Fail-aware untrusted
storage. In Proc. DSN, June 2009.
[8] B. Carminati and E. Ferrari. Privacy-aware collaborative
access control in web-based social networks. In Proc.
DBSec, July 2008.
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Hummingbird: Privacy at the time of twitter. Cryptology ePrint Archive, Report 2011/640, 2011. http:
//eprint.iacr.org/.
[10] S. A. Crosby and D. S. Wallach. High throughput asynchronous algorithms for message authentication. Technical
Report CS TR10-15, Rice University, Dec. 2010.
[11] S. A. Crosby and D. S. Wallach. Efficient data structures
for tamper-evident logging. In Proc. USENIX Security,
Aug. 2009.
[12] S. A. Crosby and D. S. Wallach. Super-efficient aggregating history-independent persistent authenticated dictionaries. In Proc. ESORICS, Sept. 2009.
[13] S. A. Crosby and D. S. Wallach. Reference implementation of history trees and spliced signatures. https:
//github.com/scrosby/fastsig, Dec. 2010.
[14] L. A. Cutillo, R. Molva, T. Strufe, and T. Darmstadt.
Safebook: A privacy-preserving online social network
leveraging on real-life trust. IEEE Communications Magazine, 47(12):94–101, Dec. 2009.
[15] G. DeCandia, D. Hastorun, M. Jampani, G. Kakulapati,
A. Lakshman, A. Pilchin, S. Sivasubramanian, P. Vosshall,
and W. Vogels. Dynamo: Amazon’s highly available keyvalue store. In Proc. SOSP, Oct. 2007.
[16] S. Deo.
protobuf-socket-rpc: Java and python
protobuf rpc implementation using TCP/IP sockets
(version 2.0).
http://code.google.com/p/
protobuf-socket-rpc/, May 2011.
[17] Diaspora.
Diaspora project.
http://
diasporaproject.org/.
Retrieved April 23,
2012.
[18] J. Domingo-Ferrer, A. Viejo, F. Sebé, and ı́rsula GonzálezNicolás. Privacy homomorphisms for social networks with
private relationships. Computer Networks, 52:3007–3016,
Oct. 2008.
[19] Facebook, Inc. Anatomy of facebook. http://www.
facebook.com/notes/facebook-data-team/
anatomy-of-facebook/10150388519243859,
Nov. 2011.
[20] Facebook, Inc. Fact sheet. http://newsroom.fb.
com/content/default.aspx?NewsAreaId=22.
Retrieved April 23, 2012.
[21] A. J. Feldman, W. P. Zeller, M. J. Freedman, and E. W.
Felten. Sporc: Group collaboration using untrusted cloud
resources. In Proc. OSDI, Oct. 2010.
[22] Flickr. Flickr phantom photos. http://flickr.com/
help/forum/33657/, Feb. 2007.
[23] S. Ghemawat, H. Gobioff, and S.-T. Leung. The Google
file system. In Proc. SOSP, Oct. 2003.

In designing Frientegrity, we sought to provide a general
framework for social networking applications built around
an untrusted service provider. The system had to both
preserve data confidentiality and integrity, yet also remain
efficient, scalable, and usable. Towards these goals, we
present a novel method for detecting server equivocation
in which users collaborate to verify object histories, and
more efficient mechanisms for ensuring fork* consistency
based on history trees. Furthermore, we provide a novel
mechanism for efficient access control by combining persistent authenticated dictionaries and key graphs.
In addition to introducing these new mechanisms, we
evaluate a Frientegrity prototype on synthetic workloads
inspired by the scale of real social networks. Even as
object histories stretch into the tens of thousands and access control lists into the hundreds, Frientegrity provides
response times satisfactory for interactive use, while maintaining strong security and integrity guarantees.
Like other social networking systems that store users’
encrypted data with an untrusted provider [5, 25, 37, 53],
Frientegrity faces the problem of how such third-party
infrastructure would be paid for. It has been suggested that
providers would not accept a business model that would
prevent them from mining the plaintext of users’ data for
marketing purposes. Whether this is so has not been well
studied. Although there has been some work on privacypreserving advertising systems[26, 57], the development
of business models that can support privacy-preserving
services hosted with third-party providers largely remains
future work.
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friends on OSNs. Users are enticed into visiting suspicious websites or installing apps with the lure of false rewards (e.g., free iPads in memory of Steve Jobs [30]), and
they unwittingly send the post to their friends, thus enabling a viral spreading. This is exactly where the power
of socware lies: posts come with the implicit endorsement of the sending friend. Beyond this being a nuisance,
socware also enables cyber-crime, with several Facebook
scams resulting in loss of real money for users [11, 12].
Defenses against email spam are insufficient for identifying socware since reputation-based filtering [29, 28, 51]
is insufficient to detect socware received from friends
and, as we show later, the keywords used in email spam
significantly differ from those used in socware. We also
find that URL blacklists designed to detect phishing and
malware on the web do not suffice, e.g., because a large
fraction of socware (26% in our dataset) points to suspicious applications hosted on Facebook. Finally, though
Facebook has its own mechanisms for detecting and removing malware [52], they seem to be less aggressive
either due to what they define as malware or due to computational limitations.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a Facebook application, MyPageKeeper [24],
that we develop specifically for the purpose of protecting Facebook users from socware. For any subscribing
user of MyPageKeeper, whenever socware appears in that
user’s wall or news feed, we seek to detect the socware
soon thereafter and alert the user (hopefully before she
views the post). Until October 2011, MyPageKeeper had
been installed by more than 12K Facebook users (since
its launch in June 2011). By monitoring the news feeds
of these users, we also observe posts on the walls of the
2.4 million friends of these users. In this paper, we evaluate MyPageKeeper using a dataset of over 40 million
posts that it inspected during the four month period from
June to October 2011.
The key contributions of our work can be grouped into
three main thrusts.
a. Designing an accurate, efficient, and scalable detection method. In order to operate MyPageKeeper at

Abstract—
Online social networks (OSNs) have become the new vector for cybercrime, and hackers are finding new ways to
propagate spam and malware on these platforms, which
we refer to as socware. As we show here, socware cannot
be identified with existing security mechanisms (e.g., URL
blacklists), because it exploits different weaknesses and often has different intentions.
In this paper, we present MyPageKeeper, a Facebook application that we have developed to protect Facebook users
from socware. Here, we present results from the perspective
of over 12K users who have installed MyPageKeeper and
their roughly 2.4 million friends. Our work makes three
main contributions. First, to enable protection of users at
scale, we design an efficient socware detection method which
takes advantage of the social context of posts. We find that
our classifier is both accurate (97% of posts flagged by it
are indeed socware and it incorrectly flags only 0.005% of
benign posts) and efficient (it requires 46 ms on average to
classify a post). Second, we show that socware significantly
differs from traditional email spam or web-based malware.
For example, website blacklists identify only 3% of the posts
flagged by MyPageKeeper, while 26% of flagged posts point
to malicious apps and pages hosted on Facebook (which no
current antivirus or blacklist is designed to detect). Third,
we quantify the prevalence of socware by analyzing roughly
40 million posts over four months; 49% of our users were
exposed to at least one socware post in this period. Finally,
we identify a new type of parasitic behavior, which we refer
to as “Like-as-a-Service”, whose goal is to artificially boost
the number of “Likes” of a Facebook page.

1

Introduction

As online social networks (OSNs) are becoming the new
epicenter of the web, hackers are expanding their territory
to these services [8]. Anyone using Facebook or Twitter
is likely to be familiar with what we call here socware1 :
fake, annoying, possibly damaging posts from friends
of the potential victim. The propagation of socware
takes the form of postings and communications between
1 We find the introduction of the term socware necessary because,
as we elaborate later in Section 2, the types of intent associated with
socware encompasses more than traditional phishing and malware.
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2.1

scale, but at low cost, the distinguishing characteristic of
our approach is our strident focus on efficiency. Prior solutions for detecting spam and malware on OSNs (which
we describe in detail later) rely on information obtained
either by crawling the URLs included in posts or by performing DNS resolution on these URLs. In contrast, our
socware classifier relies solely on the social context associated with each post (e.g., the number of walls and news
feeds in which posts with the same embedded URL are
observed, and the similarity of text descriptions across
these posts). Note that this approach means that we do
not even resolve shortened URLs (e.g., using services like
bit.ly) into the full URLs that they represent. This approach maximizes the rate at which we can classify posts,
thus reducing the cost of resources required to support a
given population of users.

Facebook is the largest online social network today with
over 900 million registered users, roughly half of whom
visit the site daily. Here, we discuss some standard Facebook terminology relevant to our work.
• Post: A post represents the basic unit of information
shared on Facebook. Typical posts either contain only
text (status updates), a URL with an associated text description, or a photo/album shared by a user. In our
work, we focus on posts that contain URLs.
• Wall: A Facebook user’s wall is a page where friends of
the user can post messages to the user. Such messages
are called wall posts. Other than to the user herself,
posts on a user’s wall are visible to other users on Facebook determined by the user’s privacy settings. Typically a user’s wall is made visible to the user’s friends,
and in some cases to friends of friends.
• News feed: A Facebook user’s news feed page is a summary of the social activity of the user’s friends on Facebook. For example, a user’s news feed contains posts
that one of the user’s friends may have shared with all
of her friends. Facebook continually updates the news
feed of every user and the content of a user’s news feed
depends on when it is queried.
• Like: Like is a Facebook widget that is associated with
an object such as a post, a page, or an app. If a user
clicks the Like widget associated with an object, the
object will appear in the news feed of the user’s friends
and thus allow information about the object to spread
across Facebook. Moreover, the number of Likes (i.e.,
the number of users who have clicked the Like widget)
received by an object also represents the reputation or
popularity of the object.
• Application: Facebook allows third-party developers to
create their own applications that Facebook users can
add. Every time a user visits an application’s page on
Facebook, Facebook dynamically loads the content of
the application from a URL, called the canvas URL,
pointing to the application server provided by the application’s developer. Since content of an application is
dynamically loaded every time a user visits the application’s page on Facebook, the application developer
enjoys great control over content shown in the application page. The Facebook platform uses OAuth 2.0 [2]
for user authentication, application authorization and
application authentication. Here, application authorization ensures that the users grant precise data (e.g., email
address) and capabilities (e.g., ability to post on the
user’s wall) to the applications they choose to add, and
application authentication ensures that a user grants access to her data to the correct application.

We employ a Machine Learning classification module
using Support Vector Machines on a carefully selected
set of such features that are readily available from the
observed posts. 97% of posts flagged by our classifier are
indeed socware and it incorrectly flags only 0.005% of
benign posts. Furthermore, it requires an average of only
46 ms to classify a post.
b. Socware is a new kind of malware. We show that
socware is significantly different than traditional email
spam or web-based malware. First, URL blacklists cannot detect socware effectively. These blacklists identify
only 3% of the malicious posts that MyPageKeeper flags.
The inability of website blacklists to identify socware
is partly due to the fact that a significant fraction of
socware is hosted on popular blogging domains such as
blogspot.com and on Facebook itself. Specifically,
26% of the flagged posts point to Facebook apps or pages.
Moreover, we also observe a low overlap between the
keywords associated with email based spam and those we
find in socware.
c. Quantifying socware: prevalence and intention.
We find that 49% of our users were exposed to at least
one socware post in four months. We also identify a new
type of parasitic behavior, which we refer to as “Like-asa-Service”. Its goal is to artificially boost the number of
“Likes” of a Facebook page. With the lure of games and
rewards, several Facebook apps push users to Like the
Facebook pages of say a store or a product, thus artificially inflating their reputation on Facebook. This further
confirms the difference between socware and other forms
of malware propagation.

2

The Facebook terminology

Socware on Facebook

In this section, we provide relevant background about
Facebook, and we describe typical characteristics of
socware found on Facebook.
2
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2.2

Socware

We start by defining the meaning of socware. We describe typical characteristics of socware and elaborate on
how socware distinguishes itself from traditional email
spam and web malware.
What is socware? Our intention is to use the term
socware to encompass all criminal and parasitic behavior in an OSN, including anything that annoys, hurts, or
makes money off of the user. In the context of this paper,
we consider a Facebook post as malicious, if it satisfies
one of the following conditions: (1) the post spreads malware and compromises the device of the user, (2) the web
page pointed to by the post requires the user to give away
personal information, (3) the post promises false rewards
(e.g., free products), (4) the post is made on a user’s behalf without the user’s knowledge (typically by having
previously lured the user into providing relevant permissions to a rogue Facebook app), (5) the web page pointed
to by the post requires the user to carry out tasks (e.g., fill
out surveys) that help profit the owner of that website, or
(6) the post causes the user to artificially inflate the reputation of the page (e.g., by forcing the user to ‘Like’ the
page). While the first two criteria are typical malware and
phishing, the latter four are distinctive of socware.
Disclaimer. As with email spam, there can be some
ambiguity in the definition of socware: a post considered as annoying by one user may be considered useful
by another user. In practice, our ultimate litmus test is
the opinion of MyPageKeeper’s users: if most of them
report a post as annoying, we will flag it as such.
How does socware work? Socware appears in a Facebook user’s wall or news feed typically in the form of a
post which contains two parts. First, the post contains a
URL 2 , usually obfuscated with a URL shortening service, to a webpage that hosts either malicious or spam
content. Second, socware posts typically contain a catchy
text message (e.g. “two free Southwest tickets”) that entice users to click on the URL included in the post. Optionally, socware posts also contain a thumbnail screenshot of the landing page of the URL, also used to entice
the user to click on the link. For example, a purported
image of Osama’s corpse is included in a post that claims
to point to a video of his death.
The operation of most socware epidemics can be associated with two distinct mechanisms.
a. Propagation mechanism. Once a user follows the
embedded URL to the target website, the post tries to
propagate itself through that user. For this, the user is
often asked to complete several steps in order to obtain

App
Name

Application Message

Free
Phone
Calls

I’m making a Free Call with the Free
Phone Call Facebook App! ... I’ll never
pay for a phone call again. Make your
free call at URL
Check if a friend has deleted you URL
Check if a friend has deleted you URL

The App
The App

Monthly
Active
Users
435,392

35,216
25,778

Table 1: Three rogue Facebook applications identified by MyPageKeeper.
Page Name

Message to persuade ‘Like’

Clif Bar

Hey there! Looking for a clif builder’s
coupon? Just like us by clicking the button above. thanks!
You can’t claim you you haven’t clicked
on the like button
Like our page to play and have a change
to win!
Like us to claim your voucher
Like us for big infinite fun

FarmVille Bonus
Courtesy Chevrolet
Greggs The Bakers
Mobilink Infinity

No. of
Likes
79919
94907
86287
288039
26105

Table 2: Top five pages identified by MyPageKeeper that persuade users to ‘Like’ them.
the fake reward (e.g., “Free Facebook T-shirt”). These
steps involve “Liking” or “sharing” the post, or posting
the socware on the user’s wall. Thus, the cycle continues with the friends of that user, who see the post in their
news feed. In contrast, users seldom forward email spam
to their friends.
b. Exploitation mechanism. The exploitation often
starts after the propagation phase. The hacker attempts
either to learn the user’s private information via a phishing attack [9], to spread malware to user devices, or to
make money by “forcing” a particular user action or response, such as completing a survey for which the hacker
gets paid [19].
Where is socware hosted? Socware can be broadly
classified into two categories based on the infrastructure
that hosts them.
a. Socware hosted outside Facebook: In this category, URLs point to a domain hosted outside Facebook.
Since the URL points to a landing page outside the OSN,
hackers can directly launch the different kinds of attacks
mentioned above once a user visits the URL in a socware
post. Though several URL blacklists should be able to
flag such URLs, the process of updating these blacklists is
too slow to keep up with the viral propagation of socware
on OSNs [44].
b. Socware hosted on Facebook: A significant fraction of socware is hosted on Facebook itself: the embedded URL points to a Facebook page or application. Naturally, current blacklists and reputation-based schemes fail
to flag such URLs. Such URLs typically point to the following types of Facebook objects:
• Malicious Facebook applications: Rogue applica-

2 We leave the identification of socware posts that do not contain an
URL for future work. The propagation of socware is harder in such
cases, since the user needs to perform a more laborious operation (e.g.,
enter an URL into the browser’s address bar) than simply clicking on
the embedded URL.
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tions post catchy messages (e.g., “Check who deleted
you from your profile”) on the walls of users with a
link pointing to the installation page of the application.
Table 1 lists three such socware-spreading applications
in our data. Users are conned into installing the application to their profile and granting several permissions to it. The application then not only gets access
to that user’s personal information (such as email address, home town, and high school) but also gains the
ability to post on the victim’s wall. As before, posts on
a user’s wall typically appear on the news feeds of the
user’s friends, and the propagation cycle repeats. Creating such applications has become easy with ready to
use toolkits starting at $25 [18].
• Malicious Facebook events: Sometimes hackers create Facebook events that contain a malicious link. One
such event is the ‘Get a free Facebook T-Shirt (Sponsored by Reebok)’ scam. This event page states that
500,000 users will get a free T-shirt from Facebook. To
be one among those 500,000 users, a user must attend
the event, invite her friends to join, and enter her shipping address.
• Malicious Facebook pages: Another approach taken
by hackers to spread socware is to create a Facebook
page and post spam links on the page [27]. We also
identified a trend in aggressive marketing by companies that force users to click “Like” on their Facebook
pages to spread their pages as well as increase the reputation of the page. Table 2 lists the top five such Facebook pages, along with the message on the page and
the number of Likes received by these pages.

3

book, not just for a select few. Therefore, the system must
be scalable to easily handle increased load imposed by a
growth in the number of subscribed users.
3. Efficiency. Finally, we seek to minimize our costs
in operating MyPageKeeper. The period between when
a post first becomes visible to a user and the time it is
checked by MyPageKeeper represents the window of vulnerability when the user is exposed to potential socware.
To minimize the resources necessary to keep this window of vulnerability short, MyPageKeeper’s techniques
for classification of posts must be efficient.

3.2

MyPageKeeper consists of six functional modules.
a. User authorization module. We obtain a user’s
authorization to check her wall and news feed through a
Facebook application, which we have developed. Once
a user installs the MyPageKeeper application, we obtain
the necessary credentials to access the posts of that user.
For alerting the user, we also request permission to access
the user’s email address and to post on the user’s wall
and news feed. Figure 1(a) shows how a Facebook user
authorizes an application.
b. Crawling module. MyPageKeeper periodically
collects the posts in every user’s wall and news feed. As
mentioned previously, we currently focus only on posts
that contain a URL. Apart from the URL, each post comprises several other pieces of information, such as a text
message associated with the post, the user who made the
post, number of comments and Likes on the post, and the
time when the post was created.
c. Feature extraction module. To classify a post, MyPageKeeper evaluates every embedded URL in the post.
Our key novelty lies in considering only the social context (e.g., the text message in the post, and the number
of Likes on it) for the classification of the URL and the
related post. Furthermore, we use the fact that we are observing more than one user, which can help us detect an
epidemic spread. We discuss these features in more detail
later in Section 3.3.
d. Classification module. The classification module
uses a Machine Learning classifier based on Support Vector Machines, but also utilizes several local and external
whitelists and blacklists that help speed up the process
and increase the overall accuracy. The classification module receives a URL and the related social context features
extracted in the previous step. Since the classification is
our key contribution, we discuss this in more detail in
Section 3.3. If a URL is classified as socware, all posts
containing the URL are labeled as such.
e. Notification module. The notification module notifies all users who have socware posts in their wall or
news feed. The user can currently specify the notification
mechanism, which can be a combination of emailing the

MyPageKeeper Architecture

To identify socware and protect Facebook users from it,
we develop MyPageKeeper. MyPageKeeper is a Facebook application that continually checks the walls and
news feeds of subscribed users, identifies socware posts,
and alerts the users. We present our goals in designing
MyPageKeeper, and then describe the system architecture and implementation details.

3.1

MyPageKeeper components

Goals

We design MyPageKeeper with the following three primary goals in mind.
1. Accuracy. Our foremost goal is to ensure accurate
identification of socware. We are faced with the obvious trade-off between missing malware posts (false negatives), and “crying wolf” too often (false positives). Although one could argue that minimizing false negatives is
more important, users would abandon overly sensitive detection methods, as recognized by the developers of Facebook’s Immune System [52].
2. Scalability. Our end goal is to have MyPageKeeper
provide protection from socware for all users on Face4
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1. App add request
2. Return permission set
required by the app

User

3. Allow permission set

Facebook

DB

Facebook
Servers
4. Generate and
share
access token

Application
Server

Crawler

DB

Feature
Extractor

benign, unknown
Yes
URL

WL?

No

BL?

Malicious
No

SVM Classifier
benign, Unknown

Crawling Facebook posts

(a)

Notification
Yes

Classifying Facebook posts

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Application installation process on Facebook, and (b) architecture of MyPageKeeper.
Using machine learning with social context features. All URLs that do not match the whitelist or any
of the blacklists are evaluated using a Support Vector
Machines (SVM) based classifier. SVM is widely and
successfully used for binary classification in security and
other disciplines [49, 46] [32]. We train our system with
a batch of manually labeled data, that we gathered over
several months prior to the launch of MyPageKeeper. For
every input URL and post, the classifier outputs a binary
decision to indicate whether it is malicious or not. Our
SVM classifier uses the following features.
Spam keyword score. Presence of spam keywords in a
post provides a strong indication that the post is spam.
Some examples of such spam keywords are ‘FREE’,
‘Hurry’, ‘Deal’, and ‘Shocked’. To compile a list of such
keywords that are distinctive to socware, our intuition
is to identify those keywords that 1) occur frequently in
socware posts, and 2) appear with a greater frequency in
socware as compared to their frequency in benign posts.
We compile such a list of keywords by comparing
a dataset of manually identified socware posts with
a dataset of posts that contain URLs that match our
whitelist (we discuss how to maintain this list of keywords in Section 7). We transform posts in either dataset
to a bag of words with their frequency of occurrence.
We then compute the likelihood ratio p1 /p2 for each
keyword where p1 = p(word|socwarepost) and p2 =
p(word|benignpost). The likelihood ratio of a keyword indicates the bias of the keyword appearing more
in socware than in benign posts. In our current implementation of MyPageKeeper, we have found that the use
of the 6 keywords with the highest likelihood ratio values among the 100 most frequently occurring keywords
in socware is sufficient to accurately detect socware.
Thereafter, to classify a URL, MyPageKeeper searches
all posts that contain the URL for the presence of these
spam keywords and computes a spam keyword score as
the ratio of the number of occurrences of spam keywords
across these posts to the number of posts.
Message similarity. If a post is part of a spam campaign, it usually contains a text message that is similar
to the text in other posts containing the same URL (e.g.,
because users propagate the post by simply sharing it).
On the other hand, when different users share the same

user or posting a comment on the suspect posts. In the
future, we will consider allowing our system to remove
the malicious post automatically, but this can create liabilities in the case of false positives.
f. User feedback module. Finally, to improve MyPageKeeper’s ability to detect socware, we leverage our
user community. We allow users to report suspicious
posts through a convenient user-interface. In such a report, the user can optionally describe the reason why she
considers the post as socware.

3.3

Identification of socware

The key novelty of MyPageKeeper lies in the classification module (summarized in Figure 1(b)). As described
earlier, the input to the classification module is a URL
and the related social context features extracted from the
posts that contain the URL. Our classification algorithm
operates in two phases, with the expectation that URLs
and related posts that make it through either phase without a match are likely benign and are treated as such.
Using whitelists and blacklists. To improve the efficiency and accuracy of our classifier, we use lists of URLs
and domains in the following two steps. First, MyPageKeeper matches every URL against a whitelist of popular
reputable domains. We currently use a whitelist comprising the top 70 domains listed by Quantcast, excluding domains that host user-contributed content (e.g., OSNs and
blogging sites). Any URL that matches this whitelist is
deemed safe, and it is not processed further.
Second, all the URLs that remain are then matched
with several URL blacklists that list domains and URLs
that have been identified as responsible for spam, phishing, or malware. Again, the need to minimize classification latency forces us to only use blacklists that we
can download and match against locally. Such blacklists
include those from Google’s Safe Browsing API [17],
Malware Patrol [23], PhishTank [26], APWG [1], SpamCop [28], joewein [20], and Escrow Fraud [7]. Querying
blacklists that are hosted externally, such as SURBL [31],
URIBL [33] and WOT [34], will introduce significant latency and increase MyPageKeeper’s latency in detecting
socware, thus inflating the window of vulnerability. Any
URL that matches any of the blacklists that we use is classified as socware.
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Data
MyPageKeeper users
Friends of MyPageKeeper users
News feed posts
Wall posts
User reports

popular URL, they are likely to include different text descriptions in their posts. Therefore, greater similarity in
the text messages across all posts containing a URL portends a higher probability that the URL leads to spam. To
capture this intuition, for each URL, we compute a message similarity score that captures the variance in the text
messages across all posts that contain the URL. For each
post, MyPageKeeper sums the ASCII values of the characters in the text message in the post, and then computes
the standard deviation of this sum across all the posts that
contain the URL. If the text descriptions in all posts are
similar, the standard deviation will be low.
News feed post and wall post count. The more successful a spam campaign, the greater the number of walls
and news feeds in which posts corresponding to the campaign will be seen. Therefore, for each URL, MyPageKeeper computes counts of the number of wall posts and
the number of news feed posts which contained the URL.
Like and comment count. Facebook users can ‘Like’
any post to indicate their interest or approval. Users can
also post comments to follow up on the post, again indicating their interest. Users are unlikely to ‘Like’ posts
pointing to socware or comment on such posts, since
they add little value. Therefore, for every URL, MyPageKeeper computes counts of the number of Likes and
number of comments seen across all posts that contain
the URL.
URL obfuscation. Hackers often try to spread malicious links in an obfuscated form, e.g., by shortening it
with a URL shortening service such as bit.ly or goo.gl.
We store a binary feature with every URL that indicates
whether the URL has been shortened or not; we maintain
a list of URL shorteners.
Note that none of the above features by themselves are
conclusive evidence of socware, and other features could
potentially further enhance the classifier (e.g., we can account for spam keywords such as ‘free’ included in URLs
such as http://nfljerseyfree.com). However, as we show
later in our evaluation, the features that we currently consider yield high classification accuracy in combination.

3.4

Total
12,456
2,370,272
38,764,575
1,760,737
679

# distinct URLs
29,522,732
1,532,055
333

Table 3: Summary of MyPageKeeper data.
MyPageKeeper from their profile, Facebook disables this
token and notifies our application server, whereupon we
stop crawling that user’s wall and news feed.
Crawler instances and frequency. We run a set of
crawlers in Amazon EC2 instances to periodically crawl
the walls and news feeds of MyPageKeeper’s users. The
set of users are partitioned across the crawlers. In our
current instantiation, we run one crawler process for every 1,000 users. Thus, as more users subscribe to MyPageKeeper, we can easily scale the task of crawling their
walls and news feeds by instantiating more EC2 instances
for the task. Our Python-based crawlers use the opengraph API, incorporating users’ secret access tokens, to
crawl posts from Facebook. Once the data is received in
JSON format, the crawlers parse the data and save it in a
local Postgres database.
Currently, as a tradeoff between timeliness of detection
and resource costs on EC2, we instantiate MyPageKeeper
to crawl every user’s wall and news feed once every two
hours. Every couple of hours, all of our crawlers start up
and each crawler fetches new posts that were previously
not seen for the users assigned to it. Once all crawlers
complete execution, the data from their local databases is
migrated to a central database.
Checker instances. Checker modules are used to classify every post as socware or benign. Every two hours,
the central scheduler forks an appropriate number of
checker modules determined by the number of new URLs
crawled since the last round of checking. Thus, the identification of socware is also scalable since each checker
module runs on a subset of the pool of URLs. Each
checker evaluates the URLs it receives as input—using
a combination of whitelists, blacklists, and a classifier—
and saves the results in a database. We use the libsvm [41]
library for SVM based classification. Once all checker
modules complete execution, notifiers are invoked to notify all users who have posts either on their wall or in
their news feed that contain URLs that have been flagged
as socware.

Implementing MyPageKeeper

We provide some details on MyPageKeeper’s implementation.
Facebook application. First, we implement the MyPageKeeper Facebook application using FBML [14].
We implement our application server using Apache
(web server), Django (web framework), and Postgres
(database). Once a user installs the MyPageKeeper app in
her profile, Facebook generates a secret access token and
forwards the token to our application server, which we
then save in a database. This token is used by the crawler
to crawl the walls and news feeds of subscribed users using the Facebook open-graph API. If any user deactivates

4

Evaluation

Next, we evaluate MyPageKeeper from three perspectives. First, we evaluate the accuracy with which it classifies socware. Second, we determine the contribution of
MyPageKeeper’s social context based classifier in identifying socware compared to the URL blacklists that it
uses. Lastly, we compare MyPageKeeper’s efficiency
6
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Feature
URL obfuscated?
Spam keyword score
# of news feed posts
Message similarity score
# of Likes
# of wall posts
# of comments

F-Score
0.300378
0.262220
0.173836
0.131733
0.039895
0.019857
0.006367

App name
Sendible
iRazoo
4Loot

1,853
1,891

socware flagged by MyPageKeeper’s classifier based on
social context features.
We trained MyPageKeeper’s classifier using a manually verified dataset of URLs that contain 2,500 positive
samples and 5,000 negative samples of socware posts; we
gathered these samples over several months while developing MyPageKeeper. Table 4 shows the importance of
the various features in the SVM classifier learned. During the course of MyPageKeeper’s operation over four
months, we applied the classifier to check 753,516 unique
URLs; these are URLs that do not match the whitelist or
any of the blacklists. Of these URLs, the classifier identified 4,972 URLs, seen across 60,191 posts, as instances
of socware.
It is important to note that when MyPageKeeper sees
a URL in multiple posts over time, the values of the features associated with the URL may change every time
it appears, e.g., the message similarity score associated
with the URL can change. However, once MyPageKeeper classifies a URL as socware during any of its occurrences, it flags all previously seen posts that contain
the URL and notifies the corresponding users. Therefore,
in evaluating MyPageKeeper’s classifier, URL blacklists,
or MyPageKeeper as a whole, we consider here that a
technique classified a particular URL as socware if that
URL was flagged by that technique upon any of the
URL’s occurrences. Correspondingly, we consider a URL
to have not been classified as socware if it was not identified as such during any of its occurrences.
Checking the validity of socware identified by MyPageKeeper’s classifier is not straightforward, since there
is no ground truth for what represents socware and what
does not. However, here we attempt to evaluate the positive samples of socware identified by MyPageKeeper’s
classifier using a combination of a host of complementary techniques (we later discuss in Section 7 the validation of posts that are deemed safe by MyPageKeeper). To
do so, we use an instrumented Firefox browser to crawl
the 4,972 URLs flagged by MyPageKeeper at the end of
the four month period of MyPageKeeper operation. For
every URL that we crawl, we record the landing URL,
the IP address and other whois information of the landing domain, and contents of the landing page. To verify
the reputation of every URL, we then apply several techniques in the order summarized in Table 5.
• Blacklisted URLs: First, we check if any of the URLs
or the corresponding landing URLs are found in any

# of posts
18,923
2,102
3,918
1,290
5,827
247
4,658
6,547
14,876
58,388 (97%)
1,803 (3%)
60,191

Table 5: Validation of socware flagged by MyPageKeeper clas-

sifier.

with alternative approaches that would either crawl every
URL or at least resolve short URLs in order to identify
socware.
Table 3 summarizes the dataset of Facebook posts on
which we conduct our evaluation. This data is obtained
during MyPageKeeper’s operation over a four month period from 20th June to 19th October, 2011. MyPageKeeper had over 12K users during this period, who had
around 2.37M friends in union. Our data comprises 38.7
million and 1.7 million posts that contain URLs from
the news feeds and walls of these 12K users. We consider only those posts that contain URLs since MyPageKeeper currently checks only such posts. Overall, these
40 million posts contained around 30 million unique
URLs. In addition, we received 679 reports of socware
from 533 distinct MyPageKeeper users during the four
month period, with 333 distinct URLs across these reports. Though it is hard to make any general claims with
regard to representativeness of our data, we find that several user metrics (e.g., the male-to-female ratio and the
distribution of users across age groups) closely match that
of the Facebook user base at-large.

4.1

# of posts
6,687

Table 6: Top three spamming applications in our dataset.

Table 4: Feature scores used by MyPageKeeper’s classifier.
Alternative source
Flagged by blacklist
Flagged by on.fb.me
Content deleted by Facebook
Blacklisted app
Blacklisted IP
Domain is deleted
Points to app install
Spamming app
Manually verified
True positives
Unknown
Total

Description
Social Media Management
Search & win!
4Loot lets you win all
sorts of Loot while
searching the web

Accuracy

As previously mentioned, MyPageKeeper first matches
every URL to be checked against a whitelist. If no match
is found, it checks the URL with a set of locally queriable
URL blacklists. Finally, MyPageKeeper applies its social
context based classifier learned using the SVM model.
In this process, we assume URL information provided
by whitelists and blacklists to be ground truth, i.e., classification provided by them need not be independently
validated. Therefore, we focus here on validating the
7
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•

•

•

•

•

•

URL blacklists. Note that, though we use blacklists
in the operation of MyPageKeeper itself, we use only
those that can be stored and queried locally. Therefore, here we use for validation other external blacklists for which we have to issue remote queries. Further, even for blacklists used in MyPageKeeper, they
may not identify some instances of socware when they
initially appear because blacklists have been found to
lag in keeping up with the viral propagation of spam
on OSNs [44]. Hence, we check if a URL identified as
socware by MyPageKeeper’s classifier appeared in any
of the blacklists used by MyPageKeeper at a later point
in time, even though it did not appear in any of those
blacklists initially when MyPageKeeper spotted posts
containing that URL.
Flagged by fb.me URL shortener: Many URLs posted
on Facebook are shortened using Facebook’s URL
shortener fb.me. When Facebook determines any link
shortened using their service to be unsafe, the corresponding shortened URL thereafter redirects to Facebook’s home page—facebook.com/home.php—
instead of the actual landing page. Of the URLs flagged
by MyPageKeeper’s classifier, we check if those shortened using Facebook’s URL shortening service redirect
to Facebook’s home page.
Content deleted from Facebook: If Facebook determines any URL hosted under the facebook.com domain to be unsafe (e.g., the page for a spamming Facebook application), it thereafter redirects that URL to
facebook.com/4oh4.php. We use this as another
source of information to validate URLs flagged by MyPageKeeper’s classifier.
Blacklisted apps: If the URLs in posts made by a Facebook app are flagged due to any of the above reasons,
we consider that app to be malicious and declare all
other URLs posted by it as unsafe, thus helping validate some of the URLs declared as socware by MyPageKeeper’s classifier.
Blacklisted IPs: For every URL flagged by any of the
above techniques, we record the IP address when that
URL is crawled and blacklist that IP. Of the URLs
flagged by MyPageKeeper’s classifier, we then consider those that lead to one of these blacklisted IP addresses as correctly classified.
Domain deleted: Malicious domains are often deleted
once they are caught serving malicious content. Therefore, we deem MyPageKeeper’s positive classification
of a URL to be correct if the domain for that URL no
longer exists when we attempt to crawl it.
Obfuscation of app installation page: Posts made by
Facebook applications to attract users to install them
typically include an un-shortened URL pointing to a
Facebook page that contains information about the ap-

Source

# (%) of URLs

# (%) of posts

Google SBA2
Phishtank
Malware Norm
Joewein
APWG
Spamcop
All blacklists
MyPageKeeper
classifier

221 (6.8%)
12 (0.4%)
69 (2.1%)
240 (7.4%)
56 (1.7%)
232 (7.1%)
830 (25.6%)
2405 (74.4%)

378 (0.4%)
435 (0.5%)
154 (0.2%)
652 (0.7%)
569 (0.6%)
921 (1.0%)
3104 (3.4%)
89389 (96.6%)

Overlap with
classifier (#
of URLs)
0
1
0
11
0
0
12

Table 7: Comparison of contribution made by blacklists and
classifier to MyPageKeeper’s identification of socware during
the four month period of operation.
plication. Once a user visits this page, she can read
the application’s description and then click on a link on
this page if she decides to install it. However, posts
from some surreptitious applications contained shortened URLs that directly take the user to a page where
they request the user to grant permissions (e.g., to post
on the user’s wall) and install the application. We have
found all instances of such applications to be spamming
applications. Therefore, if any of the URLs flagged by
MyPageKeeper’s classifier is a shortened URL that directly points to the installation page for a Facebook app,
we declare that classification correct.
• Spamming app: From our dataset, we manually identified several Facebook applications that try to spread on
Facebook by promising free money to users and make
posts that point to the application page. Once installed
by a user, such applications periodically post on the
user’s wall (without requesting the user’s authorization
for each post) in an attempt to further propagate by attracting that user’s friends; Table 6 shows some such
applications that frequently appear in our dataset. Any
URLs classified as socware by MyPageKeeper’s classifier that happen to be posted by one of these manually
identified spamming apps are deemed correct.
• Manual analysis: Finally, over the operation of MyPageKeeper during the four months, we periodically
verified a subset of URLs flagged by the classifier.
These provide an additional source of validation.
In all, the union of the above techniques validates
that 58,388 out of 60,191 posts declared as socware by
the MyPageKeeper classifier are indeed so. Therefore,
97% of the socware identified by MyPageKeeper’s classifier are true positives. On the other hand, the 1,803
posts incorrectly classified as socware constitute less than
0.005% of the over 40 million posts in our dataset. Note
that, though all of the above techniques could be folded
into MyPageKeeper itself to help identify socware, we
do not do so because all of these techniques require us to
crawl a URL in order to evaluate it; we cannot afford the
latency of crawling.
8
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Comparison with blacklists

Though we see that the identification of socware by MyPageKeeper’s classifier is accurate, the next logical question is: what is the classifier’s contribution to MyPageKeeper in comparison with URL blacklists? Table 7 provides a breakdown of the URLs and posts classified as
socware by MyPageKeeper during the four month period
under consideration. There are two main takeaways from
this table. First, we see that the classifier finds 74.4% of
socware URLs and 96.6% of socware posts identified by
MyPageKeeper. Thus, the classifier accounts for a large
majority of socware identified by MyPageKeeper and is
thus critical to the system’s operation. Second, there is
very little overlap between the URLs flagged by blacklists and those flagged by the classifier. The typically low
frequency of occurrence of URLs that match blacklists
is another reason that the classifier’s share of identified
socware posts is significantly greater than its corresponding share of flagged URLs.

4.3

101
102
# of email notifications sent

103

Figure 3: 49% of MyPageKeeper’s 12,456 users were notified
of socware at least once in four months of MyPageKeeper’s operation.

Figure 2: Comparison of MyPageKeeper’s throughput and latency in classifying URLs with a short URL resolver and a
crawler-based approach. The height of the box shows the median, with the whiskers representing 5th and 95th percentiles.
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Figure 4: Correlation between vulnerability and social degree
of exposed users.
two weeks of MyPageKeeper’s execution. We see that
the throughput with MyPageKeeper is almost an order of
magnitude greater than the alternatives, with all three approaches using the same set of resources on EC2. As we
see in Figure 2(b), MyPageKeeper’s better performance
stems from its lower execution latency to check an URL;
the median classification latency with MyPageKeeper is
48 ms compared to a median of 426 ms when resolving
short URLs and 1.9 seconds when crawling URLs. Thus,
we are able to significantly reduce MyPageKeeper’s classification latency, compared to approaches that need to
resolve short URLs or crawl target web pages, by keeping all of its computation local.
Furthermore, a crawler-based approach will be significantly more expensive than MyPageKeeper. Thomas
et al. [54] found that crawler-based classification of 15
million URLs per day using cloud infrastructure results
in an expense of $800/day. Therefore, we estimate that
it would cost approximately $1.5 million/year to handle
Facebook’s workload; 1 million URLs are shared every
20 minutes on Facebook [35]. Since MyPageKeeper’s
classification latency is 40 times less than a crawler-based
approach, we estimate that the expense incurred with MyPageKeeper would be at least 40 times lower than a system that classifies URLs by crawling them.

Efficiency

Beyond accuracy, it is critical that MyPageKeeper’s identification of socware be efficient, so as to minimize the
costs that we need to bear in order to keep the delay in
identifying socware and alerting users low. The matching of a URL against a whitelist or a local set of blacklists
incurs minimal computational overhead. In addition, we
find that execution of the classifier also imposes minimal
delay per URL verified.
To demonstrate the efficiency of MyPageKeeper, we
compare the rate at which it classifies URLs with the classification throughput that two other alternative classes of
approaches would be able to sustain. Our first point of
comparison is an approach that relies only on locally queriable URL whitelists and blacklists but resolves all shortened URLs into the corresponding complete URL. Our
second alternative crawls URLs to evaluate them, e.g., using the content on the page or the IP address of the target
website. Figure 2(a) compares the throughput of classifying URLs with the three approaches, using data from

5

Analysis of Socware

Thus far we described how MyPageKeeper detects
socware efficiently at scale. In this section, we analyze
the socware that we have found during MyPageKeeper’s
operation to throw light on characteristics of socware on
Facebook.
9
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# of notifications

Shortening service
bit.ly
tinyurl.com
goo.gl
t.co
tiny.cc
ow.ly
on.fb.me
is.gd
j.mp
0rz.com
All shortened URLs
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Figure 5: No. of socware notifications per day. On 11th July,

% of socware URLs
21.9%
18.8%
5.1%
3.16%
1.6%
1.1%
1.0%
0.7%
0.4%
0.3%
54%

Table 8: Top URL shortening services in our socware dataset.

19th Sep, and 3rd Oct, socware was observed in large scale.
100 %

Domain Name
facebook.com
blogspot.com
miessass.info
shurulburul.tk
tomoday.info

% of links

80 %
60 %
40 %
20 %
0%
0
10

1

2

10
10
Active duration (days)

% of URLs
20.7%
6.3%
1.9%
1.8%
0.8%

% of posts
26.3%
8.7%
3.2%
1.2%
0.13%

Table 9: Top two-level domains in our socware dataset.

3

10

Figure 6: Active-time of socware links. 20% of socware links
were observed more than 10 days apart.

likely depends on the susceptibility of those friends to becoming victims of scams and helping propagate them.

5.1

We also find that socware on Facebook is prevalent
over time. Figure 5 shows the number of socware notifications sent per day by MyPageKeeper to its users.
We see a consistently large number of notifications going out daily, with noticeable spikes on a few days. On
11th July 2011, a scam that conned users to complete
surveys with the pretext of fake free products went viral and posts pointing to the scam appeared 4,056 times
on the walls and news feeds of MyPageKeeper’s users.
Two other scams, that promised ‘Free Facebook shoes’
and conned users to fill out surveys, also caused MyPageKeeper to send out a large number of notifications on that
day. On 19th Sep. 2011, different variants of the ‘Facebook Free T-Shirt’ scam [9] were spreading on Facebook
and was spotted 2,040 times by MyPageKeeper. On 3rd
Oct. 2011, a video scam was spreading on Facebook and
MyPageKeeper observed it in 1,739 posts.

Prevalence of socware

49% of MyPageKeeper’s users were exposed to
socware within four months. First, we analyze the
prevalence of socware on Facebook. To do so, we define that a user was exposed to a particular socware post
if that post appeared in her wall or news feed. As shown
in Figure 3, 49% of MyPageKeeper’s users were exposed
to at least one socware post during the four month period we consider here. Though this already indicates the
wide reach of socware on Facebook, we stress that 49%
is only a lower-bound due to a couple of reasons. First,
many of MyPageKeeper’s users subscribed to our application at some time in the midst of the four month period
and therefore, we miss socware that they were potentially
exposed to prior to them subscribing to MyPageKeeper.
Second, Facebook itself detects and removes posts that
it considers as spam or pointing to malware [36, 38, 52].
All the socware detected by MyPageKeeper is after such
filtering by Facebook.
Given that some users are exposed to more socware
than others, we analyze if the social degree of a user has
any impact on the probability of a user being exposed to
socware. Figure 4 shows the number of socware notifications received by MyPageKeeper users as a function of
the number of friends they have on Facebook. We bin
users with the number of friends within 10 of each other
and plot the average number of notifications per bin; we
consider here only those users who were subscribed to
MyPageKeeper for at least three months. We see that the
probability of users being exposed to socware is largely
independent of their social degree. This indicates that
whether a user is more likely to be exposed to socware
is not simply a function of how many friends she has, but

We next analyze the prevalence and impact of socware
from the perspective of individual socware links. For
each link, we define its “active-time” as the difference
between the first and last times of its occurrence in our
dataset. Figure 6 shows that we did not see 60% of
socware links beyond one day. Subsequent posts containing these links may have been filtered by Facebook
once it recognized their spammy or malicious nature, or
our dataset may miss those posts due to MyPageKeeper’s
limited view into Facebook’s 850 million users. Further, we do not attempt any clustering of links into campaigns here. However, even with these caveats, 20% of
socware links were seen in multiple posts separated by
at least 10 days, suggesting that a significant fraction
of socware eludes Facebook’s detection mechanisms and
lasts on Facebook for significant durations.
10
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Figure 8: For most socware links shortened with bit.ly or

Breakdown of socware links, when crawled
in Nov. 2011, that originally point to web pages in the
facebook.com domain.

goo.gl, a large majority of the clicks came from Facebook.

hosted on Facebook itself, we next analyze this subset
of socware. First, in early November 2011, we crawled
every socware link in our dataset that had pointed to a
landing page in the facebook.com domain at the time
when MyPageKeeper had initially classified that link as
socware. Figure 7 presents a breakdown of the results
of this crawl. If Facebook disables a URL, it redirects
us to facebook.com/home.php. Similarly, if crawling a URL points us to facebook.com/4oh4, it implies that Facebook has deleted the content at that URL.
Therefore, as seen in Figure 7, a large fraction of socware
links that were originally pointing to Facebook have now
been deactivated. However, we also see that a significant
fraction of these links—over 40%—were still live. Further, the figure shows that spammers use several different
channels, such as applications, events, and pages to propagate their scams on Facebook. In the figure, ‘App inst’
and ‘App prof’ refer to the installation and profile pages
of Facebook applications, and ‘LaaS’ refers to campaigns
intended to increase the number of Likes on a Facebook
page (described in detail in Section 6).
In our dataset, we see 257 distinct socware links shortened with the bit.ly and goo.gl URL shorteners that
point to landing pages in the facebook.com domain.
Using the APIs [5, 16] offered by these URL shortening services, we computed the number of clicks recorded
for these 257 links in two cases—1) where the Referrer was Facebook, and 2) where the Referrer was any
other domain. Figure 8 shows that Facebook is the dominant platform from which most of these links received
most of their clicks; 80% of links received over 70% of
their clicks from Facebook. This seems to indicate that
most socware hosted on Facebook is propagated solely
on Facebook and tailored for that platform.

Domain name characteristics

20% of socware links are hosted inside Facebook.
In the next section of our analysis, we focus on the
domain-level characteristics of socware links. First, Table 8 shows the top ten URL shortening services used
in socware links observed by MyPageKeeper. In all,
shortened URLs account for 54% of socware links in our
dataset. Our design of MyPageKeeper’s classifier to rely
solely on social context, and to not resolve short URLs,
hence makes a significant difference (as previously seen
in the comparison of classification latency).
Further, we find it surprising that a large fraction
of socware links (46%) are not shortened, given that
shortening of URLs enables spammers to obfuscate
them. On further investigation, we find that many Facebook scams such as ‘free iPhone’ and ‘free NFL jersey’ use domain names that clearly state the message
of the scam, e.g., http://iphonefree5.com/ and http://
nfljerseyfree.com/. These URLs are more likely to elicit
higher click-through rates compared to shortened URLs.
On the other hand, most of the shortened URLs were used
by malicious or spam applications (e.g., ‘The App’, ‘Profile Stalker’) that generate shortened URLs pointing to
their application’s installation page. We find that 89%
of shortened URLs in our dataset of socware links were
posted by Facebook applications.
Next, based on our crawl of the socware links in our
dataset, we inspect the top two-level domains found on
the landing pages pointed to by these links. First, as
shown in Table 9, we find that a large fraction of socware
(over 20% of URLs and 26% of posts) is hosted on Facebook itself. Second, a sizeable fraction of socware uses
sites such as blogspot.com and wordpress.com
that enable the spammers to easily create a large number
of URLs without going through the hassle of registering
new domains. Further, all of these domains are of good
repute and are unlikely to be flagged by traditional website blacklists.

5.3

60 %

20 %

Figure 7:

5.2

80 %

5.4

Comparison of socware to email spam

Socware keywords exhibit little (10%) overlap with
spam email keywords. As we saw earlier in Section 4,
spam keyword score is a key feature in MyPageKeeper’s
classifier. Therefore, in the final section of our analysis,
we investigate the overlap in ‘spam keywords’ that we
observe in socware on Facebook with those seen in another medium targeted by spammers, specifically email.

Analysis of socware hosted in Facebook

Hackers use numerous channels in Facebook to
spread socware. Given the large fraction of socware
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Socware
word
free
<3
iphone
awesome
win
wow
hurry
omg
amazing
deal

Likelihood
ratio
12.1
∞
∞
31.3
24.3
90.8
36.8
332.3
4.9
1.9

Spam email
word
money
price
free
account
stock
address
bank
pills
viagra
watch

Likelihood
ratio
11.5
26.6
0.08
9.6
9.7
5.2
56.4
∞
∞
1.9

www.facebook.com/pageX

My wall
Click here to win
Click here to win
Click here to win

Like 11 Install the app
to play and win!

a) User visits a product page
It lures user to click `'Like'

c) LaaS app gets permission
to spam user's wall anytime!

b) Like count increases by 1.
Now spammer lures user to
install the LaaS app

Figure 10: A representation of how a Like-as-a-service Face-

book application collects Likes for its client’s page and gains
access to the user’s wall for spamming. Dotted region of the
page is controlled by the spammer.
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Figure 9: Overlap of keywords between email and Facebook.
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Table 10: Top keywords from socware posts and spam emails.

Figure 11: Timeline of posts made by the Games LaaS Facebook application seen on users’ walls and news feeds.

We investigate whether spammers use similar keywords
on Facebook as they use in email spam.
To perform this analysis, we collected over 17,000
spam emails from [50]. For Facebook spam, we use
92,493 socware posts collected by MyPageKeeper. We
transform posts in either dataset to a bag of words with
their frequency of occurrence. Similar to [54], we then
compute the log odds ratio for each keyword to determine its overlap in Facebook socware and spam email.
Here, the log odds ratio for a keyword is defined by
ratio = |log(p1 q2 /p2 q1 )| where pi is the likelihood of
that keyword appearing in set i and qi = 1 − pi . A value
of 0 for the log odds ratio indicates that the keyword is
equally likely to appear in both datasets, whereas an infinite ratio indicates that the keyword appears in only one
of the datasets. In Figure 9 (infinite values are omitted),
we see only a 10% overlap in spam keywords between
email and Facebook. This indicates that Facebook spam
significantly differs from traditional email spam.
Further, Table 10 shows the likelihood ratio (defined
earlier in Section 3.3) for the top keywords in either
dataset. The higher the likelihood ratio of a socware
keyword, the stronger the bias of the keyword appearing more in Facebook socware than in email spam; an
infinite ratio implies the keyword exclusively appears in
Facebook socware. The word ‘omg’ is 332 times more
likely to be used in Facebook socware than in email spam.
On the other hand, words such as ‘pills’ and ‘viagra’ are
restricted solely to email spam.

6

www.facebook.com/home

www.facebook.com/pageX

Product x

month [10]. To leverage user activity on Facebook, an
increasingly large number of businesses have Facebook
pages associated with their products. However, attracting
users to their page is a challenge for any business. One
way of doing so is to make users who visit a Facebook
page click the ‘Like’ button on the page. A large number
of Likes has two significant implications. First, the number of Likes associated with a page has begun to represent
the reputation associated with a page, e.g., a higher number of Likes improves the page’s rank in Bing [3]. Second, a link to the product page appears in the news feed
of the friends of the user who clicked Like on the page,
thus enabling the link to the page to spread on Facebook.
Based on our view of Facebook socware through
the MyPageKeeper lens, we see an emerging Likeas-a-Service 3 market to help businesses attract users
to their pages. We identify several Facebook apps
(e.g., ‘Games’ [15], ‘FanOffer’ [13], and ‘Latest Promotions’ [21]) which are hired by the owners of Facebook
pages to help increase the number of Likes on their pages.
These applications, which offer Likes as a service, presumably get paid on a ‘Pay-per-Like’ model by the owners of Facebook pages that make use of their services.
Figure 10 shows how a Like-as-a-Service (LaaS) application typically works. First, a customer of the LaaS
application integrates the application into their Facebook
page. When users visit the page, the LaaS application
entices the user to click Like on page. Typically, the re-

Like-as-a-Service

3 Note that ‘Like-as-a-Service‘ differs from ‘Likejacking‘ [22],
where users are tricked into clicking the Like button without them realizing they are doing so, e.g., by enticing the user to click on a Flash
video, within which the Like button is hidden.

Facebook has now become the premier online destination
on the Internet. Over 900 million users, half of whom
visit the site daily, spend over 4 hours on the site every
12
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Page Name
Raging Bid
www.WalkerToyota.com
Chip Banks Chevrolet Buick
Casey Jamerson
Tara Gray

Application Message
Just got a better score on Raging Bid’s Bouncing Balls contest and I am now in 12297th place. I am getting
closer to winning a Sony Bravia 3D HDTV. Who thinks they can beat my score? Click here to try: URL
DAILY CONTEST UPDATE: I am currently in 7573rd place in Walker Toyota’s Tetris contest. There is still
plenty of time to try and win a 16GB iPad2. Who thinks they can get a better score than me? Click here to try:
URL
DAILY CONTEST UPDATE: I am currently in 310th place in Chip Banks Chevrolet Buick’s Gem Swap II
contest. There is still plenty of time to try and win a 16GB iPad2. Who thinks they can get a better score than
me? Click here to try: URL
DAILY CONTEST UPDATE: I am currently in 6234th place in Casey Jamerson Music’s Gem Swap II contest.
There is still plenty of time to try and win a 16GB iPad2. Who thinks they can get a better score than me? Click
here to try: URL
DAILY CONTEST UPDATE: I am currently in 10213th place in Tara Gray’s Gem Swap II contest. There is still
plenty of time to try and win a Burma Ruby Ring. Who thinks they can get a better score than me? Click here to
try: URL

No. of Likes
168,815
136,212
2,190
47,496
231,035

Table 11: Five example Facebook pages integrated with the Games LaaS application to spam users’ walls for propagation.

% of URLs

100 %
98 %
96 %
94 %
92 %
90 %
88 %
86 %
84 %
82 %
100

significantly rose around mid-September 2011. Further,
from the news feeds of MyPageKeeper users, we see that
Games posted links to as many as 700 Facebook pages
on a single day; each link points to the Facebook page of
a different customer of this LaaS application. Table 11
shows the posts made by Games for some of its customers, the variation in text messages across these posts,
and the large number of Likes garnered by the Facebook
pages of these customers.
We next analyze the Likes and comments received by
721 URLs posted by the Games app. As shown in Figure 12, we see that over 95% of these URLs have less
than 100 Likes and less than 100 comments; this fraction is significantly lesser on a dataset of randomly chosen 721 URLs from benign posts. However, over 20%
of the URLs posted by the Games app do receive Likes
and comments, thus enabling them to propagate on Facebook. Real users may be unknowingly helping to spreading spam in these cases; such users have been previously
referred to as creepers [52].

Likes (LaaS)
Comments (LaaS)
Likes (Benign)
Comments (Benign)

101

102
103
# of likes/comments

104

Figure 12: # of Likes and comments associated with URLs
posted by the Games Facebook app.

ward promised to the user in return for his Like is that the
user can play some games on the page or have a chance
of winning free products. However, once the user clicks
Like on the page to access the promised reward, the LaaS
application then demands that the user add the application
to his profile in order to proceed further. In the process
of getting the user to add the LaaS application, the application requests the user to grant permission for it to post
on the user’s wall. Once the application obtains such permissions, it periodically spams the user’s wall with posts
that contain links to the Facebook page of the customer
who enrolled the LaaS application for its services. These
posts will appear in the news feeds of the unsuspecting
user’s friends, who in turn may visit the Facebook page
and go through the same cycle again. The LaaS application thus enables the Facebook pages of its customers
to accumulate Likes and increase their reputation, even
though users are clicking Like on these pages with the
promise of false rewards rather than because they like the
products advertised on the page.
Here, we analyze the activity of one such LaaS
application—Games [15]. Figure 11 shows that posts
made by this application appear regularly in the walls
and news feeds of MyPageKeeper’s users. Even with our
small sample of roughly 12K users from Facebook’s total
population of over 850 million users, we see that 40 users
have posts made by Games on their walls, which implies
that these users have installed the application and granted
it permission to make posts on their wall at any time. We
also see that the number of users who installed Games

7

Discussion

Client-based solution. An alternative to MyPageKeeper’s server-side detection of socware would be to
identify socware on client machines. In such an approach, a client-side tool can classify a post at the instant
when the user accesses the post. However, we choose
not to use such an approach for multiple reasons. First,
a server-side solution is more amenable to adoption; it
is easier to convince users to add an app to their Facebook profile than to convince them to download and install an application or browser extension on their machines. Second, users can access Facebook from a range
of browsers and even from different device types (e.g.,
mobile phones). Developing and maintaining clientside tools for all of these platforms is onerous. Finally,
and most importantly, many of the features used by our
socware classifier (e.g., message similarity score) fundamentally depend on aggregating information across users.
Therefore, a view of Facebook from the perspective of a
13
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single client may be insufficient to identify socware accurately.
Estimating false negatives. While we evaluated the
accuracy of socware identified by MyPageKeeper by
cross-validating with other techniques, evaluating the accuracy of MyPageKeeper’s classifier in cases where it declares a URL safe is much harder. Not only do we lack
ground truth, but since the highly common case is that
a Facebook post is benign, manual verification of a randomly chosen subset of the classifier’s negative outputs is
insufficient.
We therefore evaluate whether MyPageKeeper’s classifier misses any socware by using data from userreported samples of socware. As shown in Table 3,
533 distinct MyPageKeeper users have submitted 679
such reports and we have received 333 unique URLs
across these reports. Based on manual verification,
we find that 296 of these 333 URLs indeed point to
spam or malware. The remaining 37 URLs point to
sites like surveymonkey.com (fill out surveys) and
clixsense.com (get paid to view advertisements),
which though abused by spammers have legitimate uses
as well. We suspect that our users did come across
socware, but reported the URL of the landing page, rather
than the URL that they originally found in a socware post.
Of the 296 instances of true socware reported by users,
MyPageKeeper’s classifier flagged all but 17 of them, independently of users reporting them to us. This translates into a false negative rate of 5% for the classifier. However, 16 of these 17 URLs had been found to
match against one of the URL blacklists used by MyPageKeeper. Thus, the false negative rate for the whole MyPageKeeper system, which combines blacklists and the
classifier to detect socware, is 0.3%.
Arms race with spammers. Though our current techniques seem to suffice to accurately identify socware
on Facebook, we speculate here on how spammers may
evolve socware, given the knowledge of how MyPageKeeper works. One option for spammers to evade MyPageKeeper is to use different shortened URLs for a
single malicious landing URL. In such cases, MyPageKeeper would consider every posted shortened URL
seperately even though they are all part of the same campaign. Thus, if any of these shortened URLs does not
appear on the walls/news feeds of several users, MyPageKeeper may fail to flag it. Another option for socware to
evade MyPageKeeper is for spammers to slow down its
rate of propagation; as we found in Section 4.2, MyPageKeeper sometimes misses socware which is observed
only a few times in our dataset. However, slowing down
a socware epidemic makes it likely that it will be flagged
by other techniques, such as URL blacklists. Moreover,
spammers may often be unable to control how fast a
socware epidemic spreads. In the case where an epidemic

spreads by luring users into installing a Facebook app, the
spammer can control how often the app posts spam on
the user’s wall. However, in cases where users are asked
to ‘Like’ or ‘Share’ a post to access a fake reward, the
socware is self-propagating and its viral spread cannot be
controlled by spammers.
Another option is for spammers to change the keywords that they use in socware posts, thus affecting the
spam keyword score used by MyPageKeeper’s classifier.
Though spammers are constrained in their choice of keywords by the need to attract users, some of the keywords
may evolve over time as popular colloquial expressions
(e.g., ‘OMG’) change. To evaluate MyPageKeeper’s ability to cope with such change, we identified the top keywords (those with high likelihood ratio compared to benign posts among frequently occurring keywords) distinctive to user-reported socware posts. We find that the
spam keywords that we use in MyPageKeeper’s classifier
(identified from manually identified samples of socware)
match those computed here. Though this captures data
only across four months, MyPageKeeper can similarly recompute the set of spam keywords over time.

8

Related Work

Motivated by the increasing presence of spam and malware on OSNs, there have been several recent related efforts. Here, we contrast our work with these prior efforts.
Studies of spam on OSNs. Gao et al. [43] analyzed
posts on the walls of 3.5 million Facebook users and
showed that 10% of links posted on Facebook walls are
spam, with a large majority pointing to phishing sites.
They also presented techniques to identify compromised
accounts and spam campaigns. In a similar study on Twitter, Grier et al. [44] showed that at least 8% of links
posted on Twitter are spam while 86% of the involved
accounts are compromised. In contrast to this study,
Thomas et al. [55] show that the majority of suspended
accounts in Twitter are created by spammers as opposed
to compromised users. All of these efforts however focus on post-mortem analysis of historical OSN data and
are not applicable to MyPageKeeper’s goal of identifying socware soon after it appears on a user’s wall or news
feed.
Detecting spam accounts. Benevenuto et al. [39] and
Yang et al. [57] developed techniques to identify accounts
of spammers on Twitter. Others have proposed a honeypot based approach [53, 47] to detect spam accounts on
OSNs. Yardi et al. [58] analyzed behavioral patterns
among spam accounts in Twitter. Instead of focusing on
accounts created by spammers, MyPageKeeper enables
socware detection on the walls and news feeds of legitimate Facebook users.
Real-time spam detection in OSNs. Thomas et
al. [54] developed Monarch, a real-time system that
14
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crawls URLs submitted from services such as Twitter to
determine whether a URL directs to spam. Monarch relies on the network and domain level properties of URLs
as well as the content of the web pages obtained when
URLs are crawled. Interestingly, Monarch’s classification accuracy is shown to be independent of the social
context on Twitter. MyPageKeeper distinguishes itself
from Monarch in several ways—1) we study socware on
Facebook, which we see significantly differs in its characteristics from traditional spam messages, 2) to make
MyPageKeeper efficient, our socware classifier operates
without crawling of links found in posts, and 3) we find
that the use of social context based features is crucial to
efficient detection of socware. In another study, Gao et
al. [42] perform online spam filtering on OSNs using incremental clustering. Their technique however relies on
having the whole social graph as input, and so, is usable
only by the OSN provider. MyPageKeeper instead relies
only on the view of the OSN as seen by MyPageKeeper’s
users. Lee et al. [48] built Warningbird, a system to detect
suspicious URLs in Twitter; their system however relies
on following the HTTP redirection chains of URLs, thus
making their approach less efficient than MyPageKeeper.
Wang et al. [56] propose a unified spam detection
framework that works across all OSNs, but they do not
have an implementation of such a system in practice.
Stein et al. [52] describe Facebook’s Immune System
(FIS), a scalable real-time adversarial learning system
deployed in Facebook to protect users from malicious
activities. However, Stein et al. provide only a highlevel overview about threats to the Facebook graph and
do not provide any analysis of the system. Similarly,
other Facebook applications [6, 25, 4] that defend users
against spam and malware are proprietary with no details
available about how they work. Abu-Nimeh et al. [37]
analyze the URLs flagged by one of these applications,
Defenseio, but they do not discuss Defenseio’s classification techniques and their analysis is restricted to that of
the hosting infrastructure (country and ASN) underlying
Facebook spam. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to provide classification of socware on Facebook
that relies solely on social context based features, thus
enabling MyPageKeeper to efficiently detect socware at
scale.
Social context based email spam. Jagatic et al. [45]
discuss how email phishing attacks can be launched by
using publicly available personal information (e.g., birthday) from social networks, and Brown et al. [40] analyzed
such email spam seen in practice. However, due to revisions in Facebook’s privacy policy over the last couple of
years, only a user’s friends have access to such information from the user’s profile, thus making such email spam
no longer possible. Further, MyPageKeeper focuses on
spam propagated on Facebook rather than via email.

Conclusions

Facebook is becoming the new epicenter of the web,
and we showed that hackers are adapting to this change
by designing new types of malware suited to this platform, which we call socware. In this paper, we presented the design and implementation of MyPageKeeper,
a Facebook application that can accurately and efficiently
identify socware at scale. Using data from over 12K
Facebook users, we found that the reach of socware is
widespread and that a significant fraction of socware is
hosted on Facebook itself. We also showed that existing
defenses, such as URL blacklists, are ill-suited for identifying socware, and that socware significantly differs from
email spam. Finally, we identified a new trend in aggressive marketing of Facebook pages using “Like-asa-Service” applications that spam users to make money
based on a “Pay-per-Like” model.
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